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Address of President Cass Gilbert at the Forty-

Second Convention, American Institute

' of Architects.*

IT
HAS become the custom for the president of the Institute to present at the

opening session of each convention an address or message summarizing the

work in the past or suggesting work for the future. And, reluctant as I am

to consume the vakiable time of the convention, I comply, in the hope that it will

not be amiss to suggest some general ideas for your consideration.

Each year of the Institute's life bears a general similarity to each preceding

year, and yet each year brings new problems, or the more complete solution of

old ones ; and finds the Institute growing in spirit, larger in numbers, stronger

in faith in itself and with a rightly increasing influence both on the art we^

practice and on the relations of the public and of the government to that art.

If we compare the broad influence of the Institute today with even that

glimpse of the "Golden Age" some fifteen years ago, when the Columbian Expo-

sition was built, by the leaders of our Institute ; and we achieved governmental

recognition as a profession, through the passage of the Tarsney Act
;
we will

see the sure advance of a great national organization to a truly national scope—

and so seeing we will realize the responsibilities that come with increased au-

thority. Let us grow in wisdom as we have grown in numbers, in power and

in material wealth.
. • i j

1 forbear to make a comparison in detail or to furnish statistical records,

but the evidence is before you in the fact that through the wise councils and

unselfish endeavor of the Institute we have come to be the adviser, .and as need

arises the respected arbiter in matters of the gravest importance. Then it was

with difficulty that we obtained a hearing from either the public or the govern-

ment Today we are welcomed in the councils of all those who sincerely desire

to do well in matters within the sphere of our profession. Our great and

growing cities, our states and the national government itself, all call upon us

for professional counsel and approach the subject of architecture and the

other fine arts from a standpoint largely influenced thereby.

The President of the United States, in calling together that notable con-

ference of the governors for consideration of the conservation of the national

the Union.

f
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resources of our country, invited the American Institute of Architects, as one of

a few organizations of national scope to take part therein, and we have now an

Institute Committee acting with the Conservation Commission which grew

out of that confei'ence. This commission, will, I believe, become one of the

greatest powers for national good that has ever been created.

Many of the states are considering laws for the licensing of architects,

some have already passed such laws, whether with wisdom or not will only be

proved by experience, but for the present it may be said that it is an experiment

intended to be for the protection of the public and of the architects alike.

Several of our cities have official consulting architects to advise as to

the best method of procedure and to guide their officials in all matters of

design.

Civic associations and municipal authorities are calling the members of

our profession to assist in the study and betterment of civic conditions, the

designs of streets, parks, bridges and public monuments, and I need not add

that the members of the Institute have responded cordially in assisting in

these endeavors for the general good.

Our relations with individuals and corporations, with the public artd with

the government have been fostered and strengthened and we hove won the

confidence of them all because we have endeavored 'to deserve it.

Abroad, the Institute is recognized as one of the greati^st organizations of

its kind—and our affiliations with foreign societies of art, science, and letters

are growing closer from year to year. /

The Congress of Architects in London of 1906, and in Vienna of 1908, and

the international incidents of the last convention of the Royal Institute of British

Architects have demonstrated the increased respect in which our Institute is

held and promise a closer relation with conse<|uent mutual advantage for the

future—such closer bond of sympathy and understanding between American
and foreign societies of like intention has not been without encouragement from

^fhe National Government, however, indirect or Incidental, and in a large sense-

makes for a better understanding between nation and nation, weaving one more

strand in the fabric of amity that makes for the peace of the world.

Our committees have chosen as the principal topic for this convention

the relations of the arts to the government, and you will be invited to con-

sider, and act on that proposition that it is desirable for the art works of

the government to be under the general control of a Bureau of the Fine Arts.

I will not anticipate the report of the committee by more than this brief

reference to the subject, but may add that in all of our discussion of it we
must bear in mind that we look at it from only one side, viz. ; that of the

artist and the professional man, but that before such a proposition can be

enacted into law it will be subject to careful legislative scrutiny; it will be

considered from the standpoint of economy and administration, and many
objections will doubtless be raised: many corrections and amendments will

be made. But the outcome will be progress.

Let us do our part with wisdom and care, let us consider what we ought

to do and balance it off against what we can do. Let us not forget that we
are citizens with the citizen's duty to do, so far as we can do it within our

own sphere ; and with the citizen's right to suggest or demand ; but that

we are neither statesmen nor legislators and that to them is committed the

responsibility for the enactment of laws and for the finding of ways and

means.
The convention will probably consider among other things the ever

present and intimate topics of professional ethics, competitions and sched-

ules of charges. Let us deal with all these matters in a very broad way, and

be guided by generous consideration for the other point of view, whatever

it may be- Let us be generous, even to ourselves.

The Architect and Engineer 37

In the matter of ethics, I quote an extract from the constitution and

bv-laws of the Civic Club of New York

:

''We stand

:

, r i .

"For knowledge and progress; for rational enjoyment and for whatever

'''

'^'^'No man can grow unless he has room in which to grow; we will not

crowd the next man, but we will not be crowded by him. We will therefore

eive and take, but we will not compromise nor temporize with wrong or

with wrong-doers. We will leave the hiding places to the weak and will

fight for them and for ourselves in full view of all.

''We will cultivate friendship with all, but we will not fear the enmity

of those who oppose our principles."

Let us have an ethical code so broad that it will cover all right conduct

Moral right is the basis of all ethical codes. We cannot create moral

rieht or wrong by fiat of a convention. In moral law, what is right today

was always right. It is only by instinct, experience and wisdom that we

perceive moral law as applied. We do not always perceive accurately, hence

our codes change with the years and with the conditions. It is character,

not codes, that determines a man's life and his relations to his neighbor.

Let us beware of the hastv adoption of a narrow code which would

place the technical stigma of ^'Hinprofessional conduct" upon honorable

practitioners, or limit the proper activities and usefulness of our members.

Let us sternly rebuke those forms of practice which infringe on moral

rieht which place selfish interest above the general good; or tend to lessen

the dignitv or lower the tone of the profession. And with just and well-

considered rules of conduct, let us hold ourselves as well as our neighbors

to strict accountability for their fulfillment. In short, let us have the righ

code or none at all ! The Institute is safer relying on the n^oral sense of

^s members thaa upon an inefficient or unwise code

^

enforced. Our committee will be guided by your decision
;
on you rests the

'''^'weneTal the same reasoning applies to the matter of the schedule of

charges That some modification is desirable is obvious to all. \\ e cannot

h"; Mohave a schedule of charges that will fit with n.athematica preci.^^^

and equal justice all conditions, but we can have a schedule that ^ ^

J^^"^ ^
startin^r point-and that shall represent a reasonable minimum. It must be

a bu ^n^es^paper, simple, direct and to the point. It must be self-evident

omprehensW^ and devoid of argument; i-onclusive statem^.^^^^^^^^^^^^

suggestions or elusive phraseology have no place in such ^ ^^^^""^^"^,
/j

luust be a basic minimum statement leaving reasonable variations to local

^
^"xhlt the demands upon the architects both in professional service and

in the cost thereof have enormously increased is a well known fact "l he

schedule when adopted some forty years ago represented fair remunera

tion for that time, but it does not represent fair remuneration now.

On the subject of competitions there is much to say-and much that

had better be left unsaid. Probably 90 per cent
f.^ll^.'°^^''lZi oil

culties have grown out of this one fruitfuT tree of discord. Let me point

out however, the economic side of the question.

'The profession is expending vast energy and an enormous sun, each

vear fruitlessly foolishly, blindlv in maintammg this wasteful system. It

Crbeen Sssible to obtain data or to form anything like an adequate

estimate oX cost. We do know, however, of specific instances which
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may be quoted as examples. Let me quote only one as typical. The gov-
ernment established a competition within the last year wherein some one
hundred and thirty competitors took part, expending in addition to their
own time and service, about $65,000. The fees paid to the pri^e winners
and to the expert advisors amounted to about $5000. Loss $60,000. The
total gross fee of the successful competitor estimated on a per centum of the
proposed cost of the buildmg is about $12,500 and his net estimated profit
from this fee about $4500. Net loss to the profession about $55,000. And in

the end, I am credibly informed, the jury's award was disregarded and even
the plan finally selected had to be revised.

The government refuses to receive from a building contractor any
value not required by the contract, without paying for it; and yet—strange
inconsistency—the laws or customs are such that it does not hesitate to
accept such value from us. The competition system has become so wide-
spread that now it applies not only to government buildings but to all other
classes of buildings. I think it would not be too much to say that the
architects in this country annually expend over $1,000,000 in competitions
from which they receive no return. How long can the profession stand this
drain? And this is not all—to foot up the total you must add the profits
that should have accrued from time and money expended, the wasted time
and eftort, the neglect of other duties, the depressing—the disheartening
disappointments and the dissensions that ensue. If fault there be, it lies in
ourselves. The correction is in our power. The public is eager to under-
stand and ready to accept the professional man's point of view of it—that
view—is sane and consistent.

The public does not know, and cannot understand this great waste. It
is well that we should understand it and take serious thought.

• We have during the past year sought information as to the amount of
money expended in building in the United States for a period of years.
Inquiry has been made of the authorities of every city in the country of
over 20,000 inhabitants. We have asked like information from the Treas-
ury Department and from the Census Bureau. We find that city records
are not available in all cases, but have collected such information as they
could give us. The Treasury Department's reports are, of course, clear and
comprehensive so far as works under its charge are concerned. The Census
Bureau could give^us no information at all.

With the development of the Institute come larger duties and a natural
demand for a larger working capital. Our usefulness is constantly ham-
pered for lack of funds. Our committees have to limit their work by the
closest demands of economy, and many useful projects must be neglected
for this reason. The Institute should take a greater part in educational
work, not only for students of architecture, but for students and apprentices
in the lesser arts and in the trades. We could do most valuable work for
the world if we could have under our supervision art guilds and trade
schools, if we could direct the work of the young mechanic or artisan who
labors in the building trades. Give him a knowledge of his art, inspire him
to its finer development and you make him a better artisan and a better
citizen. Under the patronage of the Institute, lectures, exhibitions, circu-
lating libraries, scholarships, and the like should be established. The Insti-
tute should take an active part in research and archeology, in library and
museum work and in many other forms of development from which all the
people as well as ourselves would derive benefit. But all this means the
expenditure of a great sum of money annually. It n>eans an endowment,
and a large one; an endowment of which we would be only the trusteed, not

•*

the beneficiaries. We cannot look for such an endowment with a selfish

end in view, and its acquisition would increase, not lessen, our labors and

responsibilities. ^ c i.

In maintaining our place in the professional world, we must not forget

that it is the student of today who is the practitioner of tomorrow. We

should therefore act helpfully toward the younger men. Shar^with them

our successes, give them their chance as we have had ours, and foster their

reasonable ambitions for professional opportunity and success. So wm
their confidence by generous and helpful acts that they will naturally seek

vour counsel and be guided by your experience They will nchly repay you

by loyal support of those principles and ideals for which you stand^ When

vou receive a young student into your offices, bear in mind that it is your

du y to him and to fll concerned to see to it that he is fit for the future work

of an architect. If you cannot teach him yourself, put him under charge ot

someone w^o^ca
.^^ ^^^ opportunity consistent with their ability, but

carefully select those who are best fitted by natural inclination and advise

the others to seek another occupation. Encourage those who give promise

of fitness but reject the inefficient, the indolent, or the incompetent. And

so build ^p a strong body of practitioners who can be useful to themselves

and to the world. To this end then I recommend such action by the con-

vent on as wUl foster and encourage the educational side of our work both

ha the matter of ethics and design. If this can wisely be accomplished by a

closer affiliation with the other societies, or by establishing a junior grade,

or grade of aspirants within our own Institute, let us so proceed.

I suggest a closer union of our chapters and a system of correspond-

ence between them. Topics of discussion, such as the arts and the laws

and theodes of practice, might be arranged in series so that there would

TelonSatL'of effon. ff the members of the Institute think and work

othef. "AsTne lamp lighteth another and groweth not less, so nobleness

enkindles nobleness." 4- „ ..,*

But above all, remember that we are engaged in a great creative art,

and that tn the la;t analysis we stand or fall by our success as crea ive

artists Let us cultivate, then, that finer side of our lives and maintain

?hose high ideals which have ever made our profession the recorder of the

worid's progress, the conservator of its rarest treasures, and the creator of

its noblest monuments. . .

At the end you may say with Stevenson, "I know what pleasure .s, for

I have done good work."
, •

i i i- r 4.

This forceful and comprehensive address was received with the liveliest

satisfaction. The broad-minded .nnd dignified statement of the objects and

aims of the convention served as the keynote to subsequent deliberations

an^ in Ike manner President Gilbert's performance of the arduous and

trying duties as presiding officer made possible the large measure of accom-

plishment.
Other Features of the Convention.

The evening was devoted to the memorial meeting in appreciation and

exhibition of works of Augustus Saint Gaudens, by thp I"st|tute.

This meeting in its inception, the perfection of its details, and its sue

cessful consummation, marks an epoch in the history cif the Institute.

I can be truthfully stated that no greater tribute has ever been paid

to the memory o an American artist, and the fact that it was conducted by

fea'.i.jfrjS.B.atan-^h. l^;lii^.^J'j?^»aefc-3^al^^g.JA!^^SBa^.?ae/a »fe'i4b<i»>«»tjlL\jis5.i<uii^ f;rtAaa.t,<Bai.rf!i.j U-^^^^^i^i
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.'the Institute to so successful an issue, should be a source of great pride to
every architect in America. It was a fitting ending to a year of dignified
effort and the committee in charge is deserving of the highest praise..

At the request of President Gilbert, Secretary of State Root presided at
the meeting. In accepting, Mr. Root spoke briefly, and referred to having
known Saint Gaudens in Rome, some forty years ago. He dwelt in a force-
ful way on the influence of the work of Saint Gaudens on American art.

He then introduced President Roosevelt.

President Roosevelt, who spoke with his accustomed earnestness, said :

''Augustus Saint Gaudens was a very great sculptor. This makes all.

the world his debtor, but in a peculiar sen.se it makes all his countrymen
his debtor. In any nation those citizens, who possess the pride in their
nationality without which they cannot claim to be good citizens, must feel
a particular satisfaction in the deeds of every man who adds to the sum of
worthy national achievement.

"The great nations of antiquity, of the Middle Ages, and of modern
times, were and are great in each several case, not only because of the col-
lective achievements of each people as a whole, but because of the sum of
the achievements of the men of special eminence ; and this whether they ex-
celled in warcraft or statecraft, as roadmakers or cathedral builders, as
men of letters, men of art, or men of science. The field of effort is almost
limitless; and preeminent success in any part of it is not only a good thing

V

for humanity as a whole, but should be especially prized by the nation to
which the man achieving the success belongs.

"Particularly should this be so with us in America. As is natural, we
have won our greatest success in the field of an abounding material achieve-
ment; we have conquered a continent; we have laced it with railways; we
have dotted it with cities. Quite unconsciously, and as a mere incident to
this industrial growth, we have produced some really marvelous artistic

— eflPects. ^ ^
:

"Again, some day people will realize that one effect of the 'sky-
scrapers' in New York, of the massing of buildings of enormous size and
height on an island surrounded by waterways, has been to produce a city
of singularly imposing type, and of unexampled picturesqueness. A great
artist will yet arise to bring before our eyes the powerful irregular sky-
line of the great city at sunset, or in the noonday brightness, and, above
all, at night, when the lights flash from the dark, mountainous mass of
buildings, from the stately bridges that span the East River, and from the
myriad craft that blaze as they ply to and fro across the waters.

"Our success in the field of pure art, as in the fields of pure literature
and pure science, has been behind the success we have achieved in provid-
ing by the practical application of art and science, for bodily comfort,
bodily welfare, and for the extraordinary industrial mechanism which
forms the framework and skeleton of our modern civilization. The twi-
light of letters continues; but much is now being done in the field of art;
and Saint Gaudens was an artist who can hardly be placed too high."

The President referred at some length and with much detail of de-
scription to Saint Gaudens' work in modeling the new coinage. Standing
where his eye could command a view of almost the entire exhibit, he dwelt
in vivid description of the impression created by the more important
examples of Saint Gaudens' work, and closed his address with the follow-
ing tribute to his great genius:

"Greatest of all is his Lincoln. Lincoln was the plain rnan of the
people, the people's President; homely, gaunt, ungainly; and this homely

figure, clad in ill-fitting clothes of the ugly modern type, held one of the

loftiest souls that ever burned within the breast of mankind. It is Saint

Gaudens' peculiar quality that, without abating one jot of the truthfulness

of portrayal of the man's outside aspect, yet makes that outside aspect of

little weight because of what is shown of the soul within.

"We look as Saint Gaudens' mighty statue of the mighty Lincoln

and we are stirred to awe and wonder and devotion for the^ great man who,

in strength and sorrow, bore the people's burdens through the four years

of our direst need, and then, standing as high priest between the horns

of the altar, poured out his own lifeblood for the nation whose life he had

saved.

"In this quality of showing the soul. Saint Gaudens' figures are more

impressive than the most beautiful figures that have come down from the

aYt of ancient Greece; for their unequaled beauty is of the form merely,

and Saint Gaudens' is of the spirit within."

The scholarly address of Ambassador Jusserand, who has many times

•spoken to gatherings of architects in this country and abroad, received

the closest attention and awoke among many present visions of earlier

years when they were students in Paris. His appreciation of Saint Gaudens

was received with the liveliest satisfaction.

Dangers of Concrete Construction

IN
AN interview given the Washington Herald, Mr. James Knox Taylor,

Supervismg Architect of the Treasury Department, said, referring to the

dangers in the use of reinforced concrete construction: "I would favor

the further use of reinforced concrete in the construction of government

buildings if it were possible for us to get a sufficient number of expert superin-

tendents to take charge of the work. I t requires careful and expert watching.

I am afraid that we shall always encounter, or for a long time at TeasT7 the

same difficulty that we find now in its use, namely that while we can easily get

superintendents, we can not get a large enough number of them who are highly

trained in the use of concrete. There is too much danger in the indiscnmmate

use of concrete to permit us to try to make it a common material in the con-

struction of government buildings unless, or until, this danger can be in some

way eliminated." Mr. Taylor is the highest functionary in the United States

government, as far as building construction is concerned, and his opinion is of

great value.' In this case, it is simply a reiteration of what so many experts have

contended. Reinforced concrete is a most attractive mode of construction

theoretically, and splendid results may be attained—from laboratory tests. But

it is so variable a quantity and is so susceptible to tribulations in its handling

that, spite of the arguments of its votaries, the gentlemen who have cement to

sell it is the most unsafe medium of construction known. All other materials

are' completed and can be subjected to tests, and are, to a degree, tested in

handling before being brought upon a building, while reinforced concrete

can only be tested after the structure is completed, when it is usually too late

to remedy the defect. The large number of concrete collapses further il-

lustrates this point. Another government officer, Engineer Humphrey, of the

Geological Survey (who, by the way, is also the president of a cement organiza-

tion which fact gives still greater force to his statement) adds that after an

examination of most of these collapsed concrete buildings he is convinced

that certain inherent troubles existed in them all, and he fears that similar

troubles exist in many that have not yet collapsed, and avers that it seems a

miracle to him that more concrete buildings have not collapsed.—Clayworker.

?^s^:#aiigafj^'a:«;tA.-ra-a.^4;ivAv.M-;te';aaj^yrb^^
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Columbia Theater. San Francisco

Bliss &> Faville. Architects

The Columbia Theater Building

By C W. WHITNEY.

SAN FRANCISCO was always, and still is, very much of a theater-going

center and with the rebuilding of the city it has been natural to look

forward to the erection of permanent theater buildings which not only

would serve the ever increasing demands of a drama-loving people, but would

also in architectural design, in facilities for elaborate theatrical productions

and in convenience and safety for the public, be a credit to the city. Such a

theatre building and more isthe new Columbia theatre now under course of

erection at the southwest corner of Geary and Mason streets. In its architect-

ural features, iMessrs. Bliss & Faville, the architects, have produced very pleas-

ine effects throughout. The main facade of the building, which fronts on deary

street is to be faced with a special cream-colored pressed brick set off with

fluted' columns of terra cotta, while a beautiful color effect will be presented to

the whole by twisted columns, panels, architraves, urns, etc., constructed ot

special polychrome terra cotta in four colors.
a . *

•

The theater building proper is a thoroughly fireproof Class A structure

with steel frame, fireproofed with concrete. It is 97/2 feet wide and extends

\
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ColinuHa Theater. San I' latiitsio

Blt'^s & I-aviUe. Architects

The Columbia Theater Building

P.y C. W. WHITXRV.

S\.\

I'RAXCISO) was always, and -still is, very much of a theater-going

center, and with the rchuifding of the city it has hecn natural to look

forward to the erection of permanent theater huildings which not only

would serve the ever increasing demands of a drama-loving peo])le. hut would

also in architectural design, in facilities for elahorate theatrical productions

and 'in convenience and safety for the puhlic, be a credit to the city. Such a

theatre building and more is'the new Columbia theatre now under course ot

erection at the southwest corner of (ieary and Mason streets. In its architect-

ural features Messrs. liliss & Faville, the architects, have produced very pleas-

incr effects throughout. The main facade of the building, which fronts on ( icary

street is to be faced with a special cream-colored pressed brick set otf with

fluted' columns of terra cotta, while a beautiful color etTect will be presented t«.

the whole by twisted columns, i)anels, architraves, urns, etc., constructed ot

special polvchrome terra cotta in four colors.

The t'heater building proi)er is a thoroughly firei)root L lass A structure

with steel frame, t'lrepronfed with cmicrete. It is ')7'.> feet wide and extends

i

1
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the full depth of the lot, 137j/^ feet. It is given up entirely to the theater audi-

torium, stage and the usual ladies' room, ticket office, manager's office, check
room, etc., with smoking room and bar in the t)asement. The ornamentation

on the interior is particularly graceful and ornate, the plaster decorations being

especially beautiful.

As an annex to the theater building proper, there will be constructed, w^ith

a front on Mason street and adjoining the rear of the theater, a brick building

which will provide space for dressing rooms, property room and carpenter shop.

Ample space will also be provided in this annex for storage of scenery, the

scenery room being connected with the rear of the stage by means of openings
equipped with automatically closing fireproof steel rolling doors.

The theater will have a large number of exits, opening both on to Geary
street and Mason street. The building will have a heating and ventilating

equipment, and special attention is also to be paid to the design of the electrical

work, the plumbing and other mechanical features. The foyer is to be lined

with Utah Caen stone, while the stairs and the floors of the public passages
will be of the best grade of Tennessee marble.

The work on the theater, for which the Ransome Concrete Company has

the general contract, is now well under way, and before the end of next year

it is expected that the building will be entirely completed and ready for occu-

pancy. Messrs. Gottlob, Marx & Company, lessees of the Van Ness theater,

will be the lessees of the new Columbia theater. Their long and efficient man-
agement of theatrical properties augurs well for the success of the new theater.

Another very interesting and, in many respects, unusual structure which is

now being erected by the Ransome Concrete Company as general contractors,

is the half-million-dollar Hotel Sacramento, at the corner of Tenth and
K streets, Sacramento. This building is of reinforced concrete construction,

four stories, basement and^nezzanine floor, and is surmounted by a roof
garden. The travelling public have long commented on the need of an up-to-

date hostelry in Sacramento and are now rejoicing that this new structure is to

meet their expectations so satisfactorily. The construction being reinforced

concrete, gives great stability and durability to the building and, moreover, has
given the architects, Messrs. Sellon & Hemmings, opportunity for an unusual
and specially artistic architectural treatment. Open balconies are to be located

on both street fronts of the building, while the roof garden, covered along the

street fronts by a pergola of rough-sawn timber construction with red tile

roof, will tend to give the building a very pleasing appearance.
In its interior treatment the hotel will have elaborate decorations in the

mam lobby, lounging hall, dining room, banquet hall, and reception rooms, bar
room and grill room. The finish in lobby and public rooms on the first floor

is to be of Sienna marble with scagliola columns to match, while the woodwork
is to be completed in natural finish jenisero.

The hotel will have upward of two hundred rooms and will be well
equipped with elevator service, pneumatic tubes, and other- special features
necessary for the accommodation of the guests.

A large machinery equipment will provide for the heating and ventilating

systems, a vacuum system and refrigerating plant, while the electrical work
will be of the latest pattern.

The rough structure of thie Hotel Sacramento is now completed, and the

contractors are rapidly pushing the work of interior finishing. It is .expected
that the building will be completed and turned over to the owners about next
Tune.
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Two Modern Apartment Houses

IV/IESSRS OLIVER & FOULKES.of San Francisco are the architects of

I wo handsome modern apartment houses now under construction, one m
^ ' San Francisco and the other in Oakland. The Keystone apartments

occupy what is probably the most valuable site for an apartment house m San

Francisco Not only
^

was the fifty vara lot at Washington and Hyde streets

selected because of the magnificent and unobstructable marme view, but also be-

cause the situation is an admirable one on account of the many street car

fspilities

The adopted plan was selected from a number of studies as giving the

maximum number of rooms with commanding outlooks, sunshme, etc., and each

of the ten apartments to a floor are located in separate pavilions, thus obtaining

the greatest possible privacy under a single roof.
„ j u,.

The building, which is six stories high, is pure colonial in design ?nd has

the usual effect of solidity and grace which this style so well affords.

The interior is elegant, homelike and wonderfully convenient.

The fundamental conception of an apartment house is a combination of the

usual comforts and conveniences of a well-appointed residence, a central loca-

tion and all at a reasonable rental. .
. ,

'Each apartment is equipped with an electric lift of automatic control, a

circulating brine system of refrigeration for each pantry, dish washing machine,

private laundry with clothes dryer and a suction plant for the disposal o dust.

A safe deposit vault with separate boxes for each apartment is located on

the first floor adjacent to the office.
, ,

. -^i

Sun parlors, billiard rooms, ladies' parlor. =\g«"«'-«\'<'""g'"g [°°'"'/°" '

hall, children's play room, an attractive tea garden on the roof, all add to the

comfort and entertainment of the guests.

Similar to the Keystone in many of its appurtenances is the Pera ta apart-

ment 1 oue being built for Drs. Huntington and Dow at Thirteenth and Jackson

-^tSs, Oakland^ The design ts on the Spanish order. The buik mg will be.«^

stories high, 120x130 feet and will cost in the neighborhood of $200.UUU.

* *

The Treatment of Ceilings

Some of the world's greatest artists have been employed from time to

time in painting ceilings. Michael Angelo imich .^g^'n^' l"^/^'";
'^ l^^'^^

nainted very elaborate decorations on one of the ceilings of the Si.stine Chapel

^nH in the last centurv it was very common to have medallions and panels

Jainted on canvas whkh was attached to ceilings. In Stafford House, LondonC is an elaborately painted ceiling in one of the rooms, which is reflected

• ,Mirror nlared in the center of the apartment. Owen Jones, in speaking

of L de°ora'tn of' w^^ls, Tays: "One of 'he first principles to be attended to

^s hat nothi g should disturb their flatness ; all direct representations of

natural obecs should be avoided; first, because they place those objects in

unseemly pSons; secondly, that the paper should serve as a background.

Superiority of Brick Over Stone in a Fire Test

The recent $35,000 school building fire, at Springfield, Minn., offers con-

vincinrevidence of the stability of brick under the severe fire tests. The
vincing eviaence o j handsome structure. These walls

'''"rti^ktranexti nation of the ruins .hows that the intense heat did

disintegrated.

I

I
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draff Building. San Francisco

— -AT. F. Antonovich. Architect

Eiiuipped with Van Enion Elevators

ii

Watering the Horses near the Donahue Fountain at the Trough Erected by the S. F. C. A. Society

San Francisco's Lack of Drinking Fountains

By HORATIO F. STOLL.

ERE'S to Miss Lotta." said a merry-faced tar the other day at

Lotta's fountain as he raised a cup of water to his Hps and nodded

to his sailor friend.

"Lotta?" queried his companion. ''Who's Miss Lotta?"

''Search me/' laughed the seaman, as he smacked his lips and proceeded

to turn on more water. "But I'll bet she's a good fellow. She gave this foun-

tain to 'Frisco."

"Who said so?" snapped.the other.

"Why, can't you read? Says so right here." And with that he pointed,-

to the inscription.

I thought they might be glad to know the lady's identity, so, while they

drained several cups of water, I explained that Lotta was Lotta Crabtree, the

actress, one of the darlings of the early tlieatrical days, but now retired and

wealthy.
^ ,

"Well, she's all right, all right," commented the amiable tar. 'She s

made a hit with me. I've been looking for this kind of an outlay ever since I

landed." And he added as a compliment: "Your water's all right, too.

No more typhoid germs, I hope."

I was amused, for I had been told that the man behmd the gun scorned

mere water when he was on shore leave, and I said as much.

"You're off there, son," corrected the sailor. "Booze is all right for

a couple of days after being at sea for a long time, but the boys tire of it

quicker than they do of water. Of course, some of them are like sieves and

can't ever get enough. But the majority ain't so stuck on booze. Water s

good enough. We drink buckets of it."
, , . , • i

I could readily believe this statement when I watched him drain several

cups of water.

"Whv I've guzzled more different kinds of water—and booze, too, tor

that matter," he went on, "than you could shake a stick at. We've had it hike

warm and cold as ice ; brown as chocolate and clear as crystal
;
we ve had the

pure unadulterated and we've had some that looked like an aquarium; we ve

liad it sweet, tasteless, salty. We've sampled water from hundreds of rivers,

lakes springs and fountains. We've tasted condensed water from every ocean

and bay in which our vessel has floated. Oh. you can't tell us anything about

water We're as good judges of water asi we are of beer or whiskey .

"Too bad we haven't more fountains|," I ventured. "Perhaps you sailors

might drink more water and less booze." , ,

i

''•^^^ ,^
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Watering the Horses near the Donahue Fountain at the Trough Erected by the S. F.C. A. Society

San Francisco's Lack ot Drinking f ountains

By HORATIO F. STOLL.

lERE'S to Miss Lotta/' said a merry-faced tar the other day at

Lotta's fountain as he raised a cup of water to his Hps and nodded

to his sailor friend.

"Lotta?" queried his companion. "Who's Miss Lotta?"

"Search me," laughed the seaman, as he smacked his lips and proceeded

to turn on more water. "But I'll bet she's a good fellow. She gave this foun-

tain to 'Frisco."

'Who said so?" snapped the other.

'Why, can't you read? Says so right here." And with that he pointed

to the inscription.

I thought they might be glad to know the lady's identity, so, while they

drained several cups of water, I explained that Lotta was Lotta Crabtree, the

actress, one of the darlings of the early theatrical days, but now retired and

wealthy.
,

"Well, she's all right, all right," commented the amiable tar. She s

made a hit with me. I've been looking for this kind of an outlay ever since I

landed." And he added as a compliment: "Your water's all right, too.

No more typhoid germs, I hope."

I was amused, for I had been told that the man behind the gun scorned

mere water when he was on shore leave, and I said as much.

"You're off there, son," corrected the sailor. "Booze is all right for

a couple of days after being at sea for a long time, but the boys tire of it

quicker than they do of water. Of course, some of them are like sieves and

can't ever get enough. But the majority ain't so stuck on booze. Water s

good enough. We drink buckets of it."
.

, , • i •
i

I could readily believe this statement when I watched him drain several

cups of water.
'

"Why I've guzzled more different kinds of water—and booze, too, tor

that matter," he went on, "than you could shake a stick at. We've had it luke

warm and cold as ice; brown as chocolate and clear as crystal; we ve had the

pure unadulterated and we've had some that looked like an aquariuni; we ve

had it sweet ta<;teless, saltv. We've sampled water from hundreds of rivers,

lakes spniiijs and Unintam;. We've tasted condensed water from every ocean

and bay in winch our vessel has floated. Oh. you can't tell us anything about

water We're as good judges of water as we are of beer or whiskey .

"Too bad we haven't more fountains," I ventured. "Perhaps you sailors

might drink more water and less booze." ,
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"Sure, Mike," answered the other seadog, as they locked arms and pro-

ceeded up^the street.

My attention having been drawn to the fountain, I watched to see how

many people stopped to quench their thirst and then I began to speculate as

to how many people had been benefited by this fountain alone.
"^ It*was during one of her most successful engagements in San Francisco,

away back in 1874, that Lotta Crabtree, the favorite of the old theatrical days,

conceived the idea of presenting the city of her youth with some testimonial

of her appreciation and concluded that she could select nothing better than a-

drinking fountain.

Owing to theatrical engagements in the East, she was unable to be pres-

ent at the dedication ceremonies on September 9, 1875, so Harry Edwards, a

popular actor of the time, delivered the speech of presentation. In the course

of his remarks he said

:

In the older countries of Europe, public drinking fountains are of frequent occur-

rence and the inscriptions upon them are often quaint and characteristic. They have

formed themes for the antiquarian and the poets; they have employed the pencils

of artists. But, built of perishable materials, many of these interesting structures are

fast falling to decay, the very names of their builders being lost in the passage of time.

This can hardly share their fate—the solid iron fabric must- last and survive the ruins

of centuries and the name of the kind-hearted actress will be repeated by thousands,

who will in the far distant future experience the benefit of her thoughtful deed.

Thirty-three years have slipped by since the covering over the fountain

was removed and Miss Crabtree's aunt, Mrs. Vernon, was first to receive a

drink. San Francisco then had about 250,000 inhabitants. Today she claims

to have twice that number. Supposing that only five hundred people each day

have availed themselves of the opportunity to drink from the four cups pro-

vided, it would mean that more than five million people have accepted the

thoughtful hospitality of Lotta. This is a low estimate. It is probable that

ten times that number have stopped at the fountain and quenched their thirst

Freshly painted in honor of the coming of the fleet, Lotta's fountain, at

the corner of Market and Kearny streets, looks as attractive and substantial

as the day it was accepted in behalf of the city by Mayor James Otis. Neither

time, earthquake nor fire have left their imprint, and it seems safe to repeat

Mr. Edwards's prophetic words that this fountain will ''survive the ruins of

centuries."

Somewhat more pretentious is the Admission fountain presented by James
D. Phelan to his native city, and dedicated to the Native Sons of the Golden

West on September 9, 1897. It is advantageously situated at the intersection

of Market, Turk and Mason streets, and, like all the other fountains and

groups of statuary, withstood the effects of the great conflagration wonder-

fully well. In the excavation for this fountain, by the way, it was found that

a large sewer was immediately beneath, which necessitated the deepening of

the hole to about ten feet and laying solid walls of broken stone and cement on

both sides of the sewer and over it. The first flight of steps arising on that

foundation covers an area of fifteen feet square. The monument with the

winged figure on top measures 35 feet in all from the ground upward and

is beautifully proportioned.

The bronze studies ornamenting the fountain were designed by Douglas

Tilden, and are four in number. Surmounting the top is an allegorical figure

of history—a female posing herself on a bronze globe with outspread wings

and holding above her head an open book on which is inscribed the words:

"Sept. 9. 1850," the date California was admitted to the Union. Standing on

the granite pedestal against that part of the column facing Market street is the
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i=J
A Selfish Driver Quenching his Thirst

at the Phelan Fountain ivhtle his

Horses are Overlooked

f=l

statue of a young miner. He is garbed m the dress of the pioneer days with

the inevitable soft hat, woolen shirt, top-boots and pistolbelt. He unturis a

fla^ with the left hand and shoujdering a pick with the other seems to be step-

ping forward and shouting the good news at the top of Tiis voice. Two bear

skulls at the sides of the pedestal are entwined with rattlesnakes and symbolize

the Sierras, where lies the Hetch-Hetchy Vallev, from which, it is hoped, we

will some day obtain a supply of pure mountain water. The skulls hold be-

tween their teeth handles which release the water that spouts out of the heads

of the snakes into basins and thence into pools below for the use of dogs

Doudas Tilden also designed the Donahue fountain, which stands at

the intersection of Battery, Market and Bush streets. It is said that the sculp-

tor made various more or less conventional designs with which he could not

satisfy himself until, in passing one day a machine shop he caught a glinipse

of workmen operating a large lever punch. This gave him the motive which

he extended into a striking design in bronze and granite.

Peter Donahue, whose memory was the inspiration of ^his gift, was a

machinist by trade, who came to San Francisco a pioneer in 1849, and estab-

lished the Union Iron Works almost within a stone s throw of the spot where

the fountain now stands. The memorial was erected under the will of his son,

T Mervin Donahue, and was dedicated to the mechanics of San Francisco,

The unveiling took place during the visit of President McKinley on May 15

1901, but, owing to the illness of h^s wife, the President was unable to attend

the ceremonies. 1 . , , i i ^«
Of the down-town fountains, this is the only one where one has a chance

to see the water play in the air and Aear it splash as it hits the granite base and

falls into the large basin. It performs a pleasant function in bringing mto busy

Market street that sound of runnirfe water which, in its idle play, its music

ilfglMMiaililli
lf
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—, : Lottas Fountain, San Francisco —— — —

reminiscent of the woodland stream, has in the city so rare a power to charm.
It has been well said that something about us, some lingering touch, perhaps,

of the primitive days, gives to the running water of the city fountain that re-

lation to public life which the fire in the open hearth has to private life. To
appreciate this to the full extent, the fountain should be in a square or park
where one has leisure to sit before it. But even in the roar of the city, the

fascination of its music is not lost.

It is a pity in planning the Donahue fountain some provision was not

made for horses and dogs. Had the circular walk been eliminated and the

level of the water in the basin been slightly raised, horses might be driven

to the edge and drink to their heart's content. And by adding shallow pools

about the sides, the street dogs could have been accommodated as well. As it is.

the fountain is ornamental, not useful.

The other day I saw a thirsty little dog jump from a truck and scamper
over to the fountain. Standing on his hind legs, he craned his neck over
the coping in a vain endeavor to get some of the precious water ; but it was
just out of his reach and he had to content himself with lapping up some of

the water that feebly trickled over the cement walk into the gutter. These
leaks, by the way, occur where the granite blocks in the coping are joined.

They are doubtless due to the earthquake and (;ould easily be patched with a

little cement. It should be done at once, as it gives the sidewalk a damp and
untidy appearance.

No sooner had the little dog returned to his seat on the truck than a

The old Cognvelt Fountain

which stood at the corner of

Market and California Streets.

San Francisco

The Robert Louis Stevenson

Fountain, in Portsmouth
Square. San Francisco
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chirping sparrow hopped up on the coping. I was glad to see one of these

husky feathered street urchins down town a^ain, and so I watched him closely.

He wiped his little bill carefully on the gi^nite, and, with a flutter, alighted

on one of the spouting dolphins. Then he sipped deeply from the gushing

waters. How he seemed to enjoy it ! Slowly he raised his pert head skyward,

allowing the soothing liquid to run down by degrees and tickle his little in-

sides. He. repeated the performance several times. Fortunate little sparrow

!

I could not help wishing that the faithful little truck dog also had been pro-

vided with wings or that the cracks in the coping were larger so that sufficient

water could run into the gutter to satisfy his thirst as well.

What a valuable service the Donahue Fountain might have performed

during the early reconstruction days. Instead of lying idle for nearly two

years, it might have been cleaned and filled with water for the use of the hun-

dreds' of thirsty horses that, shortly after the fire, were put to work clearing

the streets and debris-strewn lots, those who worked in that section will never

forget the brick and lime dust that parched their throats, but the greatest suf-

ferers were the horses, many of which were not able to obtain water from the

time they left their stables in the early morning until their return at night.

Improvised water troughs made of iron bath tubs taken from the rums:

and placed under hydrants provided water for a few- horses, but relief was

not felt until George Renner, of the Draymen's Association, superintended

the erection of several water troughs. These troughs were twenty feet long,

elevated three and one-half feet on wooden posts, and were the means of re-

lieving much suffering. There still being a large area where teams could not

obtain water, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, upon the

sueeestion of Mr. Renner, immediately ordered eight troughs similar to those

of the Draymen's Association and the Board of Public Works cheerfully

o-ranted a permit allowing them to be erected at Market and Battery, Bay and

Kearny, Eighth and Townsend, Van Ness and Union, Fourth and Jessie,

JCentucky and Fourth . Kentucky and Twentieth, and in front of the Society s

office on Sixteenth street. • ,
, , . \

These wooden troughs have gradually been replaced by new troughs

planned by Secretary McCurrie, the result of many experiments and buiU

with the purpose of standing the severe jolts of large trucks. They cost $7o

each and are twelve feet long, twenty inches wide and six inches deep, with

a six-inch channel iron guard rail bolted to steel arms connected with the steel

upright posts. The posts are made of ten-inch steel pipe filled with concrete

and set in concrete three feet under water. A space of three and one-half

feet from the pavement to the bottom of the troughs allows the poles ot

wagons and trucks to pass under without striking. An automatic valve en-

closed in an iron box two feet long by six inches wide and ten mches high in

the center and back of the trough, allows space for drinking along the entire

twelve feet of the trough. The Society pays $5 a month for the water sup-

plied for each of these troughs.
• . j .1

It is doubtful if any of these troughs are more used and appreciated than

the one located to the east of the Donahue Fountain. All day long you will see

trucks wagons and buggies drawn up in front of it. At the noon hour I have

counted as many as a dozen drivers watering their horses at this trough. In

order not to lose time, the driver generally fills his bucket and waters his

horses in that way. And if he is one of the thoughtful kind, you will see him

hold the bucket up to the little dog on the seat. The horses delight in the

troughs It would do your heart good to see those handsome big truck horses

plunge their warm, dusty noses to the bottom and draw in the water thirstily.

The drivers appreciate the convenience of watering their horses without
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having to uncheck them. Some, I am sure, who are in a hurry, would not

-take the time or trouble to uncheck them ; others are glad of he chance to

ahghtwhle their horses are watering, and take a drink themselves from the

aS cup that hangs from the hydrant at one end of the trough. The Society

finds it can often |et thoughtless drivers to be considerate to their horses if

some inducement is held out to them. Hence the tempting agate cup.

One of the sections of the city where a fountain for horses is most needed

is down on East street, where from morning until night there is a continual

proceTs^on of trucks and other vehicles. It looked for a while as if the Out-

door Art League were going to secure one of the Herman Lee Ensign foun-

faTns for this Section of the city, but owing to the fact that it required quite

In area to meet the conditions stipulated \xy the donor-there must be twenty-

five feet the length of a horse and wagon, about the fountain-the Harbor

a)mmis ioners did not see their way clear to set aside a suitable site, and so

S matter has temporarily been allowed to drop. However, any tn.e we can

provide a location where there is a large passing traffic, one of the Ensign

fountains can be had for the asking. '

Los Angeles possesses one, Pasadena has two, and only recently one has

been erected tn Oakland, at the corner of Twenty-Sixth and Broadway, through

the efforts of the Woman's Civic Club. They are plain, practical fountains of

Maine granite, entirely polished and trimmed with bronze, and cost about

SI 000 Thev weigh five tons and stand six feet high. From jets springing

froTthe heads of miniature lions, the water falls into a large circular dnnk-

ing poolfor horses four feet above the ground. Small basins at the base, with

constant running water, are supplied for dogs.

When he died a few years ago, Herman Lee Ensign left a large fund

to be used in the erection of these fountains in every city m the bnion. from

childhood he was a great lover of horses. To him animals were not mere

n^ norfand slaves/they were companions and ^^nds devoUnR themselv

fn man and depending upon him for their lives and welfare. He tounaea tne

^laSS^afHuSneAlLn^e of New York^

.

i^Si^ui::?wSa^s^^ a^^ancT with his wishe^^Th^ln^-

^mp rl^es havf been good enough to transport them free o charge a 1 ov

"Ik sotetu^s^Kir tli'nkft ^rZ^T^.^ San

l„,Mic p ac«. It .s
''•^J''"'^^'^^^^^ Xvine this common-place rcplic.

r'rgfre cSnt vty wdco?,e.'B„, f^om ,„ artis.ic ...n.lpon,. the

whole thing was in bad taste.
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From time to time all kinds of protests were made to have the statue re-
moved. It was argued that this inartistic piece of statuary created a poor im-
pression on strangers who saw it immediately after they entered the city.

However, nothing was done. Finally, one dark wintry night, a number of
indignant art lovers, after the manner of the Vigilantes of old, decided to take
the matter into their hands. They lassoed the doctor with a stout rope
and tried to pull him from his pedestal. But the donor had intended that his
statue should also "survive the ruins of centuries," and he anchored it good
and fast. For hours the conspirators tugged and swore and fumed and
strained, but they succeeded in bringing down only a part, an arm, I believe,

when the first gray streaks of dawn overtook them. Then the city authorities
determined that, since no one wanted to see the arm restored, and the doctor
looked absurd without that necessary appendage, it was best to remove him.
This was done quietly and a flagpole substituted.

CogswelU by the way, did better by the city when he presented the
Benjamin Franklin drinking fountain which now stands in the center of
Washington Square. It was originally set up at the intersection of Kearny
street and Montgomery avenue, where the new Ruef building now towers.
The bronze statue of Franklin is six and a half feet high and was cast in

New York at a cost of $5,000. On one side of the granite pedestal is the
inscription, "Presented by H. D. Cogswell to our Boys and Girls Who
Will Soon Take Our Places and Pass On." Over the faucets are "Vichy,"
"Congress," and California Seltzer," a pleasantry on the part of the donor,
who, by the word "Welcome" cut on each of the three sides of the stone
platform under the dogs' drinking basins, invited man and beast to refresh
themselves. Years ago it was deemed best to remove the fountain to
Washington Square, a few blocks away, where it has been much enjoyed
by the idlers and residents of North Beach. As soon as the city's water
supply was turned on after the great fire, this fountain proved a great
convenience to the refugees who remained in the park over a year.

Another fountain that will always be gratefully remembered by the refa-~
gees is the Robert Louis Stevenson fountain in Portsmouth Square. Thanks
to the thoughtfulness and energy of Bruce Porter and a number of Stevenson
admirers, San Francisco was the first city to erect a memorial to the much-
beloved novelist. The writer spent many an idle hour in the old plaza watch-
ing and studying the various types and nationalities passing in review before
him, and so it was considered the most appropriate place for the fountain. The
monument cost $1,500, and consists of a massive rectangular granite base ten
feet high, in which a watertap is inserted. It is surmounted with a bronze
figure of a Spanish galleon under full sail, designed by George Piper. On one
side is inscribed the following words of Stevenson:

To be honest
;
to be kind

; to eam a little ; to spend a little less ; to make a family
happier for his presence; to renounce when that shall be necessary and not be em-
bittered; to keep a few friends, but these without capitulation; above all, on the same
grim condition to keep friends with himself—here is a task for all that a man has
of fortitude and delicacy.

It might be well for some of our wealthy citizens who have accumulated
fortunes in San Francisco to ponder over these words of Stevenson. Perhaps
it may influence them to return something to the city that has contributed so
much to their happiness and prosperity. If they want to show their apprecia-
tion, their gratitude, they could select no better gift than a drinking fountain
in the down-town district. It will add beauty to the rehabilitated business sec-
tion, contribute to the comfort of their fellowmen, quench the thirst of beast
and bird, and stand as an imperishable monument to the kindly spirit and
generosity of the big-hearted donor.

<
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Vitrified Brick Pavement, Fourth Street. Los Angeles

Brick Street Pavements*

By WILL P. BLAIR, Secretary of National Association of Paving Brick

Manufacturers, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE use of vitrified brick or block for streets and roadways is an American

idea, which originated about thirty years ago. It was developed from

the use of brick made from the ordinary surface clays for such purposes

in a few of the smaller cities of Indiana and Illinois. Shortly afterwards brick

made from fire clay in the upper Ohio valley were used for a like purpose.

It will probably never be established as to who made the first vitrified

brick from shale in this country. One thing is certain, that the first stiff mud
brick made from a mixture of shale and common clay were produced in central

Illinois. These were u»ed for street paving purposes and naturally followed

the U5e of the common brick for street paving, and thus, more by accident

than design, such brick were found to resist the wear of travel with greater

success than the brick made from the surface clays, and thus the value of

vitrified brick for paving purposes was established.

In like manner, it may be truthfully said that for many years following

the earlier manufacture and use of paving brick, progress toward betterment

was, to a very great extent, merely incidental. The extended use for street

paving purposes was slow. Few of the earlier manufacturers, if any, realized

the development about to take place, and very few of the manufacturers had

any concern of the relation their uses bore to the importance of the business.

The demands for the product, however, grew continuously, regardless of

the fact that so few were giving any attention whatever to their proper use as

• Extracts of a paper read before the American Society of Municipal Improvements.
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a street paving material. Finally, some few of the manufacturers began to

realize that the lack of appreciation of brick streets was' due to the fact that

they were almost universally built without consideration, either as to the

physical advantage, insuring durability, or In a manner making possible the

greatest satisfaction to the user. The few, however, whose eyes were opened

to the facts, began a careful study and inquiry into the methods of construe^

tion promising to afford the greatest satisfaction possible from every stand-

point.

A few engineers in the central west early realized the importance of proper

construction, and appreciated more than the manufacturers what the future had

in store for vitrified brick. These engineers and these manufacturers, while

maintaining the value of the use of a good quality of vitrified brick for street

construction, were convinced of the utter folly of depending upon that alone,

and saw that other elements were equally necessary. It is not too much to say

that even now the brick are too often required to bear the burden for a

satisfactory street. Neither is it putting it too strong to say that the c'riticisms

offered against brick streets sfre due, in nine cases out of ten, to other causes

than the quality of the brick.

In the month of July of this year, we had the opportunity of exammmg
the brick street in more than fifty cities of the Allegheny mountains. We
were greatly surprised that in but three cities did we find the essential details of

brick street construction at all complied with. Many of the details of a properly

constructed brick street seem not to have found lodgment with those who are

charged with their construction, as being in the least degree important
;
they

are, nevertheless, absolutely necessary for the construction of high class brick

pavements.
The following practices have come under my observation : I have seen

the filler dipped from the mixing box with a bucket and carried many

steps. In such case, the sand was on its way to the bottom of the

bucket and the cement was making for the top. I have seen the

mixture placed in~arcradle or rocking box, and in the time intervening

the turning of the box, the sand and cement were undergoing a like separation,

and as the box was turned the richer mixture of cement flowed ahead and the

weaker and sandy portion remained near the box. I have seen the water

applied before the mixture in a dry state reached an even shade, thus preventing

the proper adhesion of the particles. To remedy the thickening of the mixture.

I have seen it entirely ruined by throwing upon the street the water from an

open nozzle, which served only to float the cement away from the sand. I have

seen the mixture put upon the street much faster than it could be swept in.

I have seen the mixture prepared in a dry state in large quantities at intervals

of a few feet upon the brick and the water applied and the sweeping-in

process undertaken simultaneously. I have seen the mixture rnade up in such

large batches that it required a sweeping of several feet before it could be made

to disappear in the interstices. In such cases, the last that went in was but

very little better than pure sand. I have taken a quantity of sand from the

supply to be used for filler purposes and found that it contained 33 per cent,

of soil. I have seen, by the use of the same kind of broom in the application of

the second course as was used in the application of the first course, the filler

swept out of the joints rather than left full and flush with the top of the

brick, thereby insuring slight shipping of either edge of the brick in the early

use of the pavement. The mere exercise of common sense would suggest the

use of a rubber or leather scraper for the application of the top course, and the

stroke at an angle of forty-five degrees to insure the perfect job. Thus, I might

enumerate for hours the manner, method, and *means of applying the cement

filler in the interstices of a brick street, each and every one of which was but

tiif
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a street i)aviii!Li- material. iMiiatly, some few of the manufacturers began to

realize that the lack of appreciation of brick streets was due to the fact that

they were almost imiversallv built without consideration, either as to the

])hvsical advantai^e, insuring:' durability, or in a manner makino- possible the

o-reatest satisfaction to the user. The few, however, whose eyes were opened

to the facts, began a careful study and inquiry into the methods of construc-

tion promising t(^ afford the greatest satisfaction possible from every stand-

])oint.

A few engineers in the central west early realized the importance of proper

construction, and appreciated more than the manufacturers what the future had

in store for vitrified brick. These engineers and these manufacturers, while

maintaining the value of the use of a good quality of vitrified brick for street

construction, were convinced of the utter folly of depending upon that alone,

and saw that other elements were equally necessary. It is not too much to say.

that even now the brick are too often required to bear the burden for a

satisfactory street. Neither is it putting it too strong to say that the criticisms

offered aL^'ainst brick streets are due, in nine cases out of ten, to other causes

than the qualitv of the brick.

In the month of Jnlv of this year, we had the opportunity of examuimg

the brick street in m'ore than fifty cities of the Allegheny mountains. We
were greatly suri)rise(l that in but three cities did we find the essential details (^f

brick "street' construction at all complied with. Many of the details of a properly

constructed brick street seem not to have found lodgment with those who are

charged with their construction, as being in the least degree important; they

are, nevertheless, absolutely necessary for the construction of high class brick

pavements.
The following practices have come under my observation: I have j^een

the filler dipped from the nfixing hnx with a bucket and carried many

steps. In such case, the sand was on its way to the bottom of the

bucket and the cement was making for the to]i. I have_ seen the

mixture placed in a cradle or rocking box. and in the time intervening

the turning of the box. the sand and cement were undergoing a like separation,

and a^ the b(»x was turned the richer mixture of cement flowed ahead and the

weaker and sandv |)ortion remained near the box. 1 have seen the water

ai)plied before the mixture in a dry state reached an even shade, thus preventing

the i)roi)er adhesion of the i)articles. To remedy the thickening of the mixture.

1 have seen it entirely ruined by throwing ui)on the street the water from an

open nozzle, which served only to float the cement away from the sand. I have

seen llie mixture put upon the street much faster than it could be swejit in.

I have <een the nfixture prepared in a dry state in large quantities at interval

n\ a few feet upon the brick and the' water applied and the sweeping-in

process nndert:iken simultaneously. 1 have seen the mixture made up in such

large batches that it re(iuired a swee])ing of several feet before it could be made

to (lis.-ipju-ar in the interstices. In such cases, the last that went in was but

verv '\\\\v better than pure sand. I have taken a (|uantity of sand from the

sn^
J

., t(. be used for filler pun)oses and f(nm<l that it contained 33 i)er cent.

..f's'nil. I have seen, l)y the use of the same kind of broom in the application of

the >ec(>nd c<nirs(.' as was used in the application of the first co.urse, the filler

s\vei)t out of the joints rather than left full and flush with the top of the

lirick. thereby insuring slight shipping of either edge of the brick in the early

use <^\ the i)avement. The mere exercise of common sense would suggest the

use nf a rubber or leather scraper for the application of the to]) course, and the

stroke at an angle of forty-five degrees to insure the perfect job. Thus, T might

enumerate for hours the niamier. method, and means of ap])lying the cement

filler in the interstices of a brick street, each and every one (^f which wa^ but
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to insure a failure, and in none of which is economy to the contractor sub-

served.

I might enumerate for hours the manner, method, and means of applying
the cement filler in the interstices of a brick street, each and every one of which
was but to insure a failure, and in none of which is economy to the contractor
subserved.

By the proper method, here insisted upon, the hoes are drawn by two
workmen to the upper portion of the box and the backward flow agitates the

mixture equally with that of the stroke. The lift of the scoop immediately

following, the box sufficiently adajacent to the work, so that instead of a

motion which pitches, it is rather a quick motion on the part of the workmen
that pulls from under the mixture the scoop, allowing the mixture to strike

the surface of the brick in proper proportion, thus more nearly insuring it in

place in proportion than by any other known method. By the use of three boxes
and a systematized force, the greatest economy to the contractor is subserved

and the greatest possibility of the cement filler is attained.

The boards in place providing for the cushion should, after a lapse of

twenty-four hours and sooner than thirty-six hours, be withdrawn, and the

space filled two-thirds with a pitch filler. Then finally a covering of sand,

sufficient to hold moisture and protect the cement filler from extreme heat

while setting, is imperative.

The principal reason why we cannot get a more universal compliance with

the approved methods of constructing brick streets is due to the American
political practice of awarding minor political service by the dearest com-
pensation possible to lay hands upon. In many cases, the man secures an in-

spectorship because he is fit for nothing else. The miserable practice should

cease. More money is expended for streets and roads than for any other

public purpose, except for the education of our children.

The architect, who plans, designs, and specifies concerning the expenditure

of $50,000.00 in a buildingTTs^permitted to hire, train, and direct his superin^

tendent. It is the exception to the rule if the municipal engineer in this country

is permitted to do this thing. It should be part of the engineers' business, as

much to select his superintendent and inspector as it is to design and specify.

This question is one that does not relate alone to the construction of brick

streets, but it permeates, relates to all municipal work, and is the one objection-

able feature in the prevailing American municipal system toward accomplish-

ing the elimination of which every broad-minded citizen and taxpayer should

lend his influence.

The Mission of Mortar

Two Irishmen were looking at bricklayers busily working. *T say, Pat, kin

yes til me what kapes them bricks together?" asked one.

"Sure, it's the mortar, Mike," was the answer.

"That's where you're wrong," rejoined Mike ; "the mortar's what kapes
them apart!"—Philadelphia Inquirer. ^

It isn't enough to pay as you go. You ought to save enough to pay your
way back.—Pittsburg Gazette.

Waterproofing \?^^ riiieratine Work
By EDWARD W. DE KNIGHT, New York*

\ V ' \TERPROOFING means more to refrigerating engineering than to any

\^ '

means not only the safety and security of a building foundation, but
^^

• other branch of engineering work. To the refrigerating engmeer it

the perfection of that which is the very corner stone of successful refrigeration

—insulation.
. ^ir i ^u-

What is perfect insulation, is still a debatable question. We know this,

however, that no insulation is perfect which is not waterproof and dry. Moist

or wet insulation is not only valuless, but destructive of the very purpose for

which it was devised.
. , ^. t^.

Insulating means waterproofing. Waterproofness means insulation, i he

two are correlative; they must go together—no matter in what light and for

what purpose they may be considered. The asbestos lagging, for instance,

enveloping and insulating a locomotive boiler, to retain heat, would be worth-

less if it were not waterproofed by the steel plates covering the lagging.

The principle works the same, whether in. retaining heat or in retaining

cold. In the past the refrigerating engineer seems to have been amply

satisfied with lining air spaces, whether filled or not—with one of the

many insulating materials on the market—with not even an impervious

felt but ordinary thin, waterproofed paper, carelessly tacked in place, ^nt

advanced refrigeration needs more efficient and more scientihc treatment.

Waterproofing applies to every part of cold storage construction—to

the foundation of the building, to the walls above grade, to the roof, to the

various floors, to the partitions separating the diflferent compartments, to

the ceilings, etc.

For Foundations.

The modern and correct theory in waterproofing a building foundation

is to insulatnTawaylromaM out of contact with the earth, i his is.

accomplished bv applying to the exterior surface of the foundation a tough,

elastic, absolutely impervious membrane or stratum, so that not only

moisture, but electrolysis can not come in contact with and affect the walls.

It is absolutely impossible to accomplish this by coating the exterior

surface of the walls with washes or cement plaster, which will eventually

crack ; still less by applying a layer of cement plaster on the interior surface

of the walls This neither insulates nor waterproofs the wall, but allows its

saturation clear through, with the consequent destructive action by not

only moisture, but that vital enemy to the embedded steel—electrolysis.

We have now reached that point where we must differentiate as

between the integral or rigid system of waterproofing and the elastic or

membrane method, and select that one which satisfies our judgment.

All efforts in the waterproofing of structural work are divided into two

main, totally divergent, lines; i. e.:
. ,. . .1 ^u-

First—Treating concrete to make it, in itself, impermeable, ihis may

be termed the integral or rigid method.
^ ,u ^

Second—Protecting concrete or masonry with something apart there-

from, to waterproof and insulate it. This we term the elastic or "membrane

"'^^
To'sum it up, the vital question is: Shall water reach the concrete, or

shall it not reach the concrete? The real point at issue, therefore, is one

of method, which must be first settled before we can intelligently discuss

the question of materials. In determining the method, as between the

•Manager Hydrex Felt and Engineering Co., New York.
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elastic and the rigid system, the production and selection of the proper

materials will settle itself. We will consider tfie two above-described

systems separately.

To Make Concrete Impermeable—The Rigid Method.

Treating concrete to make it, in itself, impermeable rests upon two

methods

:

First—Mixing certain chemicals with the concrete to make the con-

crete, in itself, impermeable.
Second—Applying a cement plaster, or wash, on the concrete to harden

its surface.

The ingredients generally used are lime, silicate of soda, lye, soap,

alum, etc.

One of the present chief difficulties in concrete work i^ to obtain con-

crete properly mixed in the field. This difficulty, instead of being lessened,

will be greatly augumented by the mixing of chemicals with the cement

with the idea of making the concrete watertight. Certainly, to obtain a

concrete so perfect as to be perfectly watertight will be a much more
difficult thing than to obtain ordinarily sound concrete. In either case,

whether with or without the incorporation of the . hardening chemicals,

there will always exist zones weak in quality and density. There is also

the added danger of the uncertain effect the addition of the chemicals will,

in time, have upon the tenacity and the durability of the concrete itself, and

especially upon the embedded steel. This is all experimental, and not tried

and tested, waterproofing.

There is a fine distinction between testing concrete for strength and

testing it for watertightness. The difficulty is that these two principles are

confounded by those who seek to make concrete in itself watertight.

Assume, for the moment, that concrete per se may be made imperme-
able. If this impermeability will not prevent cracking, and as cracking will

destroy the value oT impermeability, why attempt to maTce concrete Trh^

permeable? Granted that even limited impermeability, as it were, is a

desirable quality, is there not needed, however, something additional for

dependable and perfect waterproofness for general conditions and practical

work?
Laboratory Tests Not Sufficient.

Waterproofness is not what it is today, but years hence. Because a

briquette, or cube, or box of specially-treated c6ncrete remains watertight

in or out of a laboratory for one or twelve months is no warranty that con-

crete can be made permanently watertight for practical purposes. Assum-
ing even that there can be had concrete in monolithic form so perfect in

texture and mixture as the specially prepared laboratory sample, masses of

concrete in the open are subject to conditions, especially in this latitude,

impossible of ascertainment and test in a laboratory sample : to extremes of

heat and cold, to settlement, to contraction and expansion, to earth tremors,

both natural and artificial—resulting in fractures, the opening of pores, etc.,

a process which certainly does not decrease with the advance of years.

Water will come through concrete in time. It will take longer to work
through so-called watertight concrete, but it will eventually come through
it. Otherwise it would be contrary to the law of physics and nature. The
same principle applies in greater course to cement plaster and hardening
compounds for the surface.

We have seen water drawn up, through capillarity, 15 or 20 feet by
concrete. We have also seen water percolate through concrete over 20 feet

„v

a

thick It may take two or three years to do so; meanwhile, the assumption is

that the conc^te is fairlv watertight. When the concrete thus becomes

damp, wet and saturated, it is almost impossible to eradicate the moisture

If the moisture freezes, expanding one-tenth its volume in so doing, it

requires no stretch of" imagination to calculate the eflfect upon the concrete

or masonry. Enough water will be taken in through a crack before the crack

is filled to attack and injure the steel.
i

• r

Again, many engineers believe that by increasing the steel reintorc^e-

ment the cracking of concrete will be prevented and the concrete also be

made watertight. We may agree that it strengthens the concrete, but we

can not agree that it makes it impervious. .We know that steel, imbedded

in cement and kept dry, will indefinitely retain its purity and strength. \\ e

know also that moisture, reaching the steel, creates corrosion. The im-

mediate eflfect is to destroy the bond between the steel and the concrete

The heat and expanding gas from decomposition (which is progressive)

press the cement away from the steel. There then no longer exists, in fact

steel-reinforced concrete, but the very opposite, and a menace to life and

property, which may eventually end in a collapse. If there is a partic e

of iron in the plaster on the ceiling and wall of this room, it will make itself

apparent by a brownish, raised sp6t or scale as the result of moisture in

the air attracted by and decomposing the iron.

Cement Application to the Surface of Concrete.

The objection to the second method, i. e., applying a cement plaster or

wash to the surface of the concrete, are too numerous to mention here. It is

poor judgment to depend upon but one layer of any single thing, which in

this case is an inelastic cement plaster or a thin, almost imperceptible, wash,

as the sole waterproof protection of any structure. This is aside from any

consideration of the splitting or cracking of the cement plaster. One

infinitesimal por^ im4)erfectly closed, by permitting the entrance of water

which would soon spread, would make valueless tTie balance of the washed

surface.
,

. . , . ^,^ •

Strange as it may sound, however, the advocates of the cement plaster

method, while admitting the cracking of the cement from settlement con-

traction, expansion, etc., now recommend that it be applied to the interior

surfaces of the fofmdation walls, for the reason that there the cracks can

be seen and plastered as they occur. This seems like transferring a bad

thing to a worse position.
c ^ .- v -n ^^

In the first place, waterproofing must not crack; if elastic, it will not

In the second place, it is against the laws of nature and physics to

place any kind of waterproofing in front (where in tnne it can be shoved

or washed ofT) of the line of resistance (the wall proper), >nstead of beh.nd

it To say that the material is so good and tenacious it will not be shoved

off does not alter the fact that it is contrary to the laws of physics, and no

amount of argument can make it right. Being based on a wrong theory,

Te result must be wrong eventually. It simply requires the right con)unc-

Jion of events or conditions to demonstrate the truth, though it may be long

^
Most seriously, however, placing any waterproofing material, cement

Blaster or any other so-called waterproofing material on the interior surface

of a foun<lation wall, overlooks the very purpose and real theory of water-

proofing, which is to keep water out of the wall. Why permit the entire

saturation of the wall through and through? No one can better realize what

>.-• -/jIi*-- ™j^'-li^iw.<».Vj.sit..i.-^'»3Ji.V'fe.H.^-;'; A- V^ri^^^^H^eX^.
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this means than a refrigerating engineer. In the great majority of cases,

foundations of buildings are waterproofed, not so much because of water
pressure, but to prevent moisture entering the wall, working up the wall

by capillarity and destroying the steel through corrosion and electroysis.

In any case of considerable water pressure it requires no stretch of

imagination to understand what would happen with a "Cracked waterproof-

ing on the interior surface of a wall. Apply such practice to your own
habitation. Would you desire the walls of your own home to be damp,
wet and saturated clear through, impossible to heat and a menace to com-
fort and health? Would if not seem like criminal carelessness to allow such

a condition solely because you placed a waterproofing on the interior sur-

face of the wall so you could see it, when you could as readily, by the

exercise of some forethought, have placed the waterproofing on the exterior

and proper side of the wall, so as to make it, clear through and up, dry,

warm and sanitary? If the principle be right in your own case it will be
right in any other. To say that waterproofing is visible and patchable

appeals to one and sounds well, but is misleading. Suppose it cracks under
the boilers?

The great trouble is that the average engineer and architect has no
time to study these important specialties, being engaged in the general pro-

position. He is apt, therefore, to be misled by good talking points. It is

because of this and no other reason that a wrong principle is followed by
the best of men. The following of it by such men for a time gives coinage

to the principle and its circulation among others. In the course of time,

however, it must, of its own self, eventually fail.

Another thing, concrete is not an insulator and is not proof against

electrolysis. We have come to that development in our construction work,
therefore, where we must consider that the real importance, of waterproof-

ing is not simply in keeping water out of buildings but in protecting and
preserving" the embedded steek This v ital fact is entirely overlooked by any
method of waterproofing which would place the waterproofing on the in-

terior surface of a foundation walK Not only will no interior coating of

"cement, or any other waterproofing material, protect the steel, but no so-

called "watertight" concrete, cement plaster or washes applied to even the

exterior surface of the wall—even assuming that they did not crack and
separate—would serve, because they do not and can not insulate. Water-
proofing means insulation, as we stated in the beginning of this paper, and
the application and importance of that fact is becoming more and more
to be understood and appreciated by the thoughtful engineer and architect.

Insulation means to separate, to get away from. There can be no water-

proofing without insulation. It is a natural law. Therefore, any method of

waterproofing not based on this principle is erroneous.

After dye consideration, therefore, and recognizing the fact that so-

called "watertight concrete" or cement plaster or washes are not in them-
selves insulators, does it not seem necessary and logical that we seek some
other method of waterproofing than to rely upon watertightness in the

concrete itself; that we get away from the concrete and provide something
between the concrete and moisture, i. e., between the concrete and the in-

sulating material and between the concrete and the earth, to so protect and
insulate it that water will not reach the concrete, whether it cracks or

not? This brings us to the consideration of the second method.

The Elastic or Membrane {Method.

Under this head come the materials and methods for preventing water
from coming in contact with the concrete. Practically the first efforts in
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this direction were to coat the surface to be waterproofed with hot coal-tar pitch

or asphalt, which, however, when set and cold, cracked and separated with

any settling or cracking of the masonry. Burlap was subsequently used to

reinforce the pitch or asphalt, without, however, preventing them from

cracking, and the burlap, being of itself not waterproof, did not give water-

proofness. Later on there came into use for this purpose tar paper, which, .

however, lacks pliability and tensile strength. Tar and tar paper have been

extensivelv used for waterproofing in the past, simply because there was

nothing else open to the profession. It was not until recent years that

any serious effort was made to place waterproofing on a scientific basis

and to make materials specially adapted to the various conditions, materials

which would not become brittle like tar and tar paper, or be injuriously

acted upon by water, the salts in the earth, alkali in cement, etc. The

result of this specialization has been to greatly improve materials and

methods, and to open to the profession products for difficult work and

special conditions considerably in advance of old-school materials.

There are also used for waterproofing mastics composed of coal-tar

pitch or asphalt, mixed with sand or torpedo gravel, resembling somewhat,

when finished, an asphalt pavement. Mastics on floors, especially where

there is considerable vibration, soon separate from walls, steel columns and

girders If the mastic is made soft enough so as not to crack in winter, it

becomes too soft to bear the load of traffic in summer. The chief objection

to mastics is that they crack clear through with any contraction and

expansion or cracking of the masonry or concrete surface of which they

become an integral part when applied hot thereon.

Specifications also frequently require that the interior surfaces of

foundation walls and floors shall be given one or two coats of some water-

proofing paint. The paints might be excellent materials in themselves, but

their use for such a purpose is a sheer waste of time and money, as they can

~liot possibly preventV tor a number of obvious reasons, the percolation^ot

water through the wall, or protect the embedded steel.

Textile Waterproofing Materials.

There are also now on the market a number of what are termed

"textile" waterproofing materials, which, on examination, will be tound

composed, in many instances, of simply burlap, i. e., ordinary commercial

baeeing. The fibre is vegetable, is extracted from the bark of trees, and is

verv perishable, especiallv in underground conditions. 1 lie apparent

strength of such materials misleads one into using them, whereas strength

alone is not by any means, the first essential in a waterproofing material.

These saturated textiles, burlaps or baggings are, in a measure gomg back-

ward to the old-school method of incorporating burlap with pitch or asphalt

to reinforce it as steel reinforces concrete. There is a clear distinction,

however, between the principle and results to be obtained in reinforcing

concrete with steel and reinforcing waterproofing with burlaped textiles.

The two should not be confounded. Otherwise it would be advisable to

reinforce the bitumen with copper mesh. The treated or saturated burlap

is no more waterproof, especially for water-pressure work, than when

originallv used to hold pitch or asphalt on a wall. This can be easily tes ed

bv placing a single sheet or thickness of the treated burlap under the

slU est water pfessure (as under a spigot), when it will be found hat

water easily passes through the interstices of the material. A woven fabric

>L*Wj,^B.i «4 jB^JA^ i~J jCm' '" iijfli'^if
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has never proved superior for waterproofing, even though ft be canvas,

because the fibres pull against instead of with each other, resulting in the

opening of the interstices and the usual splitting of the fabric.

The best material is unquestionably a strong, fibrous felt, made in itself,

i. e., in one sheet, absolutely impervious to air and water by a process of

saturation and then coating with materials specially adapted to withstand

the injurious action of water, and particularly all underground conditions.

It is then practically an impervious membrane or skin through which, in one

sheet, water will not pass. As many layers thereof as the conditions

require can be then cemented together with a waterproof bitumen cement,

not too weak or hard and brittle for the felt, but as strong and elastic as

the felt. This forms a waterproof stratum so strong, tough and pliable that,

' without injury, it can be readily pulled, bent, turned, twisted, etc. Whether
. in a building foundation, covering the floor of a bridge or enveloping a

tunnel, it readily conforms to the final conformation of the surface water-

proofed, from Avhich it is practically apart and which it insulates and pro-

tects under all conditions, settlements, jars, shocks, cracks, expansion,

contraction, heat, snow, ice, water, etc.

The speaker some time ago termed this "the membrane method," and

firml:^ believes it the basis for the development of a 'perfect waterproofing.

It is not, therefore, primarily a question of material, but of method.

Reasons For The Name.
We call it the "membrane method" because of the teaching of natural

. law. There is nothing made by man that its prototype in some form is not

somewhere in nature. No man ever invented a color. No man ever

devised an insulation for the most intricate electrical machinery as perfect

as the insulation of the human brain—the dynamo of the universe. In seek-

ing a guide, therefore, in our present problem, we find throughout nature no

waterproofing which is hard or vitreous or rigid, because nature water-
- proofs only living things (things that move), not dead ones or inorganic

ones, which do not require it, but, by moisture, heat and decomposition

are resolved back into carbonate of lime. Therefore, all things that live and

move require, and are by necessity protected with, a flexible, elastic skin,

yielding to growth, movement, action. Therein lies the origin, the first

principle of waterproofing, natural or artificial Can any other principle be

right?

In the very beginning of germination nature begins to cover, insulate

and protect, with an elastic film, skin or membrane, the life germ. This law

prevails through the whole line of plant and animal life, from a grain of

mustard up to a mastodon. Puncture this protecting skin or membrane and
there immediately ensues decomposition (or corrosion) in the exposed

flesh. So long as the plant or animal lives, whether one or a hundred

years, this yielding membrane perfectly protects. We ourselves take the

• tough hide and the fine elastic skin of animals to protect our feet and water-

proof our hands, both our own and the artificial protection readily yielding to

every move of the foot or hand.

If a chicken came forth in a coating of soap and alum or cement plaster,

its usefulness would end with its appearance. Nor do we waterproof our
feet or our hands by immersing them in a bath of cement, which would
make them set, rigid and useless. Yet, is this not essentially what we do
when we would protect and waterproof our walls and structures, which
must settle, contract, expand and move, with a coating of cement plaster

or an injection of hardening fluid to embalm them, thus thwarting natural

law and preventing instead of providing for the natural functions of the
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masonry or concrete, and also imperiling both the waterproofness and the

usefulness of the structure? Obviously, therefore, a natural waterproofing

is one which—skin, hide or membranelike—yields to the natural contraction

and expansion of the structure and protects it by preventing water from

reaching it. Tf. therefore, the skin or membrane theory is logical, natural

and right, it then simply remains for the chemist and the manufacturer to

scientifically perfect materials necessary for the practical application of that

method.
i j u -4. ^i

Coming down to actual work under this method, we would submit the

following

:

Recommendations for Practice.

1 —Properly design the thing to be waterproofed. Use no set specifica-

tion. Each condition has its characteristics and should be carefully con-

sidered, especially with reference to the character and use of the structure.

2 -^Select the best "materials" obtainable for the desired purpose.

3_See to the correct application of the materials. In water-pressure

work,' as in foundations, employ only skilled labor, thoroughly experienced

in such work.

Foundations.—The walls should be waterproofed and insulated on

the exterior, specially prepared, surface with a thick, tough, elastic stratum

of waterproofing composed of alternate layers of impervious felt and

bitumen Use as many lavers of felt as the conditions require, accordmg

to the water pressures, etc., in any event, use not fewer than two layers o

felt Carry the stratum under the foundation floor. Thus insulate and

waterproof the foundation, forming practically a waterproof box in which

the foundation proper is set.

It pays to protect the waterproofing stratum on the walls with a layer

of cement mortar or a course of brick.

AValls Above Grade.—In the perfect cold stora^ structure there can

be well afforded above grade an outer or curtain wall and an inner or wa

proper Line the interior surface of the curtain wall, or if no curtain wall

be used, the interior surface of the wall proper, with one layer (two would

be better) of impervious felt cemented to the wall, thus forming thereon

a membrane through which air and moisture cannot pass.

Similarly treat all subdivisions of the wall which may be divided into

air spaces, whether or not they be filled with an insulating material. This

forms on both sides of the insulating medium an impervious air-tight

membrane, which not only perfects the air space, but preserves the

efficiency of the insulating material by protecting it against the entrance

of air and moisture.

Also similarlv treat the floors, ceilines and partitions of each com-

partment. When the compartments are of wood, lap the felt sheets three

inches, cement the laps only and tack same.

Floors—Under and over each layer of insulating material apply one

sheet of impervious felt, lapped three inches and the lap tightly cemented.

If the wearing or walking surface of the floors be of mastic or of con-

crete apply under same three layers (though two would serve) of im-

oervious felt, thoroughly cemented together with special hot bitumen so

as to form a strong, pliable, waterproof stratum under the wearing surface.

This will eflfectuallv stop any moisture and water from condensation or

other cause working its way down through cracks in the cement wearing

surface and destroying the usefulness of the material.

I
"'**-<-- * * ** ^ * *
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Model of Design for a Bank Building

Sidney B. Ne-wsoni. Architect

Cracks, in greater or less degree, eventually develop in all cement or

mastic (asphalt) wearing surfaces, especially under refrigeration condi-

tions. Jt will be admitted that it is not only the large quantity of water

which settles on or flows over a floor and by exaporation of drainage dis-

appears, with which the refrigerating engineer is most concerned, but the

small quantity of moisture or water which through even the smallest

crack works its way through into the insulation and immediately turns it

from a medium of value into one of absolute destruction. These small,

apparently harmless cracks—more often unseen than seen—are like the

small worm which sinks the ship. Against these cracks and defects the

^'membrane method" at all times, whether the temperature be up or the

temperature be down, affords a perfect protection to the underlying in-

sulation. It is absolutely impossible to obtain such protection by any coat-

ing, or wash, or layer of cement plaster, applied to the surface of the

concrete floor.

Roof.— Cover the roof with three or four layers of impervious felt

cemented together with hot bitumen. Cover this waterproof stratum with

a course of brick laid flat or a thin fayer of cement, over which place good
soil six inches deep. Then sow same with grass seed. This will provide a

cool, insulating roof which cannot be excelled for cold storage buildings.

At the same time it utilizes valuable roof space which now goes to waste.

Finally.—In refrigerating construction we must, above all else, and
again reiterate—keep moisture out of the insulation—in other words,

**keep our powder dry."

The theory of insulation and waterproofness must be fo studied and
perfected by the refrigerating engineer as to properly include the entire

structure—foundation, roof, walls, interiors—and not until then will his

work be crowned with success.

,* _
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Mining and Geology Building. H 'hitman College. Portland. Ore.

MacNaughton. Raymond &• Lawrence. Architects and Engineers

The Architecture of the New Whitmar ollege

By E. F. LAWRENCE, Architect.*

W HITMAN College is one of the few western colleges rivaling the ea^
ern institutions in a rich tradition. It has set a high^ standard of

scholarship as is shown by its ranking in the Carnegie foundation and

bfthe fact that its graduates receive full value for their degrees in the colleges

of the highest standing throughout the country.

The Board of Overseers of The New Whitman, realizing the vast engmeer-

ing opportunities in the undeveloped Northwest, are preparing for a future

technological school of considerable importance, and have wiselv seen that

architectural harmony may be obtained only by working toward a definite plan.

In this capacity the architects have worked upon the problem and sub-

mitted to the Board of Overseers at the Educational Congress held at Walla

Walla on November 17th and 18th, a proposed treatment of the grounds now

owned by the College. A simple architectural treatment has been adopted

throughout the entire group, the style being somewhat colonial. The crown-

ine feature of the composition in the large quadrangle is the auditorium,

library and museum combined into one large building, which is the most

monumental building of the entire group. This building is flanked to the

east by the fine arts, architectural and archaeology building and the academic

buildine while to the west is the main engineering group with civil and

mechanical engineering, mining and geology building and biology and sani-

"atTon, forestry and irrigation buildings. Back o these buildings abu ting the

railroad track is the power group and shops with steam and electrical labora-

tories. Opposite the auditorium and to the south are the electrical engineering

^l^La>.rence is a member of the firm of MacNaughton. Raymond & Lawrence, Architects and

Engineers, Portland, Ore.
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and physics and diemistry buildings, while the present Whitman memorial
building serving as an administrative building is centered on the pathway being

the west boundry of the large quadrangle. A statue o£ Marcus Whitman, the

murdered missionary is in the center of this quadrangle.

Raised slightly above this quadrangle lies the secondary campus, more
informal in treatment, about which are the dining halls for both men and
women, the gymnasiums for both sexes and the Christian Association build-

ings.

Across the street from the memorial building to the south is the college

chapel, closing the quadrangle of the men's dormitories. The girls dormi-

tory is to be to the north and east of the general campus as will be also the

stadium land athletic field. Red brick will be used trimmed with buff terra

cotta and a careful study of the planting problem has been made to make an

appropriate setting for the architecture.

Active building operations will probably start in the spring or summer on

the principal buildings of the engineering group as well as a portion of the

dormitory quadrangle.

Inexpensive Andirons

If you will examine the andirons in fireplaces of most small apart-

ments, fireplaces where nothing, or at best a gas-log, is to be burned,

you will see an example of the cheapest kind of spun brass andiron.

It is merely lengths of thin brass piping and lacquered brass balls strung

together on invisible iron frames. A slight blow will dent the brass balls,

and you have only to pick the things up to realize how flimsy they are.

Many thousands of home builders who have real fireplaces in which
they burn wood furnish them with these cheap andirons.

There are plenty of good cast brass andirons made nowadays, but

they cost three times as much as a pair of spun brass. You may buy the

latter as low as $2.50 a pair . is hard to get good modern cast brass

andirons for less than $7 or $8 a pair, and they come as high as $100.

It is no longer easy to pick up old cast brass andirons at the junk
shops, and the antique shops hold them at high prices. If you keep your
eyes open when visiting the country you may still pick up good old

andirons at $3 or $4 a pair, and they are usually quite as well made as

the best of the modern cast brass.—The House Beautiful.

%
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Schdtne Tunnci san Francisco Bay
By F. T. NEWBERY, C. E.

T- O CONNECT the city of San Francisco with the cities of Oakland and

I Berkeley by means of a tunnel beneath the waters of the bay is an

engineering feat that has many times been thought out but not always

with entirely practical results. The writer would organize a great transporta-

tion company with a capital stock of $5,000,000 in 500,000 shares of $10 each.

According to the writer's plans the line commences on the surface of the

streets of the City of Oakland, thence running westerly, enters the portal of a

concrete lined tunnel and continues on an easy grade (maximum 1% for 1.7

miles) which gradually diminishes to level. At three miles from the Oakland

shore line the top of the tunnel is 114 feet below the surface of the bay with

only 24 feet depth of water. At the shore line of the city of San Francisco the

top of the tunnel is 134 feet below the surface of the bay. This double track

tunnel is made perfectly secure and water-tight with an ample thickness of

concrete which may be expected to last forever. It is projected in a straight

line; the two tracks of standard gauge (4'8>4") are separated by a row of

pillars two feet square, arched from one pillar to the next, 15 feet between

centers.

The excavation is 32 feet wide and 16 feet high ; the length of the tunnel

is five miles and the excavation is good material the whole distance. No right

of way will be purchased except for terminal purposes. No connection will

be made with any other railroad as all passengers will be charged a uniform

5 cent fare excepting commuters, and the time occupied in crossing in rain,

shine, fog or storm will be six minutes with a train every three minutes.

Persons willing to assist in this enterprise will be able to purchase books of

commutation trip tickets at the rate $12 per year without date limits and

transferable. Under these exceptionable conditions all lines of railroad on

each side of the bay will be anxious to reach as near as possible the east or

"west terminus of the railroad. The Ime will be operated by electricity made b^r

the company on their own premises. At the San Francisco terminus the

passengers will be brought to the surface in fast running elevators. At night

from 11 P. M. to 5 A. M. freight trains will be run at the same rate of speed,

the tariff being fixed at about 50 cents per ton.

The specifications for the construction of this line of railroad will be as

follows, reference being had to the accompanying profile and cross section.

Excavation, 528,000 cubic yards, at $2.00.

Cement, 200,000 barrels, at $2.00

Broken Stone, 132,000 cubic yards, at $2.00.

Sand, 55,000 cubic yards, at $1.00

Labor
13,200 Ties (Sawn) 8"x6"x8', at 80 cents.

Rails, 90 lbs. per yard. 1,400 tons

Spikes, fish-plates, switches, etc

Bonding rails, electric wiring, etc

Elevators •

Land, etc.

Engineering and contingencies.

$1,056,000
400,000
264000
55.000

280.000

11.000

70.000

5,000

20.000

mooo
103.000

220,000

100 Passenger Cars (equipped with 2-100 H motors) at

*2 500 • • • 'P^j^^^vJ^*'

100 Freight" " Cars! ' at " $l'.66o' '
'•
^^^^

1,0(T) H Steam Engine, Boilers and Electric Generators,

Repair Shops ^^^'^^

$2,500,000

Total cost $3,000,000

J > I ijj. *»' K»-.'!-^^i- 4.1" ''^«'i;^±»"'*B5>-f-S -i' i-*'>'|^^^;:ifi^KsL-SMj^^i^igSES-^
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Dr.
Issue 40 year bonds for $3,000,000, at 5% $^ per diem

Sinking Fund • 200

$600 " »»

Cr.

10,000 passengers each way, at 5c $1,000 per diem

500 tons freight each wayv at 50c 500

$1,500 "

~
The operation and maintenance charges will be light as there is very

little of a perishable nature about the plant. It is compact and easily handlea.

It is also entirely out of the reach of politics, and there will be very few

accidents chargeable to the company. The company can remain in business any

length of time.
,

The Rebuilding of the Cliff House

CONSIDERABLE interest is being taken in the construction of the Cliff

House in San Francisco, to replace the famous old structure which

was destroyed by fire. The new building in no way resembles the old

one. The latter was built almost entirely of wood and once the flames got

started the historic pile of timber burned like a Swedish match.

The architects, Messrs. Reid Bros, have treated the buildmg as an en-

o-ineering as well as an architectural problem and they have successfully com^

bined the two, producing a structure that is in perfect harmony with the

surroundings and at the same time substantial and fire proof.

The building is to be entirely of reinforced concrete, with steel beam

fioors and roof, the whole being made monolithic in each story by the novel

method introduced by Mr. A. W. Pattiani, manager of the San Francisco

Rebuilding Company, the contractors of the building. By conveying all con-

crete by gravity, silently and without vibration to steel or forms, sp that the

moment of setting of the cement is not disturbed, a much stronger and more

monolithic construction is obtained. Mr. Pattiani's method is unquestionably

one of the best yet conceived for quick and economical handling of concrete and

architects and engineers who have inspected the work are exceedingly well

pleased with the results. A complete story is ixnired in three days time at a

minimum cost. The accompanying illustrations show the plat.t m operation at

the second floor slab and the building as it will appear when finished.
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The Great Pyramid of Gizeh
In Two Papers— I.

By JAMES DICKIE, M. E.

THE Architect and Engineer gives its readers in tUis issue the first of

two papers describing in a most interesting fnanner the impressions

of Mr. James Dickie while visiting the great Pyramid of Gizeh,

more commonlv knozvn as the Kheap's Pyramid. The facts which Mr.

Dickie gathered in his exploration of the pyramid cover a wide range

of thought, and writing as he does from the position of the mechanical

engineer, he brings out some amazing points not heretofore set forth

by other ivriters. The problems of transporting the huge stones in

those times, the kind of labor employed, and the real purpose of engaging

in so stupendous an undertaking are all discussed at length, and the con-

clusions made are quite as logical c^ they are interesting.—Ed.

THE great pyramid of Gizeh, near Cairo, in Egypt, is well worth a visit

from anyone, and according to the bent of the mind of the traveler will

be his impressions regarding it.

I will confine myself entirely to this one pyramid, although there are many

others in Egypt. m • • r

The writer being a mechanical engineer, will necessarily view it from a

mechanical standpoint. -

I propose to tre^t it under seven different heads, namely

:

First—Its durability.

Second—Its size and interior arrangement.

Third—Its weight.

Fourth—Sizes and kind of stone of which it was built.

Fifth—How were these stones transported from-the€[ttarry^fe€^4h# .strife

ture? . . ^

Sixth—What kind of labor was employed in its construction .''

Seventh—What were the reasons for building it?

The great pyramid was built by Kheops about 2800 years before the

Christian era, which makes it about 4700 years old. Nearly everything else

in the form of a building of that age has perished, many of them leaving not

a vestige behind, but the pyramids stand today little the worse for wear and

will stand for thousands of years to come. Of course it is like every other

great idea— it is simple.
i , i_ •, • .

Its lasting qualities are due to its shape. No form could be devised

with more staying qualities than the pyramid form. All other kinds of build-

ing decay on both sides while the pyramid, being solid, or almost so, only

wastes away on the outside, and even if it wore away at the rate of six inches

in a century (the average waste since its completion has been less than three

inches in a century), it will be thousands of years before it goes to ruin. It

is almost as imperishable as the everlasting hills.

The interior chambers are lined with the most lasting stones that could

be found. While enough air was permitted to enter the pyramid to keep it

sweet, there was not enough to cause decay in the stones, showing that the

builders understood the science of ventilation, and also the fact that if too

much air were admitted decay would take place. As it is now decay in the

interior has scarcely begun. I

The size of the pyramid was originally 768 feet square on the bottom, and

482 feet high, and covered about thirteen acres. It is now 750 feet square

i^
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and 451 feet high. The outside coating has nearly all disappeared by the

ravages of time, relic hunters, and builders using the stones for other pur-

poses.

The accompanying sketch shows the outside slope off^e structure and
the shape and size of the interior passages and chambers. The entire pyramid
is built of stones, most of which were quarried at a distance of twelve miles

from where it is built. The black granite which is used in part of the pas-

sages and for the lining of all the interior chambers is found about 580 miles

up the Nile River, near Assuan.

The stones forming the body of the pyramid show a width of step of

about 27 inches by a height of about three feet. Of course there is no place

where the horizontal dimensions of the stones can be determined, but it is

likely they would be 3)^ to 4 feet at least. The lengths can easily be seen, and
they vary from 4 to 24 feet.

The whole exterior of the pyramid was covered with flat granite stones
laid in cement. This stone covering is about 3 feet thick and only a small
portion of it is now in place. This covering made the finished appearance of

the pyramid and covered up the entrance to the interior.
' The entrance on the north side, about 48 feet above the ground, is not

in the center of the side, and was evidently put where it is to mislead any who
would search for it. It was only after the outer covering was partly removed
that the opening was discovered and the interior could be explored.

The entrance passageway is about 3 feet 4 inches wide, and about 4 feet

high, and descends at an angle of about 26J/2 degrees for a distance of about

320 feet. It then joins into a horizontal passage about 28 feet long, which ter-

minated in a subterranean chamber about 100 feet below the foundation of the

pyramid, cut in the solid rock, about 46 feet long, 27 feet wide and 10^ feet

high.

At the junction of the passageway to the king's and queen's chamber
and the main passage, a stone of black granite was fitted to block the passage

—4which stone will be referred to late4' on),-:^="'" " .. . -^-^^^.^ -^

Wher ""he explorers came to this stone they thought it was not the end
of the passage, and tried to cut through it. They found it so hard that they

finally cut around it through the softer stone and came to the passageway on
the other side, which ascended at about the same angle as what was thought

the main passage descended.

This passage continued to ascend for about 125 feet, and entered into

the great hall which is about 155 feet long, 28 feet high and varying in width

from 3 feet 4 inches at the bottom to 7 feet at the top.

The lining of the great hall is of fine grained limestone, and the joints

of the stone are perfect. None of the stones in this hall are excessively large,

but the workmanship on them is perfect, the joints being so close as to prevent

the insertion of the point of a needle.

In the sides of this great hall were niches for the sarcophagus. In the

smooth floor were foot holes for the feet, to prevent slipping. At the end of

the hall is a horizontal passage about 22 feet long, which leads into the king's

chamber.
The king's chamber is 34j^ feet long, 17 feet wide and 19 feet high, and

the floor is about 140 feet above the base of the pyramid. It is lined with hard
black granite, some of the stones being quite large. These stones are about
10 feet 3 inches squared the thickness being unknown, and as the ancients did

not veneer their work, let us suppose them to be 8 feet thick. If this is so, the

stones would weigh about 64 tons (we will refer to this subject again).

The joints o'f these stones all round were perfect, not only as regards their

closeness, but the adjoining stones matched them perfectly in plane, which
means that the faces were in a true plane. This is the true test of the mechanic.
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The Great Pyramid

To the mechanic a true plane is one of the most difficult things to make, and

theywere true planes. -
, . i

When we come to sculpture, that is the artist, but to niake a true p ane re-

quires a mechanic of the highest order. The stones that spanned the roof

were also large and true, and the joints close. -

There were no relics in any of the passages or chambers. What they dm

contain was removed long ago. The only thing left was what was supposed

ta be^a sarcophagus of granite, with the lid or cover gone, and no m scriptions

^n^it:: It was 7>4 feetlong, 3 feet 5 inches wide and 3 feet 4-Tnciies high.

Some writers claim that this was the standard measure of wheat. We often

hear the remark, '*So many quarters of wheat," and it is claimed that this

stone holds exactly four quarters, which is the standard measure. Whatever

it may be, it has no mark of any kind on it. It is silent.

Leaving this chamber, with its overhead chambers (reached by a ladder

only which we did not visit), we retrace our steps back to the lower end of

the great hall, where a horizontal passage, about the same size as the others,

135 leet long, leads to the queen's chamber.
j ^r. r . i

• u
The qu«n's chamber \l about 19 feet long, 17 feet wule and 20 feet h.Rh

The same sood workmanship is visible here as m the kmg s chamber. Near

the entrant to the passage to the queen's chamber is a shaft leadmg down

v^rtSlv about 100 Lt. Whence curvmg to meet the '-- P-^^J^^.^"^
70 feet from the lower subterranean chamber. Th.s shaf and the siibterranean

chamber we did not visit, as they were simply a repetition of what we had

already seen^
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ 94.720.000 cubic feet of solid

masonry, and now contains about 84.518,000 cubic feet, having lost only

10 ir c^nt of its weight in 47 centuries. If it wa.sted away in the future at

the same rate it would be 42.300 years until it was all gone

Takint? the averace weight of the stones of which it is built at 16d lbs.

per cubic iot'gives us the original weight of 6^933,000 tons. Its present

weight is about 6,225,000 tons. What a large quantity of material t» be massed

together in one place: some of it found in the neighborhood, a large portion

brought about 12 miles, from the opposite side of the river, and some brought

from a distance of about 580 miles up the Nile.
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None pf the stones used in its construction were extremely large. The
largest the writer saw being the one already mentioned in the side of the

king's chamber, which was about 10 feet 3 inches square, and supposing the

thickness to be say 8 feet (it could not be measured, as it was built in the

wall), would weigh about 64 tons.

The stones which show on the outside of the pyramid measure about 3

,feet in height. They would be 33^ to 4 feet in width and range from 4 feet

to 24 feet in length, and the largest of them would weigh about 27 tons. Wh^n
we compare these weights with the stones in one of the temples ac Balbtck

in Syria, the largest of which are 64 feet long^ 13 feet wide and 10 feet high,

and weigh about 612 tons each, the size does not impress us. These were

brought across a ravine several miles away from the building.

The writer has seen the statement in a magazine that the pyramids were

built of concrete or artificial stone. This particular pyramid, which is the

largest and believed to be the oldest, is not composed of concrete or artificial

stone.

Neither is the Sphinx which is close to it. The grain of the stone is

quite plain and altogether diflFerent from any artificial stone. I have read the

description of the other pyramids and find no mention of them being of arti-

ficial stone, the writers telling in each case from which quarries the stone was

taken.

There are three kinds of stone in the pyramid. The interior body is of

yellow limestone found in the neighborhood. The outer stones and part of the

passages are of finer white limestone found on the opposite side of the Nile in the

Mokattam, 12 to 14 miles distant. The lining of the king's and queen's cham-

ber and the stones used to block the passages after the coffins were in place

were of very hard black granite, which is one of the most lasting and hardest

stones in existence.

This stone is found about 580 miles up the Nile from where the pv-tamids

are built. Many of the statues in the museum at Cairo are made of this stone

and the red granite, some of which are as old as the pyramids, and so far as

the stone is concerned they show little signs of decay. Some of them have

pieces broken oflF, but the stone itself is in good state of preservation. The
design is stiflf and not to be compared with those of a later period, but the

workmanship is good and they must have had good tools to cut that extremely

hard stone.

An Important Omission
V

A Wisconsin editor was visiting in Chicago and decided to buy a new
Panama hat. Going into a store, he asked the price of one that looked good

to him. -

The clerk replied, "Fifteen dollars."

* . Whereat the editor asked, "Where are the holes?"

The clerk appeared bewildered for a moment, but managed to ask,

"What holes?"

The editor replied, "The holes for the ears of the ass that would pay
fifteen dollars for a hat like that."

* *

There is more profit in increasing your income than in cutting down
your expenses. Work for the profit.

• I

'

* * *
1

Always meet people with a smile—if it's your turn to treat. 1

y

\
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Points of Law for Architecls

PARTIES competent to contract may make such terms as they see fit,

and will be held to the performance according to such terms. So it

has generally been held that provisions in building contracts that the

work shall be done to the satisfaction of the architect, or that payment shall

be made only upon the presentation of the architect's certificate, are bmd-

ing and must be complied with before the contractor may recover the

compensation to which he is entitled upon the performance of his contract.
.

In adjusting the claims of the parties under building contracts, which

provide for payment upon the presentation of the architect's certificate, the

courts look not merely at the naked words of the contract, but at their real

meaning, reading them in the light of experience, justice and common

sense. . .

The certificate of the architect may be, and doubtless is in most cases,

a very proper means of ascertaining" whether the contract has been per-

formed, but to say that it is the only means of determining that fact, does

not accord with common experience, and is not supported by the authority

of adjudicated cases

.

If the architect, whose certificate the contractor is required to present,

fails or refuses to act in the matter, the certificate then ceases to be essen-

tial to the contractor's right to. recover. In McDonald vs. Patterson &
Co S7 N E. Rep., 1027, the parties had entered into a contract for the

erection of a hotel and bank building in Danville, 111. Final payment was

to be made upon the certificate of the architects within ten days after com-

pletion of the work. The owners refused to pay the contractor on the

ground that he had not presented the architect's certificate that the work

had been done to their satisfaction, as required by the contract. The con-

tractor showed that the architects, who had their offices in Chicago, were

employed by the owner and refused to go to Danville for the purpose of

inspecting the work, unless so directed by the owner, and as the owner-

"wouTd not give such directions, the architects did not see the building and^

could not issue their certificate. The evidence was held to justify an in-

ference that there was collusion between the owner and his architects

which obviated the necessity of obtaining a certificate.

An architect in employ of a city was appointed to act as arbitrator

under a contract for the construction of waterworks, to which the city and

a contractor were parties. The architect was empowered to direct the con-

tractor to do extra work with the approval of the city council and to decide

all questions which should arise relative to the installation of the water-

works by the contractor. After the works had been substantially com-

pleted to the satisfaction of the architect, and had been in the use of the

city for three months, a break and leak occurred in the settling basin which

rendered them unfit for use. Thereupon, by direction of a committee of

the city council, the architect notified the contractor to repair the basins

and to make them water tight, or that the city would do so at his expense.

The contractor replied that he was not responsible for -the break and re-

fused to remedy it. In an action by the city against the contractor it was

shown that the architect had given his final certificate as to the proper

completion of the work and had determined that the 15 per cent which was

to be retained until the work was finished, was due and payable to the

contractor And it was held, accordingly, that the authority of the architect

to act as arbitrator had ceased and that his mere direction that the con-

tractor repair the break did not make such work a legal obligation upon

the contractor.

H'^aA
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Plans for San Francisco's New Municipal
Buildings

- Proposed plans of a R^encral nature for
the erection of two new municipal build-
ings in San Francisco to replace the old
city hall and the building of a mammoth
auditorium on the present site were en-
thusiastically discussed at a recent meet-
ing of the reception committee of the Cali-
fornia PromotioiL committee at which the
members of the board of supervisors and
other citv officials were guests.

Supervisor Loring P. Rixford explained
the project which recently has been given
careful attention and studv, and a strong
sentiment in favor of the improvement was
manifested. The plan, as outlined, contem-
plates the purchase by the citv of a strip of
land 100 feet wide on each side of Marshall
square, extending through from Market
street to City Hall avenue. On each of
these parcels of land a modern eight story
building would . be erected—one for the
use of ttie courts and alHed departments
and the other for general administrative
offices. The present citv hall ruins would
be entirely razed, and on the same site

would be erected a great auditorium.
The auditorium idea is the outcome of

the plans of the California Promotion com-
mittee to make San Francisco one of the
greatest convention cities of the United
States. Such a building as the one pro-
posed would be in some respects similar to
Madison Sauare garden in New York city,

having a seating capacity of from 15 000 to
20,000 and a removable floor laid over
ashphalt or concrete, that would allow of
its conversion into a huge hall for horse
shows, expositions, sporting events, aquatic
carnivals and the like.

As a result of the meeting, it is probable
that City Architect Tharp will be asked to

prepare rough outline plans and estimates
of the general design and cost of such a

group of new buildings. The estimate dis-

cussed was $1,500,000 for the departmental
buildings and from $1,0(XIOOO to $1 500.(X)n

for the auditorium.

Certificated Architects.

The following architects have passed a
satisfactory examination bv the State Board
of Architecture, and have been granted
certificates to practice their profession in

this state

:
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Otto H. Neher, 601 Pacific Electric Bldg.,

Los Angeles.
R. Myron Woobert, Alhambra.

Leonard A. Cook, Santa Barbara.

Fine Building for Los Angeles

With the completion of the new fireproof

office building of the Pacific Mutual Insur-

ance Company, at Sixth and Olive streets

Los Angeles, one of the most substantial

and artistic structures that has been erected

in the city has been perfected. The building

was designed and supervised by architects

Parkinson & Berg^om. It is a five story

and basement buildine, of reinforced con-

crete construction, faced with glazed terra

cotta and of the Corinthian style of archi-

tecture. Ever-' known modern feature for

the convenience of the occupants has been

provided for and from basement to roof the

equipment is of best quality.

Mr. Allom Addresses San Francisco

Chapter, A. LA.

By Sylvain Schnaittacher, Secretary.

SAN Francisco Chapter, American In-

stitute of Architects, held its Decem-

ber meeting at Taits on Thursday

evening, December 17, 1908. The -members

presenf were : Albert Pissis, president

Wm. Mooser, vice-president; Sylvam

Schnaittacher, secretary;
, ^"l , ^"^T':

Clinton Day, Chas. W- Dickey, John Bake

Charles C. Allom of London, England was

present as a guest of the Chapter.

After the transaction of routine business,

Mr Allom gave the Chapter some very in-

teresting remarks, a synopsis of which

follows

:

, ,

Mr Allom stated he took great pleasure,

in being at the meeting ; that he represented

three generations of architects, but his

own professional practice had more to do

with interior decoration. From his first

visit to America five years ago, he was

gaining a greater interest and respect tor

American buildings and the architects ot

this country. He called oarticular atten-

tion to the work of Messrs. McKim, Meade

& White ; to the skill and attention they

have shown in utilizing classic detail in

large public buildings. He stated that in

Europe the public had apparently tired of

the classic detail, but he felt Europe had

a great lesson to learn from the American

tendency to apply Roman detail to its

buildings.
, . . . a

He spoke of the admiration and regard

he had for the work accomplished and

good taste displayed in designing the new

buildings for San Francisco.
,

Mr Allom stated thai he was Chair-

1 man of the architectural section of the

forthcoming Imnerial and International

Exhibition to be held at Sheoard's Bush,

near London. He stated that the buildings

would cover from forty-six to fifty-two

acres of ground and would contain the

special products of all countries, speciahz-

ing on the products for which each state or

country was famous. He asked that a re-

presentative display be sent from this

country, of our architectural work, stating

that the American architect was much too

modest in regaru to his efforts ;
and closed

by again stating the great pleasure he took

in the originality and preg-ess of American

architecture.

Honor for Architect Brown

Architect Arthur Brown. Jr., of the firm

of Bakewell & Brown, of San Francisco has

been awarded the first prize of $125 for his

design of the Sloat Monument, to be erected

in Monterey, Cal. Architect Brown will

perhaps be awarded the work as his design

was acceptable to all parties concerned. Mr.

Brown spent a number of vears in the

Beaux Arts School, Paris.

Engineer Breite in New Office

W. W. Breite, the well know;n struc-

tural engineer whose offices since the

fire have been on Golden Gate avenue,

San Francisco, has joined the down-

town movement and is now located in

spacious quarters in the Clunie building

at the corner of California and Mont-

gomery streets. Mr. Breite is, without

doubt, one of the most capable structural

engineers on the Pacific coast.

^ ^Architects^Scek Writr

E. H. Denke and A. R. Denke, San

Francisco architects, have petitioned the

superior court for a writ of mandate

compelling the State Board ot Archi-

tecture for the northern district of Cali-

fornia to issue to them certificates to

the effect that they had been practicing

their profession in California for five

years immediately preceding March ^J,

1901 Under the terms of legislation

adopted on that date by the state legis-

lature architects who had practiced in

California for five years or more were

entitled to a certificate without under-

going an examination. The Denkes as-

sert that the only reason the board has

refused them certificates is that they are

engaged in the building contractors

business.

Ability Recognized

Wilbur David Cook. Jr. landscape

architect, Los Angeles, has been em-

ployed by the Park Commission of ba.i

Dietfo in a consulting capacity on their

work in the City Park. 1400 acres. Mr

Geo Cooke was engaged on this work at

the time of his unfortunate accident and

death, some time ago.
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"PITFALLS IN

PRACTICE "

We have heard many comments up-
on an article, 'Titfalls in Practice" in

our August number, an
article that was re-

produced from the

London Building News.
The subject is a most serious one and
one fraught with difficulties. The
architect's position is an anomalous
one at best. He is supposed to be the
judge in equity as between owner and
contractor, yet he is in the employ
exclusively of the owner, whose in-

terests and desires are generally, if not
always, inimical to those of the con-
tractor. On the other hand, as a rule,

owners and architects seldom move in

the same social or business sphere.

Architects and contractors and manu-
facturers of building materials are
thrown much together. Their interests

are common, their lines of endeavor
place them in contact and perfectly
legitimate and natural friendships en-
sue. Yet, the moment an architect and
a contractor appear to be at all

friendly the carpers and faultfinders

shake their heads and whisper myster-
iously, ''there's something wrong do-
ing." It is A\ too bad but what's to

be done?
ft would seem thav the more archP

tects and manufactuiers of building
materials and contractors got together,
interchanged ideas and compared
notes the greater and more rapid
would be the advance in the building
art. Practice and Experience would
help Theory, and the latter would give
new impetus to the former. But it

doesn't seem to work that way. There
appears to be an underlying and sinister

current of resultant evils from such
friendships. The whole practice of
architecture could well be revamped,
reorganized. There are endless pos-
sibilities for good in such a work, but
it is a matter that should be discussed
and carefully thought out and
weighed. We have nothing to suggest
offhand except just one little detail

and that is that as a preliminary to

such revamping, reorganization, our
architects should pay the very great-
est attention, not only to art and to
practice, but to the upbuilding of

—

personal character.
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There certainly is room for optim-

ism in regard to the artistic redemp-

tion of our cities. Every-

CIXY thing points to it, our

BEAUTIFUL architectural journals teem

AGAIN with matter in connection

with it, the daily papers

quote from them, and the people are

becoming familiarized with such plans.

The result is cumulative, like the roll-

ing of a snow-ball, gathering size and

momentum as it is pushed along. A
little illustration of this growth, or

really change of heart on the part of

cities and great corporations may not

be amiss. In a personal letter Mr.

Fitzpatrick tells us of the herculean

efforts he had to make some fifteen

years ago or more to get a certain

railroad president to expend a few

hundred dollars in removing some un-

sightly features of a railway approach

to a city. There was much grumbling

and that officer finally did it simply

"as a personal favor" to a ''kicker.

That same company and under the

management of that same president

has this year voluntarily and freely

spent manv millions of dollars m
building attractive stations and in im-

proving the appearance of roadway

-4te—essentially artistic details and

things that will not produce one pfenny

of direct return. And from railroads

this desire to do things nicely will

spread. It is contagious. We have

the richest and biggest cities on earth

why should they not also be the most

beautiful?

Mr. Bassett Jones, Jr., discusses

the below topic in the Electrical Re-

view of Septem-

minating engineer is entitled to the

same privilege enjoyed by every free-

born citizen—the right to criticize, no

matter if it be architecture, sculpture

or art. When the illuminating en-

gineer criticizes the architectural

features of a building he does so, not

as an engineer, but as a layman, which

we think is entirely within his rights.

An Eastern Contemporary, taking a

more radical position, goes on to say

that

:

"Buildings are not put up for the use of

architects, and it is really of little conse-

quence what architects think of them.

Whether the drama, the poem, the novel,

the painting, or the building, is or is not

worthy of commendation is decided by

those who know little or nothing of the

technology connected with their produc-

tion. By taking up the profession of

illuminating engineering a man by no

means abdicates his right to express his

personal like or dislike of any work of art

or artisanship."

Tfie ILLUMINATINQ

ENQINEER AS AN

ARCHITECTURAL

CRITIC

ber 12th, as fol-

lows: .

"If the illuminat-

ing engineer criti-

cized lighting fix-

tures only, and only

as fulfilling or not fulfilling engineering

requirements, the architect would have

no complaint to make. But the enginec

as engineer has been emphatic in his

opinion as to the artistic value of many

Hghting installations, and not satisfied

with this, he has extended his criticisms

to architectural treatment in general.

Mr. Jones' opinions are correct in a

general sense, but we think the illu-

Thinks Brick Superior to Concrete

The good old brick, which has been

shoved back to second place as build-

ing material since the advent of rein-

forced concrete and tiles, has a vigorous

champion in T. J. A. Tiedemann, who

addressed the Fire Underwriters of the

Pacific on building construction and

-

rates at a recent meeting. As fire-re-

sisting material Tiedemann gives brick

first place and produces the evidence to

prove it. In consequence he beheves that

in the fixing of rates, ht/ildings with

brick walls should be given a more

favorable premium than tile or rein-

forced concrete. As it is, there is no

difference in the rates.

In this connection Tiedemann ex-

pressed the belief that a brick founda-

tion could be as good as or better than

concrete and gives instances of founda-

tions recently dislodged which were

perfect, although in wet ground for

over forty years.

The cause of the appallinor increase

in fire losses in this country he at-

tributes to poor wiring. Boys and

novices put in the wires in the most

haphazard way," he said, and the in-

specting is a joke. Our construction

laws in this regard, as in others, are

too often lax and are practically never

enforced properly. Our losses m this

country, in spite of our flimsy construc-

tion, could be lessened 50 per cent if

the building laws were properly en-

forced."

il
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EATING AND LIGHTINC
Material Arranged by Carl E. Roesch, Edwin B. Pike

and Wm. E. Leiand, S. B.

Gravity Heating for a Residence with
a Warm Air Furnace.

By AN Old Timer.

WHAT is a proper installation for
a warm air furnace? To an-
swer this question, we will have

to generalize somewhat to begin with,
and perhaps may say some things that
will not set well with some that think
they know, and, in what is said, we do
not want it to be understood that the
writer is an absolute authority on the
subject, but a student, who has received
many a jolt, and wishes to pass them on
to others, in order that they, too, may
profit. Remember that you cannot do
a good deed for your neighbor, unless
it is returned to you by natural law,
therefore, if what can be said in these
articles Yesult in better work, so much
the bet^r for all of us, and the prestige
of the \arm air furnace, as a means of
comfort m our homes.
The architect has prepared plans for

a residence, and to it he has applied his

best knowledge. The exterior may com-
mand the admiration of the beholder,
the interior may be a dream in its

beauty, everything in connection with
its finish and appurtenances may be of
the best that thought and money may
procure. By means of a catalogues con-
taining illustrations and examples, which
are accurate and exact, the architect has
been educated to the point where he can
select and specify what is fitting, or out
of his knowledge he can design a stair-

way, a color scheme or any special part
that is needed to make up the structure
into a beautiful whole until it comes to
the heating. Unfortunately, this seems
to be the lasf consideration, and again
the manufacturers of warm air furnaces
have never furnished the architect any
reliable data on which to base calcula-
tions for heating, if he were disposed to
treat the subject as it deserves. So on
the whole it is not fair to blame the
architect only, but the manufacturer as
well, for his neglect of an important part
of the building.

A ivell-made Ianter71

on the pergola always
adds to the attractive-

ness of a country resi-

de71ce

r^ud

ollopeter
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Followincf this comes the dealer in

warm air furnaces, who, in a majority

of cases, is as ignorant of the heating

subject as a Hotentot but as long as he

is able to make the price he gets the

business independent of any or no know-
ledge on the question. The result is

obvious. Some one is going to get

stung. Now th^n, an architect is call-

ing for bids for a residence; everything

except the heating is plainly called for

and specified, even to detail and cata^

logue number, and here is where the

poor furnace man gets his; there is us-

ually a round spot on the basement plan

, to indicate the position of furnace, and

perhaps there are marks in the different

rooms showing locations of warm air

outlets; then the specifications will say

that tl>e furnace shall be of sufficient

size or capacity to heat the building to

"TO^degrees in the coldest weather, etc.^

etc Bids are received and opened—one
heating man wants $350,000 for a job

and specifies clearly what he will fur-

nish—the evident intention of the pro-

posal being a first class installation.

Another bid will be for $225.00, and, of

course, the architect wonders where the

difference can come in, as both firms

are supoosed to be equally responsible

financially for any undertaking they

oropose.
* *

Now the reason for the architect's in-

decision is this—he has never investigated

either one of the proposer's goods, or

his method of installations, consequently,

he is in no position to judge, and unless

he is disposed to be of an investigating

frame of mind, he awards the contract

to the lowest man, and, in case that he

does, we grant that he usually gets a job

that will heat the house. So will a Vk

stream of water fill a barrel if you only

give it time, but we all know that a 1

stream will fill the barrel more quickly. A

warm air furnace heats by filling the

space to be heated with warm air; also

any means of heating costs money every

time you use it, therefore, it is a reasonable
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supposition, that the furnace which has

a capacity to warm a house in twenty

minutes is preferable to one that takes an

hour to do the same work. And this is the

meat of the whole matter—to try and go\

a fair investigation of the warm air furnace,

first by the architect, for we know that

he wants to give his client the best, second,

by the owner, who owes it to his own purse

and comfort of his family to secure the

best, and lastly, both the manufacturer and

the dealer to learn their business well

enough to be able to give information that

is real information and not guess work.

When they do this, then will the architect

and owner begin to have respect for what

they offer.

In another article we will follow up

All first class buildinirs have the

Armstronq Flash light Flevator—= Signals

And all first class theatres have our

FIRE PROOF STFFl CURIAINS

CALL

THE tLtVAIOR SUPPLY

\ND REPAIR CO.

593 Market Street Balboa BiiiUiaa

IS 2898 San Francisco

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

this same question, not being permitted
the space at this time to complete this

phase of the question.

An Innovation in Lighting

The Illuminating Engineering Society,
organized to advocate systems of arti-

ficial lighting less destruqtive to the eye-
sight than the ordinary incandescent burner,
recently held a meeting in the St. Gabriel's

Park Branch of the Carnegie Libraries in

New York.. The building was lighted ac-

cording to designs prepared by the dis-

tinguished member of the society and
which have been adopted for the lighting of

similar buildings in the future. Among
the innovations may be named the follow-

ing: A lamp for a reading table outwardly
resembling the ordinary green-shaded
burner, but provided with a reflector which
equalized the amount of lieht, so that a

book placed upon the outermost edge of

the table received quite as much light as

the one directly .under the lamp. Another
sort of reflector over the book racks makes
the illumination there uniform, so that titles

on the lower shelf may be read as easily

as those nearest the light. An entirely

different arrangement is employed to light

reading matter in a horizontal position

from that position. No incandescent lights

are left unshaded ; and there is a careful

distinction made between local and general

lighting so that no power need be lost in

supplying general illumination where light

is needed only for reading purposes.—The
Brickbuilder.

The Sub-Contractor Has His Troubles

To the Editor of The Architect and En-
gineer:

The sub-contractor is without doubt
the most abused man connected with the

building industry and as a rule it is the

fault of the general contractor. This

ought to be stopped, and it behooves

every reputable architect and general con-

tractor to see that it is.

The following incident is given to illus-

trate what the writer is getting at:

Mr. Arc;F
Dear Sir:

Turifif«t©n I

you will not onK

tioD, but will b

same time cut their

HANBRI
Phone Pranklia SJ7

:£ * _ and mstalliog

and stores

' installa-

t the

\_j 1 CO., INC
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have the Motors and the engineers to apply

them. We arc in a position to save you

money on your Power Installation.
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An architect sends detailed plans antl

specifications to the general contractor,

asking for his bid on a certain building in

its entirety—he in turn calls for figures

on the many different things that go to

make up his total bid. Some general-

contractor is awarded the job on the very
fie:ures that several sub-contractors have
furnished him. Does the general con-

tractor drop Mr. Sub-Contractor a note

informing him that his bid is accepted
and he would like Mr. Sub-Contractor to

call and sign contract for his part of the

work? No; the p^eneral contractor drops

notes asking for more bids. He lets

every brickman, millman, electrician and
so on down the line figure the job, and
more than likely the general contractor

will get a bid from these "firms" that is

much lower than the bid the reliable sub-

contractor furnished him in the first

place. The general contractor closes up

with some of these "firms" and naturally

saves considerable money before he be-

gins work, at least he thinks he does.

Is that fair to the man who furnished the

bid that got the job for the general con-

tractor? Think it over.

If you have had any experience in the

building line you ought to know that

there was never a plan or specification

drawn up that didn't have some loop

hole or technicalitv in it. The "contrac-

tor for a day," or cut throat contractor,

as he ought to be called, is just waiting

for such an opportunity, to make a claim

that such and such item is not in the

plans or specifications, or vice versa. Of
course that will cause an argument.-

Now, why have these troubles? You
wouldn't, had you taken the bid of the

reliable sub-contractor when he was
really entitled to the work.

The sub-contractors are willing to

figure—that is part of the contracting

business—but for the general contractors

to peddle and juggle bids is a bad prece-

dent, yet it has been going on in San

Francisco during the past year to an ex-

tent that is almost beyond belief. Let's

.^Wk
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cut it out; begin the new year right and
give every one.a chance to make a little

money, and don't try to get work done
for nothing.

A SUB-CONTRACTOR.
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Portland Architectural Club.

The first meeting of the Portland ^Archi-

tectiiral Club in 1909 was held in the Club

rooms on the evening of the first Tuesday

in the year. There was a large and en-

thusiastic attendance.

The second annual exhibition of the Club

will be held from March 22nd to April 10th

and promises to be a great success from

every point of view, surpassing their former

efforts in every way. Much valuable work
is promised from the East. All architects

in the Northwestern part of the United

States have been invited to co-operate and

their responses are very encouraging. It

was fully decided to accept for exhibition

building materials of a decorative and ar-

tistic character, and all manufacturers and

agents of the goods of this class should

write the President, Mr. Jacobberger or

the Secretary at once. Monthly competi-

tions are now a regular feature of the stu-

dents' section of the Club, which worts

under the direction of the Educational

Committee.
Fourteen contestants submitted work at

this meeting.

First Problem: Masonry and Drawing,

Skidmore Fountain—Special mention, Mr.

Linde; special first mention, Mr. Hall; sec-

ond mention, Mr. Allyn ; third mention, Mr.

Tanner.
Second Problem: A Monument to Three

Illustrious Men—First mention, Mr. Rosen-

berg; second mention, Mr. McKenzie

;

third mention, Mr. Allyn; fourth mention.

Mr. Combs.
The announcement of the third problem

was made, viz.

;

An architectural treatment of the source

of a spring.

This will take place the first Tuesday in

February.
The Club has a committee at work to

agitate the question of creating an Art

Commission for Portland. The city is to

have a neW charter and a body of promi-

nent citizens under the title of the Charter

Board are at work devising new funda-

mental laws for the city, among other

things an Art Commission. This wdl be

a novelty as well as a step in advance of

the other cities of the Coast. The func-

tions of this body would be to pass upon

all pubHc buildings and to examine their

propriety, design, artistic and utilitarian

sufficiency and to propose changes -if nec-

essary in their plans, supervise the loca-

A

Qas, Electric and
Combination Fixtures

GAS ARC LAMPS
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WELSBACH COMPANY
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tion of public fountains,/ arches, statuary

and works of decorative and memorial

character. While the present intention is

to confine the powers of this Board to

public buildings and monuments there is

hope that, officially exercised, the influence

of this Board would prevent any unsightly

and shoddy architecture on private and

semi-public buildings. The special corn-

mittee of the Charter Board having this

matter in charge has given the Club much
encouragement.
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Portland Is Goin* Some.
By Albert J. Capron.

The legend runs: That a colored gentle-
man, in an unguarded moment, bet with
a white man that he, the colored man, dare
go through a cemetery in the night.
The bet was "covered" and on the ap-

pointed night the white man arrayed him-
self in a winding sheet and hid his ghost-
ship behind a tombstone. Who can blame
anyone, under -the circumstances, looking
back, much less a colored man, who. on
perceiving the ghost behind him com-
menced running and the faster he went
the faster likewise his ghostship.
When the colored gentleman had run

out of breath, he sat down to rest, where-
upon for the first time the ghost spoke
up and remarked that they "had been going
some," to which the darkey replied, "Yes,
we done gone bin goin' some and yo bet
your sweet life we'll be goin' som' mo
when I catch ma breaf."

The above about expresses the situation
as regards the building operations in

Portland during the past twelvemonth
and we are "goin' some" more as soon as
we can get our breath, which fortunately
we will be able to do.

A year ago we predicted, through the
columns of your journal that 1908 would
be essentially a warehouse and residence
year, and 'in the highest sense it has been

such, and while there have been some
business blocks erected, to be mentioned
later, yet the great burden of expenditure
has been for warehouse space, notoriously
scarce heretofore.

The residences have come in for an un-
usually large share of construction, not
hundreds, but thousands. "Jonah's gourd"
was supposed to have sprung up over
night ; the residences are springing up
night and day and the class as well as th.e

character of construction has been without
equal heretofore. It is safe to say that
more than as many again residences were
constructed during 1908 than for any like

period in the history of Portland, and that

the expense thereof has been not only as
much again, but quadrupled by virtue of

the fact of the high grade of construction.

We might mention as a fair illustration

that choice residence section, known as
Irvington, almost within pistol shot of any
given point, where more than one hundred
dwellings have been erected, not one of
which cost less than $5,000. And what is

said concerning this section applies equally

well elsewhere.

In Portland as well as in other places

there are a class of architects whose princi-

pal work has been in the line of dwellings

and these have had their inning this year.

For warehouses we would scarcely

know where to begin or end.
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Of churches, rnany have been completed

and several are in course of construction,

plans being drawn for others.

School • buildings and additions thereto,

while numerous, they scarcely kept pace

with the multiplication of our population

of school age.

The Meier & Frank Building, A. E.

Doyle, architect, marks a magnificent type

of modern construction, some ten stories

in height and affording an addition to their

already half-block giving neafly an entire

200-foot block, all devoted to the retail de-

partment store for the above firm. Thomp-
son & Starrett Company, who are doing the

erecting, are showing rapid progress in

this work.

The C. K. Henry building will also be

a very fine building of white enamel brick

and terra cotta, being the first of this type

of construction "here. The Lombard build-

ing, reinforced concrete construction, oc-

cupying a half block, twelve stories high, is

in process of erection, while the Fenton

building, the addition to the Oregon
hotel, Beck, Board of Trade, Gerlinger

and many others of this character of busi-

ness blocks, have just been completed and

tenants have moved in.
' Excavating has

been completed for the Lewis Estate build-

ing.

The rebuilding of the Abington build-

ing partially destroyed by fire, will make
it practically fire-proof and modern in every

respect.

Another type of building, one in which

Portland has long stood in need, is the

Portland Public Market & Cold Storafee

Company, Messrs Goodrich & Goodrich, ar-

chitects and engineers. This will be a three-

story, reinforced, concrete building, using

the General Fireproofing "System" and oc-

cupying an entire block. The basement

will be used for a cold storage plant with

a railroad track running on to the first

floor, bringing refrigerator cars in and by

an .elevator system lower the cars into the

basement, the contents being transferred

without coming in contact with warm air.

That this building will be a great success

goes without saying. Already nearly the

entire space has been leased, contracts

signed and money deposited, assuring an

income beyond most .sanguine expectations.

While a stock concern yet there is none

for sale, it all having been taken over

promptly.

This improvement will mark an expense

of between $500,000 and $600,000, the

building being erected on a block recently

burned over located near the Union depot.

The space has not only been taken by

local people, but Tacoma, Seattle, Spokane

and San Francisco merchants as well. The
first floor will have stalls, the second floor

a department store, etc.

If we were to recapitulate the figures

month by month it would take rather too

mucb space ; it is enough to say that more

than $10,000,000 has been actually spent

during the year. The lowest amount for

one month was $625,000, running from that

to $1,250,000. While the permits do not

give the actual value yet for comparison

we submit the following, taken from "The

Oregonian"

:

li907 I'SO'S

Permits Valuation Permits Valuation

January .... 218 604,475 298 625,545

February ... 279. &»6,74S 413 BJS.S^O

March 295 '659,729 544 851,845

April 3«9 1,526,777 576 980,41«

May 4-81 1,152,732 374 754,945

Tune 2«l 865,250 385 841,065

July 374 762,371 459 1,035,366

August .... 3«9 881,360 412 772,395

September .. 362 943,300 445 972,35o

October .... 422 645.585 368 829,75^

November .. 162 199,210 297 944,o9d

December .. 1-38 319,245 27« 960,07o

Totals 3890 $9,446,932 4851i $10,411,951

Building permits issued since 1900 by

years, as follows

:

Permits Valuation
1900 392 944,985
1901 '. . 745 1,529,143

1902 1244 2,730,660
190\3 1628 4,2Sl',05i6

1904 1720 4,029,225
1905 23ie 4,li83,368

1906 3166 6,902,032
1907 389» 9,446,982
190« 4851 10,411,951

PORTLAND Percent
1908 1907 Inc. Dec.

Bank Clearings $310.fx%.5l3 .$350,932,422 .. 11

BuildinrPe?mits 10.528,066 9.410,137 12 ..

^Trans1e^*s 20.308,506 23.450.140 .. 12

SEATTLE
1906 1907

Bank Clearings $42^.499 251 $488,591,471 13

Building Permits 13.777,329 13.."^73.270 1.5 ..

^Tranlfers^.... 37.926.186.91 56.519.206.40 .. 38

SPOKANE
1908 1907

Bank Clearings .$307,791,482 $298,576,950 .3 ..

Building Permits 5.927.548 5.778.876 5 ..

Real Estate ,oft77Ci«
Transfers... not reported 19.»27.5i«

Portland has great reason to congratu-

late herself that she is "goin' some." True,

the "grim reaper" has been a little derelict

in his work during the last few generations,

but fortunately he has reaped his harvest

among that class of fossilized wealthy men,

who receive, but give nothing.

The character of construction is metro-

politan. The progress manifested in said

construction has been probably greater

than any city on the Coast. Indeed, Port-

land is so much on the map that when
others do not congratulate us we con-

gratulate ourselves, and while wishing all

other Coast cities health, wealth and pros-

perity, we are not going to forget that we
want some of it ourselves; indeed, are

having it—yes, Portland is "goin' some."

i'Sm £1. .^».«^.wj.aAI,ajlj£'^ ^ *---^' .\Evr
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Some Industrial Information Worth the While

Rudgear-Mcrlc Company
The Merle Ornamental Iron and

Bronze Company of San Francisco, the
Rudgear Steel Company, and the A.
Merle Company have been consolidated
into a new company known as the Rud-
gear-Merle. Company. The new corpora-
tion assumes all obligations of the con-
solidated companies and will fulfill all

contracts and collect all accounts. The
officers are, A. Rudgear, president; James
F. Leahy, vice-president; A. J. Merle,
treasurer, and W. A. Rudgear. secretary.
The manufacturing plants of the com-
bined companies are the largest of any
similar concern on the Pacific Coast, and
the high standing of the three firms is

guarantee that the new company will

please its customers and enjoy a splendid
business.

Techeau tavern at Powell and Eddy
struts, San Francisco, also the Gas
Company's new building from plans by
Frederick H. Meyer. The steel frame of

the old Spring Valley Water Company's
building is being strai'^^htened and put in

first class condition by Mr. Blume and
some extra steel work is also being
addcf' t'^ tlii- iMiilding,

Erecting Steel for New Buildmgs

C. A. Blume, the well known erector
of steel for Class A buildings, has the

contract for erecting- the steel on the

Roebling Construction Co.
OF NEW YORK

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATH

THE SYSTEM THAT IS FIREPROOF

1017-1018 Crocker Building, San Francisco

Phone, Temporary 4312

, r

Sequoia Hotel Building. Fresno. Cal. B. < M I>i ugrall. Architect

' * >ii "^^T -fi©" brick, a whiteBuilt by C. J. Lindgren. and faced with "Oolden O
nre«;sed brick made of sane;

Ask Oolden a«tw 0>,. C . F Pratt M San Francisco.
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Demand for Russell & Erwin Hardware

William R. Voorhees, Pacific Coast
manager for the Russell & Erwin Manu-
facturing Company, makers of high class

builders' hardware, recently returned
from a trip East which included a visit

to the factory in New Britain, Conn. Mr.
Voorhees is optimistic of the future. He
thinks the Pacific Coast is in line for

a banner year, so far as prosperity is

concerned. The people of the East are

still marveling, he says, at San Fran-
cisco's wonderful strides and it is diffi-

cult for some of them to understand
how the city could recoup its losses and

rebuild along the lines it has in so short

a time.
fThe Russell & Erwin Company enjoyed

a splendid year in 1908, many of the most
pretentious buildings erected in the East

as well as on the Pacific Coast, having

l)een supplied with Russell and Erwin
hardware. Mr. Voorhees states that the

company expects to place on the market

this year an invention which consists

of a panic door bolt fastened to entrance

doors in theatres, churches, etc., and so

constructed that any unusual pressure

against the inside of the door will caus'

it to fly open and release the audience

Some new and very artistic designs ii

hardware are also going to be marketed

by the company this year.

Among the more recent contracts

taken by the Russell and Erwin Com
pany in California is the hardware for

the Commercial building, Louis P.

—Hobart, architect, the new Custom
house building, San Francisco, and the

Tevis residence at Alma, Cal.

the new year as well as the finishing and

supervision of much important work
under way.
He says that working with a bandaged

right hand is not the most satisfactory,

but is. better than pacing the floor ni^ts
with a hand that felt as large as a nail

keg and as busy as a trip hammer.

Art in Shingle Stains.

In the art world no greater progress has

been made in any branch than that of

decorating and beautifying the home, hence

the advance in architectural designs and

color treatment for houses.

The soft effect and rich colors of the

shingle stains manufactured by Parker,

Preston & Co., Inc., Norwich, Conn., and

named "art in shingle stains," because of

the rich tone and exquisite colors, have

created a symphony to the home beautiful.

The Whittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles, being distribu-

tors for Parker, Preston & Co.'s. "art in

shingle stains," are supplying the coast

trade and cabinet of cards, showing colors

made, is given free to members of the

architectural profess'on uoon application.

Architect Berndt at His Office Again

Architect Francis J. Berndt is again

able to be at his office after a very

serious siege of blood poisoning,

which attacked his right hand, and which

occurred at a particularly unfortunate

time as such things usually do. his office

being crowded with work projected for

L. B. HOWE
Pncs. AND Trias.

H. H H NGTON
ViCK-Pnc«.

Western Laundry Machinery Co.

TCLCI>HONC DOUGLAS 163 1

DEALERS IN LAUNDRY MACHINERY
MANUFACTURCO BY

THE AMERICAN LAUNDRY MACNiNERY MFG CO

SUCCESSORS TO
Nelson & Krbutbr Co. A. T. Hagbn Co.

THE AMERICAN LAUNDRY MACHY. CO.

The Watkins Laundry Machy. Co.

Wilson Laundry Machy. Co. Barnes & Erb Co.

Los Anyeles Office

262 S. Los Angeles St.

58-60 Fremont Street

Seattle Office

305 Main Street

San Francisco

Bronze Door to Jas. riooa BtitUitnu

Albert Pissis. Architect
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The E. D. Crowley Company

Of the younger engineers and contrac-
tors in San Francisco probably none has

- enjoyed greater success since the fire

than E. D. Crowley, the present head of
the E. D. Crowley Company, with offices

. in the William Wilson building. Mr.
Crowley' is a Native Son and for more
than twelve years he has been following
the engineering profession.

Mr. Crowley was formerly secretary
and manager of the B. & W. Engineer-
ing Company in which company he some
time ago disposed of his interests to
become president and manager of the
E. D. Crowley Company. While with
the B. & W. Engineering Company, Mr.
Crowley superintended the construction
of a reinforced concrete manufacturing
plant for the Del Monte Milling Com-

'• pany at Lombard and Montgomery
streets, San Francisco. The construction
of this building showed the possibilities

of rapid work in concrete. The first

shovelfull of concrete was placed on the
15th of May and on August 15th the
roof was on and the finishing details

were being carried out.

The plant consists of a warehouse 50
by 137^ feet and four stories high, a

three story building, 87j^ by 160 feet and

an engine and boiler house. The, build-
ings represent an outlay of about
$120,000.

Other work done under Mr. Crowley's
direction includes the 'O'Keefe building.
Front and Clay streets, designed by
O'Brien Bros., architects, the McKeon
building at First and Federal streets,

the Hagens building at Townsend and
Japan streets, the Painter building at

Clay and Sansome streets, the Hirsh-
felder building at Twentieth and Florida
streets, the Erlanger-Galinger building,
Sacramento and Dupont streets and the
Bernhard building at Jackson and Dupont
streets.

Very recently the E. D. Crowley Com-
pany has signed two important contracts
for the erection of buildings designed
bv Architect's Oliver and P'oulkes. One
is the Peralta apartment house in Oak-
land and illustrated in this number of the
Architect and Engineer and the other
is the Gafifney building at the corner of

Sutter street and Grant avenue, San
Francisco,

A competent and experienced architect's

stenographer, able to ,take full charge of

waiting room and office, seeks permanent
engagement. Address, "Typist," 4561-A.
Sacramento Street. Phone West 4178.

BENNI FUEL OIL BURNING L.rmtNiS
iSTANOARDiZEO.

We Manufacture and sell to Jobbers Oil

Burning Equipments for all kinds of Service.

Our various Equipments can be set up by any-

one. Experts not necessary, Catatos N Afplicatien.

BENNETT'S PNEUMATIC SYSTEM Is the
Ideal method of buralag fuel oil under low
pressure steam and hot water heating
plants and for all the metal arts.

References: Apartment Houses—Du-
boce. Glenwood. Hillcrest. Kenilworth. Em-
pire. Hotels— Arlinjrton. Grand. Robins.
Leo. Colonial. Stanford. Tailant. Union
Sfiuare. Officf .\nd Loft Buildings—Main
Telephone. Kosenbaum, Gore. Marine. Del-
jrer. St. Clair. Williams. Fire Underwriters.
Schmidt, Bay View School, all in >an Fran-
cisco. Also the Colonial Hotel. Imperial Hotel
and McKee Buildinj? in San Jose: and |he
Carvi^ll Nursery at Fair Onks.

NNETT'S

blKOLEUM

BIRNER CO.

WOnKS AND KXCCUTIVK OFriCCS :

579-581 HOWARD ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine
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Asbestos: The New Building Material.

Asbestos has widened the adaptabihty of

cement to building purposes a dozen fold.

Intimately mixed with cement and com-

pacted by hydraulic pressure into a homo-

geneous concrete, the asbestos fibers cross

and recross and interlace in every direc-

tion, reinforcing the .cement against all

stresses, and making it practicable to use

cement sheets as thin as an eight of an

inch.

Concrete sheets that are made into build-

ing lumber, corrugated sheathing, and shin-

gles—that can be worked and cut with ordi-

nary tools by ordinary workmen, nailed

where desired—fire-proof, weather-proof,

and so tough and elastic that large sheets

can be benfaround curves.

These asbestos-cement products are made

only at Ambler, Pennsylvania, and marketed

by the Keasbey & Mattison Company, which

is presided over by Dr. R. V. Mattison,

"the asbestos king," and owner of the

largest and most valuable asbestos pro-

perties in the world.

The Mattison mines are located at Thet-

ford and Black Lake, in the province of

Quebec, Canada, the asbestos fiber from

which is long and silky, snow-white when

separated. The mines contain especially

rich veins in the serpentine rock, and the

asbestos is mined in open pits or quarries.

The crude asbestos must be separated

from adherent rock, classified according to

length of fiber, and then fiberized—the

lumps broken up and the fibers separated

Short fibers are converted into pipe and

—boiler coverings, insulation, and so on. 1 he

long fiber is carded and spun mto yarn,

which is further spun into rooes or woven

into theater curtains, for insulation against

fire and electricity, and a multitude of

other specific products.

In making the asbestos building lumber

and asbestos "century" shingles, the asbes-

tos fiber is worked into a homogeneous

plastic mass with pure hydraulic cement.

The cement is then subjected to tre-

mendous hydraulic pressure, which com-

pacts the cement and squeezes it into every

fiber. As the cement hydrates and crystal-

lizes, it locks around the fibers, becoming

more and more tough and elastic, until it

attains a permanent maximum as the con-

crete matures.
.

Fire-proof, weather-proof, vermin-proot,

the asbestos-cement products are the build-

ing materials of the present and i"ture

Already they are enthusiastically adopted

by builders, architects, and house owners

in every part of the country—as is evi-

denced by the attractive folder put out by

the Keasbey & Mattison Company, pictur-

ing twenty-six asbestos "century" shingle

roofs, from Rhode Island to Nebraska, and

from Wisconsin to Texas, beside a resi-

dence in Porto Rico.
.

Architects who want to keep in touch

with the livest development in building

matters should write to the selling agents

for information—and mention the Archi-

tect and Engineer.

Johns' Patent Door Hanger

The San Francisco Hardware Com-
pany reports a good demand for the

Johns' patent parlor door hangers. The

hangers are made for single as well as

double sliding doors and are double ball-

bearing. They are exceedingly simple and

absolutely noiseless. Many of the best

homes in San Francisco and vicinity have

the Johns' door hanger and they are also

being used quite extensively in apart-

ment houses and flats. The San Fran-

cisco Hardware Company, 3069 Six-

teenth street, are the authorized agents

of the Johns' hangers.

\

PHOTOGRAPH OF WINDOW MADE BY

fMitut Art ($la00 (£0.
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Phone: Douglas 75

BAXTER MARBLE GO.

Producers of

CALIFORNIA MARBLE

.

Quarries:

Coiumbla. Cal.

Office

1006 Call Bids.

S. F., Cal.

THE MAYDWELL COMPANY

268 MARKET STREET
DIRECT IMPORTERS

Foreign MARBLES
fl N tJ

STATUARY
Carrara Office: P. F. BUTTENBACH. mgr.

C. F. SCHILLER H. W. BOWLEY

PACIFIC MARBLE WORKS

COLORED AND ITALIAN MARBLE
Mosaic and Tcrrazzo Work. Wainscoting,

Cement Ornamentations, Plumbers'
Slabs, Etc. Estimates given.

PHOMt
MARKET 1609

OFFICE AND YARD

14th and SHOTWELL STS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I

ii

^ JA\I\

The Only Absolute Cement
WATERPROOFER

Send for Booklet

1 he AQUABAR Company
1228 LOCUST ST

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

THe CoK
268 MARHET

M I

"W Holesale Deal***-* «nd Contractors forO\jir

COLUMBIA MARBLE
Estimates Given on All Hinds of Marble WorK

Samples on Application

Quarries
COLUMBIA. CALirORNIyV

Finishing Plant
17tH and MISSOURI STS.. S. F.

California Peerless Stone Tile and Plaster Comoafi

PEERLE
MANUFACTURE

[jdiiy

A CA JRNIA PRC

Fire-Proof Sanitary—Water-Proof—U^
Mcrritt and Providence Hospitals, Oak

OFFICE AND SHOW ROOM
109 O'Farrell St., San Francisco (" ^

ND FACTORY
^ California
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Successful Test of Chemical Engine

A highly successful test of the Kena-
wha chemical engine recently built by

the Kenawha Chemical Engine Manu-
facturing Company, L. E. Boyle Com-
pany, 100 Front street, San Francisco,

western agents, for the town of Berkeley,

was held recently under the direction

of the Fire Chief of Berkeley and S. T^
Wallace, vice-president of the L. E!.

Boyle Company. The Berkeley Reporter
has the following to say of the demon-
stration:

''The test proved, beyond a doubt, that

the engine was capable of putting out

almost any fire, but on account of a

defect in one of the new valves on the

hose attachment the flow of the stream

was retarded very preceptibly as was
demonstrated last evening when excel-

sior, saturated with kerosene, was again

placed in the frame structure built for

the test. Into the seething mass of flame

the hose was played for three seconds

with the result that the flame was
smothered by the heavy vapor.

'The feature of the chemical prepara-

tion which the L. E. Boyle Company of

San Francisco, coast agents, claim as

superior over other chemical apparatus

is the fact that the vapor caused by the

chemical action is heavier than air and

as a consequence fire can be fought in the

open as the mantle of vapor settles over

the flame, smothering it out. Other

chemical processes work well in a closed

room vj^e^-e the light vapor is confined,

but in the open ascend and make little or

no resistance to the flames."

Big Laboratory Contract

Word comes from Chicago that Robert

W. Hunt & Company, who maintain a

branch office at 425 Washington street,

San Francisco, have received a contract

from the Chicago and Northwestern

Railway to inspect materials for the new
$2,000,000 terminal station in Chicago. It

is said that some 28,000 tons of steel

alone will be used in the building. Robert
W. Hunt & Co., enjoy an international

reputation as experts in their line. Their
services are in demand in connection

with industrial enterprises in all parts

of the world, not only for consultation

with engineers and superintendents of

railway and industrial plants, builders of

machinery, bridges, locomotives, etc., but

for actual lasting and inspection of

materials, chemical analysis and reports

on iron and steel manufacturing proc-

esses. The value of these services lies in

the fact that absolute information is

furnished, so that builders and contrac-

tors can go ahead with accurate

knowledge as the basis of their opera-

tion.

Mvery of Fre

'^ale Stores, w
ckages
" etc.

ES: Low first cost. Prac-
»o cost for maintenance. Large

apacity. No power necessary.

^t by employees. A very
in time and labor.

v^ r^e House Tblaks of tbe Spiral Chute

M. I. BRANDENSTEIN & CO.
Spear and Mission Sts.. San Francisco. Cal.

San Francisco. Sept. 16. 1<)08.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..

310 California St.. City.

Cientlemen: With reference to the Spiral Chute

you have installed in our building, we take pleasure

in statintr that same works to our entire satisfaction

and we are glad to recommend it. It certainly saves

time and money. Yours very truly,

M.J. BRANDENSTEIN & Co.
FerGJ.B.

INSTALLED BY

THE HASLETT WAREHOUSE CO.

Cal ifornia St., San Francisco. Cal.

I ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION
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are now being used in Apartment Houses. Hotels. Flats and Residences.
List of locations given on application. Work fully sruaranteed.

HANGERS MADE Of ALL-STEEL CONSTRUCTION
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FACTORY
PMON

SEND FOR CIRCULARS

TREET DOWN TOWN OFFICE: 318 MARKET STREET
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-r - n 203 MAIN STREET
Phone. Douglas 179

WA lUbt iLtKS SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Write for Particiulars of Our GOLDEN GATE OIL BURNING SYSTEM

California

gincer

X LVE

Supply Company

523 Market St.

San Fraicisco

Cal. C

)

\\ 1 . 13 VI

S

Deep Well, Surface, House and Fire Service

Pumps Complete In^tallatioas

^.'i:%i/ r*AT

fic Bk

Ht

Mechaiiicai and

Gravity System
of Heating and
Ventilatinij I)e=

signed iiiitl ln=

stalled. R ilts

Guarai = =

Plans Furnished Free of Cost

3261 TO 3267 SEVENTEENTH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 1

Phone. Special 3«9

THE QUAKER I

aiLLEY-SCHMID
N. W. Car. - '
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' and Drawing Materials

paka«jOn drafting

INSTRUf ^S
.Builders' and Survi itrumcnts...

New School Buildings tor L,os Aii

The construction of a number ot new
school buildings in Los Angeles is scheduled
for this year. A list of the proposed build-
ings has been prepared bv the board of
education and estimates for each has been
calculated. The principal building proposed
is that for a new high school. It is to have
a capacity for 1500 scholars, and to cost

$245,000.

Extensive improvements are also planned
for the Polytechnic high school grounds.
An additional building to cost $100,000 will

be built.

The Chicago Cement Show
All arrangements for the second annual

Cement show, in Chicago, have been com-
pleted. It will be held in the Coliseum,
February 18-24, 1909. A uniform scheme
in the arrangement of booths and the de-
coration of the Coliseum will be employed.
This makes it practically unnecessary for

the exhibitor to do anything else than to

move into the space allotted to him.
The Central Passenger Association has

authorized a rate of one and one-half fare

for the round trip on the certificate plan
from points in its territory and it is also

likely that other associations will authorize
similar reductions. These reduced rates

will no doubt attract a laree attendance
from out of town.
The Illinois Masons' Supoly Association

and the Illinois Lumber Dealers' Associa-
tion have announced that they will hold
their conventions in Chicago during the

show. This will mean the presence of a

great many persons directly interested in

the uses and appliances for the use of

cement.

Asbestos Covering
Asbestos covering for pipe and boilers,

also asbestos paper and mill board are
specialties which the Pacific Coast
Asbestos Manufacturing Company of

Portland, Or., are oflfering to the build-

ing trade. Some large orders are being
filled. The Company has its own factory
at 1350-52 Macadam street, Portland.
The offices are at 210 Columbia street in

the same city.

^'FEL &i ES IRK

^ PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE-If you
intend to equip your Drawingr Room, re-

member that Keuffel & Esser Co.'s
nstruments and materials are still the
standard of quality. We have all requi-
sites for drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

Hi^Hest .A."wards
St. Loviis, •04' Pr--*T-iid, -05

r^^wA-^ i/v'"'^^

ri5TUD;(,

Partin- Plate

,.,,,

i HEADER '

HEADER^

John's Manger

Iowem foffr/OM Of

FLOOR LINE "r"j||j^

JOHN'S PATENT PARLOR

DOOR HANGERS

For Single and Double Sliding Doors, Double
Bail-Bearing. Exceedingly Simple. Perfectly

Noiseless. A Two-Piece Track-Hardwood
Face. Made of Rolled Steel. Extra Wide

Range of Adjustment.

SAN FRANCISCO HARDWARE CO.
.Agents

3069-71 SixteentK St.

Telrphone Market 1585 San Francisco
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National Brickmakers' Convention
The National Brick Manufacturers' As-

sociation has selected Rochester, K^.Y., for
the next place of meeting. The Twenty-
third Annual Convention will be held there,
February 1 to 6, 1909.

It is anticipated that reduced railroad
rates will be granted as in former years,
and in due time full particulars will be
announced, together with complete pro-
gram, and the arrangements for the enter-
tainment of visitors. The latter will be
under the auspices of the clay workers of
Rochester and vicinity.

The American Ceramic Society will meet
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday fore-
noon.
The National Paving Brick Manufac-

turers' Association will meet Monday and
Tuesday, the 1st and 2nd, as will also the
National Clay Machinery Association. The
National Brick Manufacturers' Association
sessions will begin Wednesday afternoor
at 2:00 o'clock.

Book Review
"Two-Family and Twin Houses," con-

sists of a variety of designs contributed by
leading architects in all parts of the country.

In preparing this work the editor has had
in mind the large demand on the part of
both owner and tenant for the latest and
best designed houses suited to the occu-
pancy of two families, or possibly three.
The growth of American towns and vil-

lages has been such of late as to advance
the price of land within reasonable distance
of business centers, making it impossible to
supply every family with an isolated dwell-
ing. But at the same time the idea of
privacy is so thoroughly fixed in the Ameri-
can mind, that to satisfy the average
American family it must be recognized in

designing even duplicate dwellings.
A review of these pages will show that

this has been thoroughly recognized by
the architects whose designs are here pre-
sented, and even on very small lot areas the
isolation of familes has been preserved.
The designs presented are not from any

limited section or from the hands of a few
designers, but represent the thoughts of
architects who have studied the needs of
people in all parts of the country under
greatly varied conditions.

Published by William T. Comstock, New
York, Price $2.

The Spencer Turbine Vacuum Cleaner
The Spencer Turbine Cleaner, handled

by yenshaw, Bulkley & Co., San Fran-
cisco, is designed to be installed in the
basement of a building with one or more
riser pipes going up through the build-
ing and an inlet valve on each riser at

each floor for a hose to be connected to
it. This permits all dust and dirt to be
carried down and deposited in the dirt

receiving pans jn the machine, one being
located in the iipper part of the machine

W. W. BREITE, C. E.

Structural Engineer
DesifOf and Details of

All Classes of Metallic Structures
C

702 704-706 CLUNIE BUILDING
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Telephone Tenporsry 3857
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to collect the large dirt and litter, and

one in the base of the machine to collect

the fine dust which goes through the

turbine. The foul air and germs re-

sultant from any cleaning by suction are

carried to a chimney or sewer by a pipe

connected to the exhaust end of the

turbine, this being the lower opening

shown in the cut. It will be appreciated

that this is a far more sanitary method
than to exhaust the germ-laden air

directly back into the room that is being

cleaned. The risers are connected to the

machine at the opening shown just be-

neath the motor.
A most careful investigation on the part

of engineers, architects and all others in-

terested in vacuum cleaning apparatus is

welcomed by The Spencer Turbine Cleaner

Company, and a demonstration may be had

at any time at the show rooms of Henshaw,

Bulkley & Co. This department is in charge

of F. A. Bryant.

The simplicity of the Sp?ncer air turbme

is ideal as it has no auxiliary tanks nor

complicated pistons and valves. It has only

one moving part which touches nothing

except the bearings in which it rotates.

Obviously it requires but little attention

and there is no chance of its getting out of

order if the bearings are lubricated pro-

perly. Further, the simplicity of the

apparatus is so great that skilled and expert

attendants are unnecessary.

Test of Burglar Alarm for Wall Safes

The Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Com-
pany recently held a demonstration of

a burglar alarm protection provided in

connection with wall safes for apart-

ment houses, hotels, etc. A large number

of architects and property owners

witnessed the tests which were intensely

interesting and demonstrated in a most

positive manner the value of the inven-

tion. The contrivance is exceedingly

simple. Any tampering with the safe or

combination will immediately sound an

alarm on a large gong in the office and an

indicator shows the room in which the

tampered safe is located.

I
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Foundry Work by the Pacific Iron
Works

The magnitude of the work under-
taken by the foundry department of the
Pacific Iron works is not generally
understood in Portland, nor in any of

the larger cities on the Pacific Coast,
for that matter.
Among the orders now being filled by

this concern is for 900,000 pounds or 450
tons of cast columns for a new ware-
hou'se for Crane & Company.
The use of cast iron in this way is of

interest at this time, it being called for
by the owners as a result of their ex-
perience with similar material in Eastern
cities—the price being about the same as
steel.

The diameter of the columns for the
first story is 15 inches, this being re-

duced for each story, those for the top
story being 10 inches.

The foundry department of the Pacific

Iron Works is very much in evidence in

the building industry in this part of the
United States.

INVESTIGATION PAYS ALL THE
TIME

Try It On Advertising

If you have good goods of use to the
people we reach—we want you.

If your goods are "not up" kindly keep
off.

THE MACKENZIE ROOF CO

Mackenzie's Felt

and Grave! Roofs

427 - 15TH ST., OAKLAND

The acceptance of an advertising contract

in The Architect and Engineer is proof
that we are satisfied the goods are "worth
while."
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Hardwood From all ^;-„.iers of the

Globe
White Bros., the pioneer hardwood

lumber dealers in San Francisco, have
just issued their annual stock list for

January 1st, 1909, which is, indeed, a

remarkable document, covering as it

does, nearly three million feet of lumber
exclusive of veneers, balusters, dowels,

lignumvitae and rosewood. The figures

given would seem to bear out the firms

claim that they have the largest stock

of hardwoods west of Chicago. The great

variety of woods carried shows the wide
diversity of the stock.

White Bros., draw their material from
all parts of the world. The Mississippi

Valley furnishes them with the Arnerican

hardwoods such as ash, oak, hickory,

etc., while the region of the Great Lakes
furnishes the birch and maple. From
Australia comes ironbark, carra bean

and red bean, all species of the eucalyp-

tus. The East Indies furnish camphor-
wood, while Siam and Burmah provide

teak. Koa comes from the Hawaiian
Islands; lignumvitae, mahogany, Spanish

cedar, and Jenisero from Mexico, and

Circassian walnut from the shores of the

Mediterranean and boxwood from the

Levant. It may well be said that all the

world contributes to the upbuilding of

San Francisco.

White Ornamental Iron Company

The rebuilding of San Francisco has

created a big market for ornamental

iron, bronze and metal goods. A firm

that has been getting its share of this

class of work and which, in conse-

quence, has found it necessary to ex-

pand, is the White Ornamental Iron

Company of Oakland. From modest
quarters the company has moved to one

of the largest shops of the kind on the

coast. The buildings, for there are sev-

eral of them, occupy several hundred
feet of water front at the foot of Fifth

avenue. East Oakland.^ The location is

an excellent one from the standpoint of

transportation facilities, having Southern
Pacific spur tracks in close proximity
besides a fine wharf and good shipping

facilities to San Francisco.
The several buildings of the company

BRANCH STORES:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue. San Francisco

550 8. Broadway, Los Angeles

are well planned and should prove amply
large to accommodate a steadily in-

creasing business for a number of years

to come. The plant includes a grille and
ornamental iron shop, 100 by 150 feet;

plating department, 50 by 40 feet and
containing three eighteen-foot tanks for

plating bronze, copper and brass; pat-

tern shop and foundry, the latter being

70 by lin feet.'
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Witt Company in New Quarters

The G. E. Witt Company, makers of

modern oil-burning plants and machin-
ery, has outgrown the old stand at 1165

Howard street, San Francisco, and has
moved to larger and more central quar-

ters at 850-52 Howard street. The new
location gives the company plenty of

light and an abundance of room, two
features which were badly needed in the

old building. Mr. Witt has just pub-
lished a new catalogue describing the

several kinds of oil-burning plants made
by the company, and a copy will be sent

free to readers of this magazine upon
application

New Year Starts Well

The new year opened well for Ahlbach
and Mayer, 75 Dorland street, San Fran-
cisco. This plumbing house enjoyed a

most successful year in 1908, and the

prospects for 1909 are, indeed, bright.

Among the buildings for which they did

the plumbing the past year are the fol-

lowing:
Seven-story brick building on Market

street, near Seventh, Macdonald & Apple-

garth, architects; two-story brick build-

ing on Market street, near Larkin, and
designed by Price & Hutchinson; five-

story brick Chinese Mission on Ports-

mouth Square, Francis W. Reed, archi-

tect; two-story and basement flat build-

ing on Hayes street, Welsh & Carey,

architects; three-story and basement
apartments, Mason near Sacramento
street, W. W. Rednall, designer and
builder; and a three-story and basement
brick building on Kearny street, between
Sacramento and California, Wm. Mooser,
architect.

The Portland Wire & Iron Works
The past year has been the most im-

portant in the history of this company,
which is the largest in its line in the North-

west, its business extending not only well

over Oregon, Washington, Idaho, West-
ern Montana and Wyoming, but to British

Columbia and Alaska as well.

The company has just equipped the

entire public school system of Spokane
with a superior design of fire escapes. The
award was made only after the school

board of that city and the engineers em-
ployed by them had instituted a most care-

ful inquiry into the standing of the Port-

land company and the quality of its pro-

duct.

Among the contracts on which they are

now at work are the Kiernan building.

Blaumaur & Frank building, Crawford
building, Rosenthal building, the Meier &
Frank building, the Good Samaritan

Hospital and The Y. M. C A. building,

which they will 'equip with elevator en-

closures, metal stairways, metal stair and

balcony railings and very complete metal

fire escapes.

Simple in
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Efficient in Serifice
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Filing Equipment Installed by the Library Bureau in the Office of

John Galen Howard, Architect

A Catalogue i'ilipg System— or "Filing Catalogues"

CONSIDERABLE discussion, pro and

con, has appeared in recent nitmbers

of the Architect and Engineer re-

garding the "catalogue nuisance," notably

Mr. Wallingford's article in the July issue,

and Mr. Requa's in the September number.

The question of the convenient and "in-

stantly at hand" filing of the catalogues

continually received in the offices of archi-

tects, engineers and contractors, and the

proper care of the great number of plans,

specifications and blue prints handled, is

one of vital interest and great importnnrc

to the profession and trade generally.

The crying need of some method or de-

vice that will overcome present difficulties

is strongly felt by those who have occasion

to keep at hand catalogues and who con-

stantly handle plans, etc. Mr. Requa, in

the above mentioned article, has happily de-

scribed the solving of his troubles and has

blazed the way for others by telling of the

use of a vertical filing system, capable of

indefinite extension.

Herewith are shown photographs of the

catalogue and filing departments installed

bv the Library Bureau, 674-678 Mission

street, San Francisco, in the offices of

Architect John Galen Howard, San Fran-

cisco. The upper cut shows index and filing

system for catalogues and price lists. The

lower shows index and filing system for

plans, specifications, blue prints, contracts

and correspondence.

The catalogues are indexed by means of

cards bearing names and addresses of

manufacturers, together with the number by

which catalogue can be instantly referred

to in the vertical cabinet. As a cross refer-

ence a second card is written, bearing the

name and class of goods, the name and

address of manufacturer, and the reference

number in filing cabinet. Both card indexes

are arranged alphabetically. Correspond-

ence, plans, specifications and blue prints

are cross indexed similar to above and are

instantly at hand, whether by name or sub-

ject matter.

The vertical files are carried in three

sizes by the manufacturer for catalogue

filing, to accommodate catalogues 8x10

inches, 10x12 inches and 12x15 inches.

Catalogues are numbered for filing from

No. 1 up, with the prefix "A," "B," or "C,"

according to size as above, placed in manila

holders, and arranged numerically in the

vertical file drawers. The same system of

filing applies to correspondence, plans and

specifications, etc.

Too much system is not used, for the

whole operation is simple and easily kept

up. and makes impossible the heterogeneous

collection of catalogues which must be

searched through and through for informa-

tion, as this system provides subject and

article index as well as manufacturer's

name.
To quote Mr. Requa's previously men-

tioned letter, "No investment that has been

made in this office has brought such large

and quick returns in saving of time, labor

and disnosition, as has this vertical cata-

logue filing system."

The Oregon Engineering Company.

The Oregon Engineering Company is a

corporation composed of men with long ex-

perience in electerical and mechanical en-

gineering and contracting.

Mr. Amme, the president of this com-
pany, is a leading Portland electrical con-

tractor, installing electric power plants, wir-

ing large business buildings, etc., and will

be remembered as the man who had in

hand all the Portland World's Fair electric

work.

Mr. Beardsworth, the secretary, and a

.graduate of Case School of Applied Science

of Cleveland, Ohio, 14 years experience in

designing, building and installing electrical

macliinery, has built manv large plants

both in the east and on the Pacific coast.

Mr. Anthony Hower, the vice-president

and superintendent is a mechanical expert

with twenty years experience in erecting

and operating mechanical and electrical

installations.

With this personnel at the head of this

organization, we feel confident that they

can take good care of anv and all work
that may be placed with them and give

entire satisfaction in every way. The
electrical work on the Beck building, Seventh

and Oak streets, Portland, now completed,

is a monument to the skill of these en-

gineers and well merits all the approval that

the owners have bestowed.

This company is prepared to handle any

electrical installation, large or small, either

as engineers or contractors.

Filing Equipment Installed by the Library Bureau in the Office of John Galen Howard, Architect

(See Description Above.)
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lOOmile seashore ride along the Pacific-
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Ticket good for 30 days, stop-over retamlng

Write to agents for details and descriptive literature

L
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine
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'>tock Invited

elcoine

t i "n - js 67TH TO 58TH

SALES OrFICE AND WARE
HOUSE

TA FE TRACKS
-HMCN* 280T

I^K

MAIN AND FOLSOM STREETS
SA.N F'RA.ISCISCO

PACIFIC COAST AOENTS FOR TUB

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE FOR CATALOQUE

SELF CLEANING

ION CO.
ACTORS

SPECIILI

T NATIOMM. SAMK
BERKCLCY

PHONE, BERKELEY 27

T MONTGOMERY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Phone, Douolas ioT3

University will Supply Draughtsmen or

Engineers.

In order to serve employers more
promptly and effectively, the University of

California has established a special registry

for its graduates who are seeking positions.

Chemists, engineers, architects, draughts-

men, sur%cyors, etc., are now registered by

the appointment secretary, who secures

evidence in regard to each man's qualifica-

tions, and who is prepared to furnish this

information to employers at any time.

Business houses may be supplied with men
for almost any line of work, the College

of Commerce furnishing men especially

fitted for taking up mercantile work. The
College of Mining sends out men trained

for work as mining engineers. a'>sayers and

prospectors. Address Appointment Secre-

tary. 203 California Hall, Berkeley, Cali-

fornia.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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623-82

1
f
J

EsfoSTo Bros., Proprietors. Man
Doors, Fire Escapes, Iron Rail*

133 BAY STREET, SET Stockton ap

»^ pFDPi r i
'% f i i H)RINl

Is a

:olith

wuct 1

^MMHH^H
Perfect Flwr

PROOF
FIREPROOI

-SANITARY

Ask<^ouf Arrhltect oi• call on .

T - 1 ifh ^ ^
-

rap

H «..
^rchitf t^orks

ACTUf

Grille Work, Stair Rails, Fire Escapes. Elevator

Cars. Elevator Enclosures. Bank and Office.

Counter and Enclosure Work. Sash

Bars. Store Fronts. Etc.

C. FARRENKOPF * ^0
623 MINN

NeAr Se-veTitH St,

NS

1

l.'S T*

Vc liftiiclie tlic Lentu;x
"orriM Zone Furnace.

j
-- -

CHA8. KING E. J. FRA
MANACCR •CCnCTARV

CHIRIF^ KING & C"

1 CON^ C^ORS
1 AND lders

T24 ^ J^w ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

MAIN 108

411^

BUILDER:

SUITC 17
AINSWORTH BLDG,

RIALS

PORTLAND,
OREGON

^ ii^r^DnpY

CONTRACTING
PLASTERERS

154 GUnOI PARK SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Architect and Engineer 1

Ekv.ior Doors io (be FoicroH Build Inf. S«a Frtuclsco. Cal. Frtd'k. B. Meycf. Architect

1 h.s Beautiful Building in ihr Hratl o( San Francisco's Financial District U Equipped wilh

Three High Duty Passenger Elevators, Speed 400

Feet per Minute, Load 2500 Pounds

MANUFACTURED BY

VAN EMON ELEVATOR OP
.f5.ir4 •g ATOM A STREET

(NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

70 FIRST STREET 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDQ.

PORTLAND SEATTLE
JNDRY WEST BERKELEY. CAL.

BY MANUFACTURING IN CALIFORNIA WE KEEP WAGES
AND DIVIDENDS AT HOME

When wntiHK ''^ Vilvfrhscr- nKMiImn this Mnvazinc
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UNION SQUARE HOTEL. SAN FRANCISCO. FRANK T. SHEA. Architect

BUS8WIN

Indicating and Emergency Key Hotel Locks
AND

HARDWARE
Used Throughout This Building Furnished Through JOOST BROS.

SuBfiril $c iErmtnlianufartumgOIn.
Nrm Srttattt, (ttontt.

Sample Offices, 933 and 937 MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO LONDON. ENG.

The

JAMES D. PHELAN
BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

William Curlctt, Architect

Sidewalk Areas
of tHis

Modern Office B\iilclir\^

W^ERPROOFED

by tHe

Hydrex Membrane Method
By specifying "HYDREX" for waterproofing^ your sidewalk

areas, you will eliminate the necessity oT'contlnual repairs

in your sidewalk arches and prevent dampness reaching

the reinforcement and steel beams supporting same.

L. E. DOYLi: COMPANY, Incorporated

Oalifornia Representatives

PHONE hearny 72ft lOO Front Street, San Francisco

Hydrex Felt & Engineering' Co,

Engineers and Experts in

"Waterproofing Problenxs

120 LIBERTY STREHT. NHW YORI\

CHICAGO "WASHINGTON EAST ^rALPOLE. MASS.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine An Electric Foot-Wanner for Use Under Desks and Invalids

V2



The Architect and Engineer

COMBINATIOV HOSE AND CHEMICAL WAGON. AN ALMOST EXACT DUPLICATE OF WHICH
WAS MADE FOR THE TOWN OF BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURED BY

Kanawha Chemical Engine Manufacturing Co.

CHARLESTOWN, W. V.

Fifty prominent towns in the United States are now using Kanawha
Engines with excellent results. _

We also manufacture Stationary Chemical Engines suitable for

buildings and ships. Send sketch of building for cost estimate.

No danger of explosion.

No expensive hose to replace.

I No recharging or waste of chemical.

REMEMBER <; a constant pressure on the chemical.

Any desired pressure can be obtained.

No washing out of hose or cleaning of tank.

It will pay to investigate before placing your order.

L. E. BOYLE COMPANY, (INC)

WL^ . 4 REPRE _ ATIVES

100 FRONT STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Architect and Engineer

^ . -P CE M

The Wallace Mixer for Concrete Construction

W€<;arry in stock for immediate deJLvery

three different sized capacity mixers

"WE HAVE A HABIT OF UNDERRATING
THE CAPACITY OF OUR MACHINERY"

Low Prices, Quick Delivery—Owx Motto.

T V\k(ALL
«m bLm

L1I1UC.O MITfi HOIST CO.

OF LOS ANGtLES, CAL.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Contractors' Macliinery, Concrete Mixers, Hoists, Carts and Wlieelbarrows

San Francisco Representatives: L. E. h
F. T. CROWE & CO., 409-415 Globe Bldg., Seiti

F. T. CROWE & CO., 121 So. Monroe St.,Spoka

J. COUGHLl» .

100 Front St. Phont, Kearny 728. Also

t. & CO., 1105 A street, Ticomi, Wish.

F. T. CROWE k CO., Front and Ankeny Sts., Portland, Ore.

• Vanconver, B. C.

I . uhuH

I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Medusa ^ It

^ Ik A iigti-testing t

White m C
rtland

M*

Medusa Waier=rrou^ «uiipuuiid

The Standard Water-proofing

Gives Permanent Results

MANUFACTURED BY

Sandusky . i iiand ''^mcnt Co.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS

THE BUILD'*"'
"•"

Monadnoc
Inc.

DO NOT ACCEPT IMITATIONS

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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EVATORSENGtH AND FHtliaHl t
Push Button and Magnet Control

DUMB WAITERS SIDEWALK ELEVATORS

San Francisco, Cal.

ARCH
(For Index to Acivertisenaei » -^' J

I

ANCHORS. SCREW EXPANSION _^ _ _.

Star Expansion Bolt Co €1 Second St., S.F.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL
STEEL AND IRON WORX

Burnett Iron Works. ............. ...Fresno

Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., b. r.

White Ornamental Iron Co.,

499 Monadnock Bldg., b. r.

Foot of Fifth Ave., E. Oakland

Joshua Hendy Iron Wks., 75 Fremont St., S. F.

Pacific Rolling Mills,
. .

17th and Mississippi bts., b. r.

Pacific Iron Works ^^'^^^"f X""'
Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Or.

Rudgear-Merle Ornamental Iron & Bronze

Co Bay and Stockton Sts., S. F.

C. Farrenkopf & Sons,. .623 Minna St., S. F.

Security Iron Works.... 133 Bay St., S. F.

Wagner Ornament^ Iron Works. „ «
473 to 485 Sixth St., b. r.

ARTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA, ETC.

_ California Scagliola Co... 68-70 Clara St., S. F.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Johns-Manville Company, 159 New Monl-

gomery St.. S. ?^. 203 E. Fifth St^

Lo3 Angeles. 576 First Ave, Seattle. Wash.

Gillen-Chambers Co., -n ^\ a
66 N. Front St.. Portland

Pacific Coast Asbestos Co.,

210 Columbia St., Portland

ASBESTOS SHINGLES
Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler. Penn.,

factors the Asbestos "Century" shingles.

AUDITING COMPANY
Crook Audit Company,

474 Monadnock Bldg., b. 1".

AUTOMOBILES
Winton Motor Carnage Co.,

30O Van Ness Ave., S. r.

BARS FOR CONCRETE . , ^ ^
Kahn System of Reinforced • Concrete,

Trussed Concrete Co.
t. .i j

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland

BELTING. PACKING. ETC.
Goodyear Rubber Co.... 587 Market St., S.F.

H. N. Cook Belting Co.,
j e. c v

Fremont and Howard bts., b. r.

BLUE PRINTS & DRAWING MATERIALS
Keuffel & Esser 48-50 Second St., S. F.

Eugene Dietzgen 16-28 First St., S. F.

BOILERS ^^, ,

Keystone Boiler Works,
Main and Folsom bts., b. v.

BOLTS, EXPANSION, TOGGLE ETC.

Star Expansion Bolt Co.. 61. Second St., b. l-.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth, Howland & .Co., Inc. Vbee .

Adv for Pacific Coast Agents.;

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA ^
Carnegie Brick and Pottery Co.,

Clunie Bldg., Montg'y and Cahf. bts., b. r.

Gladding, McBean Co..
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ j,

The Pyrmont^Brick Co..
^^^^ ^ts., Oakland

Golden Gate Brick Ca. 660 Market St., S. F.

Los Angeles Pressed Bnck Co.,

1006 Union Trust Bldg.. Los Angeles

N. Clark & Son 17 Spear St., S. f.

Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Co..
^^^_^ ^_ ^_

Ornamental Iron

Store Fronts
Wire Guards
Folding Gates

Elevator Enclosures

and Cars

Bank and Office

Railings

WESTERN ART METAL and WIRE CO.

ARTISANS
IN ALL KINDS OF

M ET A LS
405-41 1 SIXTH ST., SAN rRAMCiaCO
TELEPHONE ^ -f •* DOUGLAS 32B4

m

j?^ =%i- •-
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'The Roof that Outlives the Building*'

What roofing shall the architect or builder
recommend to his client?

Tin, that rusts if not painted -^
Slate, that chips, splits at the nail-holes, and breaks

—

Shing^les, that rot and mould, and invite fire disaster

—

Tiles, that absorb moisture, and rot the roof timbers— or—
Asbestos "Century** Shingles — dense and elastic shingle-like

sheets of asbestos-fibre cement, formed and compacted under hy-
draulic pressure. They cannot rot, flake, or split. Fire cannot
iHjrii or break through them. The tramping of a lineman will not
break them. They outlive the building, and need no painting or
repairs. Three colors -Newport Gray (silver gray). Slate (blue
black), and Indian Red — numerous shapes and several sizes. Ask
your Roofer for new quotations. Write for Booklet *• Everlasting
1908.*'

Keasbey & Mattison Co.
FACTORS

Ambler, Pennsylvania

^

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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phone Park 2339
/'

Estimates Qiven Ornamental Qrill , Iron and Wir«

Brass and Bronze Hardware
tings, Cremone Bolts. Stair

Nickel. Copper

Manufactvirer (.1

for Banks and Churches, Office Railings.
Railings. Handrail and Footrail Brackets.
Brass. Oxidizing and Electroplating in a

Folding Gates. Marhie
Flange and Screw Brae

11 its Branches

Fit-

kets

1047 FOLSOM STREET Near SEVENTH SAN FRANCISCO ||

ARCHITECTS* SPHCIFICATION INDEX-Continued

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA—Continued CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Pacific Face Brick Co., Callahan & Manetta 344 Tenth St., S. P.

401 Commercial Club Bldg., Portland. D. Ross Clarke 708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

California Brick Co. and Stockton Brick Alta Title Co Pacific Building, S. F.

Co., represented by United Materials W. N. Whitmore, _ . .

Co.. Balboa Bldg., S. F. 3203 E. 17th St., Fruitvale, Cal.

Remillard Brick Co.. 108 Bacon Block. Oakland V. W. Mason St. Johns, Ore.

BRICK MASONS CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
McGowan & Butler 332 Builders' Ex.., S. F. Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

Chas. H. Hock.. 910 B Devisadero St.. S. F. 425 Washington St., S. F.

Moore & Hardin. CHIMNEY BUILDERS
610 Washington St., Vancouver, Wash. Dunlevy & Gettle 79 City Hall Ave., S. F.

McWhirter & Drake. Dresser, McDonnell & Co., , . ^ ^ „
Builders' Exchange, S. F. 39-49 Isis St., S. F.

BRICK TILE CHURCH FURNITURE
American Encaustic Tiling Co., Ltd., ^ Whitaker & Ray Co 141 Grove St., S. F.

Monadnock Bldg., S. F. Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

BRICK AND TILE CONTRACTOR— C. F. Weber & Co 1151 Polk St., S. F.

James Lucas Ii884 McAllister St., S. F. CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
BUILDERS' HARDWARE Bluxome & Co 5 Front St.. S. F.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., H. L. Petersen 62 Post St., S. F.

933 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. Northwest Bridge Works,
r, , ^

The Ross Co 8i7 Grand Ave.. Portland nr^^n^x^T^, i'k^A%^ ^""^ ^'"°"' ^*^* ^°''*^*"^

United Builders' Supply Co., CONCRETE HOISTS
687 Mission St., S. F. The Wallace- Lindesm.th Hoist Co.. San

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle

M. J. McCraken Co... 231 Pine St., Portland CONCRETE MIXERS
Albert J. Capron, F. T. Crowe & Co., . „ , .

Ainsworth Bldg.. Portland, Ore. Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane and Portland

Willkomm Building Supply Co., Municipal Engineering and Contracting Ca.
151 Tehama St S F 789 Folsom St., S. F.

Waterhouse & Price. . . . . .59 ThiVd St,' s! f! CONCRETE MIXERS AND BLOCK
BUILDING LOANS— ^nuJ'K u r a . ^ -.u rR N Burgess & Co Chas. F. Beebe Co., Agents Smith Concrete

1 Telegraph Ave., Oakland ^ Mixers ;••••••• ;;: • Portland, Ore^
Hansbrough & Yorston. Chicago Improved Cube Mixer,

Metropolis Bank Bldg.. S. F. ^f ^^'fc^C^?^' ^^f"*' ^V ^°"?™ St., S. F.

BURLAPS, CANVASES, ETC. ,f"?,
^ ^ Crowe & Ca. Portland and Seattle

Richter Mfg Co Wallace, Lindesmtth, Hoist Co.,

2 Franklin Ave., Tenafly, N. J. ^*Sea«?c"*''"'°'
^°' ^"K*^"' Portland and

CAPITALS, MOULDINGS. ETC. CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Western Builders Supply Co.,

. ^ ^ ^ Lilley & Thurston Co 82 Second St., S. F.

/-ADur»MT-7TM^ r/^ATTMr-
^'^^'O" ^t., S. F. International Fabric & Cable, represented

CARBONIZING COATING by Western Builders' Supply Co.,
McCormick & Henderson,

, ^ „,^ ^ .^ 680 Mission St., S. F.

rAQTTMZ-Q
Telegraph Bldg., S. F. CONTRACTORS, GENERAL

c* • «. V /- T? 1 J io*i. c* c p Continental Fireproofing Co.,
Steiger & Kerr Co.. Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F. .. Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S. F.

CEMENT Laughland & Schnebly Co.,
Pacific Portland Cement Co., 1443 Broadway, Oakland

Pacific Bldg., S. F. Langc & Bergstrom,
Western Building Material Co., 138 Investors' Bldg., S. F.

430 California St., S. F. Ransome Concrete Co Crocker Bldg., S. F.
The Building Material Co., "White Portland." Hoyt Bros.,

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. Builders' Exchange, S. F., and Santa Rosa
Holmes Lime Co., Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co..

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S. F. 106 11 Hansford Block, S. F.

Kerr, GiflFord & Co., Litherland & Abrey.229 Beck Bldg., Portland
Concord Bldg., Portland, Ore. W. McKenzie 734 Washington St., S. F.

Pacific Builders' Supply Co., Peter Randolph Co.,
207 Builder's Ex. Bldg., S. F. 622 Chronicle Bldg., S. F.

Geo. B. Rate & Co. Northwest Bridge Works,
182 Madison St.. Portland, Ore. Fifteenth and Front Sts., Portland

Standard Portland Cement Corporation, Irwin Bros 361^8 Sixteenth St., S. F.
Crocker Bldg., S. F. Redmond, De Luca & Barzellotti,

CEMENT TESTS 628 Montgomery St., S. F.

Robert W. Hunt & Co.. C. P. Moore Building Co..

425 Washington St.. S. F. 703 Mills Bldg., S. F.

CEMENT AND CONCRETE AND BRICK Hansbrough & Yorston, „,_,,. _ _
BLOCKS 716 Metropolitan Bank Bidg., b. r.

Ideal Concrete Construction Co., Smith & Watson Co.. .. .323 Lick Bldg.. S. F.

102 Grand Ave., Portland Ore. Gutleben Bros., 944 Monadnock Bldg., b. t.

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH Stewart & Ratliff.
ai ^ /- 1

Medusa White Portland Cement, California 2407 Santa Clara Ave.. Alameda, Cal.

Agents, The Building Material Co., Inc., Keystone Construction Co., ^
c. t.

5«7 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. 417 Montgomery St., S. F.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX-Contina#d

CONTRACTORS, GENERAL—Continued
Corwin & Dare ...Lick Bldg., S. F.

Webster-Mace Construction Co.,
Merchants' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

S. F. Rebuilding Co Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Warren Construction Co.,
217 Beck Bldg., Portland, Ore.

E. D. Crowley Co.,
127 Montgomery St., S. F.

Chas. King & Co Lick Bldg., S. F.

J. & H. E. Sullivan,
2070 University .\ve., Berkeley

Lucas, James 1&84 McAllister St., S. F.

Rickon-Ehrhart Eng. & Const. Co.,
1859 Geary St., S. F.

CORKBOARD INSULATION
Armstrong Cork Co. ...693 Mission St., S. F.

CORNICES
Chas. S. Amsler 2.5 Shotwell St., S. F.

W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

DAMP.PROOFING COMPOUND
Hydrex Damp Proof Paint, sold by L. E.

Boyle Co., Inc 100 Front St., S. F.

H. D. Samuel Company. .23 Valencia St., S. F.
Winslow's Hydrolithic Coating, Will-
komm Supply Co., 151 Tehama St., S. F.

DOOR OPENER
G. Rischmuller Builders' Ex., S. F.

and 842 37th St.. Oakland
DOOR HANGERS

Reliance Hangers (see page 104)
Pitcher's Hanger—The Pacific Tank Co.,

318 Market St., S. F.
"John's Hanger," sold by San Francisco
Hardware Co.,....3069 Sixteenth St., S. F.

DOORS—METAL
California Fireproof Door Co.,

1932 So. Main St., Los Angeles
Fred Nichols 1137 Sixteenth St., Oakland
Portland Sheet Metal Works,

E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland
Waterhouse & Price 59 Third St., S. F.

DOORS—VENEER
Northwest Door Co., Albina Ave., Portland

DRILLS, BRICK AND STONE
Star Expansion Bolt Co.. 61 Second St.* S. F.

^UMB WAITERS
Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,

139-141 Beale St., S. F.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

California Elec. Construction Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

Central Electric Co..lS5 Steyenson St., S. F.
C K. Claggett -66 Park St., Portland, Ore.
Hanbridge-Loyst Electric Co.,

564 Eddy St., S. F.
• Butte Engineering Co. ,.683 Howard St., S. F.

Enterprise Electric Works,
118 Eighth St., S. F.

Steger Electrical Works Fresno, Cal.
* Comet Electric Co. Portland, Ore.

A. C. Thode 860 Waller St., S. F.

Western Electric Works,
61 6th St., Portland, Or.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Geo. C. Fenton 307 Williams Bldg., S. F.

ELEVATORS
Van Emon Elevator Co.,

54 Natoma St., S. F.

ELEVATORS—Continued
Western Elevator Co.,

801 Humboldt Bank Bldg., S. F.
Otis Elevator Company,

Stockton and North Point, S. F.

Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,
139 Beale St., S. F.

Hammond Elevator Co.,
Seventh and King Sts., S. F.

Pacific Electric Engineering Co.,
213 Second St.. Portland, Ore.

ELEVATORS, SIGNALS, FLASHLIGHTS AND
DIAL INDICATORS

Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,
593 Market St., S. F.

ENGINEERS
W. W. Breite Clunie Bldg., S. F.

W. E. Leland.. Merchants' Exc. Bldg.. S. F.

Cox & Vengelen 229 Pine St., Portland
Charles List 211 Williams Bldg., S. F.

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM
Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,

593 Market St., S. F.
FILTERS

American Filter Co.. 16 California St., S. F.

FIRE ESCAPES
Standard Iron Works Portland, Ore.
Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Goodyear Rubber Company,

Si87-591 Market St., S. F.
FIREPROOFING

Gladding, McBean & Co.,
311 Crocker Bldg., S. F.

Continental Fireproofing Co.,

908 Mutual Bank Building, S. F.

Roebling Const'n Co... Crocker Bldg., S. F.
San Francisco Fireproofing Company, Collins

system. ...... Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

Healy-Tibbitts Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.

Nat'l Fireproofing Co.Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

FIREPROOF FLOORING
Raecolith Company 71 First St., Portland

61 Yesler way, Seattle
207 Builders' Ex., S. F.

Demolith Fireproof Flooring Company,
417 Montgomery St., S. F.-

FIRE DOOR HANGERS
California Fireproof Door Co.,

1932 S. Main St., L. A.
FIREPROOF SHUTTERS AND DOORS

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,
3 VV^ 29th St., New York, and

McCormick-Henderson Co.,
Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

FIRE PROTECTION
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S. F.

FLOOR POLISH
Butcher's Boston Polish Co.,

35-6 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
FLOORING—ENGLISH BLOCK FLOOR

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,
3 W. 29th St., New York, and

McCormick-Henderson Co.,
Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

GAS FURNACES
Gas and Electric Appliance Co.,

914 O'Farrell St., S. F.

TAYLER & SPOTSWOOD CO
Dealers in STRUCTURAL STEEL

' \ I BEAMS, ANGLES, CHANNELS, TEES,
BARS, BANDS, HOOPS AND RIVETS.

OFFICE

343 Monadnock Buildins:

WAREHOUSE AND YARD

19th and Minnesota Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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GENERAL INSPECTION
Western Inspection Bureau,

621 Monadnock Bldg., S. I.
GLASS—PRISM. ART, ETC.

San Francisco Art Glass. . .Mission St., S. F.
Cal. Art Glass Works.. 938 Howard St., S. F.

United Glass Co 115 Turk St., S. F.
Munich Art Glass Co 510 Turk St., S. F.
Povey Bros. Glass Co.,

Fifth and Flanders Sts., Portland
GRAVEL AND CRUSHED ROCK

Chas. P. Nott, ..379 Alma St., Palo Alto, Cal.

John Cassaretto 245 Berry St., S. F.
Kruttschnitt Building Material Co.,

Pacific Bldg., S. F.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

E, A. Howard Co 20 Howard St., S. F.
King-Brown Co.,

First St., bet. Wash'n & Clay, Oakland
White Brothers,

Cof. Spear and Howard Sts., S. F.
Dieckman Hardwood Co.. Welch BHg.^ S. F.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Marbleite Hardwall Plaster, sold by West-

ern Building Material Co.,
340 Steuart St., S. F.

Adamant Co.. Worcester Bldg., Portland
HEATING AND VENTILATING

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,
523 Market St., S. F.

Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.,
19, 21' Fremont St., S. F.

Burness & Martin. 129 Sixteenth St., Portland
A. W. Curry ll^ Grand Ave., Portland
T. C. Thronson,

415 Hawthorne Ave., Portland
Thos. E. Huhne & Co.,

275 Fifth St., Portland
C. L. Johnson & Co.,

285 Grand Ave., Portland
Gardner & Kendall Heating Co.,

40-42 Second St., Portland, Ore.
Jordan Flue Block Co Ashland, Ore.
Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351-353 N. Main St., Los Angeles
Solar Heater Co.,

3i3 New High St., Los Angele
Mangrum & Otter, Inc. .507 Mission St., S. F;

Pacific Blower & Heater Co.,

3261 17th St., S. F.

Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.,

13th and Mission Sts., S. F.
United Builders^ Supply Co.,

687 Mission St., S. F.
HEATING ENGINEERS

Cox & Vengden..229 Pine St., Portland, Ore.
W. E. Leland Merchants Ex. Bldg., S. F.

HINGES
Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges, Stanley Co.,

New Britain, Conn.
IMITATION STONE

O. Barbi 612 Washington St., S. F.

Ideal Concrete Construction Co.,
102 Grand ave., Portland, Or.

INSURANCE
Pacific Surety Co. .326 Montgomery St., S. F.

Voss, Conrad & Co. .. Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Standard Marine Ins. Co.,
Montgomery and Sacramento Sts., S. P.

INTERIOR DECORATING
L. Tozer & Son Co Pine St., S. F.

Schastey & Vollmer, 1930 Van Ness Ave., S. F.
W. W. Tucker,

14th and Webster Sts., Oakland
C. E. Gordon 1235 Pierce St., S. F.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

425 Washington St.-^S. F.

JOIST HANGERS
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

680 Mission St., S. F.
LAUNDRY MACHINERY

Western Laundry Machinery Co.,
5'&-60 Fremont St., S. F.

LAUNDRY TRAYS
Gladding, McBean & Co.,

311 Crocker Bldg., S. F.

T. F. Reilly & Co 23 Spencer Place, S. F.
Peerless Mfg. Co 364 Eleventh St., S. F.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Barrett's Lighting Fixtures,

40i8 Morrison St., Portland Ore.
The Enos Company. .1748 California St., S. F
Adams & Hollopeter. . . .T^S Mission St., S. F.

Welsbach Co.......351 McAllister St., S. F.
Morrison Electric Co.,

291 Morrisoa St., »• Portland
LIME

Holmes Lime Co Mutual Bank Bldg., S. F.

LUMBER
Redwood Manufacturers Co.,

453 Bryant St., S. P. 57th St., Oakland
E. K. Wood Lumber Company,

Santa Marina Bldg., 112 Market St., S. F.

Oregon Planing Mills,

Nineteenth and Vaughn Sts., Portland, Or.
S. H. Harmon Lumber Company,

Fifth and Bryant Sts., S. F.

Santa Fe Lumber Co.,
17th & De Haro Sts., S. F.

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.,

19-21 Fremont St., S. F.

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,
523 Market St., S. F^

Machinery and Electrical Co.,
351 N. Main St., Los Angeles

Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.

Steigej & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.,
Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F.

MARBLE
Italian & American Marble Works,

16th and Carolina Sts., S. F.

Calif. Peerless Stone and Tile Co.,
Foxcroft Building

Baxter Marble Co Call Bldg., S. F.

Columbia Marble Co., 268 Market St., S. F.

Pacific Marble Works,
14th and Shotwell Sts.. S. P.

MATTING RUBBER AND TILING RUBBER
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S. F.

METAL CEILINGS
Fogle & Mauer Co., representing Canton

Art Metal Co. ..532 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-
gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

IRPOSES

u 4 T^.rr' >f T/Tl^ ^

General

I

716 METROPOLIS BANK BUILDING
New Mrnitffomery and Market Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
PHONE DOUGLAS 2700
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METAL CEILINGS—Continued
Western Art Metal and Iron Co.,

405 Sixth St., S. F.

METAL AND STEEL LATH
"All United Steel Studding."

Lilley & Thurston Co.. .82 Second St., S. F.

METAL SHINGLES
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St.. S. F.

Meurer Bros., rep. by J. A. McDonald,
Builders* Exchange Bldg., S. F.

W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works,
E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland, Ore.

METAL WEATHER STRIPS
Williams & Carter Co... 197 Jessie St., S. F.

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS
Waterhouse & Price o9 Third St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works, Portland, Ore.

MOTORS, GENERATORS. ETC.
Engineering & Maintenance Co.,

195 Fremont St.. S. F.

Western Electric Works,
61 Sixth St., Portland

MORTAR STAINS
Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES
McCormick & Henderson, _

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. P..

OIL BURNERS ^ ^ ^
G. E. Witt Co 850 Howard St., S. F.

S. T. Johnson Co 1334 Mission St., S. F.

Bennett's Petroleum Burner Co.,
579 Howard St., S. F.

William Ernst 203 Main St., S. F.

California Oil Burner Co.,
717 Market St., S. F.

OIL—CRUDE FUEL ^ _
Associated Oil Co.-.WeUs. Fargo Bldg., S. F.

OPERA CHAIRS -

Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Whitaker & Ray Co 141 Grove St., S. F.

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK, CAPITALS
AND BRACKETS

D. Ross Clarke Builders' Exchange^ S. F.

Western Builders* Supply Co.,

680 Mission St., S. F.

ORIENTAL GOODS
_-Sin«^Zat.Cj).,

, ^ ,., . e. tt—»
Duoont and California Sts., S. F.

Sing Chong Co..
601 Dupont St.. cor. California, S. F.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE
G. Lissem 1047 Folsom St., S. F.

Chr. Deterding 67 Clementina St., S. F.

White Ornamental Iron Co., _ ^ _
499 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing
The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati.

J, G. Braun Chicago and New York
Sartorius Co., Inc. ..I'Sth and Utah Sts., S. F.

Rudgear-Merle Ornamental Iron &
Bronze Co Bay and Stockton Sts., S. F.

Wagner Ornamental Iron Works,
473 Sixth St.. S. F.

PAINT FOR CEMENT
BAY STATE BRICK AND CEMENT
COATING.—Made by Wadsworth, How-
land & Co. (Inc.). See adv. in this issue

for Pacific Coast agents.

PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES, ETC.
Bass-Heuter Paint Co.,

818 Mission, near Fourth St., S. F.

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Ointon, N. Y.,

Pacific Coast Agents, Western Builders

Supply Co., 680 Mission St., S. F,

Paraffine Paint Co.,
Merchants Exchange Bldg., S. F.

Oregon Paint & Varnish Co.,
93 Grand Ave.. Portland. Ore.

Standard Varnish Works, represented by
W. P. Fuller & Co.. S. F. and L. A.

PHOTOGRAPHY ^ ^ ^
R. J. Waters Co 717 Market St., S. F.

PLASTERERS
A. J. Houch & Son,

431 E. Harrison St.. Pbrtland, Ore.

D. Ross Clark 708 Pacific Building. S. F.

Jas. P. Sexton, .1733 Chestnut St., Oakland

PLUMBING
Henry F. Maddern.

1169 Jefferson St., Oakland

Ahlbach & Mayer 7'5 Dorland St., S. F.

Fox & Co 209 Second St., Portland

M. L. Kline 84 Front St., Port and

Taylor & Stanton 306 Pine St., Portland

Thos. E. Hulme 275 Fifth St., Portland

The Gauld Co... 9 North Front St., Portland

J. F. Shea. Second and Ankeny Sts.. Portland

Ryan Bros., t> i j /^
540 Williams ave., Portland, Ore.

PUMPING MACHINERY
California Hvdraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,

523 Market St., S. F.

RAILROADS
, ^ ^

Corvallis & Eastern Ry Portland. Ore.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Asbestos Roofing, H. W. Johns-Manville

Co 180 Second St., S. F.

Mackenzie Roof Co., ^^ , , ,

427 Fifteenth St., Oakland
The Watson Roof Co., ^ ^ t^

French Bank Bldg., 110 Sutter St., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co.. _
680 Mission St., S. F

Paraffine Paint Co.,
Merchants' Exchange BldR., b. t

H. D. Samuel Company.. 23 Valencia St., S. F.

Olympic Roofing Co'., Red Diamond Brand,
420 Sweetland Bldg., Portland

Eagle Roofing Co.,
,. ^ , ^,, c t?

Metropolis Bank Bldg., b. r.

Ford & Malott,
Mariposa and Iowa bts., b. r.

ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS ^^ ^ _
Lilley & Thurston Co 82 Second St., b. r.

Louis R. Bidell..720 Broadway. Los Angeles

ias. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.. 3 W. 29th St., N. Y.

fcCormick-Henderson Co..

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

ROLLING PARTITIONS
Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co., ^ ,, ,, ,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co., , „, , -, .,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC. „ ,^ ^ ^ i?
Patrick & Co 126 Bush St., S. F.

RUBBER TILING _ , ^ ^ „
Coodyear Rubber Co., 587 Market St., S. F.

61 Fourth St., Portland

SAFES
Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe. Co., or?

36 Second St., S. F.

SAFETY TREAD ^ ^ „
Murphey & Orton 268 Market St., S. F.

SAND FOR CONCRETE
Kruttschnitt Company Pacific Bldg., b. t.

L. E. Chattock 1087 Natoma St., S. F.

SANITARY FLOORING
"Magnolith," Portland Sanitary Floor Co.,

185 Jeflferson St., Portland

"Raecolith," Pacific Builders Supply Co.,

Builders* Ex., S. F., and Raecolith Co.,
71 First St., Portland

SANITARY SPECIALTIES ^ „
D. H. Gulick Lick Bldg., S. F.

r WM. H. FORD W. H. MALOTT

Telephone Market 1596

FORD & MALOTT
Felt, Asphalt and Qravel

Roofing Contractors
Roofing Supplies. 'Fibrestone" Flooring,

Asphalt Floors and Sidewalks

OFFICE AND YARD

Mariposa St., at Iowa St, San Francisco

Members Builders' Exchange— Builders'
A c ^ r> f "" 1 n 1 1 op

^m:^ "M^PPHRHH
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SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., b. K
Whitaker & Ray Co If! G^°\^,

^^V q ?"

C F Weber & Co MSI Polk St., S. F.

210 N. Main St., Los Angeles

SHEET METAL WORK ,„ i;- . «;, c f
W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., b. 1".

Feldman & Sommer,
.. c. c w

134-136 Fourteenth St.. S. r.

Yager Sheet Metal Work,
ime Seventh St., Oakland

Chas S. Amsler. 25 Shotwell St., S. F.

SHINGLE STAINS . ^ ^
Parker, Preston & Co., Whittier-Coburn

Company, San Francisco and Los An-

geles, Pacific Coast Distributors.

SLATERS' CEMENT
Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing

Clinton Metallic Paint Co.. Clinton, N. Y.

SPANISH TILE
Gladding, McBean & Co.

311 Crocker Bldg., b. K
Meurer Bros Builders' Exchange, S. F.

Walsh & McCrory..l54 Clinton Park, b. i*.

San Francisco Metal Stamping Co.,

296 Eleventh St.,

SPIRAL CHUTES
Haslett Warehouse Co.,

.

310 California St.,

STABLE STALLS AND FIXTURES
Howe Scale Co H3 Mam bt;. b. r.

STAMPED SHEET METAL ORNAMENTS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co., 2^6 Eleventh bt., b. r.

STANDARD SCALES ^, „ c i

George A. Tiiggs, rep. The Howe Scale

Co 143-149 Main St., S. F.

STEAM POWER PLANTS
The Tracy Engineering Company,

823 Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

700 Central Bank Bldg., Los Angeles

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT ^^ ,. , c* q T?
Woods & Huddart 356 Market St., S. r.

Tayler & Spotswood Co., '

c* c t?
Minnesota and 19th Sts., S. v.

STEEL ERECTING
^ ^ c* c i?

:—e^ArBlume-T^. ..185 Stevenson St., b. 1U_

-Wm. B. Abbitt Construction Co.,

370 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

STEEL FURNITURE, LOCKERS, ETC.
Chas. M. Finch Boyd Bldg., S. K
Williams & Carter Co j97^i«^'^^AxT^c

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J. G. Braun, 537 W. 35th St., N. Y., and

322 S. Paulina St., Chicago

STEEL STUDDING AND LATH
. ^, «: v

Lilley & Thurston 82 Second St., b. if.

STREET PAVING
. tt „ r,i

Worswick Street Pavmg Co trcsno, Cai.

Warren Construction Co.. „,,--,
217 Beck Bldg., Portland, Ore.

STRUCTURAL STEEL CONTRACTORS
Mortensen Construction Co.,

STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
Brode & Clark Iron Works,

621 Howard St., S. F.

Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal.

City Iron Works.... 303 Front St., Portland

Dvcr Bros 17th and Kansas bts., b. V.

Woods & Huddart 356 Market St., S. F.

Pacific Iron Works Portland, Ore.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Ore.

Pacific Rolling Mills,

17th and Mississippi bts., b. r.

Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.

Joshua Hendy Iron Works, ^ ^ ,,

75 Fremont St., S. F.

Tayler & Spotswood Co.,

Minnesota and 19th Sts., b. r.

TANKS
, c< o 17

Pacific Tank Company.. 318 Market bt., b. I*.

THEATER CURTAINS
Elevator Supply & Repair Co , ^ ^^ c T7593 Market St., S. F.

TILE, MOSAIC, MANTELS, ETC. ^^ _ ..

Mangrum & Otter 561 Mission bt.. b. if.

Oregon Art Tile Co.. 311 Stark St^. Portland

W. W. Montague.. Polk St., near Eddy, b. r.

VACUUM CLEANERS c c t7
Henshaw-Bulkley Co.. 1-9-21 Fremont St., b. f.

Vacuum Engineering Company,
772 Monadnock, Bldg., S. F.

VALVE PACKING „ ^ „ ^ ^ t,
"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook

Belting Co 317 Howard St., S. r.

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,
^, ^ , .

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co., ^ „, , ^ i?

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

VENEERS
Dickmann Hardwood Co.,

Welch Bldg., 244 California St., S. F.

VENTILATORS
Cottier Ventilating Co., ,

, „, . c t?
•359 Monadnock Bldg., S. v.

WATER HEATERS
Gas and Electric Appliance Co.,

914 O'Farrell St^ S. F.
• Pittsburg Heaters, represented by

j,^ - w
Jos. Tliieben & Co., 585 Mission St., S. F.

Humphrey Co., »#• u
565 N. Rose St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

John Wood Mfg. Co., o. r. 1 1 ^
741 Cypress St., Oakland

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC."

The Building Material Co., Inc ,

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

"Hydrex Felt," sold by L E Boyle Co..

Inc 100 Front St., S. F.

WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE, ETC.
Dean Reversible Window Co., c^ c -c

551 Brannan St., S. F.

Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.,^
634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles

PHONE FRANKUN 1763

rrn GLASS
.-KS
-i^PS. Prop.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS

OF ALL KINDS

ART MOSAICS

1 \ 5 Turk Street. San Francisco

I.I

1

'II

,1
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TERRA COTTAPRESSED BRICK.PIPE

FIRE PROOFING.ROOFING TILE,
-^

FLUE LININGS.FIRE TILE,
-^

LAUNDRY TRAYS.

ETC.

&m©\^
6^'*m3^

WORK
^I f

p

»^t OFFER FOR SALE THE RNE i ay, ALSO THE ONLY PURE GLASS SAND
TO BE OBTAINED FROM A DEPOSIT. SAMPLES AND PRICES

FOR ANY QUANTITY SUBMITTED ON REQUEST.

OFFICES. 108-9 BACON BLOCK
C A L

CLAY AND SAND PITS,
LINCOLN, PLACER CO., CAL.

1 1 iin PRESSED BR"'" ''O.

THE FINEST i^i^..^^L.u ^^Wr K IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors, Roofing Tile, Mission,

Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Sil -j . r Brick, the Highest

Grades made. Hollow Til reProofi ng. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile. Vitri^d Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

Second mad Broadway *«oom8

Los Angeles, Cat. 406-414 FROST BUILDI

U xRij?PHovF<; \ ^- F.-Temporary 2830

1
TELEPHONES

\ Factory-Alameda 509
WORKS-

WEST ALAMEDA

1 N. C T A *^^\ ^ «;oNS
1

Incorfdratho January li. 18t>9 1

1 MANUFACTURERS OF |

1
rv

Pressca Bnck, VitnficJ and Terra 1

' '^e Fire Proofing, Fire Brick 1

i Clay Productfl 1

1

> SAN FRANCISCO H

When writing to Advertisers mention

The Architect and Engineer

I OUR TENTH STREin BRANCH, ihl

iRiFiED, Pressed, Glazed, Paving, Fire,
HE Tile, Fire Clay, Fire Brick Dust

ctural Terra Cotta. Hollow Tile Fire Proofingr. Semi-
ressed Brick. T«'rra Cotta Chimney Pipe. Brick and
•r Pots. All kinds of Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

uARNEGIE BRIG pn
M. A. MUKi'HV. General Manager

MAIN OFFICE, COR. MONTGOMERY AND CALIFORNIA STREETS.
' ancisco. Oak) - ^ -1 r> ^ i - -

1

— Jose

r
NisuN, President James H Bishop^ Secretary L, A. Steiger, Maoaser

SiblfiER TERRACOTTA and POTTERY WORKS
"y-

ij

Manufacturers: Architectural Terra Cotta; Semi-dry

Pressed Brick; Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow Tile Fire-Proofing; Terra Cotla Chimney

Pipe; Electric Conduit Tiie, Drain Tile : : : : :

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases : :

Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks : :

Acid Jars; Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fire Clay; Modeling

Clay; Fire Brick Dust : Fir ^-Hck; Fire Tile

Mato Office: 729 MiUs BMRg. San Francisco

Qty Yard: Ei^rteMlh ai^ DivisiM Sts.. Saa fraKisco

Cisco
y

Isco I

• . C- JAGGAR
J. C. MAXON

HIGH

201 EAST MORRISON

ELECTRIC CO.
TURES AND WIRING

CONTRATORS
PORTLAND OREGON

When wi ;rs mention this Magazine,

'1!
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THEG RON & STEEL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
ANNOl

THE GARU
the'Cleve
Ing. A ful

IHt
Made »i

I ATH
ion.

Rigid

Reversible

Reasonable

If- furring

Surpassing

h Fine for

Stucco ex -

iciioi work

PARKER CORNER METAL BEAD

is Hot Galvanized Steel and
will NOT RUST.

J.
IC COAST AGENT

ROOM 1104

METROPOLIS BANK BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Main 6700

ENGINEERS
and

CONTRAC
TORS

^#
r^^

[ uiidirg

ELECTRICAL WORK
PORTLAND, ORE.

Agents for THE QEINERAL I lwtil-*RO

MAIL CHUTES -- KINNEAR DOORS
PIN-CONNECTED GIRDER FRAMES
WIRE FABRIC - EXPANDED METAL
HERRINGBONE AND LATH
COPNE^^ BEAD-TRUt,al METAL
POST c*4r S - - JO"^^ HANGERS

\\ lien writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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niDL. m'^ ClIHiENT

ANNUAL PRODUCTION 1 ,700,000 BARRELS

A HIGH GRADE JD

Strength

and

Unifon r r:

Passes Every

Requirement of

the Most

Exacting

Specifications

GOLDEN GATE EMENT
Is Guaranteed to Pass Every Reqoirement

of the Specifications of the A ericari

Society of Civil Engineers

(j^P

MAMUrACTUIICD BY

i
tPH,l^ili AN uyii yuiii

I

OFFICES

PACIFIC BUILDING, - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

612 UNION TRUST BLDG ,
^ LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

506 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG ,
- PORTLAND, OREGON

works: CEMENT, SOLANO COUNTY. CALIFORNIA

L
ting to Advertisers mention this Magazine
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mm ENCA"«Tif TiLINb lO., ltd.
WORK^ . ND GENERAL OFFICES: EXECUTIVE OFFICES ^^D SALESROOM
ZANESVILLE. OHIO. U. S, A. 1123 Broadway. NEW YORK

WESTERN OpriCE 681 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
W. Vf. FUNGE. JR.. WESTERN SALES MANAGER

IMPORT notice: to y '%. A. ^.HITECTS
5

>( WALL
L I r

Commencing January second, 1 909, we will discontmue the sale of

"Commerciar* or "Second" qualitv Wall Tile and Tnmmers (Base,

Cap, etc) and iH the future will supply ONLY our "STANDARD"
quality of White^Wall Tiles carefully shaded and sized as in the past.

We request ARCHITECTS to specify:
"^ /

*'American Encaustic Tiling Co.'s Patent Grip
'" " ftm unaAnchor Back 'Standard' qualifx liall

Trimmers must be used in this -d^ork iiuless written con-

sent is given by the Architect ^n subsist^ftr nnottier ma/^e.

Our Patent Grip Back Dovetail Mortise Anchor is absolutely

security against tiles coming off.

CAUTION : Look for our brand ** A. E. T. CO.** on the back of each piece of tile

and be sure you get what you are asking for.

FAC-SIMILE OF BACK OF 9«x3'x I 'BRICK-TILE BRICK -TILES ^'1* ^^^y ^ furnished in

"STANDARD" quality and the price of same has

been rcdi«:ed.

BRICK -TILES«« *»«»« ^^ clie^»er diM

any other material for Veneering Reinforced Concrete

or Brick Walls to secure a glazed surf^re and are

made in over 200 colors of Br^ht and Matt Glazes.

CROSS SECTION OF 9'x3'xl» BRiCK-llLE ^^ j^ ^^^^ . i ^^^ ^f Moulded Trim.
SHOWING OUR DOVETAIL MORTISE GRIP-

<,.,, ^ ^
, ., o-i^i, . tII*.« S.mnU.

BACK AND RESULTING ANCHOR FORMED Silk etc.. to work with Brlck Tiles. Samples.

11^
(-T'%srKjT Details and lull mformaUon supplied by our ban

Francisco office or any Dealer handling ** A. E. T.

CO." Tiles.

Our Products arc Used Throughout Ihe

World and are Knowfi as the Highest Stand-

ard of Excellence.CROSS SECTION

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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PYLON AT PIEDMONT HEIOHTS.
OAKLAND, CAL.

BAKEWELTJ &; BRO\VK, ArO«i

EXKCHTTKD BT?

A^
ma

ULPTOR

426 Hermann Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

TELKPHONE PARK ^^-J^'^

Bronze Entrance Doors, <-round Floor.

U S. Custom House. Nnv York

Cass Gilbert. Architect

EXECUTED BY

INSLO

0^ i 11

Iron and

PACIFIC COAST OFFICE:

972-974 MONADNOCK BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAU

!

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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THE EVERLASTING KIND

REINFORCED CONCRETE
NO EXPOSED IRON
NO RIBS
NO RUST
NO LEAKS

THE BEST LIGHT
SET COMPLETE

BY

COSTS 2 CENTS PER SQUARE
FOOT AND IS 38 TIMES MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN BUILDING
PAPER AS A HEAT AND
SOUND INSULATOR ^ ^s

NOW WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THAT?

*GET A SAMPLE

IT IS CARRIED IN STOCK
BY

WILLKOMM BUILDING SUPPLY CO.
151 TEHAMA STREET

PHONE DOUGLAS 325 SAN FRANCISCO

n
Firep

I C-l. 1 ^-
J'^ 4 t

CON I rORS FOR

METAL . riTIONS

SUSPENDED CEILINGS

Furring for Walls and Columns

USING

Collins Slotted Metal Studding
A SOLID WEB OF STEEL

EaUmates Olvea oa All Work

Factory : 1058 Brannan Street

Office: 1102 Metropolis BIdg.

Phone : Keamy 1869

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1 \ I * . A i i r- 1 -» k <J *

The above reproduclion U taken from a

! m our office, 1 102 Metropolis Bldg.. showing the details of this system. We
»t this partition at all times, to Architects, Engineers and Btrilders. ,

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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i

WATSONm

,^ili
bf^ik

f^#l-f
I'

J

AIIHOUSl

Modern building

demands modern im-
provement.

Yesterday you
specified wooden
window frames. To-

day you order the fireproof metal frame.

The vacuum cleaning system beats the

old way—so you specify it. You appre-

ciate the value of improved equipment.

Your reputation as the creator of

splendid modern structures is the result

of that same appreciation. Why should

not flooring, too, be improved upon?

It has. The "Watsonite" FI.OOR Is a step in advance Decidedly

betteri^^very way for every purpose than
^^."^f" >

Jl^S^^^^tiSfy d k^^^^
men bricks or any other flooring or paving material .

and ep^ireiy amerem.

Lays over any bottom course, such as concrete or wood. Changes nothing

in plans or construction. Simple and Pf.^ticable

Here are a few firms who are using Watsonite Floors.

John A. Roebling'. Son. Co. y****™^*?'** ^**'

WelU Fargo & Co'. Stable. Parrott E:.tate

All have had experience with other materials-any of them will gladly

tell you what they think of "Watsonite."

SEND FOR FULL SPECIFICATIONS
typewritten and bound in letter size ready to slip into your vertical file.

Also bookl*-t and small, handy sample.

THE
^ < * >

^-./-.jrvwT Tyr\r\T2 Cr\ Contractors for Preparing andHN KUUr kAJ.j Uying "Watoonite" Floor

110 Sutter Street, San Francbco

r
E7b.C9

Eugene Dietzgen *

Stirveviiiu

Instr.unuii..

Drawing
Materials

Blue Printing

it

ARCHITECTS SPECIFY

NILES SAN

ALSO ASK FOR UUR

16-28 Fii

CUied exdunveJy on the PtwJan BWg.. San Francuco)

There is None Better on the Market

Write for Sample and Information

TTC

San Francisco
|

RUl

Building Mater

926-927 Pacific

SAN FRANCISCO.

Ill

II

J

I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

I
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1

achincry Electrical Company

RS

HAMBURGER DEPARTMENT STORE-Largest Store on the Pacific Coast.
Mr. a, F. Rosknhbim, Architect.

This Building contains

\3}4 acres of floor

space and is entirely

heated and ventilated

by the Sturtevant Blast

System, designed and
installed by the Ma-
chinery and Electrical

Company.

This Building contains
2200 H. P. Watertown
Four Valve, Automatic
Engines, Engine Plant
and Auxiliaries together
with all Steam and
Power Plant Piping,
furnished and installed

by the Machinery and
Electrical Company.

351-353 N ;W 1

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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llli uti REVERSIBLE WINDOWS

Modern

Practical

Economical

«As necessary

to modem
building

equipment as

electric light-

ing. Admit

perfect

ventilation

and cleaning

from the

INSIDE.
Used in the

best and larg-

est rendences

and office

buildings

on the Pacific

CoMt.

iJetcnptn sent on request

HIPOllTO SGRLEN AND SASH CO.
634-638 Maple Ave, LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Main 1806 Home 5190

San Francisco Sales Ajfonts

WESTERN BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO.

h,n *^treet

BRI
Common, Stock and Pressed Brick

YARDS AT
Pleasanfofi. San Jose, Qreen Brae, Oakland

DEALERS IN

CEMENT LIME OR h
PLASTER

mt BRICK

OVEN BRiCI^

BRICK DUST KV^

AGENTS FOR

BEST BROS. KEENE CEMENT

Rcmiflard Brick Compaiiy

Main Ofrice< Second and Clay Sts., OAKLAND

PK^n— < Oakland 63
Phones

-, ^ 40^

BfMcb Office: Berry smt Sixth St.. SAN FRANCISCO

Phone. Market 2474

DEAN REV

%^ \ w.

m

m

w wmiM^ MS

r^ r^ M ^ I ^^ I ^^ *^^ ^^ #^ ' ^
^ 1^ M I ^ W I «^ ^^ i ^ ^-

Fh

. , :, 1 .. ,. ^ .-.1
1 tlM 1 11. -

-
^^uccessor lo iNcwDcrg n. t. v

Mamfaci

(UTspSIl *
•

HIGH GRADE FACE \L
1

B R 1 c
•

Office. 401-402 10

Northwest

—

^

. -1

"'l I ^ -^

M U I I

TORS
O F

K
Airents for

UMK. CCMCNT, PLASTER,
INSULATION AND ROOFING

Office: 6 10 WASHINGTON ST
VANCOUVER, - WASH.

,T..^.. ^..i...5 .^ /.vivertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Entir
Plant for i lU

KINIINQ
\P1^ARATUS

id Sys-
directly Into

^
1 ill any building eQuipped

w^itli r electric lighting.
A pi tical device whichi saves ita cost in

-^bor, wear and tear in a sHort time.
Write to lis, giving your reQuirements, and

xve will gladly furnish drawings and figures.

UM E^T.

CE
in

llllCl JUl

House
Painting

^/ood pinishinj

A SPECIALTY

We Carry the Latest Things in

Artistic Wall Papers and Burlaps

Visit our New Studio in the
New Maple Hall Building

W. TUCKER
r 320 MlhSlrccl

>ri^ A. h Hairy P. V.

SCHASTEY & VOLLMER

FOR

INTERIORS

DECORATIONS

FURNISHINGS

HOTEL EQUIPMENT

1930 Van Ness Avenue,

SAN FRANCIS I II

Telcnhone Fr

The Architect and Engineer 19

n Stiiiigle

THESE Shingle Stains contain no creosote and
are «bsolutely free from all objectionable odor.

They create an impervious coating, causing the
shingle to shed water like a duck's back, thereby
keeping out dampness, the greatest enemy known to
wood, and doubling the life of shingles.
Everything that enters into the make of Art in

Shing'e Stains is of the highest quality possible for

man to produce: they are made in the most scientific

manner. Colors of extreme toae and richness
and of absolute purity.

Eodorsed by Leading Architects and others

Send for Cabinet of Rich Colors, free

\\ aterproo

Adamant Stucco, Brick and Plaster Coating
Waterproof Flat Brick Stains Weatherproof Coating ^^

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BV

ParKer, Preston OL Co., Inc., N

illcr

or^vicK

WHITTIER
SAN FRANCISCO

N COMPANY Di
AND - - LOS ANGELES

1 <f

well informed
H> tern Vi'ood Ftn
t^htnsr" which contains accurate

reproductions of a number of

popular finishes, or simply tear

out this ad. Put your n tme on

the margin and send tt to us.

Ill H J I
I 1UU 5C;

B
You desire to hav

ive as possible in all respects, hut

sometimes many details a

looked or left to some one else.

It will pay you to personaiiy look into

the queatioD of the finish of thewoocl>^

and insist on the use of

Wood Finishinj^ Products^

y all leading architecti and painters as tf

and not ank or pit and become

'RN COM ^
m\ sni Los A

fHE BRIDCtPOirrllii. VVOOD FINIS HI MS
BOX 12S Htwr MltrORP -*. US A

NtW V<^W. CMiCAfiO '

'^

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JAb. G. WIL V i

3 West 29th Street, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS OF

>rs and Shutters
STEEL WOOD COPPER BUOHZH

Rolling:

Rolling Partitions for Dividins: Rooms, Hygrienic Wardrobes,

Venetian Awnings, Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors, Slid-

ing Swing Doors ::

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York office or the following Contracting Agents:

McCORMlCK-HENDERSON
510 Postal Telegraph Bldg..

San Francisco, Cal.

A. J. CAPRON,
Ainsworth Building, Portland, Ore

S. W. R. DALLY.
^^, ^

Colman Building, Seattle, Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELL,
720 Broadway,

Los Angeles, Cal.

%T

Send us your plans where fireproof construction is specified and let us

show you how favorably our figures compare with the cost of using

other material which docs not give as efficient fire protection.

\TIONAL FIRE PROOFING CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

TERRA COTTA "^' TILE
CONTRACTORS FOR

CONSTRUCTION OF riREPROOF BUILDINGS
The Uroeit Firm in the World Devoted Excluflvely to the Butlnesi of Fireproof Conttructlon

Capital Twelve-and-one-half Million Dollars

CHICAGO. Commercial National Bank Building
WASHINGTON. D. C, Colorado Building

PHILADELPHIA. Land Title Building

PITTSBURG. Fulton Building
BOSTON. Old South Building

\

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.. 925 Security Building
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Lumber Exchange

LONDON. ENG.. 26 Chancery Lane
NEW YORK. Flatiron Building

ST. LOUIS. MO.

Twenty SIX Factories Throughout the United States

San Francisco Office : 972-4 MONADNOCK BLDG.
CHARLES DROOnS, R««M«i^t Manat^er

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HlKiniKt

Have every known desiral iture

helping to efficiency, econoniy. dur-

ability and absolute safety. FULLY
GUARANTEED. PRICES LOW^
QUALITY and SERVICE HIGH

leaters

made by

HUMPHREY COMPANY
KALAMAZOO. MiCH..U.S.A.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

The G- ai Electric ApplUnc* Co.. 809A^I1 Turk S<.. San F«»c«co.

m Safic Mantel &Tl« Company. '23 Tdegr.^ Av«,ue (XkU^.

tE liependeDt Gm ApplUnce Co.. 604 SoutK H.U St.. Lo. Angde.

= * ^"* ' i

I

DURANO ^TFEL LOOKERS
iSiN&Lt llt.Kj

Perfect Ventilation. Fireproof. Theft Proof. Durable

Handsome. Sanitary. Finished in a Furnace Baked

Japan or Furnace Baked Enamel (Any Color)

• !AMS & CARTfR CO
SALES AGENTS

197 JtSSt STREET, SAN fRANaSCO
TCLCPHONC KtAnNY 2728

When writing to Advertisers mention this ^J
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San Francisco

Metal Stamping

(brruiatiiifl

Gompany

STAMPtD AND miN

SHEET METAL

ORNAMENTS
Statue Work. Mission

Tile, Art Metal Ceilings

StatM of Sheet Metii

296 Eleventh Street

NCAR FOLSOM

Phone Market
1097

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA

S. F. Phone Kearny

3587 !0S9

1

« W. HEIDT CORNICE

WORKS
Manufacturers of

iral Stieet Metal

Slate and Metal RoofN

Pateirted Metal Mission Tile

VmIMN SkyNghts

Metal Windows

L. San Francisco

Branch:

916 WEBSTER STRfrT

Jno.J.Cone Rob't W. Hunt Jas. C. Hallsted

A. W. Fiero D. W. McNaugher

nR HUNT & 30.

£Lrl n't rt gJgirti

BUREAU OriNSPECTION
TESTS AND CONSULTATION

SAN FRANCISCO.
NEW YORK. -

LONDON. -

CHICAGO. -
-

PITTSBURG. -

ST. LOUIS. -
-

MONTREAL.

425 Washington Street

West Street Building

31 Norfolk House
1121 The Rookery
Monongahela Bank Bidg.

Syndicate Trust Building

Canadian Express Bldg.

Inspecbon o( Rails and Fastenings, Cars,

Locomotives, Pipes, etc., Bridges,

Buildings and other Structures

Cement Testing and Inspection

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL LABORATORIES IR

SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON

ST. LOUIS and MONTREAL

Rtpfrts mtf Estimates on Priptfltes aid Proctssts

rnuur

^!ade in Ten
Standard

Types

Architectural

Metal
Skyflsrhts

ontractors

for

Tin

Slate

TUe

and

Composition

Roofinc

PORTLAI^
Factory :

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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H¥ I
ii\

STEEL and REINFO CONCRETE

PORTLAND, ORE.

Largest Steel Shops

on Pacific CoaSt

5000 TON
STRUCTURAL

IN S i V "^

T I 1

537-541 W. 35th Street C

322 S. PauUna Street, CHICAGO

TARRIES A COMPLETE STOCK OF

tee! Mouldings tor Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosnr
t f J

Plain and Ornamental Sa8^

settea . Pickets and Omamc
Root Angle Iron from %'x.

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos

ures and Office Railings

Catatoeue to Archttects, Architectural Iron Workf and Builders only on Application.

Patent Sheet Metal Shear**

Runchlns IVfachlnes

All parts, including the main body, are tr"^

of forged steel which makes these toolt

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from std _*
plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. k ;„Jor.«nH,.nf

AH parts which can be are tempered. The Eccentric pillar h, _^ . .
^

yth independent

rings. Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting An«le. Tec or Flat Iron.

• WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

OVER aOO MACHINBS «< «>

steel

When writing to rnent

»if™i.ii '•.A*,i-*ii«*^i.l".iiiAj»ik.'a<;*-isi,S*s'ita^3ifcisdS:i

. ( K
'-

V: 4?&M>!»^^'«^ijlii!^i SKT'li^J
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San Francisco

il Stamping

and

Corrugating

C»ompanY

yfl w PI M

SHEET M

ORNAMt i^ I

^
Statue of Sheet Metal

Statue Work. Mission

Tile, Art Metal Ceilings

296 Eleventh Street

NCAU FOLSOM

Phone Market
1097

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA

,

S. F. Phone Kearny

3587

Oakland PlKWr

1089

W. HFinj CORNICE
' WUI\K6

Manufacturers of

Architectural Sheet Metal Work

Slate and Metal Rooflno

Patented Wetal Mission Tile

Vemilaltag Skylkihts

Metal Windows

Jl'i

Branch:

916 WEBSTER STREET. OAKLAND

If
Jno.J.Cone Rob't W.Hunt Jas. C. Hallsted

A. W. Fiero D. W McNaugher

ROBERTW. HUNT& ,11

Engineers

BUREAU oriNSPECTION
TESTS AND CONSULTATION

SAN FRANCISCO,
NEW YORK. -

LONDON.
CHICAGO. -

-

PITTSBURG. -

ST. LOUIS. -
-

MONTREAL. -

425 Washington Street

West Street Building

31 Norfolk House
1121 The Rookery
Monongahela Bank Bldg.

Syndicate Trust Building

Canadian Express Bldg.

Inspection of Rails and Fastenings, Cars,

Locomotives, Pipes, etc.. Bridges,

Buildings and other Structures

Cement Testing and Inspection

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL UBORATORiES IN

SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON

ST. LOUIS and MONTREAL

Ripirts and Estinites en Priparliet and Proctssts

II

nuur ML

Made in Ten
Standard

Types

Architectural

and
Ornamental
Sheet Metal

Work

Metal

Nkylijchts

Contractors

for

Tin

Slate

Tile

and

Composition

RoofInK

PORTLAND SHEET METAL WORKS
Facto r^ 7th and East Madison

MD. ORE.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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r nnA
OF N

CTDIM

EEL and REINFORCED CONCRETE

Nuiihwr Bridge Wori

POH r L/^

Largest Steel Shops

on Pacific Coast

^ ORE.

5000 TOItS
STRUCTURAL STEEL

IN 3

«

537-541 W. 35th Street. NEW YOFOC

322 S. Paulina Street, CHICAGO

CARRIES A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Steel Mouldlnas tor Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc.

Plain and Ornamental Sasli Bars, Leaves, Ro-

settes, Pickets and Ornamental Rivets, Square

Root Angle Iron from %*x%*x\-\6* Upwards

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos-

ures and Office Railings

Catalogue to Architects. Architectural Iron Works and Builders only on Application.

Ratent Sheet iVl©t«i Shears
PunchlnsT Machines

All parts, including the main body, are made

of forged steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from s'

nlates All movable parts are steel forgiiiK^
.,, j ^«„f .«.!^jiaics. /^ii "i« » V ^ j^ independent steel

All parts which can be are tempered. The. .ric piiiar oic
p-,., tr^n

rings. Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle. Tec or Flat Iron.

• WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES \

OVER aoo iviACi

to Af mention this

i^sir-f&^-B^i^i^^s^^ 'j>^iliA^4K^^^^^i^4xi.i:*.:Mi,%iJS'^A!).^i,Sa^l^^Si^li^i^

M
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I no Turbine
Apparatus

FOR ALL PURPOSES AND ALL
CLASSES OF BUILDINGS

Lowest Possible Cost of Installation

Requires Least Floor Space

We Offer You the MOST EFFICIENT and

SIMPLE VACUUM CLEANING SYSTEM
on the Market.

*' Nothing Succeeds like Success'*

HENSHAW-BULKLEY & CO.

L

Three Hoi wrr DneSwteper Outfit

Cleaning Tools Have Slots Fifteen

inches long by one-half

inch wide.

19-21 rPFMON
SAN L .-.- X-. _„_^ . ^

TelepKone K. e a r n x 1 4- €> O

I
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liMttihllasliecJ IQ03

C^ic Builders' Sudd!V t

680 M treet - San Francisco, Cal.

I «iei3ho««, Kearny IQQI
B^

Post Caps

lotei-ior Wootl "?nl^h Specialties
Art MouidirigH, warviogs, Etc.)

Hipolito tSvfcsi On Screens
(For Qo« jses)

Convenient, Du >n-Rti8tin|^

"Hi^" f^^^^'*©*' (^ H Waioscotiflf)

STA i m er Bead

Qolden West VULCANITE Roofing

Representing DECORATORS SUPP! ^ III)

•n

Corre,

Oenulots I

Representiny ^

Wood Cir-illes I ^

» rns

rtlanU w . w . vVorR ti i- v-

For Inf. Pi 1% f>8U Mlssiofi Stre«t

GO. (Clinton. N.Y.)
C COAST

t an Experiment

ars on the Market

"C • , .
' llntod"

-^ Tile Maker*

riint n Riifi hades)—Non-fadto;

,.,ack— D .1 H"^k, not frey
4ed, strictly noo-tedlnc

Mission Street

Jt

p H
" I
il

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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he Gas and Electric Applianci

914-916 O'FARRELL STREET lip Friiciscy, llil. 809 mi

BinlffV AilHIttnuy liistaaUii§oas Wa
TYPE ''A**

SOME EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

1. The smallest pilot lifirht in the world.

2. The only pilot light automatically controlled.

3 Bunsen flash pilot will not go out or soot the coils.

4 An external thermostat, the most sensitive and positive, so

made that when water is not being drawn, the water constantly

circulates through the coils and thermostat. It cannot be super

heated by the pilot light or hindered by lime. It insures safety

economy and reliability.
^ j. ^ t a

5 Simplest automatic valve ever made: cannot get out of order

6. The only heater having automatic valve at the top. where ai

parts are readily accessible.
,., / i „^

7. The lower section of copper coil is removable for cleaninjT

This is a valuable feature where the water is muddy, or contains

much sediment of any kind. Readily drainable: the y^lve and

coils quickly drained, perfectly, through one drain cock. 1 his cock

is large enough to permit the blowing out of, any sediment form

ing in heater. . ^ j j *k ,

8. Perfect water control—both automatic graduated and ttier-

mostatic control of the hot water temperature.

9 Perfect gas control. When the outpouring water reaches

1400 the big burners shut off. saving gas. hot water keeps on flow-

ing. When this outpouring water falls below 130° the b>gDurners

start up again and burn until the water again reaches 140^ when

again they shut off. This gas saving action continues while the

water is being drawn.
Few parts; all readily accessible.

. ^ .^ , ,
. . „

Our low price gives our customers the benefit of our labor saving

machinery.

HOI AlH

Electric

I ATI

Lighting Supplies

ELCPHONC DOUGLAS 4177

This splendid modern

class *'A" theater

lilding being erected

complete

by
Bliss iNi I- A\ 11 i,K Ar<hit.>cts

m

RANSOME

CROCKER BUILDING

#

ONTR^
San Francisco

'^^^iator

Steam Heat from Gas with

automatic thermostat con-

trol.

Odorless, Simple, Econom-
ical.

No Steam Pipes required.

18,000 sections in use in San
Francisco.

"STERLING" OAS
FURNACES

HAMILTON QAS
CLOTHES DRYERS

/\\ b ii

It ,% "^ K V ""1 4 ^ ^ I
: U I

IS. I J

I7th&

Ui 1:.K. \ ICO Tres.

I Structural !i

Si

W. J.

SMidior IMtntmn
Six Column Low Gas Steam Radiator. Showing Water

Gauge. Air Valve and Automatic Regulator. ^

writingf to Advertisci a?azine.

»f '

if*

621
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nHHTn *"H

IT

ANYXmNG
ANYWHERE
ANVTIME

CO M M
PHOTO

G

ERS

717 MarKet St.

San Francisco

SmoKeleas Flashli^Kts of
Banquets a Specialty .ty

¥t
.

X)RS AND L

1500 TONS IN STCXX

3 to 15 Inch Channels
* 3 to 24 Inch Steel Beams

( ^4x^ to 8x8 Inch Angks

EAST END BURNSIDE BRIDGE

PORTLAND. OREGON

HULL
p. NOBLfi, Saectaor

ingMil

=1
u

STRUCTURAL STEEL
AND CAST IRON

ANGLES
BEAMS
CHANNELS
PLATES
TEES

MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

St 1 alSSIPPI STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

FR ]0
HALF WAY BETWEEN

SAN FRANCISGi

Quick Shipments of

S+p» Girdu

Be s,

Etc.

I
11 NO DELAYS PRICES RIQHT

J. H. fflf^^ IRO^ **'"RKS
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Residence of Mr. ucovRe Hammer, Oakland

Bakewell & Brown, Architects

Some of the Work of i 6c brown, Architects.

THE accompanying illustrations show some typical examples of the

work of Architects Bakewell & Brown of San Francisco. It may be

noted that an attempt is made to treat each problem that arises in a

logical manner, without any affectation, and as each building has its own

special requirements, and each client his own ideas and predelictions the

architects have been able, without sacrificing any of their own ideals, to

get a great deal of variety in their work. ,,.,,. ^ t-

The firm of BrakeWell & Brown was established in San Francisco

about a year before the great fire.
r t tt • •. t r v(

Both members of the firm are graduates of the University of California,

also of the Ecole des Beaux Arts. Mr. Brown had an especially dis-

tinguished career in Paris, having won several medals of the Ecole des

Beaux Arts, and also the Rougevin and Godeboeuf prizes

After finishing their school work Messrs. Bakewell & Brown spent

several years in eastern offices before becoming established m busmess m
San Francisco in the year 1904.
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Competitive Design for Bank, Oakland

Bakewell & Brown, Architects
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Competitive Design for Bank Butldtng, San Francisco

Bakewell & Brown, Architects
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Pylon, Piedmont Heights, Oakland, Cal.

Bakeweli & Brown, Architects
~

Competitive Design for an Oakland Bank
Bakewell & Brown, Architects
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Street View of the George Hammer Residence. Oakland

Bakewell & Broun, Architects

I Mr. S. B. McKees Residence, Oakland

Bakewell & Brown, Architects
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Residence of Mr. F. C. Martens, Oakland, Cal.

Bahewell & Broivn, Architects

Air. S. B. McKee's Residence, Oakland, Cal.

Bakewell & Brown. Architects

Dining Room in McKee Residence. Oakland

Bakeu'ell & Broivn, Architects

The Sloat Monument, Monterey, Cal.

Bakeu'ell & Broivn, Architects

Cummings & Putnam, Sculptors
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The Sloat Monument, Monterey, Cal.

Bakewell & Brown, Architects
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of Savings, Oakland
key, Architect

Government Begins Investigation of (lay Products.

A'
N INVESTIGATION of clays and clay products needed in Govern-

ment work is to be undertaken at once by the United States Geo-

logical Survey, Technologic Branch. A ceramic section has t)een

created with A. V. Bleininger, of Champaign, Illinois, as ceramic chemist.

This is an important extension of the structural materials investiga-

tions which have been carried on for several years with a view to determin-

ing the nature and extent of the materials belonging to or available for use

in the building and construction work of the Federal Government, and how
these materials may be used most effectively.

With the growing scarcity of timber and the consequent increase in

price, federal officials in charge of the construction work, which now
amounts to $40,000,000 annually, have been looking about for desirable sub-

stitutes, such as clay products and concrete. The enormous fire losses of

the country have also been an incentive in this direction, the Federal

engineers realizing more than ever before the need for more definite knowl-

edge concerning the fire resisting properties of structural materials.

All this has lead the government to take up a general investigation of

the clays and clay products.

It is believed that the coming tests, though conducted to meet the

needs of the government, will be of great value to the engineering pro-

fession and the general public. This construction work of the government

is being done under so many different conditions and requires so great a

variety of materials, that the problems which the government needs to

have solved for its own purposes can hardly fail to be broad enough to

cover a large share of the needs of the engineering profession, for state and

municipal governments and for the general public.

I
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the Great Pyramid
In Two Papers

ot Gizeh
II.*

By JAMES DICKIE, M. E.

HERE are three kinds of stone in the pyramid. The interior body is of

I yellow limestone found in the neighborhood. The outer stones and
' part of the passages are of finer white limestone found on the

opposite side of fehe Nile in the Mokattam, 12 to 14 miles distant. The

lining of the kind's and queen's chamber and the stones used to block the

passages after the coffins were in place were of very hard black granite,

which is one of the most lasting and hardest stones in existence.

This stone is found about 580 miles up the Nile from where the pyramids

are built. Many of the statues in the museum at Cairo are made of this stone

and the red granite, some of which are as old as the pyramids, and so far as

the stone is concerned they show little signs of decay. Some of them have

pieces broken off, but the stone itself is in good state of preservation. The

design is stiff and not to be compared with those of a later period, but the

workmanship is good and they must have had good tools to cut that extremely

hard stone.

We are left entirely to our own imagination as to how these stones were

brought from the quarries and placed in their present position. The history

of the kings themselves and their wars and conquests (no defeats) are en-

graved on the stones in many of the tombs, in hieroglyphics, which can now

be translated. The engravings show us many things about their gods and

their worship, and the look of the dead tell us of their beliefs in a future state

and shows many pictures of the transporting of the bodies in boats on the river

to their final resting place.

The writer looked in vain at the engravings and papyrus in Cairo Museum
(said to be the largest of its kind in the world), also in the British Museum, for

--the method of handling the large stones. We do find a rude engraving show-

ing the transportatio.i of a large obelisk which weig^hed about 375 tons, of a

much later date, being transported down the river in a boat, the obelisk being

on deck, also the history of how it was done.

Many representations can be found of all the ordinary arts, such as plow-

ing, sowing, reaping, grinding corn, feeding of animals and sacrificing them,

carpentry (showing all the methods of sawing, planing and fitting wood to-

gether, brick making, boatbuilding and every domestic art), and, as I men-

tioned before, numerous engravings showing the transportation of the dead

on the Nile to their final resting place. There are extremely numerous repre-

sentations of the worship of all kinds of gods; they worshiped everything

under the sun, including the sun, moon and stars. All the simpler things are

profusely illustrated.

I pondered over the subject, but could find no solution, unless it be in the

well known fact that until less than two centuries ago there was a wide gulf

between the literary man and the mechanic. They were far apart and the

one despised the other. There were all kinds of trade guilds, and they kepi

the secrets of their trade' as closely guarded as free masonry. It is only within

a very late period that any discussion by any of the members of the societies

of the mechanical arts were published ; they handed down tne trade secrets

from father to son, but no record of them was ever written down.

The purely literary man ignored the mechanic, and the mechanic dis-

trusted the literary man. Whoever was responsible for the transporting of

the stones down the Nile must have laughed at the representations of the boats

cut in the tombs and positively refused to give either the artist or the literary

'Th.' first installment of this article appeared in the Januarv number of "The Architect and Engineer."
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man any information. When he looked at the representation of the bfoats

carrying the dead he knew that no Hving man could venture in them or he

would soon be among the dead.

None that I saw, drawings, engravings or models, of that early period

(later ones were a little better) would float right side up, and the mechanic

knowing that, would not be willing to give the scribe any information for fear

it would be inscribed wrong; while he had not the literary ability or the desire

to record it himself.

As we have no record we are forced to use our own imagination as to

how it was done. Our only guide is the stones themselves. To the ordinary

mechanic of today the subject presents no difficulty. Some of the stones in

the quarry left unfinished tell us how they quarried the largest stones. They
simply finished the outside, ends and top and bottom while the stone was in

its natural position in the quarry and then cut it off.

There are representations in ancient Nineveh showing the stone moved
on rollers by man power, which is probably the way the stones for the pyra-

mids were handled. It is a well known mechanical fact that man can move
any given weight at less cost for feed than any other animal. Hence it was

the cheapest way and was most likely used to drag them to the water.

Taking the largest stone which we mentioned before as being 64 tons ; 90

men could move that on rollers on level ground without any other mechanical

appliance than an ordinary rope to pull on, at a speed of 10 to 12 miles per

day, in the same way as the representations at ancient Nineveh show. This

is likely the way that it was done. When they got to the banks of the Nile it

had to be floated down the river.

The writer thinks they built a boat around the stone of sufficient size to

float it, in the same manner as the coal floats are made on the Mississippi River

today, breaking the boats up when they arrived at their destination.

These boats could have been on the bank of the river, so placed that \yhen

the river rose it would float the boat. Then they proceeded down the river,

landing opposite the pyramid, so that when the river fell the boat could be

taken apart and the stone transported on rollers to the pyramid.

The smaller stones could be taken down the rivet on boats or rafts of

timber in the same manner. The timber could be used for tressels to roll the

stones up on the pyramid.

This appears to be the way that it was done. Of course it was a labor-

ious and slow process, as the pyramid is nearly as high as a 40 story building.

The tressel or embankment to roll the stone up would be between two and three

miles long, not a very difficult feat, and not very costly. This method could

have been easily employed, and none of the present day methods of hoisting

material used.

The writer thinks that they had some knowledge of the mechanical appli-

ances of today. The use of the lever dates back as far as history goes, and

it is supposed'that the ancient Egyptians were familiar with its use.

While passing through the passage to the king's chamber, one of the

stones used to block the passage after the bodies were in place attracted my

attention. It was made to slide down in a groove in each side of the passage

and was in a position so the visitor could pass under it. Upon examination

the stone was found to be grooved on the ends deep enough to take a rope.

They were about 2 inches in diameter and about 1 >4 inches apart. My atten-

tion was riveted to the stone, and I stopped to examine it. I could see no

other use those grooves were for except to house the rope or other appliance

they had for lowering it into place. This was the only stone that I saw that

had any mark or indication on it of how it was placed in position. Of course

when the stone was in position these grooves could not be seen, so it is possi-

ble that others of the stones have marks on them that are covered up. This

particular stone would not weigh more than 6 tons. The grooves may have

been for some other purpose, but if they were used for lowering the stone into

position, the same means could have been used for hoisting the stone origi-

nally, as one that can perform the first operation can perform the second.

Thus it seems that they had the means for hoisting the materials and no,

record of it came down to us, or probably has never been made at all.

How many people know today how the center portion of the Forth

Bridge was placed m position, and it is a much more difficult piece of engi-

neering than the construction of the entire pyramid. The most difficult piece

of any structure is the gauge of its difficulty, and we saw that a 64-ton stone

.

was the most difficult piece to handle.

The average literary man or popular writer takes no notice of .these

things, and the people who accomplish these feats seldom care to record them

or to let others do so, and if they do, take no care to preserve the records. The

last statement refers to the time up to 200 years ago.

The writer does not know of any kind of structure that would have been

better adapted for the employment of all kinds of labor at that time than the

pyramid.
The design is simple and does not require much skill to put it on paper,

and it is so comprehensive as to use all kinds of labor in the proportions in

which it was found then. It called for the road engineer to design roads to

transport material on land, the naval architect to design the boats or floats to

transport the material on water, the skilled stone cutter to shape the stones in

the quarry so they would fit in their place when they arrived there, the

carpenter to construct the boats or floats to transport the stone, and the

tressels for. getting them to their place in the structure.

Then came the large bulk of common labor, the hewers of wood and the

drawers of water, overseers of the various departments, superintendents of

the whole work, and lastly the cooks to provide food for the whole army of

^workers. In a word, all kinds of labor was employed, and that in vast quan-^

tities.

The writer thinks there were three reasons for building it.

First—To perpetuate the memory of the builder and provide a tomb for

his body.

Second—To utilize the surplus labor of the country and so prevent idle-

ness, with all its attendant evils.

Third—To train the brains and muscles of those building it so they would

be ready and capable to undertake any war, either oflFensive or defensive.

The great pyramid designed by Kheops was the most lasting monument

that the human mind could conceive. The form enables it to be made any size

by simply adding on the outside. The pyramid was complete as every course

was added. They were generally started when the king ascended the throne and

completed shortly after his death.

This particular one was supposed to have been 30 years in building. It

the rate of building were constant the size of the finished pyramid would

closely indicate the length of the king's reign, so that a king that had a long

reign'would have a larger monument to preserve his memory. With no other

form of building could this idea be carried out.

The writer does not think that there is any astronomical meaning to the

position of the pyramid, nor to the angle of the main passage, but thinks it

was simply designed to be a lasting monument, and if so was a grand success.

The most elaborate and massive temples erected at the same time and thous-

ands of years later have almost entirely disappeared while this monument

stands today and will stand for thousands of years to come.
\
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In all countries and at ^11 times there has been a part of the population

that appears to be surplus. In other v^ords, man can produce more food than

he can consume. This is especially so in countries like Egypt, where the soil

is prolific and the climate such as to require little or no clothing.

Also in Egypt there were portions of each year in which there was no

work to be done on the soil, when the river was in flood and the land was

covered with water, and again when there was no water, and no irrigating

could be done.

The rulers saw those things and devised great national monuments to

utilize this labor. While those working on the pyramid and in the quarries

and other great national works could work all the year round, the stones

would be transported down the river and across the river when it was in flood,

just at the time when the farmer could not work on the soil.

Nothing could be devised that could better utilize all kinds of labor than

works of this kind and the design was admirably suited to it. If common labor

was more abundant, the roads could be enlarged and the production and trans-

portation could be made to go a little faster. If the mechanics increased, the

stones could be made larger and thus would be more difficult to handle. This

made more skill necessary to handle them. The design admitted of using any

amount of any kind of labor.

If the river men became more abundant, bring more oi the stone across

and more from the quarries 580 miles distant. Thus the labor could always be

utilized with little thought on the part of the management.'

All of the people could thus be kept busy and given no time for idleness

and for concocting plots against the government. When Moses (the greatest

labor leader in the world of his time and since, and who engineered the great-

est strike the world has ever seen) went to Pharoah to ask for the freedom

of the Jewish people sixteen centuries after the building of the pyramid,

Pharaoh immediately said, ''Ye are idle", and ordered the overseers to increase

the tale of the bricks demanded from the Israelites. The mistake he made was

yearTbefore when he educated Moses (an alien) tn^rtlol^ the learning of the

Egyptians.

Moses knew all the secrets of the management of the people as well as

Pharaoh. He saw how the people were controlled and knew he could do it as

well as Pharaoh.
, ,i , . , r i u

The building of the great pyramid not only employed all kmds ot labor

but it developed leaders of men, which is the most important thing. Pharaoh

knew that to preserve the country he had to have men capable of defendmg it,

and capable leaders for those men, and building these immense monuments was

the very best way to develop them.

The art of war in those days did not call for the same dnlhng as at the

present day. It required strong men that could endure hardship; men that

could go into a wild country and make their way, who, when they came to a

river could devise means to cross it.
. , , ^u

Nothing could fit men better for that task than this very labor. Ihey

had to construct all kinds of floats to get the stones down, or across the river

and had to make them out of the natural resources of the country. They had

to construct all kinds of mechanical appliances to handle the material. Their

brains and muscles were thoroughly trained and their patriotism was kept at

the highest pitch to defend and preserve these great monuments that they had

Thus Pharaoh had a well-trained and patriotic army that could not be

beaten The history of all nations since the beginning of time has shown that

when the nobles or rulers of any country became so luxurious and lazy as to

neglect the design and superintendence of great works, the lower class became

» I

idle and criminal, and the country fell an easy prey to any vigorous nation

that attacked it

The writer believes that the principal reason (after perpetuating the

honor and glory of the reigning monarch) was to produce muscular con-

teftted men, and the present day rulers would do well to heed the lessons of the

past, of which the great pyramid of Kheops is a shining example The only

difference the writer would suggest would be to make the great nat.ona

works some use, such as great irrigation works ; the .mprovement of harbors

Tnd rivers, the construction of good roads, to be followed by fine national

'""'m'' writer wishes to acknowledge the debt of gratitude he owes to

explorers and writers who have explored those great works and taken the pains

to carefully measure them up and describe them and would advise anyone

contemplating a visit to them to study all the writings on the subject before

his visit so he will derive the full benefit of his experience.

* *

How to Paint Over Cement.
IT IS not safe to paint over the surface ot cement until it has stood exposed to

the weather for about one year, unless the surface has first been sized with

'
acid water to kill the alkali, and even then there is some danger of bad

results Here is a somewhat tedious method for preparmg and painting such

a su face but it has the sanction of some of the best painters, fays the Maste

T-ahiter Slack one-half bushel of fresh stone lime in a barrel and add in all

twntv-five gallons of water ; when slacked and cold add six gallons of the

test dder vfnegar and five pounds of best dry Venetian red. Mix wel and

then strain through a fine wire strainer. Use it when about he consistency

of "hin cream. Give the cement surface a coat of this, and after standing a

day or so apply a coat of red lead and linseed oil paint. After this has dried

vou may paint the surface any color you wish. Somejobs require two coat

of pl^nt over the red lead paint. In this case make the second coat of pain
—y^i^^-'-^^A^- - V . . , ., -ni-: A ^^^t m„r Ka maH." with nlaStCr ofot paini over me icu icau p«>i..L. • ^ -.— --—

- a tu ^Ucfer nf
serve as^lkran3^ paint both. This second coat may be made with plaster of

pads and oil of the consistency of buttermilk. Then break up some white

lead and oil to make a paint the same consistency as the plaster paint. Now

take equal parts of each of the two mixtures and "box" them together and thin

to a working consistency with turpentine. This second coat ^^ovi^d be applied

as heavy as possible, or as heavy as you can spread it well. After this coat

is dry apply your next and finishing coat of paint, which should be quite

glossy, or about as you would for the last coat on woodwork ou side. The

object in giving it this plaster paint is to prevent the running and wrinkling

of the paint where considerable paint is to be applied to the surface. And it

must be made to dry quickly.

* ...

A Town Built of Concrete
A serious fire recently visited Winthrop and within an hour two hotels

and seven houses were completely destroyed. The progress of the fire in

one direction was completely stopped by a concrete house which was just

being finished, and which was not injured at all. The fire w.as so intense

where this building stands that the granite curbing across the street was

split and crumbled as if broken with sledge hammers. In view of the

strength and fire-resisting properties of concrete, the new town of Concrete,

Pembina County, N. D., proposes to stand by its name, and the townsite

people refuse to sell lots except on the condition that concrete will be used

in the construction of the buildings to be erected thereon.-Boston

Transcript.
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pig^ i—Bonsall Bridge, San Diego County, Cal.

Flood-Proof Bridges in California

By H. C. MALOTT

ALIFORNIA streams are noted for their independence; if they cannot

I undermine the bridges that span their course, they form new channels

^^ and go around them. As a consequence many long trestles have been

built of the cheapest material, to allow them as great latitude as possible m

the sekcion of their channels. Unfortunately, the more latitude g.ven them

he r^ore they take. California rivers can be controlled with little difficulty

ow^ver when the reason for their behavior is fully
"-^^-'-f,JJey

are

almost always of steep grades, with currents of high velocity in flood. IheS flow scours out gfeat quantities of the friable soil which ,s earned in

susoension until a point is reached where the velocity of flow happens to be

eTandTh re depo'^^ited. This deposit fills the channel, still further retarding

he flow, and thus still further increasing the deposits and as the channe

fills the Current spreads over a greater width. wh.ch_^nds contimjaUy to s d^

further decrease the flow and increase the deposits and widen the bed.
1
hus,

o^ce the deposit has staTted, the stream continues to widen, becoming more

-shallow, but spreading over a great width ^^ ^^^'^''fyZTZ^roTclu'el
Nevertheless, if this flow of water could be confined to a narrow channel,

the floods would scour it clean and carry the deposits to neighbors below who

oerhaps mTgh have exerci.sed less foresight. To confine such streams would

be an'^xtemely expensive proposition. But if. instead of building long trestles

whfcVpermit the stream to meander at will, a flood-proof bridge be erec ed

havin? sufficient waterway to carry all floods, and the approaches to such

bri^ge^e bulk of earth-fill sufficiently high to hold back the floods and force

them through the bridge, a channel will be formed that will clear itself. Such

J^i hnproven^nt need ^cost no more than a wooden trestle and may be made

permanent • for if the fill be built sufficiently high to withstand overflow, no

flood wdl break it under ordinary conditions. Earth dikes are rarely broken

bv floods except when overtopped by the flood.

- Ha dKmm] be thus formed at the bridge, it will eat its way backward

up the stream. This may seem anomalot.s. but .t .s a fact that a stream

w^Il rarely cut a channel downstream, the tendency being rather, on the

contrary, to build up its bed when charged with mater.al ,n solution. But

let a channel be cut that permits the escape of the water below, and immediate y

the increased velocity of the water in its escape produces ''avmes leading mto

the outlet channel and cutting their way upstream Thus, in an earthen dam

even, a great hea.l of water is IkI-I back an<l ,s unable to force a channe

through The dam. But let a small .stream trickle over the top and find a channel
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Fig. 2

of escape below, and almost immediately a gorge is formed that carries away

the entire dam. Scoop out a shovelful of sand from a slightly submerged

sand bar in a small stream and note how quickly the channels form leadmg

into the depression.
. .

If, at the same time that the velocity of the stream is increased above

the bridge to cut a channel, its velocity can be decreased below the bridge,

an additional advantage will be gained in that a less amount of scour will

be carried to fields farther downstream.

Both of these ends are accomplished by concrete bridges recently erected

in California and shown in the accompanying views.

Figure 1 is a view of Bonsall Bridge, in San Diego County, erected in 1907,

for the Board of Supervisors by the National Bridge Company of Los Angeles,

It consists of two concrete arches of 57 feet 6 inches span each and flood-

proofed with a reinforced concrete pavement extending across the bed of the

stream from abutment to abutment,, as shown in section in Figure 2. This pave-

ment is provided with aprons at both upstream and downstream edges, extend-

ing downward into the bed of the stream to prevent undermining. The upstream

apron is carried but two or three feet down, as there is but little tendency

to undermine such a pavement from above. Here again the stream works

"most havoc from below, and a deep apron is necessary at downstream end

to prevent the rush of water, as it leaves the bridge, scouring back under

the pavement. Such a bridge is flood-proof against the highest velocities

of current. Hence it is possible to dam a river with earth approaches to

such a bridge and thus force the current through the concrete arch under a

head and at high velocity, without the least danger to the structure. This

produces the constricted channel that will cut its way upstream from the

bridge.

Fig. S— Si I idge in Santa Barbara d'ut^
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Fig. 4
P

The pavement prevents the bed of the stream from scouring deeper under

the bridge, but immediately downstream from the pavement the rush of water

will scour' the bed to a lower level and a waterfall will be formed over the

downstream apron of the structure. This waterfall breaks the velocity of the

current and destroys its energy, preventing it from further scouring its bed

below the structure. Instead of a steep'' channel of water rushing at high

velocity and taking up its bed in its rush, the drop in the channel now occurs

at the waterfall, doing no harm, provided the apron is sufficiently extended

to prevent undermining of the pavement. And the stream flows away from

the bridge, relieved of its load of earth in suspension and unable ^to again

attain a velocity that will erode its bank—a conquered and pacified rivulet such

as flow through the New England states.

The remedy for a swiftly flowing, eroding river is to break up its speed

by introducing numerous waterfalls, and the bridge that will accomplish this

is not only useful as a bridge for traffic, but is almost of primary importance

-tflr controlling floods.

A single-span bridge of forty-four foot span is shown in Figure 3, and

in section in Figure 4. This bridge was erected in Santa Barbara County for

the Board of Supervisors by the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Company of Los

Angeles. .

Another similar bridge, consisting of two sixty-five foot spans, was built

the past year in Lake County by C. H. Gildersleeve, a contractor of Napa, Cal.,

for the Board of Supervisors of- that county, and is shown in Figure 5, and

in section in Figure 6.

Fig. 5

—

Two-Span Concrete Bridge in Lake County, Cal.
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A Twelve-Span Concrete Bridge

All of these bridges were flood-proofed with the concrete pavement

described above. The bridges are reinforced with five-eighth or three-quarter

inch steel rods, spaced about twelve inches apart and arranged in a single

series yet crossing at alternate points to reinforce both inner and outer faces

of the arch ring at the requisite regions. The arches are concreted in longi-

tudinal rings which are bonded together with transverse rods embedded and

extending upward into the spandrels to bond them to the arck The fac^ -

rines are concreted monolithicallv with the spandrels to avoid the unsightly

joint on the face of the wall, sure to show a ragged edge discolored by seepage

from the earth fill. The concrete pavement after placing in the bed ot the

stream not only renders the bridge flood-proof, but serves as a support for

the falsework on which the arches are erected. ^
\fter the arches were concreted the eaa^th fill was applied immediately

and surfaced with the gravel roadway; centers were then struck when the

concrete had set about twenty days; after removal of centers when the arches

-
had become adjusted to the loading of earth fill, the concrete railings were

added as the last step in the construction.

The Proper Tool to' Use

Two Irishmen were passing by a jeweler's store that had a lot of unset

precious stones in the window. They stopped and looked at them, when Fat

said to Mike:

"How would vou like to have your pick?"

"No," said Mike, "I would rather have me shovel."

*
I

* *
1

What we don't know never hurts us half as much as what we think we

know, but don't.
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Public Should Boycott the tiretrap*

By RICHARD L. HUMPHREY, President of the National Association of Cement Users

IN
OUR large cities are thousands of firetraps, any one of which may at any

time causi a conflagration that will wipe out millions of dollars' worth

of property and destroy the lives of many people.

Our villages and hamlets are for the most part a collection of firetraps.

It is a crime to permit public assemblages above the first floor of any bu.ldmg

which 's not fireproof. It is a crime to have a public meetmg place m any

building that i^ not fireproof. The public should place a general boycott on

all buildings that are known to be firetraps, especially those m which the pubhc

issemble

In its mad rush toward a prosperity unparalleled in the history of civiliza-

tion this nation has permitted abuses which are as starthng to the outside

world as has been our advancement. Our priceless heritage of natural

Resources has been squandered with a prodigality that thr^^^tens the exhaustion

of many of them before the end of another century The niost serious is the

depTetk>n of our magnificent forests, which have been slashed and cut with

I'ch Truthless hand that unless drastic measures are at once taken to save

what remains and strive to replace what is .-l-ady/l^'XfeVaf forest'e"!cf
of trees, our supply, according to the opinion of the Federal forest service,

will be exhausted in thirty-five years.

The greatest waste of timber is caused by fires, and the record ot the

United States is the most shameful of all the world.

In 1907 the property destroyed by fire amounted to the enormous total

of $n5000(m a per capita loss of $2.51. Of this loss $146.000000. was

°n frime buildings and but $68,000,000 in brick and stone. This terrible waste

is not eaualed bv any other nation.
, • i • 4.^a

Our per capita is nearly eight times that of Europe, which is reported

-by the NationalVrd of fL Underwriters as but 33 cents f- ,^^l^^d,ng

countries Under similar conditions the fire loss in this country for 1907 would

have been but $27,000,000, and $187,000 would have been saved Nor is th s

all The United States has the finest and most efficient fire-fighting apparatus

and private fire-protection system in the world. Eliminating the loss through

property destroyed in fires, the cost of fire protection for 190/ ^mot^nted to

$241,401,442. There was paid to insurance companies.
^^^'^^olZ^lld

returned as losses $145,000,000; the fire departments cost fullv $30000.(X)0 and

or va" protection systems $18,000,000. Altogether the total cost o fires ,n

the- United States during 1907 amounted to $456,486,151, or $5 34 per capita,

or nearly one half the fost of new building construction for the same year.

estimated at $1,000,000,000. .

Confronted by such startling figures, we naturally look ^or he cause, and

it is easy to find. This country is filled with buildings so fauUily and flunsily

constructed that they are a constant menace.

The ^ople of Cleveland have had one fearful lesson in the past year in

the burning of the Collinwood schoolhouse, in which the lives of more than

150 little children were lost. While this may be charged up to bad construc-

tion, those responsible for the conditions which permit such s ructures to exist

and to be occupied for such purposes should be criminally liable
_

One year ago another frightful object lesson was aflforded in the fire

which destroyed the Boyertown (Pa.) opera house and resulted in the death

of nearly 200 women and children who were unable to escape.

i^i^ct of addrMS dclivtrtd at the annual convention of the National Association of Centent User,

held at Cleveland, Ohio.
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Instead of profiting by these awful experiences, as would naturally be

supposed, the country, after the horror of the disaster has ceased to attract

attention, lapses into an indifference which can only be removed by another

similar disaster.

Scattered all over this country are Collinwood schoolhouses and Boyertown

opera houses, and these disasters will recur until these buildings are removed

and our methods of construction are changed.

In 1906, according to the census authorities, more than 5,000 persons died

from burns Mn this country.

Deplorable as is the needless and criminal loss of life -n fifes, there is

another phase of the question that is most serious—the enormous dram on

our natural resources resulting from the annual destruction of millions ot

dollars' worth of property by fire, which is not possible under European

standards. Last April a conflagration at Chelsea, Mass., resulted in an

insurance loss of more than $8,000,000. Such conflagrations are possible in

practically every big city in the country. The Fire Marshal of Ohio, Mr. D. b.

Creamer, states ifi^his annual report for 1907 "that a conflagration costing

$300,000,000 is entirely possible at any time in this city of Cleveland and in

vour sister city, Cincinnati."

These conditions are often attributed to a desire on the part of property

owners to erect their buildings as cheaply as possible in order to obtain the

highest return from their investment. While this may be true in some cases,

I think the real reason is that we have not as yet outgrown our primitive

conditions which necessarily prevail in newly settled countries. Proper, con-

servative and safe building laws are the result of years of experience, and

that is why Europe shows up to such advantage when compared to this

country.
, , •

While our building knowledge has hardly developed into a science, we

are learning rapidly the methods and materials necessary to secure the safety

desired. The American people are not slow in adopting improvements when-

once their value is established. In the last few years we have made wonderful

strides toward better construction, under the helpful guidance of the United

States Government. For many years the Federal officials have realized the

seriousness of these conditions and the utter lack of knowledge concernm^

the properties of building materials. With the Government spending $40,000,000

annually in the construction of public works, it was found necessary to

inaugurate an elaborate series of experiments in order that the money could

be expended wisely, for the Government does not insure its buildings, but

rather strives to make them fireproof.

The task of finding out the best materials for such structures was assigned

several years ago to the Technologic branch of the United States Geological

Survey, under the direction of Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, expert in charge. These

experiments have continued up to the present time, and although they have

been conducted primarily in behalf of the Government, the results have been

given freely to builders, engineers, architects and the public generally.

In the revision of the building laws of the country the progress has been

extremely slow for the reason that a certain inertia must be overcome in

removing the prejudice against changing existing laws. The influence of

various interests opposed to this revision for commercial reasons has been

another factor in preventing the adoption of better laws. Adequate laws are

the first essential in bringing about the conditions that will prevent the big

annual fire losses. Laws must be enacted that will not only regulate new

construction, but that will invest in the building authorities the right to

condemn structures whose very existence is a menace to public safety.

I

9

This is especially true in great cities like New York where the presence

of innumerable firetraps is a constant danger which, unless eliminated, may

some day result in a conflagration that will sweep the city. Laws, no matter

how perfect they may be, can be of no real value unless they are rigidly

enforced. Many existing laws, if enforced, would prevent the erection ot

not a few dangerous structures.

The most potent influence in the attainment of buildings in which public

safety is propedy cared for lies with the people. If every one could be brought

to a full realization of the dangers due to faulty construction, they would soon

brin^ about a reform in methods that would result in permanent progress.

It is the duty of the people to demand buildings of the highest fire-resistive

type in which to live and work, in which their children may go to school, in

which the sick and helpless may be cared for, and in which the people may

be amused. ., ,. , u c 4.

If the public would refuse to make use of a building known to be a hretrap

they would apply an effective remedy. -

:

The Return of the White Enamel Finish

HERE are doubtless many who remember when a white enamel finish

was the only proper thing for a pador or drawing room, and what is

more beautiful for a decoration than white? It strikes a note of per-

fect taste and from a decorative point of view, there is nothing to equal it

for pure beauty and daintiness.
, r . <.u ^ •

The reason, no doubt, it was abandoned as a finish was the fact that in

those days enamel was imperfectly made and sometimes turned yellow,

and what is more depressing than a white enamel deteriorated into a

yellow? 11 L- u 1

But now that there are enamels that will not turn yellow, high class

decoration js synonymous with ''enamel finish." In England especially

and on the European continent generally is this true.

Architects enhance and preserve the beauty of their creations by

specifying a tried enamel for their decorations. By far the most favored

finish is a snow white enamel. Many European palaces and thousands of

the best homes are decorated in this manner, and in such places as Monte

Carlo and the south of France, where elegance is of first consideration,

white enamel is the thing.

The great railways and steamship companies are large users ot it.

The Mauretania and the Lusitania, the largest, fastest and most elegant

ships afloat on any sea are largely finished with this now favored finish

The London and New York hotels of recent construction are all fol-

lowing this trend. Its use in the Savoy, Cadton, Langham and Ritz in

London, and the Knickerbocker hotel. Hotel Astor, Waldorf-Astoria, to-

gether with many other New York hotels are indisputable evidence that

white enamel has returned to stay.

In Milwaukee, a permit is necessary in order to construct an overhang-

ing bay window upon a business street. These permits are largely a matter

of form and the council has seldom if ever refused them. But it has been

concluded to require them in advance and arrests are promised any who

attempt to erect a bay window or sidewalk canopy without securing per-

mission in advance.
* a.

The indications are that the production of ore on the ranges of

Northern Minnesota will soon be upon the high level which has obtained

in former seasons, an indication of good prospects for the demand for iron

and steel work for another season.
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San Francisco Architect Writes of His European

Observations

rHARLES EDWARD HODGES, who was formerly resident architect

at Stanford University, writes from his former home in London,
^-^

after a tour of the continent, in the following interesting vem

:

''I can but give you a very brief synopsis of my trip, and therefore will

refer principally to that portion of it in which I visited some of the principal

cities of Italy, among them Rome, but not like the old adage, to see Rome

and die
" but to live again, and try to reproduce the grand old masterpieces

that I firmly believe can never be duplicated either in design, planning or

workmanship.

'The route that I selected led me to Pads^Turin, Genoa, Pisa, Rome

Florence Venice, Milan, Lucerne and Paris. From an architectural point of

view, Pisa is very interesting, and among its principal features are the famous

Leaning Tower, Cathedral and Baptistry. The Tower, 256 feet high which

I ascended, is wonderful in its construction, being fourteen feet out of plumb,

and beautiful in its architecture, the material being white Italian marble, cor-

responding with the two remaining buildings. ''Report' states that this Tower

is slowly settling, but a close investigation gives no apparent cause for the

statement It was erected for a watch tower, the big bells still being rung,

and from the top of which a fine view of the city, with its old Roman wal ,

can be obtained. The Cathedral is a beautiful edifice, and the interior, with

its marble walls, columns and fine paintings, render it nearly unequalled.

The exquisitely carved Corinthian capitols were found B. C, and presumably

brought from Rome.

"The Baptistry, outside of its exterior architectural grandeur, is noted

for its wonderful acoustic properties. I stayed in Rome eight days, taking

2. lecture tour of four days under Dr. Winslow Forbes, a celebrated archeolo- _

gist, who has lived in Rome for the last thirty-five^ years. It is a well laid

out city, the Corso Umberto, the principal thoroughfare, running through the

center from the Porta del Popolo, the main entrance m the old Roman wall.

Very fine statues and monuments mark the numerous fine squares or piazzas.

Old Rome I refer to, before the earthquake and fire of AD. 192, is now being

excavated, portions of which I visited and you can see the ruins of dwellings

and other edifices. In rebuilding they did not clear away the ruins of the

older houses, but filled in and built over them. The mosaic pavements of this

period cannot be excelled in workmanship and design by the artisans of today^

The travertine stone, first brought from Tivoli, began to be used about 100

B C the brick walls having veneered stonework, and where the stonework

was solid no mortar was used, but the stones were clamped together.

"In the house of Julius Ceasar the terra cotta hot air pipes are still to be

seen and in the heating chambers these pipes have been collected. Also a

piece of a lead pipe, and remains of a flight of stairs leading to the upper

floors. The marvelously built brickwork is stamped with the second, third and

fourth centuries.

"The Colosseum cannot be better described than as the celebrated

author, Byron, states : 'A noble wreck in ruinous perfection, for in its planning

it must certainly rank with the leading modern halls. Begun in A. D. 72 and

finished in A. D. 80, it shows today the wonderful workmanship and material

of which it is composed, and its 1900 feet of circumference still remams not

despoiled of its grandeur by time, but by ruthless hands, the erection of the

more modern palaces, and was the general quarry ground.

I

«

1

"The Palatine Hill, the excavations of which show that here were assem-

bled the magnificent building of the Roman princes, for here may yet be seen

beautiful frescoed walls of the various oalaces.
, -

"The Forum adjoins the Palatine, built by Augustus and restored by mn-

peror Hadrian, who, judging by the remains of his home and grounds at

Tivoli, must have been a great artist and skilled architect. Three beautiful

Corinthian columns and domed roof of the vestibule of the temple Mars Ultor,

still stand as a memento to his genius. So much can be written, even by so poor

a pen as mine, that I am afraid I may weary you with the enthusiasm which

these grand old ruins of a prehistoric race aroused in me, so I will only touch

upon the Pantheon and St. Peter's. The former, built by Agnppa is circular in

form, and was originally used as a bath house, and afterwards dedicated as a

temole to the Gods.
, ^- i

'The portico is noted for its wonderful symmetry and proportion, and

has sixteen Corinthian columns supporting the roof.

'The interior is 142 feet in diameter, and 143 feet high, vvith a concrete

domed roof, lighted at the top only by a circular open space 28 feet m diam-

^*""St Peter's is a majestic structure on the exterior, but the interior left

me with a very dissatisfied opinion as to its artistic beauty and grandeur, ^t.

Paurs supposed to be its half brother, is, in my opinion, far more impressive

h, "ts iSor grandeur, and it only lacks the colossal and grand approach

"'"'The"galllriertn?museums of Italy have been and are the wonder of

the world fnd here may be seen the originals of masterpieces in statuary and

palndngs which will never be excelled, and I reveled in the wonderful works

revealed in the Ufizzi and Pitte galleries of Florence.
, . . , ...revealed m tne ^s^^^^

friends, having the use of their

E^ondola and an experienced guide during the three days of my stay, and in

fhePaface of the Doges discovered architectural wonders '"the carved capi-

^£k of which decency^forblda me to make further comment, but to the Italian

'"
'^'Venice' ifa'city of bygone splendor and sentimentalism, for it is hard

.0 plaSr"^^Si^S^r go^ndL'^iits iHS in

which now ply on the Grand Canal aitnougn K
Adriatic and

Cisco and again taken up the practice of architecture.-Ed.]

*

"Ah, that's pretty
!" said Mr. Snooks, looking over a number of architec-

tiiral Hpsip-ns "What is that?"
, „

'
"ThT- said the architect, "is a $1500 bungalow."

"What will it cost to build it
?" asked Mr. Snooks.

"About $8000." said the architect.—Judge s Library.

line to amount to something.
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The Penfield Residence
By W. GARDEN MITCHELL, Architect.

IN
Mill Valley nature has arrang^ed the setting for habitations in such varied

and marvelous beauty, that it remains only for us to choose the vantage

point and place our lines of vision so that from early dawn to latest

twilight, we may enjoy the glorious sunshine and none less splendid shadows

that circle 'round the magic peak. As the magnetic north draws the manner's

needle to the center, so Tamalpais, draws to its ponderous sides and disdamful

summit every eye of the nature loving soul. It is a symbol writ agamst the

sky; at davbreak action,' at the mid hour strength, and at night repose. The

house illustrated has endeavored in the sleeping porch to catch the first rays of

dawn at the midday hour to find warmth in winter, and cool m summer.

From the reception rooms to have as vista the peak of Tamalpais and the

deep shadows of the canons crouching at its eastern base and while living as

a part of nature in this magic vale, at the same time n.>t to overlook the fact

that we eat and sleep, seek the shade in summer and the fire and sunlight in

winter In other words adjusting ourselves to conditions that we may enjoy

but cannot control. We as a part of nature and the house a part of us.

»
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n Decorative Featureis of

Hotel St. Francis

63

he

By C. WALTER TOZER

THE rehabilitated Hotel St. Francis, the first big San Francisco hostelry

to reopen after the great fire of 1906, speaks eloquently for the archi-

tects, Bliss & Favilie, and for its builders, Mahony Bros. After hav-

ing gone through a fire that destroyed completely the entire business section

of San Francisco and consumed the furniture of the hotel and all its interior

fittings, the structure itself was absolutely uninjured by the earthquake or

fire. Just nineteen months after the disaster, on November 30, 1907, the

restored hotel opened its doors to the public with the two original wings

fully completed and four hundred and fifty rooms ready for occupancy.

The building, of granite and gray sandstone, follows the style of the

Italian Renaissance, and occupies an ideal location on Union Square, noted

among travelers the world over as the garden spot of San Francisco.

Entering the hotel by the main entrance, the lobby presents an im-

pressive appearance, with heavy coffered ceiling, supported by immense

columns and pilasters of verde antique scagliola, with Corinthian caps

finished in solid gold. The wall spaces are divided into panels, the field

being of gold leaf, glazed over in copper tone and bordered by Sienna scag-

liola. On the south side of the lobby, directly opposite the main office of

the hotel, is an immense fireplace of verde antique marble. The wall space

above this mantel will carry a painting of a California mission. This will

be executed by Rollo Peters, a California artist, who has achieved an enviable

reputation for canvases on these subjects. A mezzanine gallery runs the

/

Colonial i -.- m, St. Frntuis llotrl

Bliss & Fartllr. Anhilccts

'Ma
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Corner of Ball Room, St. Francis Hotel, San Framisco

Bliss & Faville, Architects
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Corner of Ball Room. St. Francis Hotel, San Frahcisco

Bliss & Faville, Architects
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entire width of the lol)l)y on

the west side, and ciMnpletely

overlooks the lobby. Hie
floor is of slabs of light Ten-

nessee marble. Large, speei-

ally woven, red Austrian rugs

are evenly distributed upon

the floor, balancing the area

nicelv. Hie furniture here is

of massive design in mahog-
anv, upholstered in red vel-

ours, each ])iece l:^eing a repro-

duction of museum examples.

Continuing on through

the lobby and under the mez-

zanine gallery, one passes into

the main dining room. This White an, I (ii'UI Ro<rm. SL Fraiuis Il^tcl

ro(^m occupies a space one
n i i i

hundred and twentv-seven feet by thirty-hve feet antl tollow.s the Irench

Renaissance stvle. The length .covers the entire width of the^^outh and

middle wingsM.M.W.. VV...S-. It is considered one of the finest hotel dmmg rooms m
\merica. the color scheme is grav and gold. All the woodwork and fiat

l)la^ter surfaces are i)ainte(l grav and all the ornamentation is graved gold.

The fioor isentirelv covered with a heavv pile red wilton carpet. 'I he hang-

ings and upholstering are also red. immense crystal chandeliers and crystal

l)racket lights furnish the artificial lighting.

The reception room, immediately to the right of the main entrance, is

most pleasingly treated throughout. The walls are paneled in Circassian

walnut, each^i)anel being beautifully grained. The furniture is al»o of C ir-

cassian walnut upholsteredJiLaiiticiue rose velottrs. each piece being a repro-

'^

duction of originals in b:uro])ean museums. The floor is covered with a

one-piece rug in exactly the same tone as the upholstery and hangings.

The cafe, on the main \\onr, and to the left of the lobby, is one of the

most pleasing rooms of the h<nel. The south and east sides of the room

face (ieary and Powell streets, respectively, so that these areas arc almost

entirely taken up by high, oval top windows. The other two sides of the

room are i)aneled ott with

mirrors. Large columns

and pilasters of Memish
oak su])port the ceiling,

which is most beautifully

beamed. In fact, this ceil-

ing received its in>i)ira-

tion in the Chateau I'ris-

sac in iM-ance. All the or-

namentation is here d<^ne

in anti(|ue gold. Large

crystal balls, hung by

chains, from the center of

each ceiling panel, aug-

mented by bjcauti fully de-

signed bracket lights, sup-

plv the illumination. .V

. .„ rr // , / hiiihlv decorative feature
EhntiH (.rill SI. Frniuis Hold '".-^'".^
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entire width of the lobby on

the west side, and completely

overlooks the lobby. The
floor is of slabs of light Ten-

nessee marble. Large, speci-

ally woven, red Austrian rugs

are evenly distributed upon

the floor, balancing the area

nicely. The furniture here is

of massive design in mahog-
any, upholstered in red vel-

ours, each piece toeing a repro-

duction of museum examples.

Continuing on through

the lobby and under the mez-

zanine gallery, one passes into

the main dining room. This

room occupies a space one
, . n i r t

hundred and twenty-seven feet by thirty-five feet and followb the hrench

Renaissance style. The length covers the entire width of the south and

middle wings. It is considered one of the finest hotel dmmg rooms m
America. The color scheme is gray and gold. All the woodwork and flat

plaster surfaces are painted gray and all the ornamentation is grayed gold.

The floor is entirely covered with a heavy pile red wilton carpet. The hang-

ings and upholstering are also red. Immense crystal chandeliers and crystal

bracket lights furnish the artificial lighting.

The reception room, immediately to the right of the main entrance, is

most pleasingly treated throughout. The walls are paneled in Circassian

walnut, each panel being beautifully grained. The furniture is also of Cir-

cassian walnut uphoktered in antique rose velours, each piece being a repro^

H'liite and Cold Room. St. Francis Hotel

2D

duction of originals in European museums. The floor is covered with a

one-piece rug in exactly the same tone as the upholstery and hangings.

The cafe, on the main floor, and to the left of the lobby, is one of the

most pleasing rooms of the hotel. The south and east sides of the room

face Geary and Powell streets, respectively, so that these areas are almost

entirely taken up by high, oval top windows. The other two sides of the

room are paneled ofY with

mirrors. Large columns

and pilasters of Flemish

oak support the ceiling,

which is most beautifully

beamed. In fact, this ceil-

ing received its inspira-

tion in the Chateau Bris-

sac in France. All the or-

namentation is here done

in antique gold. Large
crystal balls, hung by

chains, from the center of

each ceiling panel, aug-

mented by beautifully de-

signed bracket lights, sup-

ply the illumination. A
r- n c, r , iin,^i highly decorative feature

Electric Grtll St. Francis Hotel "'S J

I

JAJ&jMSi^:

Thif-
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The Club Room
Sculfyture by Arthur Putnam

of this room is the introductian of hug:e baskets carrying a wealth of

greens, depending from the ceiling. The hangings are of green silk and the

chairs are upholstered in green leather. This floor is also of light Tennessee

marble blocks, and has runners of plain green wilton carpet.

At the extreme north end of the corridor, which opens from the main

15bBv is the club room. This room combines many attractive features.

The walls are all paneled in mahogany in Elizabethan style, but the wood is

all graved The ceiling here is remarkable. It is paneled in natural ash

slightly graved and upon all the flat surfaces stencil designs are worked

out giving an imitation of inlaid work. The execution is splendid and it

is only upon the closest inspection that the imitation can be detected, ihe

west end carries a large Italian mantelpiece. This is made of beautifully

carved Tennessee marble and is finished in a wax process which gives the

marble an old-world aspect. Large mirrors, framed in grayed gold, make

up the back bar. The floor of the club room is of red Moravian tiles. Com-

fortable settees, upholstered with leather, are built in the walls on the south

side of the room.
. ,

Directly across the corridor, and occupying the entire width of the

north wing, facing Union Square, is the tapestry room, now in course of

completion. This room, when completed, will be one of the most interest-

ing halls in the world. The walls will be decorated by a series of large

panels designed by Arthur Matthews, dean of Mark Hopkins Institute of

Art the foremost draughtsman of the West, and one of the few great mural

decorators in America. These designs will be reproduced in tapestries by

the Gobelin craftsmen in Europe. The subjects will represent the march of

civilization westward. The floor is of Tennessee marble and all the trim

as well as the immense fireplace, will be of the same material. The ceiling

is heavily beamed and when decorated will be the finest ceiling of any hotel

in America or Europe. The furniture of this room has all been made

specially to order and some of the very finest museum pieces have been

perfectly reproduced. The center of the room will have a large table, copied

-f

St Francis Hotel, San Francisco, as it Looks Today

. r^ „ A I..-/, Equipped with Otts Elevators
Bliss & Favtlle, Architecis "^

fron, one in an ancient Roman i^lCand on which will be carried a veritable

bank of flowers. This room will represent an outlay of $175,(X)U

The electric eritl. in the lower part of the south wmg. also has many

unique features. This room is treated as an old Dutch room the walls

being of oak. from floor to ceiling: The oak has been treated m a new

method. It has been subjected to a powerful sand blast that ehmmates all

The soft f^ber and leaves a rugged indurated surface that ,s very beaut.fuK

The wood is left in the natural color, only having been filled. The cedmg .s

J^am^rand each beam carries stenciled designs in ant.que red and b «e

colorings. The ornamentation on the columns are also picked out in the

same colorings. A most unique hooded Caen stone fij-^Place is found in

this room It extends from the floor to the ceilmg. The floor i* unusual

being3e of small, hexagon red tiles. The electric griUitseU - a distmct

f^atnrp This is I believe, the on y electric grill outside of New \ ork. une

can have a s^ak looked by it in five minutes and an English chop m seven

"""The Colonial ball room, which has but recently been opened, is a very

attractive room. It follows the Italian Renaissance and is softly toned in

fvorywhh a suggestion of soft blue. This room s on the mezzanine floor

Lnd can be used en suite with a series of reception rooms. The dancing

floor 56x76 feet, is made of black walnut, with • ball bearmgs. laid upon

elastic second growth ash. Around three sides of the dancing floor is a

promenade along which guests may walk without crossing the dancing

floor, and above this promenade a balcony carries boxes and loges. Ihe

electric fixtures in this room are the finest examples of rock crys al in the

West The room is very brilliantly illuminated by large chandeliers, and

•-.i. J.
. V * .-a
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exquisitely detailed bracket lights set against mirrored panels. In addition

to these, large standards in each corner of the room are also iVsed.

There are four rooms on the mezzanine floor to be used as private

dining or reecption rooms, the walls of which are covered with damask,

one in green and three in red. The walls of the two banquet rooms on the

first floor are also covered in damask of a blue shade, with blue velour

upholsterings and Circassian walnut furniture.

The parlors and bedrooms, of which there are seven hundred and fifty,

are richlv furnished throughout, the walls of the parlors being covered

either in' silk damask or French silk flock paper; the woodwork is either

mahogany or white, with plain but elegant mahogany furniture.

The greatest care was exercised throughout to obtain perfect color

harmonv in all the rooms, and carpets, upholsterings, draperies and wall

papers tone together perfectly without the slightest discord. Many of the

fabrics and wall papers were made specially to order.

Each parlor has a clock upon the mantel, which is controlled, set and

wound automatically by the great Magneta clock in the lobby. This re-

markable and beautiful piece of mechanism was made in Saxony, and is the

first master clock to be introduced in the West.
* On the twelfth floor of the north wing are the bachelor's rooms, with

gymnasium, shower baths, fresh and salt water baths, massage rooms, etc.

In the arrangement for service, one sees the results that have been

gained by the dominant ambition of the management. By the pneumatic-

tube service orders may be sent instantly from any floor or dining room

and visitors' cards sent up. The service pantries on every other floor (furnished

with ovens and refrigerators) insure prompt and satisfactory service to

every room. The hotel maintains its own electric and cold storage plant,

tailor shop, laundry, etc. All water is filtered, and the air filtered, heated

and washed, and a new supply provided to the entire hotel every ten min-

utes^witlKmt^ausing a draught, hy a. perfectsystem of pumps and exhau&t_

pipes.

There is really no finer interpretation of the art of public hospitality

in the United States today, than is now presented by the completed three-

winged Hotel St. Francis.

The Cement Industry in 1908
Mr. Edwin C. Eckel, of the U. S. Geological Survey, has made an

estimate from data available at this time that the production of cement in

the United States in 1908 was 40,000,000 barrels, a reduction of about

8,800.000 barrels from the production of 1907, or 18 per cent. There was
also a falling off of imports from about 2,100,000 to about 950,000 barrels.

Exports of domestic cement and re-export of foreign cements both fell

off, one nearly balancing the other, so that the total consumption of Port-

land cement in 1908 was not far from 41,000,000 barrels as compared with

about 49.000.000 barrels in 1907.

This is the first drop in the history of the American Portland cement
industrv.

* *

Bohemian Club Competition
The plans of Architect Loring P. Rixford, member of the San Fran-

cisco' Board of Supervisors, for the Bohemian club building, have been

accepted in competition with drawings submitted by some eighteen other

architects, all members of the club. Mr. Rixford's drawings will be shown
in a future number of the Architect and Engineer. The estimated cost of

the building is $250,000.

5I«
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The Acoustic Properties of Brick, Tile and Terra

Cotta. .^-/-v,^-^

A
I THOUGH a great deal is known concerning the acoustic properties of

^

wood and of various metals used in construction, it is not a little remark-

able 'that analogous properties , in brick, tile, faience and terra cotta

shouia be so little imderstood. This ignorance arises in g'-«=^\
"^f/^.y^Xs

circumstance that both physicists and architects have contented themseve

hitherto by considering acoustics from the pomt of view of he shape of intenors

of bui dings only. Or, in a secondary way. the materials lining the wal s, and

such as miy be ^regarded as capable of reinforcing sound, have received some

attention \s a matter of fact, in many large buiUlings such things as resonan

boards reflectors, and matchboard dados are quite subservient to the chief

nXals of cons ruction as often laid bare in the walls of the higher part of

he buddine insile Again, we commonly find that at least some considerable

part ol tl,e^valls is linfd with clay goods in some shape, such as tiles, glazed

'''"
EVenVodVwho has studied the acoustics of large buiklfngs 'admits that

the chief enemv to deal with is reflection of sound, which produces echoes and

leneral uncertainty in hearing, no matter whether the lecturer be strong o,

w?! in voice Consequently we find that when the building having been newly

out u the LousTic propertks are bad, the first thing the architect fl.es to is

That w'hkh he nderstands best, namely wood. During the present century

there has been quite a boom in that material, though we ought not to forget

Itrmetal reflector placed over the pulpit in St. Paul's Cathedral, which has been

'"''^^''^VS'^SZ^r. of some elementary problems in physics

suffices to show that wood is by no means always desirable, or can be in any way

s ccessful inThe interior of manv edifices. Wood is a great rein forcer of sound
successiui, m inc iiRciiu

. ..
' .^u,^ „„_„ rirooertv is disastrous ui certain

^y reason of its elasticity, bttt ttiat very property ib msd^tiuu^

'"
^"^Sound is most perfectly reflected from smooth surfaces, and when

acoustics of the interior are ba<l owing to form of construction, and --eflection is

wanted what could be better than glazed surfaces? Large glazed tiles or

Ta nee work in panels, are most admirably adapted for ,the purpose, but how

often do architects use them for their acoustic properties? On the other hand

wE mvii g o interior shape of the building reflection from the walls ^not

wan"ed where can any better material than porous clay-goods be found? When

Tchols too manifest, and the buikling is largely utilized for the performance of

nnisic we commonW find that attempts are made to lessen it by using drapery.

An interior designed by the architect to show ofif its noble Proportions, or

nri hed bv the f^rescoes'of some Royal Academician, or embelhshed by beat.-

tiful marbie panelling and mouldings is thus ruined. For the right '"terpre

at"on and appreciation of orchestral music it is absolutely essential to st fle

echo nt s birth We should hear only that which proceeds direct from the

Txecutants to our ears, and the harmony should not ^e disturbed by the re^^

heration of the musical notes from side to side of the budding. It is to pe

no etiat intensity of the sound is not the leading factor in such a case as th.

^

Ta ittie water be violentlv thrown on the surface of a smooth-faced wall i

Hances oV and the same thing will happen with a large quantity
;
on the other

hand fei'ther the large or small quantity be thrown on to a wall having a

norous si^face much in either case will soak in. And so it is with sound. I

fhegrand interior which we have just been alluding to were constructed of

f
I.

.vt^siM^^set^&^S^
;.^^i^^.)^«3*£^25£^'^^^

^( , 1
,

vi_ jiijjfiijji V'.^lALW'lJ'A&StLflLtialiiilnt'i
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porous clay-goods, the architect, the Royal Academician, and the embellisher

still have their chance, and the drapery could be done without.

We do not ask modern artists, with all their fanatic and aesthetic ideas, to

succumb to science or to pander to the worker in clay, but we are perfectly

justified InreiTjinding them that many of the ancient works of art which they
all but worship are the work of clayworkers. They seem to forget this. Their
ideas are confined (like the latest craze in art) in straight lines and angles ; they
have set up for themselves a certain number of cast-iron regulations, which
may be likened unto the by-laws of a County Council. They can see art in

ancient clay work, but not in modern, that is because they have moulded them-
selves into that train of thought. Once get rid of that, and we can furnish

both the artist and architect with materials such as the ancients had in the

interior of their buildings, which were then, and are now, in many respects

acoustically perfect, which were then, and are now (in ancient structures)

admii-ed for their artistic beauty.

We have said that clay work is often superior to wood work for acoustic
purposes ; we will substantiate thai point by referring more particularly to the

merits and defects of both for the uses named. Let us begin with wood. Here
we have a material with a fiber ; we cannot get wood without fiber. Fibers act

as wires and are conductors of sound like the water. Consequently if sound
strikes a match-board surface, much of it is immediately given a biased direc-

tion in the direction of fibers. This bias is useful when the wood is to act as a

species of sounding-board, but when echoes are to be minimized (as is more fre-

quently the case) it is to be deprecated. Wood. with knots is better as retarding

the propagation of sound within the fibers, than is wood with straight fibers.

Rut for sound-proof walls, if wood is to be employed, it has to be cut in

such a way as to make the general construction somewhat expensive. Now all

this can be done away with if such a material as terra-cotta be employed. The
velocity of sound in a body is a fair index of the use of that body for acoustic

purposes. As would naturally be supposed, the velocity is not so great in loosely

compacted materials as those more closely aggregated. If the object in the
wall be to stop sound from going through it, then it might be lined with

exceedingly porous terra-cotta. If on the other hand, the surface is to be of

neutral character, terra-cotta, with a ''semi-vitreous" face is more suitably

employed. If, as in many small country churches, the upper parts of the wall

above the dado are to be left bare, the brick showing should always have a

fairly hard surface so as not to soak in the sound too much. But. for a church

having a central dome, underneath the center of which the pulpit is to be usually

placed, the interior of the dome if left bare (commonly the case with small

churches) should be made of strong rubber, and we should not object to the

light porous kieselguhr brick for such a purpose.

It may be taken for granted that the velocity of sound is greatest in hard
brick, such as ruabon-red, metalline, hard blues, firebrick and stocks and least in

gaults, ordinary red, and sand rubbers. To recapitulate, therefore, the former
class should be employed for conducting and reinforcing sound, and the latter

for the reverse as sound-proof materials, and in stifling echoes.

Majolica and faience, when used in broad and flat surfaces, must increase

echo, and when used very thin must be fairly resonant ; when much broken up,

however, either by frequent jointing, or when projecting in pattern, i^lmk or
raised, its eflFects must be mainly of a neutral character.

The problem of the obnoxious party wall may be readily solved by usingj
soft brick jointed with good mortar, taking that the wall is solid throughout;
the difficulty of noise in flats from one floor to the other might be very con-
siderably done away with by using majolica and faience ceiling mouldings for

I

all angles, and by constructing the face of the wall of the porous brickwork,

faced by plaster of a more or less porous character. Sound reflectors for public

buildings, not for reinforcement of sound, but for giving it direction, would be

more suitable when made of porous earthen ware, and this would be much less

unsightly than metal reflectors and tubes.

In short, the capabilities of clay goods in the directions indicated for assist-

ing and modifying sound, are much more worthy the attention of architects

than has hitherto been thought; less worthy materials have had a long trial,

now give "brick, tile and terra-cotta" a better chance.

Smoky Chimneys.

To THE architect, the builder, and the householder alike, the smoky
chimney has been a bugbear, it is not too much to say, for hundreds

of years. There are two principal causes why a chimney should

smoke, says the Building News and Engineering Journal. A long flue full

of cold air, and itself built of cold material, is one. The air is heavy owing
to its low temperature ; the lighter, heated gases in which the smoke is

contained have great difficulty in forcing their way up, and it is necessary,

as it is called, to create a draught. Every householder knows this ele-

mentary fact, owing to the difficulty of getting a flue to draw properly

when the fire is first lighted in autumn, after a summer's rest. In large

chimneys, used for manufacturing purposes, the difficulty is got over by a

forced draught, but in the ordinary, every-day house such an expedient is

impossible of adoption. To prevent the flue from cooling too much or too

suddenly is the only sure preventive. This, as all architects know, is done

most surely by grouping the flues together in the middle of the house, so

that all are kept more or less warm from their proximity to that from the

Jcitchen range, which is in use all the year round. If, as happens in many

houses, there are distinctly two sections—one devoted to the kitchens, and

the other to the household—two such groups of chimneys' have to be

formed, and the household group has often to run the risk of being idle for

a great part of the year, unless, indeed, it is possible to carry up within it a

flue from a basement heating apparatus which is used for hothouses.

From what has been said it will be recognized that to put a fireplace on

an outside wall is to invite disaster. Many careless designers think little of

doing this, considering nothing else than the position of the fireplace in

the room, or the artistic effect of an external chimney. The discomfort

caused by smoke, however, has to be reckoned with as well as the extra

initial cost involved. It is clear that a flue which abuts upon the external

air will cool quite rapidly, and the smoke difficulty may occur when lighting

the fire in the morning after a hard night's frost, just as in the early autumn

after a summer's rest. All the same, occasional external chimneys cannot

be avoided. Where they are used, wisdom suggests that they should have

a thick outer lining, instead of the usual four and one-half inches of brick-

work, though comparativelv few people, in these days of reducing prices

to a minimum, think of doing this, except in high-class work. Tall chmi-

neys, too, where they rise for some distance above the roof, ought to be at

least' nine inches thick externallv, if rapid and undue cooling of the con-

tained air is to be avoided. Yet it is rarely indeed that they are made so

substantial as this, unless they are of stone instead of brick.

Another prolific cause of smoky chimneys is down-blow, resulting

either from some accidental depression of the wind or the relative position
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of the chimney with regard to some neighboring tall building, or trees, or

even a neighboring hill—anything, in fact, which can cause a depression in

the current of air with a strong wind blowing from a certain quarter! This

evil is most acute, as a rule, in towns ; while fireplaces on the top story of a

building are more affected than those from the rooms below. It is recog-

nized by the smoke puffing out in sudden bursts, corresponding with the

gusts of wind. The means of cure are obvious. Either the chimney must

be carried up to a sufficient height to avoid the cause of the down-blow, or

else a specially-constructed chimney-top, or cowl, must be used.

There are manv parts of Europe—hilly districts, most of them—where

the open top is rare, the two sides of a flue being carried up, and a heavy

stone lintel laid across, so that the smoke escapes laterally, and not ver-

tically, while any depressed current is prevented from entering otherwise

than across the flue-top, passing through the opening rather than down the

flue, and so helping rather than retarding the draught. A chimney such as

this can generally be made picturesque, so that its adoption is often worth

consideration ; but the stone used as a capping must be sufficiently heavy to

resist the jar of the sweep's brush without giving way in the slightest

degree.

This cause of smoky chimneys is, perhaps, the inost common of all in

large towns, where roofs rise to many different heights, and almost all the

cowls and patent chimney-pots upon the market have been devised with

regard to it I'glv as thev are, there can be no doubt as to the efiiciency of

some of them, particularlv those of the revolving type, which always turn

away from the direction of the wind, while the louvre pots and cowls have

also proved verv generally successful. That they are hideous beyond de-

scription is entirely another matter; but it only requires the recognition of

the fact that a cowl or specially-devised pot of some sort is essential for

architects to select their pots in advance—for there are many forms of com-

bined pot and cowl which are by no means inartistic, and at the same time

efficient, and much more lasting than the metal erections commonly put up

as afterthoughts—or else to design them specially.

Another cause of smoke is an ill-constructed grate, with, perhaps, too

small a hood or canopv, and insufficient ventilation. Nowadays, the fire-

place has received so much attention that a badly-constructed one is much

more difficult to obtain than formerly ; but there are still many people who

bottle up their rooms so completely that it is not easy for enough air to be

supplied to carrv the products of combustion up the flue. It must always

be remembered that the flue, when the fire is lighted, acts as an outlet ven-

tilator, up which there is a constant current of air. Consequently, there

must be the same amount of air introduced into the room which the

chimney serves, and, if this required amount is not allowed to pass in

through sufficiently large openings, it will be drawn in through narrow

cracks, and so cause draughts. The natural inclination of most people is to

stop a draught bv closing up the opening through which it passes, and so,

by reducing the inlets, the supply of air to the grate becomes insufficient,

and the chimney "smokes." because the smoke is not carried off with

sufficient rapidity. When architects have to deal with people who are

likely to bottle up their rooms in this way, the only safe thing for them to

do is to provide a special air-inlet of ample dimensions fairly near the

fireplace, preferably using one of the warm-air stoves, and so satisfying their

client that they are warming the room at the same time that they are pro-

viding ventilation for it, and an air supply which is sufficient to prevent the

chimney from smoking.
1
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Owes its Success to Thorough Organization

THOROUGH organization has been the key to the success of the Butte

Engineering and Electric Company of San Francisco, and the illus-

trations accompanying this article represent only a small percentage

of the many buildings which this company has wired since the big fire less

than three vears ago. Carrying as it does a complete and up-to-date elec-

trical equipment and employing a force of skilled mechanics, the company

is in a position to perform the most exacting contract on short notice and at

a legitimate figure. A manufacturing department is maintained in conjunc-

tioii^with the electrical business and many of the company's appliances are

in use all along the Coast, including "a foot warmer," illustrated herewith.

This warmer consumes very little current and is finished in nickel plate with

a twelve-foot cord and plug, ready for use.

One of the illustrations shows a controller installed in the Olympic

Club, and which automatically starts and stops the pumps for the swim-

ming and drainage systems. The automatic starting and controlling devices

used at Idora Park for the auto race course were designed and built

by them. The use of electrical control has been made a study by their

engineering department.

Electric hoisting machinery, cranes, etc., are designed and built by the Butte

])eople, among the cranes put up being those at the Fremont Iron Works, the

Carr l^\)undry and Machine Works, Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Company's

-Home of Ihe^

Butte Engineering &

Electric Company

T. Patcrson Ross.
Architect

A. W Burgren.
Engineer

QP
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Fig. I. High Tension Switch
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Fig. 2. .-{utomatxc Motor Starter in the Emporium,

San Francisco

P
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White Garage, San Francisco

MacDonald & Appleearth. Architects

Steel Arches, Fillmore Street. San Francisco
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plant, and the Pacific

Hardware & Steel

Company, all in San
Francisco,

The manufac-
iiire of switch boards

IS another produc-
*

Ti of their shops,

boards of their

nanufacture have

been sent all through

the West. One of

t h e illustrations

shows a generator

panel which was
installed by them

durino- the last few months for the United States Government at Benicia

Arsen^'al The manufacture of switch boards which works hand m hand

with their wiring has grown to large dimensions on account of their com-

plete facilities in this line.
r i

• i • a J
The constructon and manufacturing branches of this business are under

the supervision of Paul C. Butte, assisted by A. B. Lebenbaum and Edwin

B. Pike, who supervise the purchasing and finance departments, re-

""^'^"^Othe^r" illustrations shown here are recent products of home manu-

facture from the shops of the Butte Company, and owing to the fact that

they are special devices and designed to fulfill certain unusual conditions, a

description of them is of interest.
• u ^ ..^

Figure 1 shows one of a number of high tension switches, fufmshed to

the Northern California Power Company. In the early part of 1^ the^

American River Electric Company was on the market for a switch to suc-

cessfully control a circuit carrying 30,000 volts.
^ . , ^ . a a

The designs of the Butte Company were submitted and accepted and

the results were very gratifying. Nearly one hundred of these switches

have been built for the different transmission companies throughout the

countrv. , r .i t c^^
Figure ^ shows an automatic motor starter used for the purpose of hre

protection at the Emporium in San Francisco. Any reduction of the

hydraulic pressure in the pipe line caused by openmg one or more of the

fire hose valves
closes a relay con-

tact and starts up a

fifty-five horsepower

motor operating a

rotary pump. Tin

main feature about

this starter is the

fact that a small one

eighth horsepower

motor is used tc

operate the rheostat

lever, through a

series of reduction

gears. This makes
the action absolutely Night Illumination of the Arches

^Ifcc^i .vj,si-f^».',i.tiir;-^
tiC^'i^-J' *^ >^
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Interior Viav of Butte Engineering Company's Machine SUof

Slate Stock for Switchboards and Controllers
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J illnion & Bendel Building, San rranasco
MacDonald & Applegarth, Architects
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An Electric Foot-warmer for Invalids and Use Under Desks

positive, which is obviously very essential to a system of this kind.

The Butte Companv is also manufacturing a new electrical thermostat

for controlling the temperature of the rooms of a building with advantages

not attained heretofore.

* ^

Favors Competition for City Hall

To the Fditor of The Architect and Engineer : I am very much pleased

with vour plan of a^competition for a new City Hall outlined in your December

number—I have a very convenient and beautiful design growing in my mimt-

which I think would be eminently suitable, and if conditions are arranged so

as to be fair and satisfactorv I may feel it best to oiYer it, in very simple

form such as vou suggest—'l should say one, two or three floor plans and

one or two elevations, possiblv one section, all to scale of one-sixteenth of an

inch to one foot. Anything beyond or additional, liable to make an tinfair

impression on the jury, ought to be barred out before being viewed by it

1 sincerelv hope some competent person or committee will work out and

issue a proper'-'programme of requirements," including a list of all departments

to be accommodated, with number of offices and approximate area for each.

As to limitation of cost, I should say it might be best in the first trial to leave

this entirelv to the judgment or disposition of the designer, because ^n this

he would then show his disposition and his mastery of the problem more fully

than if liniited.
. ^- £ r u^

If he submits a design far too extravagant to give lasting satisfaction he

would show himself to be much less trustworthy than otherwise; or if his

design be too cheap and mean he would show that he had no adequate con-

ception of what it should be.
, , . •

i ^•

Suitabilitv for place and purpose is, of course, the dominant consideration.

In the second trial, if deemed best, a limit might be named to aim for.

Very respectfully,

Louis Cowli:s, Certificated Arciiitect.

Automatic Puwp CoutroUcr. Olympic Club. Son Francisco

Santa Rosa. Cal.

ii.*^
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An Electric Foot-warmer for Invalids and Use Under Desks

positive, which is obviously very essential to a system of this kind

The Butte Company is also manufacturing a new electrical thermostat

for controlling the temperature of the rooms of a building with advantages

not attained heretofore.
,

* - *

Favors Competition for City Hall

To the Editor of The Architect and Engineer : I am very much pleased

with your plan of a competition for a new City Hall outlined in your December

"number I have a very convenient and beautiful design growing m my mind

which I think would be eminently suitable, and if conditions are arranged so

as to be fair and satisfactory I may feel it best to offer it, in very simple

form, such as you suggest-I should say one, two or three floor plans and

one or two elevations, possibly one section, all to scale of one-sixteenth of an

inch to one foot. Anything beyond or additional, liable to make an unfair

impression on the jury, ought to be barred out before being viewed by it.

1 sincerelv hope some competent person or committee will work out ana

issue a proper^^'programme of requirements," including a list of all departments

to be accommodated, with number of offices and approximate area for each.

As to limitation of cost, I should say it might be best in the first trial to leave

this entirely to the judgment or disposition of the designer, because m this

he would then show his disposition and his mastery of the problem more fully

than if limited. . , .- x- r 4.- u^
If he submits a design far too extravagant to give lasting satisfaction he

would show himself to be much less tnistworthy than otherwise; or if his

design be too cheap and mean he would show that he had no adequate con-

ception of what it should be.
, , . j ^•

Suitabilitv for place and purpose is, of course, the dominant consideration.

In the second trial, if deemed best, a limit might be named to aim for.

Very respectfully,

Louis Cowles, Certificated Architect.

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Aiitomattc / utitp i_ s>nt? oiir' i)iymptc Club, San Francisco
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City Halt. Portland. Ore. Whidden &> Lrwis. Architects

Equipped -with Otis Elevators

The Portland Arc hitec tural Club's Coming Exhibition

THE Portland Architectural club is making elaborate preparations for
its second annual exhibit to be held March 22 to April 10. Among
the Eastern architects who have promised some of their work are

McKim, Meade & White, Palmer & Hornbostel, Jules Guerin, The Boston
School of Technology and many others equally well and favorably known.

Mr. John Knox Taylor, Supervising Architect for the United States
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C, is sending a collection of per-
spectives and photographs of^U. S. Custom houses and Post Office build-
ings that are being constructed or have recently been completed in some of
the leading cities.

Applications for exhibition space for building materials of a decorative
and artistic character are coming in fast.

The club will soon take up the work of planning an elaborate scheme
of civic improvement for the city of Portland. Starting at the Union
depot and taking in the park blocks, a civic center of great architectural
beauty will be worked out with Main street and the court house plazas
the focal point. The natural opportunities for fine architectural treat-
ment of this subject are unsurpassed and the leading members of the pro-
fession here will co-operate in working it out.

At the coming exhibition the club expects to show the proposed civic
improvement plans for the cities of San Francisco, Denver, Seattle,
Chicago, Pittsburg, Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio.

The club is much encouraged with its efforts toward the formation of a
Pacific Coast League, which, if fully carried out, will be of great permanent
public benefit.

«

Let every man be occupied, and occupied in the highest employment
of which his nature is capable, and die with the consciousness that he ha*
done his best—Sydney Smith.
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The Portland Architectural Club's Coming Exhibition

TWV. Portland Architectural club is making elaborate preparations tor
its second annual exhibit to be held March 21 to April 10. Among
the Eastern architects who have promised some of their work are

McKini, Meade & White, Palmer & Uornbostel, Jules Guerin, The Roston
School of Technology and many others equally well and favorably known.

Mr. John Knox Taylor, Supervising Architect for the L'nited States
IVeasury Department, Washington, D. C, is sending a coTTection of per-
si)ectives and photographs of^L\ S. Custom houses and Post Office build-
ings that are l)eing constructed or have recently been completed in some of
the leading cities.

Applications for exhibition space for building materials of a decorative
and artistic character are coming in fast.

The club will soon take up the work of planning an elaborate scheme
of civic improvement for the city of Portland. Starting at the Tnion
de])ot and taking in the park blocks, a civic center of great architectural
beauty will be worked out with Main street and the court house plazas
the focal point. The natural op|)ortunities for fine architectural treat-
ment of this subject are unsur])assed and the leading members of the ])ro-

tession here will co-operate in working it out.

At the coming exhibition the club expects to show the proposed civic
impr(>vement plans for the cities of San bVancisco. Denver. Seattle.
Chicago, Pittsburg. Cleveland and Columbus, ( )hio.

The club is much encouraged with its efforts toward the formation of a
Pacific Coast League, which, if fidly carried out, will be of great i)ermanent
public benefit.

Let every man be occupied, and occupied in the highest employment
of which his nature is capable, and die with the consciousness that he ha?-"

done his best—Svdney Smith.
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San Francisco Chapter A. I. A.

By Sylvain Schnaittacher, Secretary

THE San Francisco Chapter, American
Institute of Architects, held its regular

quarterly meeting in the green room of

the Hotel St. Francis on Thursday evening
January 21st. A large attendance sat

down to dinner, after which the Chapter
transacted business of importance to the

profession.

At the conclusion of the business of the

evening, Mr. C. R. .Ashbee, a prominent
architect of London, and a leader of the

Arts and Crafts movement in England,
favored the Chapter with a very interest-

ing talk on the Arts and Crafts movement
in England and the United States.

Mr. Ashbee stated that it was a privi-

lege and pleasure to have listened to the

discussion which had taken place. He had
also attended Chapter meetings, with equal

pleasure, in New York. Philadelphia, Chi-
cago and Seattle, and found that the same
problems which had been under discussion

Tn the San Francisco Chapter were troub-

ling the Chapters whose meetings he had
attended. He stated the object of his

journey to this country was to learn what
was doing in the Arts and Crafts move-
ment as applied to architecture. He was
pleased to note the sympathy in the ideas

between England and America, and that

the trend of progress in both countries

pointed in the same direction. That this

feeling is now greater than it was eight

years ago. and has attained an immense
growth from what it had been twelve
years ago on his first visit to this country.

The reason was that the problems were
fundamentally the same.
Mr. Ashbee further stated that Arts and

Crafts as applied to architecture means
disregarding the customary usage of the

term which is associated with ladies fid-

dling with silver and leather or what
drummers mean by machine made furni-

ture; it being the direct expression of the

artisan through the material in which he
works, without the aid of machinery.
To establish a standard of excellence in

this respect required discrimination of what
ought and what ought not to be done by
machinery Machinery destroys the ex-

firession of a man's individuality when it is

applied to sculpture or carving. The great-

est progress in the Arts and Crafts move-
ment made in the United States, was in

I
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Mr. Ashbee's judgment in the field of

ceramics, and he called particular atten-

tion to the beautiful work in Chicago and
Philadelphia, where ornamental and colored

tiles had been intelligently applied to en-

rich some of the buildings.

However, the greatest aid to the move-
ment was from the manual training work
in the schools and colleges, in which great

interest has been shown throughout the

country, but that it would probably take

about twenty-five years to reach its full

development.
Mr. Wm. Chas. Hays, the Chapter's dele-

gate to the annual convention of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects at Washing-
ton, D. C, gave an interesting report of

the proceedings of the convention, stating

that he had attended each session of the

convention, that much important work had

been accompHshed, the most important

having resulted in the organization of a

Bureau of Fine Arts by President Roose-

velt. The deliberations which resulted

in the organization of the bureau were

brought about by the report of Mr. Geo.

Oakley Totten, Jr., the American delegate

to the eighth International Congress of Ar-

chitects at Vienna. At the Congress at

Vienna, all delegates were instructed to

work upon their return to their respective

countries for the establishment of Bureaus

of Fine Arts, similar to the French. Aus-

trian and Prussian bureaus, the only ones

of the kind in existence at that time. Mr.

Hays also gave a resume of the delibera-

^on« which had resulted m the adoption^

of the revised schedule of charges.

New Minimum Fee

At the recent convention at Washing-
ton, D. C, of the American Institute of

Architects, it was decided to raise the

minimum architectural fee from 5 per cent

to 6 per cent. The general opinion seemed

to prevail that under the complicated sys-

tem of modern construction, good archi-

tectural service can no longer be given,

with a proper margin of profit to the archi-

tect, under the 5 per cent minimum that

has prevailed for some time past. The
new minimum was particularly demanded by

the Eastern architects, some mild opposi-

tion being offered by certain sections of

the West, where it is said even 5 per cent

minimum is difficult to enforce owing to

the lower standards of owners in general.

Few owners, it would seem, really under-

stand the amount of work and time re-

quired on the part of the architect in the

preparation of preliminary studies, the

working drawings, detail drawings and

specifications, and the general direction and

supervision of construction work, nor the

expense involved. Those owners who do

appreciate this will hardly deny the just-

ness of the new minimum fee. Construc-

tion today represents many changes over

a few years ago.

Second Annual Exhibition of Portland
, Architectural Club

THE Portland Architectural Club has

sent out announcements for its second
annual exhibition to be held at the

Art Museum in Portland from March 22nd
to April 10th. On the evening of March
22nd will be held a dinner and a private

view for guests, members and the press. A
reception will be held on Tuesday evening,

March 23rd, and thereafter the exhibition

will be open to the public.

A strong endeavor is being made to ob-

tain from the East a choice exhibit which
will be under the personal supervision of

Mr. Vinson of Cleveland, who has been
retained to tafee charge of the illustrated

catalogue. The club has been in corres-

pondence with such men as Jules Guerin
and arrangements are being made with the

Century company to obtain examples of

Mr. Guerin's famous Egyptian series.

Special attention is being given to do-

mestic work, and to models and sculp-

ture, in which departments last year's ex-

hibit was somewhat weak.
The club will arrange for collectors and

shippers in San Francisco, Los Angeles,

Seattle, Tacoma and Spokane, and exhib-

itors notifying the committee as to their

intention to exhibit will be advised as to

what date and by whom their exhibits will

be collected.

It is hoped that delegates from the va-

rious architectural organizations through-

out the coast will be present at the dinner

given by the club March 22nd, at which"

time there will be discussed the possibility

of the formation of a Pacific Coast League
of Architecture.

The Portland Architectural Club wel-

comes correspondence regarding this exhi-

bition and the possibility of forming a Coast

League. All correspondence should be ad-

dressed to the Exhibition Committee, 606

Concord building. Portland, Oregon. The
committee is composed of Jos. Jacobberger,

ex-officio; Ellis F. Lawrence, chairman;

Edgar M. Lazarus, Morris Whitehouse and

C. L. Linde.

Architect Morgan Returns from East

Architect Octavius Morgan of Los
Angeles has returned from his eastern

trip. He visited St. Louis, Washington,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pitts-

burg, Chicago, Kansas City, Denver and
Salt Lake. Regarding building construc-

tion he is of the opinion that California's

best buildings are as good as the best of the

eastern built structures.

Mr. Morgan went East in company
with Architects Rosenheim and Parmen-
tier as delegates to the annual meeting
of the American Institute of Architects,

which was held in Washington. Architect

Mvron Hunt was also a delegate.
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THE
STATES'

BUILDING

PROJECT

///(/ hn^tneer

Just now, when the Government
contemplates stopping a great de-

partment's business in

order to turn over its

building for the inaug-

ural ball, when citizens

of Washington are try-

ing to raise subscriptions for a great

convention hall, and when some of the

southern states are combining to

erect a Southern Congress building in

Washington, would seem a most pro-

l)itious time to revive and try to push

t o a materialization Architect Fitz-

patrick's project of some years ago—

a

great States' Building, or Palace of the

States.

There is great need of just such a

structure, but it is one that the states

will have to build; and not the federal

government. The initiative may come
from Washington, but the consumma-
tion must be effected in the states.

What we need is a structure that

will be owned jointly by all the states.

An average of $200,000 a state would

build a structure that would rank

with anything in the world and that

would give all the offices and exhibi-

tion places requisite, besides a hall that

would be second to none anywhere.

Spite of that lack, Washington is now
a great convention city. But the Capi-

tol city covers itself with discredit in

those affairs because there is no ade-

quate place to do the thing in proper

shape. The tuberculosis congress was

a fizzle, and the foreign papers teem

with criticism of the unfinished hall

and the general shortcomings that

attended that meeting. California un-

doubtedly would be glad to join in the

movement, although it must be ad-

mitted the Golden State needs just

such a building for its own conven-

tions.
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Reinforced concrete enthusiasts are

prone to overdo the claims for that

material when they as-

FIREPROOF sert. a^ most of them do,

BUILDINQS that m itself it is ideally

or even practically fire-

proof. The "American Architect," a

leading architectural journal of the

country, recently devoted an entire

number to the exploitation of concrete

construction and illustrating the best

Work done in that material, but it con-

servatively states editorially:

. . Finally it must always be kept

in mind that concrete, while a service-

able fireproofing mixture, is not itself

fireproof, and that in certain positions it

must be protected by other fireproofing,

whose function it shall be to absorb into

itself inevitable disinteejration due to im-

pinging flame—or flame and water in

alternation. . .

Another writer in the same concrete

number of that journal says:

Carelessness, indifference and irrespon-

sibility seem to be the order of the day,

and this is particularly so in the building

trades. Where materials can be inspected

after erection, as in brickwork, stone-

work, ironwork, etc., it is very hard to

get even passably good results, but with

a material that has to be taken on faith,

like reinforced concrete, it requires a

perpetually optimistic temperament to

prevent undue anxiety from spoiling

one's peace of mind. . .

The fireproofing of concrete structures

deserves as much study as the fireproof-

ing of iron structures. The advocates of

reinforced concrete construction do

themselves *no credit and do their

material a great deal of harm by claim-

ing that concrete is a fireproof material.

The simplest tests which can be made by

a school-bov will prove that cement, after

^Setting, cannot resist fire without detri-

ment, and the point of absolute structural

disintegration is determined solely by the

length of time it is kept in contact with

fire. A few briquettes, a kitchen range

and a bucket of water will prove this in

a most practical and satisfying way, and

remove any lingering doubt one may
have on the subject. . . By protecting

the structural parts of the (concrete)

construction with this material (porous,

terra-cotta, fireproofing tile) it is possible

to construct a building of great fire-

resisting capacity at a cost considerably

less than if structural steel, fireproofed

with the same material (porous-terra-

cotta blocks) were to be used. . .

Started it. He had studied the situa-

tion and, being one of the foremost

architects and authorities upon con-

struction in the country, was eminently

qualified to advise how to go about the

work. He organized the Building

Inspectors' and other societies whose

main purpose is to secure better build-

ings in our cities ; he induced munici-

palities to revise their building codes

;

the insurance companies helped and

the architects have helped. Mr. Fitz-

patrick has put the matter plainly be-

fore the people and has written much
upon the subject.

Articles by him have appeared in

McClure's and other periodicals and

newspapers, and now Mr. Samuel

Hopkins Adams, one of the original

muck-rakers, and who has been instru-

mental in securing many needed re-

forms in many directions, has assisted

Mr. Fitzpatrick by writing this splen-

did article for Everybody's.

The editor prefaces that article by

saying

:

This is a record of shame. A sen-

sational indictment of American extrav-

agance. We know that our national fire

bill was startling, but the facts and

figures that Mr. Adams presents here

shocked us. Thev'H shock you. Not
satisfied with slaughtering our forests, we
are burning up our homes at a killing

pace every year. We are pervaded with

pride over our superiority to the rest of

the world, while actually our fires cost

us more than the combined loss of any

other six civilized nations. Here are the

figures straight in your faces. You can

change the record. Mr. Adams shows

how. Remember, we cannot as a nation

waste our substance* and prosper.

This is the title of an article in

January Everybody's that, everybody

ought to read. Some years

"BURNT ago it was realized that the

MONEY" generally shoddy construction

of our buildings made great

conflairrations in our cities not only

possible, but certain, and a fire preven-

tion m6vement was set afoot. Mr.

F. W. Fitzpatrick of Washington

Council of Pine Arts

President Roosevelt announces that

he has asked the American Institute of

Architects to designate thirty men, rep-

resenting all parts of the country, to

compose a council of fine arts.

The object of the council, which is

to consist of architects, painters, sculp-

tors, landscape architects and laymen,

of which the supervising architect of

the treasury is to be the executive head,

is to advise upon the character and de-

sign of all public works or architecture,

painting, sculpture. all monuments,

parks, bridges and other works of which

the art of design forms an integral part.
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The Possibilities of Artistic Effects in

Gas Fixtures

By E. L. Elliott, in the Illuminating

Engineer

THERE is no denying the fact that the

electric incandescent lamp, by reason

of its greater adaptability, both in

form, candle-power, and ability to be

operated at any angle, the absence of un-

covered flame, and the facility with which
it may be turned off or on at a distance,

may be given a greater variety of artistic

effects than gas light. On the other hand,

the cases in which full advantage is taken

of its adaptability to produce special

artistic results are comparatively rare and
unimportant. This is due to two causes:

first, the traditions of illumination that

have come down from the days of

candles and oil lamps have thus far over-

shadowed all other considerations in the

artistic treatment of lighting fixtures; and
second, the great majority of lighting in-

stallations neither demand nor justify

such originality or novelty of design as

would preclude the use of gas. In fact,

practically all of the cases of electric

illumination in which gas could not be

substituted, so far as physical conditions

are concerned, might be classified as

spectacular lighting. With the latest

forms of electric lamps, which can be

burned successfully only in a pendant
vertical position, there is practically no
difference in the limitations imposed upon
artistic design between gas and electricity.

An examination of modern high-class

•
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An English Art Nouveau Design

lighting installations, and the catalogues

and sketches of American fixture manu-
facturers, will at once disclose the fact

that by far the larger part of all modern
artistic fixtures are either adaptations,

or reproductions of fixtures that were
originally produced from one to three

centuries ago. As the candle was the only
luminant then in use, various imitations

or adaptations of the candle are to be
found in a great number of the most pre-

tentions designs of the . present time.

Whether or not such imitation is a legi-
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Fixture for Inverted Burners Imitating
Electric Effects

timate form of art is a theoretical ques-
tion which need not be discussed here.

Architects and decorators, who in most
cases are the keepers of their client's con-
sciences on all matters of decorative art,

demand the candle effect, and the fixture

manufacturer very rightly conforms to

this demand.
Now, the candle can be most easily and

most eflfectively imitated by the use of

gas light. A short tube of opal glass suf-

ficiently simulates the candle, while the

open gas flame, though of totally differ-

ent shape, is approximately an imitation

of the candle's flame. Every one of the
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fixtures of the French periods, which as

models of artistic design have never

been surpassed, are very easily adaptable

to gas lighting.

The more efficient mantle burner has

caused us to lose sight of the fact that

there is a certain artistic effect in a flame

that is entirely lacking in a fixed incan-

descent body. This was admirably ex-

pressed by Mr. Hartt in his description

of the "Lights of Boston:"

—

'*It has this superiority over electricity.

It moves. It trembles, flickers, is sensi-

tive to the least breath of wind. It is

fire itself, not an immobile semblance of

fire.
*** While electricity itself is

incomparably hri^htpr. there remains a

ni

All first class buildinirs have the *

Armstrong Flash Light Flevator

And all first class theatres have our

UAINS

THE

SUPPLY
.3mH CO.

593 Market Street

PlMNie Dw^ 2S98

NEW YORK CHICAGO

sort of hushed solemnity about its mo-
tionlessness. On the other hand, gas,

blazing in countless dancing jets, excites

a wild, barbaric joy, such as no incan-

descent orbs or lines or constellations

can afford.

"

The first advice of the illuminating en-

gineer is generally, "keep your light-

sources entirely out of sight." In the

case of electric lights this advice is good;

the incandescent filament or the electric

arc has no merit in itself to attract the

eye: it is a source of light, nothing more.

You would no more think of gazing at an

electric light as a thing of beauty thai}

you would think of sitting down to look

at a steam radiator.

f
A flame possesses an element of irres-

tible attractiveness, whether used as a

light-source or as a source of heat.

In general then, every "chandelier"

design, i. e., fixture for holding can-

dles, is reproductable as a gas fixture.

Again, by far the greater majority of

all electric fixtures are also readily adap-

table to gas light. A most curious fact

connected with fixture design is the effort

on the part of the promoters of each par-

ticular luminant to imitate the effects of

some other luminant. Thus, both the

gas and the electrical interests have as-

siduously imitated the candle. The elec-

tric light devotees have imitated gas, at

least so far as the general construction

of fixtures is concerned, and the gas in-

terests have very successfully imitated

the most familiar effects of the electric

light. The inverted mantle burner, which

marks the latest improvement in gas

lighting, unquestionably had its origin in

a desire to meet the incandescent electric

lamp in its advantage of hanging in a

pendant position and giving no shadows

below. Mantle burners have also been

designed which so closely imitate the

electric lamp, eveq to the socket, as to

escape detection by the ordinary ob-

server.

A gas fixture requires a tube or pipe

f. r the conduction of gas, and in the

Mr,
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A Simple, But Pleasing Design for Upright
Mantle Burners

majority of cases electrical fixtures simply

use this tube construction for the con-

duit wires, thus entirely avoiding any
differentiation in construction and
appearance between the two luminants.

Occasionally, and of late rather more
commonly, electric fixtures are suspended

by chains, through the links of which
flexible conduit wires are drawn. In

Europe the flexible wire itself is very

largely used to support the lamps and

their accessories; but this construction

has never come into use in this country

owing to the ban placed upon it by the

insurance underwriters. The flexible

cord is really the only structural feature

111 a fixture that plainly declares the
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source of illumination. The designers of

gas fixtures, however, have been equal

to the occasion, and have used fine

copper tubes, twisted together to imitate

a cord, to suspend inverted mantle

burner, thus very successfully imitating

the electric effect. Why it is thought
necessary to imitate in order to be
artistic is an idiosincracy of the human
mind which we have never been able to

fathom.
While the gas f^ame has a certain in-

herent artistic value which absolutely

defies imitation by the electric light, the

incandescent gas mantle in itself has no
artistic value, arui in this respect is on a

par with the electric lamp; but by the

judicious use of decorative effects in the

metal construction and of glassware

A Combination of Bowl ,in.> Inverted Burners,
of German Design

designed to form an integral part of the

fixture rather than an individual unit,

such a burner may be made as artistic a

lighting device as any form of electric

latnp.

There is a common saying that "Imita-

tion is the sincerest form of flattery". To
imitate the electric lamp is to acknow-
ledge its superiority: why should the gas

people wish to imitate it The inverted

mantle burner is a positive improvement
in gas lighting. It gives a somewhat
higher absolute efficiency, and a better

natural distribution of the light. These
are good and sufficient reasons for its

existence, and it has no need to make
excuses by posing as an imitation. It is

quite as susceptible of artistic treatment

as the electric lamp, and the quality of its

lirrht is every whit as good.

The American manufacturer has appar-

ently ceased to devote his constructive

HL H OBATCD
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A German Art Nome
Mantle burners

for Upright

and creative abilities to the design of

fixtures for gas illumination. As exam-
ples of American ideas therefore, either

the fixtures that were designed years ago
must be taken, or electrical fixtures

which, by simple changes, could be

adapted to gas lighting. In Europe the

conditions are quite diflFerent. Gas light-

ing is still a subject for the best efforts

of the fixture designer, and the prevail-

ing ideas of decorative art as applied to

fixture construction are found exempli-

fied quite as much in gas fixtures as in

electric. As we have stated before, the

Art Nouveau school of decorative art ap-

parently dominates the entire field in Eu-
rope at the present time, showing its in-

fluence in wall papers, carpets, tapes-

tries, jewelry, in fact all articles which
are subject to decorative treatment.

Among the designs of lighting fixtures

almost no other school of art is shown.
The examples illustrated are taken from
the catalogues of English and German
manufacturers, and will give some idea

of the lines along which foreign designers

are working. Whether or not this school

of design will become generally popular

in this country remains to be seen. So
long as the present tendency toward
"period" furnishing continues it is ob-

vious that all forms of new art will be

held in abeyance. The motifs of this new
school of art are so diflFerent from what
we have been accustomed to that in

many respects it appears strange, and

possibly uncouth; but, like fashions in

dress, familiarity soon removes such con-

ceptions. <1
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One Pipe Circuit Heating System

A heating system which, on account of its

neat appearance and the use of less ma-
terial, will appeal to many prospective

builders and house owners is suggested by

P. W. Rathbun in an exchange. The sys-

tem effects no saving in cost, as larger pipe

and fittings must be used, while with a two-

pipe system of water heating much smaller

pipe and fittings are used, thereby making
the cost of both systems about the same at

time of installation.

From an engineering standpoint the one

pipe circuit system requires a wider experi-

ence, also considerable caution to perfect a

proper installation. The flow main at boiler

should rise up as near as possible to the

ceiling of basement, circling around the

entire or a part of basement to the return

connection, at all times having a pitch of

at least 1 inch in every 10 feet down in di-

rection of return connection. All branches

should have a pitch of 1/2 to ^-inch down
toward mains. Great care should be taken

to see that the main equals the combined
areas of all flow branches taken therefrom,

and the main nowhere in the circuit is to

be reduced in size, returning to boiler, same
size as it leaves.

The greatest trouble with one-pipe sys-

tems now being installed is that the mains

are, in many jobs, too small to give satis-

faction and convey the proper amount of

hot water to all radiators on the job. All

flow connections should be taken off the

main by the use of a reducing tee tilted to

a 45-deg. angle or with opening facing up
on which place a nipple with a 45-deg. or

90-deg. elbow, then run branch over hori-

zontally to a point where a vertical riser

connects to the valve at radiator. Return

connections should be taken from the other

end of the radiator, drop vertically, and

then with a slight pitch down, run over to

the side opening of the other tee, which

should be placed in the main as shown right

after the flow tee.

As will be noticed by radiation schedule,

the author has figured a 38-inch dining-

room radiator with warming closet, which

is sure to pay for itself many times over

by the convenience and comfort derived

from same. In the living room indirect

radiation has been figured to ensure good

ventilation ; indirect radiation is from a

coil hung from tlie basement ceiling en-

closed in galvanized iron boxing with con-

nections to both cold and warm air ducts

in such a manner that the cool, fresh air

from exterior will enter and circulate

around and through the radiator before

passing into warm air duct and up into the

room.
When figuring necessary boiler capacity,

add 75 per cent, to indirect radiation an<l

50 per cent to the actual direct radiation

-^^
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Ptaa 0f One Pipe Circait Heatingf System.

to derive the proper rating of tlie boiler

required, which in this case makes a total

capacity of 800 square feet of heating sur-

face.

SCHEDULE OF RADIATION
Rooms Height Kind Am't

Reception Hall... 38''^

Parlor 20"

Living room
Dining room, with

warming closet.. 38"

Front bedroom. . . .
32"

Back bedroom.... 32"

Kitchen 38"

Bath room 44"

Total, square feet. . .

.

Direct 35'

Direct 84'

Indirect 140'

Direct
Direct
Direct

Direct
Direct

70'

40'

40'

70'

3Z

Deg.
70°

70°

70°

70°

65°

65°

65°
75°
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Architect Eames Visits Coast

Architect W. S. Eames, of the firm ot

Eames & Young, St. Louis, Mo., one of

the best known architects in the United
States, paid a visit to San Francisco and
Los Angeles in January. He is the ar-

chitect of the new San Francisco Cus-

tom House. Several months ago Mr.

Eames underwent a serious medical oper-

ation, and, for the purpose of recupera-

tion, he has been taking advantage of

California climate. Mr. Eames was
president of the American Institute of

Architects in 1904-5. At the present

time he is chairman of several important

committees in that body.

Big State Office Building

State Engineer Ellery of Sacramento

reports that plans are now under way
for a seven or eight-story Class "A"
office building to be built on the cor-

ner of Fulton and Polk streets, San
Francisco. Plans will be figured some
time this spring. The building will house

the Supreme Court, the Appelate Court,

the Attorney-General, and ;ill -tate of-

ficials unw occupying hired oftices in

the city. The cost is estimated at $4tX).0(ll).
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Standard Portland Cement Corporation
The Standard Portland Cement Corpor-

ation and the Santa Cruz Portland Cement
Company are sending word to contractors
and architects that they have taken over
the exclusive sales agency of their cement,
which has heretofore been handled by the
Western Building Material Company. This
means that they will market over 2,500.000
barrels of cement through their own ef-
forts this year.

Realization of the magnitude of these
plants came when it was learned that they
had submitted a bid to the Government on
4,000,000 barrels of cement to be used in

the construction of the Panama Canal, and
it is understood that they have regulated
their capacities to such an extent that they
are prepared to fill large orders promptly
without,, any advance notice.

The cement is being marketed along the
Pacific Slope from South America to Al-

aska, and reaches many of the most inter-

ior .points.

Recently some of the prominent eastern
engineers have investigated this cement,
and tests can be given by the San Francisco

THE
Rr-'ing Construction Co.

OF NEW YORK

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATM

TK SYSTEM THAT IS FIREPROOF

1017-1018 Crocker BuUdlog, Sao Fraodsco
Phone. Temporary 4312

'' * (

German Old Peoples' //ow/"—Oscar Haupt. Architect.

A group of imposing buildings are under construction on one of the most com-
manding sites in East Oakland tor the "German Old Peoples* Home" of San Fran-
cisco These buildings, costing $100,000, will be faced with "QOLDEN GATE
SANDSTONE" brick, a white pressed brick made of sand and lime and the same
F^ick wliich are being used by the Southern Pacific R. R. Co. for their new hospita'

at Hayes and Baker streets.

*'GOLDEN GATE SANDSTONE** brick are the cheapest pressed brick and
stand fire and climatic conditions better than any brick on the market.

See the SANDSTONE BRICK in the east wall of the Monadnock Building,
which stood the great fire of April 18, 19()fj, better than any other building material
in this terrible fire. Better ask the GOLDEN GATE BRICK CO., C. F. Prait,
Manager, 660 Market street, for samples and prices.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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office at any time, showing the twenty^

eight day tensile strength above eight hun-

dred pounds, which is far beyond that of

imported cements.

Now that these plants have become well

established, construction architects and
engineers throughout the coast, with one

accord, are jubilant at having a home pro-

duct that runs in uniformity as these two
cements do.

In Larger Oflfices

The Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com-
pany announces its removal to more com-

modious offices in the Frost building at the

northwest corner of Second and Broadway,

Los Angeles. This company is now hand-

ling a great many varieties of clay ma-
terials and the steady increase of its busi-

ness has necessitated larger quarters.

Builds Many Fine Residences
Among the contractors who have com-

peted successfully for work in the office

of Architects Bakewell & Brown is F. T.

Edmans, treasurer of the Builders' Ex-

change, San Jose. In the past few months

Mr. Edmans has built five houses for

Messrs. Bakewell & Brown in Palo Alta.

They are all double houses, and are for mem-
bers of the University faculty. Other resi-

dences put up by Mr. Edmans are the

O'Brien house in San Jose, designed by

Architect William Binder; the Verrinder

flats, at Fifth and Julian streets, San Jose,

designed by Architect Schumacher; the

Ginty house in the Neglee tract, San Jose,

Wolf & McKenzie, architects, and the S. P.

"Tiatcher home on Eleventh street, San Jose.

The Best in Plumbing Fixtures

The George H. Tay Company of San

Francisco have recently issued a specialty

catalogue upon the excellence of which they

should be complimented. This book is most

complete, containing illustrations of a full

line of water closet combinations as well

as a table giving the roughing in measure-

ments of various types of closet bowls.

These catalogues are now being distri-

buted among the architects and plumbing

contractor*^
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Moves to Foxcroft Bnildiitg

The California Peerless Stone Tile and

Plaster Company, whose office and show

rooms have been at 109 O'Farrell street.
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San Francisco, for more than a year, has
moved to more up-to-day quarters in the
handsome Foxcroft building at 68 Post
street. The company is doing a splendid
business.

A. W. Curry's Sheet Metal Works
The sheet metal works of A.. W. Curry.

116-118 Grand avenue, Portland, were es-

tablished more than twenty years ago, and
from the first have enjoyed a constantly
increasing patronage. Once a customer
of Curry, always a customer, seems to be
the experience of this house, bred and
trained in one of the Eastern states

(Ohio), of whose citizens it is said that

all they need to do is to stay there and
wait and a good state or government office

will seek them out. But Mr. Curry has no
desire for eminence of that kind. He pre-

ferred the sheet metal business, and, like

so many others, found his place in Port-
land. He is an expert in working corru-
gated iron, galvanized iron, iron and copper
cornices, metal roofing, copper covered
window and door frames, metal blast con-
veyor pipe for conveying waste or for heat-

ing, and drying or ventilating mills.

Some of Mr. Curry's important work in-

cludes metal cornices, copper covered win-
dow frames and hand hammered metal in

the Failing building, Portlaml and the cor-

nices, roofing and special hand hammered
metal work on the Masonic Temple en-
trance in the same city. Several examples
in the above buildings, other sheet metal
men said, could not be done in Portland,
but Mr. Curry "delivered the goods."
The Lennox Torrid Zone hot air fur-

naces for residences, churches and busi-
ness houses are a very important part of
his business also, he having put in more
than sixty within a few months. Mr.
Curry will be pleased to explain the su-
perior merit of the Lennox furnace to any
architect, builder or housekeeper that will

write or telephone him.

New Catalogue of H. W. Johns-Manville
Company

A new catalogue entitled "Pipe and
Boiler Insulation," has just been issued
by the H. W Johns-Manville Co. of
New York.
This book is devoted to a thorough

presentation of .the problems of insulat-
ing all kinds heated and cooled sur-
faces, such as pipes, boilers, furnaces,
flues, ducts, etc., as well as insulation
for refrigerating and cold storage work.
The book is the most complete one

of its kind ever issued to the trade and
bears out the company's idea "a cov-

es— Du
ith. Em-

iiii-»— ton. Grand. Robins.
.. .jnial, ...... ..>rd. Tallant. Union

ire. Office and Loft Buildings—Main
'^one. Rosenbaum. Gore, Marine. Del-

Clair. Williams. Fire Underwriters.
May View School, all in San Fran

) the Colonial Hotel, Imperial Hotel
Kee BuildinfT in San Jose; and the

u Nursery at Fair Oaks.

BENNETT'S

PETROLEUM

BURNER CO.

ering for every condition." It is very
handsomely illustrated and printed through-
out.

A copy of the catalougue can be se-

cured by addressing the company's near-
est branch and asking for Catalogue No.
100

Cork Board Insulation

Architects and builders of refrigerating

plants, breweries, etc., will be interested

in a new method of cork board insulation

introduced by the Armstrong Cork Board
Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., and repre-

sented on the Pacific Coast by W. M. Whit-
ten, 504 Williams building, San Francisco,

and D. E. Fryer & Co., 305 Lumtj^r Ex-
change building, Seattle.

Confined air, commonly classified as

"dead air," is recognized by the leading en-

gineers and architects to be the most per-

fect protection against the transmission of

heat.

In the average cold storage construction

there is opportunity for a considerable

quantity of heat to pass through the walls,

floors and ceilings. This is due to the

great conductivity of the building mater-
ials used, and to prevent this a system of

insulation is necessary. All heat entering

a cold storage room must be removed by
the operation of a refrigerating machine or

the melting of ice. This means the ex-

penditure of power and the loss of money.
It is much cheaper to keep heat out of a

building than to allow it to enter and then

remove it, and money expended in obtain-

ing the best insulation cannot be better in-

vested.

Practical tests have demonstrated that

granulated cork is the best commercial
insulation before the public at the present

time. Nature has endowed it with the

necessary qualities to resist the transmis-

sion of heat; each granule of cork being

a combination of minute dead air cells.

After years of experimenting the Arm-
strong Company is prepared to furnish

cork boards consisting oif granulated cork

compressed into sheets of convenient size

and thickness.

An Excellent Cement Coating

"How to Decorate and Protect" is the

name of an attractive booklet just pub-

lished by Wadsworth, Rowland & Co..

manufacturers of the original Bav State

Brick and Cement Coating. A copy of the

book will be mailed free to readers of this

magazine by mentioning same and ad-

dressing any of the Pacific Coast distril.

uting agents, whose names appear in the

company's advertisement on another page

The book is profusely illustrated and many
of the buildings shown are in California

The cuts give some idea of the different

uses for the cement coating, ornamenta-

tion and protection being afforded all kinds

of construction. Bay State Brick and Ce-
ment Coating can be applied on cement
and concrete which is damp, yet not be af-

fected, either on interior or exterior work,
and is not dependent on a binder that de-

teriorates. It is composed of a cement base,

held in suspension by a volatile oil which
evaporates on application.

Steel for Hotel Annex

Among the important late contracts the

Pacific Iron Works have secured is the

steel frame for the class A structure to be

erected by the Oregon Hotel Company as

an annex to their present building, for

which D. L. Williams is the architect. The
building will be 50x100, and six stories

high, and built in a manner to sustain

four more stories at a later date.

^1
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If f^tt^C Con-The Architect versus
tractor

To the Editor of the Architect and En-
gineer:—Of the many trades and indus-

tries which figure in the construction of

a building, there are few, if any, that an
architect or general contractor is less

familiar with than the electrical busi-

ness.

In the first place the architect has
no "Kent" or "Haswell" to refer to as in

the case of steel work. It is, therefore,

the duty of the man who understands
the electrical business to assist him in

every way possible.

But the architect must use judgment
in the selection of his electrical con-
tractor.

With due respect to the architects, my
opinion is that more attention should be
paid by the majority of them to elec-

trical work, especially for large office

buildings and fine stores. Do not de-

pend on the fixture man to tell you how
many lights will do the work. Of course
the electrical contractor has a great deal

to do in getting the proper results, and
it is most important that the architect

knows who he is dealing with.

Any one can pull a wire in a conduit,

but to know the size conduit and wire to

get the required results is another thing.

A feed wire that is too small will do
more damage than not enough lights.

The "gripsack" electrician (the relia-

ble contractors' worst competitor) does
this class of work. As a rule, he is an
electrician out of a job, and he goes
into the "contracting" business. He is

the man that puts in any size wire for

any class of work. To get results you
must have a reliable man, a man who
knows the whys and wherefores. It

was brought to the writer's notice not

long ago where a "gripsacker" figured

aHke all motor wires; that is, 2-phase,

3-phase, 3-wire, etc. This again shows the

importance of the proper man to do the

work, if proper results are to be had.

The first class contractor does not

work for an architect, but with him, and
that reminds us of the trite maxim, "In

Union There Is Strength." Light.

Lillcy & Thurston Get Important Con-
tract

The Lilley & Thurston Company, in com-

petition with the Kahn system and others,

has been awarded a contract by Architects

Goodrich & Goodrich of Portland, for the

rfinforcing steel for the new public mar-

ket. The system to be employed is the

General Fireproofing Company's girder-

frame for reinforcing. The Lilley &
Thurston Company are the exclusive Pa-

cific Coast representatives of this material.

The Portland contract is an important

one, amounting to about $30,000.
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Delivery of Freight and Packages

ill Wholesale Stores, Warehouses, Etc.
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San Francisco. Sept. 15. 1908.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..
3lOCahforniaSt..City.

Dear Sir . In reply to yours of the 14th inst.. we beg
to say that the Spiral Chute installed by your com-
pany in our buildinjf is pivinR perfect satisfaction. It

handles the (foods perfectly, with the least friction,

and is a money maker. We would not consider our

building properly equipped without it. \ ou are at

liberty to refer any one to us concerning its operation

and advantages. Yours truly,

Thk Security Warehouses
,

— Per J. H. Morse.

INSTALLED BY

The Haslett Warehouse Go.

31 CALIFORNIA ST., SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

(MATES FUnNISHCD oi. APPLICATION
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The Oregon Art Tile Company
A. G. Whiteman of the Oregon Art Tile

Company says the year 1908 treated his con-

cern very well, but he expects 1909 to do

even better. *'We have reorganized our

business" sa'd Mr. Whiteman in an inter-

view, "and have moved our offices and

salesrooms to the Knights of Pythias build-

ing, 413 Alder street, where we have abund-

ant room for displaying our samples. Two
of our lately completed jobs of ceramic

mosaic tihng are the offices, lobbies, vesti-

bules, corridors, lavatories, baths and bar

in the new Chandler hotel, Marshfield, Ore-

gon, and the new First National Bank
building at Lewiston, Idaho. In the public

space in this building we used a one-inch

Hexigon pattern with a green and white

Greek border. Both jobs received much
praise from the owners and the public.

"We have also secured the Dayton hotel

at Dayton, Washington, and the remodeled

Swetland building in Portland. In this we
will use a unique design in dark rich cream,

the center shaded to white. The border

will be of Celedon with green and white in

a special desien.

"We have just received some very choice

exclusive designs in faience and dull finish

tiles, especially for fire places, \yhich are

now so much used in the new residences."

Has Contract for Fire Cisterns

The Keystone Construction Companv
of San Francisco and Oakland was suc-

cessful in competing for the contract for

building eight concrete cisterns in con-

nection with San Francisco's new aux-

iliary fire plant. Each cistern will have
a capacity of 75,000 gallons of water.

The Keystone Company has recently

finished the construction of a reinforced

concrete single span bridge at the State

University, Berkeley. It is a splendid

piece of workmanship. Architect John
Galen Howard designed the bridge

The same company did the foundation

work for several Oakland and Berkeley
residences, and laid out the streets in

a number of real estate tracts in the

vicinity of Piedmont.
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Work of tfw Wettem Blectric Works

The Western Electric Works rank fore-

most among the many business enter-
prises of Portland, Oregon, that have ex-
ceeded all original expectations. This con-
cern commenced business about ten years
ago in small quarters on Washingtor
street. Since then the firm has changed
its location to Sixth and Pine streets, and
during the past year a large two story
factory at Sixth and Salmon streets has
been erected, at which place the manufac-
turing and installation part of the busi-
ness is given attention.

The original store at No. 61 Sixth street

is now paying particular attention to the
supply and fixture trade. Here the com-
pany carries a large stock of standard and
electrical supplies, besides an elegant line

of electric and combination fixtures of latest

designs.

The traveling representative is kept con-
stantly on the road and the supply busi-
ness is rapidly covering all the Northwest.

This concern can justly point with pride
to the record achieved in the electrical

installation line. Among the many large
contracts are the following: U. S. Cus-
tom House, Scottish Rites Cathedral, Port-
land hotel, Marquam theater, the new Cor-
bett building, and the new Commercial
Club building, all in Portland, and the
Government barracks at Vancouver, Wash-
ington, besides several municipal plants in-

stalled complete throughout Oregon and
Washington.

The new factory is one of the best
equipped on the coast for the manufac-
ture of switch boards, panel boards, and
steel boxes, and the output in this line is

rapidly increasing. Mr. W. O. Fouch, who
has charge of the construction and manu-
facturing end, has devoted years to the
electrical business, and understands it from
A to Z.

C A. ungfgfctt, Electrician. Portland

C. K. Claggett established himself in

Portland as an electrician four years ago,
and in this short time has secured a re-

markable hold on the confidence of Port-
land people. Compelled to seek larger
quarters several times. He is now at 74
Sixth street.

Among the importantt jobs secured by
him in the wiring of the $20,000 residence
for H. L. Chapin, East Sixteenth and
Wasco streets, the fine residence of Mrs.
Ruby at East Nineteenth and Multnomah

;

the Donohue $15,000 cement block resi-

dence at Walnut Park, which he wired and
fitted for electric lighting, heating and
cooking, and the handsome Scott residence.

W, W liWriTi-^C.E.

Structural Engineer
DerifM iMl Detalto of

All Classes of Metallic Stractnrcs

702-794-706 CLUNIE BUILDINU
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L
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Book Review
Asphalts, their sources and utilizations.

Asphalt for dustless roads, recent improve-

ments in asphalt industries, together with

addenda treating on general waterproof

construction. By T. Hugh^ Boorman, civic

engineer and asphalt expert. New York:
William T. Comstock. One 8vo vol. Cloth.

Price, $3.

This work has been brought out as a

manual and general reference on asphalt, its

characters and uses.

The author first treats of it in reference

to pavements for city streets, but also

treats at length its application to country

roads to secure a good permanent road

bed free from both dust and mud.
This use of asphalt and asphalt oils has

grown largely, of late, promoted, no doubt,

by the general use of the automobile.

The various specifications for the use of

asphalt will be found of great value to the

municipal engineer and roadmaster.

The author has not, however, contented

himself with treating of these two main

uses of the material, but refer to its use

in waterproofing, roofing, the manufactures

and industries.

One of the earliest waterproofing mater-

ials known to man, it still continues to be

one of the best.

The book will be found a complete and

careful guide in the use of asphalt and of

great value to the architect, engineer, man-

ufacturer and municipal oflficer.

To Specialize in Heating
Henry T. Maddern, a pioneer plumber

of Oakland, is making a specialty of

steam an<J hot water heating,, and some
of his recent installations include the

residence of F. L. Johnson on Monte
Vista avenue, Oakland, the McGregor
apartments at Ninth and Madison

streets, Oakland, which are equipped

with a circulating hot water system cost-

ing $8,000: also the residence of A. R.

Dirge at Berkeley, the Christenson apart-

ments at Eighteenth street and Lake

Shore avenue, and many other residences

and business blocks.

V

L tU.
will guarantee to

Stop Leaks in ^ny
Basement

5 FRONT STREET
Phone Kearny 913

CONCRETE CONTRACTORS

Geoige ^.
SELLING AGENT

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies
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More Anent the Sub-Contractor
To the Editor of The Architect and En-

gineer: I read with great interest, in your

last issue, of "The troubles of a sub-con-

tractor." Truly, the sub-contractor, in San
Francisco, is the fruit of the earth.

The troubles mentioned by your contribu-

tor have existed to a limited extent for a

number of years, but have been added to,

expanded and rubbed-in by the flood of

Eastern construction companies brought
into our midst by the recent disaster.

A business practice peculiar to SaJi Fran-
cisco: taking sub-contracts by word of

mouth is still in vogue, and is dependent
upon the honor of the contracting parties.

A few years ago, before the fire, a general

contractor would get his sub-bids, base his

figures on them and feel duty bound to let

the jobs to those sub-contractors whose es-

timates he used. These recently arrived

"construction companies," with their mag-
nificent organization they boast so much of,

lit up our firmament like the proverbial

skyrocket, and are now coming down like

the also proverbial stick.

This evil practice has grown on the build-

ing fraternity and as a consequence the clas'^^^

of work being done can not compare witl

that done "on honor" before the fire. The
only help I see is for a more general seg-
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regation of the work in building construc-

tion and the letting of separate contracts

for each item in the structure. This has

become very general in the lines of plumb-

ing, painting and foundation work. These
are three lines the architect feels he can

-not trust to the cupidity of the contractor

for each of them may be "skinned" while

he is looking jon, and he not know it.

I .hope you will use your good offices in

assisting the down-trodden sub-contractor

to gain the justice that is his due.

Very truly,

HARRY LARKIN.
San Francisco, January 25, 1909.

Chas. F. Beebe Co.

The Chas. F. Beebe Co. of Portland arc

pioneers in the marine hardware and ship

chandlery business in that city, having been

established there since the spring of 1884.

The company recently added to their stock a

complete line of contractors' specialties, in-

cluding the well-known Smith concrete

mixer, contractors barrows, shovels and, in

fact, everything that a contractor would
want.
They have recently moved into new and

much larger quarters at 46-48 Front street,

where their big show room on the first floor

is used to exhibit the high-erade specialties

which they are handling. They will con-

tinue to handle foundry supplies.

The IBBfidvnicy of Brick

(Contributed by the Ceramic Club of San
San Francisco)

IN
these times of great building activities,

the matter of first importance to the

general public is the efficiency and merit

of the various building materials now be--

ing presented to those intending to invest

their money in the construction of build-

ings.

As a building material, coming down to

us from the very earliest age of the world's

history,, the efficiency of burnt clay pro-

ducts over all other materials has been

practically demonstrated by the experience

of centuries. It is a fact, that good hard

burnt brick, properly anchored and bonded
with good mortar, is a fire resistant infi-

nitely superior to anything else that has

yet come under the observation of man.
A steel frame building, which frame sup-

ports the weight of the different floors, is

conceded to be the most modern design of

architecture.

This class of building, to be made ab-

solutely fireproof, must have its outer

walls built of some incombustible mater-

ial, preferably brick, its columns also pro-

tected, and its floors and partitions cor-

respondingly fireproofed.

Such is the opinion of the most noted

architects and building engineers in this

country.

SimpU in

Construction

Economical

in Gas Use

Efficient in Sen/ice

Absolutely SAFE!
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The resisting power of brick in fire was
very forcibly demonstrated in our great
conflagration <>f 1906.

We need only refer to the Palace Hotel.
This building was constructed in the sev-

enties, and the foundation as well as the

outside and inside walls, were all of brick

construction. The girders,, beams, floors,

windows and doors were of wood ; steel

frame construction not having been in use
when the hotel was built.

The fire was intense in the vicinity of

this building. It destroyed the wooden in-

terior, but the brick walls proved an im-
pregnable fortress to the attack of the
fire, and they stood firm and sound against

the flame.

Many other great massive building walls

of brick withstood the ravages of the
flame, such as those in the Hotel Alexan-
der, St. Ignatius Church, Flood Building,
Temple Emmanuel, St. Mary's Church on
California street, St. Rose's Church, Hotel
Holland, Pacific Telephone building,

Crocker building, St. Francis Hotel, Cali-

fornia Casket Company building. Call

building. Kohl building, St. Patrick's

Church, and many others, all of which af-

ford a pracucal and most convincing argu-
ment of the efficiency of brick as a fire re-

sistant material.

Brick is a product of heat, and to burn
properly a good hard building brick in a
kiln, from 1600 to 2500 degrees of heat is

required. This fact alone proves its fire

resisting qualities.

Not alone as a fireproof building mater-
ial is the merit of brick and other burnt
clay products confined.

The manner in which brick structures
held firm against the shock of the great
earthquake of 1906, is a monument to their

efficiency in this regard.

The buildings heretofore referred to,

showing the efficiency of brick as a fire

resistant, also withstood the earthquake
with wonderful stability.

Had the fire not followed the earthquake
the damage to the buildings named would
have been very slight.

Many brick buildings throughout the
city, which had not been reached by the
fire, withstood the force of the quake with-
out damage.

In proof of this, a reference to a few
such buildings will suffice.

. C. E. R. EHRHART. C. E.

^ON-EHRHART

SAN FRANCISCO

IR—1^^
ofqunt. At

^

artbtk: plaster and
cement decorations

344 TENTH STREET.
SAN FHAWfSCO
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THE FAMOUS

Trade Mark
sTcneo

"mf a ^
The U. S. Government brick barracks

buildings at the Presidio Reservation. The

row of brick buildings on the southwest

corner of Jackson and Sansome. The row

of brick buildings on Jackson, betweeij

Sansome and Montgomery. Also many of

the brick residences in the Western Addi-

tion, where no damage was done to the

brick walls.

The U. S. Appraisers building, covering

one-half block, between Jackson and Wash-
ington, Sansome and Battery, built of

brick, stood after the quake a monument
to honest brick work.

St Mary's (Catholic) Cathedral, one of

the largest aod most magnificent church

edifices in California, of brick construction,

and located on Van Ness avenue.

Portland Sheet Metal Works
The Portland Sheet Metal Works at

East Seventh and East Madison streets.

Portland, Oregon, is a busy plase, and

the proprietor Mr. Renter, has since

January first nearly doubled the size and

capacity of the factory which was pre

viously very large and important and

filled with fine expensive machinery

much of it automatic, and all driven by

electric power, in fact right up-to-date,

if not a day or two ahead. In architec-

tural and ornamental sheet metal work
this house is particularly strong, and

has a very important business. In fire-

proof metal windows and doors alone

they make more than ten standard types,

as well as any special design suggested

by any architect, in fact they are con-

stantly at work on special designs.

For the new six story Moy Bak Hin
Chinese building they made over 300 fire-

proof metal windows, every window in

the building and most of them special

designs, also all the sheet metal work on

the Lombard building; have the order

for all the F. P. windows and copper

work for the new ten story Meier &
Frank building, also have just completed

a large order of metal windows for

Tacoma, Washington, and another large

order of meta! windows and doors for

ORIENTAL ART uuuui

S. W. Cor. California St and Grant Ave.

San Francisco

ilie Ashland Creamery, at Ashland,

Oregon.
They have a large and elaborately

illustrated catalogue which is free for

the asking to all architects and intend-

ing builders.

€31 1W St*tidAl^l^V

SH FRONT DOOR

F, San Francisco
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The roof is the most important part of a buiiuiiig

—a poor roof is a source of trial and petty annoy-
ance. Hundreds of roofings are made in imitation

of Malthoid.
Put Malthoid on your buildings and prevent roof troubles.

Made by the original makers of ready roofings and guaranteed
by a responsible company

—
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RIDGF OR - 1 VENTILATOR

The only efficient ridge ventilator made. Ventilators for other purposes equally as Kood
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Specify "Eureka' '^^ or "20th Century^*

an UnHe?'^* '^ved Fire Hose.

Eli CO.

587-589-591 ^an Prancisco

Street,

i r 6
I

/ \j'^lj ^,Th f

Window Frames

In this Handsome Building

Manufactured by

Fred Nichol'
Oftce and Factory:

1137-41 E 16th St.

Phone Menilt 2571

OAKLAND, . CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

The Architect and Engineer

STERL TOP ROLL DESK

M. n
Sales A^ent for

\MTON ART META
and Fa\jly J 1 Buil i

327 Calif

119

Steel Peslis,

Fxirniture
and

Fixtures
for

BanKst
Ofi&ces

and

Public
Buildings

PANY

alifornia

^O

Our show rooms in which

we have installed a com-

plete line of High Grade

Plumbing Fixtures are

open and at the service

ot ARCHITECTS and

their Clients.

Six tlmndsomely Tiled Bath
* ^-^1^ f^ooms Complete

When writing t o Advertisers mention this Magazine.

^1
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UGATED BARS for

NFORCED CONCR
are used eiclustvely in the reiotorcemeni of our buildings

These bars we carry in stock in Portland and Seattle

and can be furnished in any length up to 30 feet at once,

up to 60 feet on special order.

All Official Test mm

Why take chances \ nferior forms of Reinforcement
when the use of CORBUOAJFn BARS insures perfect bond-
ing and permanency oi structure?

F. T. CF ^ts.
<> RRICeS:

1 Front St., Portland, Ore. 411 Qlobe Building, Seattle
164 So. Madison St., Spokane 1105 A Street, Tacoma

F. r SlNIiS, Engineer

HigHest Grade BoiUiiog Materials

d^W^
/ SELLING
AGENTS

BMDINfiMAnERIAL

\ CONTRACTORS
fX supplies/

AsK For Prices* i For Catalogvies

When writin

I

I
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II

Plain d..3 K^'ini

All CUJ>St6
PHO-

Offices: Mutu

AN FRANaSCO.

Work

iUCTION

ik Bulding

AUFORMA
1

A.ScHiLLiiso Company's Plant.
San Francisco

Occidental and Overton Hotels,
, Santa Rosa

KosHLAND Building. San Francisco

Hahman Building. Santa Rosa

High School. Richmond. Cal.

A. LiKTZ Co. Building.
San Francisco

Tulare County Court House.
Visaiia. Cal,

Norton Land Co. Building
San Francisco

I
1

REFERENCES
First National Bank
Oakland Bank of Savings
Merchants National Bank

Oakland
Oakland

San Francisco

Office

AKLAND 8744

^ph Avenii
CAL. J

Minficturers of StAiiNlj *
II niNRS

Srhool Desks Cliurcii I'ews. Upera cnai^is. na,. -•«--;

Bank Furniture! LodKC Furniture and Epu.pment. Post

^''aIs'I? Venetian Blinds. Rolling Wood Partitions. School

and Church Bells. Maps. Map Cases. Globes.

We also manufactur
and sell the celebrated

Blackboard
Black or Green

orrtcmm _^__

1151 Nik St, S« FriKiStt 210-212 ». IWi «., Iw «•»•«

4

Vi. .^^^acOR

Room 27, 460 Thlrtowith Street
OatcUtnd, Cal

When writing to Advertisers mention this Ma^aiine.

I
I
I
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r tiki r» J|

T

R I

o

I HE HOLMES LIME IMPANY. Inc.

Office, 704 Mar
Mutual

y 2220 Imi

A. VSTK
ESTIMATES AND
DESIGNS FURNISHED

^El rRUCTICJ
Architects, owners and contractors' are invited to

consult our expert engineers. If you are contena-

plating building write us.

Tru^^ed Concrete Steel Go.
Home Office

Detroit, MfchlMt*«T
Rortland. Orearon San Rrancisco

Board of Trade Macdonouirh BIdg:.

m
StuU

rM.nrtp Tf-mporary 3526 A. H. Bergstrom
Eric Lange

ANQE & ""OGSTROM
BUI I

138 INVESTORS' BUILDING
' 787 Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

lATED Oil C
PRODUCERS AND SELLERS OF-

NY

SUPPLIES !

GENERAL OFFICE: SEVENTH

SECOND AND MISSION STS.

WELLS, FARGO BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ing to Advertiser*, nuiiiion this Magazine.

I

.-i^M
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yo. !!

ht,. han

f Ihe

1
Guarafi ed Perfect in every respect

phone Market 2373

I

JAMES W. Ki

Sleig

it and Manager
CHARLES D. STEIGER. Secretary

Kerr Slove & foundry Co.
Successors to Steiger & Kkrr

.

f" Manufacturers of

Hilling StWIf aid ItiR' RanKP
"J

Also Manufacturers of

All '^'f'' iiarlitn^r^

bpeciai, .ucau..;pa>d to street Department work, such as Manholes. Cesspools, etc.

Oot-n'er T"olsom and EigHteenth iJts.
^„^„.

. X, 7?T^ SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
Telephone Market 250 mi^^^B-!!

and STABLE flXT"W8

. HOWE SCALE COM I
"'Y

GEO. A RIGG. MANAGER

143-149 MAIN STREET SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

PMOWC KKABWY 31

rk or^ Tf von' re building and want the best fu*

^ JL'b^st of anything in the heatln. line, we're here to supply

your needs with aood Idea* and Satisfaction.

TheW. G. McPHERSO^
SEE OUR NEW WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES

328 GLISON STREET - - - " PORTtAND

When writing to Advertiser* ntentiot. thi. Magazine.
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11
^1 r^fiin/iar Carsforced to

Fc$r several years Mr. Winton has known six-cylinder cars to be

superior to fours. But originally he did not anticipate marketing a

six until about 1910.

His belief was that the public would not be ready for sixes until

then; and you know how unwise it is to try to hurry public opinion.

Well, after marketing the four-cylinder Winton Model M in

1907—a car that to this day has no superior among fours—and finding

buyers clangoring for a new merit that fours could not satisfy, Mr.

Winton had no alternative. He was forced to make and market the

W INTC ' N
two years ahead of his schedule.

Then the four makers smiled know-
ingly. In their opinion it was a foolish

thing to put all one's eggs in the six

basket.

That was more than a year ago.

Today nearly every maker who isn't

marketing a six is either wishing he were,
or is experimentinij with one in the hope
that he may produce a six to equal tlie

self-starting, sweet-running Winton Six.

Men who own Winton Sixes enjoy a

contentment that no other car ever gave
them.

That's why the Winton plant is work-
ing full force, full time, and is still he-

hind orders.

If you want a new satisfaction in mo-
toring, we suggest that you place your
order early.

Our booklet, "Twelve Rules to Help
Buyers." tells how to compare cars of all

malces, styles and sizes. Another book-

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

Member Association Licensed Auto Mfrs.

BBRBA ROAD. CLEVELAND OHIO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

let, "The Difference Between Price and
Value," tells what you pay for when you
buy a car. Both books sent upon request.

The Winton Six carries no starting

crank in front. Starts from the seat

without cranking.

So flexible that gear-changing is sel-

dom required.

Quieter than nine-tenths of the elec-

trics you pass on the street.

Goes the route like coasting down hill.

Beautiful in its lines, superb in the

character of its design and the quality of

its material and workmanship.

Precisely the car for the man who
seeks the best there is.

Made in two sizes, with various body
designs. Five-passenger, 48 h. p. Win-
ton Six touring car $3000. Seven -pas-

senger, 60 h. p. Winton Six touring car

$4500.

Write for literature today.

Wilton Brasch Bmms Is New York. Bostoa. Phils-

Mpbia. Baitl«sr«, Pltiik«r(. Dctrslt. Chlcsfo. Mioae-
•pelis. SciMlc m4 Saa fraacteco. Sec ear exhibit at

the CeltseMB. Chicsf*. F^. i-U.
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Comprlslag /'"

Rrick Painn
'fl

Salem. URKGon. March 10. 1908.

^''"^If^.^Vccr.ify .ha. .he coun.y of Marion

Sii. vfa'J ,?rbSi'woT ^.T.fXii
foWvthaU. has given en.ire satislac.ion in

every respect The s.eel bridge across .he

Wilameue River a. Salem was given one oa.

of your paint las. year, and ?l<ho>'«^',Vli''ears

^'ftt'^o;"e''c'i'^!^hne"d"th'e"v'oid's"'lS'by'^
; r.^ if inokt as if two coats of ordinary

oaint has bein applied xTe job looks remark

aby Jell, and we'^take pleasure in recommend

fnVit to all who want a first class pamt.

Very respectfully.

loHN H Scott. County Judsre.

1 C Needham. County Commissioner.

W H. GouLET. County Commissioner.

For prices; terms or color samples addr«ss:

OREGON SIENNA MINERAL PAINT COMPANY
Salem. Oregon

Oalifornia Oil Burner

MANUFACTURERS, CONTRACTORS= AND JOBBERS=
BlRNJNft MACHINERY

FOR POWER PLANTS. LOW PRESSURE

STEAM HEATERS. MOTEL AND RES-

TAURANT RANGES AND BAKE OVENS

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2592

717 MARKET STRttT. San Francisco

968 BROADWAY, ^ ^ ©airland

i

I

Tapestrolea Burlaps Canvas«M

and other Decorativtf Textiles

Samples sent upon request. Departments

20 B, Tw^ntyPirMt Strmmt, Nmw York

43 E. Randolph Strmet, Chicago

^-

Cher's

^ Not brittle, will neither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

most EcoBo-ical aa4 SitUftctofy P»lbfc

KMwa lor Hartfwooi H«w«. ^ For sale by

dealers in paints, hardware and house

furnishings. «| Send for our free book-

let telling of the many advantage* of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher Polish Co.

356 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER

is a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors

iiention this Magazine.

SiTf ijZ^£.
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bujldii)

,^ «5{pp]

in anu

jalvanum

U. b. Goveri
metal requir-
ings and fact'

work, in San
of the coast.

No preparat
'^ on many

I galvaniz*
and other citie;

Concrewaltum
A dan
basem»
ceiling
tary—hHiu
washing

paint for tunnels.
i.;^ :c and masonry walls.

tered exteriors, etc. Sani
id smooth. Not injured by

MADE BY

NNEEN MANUFACTURINC 60., Canton, Ohio

FOK
McCoRMiCK-HENDtRSON Co.. 510 Postal
Telegraph Building. San Francisco —417
Byrne Building, Los Angeles

S. W. R. Dally, Seattle. Wash.
A. J. Capron. Portland. Ore.

OAIIFORNIA
Has been called "The Winter
Resort State." It combines
every advantage, convenience,
amusement and recreation neces-
sary to perfect enjoyment of a

mild winter climate.

The SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

Offers a very attractive winter

Excursion rate of $55.00.

Portland to Los Angeles
AND RETURN

With corresponding reductions
from all other points in the North-
west.

We will be glad to send you some
attractive California literature.

WM. MCMURRAY, G. P. A.
3RD AND WASH. STRCCTS

PORTLAND - OREGON

M" ASBESTOS ROOFING

J-M ASBESTOS ROOFING

is "superior to others." That's the opinion
the United States Government experts reached
after a careful investigation and comparison
of the various roofings. That is why the larg-

est roofing order ever placed by the Govern-
ment was awarded to us.

When government experts consider J-M AS-
BESTOS ROOFING

SUPERIOR TO OTHERS
isn't it a pretty safe guide to follow ?*

It Is considered the best roofing by pc-ple who know,
because, beins made of Asbestos, it resists fire ; will not
rot or rust ; Is not alTected by acids, chemical fumes, rases,

salt air, heat or cold, and requires no paintinj;. In other

words, because It lasts the longest and is the "cheapest -

per-year" Roofing.

Write Nearest Branch for Catalog.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
159-165 New Montgeiiiery St., Saa Francisco

203 Em! Fifth St.. Lm Anaele*. C«i

576 Pint Avenue. South. Seattle. Waik.

Wm. B. Abbitt

Pres. and Manager
J^. C. SVMON

Secretary

Abbitt

STEEL ERECnOW

HEAVY HOISTING

Excavating and Foundations

Office I 370-374 Honadnock Buiidini

nmit iMglas 244i u SAN FIANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine

I
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W.J
19*0

McWHIRTER & DRAKE

MASONRY CONTRACTORS

Estimatf^s Given Promptly

MC*iBKR«

BUILDCRS' EXCHANGE
188 JESSIE ST. SAN fhANCisi

Phone Oakland 4843

JAS, P. SEXTON
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

OF EVtKi AM - RIPTION

Exterior Cement Work a Specialty

Residence

1933 Chestnut Street

OAKLAND. CAL.

Jobbing promptly attended to

YA6ER SHEET METAL WORKS

CORNICE ETC.

Manufacturers of Conductor Pipe,

l>arge Stock Always on Hand.

^RNIA

WEST

Cm/'

Nn 6

for youi

ii Shipped by

NOT!
O, CAL.

or year

rmation

heChas.F.ReebeCo

PORTLAND, OREOON

SMITH

CONTf
SHOVt

CCTC
-^ 1 1. MIXERS

AN I

ARROWS
MENT

I II

I

Fred W. Wagner
363 Stark Street

PORTLAND OREOON

WORL

id Combi-

id Motors

-; >-

1

Charte

Joir

en

m^l CLUB
I rancisco

' ^ etthip now clonus

H rolled gold

Write for

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

mam
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Central Amer
Plank and Timber, VValiiut,

Birch, Poplar, Basswood, 1

KILN DRIED HARDWOC
LARGEST AND MOST COMFIT^

COR. SPEAR AND HOWA!

^ NEERS
, Heavy Oak, biiip

a uaK, ^iiciiy, i4aple, Ash, Hickory,

,
Ebony, Lignumvitae, Rosewood, etc.

noRING 3-8. 7-8 AND THICKER
cK OF DRY HARDWOODS ON THE COAST

SIN FRANCISCO

/
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REDWOOD MANl
MANUFACTURERS C N

DOORS, WINDOWS, FRAMES, MILL WORK, i ANKS, LIHIEII, ETC.

Blocks. Porch Columns. Balusters. Hand Rails. Brackets. Sash Weights. Sash Cord

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE!

463 BRYANT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE, KEARNY 718

R
acturi:ks or

^.RUCi: LUMBER
Cable Address " EKAYWOOD " a. b. c. code 5th edition

Pacific Coast Lumberman's Directory Code

GENERAL OFFICE :

Santa Marina Bldg. 112 Market St.
5th and Channel Streets SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

S. H. HARi "WRER COMPANY
11

GENERA
Sash
Vene<

Wc are prepared to furnif h all the Lumber. Sash. Doors. Finish

and General Millwork required for Class A. B and C Buildings.

We manufacture Water. Wine, Mining and Oil Tanks.

Cyanide Plants a Specialty.

Douglas Fir. Red^ooa. Sxigar Pine. WKite Pine.
Maple. OaK. BircH and Fir Flooring.

DRY SHED*^ ' .-^oo OOO ft. STORAGE YARDS. 7,000,000 ft.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

\

11

I

Redw
II
11

our Stock Invited

(Jcomc

BALC8 OFFICE AND WARE
HOUSE

57TH TO BSTH ST., ON SANTA FE TRACKS
nAKl AND CAL. PHONE PIEDMONT 280T

*i, jjij

KEY C JKlii

MAIN AND FOLSOM STREETS

SAN PRANCISCO

PACIFIC COAST AOBNTS FOR THE

PARK ER \rATER TUBE BOILER
ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
SELF CLEANING

^WE SELL LUMBER GET Ol

I UMBE u

TCLKPHONKS: MARKET 1486 1486 8AN FRANCISCO

ng

Felt and Gravel f

Paving for Side

Repairing

We Guarantee All Work
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P Of
PI

^ I s
C-i- iiship Lines

NEW ORLEANS - NEW YORK SERVICE

In coiniection ^witli \\\q: Svinset Route
betAveen San Krancisco, Los Angeles

and New Orleans

Largest American Coast wise Steamers
Elaborately KiarriisTieci Stateroorns

Electric Lighted T^hroughotit
Perfect Dining Ser\ ice

First C-'-h, $35.00; Round Trip,

Second Cabin. !l;27.50

lactmiiu tmM mmtmmM mm mmtm

m. m%. I II

SEE AGENTS

itKi
T

I

I

I

4
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>diliut;

^•*n Francisco

Oakland

729-732 Mcrcliaiits txchaiiic Bldi.

yELEPHONE HEARNY ftil

Geo. H. Connolly

L

Conno Wise

Pi U MBERS
Shop Phone Main 9204

2111^1 ^Jf^ Portland. Oregon

192 J. J. IRWIN

L ^ l>liOS.
CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Office and Stc Fittings

Estimates Given

36iaSixteentH St.. Sai^ Francisco

O. H. BROV^N W. S. KING

Oak, Maple and Birch Flooring

and Hardwood Lumber

PACIFIC COAST AOeNTS

Strablc Mnfg. Co.. Saginaw, Mich.

Office and Warrhouse

First Street, between Washington and Clay.

OAKLAND. CAL.

Phone DougUis 17 <

QRANTTEE
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Business Buildings and r

Construction a Specia

279 Moaidoock Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO

li

; MaiTELEPHONES ^;^ ^

on Planing fni

C. H. lACKSON. Manager

SUSH. DOOK AND GENERAL

MILL WORK

NINETEENTH AND VAUGHN STS

PORTLAND, OREaON

I

Correspondence Solicited

Bro
CONTRACTORS
OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

We Make Sfwlalty of

SCHOOLS, BANKS. HOTELS
AND CHURCHES

SAN FRANCISCO "^"^ ^^ '

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine

aaumjgî tfmmifii
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i ;

li»

'

C. T. ^ - - '"
^^

" aurttaEN

Gl'TLEBEN BR RS
ARCHITECTURAL AND
INGIN BERING CONSTRUCTION

PHftNr BLDG SAN FRANCISCO

Cl . .1.NT ..._

Concord Builds

346 RrRR

Builders Exchani^e, iSi^Jcsiie

Street. Builders Association,

Pine and Kearny Streets

RKS. PHONK, M«»st»-' •---

' :\% \ .
'

=
" *'

'1 I i ^' I « ,

ii. AlUKll^MbU^. IKK^. CiiAb. Cj. MUKlt^r^bU^t. \M rka. anu Mgr.

orricc AND shops: CORNER 1 9TH AND INDIANA
Phonc Market 1898 'JCISCO. CAL.

If

vjunranteed free from all imperfections of braid or finish, ran nlw^nv

mark, the colored spots Sond for samples, tests, etc. SAHSON CORDAGE WORKS
Pacific Coast A Mdl. 1075 MonaAwcfc JMg.. Si ffaBcteo md 5tl luMAk Sd

*:_"^^

Minflclirirt if IMtvy's

79 CITY M

iroi Tops. Etc.

im>

The Architect and Engineer U3

>n of Policy 1

lUUU.uu. New York §2'

or FRANKFOP

,,„ nriits in the United States for

1600 000.00 Massachusetts, $200.-

> and Ohio $150,000.00.

^a «- ArrMest ft Plite Glass

^ \NCE company : :

GERMANY

United States Department.

100 William Street. New York

C. H. Franklin, Mgr.. Jno. M. Smith, bee.

TRUSTEES
RICHARD DelAFIBLD. P«s. of National Park Bank

coiJqt Thalmann. of Ladenburg. Thalmann & Co.

^ |A??jEit^F^ n- of lUinoi, Central Railroad.

DUNCAN & REHFISCH, fisiwal Agti.. Pic. Coisl Depi

r" SlfsAMSOME STIEET. SAM FRANCISCO. CAL

THOS. LANDY
al Modeler

ement and

S. F.1673 Market Street,

jMBctloo of VslescI*

TELEPHONE MARKET #?

Member of Builders' Exchanire

and Builders' Association

D. ROSS CI
PLASTERING and CE

n r'^ fDEMO\_/ Lj I 1 I 1

A FIRE-PROOF SANITARY

FLOORING AND WAINSCOTING

1 THE OEMOimi FIRE-PROOF FLOORIRB CO.

OFFICE
FACTORT:

417 iwtpiMry Street 310 ClemefrtiM Strict

SAN FRANCISCO

YCO.
II
1

OjF ALL KINDS
FOR ALL.

HIGH Cl-ASS ENDR/^VIND
. R.. P«OMPt DELIVERY g.^^^(

I

-NIA PHOTO
r^ 141 VALENCIA 5T r ^^

Fowler k Pay Austin Bri

and Natural C

Rscolith Composition »

BUILOERJ

RANCIS R N 1 A

MANUFACn

Pipe and B

Asbestos P MM

Ofllce, 210

Factory, l'

II
P O R T

ASBESTOS

, CO. INC.

Ing
1^
I

Rrtarn

I

riting to Advertisers mention this MaRazine.
A^riting
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Phone. KEAKNY 1154

C. L.

Civil EnsiiMer and
Licensed Surveyor

BALBOA BUILDINQ

Market and Second Streets, San PraBciaco

Pacilic 1.0.

ra..h Assets, $425,000.00

.. >i>4iBc, 126 Meatfo««7 St.

PRANCISCO
taforary ll9i

Wallace E\ .mi
John Brrmingham. Vice-President

A. P. Redding. Secretary

JOHN T. DAR£ IN

CORWIN & DARE
GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

I

SUCCESSOR* TO CORWIN *, riTZRATRlCK

THE LICK BUILDING
S. W. COR. SUTTER AND MONTGOMERY STS.

ROOM 300

SAN FRANCISCO
TCLCPHOMC DOUGLAS TWCNTV ONC HUNDRED

Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar
Concrete Construction For

Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

WESTEKN EXPANDED METAL AND FIREPii00nN6 CO.

Office

426 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco

J. J. BUTLER M. B. McGOWAN

IVIcGOWAN & BUTLER

General Contractors

Masons and Builders

I

T. TAYLOR R, STANTON
892 E. Sixth St. North &55 E. Eighth St. North

TAYLOR & STANTON
Sanitary Ptiunbiag

Qas and Steam Fitting

Elevator Repairinf a Specialty

308 Pine Street Portland, Ore.

PHONESJM^J^^^^L^

CH Ul. H. HOCK

B U !
1

9iO'Devi$adero$t.

n fiMM West 6606

1 SAN FRA
-- m

B PPA
. Qeneral Contractor

and Builder

Cor. Jefferson Court aiMl Peninsula Avenue

San Mateo, Cal.

3673 SEVENTEENTH STREET
San Francisco, Cat.

When writing to .^dvcrliscrs mention this Maffazine.
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ii

F.W.SElftiti

II

KtUUIAmunu Diaiiu

— OF —

1 Offices and Stores Fitted Up on Short Notici

Estimates Given

\

E PACIFIC 1302 342 rirrH avcnuc

ASPHALT ROOnNG FELT

WATERPROOF PAINTS AND
ROOFING PAINTS

I YMPIC ROOFING CO.
(INC.)

QoAXTTF Portland:

551 C^ot™Bld,. ^^^ryicZiSmr.
J. O. Preston. Pres. Geo. V. Mciseaiy. mbi-

II

If

LOORING

Raecolith

ic a Perfect Floor FIREPROOF-WmR-
PIOOF SANITARY

MARKET 2146

I

Alt tforKs

iJl vanAsk your Architfct oi

The Raecolith (

Phene Main 3277 71 1st St.
II

Grille Work. Stair Kails. Fire Escapes. Elevator

Cars. Elevator Enclosures. Bank and Office.

Counter and Enclosure Work. Sash

Bars. Store Fronts. Etc.
||

C. FARRENKOPF & SONS
||

« wELIlT IIe>23 MINNA
Near Sevet^tH St.

We handle the Lennox |i

Torrid Zone Furnace. 1:

106

AlbertJ.Capron
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

II

BUILDERS' MATERIALS

SUITK IT
)RTH BLDG.

PORTLAND,
OREGON

E. J. FRASER
SCCnCTARV

CHARLES KING & GO.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

607 PACIFIC BUILI

SAN FRANCISCC

.

WALSH

11

M/*

I
1S4CLIIT0IIPIRII

1

When writing to Advertiser, mention thi. Magazine
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CO
SPHALTU>i oorERS

All Orders Promptly Attended to.

rttotxka St., Det. 1st and 2cl

Uid Koois Repaired and Warranted.

SAN FRAN

KEYSTON N

J CONCRETE WORK
PHONC. CRKCLCY 27
FIRST NATIONAL BAN
BERKELEY

BLDG
PHONC. DOUttLAS 1073

MONTGOMERY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

[security A --_ ON
iiSPOSTo Bros., Proprietors. &i ^ i

.
I -

V ' A ^ *

I Doors, Fire Escapes, Iron Raii 1.14 : UL.ULI%^ ,.-^. . ;.:. '. -J s

H 133 BAY STREET, BET '- »%j -^uOONT -

THE
nnN"

NG
L-

:

i

2 CENTRAL BUILDING
LOS ANGELES

mi
ILDING

II

1 GENERAL CONTRACTORS I

I

(ill Chronicle Bl

San Francisci

nrx

SAN FRANCISCO

PImmm f>

i- L-,UC/

i

HR SPi

1

1 628 MoatKOOiery St., Room 333

CONTRA.
L. F. BARZELLui ii. u. l.

SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Mi

Mult I

featu

DupLtcate
tr Stenogr

II

Keari

O.

All Kinds
612 Washlnsrt"'

Stone
, Cat.

Lj, UNTttLS,

BRACI^FT« V4SfH

1

1

nv

F •

tLL

Residence Telephone 82.
'

Kesiuciiu ^^^^ Teleohon

B \J 1

234- ?

olici teci

oung)

Office Telephon

T f "* •^ "^

ll

cc

GAS FURNACE ^
^ u c* lei- Tioi i^t ^

1

I

Nt-mr Qouiti St<

C J. 1

Formerly C. J. Headnr

42 CLAY ST.. San Francisco, Cal.

I
3 III*

lie Impt. Co.

RICK & COMFA
3ER STAMPS. Etc

126 BUSH STREET

t Treas.; W A. RooblinR. V. Fre».; S.

Mr

E. Bet

levators made in the World

ake care of all orders ^ ^_e c IT TAT
SECOND and THIRD STS.. S. F.. CAL.

i: GORDON
ictly C

When writing, to /\Qvcri.^— — ••

1
I

I

1

I
I

j^ 'jjjit, Ia-*. .^Jt Skll^^!!^,
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GEO. J. WELLINGTON

OPIPIII

DL, ivi t M I B

FIRE PROTECTIVE

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER

HEATINO INSURANCE

ELECTRICAL

STEAM POWER

VENTILATING

Seiltle San Francisio Los Aniilis

The J
f%

SCIENTIFIC PLUMBING
IN ALL ITd BRANCHES

METAl RIMlf
'*^''

VANCOlj J

WASHINGIUiN

lYUOHTS AND

PORTL^AN^
OREGON

/
SESu I UK i'KiCES TO

TiuTorv Bros.
ON

Galvanized Iron Cornices
and Skylights

Royal Furnaces
105 N. Fifth Street, Portland, Ore.

Teler*-"--. Main 961 '

Phones^1
Main 7811

A 3395

C.
mi I

LAGG

ELECTRICIAN

74 Sixth Street Portland. Oregon

CLEAN SHARP coarse'
SAND VEL

• • •

SAND

* '"»" *i

t
- !

^ ;,
. " 1 in.,.

Office mid Bunkers - -

I

FRED D. WILSON
PRESIDFNT

A. W. PARKS
SECRETARY AND MANAGER

COM ELECTRIC CO.
EXPERTS ODERN WIRING

AND CONDUIT WORK
ESTIMATES AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED

PHONES: MAIN 5086
AUTOMATIC A1544

408-410 MORRISON ST.. PORTLAND. ORE,

SUCCESSORS TO
WIRING DEPT OF THE

BARRETT MFRS. AGENCY

I

%^%^:

I

W
I 4J =^ * i * L I

WARD BROS.

Lii.iruer, Lath, Shingles
loterior Fialsb

MIciliao Rock Maple Flooriof

856 UNION AVE. NORTH
PORTLAND, OREGON

i
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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)RNUNG E. FISCHER
G. H. BEAZAN

Structural ana

R. G. LITTLER

Electric Light and Power InsUllations

Telephone Systems

Fire Escapes, Sidewalk Uoors. Hose Casing

a Specialty

303 FRONT STREET. CORNER COLUMBIA

PORTLAND. ORE.

PHONE IWAIH 7168

Engineering Co.

Telephone A 1249

Office 412 Couch Bidg., Portland, Ore.

11

Shop. E. 5003 -PHONES Res
.

E 2MJ

C. L JOHNSON
HEATIH6 AMD VEHTIUT1M6= LNG!MEERiH6=

CORNICE. SKYUGHT «a SHEET METAL

WORK. GenerJ Jo**"'- A*"" '" Th.lch.1

Cul Iron Hoi Air FurMce.

286 GRAND AVE.

PORTLAND.
0^^''°**

hIT€.i

Are invited to use <

an5 show their clients by the tjxtures

^hemselves (instead of by catalogues)

the installations recommended.

M. U ULINE
WHOLEJALE MODERN PLUMWNG SUWUES

PHONCS MAIN 917. AaB«7

S4.86 FRONT STREET. PORTLAND. OEECON

The
Oregon Paint^ Varnish

Company
Wholesale and retail dealers in

Ptiits. 011$, VinUsh and Pamters* Sallies

mmm
I II

Agents for The
and Los Angeles
WISHES.

Grfen-Marshall Paints

Varnish Company s Var

jL»/\K J E MAXON

qon Electric Co.

N. 93 GRAND AVENUE
Phone East 2898 Portl«»<l. Oi

1625
3128

291 East Morrison Street

PORTLAND. ORFGON

J. J. RYAN D. M RYAN
WOODLAWN ,387 WOODLAWN 1*48 WOOOUAWNi

HAKUWALL PLASTI

RYAN BROS.

PLUMBING HARDWARE
GAS FITTING AND
GENERAL JOBBING

P„oN« EAST 4008 B40 WluaA««.AV«

PORTLAND. ORE.

are the

B
II

I
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A. G. "Whit^nsD H. B. Dhcrfnci

1 1 y^i^^yg if^

Art i) 'C^.

Knights of Pythia* BuUding

We make a Specialty of ARTISTIC FIRE .

PLACES and MANTELS. I

Grtiniates Fumkhed for Tile F ! o o r i, Bath

ROOIM, Etc.

1

SKAALHEIM'S
WINDOW EASE
lor Lubrtcatlns Window StUet— PreveniinR
striking and securing easy working of all

Windows also Applicable to Desks. Pantry
Drawers, etc. No dirt collected and easy
movement secured.

JOHN M. SKAALHEIM
MANUFACTURER

46 N. 5th Street Portland, Ore.
Phofie, Mjdn 503a — A 2035

Art -- ^.i.:^-.

will save money by getting our estimate on

HARDWARE
Stock. All Standard Lines.

Quick Deliveries.

^ " CO.
87 ' Ore.

1 JAMES H. .-^

Re*. 1047 TKuima
PhaMMaiB344/

F. L. _.: ',-

Ra. 372 32od St.. N
PlmKMiiB2605

UTHERi %A lilKLI

Gt. _ u__:,. J

Brir'
" ^*» buildings

.1

TELEPH' -
- t

PORTLAND, (
^-

EER DOORS
Architects, Contractors and Builders

are invited to send to us for prices.

rthwest Co.
iwm 1 1 r*W II fl
111 O I ^^ .^ V IThe Largest Plai ^

ALBINA AVE. and RIVER
Established 1894 Portland, Oregon

A J. Houck

I HOUCK & SON

PLASTERERS

431 L HARMSON ST.. Portland, Ore.

PHONE B 1685

II I
I I .: i I T f::

it

lieats and ventilates ^iprool. Saves
insurance, fuel and bills. City and
country rights for sale. Write for circular.

Jordan Flxie DlocK Co.

j
Asbe^

Steam rm i'U« " 4s :r./sv;

GILLEN-CHAMBERS CO. ^ i

66 H Front Si, Portlanci o ^o, ||

<m>
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DESIQNINQ DRAFTING
SVPERINTENDINQ

MAPPING TRACING

ILLUSTkATING PERSPECTIVE
SPECIFICATIONS

216 and 217 San Fernando Building

PBONE MAIN 2748 ^08 AOfCleS

J W CHASTEN Tel. Part 2587 6tO. C. JOHNSON

2238 Martet Street I « Wmoiit Street

SAN FRANCISCO

Johnson.Chasten&Go.

OOISTRACTORS
BUILDERS

11 Wwden Struttures Our Specialty |
II

Dresser,

Pate

1881

BulMers' Asb'b

Co.

iN

d Tops Erected

Experts in Curing Smoky and Defective Flues

Ch.mney Sweeping Promptly Attended To

No8. 39-49 ISIS STREET

Bet. nth aai 13tli a»l SAN FRANCISCO
F«lsoa aad Harrisso

tllAMtii-.
Tile l»r

en

Portland ^

mPORTERi

209 Stark Street

I

• 1

ta

II
m and Taylor, PUklLAni II

I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ri;
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m « nQS
flMit 4 MAUfR CO.

A^nls tor

CANTON ART

META , J.

53^ Monadnock Building:

Phone Douglas 2000 caw pp a NCISCO

Frank M. Spencer H. A.Wells

WELLS k SPENCER

lACHINE CO.
(Formerly with Cahill & Hall Elevator Co.)

tievators, Repairs aoi lospectioiis

aid Dofflb Waiters

139-141 BEALE ST. SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Kearny 664

I

J.
SULLIVAN

Desig:ner & Builder

IVAN
C«j aw 1.3, tiates

ALDONE APTS.
2070 University Ave.

jierk. 255
BLEY

CON1
and

MANUFACTURCR OF

Hollow Concrete Building Blocks

St. Johns, Oregon
Cedar Park
Station

Phone .

Richmond 641

JrCLCPHONC Res .
m

W.N. W
CEMENT C _ I \jt\

DS OF

•CEMENT WORK
AND CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

I

OFFICK

3203 E. 17TH ST. murrvAu:

^ovey B
Manufacturers tjf

Leaded Glass
of all dmecrlpttons

for
Private and Public Buildings

OUR SPBCIJ^LTY:
Church and Memorial Windows

Cor. Sth and FlanderM Streets

PORTLJ^Nn, OREGON

General Agent Cleveland Faucet Co-

TELEPHONE MAIN 639

J. F. BTTKA
PLUMBING, STEAM

AND GAS FITTING

Hot Water Heating a Specialty

PlllMBlNG AND HfAT1NG SUPPUES

Cor. Second did 4nkpn> Sts. PORTLAND, ORE.

T. C. 1
Tt, son

TINNER AND R(H

Galvanized Iron Work, Hot Air Furnacat

419 HAWTHORNE AVe.

PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention thii Magazine.

S>}r'i.trij5
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Plumbing

StBaiii

and ;

Hot Water
I

Heating
i-.r .11

HENRY T. MADDERN

1169 Jefferson St.
^jear 14th St.

OAKLAND, CAL
Phone Oakland 1499

"^ KbWICK

' F. OSBURN

PHONE: MAIN 1434

Worswick Street

i^aviiig ^O.

.Lt 1 TRBFT PAVING

Reinforced Concrete Conrtruction.

Cement Work of all Kinds.

Cement Building Blocb,

Dealers in Gravel.

MAIN omCB:

UNION NATIONAL BANK B'LIX;.

FRESNO. CAL.

Oil Burners & Oil Burning Plants

m^UUFICTURED AND INSTALLED FOR ALL PURPOSES

. JOHNSON
1334. MISSION ST.

o.

Phone Market 2769 CLAN FRANCISCO

It
II w^^ OWES
II

II

n ..\

M

Are made to order only to fit

and match the house—Sold

direct to house owners at one

profit—Made to last as long as

the house—We pay the freight

—Sent on trial—Avoid imita-

tions that are *'just as good"

as Burrowes Screens.

Estimates free

TheE.T. Bun :s Go.

Portland

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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it. r riiii'
II Hotel

(Ute the ORIENTAL)

Yates and Government Sts.

VICTORIA, B. C.

Most Central Location in City

Remodelled and Refitted Throughout

Everything First Class

Entire Change of Owner-

ship and Management.

American Tourist Patronage Solicited

J. E. MUSGRAVE, Prop.

lOO Rooms Wltii i»

Popular Priced Cafe and Grill. Cuisine the Best

Sendfor booklet . W. C. BAOON, MMoagei

L^2LT^Ci>i. .•'

Cost over .ilZ.OOO.OUO. 4U0 rooms European plan.

Katos ^\ nOnnd iin with hath ?2.50 nnd nv.

1 11 r

S. W. Co

1 II

II

.) ai D4th Street

Near 30th St
•*\ Subway and
\j 53rd St. Ele-
:^ vated and ac-

cessible to all

surface lines.

{deallocation.

Near theatres,

shops, and
Central Park

New and
h ireproof

Strictly First

Oass in every
Respect. All
outnde rooms.

No carpets.

, All hardwood
^
floors and
Oriental rugs.

European
Plan.

Transient
rates, $2.50
with bath,

and up.

Restaurant

Unexcelled.

Prices Reasonable. Send for Booklet.

HARRY P. STIMSON
Formerly with

Hotel Imperial

R. J. BINGHAM
Formerly with

Hotel Woodward

I

I

(

When writing to Advertisers mentioti this Magazine.
t
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n
THE MAYDWELL COMPANY

BAXTER MARBLE CO.

Prodycers of

CALIFORNL

FF'

II r*Of

1 I

Quarries:

Columbia, Cal.

f\44ti^fm.

268 MARKET STHtti

DIRECT IMPORTERS

MARBLE
AND

STi

1

I %

H. W. BOWLKV 11

mMUfC
wulmo

aRBLE

¥¥

COLORED AND ITA'

Mosaic and Terrazzo Work. Watnscot.ng.

Cement Ornamentations, Plumbers

Slabs. Etc. Estimates given.

vV L-C-IX .J

IRACTOR

HANKLAND

PHONt
MARKET 1509

OFFICE AMD YARD

14th aod SHOTWELL STS.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Acetylene
Lighting Systems

204 SEVERANCE BLDC.
LOS ANGELES

cheapest, safest and moat ..ti.i«:lory means of lighting

vo«ir rountry home.

Tl
2

c

olximbia Mai
"E.T STREET. SAN T

i > o • 1 e r • t^nd. C o n t r ., c t »
r

TMBIA M^^i
on All t\ir,a-

Acs on Appiicauon

C

%%j

Quurrims
COLUMBIA. CALIFORNIA

FlnUhlng Plant

17tH««d MISSOURI ^-r*^

rmm tiiiiaiij

p ^j f^

i.(ii3, »^»«-

WORKS AND rACTOHr

San Leandro, California
\\

I

I:

I
m

Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Patented July 10, 1906

The Only SASH LOCK that

"LOCKS ITSELF"
and is

The Sash Lock that Solves Absolutely the Problem of

Ventilation -witH Security

!

"ALWAYS LOCKED"
The Jiutomatic Sash Lock is Woman's
Comforter. No more dread about leaving the

windows unlocked. You couldn't forget to

lock them, if you tried.

Al 111 MAI CO
€ I #4 A n ^ e I e

>dem architects and engineers a ' the Lib-

rary Bureau systern of indexing and filing catalogs,

price-lists, plans and sf>ecifications. It is the only

filing system that has proved itself wholly adequate

to the complex needs of modem business. : :

Q Vertical Filing was originated and developed by

the Library Bureau and our salesmen are specially

trained in adapting it to individual needs. This is

the secret of its results. For description of system,

see November issue of this Maga7ine.

LIBRARY BUREAU
674-678 MISSION STREET

i ton. K*.»my 1622 SAN FRANCISCO

BUSINESS SYSTEMS .

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

STEEL OR WOOD FURNITURE FOR BANKS,

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS AND LIBRARIES

The Architect and Engineer
U7

\

sldence: 1745 BANCROFT WAY. btKKtLbY

)bert Qreig
BUILDER

San Francisco

Builders' Exchange

1

1

11

II

Wm. S. SNOOK, President
p. VV. SNOOK, VIcePraMldeat

S. Snook & Son

...PLUMBERS...

602 Clay Street

San FranclscOf CaL

W. F. WAT!

CONTRAC

323 Lick Building, San Francisco

JOSEPH HUNTINGTON 1|

First Nafl Bank Bldg. ^^/jj^ "^^^J,^^u .vi^ RnHH n^ Swift buiiamg
Chronicle Building

Mills Building Union Square Bldg.

Balboa Building Keyes Buildm

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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•^ #1 fr i\ a
1

1-

j\ Post Card ^WiH Get Us

Mu ^ —

#

Sr Orion
268 Market Street room asa San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MAKi ^ Kurt^i^k^t WW.
OF LIVE Oi., ENG.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

J. B. F. DAVIS & SON, MANAGERS
MONTGOMERY AND SACRAMENTO STS.

Telephone Privatf Fxchange 6b SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

LOS ANG i7 Byrne O POSTAI. TKLEGRAPk

MCCORMIi^K HENutLKSON
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON

CONCREWALTUM—For Damp Proofing—in Colors.

CARBONIZING COATING—Permanent Protection for Iron.

STEEL DOORS— For Warehouses, Stores and Offices.

ROLLING PARTITIONS - VENETIAN BLINDS - SANITARY
LOCKERS Metal Covered Windows, Doors and Trim. Georgia Marble.

Ujir tl ::

^ ;u >, Ohio

Market street pfeoMiuriyim Sai Francisco, Cal.

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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AN
1

ii

LL!

RFARIN6 INGES

^i.'L,'-'*

Nothing else so good

for Hanging Doors.

No wearing down, no

creaking, no need of oihng

— For sale by —
Hardware Dealers

Attractive Literature Free

STUNLEY WORKS
^E^ BRITAIN, CONN.

c ^ ,,. in Stockton Savings and Loan Society

Elevator Entlo^u,. "»
fi^*'° ^ WARD. Architects

Bank Buildiiit' MEYBKs <x "«

1 f.oiDEN f.ATE STRUCTURAL AND
'' ORNAMENT Al. IRON WORKS

107-109 ElEVENTB mtET

Phone Market 544S S'" fr>i\aia>.«J

materials but It must ha.r the ^II|^
nrinciple ofoperation^ In concrete

m xlne this principle is homogeneous

C^coroVation under pressure-knead-

n^ Mix ng by kneading is the only
^'

o.r In which a pasty mass of
manner in wnicu ^ ^ ,^ ^ye
heterogeneous materials can i>c

*p1:/h^VoutpSt.andlovjcos,asa

working mechanism. Write

cattlogue No. la.

II

•
icipal Engineenng and ^on..^ ^ \\

. n OlfiS RAILWAY EXCHANGE, CHICAQO, ILL.

""
X^mm WHEELBARIK>W a).^S^5^^:'^^

4CIFIC COAST AGENCIES
)
|^ t CRO^E k CO. Seattle. Spokane, T.cob.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine
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LALINl

We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish, i.1

Write for Price List

J. R REILI \ &
^3-:3&S Spencer- I

»

SAN FRANCISCr

{\

COMPANY

Manufacturers of all kinds of Hydraulic Tile

and Flooring, in any Color and Design

ARTIFICIAL GRANITE STEPS
TERRAZZO AND CEMENT WORK

Phonc Kearny 4149

364 Pacific Building :> SAN FRANCISCO

Ventildtion

and

Gleaning

the

Inside

EllMINATES ALL DANGFR

WINDim
FACTORY AND OFFICE

Second and Webster Streets

OAKLAND • - . . GAl.

The H o
Fifth ;

PORTL
(Tl

"MODERN LUXUN

PerKiiis
I UflM

"treets

GON
y)

e«ATE RATES"

io tb« heart of h,:-':^ t^ >:,;u

with bath mmnit H'^A ..^.u,/,

phones in everv riioiii- /laiiuvi* V:

Catrf I ' I Nftf ,rfl,f <

Perki

KiMJWf

lUBIt

i: /r,7//^

ors

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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oressed Ai achinery
OFFICE BUILDINGS

I! I Dentist's aJooctor s Sprays Air Brush Sign Work

Pumping Water Cleaning Purposes

T-- . Oneratine Elevators
Sewerage Ejectors uperau y

Pneumatic Tubes Fuel Oil Burners

^ArHINERY
4 rRANCISC*

—— ,,, w 1 I or moving two doors in

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
^^

San Franc.sco- S.KXOKtt:. CO. inc FUteen^^^^^^^ St. Se.tl.^D. E.^F^^^
^,^, ^ ,,,, wokks

.os.ngeles: .o..
^
Bko^

^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ york

Reliance Ball Bearing Door nange, j^ _ .^

rrio USE r
I IQHBOR

I

I ROVED Ml Ailu. 11

At3^'
4ue

nev too when at trifling expense

WHY let the sniiBhine go to
>^a«J«;

*""
„jj CLIMAX SOLAR HEATER that will

you can pnt In your home «
\^J^f^^^^^ and snmmer-for your bath,

furnish hot water from 8»int^*^^"\„!^
^o.t damage or delay?

Uundry. and all domestic purpoees. without ^«»t'J»^^^ ^^ i^^^^e hot water

It can be oontu . t.d with the
«J"«;. ^^^^ the fxper^. of a kitchen boiler.

hot-water problem

3^:2 New High St.

HEATER COMPANY

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magarine.
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OTIS ELE' ATOR CO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

^
ELEVATORS
OF THE MOST EFFICIENT TYPES

ELECTRIC ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC
ELEVATORS, BELT DRIVEN ELEVA-

TORS, MINE HOISTS. DOCK HOISTS,

WHIP HOISTS, STEAM ELEVATORS,

HAND POWER ELEVATORS

OTIS ELEVATORS are sold at the most reason-

able prices commensurate with their

high and perfect qualities.

FACTORY — STOCKTON. NORTH POINT AND BEACH STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writinc to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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OTIS ELEVATOR CO.

MAMI AlTl WERS OF

ELEVATORS
ui THK MOST 1:FF1C1I:XT TYPES

i:li:( ikic i-lfa ators, indrailic
i:li:\" ATORS, Bi:i;r I)RI\I':\ i:lh\a-

roRS, MINI- HOISTS, dock hoists,

)ISTS. sri-:AM i'LlAATORS.
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Architect and Engineer
Of California

Pacific Coast States

Vol. XVI. MARCH, 1909. No. 2.

The San Jose High School a Striking Exannple

of the Mission Type

By F. S. ALLEN, Architect

a careful, comprehensive study of the cli-

matic conditions of the California Coast,

the Franciscan Fathers decided to adopt a

type of architecture somewhat resembhng

the ecclesiastical buildings of their old

home. Due to the fact that the greater

portion of the labor necessary in the con-

struction of their many Missions, estab-

lished m the latter part of the eighteenth

century, was to be thatDlthe native Indians^

it was readily apparent that, m order to

gain the best results at the earliest possible

moment, it would be essential to use

materials that could be handled success-

fully by these unskilled workmen.

Their first structures were built largely of adobe or sun-dried bricks;

later thev esUblished brick yards and taught the Indians the art of brick

bur, ing and in some instances, where a soft sand stone was neai^a hand

thPv onened auarrics and constructed their buildings of stone, ihe occa

sSa^'earthquakes which they experienced also became an ,.em of con-

''''' Ow°ng to these several conditions, their buildings were low and ramb^

lin^o7ten built in groups; the exteriors were plain and massive with few

oofAings Thev frequently contained one or more large court-yards or

mtio In the center of which was usually a fountain. Around these patios

r' To'ng low arched cloisters, affordhig shelter from the rain in winter and

from the sub-tropical sun in summer. They also served as hallway or

;: J'irt. which entrance was gained to the various rooms a condition

of affairs oricticable only in a climate such as the California coast possesses

Burmore^^c uresque and striking was their use during the sacred and

so Lrprocess o'lal of the Church, the acolytes, one holding aloft the im-

nres ivc^ymbon? salvation, the other swinging the incense cup. foUovved

bv the long robed Franciscans in all their dignified vestments, chanting the

solemn hymns of the holy church ; with the procession made complete by

i
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The San Jose High School a Striking Example

of the Mission Type

By F. S. ALLEN, Architect

careful, comprehensive study of the cli-

matic conditions of the California Coast,

the Franciscan Fathers decided to adopt a

type of architecture somewhat resembling

the ecclesiastical buildings of their old

home. Due to the fact that the greater

portion of the labor necessary m the con-

struction of their many Missions, estab-

lished in the latter part of the eighteenth

century, was to be that of the native Indians,

it was readily apparent that, in order to

gain the best results at the earliest possible

moment, it would be essential to use

materials that could be handled success-

fully by these unskilled workmen.

Their first structures were built largely of adobe or sun-dried brick^;

i.tor tWv established brick yards and taught the Indians the art of brick

ItniigLd'ifsome instancies, where a soft sand ^tone was near a hand

thev onened quarries and constructed their buildings of stone. The occa

sbnal 'earthquakes which they experienced also became an item of con-

''*^"owine to these several conditions, their buildings were low and ramb-

ling oTten^built in groups ; the exteriors were plain and massive with few

oofAines They frequently contained one or more large court-yards or

natT^n the center of which was usually a fountain. Around these patios

ranTo'ne low arched cloisters, affording shelter from the rain in winter and

from the sdj-tropical sun in summer. They also served as hallway or

nasTatres from which entrance was gained to the various rooms; a condition

Cfaffl's J^ctLble only in a climate such as the Caliorn^ -st possesses^

R„t tnnre nicturesQue and striking was their use during the sacred ana

fokmn professionals of the Church, the acolytes, one holding aloft the im-

DresTive's?mborof salvation, the other swinging the incense cup. followed

by the long robed Franciscans in all their dignified vestments, chanting the

solemn hymns of the holy church ; with the procession made complete by
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High School. Sax Jose—One of the South Cloislcrs

the dusky-faced Indian men. women and children. This indee.l was a strik-

'"^
ThetS: w^^fn'cessarily thick.and as the adobe "ncWs were n,ore or

less damaced bv the severe winter rams, the builders soon .saw the advisa

bimv o To e?ing them with a heavy coat of ,>laster made tron, coarse

travel and the natural cements found in the vicinity. The scarcity of skdle

fabor n^ade t "mpossiblc to use much ornamentation ;
consequently wuli

but ew exceptions they did not attempt anything in the way of mouldmgs

or carvings
'^

The interiors were <lecorated to some extent w, h canvases

brought f,^m Spain and crude frescoes painted by some n, the u,ore

"""'''Ivithilrthe last <iecade the people of California have come to recognize

the expediency of perpetuating this early style of architecture and to see m

tmaTv advantages not found in the types of construction requisite m

moTe severe cnfates. Many buildings, both public and private, are now

paUerned after the ideas of the Mission fathers. This is particularly tn^

of the public schools which, with their large rooms and the necessity of

i^£L. *»'*f^
' -f I. r.
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High School , San Jose—One of the South Cloisters

the dusky-faced Indian men, women and children. This indeed was a strik-

"^
The'wS: w^rfn'cessarily thick, and as the^adobe bricks were more or

less damaTed by the severe winter rains, the builders soon saw the advisa-

bilfty oT protec^^ them with a heavy coat of plaster made from coarse

eravel and the natural cements found in the vicinity. The scarcity of skilled

fabJr made it Tm^ to use much ornamentation; consequently with

but ew exception's they did not attempt anything in the way of mouldings

or carvinS The interiors were decorated to some extent with canvases

Lug^^^^^^^ Spain and crude frescoes painted by some of the more

^'^''Within'the last decade the people of Califoriiia have come to recognize

the expSncy oi perpetuating this early style of architecture and to see in

tmanv advantages not found in the types of construction requisite in

LTe severe c"S buildings, both public and private are now

S erned a te'r ^r^^^^^^^^ Mission fathers. This is particularly true

of the public schools which, with their large rooms and the necessity of

I
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The An:hitect and Engineer

High School, San Jose—The Main Entrance

F. S. Allen, Architect

wide and extensive passages, lend themselves most admirably to this

manner of building.

The San Jose High School is perhaps the first high school building

constructed on the university plan. It consists of five separate and dis-

tinct buildings so grouped and connected as to form one general whole.

The administration building, with its massive towers, is the central feature;

on either side are the classical and science buildings; at the rear of these

are the domestic science and manual arts building. They are all of the

same type of architecture with rough cement plaster exteriors and red tile

roofs, and are connected by three cloisters. One of these runs through

the towers between the east and west entrances and is crossed by the other

two which extend from the classical and science buildings to the rear end

The Architect and Engineer

High School, San Jose-Plan of First Floor.

39

Plan of Second Floor.
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High School, San Jose— The Science Building

F. S. Allen, Architect

of the group, each of these two side cloisters leading to the side entrances

of the assembly hall in the main building. The east cloister also passes an

open court around which are located the various departments of the

manual arts building.

Beyond the front gateway, the reinforced concrete posts of which are

replicas of the large towers, is a patio about 150 feet square from the center

of which rises a tall cedar flagstafT, with broad concrete Walks leading to

the front buildings. The three great arches between the towers form an

entrance to the main cloister which stretches away to the right and left,

nearly 150 feet in either direction,

High School. San Jose-Plan of BoUer House and An 7>'

M^!h<<t^C-ik. Jgrt,ML»4.*H''u.V>lf>^)i{^J
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X
• High School, San Jose-Plan of Boiler House and Air Tunnels

High School, San Jose—The Science Building

F. S. Allen, Architect

of the group, each of these two side cloisters leading to the side entrances

of the assembly hall in the main building. The east cloister also passes an

open court around which are located the various departments of the

manual arts building.

Beyond the front gateway, the reinforced concrete posts of which are

replicas of the large towers, is a patio about 150 feet square from the center

of which rises a tall cedar flagstaff, with broad concrete walks leading to

the front buildings. The three great arches between the towers form an

entrance to the main cloister which stretches away to the right and left,

nearly 150 feet in either direction.

Leading to the Domestic Science Department

I

^i-\t siV !*•* -r J, m>.i^(BJ ^^ ^::^^MS-Kt^^f
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High School, San Jose—The Front Cloister, Looking East

F. S. Allen, Architect

High School, San Jose-Physical Laboratory

J) Chemical Laboratory
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High School, San Jose—The Front Cloister, Looking East

F. S. Allen, Architect
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High School. San Jose-Fhysxcal Laboratory

J Chemical Laboratory
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//»gA School, San Jose—Front Cloister, Looking West

From this cloister a stairway ascends to the offices of the department

of education in the west tower. The location of these offices is so arranged

that they in no way connect with the High school proper.

As will be noticed by a glance at the illustrations, the building is a

striking example of the Mission type of architecture. The several build-

ings will accommodate 1000 pupils. While not fireproof it is of very slow-

burning construction. The building cost $200,000 including architect's

fees, furniture, etc. The new high schools of New York, Cleveland, Chi-

cago, Baltimore and other Eastern cities have been spending from $500,000

to $550,000 for schools of this size, but of course the Eastern buildings are

of fireproof construction and contain more elaborate shop and special

equipment.
Z. O. Field of San Jose was the builder. Mr. Field was also the con-

tractor of the new Horace Mann school in the Garden City.

"Why is Jones growing a beard?*'

Oh ! I believe his wife made him a present of some ties.
It >?

High School. San lou-WHen iv,o Cloisters Cross

Stick to your Wad of Clay
(After Kipling.)

A brickmaker worked in an honest way,

Molding his wad of clay;
^u-.^tu blew

He always was there when the whistle blew,

And never was told what he must do

His life wa« happy and gay.
.

,

He rose from the bottom through the ranks

To attention to business he gave his thanks.

He laid up a fortune by no ways mean,

And he made it all in a manner clean^

Wherever he went he could pay.

But he grew smart, as many men do

;

He wanfed to branch out, as and you^.
.

So in on the ground a promo er permitted

,

As president he was especially htted.

So he was elected one day.
.

But tll^gs go wron. wH ^^„o on^to^th^e Pb,

S rs^ntj;:^ Struit which he had amassed

^"
^^I^Vfbfck^i^oldfnra -dTct. -Clayworker.
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Should Architects Sign Their Work?

The Architect and Engineer 47

The question of the advisability of architects signing their buildings has

been taken up seriously by the American Institute of Architects, and the senti-

ment of that body is that the designer should exercise his own judgment in

the matter of aHixing his name-plate to his production. Members of the

profession on the Pacific Coast, in reply to queries from this magazine, are

almost unanimous in declaring themselves in favor of the practice when the

work is of a substantial nature—a truly architectural conception—or a building

of public character. One architect expressed fear that if the signing of

buildings becante general it would extend to factories and private houses, which

would, indeed, be ridiculous.

I

CLINTON DAY, Architect

N RESPONSE to your question as to whether architects should "sign"

their cpnstructed work, Isee no reason why such custom should not pre-

vail—not so much for its advertisings advantage as to put architecture in the

class with painting and sculpture. Of course, the architect's calling diflfers from

that of the artist's in tha^t much of his work has to fit prescribed limitations

in design and appropriation, and more than often the completed structure has

little attraction for others than its owner Dr tenant ; but when the building,

either for public or business uses, has sufficient merit to excite comment, it is

a satisfaction to know the name of its author.

Personally, I favor a modest tablet in a sufficiently conspicuous place

to tell its story to tKe curious, the architect to be his own judge as to which

samples of his work are worthy of lasting association with his name.

Certainly no fair critic would object to such practice any more than to the

signature which we always look for on paintings or statuary.

-i^^^i Q, ALBERT LANSBURGH —
Member of the firm of Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects, San Francisco

Answering your communication, would state that architects should sign

their work and that said work should include all classes of building. Any
artist is supposed to sign his productions, and because architecture in general

represents, more or less, a combination of assistants, it is no reason why the

designer should not put his name on the finished production.

Painters and sculptors had assistance; the work of the masters were not

entirely made by them, but pieces here and there were done by their pupils.

Nevertheless, the masters, whose ideas and schemes were eventually given forth

to the public, signed their names to the work.

It is our opinion that the name of the architect placed upon the building

would tend, if anything, to make him more conscientiously study his production,

so that he might not be ashamed to acknowledge the authorship. Art would
consequently be benefited by such a practice, which is universal in Europe and
becoming so in this country even as far wek as Los Angeles, where we recently

noticed that the Hamburger building was signed by the architect and contractor.

This is especially the practice in Paris and in all French cities, and, as we before

stated, an almost general rule in Europe.

CHARLES W. BROWN
Member of the firm of Bakewell & Brown, Architects, San Francisco

We can see no reason why an architect should not have his name placed
in some inconspicuous place on a building, as is done in France, where the

name of the architect is cut in one of the stones of the facade where it would

"* ^^
I

I

• t 1 1 y t^,- TViprp wnuld orobablv be an abuse of the privilege,

only be seen if looked for. There would proDaDy
-^^^^-^^^^ building is

however, and as the name o the architect o' ^nj
^^^^^^^^^^,^ or in

generally known, at »«^^^^ °
^J^f.^dvaitage to be derit from such a display.

'""ttoTildTroTaWy bfS as a'Ss of cheap advertising only, and as

I ^°"'<^JX buildine and the prominence of the name plate would be

the situation of the buuamg an" "«= P
excellence of the building on which

be. considered. •

WILLIS POLK

Member of .he firm of D. H. Burnham & Co.. S.n Francisco

Reolvine to your inquiry, "Should architects sign their work? I beg to

reply^h'at'thly should, ifV want to and the owner does not object.

CLARENCE R. WARD
Member of the firm of Meyers & Ward. Architects, San Francisco

practices of a number of 0"%^':^'^.'/;'=*^,^,^°^ tS^^^^ their names
-Of same, placard all sorts of b«'ld.ngs

^f."^^^^—'^f^^^ "quack" doctor

and "business" addresses. This
Pf

^akes o the^
or useful

l?rp?rrh:tThrtr;:rarenT^^^^^
worthy work and

tlms afdTn perpetuating his art and his reputation.

G. ALEXANDER WRIGHT

Member of the firm of Wri.h.. Rushford . CahiU. Architect, San Francisco

'^ "tfSp. -r-e bears a a.hi^^^^^^^^^^^

:;iiraC;^.s?eTk"iJ;£r B^&M happen ^^ ,.,ding is open to

criticism, where is the sense 4n d.sfipunng it
J'l J"f^^ ^^^^„„ ^^ ,„

Because artists and sculptors sign 'heir woj-^ >s tnai >
gije^alks do?

architect should follow their exampe as son. m^^^^^^^^

^ ^^„.

..i^t^^ni sa7:r"naln\ t^ -i-- ^

-

r^S;?c^hrtrp:rrbSriS:; ^^:.^%his. Wever. . omy

% indivWual opinion, and you have it for what ,t ,s worth.
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NATHANIEL BLAISDtLL, Architect

In reply to yours of recent date I may say that I could not give a favorable

answer to the question that you raise—that is, the signins: of their work by

architects.

My understanding from this is that you wish an opinion on the **rare"

custom of architects ins;?fibing their names on a prominent part of a building

that may have been erected by them. While I have seen buildings that may
be considered worthy of such an autograph, I have seen others that were not.

This custom might even work in the opposite direction and prevent the

architect from obtaining any further commissions. But, seriously, I believe

a man will be ''known by his work," and if it has quality the results will be

assured, and without an epitaph.

KENNETH MacDONALD

Member of the firm of MacDonald & Applegarth, Architects, San Francisco

In answer to yours of recent date regarding the advisability of architects

signing their work:

Professional etiquette permits of an architect placing on each one of his

buildings a carefully designed and modest bronze plate, or plate of other

acceptable material. If each architect knows that the people will find out who
designed the building, he will try to make it a creditable one to himself.

WILLIAM H. TOEPKE

Member of the firm of Havens & Toepke. Architects. San Francisco

In reply to your inquiry with reference to architects signing their work,

^would say that when there is no objection raised by the owner, and the buildings

is of sufficient size and importance to warrant it, we think that the name of the

architect should be placed on the building, giving the architect the credit of

the work, the name to be of small size, so as not to be too conspicuous.

LOUIS CHRISTIAN MULLGARDT, Architect

I believe that a modest, consistent signing of any architectural pro-

duction would have a salutary effect, both as regards the public and the

profession.

T. PATERSON ROSS, Architect

Member of the firm c f Ross & Burjfren, San Francisco

It seems a perfectly reasonable contention that architects should sign

their work. Every piece of sculpture, every painting, every seal or medal,

or other work of art shows clearly on its face the name of the artist in

whose brain it originated, and whose dexterous hand gave it its form and

color. Had this been customary with our buildings centuries ago, our

knowledge in architectural history would have been positively greater and

at the same time devoid of idle or misleading suppositions concerning

authorship. Surely architectural work ennobles the author, and the author

ennobles his work. An architect needs to receive inspiration, and also td

pul[ inspiration into his work. I know therefore of no reason why an

architect should not sign his work. \

'"'it~*'~^~i
! •. .a:;^':." b.SsCji'^-iuiAim^'sh^^^^t^^s^,
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The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture

in California

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer

-:^ J -s. ./ JPnh^ri^ Mnnreneier of Oakland contributes the iirst of a series

everv member of the profession jor ''' "^ . .

jyracticable The proposition

elsewhere can certainly be accomplished m Cd^forma.

I
N SEVERAL of the states the

^^^l^^^ '^t:,^J'^S^l
I is now regulated ^"d pro ected by statutes. 1 he

^^^^^ ^^
* 1897-1899, and those of Cfl'f°7'^'S,^[ions^of who shall use the title

irhiteTt^-^LTr^orSs' it^^^^^^^

-^L d^eigntrand sruc?ir^^pi::;:ion S hSin.s into c^o.petent

'^"to vtalize themselves, and become f"^^^ef:o^rsrthrrow:r'to
the formation of Examining Boards, .^nd delegates to th P^^.^^^^^

formulate and put into effect
^"'"/"f„J.^^^^^^rtitl to be either refused or

expansion in America durmg ^he last decade
^^^

term architect, viz., "chief buvlder^
conceotion of architect up to

tion in the ^oHd materials^
recognizes that every

'"'TSr';ol""nX/,hT"cS»ndi,i.„. which le.d ,o .he conception

and promnlgaiion of the l>'«™' '»"";,
-„„ „„ j„i.i,, „( p,„„otcrs and

The Pl«r"r„ra7. pldP e'tfch^ a? o o<he™ hSd heco.n. .„

r.?r,'acf,nt;p;,sfS3hic.^^

'-^£Z S.d«hS'S: aJd^ }f
aiin. to L >e.i..ati..

bodies of their states, secured the passage of the laws.

fli:ifli'iiwi..i.?iU.v.l. .J-.'-;- iri.*-*i' •^:y>'j:A'W.- xHfiil
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A fortunate factor, and one which greatly facihtated the enactmen of

these laws was the fact that from the earliest times the American architect

and the American contractor or builder have been considered as widely sep-

arated an "distinctive classes. To the architects have been -accorded the

Sion of a learned profession, and it was not supposed that he was to

maTnahi himself by undertakings outside of his part.cu ar profession. This

weTgrounTd segr^egation facilitated the enactment of protective and di-

^^^"tf'e^rg^: r;c\':fln1n"s, I897-I899, sec. 9, typical of the Califor-

nia act of 1901, it is set forth that "'any person who shall be engaged in the

planning or supervision of the erection, enlargement or alteration o bu.ld-

fngs for others; and to be constructed by other persons than himself, shall

be regarded as an architect within the provisions of this act.

Under this provision only those are to be considered as architects who

prepare plans and superintend constructions erected by others, not erected

by the architect himself. Therefore he is not to be architect and con-

tractor or builder at the same time. From this it is readily deducted that

, notwithstanding a contractor or builder may prepare his own plans, he is

not entitled to the appellation "architect."

As a consequencefanyone prefering to engage in buildmg aiter his own

plans can continue doing so, but not under the law title of architect. From

this viewpoint it would appear as if the purpose of the law was defeated,

ncompetent parties, without title or law. being allowed to erect buildings

whkh may pr^ove a menace to the safety and welfare of the public. But at

this juncture the municipal law of cities, notably Chicago, steps in and saving

the situation provides (Revised Ordinances, 1908) that building per-

mits shall be issued only upon the presentation of complete general arrange-

ment plans bearing the seal of a duly certificated architect.

Thus the statute applicable generally is locally operative by ordmance,

"^nd sucft-ofdinance places the entire liability^ for the safety at least, of^h^

proposed structure upon one holding authority from the St^^efnd should

a la^er detailed examination on the part of the Board of Public Works or its

aeents disclose a construction not complying with the building laws sani-

tary and other ordinances, the architect affixing his seal to such defective

plans can be readily held accountable for his mistake, mcompetence, mad-

vertence or neglect.
^ j *u'^

The seal is prima facie evidence that the plans are proper ones, and this

relieves the Board of Works of any exhaustive examinations until actual

operations are undertaken. At the same time a fully qualified architect can

readily pass on plans submitted to him, and his charges for such exammation

and subsequent attest by seal will be very moderate.

Up to the present time, the cities of San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles,

etc in the State of California, have not adopted the Chicago ordinance. As

a consequence they have no protection from defective or dangerous build-

ings proposed to be erected, excepting the protection provided by their re-

spective building ordinances, and the fidelity of their inspectors. The extra

protection provided under the statutes should be seized upon at once, to

the end that capital the upbuilding force of cities, may have the same assur-

ances as are offered by the Eastern cities,
r t ^ ,r -1

It is of interest to note the progressive operation of the Calit9rnia law.

The successful applicant for a certificate pays an initial fee of $25, is entered

upon the list of licensed architects, and receives his certificate of recommen-

dation from the examining board directed to the Secretary of State, who

thereupon issues a diploma, exacting a fee of $5. Thei^eupon and following

«
I
I

each yeat the practitioner pays annually to the board of examiners a license

fee of $/ This may- be considered as an extortion, as the board gives no

return Value whatsiver. Further, in every county of the state, optside of

he residential county of the practitioner in which a budding may be erected

from his plans, he --t have his cerificaeregis^^^^^^^^^

rnnuafctty'lLLl^feffo^'7racttcTng^rSctu^
amou'nting to $20. This

fs on 1 par with poll and dog taxes^evidences of a crude or pr.m,t,ve tax

^^^*
The state tax crudities arise because the act makes no provision for the

payment of any of the mileage or per diem expenses, office ^^ntftannery

etc of the examining boards, not to speak of the value of their time for

which they receive no compensation.

The California board, divided into "Southern" and "Northern sec-

tions has in addition to the exaction of fees, provided a course of examina-

ion which exceeds the limits aimed at by the law, which concerns .tself

only with the question of public safety in the matter of the structure itself

?t,santarv features etc., and I hold that the board is not empowered to

Jemanfartistic proficiency of an applicant. If his presentation of a palace

foTsHk^ a'h'n'coop he Should have 100 per cent -^.t^ °-*;^f-
^Ts

-^nd-d^St^l^S^^'^^-^^^^^^
-ionl^--^^^^^^^^^^^^
if the answer should be academical or practical, .^h* ^PP''""^^^^^^

Hnrins- examination, so that their answers are simply feats ot memory.

if orderly conducted the examination should take place in a fully

enuiooed architect's office, with textbooks and data of every kind to hand-

tKi^for the reason that if he applicant knows where to look for his informa-

*'°"
The nroblems as to who was primarily entitled to the right of practicing

undeT a7enS: h^s been properly solved by allowing certificates to those

actually practicing as architects only before the law was enacted, and

requiring examinations of those coming later.
^ff„,.:„^

As to the enforcement of the law, this has been feeble and ineflFective,

for the reason that no catastrophe has yet resulted from the doings of the

Inef^ctent and, secondly, because the transgressions are few and inconse-

quential.

We're coming to It

"Oi hear they do be sindin' missages now widout woires er poles.

Faith it's wondherful toimes we're livin' in, Dinnis!
.u^v^i

"ll is, Moike. Shure. th' way things is goin' well be able t thravel

widout lavin' home, wan av thim days."—-Judge.

• * *

- Half the world struggles to straighten out what the other half does

wrong.
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Auditorium, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. Seattle, Wash.

John Galen Howard, Architect

Architectural Features ol thr AlaskaA ukon-Pacific

f n)sition Buildings

By WELFORD BEATON

IN THE ceneral plan of architecture the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposi-

tion follows the^rench renaissance style. This applies to the manu-

*
factures. agricultures, mines, fisheries and other structures orm.ng he

central picture of the exhibition. The buildings are grouped about the

Cascades' and geyser basin, the main decorative f^^u-s and the Un.ted

States government buildings complete the scheme. The federal structures

are a Jeasing combination of French and Spanish renaissance styles and

the great dome on the main government building is the architectural chmax

°^
^''-The' California state building is of Spanish Mission architecture and the

Oregon building is strictly Roman classic in style. This structure .s topped

by f huge dome and commands prominence in the sky Ime^
^A^f^'n

ington building is two stories in height and m design is a free American

Sment of the classic French style of architecture. Seven buildings on

the eTposition grounds will revert to the University of Washington at

*'' the\e'a?e%h?°audhorium, fine arts, machinery. Washington, Arctic

Brotherhood, forestry and women's buildings. The auditorium is Roman

classic in de;ign and the fine arts follows the French style o architecture^

The machinery hall to be the permanent engineering building for the

university, is a modern adaption of the Spanish mission architecture and .s

an attractive structure. .. .. . ., .^. . .

The agricultures and manufactures buildings are similar with just

enough difference of detail to avoid mechanical repetition. On the agri-

cultures building is a beautiful circular pergola colonnade with Ionic

columns supporting trellis beams and flower tubs. During the j-fe of the

exposition these columns will be covered with woodbine and clematis

The end facades of the building consist of a semi-circu ar arch fifty feet

wide crowned with a pediment containing the official seal of the exposition

beautifully worked out in stafT. The fisheries building stands on the same

side of the Cascades as the agricultures building and Ionic columns were

I

Jidi^^^ilSi
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used to harmonize with the adjoining building. On the opposite side of

this court of honor stand the manufactures and mines buildings where

Doric columns have been used for the sake of harmony with the adjacent

restructures.

^ The forestry building will be the largest log house ever built and about

the front of the structure will be 124 logs each forty feet high and con-

taining 6,000 feet in board measure. The weight of each one of these great

logs is estimated at 50,000 pounds. The logs used in the exterior of the

building are being left in the rough while those used in the interior will

have the bark removed.

One of the ornate buildings on the exposition grounds is the music

pavilion. This building is of colonial architecture with many of the

characteristics of the French style, carrying columns modeled after those

surrounding Washington's old home at Mt. Vernon. In the frieze about

this building is a musical staff and other decorations of a similar nature.

The home of the Arctic Brotherhood on the exposition grounds is

typical of the houses in Alaska and the north of Finland and is built of

logs. The landscape features about this building represent gardens seen

in the north The structures to be occupied by the Japanese and Chinese
will be strictly Oriental in general character. On the Pay Streak, the

exposition amusement street, many of the structures will follow Japanese
architecture and the entrance to the gayety boulevard is of Jap-Alaskan

• design, so called because the main arch will consist of totem poles sup-

porting curved pagoda roofs.

A large number of structures are of the free American style of archi-

tecture, but have been so located as to make a complete picture with the

buildings in the main group following the French renaissance design.

Surrounding the exposition is a forest and much of the natural verdure

has~been left. The formal gardens approaching the manufactures and
agricultures palaces are similar to those in the public park of Versailles and
are French in design. From the standpoint of the lover of the beautiful

the Pacific exposition will excel any world's fair in history. The first

consideration has been the landscaping, floral display, illumination and
sculpture. This combined with the mild climate of the Puget Sound
country, the beautiful mountain, lake and woodland scenery and the

central location of the grounds will result in the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
exposition being one of the most beautiful and attractive ever planned.

The principal work of sculpture is the exposition monument, at the

head of the Cascades. It is seventy feet in height and stands on a pedestal

twenty feet high. About the base of the pedestal are three seated female

figures symbolical of the Northland, the South Seas and the Orient. The
column is of Corinthian design and carries a globe showing the signs of

the zodiac. Surmounting this globe is a huge American eagle. The animal
groups about the geyser basin are an elk, bear, timber wolf and cougar,

all representative of the Northland. Ornamental vases, carrying the

official emblem of the exposition in staff, circle the entire central court

around the Cascades and the geyser basin and in front of several of the

larger buildings. These vases will contain many varieties of flowers and
the pergolas about the front of the buildings will be completely covered
with climbing roses. The electroliers on the grounds are of French re-

naissance design and the settees of Roman design. The decorative light

standards provide for a large sphere of light each containing sixty thirty-

candle power lights.

Manufacturers' Building. Alaska-Yukon-Pacific ExposUion, Seattle, Wask.

Graham & Myers, Architects

A Series of Pergolas from which Floxvering Vines Will Hang. Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition

• Asi.''4kiM
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Agricultvffal Hall, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, Wash.

Graham & Myers, Architects

The 1909 exhibition will be well lighted an^ thousands of lights will

be used in the illumination of the buildings. On the manufactures and
agricultures building will be a total of 17,000 lights for the exterior decora-

tions and it requires more than 5,000 each to outline the mines and fisheries

buildings. On the fine arts building will be 4,000 globes and the auditorium
will require 5,000 lights. In the geyser basin are more than 1,000 lights

and 1,500 will be used in the electrical decorations under water about the

Cascades, illuminating the falls with colors of the rainbow.

In the green houses owned by the exposition company are more than
1,000,000 plants of every description to be used in building beautiful floral

designs and sunken gardens. When the exposition opens, climbing roses,

geraniums, rhododendrons, cactus dahlias and many other varieties of

flowers will be found massed in profusion about the big structures giving
forth color and perfume from every conceivable nook and corner. The
building of the exposition has progressed to such an extent that the fair will

be easily ready one month before the opening date June 1, 1909.

t feiMW
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Pediment over Entrance to Station C.San Francisco Ga. and Electric Company

D. H. Burnham & Co.. Architects

Forestry Building, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, Wash.
Saunders & Lawton, Architects

%£>.•*!
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Hydraulic Compression Testing Machine Being Built for the United States Geological Survey

I

A Ten Million Pound Hydraulic Compression

Testing Machine

By RICHARD L. HUMPHREY, C. E.

•HERE is being constructed for the Structural Materials Testing

Lfboratories, United States Geological Survey, ^ -rt.cal compres-

•
sion testing machine of ten million pounds capacity This machine,

having a gross weight of over 200 tons and an extreme height above founda-

tiAii r,f about 80 feet, is the largest ever constructed.
tion of about 80 tee g

^^ ^^^ ^^e purpose ot testing

large Wocks of stone made necessary by the study of the building stone

of the country, as requested bv the Supervising Architect. Inasmuch

as \t was deemed desirable to study the effect of flaws and defects

of the various kinds in large blocks of natural stone, a machine of this

capacity was determined upon. In order to care for a further request of the

Supervising Architect, for data relative to the strength of structura

coTurns of brick and concrete, as well as of structurarsteel, the original

rlearance between heads was increased from 2d to 65 feet. Already the

need for this machine in the investigation of built-up structures is estab-

lished through the urgent requests for its early completion.

Some idea of its size may be obtained from the acconnpanymg illustra-

tion in which has been sketched one of the chords «
yh^Q^^bec J^ndf

which collapsed, and also a larger chord which was used in the Blackwells

Island bridge. It is readily apparent that this machine is capable of testing

built-up structures of even greater size than those referred to.

The following brief description has been prepared because of the in-

terest which has been manifested, and in response to the frequent requests

which have been made for information concerning the machine

The machine is a large hydraulic press, with one adjustable head and

a weighing system for recording the loads developed in it by means of the

?ripl7pluny pump. It has a maximum clearance between heads of sixty-

five (65) feet; the clearance between the screws is a trifle over six (6) teet,

and the heads are six (6) feet square.
. .

The machine consists of a base containing the main cylinder with a

sectional area of 2,000 square inches, upon which rests the lower platform or

head which is provided with a ball and socket bearing The upper head is

adjustable over four vertical screws (13/. inches in diameter and 72 feet,

2 nches long), by means of gearing operating four nuts with ball bearings

upon which the head rests. The shafting operating this mechanism is con-

nected wUh a variable speed motor which operates the triple plunger pump

which suoolies the pressure to the main cylinder.

The weighing device consists of a set of standard "Olsen" levers upon

which is weighed 1/80 of the total load on the main cylinder. This reduction

is affected through the medium of a piston and diaphragm The main

cylinder has a diameter of 50 inches, and the smaller a diameter of 5 9/16

inches The weighing beam, is balanced by an automatically operated poise

weight and is provided with a device for applying successive counter-

weights on one million pounds each. Each division on the dial is equiva ent

to 100 pound loads ; the smaller sub-divisions are possible by means of an

additional beam.

• Published by permission of the Director oi the U. S. G. S.
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The power is applied by means of a 15 H. P., 220 volt variable speed

motor operating a triple plunger pump. The gearing operating the upper

head is driven by the same motor.
The extreme length of the main screws necessitates splicing, which is

accomplished as follows

:

In the center of the screws at the splice is a three-inch threaded pin for

the purpose of centering the upper and lower screws ; this splice is strength-

ened by means of split sleeve nuts, which facilitates the removal of the

sleeve nuts whenever it is necessary to lower the upper head; after the

head has passed the splice the sleeve nuts are replaced.

In order to maintain a constant load a needle valve has been provided

which will allow, when the pump is operated at its lowest speed, a sufficient

quantity of the oil to flow into the main cylinder to equalize whatever leak-

age there may be. The main cylinder has a vertical movement of 24 inches.

The speed of the machine for purpose of adjustment, using the gear-

ing attached to the upper head, is 10 inches per minute. The speed for

applying loads, controlled by the variable speed motor driving the pump,
varies from the minimum of at least 1/60 of an inch per minute, to a maxi-
mum of at least J^ inch per minute.

The contract provides that the machine shall have an accuracy of at

least one-third of 1%, for any load over 100,000 pounds up to the capacity

of the machine.
Some idea of the size of the machine may be obtained from a state-

ment of the weight of its principal parts. The castings for the base and the

top head weigh approximately 50,000 pounds each. Each main screw will

weigh over 40,000 pounds. The lower platform weighing about 25,000
pounds, and the main cylinder 16,000 pounds. The top of the machine will

be about 70 feet above the top of the floor, and the concrete foundation upon
which the machine rests will be about 8 feet below the floor line.

Employment Statement of An "Open Shop"

HERE is a copy of an application blank which F. O. Engstrum, the well

known "open shop" contractor, requires to be filled out before he will

give a man a job. It is needless to say that if the applicant admits
affiliation with any union he gets nothing from Mr. Engstrum:

1. Full name
2. Address—Street No City

County Phone No
3. How long have you resided at the above address?
4. Nationality '

5. Give names of persons for whom you last worked, kind of work,
and length of time of employment

6. Are you a member of a Union ?

7. If a member of a Union, give name of local Union, and office you
hold, if any

8. If not a member of a Union, were you ever a member?
9. If so, what Union ?

10. When did you cease being a member?
. 11. Why did you cease being a member?
12. Are you willing to work for and use your best ability and all hon-

orable means to protect F. O. Engstrum Co. ?

Signed

-»^^if^5^^S
.-ii^
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Union Street. Seattle, Paved with Vitrified Brtck tn 1903. Photo taken in 1908

Paving Material

T-HAT vitrified brick is now in the lead as a paving "J^^erial throughout

' th^ United States is fully proven by an exhaustive article on he

subject of street pavements in a recent issue of the Municipal Jour-

nal and Engineer of New York. To ascertain the true status of affairs in

the matter 01^^^^ for streets and roadways, the Journal and Engineer

sent to the city engineers of all cities of 8000 population or over and to

1^m^^§ offose between 4000 and 8000 which were believed to have cit^

L^ineers b^^^^^ asking for information concerning street pavmg

and par
'

of the nformadon collected by this means is shown herewith^

The data obtained covers all styles of paving in use at the presen time in

Se United States, and the co'mpilation is very
-^-f/-,^ .^^f^f^s

In sending out the blanks calling for statistics, the United States was

divided info groups of states, 'Vhose conditions and problems with refer-

ence to paving were similar."

PAVEMENTS IN SERVICE—SQUARE YARDS
Number

BRICKDISTRICTS
New England

^
Middle Atlantic «^
South Atlantic ^{^
Ohio Valley ••

, \Y
Upper Mississippi and Missouri lib

Lower Mississippi and Gulf .. 20

Roiky Mountains .^
Pacific Coast ^^

Cities

361,777

6,631.280

1,538.061

19,257,527

9,156,065

418,020

13.693

30,255

ASPHALT
215,021

9,162,037

246,142

1.945,097

5,906,642

1^,006
282,984

1,050,119

Wood
Block

49,008

17,923

42,209

230,488

1,101,705

31 ,200

37,406.678

62.58%
66.00%
96.00%
95.00%

19,006,048

31.80%
34.00%

1.472.533

02.48%

BITULITHIC
277,859

245,728

272,160

432.352

159,387

260,000

30.452

201,563

1,879,501

03.14%Total square yards

Per cent, of all •••
r^,.,/^ ^ w/-

Per cent, brick over asphalt ........ ^'^i, 04.00%
Per cent, brick over wood block ^-^c/ .

05.00%

'"
rttabTerwir be seen' that «; cities' in' the eight sections of the

United SUte" made replies, and they speak for themselves as to the popu-
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Pile Street, Seattle, Paved with VxtriHed Brick in 18(^3. Photo taken in 1908

i*
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Second Avenue, Seattle. Paved with Vitrified Brick in 1895. Photo taken in 190S

larity of vitrified brick. A noticeable feature in the compilations embodied

in the divisions of work contracted for, work decided upon and work con-

templated, is the great increase in brick pavements throughout the country,

save on the Pacific Coast.
i i ^ i-

• *.

To make this clear and to get at exact facts, one needs but to ehmmate

the figures covering brick and asphalt for Pacific Coast cities, when results

for the rest of the United States show up as follows :

^
For ''work contracted for," brick has 70%, asphalt 30%. For work

decided upon, but not yet contracted," brick has 82.3% asi5halt 17 7%. For

"work contemplated, but not yet definitely decided upon, brick has

88.54%, asphalt 11.46%.

While it is true that vitrified brick suitable for street paving purposes

have been manufactured in the Pacific Northwest for 17 years, yet only

within the past two years have vitrified brick been manufactured on the

Coast in large quantities.

T

First Avenue. Seattle. Paved tvith ritrified Brick in iS^S- Photo taken in iqo8

Concrete Buildings and Earthquakes

HE following article which appeared in the ''Edinburgh Weekly

Scotsman" shows conclusively the efficiency of reinforced con-

crete in earthquake zones.

"The earthquake has given an object lesson in the art of building in these zones of

danger, which might serve for the rebuilding of the ruined cities Two houses, the

only ones in Calabria, (Italy) made of reinforced cement, not only did "ot fall bu

seem not even to have felt a jar. as the plaster and plinth, and even the books, orna

meius and pictures and so on were intact, the only damage being debris from other

Toi^^^es The inm^^^^^^ were untouched. The proposal has been made to build he

new dties entirdrof^ which, although costly, will at least prevent another

disaster of like magnitude."

h
-'S- iL.i r„v.

i'^
r_'-..x?*Si'-
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Pile Street, Seattle, Paved with' VitriHed Brick in 1893- Photo token in 1908

¥

Second Avenue, Seattle. Paved with VitriHed Brick in 1895. Photo taken in 1908

larity of vitrified brick. A noticeable feature in the compilations embodied

in the divisions of work contracted for, work decided upon and work con-

templated, is the great increase in brick pavements throughout the country,

save on the Pacific Coast.
, , . . f_- ^^

To make this clear and to get at exact facts, one needs but to elimmate

the figures covering brick and asphalt for Pacific Coast cities, when results

for the rest of the United States show up as follows

:

For 'Vork contracted for," brick has 70%, asphalt 30% For work

decided upon, but not yet contracted," brick has 82.3% asi5halt 177% For

"work contemplated, but not yet definitely decided upon, brick has

88.54%, asphalt 11.46%.

While it is true that vitrified brick suitable for street pavmg purposes

have been manufactured in the Pacific Northwest for 17 years, yet only

within the past two years have vitrified brick been manufactured on the

Coast in large quantities.

T

Ftrst Avenue, Seattle. Paved tvtth VUrthed Brick in 1S9JI. Photo taken in 1908

Concrete Buildings and Earthquai^es

HE following article which appeared in the "Edinburgh Weekly

Scotsman" shows conclusively the efficiency of reinforced con-

crete in earthquake zones.

"The earthquake has given an object lesson in the art of building in tlj"*
ff"" "f

danger, which might serve for the rebuilding of the ruined cit.es T*o houses, the

only* ones in Calabria, (Italy) made of reinforced cement. "°' ""'^ ^ books orna
«forn not even to have felt a jar, as the plaster and plinth, and even the booKs, orna

mems and pictures and so on were intact, the only damage being debris from other

houses TheTnmates naturally Were untouched. The proposal has been made to build the

new cities entirdy of this^material, whi^h. although costly, will at least prevent another

disaster of like magnitude."

t &

-s./y-l'^
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Concrete Fence and Horseshoe Made at the "Good Luck" Ranch
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Concrete Bench and lable Made at the "Good Luck" Ranch
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Concrete at "Good Luck" Ranch, California

By MARTIN FESLER, in Concrete

THE accompanying photographs of concrete construction represent

work 'designed and executed in this material by the writer on his

property, ''Good Luck" Ranch, at Covina, Gal. When the idea

first occurred to me to build the large cement horseshoe arch shown here,

a symbol of good luck, the complicate nature of the form work necessary

to cast the design and the expense of building the form seemed to present

a difficult undertaking. It was finally decided, however, to make the effort

by casting on the ground. An old galvanized iron box and aJew stakes did

the trick, and the horseshoe was made and erected, as shown in the photo-

graph, at a cost of less than $5. Four large bolts were placed where the

calks appear and wire was built into the base on which the shoe was to rest.

When the shoe was set up, the wire securely tied to the bolts and the

remainder of the calks completed, it made a continuous line of reinforce-

ment from the base throughout the entire shoe.

The columns shown are 20 inches in diameter and 8 feet high, ihey

are built of irregular pipe. There is now being constructed a concrete

pergola extending from the horseshoe to the house, a distance of 103 eet.

The columns will be 14 inches in diameter and 10 feet high, with molded

caps and base. The beams are 8 by 12 inches, with ornamental ends of the

usual pergola type. The cost of the pergola will be far below a similar

structure in wood. . , .

Concrete construction in this section of the country is so extensive

that it has led to the impression that we surpass other localities in that

resDect, but the cement journals tell us that the same progress is

being made elsewhere. The climate here is such that we find cement

especially adapted to the locality. Most of the water for irrigation pur-

^pc^s is now conducted to the ranches in cement pipes, lli^y are made in

sizTs from 4 to 40 inches and when properly constructed and put down

will stand considerable pressure. Gement water troughs for stock, cement

urns and other garden furniture are in common use. We are constantly

finding cement applied to new purposes.

* * *

The Itemized Account
The following appears on a sign in the window of a wine merchant's

shop in New York:
WHAT EACH MAN GETS

From a bushel of Corn the Distiller gets four gallons of Whiskey
^^^

which retails at ^
^qq

The Government gets
20

The Farmer who raises the Lorn gets ^-^
The Railroad gets . .

-• g^
The Manufacturer gets HELL
The Retailer gets DRUNK
And the Consumer gets

I;

I-
' *

Experience the Great Teacher

"But Captain Brace, why do they always call a ship 'she'?"

"Lord, miss ! you wouldn't ask that ef you'd ever tried ter steer one. -
Judge. \

t' 1

P
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Concrete Fence and Horseshoe Made at the "Good Luck" Ranch
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Concrete Bench and Tabic Made at the "Good Luck" Ranch

Concrete at "Good Luck" Ranch, California

By MARTIN FESLER, in Concrete

THE accompanying photographs of concrete construction represent

work designed and executed in this material by the writer on his

property, "Good Luck" Ranch, at Covina, Cal. When the idea

first occurred to me to build the large cement horseshoe arch shown here,

a symbol of good luck, the complicate nature of the form work necessary

to cast the design and the expense of building the form seemed to present

a difficult undertaking. It was finally decided, however, to make the eflfort

by casting on the ground. An old galvanized iron box and a few stakes did

the trick, and the horseshoe was made and erected, as shown in the photo-

graph, at a cost of less than $5. Four large bolts were placed where the

calks ippear and wire was built into the base on which the shoe was to rest.

When the shoe was set up, the wire securely tied to the bolts and the

remainder of the calks completed, it made a continuous line of reinforce-

-ment from the base throughout the entire shoe.

The columns shown are 20 inches in diameter and 8 feet high. Ihey

are built of irregular pipe. There is now being constructed a concrete

pergola extending from the horseshoe to the house, a distance of 103 eet

The columns will be 14 inches in diameter and 10 feet high, with molded

caps and base. The beams are 8 by 12 inches, with ornamental ends of the

usual pergola type. The cost of the pergola will be far below a similar

structure in wood. , , ...
Concrete construction in this section of the country is so extensive

that it has led to the impression that we surpass other localities in that

respect, but the cement journals tell us that the same progress is

being made elsewhere. The climate here is such that we find cement

especially adapted to the locality. Most of the water for irrigation pur-

poses is now conducted to the ranches in cement pipes. They are made in

sizes from 4 to 40 inches and when properly constructed and put down

will stand considerable pressure. Cemeftt water troughs for stock, cement

urns and other garden furniture are in common use. We are constantly

finding cement applied to new purposes.

9|C 'f

The Itemized Account
The following appears on a sign in the window of a wine merchant's

shop in New York

:

WHAT EACH MAN GETS

From a bushel of Corn the Distiller gets four gallons of Whiskey

which retails at

The Government gets

The Farmer who raises the Corn gets

The Railroad gets

The Manufacturer gets

The Retailer gets -

And the Consumer gets

$16.00
4.00

.20

2.00

9.40

HELL
DRUNK

Experience the Great Teacher

''But, Captain Brace, why do they always call a ship 'she'
?"

"Lord, niiss ! you wouldn't ask that ef you'd ever tried ter steer one. —
Judge.

^m
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Design for a San Francisco Home
T. PatersonRoss. Architect A. W. Burgren. Engineer

The Architect and Engineer

Praise for Architect Whittlesey

67

-r HE Architectural Record editorially says of the Auditonum,^)Uilding,

I LosAngeles.designedbyArchitect Charles F. Whittlesey:

The new Auditorium at Los Angeles—its completion about a year

ago almost removes it from the catalogue of "new" structures m that fast-

changing city—is one of the most beautiful and notable m the United

States. Indeed, the tourist, entering by the broad, marble foyer that circles

it, and taking a balcony seat at the side commanding a view of the whole

house is likely to think of Paris rather than of America, and with a shock

realizes that the West really has "grown up." For a month in the autumn,

grand opera held the boards every week day and night—as it did last year

too—and the months when the program is not grand opera, it is somethmg

else, less dignified. . , . .

But regularly—whatever the ballets or other frivolities of the week—

when Sunday rolls around the big auditorium i^ thronged again morning

and evening For above all else, the auditorium ts the home of Rev Dr. Robert

T Burdettc . femple Baptist Church, and as such it is a reniarkably inter-

esting ecclesiastical structure. Outwardly, it is not churchly. With its

nine or ten many windowed stories, its nearly square area—163 by 1/5

feet-it is more like a commercial structure, or, in the ornateness of its

facade a hotel. The broad and conspicuous marquise is suggestive of a

theater; and there are in fact three large auditoriums under one roof, and

150 office rooms, besides committee rooms and various other apartments,

so that, being all of these other things which it suggests, it is not strange

that modern ecclesiasticism is lost in the shufHe. Still, on^day a week it

asserts itself within, congregations falling most of the 3000 seats at two

services, and a prayer meeting sanctifying the smaller auditorium with its

thousand and fifty seats. The service is dignified, and when the notes of

the bie organ accompany a couple of thousand voices on a familiar hymn,

^here is an effect that may well make the iLraying graM_QEera goer sit

"'^
^ThfaudiStium was built primarily, it is said, for the church, mainly

by the pastor's wife, but no one can help the feeling that the church is in

the theater, and not the theater in the church-the better feeling of the two

o have, no doubt. Dr. Burdette, who is a plain, little man is discovered

n the glare of the footlights to be at "right center " ensconced m a

massive filt and brocade chair, such as De Wolf Hopper would have graced in a

r^al rolf, and the very hassock that you would expect, of gilt and brocade, is

under his feet. The stage is set for a church scene, even to stained glass

window at he rear, but you know it is all canvas. The Gothic rail behind

which the chorus choir is seated on tiers of seats, may be of wood but

H it is it was slid in for the occasion. The Sunday the writer was there the

organ offertory was the Intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana-quite as if,

at a moment when Dr. Burdette was not looking, it had dropped down from

the ceiling a relic of the night before.

* * ,

An Old Game
"Where have yez been this avenin'?" asked O'Riley of OToole.

"Sure, I have been playing 'Bridget whist,' " _said O Toole.

"Brideet whist? An' how do yez play thot?"

"I sit in the kitchen wid Bridget, an' whin Bridget hears the missus

comin' she says 'whist.'
"
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New York's

New Municipal

Building

Pretentious Architectural Competition for the

San Francisco City Hall

A PROGRAM for an architectural competition for the new San Fran-
cisco city hall has been arranged by City Architect Newton J. Tharp
and it has the approval of the public works commissioners.

Architects all over the world will be invited to present competitive
plans. Three prizes, one of $2,500, one of $1,500 and one of $1,000, will be
paid for the three plans of greatest merit not accepted, and a prospective
fee of about $80,000 net will be given the successful designer of the
$3,750,000 building.

In order to insure the participation of a number of efficient architectural

firms in the competition, ten payments of $1,000 will be made to ten

architects or firms invited by the board of works to take part in the com-
petition. None of the ten is to receive either of the three prizes offered.

The plans of all participants in the contest are to be submitted anony-
mously acording to the rules adopted in United States competitions for

postoffice buildings, etc., and are to be presented at a date to be set.

Six months after the award is made is the period to be allotted the success-
ful designer for the completion of his working drawings.

Two general alternative schemes are suggested ; a group of buildings
adopted to the triangular city hall site, and of moderate height, say, five

stories; and a monumental building, broad at the base with a central

massive tower structure of imposing height, say, 20 or more stories.

Competitors may submit plans according to either or both conceptions.

Light California granite for the basic structure, with Indiana, Wyom-
ing or Utah limestone or sandstone for the upper stories, or a suitable

California stone to be found, are the materials suggested for the exterior.

A steel frame is required and a total space of not more than 6,000,000 cubic

feet recommended. A cost of about 60 cents per cubic foot is the general

estimate for the structure, or $3,600,000 for the building, leaving a reserve

of $150,000 for the unexpected.
* .

Artistic Treatment of Concrete Surfaces

THE proper treatment to give a pleasing appearance to exposed concrete

surfaces has been one of the most difficult problems before the con-

crete engineer. Many engineers experienced in good concrete work

prefer not to attempt to secure perfect finish in the forms, but to dress the

entire concrete surfaces by some style of tooling, rubbing or washing pro-

cess after the removal of the forms. The effort of some architects and

builders to overcome the defects of material by making the surface assume

the appearance of stone has caused the public to associate with concrete

the idea of deception and cheap imitation.

Reinforced concrete structures decorated with exterior ceramic mosaic

or enameled tile will be the future method of constructing our important

buildings, as well as the mechanic's dwelling houses. The time is not far

distant when architects will agree that concrete with ceramic embellish-

ments is equally as valuable a medium of artistic architectural expression

as any of the older building materials.

French architects have already declared that because they are non-

porous to moisture, gases or dirt, the use of enameled tile in exterior- work

-will prove the eventual solution of the problem of deterioration and dis-_

coloration of most of our present building materials when exposed to the

atmosphere of large cities. The tiles form an artistic and lively treatment,

the effect of which is only accentuated by the increasing surface dullness

of the concrete background. The use of decorations has been limited prin-

cipally to a facing put on the wall after the completion of the structural

work, but by the employment of a patented invention, which bids fair to

prove one of the greatest building improvements of the age, the ornamen-

tation is now placed in position while the concrete is being poured, thus

forming a part of the wall. The tiles are taken as they come from the fac-

tory on paper sheets and pasted face down to a perforated steel plate with

a patent solution, on a workbench nearby, which after drying is set in

position in the wall ready for the concrete backing, thus becoming a part

of the wall, instead of a covering. After the concrete has set the proper

length of time, the paste is readily dissolved by water forced through the

holes in the plate. The plate and paper are easily removed after a few

minutes' application of water, leaving an artistic finished surface, at a

fraction of the cost when tile is placed with mortar and trowel.—Concrete.

* ^

The fires of faith, hopefulness and true courage rapidly consume all

obstacles that lie in the path of progress.

* *

Let us come out from the shadows of selfishness and stand in the warm

sunshine of self-sacrifice for awhile.

i
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Concrete Stands Sevc hire I est

Concrete Cottage at Winthrop Beach, Mtus. The Flames Breaking Through the Roof

« ^m*

'4^:
i. ,« It-/" '

Concrete Cottage After the Fire. Halls Unimpaired. Interior Entirely Destroyed

W9i
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A Concrete

Refrigerator

CONCRETE is one

of the poorest

known conduc-

tors of heat and cold,

yet very little practical

use has been made of

this knowledge, par-

ticularly in the manu-

facture of articles re-

quiring the use of small

quantities of cement.

We are glad to call at-

tention to the accom-

panying photograph of

an ice chest, built of

built?n'l9CM 'Ihe fefriferator has been in use for four years, and has given per-

Sc ^tisfaction Thi^s particular chest is built with only two compartments

but concrete lends itself so readily to any form of construction required, that

shdves anJ drjisions can easily be placed wherever the use of the refrigerator

""•"Nor is it necessary to build of concrete blocks. Concrete is an ideal

material with which to build an ice chest of monolithic construction.—Concrete.

A Cyclone Cellar of Concrete

¥,»- •-*--
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By W. GARDEN MITCHELL, Architect.

IN
the first part of this lecture, published some months ago in this magazine,
I discussed principally the architecture of the churches, pointing out that

religious architecture dominates all other manner of building even as

the religious life of these parts controls or at the period these churches were
erected controlled every effort or endeavor of the individual or state. Never-
theless it is not to be inferred that the expenditure of the best efforts on church
architecture left nothing that was good or suitable for humbler buildings. On
the contrary, the taste developed by the erection of these fine churches became
the natural education of the humbler citizens as well as the more cultured

rich, so that in Mexico, whether it be church or palace, mercantile building or

the modest homes of the poor all are in good taste and admirably perform that

purpose to which they are assigned.

Of the private palaces one of the most interesting is the house of tiles,

the former residence of the Conde de Orizaba. The house is three

stories high, the openings are low and broad, and surrounded by
mouldings in stone. Between the window openings and at intervals

horizontally ; molded bands of stone divide the facade into well propor-

tioned panels. These panels are completely filled with tile work in beau-

tiful color and design, as if, perchance, a Persian rug had been fitted to

the wall. It is a charming example of the use of tiles in exterior decora-

tion, bronze balconies at the window openings give additional interest to

the facade.

Another palace with a magnificent doorway, and over window is

that now used as a place of business by Wells, Fargo & Co. The details

of this doorway exhibit in a striking manner Aztec influence in decora-

tion. The house of the masks is also a fine example of extravagant

domestic architecture, here we have the same elaborately carved pilasters

with figures, Cupids supporting the capitals and cornices, and finally the

water-spout. These divide the frontage on two streets into about twelve

bays with central door. The window openings are also uniquely decorated

in carved stone, the barred windows of the lower story being as customary
an additional feature.

Coming to the plan of these buildings and excepting churches, we may
say that the Mexican house, whether it be palace, convent, city hall, col-

lege or simple residence, always contains a patio and is entered, whether
it be a large or small building, by a great door.

Guadalupe in Patio !

The patio may be one or two or three stories in height and may be
surrounded by simple walls or a series of balconies carried on arches and
columns. In the center, perhaps, a fountain or a well.

The sun shines fiercely in Mexico and at mid-day all labor ceases.

Then it is that the traveler repairs to his hotel, the merchant to his house,

and the artisan to his home. Passing through the great doorway he is

at once in the midst of the soft restfulness of green foliage and bright
flowers, for every patio is the garden of the Mexican. Above the blue
sky but the shadow of the surrounding walls protects him from the heat
of the day. Here beneath the arches of the projecting balconies he may
enjoy his mid-day meal and smoke his never-to-be-omitted cigare'tte.

The doors and windows of the surrounding rooms open directly on the

patio so that he can live an outdoor or indoor life at pleasure, according

• Lecture given before the members of the Architectural Club.
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to the time of day. The temperature at certain times of the year drops

rapidly after nightfall, so that after dark the patio is deserted in favor of

the warmer rooms. The patio is a most fascinating feature of Mexican

architecture and I cannot 'see that in this country of California it is not

also most suitable. The floor of these patios is invariably paved with

stone or tile, generally stone. Fountains and plants in many coloured and

handsomely' designed pots decorate the floor space while climbing to the

eaves above, the magnificent majenta of the buganvillia vies with the

intense blue of these tropic skives. We talk of being a practical people

but nothing in the way of residence could be more practical than this com-

bining of art and nature, earth and sky, as in these patios and I think

the twenty-story building, or even the ten-story, the conception of a

dreamer a frenzied dreamer as compared to the acknowledgrgent in

low buildings that man to remain well balanced and on substantial ground

must not remove himself far from nature. Separation from nature leads

to artificality of life, the destruction of a people, contact with nature to

that happy union in which the one enhances the value of the other.

We have in California an idea that tile roofs form a conspicuous

feature of Mexican architecture but this is not the case. It is the table-

land of Mexico that truly represents her architecture not the low country

of the coast, the terrano calentes. All over the table-land the tile roof

is conspicuous by its absence. The roofs are almost invariably flat except

in churches in which they are invariably vaulted. These flat roofs are

formed of bricks laid in mortar resting upon dry earth, boards and joists.

The parapet is generally a straight line with small molded coping nothing

more, no cornice, but the openings are well proportioned, generally sur-

rounded by stone, both at door and window. The windows are invariably

barred, and the entrance door which always leads to the patio is in all

cases ample. In the older Mexican houses of any importance the entrance

door was always large enough to admit the coach and a small door m
th^woodwork of the great door was provided for the use of pedes-

trians Of these doors there are many fine examples in Mexico. A niche

for the virgin or a cross frequently surmounts the door. Now in all this

architecture of Mexico the use of large spaces of repose is much m
evidence Great walls with few and small openings, but the Mexican is

not satisfied with form only and these plaster surfaces become a fine

field for the colorist. Sometimes the whole frontage is framed as it were

with a stencil and enclosing bands of color, up its extreme sides and

a cross at say the level of the waterspouts; also at the window openings

colored decorations in bright hues or delicate tints are used, while the

whole brackground may be pale pink or bluish green, or again if there

is no special decoration, the whole save the red or grey stone of the open-

ings may be amber or orange color, every tint of the spectrum or the tint

of dawn or evening. In most cases, however, it is a tint and not a deep

or bright or strong color that is used. With the varying light of day,

from the fierce sunshine of noon, which almost obliterates all color from

these walls to the golden beams of sunset, these streets of Mexico present

a never ending interest in color to the artist's eye. Rose pink, pale blue

and bluish green with yellow and red occasionally are the colors most

in favor but the Mexican understands the art of coloring his plastered

walls tinting them to perfection and time which renders them mottled

only adds interest to the scheme. The low country is the land of the

tile roofs, but in these hot and humid zones effort is irksome and there

are few buildings of architectural merit in the terreno cahentes. The
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buildings are more of the bungalow type, one or two stories high with

great projections of the eaves. The walls are covered with stucco and

the red tiles are of the shape used in our Spanish Mission buildings of

California.

They are generally picturesque but exhibit little worthy of comment
architecturally. One thing one does not see in Mexico is a certain style

of architecture which is known here as the Spanish Mission style, in

which about three feet of tile roof is stuck against the front wall of the

building so that the enlightened may know that it is Spanish. I have

never seen anything like it in Mexico, and I would be pleased to think

that I had never seen anything like it here. You find garden walls and

narrow gateways protected with a small roof in Mexico, but the building

is either entirely covered with tile roof or no roof shows itself above

the walls of the parapet. Some of the larger drawings of detail which

I have made, particularly those of the Segrarie, San Luis Potosi, and El

Carmen, in the same city, show how interesting and good much of this

ornament is. The design is not repeated mechanically, yard by yard, and

to be exact, it does not repeat at all.

I think the birds and grapevines of the Segrarie particularly good.

So free and original in style. They remind one of the embroideries on a

Japanese piece of silk work. The Runic ornament over the niches of the

Church of El Carmen, the projecting ornaments of the arch stones of the

main door and the vase from which rise the twisted columns of the side

door of this church are also interesting.

In wall ornamentation in raised plaster, somewhat Moorish in char-

acter, there are a few examples in the City of Mexico. The whole surface

is covered with design in geometrical pattern. Time and the frequent re-

painting with watercolor or some such material with which the Mexicans

color their walls, has softened the edges of these reliefs, so that the whole

„ blends in most pleasing effect. Of things that were new to me, this decora-

tion is one of them, but one can gather many new ideas in Mexico.

. There is for example the door with octagonal head as in the Cathedral

of San Luis Potosi and the gateway to the new post office in Mexico

City. Stencils, tile-covered walls and domes, bands of color along the

walls in place of projections. Garden walls, in which panels are filled

with Moorish fretwork in burned clay, and so forth, and many others

of which time will not allow one to speak, but let us leave the study of

buildings, that is houses, and take to the street and to the highway.

-Fountains form an interesting feature in Mexico. Ever since the time

of Rebecca, the well has formed an important adjunct to every com-

munity and even to this day in Mexico the water for most part is obtained

in the same manner, as in the days when Jew and Samaritan drank at

the well of Samaria. In some instances an open aqueduct carried on

many arches led the water from the mountains over the arid plains. It

was so until recently in the City of Mexico and the Salto del Agua or

outlet of the water, as illustrated in one of my sketches, shows one of the

most important and elaborate of these fountains. Near this the Great

Brasaro of Inquisitorial times, even to the beginning of the last century,

was wont to burn.
The Caja del Agua San Luis Potosi is also a fine example of a foun-

tain. Here the women of the city come with their ollas of brown and, of

red pottery, to draw water, chat for a moment or an hour as necessity or

fancy may determine and then deftly poising these on head or shoulder,

glide softly away while others take their place, for in the evening all

come to draw, and the fountain is a great place of rendezvous and gossip.

I
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Shrines are also numerous in Mexico, and on the causeway from Mexico

to the shrfne of the Virgin of Guadalupe, the patron samt of Mex.co, many

shrines beautify the miles that lie between the c.ty and Gaudalupe.

Stone Benches an Interesting Feature

Benches are also another interesting feature of city life in Mexico.

TheseTre always of stone, sometimes straight, sometimes circular in form,

are of mo e haXme design «ith great square 50M a. mt.r'al. ™r-

Z™I.d by large va.es, and above the back ««• ."""^S' ;
»'„".

w^lk Tnd are carried on a series of arches forming an arcade. Venders

ai"' TL'iV.:S' "XctXo'rib-el.n :f',he heat'o. .1.. day and

frr»m the rain in wet weather. . i ^ i.* ^

The bahs of Agua Caliente must not be passed without notice.

The water snaturallT hot. small rooms, say fifteen in number, face a

Jallerv or corridor of arches which overlook a delightful garden. The

baths or tubs are of Roman type, simply wells sunk in the floor of the

rol wth about four steps leading down into them Each cell contains

IXieTt space for dressing and undressing. Along the gallery or arched

corJidorar^e placed stone benches where after bathmg one can sit and

cool off conve se and smoke. The details of this building are particularly

-
b°eauti£l a7d the benches along t^e garden enclosure are quit^un.que^^^

s:rr^o^t r the x;^^h T m'^n^^ul'^^;^^-
d-ideT o\^t-eUr^oTrh!S^I fpelTluS a^Si of^^he^^
church of Chfrabusco, near Mexico City.. Thi^s also shows something of

the use of tiles as employed by the Spanish Mexicans.

Pueb a is the great citv of tiles, but I am sorry to say I did not vjs

that crty so cannot show 'anything of its wonders. Well it ,s difficu

to describe that which can only truly be understood by the eye but if

I hate succeeded in arousing an interest in this architecture of Mexico.

Ind shown to you, that right at our very border lies a country well worthy

of a visit almost as much so as some of the countries of Europe. 1

shaU be satisfied, both for your sake and for the credit of that artistic

and enereec people, who not only brought civilization to Mex.co but

tave of so much of their talents in these wondrous days of the Renaissance^

^
No architecture, in my estimation, is more suited to our immediate needs

in th^ coun ry of California than those types to be found in Mexico and

akhough doubt not that in Old Spain even better models are to be

found, if we cannot travel into distant Spam let us not overlook this

trea" tire land of architecture that lies right at our very doors.

There are some people so me*an that*f they got a free reserved seat in

heaven they would sell it to a speculator.

o
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By SANFORD E. THOMPSON, Consulting Engineer

RECENT failures in reinforced concrete construction cannot be cast

one side and forgotten with the passing comment so frequently

heard that the accident was due merely to poor construction or too

early removal of forms. The reasons for every failure should be thoroughly

investigated by experts to prevent recurrence of similar accidents.

"Forms," although frequently guilty, are by no means the only culprits.

In fact, they are frequently blamed when the designer is at fault. Just so

long as men who know nothing of the first principles of mechanics are

permitted to design concrete structures, and just so long as irresponsible

contractors are engaged to erect them, the list of accidents will increase

in startling numbers. In every case it is the men, not the inanimate

lumber and materials, who are to blame. However, granting its danger
under ignorant hands, reinforced concrete as a whole must not be con-

demned for failures due to improper conditions any more than brick should

be rejected as a building material for apartment houses because of the

collapse of several unfinished buildings in New York City two years agp
through disregard of frost action upon the mortar.

Failures in concrete buildings may be attributed to:

1. Imperfect design; especially through neglect of essential details

in locating the reinforcing metal and through the adoption of too low a

factor of safety.

2. Poor materials ; such as cement which does not properly set up, or

sand which is too fine or which has an excess of clay, loam or other

impurities.

3. Faulty construction ; from improper proportioning, mixing or plac*^

ing, or too early removal of forms.

4. Weak form.

A disregard of such important principals is frequently criminal

negligence, and yet in at least one case under my observation an examina-
tion of the structure and the materials, after a collapse in which a number
of lives were lost, showed both the design, materials and construction
so faulty that it was impossible to decide positively which of the four

causes named above was the primary reason for the failure.

In this paper it is proposed to treat only of the design, construction
and removal of forms.

Kind of Lumber

The selection of the lumber must be governed by the character of

the work and the local market. Although white pine is best for fine

face work, and quite essential for ornamental construction cast in wooden
forms ; for ordinary work, however, even for the panels, white pine is apt

to be too expensive, and spruce, fir, Norway pine or the softer qualities

of Southern pine, especially North Carolina pine, must be substituted for

it. Some of these woods are more liable to warp than white pine, but
they are generally stiflPer and thus better adapted for struts and braces.

Kiln dried lumber is not suitable for form construction because of its

tendency to swell when the wet concrete touches it. Very green lumber,
on the other hand, especially Southern pine, which does not close up

•Paper road at the Chicatro Meeting of the National .^Bsociation of Cement Users.
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quickly when wet, may give trouble by joints opening. Therefore, the

middle ground, or, in other words, partially dry stuff, is usually best.

y Finish and Thickness of Lumber

Either tongued and grooved or bevel edged stuff will give good results

for floor and wall panel forms, and is preferable to square edged stuff. A
smoother surface may be attained at first with the tongued and grooved

stock, and there is less trouble with opening joints, but it is more expensive

than bevel edge because of the waste in dressing, and if the forms are used

many times there is greater tendency to wear at the joints. Even tor

rough forms plank planed one side may be economical to cheapen the cost

of cleaning. Studs should always be planed one side to bring to size.

The thickness of lumber varies with diflFerent contractors, some using

1-in others V/i-'m,, while a few employ 2-in. stuff even for panels. (These

are commercial thicknesses measured before planing.) For ordinary wa Is

1^-in stuff is good, although for heavy construction where derricks

are used 2-in. is preferable. For floor panels 1-in. boards are most common,

although if the building is eight stories high or over, 1-in. stuff is likely to

be pretty well worn out before the top of the building is reached, and the

under surface of the concrete may show the wear badly. For sides of

girders either 1 or 1>4 in. is sufficient, while 2-in. is preferable for the

bottom of girders. Column forms are generally made of 2-in. plank.

Certain general rules are applicable to all kinds of forms. Strength,

simplicity and symmetry are three fundamental principles of design. The

necessity for strength is obvious, while economy in concrete construction

consists in quickly erecting and moving the forms and in using them over

and over again.
• t. r a

The design of the concrete members should recognize the iorms. A
slight excess of concrete sometimes may be contributed to save carpenter

_work. Frequently beams may be designed of such widths as to use^
' dimension widths of lumber without splitting.

^ _
Columns may be of dimensions to avoid frequent remaking. Panel

recesses in walls may be made the thickness of a board or a plank. To

permit ready cleaning of dirt and chips from the column forms before

laying the concrete at least one prominent contractor provides a door at

the bottom of each of them.

Design of Forms

In building construction the forms must be designed so that the

column molds and also the bottom of beam molds are all independent of the

slabs. The forms may thus be left a longer time upon members subjected

to the greater stress. ,,,.,, t_ u
The sides of the beam molds should be held tightly together by

wedges or clamps to prevent the pressure of the concrete springing them

away from the bottom boards. At top or bottom of each strut hardwood

wedges are useful when setting and removing it, and also permit testing

to make sure that there is no deflection of the beam or slab. For this

purpose some contractors loosen the wedges 24 hr. in advance of the

struts. In general it is preferable to use comparatively light joists, such

as 2 x 8 in. or 2 x 10 in., with frequent shores, rather than to use lumber

which is heavier to handle.

If forms are to be used but once or must be taken apart when removed

it is sometimes practicable to use only a few partially driven nails, so that

they can be withdrawn without injury to the lumber.

,i*''<^ fi^-t*^ '5^&:S»k^'!
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Dentins for Inverted Gas Lighl Fixtures

Inverted Gas Lighting F iKtures

THERE is a common saying that "Imitation is the sincerest form of

flattery." To imitate the electric lamp is to acknowledge its superior-

ity; why should the gas people wish to imitate it? The inverted

mantle burner is a positive improvement in gas lighting. It gives a some-

what higher absolute efficiency, and a better natural distribution of the

light. These are good and sufficient reasons for its existence, and it has

no need to make excuses by posing as an imitation. It is quite as sus-

ceptible of artistic treatment as the electric lamp, and the quality of its

light is every whit as good.

The American manufacturer has apparently ceased to devote his con-

structive and creative abilities to the design of fixtures for gas illumination.

As examples of American ideas therefore, either the fixtures that were
designed years ago must be taken, or electrical fixtures which, by simple

changes, could be adapted to gas lighting. In Europe the conditions are

quite diflferent. Gas lighting is still a subject for the best efforts of the

fixture designer, and the prevailing ideas of decorative art as applied to

fixture construction are found exemplified quite as much in gas fixtures as

in electric.

J

A ^Bt
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T.sHn, Floor in S.aU HospUai BuiUin..A^^.^ B^^H SanU. TiU a.i Wei.U of Work^.n

Concrete Buildings at Agnew Stand Severe Test

HKiUuslrations shown herewith, taken from actual photog^^^^^^

THK Illustrations Snown Iicicwmi, von.-." r
,
",• tj „-;„;_„

f^h^eaof the thoroughness of the tests made recently m the Receivmg

B^^ldt at the Agne^ Sta. ^^^^^^^^^^^T^^-
?or;rereTb?trSliforn?a luSTrades C^ouncil. The public

was' led to believ'e that the building had been so poorly constructed that

it was likely to collapse at any time, causmg death or m)ury to the hun

'^''Xhe t"eTtfproved to the satisfaction of State Engineer Ellery, who

was commTssioned by the Governor to investigate the charges, that. the

TontractoT had not skinH)ed the work, that proper proportions o sand

eraS and cement were used in mixing the. concrete, that the reinforcing

Trades Council had three points to ga.n in the attempt to discredit

rnmnanv and the character of its work. He said:
^. „company and the c

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ successfully out-generaling them

W thVust ten vears in Los Angeles, and having successfully defeated

hem in sfn Dkgo n Pasadena. Colton, Long Beach, Venice, Santa Bar-

h/rT and many other places, where we have been putting up many large

bu Idings of almost every description, from a bungalow to the largest

.jk^

I ^
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Test of Concrete Floors in State Hospital Building, Agnew, Cat.

Cr^

The Floor of this Room Carries 6H inches of Damp Sand at a Weight of 91 Pounds to the Cubic Foot.

294 Sacks of Cement Weighing 103 Founds per Sack and 20 Barrels of Cement Weightng 300 Founds

Each. Each of the two Floor Slalfs is Supported by two Ketnforced Concrete Beams and Each Beam

by one Reinforced Concrete Pillar. Total Weight. 70 Tons

I
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office buildings, apartment houses, warehouses, etc. They desired to give

urall the trouble they could and cause us all the unpleasant notoriety

^^^^"Second, on account of entering the San Francisco field, Which they

did not care to permit us to do, knowing a firm of our magnitude could

and would carry out our contract successfully, thereby keeping some union

firm or union contractor away.

"Thit^^d by making a strong fight on us it would have a tendency to

show othcf outside contractors, who might have a desire to bid on work

in San Francisco and that vicinity, that the unions would cause them all

the trouble in their power and prevent them encroaching into their strong-

"The domination of the unions and their methods of carrying out their

principles has already been a great drawback to capitalists and the invest-

ing public, especially in the vicinity of San Francisco. We have built our

business upon the open shop principle and we have been successfuL We
are now recognized as the largest contracting firm west of Chicago having

all departments complete and well organized, and we have saved the btate

on the Agnew job alone over $20,000. We have fought our battles alone

ag-ainst every department of the union, one at a time, in the last few years,

and we have just won a battle against the complete State organization in

the very midst of their union principles and in their own union town.

D

The Wonderful Increase in the Use of Tiles

By W. W. FUNGE, JR.

\TJRING the past few years, and more especially the past two years,

there has been a wonderful increase in the amount of tiles used for

floors and walls in the Pacific Coast territory. Since the manufac^

turers have made such a large reduction in the price of ceramic mosaic

tiles for floors, there has been scarcely anything else used but this class

of tiles in buildings that formerly used marble mosaic terrazzo and numer-

ous substitutes. It is now possible to get a beautiful design in ceramic

mosaic floor for about the same price as was formerly asked for marble

mosaic, and as the former is so infinitely superior for durability and in

richness of color and design, it is no wonder that they should have dis-

placed other kinds of floors of this class, and it is quite certain that the

day is not far distant when all floors that are subjected to ^ny considerable

use will be paved with tiles. Indeed, there are many countries that now

compel the use of tiles in certain places for sanitary reasons and as a pro-

tection against fire and water. Even our battleships use large quantities

of tiles in several departments.

In San Francisco there are several buildings that have been entirely

veneered with tiles, and there is a tile on the market now known as brick-

tile that is so superior to all others for veneering building exteriors that a

great demand has been created for it. These brick-t.les have a dovetailed

mortise anchor in the back of them, formed in the process of manufacture,

that actually rivets each piece to the wall as effectually as if it was bolted

The standard size is 9" x 3", but they are also made in numenous special

shapes and lengths to make returns and panels, as well as different shapes

for sills, etc. An entire front can be made of this product. A notable

example of this is the recently completed California Market designed by

Architect Herman Barth. Both the Pine and California street frontages

Bfeais-Sijliiiisi'!!' j.'^i'v.JtiJcL ;.-.ju""l'
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are executed in brick tile of a beautifully soft jade-greenish shade with

a base of rich mossy green that is positively a delight to the beholder.

By many, this market is pronounced the finest in the United States or

even Europe. The interior is tiled in a lavish manner, too.

What a splendid article these brick-tiles would be to rehabilitate an

old brick building. They are easily and quickly applied to old brick walls

and it is only a question of time till there will- be a great deal of this work

undertaken. The old drawback to the use of tiles is overcome in the anchor

back above referred to. If, by way of extra ornamentation, something in

art ceramic mosaic entablatures is desired, there would be very little extra

cost, as art mosaic can now be had in any design and color scheme that is

wanted.

* *

Too Risky
"1 think from the utensils about him that this mummy must have been

an Egyptian plumber."
^^

"It would be interesting to bring him back to life.

"But too risky. Who's going to pay him for his time?"

i
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Trust Building, Detroit; S. B.R- Trowbridge. 527
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San Francisco Chapter, A. 1. A^-

A special meeting of the San Francisco

Chapter, American Institute of Archi-

tects, was held in the Blue Room of the

Hotel St. Francis on Thursday evenmg,

February 18th.
.

After dinner, business of interest to

the profession was transacted. Resolu-

tions endorsing the Newlands bill for

the location of the Lincoln Memorial at

Washington were adopted; also resolu-

tions endorsing the action of President

Roosevelt in appointing a council to ad-

vise and suggest regarding the Bureau ot

Fine Arts.

At the conclusion of the business por-

tion of the meeting Mr. R. B. Guernsey

delivered a very interesting address on

"Heating and Ventilation," which was

fully illustrated by carefully prepared

diagrams. Mr. Guernsey was listened

to with great attention, and at the close

of his remarks received the thanks ot

the Chapter.

(M\tsxm\B &tatr loari of Afrf^tteturr

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

Vice-President ^"^^Jnel"t«Sbcmtary-Treasurer p-,;„ H Rome"
As«. Seceetary-Treasurek. • ^F^»- u^Ile??"
T.«.,,.« - A JOSEFH C NeWSOM^"""*

I Claeence R. Ward
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P»««Mi*T John P. Keemfel

sJJSSSy-Treaeu.er Fred H. Roeheig
I Octavius Morgan

Trustees ^ Sumner P. Hunt^"""*
I Wm. S. Hebeaed

New Partnership

Charles S. Kaiser, who came to the

Pacific Coast soon after the San hran-

cisco fire to work out some of^^ne .^^

tails of the new Olympic Club building,

has associated himself with the well

known firm of Oliver & Foulkes, Crock-

er building, San Francisco, and the firm

name will hereafter be Ohver, Foulkes

& Kaiser. Mr. Kaiser is a student of

McKim, Mead & White, New York. Mn
F. Hildebrand has also become associated

with Messrs. Oliver & Foulkes.

^..
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Another Brick Relic.

Gust Haut, of Perham, Minn., a brick

manufacturer, cherishes a souvenir of his

visit to his native village of Saal, Ger-
many, six years ago, in the shape of a

brick from the ancient church there,

which was constructed in A. D. 1240.

When he was there some repairs were
being made which involved taking down
a portion of one corner. Mr. Haut took
advantage of the opportunity to secure

one of the bricks.

The brick was hand molded, and is of

a dark red color. The size is somewhat
different from the present size of bricks,

being 11x5x3^1 inches, and weighs twelve

pounds. One side and one end have been
exposed to the weather for over 650

years, and they still show no more signs

of wear and crumbling than relatively

new brick.

Terminal Depot for Oakland.

Oakland is to have a new terminal

station from plans by Architect Patter-

son of the Southern Pacific Company.
The depot will be erected this year on
the site of the old Sixteenth-street pass-

enger station. It will be constructed of

steel, storie and brick and will have a

train arcade more than 300 feet long.

Provision will be made for a double

overhead track system. A viaduct from
the second story of the station will be

used exclusively tor The new electric-

train local service between Oakland
mole and Berkeley. The surface tracks

will be used exclusively for the main-
line traffic.

Architects Move.

Jeffery. Van Trees & Millar (Inc.)

and Maginnis & Walsh, architects, of

Los Angeles, have removed their offices

from the fourth floor to the sixth floor

of the Citizens National Bank building.

Third and Main streets, Los Angeles.
Architects William Curlett & Son, have

moved from the Mutual Bank building

to the Phelan building, of which latter

structure they were the architects. Curlett

& Son were tenants of the old Phelan
building before the fire.

Architect Weeks' Bereavement.

Architect Charles Peter Weeks, of the

firm of Sutton & Weeks, Mutual Bank
building, San Francisco, has the sympa-
thy of the profession in the death of his

wife, which occurred late in January. Mr.
Weeks has gone East for an extended
stay and before returning to San Fran-
cisco will visit Panama.

Bids Rejected for Dry Dock, r^

A dispatch from Washington states

that the bids for the $2,000,000 dry dock
at Hawaii have been rejected, will

be revised and new proposals called for.

C. M. Leach of Boston was the lowest
bidder, but he refused to qualify and the
next lowest was by the Pacific Construc-
tion Company of San Francisco. The
Pacific Construction Company bid was
in excess of the appropriation, hence the
necessity of calling for new bids.

Signs of Spring.

Porterville.—The Novelty Theatre, W.
J. Godley, manager, Porterville, will

erect a theatre building on Main street.

Fruitvale.—The Masons of Fruitvale
will erect a Masonic Temple, 75x115 feet,

three stories, on East Fourteenth street.

Hanford.—The Church of Christ, Han-
ford, will build an edifice at Myrtle and
Irwin streets.

Santa Rosa.—W. B. Ward, of the firm
of Moke & Ward, will erect a residence
at B and 7th streets, Santa Rosa.

Santa Cruz.—David L. Wilson, of the
firm of Brown & Wilson, will build a
handsome residence on Laurel street,

Santa Cruz, early the coming spring.

Bishop. Cal.—W. B. Sollender will

build a large hotel, the first story of

granite. A private electric power plant
will be installed.

Berkeley.—^W. L. Wood, lumber dealer
of San Francisco, will erect a $7,000 resi-

dence at Plaza Drive and Encinal Place,

Claremont,
Coalinga.—The First National Bank of

Coalinga will erect a two-story Roman
brick building, 25x85 feet, on Fifth street.

Architect Weeks Busy.

Architect William H. Weeks of San
Francisco and Watsonville, has plans out
for the new Y. M. C. A. building at

Watsonville, Cal. The structure will be
of brick, two stories, and will contain
an assembly hall, to seat 250 persons,
gymnasium with concrete plunge bath,

lined with tile; eight shower baths, five

tub baths, gymnasium paraphernalia,
lockers, etc.

Mr. Weeks also has plans out for an
eight-room school house to be built at

Watsonville, and for which $40,000 was
appropriated recently. The building will

cost about $30,000 and the remaining
$10,000 will be used for repairing two
of the oW buildings and equipping them
with modern heating systems.

Architects* Meeting.

The Southern California Chapter, A.

I. A., held its regular monthly dinner
and business meeting in Levy's cafe, Los

« ^B*

Angeles, with twenty-five members in at-

tendance.
Mr. W. S. Fames, a promment St.

Louis architect, and a past president of

the American Institute of Architects, was

the honored guest of the Chapter, and

gave a very interesting and instructive

talk on architecture and the good work

being, accomplished by the institute.

Octavius Morgan, Alfred F. Rosen-

heim. Myron Hunt and Fernand Par-

ment'ier, delegates of the Southern Cali-

fornia Chapter to the national meetmg
recently held in Washington, D. C, each

presented a short narrative of what

transpired at the convention.

Stanford Memorial Chapel.

Architects Meyers & Ward, Kohl

building, San Francisco, state that the

plans for the steel work for the recon-

struction of the Memorial Chapel at

Stanford are well under way. The en-

tire building is to have a heavy steel

frame, and the stone facing, is to be

backed up with reinforced cofttYete walls

which will be securely tied to the steel.

The architecture of the old buildmg is

to be retained as far as possible, and

much of the old stone and mosaic has

been saved and will be used again. The

tower is to be eliminated, but a scheme

has been devised for retaining the clock.

Prize for Best Trophy Design.

M Robert Guggenheim has offered a

trophy valued at $2,000 to the winner

of the big automobile race from New
York City to the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific

Exposition in Seattle.

That the trophy may be the finest pos-

sible product of the silversmith's art, Mr
Guggenheim has offered a prize of $^bU

for the best design submitted.

He has extended to artists and de-

signers generally an invitation to com-

pete, and there are no restrictions. What

Mr Guggenheim wants is the most ar-

tistic design for the best trophy that

$2 000 will buy. For the design selected

he' will pay in cash the sum specified.

All designs are to be submitted to

Welford Beaton, care of the Alaska-

Yukon-Pacific Exposition. Seattle Ihey

must be in his hands by March 31st. and

should be accompanied by return post-

age. The designs submitted will be

passed upon by a committee, which will

be appointed by the president of the ex-

position corporation, which committee

will award the prize and assure the re-

turn of such designs as are accompanied

by the necessary postage.

Ten Story Building.

Architect Fred H. Meyer has plans

out for the new Kohler & Chase build-

ing to be built at O'Farrell street and

Bagley Place, San Francisco. The build-

ing will have a heavy steel frame with

concrete floors and walls, and a hand-

some terra cotta facing. The entire

building will be occupied by Kohler &
Chase, and one of the features will be

a music hall on the second floor. This

will be decorated in light tints and or-

namental plaster and will have maple

floors. The eighth and ninth floors will

be divided into studios for music teach-

ers, while the top floor will be arranged

for' the executive offices of the company.

There will be two large elevators, a

steam heating plant, vacuum cleaning,

private telephone service, etc.

Book Review.

"Detached Dwellings" is the name of

a valuable volume just published by the

Swetland Company of New York. The

book contains a collection of nearly one

hundred illustrations. 9x12, each accom-

panied by floor plans. The collection

differs from all others of a similar na-

ture in that it represents the work of a

large number of architects, who have

made a specialty of detached houses and

have achieved the greatest success in

that line.
, , ^ ,,

It represents houses that have actually

been built throughout the country. In

addition to the full page illustrations the

publishers have shown in some instances,

interiors, doorways, pen and ink sketches,

etc Coupled with it is an article by

that eminent authority on the country^

house, Mr. Wilson Eyre, in which he

brings out the important points to be

considered in planning a home in order

to obtain the comforts and pleasant sur-

roundings, the desire of every home

builder. This work should be invaluable

to architects in getting the idea ot

clients. .
. ,. ^. .

The price, whether in portfolio or sub-

stantially bound in cloth, is $5.0U.

Engineering Problems at Cement Show.

Some trying engineering problems

were encountered in the installation ot

the exhibits at the recent cement show in

Chicago. A solid reinforced white con-

crete column more than forty feet high

and weighing twentv-five tons had to be

planted firmly on a space of floor that

would be strong enough to hold it. lo

get the "monolith" in place, the services

of 350 men were required. The column

is ornamented with base rehef panels

and statuary effects. It is an exemolih-

cation of the use of cement of a special

white type for statuary. It required the

direction of engineers and the work of

the small army five hours to install the

affair.

I
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ENQSTRUM
VINDICATED

Contractor F. O. Engstrum and

State Engineer Nat Ellery have come
out victorious in the

CONTRACTOR charges of faulty con-

crete construction on the

new hospital buildings

at Agnew, Cal., pre-

ferred by the State Building Trades
Council. The Architect and Engineer
has no fight on with the State Build-

ing Trades Council nor is it disposed

to applaud Mr. Engstrum because he

is an "open shop" man. There are

some very commendable features

about a trades union that deserve

support. On the other hand there are

some things about a union that are

extremely unsatisfactory. In the

charges against Contractor Engstrum
we have a striking example. The
case from the beginning looked to us

like a piece of spite work.

Engstrum fought the unions in Los
Angeles for years. It cost him a

pretty penny but he won out. At
first he was willing to employ a union

man but he reserved the right to pay

the man what he, Engstrum, thought

he earned.'' He did not care to pay
a $3 a day man $5, so he declared for

an ''open shop" and in spite of the

bitter and costly fight that was waged,
Engstrum made money. Soon after

the earthquake he determined to reach

out for some of the work about to be

commenced upon city and state build-

ings in Northern and Central Cali-

fornia. At San Jose the city was
going to put up a $200,000 high

school. The Garden City is a well

organized union town. "Better not go
there or they'll do you," Engstrum
was warned by a dozen different per-

sons. The contractor shrugged his

shoulders defiantly. The plans for the

high school, photographs of which

are shown in this issue of the Archi-

tect and Engineer, called for a build-

ing of reinforced concrete. That

meant practically a fire-proof building.

Engstrum put in his bid. When it

came time for awarding the contract it

was rumored that Engstrum had
underbid his next lowest competitor

by $40,000. Did he get the contract?

No The school trustees, influenced

'^ ^Bi •

I

« 1^ *
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no doubt by their labor friends, de-

cided to reject all the bids and ordered

the plans revised. Later the contract

was let to a San Jose union contractor

on practically the same bid as Mr.

Engstrum's. But the San Jose con-

tractor had figured on a semi-fire-

proof building, not a reinforced con-

crete building like Engstrum had

agreed to put up.

When bids for the State buildings

at Agnew were called for Engstrum

was much in evidence. Pe had the

equipment and organization which

-enabled him to bid low and he got one

contract after another. The unions

had received their first set back.

Then, as construction of the buildings

progressed, came the charges of the

State Council—charges of faulty con-

struction and inferior workmanship

that astounded the State. The Gov-

ernor ordered an immediate inquiry.

Physical tests of the strength of con-

crete beams, girders and walls were

made. Tons of material were piled

on the floors, experts were employed

by both sides to institute mmute ex-

^aminations. But the walls failed to

collapse under the heavy stress and

the floors and beams remained intact.

The contractor was vindicated. The

union's attempt to "break" Mr. Eng-

strum once more had failed.

WMf
COAST LEAGUE

OF ARCHITECTURE

The Portland Architectural Club,

in its efforts to form a Coast League

of Architecture, de-

serves the support

of every architect

on the Pacific Coast.

The movement, is

prompted by a desire to simplify

a circuit of architectural exhibi-

tions to be held during the year in

each of the large Coast cities. At

these exhibitions it is proposed to

show the work of prominent Eastern

architects, the purpose being to get

better actiuainttcl with the class of

work being turned out by the Eastern

members of the profession and per-

mit a comparison with our home pro-

duct,

fatigable iworker in the movement,

summarizes the purpose of the club

very well in these words:

'This is in no way an insurgent

movement. We want to hold these

exhibitions so we can inspect ex-

amples of the best Eastern work and

we want to intelligently discuss the

problems which we are facing in this

section of the country. To do this

with any degree of success we must

have the co-operation of the San

Francisco and Los Angeles architects

as well as those of Seattle and other

Pacific Coast cities. While the move-

ment originated in Portland the

benefits to be derived will be quite

as helpful to the architects of one

city as another."

Hardly a week passes but we hear

of some new use for concrete. Not

only are we budding

CEMENT FOR houses of concrete,

HIGHWAY USES but we are using

cement for railroaa

ties, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, bridges,

street paving, sewer and water pipes,

refrigerators, fences, etc. Concrete

for highways bids fair to become pop-^

ular, especially where an extra hard

surface is desired for heavy traffic

Cobble stones and granite pavmg have

been used heretofore but it is claimed

that concrete is superior to either

Concrete or artificial stone can ^ laid

for less money while its lasting

nualities are too well known to need

1urt£ comment. Concrete men say

it is only a question of time when

road builders will use Portland cement

with the same confidence and eager-

ness that they now use asphaltum,

granite and brick.

Mx
^ .. - .

E. F. Lawrence, an inde-

Olympic Club Competition

The San Francisco Olympic Club

competition will close March 30th and

soon after that date it is expected the

committee will announce the name ot

the Successful competitor. ^Jhe building

will be a handsome one and no time will

be lost in erecting it, upon approval of

the plans. About a dozen San Francisco

architects are participating in the con-

test.
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indirect Illumination.

By Augustus D. Curtis.

INDIRECT illumination is acknowl-
edged by all who make a study of
artificial interior illumination as the

most aesthetic and modem method.
This form of illumination having the
"ight source concealed and usually de-
pending upon reflection from ceiling,
walls or other reflecting sources for an
even illumination of the room, has been
limited in its practical application, owing
to the great loss or absorption of light
after leaving its original source before
it reaches the working plane.

Various attempts have been made to
solve the problem, and there are a con-
siderable number of installations in
which indirect illumination is applied in
different ways, the most successful
heretofore being that in which the light
is hidden behind brackets or cornices
around the edge of, and the light re-
reflected toward the ceiling of the room.
Another method which produces very
pleasing effects is that in which the
light is reflected through art glass in the
ceilings of the room. Either of these
methods produce very pleasing results,
and wherever expense is not to be con-
sidered these methods will undoubtedly
grow more and more in favor.
Recent developments have made com-

mercially available, that is, bringing within
the reach of the person of ordinary
means, this method of system of indi-
rect illumination. Variable suggestions

by members of the Illuminating Engin-
eering Society were followed out, as also

those by members of the Ophthalmological
Society, who are so emphatic in the asser-

tion that most eye troubles are caused
by the present method of artificial il-

lumination in which the delicate mechanisms
and nerves of the eye are subject to the di-

rect rays of the intensely brilliant mod-
ern lighting units.

The successful solving of this prob-
lem and its practical working out de-
pended upon two things:

First: a light of high candle power
at low cost.

Second: a reflecting surface that
would give the first reflection of light

upward without material loss. Where
gas is used the necessary candle power
and economy is found in using the higher
grade incandescent mantle burners.
Where electricity is used, the high effi-

ciency of the Tungsten lamp proves an
ideal source of light for this indirect
lighting system. The intrinsic brilliancy

of this lamp makes inadvisable its

use in small rooms on ordinary chande-
liers because of the blinding effect.

The design or shape of the reflector^

has an important bearing on the efficiency

and on the effect produced in the
room. The correct shape of reflector

for throwing the rays of light to the
ceiling without shadows, as adopted, has
been the result of considerable calcula-
tion and experiment. The perfected de-
sign is of bell shape and contains pe-
culiar circular and vertical corrugations.
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Being fire glazed, the exposed glass sur-

face is easily cleaned with a soft cloth.

The indirect lighting units worked out

consists of this scientifically correct bell-

shaped corrugated reflector fitting in a

spun brass casing. On gas fixtures this

spun brass spinning rests on the base of

the mantle like a globe. On electric fix-

tures this casing can either be suspended

by chains or supported from belo\y,

as is the case of gas fixtures. It is evi-

dent that an infinite variety of orna-

mental designs can be worked out em-

bodying these units. They can easily be

installed on gas or electric chandeliers

already in use. Unless the chandelier

arms are very heavy, it can be applied

on any electric chandelier where the

sockets are pendant, as the arms do not

cast annoying shadows on the ceiling,

because the light comes from so many
directions when passing the arms, due

to the corrugations.

The lighting units should be at or

near the center of the room, though side

lights can and have been used with sat-

isfactory results. Light colored walls

are not essential, as most of the light is

directed to the ceiling.

Indirect illumination is not only more

aesthetic, but enables one to see better^

While it is true that there is a loss of

light another factor enters to overbal-

ance' this. The more easily details can

be seen the more effective is the illumi-

nation. When there is a bright naked

lamp in front of the eye, the pupils con-

tract and therefore the eye takes in less ot

the light, and the things that are illuminated

are not seen as clearly as with less light

with a wide-open pupil. Hence the fact

that there may be less light with indirect

illumination does not mean that we see less

clearly, but on the contrary, we really see

better. Many are of the opinion that we

are suffering not from under illumination

but from over illumination.

Of course, this system of illumination

is not as practical with beamed ceilings

or those of dark tint, but in the majority

of instances we find the ceilings light
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and the conditions favorable, i liere are

at present many experimental installa-

tions of this system in use among pro-

fessional and business men in their res-

idences and offices. Without exception,

they are enthusiastic in its praise, and
are so impressed with the eye-comfort
deri --^ r :. ...-. .i, ^ ^^^y ^ould go

hack to the old system of lighting only
under protest.

These units can, of course, be ar-

ranged in a variety of ways. The fix-

tures can be installed in single units or

multiples thereof, either electric, gas, or

combinations of both, and it is practical

to illuminate in this way, not only in

residences, but halls and auditoriums.

A unit of one reflector and one 100-watt

Tungsten lamp (about J^ watt per

square foot), or a good gas mantle
burner (consuming about 4j/^ cubic feet

per hour) gives a beautiful illumination

in a room up to 15 feet square. This
consumption makes the cost very rea-

sonable, being at the average cost of

gas or electric current of from J^ to 1

cent per hour. This is probably not

more than it costs in the majority of

instances to illuminate such rooms now.
The cost of installation and mainte-

nance does not, we believe, exceed that

of the ordinary methods now in vogue.

Architects and Lights.

MISS LOIE FULLER created for

herself an international and last-

ing reputation by utilizing the

possibilities of colored light in connec-

tion with what has been termed "poetry

of motion," otherwise the dance. While
most of the stage dancing is more prop-

erly the doggerel or parody of motion
than actual poetry, the definition applies

with peculiar aptness to the creative

and original work of Miss Fuller. She
has lately been writing her memoirs for

the New York Herald, which are both
instructive and entertaining. Anyone
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ate a new departure in an old art whidi

will attract the attention of the world

is worth listening to. Among her vari-

ous experiences and opinions, she makes

the following very significant comments

as to the relation of architecture to il-

luminating engineering:
.

, . _
"At the time of my arrival in ii-urope

T had never seen a museum. The hfe I

led in America gave me no opportunity

to admire art The first gallery I visited

was the British Museum, in London

Then I wandered ^rough the National

Gallery. Later I studied the works in

the Louvre, and at succeeding times had

an opportunity to see most of the galle-

ries in Europe.
.

"Aside from the masterpieces gath-

ered together in those buildings what

struck me most in all the museums 1

went through was that their architects

had paid no attention to hght effects.

In consequence of that defect every

one of them impressed me as an incon-

gruous combination. When my eyes

fall on objects and I look at them for a

few moments my vision becomes

dimmed and 1 find it impossible to sep-

arate one object from another. 1 have

often wondered whether some day this

whole question of light will be bettet un-

derstood. . (
"Illumination, reflections, the rays 01

the sun falling on objects are such es-

sential problems that I cannot under-

stand why so little importance is given

to them. I have nowhere seen a mu-

seum where the lighting scheme was

perfect. The panes through which the

light enters and the lamps which illumi-

nate the different halls ought to be hid-

den or shaded, so that the objects in

them may be contemplated without the

eyes being molested by the glare

"It should be the aim of architects to

diflfuse light. There are a thousand

ways of doing this. In order that light

should give the best results it ought to

be focused directly on the pictures and

statues, instead of striking them by

rbance.
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* L.Mwr IS decomposed light. The rays
are broken up by molecular vibrations
on touching any object. This decompo-
sition of which a photograph is im-

printed on the retina is always the result

of various chemical changes in the mat-

ter itself and in the rays of light. Each

of these eflfects is designated by the

name of color.

"Our knowledge of the production

and variation of these eflfects is exactly

in the same stage where music was—
when there was no music."

New Manager for Enos Company
Carl E. Roesch, one of the associate

editors of The Architect and Engineer,

and for the past four years assistant to

J. C. English, Pacific Coast manager

for the Enos Company, manufacturers

of high class lighting fixtures, succeeds

Mr. English, the latter having gone in-

to the fixture business for himself in

Portland, Ore. Mr. Roesch has the well

wishes of a multitude of clients and

friends not only in San Francisco but

throughout the Pacific Coast. The

Western office of the Enos Company
has made remarkable progress during

the oast half dozen years, a fact that

in a large measure is ,
attributable to

good management. The superior class

of fixtures carried by the Enos Coni-

pany has naturally had much to do in

building up a highly successful business.

Prior to coming to the Pacific Coast,

Mr. Roesch was a student of Willy Lau.

of Chicago, than whom there is no more

distinguished designer of lighting fix-

tures in the Middle West. The valu-—abie experience enjoyed while m the

employ of Mr. Lau, together with the

four years' training while associated

with Mr. English in San Francisco, has

made Mr. Roesch eminently fitted for

the important and responsible position

which he has just assumed. Mr. Roesch

is a prominent member of the San Fran-

cisco Architectural Club, the Press

Club, and the Corinthian Yacht Club.

The Enos Company, as in the past, will con-

tinue to specialize in residence work,

and careful attention will be given or-

ders, not only in San Francisco but in

every city and town on the Pacific Coast.

A notable installation just being finished

by the Enos Company is the lighting

fixtures in Senator George Nixon's new res-

idence at Reno, Nev.

Plumbing Alterations. .

In making extensive plumbing altera-

tions it is wise to have a comprehensive

J
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plan prepared before letting the con-

tract. The advantages of having well

prepared plumbing plans and specifica-

tions are seven-fold, says a competent

engineer on this subject. There are

many men of financial responsibihty en-

raged in the plumbing business who

do not posess suflficient skill and knowl-

edge to properly lay out a system, and,

unless the plans are full and complete

and the specifications explicit, these men

cannot intelligently estimate on the

work; consequently, they will either re-
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fuse to figure the cost or will estimate

so high as to be out of contest. If, on
the other hand the plans and specifica-

tions are so well prepared that nothing

is left to conjecture which can be

shown, described or explained, the arch-

itect and owner will have the benefit of

responsible competition and will secure

a better installation.

Night Illuminations.

By E. W. Pike.

WITH the Mardi Gras feeling that

San Francisco is trying to

arouse in its citizens it would
be well for architects, owners and mer-
chants to put their shoulders to the

wheel and help to convert San Francisco
into a Carnival City. What looks better

to a stranger coming into town than
well lighted buildings and streets? Par-
ticular attention should be paid to out-

side illumination of buildings and prom-
enades. The Downtown Improvement
Association has made a start, and it

should be kept up. The arches on Fill-

more street are the principal reason of

the night life on that thoroughfare.
Plenty of light gives the appearance of

prosperity, and a successful appearance
attracts trade. The photograph shows a

ic of the store of Roos Bros.,

Stockton and Market streets.

Modern Methods of Lavatory Plumbing.

"L
AVATORIES, or wash basins for

the face and hands, have become
a necessary plumbing attachment

of the modern home, says "Shoppell's
Magazine." As a rule round basins are
used, but the oval pattern is becoming
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more and more popular. This latter pat-

tern allows more elbow room and also a

larger opening, thus lessening the splash-

ing of water over the slab or floor. Three

kinds of marble are used in setting lava-

tories. The kind known to the trade as

American is soft and white and easily

stained, while it absorbs greasy matter

readilv. The Italian mafble is hard,

veined and white, will take a fine polish

but stains, though not so readily as the

American marble. The marble known as

Tennessee stone is very hard, procurab e

in dark colors only, and very desirable

for lavatories on account of its small

liability to stain or absorb greasy or oil

matter.
The basin of the lavatory should be set

up open, on brackets or legs, and all

pipes should be exposed. This method

will allow leaks to be readily detected,

will promote cleanliness and ventilation

and ensure better workmanship by the

plumber. The basin should be set 28 to

30 inches from the floor to the top of

the marble and provided with a back, or

spatter protector, 12 to 16 inches high

and extended the length of the top.

Bevelled or O. G. edges make a desirable

finish, although a roll-rim effect, to com-

pare with the bath tub, is now much in

In attaching a basin to a slab three or

four holes are drilled on the under side

and a special screw with expanding head

is inserted. This screw is provided with

-^Tclamp^ aird niir, and after wetting and

spreading evenly plaster or cement, the

nuts are tightened and the basin is hrmly

attached and suspended when in its

proper position. Plaster or cement is

used in preference to putty or white lead

because the oil in the latter would be-

come absorbed and stain the marble

through to its polished surface. Plaster,

repeatedly wetted, will soon wash away,

thus loosening the joint and allowing the

splattered water to run between the slab

and bowl and thence to the floor, which

is very annoying. Cement, mixed with

plaster, about half and half, is more de-

sirable than plaster alone.

The edges or flanges of the earthen-

ware basins are seldom perfectly true,

being warped somewhat in baking.

Therefore such flanges should be ground

. to a flat, level surface in order- to make

a satisfactory joint between the marble

and the basin. The overflow is the weak

point abciut a lavatory basin as usually

installed. When the ordinary basin is

discharged the waste backs into the over-

flow, fouling it and allowing the filth thus

deposited to discharge its oflfensive odors

into the room. A basin should be with-

out mechanical parts in the waste pipe,

either inside or outside the bowl, as they

frequently get out of order and all foul-

ing surface for the adhesion and accumu-

lation of filth. No basin should be used

which has concealed spaces with which

the washing water can come in contact

while being used. The siphon basin is

now considered the most desirable form

as its contents are discharged by siphonic

action, and the trap will always be

clearer, owing to the powerful flushing

and scouring force caused by the rapid

discharge. By lifting the plug and im-

mediately dropping it back into place the

water is forced to rush out through the

overflow that connects with the waste

pipe below the plug.

If by accident or design faucets are

left open the water, after attaining its

proper level, finds free access through

the outlet, and, if the overflow continues,

a siphonic action is produced, thus caus-

ing a rapid discharge of the bowl con-

tents and preventing an overflow. The

siphonic action prevents the clogging of

the waste as it clears out matter such

as hair, lint, etc., with its thorough scour.

Basin cocks of various patterns are on

the market and they can be procured as

ornamental or expensive as may be de-

The outlet of a basin should be at

least VA inches in diameter, although

nearly all manufacturers make them

smaller unless orders are given to the

contrary. The waste pipe and trap should

be not less than the outlet in diameter.

With the combined slab and basin in one

piece of crockery, with standard of por-

celain, with proper sized outlet a very

sanitary appliance is produced which

should satisfy the most fastidious home

owner.

Longest Bridge in the World.

The longest bridge in the world

crosses the Yellow Sea near Sangang,

China. It is called the Lion bridge, and

its length is five and a quarter miles.

It is supported by 300 huge arches, is

70 feet above the water, and is enclosed

in an iron network.
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trial Information Worth the While

iTLi. V^iiUUUUviv iJMJris v> w v ^iarris

The firm of Chubbuck & Harris. San

Francisco, has dissolved partnership, Mr.

Chubbuck succeeding to the business. This

firm began business about three years ago,

prior to which time Mr. Chubbuck was con-

nected with the Steiger Brick and Terra

Cotta company. After the fire the concern

was incorporated, ,and the offices were

moved from the Atlas building to 710 Mis-

sion street, near Third. Chubbuck & Harris

were among the first San Francisco business

houses to get located again after being

burned out in the big fire. Less than two

months after the conflagration they were

filling orders. Mr. Chubbuck is popular

with the architects and building trade and

his many friends wish him all the success

he deserves. The old firm name will be

retained. The same line of goods hereto-

fore handled, including lime, cement, hold-

tite plaster, etc., will be carried in addi-

tion to hydrate lime, a complete plant for

the manufacture of which recently has been

erected.

Roebling Oc ion ( 0.

OF !SLW t UKIV

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE I ATH

THE

IOI7-t(

I id fIREPROOF

ig, San FraDcisco

Phone. Temporary 4312

The light wells as well

as the Jessie Street side

are faced with "Qolden

Gate Sandstone '' Brick,

a white pressed brick made

oi sand and lime from the

Qoiden Gate I Co.,

C. F. Pratt, Manager.

Main Office, 660 Market

Street, San Francisco.

Factory, Antioch. Did

you ever examine our

brick? Haven't? TIp

you do not kru

good sandstone or sa

lime brick are. There are

over 100,000 in this

beautiful hotel. Exami* '^^

them as well as the <

wall of the NToiiaclti. k

Building which wuhstj. li

so well the great fire '

April 18, 1906.

* *
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Machinery and Electrical Company Busy

The Machinery & Electrical Company,

351-353 N. Main street, Los Angeles, has

recently closed a contract for installing a

heating and ventilating plant in the Covina

High school, F. S. Allen, 712 Security

building, Los Angeles, architect.

The plant consists of Sturtevant blowers,

hermetic wrought steel furnaces and

national thermostats. The school will be

a model building and will cost $50,000.

The Machinery & Electrical Company also

closed contracts for the heating and venti-

lating plants of the Lugonia school of Red-

lands, Cal., F. T. Harris, architect, which

building will be equipped with hermetic

furnaces. A similar equipment has also

been contracted for in the Lowell building,

at Redlands.
The Machinery & Electrical Company has

signed contracts for heating and ventilating

the Tempe-Union high school at Tempe,

Arizona, the contract calling for Scotch

marine boilers, Sturtevant coils, Sturtevant

blowers and the national thermostats.

The same company has completed the

heating and ventilating plants in two build-

ings for the Calumet & Arizona Copper

Company, at Bisbee, Arizona. This work

consists of installing hermetic furnaces and

Sturtevant blowers in the general office

building and the residence of Mr. Powell,

manager of the company.

Plants are being completed in the Mesa

grammar school building and the Valley

bank building at Phoenix, Arizona and a

- department store building at Mesa, Arkona.

the chutes from diflFerent points on the

Pacific Coast, and the present year will

probably see all the large warehouses in

California and Oregon equipped with

these money-saving and time-saving de-

vices.

Chutea for Warehouses

The fame of the Haslett Warehouse
Company's chutes for wholesale houses,

loft buildings and warehouses has

reached the East, and the company is

at present installing chutes in the ware-

houses of the New York Dock Company
which operates more than one hundred

warehouses along the waterfront in

Brooklyn, N. Y. The Haslett Company
has received many inquiries concerning

H.

Wilson laundry Machy. co.

Los Angeles Office

262 S. Los Angeles St.

58 SO FfifflOBt Strtit - -

r. HAGEN Co.
lY. Co.
Y. Co.

UARNBS & Erb Co.

Seattle Office

305 Main Street

JAKL^
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Makes Hi^h Grade OU BUming Ma-
chinery

The use of fuel oil for feeding both
power and heating plants is becoming
more general as its superiority^* over

the old methods becomes better known.
Not only is fuel oil cheaper than coal

and wood but it is much cleaner.

The use of oil for fuel has naturally

made a demand for oil burning machin-
ery for both low and high pressure

plants, and probably no concern in San
Francisco has a higher standing among

, the manufacturers of this class of ma-
chinery than the Dietert-Swenson Com-
pany, who have recently moved into

new quarters at 80 Tehama street, near

Second. This company makes only

high grade appliances, and its refer-

ences are first-class in every particular.

They will be pleased to receive inqui-

ries, and an application for their cat-

logue will be answered promptly, post-

age prepaid. Their telephone number is

Douglas 4420.

Audit Company Moves

The Crook Audit Company which has

had offices in the Monadnock building has

moved to the fifth floor of the Clunie build-

ing on California street, San Francisco.

To Install Gravel Washing Machine.

The Kruttschnitt Building Material

Company is planning to carry on a sand

and crushed rock business on an exten-

sive scale after the first of April. By

that time Manager Wood expects to

have in operation the only big gravel-

washing machine on the Pacific Coast.

Reinforced concrete contractors have

long been wishing for the time to come

when they could buy a first-class, well-

cleaned gravel. When covered with mud
and silt the pebbles are poor bonds for

the cement. It is proposed to market

the washed gravel at the same price as

the unwashed material.

The Kruttschnitt Company has one of

the best gravel and crushed rock plants

in California, with a supply that is inex-

haustible. The quarries are located near

Niles, and recent reports of eminent

chemists place Niles gravel at the top of

all others, especially the Niles roofing

gravel. The latter was used exclusively

in roofing the new Phelan building in

San Francisco.

s mention this Magazine
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Jjirn t Driven Rotary Compressor and Oil Pump

An Improvad OU Burning Plant

The above cut is a Pood illustration of

the G. E. Witt Company's direct driven ro-

tary compressor and oil pump which is

calculated to fill a long felt want for use in

hotels, apartment houses and of!ice build-

ings. It contains many features not pos-

sessed by other machines, among them be-

ing the absence of costly chains or

sprockets to be replaced at great expense,

also the absence of the worm gears which

wear out very quickly. It is self contained,

lasts much longer, costs 50 per cent less to

maintain, requires twenty five per cent less

oil for lubrication and requires no experi-

enced operator. There is no noise or vibr-

ation. It has a low speed motor which has

plenty of excess power and while the motor

is more expensive it will last longer than a

high speed motor.

The Witt company has recently moved to

larger quarters at 850-852 Howard street.

San Francisco where one of the finest

plants for the manufacture of oil burning

machinery on the Coast has been installed.

The company has increased its working

force materially and is now in position to

fill orders promptly and satisfactorily.

Within the past twelve months low pressure

plants have been installed in the following

buildings : In San Francisco, HamHn hotel,

Goodyear Rubber Company, Madison

Burke Company, Taft Pennoyer Company,

Cosmopolitan building, Gunst building

(Third St.), Gunst building (Powell st),

Hotel Regent, Brilliant hotel, Carmelita

apartments, Gustave Sutro building,

Sherman Clay building, Callaghan building,

Cornelia apartments, Home Telephone

building. Bush and Fillmore streets, Kosh-

land building, Cuneo Bros., Murphy Grant

building, Mary S. Merrill building, Home
Telephone building. Grant avenue, .Armand-

Cailleau building; Producers Bank build-

ing, Bakersfield; Fresno Republican Com-
pany's building, Fresno; Elks building,

Stockton; Stockton bank, Stockton;

Modesto courthouse, Modesto; Haverfy

Company, Los Angeles, Gearhardt Oil

Burner Company, Fresno.

Cornice Works Moves Office.

The Eagle Cornice Works have
moved their offices to the MetropoHs
Bank building, San Francisco.
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There's a Reason

Every reader of advertisements knows

that there is a reason for Postum. That

we are not told what the reason is does

not gainsay th^ fact—for Postum sells.

There is a reason for the Lucitania break-

ing all records and we laud the achieve-

ment.

There is a reason for the Panama canal,

wireless telegraphy, the Hudson terminal,

and for every new and successful enter-

prise.

There is a reason, too, for the unpre-

cedented sale of Trumbull panel boards.

The reason is that the manufacturers

have given the trade something it wanted,

at a price it could afford to pay, and of a

quality and service better than it could

obtain elsewhere at the same price.

Here are a few points to note on Trum-

bull panel boards:

First.. The regular switches on Trumbull

panels, although spaced for 10 amperes,

are made of 30 ampere capacity stock and

will cover 30 amp. specifications, if spaced

accordingly. This is a noteworthy fact.

Second. All the hinge screws are spun

over to prevent nuts from unscrewing, thus

loosening contact.

Third. High, wide knurled binding nuts

are used, which allow for a Vie" length of

thread before the screw touches the slot.

The reason for this specially long nut is

because, in the low, short style of thumb

nut, the burr which the slotting often leaves

in the thread, binds against the threads of

the screw and tends to loosen the screw in

the base. The knurling of the nuts makes

them easier to screw on and they do not

show the effect of tightening by pHers.

Fourth. The fuse clips are of heavier

bronze than is used on the great majority

of clips. They contain no zinc and the

spring will not deteriorate.

Fifth. The bottom of the fuse clips are

grooved to fit the foot pieces and prevents

them from turning on the connection.

Sixth. Slotted bronze washers are used

on the hinge posts, giving a stronger spring

than those not slotted. Bronze screws are

also used.

Seventh. Every joint between the bus

bars and the outgoing terminals is in-

dividually tested by the lighting of a lamp,

by current passing throu-^h.

Eighth. The grooves in each end of the

spool handles fit the top of the blades and

prevent the handles from turning, which

turning will in time loosen the handle

screws.
Trumbull panel boards and switches are

handled by the Electric, Railway and Manu-
facturers' Supply Co., 84-86-88 Second

street, San Francisco.
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Architects* and Drawing Material
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INSTRUMENTS

...Bailders' and Surfiylni Instruments.

Growing Popularity of Philippine Ma-
hogany.

White Bros., of San Francisco, dealers

in hardwood lumber and veneers, call

altention to a large cargo of Phil-

ippine mahogany which they have just

received by the steamship Dakotah
from Manila. Heretofore only small

lots of Philippine mahogany have been
shipped here, as dealers hg,ve been loth

to go very heavily into Philippine woods
until their Worth was proven. The
Philippine product has shown itself to

be so entirely satisfactory that White
Bros, have decided it is the coming
wood, and in consequence have laid in

an exceptionally large stock.

Philippine mahogany posseses many
points which give it an advantage over

the Mexican and Central American
woods. It comes in wide clear boards,

running 12 to 24 feet lone. In addition

to this its price, which is almost half

that of the Central American mahog-
anv. and about the same as quartered

oak, brings mahogany finish within the

reach of many who could not afford it

before shipments were begun from our
island possessions. The first large job

in San Francisco to be done in Philip-

pine mahogany is the fixtures of the

White House, Raphael Weil's new
store, now being installed by A. J.

Forbes & Son. of San Francisco. This
material has been used in Portland and
Seattle for some time and several large

buildings in that section are finished

with it.

The United States has now been in

possession of the Phillippine Islands for

over ten years, but it is only within the

last few years that modern machinery
has been installed and the manufacturers

have been enabled to turn out first-

class lumber at a nrice which would per-

mit it being exported to the United
States The United States Forestry re-

norts show that the hardwoods of this

country and rapidly being cut out and

it is only a question of a few years

^ PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you
intend to equip your Drawing Room, re-

member that Keuffel * Esser Co.'s

nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi

sites for drawing and engineering, "and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

Hl^Hest Award*
St. Louis. 'O^ Portl»n,d. 'OS

I

II
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Eogeoe Dietzgen Co.

Surveying
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when we must look to other countries
for our supplies. Our island posses-

sions furnish a virgin field for the ex-
ploitation of the lumber industry. The
Philippine forests have lain dormant for

thousands of years, but the ax of the

American lumberman is now getting
busv, and wrthin a few short years we
may expect a good part of our lumber
supplies from the Philiopines.

Fred Nichols in a New Role
The Newslet, published in East Oak-

land, has the following pleasant words
for Fred Nichols, the well known man-
ufacturer of fire-proof doors, etc.:,

"Fred Nichols, the local manufacturer
of metal covered doors, window frames,
etc., has added the building of automo-
biles to his business. He has" just sent
to the paint shop a 60-horse power, six
cylinder machine that is a beauty.
"He had it out for trial spins several

days recently, and it worked to per-
fection, not one weak place developing.
During the trials a speed of over 60
miles an hour was traveled over sev-
eral straight pieces of road, and medium
sized hills offered no obstruction to a
speed of over 40 miles.

'Many enthusiastic motorists have ex-<«i

THE FAMOUS ORIENTAL BAZAAR

WHOLESALE
IMPORTERS
AND RETAIL IN

OPIFN ART
Q

)>U bouth Broadw a

aliliu^,d the machine and pronounce it

as one of the best seen on the roads in

this section of the state.

"Mr. Nichols also has a 30-horse

power machine nearly completed, and
will continue to place machines upon
the market as fast as he can find sales

for the same."

Brevity

A newspaper man was thunderstruck
on reading a telegram which ran:

"Twins this morning—more later.

Sadie."

Structural Engineer
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Nonpareil Corkboard, the best of the

three grades of cork insulation manu-

factured in sheet form by the Armstrong

Cork Company's insulation department,

whose head offices are at Pittsburgh, has

not only the enviable distinction of being

the only cold storage insulating material

approved by the National Board of Fire

Underwriters but has also had the seal of

government approval set upon it, being used

exclusively in insulating Hving quarters and

refrigerated rooms aboard the vessels of

the United States Navy. It was chosen by

the government officials only after exhaus-

tive tests, due regard being given its slow

burning and fire retarding quahties.

The material consists of pure granu-

4at€d cork slightly compressed and sub-

jected to a patented baking process which

insures permanency of form without de-

stroying the cellular structure of the raw

material. Although no foreign substance is

added to serve as a binder the boards pos-

sess great structural strength and will not

decay or disintegrate in the presence of

moisture. In fact, the government specifi-

cations provide that the corkboard must

stand boiling at atmospheric pressure for

three hours without disintegration or

linear expansion of more than 2% in any

direction.

The fact that nonpareil corkboard will

stand up under this severe test is indication

enough of how durable it proves as an in-

sulating agent. Its peculiar structure, con-

sisting, as it does, of myriads of sealed air

cells, impervious to air and moisture,

accounts for its low heat conductivity and

renders it, when properly installed,

practically proof against progressive deteri-

oration. The material has been used in

almost two score of the larger battle ships

and cruisers and is being installed now in

the magazines of the battle ship "Iowa."

In this case the naval authorities are ex-

perimenting with the use of refrigeration

to hold down the temperatuie of the

rooms containing high explosives and thus

eliminate any danger of spontaneous ig-

nition. Heretofore nonpareil corkboard has

& CO
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been used more especially on board ship to

arrest the transmission of heat from boiler

and engine rooms to living quarters. For

general cold storage insulating purposes

it has been installed in hundreds of cold

storage plants, abattoirs, breweries, fur

vaults, creameries, dairies, confectionery

and baking plants, etc., throughout the

country.

The Portland Architectural Club.

The stated monthly meeting of the

Portland, Ore., Architectural Club was
held Tuesday evening, March 2d, in the

club rooms, with a full attendance.

Mr. Lawrence reported the results of

his trip to the larger California cities.

Many fine exhibits are on the way and a

delegation of California architects will

be in attendance.

Boxes, cases and bundles of matter

for exhibition are piling up at the Art

building and the exhibition committee

are anxiously waiting for possession of

the space that they may begin a classifi-

cation and final arrangements.

A reception to the visitors from out-

side cities is planned, with banquets

speeches and drives about the city.

The report of the Building Ordinance

Committee was presented and the ordi^

nance is now ready. If the City Council

will refrain from tinkering with it, Port-

land will have the best building code of

any city in the country.

Seven names of applicants for mem-
bership were presented and Mr. Vinson

made his usual appeal to everybody to

help boost the exhibition.
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Portland Architectural Club

The' Portland Architectural Club is

completing its third year; its officers

during that time having been:

Officers for 1906:

E B. MacNaughton President

John G. Wilson Vice-President

H. A. Whitney Treasurer

C. H. Kable Secretary

Officers for 1907:

F. J. Berndt President

H. A. Whitney Vice-President

C. H. Kable Treasurer

F. T. Webber Secretary

Officers for 1908:

Jos. Jacobberger President

Edgar Lazarus Vice-President

John G. Wilson Treasurer

Ernst Kroner Secretary

A. E. Dovle
Chairman Educational Committee

E. F. Lawrence
Chairman Scholarship Committee

* * +

The Club has this year completed a

very satisfactory scholarship work, and

will show in connection with the com-

ing architectural exhibit, the work of its

members, besides that of the leading

architectural scholars of the country.

if -it. if.

The coming exhibition will have about

1,000 exhibits from such men as: Law-
rence Buck, Earl Bitter, Frank Chotau

Brown, Beil & Hermant, D. H. Burn-

~liam Co., Holabird & Roesch, Wilson

Eyre. Benjamin Wistar Morris, Alley &
Emery, A. H. Davenport, Jessie Arms,

Jules Guerin, William Ittner, George

Post Sons, John Calvin Stevens, Ver-

non Howe Bailey, Daniel French, Spen-

cer & Powers, Pond & Pond, George

Maher. Howard Shaw. Walter Griffin,

Rutan & Russell. Claude Bragdon,

J. Milton Dyer, and many others from

, the East.

* *

The Western men from all of the

Coast cities have sent large exhibits, and

many of them are planning to attend

the convention which is to be held at

the opening of the exhibition on March
22nd.

if If *

A feature of the exhibition will be in-

terior decoration and this department

will occuDv one whole gallery. Domestic

work will fill the second gallery, schol-

arship work the third, while the larger

and more ambitious projects will be

grouped in the principal gallery. The
exhibition will discharge on April lOth^

and the committee welcomes anyone in-

terested to notify them if a trip to Port-

land is possible.

Modern building doiTianda

modern improvement

are the result of your keen appreciation

of modern ideas Every improvement

you mstall in a client's building makes

it a better-paying investment for him

and adds to your distinction as an

Architect or
^ ^

abreast of the tim 1 your

strongest assets.

For durability, wear— w*ter, acid and

alkali resisting properties—and allroumi service,

our Watsonite" Flooring is a vast improve-

ment over every other practicable material we

have been able to discover.

j'^^^T" The "Watsonite'' driveway at Baker
*^^ & Hamilton's new buildin? bears the

hara traffic oT seven-ton, fouf-horse tracks all

day long without a crack or chip.

^^^ The "Watsonite" floors in Wells."- Fargo and California Glue Works
siables stand perfectly the test of urine and
continued wetness— something that breaks

down cement, asphalt, wood, bitumen and

other materials in a short time.

J0^" The " Watsonite " floor at Dairy De
*^"

livery Co.'s building is not affected in

the least by the continued action of very hot

water and sour milk.

Watsonite" is sanitary, non absorbent

warm and comfortable to have under f( <

affords a sure firm footing and wears like

wrought iron.

Watsonite" is not a ready made flooring.

Materials are mixed on job and spread while

hot — one continuous, impervious body.

"Watsonite" is a modem improve-

ment which you can use to your own

and your client's distinct advantage.

Send for full particulars and specifications.

The Watson Roof Company
110 Sutter St.

PBONE DOUGLAS 411

San Francisco, California
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Wrecking the City Hall. San Francisco

Photo taken during progress of work February 20, 1909

Wrecking San Francisco's Old City HalL

THE work of demolishing what re-

mains of San Francisco's City Hall,

which has been an eyesore tothe com-

munity since the great fire nearly three

years ago, is going ahead satisfactorily

under the competent supervision of the

William H. Abbitt Construction Com-
pany. The wrecking operations are bemg
watched with considerable interest, as

certain features of the work are hazard-

ous in the extreme. Mr. Abbitt is per-

sonally overseeing the work, and he has

his hands full, giving orders to the sixty

or more members of the wrecking crew.

The crumbled stone, brick and plaster

walls are first torn away, leaving bare

the massive steel skeleton. The iron

beams and girders are then taken down
piece by piece, just as they were put up.

That part of the building which con-

tains the big rotunda is fast disappear-

ing, as is also the McAllister-street wing.

Tht Abbitt Company agreed to tear

down the rotunda for $7900, while their

bid for demolishing the McAllister-street

wing was $4900. All material taken from

both jobs becomes the property of the

contractors, except the marble, which is

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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to be stored in the corporation yards.

It is estimated there are between 1800

and 2000 tons of steel in the building, all

of which can be sold at a fair price. The
several million brick can also be disposed

of as second-class material. The famous

statue which has crowned the great

dome, and which was uninjured by the

fire or earthquake, also becomes the

property of the Abbitt Company ana

may be disposed of to some historical

society. The Abbitt Company has six

' months to complete the work.

Mangrum & Otter, Incorporated
Successful Year.

{

The past year has been a most suc-

cessful one for the well known, firm of

Mangrum & Otter, Imc, San Francisco,

who occupy the entire four-story and

basement building at 561-563 Mission

street, with warehouses for reserve stock

on railroad tracks, extending from Min-

nesota to Mariposa streets.

Mangrum & Otter, Inc., are large

wholesalers of stoves, ranges, refriger-

ators, tin and enameled ware, and every-

thing pertaining to tha household fur-

nishing line. They are also large con

tractors for tiling (both floor and wall),

manufacturers of wood mantels, gas and

coal grates, hotel and steamship kitchen

equipments, as well as heating and ven-

tilating apparatus for steam, hot water

and warm air.

- Notable among the buildings for which
they have furnished tiling are the fol-

lowing: Palace Hotel, St. Francis Hotel,

Stewart Hotel, Balboa building. Schiede-

mann building, Foxcroft building,

Schroth building, Stanford Hotel, South-

ern Pacific Hospital, J. D. Grant resi-

dence and Whitney building.

Heating and ventilating apparatus have
been installed in the Palace Hotel.

Murphy Grant building. Postal Tele-

graph building. Pacific Hardware &
Steel Company, Coffin-Redington Com-
pany, Luning building, W. W. Younger,
Home Telephone buildings, Acheson and
Bohannon buildings of Berkeley and the

court house of San Rafael.

Complete kitchen outfits have been
supplied in the St. Francis Hotel,

Stewart, Argonaut, Victoria and Nor-
mandie hotels. The Emporium, Grover
Cafe, Russell Cafe, Key Route Inn and
Merritt Hospital of Oakland, Vendome
Hotel of San Jose, Hotel Del Monte of

Monterey, Santa Cruz Casino and Tav-
ern at Mt. Tamalpais, and they are at

present manufacturing the entire kitchen

equipment for the new Palace Hotel,

which will be, without question, the fin-

est and most up-to-date in the country.

This concern is well equipped in every
particular, employing skilled men in each

Wm. B. Abbitt

Pres. and Manager
J. C. Symon
Secretary

^ -.4^,,
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Excavating and Foundation;

Office: 370-374 UtonaAMdi MMiat
Phone loutlas 2446 SAN FiANCISCO

department, and any one needing any-

thing in their line can be assured of re-

ceiving fair and courteous treatmenL

American Encaustic Tiling Company,
Ltd.

The American Encaustic Tiling Com-
pany, Ltd., is putting a new line of im-
proved wall tiles on the market that will

be known in the future as "Aetco" tiles.

They are made under a newly dis-

covered process and are superior in

every way to anything heretofore made
in this country or abroad. We are

advised that there will be no extra

price charged for this new line of tiles,

and in anticipation of an increased de-

mand and use of this class of tiles, the

company has increased its facilities to

take care of any amount of business that

is likely to develop. The adoption of a

standard grade of tiles to be known in

the futtire as "Aetco" tiles, is a great

protection to consumers, as it prevents
unscrupulous dealers from contracting to

supply one class of tiles and actually

using an inferior qualitv. The products

of this concern are something Americans
can generally be proud of, as its products

go to all parts of the earth where tiles

are used and command the highest

prices.
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Group from the Federal Building, Cleveland, Ohio. Shown at the Portland (Or.) Anhitectural Club

Exhibit. A. IV. Urunner, Architect. Daniel Chester French, Sculptor
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Sketch for a Decorati-re Frieze

Jessie Arms

The Portland Architectural Club's Second

Exhibition

THE second annual exhibition of the Portland Architectural Club held

I in the Museum of Fine Arts at Portland, Or March 22d to April 10th,

• wa. a success and reflected credit upon those who planned it The

exhibition included sketches, water colors and photographs of comp eted work

by many of the leading architects in the United States, the Coast cities having

'
'•'K'iljray w"fmuch larger than last year's and embraced a variety of

architechira! work besides some fine sculpture work, interesUng specimens

of hamne^^^^^ school work in water colors, and some creditable displays

bv the building material houses. The exhibition is sure to stimulate civic

pLe and an appreciation of things beautiful, and Portland may be considered

fortunate in having been the center of such a notable gathering.

The iihisuati^ns which follow are reproductions o some o the work

shown at the exhibition. Space does not permit of a larger selection. n

fact much of the work exhibited has already been illustrated in previous

nunibers of The Architect and Engineer. i
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Group from the Federal Building, Cleveland, Ohio. Shown at the Portland (Or.) Architectural Club

Exhibit. A. W. Brunner, Architect. Daniel Chester French, Sculptor
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Jessie Arms

The Portland Architectural Club's Second

Exhibition

THE second annuar exhibition of the Portland Architectural Club held

in the Museum of Fine Arts at Portland, Or March 22d to April 10th.

wa-. a success and reflected credit upon those who planned it The

exhibition included sketches, water colors and photographs of comp eted work

by matirot the leading architects in the United States, the Coast cities having

*
^^S'disX"~uch larger than last year's and embraced a variety of

architectural work besides some fine sculpture work. 'nt«^«ting specimens

of hammered brass, school, work in water colors, and some creditable displays

by thTTdlding material houses. The exhibition is sure to stimulate civic

pride and an appreciation of things beautiful, and Portland may be considered

fortunate in having been the center of such a notable gathering.

The illustrations which follow are reproductions o some of the work

•shown at the exhibition. Space does not permit of a larger se ection. In

fact much of the work exhibited has already been illustrated in previous

'

numbers of The Architect and Engineer.
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Pccplc's Gnx fiuiJtiin^. Chirifin
Eqnil'tu'<l \illi Oils lilc-.otors P. //. Hiirnhain cSr Co., Architects

Church of Si. \Iatthc7i\ Snti Mateo. Cal.

IK 11. buriiham ir Cv .
Architects

The Architectural League of the Pacific Coast

Hy WILLIS POLK. President.

T.lh \rchitcctiiral Lca-iR' <.| the I'acific Coast. «)r<(anize(l March 2J(1 at

rnrtland. Or., proposes to institute a circuit of annual exhibitions to be

held in all the Coast cities.

It i)r()po,ses to encoura-e the lormation of chapters of the American

institute of Architects where none now exist. It i)roposes to encourai^a- .study

by drauL;htHnen throui^di exiNtin- architectural club^ and foster the .)r-an^7:'tK>n

of clubs in cities where none now exist.
- i. r

it i)roi)oses to brini; al)out, if i)ossible, an annual convention ot I acitic

Coast architects - v ,
• . n

Members of all chapters of the .\merican Institute ot Architects, as well

as members of other architectural ori^-anizations, are included m its member-

ship, the idea bein-- to simi)lifv the holdinj^- of annual exhibition>.

'in this wav it' will be po.ssible for Pacific Coa.<t architects to have the

opportunity of 'showing;- their work in all the Coast cities at a minimum ot
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Equipped with Otis Elevators
People's Cos Building. Chicigo

D. H. Burnham 6r Co., Architects

Lhurck of St. Matthetv, San Mateo, Cal.

D. H. burnham & Cc .
Architects

The Architectural League of the Pacific Coast

By WILLIS POLK, President.

THE Architectural League of the Pacific Coast, organized March 22(1 at

Portland, Or., proposes to institute a circuit of annual exhibitions to be

held in all the Coast cities.
r , ^

It proposes to encourage the formation of chapters of the American

Institute of Architects where none now exist. It proposes to encourage study

by draughtsmen through existing architectural clubs and fo.ster the organization

of clubs in cities where none now exist.
r n c

It proposes to bring about, if possible, an annual convention of 1 acihc

Coast architects
^ v i

• n
Members of all chanters of the American Institute of Architects, as well

as members of other architectural organizations, are included in its member-

ship the idea being to simplify the holding of annual exhibitions.

'in this way it will be possible for Pacific Coast architects to have the

opportunity of showing their work iti all the Coast cities at a minimum of

'J Vi'^-^iW•*!«< *ei|g
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A Shelter for a Spring
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Portland Architectural Club. Scholarship Problem

Louis C. Rosenberg
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Portland Architectural Club. Scholarship Problem

Louis C. Rosenberg

Adt .nation Bmldtnt,, Alaska-Yukon^Pacific Exposition.

/o/in Go/«fn Howard, Architect
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Interior of Living Room, F. H. Fansom Fesidcncc, Portland, Or.

Jos. Jncobberger, Architect

Mta

Oregon State Buttdtng, Alaska-YukonPacttic Exposition, Seattle, H'ashinglon
David C^ Lewis, Architect

Residence Near San Francxsco, Col,
Morgan 6* Hoover, Architects

W

Liedroout, I ichenar Hcsideme. Long Beach. Lai.

G^een S' (.irccn, Architects

'
.
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Interior of Li:ni:^ hrow, F. H. Hansom Frsi<1ciuc. I'orthuu' f^y

Jos. Jncuhbcr^cr, Arcliitcct

W

111

Oregon State Building, .{loslcu-Ynkon-l'actlic Iirf>o.situin, Seattle, ll'ushingtun
Dazid C. Lx'ivLs^ Architect

\

Rtsiileni e \'ear San Franriseo, Col.
Morten S- Iloo'i'cr, .inhitccts

lU'.'.r.oui. I iiiicnor h'esidr^nec. Long Deaeli. Cnl.

(irccn & Green, .^rehitceis
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Q^itT CORrtc-
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'QwiVf Cornet/' Residence of Clyde Fitch, Greenzvich, Conn.

Beni. W. Morris, Architect

r

Entrance to Grill, Perkins Hotel. I'ortiond, Ur
Emit Schacht & Son. Architects

Sketch by Lawrence Buck, Chicago, III.

expense and without the conflict that would ensue if two or more independent

exhibitions in different cities happened to be undertaken at the same tmie.

The following were elected officers of 'the League

:

President, Willis Polk, San Francisco; vice-president, E. F. Lawrence,

Portland; secretary, D. J. Myer, Seattle; treasurer, Myron Hunt, Los Angeles.

The following members were elected on the executive council: John Dows,

Spokane; George W. Bullard, Tacoma; David C. Lewis, Portland; Joseph

Tacobberger, Portland; Marbury Sommerville, Seattle; W H Rattenbury,

Victoria, B. C. ; Henry A. Schulze, San Francisco; G. A. Applegarth, San

Francisco, and W. A. Walker, Los Angeles.
r .u u . i

After the election a lunch was served in the rathskeller of the Hotel

Portland Following the banquet addresses were made by A. Warren Gould, on

''Civic Improvement" ; Willis Polk, on "Western and American Architecture

and David Myer talked on the new schedule of charges adopted by the

American Institute of Architects.

\--
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Sketch by Lawrence Buck, Chicago. III.

expense and without the conflict that would ensue if two or more independent

exhibitions in different cities happened to be undertaken at the same time.

The following were elected officers of 'the League:

President, Willis Polk, San Francisco; vice-president E. F. Lawrence,

Portland; secretary, D. J. Myer, Seattle; treasurer, Myron Hunt, Los Angeles.

The following members were .elected on the executive council: John yovfs

Spokane; George W. Bullard, Tacoma; David C. Lewis Portland
;

Joseph

Tacobberger, Portland; Marbury Sommerville, Seattle; W. H. Rattenbury,

Victoria, B. C. ; Henry A. Schulze, San Francisco ; G. A. Applegarth, San

Francisco, and W. A. Walker, Los Angeles.
r .u u ^ i

After the election a lunch was served in the rathskeller of the Hotel

Portland, Following the banquet addresses were made by A. Warren Gould, on

"Civic Improvement" ; Willis Polk, on "Western and American Architecture

and David Myer talked on the new schedule of charges adopted by the

American Institute of Architects.
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Entrance to Office of Francis J. Bemdt, Portland. Or.

tl I , II

I

ion of the A. I r"^ California

Architect Willis Polk, president of the newly organized Architectural

League of the Pacific Coast, has written the following letter to Mr. Cass

Xilbert, president of the American Institute of Architects, inviting the Institute^

to hold its next or some future convention in San Francisco

:

April 2, 1909.

Cass Gilbert, Esq., President of the American Institute of Architects,

New York City, N. Y.

Dear Sir :

San Francisco, owing to its reconstruction, ought to be one. of the niost

interesting cities in this country in which an annual convention of the American

Institute of Architects could be held.

Doubtless the place for this year's convention has already been selected,

but if it is possible that the convention of 1910 or 1911 could be held in

this city, the Architectural League of the Pacific Coast will undertake to

defray the expenses of all duly accredited delegates.

In connection with such convention, we would undertake to arrange an

exhibition of architectural drawings, all expenses of such exhibition to be

borne by us.

Trusting you will be able to give this matter an answer at as early a

date as possible, I am Very truly yours,

WILLIS POLK,
President of the Architectural League of the Pacific Coast.

'I'm troubled a great deal with headaches in the morning," said Lusch-

man. "Perhaps it's my eyes; do you think I need stronger glasses?" "No,"

replied Dr. Wise, meaningly, "what you need is not stronger glasses, but

fewer."—Cktholic Standard and Times.

I
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The Law Element in the Practice of Architecture*

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer

|N carrying on his practice the architect is at once forced to recognize the

I pre-eminence, and more or less complex features of the civil law which he
" encounters at every turn, immediately a new building project is entered

upon. He finds that, in addition to the interests, privileges and liabilities

of his client, there are thrust upon him a careful consideration of the actual

or alleged rights, interests and privileges of a host of outsiders, finally

including a considerable part of the community and the state in which he

may be practicing, and that, of necessity, he must shape his course and

regulate his activities to the end that he will yield full and unqualified

obedience to the laws regulating, defining and upholding inviolate all these

various interests, etc. •

Fortunately-4or the beginner there have been evolved in the practice

a considerable number of "forms" embracing general conditions, specifica-

tions, notices, contracts, etc., which can in a measure be depended upon or

used as guides in the legal and proper development, continuation and com-

pletion of each particular case : yet, when preparing building specifications

or other documents by copying old forms or re-writing them, they are

liable to "misfits," leading to later confusion, misunderstandings and oft-

times to litigation. If the practitioner would avoid these snares and pitfalls

he must Oi necessity become master of the law element in his practice, to

the end that it may appear clearly, concisely and eflfectively in his written

work and serve as his ready guide when directing, ordering or concluding

any mattei of consequence. In brief, he must become a specialist in the

law of construction, particularly in so far as. it relates to buildings, viz.:

"structures consisting of vertical walls covered by a roof and to be occupied

by man."
In order to arrive at this, one must have a fair rudimentary knowledge

of the entire subject, such as may be obtained at the technical schools,

or by actual study and observation in an architect's office. Actual office

practice tends to clear up involved facts, enabling one to form valid terms

and descriptions which fit the subject matter.

In intimate connection with office facts must be carried on a course

of textbook and special reading, and it may be well to say that such read-

ing is profitable even to an experienced practitioner ; also it can lie said

that the books and particular publications covering the subject are reason-

able in number and the task therefore a comparatively easy one. For

beginners the following "office study list" is recommended :

Wait''^ Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence.

Wait's Law of Operations.

Building ordinances of principal cities. In California those of the cities

of San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, etc.

Drainage and sewer ordinances of same cities..

Statutes of California or other state in which practice is carried on.

Rules and regulations of National Board of Underwriters of gas, light,

power and water companies.
Simultaneously with this course of reading, all "forms" in use should

be studied and in practice remodeled, if such remodeling will improve them.

The most important of these forms are :

1. Contract between owner and architects.

2. Contract with special engineer.

( Tl

^Second of a series of papers on " The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture.'
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Building specifications.

Buildingf conditions.

Application for building permit. ^

Notice for bids from general contractors.

Notice for bids from craftsmen contractors.

Notice of opening of bids.

Notice to successful bidder.

Acceptance of bids.
, . ^ 4.

Notice to owner and contractors to sign contracts, etc.

Bonds of contractor.

Bonds to city or individuals.

Building contracts.

Filing of contracts, etc.
^

Special orders—covering additions, changes, alterations, accept-

ance or rejection of workmanship or materials.

17. Notice forms to inspectors, etc. „
^

Certifiacte to contractors.

Acceptance by owner.

Acceptance notice.

Certificate of examination of public records.

^^. Notice of final payment.
, , m -c ^•

Use of seal Every preliminary sketch, plan, detail, specification,

notice or certificate should be given under the seal of the architect.

The preceding is a general outline. Under the subject of forms, that

covering contract between owner and architect is first on the list. My next

communication will cover an analysis of such contract, and also present a

practical legal form thereof.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

World's Records In Speedy Workmanship"

THE absolute record for bricklaying, says an exchange, is held by an Ameri-

can named Frank Stoehwahs, who in Chicago laid 162 bricks in two minutes

and a half, using a tr6wel and putting in cross joints. It should, of course,

be borne in mind that this was purely a piece of exhibition work, and all was

made ready beforehand.
. ^ j 4. *u

Aip extraordinary building feat of quite another character stands to the

credit of Peter Vankirk, a master carpenter at Paterson, N. J. Talking to a

wealthy brewer of the same town, Vankirk happened to mention that he ex-

pected to be in his new carpenter's shop by the end of the week. The other

laughed. „ , • j

"Why, you haven't begun it yet ! he jeered.

The upshot was a bet of $1,000 that the carpenter could not erect the shop

in half a day. The building was to be 80 feet long, 50 feet wide, and two stories

high. Vankirk got all ready beforehand, and employed all his men, 7b in

number. . , • ^ ^i_ • 1 „ «o

At one o'clock work started. The timbers sprang into their places as

if by magic By four o'clock the sides and roof were finished, and at half-past

five the building was completed and ready for occupancy The whole thing

had been completed in 270 minutes. Vankirk spent the bulk of his winnings

treating all his men to an excellent supper.
^

The brick making record apparently has not been beaten since 1886, ^yhen

John Watkins, of Baltimore, made 922 bricks in 55 minutes. He was assisted

by two men to carry off the bricks and a ''wheeler.'

I

I
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Considers Brick More Fireproof Than Concrete

T HE brick men of the Pacific Coast have a new champion in Mr. T. J. A.

Tiedemann, an insurance expert who recently addressed the Pacific

Coast Underwriters on the question of "Building Construction and

Rates." In the course of his remarks he cited a number of cases where

brick had proved to be superior to all other building materials. Extracts of Mr.

Tiedemann's paper are given herewith

:

"As a result of the conflagration in 1906, many defects in material

were exposed, particularly in respect to the various kinds of stonework.'

Granite, limestone and in some cases sandstone proved wholly unsatis-

factory, being so badly damaged by the heat as to require replacement,

partial or complete, in nearly every instance. Marble fronts and stairways

also developed serious defects, and in the case of steps, it was demonstrated

beyond question the absolute necessity of metal supports underneath.

Defective flooring in steel frame buildings was another of the structural

defects most noticeable after the fire. Hollow tile flooring, when not rein-

forced, was practically worthless, permitting, as it did, safes to crash

through from upper stories to the basement. One of the best exajnples

of this defect which came under my notice was in the Mutual Life building

on the corner of California and Sansome streets. In this building a safe

crashed down many stories, leaving apertures almost as large as an elevator

opening for the flames to shoot through. Pressed brick and common brick

walls in which cement mortar was used, 1. e., honest brick work, proved

conclusively that as a fire-resisting material it is superior to the various

kinds of stone, and the only reliable barrier to check the spread of flames.

Of reinforced concrete buildings, we did not have any in the fire zone.

Therefore, an opinion based upon experience in this conflagration cannot

be formed as to the fire-resisting qualities of this class of structure. We
must also have demonstrated the adaptability and suitability of the various

kinds of crushed rock and other materials used in the mixing of the con--

Crete, together with the sand used here, for the production of a first-class

structure of stability and durability. In the case of foundations, it was

clearly proven that in San Francisco, where the earthquake hazard has

to be considered, the foundations should be most homogeneous in con-

struction.

"It has been argued that concrete foundations on piling are superior to

any other. I do not wholly concur in this, my ideas having recently been

changed. I believe that well-burnt brick, laid in good cement mortar on

piling or other good base, is as durable and serviceable as concrete. As an

illustration ot this, and to support my statements, I would draw your atten-

tion to th*^, foundations recently removed from the site of the old Balfour,

Guthrie building on California street and from the west wall of the

destroyed building of the New Zealand Insurance Company. These

foundations were put iti over forty years ago, and were of good

brick, laid in cement mortar, all resting on massive timbers placed

horizontally. These timbers when taken out were found to be as sound as

on the dav they were put in. A careful examination of those walls showed

that they had sustained no damage from the earthquake, and, despite the

fact that the ground was wet all the time, were so solid as to defy attempts

to break them with picks or sledges. Drills and sledge hammers were

finally used, and the foundations pried out in small sections. The solidity

of those walls spoke volumes for the honesty of the work in their con-

struction The obiection to this class of foundation is, however, that it

4t»
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is more expensive than concrete, inasmuch as the exertions have to be

consWerably deeper and require a much wider base terraced to the width

of tile r^op'^sed'^^alls. From inquiries made in th,s matter, I find that

fVi*» rplatlvp cost is in the ratio of 5 to 3.
. i i •

"Another fomdation that has just been exposed to view, the debris

of the ruined building having been removed from it w.thm the past month,

^s on the site o he Fair building on Montgomery street next to the M.lls

bunding These and other examples of foundations put m many years ago

in San^^rancisco will suffice. I feel sure, to convince m a great measure

even the Zst skeptical. From the foregoing illustration .t is apparen

that as an all-round building material, durability and fire-resistmg quaht.es

considered and from an expense point of view, a well-made and properly

burned brick laid in good cement mortar, is the super.or of all materials.

"Assum^g that my claim of superiority of brick as a budding material

is correct and taking into consideration the object lessons presented at the

ime of and immediately after the conflagration in San-Ffancisco, when the

walls and remaining portions of destroyed buildings,
-J

t.l?^-/;;*^^^^;^^

fire cooled oflf exhibiting many serious defects in all building material,

. Sth^r than b^fck the question presents itself, 'Should not differential rates

be applicable when computing the special rates on new -buddings having

exterior walls of brick, granite, sand or other stone? Personally, I am

convinced that this should be done. I believe I am not in error when I

sta"e that on this coast there is no scale of charges for different materials

A steel frame building of fireproof construction, with exterior or panel

walls of granite, sand or other stone, takes the same rate as an equally

well constructed building whose panel walls are brick, with sills, cornices

etc., of similar material, or improved terra cotta, I am opposed to this

rule, and believe the time has arrived when we should revise our ratinp

schedule for various mercantile buildings. Taking the results of the Balti-

^morVand^an FrancTsxbconf!agralions^5 guides, I should grade building

materials as follows: First, brick, or brick with improved terra cotta

facing. Second, reinforced concrete. Third, sandstone. Fourth, marble.

Fifth eranite No. 1. Sixth, limestone. Seventh, granite No. 2. In support

of my contention in this respect, I will take as examples for comparison

the foUowmg buildings, as they appeared after the fire of April. lA)b:

Merchants' Exchange. Mutual Life. Union Trust, MiHs, Crocker, Wool-

worth Rank and Flood building. In this \ shall forego reference to steel

frames, etc.. and confine my criticisms to the exteriors. The brick walls

of the Merchants' Exchange were but slightly damaged and otherwise dis-

colored, but aside from some cracks in the east and rear walls, showed

no serious structural defect as the direct result of the fire.

"The Mutual Life building, admitting its inferiority structurally, was,

with its heavy columns, caps and bases of granite, badly wrecked. While

the upper half of the building has been taken down, the damage to the

granite caps and bases can still be seen and estimated by visiting the

buildino- and viewing that portion left standing and at present occupied.

In my op.nion. it affords the very best lesson of the great damage that

can be done by fire to semi-coarse and coarse-grained granite, of any

building that w.is destroyed in the April. KX)6, conflagration."

*
* *

Dry Weather
They hired a girl to dust,

A girl both tried and trusted

;

She took all the dust in sight—

I

•* And then the dust girl dusted.

—Chicago News.

I

Atn
Plans for the San Francisco City Hall

Arrhitect's View
[Tke follounn, letter u.s sent to

^if!^"^:^:^.,^^:^,^^^^^^^^
answer to its editorial of Aprd

5'I^ZJ. whklTuiedM of thi fourth paragraph of

Thfmefi:TLTprltl7hf^^^^^^^^^
"•^^-"'- "^ "

-"^""'

td th/M »^r««^»'i ''^-»"^,r„7f^rh/•"i-t^twd' a. the "Chromcle" says is

What I want to make dear is that if
"'%^J"?''^^„

?[',',„^ ^iU respond who other-

to enter the competition it ^^ so discourage local
'^ll%%l%f;,o„ \hat all over the

wise might be encouraged to '^I'^ZusmenfrZh^rVtheLsln Tech. or Paris etc

Eastern States alone there
f.r''"fji'i'"'"J[,Z Jan be secured by Hrrns of architects

to one out here, and that their
^f<t<''''^Jf"^^' It is this discouraging handicap, more

in the East for half the wages paid in
^^^^^^ ,„ „„,H less

':^^^^'.^'s'T^.^^^Z:^^'^^:i Zlt^discouraged from com-

pJ!g ZJrZ Zrarp^U%':/e:f§P^f^'' «« consider so desirabU and which

alone develops worthy architecturef-B. J. b. C.J

Office of Wright, Rushforth «. Cahill571California street.

San Francisco, April 5, lyw.

Editor San Francisco Chronicle.
editorial admonishing

.he SrnicSLiitro's^n F^^i^K t^h^
f^hLtural competition

£ t'rne^ Ci^y Hall "open ^^jhe whole word^
^^^ ^^^ ^,

There is something seemingly ^ g and sp^en
^^^^ ^^^^^

talking. I have heard It fe
ore on similar occa^^^^^

^^^^.^^^^^ ^^^
it has the desired effect

°^ f^fl'fj,,^;^/^̂ t are usually alluded to m
live and carry on their business nere a „ Uvmg in a sort of

a sort of semi-contemptuous ^f^^^.^^^J^^ih^die than bl thought pro-

province, as we do, we would, o
^°fP^'.^^f" ^'^J gracefully yield and

-^incial. And so, when it is P.^^^^^o us mJjiis^w^^^^ ,,e-
let outsiders come in and enjoy prn Ueges tnai m
reserved for home consumption. . bother as a

The statement that San Francisco
'^^^^^.i^/t^the bigger a city grows

municipality only with its o^"P^°P^^
Tumble opinion, the exact opposite

the less self-sufficing It becomes, n my humble op
^^^^ ^^^^ .^ ^^^^.^^

is nearer the truth. It is the
^"l^^lVnTetS everting it wants bodily from

aid. In its earlier stages a new t gets every g^^ ^^,,y „ew

afar, and we trace its growth into a cny an
^ J^-^^^ has grown to

industry and art that '^ develops of its own. ba
,^ ^ ourselves,

maturity and is undoubtedly a
'"«"°P°'';„{,,';ional, even to the specialist

not only to the mdustria
,
bu* to t^^J^f^n kinds ranks with the best,

stage. Our legal,
^"/g'';^!'.^^'^£^^^d outSders to enter, we need not mv.te

and while we do not need to /orb^^ °";^!°
j^em. We have talent enough

them nor go out of the ^^^ to „'"':°"
if we^ave shown any immaturity

of our own-in architecture, at any '^at^;^
^'^^^^^^ municipality in the right

and lack of skill, it is not so
•i^",f^\l^^^°^';,fJth the right kind of a muni-

kind of City Hall as in ^
'-"f "^.^^^.e tmpo tant than the mere building

cipality. The business of a city '^ "^P^^'^^^Phe whole world to govern us?

in which it is conducted. Jhy not "j t
^^ Birmingham or Berlin? I

Why not iniport a Board
««
fP^^^^

^J^^^ries of supplications from the

well remember, before the fire, receiving a k
^^^ ^^.^j^^.

Merchants and Producers' Association or some sucn do y ^^ ^^^ ^^^
tects received these circulars w^ichjploredu^, for tn^

J ^^^ .^ ^
munity (and the undersigned), to remember no p

.^ ^
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resources has its ridiculous side which creates the prejudice first shown

in your editorial. v
, ^

There is nothing wrong whatever about San Francisco s endeavor to

create sentiment favoring the consumption of home materials. In fact,

while the movement is a purely selfish and business one, it can none the

less be defended from the loftiest standpoint. Any great and original archi-

tecture or art is largely developed by the use of materials right at hand,

and in submission to conditions entirely local. Great architecture has

been developed intensively in cities and small communities rather than

extensively in states and empires; witness Athens, Corinth and Delphos,

or Florence, Pisa and Venice. Gothic architecture was also developed on

lines of urban rivalry. Cosmopolitanism on the American continent has

done little more than to diffuse knowledge and develop taste. Provin-

cialism, on the other hand, has given us the only discernible germs of an

indigenous architecture that we have in the New World, namely, the

English and Spanish Colonial.

We have with us an abundance of the cosmopolitan cult as well as

colonial enthusiasm, to blend or to choose from, and plenty of architects

competent to solve the whole problem.

This brings me to the point made in your editorial, that our architects

"would be inspired by the thought that they are in competition with all

the world." Some years ago an architectural competition was inaugurated

here, with invitations flung out broadcast across the whole planet. How
diid that inspire our local architects? T know of only two other men on the

Pacific Coast besides myself who entered.

From the glib way the average citizen erroneously alludes to architects

''bidding on a job," I gather that the merest fraction of the community

has any conception of the vast amount of education, technical training,

experience and outlay of time and money involved in getting up a first-

class set of plans that will stand any chance of success in an up-to-date^

competition. Since the diffusion of Beaux Arts standards throughout the

country the mere technique of an adequately presented scheme demands

extraordinary skill, which must in most cases be paid for in hard cash.

If fifty architects compete out of our two hundred and fifty in the northern

district of California, only one will be chosen and about forty-five will have

done in the aggregate an enormous amount of work for absolutely nothing.

And now the newspapers are teaching, and our citizens generally are

beginning to think, that the competing architects will be tickled to death

to have their chances of winning still further reduced a full hundred per

cent.

While some architects might agree to an open competition if it were

put to them in public, rather than appear small and selfish (as they think),

it is absurd to suppose that any one of them, from any motives whatever,

prefers to make still slenderer his already miserable chances of success.

Architects who*do not intend to enter the competition, or architects who
ex-ofticio are debarred from so doing, may, of course, express other views

without stultifying themselves. Personally, I think they should help their

brethren out, and I also think that not only the public at large, but the

newspapers (who know well enough how metropolitan and how self-

sufficing we are along about New Year's time), should lend support to our

own architects who intend to risk so much for so small a chance of winning.

As for our manufacturers and producers and the varied interests in the

building trades line, that got out those petitioning circulars addressed to

architects, it appears to me that it is their duty to bring their united

influence to bear on the Supervisors, persuading them to limit the compe-
tition of the new City Hall to those architects licensed to practice in the

Northern District of California, and to no others. Yours, etc.,

B. J. S. CAHIbL.

%
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Facts and Freaks in Concrete Construction

By W. W. BRIDGEN*

THE mighty impetus given to concrete work both
^^^"^^^^^f^..^"^,

P^^

during the last five to ten years, has made it

^^^^^^^^^^.^^f^^; ^/^^^^^

en-ineers not having unusual advantages to keep pace with the latest

and bestihat is known in those lines. The writer thinks it a <^-g^a-
^^^^

the profession that so many engmeers have failed to make themselves

acquainted with what could easily be known by readmg any o the best

books oiconcrete lately published and gleaning from periodicals. •

i; H ri-M for an engfneer to accept sand and gravel containing two to three

oarts bv mea ure of sand to one of gravel when most authorities say these pro-

Tor Ls s'ov^^^^^^^^ -versed? A ve?y good proportion for ordinary engineer-

nP- works is one part Portland cement, three parts sand, which will pass

thfo^h an ordinary brickmason's screen, ^^inch mesh; four to six parts

gr^vl from /4 inc'h to 2/. inches diameter. These propor -^ ^01 do

for more than nine-tenths of our engmeermg works^
^•l-'^^tf^^^itlv^

he results of careful investigation by the best -^^^ont^s^^^

proportions of sand and gravel should be nearer one of
^^"f

,^^,
^J*^^^^'

gravel than one to two, which is the proportion largely used by those

who have reeulated this matter at all carefully.
"^

Thrwriir has screened many samples of sand -"^'Two to onT
come from the pit, and has seldom found as much gravel as two to one

even on a 1 16th-inch mesh screen, and does not remember one case where

ft V as\s hi?h as three to one; although there are places, no doubt where
.

haler-ide fould be had. It is admitted that it is expensive and often

difficuTtt separate sand and gravel so as to --sure ot the pro^^^^^^^^^

of each accurately, but this is not necessary. Much more necessary is

the grak'uo"^^^^ t'o'size. Frequent samples can ^e greened on s^^^^^^^

screfns with 1-16, H and /4-inch mesh; the
"^^'^'Xl"^^^^^^^^- fhA inc^npctor or foreman, and averages close enough for practical wofk

obtained It will n^^ long before the party making the mspection wi

H

be :r to tdl It a glance abo^t what grade is being ddive^^^^^ his ob^J

tions and instructions to the teamsters doing the haulmg shall generally

nimp therr to load the proper material at the pit.
, . t-, ^ •* ecause^then^ to loa P P^^

^^^ Michigan Central tunnel at Detroit is

obtaiiied f'm the l Clair river near Lake
"--'Xn 'lad'ed sertuslj

coMracTor's men. and it was found that at certain places the required

"'^
Thi wrL^"vt'tu°refIwssertion that almost all the engineenng and

building vvo k done in small cities and three-fourths in large places is done

t" h "aL^InS gravel just as it comes from the Pj;.
t't"°.eS"from"Ih

to grade i,nd to get enough gravel to obtain the best results from

'"'''The author has seen building contractors in Battle Creek use three

naits of sand to one of gravel many times, and has known contractors

fonsrst on using the mfterial nearest at hand, even when it contained

excessive amount^ of loams or clay in addition to an unduly large propor-

ion olsand. If anything is said to a contractor on this subject he gen-

erally replies that he bid on the basis of sand and gravel as it comes

^r Bridgcn, i. .h. Superin.endcn. of Wa.«. Work,, B.t.lc Cr«k, Mich, The paper prin.«l

here was read be<ore the Michigan Engineering Society.

'W-
L m, nnnjl iM^J-.

ft
..T-'.^a

[^^-SAdikt&Iias^ f.A&i'fe'i.iiA'iJiaas!M-jsg
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from the pit, and he then proceeds to enumerate the various works lie has

done and to say they are there yet, he has tried them and they are as

hard as the best stone, or harder. Sometimes they come to grief, but the

trouble is never admitted to be in the proportions of sand and gravel.

We have tried four or five continuous mixers and found them better

and mtich cheaper than the batch variety. Nearly all have some kind of

adjustable feed that works automatically. One mixer had been employed

on a business building in our city before it came to the concrete sewer we

were constructing. A portion of this sewer was reinforced and, havmg

almost no earth cover, was made of a nearly rectangular section, and a

mixture of six parts aggregate to one of cement was used. We had reached

deeper cutting, changed to circular form and, I believe, were using a

seven to one mixture, when this machine was put in use. The change in

color as the first concrete came from the machine indicated immediately

that there was a great lack of cement. The men were told not to use any

concrete until several sacks of cement were added to get somewhere near

the proper proportions. On questioning the man sent with the machine

he admitted the machine was set at twelve aggregate to one cement, and

used that way at the store building. To make the matter worse, the ma-

terial used for concrete was largely obtained from the cellar excavation

and probably contained from one to three parts of sand to one of gravel.

Do not use wooden forms for concrete sewers. We have tried both and

find the collapsible steel center cheaper and it makes a much smoother

job inside. We moved the invert forms after 24 hours set and the arch

forms after 48 hours. The same was true of wooden forms, even in cold

weather.

A large food factory, about five stories high, was constructed largely

of concrete, including floors and roof. The sand and gravel used on this

building all came from the part of the city where the building is located

-and runs, say, 1>4 to 2 sand to 1 of gravel not half enough gravel, if we are^

to believe Prof. Newberry of the Sandusky Portland Cement Company,

W. B. Fuller and other authorities. Some good authorities assert that one

cement to eight sand and one gravel is one only-tenth as strong as concrete

with one part cement, two and a half parts sand and six and a half parts

gravel; the gravel and sand being carefully graded from a little over 2

inches average diameter down to particles not visible to the naked eye.

In both cases an equal amount of cement and aggregate is used. In the

first mixture, it is the writer's opinion, two parts of cement, instead of

one, would be necessary to make admissible work to be used in ordinary

every-day structures.

The' writer has made a few experiments, among them some in which

was used a 15-inch piece of 12-tnch pipe, with plug leaded into the bottom.

In this form were rammed various amounts and grades of aggregate; the

gravel carefully screened through several screens of different mesh. Cement

was used, so as to conform as near to every-day practice as possible. It

was found that the closer the uniform grading the smaller space the mate-

rial filled, showing the voids were considerably reduced, the greatest dif-

ference being as much as 10 per cent. Such fine gradation is not practicable

in actual construction ; but an approximation, such as will be very valuable,

is obtainable, even in contract work, by proper provisions in the specifica-

tions and intelligent, persistent inspection. We do our own work by day

labor, which gives a control of the details of concrete aggregates not easily

attainable with an old and experienced contractor. A large number of con-

tracts have been drawn requiring all sand and gravel to be screened and

I

measured but the writer does not remember one piece of construction of

any magnitude where it has been done, although there are cases, without

"""^It is a disputed question whether Portland cement concrete receives

iniurv from freezing during its initial set and for some hours thereafter. A
concrete wall, say 2i^ feet high and 2 feet thick, was constructed along a

lake shore late in the fall. Its bottom was above the existmg water mark

and no part of it was hid in water. The proportions of cement and aggre-

gate are not known, but, judging from appearances, it was not a rich

mixture That portion first constructed is in very fair condition, but the

balance, which was done during hard freezing weather, has peeled off at

the face so as to spoil its appearance at close view and in some cases the

wall is inferior two inches inward from the face. The mixture was very

wet or what is denominated "sloppy." Perhaps had the mixture been

richer in cement or been put in dryer it might have passed through the

cold weather without mjury. Measures to protect the wall, by the use

of lumber and timber, were used, but they were not very successful,

although probably doing some good. The writer often uses lumber, tarred

paper, etc , in freezing weather, placing lighted lanterns every twenty to

forty feet, under the lumber and paper. These have proved mvariably suc-

cessful in sewer trenches and are not expensive. There is considerable

heat in cement itself and this heat, with that of the lanterns, will keep

the concrete from going below freezing until it is past danger It may be

that good concrete7unless too wet, will not suffer if unprotected, but until

we are far more sure of this than now let us take the safe side.

Do not use rotten or soft stone in concrete if you can reasonably help

it, especiallv in light construction. We once tested several 6-inch by 6-inch

reinforced pieces' with 4-foot span. There was a soft piece of sandstone

in one, nearly 3 inches in diameter, 8 or 10 inches from the center of the

_span. The concrete broke right at that stone and with less strain than

was given some other pieces. • , . , i.t,„

Most engineers prefer mild steel for reinforcement, but some use the

"high" grade because of its greater tensile strength. The writer once

thought Ihere was little difference between the two and, as mi d steel couW

not be had in time, took some of that with high carbon. We tested this

steel by bending .>i-inch square and i^-inch round deformed rods back on

themselves Most of the rods stood this and some other tests well, but

having some of them left, they were used as anchors for a concrete seawall.

*

The Jack, the Jenny and the Mule

"Any machine or apparatus for Ufting has been called a 'jack' since the days

of Shakespeare," says Elbert Hubbard. "The jack was a bearer of bundles,

a lifter, a puller, a worker. , Any coarse bit of mechanism was called a jack,

and is yet The jack was anything strong, patient and serviceable. When

Hargreaves, the Lancashire carpenter, invented his spinning-machine, a village

wit called it a 'jenny.' The machine was fine, delicate, subtle and as spinning

was a woman's business, anyway, the new machine was parsed '"the feminine

gender Soon the new invention took on a heavier and stronger form and its

persistency suggested to some other merry villager a new variation and it was

called a 'mule.' The work stuck, and the mule-spinner is used wherever cotton

is spun."
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Los Angel. ^> ..un;v ii.: / Records. Los Angeles, Cal.

Hudson & Munsell, Architects

As An Eastern Architect Sees the Pacific Coast

THAT a trip to the Pacific Coast would be conducive to a greater breadth

of view to Eastern architects is the opinion of W. S. Eames, of St. Louis,

who has been recuperating from anillness at the home of Architect A. F.

Rosenheim in Los Angeles. Mr. Eames, who is a past president of the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects, having presided over the destinies of the institute

during 1904-05, and is a member of the Art Commission appointed recently

by President Roosevelt, has given out for publication portions of his letter

to Mr. Glenn Brown, secretary of the institute. The extracts follow:

''I am writing especially regarding matters pertaining to the institute;,,

first in congratulation of the appointment by President Roosevelt of an Art

Commission, whicli 1 think is a most important step in the direction of our

ambition of past years, and one which involves, upon our part, the most care-

ful management at the beginning, in order to reduce as much as possible the

friction that will be encountered among certain of the Representatives. The

Senate with Senator Newlands' valuable assistance and advice, will doubtless

be more readily brought to the support of the plans of the Park Commission

*qt was my good fortune to informally attend a meeting of the local

chapter of the institute. The meeting was held at a popular cafe where dinner

was served and the business meeting followed directly thereafter

"I was surprised to find more than twenty members of the chapter present,

and to learn that it was not at all uncommon to have their regular meetings

attended by as many as thirty-five, and that the full membership was something

more than fifty. . i •

"The proceedinRS of the business meeting indicated a most active working

body, the members evincing a lively professional interest in all matters dis-

cussed The president, Mr. Myron Hunt, presided and the minutes of he

previous meetings were read by the secretary, Mr. Parment.er_ Under he

heading of 'Correspondence' there was presented a communication from the

Architectural Club of Portland, Oregon, inviting the co-operation of the

Southern California chapter in an effort to organize a Pacific Coast League

of Architects ' This communication provoked considerable discussion, and it

wafbrought out that among the members of the institute located on the Pacific

Coast but few had been recognized in the councils of the institute, and that no

regard was paid to an effort made at the last convention to secure recognition

on the board of directors, although the nominating committee had made such

recommendation. ,-r

-The principal speaker on the subject of this correspondence was Mr.

Octavius Morgan who had attended the last meeting of the institute at Wash-

Sn t beini his first experience at a convention. He seemed to be much

pressed with the position and standing of the institute and spoke with con-

sXable warmth against any attempt to establish a new association. While

he deplored [he facf that the Pacific Coast enjoyed but slight participation in

fhe iCrtant affairs of the institute, he ur^ed the view *at any effort to

advancrthe profession, other than through the institute, would be futile. The

Se discussion of the subject terminated in the endorsement of Mr. Morgan s

^ws and I was given an opportunity of speaking upon the same subjec .3 I did as well as I could under the circumstances feeling far from well.

"I mention this matter somewhat at length, so as to bring to your attention

and through you to the notice of the board of directors, the inaportance of

cSngcarlful consideration to the selection of the next place of meeting of

fhehfstitute I understand that a resolution was passed at the last convention

to the effect that in the event of the next convention being held in any city

o^her than Washington, D. C, it would be held in Los Angeles, California.

So fir as I can udgT from the conversation of members who were in attendance

at the last meet ng at Washington, the whole affair was a pronounced success

and poss by this fact would justify holding the next convention elsewhere

Sn in Washington, leaving to the board of directors and executive committee

of the institutrand to the recently appointed Art Commission to do what work

thev may find necessary with Congress until the following year

^
'furthermore, I think' it would be a wholesome thing for the Eastern

members of the institute to do a little traveling and see some of the wonders

of Zs Preat country of ours. There are some very good fellows in Boston,

Phiadefphia and New York, as well as in Washington and other Eastern cities^

who need a little breadth thrown into their natures, that they cannot get from

r trip abroad in the 'Effete Capitals of Europe' but wil surely get m crossing

the great Western plains and in experiencing the marvelous beauties and won-

ders of the Pacific Coast.

1^ MfiiiH^iha^fililiiifiiA4'
/ik&^^%^^^^^^^^^^^
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Detail of French or Casement Window that swings in and out, is waterproof, and has many advantagis

4 over the Common Window

"In my opinion it will be better to have a convention in Los Angeles with

a bare quorum than to have one hundred members present at any meeting that

might be held east of Omaha. The states of Washington, Oregon, California,

Nevada and others are well represented in Congress, and should be cortsidered."

Accepting the Lowest Bid

SECRETARY GARFIELD, of the United States Interior Department, at

a recent conference of supervising engineers, made some observations

upon the matter of accepting the lowest bid, his views being emphatically

against it where there is doubt. Inasmuch as there is a sort of fetich in

favor of the lowest bid under any and all circumstances, this view from a

high government official is interesting. His statement is as follows

:

"When the bids come in I want the local men never to hesitate to throw

out unduly low bids. There is nothing more distressing to the department

than to deal with a failing contractor. The mere fact that it is the lowest

bid gives the presumption that it ought to be accepted, but if any engineer

knows that a contractor has made a mistake or is not qualified or is not re-

sponsible, or is negligent in the method of performing his work, that should

be one of the prime conditions to be considered in making a recommendation

for or against giving the contract to that contractor. I always want the word

'responsibility' to be given the fullest meaning that the law will allow it. It

must be the responsible bidder in every case. Much of our difficulty has been

in dealing with men who were not responsible." I
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Lobby, Hotel Stewarl, San Francisco

Building Equipped with Otis Elevators
Cunningham & Politeo, Architects

Decorative Features of The Hotel Stewart,

San Francisco ^
—

-

By C. WALTER TOZER.

-i-O thf. nroorietors Mr Charles A. and Miss Margaret Stewart and to the

T^ ut^K ^Messrs Cunningham and Politeo, much credit and pra.se are

•
due fo he exceediSly Sd^ and successful Hotel Stewart, I mean

£me?hS^ truly worth while and good has been done -^t^^^^^f.S^S
when it is so favorably ^^^pared w th the

^l^f^'^f^^^'^^^^Jy has been

r".i%o^t?.?*.".EurpV5;H=t?fhe''^'; purpose b, so„„ o. .h,

walls are of brick.
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Lobby, Looking ^outk. Hotel Stewart, Sen Franctsc&

Cunningham & Politeo, Architects

From the main entrance on Geary street one passes into the lobby, and
is immediately impressed with a feeling of exquisite comfort and quiet elegance.
This room is of splendid proportions and follows the English style of treat-

ment.
Very simple lines have been used in its architecture, decoration and fur-

nishing. A very happy and pleasing eflfect, however, has been obtained by
color harmony more than by ornamentation or showiness.

A wainscoting, composed of recessed panels, of Jenisero wood (a new
Brazilian hardwood) extends about two-tjiirds to the ceiling, leaving a slight

wall area above, which is artistically handled in plaster ornamented panels.

The color scheme is in brown, the woodwork all having been finished in the

natural brown of the Jenisero. The wall panels above the wainscoting have
also been treated in two tones of brown in much lighter shades than the wood-
work. The ceiling is handled in old ivory, all the plaster ornamentation in

the beams being in the wiped-out treatment.

The floor is of small tile in amber tones, having a mosaic border in deeper

tones of brown. Large brown Berlin rugs are used, they being severely plain,

with only a line border of deeper brown. Oak furniture, of very pleasing

and comfortable appearance and finished in brown is well distributed through-
out the room, making of it an exceedingly home-like one. At the windows,
facing Geary street, brown velour hangings are used so that the color harmony
is unbroken throughout. The electric fixtures, splendidly detailed, are of iron,

finished as antique brass, thus carrying out the color scheme also.

Lobby Looking North, ui the Hotel Slc^vort, S,,n I rancisco

Cunningham & Politeo, Architects

Private Dimnn K^om, ijoicl Steward, San F
Cunningham & PolUeo. Architects -^

hXii«faiite»SfeiteB«Jlaa^»:A.AAii44i»..
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Lobby^ Looking South, Hvtel Stewart, Sati Francisco

Cunningham & Politeo, Architects

I'Vom the main entrance on Geary street one passes into the lobby, and
is imniecUately im])ressecl with a feehng- of exquisite comfort and quiet elegance.
This room is of splendid proportions and follows the English style of treat-

ment.

Very simple lines have been used in its architecture, decoration and fur-

nishing. A very happy and pleasing effect, however, has been obtained by .

color harmony more than by ornamentation or showiness.

A wainscoting, composed of recessed panels, of Jenisero'wood (a new
Brazilian hardwood) extends al)(;)ut two-thirds to the ceiling, leaving a slight

wall area above, which is artistically handled in plaster ornamented panels.

The color scheme is in brown, the woodwork all having been finished in the

natural brown of the Jenisero. The wall panels above the wainscoting have
also been treated in two tones of brown in much lighter shades than the wood-
work. The ceiling is handled in old ivory, all the plaster ornamentation in

the beams being in the wiped-out treatment.

The floor is of small tile in amber tones, having a mosaic border in deeper

tones of brown. Large brown Berlin rugs are used, they being severely plain,

with only a line border of deeper brown. Oak furniture, of very pleading

and comfortable appearance and finished in brown is well distributed through-
out the room, making of it an exceedingly home-like one. At the windows,
facing Geary street, brown velour hangings are used so that the color harmony
is unbroken throughout. The electric fixtures, splendidly detailed, are of iron,

finished as antique brass, thus carrying out the color scheme also.

I

.obby, Looking Sorth. in the Hotel Sieivart, S

Cunningham & Politeo. Architects
San i-nuuisio

1
Private Dining K>om. Hotel Stewart- San Francisco

Cunningham & Politeo. Architrrix
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A Three Room Suite in the Hotel Stewart

Buffet in the Hotel Stewart, San Francisco
Cunningham & Politeo, Architects

To the right of the main entrance is the ladies parlor. This is a very

small room but notwithtsanding its size, a thoroughly appreciated room. 1
o

add toTtT'appearance in size, however, a very successful scheme has been

adopted by XTntroduction of a pair of false French windows. On the west

wa°l a large pair of French windows, glazed with mirrors, has been introduced

^Ig thf r^m a much larger appearance. The --dwork has been^reated

in white which seemingly gives the room more space. The color sch .me nere

iT ant que roce the floor^lvering being of rose colored plain W.l on carpet

the sUk hang&s at the false windows in rose, and the walls beautifully paneled

Sn Louis XVI sfjle, with rose colored wall paper. Mahogany furniture is used,

onH fVif- whole effect of the room is very phasing.

Jas^n° on through the lobby to'the southern end one enters the main
Fassm^ on rnruug

. , [^ century English style has been made use

Z S.'S. SS«c.d'wlgh .he caV.-. Meh pile Wi„„ of small

have been used here also.
J*'.^.

'^'^'^"'^™
u " ^ elaborate treatment has been

. :Ctedth1ro?mTstre^oSh ffa^ mS^t "^bl^rate ban.uet or reception,

L-rfo^r-rSeCrsalJdinr^
- The room is paneled throughouAjae owe P^rt^^^^^

^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^
narrow upright panels filled ^'tl a pastei tone o

• j
.

gjed in

rail separates this section from the
X'Tiidesi-n in soft pastel shades. The

square panels, each P-^'
^«"y'"^^i ^hfvvo^dworhas befn painted an old ivory

tSr 'TeXncSit^-aTbtcCe'; t^^h'a^e been specially designed to con-

form to the detail of the brackets appearing in the room.
^ ; , ^, ^

The buffet opens onto Geary street and ,stre&tedmo^^
and yellow

Dutch room of the Biedermeierype The floor ,s of ^^^aU v

.^ J^

tile with the border of Dutch blue
f
"^ /el ow. 1 he w. g

^
.^

finished in Flemish, and the bracket of Biedern^icr cm ^^^ ^^^^
arched and carries a number of .be^a>7J""^^f^3"';h° woodwork and lined off

-^^ellorThrwIlltac^e if^^^^^^^^^^^
^ellt with a stencil design in

r-.t^flioS^Sll^rIS -or -devoted .the bed ^is^a^nd

parlors, of which there are two hundred and fifty. The w^^^^^^

^^^ ^^^^^^^

s%:sriiij.ttr?re«j£^'i,i.»e;ii-

™l„"L'L'/,rUr,V;.£''!;r ^noS-pnva« *ing rcon, a. «.» as

seventy-ftve more bedrooms
^ ^ kitchen and re-

„,er,UTir,;";ple=,^a~ af»,i' SlZ'S ,ou„.. .n,wl,e„^
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Buffet in the Hotel Stewart, San Francisco
Cunningham & Politeo, Architects
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To the right of the main entrance is the ladies parlor. This is a very

small room, but notwithtsanding its size, a thoroughly appreciated room To

X to its aocearance in size, however, a very successful schenie has been

adop ed by AeTntroduction of a pair of false French windows. On the west

wa°fa large pair of French windows, glazed with mirrors, has been introduced

^vhig thf r^m a much larger appearance. The woodwork has been^reated

;n white which seemingly gives the room more space. The color scheme here

is antiaue ro'e the floor covering being of rose colored plain Wilton carpet

the sKangings at the false windows in rose, and the walls beautifully paneled

In Louis Xvlsfyle! with rose colored wall paper. Mahogany furniture is used,

^"' ^LtfofSoth^hriobfc^:^^^^^^^^^^^^ end. one enters the main

ltLVwh'icrcrrS'n;"otame^nXn.°"Thffn

south end of the room has large wmaows
pv^nrh doors dazed in mirrors,

The room is paneled throughout. The lower P^^ oi tn^ w
^ ^ ^^jf

narrow upright panels filled with a Pastel ton^
°J^'^^^^^'°l%Ztsp^r.^^^^ in

rail separates this section from the
XcjlTsien in soft^pastel shades. The

square panels, each P^"^^^J^'lJ^i ^^^fw^dwo fhas befn painted an old ivory

S.!r^^T»n^S;"aXb'rac^
designed to con-

form to the detail of the b-ckets appearing in the room.
^^ ^^ ^

The buffet opens onto Geary street ana is ireai

Dutch room of the Biederme.erype^ The floor •!^of

«^;f4^j^f4 53 Jf ^ak,

tile with the border ^^ D^^^^J^ts of'SermLr detail. The ceiling is

finished in Flemish, and the buckets 01 ciea
^^^ ^^^^

arched and carries a ""-Vber of beamsrg across tn^^^^^
^^^ ^.^^^ ^^

blues and reds, high lighted in yellow.
devoted to the bed rooms and

The six floors above ^^e ground Joor are devoted
^ ^^^^^ throughout

parlors, of which there are two hundred and ntty.
^^^ ^^^^^^^

the upstairs is white enamel •"
!"''''^^£"f'J;niture is all of splendid design

°^^"*V3i VflVhog^nt and fumed oak"""perfect color'^harmony pre-

:lTn^'::;er;'rorirL^a^p^^^^^^^^^^^ ,„,,,,e the

lnain^Ltg="nrgVe^htrr anoEViv^^^ dining room as well as

seventy-five more bedrooms ^ j^ kitchen and re-

^ ^,.*y^i, 'rpJ'* *-'";^-':
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Eauipped with Otis Elevators IVkite House, San Francisco Albert Pissis, Architect

Exterior Iron IVork Finished with Satinette White Enamel

—-— White Enamel as a Decoration — —
By F. T. McHENRY.

THE use of enamels and the art of applying them dates back many
thousands of years, even to the third century. In its commonest
application, it is a sort of glazing and as applied by modern methods

to ornament and protect surfaces, it may be considered a simple process

of japanning. This is accomplished by applying various compounds which

are "fixed" by fusing or baking.

We are all familiar with the beauty and the extreme durability of

articles prepared by the Japanese and Chinese, such as fancy work boxes,

tables and other small articles of furniture imported from eastern Asia.

The art of japanning or enameling is supposed to have been acquired from

the Japanese, whence its name. Other nations have taken up this art

and to-day we have enamels that are applied on large surfaces for decora-

tive purposes, where it is not necessary nor it is possible to bake or submit

to heat for hardening.

It is i;nportant in selecting an enamel that great care be exercised.

The average architect has not the time to study this important specialty,

and because of this, many wrong principles are followed; therefore the

object of the writer will be to give briefly some valuable hints for his

guidance.
By far the most favored finish^ for high class decoration is white

enamel. The architect who wants his work decorated in the very best

style, to look well and wear well ^nd to be easily maintained in perfect

The Architect and Engineer
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cleanliness knows that nothing but a high class white enamel can give

the desired result and he is only safe in specifying an enamel that has been

^'°Th??mmrnt popularity of white work >" recent years is remarkable.

Wherever high class decoration is sought, there we find white enamel

but there are points to be observed in the selection of the material as the

ordinary enamd is apt to turn yellow, and what is more undes.rab e than

rwhu7tur"ned yellow' or anything so distasteful - is a„ -t.fic.aly blued

white. The real thing is^he pure snow white, with never a trace ot Diue

°' "
Anot'her point to be looked for in a white enamel is its lustre.' If a

briHitnt l^^nr^sired, it ^^^^^^ ^ «f ^iTjo rshouTdt^
your walls show an almost dead and liteiess eneci. xi^ ^

as imperishable as the color. . .

£

It is no use trying to cover up POO'-""ff^,^°^*ttl^ useless to have

it makes a most artistic, durable and sanitary covering, vvn

can be washed with soap and water and made to look hke new

hospitals it is almost mdispensable as t-^f.f/ffdecoration.' The
nor antiseptics. Leading hotels have selected it

durability

railways are great users of white enamels, and Dy reason

it is the first favorite of the ship builder.

To obtain the best results the following is suggested
^

For Interior Wood Work Pl»?t«^-.C9""«;t«. ^<1
f/^^^if^^V^^^^^^ and one-

First Coat- Pure white lead in oil, broken in two-thirds pure iinseea

third spirits turpentine.
linseed oil and two-

Second Coat: Pure white lead in oil broken in one-third pure nnseea
secona v.u

^ ^^.^^ turpentine.

Fourth Coat: A high class interior white enamel

a long period or it has been first sized to kill the alkali.

*

All are architects of fate,

Working in these walls of time,

Some with massive deeds and great.

Some with ornaments of rhyme.

For the structure that we raise

Time is with materials filled

;

Our todays and yesterdays

Are the blocks with which we build.

Longfellow.

pJ,*rj-'^.J'**; '.

.'I^^i^^felss •i.'SXt. 3t:si ttoy*; ^.J^lf^ni^
'S-.'.-i&S-V.
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Charles Street, Avenue Boulevard, Baltimore. Paved with Bitulithic

Street Paving—An Important Decision

Affecting Municipalities

THE following is an extract from the Boston Herald of January 8, 1909,
which is of interest to all municipalities:

"The United States circuit court of appeals for the sixth circuit, sitting

2it Cincinnati, has handed down an important decision, involving the validity

of a patent granted to Warren Brothers Company of Boston for the wearing
surface of a street pavement commercially known as the 'bitulithic pavement.'

"The suit for the infringement of this patent was brought by Warren
Brothers Company about four years ago against the city of Owosso, Mich.,
for a street pavement laid in that city by the Barber Asphalt Paving Company
Tinder an agreement to protect the city from all liability against suit for in-

fringement of patents. The case was defended at great length, and regardless
of expense, by that company, although it was not formally a party to the suit.

"The decision rendered is one of very great importance to all municipalities

throughout the country, as the decision of the circuit court of appeals in patent

cases is final.

"The introduction of the bitulithic pavement began in the year 1901, and
has since been laid under Warren Brothers Company's license in more than
150 cities throughout the country to the extent of over 9,000,000 square yards,

or more than 500 miles of city streets.

"The Barber Asphalt Paving Company and its allied companies from the

first denied the validity of the patent, and offered to municipalities in general

to construct pavements as called for by the patents, and to indemnify the

municipalities against loss for infringement.

"But comparatively few municipalities, however, were willing to avail

themselves of such an offer to become a party to such an effort to deprive the

owners of the property rights secured to them under the patents, in almost
every instance the city officials having either adopted specifications calling for

the patented pavement, or decided to await the final decision in this case,

"The district judge of Detroit, before whom the case was first tried, dis-

missed the bill without definitely passing either upon the fact of infringement

or the validity of the patents, both of which defences were made to the suit.

"By the decision just rendered both the fact of infringement and the

validity of the patent relied upon in the suit have now been finally adjudicated

by the court of last resort having jurisdiction of this case.

« •

"The case has been in the courts for over four years, and the "cord and

briefs cover over 2000 pages of printed matter, the hterature and history of tb.

street paving Irt having been thoroughly gone into by the examination of over

30 ctty engineers selected from all over the country, and the bes expert wit-

nesses upol the street paving industry and the interpretation of patents for

street pavements that could be found.

"The defendants failed to produce a single instance where any street pave-

ment had ever been constructed anywhere, either in this country or in Europe,

h^ accordance with the claims of the patent in suit, having rested heir defence

of anticipation upon the production of a small bit of sidewalk laid in fron

o the Berber Asphalt Paving Company's testing laboratory, which was never

duplicated even as _a sidewalk, and an abandoned reservoir lining found some-

where in the East."
. . , . ^ a (^^

The street pavement covered by the above decision has been contracted for

in many c ties on the Pacific Coast during the past six years under the name

"BSic" among them being Portland, Salem, Eugene, Roseburg Albany,

Medfo d and Pendleton, Ore. ; Walla Walla and Vancouver, Wash.
;
Boise

Lewiston and Nampa, Idaho. The pavement has become generally popular

throughout the entire Northwest, both for business, residence and boulevard

traffic

In the decision above referred to the Court said among other things

:

"The street pavement of the Warren patent is plainly differentiated from

the oavement struclures in practical use before his invent on, and no serious

efforTh ^be n made to show its anticipation by any of the known and practica

r^tcluLTSwSf m^e o^^ran^of:S^{:^i^S^
hr ck blocks or Strips of wood and the well known macadam^ A more modern

a fy'et wdl kn7wn!'pavement is known as sheet ashphalt^
^^a^J

°
ef?

^

^^^^^^

Sy?nir'ir^= ^roTbr-k%^;^SfyV^ ^^S.- and^ slippery Blocks o.wM^ ^^^^f wo^orl^e ^brick^^^
theTrToint^ bLiS haTorffo^fiUh. causing such pavements to become very

unsinC The macadam was made entirely of stone broken into pieces of

irre^lar^izes and laid in layers, the bottom one being generally of large cracked

ston^filedTnS finer stone. Over this was laid a layer some inches deep of

broken "tone rolled down with heavy rollers and on top
^.^^-^f-^'^^

of fine st^^^^^

A^^^t which when wet formed a temporary cement. This is not particularly

noS; but in wet weather is muddy or pasty and in dry weather very dusty^

In durabili y iTwas very defective. The macadam roadway is the foundation

ordinarily for tlTe WarTen bitulithic structure, as shown by the specifications

""^

"TheXet ashphalt pavement belongs to a later class and, like the Warren

navement is intended only as a top or wearing section over a foundation o

broken rock like the ordinary macadam. The surfacing of the pavement is

comoosed of and with the interstices filled with bituminous cement. If made

wTh a bitumen hard enough to constitute a rigid structure at summer tem-

^eratures-iTis shown to bl so brittle in severe cold as to crack and break up

under traffic If soft enough to resist the breaking effect of traffic during cold

weather-the evidence tends to show that the grains of sand through friction

r^fn bv each other and under the influence of traffic the sheet surfacing is

subiec^ to be press;d into irregularities, making an uneven or humpy surface

resulting in duTntegration. Neither is such a pavement so waterproof as to

prevent altogether the penetration of water with bad results. Aside from the

I

I

^}\ *t»'.'
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Bitulithic Pavement on Fifth Street. Portland, Or. Laid by the Warren Construction Company
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warren sinvc ' ^^ together with a certain proportion of

^S.e°'6lT.ri^tog^f^nd thoro'ughly permeated with bitumen or

i^''tion ''The larger ptces ^fstotwlthLnd"the tender^cy of the small
interaction ihe larger pieccb u

^u^no-e the form of the pavement

over any other pavement composition by the P^t^"*^^ '."^
his composition gives

fundamental idea of Warren '^"f^^hat the dens, yotn V
.^^^^^

the stability which he c aims, ^1^*
hat the minera aggre^a^.^^.^

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

resist displacement by traffic.
^
^^P^her is me """

[ . ;. the sheet

Warren pavement seriously demed, hough i^supenorityove
^^^^ ^^^^

ashphalt, under ordinary cond'tions is by no mean,^^ e^^^^

^^^^^^^ ^^

any sort of concession as to the util ty
^"f

'"
""^'^^ished by a great vol-

the%atent,itsdurabmtyandp^^^^^^^^^^

ume of evidence coming trom experi engi
, JT^ •

£ ^he pavement in

o.h.r forms ol pavemen. «'""°'^™»» ""/X S' m" oSl argum.n. here

ashphalt macadam," ashphaltic concrete,
J^ ""SsTn the FasHnd n Southern

been laid during the past few years
'"f^^"l"^^^f,^,ff„ every detail, and the

California, all following theW™ ^l^'-T^^ Stions n the future, as cities

decision referred to above will block such "" tat ons
^^^

would become liable for use of t\Pf
"'^^^i^^Tto do so filed an agreement

patentees have wherever they ^ave been requested to do so ^s
^

^flfering the use of the paten s at a n°->-l ^y^*^^ ,, i„fnnge in

^rde^to lecV^thl rghCr^Ic.^d^ri,!: U-nt covered by them.

Figuratively Speaking

Bitulithic Pavement on Yamhill Street, Portland, Or. Laid by the Warren Construction Company

looking Fuller in the face/'

* *

A cheerful lie makes more friends than a solemn truth.

X'-' ii.-£i^^h:d^l^i^^^i^iim4^^^^^si^^(^^^'^
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Some Notable Steel Contracts of a Portland

Industrv

^/lODERN requirements in

I construction work demand
facilities far more exten-

sive than those considered ade-

quate a few years ago and today

time of preparation and erection

are largely the essential teatures

of the contract.

When the steel shops of the

Northwest Bridg:e Works were

first planned in 1902, steel beams,

channels and angles — cut to

length and possibly drilled—con-

stituted the only output of the

yards. Realizing the possibilities

offered by the future to pioneers

in advanced construction, the

company decided to install a com-

plete fabricating plant, consisting

of the best and most approved

types of machinery and handling

devices. This was done in time

to avail of the opportunity af-

forded by the San Francisco dis-

aster, and as a result the steel

frames of eighteen structures

were manufactured in Portland

and shipped to that and other

California points.

Among the Portland con-

tracts of the company are num-
bered the Corbett building, Failing

building, Portland Commercial
club, Rothchild building, Fenton
building, 260-foot riveted span tor

P. R. L. &: P. Co. over Clackamas river and a steel viaduct over Sullivan's

Gulch at Union avenue for the city of Portland.

With the advent of HX)8, reinforced concrete seemed to play a suffi-

ciently important part in the construction world to warrant the installation

of modern equipment and invasion of that field. The initial contract was

the reinforced concrete viaduct for the city of Portland over Sullivan's

Gulch at East Twenty-eighth street. This structure was completed in

four and one-half months, although the contract permitted ten months for

its construction, and has been pronounced by engineers of national repu-

tation as one of the best pieces of reinforced concrete work on the coast.

The length of the bridge is 558 feet, width 60 feet, height 42 feet.

Under construction are the Y. M. C. A. building, eight stories, 100x130;

Labbe building, six stories, 100x100; Wilcox hotel, nine stories, 100x100;

Portland public market and cold storage, two stories and basement, 200x200.

As in steel construction, the slogan of the concrete department is

Reinforced Concrete Water Tower
Built by Northwest Bridge H'orks. Portland, Or.

Northwest bridge H'orks, Contractors
Young Men's Christian Association Building, Portland, Or.

McNaught'on, Raymond & Lawrence, Architects

"Good work quickly done,*' and a striking example of dispatch is the Labbe

building. The first floor was poured on October 3rd and the root De-

cember 18th.
. , , , i»c 1 c .,

Th- Northwest Bridge Works control the celebrated Mushroom Sys-

tem whereby concrete construction is made possible without the use^ of

beams and girders. Economy of space under this system is great and it is

also particularly adapted to heavy construction, columns having been

designed and built to successfully carry 1000 tons live load.

Thp facilities of the company extend beyond mere framework construc-

tion, as they are prepared to contract for a completed buildmg ready for

occupancy. A number of their San Francisco jobs were handled on this

basis as were the Rothchild and Labbe buildings in Portland.

*

When They Begin to Save

John M. Carrere, at a recent meeting of architects in New York city,

made the following pertinent comment:

"Amazing, the age of an architect's patrons! ^^^^^^^^^^7"'
^"^^^."o!

is 35 before he begins to save seriously ; his pile isn t made till he is iU

,

he begins to build himself a house in his old age, and his funeral takes place

about the time the painters are called in."

-"I'j^ *****

^v"
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Lahbe Building, Portland, Or

Norilvaoesi Bttdge Works, Contractors Bennes, Hendricks & Tobey, Architects

Painting Cement Surfaces
By P. W. NELSON.

IT
is only in comparatively, recent years that cement has come into more

extensive use as a building material, and it is but natural that the majority

of us are as yet undecided about how to proceed in the pamting over cement

because we have not had sufficient time in which to make our expermients,

note the results and arrive at a positive conclusion. A great many experiments

have of course, been made, but most of them without a trace of scientific

reasoning back of them. As an example, I will relate what an Eastern painting

contractor told me recently in regard to painting on cement.

He said he always had more or less trouble with cement surfaces until

he found a method which he could rely upon. His method was to R>ve the

surface a coat of strongly glued calcimine before applying the oil pamt; this
_

might have helped him out at the time, but it is certainly no method which can

be safelv recommended. . , • j

Many hastily conducted experiments have led to wrong conclusions, and

It has even happened that two men, experimenting along the same lines, have

come to opposite conclusions. The reason for this is that there is a difference

^n cement and cement surfaces, and our aim is to find, if possible, a method

which will give satisfactory results in all cases.

It^as long been the popular opinion that linseed oil is hurtful to cement

and also that no oil paint would endure if applied direct to the cement. I

helieve both of these opinions to be wrong.
, i_ u u

One of the foremost authorities on cement assures me that he has been

painting with oil paint over cement for many years with the best results.

I

Illustrating the Mushroom System of Reinforced Concrete Used in the Labbe Building
ittusiraTxng mt^

Morthwest Brtdge Works, Contractors

It is true however, that all non-drying oils are more or less destructive

to the cement, and if the cement wall should be saturated with raw Imseed oil

there is no doubt about the outcome, as the oil would slowly dismtegrate the

cement But for painting we do not use non-drying oil, and our oil paint will

dry on the surface without affecting the cement, a fact which has been fully

demonstrated. As for the cement affecting the oil pamt, so is that more

apparent than real. It is held by experts that cement surfaces properly executed

clean and dry, are no more dangerous to oil paint than the modern wall

^
^^^Undoubtedly most of the trouble is caused by the painting being done

before the cement is dry. Cement dries very slowly. The opinion of men

who are experts in the use of cement say that a cement wall must stand at

the very least over one summer before painting with oil paint can be com-

"^^"
The first thing required is to wash the surface thoroughly with a weak

solution of muriatic acid, followed with a good wash of clean water. The

strength of the acid solution should be about 7 or 8 per cent. This wash

will clean the surface, neutralize to a large extent the alkali, and thus make

on the smooth cement surface enough of an impression to give the paint a

proper hold. The surface must then be given time to dry perfectly.

In paintine: it is well to use considerable more turpentine than is ordmarily

the case and very little dryers. In fact, boiled linseed oil is considered prefer-

able to raw For priming, the paint should be used thtn, and contain so much

li

> I '*o* '
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Ornamental Ceiling in the Home Telephone Building, San Francisco

Executed by D. Ross Clark Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

turpentine that it is almost flat, increasing the amount of oil for succeeding

coats. Each coat must be given ample time to dry before the next one is

applied.

For water color or calcimine, washing with muriatic acid solution, followed

by clean water, should be done if first-class work is to be expected. When the

surface is thoroughly dry it should be given a coat of alum size, or, still-

better, a coat of flat paint, and when the size is dry the surface is ready for

calcimining.
^

One painting contractor, who does a great amount of work in our Eastern

sky-scrapers, tells me that he makes a size of equal parts of acetic acid and

alum. His formula is one pound of acid, one pound of alum and two gallons

of water. I have not tried this size, so I give it for what it is worth.

If the treatment suggested should prove not to be all we expect, it is at

least the best I have, through diligent search, been able to obtain, and one that

I believe is the best so far put forward.

So far so good, but in this method there is one thing which nearly every-

body is opposed to using in paint nowadays, namdy, time. Time is the

great sesame for all painting. Give the surface time to dry and let one coat

dry thoroughly before another is applied, and we will have far better work

than is usually the case.

In our modern rush the painter is, however, often forced, against his

protest, to paint over a surface long before it is dry enough to receive the

paint. This is true not only of cement, but also of plaster and sand finish.

We all know there will be trouble when painting is done over a wet surface, and

with cement the main difficulty is that it dries so very, very slowly that it is

invariably painted before it is half dry. It may appear dry on the surface and

still contain a large quantity of moisture.

To meet this demand for rush, inventive minds have set to work to

make a paint which can be applied over cement as well as plaster surfaces

I

tamtly Club Building, San Francisco

C. A. Meussdorffer, Architect

,.,i,;1p flip <:ame are still damp. There are a few such paints on the market

today • some ar'e manu actured^n paste form to be thinned down with turpentme

and tenzine They dry out perfectly flat, have great covermg power and w.l

adhere to the damp'^cement or plaster by virtue of the fact that they w.ll permit

the moisture in the wall to evaporate through.
, „» k»^°

n ust be plainly understood that ordinary oil paint or enamel cannot be

aoDlied over them until the wall is thoroughly dry, because such coating will

close UP the pores of the wall, so to speak, prevent the moisture fron. escaping

and force it 'io accumulate behind the paint, causing the paint to blister and

come off.
*

- * *

Should Architects Sign Their Work?

By JAMES W. REID, of Reid Bros., Architects.

Replying to your favor asking for an expression of opinion as to whether

"•^'^hl^etolTem to bT^'o good reason why this should not be done.

Such conspicuous asslption of risponsibility by the author would, perhaps

fend to more careful and studious design, and this would apply to every class

of architectural work.
^ours very truly.

JAMES W. REID.

[
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Residence of Mr. Adolpk Uhl, Piedmont, Cal. Albert Farr, Architect

Landscape Architecture
By LOUIS F. HORNER *

LANDSCAPE architecture may justly be considered one of the fine arts.

The choicest perceptions of forms and colors, the just gradations of

objects and their most advantageous combinations, require artistic

instincts of the highest order.

Pictures have to be created through the medium of the living forms of

nature, instead of imitating the resources of pictorial art ; not only is the

imitative faculty called forth in reproducing prominent features of natural

.scenery, but also the creative in developing beauty vyhere it lies dormant
and heightening it v^here it is only partially displayed.

The great landscape architects, who have from time to time revolu-

tionized the horticultural tastes of their age, deserve to hold a high place

amongst the improvers of public tastes. The circles influenced by their

teachings are wider than those of either sculptor or painter. Hence, the

improvement of our great public parks and noble private domains, which

has extended to the more unpretentious premises of those who possess such,

humble plots as the diminutive forecourt or small garden attached to the

smallest suburban cottages, is not a little owing to their influence and

teachings.

Of late years there has been a decided advance in the style of embel-

lishment adopted in the generality of our gardens. In Southern California

there is a lamentable neglect or abuse of the numerous beautiful objects

of the various families of plant life.

There is no defined zone on the face of God's earth where such a great

'^aj:iety of the vegetable kingdom grow nearer to perfection than right here

in this beautiful Southland. It is the blending zone, as it were, where plants

from the Arctic regions flourish side by side with those from the desert

of the Sahara. Hence the necessity of studying the style of architecture

and its adaptability to the topography, the color, size, form of the various

members of the vegetable kingdom and the correct uses and exposures

to which they are adapted.

•Mr. Horner is associated with Wilbur David Cook, landscape architect, of Los Angeles. The
several illustrations of Architect Albert Farr's work, accompanying this paper, have no direct connection

with Mr. Horner's article further than to show the attractive and picturesque results that can be

accomplished by an artistic combination of trees, shrubs or plants.

I i

Rustic Avtary, Estate of Mr. Adoiph Uht, Piedmont, Cal.

Albert Farr, Architect

I

Garage of Mr. Adoiph Uhl, Piedmont, Cal.

Albert Farr, Architect
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Residence of Mr. Adolph Uhl, Piedmont, Cat. Albert Farr, Architect

Landscape Architecture
By LOUIS F. HORNER*

LANDSCAPE architecture may justly be considered one of the fine arts.

The choicest perceptions of forms and colors, the just gradations of

objects and their most advantageous combinations, require artistic^

instincts of the highest order.

Pictures have to be created through the medium of the living forms of

nature, instead of imitating the resources of pictorial art ; not only is the

imitative faculty called forth in reproducing prominent features of natural

scenery, but also the creative in developing beauty where it lies dormant

and heightening it where it is only partially displayed.

The great landscape architects, who have from time to time revolu-

tionized the horticultural tastes of their age, deserve to hold a high place

amongst the improvers of public tastes. The circles influenced by their

teachings are wider than those of either sculptor or painter. Hence, the

improvement of our great public parks and noble private domains, which

has extended to the more unpretentious premises of those who possess such,

humble plots as the diminutive forecourt or small garden attached to the

smallest suburban cottages, is not a little owing to their influence and

teachings.

Of late years there has been a decided advance in the style of embel-

lishment adopted in the generality of our gardens. In Southern California

there is a lamentable neglect or abuse of the numerous beautiful objects

of the various families of plant life.

There is no defined zone on the face of God's earth where such a great

variety of the vegetable kingdom grow nearer to perfection than right here

in this beautiful Southland. It is the blending zone, as it were, where plants

from the Arctic regions flourish side by side with those from the desert

of the Sahara. Hence the necessity of studying the style of architecture

and its adaptability to the topography, the color, size, form of the various

members of the vegetable kingdom and the correct uses and exposures

to which they are adapted,

•Mr. Horner is associated with Wilbur David Cook, landscape architect, of Los Angeles. The
several illustrations of Architect Albert Farr's work, accompanying this paper, have no direct connection
with Mr. Horner's article further than to show the attractive and picturesque results that can be

accomplished by an artistic combination of trees, shrubs or plants.

^\

Rustic Aviary, Estate of Mr. Adolph Uhl, Piedmont, Cal.

Albert Farr, Architect

Garage of Mr. Adolph Uhl, Piedmont, Cat.

Albert Fatr, Architect
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Ht;MJ^ t>f Mr. Walter Dole, East on, Cat.

Albert Farr, Architect

Rcsidciuc of Mr. More Sims. Clarcmoui ,
Cal.

Albert Farr, Architect
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Resilience of Mr. Herbert Brown. Piedmont, Cal.

Albert Farr, .Architect

Apartment Flats for Mr. W. A. Richardson, San Francisco

Albert Farr, Architect
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Residence of Mr. Herbert Brown, Piedmont, Cal.

Albert Farr, Architect

I :-

House of Mr. Walter Dole, Boston, Cal.

Albert Farr, Architect

Apartment Flats for Mr. H\ A. Richardson, San Francisco

Albert Farr, Architect

Residence of Mr. More Sims, Clarcmont, Cat.

Albert Farr, Architect
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An artistic combination of trees, shrubs or plants is too rarely seen

An anistic combination of forms will always be attractive, as there is at

Suimes variety to relieve and please the eye ;
harmony and contrast equally

subsTrve to thi^s end, whether the effect be produced by form or color

It would be a mistake to suppose that Landscape Architecture is con-

fined merely to designs of a large scale. Its principles should be as much

observed relatively on the smallest place.

The average client selects his architect, usually with care and excellent

judgment takfng pains to ascertain the architect's ability to secure the

deS fes.ilts knowing that the completed structure will, to a certam

extent be a reflection of his personality and taste, the interior of the house

he ng open to the inspection of his home circle and guests. Too few exer-

cf«e the same good judgment in the selection of a man to develop their

grounds which are open to the inspection and criticism of every passer-by

fndglaving defects of landscape design testify to lack of good judgment

in this respect The above is one of the most serious errors which can be

made, as Iftakes years for the plantations to fulfill the mission for which

they were originally planned.
, , ,. • t »i v

It will not be possible to enter into an extended discussion of this

subject here, but there are a few principles wh ch one should "ot lose

sight of. who wishes to plant his garden well. First there must be some
•

distinctive feature to which other considerations must be subordmate. 1 his

feature may be dependent on some natural circumstances; it may be a

fancy or hobby of the owner.
.

In order to secure the best results on an estate of any size, where

the topography is diversified in character, it is absolutely essential to

first secure a survey of the existing contours, as this information is the

very foundation on which the entire landscape scheme is developed.

First of all, the existing topography, together wilhj'ifw determines

the location and elevation of the house. This survey should be made

from specifications furnished by the landscape architect, as the ordmary

survey does not embody the information so absolutely essential in the

development of the work.
,, ,

This survey of existing contours is used as a basis for all subsequent

work, this same survey giving the architect all the necessary data called

for in his work.
. • .u • ^

With such comprehensive information in his possession, there is no

uncertainty relative to the amount of work to be accomplished. With

his finished design worked out from these data, the landscape architect

is then in a position to inform his client of the amount of cuts or fills and

the approximate cost of the same.
^ u v

The necessity of sometimes going to a great distance and hauling

hundreds of cubic yards of material to complete the work is obviated.

Every grade is established for every finished contour, walk, steps

or drain Every tree or shrub is located as an individual, and with regard

to the relation they bear to the grounds as a whole, and, in their matured

state the position they occupy in finishing out the prearranged picture.

With such a comprehensive plan to work from, even if the owner

intends to execute only a portion of the work each year, in the end when

his work is completed he has a unified result that is worth while, and

at the utmost economy of expense. .

It should always be borne in mind that from the moment the architect

completes his work, when he has laid his last brick in place and placed

the finishing touches on his building, that work commences at once to

I

i

decay. Not so with the landscape architect ; Nature goes on year after

vear building on to the foundation and developing up the picture along

the lines laid down by the student of the landscape art, years before.

The greatest mistake made in laying out an estate is attemptmg too

''''''' Kingdoms ahd republics, architecture and style may change, but Nature

goes on, year after year, rounding out and completmg results planned for

^^"^Whatever^ ?I^ worth growing is worth growing well. Study your

soil and exposure and use plants demanded by such conditions.

Cultivate no more space than you can maintain in perfect order.

Avoid stiffness or exact balancing, except where the treatment

demands it.
^

* *

Wanted—A Fireproof Roof
(From a paper by T. J. A. TIEDEMANN, Insurance Expert.)

4 POTENT factor in increasing the extent of, and daniage done by,

^ fires in the United States, is the existence of such a IfS^ per cent

' ^
of defectively constructed and non-fire-resisting roofs. That the

rapid spread of the fire in San Francisco in April,^ 1906, was due in a great

measure" to this cause, I do not hesitate to say. On that occasion I crossed

Tachdavlrom Alameda to San Francisco, and being ins.de the fire zone

I had everv opportunity of watching the progress of the flames, and making

such mental and written notes as I desired. In the cases of the brick

buildi^ss with inferior roofs and unprotected skylights, the structures

seemed to suddenly collapse and melt out of existence, as it were ap-

oarmitlv before the onrushing flames had attacked them. Explanation of

^hi^ s that the roofs had talen fire from falling burnmg brands or the

terrific heat, and in this manner became furnaces within their walls and

were thus oracticatty destroyed before the fire itself actually reached them.

Trecal a sSi experience^:n Seattle, when from diflferent pomts of van-

tage on Thi"d avenue I watched the destruction of the business portion of

thft cUy in 1889 In this conflagration it seemed as if the bnck buildings

were dTmoIiSd in less time thin were the frame structures. With this.

Tnd the late- experience in the San Francisco fire, as examples o» the haz-

ards of buildings with inferior roofs, unprotected skylights etc., i should

behoove us to use our utmost endeavors to prohibit for all time the con-

struXn of such roofs, particularly in San Francisco where such a go den

oopor unity exists for restoring the city with buildings of modern type

and fire resisting qualities. With our experiences as object lessons we

have everything to forcibly impress upon us the wisdom of action being

taken to preveft, to as great a degree as we can, the possibility, through

faulty construction, of a" recurrence of a catastrophe such as devastated

the city of San Francisco.

,• * * '

There's A Reason
Little grains of sawdust, little strips of wood, treated scientifically,

make the breakfast food.—Toledo Blade.

Study men and learn what the*y are doing and what they are capable of

then when you want a man for a special appointment you will know where to

put your hand on him.
\

1 ^^Tl/.^
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

Offices. The Octagon.

Cass Gilbert. Fresident.

R, A. Cram, Jst Vice-President.

Irwin K. Pond. 2d Vice President.

Glenn l^Koyi^.Secretary and Treasurer.

1
1 >

Washington, D. C.

A CHANGE IN THE SCHEDULE OF CHARGES BY

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHI-

TECTS, DECEMBER 15, 1908.

While the remuneration of the architect has not

advanced during the past forty years, the cost of

production, office expenses and draughtmen's sala-

ries have nearly doubled. Proper equipment requires

a longer preparation and a more thorough education,

and the responsibility of the architect has been enor-

mously increased by the requirements of the modern

structure with its engineering, mechanical and elec-

Ttrical equipment. The old charge of five per cent_

continued in vogue for forty years.

The profession for many years has known that it

was not being adequately remunerated for its servi-

ces, and for a number of years the conventions have

considered the advisability and necessity of increas-

ing the architect's fees. At the convention in Wash-

ington, December 15 to 17, 1898, a new Schedule

was unanimously adopted, changing the minimum

rate from five to six per cent, and making a number

of minor modifications.

GLENN BROWN,
Secretary,

Editor's Note.—The schedule in full appears on paRe K4, this number

of The Architect and EoRineer.

I

Two Story Plaster Exterior House, San Jose

Wolfe & McKenzie, .Architects

fe I
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OE ARCHITECTS.

Okfichs. The Octagon.

Cass (iii.bKRT, President.

K. A. Cram, ht I'ue Presiiicut.

iRWiN K. PON*; 2d Vice President.

Glknn '^Vi.o\\y>.Secretary and Treasurer.

WASHlN(iT()N, D. C

A CHANGK I\ THK SCHKOILK OF CHAKCKS BY

THE AMKKICAN INSTITI'TK OF ARCHl-

rKCrS, DECEMBKK l.S, IVOS.

While the remuneration of the architect has not

advanced durin^^ the past forty years, the cost of

production, office expenses and draughtmen's sahi-

ries have nearly doubled. Proper equipment recpiires

a longer preparation and a more thorough education,

and the responsibility of the architect has been enor-

mously increased by the reciuirements of the modern

structure with its engineering, mechanical and elec-

trical equipment. Thi' okl charge oi five pen C£nL

continued in vogue for forty years.

The profession for many years has known that it

was not being adequately remunerated for its servi-

ces, and for a number of years the conventions have

considered the advisability and necessity of increas-

ing the architect's fees. At the convention in Wash-

ington. December 15 to 17, 1S9S, a new Schedule

was unanimously adopted, changing the minimum

rate from tive to six per cent, and making a number

of minor modifications.

GLKNN BROWN,
Secretary.

Ki.noKS NoTK. riie stiu-diilr in (nil .i|.|..-ars cii paK** ^4. this number

nt Ihc Ariliitrct and Kngineer.

Two Story Plaster Exterior House, San Jose

ll'olfe & McKcnzie, Architects

.V '

I

t .

ombination Plaster and Shingle House
Wolfe & McKcnzie, Virciiitccts
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Houj^ oA Mr. Harry Bercovich, San Jose

Wolft & McKenaie, Architects

»*

Floor Plan, House of Henry Bercovich, San Joss,

[

Al I lui ig the Architects

Amrriran JnatttuU of ArrljiUrta

(ORGANIZED 1857)

OFFICERS FOR 1909

President Cass Gilbert, New York

First Vice-President. . .Ralph Adams Cram,
Boston, Mass.

Second Vice-PresIdent Irving E. Pond,
Chicago, 111.

Secretary and Treasurer Glenn Brown
Washington, D. C.

Executive Committee for 1909

Cass Gilbert (cx-officio) .New York,

Glenn Brown (ex-officio) Washington, U. L.

Walter Cook New York

S. B. R. Trowbridge New York

J. L. Mauran St. Louis, Mo.

Board of Directors for 1909

For One Year—Walter Cook. 3 West Twenty-

ninth street. New York; John Laurence Mauran,

Chemical Building, St. Louis; Edgar V. Secler,

Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia. ,

For Two Years—Frank Miles Day, 925 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia; George Gary. 184 Delaware

avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.; R. Chpston Sturgis, 120

Boylston street, Boston. „ , . . tt •

For Three Years—Frank C. Baldwin, Union

Trust Building, Detroit; S. BR. Trowbridge. 527

Fifth avenue, New York; John M. Carrcre, ^^5

Fifth avenue, New York.
*

San Francisco Chapter of American Institute

of Architects

President • • • ^^""w^IJ?"
Vice-President William Mooser

Secretary-Treasurer Sylvain Schnaittacher
i Henry A. Schulze

Trustees ) William Curlett

Southern California Chapter

President - Mvron Hunt
Vice-President J- „V" B""on
Treasurer August Wackerbarth
Secretary Ferdinand Parmentier

Board of Directors

A. F. Rosenheim ?^hX*own*°'"'
Arthur B. Bkntok C. H. brown

R. B. Young

auatfumte l&latr Hhwrh of Arrl|tlrrture

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

Vice-President ^""^7.L.^^SHIe
Secretary-Treasurer f..I^'h Rom"
AssT. Secretary-Treasurer.

'^^^l^^^^^^^^'''
Trustees. . ]

Jo*"h C, Newsom
/ Clarence R. Ward

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

President »• • • John R K""-'^^
Secretary-Treasurer Fred H. Robhrig

Arrljitprtural Ura^u^ of tl|p

farifir OlnaBt

OFFICERS FOR 1909

President . . .Willis Polk
San Francisco, Cal.

E. F. Lawrence
Portland, Or.

D. J. Myer
Seattle, Wash.

Treasurer Myron Hunt
Los Angeles, Cal.

Vice-President. . . .

Secretary

fhtn ynmctud Arrt^iUrtural OlUtb

OFFICERS FOR 1909

President August G. Headman
Vice-President Charles Sawyer
Secretary-Treasurer William Betts

Portlanb ArrliUrrtnral (Elub

OFFICERS FOR 1909

President. % - Jos. Jacobberger

Vice-President Edgar M. Lazarus

Secretary ;E»nst Kroner

Treasurer John G. Wilson

Washington State Chapter. A. I. A.

OFFICERS FOR 1909

President. . .

.

Secretary. . .

.

Treasurer. . ..

C. H. Bebb
Arthur J. Russell

J. F. Everett

Trustees.

( OcTAVius Morgan
-^Sumner P. Hunt
{ Wm. S. Hebbabd

Portland Architectural Firm

Edgar M. Lazarus, Morris H. White-

house and J. Andre Fouilhoux have formed

a partnership under the firm name Lazarus,

Whitehouse & Fouilhoux, with offices tn the

Lumbermen's buildinj?, Portland, Or.

Edgar M. Lazarus is a graduate of the

architectural division of the Maryland In-

stitute of Fine Arts, taking the first Pea-

body premium. He is also a Fellow of the

American Institute of Architects.

Morris H. Whitehouse, a son of B. G.

Whitehouse, a pioneer family of distinc-

tion, is a graduate of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

J. A. Fouilhoux, whose specialty is struc-

tural steel and reinforced concrete work,

will have charge of the enginering branch

of the firm; he is a graduate of the Ecole

Centrale des Arts and Manufactures of

Paris.
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Architects Muit Have Cer^ecates

THE decision rendered at Los An-

geles last month by Superior Judge

F. R. Willis in the case of Otto H.

Neher, for practicing architecture with-

out having obtained a certificate froni

the State Board of Architecture, is of

exceptional interest to the profession.

The case was originally heard betore

Judge Rose in the police court in July,

1908 The defendant was found guilty

and fined $50. He took an appeal to

the Superior Court, and the decision ren-

dered by Judge Willis was the result.

Pending the outcome of the present case,

Mr Neher took the prescribed examina-

tion before the State Board of Architec-

ture and was awarded a certificate, i he

decision, however, conclusively estab-

lishes the right of the State Board to

prosecute all architects who do not hold

the proper certificate, and assures the

constitutionality of the law.

Mr Neher was represented by Attor-

nies W. F. Haas and C. S. Burwell. who
declared the act calling for the certificate

unconstitutional; that it had no uniform

operation and that it granted special

privileges.

Willis J. Morrison, attorney tor the

State Board of Architecture, prosecuted

the case. He declared that the action

was brought chiefly to test the constitu-

tionality of the law, and since that had

_ been decided^ not only here, but in a

similar case brought in San Francisco,

the board would proceed to prosecute all

persons practicing without certificates.

The decision of the court is far reach-

ing, inasmuch as on it depended the final

outcome of legislation appointing a state

board in the state of New York, where

architects heretofore have been un-

licensed. The only other states in which

there are boards of architecture are Il-

linois, New Jersey, and New Hampshire.

The State of Washington is also con-

templating a similar law.

The punishment in California for vio-

lation of the law is very severe, being

a fine of not less than $50 or 50 days,

and not more than $500 or 500 days.

The law does not prevent any person

from making his own plans or collecting

data for his own building, or even for

the buildings of others, provided he does

not advertise himself as an architect. Nor
does it exclude architects of other states

from practicing in California, if they can

furnish sufficient evidence of their com-

petency.
It is held that architects are in a pro-

fession which has a great deal to do

with human safety, and that they should

therefore be licensed in the same manner

as physicians, attorneys and dentists.

There are boards for these professions

in nearly every state, and it is a criminal

offense to practice medicine, dentistry or

law without a certificate.

Reputable architects are in favor of

the law, since it prevents persons who
have not had sufficient training from

establishing themselves in the profession.

Architect Morgan's Views

Octavius Morgan of Los Angeles, a

member of the California State Board

of Architecture for the Southern Dis-

trict, speaking of the examination re-

quired of applicants for state certificates,

says:
. ^ ,.

"The test is not severe, but it embodies

essentials in which every man, who
would properly construct a building,

must be versed. The applicant for a cer-

tificate must be up on construction, de-

sign, mechanics, plumbing, electricity and

a history of architecture of the past, with

achievements of the present; also ren-

dering estimates and supervision. There

have been few failures since the board

was placed in operation in 1903.

"For some reason, the work of eradi-

cating the incompetent architects has

never been taken up spiritedly until the

last year. We have been waiting for

the final assurance of the higher courts

that the law is constitutional; and. having

found that it is, we shall now go ahead

and prosecute any man who publicly ad-

vertises himself as an architect, but who
doWsTiot hold a license.

"In this way the citizens of the com-
munities of California will be assured

of a higher class of buildings.

"The board is not at all a political

organization, but is composed of prac-

tical architects, who are competent to

judge of the merits of the examination

papers of an applicant. The laws enac-

ted are not only for those who are regu-

lated by them, but for the benefit of

the greater majority whom they rnust

serve. There has never been a time

when the state board has defined the

limitations of architecture, but it is

merely to protect the public from the

incompetence of those not fitted for the

profession."

Pass Examination

At the last meeting of the State Board
of Architecture for the Southern Dis-

trict, held in Los Angeles, the following

applicants passed a satisfactory examina-
tion and were granted certificates:

Paul J. Van Trees. City National Bank
• building; Elmore R. Jeffery, City Na-

tional Bank building; Walter E. Erkes,

415 Henne building; Paul F. Higgs,

Pomona; Arthur H. Memmler, San Ga-

briel.

f.,gJ|FVl
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Professional Practice of Architects and

Schedule of Proper Minimum
Charges

T-TTE American Institute of Architects at

I the Washington convention last De-

cember adopted the following revised

schedule of minimum charges for profes-

sional services: ...
1 The architect's professional services

consist of the necessary conferences, the

preparation of preliminary studies, working

drawings, specifications, large scale and full

size detail drawings, and of the general

direction and supervision of the work, for

which, except as hereinafter mentioned, the

minimum charge, based upon the total cost

of the work complete, is 6 per cent.

2. On residential work, on alterations to

existing buildings, on monuments, furniture,

decorative and cabinet work and landscape

architecture, it is proper to make a higher

charge than above indicated.

3. The architect is entitled to compensa-

tion for articles purchased under his direc-

tion, even though not designed by him.

4. If an operation is conducted under

separate contracts, rather than under a gen-

eral contract, it is proper to charge a special

fee in addition to the charges mentioned

elsewhere in this schedule.

5 Where the architect is not otherwise

retained, consultation fees for professional

advice are to be paid in proportion ^o the

importance of the questions involved and

services rendered.
.

6 Where heating, ventilating, mechan-

ical, structural, electrical and sanitary prob-

lems are of such a nature as to require the

services of a specialist, the owner is to pay

for such services. Chemical and mechanical

tests and surveys, when required, are to be

paid for by the owner.

7. Necessary traveling expenses are to

be paid by the owner.

8 If, after a definite scheme has been

approved, changes in drawings, specifica-

tions or other documents are required by

the owner; or if the architect be put to

extra labor or expense by the delinquency

or insolvencv of a contractor, the architect

shall be paid for such additional services

and expense.

9 Payments to the architect are due as

his work progresses in the following order:

Upon comnletion of the preliminary studies,

one-fifth of the entire fee ; upon completion

of specifications and general working draw-

ings (exclusive of details), two-fifths addi-

tional, the remainder being due from time

to time in proportion to the amount ot

service rendered. Until an actual estimate

is received, charges are based upon the pro-

posed cost of the work, and payments re-

ceived are on account of the entire fee.

10 In case of the abandonment or sus-

pension of the work, the basis of settle-

ment is to be as follows : For preliminary

studies, a fee in accordance with the char-

acter and magnitude of the work ; for pre-

liminary studies, specifications and general

working drawings (exclusive of details),

three-fifths of the fee for complete services.

11. The supervision of an architect ''as

distinguished from the continuous personal

superintendence which may be secured by

the employment of a clerk-of-the-works or

superintendent of construction) means such

inspection by the architect or his deputy, of

work in studios and shops or a building or

other work in process of erection, comple-

tion or alteration, as he finds necessary to

ascertain whether it is being executed in

general conformity with his drawings and

specifications or directions. He has author-

ity to reject any part of the work which

does not so conform and to order its

removal and reconstruction. He has author-

ity to act in emergencies that may arise in

the course of construction, to order neces-

sary changes and to define the intent and

meaning of the drawings and specifications.

On onerations where a clerk-of-the-works

or superintendent of construction is re-

quired, the architect shall employ such

assistance at the owner's expense.

12. Drawings and specifications, as in-

struments of service, are the prooerty of

the architect.

Architects Honored

Archietcts A. F. Rosenheim,- Los An-

geles, and Bliss and Faville, San Francisco

were among the eighteen architects asked

-to^ submit designs and floor plans for the.

new Denver Federal building, which is esti-

mated to cost $1 ,500,000. The several designs

will be judged by four architects of national

reputation. Supervising Architect Taylor

being on the board of judges, ex-officio.

Concordia Club to Build

The Concordia Club of San Francisco

recently held a competition for a new

cliib building to be erected at the corner

of Van Ness avenue and Post street.

The following architects were invited to

submit sketches: Landsburgh and

Joseph, Alfred H. Jacobs, Julius Krattt,

Sals'field and Kohlberg, and M J^y^n.
The building will cost about $75,000.

Form Partnership

Architect William A. Newman has

formed a partnership with Architect

Creiehton Withers, with offices in the

Russ building. San Francisco. Mr. New-

man is well known as assistant to buper-

in-tendent of Construction of Govern-

ment Buildings Robertas, whose office is

in the Postoffice building. San Francisco.
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THB PORTLAND
EXHIBIT AND

THE PACIFIC

COAST LEAGUE

It was, after all, a modest gathering,

or rather a gathering of weighty men
conspicuous b y their

avoidance of ostenta-

tion. Had it been a con-

vention of politicians

or lawyers there would

have been throngs

of silk - hatted men
posing in dignified attitudes around

the hotel lobbies — men with flow-

ing coattails, fervent hand shakers;

or a convention of merchants or

real estate men. What bustle, what

activity, what mixing of good mixers

!

What a public event would it have

been. How the daily press would

have boasted of the importance of

this meeting, and how the function-

aries would have hifstled and elbowed

to get to be seen in the front rank.

The press behaved very properly;

but, as it invariably reflects the state

of comprehension of the multitude,

the press gave no indication of seeing

anything more important in this con-

vention than a meeting of architects

whose conduct seemed quite proper,

and was useful in furnishing a suitable

amount of copy.

Papers sometimes get things wrong,

reporting that there was a banquet

in the Portland hotel rathskeller, for

ir.stance. Participants at that func-

tion assert with much earnestness that

it was merely a cold lunch, and those

who did not take ginger ale had to

munch their sandwiches with ice

water.

The architects came together in

Portland, and for the first time in the

history of the Pacific States met each

other, and formed themselves into an

organization. It has been these men

who have given shape, grace, utility

to the great cities of the Coast in one

generation, who have changed in one

half century San Francisco from a

camp of tents and shacks to a metrop-

olis rivaling Paris, lost it and built

it up again; Portland from a village

to a second Hamburg—and better

looking; and Seattle fropi a cannery

to a storage battery of aggressiveness

and advertising. Some of these men-
intellectual Authors of these miracles—

I

;

came to Portland, just to get together,

map out a few things which are suit-

able and for the common good.

Hereafter there will be more con-

ventions, closer relations among the

members, co-operation in matters con-

cerning the standards of professional

ethics, annual exhibiiions, legislation,

education of the aspiring students and

draftsmen, and many other things. It

i^ expected that all the other Coast

cities will be represented in the next

annual convention, which according to

present indications will be held in San

Francisco.

The exhibition in Portland con-

tained an admirable collection of work.

No description, of course, could do

this justice, and none is appropriate,

because everybody would be entitled

to mention. The beginning has now

been made in what no doubt will be

an important and influential factor in

the progress of the Coast and Moun-

tain States—the Pacific Coast Archi-

tectural League.

I have purposely avoided mention-

ing the proceedings of the conven-

tion in detail, as they have been re-

ported bx the papers; and the list of^

the officers, likewise. There will be,

I understand, a vice-president added

to the executive committee from every

city which has one or more clubs,

members of the League.
Ernst Kriner, Architect.

fees At the convention in Washington in

December, 1908, a new schedule \vas unani-

mously adopted, changing the minimum rate

from 5 per cent to 6 per cent and making a

number of minor modifications.

Other business transacted at the meeting

was the indorsement of the project for hold-

ing the next annual convention of the

American Institute of Architects at Los

Angeles; the consideration of the pro-

gramme for the competition of the new City

Hall as prepared by Mr. Newton J. Tharp,

the City Architect. An interesting paper

on "Lime Mortar," prepared by Mr. W. b

McLean, was presented to the Chapter, and

at the request of the Building Committee

of the Board of Supervisors a committee

from the Chapter was appointed to discuss

the site and plans for the new City Hall.

The Peer of Hardwoods

FOR refined expression in the manu-

facture of all forms of interior decor-

ation, mahogany is undoubtedly the

peer of the hardwoods. No wood is so

universally used today for this purpose

in every city and country of the world;

no wood is so freely and successfully

imitated. . , ., ^
America's architects and men of the

furniture and cabinet making industries

draw heavily upon the markets of the

world in the struggle to supply an ever-

increasing demand for genuine mahog-

any Hundreds of tons of logs annually

are imported into this country and

worked into beautiful forms to grace

—fine homes or dignify the interior-©*

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

By Sylvain Schnaittacher, Secretary.

At a meeting of the San Francisco Chap-

ter American Institute of Architects^ held

in the Hotel St. Francis on the evening of

March 18th, the Chapter formally adopted

and indorsed the new schedule of charges

of the American Institute of Architects.

The adoption of a new schedule is due to

the fact that while the remuneration of the

architect has not been advanced during the

past forty years, the cost of production,

office expenses and draughtsmen's salaries

has nearly doubled arid the responsibili-

ties of the architect have been enorm-

ously increased by the requirements of

the modern structure, with its engineer-

ing, mechanical and electrical equip-

ments.
, ,

The profession for many years has known

that it was not adequately remunerated for

its services, and for a number of years the

conventions of the American Institute of

Architects have considered the advisability

and necessitv of increasing the architects

public buildings, large hotels or railway

cars.

A few years ago mahogany was re-

garded as a very precious wood and

was employed only in the mterior of

the finest houses and in the manufac-

ture of ^the most expensive furniture.

During the past few years, however

there has been a wonderful development

in mahogany importation and use.

The total quantity of mahogany im-

ported last year was nearly 42,00U,UUU

boar's feet. Of this large amount North

America supplied 65.6 per cent and

Europe 18 per cent. Though Europe

supplied only a little more than one-

fourth as much mahogany as there was

imported from North America, its aver-

age value per 1.000 feet was more than

twice as much, due to finer quality. The

remainder of the imports camC from

Africa, South America, and Asia.

Pacific Union Club*s New Home
The Pacific Union Club is going to

rush work on its new club house on •

Nob Hill, San Francisco, and Architects

b H Burnham & Company are com-

pleting the ^drawings with all possible

speed The club has secured a satis-

factory loan of sufficient size to insure

the erection of one of the handsomest

club homes on the coast.
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The Relation of Efficiency to Art in

House Lighting

IN
no case of artificial lighting is the

artistic side of more importance than

in domestic illumination. With the

exception of the few rooms devoted ex-

clusively to the practical and mechanical
departments of housekeeping, artistic ef-

fects are second only to hygienic quality,

and both have or ougiht to have preced-

ence over mere dollars-and-cents econ-

omy.
It is universally admitted that the most

serious defect of modern high-power
light-sources is their glare, or in the tech-

nology of illuminating engineering, in-

trinsic brilliancy. This applies alike to

mantle gas burners and of all forms of

electric light. In order to overcome this

defect diffusing globes, or reflector

shades w*hich completely screen the

sources, are an absolute necessity. The
use of such accessories, however, always
means a certain amount of loss of light,

and a consequent reduction in the effi-

ciency; or to put it more intelligently to

the layman, a soft, diffused light can be

_had only at a greater cost of illuminant^
whether it be gas or electricity.

The relatively higher efficiency of the

mantle gas burner has given it a decided
advantage in this respect. The cost of

producing light being so low, a consider-
able portion can be sacrificed for the sake
of diffusion, and still leave a satisfactory

efficiency. This practice has come to be
very general. Bare mantle burners are
now comoaratively rare, especially in

house lighting, either fairly dense opal

shades, or reflectors which hide the

mantle, being generally used.

Not the least of the advantages of the

new high efficiency electric lamps is the

opportunity which fhey offer for the use

of better globes and shades for the pur-

pose of securing the proper diffusion, as

well as the production of artistic effects.

With the consumption of electric current

cut to a third, the sacrifice of a part of

this economy for the sal^ of better

illuminating results will 1^ cheerfully

made. Thus far the tungsten lamp has

largely been used for commercial or semi-

commercial purposes. Its use for domestic

lightinf' has been given 'comparatively little

attention, and, in fact, its use for this pur-

pose is generally frowned upon by fixture

manufacturers on . the plea that "it gives

too much light, and cannot be adapted to

artistic treatment." They do not seem to

realize that their statement in itself is a

straight contradiction of terms. The higher

the efficiency of a lamp other things being

approximately equal, the greater the oppor-

tunities for artistic results. While an art

glass or decorative globe absorbing half of

the light would be out of the question in a

great number of cases with the old style

carbon filament lamp, it is quite possible

with a lamp giving three times as much
light for the same quantity of current. The
tungsten lamp can now be had in the

familiar sixteen candle-power bulb, and

will ooerate equally well in the vertical or

pendant position.

The use of illuminating glassware, which

has more than doubled the opportunities for

artistic effects in artificial lighting, is a
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result of the improved methods of produc-

ing light, all of which, without exception,

take the form of light-sources of greater

brilliancy. When the candle was the best

form of light available, decorative effects

were confined to the ornamentation of the

supporting mechanism. The higher effi-

ciencv which has resulted from the higher

intrinsic brilliancy of modern light-sources

has ooened up the entire field of art glass,

with its limitless possibiHties, to the use of

artificial light. Even the deluge of light

from the flaming arc lamp is being turned

to artstic account in connection with the

use of art glass.

Speaking of candles brings up the ques-

tion, which has elicited very widely diverg-

ing opinions, as to the artistic merit of

imitation candles.—On this point a critic discussing church

illumination, in a recent issue of the Illum-

inating Engineer (London), says:

"The illuminating engineer must consider

whether the old arrangement, satisfactory

as it may have been from the point of view

of the illuminants available, and the preva-

lent feeling when the original fixtures were

put up, is equally so in the case of modern

light sources. At present there seems to

be a need for authoritative expression of

the views of the architectural profession

on these points: there is a tendency, for

instance, to attempt to secure the improved

conditions of illumination obtainable from

modern sources, and yet to imitate the

relativelv feeble ancient devices."

The writer then cites the use of a bank

of imitation candles in which metallic fila-

ment lamps are used.

The Builder, commenting upon the mat-

ter savs

:

"As far as this journal represents archi-

tects, we can assure the writer that the

imitation of candles in electric lighting is

a sillv and absurd sham, with no artistic

principle of any kind to recommend it."

This is certainly an unequivocal expres-

sion of opinion, and it would be interesting

to know to what extent it actually repre-

sents the ideas of the English architects.—

Xhc Illuminating Engineer.
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Quality in PlumlnnR
Economy, as applied to the work of

he plum^ber, cannot be regarded as

synonymous with cheapness ot cost.

Cheap plumbing is always expensive m
the end, making necessary contmual and

expensive repairs, which would have been

avoided had the work been done properly

and with proper materials at first. Prac-

tical, go-ahead plumbers, who are hold-

ing their own in the business, are not

liable to adopt new systems unless their

merits have been established by actual

tests. The same articles that have been

. used for years are still being employed,

in many cases, although they are looked

upon as "old-fashioned," because they

are designed in proper proportions in

every respect, and not only operate in

• a satisfactory manner, but have their
' parts so arranged that they are capable

of giving first-class service, even after

they have been used, and "abused," for

i
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several years. Some of these old sup-

plies really cost more money than newer

ones which have been invented to sup-

plant them 'but, in the end, they are the

more economical of the two.

One of the methods employed by man-

ufacturers of the new designs of plumb-

ing supplies, to cheapen their products,

has been to make brass goods of excel-

lent design, but which are so scant in

real brass that they cannot be regarded

as constructions of real merit. The sav-

ing of the brass cheapens the product,

and makes it attractive to the owner or

builder who rates economy only by dol-

lars and cents; but the use of such make-

shift supplies always results in eventual

loss in dollars and cents. The designs

are not strong enough to sustain the

strain to which they are subjected, and
- the result is that they are constantly get-

ting out of order and necessitating a call

on the plumber for repairs, which in-

volves the payment of more money.
Heavier brass goods than some which

• are used efficiently are often properly re-

jected by the conscientious plumber be-

cause they are faulty in design and pro-

portion. There are water-closet com-

binations on the market which are so

faulty in their action that the poor

plumber, who is so unfortunate as to be

attracted by their cheap price, will have

lots of trouble before he can induce his

customers to cease their complaints, if

he does not have to substitute some

really fine goods when he has a customer^

who understands how a water closet

should operate. Owners who have not

learned the difference between good

enamel ware and seconds and thirds, are
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very much at a disadvantage when they

have to figure against a plumber who
intends using one of the competition

tubs, especially when the competition tub

does not bear the stamp of its quality

upon it.

Owners and builders should always

choose the very best in their purchases

of plumbers' supplies. The plumbing is

in reality the most important part in the

construction of a home. If this is faulty,

it makes no difference how elegant the

design of the building, or how elabor-

ately it is decorated to attract the eye,

the structure is a failure, and constant

worry and annoyance is waiting for the

occupant.—Ex.
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A Plea for Hot Air Heating.

1^ HERE is no denying the fact that

I in many parts of the country a

strong prejudice exists against

warm air heating, said Mr. E. H. Rob-

erts, of Minneapolis, in a recent paper

before the Midland Club'. It is claimed

by many that furnaces are dusty and

dirty; that they will not heat the sides

of buildings most exposed to the winds;

that they are extravagant in fuel, short-

lived, arid at best a temporary expedient,

excusable only on the ground of the

owner's inability to afford anything

better.

This attitude of the oublic mind toward

warm air heating might in a measure be

explained as a result of clever advertis-_

ing on the part of the boiler manufactur-

ers but the fundamental trouble is that

a great many furnaces do smoke and gas

and throw dust into the rooms and burn

double the fuel they should; in fact, they

act precisely as the, enemies of warm air

heating claim all furnaces do; and how

is it possible to convince a community

that furnace heat is superior to all other

kinds when nearly every furnace in the

neighborhood is a striking example ot

how successful a warm air furnace may

he for cold ^t^rncrf' niirnosesi^
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Now I need not waste time in trying

to convince you that the failures of most

warm air furnaces are not due to defects

in construction or to any inherent weak-
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ness in the system of warm air heating.

Every man here has probably known in-

stance after instance where his furnaces

have been condemned, and possibly

thrown out, simply as a result of igno-

rance or carelessness on the part of the

workmen who installed them.

Manufacturers Must Do Educational
Work.

\o\x as manufacturers may disclaim

any responsibility for the blunders of the

men who place your aoparatus, but you

cannot escape the consequences, and, m
my opinion, if warm air heating is to be

restored to its rightful position as the

most economical, satisfactory and sani-

tary system of heating for residences of

average size and for many kinds of pub-

lic buildings, something must be done to

enlighten the furnace dealers of the coun-

try regarding the essential requirements

for successful installation.

I do not mean by this that absolute

rules can be laid down that will enable

any man of average intelligence to m-

stall anv kind of a warm air plant m any

sort of building. The fact is that, in

order to determine the most economical

and feasible method of installing a warm
air plant, it is necessary to first make a

careful study of the building to be heated,

taking all the conditions into considera-

tion. . ,

There are, of course, certain rules

which may help, in a general way, to

prevent the most disastrous mistakes, and
~~

yet nowhere ts the old saying—tha^ a

little knowledge is a dangerous thing-

more apparent than in the realm of w^^m
air heating. Even the proper size of the

furnace depends so much upon the char-

acter of the building, the air supply, the

arrangement of the warm air connec-

tions, the climate, winds, etc., as well as

on the construction of the furnace itselt

that it would be exceedingly difficult, it

not impossible, to devise any general rule

along this line that would not be more

likely to make trouble than to prevent it.

Source and Amount of Air Supply.

\gain, there is the question of the air

supply, on which it would be hard for

furnace men to agree. In the bouth.

East and extreme West outside air seems

to be quite satisfactory, while in the

North and Middle West practical experi-

ence has shown that it is impossible to

secure satisfactory results or a reasonable

economy of fuel without using inside air

circulation, and is it not ridiculous to

expect a warm air furnace to continu-

ously raise the temperature of the air

from 30 to 40 degrees below zero to 70

degrees above with no more fuel than

would be required for a hot water plant

in the same building that simply main-

tains a 70-degree temperature without

any change of air?

And yet there is perhaps no one thing

that has led to more furnace failures than

the use of inside air for cold air supply.

In the first place, the amount of inside

air supplied to the furnace is almost al-

ways inadequate. Oftentimes I have

seen furnaces with warm air outlets ag-

gregating 500 to 600 square inches sup-

plied with only 100 or 200 inches of cold

air, and even this miserable allowance

so retarded by circuitous windings that

it had apparently become discouraged

and had given up as futile the attempt

to reach its destination.

If my time and your patience were in-

exhaustible I would be glad of this op-

portunity to mention more of the causes

for failures in warm air heating that have

come to my notice; and I would also like

to outline some of the points which I

have found essential to success; for in-

stance, an arrangement of the cold air

returns for residence work that will

satisfy the owners, and at the same tinie

secure the best results; likewise, the ad-

vantage of using a single basement pipe

to heat two or more rooms, and the best

method of using outside air in conjunc-^

tion with the inside cold air supply, etc_

I would like to divide the subject of

warm air heating and discuss separately

the best methods for heating the various

Wm. E. Leiand. S. B

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Plans. Specifications and Superintendence

Steam Power. Heating and Ventilation

939 Merchants Exchange BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone TempMWT 38S7
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"
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kinds of buildings. And right here it

might not be out of place to say that in

my opinion there is no class of buildings

where superiority of warm air heat can

be more clearly demonstrated than in

school houses of from six to ten rooms;
nevertheless, school heating with warm
air furnaces has even a less enviable rec-

ord than furnace heating in residences.

But for the school house failures the

architects are more often at fault than

the dealers, for frequently with no prac-

tical knowledge of warm air heating or

ventilation they insist upon embodying
the heating and ventilating systems in

their plans, and some of their layouts, as

you know, are so impracticable as to be

positively ridiculous.

Support Advertising by Scientific Instal-

lation.

Now, I am a believer in advertising

and realize that "the man who whispers

down a well about the goods he has to

sell won't reap the shining silver dollars

like he who climbs a tree and hollers."

But to be permanently successful, adver-

tising must have back of it something

more than plausible ideas, and if this

campaign of advertising, which, I under-

stand, has been proposed, is to bring re-

turns which are commensurate with the

cost, furnace manufacturers miist see to

it that their apparatus is so installed that

it will give complete satisfaction. It is

all very well to dwell on the fresh air

features of furnace heating and to call

attention to the fact that in the State

of New York alone fifty regiments of

men, women and children go down to

death every year as the direct result of

lack of ventilation in homes and public

buildings; you may prove beyond the

shadow of a doubt that fresh air will do
more to aid digestion than all the rem-
edies in the materia medica, and that it

is a greater tonic than all the millions

of bottles of patent nostrums that are

consumed each year by a credulous aftd

ailing public at $1 a bottle. But the warm
air furnaces which you advertise must do

satisfactorily and economically the work
for which they were primarily intended,

or an unappreciative public will surely in-

sist upon having something else that

does, and no amount of advertising on

your part will avert this inevitable con-

sequence.

Architects and Furnace Men Ignorant of

Furnace Heating Details.

Someone— I believe it was Socrates

—

once made the remark that against igno-

rance and prejudice even the gods are

powerless. Undeniably, furnace manu-
facturers are up against both these con-

PITT UE
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ditions, for dealers and architects gener-

ally are ignorant of the most essential

features of warm air heating, and the

public in many localities are prejudiced

against warm air furnaces; but where the

gods of the ancients are reoorted to have

failed I believe we may reasonably hope

for eventual success if we persistently

and consistently pursue a campaign of

education for dealers and architects alike,

and by actual demonstration, as well as

argument, convince the public that warm
air is the most logical, practical and sat-

isfactory system for heating homes and

many kinds of public buildings.

Senator Copper's House

By Wallace Irwin.

Senator Copper of Tonopah Ditch

Made a clean billion in minin and sich.

Hiked for New York where his money

he blew
Buildin' a palace on Fift Avenoo.

"How," sez the Senator, "can I look

proudest?
, , ,i u

Build me a house that will holler the

loudest

—

.

None o' yer slab-sided, plain mausoleums,

Give me the treasures of art and mu-

seums;
Build it new fangled,

Scalloped and angled,

Fine, like a weddin' cake garnished with

pills;

Gents, do your dooty

—

Trot out your beauty,

Give me my money's worth—Iir pay tne^

bills."

Forty-eight architects came to consult,

Drawin* up plans for a splendid result;

H the old Senator wanted to pay

They'd give 'im Art with a capital A;

Every style from the Greeks to the Hin-

doos,

Dago front porches and Siamese win-

dows,

Japanese cupolas fightin' with' R,ussian,

Walls Senegambian, Turkish and Prus-

sian;
Pillars Ionic,

Eaves Babylonic,
^

Doors cut in scallops, resemblin a shell;

Roof was Egyptian,
Gables caniptian.

Whole grand eflfcct when completed,

wuz—hell.

When them there architects finished in

style,

FdVty-nine sculptors waltzed into the pile.

Swinging their chisels in circles and

lines,

Garvin' the stone work in fancv designs.

Some favored animals—tigers and snakes;

Some favored cookery—doughnuts and

cakes,

Till the whole mansion was crusted with

ornaments.
Cellar to garret with garden adornments.

Lettuce and onions,

Cupids and bunions,

Fowls o' the air and fish o* the deep,

Mermaids and dragons,

Horses and wagons

—

Isn't no wonder the neighbors can t

sleep.

Senator Copper, with pard'nable pride,

Showed the grand house where he plan-

ned to abide;

Full of emotion, he scarcely could speak:

"Can't find its like in New York—it s

uneek.

See the variety, size and alignment,

Showin' the owner has wealth and refine-

ment,

Showin' he's one o' the tonier classes—

Who can't help seein' my house when he

passes?

Windows that stare at you,

^tatoos that swear at you»

Steeples and weather vanes pointin' aloof;

Nothin' can beat it

—

Just to complete it,

Guess I'll stick gold leaf all over the

roof."

New PubUc Buadingra

The following appropriations for work
on various public buildings to be erected

and also now under construction in the

following cities have been signed by the

President: Albuquerque. N. M., $30,000;

Bellingham, Wash., $30,000; Honolulu, H.

T., $150,000; Los Angeles, $137,500; Sac-

ramento, $45,000; San Francisco, mint,

$15,000; Santa Barbara, $50,000; Salis-

bury, Cal., $20,000; Santa Cruz, $40,000;

Santa Rosa. $20,000; Spokane, $75,000.
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",'Anchor Brand" Laundry Trays

"Anchor Brand" laundry trays possess

so many points of superiority over other

makes of cement trays that any one
who purchases a tray without investi-

gating "Anchor Brand" is acting with
only a partial understanding of the pos-

sibilities of cement tray construction.

M. L, Kline, who handles the "Anchor
Brand" cement tray in Portland. Ore.,

speaks in the highest terms of Mr. Don-
dero and the quality of trays that he
supplies to the trade. His dealings, he
says, are lionurable and he carries out his

guarantee to the letter. Mr Kline says
further:

"There are so many inferior and cheaply
constructed articles made in the plumbing
line that it is a pleasure to do business with
a man like Mr. Dondero and to sell his

goods, even ii we do not make any large

profit.

"The Anchor Brand" cement laundry

tray is one of the best known makes of

laundry trays on the market at the present

time. Its use by the best business houses

in the Pacific Northwest indicates that its

\ahip is appreciated."

Roteblinn Construction Co.
, NEW YORK

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATH
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An advertisement in this issue of The

Architect and Engineer will give some

idea of the tray and its merits.
^

Archi-

tects are advised to look into this brand

of cement trays and by insisting upon

their installation through their specifica-

tions they will save themselves and

clients expense and trouble that are stire

to follow the use of cheaper and inferior

trays.

Do You Want a Good Draughtsman or

Engineer?

Attention is called to the advertisement

of the San Francisco Engineermg Agency

in this number of "The Architect and En-

gineer."

This agency has been established smce

the first of the year at 328 Monadnock
building, San Francisco, and has proved

to be of considerable assistance to those

desiring technical help at short notice.

Employers who do not wish to be in-

convenienced by personal calls of appli-

cants can telephone to Mr. W. J. Keays,

himself a well known civil engineer, and

be assured that any man he sends them

will be competent or performing the

duties for which he is recommended.
The references of all applicants for

positions are carefully investigated and

if not found satisfactory they are not

listed, as Mr. Keays believes that the

future success of his enterprise depends

—entirely upon his ability to put the right

man in the right place.

For Mailing Blue Prints

Architects and engineers will find in

the Telescope mailing case manufactured

by the Mailing Case Company, of 264

Natoma street. San Francisco, an article

that is calculated to fill a long felt want.

To mail drawings and blue prints so

they will reach the owner in good con^

dition has heretofore been more or less

of a problem to the members of the

profession. Not so any more. The

Telescope mailing case answers all re-

quirements for mailing, and is also in-

valuable as a filing device.
.

It is made of heavy cardboard, having

both ends reinforced with either paper

or tin, and is so constructed. that the

article to be mailed ' or filed can be

easily inserted and is completely pro-

tected. It is a great saver of time and

does away with all wrapping and tying.

The cases are being manufactured by

the Mailing Case Manufacturing Com-
pany, which has recently purchased the

factory of the World Mailine Case Com-
pany and the right to manufacture these

cases on the Pacific Coast.

An Improved Coupling

The Felton improved couplings for

conduit and sewer rods are recommended
by practically all the municipalities and

leading contractors and electric light

plants throughout the United States.

The L E. Boyle Company, Inc., of San

Francisco, has the agency on the Pacific

Coast for the Harold L. Bond Com-
pany's goods, including the Felton coup-

lings. Here are a few "strong points

which users of couplings should keep in

mind:
Cannot by any possibility separate in

the pipe or conduit.
.

Can be coupled and uncoupled in a

twinkling.
Can be turned in either direction with-

out unlocking.
Easiest and quickest to adjust.

Seldom get out of order—it isn t very

often you have to repair them.

Attached to rods in three-foot or four-

foot lengths, all ready for use; also made

to order in special lengths. If you want

the couplings only, the dealers will fur-

nish them in that way, too.

The Brick Combine

The brick combine in which Gray

Bros have interested themselves does

not include the pressed brick manufac-

turers. It takes in only the common
brick makers such as the Remillard, Car-

quinez and nthrr"^

L. B. HOWE
Phcs. anb Tkka*.
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A Perfect Repid Floor Surfacer

The Inlaid Floor Company of San

Francisco, appreciating the general move-
ment down town, has located at 398

Eddy street, corner of Leavenworth,
where a handsome show room and offices

have been fitted up. This company
.

is a splendid example of the co-operative

idea, each and every employe having a

dividend earning interest in the concern

which deals exclusively in home products

and handles only home made goods. Its

hard wood floors are to be found in many
of the finest business buildings, apart-

ment houses and residences in San Fran
cisco.

Recently the company has taken the

exclusive agency for the Schlueter Rapid
Floor Surfacer, and so confident is Man-

ager Reynolds that the machine will give
entire satisfaction that he offers to fill

your order for a machine on two days'

examination and thorough trial. If you
then do not wish to keep the machine,
you are to return it at once to your
local freight or express agent. In ex-
press shipments invoice and lease is for-

warded through your express agent. The
express agent will refund the amount of

your invoice if you do not keep the
machine. In freight shipments bill of

lading with draft, invoice and lease will

be sent to any bank you select.

If you do not wish to retain the ma-
chine, return bill of ladinor to the bank
and receive refund of invoice. This plan

shows confidence and fairness. Ample
time is allowed for a thorough test and
return freight or express charges are

paid if you are not entirely satisfied.

The lease above mentioned is furnished

merely to afford continued protection

during the life of the patent to parties

who have been allowed exclusive ter-

ritory.

The machine is built on the only cor-

rect principle. It is guaranteed to be

the best machine with which to produce
an even, smooth surface on any kind

of wood floor, old or new, hard or soft,

and in all buildings, residences, stores,

factories bowling alleys, roller skating

rinks, reception and dance halls, etc.

The Schlueter will remove all joints or

warped edges, and leave the floor per-

fectly smooth. It will remove shellac,

varnish, oil, wax, lime sitains, or the

"muck" from skate wheels in a most
satisfactory manner.
The contractor leasing a Schlueter

Rapid Floor Surfacer^and advertising the

fact that h6 is ready to do perfect work
will soon have all the work he can do.

The Schlueter machine will easily earn

a net profit of not less than from $10
to $25 a day when in operation.

The Schlueter Rapid Floor Surfacer is

so constructed that a roller, to which a

sheet of sandpaper is quickly adjusted,

is brought in contact with the floor sur-

face while revolving at a speed of 600

revolutions a minute. It is guaranteed
to do the work cheaper and smoother
than any other machine or method.
There is a very large demand among

contractors, builders, rink and amuse-
ment park owners for a surfacing ma-
chine at a low price and the Schlueter

machine seems to fill the requirements.

The Inlaid Floor Company will ship

these machines to any point on the coast

and will be glad to arrange for its sale

through out of town agents at liberal

commissions.

f If you're building and want the h

-^ the best of anything: in the he e, we'r

your needs with Qood Ideas and Ss

ork or

The W. G. McPherson Co.
SEE OUR NEW WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES
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Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith. Architects

About Fuel Oil Plants and Burners

The use of oil as a fuel began in Cali-

fornia some years ago when apparatus

for burning crude petroleum in large

boilers was installed and high pressure

steam used as the atomizing agent. For

a number of years this was the only

use made of oil for fuel purposes, but

the great advantages in cleanliness to-

gether with economy, both in fuel and

labor, have caused a demand for it as

the general fueMn this section ^or all

purposes—until now—no modern office

building, hotel, restaurant, laundry, bake

oven, apartment house, or private resi-

dence (where a heater of any kind is

used) is considered complete or up to

date unless an oil burning outfit is in-

stalled.

For smaller office buildings, apartment

houses, and residences where steam, hot

water, or hot air is used for heating, and

also in bake ovens, it has been found

that the distillate oil (an oil of light

specific gravity) is preferable to the crude

for the reason that on account of its

lightness it can be atomized and perfect

combustion formed without the use of

high pressure steam or air as atomizing

agents, and is therefore much simpler

in operation and easier kept clean than

a crude oil burning system would be, and

is more economical, both in first cost

and operation for this class of work.

Power plants, steam boats, locomotives,

and heating plants for large buildings

where the oil consumption is very large,

find it advantageous to install a system

for burning crude oil.

The California Oil and Burner Com-

pany make a specialty of installing oil

burning systems for heating and cooking,

and plants installed by them are found .

in many of San Francisco's high class

buildings, a few of which we name:
Bank of California, Bank of Italy,

Metropolis Bank Building, Clunie Build-

ing, Jewelers' Building, Oscar Luning

Building and the Fairmont Hotel.

In Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley

they have installed over 1500 oil-burning

systems, among the better known are:

First National Bank, Hotel Metropole,

Hotel Crellin. Hotel Avalon, Oakland
Public Library, Oakland Postoffice, The
Forum Cafe, Stone Apartments, Lake

Shore Apartments, the new Scottish Rite

Cathedral and Newman College Inn.

This company not only installs plants,

but delivers the oil in Oakland in its

own tank wagons, wliich is found a

great convenience by its many patrops.

Mr. Geo. C. Morgan, the president of

the California Oil and Burner Company,

and the inventor of much of the appar-

atus used by the company in its diflFerent

systems, is recognized as an authority

in the business, and to him much of the

credit must be given for the advanced

stage of the oil burning industry.

We are illustrating in this issue the

handsome Stone Apartments in which the

company installed one of its Pneumatic

Distillate Oil Systems some two years

ago, which ever since has been run by

a Japanese attendant, giving perfect sat-

isfaction.

POSITION WANTED— Building su-

perintendent open for position; 20 years'

experience; ample references. Box 77,

Dewev House, Fourth and Howard streets,

city.
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Opera Chairs, Church Pews

and Ecclesiastical Furniture.

&:hool Desks, Lodge Furniture,

Portable and Assembly Chairs.

._ _ dONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

A Keliable Concrete Mixer

The L. E. Boyle Company of San
Francisco are the exclusive agents in

Northern . California for the Wallace
hoist and concrete mixer which are,

without doubt, two of the best machines
for this class of work on the market to-

day. Mr. Boyle reports several sales of

mixers to San Francisco contractors the

past month, while the hoist is in use
on nearly every building job of conse-

quence in the Bay City. F. T. Crowe &
Company of Portland, Seattle and Ta-
coma represent the Wallace-Lindsmith
Company in the Northwest territory, and
they also report a good demand for the

company's madhines.

Carnegie Brick in Demand
The Carnegie Brick Comnany has had

no cause to complain since the beginning
of the new year for business has been
good with them. The company owns
one of the best plants on the coast and
its shipping facilities permit of prompt
deliveries which is an important factor

in the brick business today. The hand-
some pressed brick front of the Meth-
odist Book Concern's new building on
McAllister street, San Francisco, was
turned out by the Carnegie Company.
This building was designed by Architects

Meyers and Ward. The Hotel Cadillac

at the corner of Eddy and Levenworth
streets is also built of Carnegie brick and
terra cotta.

In Electricity There Is Life

Never was there a more true saying, and
possibly never was there a sentence so

commonly used which meant so much in so

few words; and, if facts count for any-

thing, we must admit that those who deal

in electricity must be inspired with the

same life—at any rate, there is one concern

which we are about to mention that has

proven itself full of it.

Right in the center of Portland's business

district are the pretty and well arranged

store and offices of the Comet Electric

Company, famous for its rapid growth,

the direct result of its reliability and
fair treatment to all, which has won for

the company a desirable place in the

business community.
The Comet Electric Company has a long

list of buildings, both large and small, to

which it can look with pride and say,

"We wired this building."

Among the more prominent ones are the

Board of Trade building, the Rothchild

building, the McKay building, the Sherlock

building, the new Labbe building the beau-

tiful mansion of Mrs. M. H. Houser on

Portland Heights, the Country Club on

Portland Heights, the mansion of Mr. L.

Olsen on the East Side, and others.
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What Oae Larfc Hooac Tbiaks of the Spiral CMa
San Francisco. Nov. 17. 1908.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..
310 California Street.

San Francisco. Cal.

Oontlemen :— Referring to the Spiral Chute which

you recently installed for us in our factory:—
We can steely report that the same is a SUCCESS.
With this Chute, which occupies but a limited floor

space, we can drop boxes, haws and crates to the first

floor, quickly and without expense for motive power

Our factory certainly would not be complete without it

You may refer to us at any time.
Yours truly,

HILLS BROS.

INSTALLED BY

H U/Qfohniiop
Ifl^

Oil.
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J- G. Braun's New Catalogue

For many years J. G. Braun, the well
known manufacturer of plain and or-

namental wrought iron, has published
one of the most complete catalogues
found in an architect's office. This
year's book, just at hand, is no exception
to the rule—in fact, the 1909 catalogue
is larger and more complete than ever.

It is an indispensable fixture in every
architect's office, and the readers of this

magazine who have not already received
one are entitled to the book free upon
application. There are more than 100
illustrated pages with many valuable sug-
gestions in regard to wrought iron
moulding, square tubing for elevator en-
closures, shears, punch machines, etc.

The Braun company keeps in stock all

kinds of hand made and pressed orna-
ments, rosettes, leaves and wreaths, and
drop-forged pickets, rivets, balls and
screws. The new catalogue is known
as No. 14 and in ordering same the num-
ber should be given. Address J. G. Braun,
322 So. Paulina street, Chicago, 111.

Tilton Brothers of Portland
The firm of Tilton Brothers, sheet

metal and furnaces, was established in

Portland many years ago, in fact, they
are numbered among the pioneer busi-
ness houses of Oregon, and have always
had a steady, reliable business from both
architects and the residents of the city.
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They do a large business in smoke

stacks, metal window frames, cornices

tin-clad doors, and when it is understood

that Tilton Brothers are at work on a

job, the expression is prompted— That s

all right, you don't need to stay there to

watch, for when they leave, it will be

done right."
, , r ^u

They have controlled the sale of the

Royal hot air furnaces for years, have

a number of patterns, from those de-

signed for small residences to those suit-

able for large business buildings, and

can provide furnaces that burn hard or

soft coal, wood, etc.

Cox & Vcngelcn of Portland

This house is generally acknowledged

as experts in steam and hot water heat-

ing engineering.
, , . •

Establishing a business in Port arid in

the face of keen competition called tor

technical skill, money, and a determina-

tion to get there.

They have advantages in a system, de-

vised and inaugurated by themselves,

which is appreciated by their customers,

and many of the largest and handsomest

Portland buildings are equipped with the

Cox & Vengelen system although other

plans were offered at lower prices

They have lately equipped the follow-

ing: Four buildings for W. J. Morgan,

the Odd Fellows Temple, the Hawkins

buildings, and the Y. M. C. A. building,

and they also installed both the heating

_ and power plant at St. Mary's Home,
Oswego, and the heating plant at Mc-
Minville college, the latter being a large

and important contract.

The W. G. McPhcrson Company
That the residents of Portland and

vicinity have had 'during the past winter

an object lesson regarding the needs of

a properly installed heating plant goes

without saying, and from the volume

of business the W. G. McPherson Com-
pany have at this time under way and

booked for future months, together with

the grateful letters from scores of their

customers for whom they installed heat-

ing plants in time past is enough to

satisfy the most skeptic.

The installation of fifteen complete

heating systems in as many large and

important public schools in Oregon,

Washington and Idaho, has been accom-

plished in the past few months.

The McPherson Fan system has many
advantages peculiar to this system alone

—the maximum of pure fresh air de-

livered at a minimum of cost—in fact

much less than the average cost. They
have references by the score that they

are anxious to furnish to anyone in-

terested as well as their illustrated cata-

logue and other literature. Drop them

a postal card.

IWIODERN IDEAS are the

^
very making ot present-

day plants and buildings.

Modern business requires and

demands every device calcu-

lated to reduce maintenance

expense and lighten the routine

of business.

Economy is expressed in im-

provements. They make a

structure a better investment

for the owner, they save money

for the business man, they do

greater credit to the architect

or engineer.

The "Watsonite" floor is a modern

improvement in a place where im-

provement is badly needed. Floors

have been a source of large expense

and annoyance in the. industries.

Cement, tile, asphalt, bitumen,

boards and the like have proven

entirely inadequate in most places,

and expensive because of frequent

r<^nairs or renewing.

•'^^T'" The "Watsonite" floor bears the
*'

hardest traffic in perfect conditmn

year in and year out without one penny tor

repairs. It is impervious to chemical action

is waterproof and damp proof, is comfortable

and warm to have under foot and affords a

hrin, sure footing.
• Watsonite " makes good under conditions

that '^oon break down other flooring materials.

r-^' "Watsonite" is prepared on each*^ job and spread while hot with wooden

sprradt-rs by hand. It is different from any

other flooring. For factories, stables, ware-

houses, packing plants, basements, side-

walk*; office buildings, balconies, etc.

m'^^r- Send for specifications and booklet—
"'^' and names of those who are using

Vvaisonite" floors.

The Watson Roof Company
110 Sutter St.

PBONE DODOLAS 411

San Francisco, California
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The Morrison Electric Company of

Portland

While not occupying the largest building

devoted to this line of business in Port-

land, these men have in two years built up

a very important business, and, from their

skill and reliability, are recognized by the

Portland architects and by the public gen-

erally as occupying a very enviable position

in the business world.

Portland being so far from the great

Eastern manufacturing centers, there are

times when the city's business men are

called upon to accomplish what ordinarily

one would say was practically impossible.

Not long ago there came to the Morrison

Company an order for one hundred light-

ing fixtures of a particular design, for a

building which was to be dedicated with

an evening opening. The fixtures desired

were not in stock, and the opinion held

that the owner would have to accept others,

and possibly several patterns to make up

the full number ; but the Morrison Electric

Company, being appealed to, got busy and

the entire lot was made in their shop and

installed in the allotted five days.

The making of specially designed fixtures

to harmonize with other interior finishings

or decorations, according to the particular

^deas of the architect, decorator or owner,

is given careful attention by this house.
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A Fireproof Home—Scientifically Built

What promises to be one of the most
modern and scientifically constructed
residences in California will be built by
C. Bushnell at the northwest corner of

PMco street and Westchester place, Los
Angeles.

In designing the dwelling it has been
the purpose of both the owner and the

architect, H. Alban Reeves, to produce
a home, and not a palace. A dwelling
is sought for year-round residence, em-
bodying some of the simple charm of

those delightful villas which have made
Italy world famed.
The character of the construction is

another feature which is attracting atten-

tion. When more homes are built in

the same manner there will be fewer
fires, and less disease than at present.

Hollow tile blocks will be used for walls,

floors and partitions. These blocks will

be enameled on the exterior, and when
once in place the exterior finish will be
complete. The enameled surface will

oresent an enduring material, believed to

be capable of withstanding for all time
the ravages of climate, wear and other
agencies so destructive to the ordinary
construction. A feature of this material
is that it will be "made in Los Angeles"
by the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com-
pany.
To make the building fire and earth-

quake proof the hollow tile will be laid

in cement mortar, with metallic fabric

between the horizontal joints. This will

bind the entire mass, and lend strength
and rigidity to the wall. Houses built

in a similar manner withstood all the

stress and shaking of the earthquake
which recently devastated Southern Italv

The tile blocks will be enameled in a

soft bronze green for the body of the
structure, with light-colored enamel trim-
mings. The inner faces of the.se tiles

will be left rough and corrugated, and
will present an ideal surface for plaster-

ing, thus avoiding the expense of lathing,

and also eliminating sources of fire dan-
ger, as the materials from the exterior
face to the interior trim will thus be

If I CO.
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incombustible. The blocks being hollow,

and so laid that the hollow interiors

are a series of dead-air cells, the class

of construction is a long stride toward

maintaining an even temperature indoors

regardless of the climatic conditions out-

side.

Another advantage claimed for this

class of building is the speed which can

be attained in erection. The blocks are

lighter than brick, stone, or concrete.

Each one takes the place of fully a dozen

ordinary building brick, so there is ob-

viously a large saving of time, to say

nothing of the mortar required.

The Culcbra Cut Bridge
Work has begun on the foundations

for the suspension bridge over Culebra

cut at Empire, Isthmus of Panama. The
bridge will run from Cerro, the labor

camp immediately south of the central

division offices, directly across the cut.

The towers will be built of creosoted

timber, and will be 60 feet high. On the

west side they will rest on a concrete

foundation built on rock, and on the east

side on concrete built on piles, which

will be driven down to bed rock. The
anchorages will be of concrete, reinforced

with old French steel. The cables will

be of 2^-inch galvanized steel suspension

bridge wire, two on each side, with the

cables of each pair only an inch apart^

The total length of the four cables will

be 3,480 feet; the length of the bridge

between towers will be 600 feet, and the

width of the roadway seven feet. The
total dead load will be 230.000 pounds,

the live load capacity, 54,000 pounds, and

the breaking strain of the four cables

2,480.000 pounds.
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C* AN FRANCISCO is again coming to

^ the fore as a city of many fine hotels.

Among the better class of hostelries
recently opened to the public the Hotel Ar-
gonaut stands out prominently. It is third

in point of size now doing business in San
Francisco,having 400 rooms and 200
baths, with every convenience to be
found in a first class hotel. The build-

ing was erected by the Society of Cali-

fornia Pioneers and occupies a central
location, within a stone's throw of the
corner of Fourth and Market streets. The
structure is six stories high, is lighted
from three sides, facing eighty feet on
Fourth street, one hundred and seventy-
five feet on Pioneer Place and one hun-
dred feet on Jesse street.

The entire ground floor is given over
to the spacious lobby (second largest in

the city), private offices for the man-
agers, the dining-room, banquet rooms,
buffet, kitchen and service rooms. The
main entrance to the hotel is on Pioneer
Place, with another entrance direct from
Fourth street.

As the visitor stands within the door
of the entrance on Pioneer Place, facing
the lobby, the grand stairway of Alaska
marble is immediately in front across
the lobby. To his right is the news
stand, entrance to the main dining-room,
and the two high-speed electric elevators.

To his left is Manager Edward Rolkin's

private office, the public stenographer's
office, telephone booths, and the clerk's

and cashier's desks. The immense pil-

lars in the lobby are of scagliola, of

handsome finish, while the lobby is fin-

ished in Alaska marble. The great
divans and lounging chairs are finished

in Spanish leather of brown tone. A
feature of the hotel is the ladies' writing
room on the mezzanine floor overlooking
the lobby.
The kitchen of the Hotel Argonaut is

arranged after the plans of Steward W.
B. James, and is considered one of the
most convenient in the city. It is forty

by seventy-five feet and has a twenty-
four foot ceiling. The light and ven-
tilation is excellent. It is equipped with
a 22-foot oil burning wrought iron range.
The coffee urns are of the latest design
of Home Comfort make. The cold
storage plant was built to order, and
embodies all the latest ideas in refriger-

ation. The capacity of the ice plant is

six tons per day.
The California Society of Pioneers,

which owns the Hotel Argonaut building
has 800 members, consisting of the men
who settled in California in 1849 and 1850
and their decendants.
The register of the Argonaut stretches

over five pages daily, which helps to

attest the favor the new hotel enjoys
from the public.

I
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Lobby and Staircase. Hotel ArgonaMt. San Francisco

In measuring the material success of ered the queen o^ca^^^^^^

the Argonaut
^
Hotel, due ^eg^/l "^jjf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ quite a

few wealthy homes are fitted with teak

interiors. This lumber needs only to

be sanded smooth and then rubbed with

oil This brings out a most exquisite

coloring and makes a finish which is un-

surpassed. Teak interiors and fixtures

and also those made from the Philippine

mahogany, which has lately come into

the market, will be a pleasant change

from the oak and mahogany with which

we are so familiar. Among the architects

one hears on every side, '7^^*^^ ^^5

something new in the way of hardwood

for interior fixtures?" Teak seems to

be the answer to this question, although

its price, $250 per thousand, may deter

many from aspiring to an interior made

from this, the most expensive of all cab-

inet woods.

be made of the things that have con-

tributed to it, and not the least o? Jhese

are perfect service, rendered possible by

the constant attention of the most able

and experienced manager.
Edward Rolkin, president and mana-

fer of the Hotel Argonaut, went to ban

rancisco nearly thirty years ago a poor

man. By judicious investments in room-

ing houses and hotels for people of mod-

erate means he amassed a fortune pass-

ing into the millions. At the time of the

great San Francisco fire Mr. Rolkin

owned twenty-six hotels and rooming

houses, with a total of over ten thousand

rooms, being known as the "Rooming
House King." He now controls the fol-

lowing hotels in San Francisco: Argo-

naut, Winchester, Central, Overland,

Denver and Irwin. He is also a large

owner of San Fraiicisco real estate.

Teak as a Cabinet Wood.

White Brothers, the pioneer hardwood
lumbermen of Spear and Howard streets,

San Francisco, are having quite a nuni-

ber of calls for teak for interior finish.

Teak is a wood which has been some-

what neglected as a cabinet wood on

this coast, and, in fact, in the entire

United States. In England it is consid-

Move Offices to New York City.

The Star Expansion Bolt Company of

Bayonne. N, J., whose standard line of

expansion bolts, toggle bolts, cable hang-

ers, drills and drill holders are so well

and favorably known to the trade, have

removed their general offices from

Bayonne to 147 Cedar street, New York

city, where a very complete stock will

be maintained at all times, and where

'-.L'll^^^^^'A:M^i^^
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Showingr Tubes at Cashier's Desk. Store of Hastiness Clothing Co.. San Francisco

TH P OM P I i M A Tir* TI TDC Offers the speediest and safest method of handlinjj""•-- I i^Oi ifmr^ 1 IW I IjOO cash sales in the modern retail store.

UMSON CONSOLIDATED STORE SERVICE COMPANY, BOSTON. MASS.
Manufacturers of Air Line Carriers. Power Pneumatic Tube Systems. Electric Cable Cash Systems.
Automatic Spring Cash Systems. Belt Conveyors. Foot Power Pneumatic Tube Systems, Gravity Wire
Package Systems Spiral Chute Conveyors. Automatic Pick Up Systems, Coin Cashiers and Coin Travs

San Francisco Office: FOURTEENTH FLOOR, CLAUS SPRBCKtLS BLDU.

UOI i HE THING!

A MACHINE that is GUARANTEED to
Produce an Even. Smooth Surface on Any
Kind of Wood Floor. Old or New. Hard or
Soft, in Residences, Stores. Factories. Bowl-
ing Alleys, Dance Halls. Etc.

Architects an-f C — '-^-'nrs endorse the

SGHLUETER SURFACER
(SMiriptfiiiit aWMinnr)

Writ, fof Defolptlvt Circular »ad Price LM.

INLAID FLOOR COMPANY
398 EDDY ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

the company hope to have the pleasure
of receiving their friends who may be
either located permanently in the city or
just there to see the sights.

Completes Fine Building.

W. McKenzie has recently completed
the building for the R. R. Thompson
Estate, located on Main street, between
Mission and Market streets, San Fran-
cisco. This is a Class C structure, 184
feet front by 137 feet deep, four stories

and basement, and has been pronounced
a splendid piece of construction work.
Mr. McKenzie has several other con-
tracts on hand, including the Casino
Estate building on Grant avenue, near
Market street. He looks for a profitable
year in the building business.

Mr. Eddy to Handle Hydrex.

Mr. W. H. Eddy, formerly associated
with the Southern Pacific company of
this city for a number of years, has be-
come affiliated with the L. E. Boyle
Company and will manage the "Hydrex"
waterproofing and damp-proofing depart-
ment. Mr. Eddy looks forward to some
splendid business, owing to the fact that

this well-known waterproofing method
has already been used on many large

San Francisco buildings with satisfactory
results.
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ROOMS eO-61 BACO NO, CALIFORNIA

^i*fHE PUNCTURE-PROOF AUTO-WHEEL CO., is incorporated under the

it[ laws of Arizona, for 1,000,000 shares par value 12.00 per share, stock fully paid

^^ and non-assessable. 500.000 shares are in the Treasury and 500,000 shares were

taken for the Patents, so that the company owns all patents and improvements that

may be filed later on. The stock held by the patentee and his associates is

pooled and put in escrow for a period of five years or until the company is on a divi-

dend paying basis. The company has decided, to place the first block of Treasury

Stock consisting of 50,000 shares at 25 cents per share.

The stock we are selling is for the purpose of building wheels. We will have

our wheels on exhibition at the Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exhibition in Seattle.

We have no salaried officers, but intend to use the money to demonstrate our

wheels. We claim to have the greatest wheel in existence- indestructible and pum
ture-proof. We reserve the right to withdraw stock from the market or raise the

price at any time. The stock will be sold on the installment plan, 25^(7 down and 25%
a month for three more months. All payments after the first payment must be made

to the fiscal agent, Geo. W. Slater, Rooms 60 and 61 Bacon Building, Oakland, Cal.

Please examine carefully accompanying cuts of patents issued by the United

States Government on January 5, 1909, and send in your order for some of the stock

before it is too late. There is a time in every man s life which taken at flood tide

leads on to fortune. The Dunlap tire made three million dollars in two years for its

stockholders, and then sold out in the third year to the Goodyear Rubber people for

fifteen million dollars. Don't wait until this stock is all gone or the pnce is raised,

but get in now.

Address all communications to the fiscal agent,

GEO. W. SLATER,
Rooms 60 and 61 Bacon Building,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

The Architect and Engineer E

ONTRjACTORS or intending builders should write

to our draughting department for information re-

garding our latest plans and specifications of

Classy Bungalows and other types of buildings which we
are constantly draughting, the same being the most ad-

vanced and economical and complete ideas before the

prospective builder today. We have over Three Hundred
complete sets \\ hich you can get by writing to us your
wants. We have an up-to-date planing mill and manu-
facture everything in interior and exterior wood finish in-

cluding designing and fixtures of all descriptions.

Phone Main 286 P, O, Box 782

1 f Mf^, C
Ma

Medusa

^ The Building Material Company, Inc.,

Monad;iock building, local agents of the
Sandusky Portland Cement Company, re-

port the following recent constructions
for which its Medusa White Portland
Cement and Medusa Waterproof Com-
pound has been specified or supplied:
Medusa White Portland Cement: Cail-

leau building, Grant and Ashburton ave-
nues, San Francisco; Royal Insurance
Company building, San Francisco; Met-
ropolitan Life building. San Francisco;
Taylor residence, Berkeley, Cal.; Com-
mercial building, San Francisco; Bal-
four-Guthrie building. San P^rancisco;

High School, Covina, Cal.; Red Bluff

Opera House, Red Bluff, Cal.; Pomona
college, Claremont, Cal.; Point building,

Cleveland. ,Ohio; Western Newspaper
Union building, Chicago, 111.; Clean
Dairy Company building, St. Louis. Mo.;
Campbell building, Oklahoma; Battle
Creek Sanitarium; Northwestern Univer-
sity builtling, Evanston, III.

Medusa Waterproof Compound: Mu-
nicipal cisterns, San Francisco; State
constructions, Napa and Agnew, Cal.;

Babcock building, San Diego, Cal.; Lodi
F'ruit Produce Company warehouse. Lo-
di. Cal.; Pacific Fruit Express ice plant.

Colton, Cal.; Jackson apartments, Ala-
meda, Cal.; Hollis building. San Fran-

cisco; Holbrook. Merrill & Stetson build-
ing, San Francisco; Southern Pacific
club house, Gilo, Ariz.; New Cliff housej_
San Francisco; swimming pool, Wilmer-
ding, Pa.; Blackstone hotel, Chicago, 111.;

Municipal hospital, St. Louis, Mo.; St.

Anthony hotel, San Antonio, Tex.; D. L.
& W. Collieries (concrete dam). Scran-
ton. Pa.; East Jersey Water Company
(concrete tank), Summitt, N. J.

Hold Annual Convention.

The Keasbey & Mattison Company of
Ambler, Pa., held the usual annual con-
vention of the managers of their various
branches throughout the United States
the last week in March to plan the future
development of the rapidly growing As-
bestos "Century" Shingle and the gen-
eral asbestos business of that concern.
The Keasbey & Mattison Company is

one of the "Big Four^' companies con-
trolled by Dr. R. V. Mattison, who, in

addition to .being president of the Bell

asbestos mines, Thetford mines. Province
of Quebec, Canada, popularly known as
"the largest and most productive asbes-
tos mine in the world," which is owned
by the Keasbey & Mattison Company, is

also president of the Asbestos Shingle,
Slate & Sheathing Company and the As-
bestos Manufacturing Company, Ltd., of

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Lachine, near Montreal, a recent a

tion, which is the first factory in ^

to be equipped for the manufacture ot

asbestos products upon a large jple

Dr R V Mattison is also a director

in the Amalgamated Asb^t*^^-iF'''^^I^i
tion Ltd., of Canada, which will control

70 per cent of the world's present supply

of asbestos, which is 80 per cent of the

supply from the districts of Thetford and

Black Lake, Province of Quebec; 90 per

cent of the world's present supply coming

from that province.

i ._ ,
is esi for

subdivision of offices,. stores and lofts.

The company carries a large stock of

2y2 and 4-inch blocks, and will compete

with wood stud and metal lath partitions

Dodds's partitions have been installed

in the Emporium, Dr. Merritt building,

White garage, Drexler building, Hewes
building, and one 20-foot high partition

of 4-inch blocks has been installed in

the Schroth building. Union square. A
sample block will be furnished on re-

quest.

A New Factory for Mciroic

The Puncture Proof Auto Wheel Com-

pany, with offices at 60-61 Bacon build-

ing, Oakland, Cal.. has purchased a site

and will soon begin the erection of bmld-

ings for the manufacture of automo-

bile wheels. The officers and directors

of the company are: J. M. Benham, pres-

ident; B. P. Ober, secretary and treas-

urer; E. G. Ryker, counsel; G- W. bla-

ter director and fiscal agent. Mr. Slater

is an expert mechanical engineer who

has constructed some of the largest zinc

plants in the United States, and in whose

hands this new venture seems assured ot

success. Geo. A. Budge is the inventor

of this wheel and the Bank of Germany

is their depository.

A Fireproof Partition Block

Dodds's Interlocking Block Company

24 California street. San Francisco, call

attention to their Interlocking Partition

Block, and claim it to be the best and

only interlocking form of partition on

the market today. It dispenses with re-

inforcing rods and forms a strong and

perfectly straight, sanitary and sound-

proof partition. It does not crack, stands

hard usage and requires no wood grounds

or blocks for fixing trim.
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NONPAREIL CORK PIPE COVtKii^u
F or Brine

HIGH I

?"i i Ice Wat-^' H- -- ---ri ( Jtj \\-ater Lines

READILY APPLIED - LONGEST LIFE IN SERVICE

"^1 Section of Nonpareil Coric Covering after eleven and a half

vears' service on brine line in Mills Hotel No. 1, New York City.

The pipe was eaten away by the brine . pieces may be seen em-
bedded in the covering. The engineer's letter follows :

Nbw York, N. Y., December 8, 1908.

NoNPAKKIL CORK WORKS.
50 Church Street. New York City.

Gentlemrn :
—

We accept your oWer of Twenty five (»25 00) Dollars for the old Nonpareil

Cork Cover n^ It really seemed too bad to disturb the covering, it being in such

good condition, notwithstanding its having been in use for eleven and one-half

(n 1-2) years. 1 did. however, use a considerable amount of it again on the new
run of pipe, and would have used it all had I been able to Uke it off the old run

of pipe without breaking it in such short lengths, which was impossible to prevent

as it was M like one piece. Certainly this experience speaks well for your cork

covering fo7*rine pipes
_, , . .

Please send for the old cork at your earliest convenience and make check

payaV.lc to Mills Hotel No. I

Thanking you, we remain,
Yours truly,

Mfl.LS HOTELS.
Per F. W. WHITTEMORB,

Supt. Eng.

ARMSTRONv^ CORK COMPANY
.

•

;, , rtment, 693 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE REPRESENTATIVES : D. E. FRYER U COMPANY
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I ulITHIC paveme
The most (lurdblu SHI FT pavement

The cheapest of all standard pavements

Gives good footing for horses

Is not slippery in wet weather

Resilient, therefore noiseless, and easy on horses feet

Ideal Automobile roadway—

CON. Om UN C

Direct Dri%'eri

FUEL OIL BURN
4-'C.f., Inc.
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LUMBER. BRICK. LIME. CEMENT. GLASS. SASH DOORS. PAINTS a.d ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Main Offices. Mill. Warehouse & Yards u^'T? uiaI' *. ^
East Rfth & Seaton Sts.. Los Angeles Sute Hospital BIdg.. Agnew

Telephones: Main 3046—A I'**'*
Telephone Main 59

w.
Contr ar

734 WASHINGTON ST.

PIlOM Kearny 1487 SAN FRANCISCO

I

i

KXECUTED BY

&an JffranriHrn Art ^Ishb
ART GLASS
KM BOSSED GLASS
GLASS SIGNS liorka

PRISM GLASS IN
SHEETS AND
METAL SET

TeMiooe Tanporaiy 3318

944-946 MISSION ST . San FrancUco. Cal.

and Oil Pump

ird St., San Francisco

Write for Uur New Booklet. Just Out

Cu L c al Fircproofing Company

The Continental Fireproofing Com-
pany, with offices in the Mutual Savings

Bank building, San Francisco, is a gen-

eral contracting concern notwithstanding

a prevailing impression that the company
specializes in fireproofing. As a matter

of fact nearly all its work has been done

as general contractors. Manager Shiels

says they are rushing work on the new
fire engine house in Oakland, and ex-

cellent progress is being made on a rein-

forced concrete apartment house for Dr.

F. K. Musser in Oakland from plans by

Architect Fred Soderberg. The Con-

tinental makes a specialty of reinforced

concrete work and it is doing all the

concrete on the handsome Pillsbury

building at Geary and Powell streets,

San Francisco.

Private Telephones

Private telephones are not necessarily

a luxury. On the contrary they are al-

most indispensable for certain kinds of

business. They make a hotel or .\pirt-

ment house more popular and conse-

quently a better investment for the own-
er, while for the home—well, no modern
home with many rooms is complete

without a private phone service. The
Electric Railway and Manufacturers'

Supply Company of 84 Second street, San

Francisco, are agents for the De Veau,

Ericsson, and Holtzer Cabot telephones,

and detailed information about these sev-

eral systems will be furnished gladly

upon application.

WANTED— Position, by experienced

graduate civil engineer (39), designer in

reinforced concrete; now employed; esti-

mates, soecifications, superintending. Ad-

dress 2014 State street, Houston, Texas.

Wiuii writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers niention this Magazine.

1
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^-r DATING yJ:?/"CEMENT
CONCRETE. BRICK AND STUCCO

BAYSTATEBRICKsCEMENTCOATINC
THS nBIGINAL fob coNcnETf . cement bric k , STU c c Q3«

- AND PLASTER MADE IN WHITE AwoCOiaWi
^CDATlNt sfj^a FOR aoaKLEr civiNc dctails

IdeWADiwoRTH HdwlandanoCd inc
j*»yB2 I ea wash inc ton it boston mass.

i

I

i

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

HIRAM W. WADSWORTH,
Chamber of Commerce Bldf., PASADENA, CAL.

TIMMS, CRESS & CO.,

PORTLAND, ORE.

KLATT-HIRSCH & CO., F. T. CROWE & CO.,

Front Street. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. SPOKANE. SEATTLE, TACOMA. WASH.

i
is the one durable—properly made roofing Uiai is

absolutely dependable. Once it is laid your roof

troubles cease—it lasts for years and is the lowest

priced roofing in the end. Ask your dealer for the

roofing that makes good.

Th ^'rt • 4. ^^
^

San francisco
uM«jAA*ri© JLailll %^^m California

e:xchange: building
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UNION SQUARE HOTEL. SAN FRANCISCO FRANK T. SHEA. Arch.iect

EQUIPPED WITH ONE

VAN EMON ELECTRIC
PASSENGER ELEVATOR

2000 POUNDS CAPACITY
AT 200 FEET PER MINUTE

VAN tMON ElEVATOR CO.
i ^v\ 1 AiJ/AHON $1 .000,000 00

General Off . SAN FRANCISCO

|H>'^" AND. ORE.

UKANt I I Ol ri< V^

SKAITLL.. WASH. VANCOUVEl C.

Wlir n wt it ing t 1. \.|V'Mi-irs ni.iiii..i; tins >L-iCn7ii^c.

t*«.
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UNION SQUARE HOTEL. SAN FRANCISCO. FRANK T. SHEA. Architect

EQUIPPED WITH ONE

VAN EMON ELECTRIC
PASSENGER ELEVATOR

2000 POUNDS CAPACITY
AT 200 FEET PER MINUTE

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
CAPITALIZATION $1,000,000.00

General Offices, SAN FRANCISCO

I

PORTLAND. ORE.

BRANCH OFFICES:

SEATTLE. WASH. VANCOUVER. B. C.
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Init Locks
and

Hardware
for

Apartment Houses

Orrice Buildings

and Hotels

Design; ^aaduoa Unit Lock

iianufarturtng

Npui Urttain, (fiontt.

Design: AndnM Unit Lxxk

PACIFIC COAST OFnCE AND SAMPLE ROOM

COMMERCIAL BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
Phone KEARNY 1370

«>«

i

It Jrr.%

The Cement ( <»y

(Char!. " '' ' ' 'ts)

1? •
'

KPKOOrtD
ti\ I HI

Membrane

Method
The Building is built on the site of an His

toric Watering Place and when the basement

was excavated there was encountered a run

ning stream of water the size of a sniall creek.

The flow was successfully stopped by the

Waterproofing Process. By specifyirig

"HYDREX" for waterproohng your sidewalk

areas you will eliminate the necessity of con^

tinual repairs in your sidewalk arches and

prevent dampness reaching the reinforcement

and steel beams supporting same.

BOYlf COMPANY. Incorporated

Ualilornia Representatives

Phone Kearny 728

100 FRONT STRfFT SAN FRANGSCO

Ntjr^x Pelt k foqin^^ring Co.
-' Problems

120 UBWTY STREET. NEW YORK

CHICAGO WASHINGTON

EAST WAlPOLt, MASS.

Indispensable in Trench Work

Will Not Drop into the Ditch

IMPI-
FOR CONI

HkjFtmineers and Contractors. Undoubtedly!... i = ;.. '^ ,^^'^« ^^"^
*^^^ P^K^Hi

'

CI., ning and Removing Obstructions from Sewers «nd Drains and for Roddin

obtained Can bo Couplld and Uncoupled in T mkling. Manufactured b
Endorse*!
connectii „ ; -^

hTkoLD*? RONcTca; 14(rVvarI ^trf-et Boston Mass.
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COMBINATION HOSE AND CHEMICAL WAGON RECENTLY DELIVERED
TO THE TOWN OF BERKELEY. CAL.

MANUFACTURE!) BY

h anawha Chemical Engine '' nnfactcn'^^Co

cHarlestown. w v.
—

^

Fifty prominent towns in the United States are now using Kanawha

Engines with excellent results.

We also manufacture Stationary Chemical Engines suitable for

buildings and ships. Send sketch of building for cost estimate.

REMEMBER

No danger of explosion.

No expensive hose to replace.

No recharging or waste of chemical.

A constant pressure on the chemical.

Any desired pressure can be obtained.

No washing out of hose or cleaning of tank.

It will pay to Investigate before placing your order.

L. E. )

100WIOWTSTR
N REPRESENTATIVES

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

The Wallace Mixer for Concrete Construction

We carry in stock for immediate delivery

three d ifferent size capactry mixers

"WE HAVE A HABIT OF UNDERRATING
THE CAPACITY OF OUR MACHINERY

'

Low Prices, Quick Delivery—Om Motto.

I
% "

ilLA
OF

LINDLuiVI! IH HUl
- GELES, CAL.

' -CTURERS OF

00

Contractors' Mixers, Hoists, Carts and Wtieelbarrows

San Francisco R.pr.MnWim; L. E. BOYLE CO.. 100 Front St. Phone. Kearny 728. ««.

F T CROWE & CO., 409-415 Globe BUg., Seitlle, WMll. F. T. CROWE & CO., 1105 * «fW'. T«««-J"""-

f' f CROWE & CO., 121 SO. Mooroe St., Spokono, Wish. F. T. CROWE & CO, Fr.ll Ut Mm Sti, hrtHil, On.

J. C0U6HLIII & CO., - »««MU«r, R. C.

I
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A Hieh-testing Portland

Pure White in Color

^Q^uc^ ^ater ^roof Compound
-The Standard Water-proofing

Gives Permanent Results

San
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PASSENGER AND FREIGHT ELEVATORS
Button and Magnet Control

DUMB WAI ^ SIDLwALK ELEVATORS

I
nth and King Sts.

n i

(For Index to Advertis-

ANCHORS, SCREW EXPANSION
Star Expansion Bolt Co.,

, o. c i?
1010 Howard St., S. F.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL
STEEL AND IRON WORK ^

, ^, ^ ^
Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., b. t.

White Ornamental Iron Co.,
, _,, , _ „

499 Monadnock Bldg., S. r.

Foot of Fifth Ave., E. Oakland

Joshua Hendy Iron Wks., 75 Fremont St., S. F.

Pacific Rolling Mills, ,,,.... c. c t?
17th and Mississippi bts., b. r.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Or.

Rudgear-Merle Ornamental Iron & Bronze

Qq Bay and Stockton bts., b. r.

ARTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA. ETC.

California Scagliola Co... 68-70 Clara St., S. F.

Li.hic M^f^^ Co.^^^
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ Portland

ASBESTOS GOODS
Gillen-Chambers Co., . _, _ t. _>.i j

66 N. Front St., Portland

Paetfie Coast Asbestos Co.,
"210 Columbia St., Portland

ASBESTOS SHINGLES
Kcasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler, Penn-.

factors the Asbestos "Century" shingles.

AUDITING COMPANY .

Crook Audit Company, . . .Clunie Bldg., b. t.

AUTOMOBILES
Winton Motor Carnage Co.,

300 Van Ness Ave., S. F.

BELTING, PACKING. ETC.
H. N. Cook Belting Co..

, c. c tt
Fremont and Howard bts., b. t.

qoodyear Rubber Co....5«7 Market St., S. F.

San Francisco,

BOILERS
Keystone Boiler Works,

Mam and Folsom bts., b. i*.

BOLTS, EXPANSION. TpGGLE, ETC.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.,

. c. c i?
1010 Howard St., S. F.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc. Cbee

Adv. for Pacific Coast Agents.)

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA
Carnegie Brick and Po«ery Co., _^ ^, -

Clunie Bldg., Montg'y and Calif. Sts., 5. F.

Gladding, McBcan Co., Crocker Bldg.. S. ^.

Golden Gate Brick Co. .660 Market St., S. F.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co..

Frost Building. Los Angeles

N Clark & Son 17 Spear St., S. F.

Stciger Terra Cotta & Pottery Co..

Mills Bldg., b. r.

Pacific Face Brick Co., t> .1 j
%01 Commercial Club Bldg,. Portland.

Pyrmont Brick Co • • , ' ^''"*^d "V
California Brick Co. and Stockton Brick

Co, represented by United Materials

Co., Balboa Bldg., S. F.

BRICK MASONS „ ,.. . i? c w
McGowan & Butler. 332 Builders' Ex., S. F.

Chas. H. Hock. .910 B Devisadero St.. 5. Jf.

Moore & Hardin, ^ ,, , \x/,.k
610 Washington St.. Vancouver. Wash.

McWhirter & Drake, Builders' Exchange, b. t.

BRICK TILE
. ^.,. _ ...

American Encaustic Tiling Co., Ltd.,

Monadnock Bldg., b. r.

BRICK AND TILE CONTRACTOR-
James Lucas 1«&4 McAllister St., b. t.

Ornamental Iron

Store Fronts

Wire Guards
Folding Gates

Elevator Enclosures

and Cars

Bank and Office

Railings

WESTERN ART METAL and WIRE CO.

ARTISANS
IN ALL KINDS OF

M ETA LS
406-41 1 SIXTH ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE ^ ^ ^ DOUGLAS 3264

'N
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Asbestos "Century" Shinrfes - Residence of C. K. Hull, <i

Geo. W. Seward. OuHford. Architect. Contractor anu

Conn,

I

Asbestos Cenlii'-v'
'•The Roof t

Mm
What roufiiig could the architect or

buildc - ecommend if not Asbestos ''Century"

Shin^
. .

elastic sheets of asbestosiitire

ted under hydraur
oisture liH^t u

I fi bres.

res of temperature—even co usTitr#

nd cement
tos fibres reint

Uniforin in size and shape, '

palntinjc for appearance or presei Yt*ii'j»«, »*•
^

^'^lee^attrJl^lvi coloi;-Newport Gray (silver ijray). Slate (blue black), and

Indian R^d Numerous shapes and several sl/es. Ask your Roofer for new quota-

tlons. Write for Booklet "EverlasHnir 1908."

The Keasbey & Mattison Co.
FACTORS

Ambler, Pennsylvania

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Telephone I

'

M9 \Vlrc Work

Q. Ul
Manufacturer of ^ . ,. ^ , »* ui xr*

Rra^^ and Bronze Hardware for Banks and Churches. Office RailinRs. Folding Gates. Marble I'lt-

Unes CrenToSe Bolts. Suir Railings. Handrail and Footrail Brackets. Flange and bcrew Brackets
tings, ^re"^°5^^j^g.

Copper. Brass. Oxidizing and Electroplating m all its Branches

1047 F0L80M STREET NCR SEVENTH ^^N FRANCISCO

ARCHITECTS* SPflCIFlCATION INDEX~Confinu«d

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.,

Commercial Buildmg, b. r.

United Builders* Supply Co
c* c w

687 Mission bt., b. r.

BUILDERS* SUPPLIES ^. ^ „ ,, .

M. J. McCraken Co... 231 Pme St., Portland

Albert J. Capron.
t> .i j /^

Ainsworth Bldg., Portland, Ore.

Willkomm Building Supply Co.,
^^ c i?

151 Tehama bt., b. v.

Waterhouse & Price 59 Third St., S. F.

BUILDING LOANS—
R. N. Burgess & Co^

r. ui „^
1 Telegraph Ave., Oakland

W. K. Yorston & Co. ,.„,.,,, «, i?
Metropolis Bank Bldg., b. r.

BURLAPS. CANVASES, ETC.
Richter Mfg. Co., ^ « xt t

2 Franklin Ave., Tenafly, N. J.

CAPITALS, MOULDINGS, ETC.
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

o. c i?
680 Mission bt., b. r*.

CARBONIZING COATING
McCormick & Henderson,

, „, . c i?
Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

CASTINGS ^ „ , J ,o,u c* Q P
Steiger & Kerr Co..Folsom and 18th Sts., S. H.

CEMENT , ^,^^^. . c. c 17
Chubbuck & Hams, Itic. .710 Mission bt., b. if.

Pacific Portland Cement Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Western Building Material Co.,

430 California St., S. F.

The Building Material Co., "White Portland/' -

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Holmes Lime Co., „ , t>ij c -o
Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., b. r.

Kerr, Gifford & Co., „ , j #-»•

Concord Bide.. Portland. Ore.

Standard Portland Cement Corporation,
Crocker Bldg., S. F.

CEMENT TESTS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

c* c t?
425 Washington St., b. f

.

CEMENT AND CONCRETE AND BRICK
BLOCKS ^ . _

Ideal Concrete Construction Co.,

105 Grand Ave., Portland Ore.

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Medusa White Portland Cement, California

Agents, The Building Material (Jo.,
Inc.,

5i87 Monadnock Bljig., S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Callahan & Manetta. . . .344 Tenth St.. S. F.

D. Ross Clarke 708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

V W. Mason St. Johns, Ure.

W. N. Whitmore. ^ t- .. , n \

3203 E. 17th St., Fruitvale, Cal.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.

_^ c* c v
425 Washington St., b. r.

CHEMICAL ENCJINES
L. E. Boyle Co 100 Front St., S. t.

CHIMNEY BUILDERS ^. „ „ . o ^
Dunlevy & GetUe....79 City Hall Ave.. S. F.

Dresser, McDonnell & Co.,
39-49 Isis St., S. F.

CHURCH FURNITURE
. ^. ^ ^

Whitaker & Ray Co. .. .770 Mission St.,S. F.

Spencer Desk Co. .. .Monadnock Bldg., b. K
C. F. Weber & Co 365 Market bt., b. 1*.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION ^ _ ^j ^
Bluxome & Co 5 Front St., S. F.

Northwest Bridge Works, « »i -i

Fifteenth and Front Sts., Portland

CONCRETE HOISTS . ^ „ . _ „
The Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist Co.. ban

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, beattle

CONCRETE MIXERS
Beall & Co., Portland. Dr.,

Agents Chicago Concrete Mixer

Coltrin Concrete Mixers, N. J. Morehouse,

Western Agent, Waterloo, Iowa; J. L.

Mery Eng. Co., Monadnock Bldg., S. F.;

V. W. Mason, St. Johns, Oregon.

F. T. Crowe & Co.,
, „ , ^

Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane and Portland

Chas. F. Beebe Co., Agents Smith Concrete

Mixers ...Portland, Ore.

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer,
Pacific Coast Offices, ?89 Folsom St., S. F.

and F. T. Crowe & Co.. Portland and Seattle

Wallace, Lindesmith, Hoist Co.,

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland and

Seattle.
CONCRETE PIPE

Reinforced Concrete Co., Los Angeles,
Monadnock Bldg., S. r.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Lilley & Thurston Co 82 Second St., S. F.

International Fabric & Cable, represented

by Western Builders' Supply Co.,

680 Mission St., S. F.

Arthur Priddle 185 Stevenson St., S. F
Kahn System S. F.. L. A. and Portland

CONTRACTORS, GENERAL
Desfun Co.,

-r. .i j r»
' Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Portland. Or.

W. H. Bagge & Son, Inc., Balboa Bldg., b. i<.

Esterlev Construction Co Berkeley, C^.
_^

Lindgren Co 950 Monadnock Bldg., b. t.

C. A. Brady ^ ^ , ,, . t> u
Builders' Exchange, S. F. and Menlo Park

Continental Fireproofing Co.,

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., b. r.

Laughland & Schnebly Co.,
r^ uy a*

1+43 Broadway, Oakland

Lange & Bergstrom,
. t>ij c w

138 Investors Bldg., S. F.

F. O. Engstrum Co..
Los Angeles and Agnew, Cal.

Ransome Concrete Co Crocker Bldg., S. F.

°^BuilderV Exchange, S. F., and Santa Rosa

Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co.. „,,,,„
106-11 Hansford Block. S. F.

Litherland & Abrey.229 Beck Bldg., Portland

W. McKenzie 734 Washington bt., b. r.

Peter Randolph Co., ^
622 Chronicle Bldg., S. F.

Northwest Bridge Works,
p^^ti^nH

Fifteenth and Front Sts., Portland

Redmond, De Luca & Barzellotti, _^ _ p
628 Montgomery bt., b. r.

C. P. Moore Building Co., _
703 Mills Bldg., S. F.

Walter K. Yorston & Co.
716 Metropolitan Bank B;d«.. b. r.

Smith & Watson Co..... 323 LJ*^^t,5„^'<; F
Gutleben Bros. .944 Monadnock Bldg., b. r.

Stewart & Ratliff. j r.i
2407 Santa Qara Ave., Alameda, Cal.

Keystone Construction Co., ^

Clunte Bldg,, S. r.

Webster-Mace Construction Co..

Merchants' Exchange Bldg., b. r.

E. D. Crowley Co., c» c t?
127 Montgomery St., b. ^.

Chas. King & Co Lick Bldg., S. F.

T & H. E. Sullivan. . « i i .
•'

2O70 University Ave., Berkeley

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,

I
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ARCHITECTS* SPHCiriCATION INDEX-Contliia^d
ENGINEERSCONTRACTORS, GENERAL—Continued

Lucas, James 1&84 McAllister St., S. F.

Rickon-Ehrhart Eng. & Const. Co., „ ^ „
1859 Geary St., S. F.

Wm. A. Butler & Co 660 Market St., S. F.

CORKBOARD INSULATION
.

Armstrong Cork Co.... 693 Mission St., b. i-.

CORNER BEAD
,^ u t w

Parker Corner Metal Bead sold by J. W.
Richards Metropolis Bank Bldg., b. t.

Chubbuck & Harris, Inc. .710 Mission St., b. t.

CORNICES
, ^- cu 11 c* Q F

Chas. S. Amsler 2o Shotwell St., b. K
W Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First bt., b. t.

DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND
Hydrex Damp Proof Paint, sold by L. E.

Boyle Co., Inc 100 Front St.. S. F.

H. D. Samuel Company.. 23 Valencia St. b. if.

Winslow's Hydrolithic Coating, Will-

komm Supply Co., 151 Tehama St.. S. F.

Reliance Damp-Proofing Co.,
, ^,, „

250 Monadnock Bldg., b

DOOR OPENER „ ,^ • i? ci

G. Rischmuller Builders Ex.. b
and 842 37th bt., S

DOOR HANGERS
^

_,.
Reliance Hangers (see page 151)

"John's Hanger," sold by ban Francisco

Hardware Co 3069 Sixteenth bt b. 1^.

Pitcher's Hanger—The Pacific Tank Co.,

318 Market bt., b. F.

DOORS—METAL _ ^. ,. c. r. ui ^
Fred Nichols.... 1137 Sixteenth St . Oakland

Waterhouse & Price 39 Third St., S. t.

Portland Sheet Metal Works, „ , .

E 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland

DOORS—VENEER ^,^. ^ t> »i j
Northwest Door Co., Albina Ave.. Portland

DRILLS BRICK AND STONE
Star Expansion Bolt Co.,

1010 Howard St., S. F.

DUMB WAITERS
Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,

139-141 Beale St..

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St

C. K. Claggett. . . .66 Park St.. Portland, Or,

Hanbrtdge-Loyst Electric C^,^

F.-

F.

F.

S. F.

. S. F.

564 Eddy St., S. F.

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St.. S. F.

Steger Electrical Works Fresno, Cal.

Comet Electric Co Portland, Ore.

A. C. Thode 860 Waller bt., S. F.

Western Electric Works, „ , j ^
61 6th St., Portland, Or.

Oregon Engineering Co. „ . , ^
Beck Building, Portland, Or.

ELEVATORS
Van Emon Elevator Co., ^ „

54 Natoma St., S. F.

Otis Elevator Company,
Stockton and North Point, S. F.

Wells & Spencer Machine Co..
139 Beale St., S. P.

Hammond Elevator Co.,
Seventh and Kine Sts., S. v.

ELEVATORS. SIGNALS, FLASHLIGHTS AND
DIAL INDICATORS

Elevator Supply & Repair Co..
593 Market St., S. F.

W. W. Breite Clunie Bldg., S. F.

Cox & Vengelen 229 Pine St., Portland

Charles List 211 Williams Bldg., S. F.

F. T. Amweg, C. E.. 700 Marston Bldg., S. F.

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM
Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,

593 Market St., S. F.

FILTERS o c «
American Filter Co.. 16 California St., b. F.

FIRE ESCAPES „ , ^ ^
Standard Iron Works Portland, Ore.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Goodyear Rubber Company,

FIREPROOFING 5«7-591 Market St., S. F.

Gladding, McBean & Co.,
311 Crocker Bldg., S. F.

Continental Fircproofing Co.,

908 Mutual Bank Building, S. F.

Roebling Const'n Co.. Crocker Bldg., S. F.

San Francisco Fireproofing Company, Col-

lins' system .. Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

Healy-Tibbitts Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.

National Fireproofing Co..
e i:-Monadnock Bldg., S. r.

Dodd's Interlocking Block Co.
24 California St., S. t.

California Fire Proof Construction Co.

614 F. P. Fay Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

FIREPROOF FLOORING
Demolith Fireproof Flooring Company,

417 Montgomerv St.. S. F.

FIREPROOF SHUTTERS AND DOORS
Tas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

FIRE PARTITIONS
Dodds' Interlocking Block Co.,

24 California St., S. F.

FIRE PROTECTION
Goodyear Rubber Company, _

557-591 Market St., S. P.

FLOOR POLISH
Butcher's Boston Polish Co.,

356 Atlantic Ave,. Br>*ton, Matt.
FLOORING—ENGLISH BLOCK FLOOR

Tas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co..

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bldg.. S. F.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
California Magnesite Co. ^ , » ,

1352 Palmetto St., Los Angeles

Carrelin Asbestos Flooring Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.

GENERAL INSPECTION
Western Inspection Bureau.

621 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

GLASS—PRISM. ART. ETC.
.

San Francisco Art Glass....944 Mission. S. F.

Cal. Art Glass Works.. 938 Howard St., S. F.

United Glass Co 115 Turk St., S. F.

Povey Bros. Glass Co.,
Fifth and Flanders Sts., Portland

W. H. Judson Art Glass Co.

720 S. Broadway, Los Angeles. Cal.

Decorative Art Glass Works
643 San Pedro St., Los .\ngeles

T
Dealers in STRU

11 Tf^f%

HAL m
I BEAMS, ANGLES. CHANNELS, TEES,
BARS, BANDS, HOOPS AND RIVETS.

OFFICE

343 Monadnock Building

WAREHOUSE AND YARD

19th and Minnesota Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
I
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GRAVEL AND CRUSHED ROCK
Chas P. Nott. ..379 Alma St.. Palo AUo Cal.

John Cassaretto 24d Berry St.. S. F.

California Bldg. Material Co..
Pacific Bldg., b. t.

HARDWOOD AND INLAID FLOORS
Inlaid Floor Co 398 Eddy St., S. F.

HARDWOOD LUMBER ^ c. c w
E. A. Howard Co 20 Howard St.. S. F.

Brown-King Co., ... „ ^, r\ \ t j
First St.. bet. Wash'n & Clay, Oakland

White Brothers. j c*. c p
Cof. Spear and Howard Sts., b. r.

DLieckman Hardwood Co.. Welch Bldg., b. t.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Marbleite Hardwall Plaster, sold by West-

ern Building Material Co., o. c i?
340 Steuart St., S. F.

Adamant Co.. Worcester Bld«.. Portland

Nevada Gypsum Hardwall Plaster Co..

Pacific Bldg., b. t.

Mound House Plaster Co.. ''R^an*' Brand,

1417 Metropolis Bank Bldg., b. t.

HEATING AND VENTILATING _, . . ^^
W. G. McPherson Portland, Or.

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,

523 Market St., b. r.

Burness & Martin. 129 Sixteenth St., Portland

A. W. Curry 116 Grand Ave., Portland

T! C. Thronson, ,, ,
. 0*1^

413 Hawthorne Ave., Portland

Thos. E. Hulma & Co., ^.. ^ _ „ ^, ^
275 Fifth St., Portland

C. L. Johnson & Co., n *i j
285 Grand Ave., Portland

Gardner & Kendall Heatinc Co.,
40-42 Second St., Portland, Ore.

Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351-353 N. Main St., Los Angeles

Solar Heater Co..
. . ^ t a 1

333 New High St.. Los Angeles

Mangrum & Otter. Inc.. 507 Mission St., S. F.

Pacific Blower & Heater Co.,
3261 17th St., S. F.

Glllcy-Schmid Co., Inc.,
-^

13th and Mission bts., b. r.

United Builders' Supply Co.,,
, c» c w

687 Mission bt^^ Ss.^ f.

HEATING ENGINEERS ^ „ , . n
Cox & Vengelen.. 229 Pine St Portland. Ore.

W E Leland Merchants Ex. Bldg., b. r.

HINGES
. „. _^ , ^^

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges, Stanley Co.,

New Britain, Conn.

HOTELS
Fairmont Hotel. _.

California and Powell Sts., b. b.

Hotel Stewart. Geary, near Powell St., S. F.

Argonaut Hotel
, ,,. • c i?

Fourth St.. bet. Market and Mission, b. t.

IMITATION STONE c» c p
O Barbi 612 Washington St., S. ¥.

Ideal Concrete Construction Co.,

102 Grand ave., Portland, Or.

INSURANCE ^, c» c F
Pacific Surety Co.. 326 Montgomery St.. S. F.

Voss, Conrad ft Co . . Monadnock Bldg., 5. F.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

c» c tt
425 Washington St., b. r.

INTERIOR DECORATING
c. c tt

L. Tozer & Son Co. ........ ...Pme St., S. F.

C. E. Gordon 1235 Pierce St., S. F.

Schastey & VoUmer.. 1'930 Van Ness Ave., b. t .

W. W. Tuckcr,^^
^^^ Webster Sts., Oakland

Pfister & Co 169 Grove St.. S. F.

JOIST HANGERS
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

c. c w680 Mission bt.. b. r.

LAUNDRY MACHINERY.
Western Laundry Machinery Co.,

51^-^60 Fremont St., b. r-

LAUNDRY TRAYS
Gladding, McBean & Co.,

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^

J. F. Reilly & Co 23 Spencer Place, S. F.

Peerless Mfg. Co 364 Eleventh St.. b. F.

"Anchor Brand" Cement Tray, manufac-

tured by Portland Cement Laundry Iray

Co 289 Union ave., Portland

lighting" FIXTURES
Barrett's Lighting Fixtures, _, . . ^.^^

408 Morrison St., Portland Ore,

The Enos Company. . 1748 California St.. b. b.

Adams & HoUopeter 745 Mission St., b. l*.

Morrison Electric Co., r>^,*\^„A
291 Morrison St., Portland

Holmes Lime Co Mutual Bank Bldg., S. F.

LUMBER
E. K. Wood Lumber Company, ^ _^ „ „

Santa Marina Bldg., 112 Market St., S. F.

Santa Fc Lumber Co.. ^ ,_ c* c i?
17th & De Haro Sts. S. F.

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
California Hydraulic Eng & Supply Co.,

523 Market St., b. F.

Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351 N. Main St.. Los Angeles

Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg.. S. P.

Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co..

Folsom and 18th bts., S. F.

MAGNESITE
California Magnesite C^^

1352 Palmetto St.. i^os Angeles

MAILING CASES „ _
Mailing Ca.se Mfg. Co San Francisco

MARBLE
. ^^ ^, ... .

Italian & American Marble Works,
16th and Carolina bts., b. r.

Calif. Peerless Stone and Tile Co., _ ., ,. ^
Foxcroft Building

Baxter Marble Co • .Call Bldg., S. F.

Columbia Marble Co., 268 Market St S^ t-

MATTING RUBBER AND TILING RUBBER
Goodyear Rubber Company,

c» c w
587-591 Market St., S. F.

METAL CEILINGS » r- ,

San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St.. S. F.

Western Art Metal and Iron Co.^
^^_^ g_ ^_

MONEY FURNISHED FOR BUILDING PURPOSES

TFR K Y

6eneral Contractors and Builders

L716

METROPOLIS BANK BUILDIW

New Hoatgonery ann Hirtet Stt.

SU FRMCmO, CAL

OMgItt 7709J i

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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M-ETAL AND STEEL LATH ^^
"AH United Steel Studding

. c* c w
Lilley & Thurston Co., .82 Second St., S. F

METAL SHINGLES ^ , ^ ^, ^ ,

.

Meurcr Bros., rep. by J. A. McDonald,
Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S^. F.

W: Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works,
E. 7th and E. Madison Sts.. Portland, Ore.

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS ^ ^ ^
Waterhouse & Price o9 Third St., b. t*.

Portland Sheet Metal Works, Portland, Ore.

MILL WORK ^ c. w r 1

Enterprise Mfg. Co Stockton, CaL

MOTORS, GENERATORS, ETC.
Engineering & Maintenance Co., ^ „ „"

195 Fremont St., S. P.

Western Electric Works, „. , ^ t> ., j
61 Sixth St., Portland

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES
McCormick & Henderson, ^ „,. ex?

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

OIL BURNERS
, c^ e t?

Dietert Swenson Co 80 Tehama St., S. K
G. E. Witt Co 850 Howard St., S. F.

S. T. Johnson Co 1334 Mission St., S. l*.

California Oil Burner Co Oakland
OII^-CRUDE FUEL ^ r,,^ e ,:.

Associated Oil Co...WeUs. Fargo Bldg., S. F.

OPERA CHAIRS
^ , ^,^ ^ _

Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., b. F.

Whitaker & Ray Co 770 Mission St., S. F.

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK, CAPITALS
AND BRACKETS

. ^ ^ o t?
D. Ross Clarke Builders' Exchange, S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co., „ ^ „
680 Mission St., S. F.

ORIENTAL GOODS
Sing Fat Co.,

. r- i* • c- <; vDupont and Cahfornia Sts., b. F.

Sing Chong Co., ^ ,/ • c w
601 Dupont St.. cor. California, S. F.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE—
G. Lissem 1047 Folsom St.

Chr. Deterding 67 Clementina St.

White Ornamental Iron Co.,

499 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co., Represent-

ing The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati

T. G. Braun Chicago and New York
Sartorius Co., Inc.. 16th and Utah Sts., S. b.

Rudgear-Merle Ornamental Iron &
Bronze Co Bay and Stockton Sts., S. r.

PAINT FOR CEMENT ^^„„vTn.
BAY STATE BRICK AND CEMENT
COATING.—Made by Wadsworth, How-
land & Co. (Inc.). See adv. in this issue

for Pacific Coast agents.

PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES. ETC.
Paraffine Paint Co., «ij c w

Merchants Exchange Bldg., b. F.

Standard Varnish Works, represented by
W. P. Fuller & Co., S. F. and L. A.

Paving
Warren Construction Co.,

217 Beck Bldg., Portland, Ore.

PHOTOGR.\PHY
F. M. Metzgar 58 Market St., S. ^.

P. C. Armitage 82 Third St., S. F.

R. T. Waters Co 717 Market St., S. F.

PLASTERERS ^ t> , ^ ^
C. A. Marks 42 21st St.. Portland, Or.

D. Ross Clark.... 708 Pacific Building, S. F.

A. J. Houch & Son,

S. F^
S. F.

PLUMBING
Henry T

431 E. Harrison St., Portland, Ore.

PUMPS, MACHINERY, ETC.
c. c i?

Woodin & Little Spear St., b. t.

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,

523- Market St., S. F.

RAILROADS ^, ^ ^, . _ _
Southern Pacific Co Flood Bldg., b. f.

Corvallis & Eastern Ry Portland. Ore.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Pioneer Roll Paper Co Los Angeles

Mackenzie Roof Co.,
427 Fifteenth St., Oakland

The Watson Roof Co., o. c i?
French Bank Bldg., 110 Sutter St.,. S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co , e. c i?
680 Mission St., b. r

Paraffine Paint Co.,
. ^ , „, , <, w

Merchants Exchange Bldg., b. F

H. D. Samuel Company.. 23 Valencia St., S. F.

Olympic Roofing Co., Red Diamond Brand,

420 Sweetland Bldg., Portland

Eagle Roofing Co.,
,. „ , t,,j„ c fMetropolis Bank Bldg., b. r.

Ford & Malott,
Mariposa and Iowa bts., b. r.

ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS _^ _ „
Lilley & Thurston Co.. .. .82 Second St., S. F.

Tas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co..3 W. 29th St., N. Y.

McCormick-Hender.Son Co.,
Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

ROLLING PARTITIONS
Jas. G. WUson Mfg. Co.,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co., , _,, , ^ i?

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

RUBBER STAMPS. ETC.
Patrick & Co 126 Bush St., S. F.

RUBBER TILING
-„., ^^ , . c* c w

Goodyear Rubber Co., a87 Market St., S. F.

^1 Fourth St., Portland

SAFES ^ , ^
Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Co., . _^ _ _.

36 Second bt., b. r.

SAND FOR CONCRETE
California Bldg. Material Co.

____^____ Pacific Bldg.. S. t.

L. E. Chattock 771087 Natoma St.. S. Pr^

SANITARY FLOORING ^, r^
"Magnolith," Portland Sanitary Floor Co.,

Ifi5 Tefferson St., Portland

SANITARY SPECIALTIES ,
. , „,^ „ ^

D. H. Gulick Lick Bldg., S. F.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Whitaker & Ray Co 770 Mission St., S. K
C. F. Weber & Co.

.

.-. . .365 Market St., S. F.

210 N. Main St., Los Angeles

SCREENS. T, 1 J ii/f

E T. Burrowes Co Portland. Me.

SHEET METAL WORK „. o c it

W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. t.

Feldman & Sommerf
,. r. e o

134-136 Fourteenth St., S. F.

Yager Sheet Metal Work, ^ , , j
10O6 Seventh St., Oakland

Chas. S. Amsler 25 Shotwell St., S. F.

Maddern,
1169 Jefferson St.. Oakland

Ahlbach & Mayer 7-5 Dorland St.. S. F.

Fox & Co 209 Second St., Port and

M. L. Kline *4 Front St., Port and

Taylor & Stanton 306 Pine St., PortUnd
Thos. E. Hulme 275 Fifth St., PortUnd
The Gauld Co... 9 North Front St.. Portland

f. F. Shea. Second and Ankeny Sts., Portland

Ryan Bros.. « ^, . a>
540 Williams ave., Portland, Ore.

WM. H. FORD W. H. MALOTT

Telephone Market 15%

FORD & MALOTT
Felt, Asphalt and Gravel

Roofing Contractors
Roofing Supplies. "Fibrestone" Flooring.

Asphalt Floors and Sidewalks

OFFICE AND YARD

Mariposa St., at Iowa St., Sao Francisco

Members Builders' Exchange—Builders'

Association
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ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX~C»«tliMi«d

QWTMri F «;tATNS STEEL AND IRON-STRUCTURAL-Cont'd

^'"'Pa'^rkel ^p'^res'ton^ & Co., Whittier-Coburn City I-« Works 303 F-n^ ^^^
Portlami

Company, .|- Francisco and Los An.
^o"d.^rHuddaV}?!^

.

^"".tsful^Lxiu S. f!
geles. Pacific Coast Distributors.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland. Ore.
SLATERS' CEMENT ^ , ^ „ ,. „ STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON—Continued

Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing
Pacific Rolling Mills,

Clinton Metallic Paint Co.. Clinton, N. Y. *'a"hc Komng^mi
^^^ ^-^^^^^^^^^^ sts., S. F.

^^^^}^3 '^^^f 1, «, r« Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.
G.add.„g. McBean * C^

Crpc.e. BM|
|.

F. Joshua H.„d. Uon Wo,.».
^ ^

Meurer Bros Builders' Exchange, S. F.
t^^^i^- * Qnotswood Co

San Francisco Metal Jtaigying^Co.^^^
^ ^

Tayler & Spot^ood^ Co.,^^^
^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^

^"^'^U^letPwJrfouse Co., ^^'p'adfic Tank Company. .318 Market St.. S. F.
Haslett warehouse

^\^''^^.^^^^^.^ g^^ g. P. THEATER CURTAINS . ^
STABLE STALLS AND FIXTURES ^ ^ „ Elevator Supply & Repair Co^

Howe Scale Co 143 Main St., S. F. 593 Market St., S. F.

STAMPED SHEET METAL ORNAMENTS TILE, MOSAIC. MANTELS ETC. „^ _ _
San Francisco Metal Staniping & Corru- Mangrum & Otter 561 Mission bt

,
b. r.

gating Co., 296 Eleventh St., S. F. Oregon Art Tile Co.. 311 Stark St.. Portland

STANDARD SCALES „ ^ , .,.;J;Vt^- rT^^AfJ^FRS^''^^ '

''*" '''

George A. Riggs, rep. The Howe Scale VACUUM CLEANERS
Co'... '".:.. .'143-149 Main St.. S. F. Vacuum Engineering ^Comp^any^^^

^^^^ ^ ^ ^
STEAM POWER PLANTS VALVE PACKING . xr ^ ,The Tracy Engineering Company, "Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook

823 Sheldon Bl^g., S. F. BcUhig Co 317 Howard St.. S. F.
700 Central Bank Bldg., Los Angeles ,„^,^^, »xt „t rwrkc AWMivrQ ftp

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE VENETIAN BLINDS AWNINGS. ETC.

^^;J''T\^ H^'ul^aTt 356 Market St S F
^"' ^' " W^^th'St.. New York, and

Woods & Huddart 355 Market at., a. r.
•^,s^r^,~^•,r.^r ^^mrxA^r^nn Co

Tayler & Spo.swood Co.. McCorm>ck.Hend.r.on Co
^ ^

Minnesota and 19th bts., b. r.
\7T?MTrTrR<> *

STEEL ERECTING ^ ^ ^ niS^^ann Hardwood Co
C. A. Blume ... 185 Stevenson St.. S. F. ^^"^""vJ^rBTdg-S^'California St.. S. F.
Wm. B. Abbitt Construction Co., Jl *

"

370 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. VENTILATORS ,

''^^?hV^M^^£Yh^^:.^!'.'^.^LVmdg-, S. F.
'"^^'^

^^"^^^;;^'?59"Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS WATER HEATERS
J. G. Braun. 537 W. |Sth^St..^N. Y., a^nd^^^^

""""^t^'it^ ^^^ '^•' ^^^^"^"°°' ^'"^

STEEL STUDDING AND LATH John Wood Mfg. Co
^^^^^^^

qTRFFT^ PAVING WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.

Denny Renton Clay and Coal Co. The Building Material Co., Inc
i^enny ^en

Lo^n,an Building. Seattle 587 Monadnock Bldg , S. F.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.. ^„_^ _ ,
^"Hydrex Felt." sold by L-E Boyle Co

Frost Building, Los Angeles Inc. 100 Front
f

*•• ^- ^•

Warr«.n Construction Co., Aquabar Co Philadelphia, Pa.
Warren ^onstruct.o^n^^^o^^^^

Portland. Ore. WHITE ENAMEL FINISH
STRUCTURAL STEEL CONTRACTORS "Satinette." W P;^

/"J
-^& ^-^ ^oast citie.

Mortensen Construction^Co.,^^.^^^
^^^^ ^ ^ WINDOWS. RivlRjBLE.'ETc'

STEEL AND IRON-STRUCTURAL Dean Reversible Window Co
c^ s F

Pennsylvania Steel Co., Chronicle Bldg.. S. F.
„, ,. c j^ c

^51 Brannan bt.. b. r.

Brode & Clark Iron Works.^^^^^^
^^_^ ^_ ^^

HIpolito Screen &/ash^ Co.^^_^
^^^ ^^^^^^^

u

PHONE FRANKUN 1763

ITED GLASS
WORKS
H. R. HOPPS, Prop.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS

OF ALL KINDS

ART MOSAICS

I 5 Turk Street, San Francisco

When wr o Advertisers mention this Magazine.

I

/

I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. H
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TERRA COTTA.PRESSED BRICK.PIPE,

FIRE PROOFING.ROOFING TILE, ^
FLUE LININGS, FIRE TILE,

-^

LAUNDRY TRAYS.

ETC.

yfi^^^ WORKS

3II-3I7 CROCKER BLDG_...... , ..JCISCO.

FRED. J. n W. £L. i\. L^i li^i ir-ii\ 1 , V-. t.

Memocr /^. ivi, ,:x>c . C E.

Rirk^OM CUOUART
ENGlNhLKlN :>iKUCnON CO.

Civil Engineers and Contrac

1859 GEARY STREET
Phone West 1 300 SAN FRANCISCO

M%

Wb ^nu iVLr

^ M M ^ ml A

THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors, Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,

Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest

Grades made. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

Secoad mod Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.

ROOMS

4M-414 FROST BUILDING

The Architect and Engineer 15

HOTEL CADILLAC, San Francisco. Meyer & O'Brien. Architects.

.Architectural Terra Cotta and Brick used in the

construction of this fin'- > •.;i,^jne mnHp hv

CARNEGIE BRICK -'" V/>
M. A. MURPHY. General Manager.

:o.

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA, PRESSED D BRICK.
Main Office. Cor. Montgomery and California bxs.. b.\:^ i k-aauisCO.

Y4,Pr^<? «AN PRANTTSrn OAKTAND. BFRKELEY. SAN JOSE.

W. E. Dennison, President Jambs H. Bishop, Secretary L. A. Steiger, Manage I

GER

\
i

\

Manufacturers : Architectural Terra Cotta; Semi-dry

Pressed Brick; Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow Tile Fire-Proofing; Terra Cotta Chimney
Pipe; Electric Conduit Tile, Drain Tile :::::::

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases : : : :

Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks : : : :

Acid Jars; Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fire Clay; Modeling

Clay; Fire Brick Dust : Fire Brick; Fire Til©

telephones
{

S. F.-Te,
Factory—Alameda 5U9

N CL
ALAMEDA

?A SONS

Main Office: 729 MlHs BulMlw, San f ranclsco

CKy Yard : Eighteenth and ENvislon Sts., San frandsco

% 1^ I m §^\

Incorporated January 11. 1889

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural Terra Cotta, Prewed i3rick. Vitrified and Terra
Cotta Pipe, HoUoTiv Tn ^^re ProoKng, Fire Brick

Tile and ^ iay Products

^1 SAN FRANCISCO

O
11

OFFICE, 17 y 19 SPEAR STI

ih ii.-.x

' "'". 'if'd by r-uF tradf
._ A.Kit^. BOSTON, MASS

lflH% 1 tl»WNIR(

n writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to .\dvertisers mention this M

tf-i.fe^^&AfeaaSr.il^'Siailgja^j
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th«y iMwr* plM«l tli«lr acwicsr lor

s 1104 Metropolis Bank Build

-

FrancUco.

LAND" EXPANDED METAL LATH

d Sheets Covered with Aotl-Rust Solution

Reversible

Reasonable

I (

II- I
'
l~

STANDARD- AND '' SANTA CRUZ_ CEMENT
MAM i^HUTES - - HiNNlAR J>OORS
PIN CONNECTED Gl"- - " ^ "l"

SYSTEM OF ^ w NTS
^T^DHC: .,. ^ TAL

-f- M u. " 1--1 ;j i-j ^ ? *-- ,^-:NG HAI^t.ri

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Gfiij I^Al
Tf O

r b NT
ANNUAL PRODUCT^" 1 ,700,000 BARRELS

A HIGH GRA[ f: F % ^ 1^ I

Strength

and

Uniformity

Passes Every

Requirement of

the Most

Exacting

Specifications

GOL'^p'N GATE CEMENT
Is Guarante L: i

of the Specifications o! ilu;

Society of Civil Engin

ment

iiencan

THE PACIFIC PORTLAND CE¥ CO., Con.

OFFICES

PACIFIC BUILDING, - SAN FHANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

612 union trust bldg ,
- los angeles, califohnia

41 1 board of trade bldg ,
- portland, oregon

works: cement, solano county, California

When wilting to Advertisers mention thi iC.

8
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AM[RllAN ^UAu5iii liLiI1U t r LIU.

v^ ENERAL OFFICES: ZANESVIl^LE. OHIO. U. S. A.

Executive Offices and Salesroom
1123 Broadway. NEW YORK

WESTERN OFFICE: 681 MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

W. W. FUNGE. JR . WESTERN SALES MANAGER

OUR NEW PROCESS—NON-CRAZING

•AETCO" WALL TILES "A ETC O"
WITH PATENT DOVETAIL ANCHOR BACK

Sums up as follows

:

'A"="AKTCO" Patent Dovetail Anchor Grip

H" —"RIVET" actually formed in setting:.

Absolute security ag^ainst tiles comingf off.

Wliy take chances with any other make when you can get

'AETCO" wall tiles at the same price?

A

Our manufactures embrace the following departments

:

Dep. "A" Ceramic Mosaic Tiles

Vitreous and Encaustic Tilea

"AETCO" WallTiles, Base, Cap, Cove, etc.

Embossed and Art Decorated Tiles

Art Ceramic Mosaic Tiles

Faenza, Terra-Vitrea and Enamels
Brick-Tiles and Special Work

Dep.
It* I >.

"B"
"C"
"D"
'*E"

"G"

SPECIFN

than ar

CoBOc

f^

TILE
-^•SE

RESULTING ANCHOR FORMED IN

SET

FACSIMILE a*OSS SECT ION

We*
fuUb

smples. I^uili »nd

.CO." Tiles.

^
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p

I

H

STANDARD PORTLanu utMtNi Corporation

SANT* ^RUZ PORTLAND CEMENT Company
-rn BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

SPRECh > BROS. COMMERCIAL CO.
ANGELES, GAL.

GALBRAITH, BACON & CO.
SEATTLE, WASH.

F. T. CROWE & CO. .

PORTLAND, ORE.

AND BY, THE LEADING DEALERS IN EVERY CITY ON
THE PACIFIC SLOPE

I

writnig: t

iJi:tL..iVLia^ffijkAtJJVfeilii»irii>iAftft^liifcfl!5.iitV[^^

Tj»* , * jn-fcEJ-^rfiSttat J>^A 1 ^__^'J^4>.*-^i - ^**^^Sc,^^»L'ijfA^^i^^^^&^^
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an

EMPIR PL
RED FROM

Pu
(CAPACIt

•^^ck Gypsum
OAILY)

FIBERED HARDWALL PLASTER

FINISHING PLASTER

HARDWALL PLASTER

CASTING PLASTER

DENTAL PLASTER

LAND PLASTER

NEVADA GYPSUM CO.
a BUIL^DIIVa, SAIN FRA

E
\\r

AiN
,L r>

MANUFACTURED BY

Mound House Plaster Co.
MOUND HOUSE, NEV.

1417 METROPOLIS BANK BLDQ.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHONE DOUGLAS 3839

TBiVIRORARY SAL,BSROOiVI
1-iASUBTT WAREMOUSE COAlPAIN^'^

^d and Townsend Streets

Wken writinff to \<lvertiscrs mention this Magazine.

The Architect and Rn<^ineer

KEEPS OUT WlATFO iND DAMPNESS

A High-Grade Damp-proof und

IIINVISIBLE"

PHONE KEARNY 4499

IS OUARANTEBD TO PASS ALL REQUIREMENTS

Pacific Coast Distributor

J. A. O I I I

The Lime Man
693 MISSION STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

AOENTS WANTED KOR

1 OS ANOELES F»ORTUANU

8EAXXLK SACRAMBNTO
SROKANE

OAKLANO

When writing to Advertiicrs mention tWs Magazine.

ti
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r
REINFORCE!) CON

•rr pm

With GREAT CAR-
RYING CAPACITY.

Unequalled for

SEWERS and
WATER

CONDUITS

MADE
WHERE
•USED

WITH
LOCAL
lATERIALjl

AND

LABOR

Thoroughly Reinforced and Having Lock Joints

Which are '^ Kfur .ni STRONG as the Pipe

ElNFORCFCCONCfi^'* PIPE CO

SAN FRANCISCO
369 MONADNOCK BUILDING

L08 ANGELES SEATTLE
716 CENTRAL BUILDINa CENTRAL BUILDINC

Wh«B writing to AdTcrtisers mention this Magazine.

The Architect and Engineer \7

HIPOUTO REVERSIBU

to modern

buikling

equipment •<

flectric light-

ing. Admit

perfect

ventilation

and cleaning

fr<wi the

INSIDE.
Used in the

lirst and larg-

t-tt residences

and office

buildings

on the Pacific

Coast.

hir^
634-

iiOMB 5190

San Francisco Sales Agents

WESTERN BUILDERS* SUPPLY CO.

680 Mission Street

TELCPHHONE DC

';:p Manufd
: n—ORMTr I

sotc or

TELESCOPE MAIUIiG GASES
AND

LIQUID MAILERS
•

The only mailing case on the

market that guarantees

absolute protection to

blue prints and

tracings.

264-272 natoma st
San Francisco

SFANLEY'S BALL

BEARING HINGES

uiii LJiuu.4t; ui i_/icci

Nothing else so good
for Hanging Doors.

No wearing down, no

creaking, no need of oiling

— For sale by —
Hardware Dealers

Attractive Literature Free

"NIEYWOBKS
% J %_ J Inn

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

I
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The Entire
Plant for the

I

f 1

Tankless Water Seal Sys-
« hMrvjinir dirt directly Into

Cm I t X opeinti i in Liii^ building equiipped
with elc^ 11 leit % i ,1 ,. lectric liglnting.

A practieui tlevice ^svhiclnL saves its cost in

labor, \\ ear and tear in a stiort time.
^Write to tis, ja;i\ ing yonr requirements, and

Nve TTv^ill gladly rLUiii-4li eliciwings and figures.

VAGUU nf%NEERING C(
S A N

FRANK R
M'

Interior

Decoration

House
' Painting

Natural Woo<31 F^shmg
A SPECIALTY

We Carry the Latest Things in

Artistic Wall Papers and Burlaps

Visit our New Studio in the

New. Maple Hall Building

W. W. TUCKER
1 4th and Webster 320 1 4th Street

SSE;j7.6 OAKLAND

H«ry P. Vo^sr

Robt. M. Besgi

JVr VOLLMER

FOR

INTERIORS

DECORATIONS

FURNISHINGS

HOTEL EQUIPMENT

1936 Van Ness Avemic,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

Telephone Franklin 272V

J
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ken /

Art in ^"^in^lc St^*"«
(Waterproof and Odorless)

THESE Shingle Stains contain no creosote and

are >.bsolutely free from all objectionable odor.

They create .-.n impervious coatinjf. causing the

shingle to shed water hke a duck's back thereby

keeping out dampness, the greatest enemy known t..

wood, and doubling the life of shingles.

Everything that enters into the make ot Art ..,

Shingle Stains is of the. highest quality possible tor

man'to produce; they are made
^^J^^^^^''l%lf/,l

manner. Colors of ei'treme tone aad ricttaeas

and of absolute purity.

Endorsed bv Leading Architects and others

Send for'Cabinet of Rich Colors, free

«_, • A Di.«4^»r Cnfltinff Adamant Cement Floor Coating

W.Urpi;rS:J imtr.'" "''wS3.V,!pSS"2?.t.n, W.t.rpn». Brtc. .od S.one FUUr

M AVl'TMrTURKD '^oTFrV BY

ParKer. Preston CKL Co.. Inc.. NorwicH, Conn.

WH
SAN FP

URN COMPANY, Distributors

AND - - LOS AVCn FS CAL.

// f , easy to be tvfli informed.

iVrtte for Modern Wood Ftn

t^htng'' u'ftich contains accurate

reproducttons of tt number of

popular tinishes/or simply tear

out this ad. put your n ime on

the margin and send it to us

h will pay yoi

;hc quertion oi th

and in»i«t on the

i\yua r..--^u. Products,

all leadmi afchiiccti aad painters as the

N V

« HE WOOD F 1 Nl S H I N c
BOX .21 NtV^ MILFORD. * *'*N N U «i A

Mtw -iOnn Chicago. i»hi

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magaiine.

.> ..'.'V^
jgg^ ^s^S^^i*> ' j* ^jwn
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1 a

.IAS. Q. n
3 West NRW

Rolli
i %

Bi

Rolling Partitions lor Dividing Rooms, Hygienic ^

Venetian Awnings, Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors, Slid

ing Swing Doors :: ::

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York office or the following Contracting Agents:

McCQRMlCK-HENDERSON
510 Postal Telegraph Bldg.,

San Francisco. Gal.

' A. J. CAPRON,
Ainsworth Building, f^ortland. Ore

S. W. R. DALLY.
Colman Building. Seattle, Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELL

,

720 Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Ecooiomy in TireprooBni
II

Send us your plans where fir* proof construction is specified and let us

show you how favorably our turures compare with the cost of using

other material which does not give as efficient fire protection.

NAT" " L FIRE PROOFING CO
MANUFACTURKRS OK

TLRRA GOTTA
CONTRACTORS FOR

CONSTRUCTION OF FIREPROOr BUILDINGS
The Largest Firm In the World Devoted Exclusively to the Business of Fireproof Construction

CaplM Twelvsmnd-one-half Million Dollars

CHICAGO. Commercial National Bank Building
WASHINGTON. D. C. Colorado Building

PHILADELPHIA. Land Title Building
PITTSBURG. Fulton Building

BOSTON. Old South Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.. 925 Security Building
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Lumber Exchange

LONDON. ENG.. 26 Chancery Lane
NEW YORK. Flatiron Building

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Twenty SIX Factories Throughout the United States

San Francisco Office : 972-4 MONADNOCK BLDG,
CHARLES BROOnS. Resident Manager

When writing to A sers mention this Magazine.

I

Memorial WinHo^ ir

t. huiLh, 3an I rant.

<Ea
U4*

The most economical and dependable hot

water service obtainable is furnished by

HUMPHREY INSTANTANEOUS QAS

BATH WATER HEATERS
Always ready, no repairs, make baihmg a pleasure. Hot

water as easy to secure as cold—almost as cheap:

a big hot bath, TWO CENTS.

KVHRY HEATER GUARANTEED
Sold by all Plximbers

I janjsome Catalog No. 9. Free on request to

HUMPHREY CO.
5t>3 N. Rose St. Kalamazoo, MicH.

Att (litluii nrka
WILLIAM SCHMOCDEn. Pmc*.

MCMOPIIAL WINDOWS A SPECIALTY

Staining Crystallizing

Embossing Beveling

Binding and

Cutting

i \ \\
*

\\i\m

it'i ',
I* J'Jf

i\w

m
iStup

HtADER

938 HOWARD ST.. SAN FRANCISCO l|

When writing to Advertisers

IportionI ^>

tof DOOM I

Johns tiANGtR k-^ipiwii

fkooa LiMe

'1^

JOHN'S PATENT

DOOR HANG

JR

For Single and Double Sliding Doors. Doubl»

Bail-Bearing. Exceedingly Sinaple. Perfectly

Noiseless. A Two-Piece Track-Hardwood
Face. Made o( Rolled Steel. Extra Wide

Kan?e of Adjustment.

SAN F

\y

inc:ii I M Mi

^f_^ „ r ^ ^S^J^^^^jSii
,T JMPvn 1i^ie,«iJa..giaBafc4Jkv.8iaaaJ!i.;;&f<4^!.':S

Vi*M»

L'SKS
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San Francisco

Metal Stamping

and

Corniptlfig

(iOlllMllV

STAMPED AND SPUN

SHEET METAL

ORNAMENTS
Statue Work. Mission

Tile, Art Metal Ceilings

Phone Market
1097

SAN FRANCISCO.
CALIFORNIA

Manufacturers of

Architectural Sheet Metal Work

Hi

« «

Sbte and Metai

Patented Metal Mission lite

VeRtaatina Skylights

Metal Windows

152-160 FKST ST.. Smi Francisco

Branch:

916 WtBSTlR STOO. OAKLAM)

Jno. D. McGilvray Robert C
Pres. and Gen. Mgr. " Secretary

The McGilvrav Stone

Rsfi^find Granite

I - 1 •
II ij 1

MASONRY AND STONE
CONTRACTORS

OFFICE AND YARDS:

St., San Francisco, Cal.
634-666

Operating

:

DuNTRUNE Quarry, Sites,

Colusa Co., Cal.

Granite Quarry, - Raymond, Cal.

Made in Ten
Standard

Types

Architectural

and
Ornamental
Sheet Metal

Work

Metal

Skylights

Contractors

for

Tin

State

Tile

and

Composition
Roofing

PORTLAND SHEET Hr ^ WORKS
Factors /th an-!

TLANI
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. .rtE-PROOF CON

STEEL and REINFORCED CONCRETE

i^yj'^u'ost Briflge

PORTLAND, ORfc.

Largest Steel Shops

on Pacific Coast

5000 TONS
STRUCTURAL S

IN STOCK

I

1

337-541 W. 35th Street. N^

322 S. Paulina Street. CHICAGO

CARRIF5 A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Steel Mouldings for Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc-

Plain and Ornamental Sash Bars. Leaves. Ro-

settes . Pickets and Ornamental Rivets
.
Square

^t Angle Iron from %'x%'xl-\f*' l nw.r

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos-

ures and Office Railings

'
Catalo^ur to ArchHeci. ArchUectural Iron Works and BuHd^r.

Ratent Sheet Metal SHe«.

RuMchlnK M«cHlne»
All parts, including the main bodyi are made

of forged steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from steel

plates. All movable parts are
«*^«'

i^^^"*?
g^^^^tric pillar blocks are made

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

OVRR aOO MACHIINE «>»

When writing to Advertisers mention ti

with iruii k't

t Iron.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I I OGRt
NEERINC & k5l

BUILDERS
OF THE

NEW

Y. M. C. A.
BUILDING

San Francisco, Cal.

Y. M. C. A. Building. San Francisco

McDouGALL Bros.. Architects

950 970 MONAONOCK BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Douglas 2647

writing to mention ne.
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tOJi

Mi Builders' Supply Co.

Q«^

680 /Vlission Street San 1 rancisco, Cal.

Telephone, Kearny IQ91

^ •^-

Post w

Interior Wood Finish Specialties
(Art Mouldings, Canrlngs, Etc.)

Hipolito Even Tension Screens
(For Good Houses)

Convenient, Durable, Non- Rusting

"Enametile" (Metal Enamel Wainscoting)

STANDARD Metal Corner Bead

ri«.iKers Qoii^n West VULCANITE Roofing
II 111 T1-—nr^—n—Btn—IW^B_ I

REPi^nsnivxirsa

DEC ORS' SUPFLV cU., (Chicago, 111)

ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENTATION
in Wood and Composition

Exterior and Interior Accurate Modeling Correct Styles

CAPITALS AND BRACKETS
To match Oak, Mahogany, Redwood, etc.

WOOD GRILLES — Up-to-date Patterns

MOULDINGS, CORNICES, COVI S HTC

GENUINE PORTLAND CEMENT WORK a Spe. ialt%

For InfMiMrtloa «pply 680 Mission Street

I
I

I

r" PAINTS
•-!.»

Pitcairo Aged Varabh
NEWARK

ODES FARTHEST WEARS LONOi ST

When writing to Advertisers mention this Mttii«*iiie.
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1 HgOFIh
While our "Rubber Sanded" R»ofing meets all ordinary requirements— on

all kinds of buildings -there are, naturally, specific instances where a roofing

made with a particular object in view may better fill the bill.

Recognizing the importance of this, there are times when we recommend

some of the other Roofings we manufacture, in preference to Rubber Sanded.

Architects, Builders and Contractors — write for our Roofing Booklet "M"—
and samples of 'Tioneer" Ready Roofings.

PION aN
LOS ANCiELES, QAL.

Our Clays Have Been Tet^tea l»y Practical and Continued Use in

FOUNDRIES, SME ND P(

And show by test as well as analysis that they are

MiaM IIM AUUMIINA
And F'racticnlly FREE fro«« IRON and LIME

Samples will be forwarded lo Potters or Brickmakers, and to users of Fireclay,

upon request. We invite comparison in quality and price with other California clays.

PYRMONT BRICK COMPANV
LINCOLN, CALIFORNIA

writing to ...ertiscrs mention this Magazin€.

I
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TCLEPHONC DOUGLAS 4177

This splendid modern

class "A" theater

building being erected

complete

by

f - I PANY
ACTORS

SAN FRANCISCO

nil
Sl^ORTENSON. PRES. CHAb. G. MURTtrsbUN. s ice ik.... .>^> ...-

orncr and .hops: CORNER 1 9TH AND INDIANA ST|KT8^^^^^^^^
^^^ |]

Phone Maukct 1B98 ii

r-irrt tl X' R W. DYER. Vice Pres. W. J. DYER. Secretary

% Structural Iron & Steel Contractors

TS BillLHWH, TANKS

QRNAM IKON WORK

^1

ftlLLL

r

CfifFI ^

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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!. B. Abbitt
ric5. and Manager

J. C. Symon
Secretary

I R Ahhift
If iiim #• i iiiy ill

f IIP *r|!ffff|p f^fi

CTCt'

_

ERECTION

HOISTING

Excavatinn diid foundatioi

Office: 370-374 Honadnock BafWfng

PiMiie Benglas 2446 „ SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA FIREPROOF

QQN^TRIinTinN nnMP&NV

WORKS A

ELSIN

OFFICE

RNIA

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sewer Pipe, Salt Glazed and
Terra Cotta Hollow Building

Blocks f Chimneys, Electric

Conduits, Fire Bricks and
Ground and Unground Fire

Clay. : : : : : : : .

SECRETARY'S OFFICE

ei4F. P. FAY BLDQ. LOS ANGELES

t

NOTE -Our Building Blocks are not a

mere wall facing but comprise the entire wall.

Compete in price with Wood and Common
Brick laid in wall, while in appearance equal

to Best Pressed Brick and presenting advan-

tages not found in either. Always dry. Cool

in summ«*r Warm in wititpr

PAC'^IGROlliNGMILIS

STRUCTURAL STEEL
AND CASl IRON

ANGLES
BEAMS
CHANNELS
PLATES
TEES

MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

OFFICE AND MILLS

SEVENTEENTH & MISSISSIPPI STS

SAN FRANCISCO

I

Hit Art^kiCiHQIa.

MEMORIALS, LANDSCAPE
WINDOWS. GLASS MOSAICS

Btabio atth ^tfop. 720 ^ Sroadtoag

Z. L. PARMELEE BLOG.

HOME PHONE F 7©63 llo* AnflfUfl. <fiaL

When writin ertisers mention this Magazine.

r

<»
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J« ^ flendy Iron Works
(incorporated)

IRON FOUNDERS, ENGINEERS, MACHINISTS
ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS

OFFICE .AND SALESROOM

RREMOIST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

WORKS AT
SUNNYVALE,

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
CALIFORNIA

ELEVATOR ENCLOSl
•STAIRS ' RA1L1NG5
•BRONZE^ TABLET
'TELE -MARKET 1529

METAL STORE FRONTS*
>SURES & RAILINGS •

BS ' ANDIRONS *ETC
VORKS tSTH 6^VTAH STS

ONE OF TH?: FIRST TO RE LOCATE IN THE BURNED DISTRICT

125-127 BEALE STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

r I
iVIti

ERECTING OF
ERECTim
WREC^ STRUCTURAL STEEL

Builders* Exchaofe, I89 Jessie St.

SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE

IhNMB 315, 1S5 Stevenson Street

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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WHAT IS MORE
1 1

You never seem to have the right sue packing. Because

there is no active rod travel through the stutting box the

packing s. ts and gets hard, and the valves leak more or

less when opened or clos.rl

PA TWIST
can be unstrandcd and any size valve packed from one spool.

It cannot burn - its all asbestos. Does not uet hard - be-

cause a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.

Use PALMETTO TWIST (i. all the valves, and yoi

"•"
^''e tfirseVyra's°m°pll spool FREE. Just to prove this.

H. N. COOK BBLTINO CO
317-319 Howard Street

- — ., ,.., fi CALIFORNIA

Mi*li^l>^l-

SH FRONT DOORS

Wrought Iron Entrance Gat« to li'i,--;--^^'^ |^*^'""
San Francisco. Cal.. Hetnian Barth. Architect

cxKcuTco my tmk

WHITE ORNAMENTAL IRON
MANUrACTURCR* OF

Architectural Castings. Grille H^j)rk.

Iron Stair Work. Office and Bank Rail-

ings. Elevator Enclosures and Cars

OmCK AND WOHMS
nE rRCMCfiy WHARF. CAST OAKLAND

TtLc»HONe. mtnmr-i 87

San Fhamcisco Sale* Orrict

490 MONADNOCK BUILDING
PHONC. TCIII»OP«A«Y 2«»7

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. I
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T CREDIT
It's worth your while to specify goods that are st/r^ to be a credit to you

as well as to satisfy your clients.
t_- u-. *

Varnish of the ordinary sort is not a credit to the owner or his architect.

w*i

is a mighty safe brand to specify. You can be proud of the finished result.

It's the kind that ought to appeal to you.

NEW YORK

INTERNA!
CHICAGO LONDON BERLIN

lONAL VARNmH COMF
TORONTO, CA.>-r.uA

^/ c

LLi

td.

M 11

W. p. FULLER CB* CO , Distribxitors for the
Pacific Coast and Ham n Islands.

L a 1

WorK* and Office •

, StocKtbii & Non
Point Streets

San Francisco, Oal.

ng to Advertisers mention thU MagAzine.
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NN u
Office, 244 CALIFORNIA STREET
Mill and Yard, Foot of Taylor Street rfQficigco, %^ai.

IMPORTERS. DEALERS, MAN V h A CTURE RS

FANCY CABINET AND HARDWOODS
LOGS :: LUMBER :: VENEERS

Mahogany. Jenisero. Primavera. SpanUh Cedar. Ro«ewood. Oak, Poplar, Birch. Etc.. Etc.

A. 8. MANQRUM,
f*RCSIOCNT AND MANAGCR

C. HANLEY,
SeCRCTARY

Til
FUR

a M ^ NTP! .S ( 1 RATES
.ND STEAM HEATING

Stoves. Kdii^Lb. Kcirigeraiurs, x:ii anu r^uauuied Ware

JM & CJ I

Rfc sJFORCEMENT

NDS. HOOPS AND WIRE
ALL SIZES IN dTOCK

DDS 8c H U DDART
AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I

I

THE

TOaOLE BOLTS

ALL KINDS

R N BOLT C
II TS

STONE DRILLS

BRICK UKiLLS

SEATTLE: 5iu '«. LO:» 4 1 I' ectric BIdg

The Architect and Engineer
of California ^'"S^cenS"'

Pacific Coast States

issued monthly in the interests of Architects. Structural En«rineers. Contnurtors and the Allied Trades of the Pacific Coast

Terms of Subscription.
$1.50 per Year
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Bank of Italy Building, San Francisco

Eqmpped wUh OHs Elevators Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofqmst, Architccfs

Frontitpiece,

The Architect and Engineer of California
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Recent Architectural Work of Frank T. Shea and
John O. Lofquist

^ OME interesting examples

^ of architecture are to be

found in the work of Frank

T. Shea and John O. Lofquist,

architects of San Francisco,

shown in this number of The
Architect and Engineer.

Among the commercial build-

ings erected in San Francisco

since the big fire, none has at-

tracted more attention or re-

ceived greater praise than the

Rank of Italy building, a splen-

did Class A structure of nine

stories and which was designed

by Messrs. Shea and Lofquist in

competition with a dozen leading

architects.

In ecclesiastical architecture

Messrs. Shea and Lofquist have

been eminently successful.

The perspective of the Mis-

sion Dolores Church is a strik-

ing example of true Mission

architecture. The architects

have successfully retained the

several features which the Mis-

sion fathers introduced in the

old abode buildings and have

studiously avoided embellish-

ment or enlargement of the sim-

ple lines which have made the

Mission architecture a distinctive and altogether picturesque type in Cali-

fornia buildings. .

St. Joseph's Church in Berkeley is an exceedingly good example ot

classical architecture.
, ., ,. •

i
• r i

The St, IMary's Hospital, a Class A steel building, with reinforced

concrete curtain walls, is to be the most up-to-date hospital on the Coast,

if not in the United States.
.

Mr. Lofquist became associated with Mr. Shea about the time of the

fire in 1906, coming to San Francisco from New York city.

Detail of Entrance, Mission Dolores Hall,

San Francisco
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Recent Architectural Work of Frank T. Shea and
John O. Lofquist

S
OME interesting examples

of architecture are to be

found in the work of Frank

T. Shea and John O. Lofquist,

architects of San Francisco,

shown in this number of The
Architect and Engineer.

Among the commercial build-

ings erected in San Francisco

since the big fire, none has at-

tracted more attention or re-

ceived greater praise than the

Bank of Italy building, a splen-

did Class A structure of nine

stories and which was designed_

by Messrs. Shea and Lofquist in

competition with a dozen leading

architects.

In ecclesiastical architecture

Messrs. Shea and Lofquist have

been eminently successful.

The perspective of the Mis-

sion Dolores Church is a strik-

ing example of true Mission

architecture. The architects

have successfully retained the

several features which the Mis-

sion fathers introduced in the

old abode buildings and have

studiously avoided embellish-

ment or enlargement of the sim-

ple lines which have made the

Mission architecture a distinctive and altogether picturesque type in Cali-

fornia buildings.

St. Joseph's Church in Berkeley is an exceedmgly good example of

classical architecture.

The St. Mary's Hospital, a Class A steel buildmg, with remforced

concrete curtain walls, is to be the most up-to-date hospital on the Coast,

if not in the United States. ., ^, ^ ,_ . r ^u
Mr. Lofquist became associated with Mr. Shea about the time ot the

fire in 1906, coming to San Francisco from New York city.

Detail of Entrance. Mission Dolores Hall,

San Francisco
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Detail of Entrance, Bank of Italy Building, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist. Architects

The Architect and Engineer 37

Interxor Bank of Italy Building. Son Francisco
^

Frank 7. Shea and John O. Lofquist. Architects

Marble work by Joseph Musfo Sons-Keenan Co. Ornamental ceiling by Callahan Sr Manetta

Sculpture Work by J. McQuarrxe

ig^:j:j!iSiL£Si
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Dctnil of Entrance, Bank of Italy Building, San Francisco

Frank T. Slica anil John O. Lofquist, Architects

Interior Bank of Italy Building, Son Francisco

Frank 1 Shea ami John O. Lofquist, Architects

M.rN, uunk /.v Joseph Musto Sons-Kcenan Co. Ornamental ceiling hy Callahan & Manetta

Sculpture H'ork hy J. McQuarrte

t » ' -# -»
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Tfl taizcl olilT^^n^

B/ocfe Plan St. Mary's Hospital, San I'rancisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

n

Newman Club. Berkeley, Cal.

Frank 1\ Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

&
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The Architect and Engineer 39

Block Plan St. Mary's Hospital. San I'tohcxsco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist. Architects

Newman Club. Berkeley, Cat.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects
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St Anselm's Church, San Anselmo, Cal.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Detail of Entrance, St. Joseph's Church, Berkeley, Cal.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Interior St. Anselm's Church

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquxst, Architects

S
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St. Anselm's Church, San Anseimo. Cat.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

I

Detail of Entrance, St, Joseph's Church, Berkeley, Cal.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Frank T.

1 niflm' S { hurt h

I. » '> LofQutst Architects
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The Architect and Engineer 45

Knights of the Red Branch B,iihHng. San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Toiver of St. Patrick's Church, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects
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Tower of St. I'at rick's Church, ^an tranctsco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

W\

I ' *
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Knights of the Red Branch Building. San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Archt'ects

fi/'j
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L
Infirmary Building, Menlo Park, Cal.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Mission Dolores Church, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

The Architect and En^^ineer 47

<r

^
1

St. Patrick's Seminary, Menlo Park, Cal.

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Drtscoll Building, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist,
Architects

Equipped zvith Otis Elevators

Bride Building, San Francisco
Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist. Architects

Equipped with Van Emon Elevators
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To'U'cr, Mission Dolores Hall,

San Franciscco

/r<^

Star of the Sea School, San Francisco

Frank 7. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Entrance Mission Dolores Hall, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

.tjl'.' !.- "ifriArtSft'^v-W^jj,^ j ",f**t^r.' I^^.:li.^^- ^jc^i-'; Eih,':d''.9L>.^ . Piaf'-fe'i.'ia'idS
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Tozver, Mission Dolores Hall,

San Franciscco

1
W I

Star of the Sea School, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquxsi, ArchUects

Entrance Misswn Dolores Hall, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

m
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Competitive Design for Union Trust Building, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Equipped 'vilh Otis FJciators

Grace Building, San Franc\sco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lolquist, Airhilccts

' '""^V^W^V^^^

Union Square Hotel, San. Francisco

Equipped with Ian Emon Elevators Frank T. Shea and John O. I^ofquist, .hchitcrts

Prevention of Dampness in Cellars

DAMPNESS is the chief enemy of mankind. Where there is dampness

there is decay, where there is decay there is disease, where there

is disease there is death. Eliminate dampness, says G. A\ .
Kirwm m

Waterproofing, and fully one-half of the ills that flesh is heir to disappear.

Those who have or are told that they have the Rerms of disease ^o to

section*^ of the country where there is little or no rain and water is at

a premium, while low' lyin^, ill-drained, swampy repons are the abodes

of fever, ae^ue, rheumatism and consumption.

Eoul odors in houses that have been kept closed for a time are invari-

ably due to dampness. The odor is not dampness, but the evidence ot

dampness and the most common i)lace for a dampness to accumulate

is in cellars and basements. To be damp, it does not follow that water

must collect in sufficient (luantity to form pools and small streams

in
'

those parts of the buildin.i.^ ccmstructed below the surface

of the trround. Moisture is continually cominj- through, and the

warmth of the rooms above creates a draft that draws the cellar air—

imprecrnated with odors—up into the house, producin- that damp, unaired

smell that is not only very unpleasant, but injurious to the health of the

occupants of the building. „ . , ,• n- i K„f
One often hears that ''^ood drainage' is the one thm^" needtul, but

while eood natural and artificial drainage are by no means to be despised—

indeed they are essential to the welfare of human bem^s—they do not

counte'rart 'the nnturnl tendency of moisture that is in the i-round, even

I

***- ^Vli.V^t-^vSi^i'
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Competitive Design for Union Trust Building, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Equipped with Otis Elcx'otors

Grace Building, San Francisco

Frank T. Shea and John O. Lofquist, Architects

Union Square Hotel, San, Francisco

Equipped with Van Emon Elevators Frank T. Shea and John 0. Lofquist, Architects

Prevention of Dampness in Cellars

DAMPNESS is the chief enemy of mankind. Where there is dampness

there is decay, where there is decay there is disease, where there

is disease there is death. Eliminate dampness, says G. W. Kirwm m
Waterproofing, and fully one-half of the ills that flesh is heir to disappear.

Those who have or are told that they have the germs of disease go to

sections of the country where there is little or no rain and water is at

a premium, while low lying, ill-drained, swampy regions are the abodes

of fever, ague, rheumatism and consumption.

Foul odors in houses that have been kept closed for a time are invari-

ably due to dampness. The odor is not dampness, but the evidence of

dampness and the most common place for a dampness to accumulate

is in cellars and basements. To be damp, it does not follow that water

must collect in sufficient quantity to form pools and small streams

in those parts of the building constructed below the surface

of the ground. Moisture is continually coming through, and the

warmth of the rooms above creates a draft that draws the cellar air-

impregnated with odors—up into the house, producing that damp, unaired

smell that is not only very unpleasant, but injurious to the health of the

occupants of the building.
,

One often hears that *'good drainage" is the one thing needful, but

while good natural and artificial drainage are by no means to be despised—

indeed they are essential to the welfare of human beings—they do .not

counte'ract the natural tendency of moisture that is in the ground, even
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i„ what is called "dry" ground, .o ii„d its w')- i"'° <>P""8' "•""" ""'

day, and many methods have '«» P'"7f„ °°J^f,l'™',he, Ih.orelically

have merit, while other, do "ot stand
'»™ffXid'al conditions, bn.

Sll-'^llLd'rJhl'ilnrolme-rnofl," it special sWill and e.per,

"""tcS on the principle that an onnc. o. prevemion is worth a ponn^

T'h.7e'^ tthi".%?«Sfr-^piiS^3
£t£

^^^^^^^^
exclude moisture from buildmgs. It is^J w^„iJ°^,'d e

"
ect the house

the house will be worse than the first
^^^^ ^^

The preparation should be appliea on me '""'^' ^ , . prevents
have been completed and the walls ^"'\ «" \°P/^

J 3' ^J
\P

t and
moisture rising by cap.Uary attraction After the waUs^^^^^^

have become dry t^ep-parat.on should b^a^^^^^
^^.^^ ^^

i^uiTt- rd Tf:.t.^^e: t^aTr n^^^^^^^^

injure the damp^proofing material. On the «''^! "°°[^; ^^^^ ^J^ being

C-rsre llll »nd'i.%"/thro„.h. Therelore a^s^^^^^^

"pri^h-'ttta-eoorn'js-p'ird'stntdT U°mped down as smoo.h

as
P«,f;''''-,,„,„.„„„s„. b, carried ont in the above n.anner it will be

seen' '.ha,'^ tirb-.ren.en, ''ha, l"""J^"' Thi's'U.r.'wrb Cnd "o1

.„ absolutely dry cellar wdlb. Ob. n'^^^^^

f„"f-'utrrbln aid r'^al "lis.ricts, where Irouse, are often so loca.ed as

to have damp cellars.
^

*

One Way to Wax Cement Floors

Tn reply to a
.-^^^^-^^^V-

„^, -/i.^rlTstl thaTTeren^^^
''"'

'Va'rule t'oTporo^s to be w^^^^^^^ without being first

fillV^ Th^c^^ rth^er expen
J.e.

Shellac ..rnishi^^

^l'::^^':Tz:;r:':^ !:'^:^^^t^^^^^ with a weighted

'floor brush in the usual manner.

€:
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The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture

III—Contract Between Owner and Architect

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer.

11
I NDER ''owner" is understood a person, or persons, in whose name

^

J ] a building is to be planned, designed and constructed.
^^ Under "architect" is understood a person competent to plan,

design and cause to be erected a structurally and otherwise safe building,

at a minimum cost, of maximum utility, and its visible parts of appearance

satisfactory to its owner. Also that such architect is using his title under

authority of the State. ,

The owner and architect are governed by the general law of contracts <

covering the specific performance of labor by one party in consideration

of specific payment or payments for such labor by the other party. Such

contract cannot bind or aflfect a third party unless such third party latterly

comes under its provision by way of a supplimentary contract. The

contract is not assignable.
.

Knowledge of Owner.—The owner's knowledge is assumed to con-

sist in the belief that the architect is competent to contract and perform,

but should it prove otherwise he cannot be held accountable. Further,

as to the proposed building, an owner declares his intention to have a

building planned and states where such building is to be located, its

purpose and approximated its size or the number of its stories.

» He may also be held to have and express some views as to the par-

ticular external appearance he may favor in the proposed structure, and

of what materials in a general way it might be built. When an owner

has declared his knowledge and intention as above to the architect a pre-

liminary contract or understanding is entered upon by the parties, and

if: the proposed undertaking is of consequence it is the architects duty

to properly and clearly explain the conditions under wTiich he will prepare

preliminary plans, estimates, etc., and also inform the owner of the cost

thereof If the amount of fees involved exceeds $200 a written contract

(accompanied by a first payment) should be, entered upon.

Architects have a generally accepted schedule of charges, much as

have physicians, attorneys, etc., but are in no way bound to adhere thereto

and in fact, no iron-clad schedule will hold good, the great variety of

cases precluding it. Furthermore, the owner is assumed to know nothing

specifically about the matter, although he is assumed to know that he

mtust pay the architect for his time and labor, at the very least. To the

end that no misunderstanding may arise, the architect should use the

following preliminary contract form, for example:

John White, owner, to James Brown, architect—Please prepare pre-

liminary sketch plans, first floor and front elevation on a scale of ^^

inch per foot ; also approximate estimate of costs for a six-story store and

office building 40 by 96 feet, proposed to be erected on (here state loca-

tion), for which plans, etc., I hereby agree to pay you $• • - -
-^^hITe"'^

truly, J

Accepted ,
1909.

JAMES BROWN, Architect.
• r .u .u

A printed form similar to above, with a heading setting forth the

schedule of percentage charges, etc., would be advisable.

For large operations, requiring extensive preliminary study, surveys,

searches and office draughting, the form should be approximately as follows:

f 1

..••A

4BBBP^Hi
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This contract .nacle and entered int^^^^^^^^^^^ }^^>
by

:"d :rrrJ:d;;;7iono7— hilars, m har^d paid by said owner to said

arch tect and other valuable considerations to be hereinafter set forth,

slid architect agrees and hereby contracts to prepare the plans, specih-
said a'^chitect agrecb j

surveys, soundings, examinations,

"LXsTnd oTherwi e p rfo^m and compleL'all the preliminary exhibits

and date required for the exhibition of (here state kind, size, P^^po^^'

quality and location of proposed building, etc
)^ ^^i^foot of aU floor^•11 I 11 K« r^r. o cr-Qlf^ of not less than Vk inch to the toot, oi an noors

thereuoon there shall become due him and payable the sum of $ .It is

thereupon mere s

j^ j enumerated are for all the architect s

char'gfs uj t'o and inSi tie day upon which said preliminary plans, etc.,

shall be delivered. ^. ,

Witnessed. Signed. •
.

As the above contract is non-assignable and aflfects no third party,

it may only be recorded to further perpetuate or conserve its text. Ordi-

narily it is preserved in a fireproof receptacle.

A ^reat deal might be said on the conditions and phases of the pre-

liminarf stage and cases without end cited in support of any position

a"n but thTs' would lead far beyond the boundary of
-.-To^" or'more

'L this point I w^uld h—er direct the reae.^to^t^^^

JS'for'a^n that'^cr'bfJnly tastily referred to here, or dogmatically

mamtained.

to compel payment nnder threat of law. •

And. assuming that your prospective client -"^^ Pay you somet^mg

for sketches, etc., is it within the spirit of the law to first ensnare h.m by

silence or evasion, and then let him feel its weight?

Tf however the architect faces the unpleasant conditions of having

Referring to the A. I. A. schedule, we find that preliminary plans and

has k elaborated by his associates or assistants, is. it anything, but a
has It eiaooraicu uj

suppose the plans are of

that where the plans ire full, complete, comprehensive and ample, the

I
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maximum established charge shall be fixed as a compensation and if

not, then their value shall be ascertained by expert testmiony.

Contract Between Owner and Architect, Covering Plans, Specifications,

Superintendency, Etc.

Knowledge of Owner.—After repeated consultations, changes, altera-

tions and final satisfactory completion of sketch plans a careful estimate

of cost, settlement of every question of quality and particular use of biiild-
*

ing and particular materials of its construction, exact location, etc., arrived

at and all this having come to the knowledge and understanding of the

owner he is then in position to enter into a contract with his architect for

full general and detailed plans, specifications, superintendency, etc., of

his 'proposed building. He also knows that the architect's charges will

be, say 5 per cent of the cost of the completed structure.

Knowledge of the Architect.—Having, by a deliberative and collective

mental process, based on past experience, study of the new proposition,

reference to authorities, data, etc, and a searching inquiry into the right

understanding on the part of the owner, satisfied himself that not only

has he himself a firm grasp of the entire subject, but that the owner also

understands it, or, in other words, that their minds meet, he is then pre-

pared to enter a contract. The first step in that direction is the signing

of the sketches by both parties. On each sketch shall be written as

follows, viz.

:

^'Dated , 1909. Accepted.

"Siened ' Owner^^^ *'
, Architect."

The contract shall in every case be in writing and in triplicate, and

may be in the following form, of which a printed form is recommended.

Contract between , owner, and , architect.

For and in consideration of a compensation of $
,
whereot J^—

-

has been in hand paid by said owner to said architect and receipt of which

I

Tsliereb^acknowledged, said arcTiitecr^grees to furnish complete general

and detailed plans and specifications for a (here state kind of building)

practically as shown on the accepted preliminary plans thereof this day

accepted as a basis by both parties hereto solicit bid for the construction

of such building, direct and prepare contracts, superintend the construction

thereof on lot (state exact location), and generally represent said owner

up to and including the acceptance of such building by him. In consid-

eration of which services said owner agrees to pay the compensation

aforesaid in the following terms, viz. : One-fifth when signing accepted

sketches, three-tenths when the drawings and specifications are completed

and ready for bids. Thereafter the balance in three equal installments,

each payable on the date of each certificate, respectively, due the con-

tractor for work done and accepted.
, Owner.
, Architect.

Approved and accepted ,
1909.

,, r i,
• ^ ^

This contract should be recorded as well as all followmg contracts

the plans, specifications, bonds and, if the building is erected outside of

the residential county of the architect (m California), his certificate to

practice architecture shall be recorded in such outside county, m addition

to the records of plans, etc.
x r ^ 4. ^u-

It will be noticed that the owner is mentioned as the first party, itiis

order may be reversed, but, in fact, the architect is the servant, agent and

representative of the owner.

li

I
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Tt ;<, also seen that the contract creates one obligation for each party.

• xl» ,r.hitert aerees to perform certain labor, and the owner agree.

tTpay^fS t\tlIbor'%n,s'°airex parte matter is eliminated, which, upon

a test will be found beneficial to both parties.
^HHitions

Th^ American Institute of Architects has recommended add.tKms

some of which are unnecessary, others fJ^f
'^^^^k *°-w,t

.

If work

on a building is postponed or abondoned the architect s tees are lo

ni the breach of contract ot the otner pariy. -li, lh &
f^ odr fh^

|^'\^r.«y. .he ow.e, canno. p,oc.ed ,t .^^^

"''
"^Lfo-y' ^':!:;'S"7h'^":.l"S.°"b| .o ,e.ind .he ..ehaee. «<

tions, and will there be fully set forth.

"Drawing and Specifications Are Instruments of Service and as Such
urawing

^^^
h^

Remain the Property of the Architect.

rnnsiderine the delapidated and utterly useless condition of the mate-

Hal Sr'.te'cl,',".' .... .e '^St^^.^^.^^^^'Sl^^^i
recovery, that in most cases a lull set oi ardwiu^^ *iii f

nerfect

£yX ett.^a^« i.^^"h.h ,he ,ue.io„ h- -^ ,,p .^e ...»n

parties therein mentioned.
^
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In One Second
The following list of speeds has been carefully compiled by an authority

wholas deS much time to the subject in order to insure accuracy.

In one second

:

A'' man walking, 4 feet.

A fast runner, 23 feet.

A carrier pigeon, S7 feet
^

A locomotive (traveling 40 miles an hour), 88 feet.

Thrsu^^a'ceoftir globe on sea level at the equator, 1,500 feet.

The earth. 18 miles.
-71 nnn .^nps

An electric current in copper wire armatures, Zl.CXXJ miles.

T'hfdiscTS of"- Leyden jar through copper wire one-sixteenth of

an inch in dtmfter. 277,100 milei which is said to have been the highest

''^"TLTnTumenThaf':[ yet been devised to ascertain the speed of day-labor

contracts on the Pacific Coast.

I

I

New Jersey Act to Regulate the Practice

of Architecture* J ,

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the

State of New Jersey. Within sixty days after the passage of this Act

the Governor of the State of New Jersey shall appoint five persons,

at least four of whom shall be, at the time of this appointment, architects

residing in the State of New Jersey, and who have been engaged in the

practice of their profession for at least ten years ; the said five persons shall

constitute the New Jersey State Board of Architects, two of whom shall

be appointed to hold ofifice for one year and three of whom shall be ap-

pointed to hold office for two years.

Succession of Board

Section 2. Upon the expiration of the term of each mernber, the Gov-

ernor shall appoint his successor for a term of two years, in like manner as

the previous appointments; each member shall hold over after the expira-

tion of his term until his sticcessor shall have been duly appointed and

qualified.

Vacancies ; Compensation

Section 3. Any vacancy occurring in the membership of the State

Board of Architects shall be filled for the balance of the unexpired term in

like manner: the members of the board shall serve without compensation

except as hereinafter provided.

Organization Oath

Section 4. The members of the New Jersey State Board of Architects

shall, before entering upon the discharge of their duties, and within thirty

days after their appointment, take and subscribe an oath before any officer

authorized to administer oaths in the State, for the faithful performance

of duty, and file same with the Secretary of State ; they shall annually elect

from their number a president and secretary^ who^ shall ^Iso be treasurer.

each of whom shair hold office for one year anT until their successors shall

have been duly elected and qualified, the secretary and treasurer shall

receive such compensation for his services as may be determined by the

board.
Rules, Records, Etc.

Section 5. The Board may adopt all necessary rules, regulations and

bv-laws to govern its proceedings, not inconsistent with the laws of this

state or of the United States ; the Board may adopt a seal, and the secretary

shall have the care and custody thereof, and shall keep a record of all pro-

ceedings of the Board, which shall be open to public examination.

Quorum '

Section 6. Three members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.

Special Meetings; Examinations

Section 7. Special meetings of the Board shall be called by the secre-

tary upon the request of any two members by giving at least five days'

written notice of the meeting to each member ; the New Jersey State Board

of Architects may adopt rules and regulations for the examination and

registration of applicants desiring to practice architecture in accordance

with the provisions of this Act, and may amend, modify and repeal such

regulations from time to time.

Public Notice of Changes

Section 8. The Board shall, immediately upon the election of each

officer thereof, and upon the adoption," repeal or modification of the rules and

•Printed by request. Much interest is being taken by Pacific Coast architects in the California law

regulating the practice of architecture. The New Jersey act is pointed out as an improvement in

many respects to the California law.

!uL.!j—'-"'^i^ltrr:
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regulations for the registratu^n of aPPH-t^-. fi^^.f^J^.^^.^e'^

ie-ars^es U^^H o^:^^^^^^^^^^^^
-s an. regulation, or

.He a.end.ent,
^^^Z^^;^^:::^^^^^

, , , ,_
Section 9. P-is^on shaU b -de

^^^^^^^^

'

Z^TS^l^^^^r^ Srtiol tJ^eter^ine the qualifica-

tion for such registration.
^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^.^^^^^^

c .• in Tf the examination of anv applicant for registration shall

Section 10. If the examinauon ff
payment of an addi-

be satisfactory to the majority of the Board^ ^"^ W° P >
j^ „ ^^ i.^^ed to

tional fee of fifteen dollars to t^e said Board a cerUhcaes
^^^^^^^^

the applicant authonzinghirn to practice the profess^^^
^^ ^

.^

any person who shall at the time ot tne pa^^^S
present to the State

the practice of architecture in this ^ta'^and ;^ho ^^aU^rese
^^.^^^^^

Board an affidavit to that effect or a certificate from a sirp y

Board of another state, and any Person who '^ a
n^^'^^^J^

certificate upon
Institute of Architects shall b^.^^'tled to rece.ve such ce

p^^

Z^T^"^:^':^'^"^^^^^^^^^ the Secretary of State's

°
Revocation of License

' Section 11 Any certificate granted by said Board or obtained b^

and sufficient reasonslAu^Jbefore any certmcate snau u
charge ^

-tS^n/orr£i r^^^

-'^-tAv:.:^^^^^^^^^ wi nS i3w:^d rthrcir^it

Br^^r.^^^^- -Vardla"^-e^ot^^

Thau be^filTd Tn the office of the Secretary of State, who shall be paid the

usual fee for filing similar documents in his office.

Certified Copy of Evidence

Section 12. A copy of any certificate granted by ^^e said Board or any

rpvocation of the same, as by this act provided, certified by the Secretary ot

Stite where the original certificate or revocation thereof is required to be

1 ed by the p o^isions of this act. to be true copy of the original filed in his

office under the hand and seal of the said Secretary of State, shall be com-

petent aSd plenary evidence to prove the facts contained m the said cer-
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tificate, to the same extent as if the original document had been produced

and proved in any court of civil or criminal jurisdiction whatsoever; any

person whose certificate shall be refused or revoked by said State Board

shall have the right of appeal by certiorari to the Supreme Court for a

review of such action of said Board, 'and the State Board shall forthwith

carry out the judgment of the Supreme Court on such review.

Penalty for Practicing Without a License

Section 13. If any person shall pursue the practice of architecture in

thi^state, or shall engage in this state in the business of preparing plans,

specifications and preliminary data for the erection or alte.at.on of build-

ings or shall advertise or put out any sign, card or drawine:, designating

himself as an architect, having an office and doing business within this state

without a certificate thereof, in accordance with the provisions of this Act,

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not

less than fifty dollars and not more than five hundred dollars for each

offense, or imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not less than one

month.
Exceptions

Section 14. But nothing herein contained shall be construed to pro-

hibit students or employes of licensed architects from acting upon the au-

thority of such licensed architects, or to prohibit any person in this state

from acting as designer of any building that is to be constructed by him-

self or his emploves, or to prevent any person from employing another

person to prepare'^plans and specifications for the erection of any building

with the full knowledge upon the part of the owner that said person is not a

regularly registered according to the provisions of this Act.

Expenses of Board

Section 15. The expenses of said Board, and of the officers thereof,

and of the examinations held by said Board, and of any other matter in con-

__^ection with the provisions of this Act, shairbe paid from the registration

fees above provided for, and not otherwise ; and in no case shall any of tne

expenses be paid by the State of New Jersey or be a charge against the said

State.
Annual Report

Section 16. An itemized account of all the receipts and expenditures

of the said Board shall be kept by its secretary, and a detailed report

thereof each year ending with the 30th of September, duly verified by the

affidavit of the said secretary, shall be filed with the Secretary of State

within sixty days thereafter ; the said Secretary of State to be paid such

fees therefor as are now paid for filing similar papers in his office.

Expenses Met

Section 17. The members of the Board shall be entitled to reimburse-

ment for their traveling and hotel expenses, incurred in pursuance of their

duties not to exceed five dollars per diem for each member of the said

Board'; the secretary and treasurer of the State Board of Architects shall

receive such annual compensation as shall be provided by the Board, by

resolution adopted by it at a regular meeting; no members of the Board

shall be held personallv responsible for any portion of the secretary s and

treasurer's salary, should the fees for certificates received by said Board be

insufficient to meet the same.

Disposition of Surplus

Section 18. Any surplus of fees remaining in the treasury after the

payment of the expenses of the members of the Board, and the salary of the

secretary and treasurer, as herein provided for, shall be paid annually to the

Treasurer of the State of New Jersey and shall only be paid out upon the

warrant and authority thereafter of the Comptroller of the State.
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A Monolithic Sanitary Dwelling

Unique Sanitary House
4 AlONG the exhibits at the recent

/^ Tuberculosis Congress in W ash-

' ^ ington was a model of a sanitary

concrete house which attracted much

attention and was awarded the tirst

erold medal. ,
^ ,

. ,

The following are a few of the special

and for the most part new features

which the architect, Milton Dana Mor-

rill of Washington, D. C, incorporated

in the desip^n.

The entire house is cast—the wall>,

floors and fixtures being of rem orced

concrete; window frames are of cast

iron Duplication is, of course, the

secret of the proposed economy, as it

is estimated that when sand and gravel

are easily obtainable,' six-room attrac-

tive houses can be built for $1,20(3.

when once the forms are perfected and

made. These forms are bemg con-

structed of a standard unit type, so that

they are to a degree ."terchangejle^ and by th.s :.ea„sJ.o^

differ in plan and design and st. 1 be const™"ea o
^^^^^^

to rented houses. . , walls, ceilings, and
To thoroughly clean a room the l''?^

f/f.^^ °?_utf fecharging^iT-
the composition floors are graded to P "^^ ^^^,f̂ .^P^^feketed from wall,

the lawn. All corners
-f^^^^.f ' ^",f,,f,f^ v rmin or insects. The

:Si SdTy^:\T,U^l.~ Ta^rafg? ;oc\tTo^n."wteht

t^drbrg-HTto%re'W:bo^x"orttrve;Xa^hes falling into a pit

^"'
?h\s^reTombrs Tn ZT'c^mract fixture cooking range, house

''"'
STarbagrrpla^d^rn f^ast-iron chamber in the smoke flue and

^^S^^ci: tTal,'roX°v?LtTbout smokestack, forming a

natural ventilation.
"

, . i^^^t, doing away with

use If'^Ve txTe;? ^"^^^^ ™s ^^l^^ arranged to^ be flushed

-''\\T..Us are hollow to prevent dampness^nd ^^^e -f is of^open

""'
"^inlw'bfx'e^s TJrTan inexpensive and at the same time artistic

^^''^The^^exterior surface is of frank concrete, with pebbles washed and

exposed. _ . . r- xT^«r VnrW U considering: making a

I
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The Architect and the Millman

O OME months ago there was published in The Architect and Engineer

^ an article entitled '^Architects Criticised by a Millman," being a

^-^
reprint from the Mississippi Valley Lumberman. The article was

read with considerable interest, and we have already published several

interesting communications in reply thereto. From Boston comes some

terse comments, William W. Lewis of that city writing to Carpentry and

Building as follows:
. , j . a . • . /- •^•

'a have been much interested in the article entitled Architects Criti-

cised by a Millman.' What the writer has to say is most interesting, and it

seems probable that he has encountered some architects who, as the boys

would say, were 'on' to their own business and that of some others. With

regard to architects wanting something a little different to or from the

regular sizes, and that their attitude adds 25 per cent or more to the cost

for the consumer by insisting uport this class of work, I would say that

?S per cent may be added to the cost but probably 50 per cent to the value

as regards the owner. In my own practice, other than stock sizes of doors

and sashes are specified to prevent, on the part of the contracting builder

easy substitution of inferior ready-made stuflF for custom-made work called

for by the specifications. I often go so far as to call for sash being deliv-

ered at the works unstained in order that sappy and otherwise inferior

stock may not escape detection.

"The writer of the article says further : Tn filling Government con-

tracts it does not do to deviate in the least from the plans as prepared^by

the Government officials.' If plans mean anything and the contractor

ae-rees to do a specific thing or furnish a specific quality of work, why

should he expect to be allowed to deviate from his contract? I suppose

the contractor would expect to receive in payment for his contract dollars

worth 100 cents each and not those worth 99.9 cents.

-^^gain the writer says: 'Some years ago Loffered some suggestions

which I thought very decidedly for the benefit of Uncle Sam and mci-

dentally would help our firm filling the contract.' In practice it is to be •

feared that Uncle Sam would reap the incidental advantage, if any, and

the firm the decided advantage, certainly.
,

, ,. , ^ ^ , . -.u ,*

"It is a pleasure to be confirmed in the belief that almost without

exception the army officers are gentlemen and are faithful to their trusts.

"Where the writer says 'many a poor contractor has found to his sor-

row,' etc., I would suggest that he substitute for the word poor m this

connection the word 'shyster.'
, t ^u^

"Still another point which invites comment is the one where the

writer says- 'The. Government officials have a very arbitrary way of de-

ducting allowance for minor deviations which seriously interfere with

the profit account of the contractor.' If deviations are only mmor as

regards the value and cost it would seem much fajrer and on the whole

the least expensive thing for the oppressed contractor to do if he fulfilled

the contract both in the spirit and letter.
^

"At another point the writer says : 'There is no way of successfully

appealing from their ruling,' which seems eminently fair and just, since no

de inquent contractor may hope to escape punishment, and at the same

tiine it tends to make bidding on public work popular with capable and

straightforward contractors.
. ^ ^ w

^ h would say further that one object in employing a competent archi-

tprt is to escape the nightmares and monstrosities usually embodied in

the stock pattern molding, doors, sashes, stair posts, balusters, etc., as

a£jaj4.:>,SS2^5iiS4.

jS^flM'flljSnaileJffi

I
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they are n.sconceived in the .^inc^^ of ^^e -Uh.an.
J

would not ^have^ it

inferred from what I .^^ve sa.d that I regard aU muin
^^{essional

r :^ "^^fL^tomT"! fiL maTmecSs'wSo are capab'le'and honest
brethren far irom it. i nna "'f^^J , iptter but who take

Views of a San Francisco Architect

Editor The Architect and Engineer -I jas extremely ^mterested

in the very perfnent remarks of
°^^J^^^^J'^Tr that our propo-

on our many miperfect.ons.
^^f . ;^.'j;°"'tj,/„''^he manipulation of his

sition is far more complex and '"t"^*^?,.*7"
'"^remuneration we are
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Quaint Effect in Den Decorating

'N A small low-ceiled room, used as a den, a quaint efTect has been

I obtained say^ The Painte s' Magazine, by the use of a dado, about

• fourand a half feet high, made from a grotesquely figured Japanese

mat ing turned sideways and covered at the bottom by the wamscot cap,

Tnd at the top by a molding which forms the bottom member of the sup-

porting bandC a shelf, afout six inches broad, that is ^^^rned on pa.rs

of brackets at intervals, runs round the room and serves to support a

coUecUon of pottery and bric-a-brac gathered up in numerous trips out o

the beaten pathwavs of travel. The upper wall is made of a plastic relief

ompound r^^Sh gray tone, put on through ^ .wire mesh to give th

effect of texture This background has been divided into pane s by nat

oak moldings about two and a half inches wide. Long rectangular panels

are surmounted by smaller square panels, with diagonal pieces, the direc-

Mon revT^ing in the adjoining panels to give the eflfect of diagonal bracing

AVordchr,fneVpiece,\uilt'o? light red mottled bric^' J-^ ^° ^\\,Yefo
ni the wainscot shelf. The casement windows are made up ot a series oi

dam^nd-X'^d panes, set in wood muntins. The -l^

J.^

P
-^^^t'ujL^r

is divided into square panels by similar moldings to those on the upper

walls The floor is of oak, stained dark and partially covered with a fluff

Tu^ woven like a rag carpet from pieces of old Brussels and ingram

cSe^ The furnitufe is solid and heavy-broad armed sphnt chairs

wYth loose cushions and a box divan heaped with gay soia pillows and a

large mission table that serves also as a writing desk.

Proposed Auditorium Showing Arcade Entrances from Larkin Street, San Francisco

I

A

Oliver & Foulkes. Architects

Great Auditorium Planned for San Francisco

N auditorium that would seat 14,350 people, and shelter, if occasion re-

- quired, over 3,000 more, that would help attract the largest conventions

^ and accommodate the largest opera audiences, and that could be used

for balls, shows, industrial exhibits, and public gatherings of every kind, is

projected for San Francisco, and the promoters hope to build it by a popular

stock subscription without burdening the municipality with additional debt.
^

The site selected is the west, or Polk-street end of the old Mechanics'

Institute block, which lies between Polk, Larkin, Hayes and Grove streets.

Plans have been made for a structure to face on Polk street, with glass arcades

running to ornamental portals on Larkin, so that the building would have

entrances and exits on four sides. There would be a vast arena, 110x195 feet,

surrounded by sixty-four boxes and a balcony, and there would be a promenade

or roof garden balcony, thirty feet wide, running around the building, just

below the roof, that would be accessible to automobiles by means of inclined _

planes.

Mr. Charles E. Naylor outlined the proposal at a recent meeting of the

directors of the Merchants' Association. He said, in part

:

"We have secured a contract for a 50-year lease on the Mechanics' In-

stitute block and propose, if the public will back the plan, to erect on the west

end the finest Auditorium in the country. The building can be put up for

$400 000, approximately, the cost of the Kansas City Convention Hall. In that

Itructure Sarah Bernhardt played to 6,500 people, and a performance of Faust^

was witnessed by 8,000. The greatest gathering ever held in the old Mechanics

Pavilion was 8,400, during the Christian Endeavor convention. The proposed

building would seat 14,350.

'Through the adoption of this plan, the public would have a chance to

erect its own Auditorium by subscribing to the capital stock. The Kansas

City Convention Hall cost $400,000 twice—it was burned down, and was

rebuilt, for approximately the first cost, in three months' time. That enter-

prise has 8 000 stockholders, holding from ten shares to 16,000 shares of stock,

at one dollar a share. It should be as much a source of local pride for the

city to be provided with a great Auditorium by popular subscription as by a

municipal bond issue.
. „ , . ^ ,

•
i r k„;m

"The plans, which have been practically decided upon, provide for a build-

ing 275 feet long by 220 feet wide and following generally the Kansas City

Convention Hall model, but with some new and attractive features. All upper

portions of the structure, including the balcony seats, will be reached by in-

'^^^^SiJ^^^^lr-^^A
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clines instead of stairs, so arranged that the entire building can be emptied

in five minutes without trouble or confusion.

"The following comparisions may be noted

:

Kansas Citv San Francisco

Convention Hall Auditorium

. , u- 314 feet 275 feet
Length of building - • • •

•

^^^ ^^ 220 feet
Width of building • ^^ f 21,000 square feet

Open arena in center 1^^^ ^^
^'^^^

Open arena seats ' ^'^ 5 350
First balcony seats

Including boxes Including boxes

2 SOO 5.000
Second balcony seats ^'^ , 3 qqq
Roof garden under cover

p'/oTenadl. "tc.
no80 17.350

Total seating capacity • • • •
• •

j^^^ jg^oo square feet

Roof garden area '•'•'~" ^ on r » M,.

'The 'Roof Garden; as in Kansas City, is a flat surface some 20 feet wide

extending entirely around the building just under the roof, and w.U prov.de

aTopulaf and ple'asant promenade. It will be available (as the one .n Kan a

City is) for displays during expositions, and will be reached by an nchne

that w 1 accommodate equally automobiles and pedestrians. It .s not intended

to Ifford a practical seating space except for resting, o/ bearing withcM. being

able to see what is usually in progress on the floor b^'^ •
^t.t ,t w 11 be an

excellent location on occasions of promenade concerts and the like, where

music can b^ heard to advantage. The actual .eating capacity, therefore.

Teh peTon seated being able to see and hear everything that takes place on

a con' ention platfon., lill be 14.350, or 3,370 more than the same actual

seating ability of the Kansas City ideal hall.

"It is also proposed to arrange the floor space so that fully one-half of the

seats mav be removed, and thereby double the open arena area for the accpjn^

r^SSTfatrs, shows and exhibitions of all kinds. This arena w.lU other

times, be 110 feet by 195 feet in dimensions. For fairs it will be about 170

feet by 250 feet or larger.
• ,^j :„

"The last figures given are tentative, but will be closely approximated in

the completed plans.

"As will be seen, the compact arrangement makes it possible for every per-

son who is seated to hear distinctly what is going on.

"There is another feature which has been borrowed from our Kansas

Citv pioneers in modern auditorium building, and that is in providing for large

spectacular, dramatic and operatic productions that cannot be accommodated or

advantageously staged or produced in an ordinary theater.
. , ^

"This is done by providing a moveable and removable stage about W
feet deep by 110 feet wide, which will be set up in the end of the open arena

and moved forward into any position desired, and, together with drop side

curtaTs thereby reduce the size of the atiditorium proper or seating capacity

to an elastic number ranging from 10,000 down to Z,WO. .

.

"This plan has worked perfectly in the Kansas City Convention Hall

where the largest audience that ever attended a dramatic performancein the

^orld, fcor^pisons, saw Sarah Bernhardt in 'Camille,' Fef--y 28 ^906 and

were comfortably and satisfactorily accommodated, while 8,000 attended a

grand oper: Ld'ition of 'Faust,' being the greatest audience tfat ever heard

an opera in America; and in the same hall an audience of 12,000 persons

attended a megaphone minstrel performance.

The Architect and Engineer
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The Death of Newton J. Tharp, City Architec
1

% |EWTON J. THARP, City Architect of San Francisco, died of
|

, ^ pneumonia in New York city on May 12th. Mr. Tharp was |
^ sent East by the Board of Supervisors April 25th to gather

|
data on the construction of hospitals, with the idea of embodying

|
the most up-to-date features in his plans for the new City and County |
Hospital in San Francisco. It was while in search of this information

|
that Mr. Tharp was stricken with the fatal malady that carried

|
him off almost without warning. He is survived by a widow and

|

son, Lawrence, who accompanied his father East. The remains were
j

cremated in New York. j

In the death of Architect Tharp San Francisco loses one of it^ |

most faithful servants—a man who made his personal comfort and

health second to his duty toward his city. The position of City

Architect was given him soon after the great fire of 1906, at a

time when practically every municipal building was in ruins. It

reruained for him to plan the noble structures that since have risen

in place of those destroyed. It was, indeed, a stupendous task

—

barely commenced, in fact,, when he was taken away. With the same

keen recognition of the ability of others characteristic of Julius Caesar

—and Newton Tharp was frequently likened to that great Roman
leader for the strong facial resemblance—he gathered around him a

staff of experts, none better in the country. He sought the best help

the market offered, and he was willing to pay well for it. At the

time of his death Mr. Tharp had a corps of more than sixty draughts-

men in his employ, each especially fitted for the particular line of

work for which he was engaged. While an extremely busy man,

Mr. Tharp invariably found time to listen to the advice and sug-

gestions of outsiders, especially in regard to various building materials

that promoters desired to have the office make use of. He avoided

favoritism and if, in his opinion or in the judgment of his assistants,

there was merit in an article, he did not hesitate to use it. The fol-

lowing incident is one of many which goes to show Mr. Tharp's

liberal, yet shrewd, way of handling the trade:

A manufacturer of material called upon the City Architect and

presented his card.

"I seem not to have heard of you before," said Tharp. "Where

is your factory and what work have you done?"

The visitor proceeded to answer the questions, but had hardly

begun when Tharp interrupted:

'T am very busy to-day. If you will step into the next room and

talk to my engineer I will see what can be done for you."

Five minutes later, while the manufacturer was endeavoring to

convince the engineer of the merits of his product Tharp appeared

and addressed his engineer in the following words:

"This man is all right. His work is Al, and he has a lot of

valuable information that should go into our specifications."
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Where Tharp got his information the manufacturer doesn't

know to this day.
.

Mr Tharp was extremely modest—so much so that it was dilti-

cult to secure any of his work for publication. He was especially

averse to giving out anything from his office that could be used for

advertising purposes. An incident is recalled of a San Francisco

representative of an Eastern "house, whose goods had been specified

by Tharp. The local representative had called repeatedly in an

effort to secure pictures of the new Hall of Justice and one of the

new schools. Each time he went away without the photos.

Driven almost to distraction, the agent who was endeavoring

ro satisfy the demands of his house, which wanted the pictures for a

catalogue, determined to change his tactics somewhat in an endeavor

to extract from the architect the much-wanted drawings.

"Say, Mr. Tharp," he said one day after reaching the architect's

private office, 'T want to hire a couple of your draughtsmen for a

day or two. Can you spare them?"

''What for?" asked Tharp in a surprised tone.

"To make me a good drawing of the new Hall of Justice," replied

the agent.

Tharp commended his caller for his clever way of renewing an

old request, but the fellow went away without the photos.

Newton J. Tharp was born in Petaluma forty-two years ago, and

was one of eight children. He spent his early years in that town,

and was a close friend of Luther Burbank, the renowned scientist. Dur-

ing his youth he went to Chicago, where he took up the study of

architecture and painting. LaterM went t^ Paris, wherejie^attended

the Institute of Beaux Arts. Having traveled in Europe for two

years he returned to the United States, and practiced his profession

as an architect in New York and Chicago, but decided to settle m
San Francisco in 1889. Tharp was married to Miss Laura Hanna in

Los Angeles in June, 1892.

The deceased architect was first employed by the late Edward

R Swain in San Francisco, and on the death of the latter, who had been

representing Page Brown, the architect of the ferry building, Mr. Tharp

carried out the work undertaken by Mr. Swain. He became the senior

member of the firm of Tharp & Holmes and designed the Dewey monu-

ment in Union square, as well as the Grant building, the Sloane building,

the Whittier residence, the beautiful Martin home in ^^ss Valley

and other well known structures. Just before the fire in 1906 Mr.

Tharp was associated with Architect Albert Farr. Mr. Tharp became

City Architect in October, 1907, and planned all of the new municipal

structures now under course of erection.

Tharp was one of the most beloved members of the Bohemian

Club of which he was a prominent member. He acted as sire of

the Midsummer jinks of 1904, when the "Quest of the Gorgon" was

the theme. He was also a member of the American Institute of

Architects and a director of the San Francisco Art Institute.

The Architect and Engineer

Charges Against the San Francisco Board of Public

Works

Claim that Clinton Wire Fabric was Substituted for Cold Twisted Square

Bars in Reinforcement of County Infirmary.

What the City Architect, Newton J. Tharp, specified: Cold twisted square

bars having an elastic limit of 65,000 pounds to the square inch.

What the Condon-McGlynn Co. substituted in place of Mr. Tharp s specih-

cations: Electrically welded wire fabric having an elastic hmit of only 42,000 pounds

to the square inch, or 65 per cent of that required in the original specifications.

Difference in cost: Condon-McGlynn (or Clinton wire fabric), 32 to 42 per cent

less than twisted square bars.

Saving to city—None.
. , . .1

Saving to contractors—Dt^^-r^nc^ between cost of the two reinforcing materials.

Question-^/ty was the substitution made and by whose orders? The corre-

spondence of the late City Architect indicates only too clearly his strenuous objection

to aZ change being made in the original specifications. Yet, in spite of this opposition,

{he substitution was effected apparently by some one in authority.

President Day at the first day's hearing offered as evidence for the defense a letter

claimed to have been written by the late City Architect to the Board of Public Wor
k^^^

consenting finally to the changes that were made in the specifications. The attorney for

trSoXTrnment League, which is prosecuting the charges, questioned the genuineness

of the letter, and Day offered to submit the document for expert examination.

A SUCCESSFUL attempt to force upon the city and county of

A San Francisco a different kind of concrete reinforcing materia^

' ^ than that specified by the City Architect has come to ight through

the filing of charges against the Board of Public \yorks by the Good

Governnient League. Correspondence between the late City Architect,

1^Jewton J. Tharp, alid"tlieCondon-McGlrnn Company has been made

public and it shows that in spite of the City Architect s repeated objec-

tions, influence was brought to bear by some one which resulted m
the use of the Clinton electrically welded wire fabric on the new county in-

firmary in place of cold, twisted, square bars, specified by the City

Architect The contractors, Condon-McGlynn Company, are said to have

taken the job for about $15,000 less than any other company figured

In order to come out somewhere near even, the contractors are said

to have used every means within reason to keep down the cost. Ihe

substitution of a cheaper reinforcing material was, on its face, one of the

most apparent violations of the original specifications. How the City

Architect fought against this substitution without avail is best told

in that gentleman's own letters to the contractors and Public Works Board.

On January 22, 1909, the City Architect received the following letter

:

Newton J. Tharp, City Architect. Dear Sir:- Enclosed please find

design for concrete roof slab with "Clinton Fabric' reinforcement, as the

equal of "Trussed Metal," for the Hospital tor the Infirm Poor, as per

specification. Please inform us if this meets with your approval.

Very respectfully,

CONDON-McGLYNN COMPANY,

By D. E. CONDON.

\
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Mr, Tharp replied on February 2nd as follows:

Messrs Condon-McGlynn Co, 789 Mission Street, City. Gentlemen:—

Replying to yours of January 22, 1909, containing the request regarding

the substitution of "Clinton Fabric" reinforcement for the floor slabs for

the Hospital for the Infirm Poor, in place of the "Trussed Metal" specified,

I wish to state that I have had the matter gone into thoroughly by the

Engineering Division of this department, as well as by Mr. Jubb who

originally designed it, and we are all of the opinion that the substitution

proposed is not desirable on account of the difficulty of properly laying

concrete on a surface of considerable pitch. We are also of the further

opinion '^ that it would not only be better for the building, accomplishing

in every way what we desire for the roof slabs, but it will be cheaper to

yourselves to execute.

Yours truly,

NEWTON J.
THARP, City Engineer.

It is apparent from the correspondence on file at the office of the

Board of Public Works that the contractors paid little heed to Mr. Tharp's

orders, for under date of April 3rd, the City Architect again wrote the

Condon-McGlynn Company as follows:

Gentlemen—My superintendent on the Home for the Aged and Infirm on the

Alms House tract reports that up to the present date your firm has made no attempt

at getting reinforcing material or fabric on the grounds for use m the second and third

stories of the building, in accordance with my letter of instruction to you on date of

March 10, 1909. It will be absolutely essential that this material be on the grounds

before you will be allowed to start the pouring of concrete in the forms already in place,

otherwise the condition is liable to arise where you will have to stop work at a point

that will be of great injury to the proper construction of the building.

The City Architect concludes the above letter by a peremptory request that the

contractors take immediate steps toward getting the proper kind and amount of material

for reinforcements on the grounds at once.

This letter of Mr. Tharp brought the following response from the

Condon-McGlynn Company, under date of April 5th, admitting they

had had for some time the reinforcing material on the ground, but, of

course, not the kind originally specified and insisted upon by Mr. Tharp.

The letter follows:

We are just in receipt of your communication of April 3d, stating that your

superintendent on the Hospital for the Infirm Poor informs you that we have made no

attempt at getting reinforcing material or fabric on the ground for the second and third

stories. We beg to inform you, however, that for some months past all steel and fabric

for the reinforcements for this building have been on the site, and we are at a loss

to understand what is meant by your letter to the contrary.

We started pouring concrete this morning and will continue to do so. feeling that

in some manner you have been misinformed, but if it is your intention to stop the work,

and during such fine weather, we will instruct our superintendent to do so for the present

upon the receipt from you of a written order to that effect.

On April 9th, the following report was sent to* the Board of Public

Works from the City Architect's office:

It is my unqualified opinion that the city wouM be better served in every way if the Board

of Public Works should see fit to take advantage of the fact that the time for completion of the

contract, held by the Condon-McGlynn Company, for the construction of the reinforced concrete

portions of the infirmary on the Alms House tract has lapsed and declare the contract null and void,

in accordance with the terms of the resolution drawn up by the City Attorney and introduced on

last Wednesday's meeting.
, , , j

At no time since the signing of the contract have the contractors shown that they possessed

the means, ability or intention to properly carry on a work of this magnitude. It has been one

long fight on my part to keep them anywhere near the proper mark set at any time since the

work commenced.

I
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The work has been delayed beyor^d all reason, and to such an
^-*^"fJ^^„^

.°\h^^''.
^^u'^'^w

are beginning to complain, and justly so, of the expense that they are being put to by the slow

^^°^To miui'how they'nfay'tt tfconfte the real issue, there is but one matter that has brought
•

about the pr^esentcnsis
^^^ ^ .^ ^^.^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ would not be allowed to use

the same'^rernforcemenrfor the floor slabs of the second and third floors as that which the-y had used

;„ *u^ firct ftnnr<i as a substitute for that called for in the specihcaiions.

The reason being hat iid substitute had never been presented to me fof /PP'-^Y^^' .^"^
"^f"

analysis was found to%e equal to only about one-half of the value of that called for in the specifi-

'^''°"Although given ample notice regarding the matter of reinforcement of ^^^^ fl^^T/^^Js, ^hey

made no attempt to get the proper materials upon the ground and conimenced to pour the walls

'°"°"^?st-That all concrete poured since receiving the orders fron, my inspector not to do so on

'"'
"s°e^o'^J-Tha"t'"fhe'pro^;^r'°'rL'?ordrgrL"a?s""or the second floor ^Ubs in strict accordance

with the plans\nd specifications, be taken to ,he » '« -« °""
itf,tt„Ty'',o"th ' Ciy Architect, on the

Third—That they keep an adequate force of men, satisfactory to me v.uy

"°'''
Flr',hi^"t they be allowed to make no tests or do -y'h-"jeUe liable to cause injury to

='ra\f ca^^'ror.'o fceS' pUo^^f Th^rlt^otrrn-trat

°"-
^t-h-Zhafr; JSrcltid^ ™h^HrLtrine and made .o unde s. a l^yo^ Jba.

the inspector on the job is one of the arms of 'he Board of Public Wor^ and tna^^
^^^^ ^^^^

trt'r^T-^ l\ fX'^'^o hrSen"s'erK:u^r;'o;''nyrs,S?ts^heir convenience. Respect-

fully submitted, K. J. THARP, City Architect.

THE ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS.

The following is a copy of the City Architect's original specifications:

REINFORCING STEEL;

All sizes shown on plans, unless otherwise designated, are for ^/g"^''.^. =,^;:*'°" ,
,

An s eet is to be in accordance x^th the Manufacturers Standard Spepficat ons ior_

•Soft Steel " All rods, except stirrups, column hoops and ties are to be cold twisted

and shall conform to the following requirements ^f'^"- '""^''"K: ^
Elastic limit for //' squares and smaller, not less than 65.000 pounds per square men.

For W" to 1" squares, not less than 60,000 pounds per square inch.

Rods to be twis'ed one complete turn in seven (7) to e.ght (8) «""- t^e s.z of

the square and shall bend cold around a pin of twice their diameter without fracture

°"
''i^rot^oVe'de'aTf- 'rom seams, flaws or cracks and shall iiot vary in cross-

section or rolled weight more than two and one-half (2/.%) per cent above or below the

"''°'A Tdund section may be used in place of the %" x V/' flat shown for stirrups and

column hooDS provided the same amount of material is used properly distributed

High caZn deformed rods may be used in place of twisted rods, provided, however,

that if the guaranteed elastic limit of the bar to be used is less than that specified for

wfsted steef the sectLal area of steel required is to be increased proportionately. Rod

rTt^st be of uniform quality and strength, and shall bend cold around a pin of equal

Tiameter To an ang^e of 100 degrees without fracture on the outside o the bent portion

The floor shbs may he reinforced with "Electric Welded or other drawn fahnc

in 1Jrr lenXs or rods in place of the twisted rods shown, provided equa streiigth s

obta°n?d The sheets are to ap one mesh on the edges and to extend into the end walls

or beams 12" for anchorage. In all window sills, belt courses, cornices and recoils o

small dimensions and proj'ections which are likely to be broken off in the removal o

fr/fnrmT a Galvanized wire netting two (2") inches diamond mesh of No. 18 wire is

o be uTed pfe sed moX forms and allowed to project into the mass concrete; the

netl^ng fs to be tacked lightly to hold it near the face of the work and prevent it becoming

displace<l while depositing the concrete
• ,„ k. Ann^ with No 12 gauge

All wiring to hold the reinforcing in place is to be done with INo. iz gauge

annealed wire.

\

I
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THE SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATIONS.

At the request of the Western Expanded Metal Company Engineer

Jno. B. Leonard presented the following report bearing on the original

and the substitute specifications:

In regard to the reinforcing of the floors of the County Infirmary, N. J. Tharp,

'^'"^'bT referring to the "Addenda to Specifications for Infirmary Building city and

county of San Francisco." as forwarded to me by you, you will P^^e the second

oarr^raoh that these specifications call for steel "to be in accordance with the^ Manufac-

mrefs' Standard SpeX for Soft Steel." In the following paragraph these speci-

fications call for an elastic limit for one-half inch squares and smaller of not less than

65(X» pounds per square inch. These two conditions are incompatible, although to just

whT degree cannot be definitely determined, owing to the mfluence on the metal by

TheseTpecifications further permit the use of high carbon deformed bars subject

to the condition that if their elastic limit is less than that above specified, sufficient

additional material must be added to secure the same elastic strength. For instance, it

as eel of 50000 elastic limit were to be used, the sectional area would have to be

fncreased otheTwise the strength obtained would be but 77% of that required
;
and this

deficiency in strength would then have to be made up by addmg additional metal.

The orivilege is, also, granted in these specifications to use electric welded or other

drawn wir'^fabrfc in long lengths or rods in place of the twisted rods shown, provided

EQUAL STRENGTH IS OBTAINED. „ . /. ^ a
Your Mr Wheeler reports to me that the plans call for H square rods spaced

at 9" centers for the floor reinforcement. The rods would provide a reinforcement ot

about .186 square inches per foot of width of slab. The reinforcement that is being used

consists of three strands of No. 6 wire per foot of width, which gives a reinforcement

of 087 square inches per foot of width, which is about 48% of what is required.
'

SanVples of the reinforcing wire fabric that is being used on the building have been

submitted to the Pacific Laboratories to determine its elastic limit and ultimate strength

per square inch. They report to me to-day that they hnd the ^^/^tic linrut to be abou

42 000 pounds per square inch, and the ultimate strength ranging from 61,000 pounds per

square inch You will note that this elastic limit strength is about 65% of that required

in the specifications issued by the City Architect
. , • , •

i

,, By investigation of the above figures you will observe that the reinforcing material

that is being used in this building is only about 31% of the efficiency required for thir

rnaterial in the specifications. You should bear in mind that this 31% is dependent

upon the elastic limit, which may vary; this variation may tend to increase or decrease

the 42000 pounds found on the sample tested. If it increases, of course, then the 31%

must increase, and vice versa, if it decreases the 31% will decrease.

If a wire fabric, consisting of No. 6 wire, were to be used in strict accordance with

the specifications these strands would have to be placed about one and one-quarter

inches from center to center. Sincerely yours,

JOHN B. LEONARD.

MORE EXPERT TESTIMONY
Mr John B. Leonard, Consulting Engineer. Sheldon building, San Francisco Dear

Sir-Referring to your letter of February 5, 1909, to the Western Expanded Metal Com-

pany, regarding the substitution of electrically welded wire fabric having an e as ic

limit of 42,000 pounds per square inch, for cold twisted square bars having an elastic

limit of 65,000 pounds per square inch, in the County Infirmary, we have to say that

such a substitution is entirely improper and can only result in a very much weaker sab^

We are not familiar with the plans in question, but unhesitatingly state, as a matter

of general principle, that in substituting electrically welded fabric for cold twisted

square bars the aggregate area of wires substituted, to give an equally strong slab,

should in all cases have an area at least equal to the square bars which they replace.

We understand that perfect continuity was specified in the original design, which

relieves the question from any complication on that score, so that the problem resolves

itself into the simple substitution of one material for a material no less strong m

the same location in the slab. Under these conditions it must be apparent even to

the uninitiated that a reduction in the area of steel can result only in the weakening of

the slab. Very respectfully.
BAKER, LITTLE & HALL.

By (John G. Little.)

I
I
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Cost of Reinforced Concrete Buildings*

By EMILE G. PERROT, M. AM. SOC. C E., Philadelphia.

THE use of plain concrete for footings, foundations and as a substitute

for massive masonry wall construction, has come to be generally

accepted by the building world of to-day. Even the most skeptical

as to its use for columns and beams do not hesitate to use concrete m the

above manner. As the constitutional infirmities of plam concrete became

more evident and its use consequently --estricted means for overcommg

these weaknesses by reinforcing the material with iron or steel rods at

once opened up the field of application of concrete, so that to-day entire

structures from^ footing to top of cornice or parapet are constructed solely

°^ '
Apart^'f'rom the mere adaptability of a material for building purposes,

owners when investing large sums of money in real "tate, must take into

consideration the economical aspect of the cons ruction. A^'de from the

desire to conserve their property (that is, to build ^^ ^^ "o* ^^''urn) the

saving on the insurance premium is very often a controlling factor in the

sdectfon of a type of construction to use. Twenty-five years ago the idea

of rnakine buildings of the factory type fireproof was uncommon
;
almost

any so t ^of s ucture was deemed fit to use for manufacturing purposes.

As^he ascendency of the United States in the manufacturing world became

great and we commenced to lead in the
'"^""^ff"^%°f.;^,".Jfi^

'

products, architects and engineers at once saw a field for then"
»f°^^/J^J

had heretofore been left to the caprice of untrained minds, it bemg the

exception for an architect or engineer to be consulted in the designing

of a strktly factory building. To-day, however, thanks to the persistence

of the insurance companies on higher standards, the design of almost all

manufacturing buildings is attended with much study and they are usually

TuTunder the supervision of a competent architect or engineer. This

-See in methods has led to a much higher standard^ building an^^

with^he advent of reinforced concrete has come the ^orn^^nc,mj.t°iz

period when fireproof factory buildings are to be the rule instead of the

'''"wrall know how the so-called "slow-burning" type of mill construc-

tion Tupplanted the joist constructed building a few years back; how the

buildinriaws of large cities classifies the buildings into first, second, third

class efc according to their degree of fireproofness ; how insurance corn-

pan ^s are lowerin| the premium on f^PJo°f.b-'dmgs; in fact the

tendency to-day is toward a better grade of buildings. ^And it is right

hat it should be so, since what a farce would be our boasted twentieth

century dvilization should we still be content with the undesirable fire-

trans erected by our forefathers. -^ r i u«^.^We hear to-day a great deal concerning the scarcity of lumber

oerhaos it is a good thing that lumber is becoming more expensive and

fhe prke almostl^rohibitive, for then we turn our thoughts to a substitute

and^n doine so improve upon the methods that have been in vogue. The

optimist's rfply o^the lumber question is, use reinforced concrete or con-

cr^ee umber build so as not to burn, make your work permanent
;
reduce

the cost of maintenance on your building, get lower insurance rates, or,

better stiU dominate insurance. What is the need of insurance when

the amount o inflammable material is reduced to a m>nimum; The cost

of a building is very little more, and the interest on the additional mvest-

ment is usually less than the insurance premium.

^per read before the National Association of Cement Users.

'2:^%A^!i^^sis^s

J* *** 'r-**"!! f ^i^*ii^2^^^d\'^&^kLsi^^

I
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That the science of reinforced concrete has arrived al that state where

we can with a certainty declare its adaptability for fireproof building con-

struction, is a question beyond a doubt, as instanced by the many hundred

reiniorced concrete buildings erected and in use in this country, as well

as by the result of actual fires that have taken place in such buildings.

The writer has had to do with one such building where a fire completely

destroyed the japanning kilns in the upper floor of a building without in

any way aflfecting the concrete construction.

As to the increased cost of reinforced concrete over slow burning

mill construction, everything else being equal, it varies from 10 to 30 per

c^nt, according to the heaviness of the construction and the size of the

building, also the number of times the forms can be reused.

Some buildings have been erected in which the floor loads were such

as to preclude the use of heavy yellow pine timbers, as the sizes required

would have been larger than it is practicable to obtain. On the other hand,

the use of steel beam girders fireproofed would have added to the cost

sufficiently to make the composite construction equal the cost of a pure

reinforced concrete building.

In addition to the saving on insurance by having a fireproof reinforced

concrete building, there must be taken into consideration the effect of

wear and tear on the building if of the ordinary type; this is especially

true where vibrating machinery is used, such as an instance of a leather

factory, where the glazing machines are situated on the third floor. These

machines were formerly in an upper story of a brick and joist constructed

building, and produced so much vibration as to cause alarm to the owners,

as well as making necessary constant attention to the shafting and

machinery in the way of adjustment, and consequently adding considerably

to the running expense, in their new location the vibration is absent

and the cost of up-keep on machinery and shafting is reduced so much as

to amount to very little compared to the cost in the former building.—^—IiTcomparing the cost of reinforced concrete construction with steel^

construction fireproofed, we find that concrete construction is cheaper than

the steel construction fireproofed. Actual bids on the two types of con-

struction for the same buildings obtained reveal some interesting facts.

For the Ketterlinus building in Philadelphia, which is an eight-story

and basement building, reinforced concrete was decidedly cheaper by

about 20 per cent, and made a much stiffer building to resist the shocks

of the heavy lithographic presses in the fifth and sixth stories of the

building. This building has heavy concrete wall piers on the street fronts,

veneered with four inches of mottled brick secured with copper ties. There

are heavy reinforced concrete brackets connecting columns with girders

and beams, and the floor system consists of deep girders and beams spaced

about 4 feet 6 inches center to center for beams, the slab being 4 inches

thick. The column footings are reinforced concrete, but the interior

columns for five stories are of structural steel fireproofed.

Another notable instance of the saving effected by the use of rein-

forced concrete is the Boyertown building, Philadelphia. The owners

saved about $60,000 by the skillful use of reinforced concrete for the entire

construction, representing a saving of about 30 per cent. It is ten stories

and basement, built of a concrete cage having the front veneered with

granite in the first story and brick and terra cotta in the upper stories.

The side walls are adjacent to party lines having simple reinforced con-

crete columns spaced about every 8 feet 6 inches centers to carry the

floors and roof. Those in the basement were set back from the party lines

sufficiently far to build a continuous reinforced concrete footing within

I

the property lines of the building, thus compelling the use of heavy rem-

forced concrete cantilever girders at the first floor level to carry the wall

columns above ; the load on the end of the cantilevers is 385,000 pounds,

and the leverage 29 inches. The rear wall of the building is carried on

cantilevers at each floor, due to a recess in the first story of the buddmg

for a shipping department. These cantilevers are seven feet long, but

while they are much longer than those carrying the side walls, they carry

less load, since there are cantilevers at each floor on the rear, whde on

the sides they exist only at the first floor level and carry nme floors and

a roof These are the heaviest concrete cantilevers ever budt m I'hila-

delphia, as far as I know. The reinforcement used throughout is cold

twisted steel rods, except the columns in the interior, and some of the

front wall columns where structural steel cores are used.

A very marked saving was effected by the use of concrete over brick

for the wall construction of the buildings of the Janesville Iron \\ orks,

erected at Hazelton, Pa. This plant consists of a machine shop, foundry,

pattern and pattern storage buildings, power-house and office buildings.

All walls of these buildings are concrete and are monolithic. Concrete

was decided upon for use in the walls because it effected a considerable

saving over brick walls. As the site of the plant was such as to require

considerable grading, and there were large quantities of rocks or mountain

stones on the premises, the problem of bringing the ground to grade was

most economically met by making the walls of the buildings of concrete.

By this arrangement the contractor performed the grading without addi-

tional cost to the owner, using the stones in the concrete walls, making

their removal unnecessary, and at the same time saving the cost of trans-

portation of other materials for the walls.

Where sanitarv precautions and immunity from deterioration are the

controlling factors^ reinforced concrete offers one of the best forms of

construction ; this is exemplified in the new plant of the Crane Ice Cream

-Company of Philadelphia, in which re^inforcedconcret^wa^^^^^^^^ upon^

after an extended test to determine the action of salt water used in their

business on the concrete and steel. The preliminary test and the actual

use of the building for the past three years has demonstrated the fitness

of reinforced concrete for this type of building. The plant is considered

ideal, and its cost of construction was below the average for reinforced

concrete construction.
, ., ,. x ^ u

To sum up, the cost of reinforced concrete buildings can best be con-

sidered by classifying them under several headings:

First—Warehouses and manufactories. Cost, 8 to 11 cents per cubic

^''''*"

Second—Stores and loft buildings. Cost, 11 to 17 cents per cubic foot.

Third—Miscellaneous, such as schools and hospitals. Cost, lo to

20 cents per cubic foot.
. . u .. i- i .

These costs include the building complete, omitting power, heat, light,

elevators and decorations or furnishings.

* * *

Nearly Bath Time

The following is a verbatim copy of a letter received ^y a local real

estate agent from a tenant in the fourth ward, says the White Plains

^^'^^Dea^Sir • I wat them seller steps figsd right of—my wife near fcl

down last nite and like to brake her nec-Please send a Blumber and figs

our bath tub it soon be time now for us to use him agen.

. »'..<&• ^-U-^.^ ti^&^hfUM^
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More Anent Fireproof Roofs

EDITOR The Architect and Engineer: The writer has been reading Mr.

Tiedemann's article in the April issue of The Architect and Engineer,

entitled "Wanted—A Fireproof Roof." It must not be forgotten^at

nothing was "fireproof" during the great catastrophe of April, 1906^

not even steel girders and disintegrated fireproofings of all kinds. But it

Mr Tiedemann, or anybody else, wants as nearly a fireproof roof as can

be had, he has it in a good felt and gravel roof—where heavy felt has been

used with lots of good compound between the plys, and good, clean gravel.

It may sound incredible, but it is a fact, nevertheless, that when the

writer inspected the roofs of the St. Francis Hotel, the Shreve, Kohl and

Grant buildings immediately after the fire, he found that a little patching

and reflashing was all that would be necessary to put these roofs in hrst-

class condition. In many cases the metal flashings had badly disintegrated,

and the skylight curbs gone or badly damaged, but the felt was found to

be in good condition. The skylight curbs of the Grant building were of

wood and must have burned fiercely ; also there were found the charred

remains of many timbers on this roof. But, as stated above, the flashings

were the only part of the roof injured. None of these buildings would

have had to be reroofed had the roofs not been cut to pieces by misuse

during the rehabilitation.
• r- ^ ^ n

The writer had partly covered the California Casket Company s

building when the fire occurred. On the roof at the time were many

timbers intended for tank supports, and we had a large pile of wood

for burning under our roofing kettles. All were consumed, of course, by

the fire making a huge bonfire, but no damage was done to the roof

otherwise than to blacken the gravel. After the fire we completed this

roof without any repairs to the part previously laid
• , r

All of the buildings mentioned were covered by the writer betore

the fire witTT tHe standard five or six-ply felt and gravel roof. A fifteens-

pound felt had been used, well saturated and seasoned, each sheet or ply

of felt being mopped the full width with roofing compound. About ^UU

pounds of compound had been used, per square. We had taken pams with

flashings and other details necessary to make a good roof.

The writer has yet to see a good felt and gravel roof fail to do its

part in retarding the progress or spread of fires. He has built bonfires on

some of his roofs to satisfy some "Doubting Thomases, and the only

harm done was to blacken a patch of the gravel. Of course, like everything

else if it is not done properly, with pains and good materials, a gravel root

is not going to make good—either by long life or fire-resistmg qualities.

i Very truly yours,

THE WATSON ROOF COMPANY.
W. J, Watson, President.

*
*

Wants to Complete Architect and Engineer Files

Architect ai?d Engineer Company, San Francisco, CaL
:
Gentlemen—

The department of civil engineering of the University of California wishes

to bind the volumes in its possession of The Architect and Engineer. We
find that one number is missing, namely, Volume 6, No. 3, for October,

1906 Can you furnish us this number? Very truly yours,
•^

C. Derleth, Jr.,

Professor of Civil Engineering.

[We will gladly give a year's subscription to the person supplying us

with the number called for by Professor Derleth.—Ed.]

i
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The Last of the Lamp Lighters
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The Passing of the Lannp Lighter

By FELIX J. KOCH.

Passing from out our village

life in the greater part of the

United States to-day is the lamp-

lighter. Hardly a town so poor

to-day but has its electric light;

where not, there is the device for

lighting the gas lamps simulta-

neously. At most, a lad goes

about, pulling a little chain, and

rajsing the flame thereby.

At Chevoit, in southern Ohio,

however, there is still a lamp-

lighter of the good old sort.

Mounted on his gig, the man has

his seat between two long cases,

containing receptacles for oil. As
the horse criss-crosses the street,

from lamp to lamp, he stops at

each, takes out the empty canis-

ter, puts in a full one, then a

stroke of the match, and he is off. Next day he is back to repeat the per-

formance. There are not many left of these old-time lamp lighters. Time
will come, doubtless, when tales of their work will smack of very ancient

history.

Reinforced Concrete in Ghurch Building

What is said to be the largest church of its kind in the West and

which embodies a number of features of unusual interest is that of the

Second Church of Christ Scientist, now being finished in Los Angeles. It

covers an area 107 by 158 feet and embodies among others the following

constructive features

:

The floors, beams, columns and roofs are of reinforced concrete, the

most important of the structural features being the four reinforced concrete

wall trusses and the dome carried upon same, as the trusses have a span

of sixty-eight feet each and carry a total dead load of 350 tons. The
trusses have a depth of twenty feet at the supports and ten feet at the

center, and are sixteen inches in width The reinforcement is designed

in accordance with a new system, and consists of a light steel truss made
up of angles and flat iron bars, so constructed as to carry safely the dead

load of the wooden forms and wet concrete during the course of con-

struction. Additional reinforcement consists of 12 l>4-in. square twisted

bars in the lower and six IJ^-inch twisted bars in the upper chord of the

truss to take care of the stresses due to the loads imposed after the con-

crete has set. The columns supporting these four trusses are twenty-

eight by forty-eight inches in section, and are reinforced with latticed

columns four 3>4 by 35^ by H inch angles, having 2^ by % inch lacing

bars, with top and bottom bracket angles for the connection of the steel

trusses.
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Uncle Sam Finally Builds With Concrete

Up
TO the present time the United States Government has hesitated

about using reinforced concrete in the construction of public build-

ines The supervising architect, Mr. James Knox Taylor, has been

quoted repeatedly as being opposed to an all-reinforced concrete structure

for Federal purposes. Concrete has had his endorsement, however, when

used for foundations, floors, etc., but the structural and architectural

parts of the building Mr. Taylor has maintained a decided preference for

steel, brick and stone.
, . , c- t tj^,*^

But now comes Uncle Sam with the announcement that at San Juan, Forto

Rico one of the largest reinforced concrete public buildings in the wor d is about

fo be' erected. It will be unique, not only for its size, but also for peculiarities of

'

construction. James Knox Taylor made a trip to San Juan, and found that the

Porto Ricans would be struck in a heap if they had massive doors to swing

or much window glass. It was a shock to Mr. Taylor's helpers to dispense

with doors and windows altogether, and so they compromised on a row

of large windows around the second story. But they did not force doors

upon Ihe sensitive Porto Ricans. And when this big concrete postoffice

building is completed the curious of San Juan may go right up to the

grill work which takes the place of a door and look in to heir heart s

content. On the ground floor not even a window glass will trouble their

""""This peculiarity of construction is made possible by the gentle climate

of the island. There is never occasion to keep out the heat, and the

wind does not blow so strongly as to seriously interfere with the work

inside Had the Government authorities undertaken to force heavy doors

and mazes of window glass upon the Porto Ricans there is no telling

what dire events might not have happened.
_c c ( ^„„.^^^

BuTtTi^absence of doorT helps toward the -end^f f^re-pro^f con--

struction, and it is certain that this building will be as nearly free from

the fire hazard as a building can. The structure will be concrete strongly

reinforced. The greater part of the exterior will show the concrete without

decoration. But the ornamental portions of the exterior will be decorated

in terra cotta. The floors will be of concrete.
, , ^ , i •, ,• „

The selection of concrete for the construction of the San Juan bui ding,

it is believed, will open the way to further use of '^at material in Unde

Sam's building operations. Its use at San Juan was dictated not a little

bvTts comparative cheapness. To use granite, marble or sandstone woud

have requfred heavy charges for transportation from this country as

would also the use of any heavy structural steel. Porto Rico is without

These building materials. But Mr. Taylor found right at hand an almost

unHmited amount of good aggregate for concrete, and 'td.d not take h

. long to hit upon that as the best material. Through the use of concrete

he Government will save more than $100,000 on this one bm ding

The San Juan structure will be about half the size of the United

states Treasurv building at Washington. Its length will be 228 feet

aid its height l^feet.^ The total cost of the building is expected to

,r^r.rr,viniate $400000 For the construction a sufficient amount is not

y^r avSk,^'Te plans for the building will be held until Congress

makes a further appropriation.

"Yes; I'm going abroad at once. I gotta go."

"Oh you mustn't let the doctors scare you."

• "I got this from a lawyer."—Washington Herald.

i
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Majestic Theater Building, Los Angeles

Edelman & Barnett, Architects

A California Theater of Reinforced Concrete*

THE Maieslic Theater Building, erected by the Hamburger Realty and_

Trust Company on Broadway, between Eighth and N inth streets,

Los Angeles, possesses some unique and unusual engineering

features It is an eight-story and basement office front with the upper

three stories extending back and over the auditorium of the theater portion

of the building. It is this last feature that makes the building unusual

and which was productive of a bold piece of engineering work. 1 he entire

structure is built of reinforced concrete.

The following loads were used in designing: First floor a live loart

150 pounds per square foot; second to eighth inclusive a hve oad o /S

pounds per square foot. The roof was designed with a live load of 30

pounds per square foot. The above loads were used in designing the floor

system, but in bringing down the column and footmg loads, 10 per cen

reduction was made on successive stories, using a mmimum of 50 per cent

of the calculated live load. The trusses over the auditorium were designed

under the calculated live-floor load given above with a 10 per cent re-

duction in successive floors. ,

The foundations of the building rest upon a very compact gravel and

the footings were designed for a bearing power of 3^2 tons ihis was

conservative considering the nature of the soil. All tw^ted steel in

tension was stressed to 20,000 pounds per square inch with a maximum

outside fiber stress of the concrete of 500 pounds per square inch. Con-

crete in direct compression was figured at 450 pounds per square inch.

The ration of the moduli of elasticity was taken as L;- t,. 1. Ihc above

stresses are in accordance with the building laws of the city of Los An-

geles.

MHustrations by courtesy of The Southwest Contractor.
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The exterior walls are filler walls of reinforced concrete, but wherever

it was desired^to eliminate column projections for architectural reasons,

hollow tile filler walls were laid up on the mside
^ ^ , , ,

,

Attention is directed to the construction of both the balcony and

eallery, which is deserving of special mention. Although balconies have

been constructed before of reinforced concrete, along similar Imes we

know of none with the great projection of both the balcony and gallery

in this building. The longest balcony cantilevers to the best of our

knowledge are in the Temple Auditorium, Los Angeles
;
they are twenty-

five feet projection and the longest steel cantilevers of like construction

in buildings is thirty feet projection. The longest cantilevers of the gallery

and balcony of the Majestic structure are twenty-seven feet and thirty teet

"

projection respectively, that is, both of them ^ave the greatest projection

of any known reinforced concrete cantilever, while that of the balcony

has an equal projection with the longest known steel cantilevers of similar

construction. These statements, of course, do not mclude bridge con-

struction.^^^^^^
is supported by six of these reinforced concrete canti-

levers, giving a free overhang of thirty feet. The two side cantilevers are

brackets, eighteen feet long coming off of the truss columns on either

side of the auditorium. The four great central cantilevers, two of which

are forty-five feet long, and two fifty-one feet long, have a clear projection

of twenty-nine and thirty feet respectively and are supported on inde-

oendent columns which are located in the curtain wall between the main

floor of the auditorium and the foyer. The cantilevers rest on these col-

umns, extend back over the foyer and are anchored in the reinforced con-

crete wall six stories high at the rear of the auditorium. .^ ^ ^
.

These cantilevers vary in section from ten inches wide by twelve

inches deep at the outer end to eighteen inches wide by seventy-eight

—inches deep ^t the maximum section over the column support and are

reinforced with seven 1 3/8-inch square twisted steel bars on the tension

side which extend through the anchor-arm into the rear wall. There are

three one-inch square twisted bars on compression side. As the moment

decreases and there is a corresponding excess of steel on the tension side,

the bars are bent down and hooked under the compression steel.

This method of disposing of the tension steel assisted the stirrups in

binding the two groups of steel together at the same time resisting so-

called shearing stresses (tension on the 45-degree plane) directly in an

admirable manner. That portion of the balcony between the cantilever

is constructed similarly to the ordinary joist system. The risers are

reinforced concrete joists, or beams, resting on the cantilevers and mono-

lithic with them, while the slab is supported on the top of one riser and

hunff from the bottom of the next. This construction is very economical

in reinforced concrete for, unlike other materials, these beams are cast

to conform to the curve of the balcony seats, a feature that could not be

carried out in structural steel except at a considerable increase in cost.

The gallery is constructed in the same manner, but of three feet less

projection, having an extreme overhang of twenty-seven feet The column

supports center on, and are continuous with those of the balcony beneath.

Both the balcony and gallery were designed to sustain a superim-

posed load of 125 pounds per square foot and have been tested to over

double that load. In making these tests the cantilever arm, only, was

loaded no load being placed on the anchor arm; this was the worst possible

condition and made the tests extremely severe ones. A superimposed

load of 95,600 pounds, a little over 260 pounds per square foot, was placed

on one panel in the balcony between two cantilevers and extending from
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Test Load on Balcony, Majestic Theater Building Los Angeles,

9S,6oq-lbs. on i«/ Square Feet

Underside of Gallery of Majcsf.c Theater Building, Showing ^ feet of Central CantMever

'^Mi f'j^''rfi;',"-;i^S.»i;;j'i'S yVSStilSsMi,

W 'n t ' it*

t.«
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The exterior walls are filler walls of reinforced concrete, but wherever

it was desired' to eliminate column projections for architectural reasons,

hollow tile filler walls were laid up on the mside
^

, , ,
. ,

Attention is directed to the construction of both the balcony and

gallery, which is deserving of special mention. Although balconies have

been constructed before of reinforced concrete, along simdar Imes we

know of none with the great projection of both the balcony and gallery

in this building. The longest balcony cantilevers to the best of our

knowledge are in the Temple Auditorium, Los Angeles ;
they are twenty-

five feet projection and the longest steel cantilevers of like construe ion

in buildings is thirty feet projection. The longest cantilevers of the gallery

and balcony of the Majestic structure are twenty-seven feet and thirty leet

projection respectively, that is, both of them have the greatest projection

of any known reinforced concrete cantilever, while that of the balcony

has an equal projection with the longest known steel cantilevers of similar

construction. These statements, of course, do not mclude bridge con-

^^"^'^

The" balcony is supported by six of these reinforced concrete canti-

levers, giving a free overhang of thirty feet. The two side cantilevers are

brackets, eighteen feet long coming oflf of the truss columns on either

side of the auditorium. The four great central cantilevers, two of which

are forty-five feet long, and two fifty-one feet long, have a clear projection

of twenty-nine and thirty feet respectively and are supported on mde-

^ pendent columns which are located in the curtain wall between the main

floor of the auditorium and the foyer. The cantilevers rest on these col-

umns extend back over the foyer and are anchored in the reinforced con-

crete wall six stories high at the rear of the auditorium.
.^ ^ ^ .

These cantilevers vary in section from ten inches wide by twelve

inches deep at the outer end to eighteen inches wide by seventy-eight

inches deep at the maximum section over the column support and are

reinforced with seven 1 3/8-inch square twisted steel bars on the tension

side which extend through the anchor-arm into the rear wall. There are

three one-inch .square twisted bars on compression side. As the moment

decreases and there is a corresponding excess of steel on the tension side,

the bars are bent down and hooked under the compression steel.

This method of disposing of the tension steel assisted the stirrups in

binding the two groups of steel together at the same time resisting so-

called shearing stresses (tension on the 45-degree plane) directly in an

admirable manner. That portion of the balcony between the cantilever

is constructed similarly to the ordinary joist system. The risers are

reinforced concrete joists, or beams, resting on the cantilevers and mono-

lithic with them, while the slab is supported on the top of one riser and

hun^ from the bottom of the next. This construction is very economical

in reinforced concrete for, unlike other materials, these beams are cast

to conform to the curve of the balcony seats, a feature that could not be

carried out in structural steel except at a considerable increase in cost.

The gallery is constructed in the same manner, but of three feet less

projection, having an extreme overhang of twenty-seven feet The column

supports center on, and are continuous with those of the balcony beneath.

Both the balcony and gallery were designed to sustain a superim-

posed load of 125 pounds per square foot and have been tested to over

double that load. In making these tests the cantilever arm, only, was

loaded no load being placed on the anchor arm ; this was the worst possible

condition and made the tests extremely severe ones. A superimposed

load of 95,600 pounds, a little over 260 pounds per square foot, was placed

on one panel in the balcony between two cantdevers and extending from

I
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Test Load on Balcony, Majestic Theater Building Los Angeles,

9S,6oo-lbs. on 3^^ Square teet

\

Unders.de of Gallery of Majestic Theater Bu.UHng, Showing .6 feet of Central Cantilever

^1

ft *# ^i-*i!»'* -ft# j^fciffe

^^^^'^'^-^i^^-'ri/A-^fAs <%
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ihe snnoortine columns to the front rail, an area of 361 square feet. This

vvas a'^re°Sftest on the floor construction, at the same tune was more

han eauivalent to the load for which the cantilevers were cles.p;ned, an

a will be shown below was over 2/. times the maximum load they w,l

everiJe called upon to sustain. Under the above load the deflectmn at

tlip end of the thirtv feet cantilevers was only !4 at an men

On the clallery a load of 87,400 pounds, a trifle more than 2/0 pounds

ner sauare foo was placed directly over one cantilever, extendmg from

Lnt ? o cente; of aijoined panels! and as before from the cohnun s^^,p-

nor s to the front rail of the gallery, an area of 311 square fee The deflcc

^fo at the end of the cantilever 26 feet long, was only 3/16 of an mch^

Allow nl%0 pounds for the average weight per person of an audience

a d"0 pounds' for the weight of the opera chair and
-l^-l-lv^squrre

T total of ^00 pounds. The space allowed to an opera chair is 3._/o square

f !?.vr1n;K4 aisles This gives a maxinuim possible load of .--0 pounds

?er squar foot vi h everv chair filled and making no deductions for aisles.

^ O either s.le of the proscenium arch, which is also re-nfo'-cecl con-

crete are tie boxes in two tiers and no two boxes are on the same level

Imt are so arran-ed that the top of the rail of the farther box is on a level

V h he headofi e occupants of the box nearer the stage. These boxes

oroide from he wall six feet, and are carried by a six-inch canti ever slab.

Tt is hiterestin^ to note that the com,,licated structure around the boxes.
It '\ '"^cresting to noie i

,,iflferent levels, but also par-

Utrralirletefarfliglit'r stairs and the main w.lls of the building

11 ^o^^ nf flip <ame time trulv monolithic structure.

"'"n" ™m, „E "iX I tor .„,-, «i,h three gre., rei„f.,rc„l co„cr..,

-T'empl. A«<fi,ori,.m wbicK .receiver, ,„o^ .™ly <„ch.<l t„«». ...<1

s,,p|x.rt only a ,o.,r
,^,^_^^^^^ ^^^^.^ „o,i»nt.l cl.or.ls an.l c.,.,v

'"""rhe't^o^Jbars are bent down and used as shear bars, near the supports

nass^t to ai d down he outside of the supporting columns, forming an

rrgVLr:g P-rtal actl^. The U>vv.r '-sare^ brought up ^as required

clamp. «af-'Xr' 'S.r"™, 1^
" ™J ,

,,,n"™'pr...io.i. owhtR to the

:s\:;!Sr;£»..'rp:LJrr'r;.u.;.", i„ .<u,» « .-.«e i„c„e..
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the suDDortine columns to the front rail, an area of 361 square feet. This

thp pnH of the thirty feet cantilevers was only 'A ot an men.

On the gallery a load of 87,400 pounds, a trifle more than 270 pounds

ner Pauare fSt was placed directly over one cantilever, extendmg from

^:nt r to cente; of adjoined panels, and as before from the column sup-

por s to the front rail of the gallery, an area of 311 square feet Jhe deflec

tkln at the end of the cantilever 26 feet long, was only 3/16 of an mch^

Xwng 150 pounds for the average weight per person of an aud.ence

and 50 founds for the weight of the opera cha.r -"^
^^«f°['^l>rsq^,areaiivi ^ y

, ^, cnare allowed to an opera chair ih d./D square

LitexcS of aisles ^This'g ves a mLimum po'ssible load of 50 pounds

nersQuarrfoot with every chair filled and making no deducfons for aisles.

P"
'5n Hher\rde of the' proscenium arch, which is also -nfo-cl -"

rrPtP are the boxes in two tiers and no two boxes are on the same level,

but arfso arranged that the top of the rail of the farther bo, J^s
on a 1

vith the head of the occupants of the box nearer the stage. Ihese boxes

11 ^ocf of fVi*» tiame time trulv monolithic structure.

""The spann ng of the lu'uorium with three great reinforced concrete

trusses wTs a ra^ther bold but successfully solved engmeermg problem^

Two vierof'these trusses are given,
-f

^^'\°-
'^^/J,^, -^,\"S"tL°Un!

srtl -vterrtU^s^o^f^u^^^^^^^^^^^^
-

"TSfc^^Auditorium. which are, however, more truly arched trusses and_

'"^The uisses'nlhe Majestic Theater have horizontal chords and carry

bottom chord.
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ „^^, t^^ supports

passJ'g^ranrd?w'n the outside of the sup^^^^^^^^^^

giving a strong portal action. The lower bars are oroug v
^J ^-

-rs-t^it^ ^V^thfU^^^ VfH ^irgtoihe^gS
^p-n ir;:uri\>Scuirrstcu^rras^L^ir as ^c£^\^^^^
s^d of such lengths, so it was n««-;jXno\tleVup, wUh thr^e
located at points of least stress and «y^°"^

^our ^et long we^e required,

fTh^e%:rbeirTh"ere':h%r?i;
M^riSunrcoXrissfon. owingV the

S w^ST'tlfe SntSVane'sVeTe^'r^dure^d i^i'thrckn-'ess to twelve inches.

'^S(i';-A'l&y .;. .>
•'- '"'"" ^Miif' -r^f"-^-'^'iiifeiiiii^

' _ _
.

-
^,._ • __ '. . .;.-H .'iO.';*>-V--Jl.,

^'i^^...'.j:v.:tf.l^w,:^i^^ja:^h~*.^«f^a;i?:^-JfaJi^l^t.H^^Ji^

'
.' ' }s<iJ2.'ft£''.4^
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These trusses could have been designed and built with open panels,

but the cost of form work and difficulty of properly filling the separate

members would more than offset the cost of extra concrete used. More-

over, the solid web assisted in caring for. shearing stresses. The shoring

was not removed until the expiration of six weeks. Before striking the

centering a level was set on each truss in succession to observe any de-

flection that might occur. Despite the fact that there was a load of 500,000

pounds on each truss, the entire structure being completed, when the

centerings was struck the cross wires of the instrument never left the

mark. Afterward an additional load of 250,000 pounds was placed on one

truss with a deflection of less than 1/64 of an inch.

Supporting these great trusses are massive columns over eighty feet

long. The cross section at the bottom of the trusses is 36 by 60 inches,

and there are sixteen IJ^-inch square twisted steel bars on the outer or

tension side and twelve V/^-mch square twisted steel bars on the inside.

The steel varies from twelve to thirty-seven feet long and, with the

exception of the shear bars which extend down to the balcony level, this

column steel is carried down into the footings. The bars are arranged

in lengths so that not more than one-quarter of the steel laps at the same

section, and these laps are mostly four feet long, with three clamps to

each lap. As shown in the photograph of the exterior of the buildings

these columns project two feet on the outside of the auditorium walls,

as pilasters.

This was done to give an increased section for moment and at the

same time not encroach on the theater space further. These pilasters, of

course, extended into the six-foot alleyways required by city ordinance,

and in order to preserve the same it was necessary to corbel in, beginning

at a point about opposite mean balcony level and ending on the walls

some six feet six inches above the court level. It was safely assumed

WaT the momentrtransferred to the columns from the trusses, would dts--

tribute itself into the eighteen-inch reinforced concrete enclosure walls

between the columns that form the side of the auditorium, as well as that

the moment by that time would be diminished so that the reduced column

section (30 by 36 inches) would be sufficient to take care of the same, and

this was true.

It was found, in the design of these columns that in order to take care

of the large negative moment in the trusses at the support it would take

a column of great size and depth, and in order to keep the size of the

column within practical limits an innovation was introduced. Instead of

stopping the truss columns at the top of the trusses they were continued

up to the level of the next floor, with a slightly reduced section, the latter

being 36 by 48 inches, and reinforced with twelve Ij^-inch square twisted

steel bars on the outside, now in compression, and with fourteen IJ^-inch

square twisted steel bars on the inside, now in tension.

In this manner the moment at the connection was distributed between

the two sections and, so far as we know, is the only instance of its kind

in this medium of construction. Transferring a portion of the moment at

the support to the upper column section produced considerable thrust

at the next floor level, and the amount of this thrust was assumed to be

equivalent to that caused by the maximum moment the upper column

section was capable of carrying. The transverse beams opposite the

columns in this floor were, therefore, subject to direct compression, due

to this thrust, as well as to flexure, due to floor loading, and they were

designed and built as horizontal columns to resist both forces.

The stage is 38 bV 80 feet and 64 feet high to the under side of the

gridiron The dressing rooms are on the l^t in three tiers above the stage

floor and on both sides in the basement. The musicians' room property

rooms, lavatories, etc., are also in the basement under the stage floor, i he

fly eallery, eleven feet wide, is on the right, twenty-five feet above the

staee and supports one end of the paint bridge, the other end of the bridge

resting on a gallery over the dressing rooms opposite, where also is

located the artists' room. This paint bridge is about 55 feet long, built

of light structural steel sections and is practically the only structural

steel outside the fire escapes and suspended ceilings, entering into the

construction of the building. The gridiron beams, built of reinforced con-

crete are suspended from the stage roof beams by looped steel bars, which

pass under the steel of the former and over that of the latter.

The main stairs in the office front are enclosed on three sides by

reinforced concrete walls, eight inches thick on one side four inches thick

on the other two sides. It was necessary to use winders at the return

and this, of course, gives a stair slab with a warped undersurface. The

top flight to the roof and pent house makes a full revolution of 360 degrees

with a straight flight at each end. The three upper stories extend back

over the auditorium, and are carried by three great trusses, and are used

for office purposes.
. ,. ., i ^-i 4.- ^u^r-^

Every seat in the main auditorium has individual ventilation, ihere

is an opening in the slab directly under each chair and the space below

the slab is a plenum chamber formed by a suspended ceiling. A damper

and deflector control the quantity and direction of the air current so as

to eliminate any tendency to draft. The foul air passes out through a

erille in the center of the acoustic dome and then through a ventilation

hood into a light well above. The stage and dressing rooms are thoroughly

equipped with automatic sprinkler systems and forced ventilators.

A rather unique and uncommon method of handling concrete was

-employed on this building. In a^convenient place a tower was erected

UP one side of which the hoist track was placed and on a platform, sorne

thirty feet above the work on the building, was a hopper, with a capacity

of two or three batches of concrete. This tower, track and hopper were

elevated as the work progressed story by story. From the hopper con-

trolled by a gate the concrete was run into a seven-inch galvanized iron

p'pe of movable sections and one or more ball-bearing jomts, and delivered

on the work where desired. Some difficulty was experienced at first by

having either too small or too large a pipe, but it was found that a seven-

inch pipe was about right, and by running a little water in the pipe before

starting and afterward to clean it out, little or no trouble was had.

This gravity system was very satisfactory, both to the contractor

by reducing the labor force, and to the engineers in charge by doing away

with the running over the form work and newly deposited concrete by a

^rge force of laborers. It also gave a concrete of very uniform con-

ststency in, that if too dry it would choke up the pipe and i too wet the

aggregate would separate' Properly handled, it is very satisfactory.

"Isn't it a terrible thing," said Jon^ to Brown. Smith has entirely

lost his memory, and can recollect nothing. What can we do to revive it?

-NoThing,'^urged Brown. "Let him alone, he's all right-and, besides,

I owe him five dollars."

_S jp I. ^"7
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Fuiirteenth Street Fire House, hast Oakland

Fred Soderhcr^, Architect

Estcrly Constniciion Company, Contractors

\

Unique Entrance for an Architect's Office

Mill of the Xc-rada Gypsutii Company, Mound House, Nev.

Largest Gypsum Plant on the Pacific Coast

THERE has just been coni])leted at Mound House, Nev., one of the most

conii)lete j^ypsum i)lants in America. It is owned and operated by the

Nevada (iypsum Company, which has recently spent a large sum of money

building and equipping a thoroughly modern mill. Mound House is situated

at the junction of the Virginia and Truckee and the Carson and Colorado

railroads, which excellent rail facilities insure quick transportation to any

point on the Pacific Coast. The deposit at Mound House was originally

worked in a small wav by former Governor Adams of Nevada, treasurer

of the present company. Most of the product was shipped to San

b>ancisco, where it had a ready market under the brand name of Empire

"plaster, which name Has been' retained By the new company;—
With a view to conducting the business on a more extensive scale,

the Nevada (Iypsum Company was organized by Nathan L. I>ell. its

President, under a capitalization of $250,000. Associated with Mr. Bell are

Hon. J. W. Adams as Treasurer of the company, F. C. Curry as Vice-President,

and Harry T. Cresswell, who, with the other officers mentioned, constitute

the P>oard of Directors.

The new mill, with a capacity of 200 tons daily, commenced operations

^^arch 1st of this year. Owing 'to the purity of the material, capacity of

the plant and excellent shii)ping facilities, the company already is enjoying

unprecedented patronage all over the Pacific Coast, and at the present time

the works are taxed to their full capacity.

The gypsum rock is delivered from the cpiarry to the mill by

means of an aerial tram 6000 feet in length and having a capacity

of thirty tons per hour. The tram, which was erected by the Trenton

Iron Works of Trenton, N. [., is operated by gravity, the quarry and

rock-crushing plant being 450 feet higher than the unloading terminal

at the mill. The rock is carried in steel buckets which have a capacity of

1000 pounds, and the tram delivers one bucket a minute, or sixty buckets

an hour. The crushing plant is situated at the loading terminal at the

quarry, the latter being worked by means of an open cut, having a face

ninety feet in height, of pure white crystalline rock gypsum that analyzes

over 96 per cent pure gypsum. It is said to be the most extensive deposit

in America.
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Fourteenth Street Fire House, East Oakland

Fred Soderberg, Architect

Esterly Construction Company. Contractors

Unique Entrance for an Architect's Office

Mill of the Nevada Gypsum Cptnpany, Mound House, Nev.

Largest Gypsum Plant on the Pacific Coast

THERE has just been completed at Mound House, Nev., one of the most

complete gypsum plants in America. It is owned and operated by the

Nevada Gypsum Company, which has recently spent a large surn of money

building and equipping a thoroughly modern mill. Mound House is situated

at the junction of the Virginia and Truckee and the Carson and Colorado

railroads, which excellent rail facilities insure quick transportation to any

point on the Pacific Coast. The deposit at Mound House was originally

worked in a small way by former Governor Adams of Nevada, treasurer

of the present company. Most of the product was shipped to San

J'rancisco, where it had a ready market under the brand name o f Empire

plaster, which name has been retained by tlie new company.

With a view to conducting the business on a more extensive scale,

the Nevada Gypsum Company was organized by Nathan L. Bell, its

President, under a capitalization of $250,000. Associated with Mr. Bell are

Hon. J. W. Adams as Treasurer of the company, F. C. Curry as Vice-President,

and Harry T. Cresswell, who, with the other officers mentioned, constitute

the Board of Directors.

The new mill, with a capacity of 200 tons daily, commenced operations

March 1st of this year. Owing to the purity of the material, capacity of

the plant and excellent shipping facilities, the company already is enjoying

unprecedented patronage all over the Pacific Coast, and at the present time

the works are taxed to their full capacity.

The gypsum rock is delivered from the quarry to the mill by

means of an aerial tram 6000 feet in length and having a capacity

of thirty tons per hour. The tram, which was erected by the Trenton

Iron Works of Trenton. N. J., is operated by gravity, the quarry and

rock-crushing plant being 450 feet higher than the unloading .terminal

at the mill. The rock is carried in steel buckets which have a capacity of

1000 pounds, and the tram delivers one bucket a minute, or sixty buckets

an hour. The crushing plant is situated at the loading terminal at the

quarry, the latter being worked by means of an open cut, having a face

ninety feet in height, of pure white crystalline rock gypsum that analyzes

over 96 per cent pure gypsum. It is said to be the most extensive deposit

in America.
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B.ginntng o^ Trnmn-ay, Plant of the Nevada Gypsum Company. Mound House. Nev.

Quarry of the Nevada Gypsum Company, Mound House, Nev.

The Architect and Engineer 77

The advantages of a hard wall plaster made from pure rock gypsum

over the old lime mortar plaster are becoming more and more apparent

to the architect, contractor and owner as its use grows more general,

and to-day there is not an architect who has had experience with hard wall

plaster who does not recognize its superior qualities. It is being used

extensively in the reconstruction of San Francisco, many of that city's best

buildings having in them hard wall plaster exclusively. The main advantages

of hard wall plaster over lime mortar are its durability, sanitary qualities

and saving of time in the completion of a building. It hardens rapidly

and, once it has set, does not crack or break ofif like lime mortar. Its

cost' at this time is no greater than lime mortar. The walls of a room, when

finished with a high-grade wall plaster, are not only sanitary, but are almost

equal in hardness to marble or stone, and consequently are not liable to deface-

ment like those finished with soft plaster.
• , , i

The Nevada Gypsum Company also manufactures Empire land plaster,

which as a fertilizer has no equal and is being appreciated by the large

land owners of California more and more as its use becomes general I he

company, no doubt, will do an extensive business in land plaster, hard wall,

finishing 'and casting plaster within the next year or two.

* .* *

What it Would Cost to Rebuild the Pyramid of Gizeh*

In a paper read by Mr. E. S. Wheeler at a recent meeting of the

Society of Engineers an interesting calculation was made as to what it

would cost to-day to duplicate the Great Pyramid of Gizeh.

This structure, one of the wonders of the world, is founded on solid

rock at a depth of about 120 feet below surface level, and rises to a

height of 454 feet. Its base covers an area of almost fifteen acres.

Mr Wheeler's scheme for the reproduction of this pyramid contem-

-|>lates, first, the setting of a base of concrete. This would
^^f^f"^^^^

2 600 000 cubic yards of material, and would cost at least $1U,UUU,UUU

The estimate for the superstructure is about $38,000,000, and it would

contain 3,313,000 cubic yards of backing stone andl4Z00O cubic yards of

facing stone. Mr. Wheeler's estimate of labor is 24,000,000 days

These figures are cited to show the great engineering skill ot the

Egyptians, and the fact that no task in construction appeared to be too

lar^e for a people whose extant monuments showed their patience and

ability to overcome obstacles that would daunt even the modern engineer.

*

I

Architectural Repartee

Michael J Garvin, architect of the new Bronx Court House, was one

of the witnesses a few days ago at the continuation of the Haffen mquiry

before Wallace Macfarlane. He was asked by Commissioner of Accounts

Mitchel at one point:

''What is the function of a cornice?'

"Its function is the same as the hat upon your head, was the reply.

"And that is?" „ .
, ^^ r^ •

"To decorate what's underneath it, said Mr. Garvin.

Later he was asked what types of architecture certain well-known

buildings in the city followed. Among others, the Singer building was

mentionec^.^^^
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.^^ .^ follows the Tower of Babel," said the

witness.^ excellent article on the Pyramid of Gizeh appeared in the January and February numbers

of The Architect and Engineer.
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Beginning of Tramway, Plant of the Nevada Gypsum Company. Mound House, Nev,

Quarry of the Nevada Gyf^sum Company, Mound House, Nev.

The Architect an\d En^^ineer 77

The advantages of a hard wall plaster made from pure rock gypsum

over the old lime mortar plaster are becoming more and more apparent

to the architect, contractor and owner as its use grows more general,

and to-day there is not an architect who has had experience with hard wall

plaster who does not recognize its superior qualities. It is being used

extensively in the reconstruction of San Francisco, many of that city's best

buildings having in them hard wall plaster exclusively. The main advantages

of hard wall plaster over lime mortar are its durability, sanitary qualities

and saving of time in the completion of a building. It hardens rapidly

and, once it has set, does not crack or break off like lime mortar. Its

cost' at this time is no greater than lime mortar. The walls of a room, when

finished with a high-grade wall plaster, are not only sanitary, but are almost

equal in hardness to marble or stone, and consequently are not liable to deface-

ment like those finished with soft plaster.
• , , i

The Nevada Gypsum Company also manufactures Empire land plaster,

which as a fertilizer has no equal and is being appreciated by the large

land owners of California more and more as its use becomes general The

company, no doubt, will do an extensive business in land plaster, hard wall,

finishing and casting plaster within the next year or two.

¥
What it Would Cost to Rebuild the Pyramid of Oizeh

In a paper read by Mr. E. S. Wheeler at a recent meeting of the

Society of Engineers an interesting calculation was made as to what it

would cost to-day to duplicate the Great Pyramid of Gizeh.

This structure, one of the wonders of the world, is founded on solid

rock at a depth of about 120 feet below surface level, and rises to a

height of 454 feet. Its base covers an area of almost fifteen acres.

Mr Wheeler's scheme for the reproduction of this pyramid contem-

-plates, first, the setting of a base of concrete This would representabo^^

2 600000 cubic yards of material, and would cost at least i^lU,UUU,UUU.

The estimate for the superstructure is about $38,000,000, and it would

contain 3,313,000 cubic yards of backing stone and 142^cubic yards of

facing stone. Mr. Wheeler's estimate of labor is 24,000,000 days

These figures are cited to show the great engineering skill of the

Egyptians, and the fact that no task in construction appeared to be too

large for a people whose extant monuments showed their patience and

ability to overcome obstacles that would daunt even the modern engineer.

* * *

Architectural Repartee

Michael J Garvin, architect of the new Bronx Court House, vvas one

of the witnesses a few days ago at the continuation of the Haffen mquiry

before Wallace Macfarlane. He was asked by Commissioner of Accounts

Mitchel at one point:

"What is the function of a cornice?

'Tts function is the same as the hat upon your head, was the reply.

"And that is?"
,, .^ ^^ ^ .

"To decorate what's underneath it, said Mr. Garvin.

Later he was asked what types of architecture certain ^vell-known

buildings in the city followed. Among others, the Singer building was

mentioned.
, , _ r r> u i " ,»^; i fk«

"I don't know; I think it follows the Tower of Babel, said the

witness.^ excellent article on the Pyramid of Gizeh appeared in the January and February numbers

of The Architect and Engineer.
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Central Building, Seattle, Wash.

Mahoi^any for Interior Finish

HE cut shown above is a good reproduction of the Central Building

in Seattle, which is of special interest to architects and builders

^ecause^its interior finish—being entirely of Philippine mahogany.

The wood in this building has been pronounced the finest of its kind on the

Pacific Coast. Philippine mahogany is especially desirable for the interior

trim of buildings like the Central on account of the unusual length, width

and clearness of the boards, as well as its beautiful figure and gram.

The number of buyers of mahogany in this country's hardwood market

is now exceeded only by those of oak, maple, poplar, basswood, ash, birch,

chestnut and cypress. The principal reason for the popularity of mahogany

is that the importers of the logs and the manufacturers of lumber have

never advanced its price beyond a modest profit, and it is relatively so

low that it now makes little difference in the cost price whether an office

building or a home is finished in mahogany or quarter-sawn white oak.

Another reason for its popularity is because it improves in tone with

age After much experimentation car builders finish practically all of

their cars in mahogany, as it withstands satisfactorily the severe usage

and also holds its finish. The chief centers of mahogany importation and

manufacture are Boston, New York, Louisville, New Orleans, Chicago

and Indianapolis.
. • r i ,. i

The mahogany is the wood of >a tree of Swietenia, of the natural

family of Cedrelaceae, named Jaquin. in honor of J. Van Swieten. The

tree is one of the most majestic and beautiful, with large, spreading head

and pinnate shining leaves. The trunk is often 40 feet in length and 6

feet in diameter, and is divided into many massive arms.

In the London Timber and Trade Journal there appeared recently

an interesting historical reference to the mahogany trade m England.

According to this writer mahogany wood was first imported by England

in 1724, although in 1597 Sir Walter Raleigh demonstrated the great value

of this wood, which was used in repairing his ships at Trinidad. From

1724 until the discovery of the mahogany forests of Africa, by Stanley,

England and Continental Europe were heavy purchasers of mahogany

from the West Indies, Honduras and Mexico. A great part of the ma-

hogany used in this country in the early years came from Europe, it having

first reached there from the West Indies, Mexico and Honduras.

A correspondent ofifers the following suggestions for finishing: Philip-

pine Mahogany:
, • j u

**We find that the very best results in finishing are Obtained by using

a, water stain and a contrasting filler. We have had our best success with

a black filler, and our process of finishing has been as follows:

"When the lumber has been cleaned and ready for the finish to be

applied we would put water over the face of the lumber with a rag and

permit the grain to raise in this way, then sand this down and put in the

stain thereafter. Then put in the filler with the advantage that the raising

of the grain prevented the rough appearance which is common when a

softer wood is not so treated. When the grain raises with the stain it

makes a bad job and we would advise you to take a little more pains in

applying the stain and get much better results."

*
9ie *

Natural Stone Business Demoralized

^>^K GEORGE J. HENLEY of Sespe, Ventura County, California^

I sends a somewhat discouraging letter to Stone, a magazine devoted

* exclusively to natural stone, relative to the condition of the stone

trade on the Pacific Coast. The magazine in question considers Mr.

Henley's words well worth quoting, arguing that they may aid in arousing

stone producers everywhere to the necessity of making a vigorous and

unceasing fight on behalf of natural stone and against cheap substitutes^

Mr Henley says: "There is nothing doing at^tHis^pface arpresent, and™

very little in the othre quarries of southern California in the building line.

The city of Los Angeles employs less than six stonecutters, outside of the

postoflfice now in course of construction. Reinforced concrete has taken

the country for the time being. At one time over seventy men were

employed in yard and quarry getting out and working the Sespe brown-

stone Here is an instance of the failure of artificial stone put into a church

erected some two years ago, corner of Figueroa and West Ninth streets,

Los Angeles When put in the building it was a good imitation of Sespe

as far as color was concerned, and^as greatly admired by the uninformed

public I then predicted it would not hold color two years. The other

day I had occasion to pass the place and, behold, the beautiful purple

brown had vanished, even on the shady side of the structure. The cement

color and alkali are now strongly in evidence, and wdl continue, while

the sun and weather will destroy the last vestige of brown.

Very Difficult

"I am to be vaccinated," she said. "It mustn't show, you know."

"And where," we inquired, "do you intend to have it done?
'

"Ah that's the question!"
, , , , r n i .

So saying, the Salome dancer shook her head sorrowfully, almost

despairingly.

~\
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Architect must I ir «_4 Good Guesser

IT
is positively appalling to consider the weight of responsibility put

upon the architect by the public in the matter of guessing. A client

comes to an architect with the request to design for him a house that

shall contain so many rooms, of such and such sizes, and with an equipment

and finish that shall be thus and so. In the course of time the design

reaches its preliminary stage of completion, where all requirements have

been met, the plan is satisfactory, and the details of heating, plumbing,

lighting and finish are roughly determined. Then comes the demand upon

the architect's guessing power; the owner wants to know just how much

it all will cost. In a case at hand the architect had applied the usual rules

of thumb, estimated the building's cubical contents, multiplied it by a

cost price per cubic foot obtained in previous experience with the same

kind of work, and registered hi& "guess" as $12,000. The work went

ahead ; the working drawings, scale details and specifications were niade

and put out for bids. And here comes the real point: With all the data

before them with rigid specifications and full details, the eight contractors

submitted bids ranging from about $11,000 to $16,000. There is no moral;

the point we want to make is that accurate guessing- is an attribute ot

the practicing architect that is occasionally overlooked. Among the almost

innumerable branches of knowledge in which he is called upon to be fully

equipped, from the theory of acoustics to the extermination of red ants,

dependable guesswork occupies an important place.—Ex.

Wood Displaces Steel for Building

-*TPHE San Francisco underwriters have adopted a new type oiJ)uilding^

I construction for one of their own buildings, and construction is in

progress The new building is creating much interest among real

estate men, builders and architects, especially as the underwriters have

looked favorably upon it. The architect, John Cotter Pelton, who originated

this type of building, says he has an assurance that it will receive a hre

insurance rating higher than Class C buildings, and next to Class A He

estimates the cost at about 15 per cent greater than ordinary frame build-

ings and at least 5 per cent less than the common brick structure.

The building consists of a heavy frame of wood encased in reinforced

concrete walls of four inches thickness, anchored to the frame at each

story It is, in fact, a wood frame in place of a steel frame, and the heavy

timbers support the floors and roof independently of the walls, which

are merely "curtain walls." There are wood columns and girders, and

upon the girders, after they are covered with fireproof material, the wood

joists are laid sixteen inches on centers. Instead of board flooring, blocks

composed of cement, plaster of paris and cinders, are set upon the joists,

so that the floors are fireproof. The partition walls are made of similar

blocks, made of staff and held in place by reinforcing rods^

In no place does wood touch wood in the building. The frame may

be erected as steel frames are put up, and later the walls are built and

. the floors set in. The principle is the same as that of the steel-frame

building, in which the floors are supported by the frame, independently

of the walls The inventor believes that the favorable attitude of the

underwriters may result in allowing this type of construction to be used

within the fire limits.

A Linoleum Wearing Surface for Concrete f loors

By S. W. RUSHMORE in Cement and Engineering News.

I

HAVE read in many papers descriptions of many fine concrete buildings,

and in every case, in offices, the floors have been covered with hard

wood, which introduces a large amount of combustible material in a

building supposed to be fireproof.

I recently built a concrete extension to my factory and, having no

external fire risk and the goods manufactured being non-combustible, I

decided to use as little wood as possible and carry no insurance.

The contractors recommended maple flooring for the office and I

found that that material was commonly used elsewhere ;
but I would not

have it. I had observed that good quality linoleum would wear better

than wood, so I had the office floors trowled off smooth and decided to

cement the linoleum directly to the cement surface.

None of the linoleum concerns would take the contract, as they said

"the moisture in the concrete will loosen the cement ;" but I did not agree

with them, so I had the linoleum fitted to the different rooms and did

the cementing with my own force.

After carefully fitting the material to the edges of the room, the men

would roll it back from one-half the space, carefully sweep the floor and

scrape off any unevenness. Then the cement surface was covered to a

depth of about 1/16 inch with liquid fish glue thinned down slightly with

hot water so that it would be worked with a large kalsomine brush. On

many places the glue would be fully j/g inch deep and we have observed

that there is little danger of applying too much.

After coating the surface with glue the linoleum was carefully rolled

back into place and for a few minutes a dozen laborers would walk back

and forth ove4- it to ensure even contact Then the operation would be

repeated over the remaining half of the room. As soon as the covering

was laid the entire surface was covered with brick, sections of structural

steel and other peices of flat, heavy material and allowed to remain for

several days.

It was found that the glue would quickly harden at the seams and

edees but remained moist elsewhere for several months.. Nevertheless,

the atmospheric pressure was sufficient to prevent the s ightest buckling

at any point, even under constant use, and to-day, after over twelve

months' hard service, we have an ideal floor surface.

The floor is almost as quiet as if covered with rubber, yet it has the

feeling of wood and the firmness of cement. When wiped over occasionally

with linseed oil and turpentine, it remains perfectly waterproof.

The linoleum for the surface of about 4,000 square feet cost $400

cut to fit the rooms. We used just fifty gallons of liquid glue at a total

cost of $85. The labor amounted to about $95, includmg the carrying

of the large amount of bfick for weighting the surface. Thus the total

cost was but 14^ cents per square foot, probably less than half the cost

of the average maple floor.

As our partitions are all of reinforced concrete five inches thick poured

IP olace and the only woodwork is about the door openings, we consider

our officerpr^^ Even if it were possible for the linoleum

to burn off from the cold concrete surface, its calorific value is so small

that it would not add appreciably to a fire.

JLjg^tgJIflAfe
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Granted Certificates to Practice Archi-

tecture.

Following is a list of those who have

been granted certificates to practice arch-

itecture by the Northern District of the

California State Board of Architecture.

Mr. William Wright, 2245 Benvenue

avenue, Berkeley.

Mr. Louis Mastropasqua, Monadnock

building. San Francisco.

Mr. Walter D. Reed, Oakland Bank of

Savings building, Oakland.

Mr. Leo J. Devlin, 145 Buena Vista

avenue. San Francisco.

Mr. Thomas Smith, 1801A Ellis street,

San Francisco.
.

Mr. Augustus G. Headman. 740 Haight

street, San Francisco.

Mr. Boyd von Beuthuysen, 22 Battery

street. San Francisco.

:^
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Annual Meeting of the State Board.

The California State Board of Archi-
tecture held its annual meeting at the

St. Francis Hotel. San Francisco, in

April, at which were present the full

membership of the board from the

northern and southern districts.

After having heard the reports of the

secretary-treasurer, the board proceeded
to elect officers for the ensuing year.

The following were elected: William
Curlett, president; John P. Krempel, vice-

president; Frederick L. Roehrig, secre-

tary-treasurer; Lionel Deane, assistant

secretary-treasurer.
Merritt J. Reid and Albert Pissis of

San Francisco, W. S. Fames of St. Louis

and Alfred F. Rosenheim of Los Angeles,

past members and guests, were in attend-

ance and spoke.
The meeting was enlivened by the

presence of John Galen Howard, profes-

sor of architecture at the State Univer-

sity. Mr. Howard thoroughly indorsed

the workings of the State law governing

architecture, and expressed a desire to

work with the board in formulating ideas

so that the members of the university

might avail themselves of its benefits.

All present recognized the educational

value of the work of the State board in

its endeavor to encourage architects to

equip themselves for their chosen pro-

fession, to the end that any person who
desired to call himself an architect must
show the necessary qualifications.

During their stay in the northern me-
tropolis the members of the southern

district visited manv of the new build-

ings erected since their last visit.

City Architect Newton Tharp acted as

host to the party while visiting the

various municipal buildings under con-

struction. He has a bureau of seventy
engineers and draughtsmen employed
entirely in the preparation of plans, etc.

At present he is at work on plans for

forty school buildings, twenty engine

houses. Hall of Justice and several hos-

pitals.

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

By Sylvain Schnaittacher, Secretary.

The regular quarterly meeting of the

San Francisco Chapter, American Insti-

tute of Architects, was held in the white

and gold room of the Hotel St. Francis

on Thursday evening, April 15th. An
unusually large attendance was present,

including several visiting architects.

After the customary dinner the rneet-

ing was called to order by Mr. Pissis.

The greater part of the evening was
taken up with the discussion of the pro-

posed competition for the new San Fran-
cisco City Hall, and a committee consist-

ing of Messrs. William Curlett, George B
McDougall, William Mooser and Henry

A. Schulze was appointed to draft a let-

ter to the Board of Supervisors, request-
ing the modification of the proposed pro-
gram, in accordance with the sentiment
of the chapter. Other business trans-

acted was of the usual routine nature.

Southern California Chapter, A. I. A.

Southern California Chapter, A. L A.,

held its monthly dinner and business
meeting for April in Levy's cafe, Los
Angeles. Aside from the regular routine
business, the principal topic discussed
was that of the proposed school build-

ings, plans for which are now being
made by various architects. The mem-
bers were loud and long in stating their

objections to the use of inflammable
material in the construction of these
buildings. The plan of the School Board
is to erect none but wooden buildings.

With the addition of probablv not to

exceed 25 per cent to the amount of

bonds recently votejJ for increased school
facilities, it was claimed that absolutely
fireproof schools could have been se-

cured
If the chapter had mentioned the many

points favorable to fireproof school con-
struction prior to the time of voting the

bonds, its comments would surely have
received hearty indorsement from the

taxpayers, whose children's lives are

daily endangered in the frame structures

now in use, and the bonds voted for

wooden buildings would no doubt have
received a greater majority had the bond
election called for the added cost of fire-^

proof schools. But, inasmuch as the

objections to frame buildings come at

this late date, it is hardly possible any
changes will be made in the construc-

tion of the new grammar and high
schools, for which $720,000 will be ex-

pended.

Olympic Club Competition.

The plans for a club building of

Charles PafTe & Co. and J. Bauer, with
offices in the Merchants' Exchange
building, San Francisco, have been ac-

cepted by the Olympic Club in compe-
tition with designs submitted by some
twenty or more prominent architects.

The award was made by the club build-

ing committee, assisted by G. M. Kel-
lam and John J. Mahoney. The firms

of Sutton & Weeks, Coxhead & Cox-
head and MacDonald & Applegarth were
next in line in the order named to the

successful competitor. The estimated
cost oJF Paffe & Co. to build the struc-

ture is $379,000. The plans call for

a Class A building of steel, stone and
brick, five stories and having the swim-
ming tank, already constructed, under a

separate roof from the main building.

TUri^ * J^SHfiaH^VZ*? *
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The gymnasium is to be on the first

floor, right off the foyer. On the second

floor will be located the assembly and

social halls, while the other three floors

will be given over to the cafe, I'ounging-

rooms and sleeping-rooms.

The board of award as at present
planned consists of the Mayor, the City
Architect and three other architects

to be chosen by the Board of Works.

More About San Francisco's New City

Hall.

A bond issue of approximately $4,000,-

ObO for a new City Hall will probably be

put before the voters at a special elec-

tion some time in June. Supervisor

McLeran so announced at a recent rneet-

ing of the building committee consider-

ing the general matter.

That the hall will in all likelihood be

erected unon the site of the structure

now being cleared away was also tenta-

tively determined upon, although the

meeting was largely taken up with the

Merchants' Association suggestion that

the Burnham civic center idea be car-

ried out to the extent of locating the

new hall in the vicinity of Van Ness

avenue and Market street. President

Andrew M. Davis and Secretary L. M.
King of the association stated that they

did not wish to press the proposal unless

the additional expense involved had been

ascertained^ nor without further confer-

ence among the members of the associ-

ation.
Supervisors McLeran, Bancroft and

Chairman Rixford took the ground that
" the work must not be delayed, and that

unless the association should shortly

make a definite recommendation to the

contrary, the board would proceed upon
the assumption that the present site be

used.
G. H. Lansburgh and other represent-

atives of the San Francisco Chapter,

American Institute of Architects, con-

demned the committee's former proposal,

that of the $15,000 to be put up in an

architectural competition for plans

$10,000 should be distributed among ten

firms speciallv asked to submit designs.

An absolutely free and open competi-

tion, with all architects and firms upon
the same basis, was advocated by the

architects present, and. the Supervisors'

finance committee having thrown back

the $10,000 proposal without favor, the

committee did not press its former idea.

It was agreed that a better plan

would be to use the entire amount in

stimulating competition, and it was de-

cided that a bill along that line be intro-

duced. The winnini? architect will receive

W2 per cent of the cost of the struc-

ture. It is proposed that the four plans

adjudged next in merit should receive

prizes as follows: Second best plan,

$5000; third, $4000; fourth, $3500; fifth,

$2500.

A Palace for Fresno?
Whether the city of Fresno is to have

a palace worth $1,000,000, or whether
that amount of cash is to go to the Uni-
versity of California, is a question soon
to be decided through a case now pend-
ing in Fresno.
When Theodore M.Kearney of Fresno

died he left a will that has brought about
much legal conflict. It is claimed that

his final testament provided that $1,000,-

000 should go to the University of Cali-

fornia. On the other hand, the conten-
tion is made that the money was to be
devoted to the erection of a magnificent
palace to be known as the Chateau
Fresno, which would be a monument to

his name. There are further complica-
tions in the shape of hints regarding a
mysterious woman with whom Kearney
was in love and who was to share the
bulk of the estate.

Before Kearney's death Maurice Her-
bert, an architect of Los Angeles, drew
plans for the proposed chateau. The fee

he charged was $58,000, and it is for that

amount that he is now suing in the Su-x
perior Court of Fresno.

If he wins the suit, this will go far

toward establishing the fact that Kear-
ney intended having the building erected.

The Mercantile Trust Company of San
Francisco is executor of the estate.

To Build Theaters.
Abe Cohn, manager of the American

Theater of San Francisco, Western rep-

resentative of the Shuberts, announces
that the work of constructing a $250,000

theater in San FrancisQO will be started

shortly. A $300,000 theater is to be con-

structed in Oakland, on Broadway, near

Fifteenth street and the Oakland post-

office building. A new theater is also to

be built in Bakersfield, possibly one in

Stockton, and the Shuberts will control

the new playhouse which the Elks are

about to build in Sacramento. Plans

have been matured for the construction

of a new theater in Los Angeles.

Sacramento Bank Buildins:.

The directors of the People's Bank
of Sacramento are active in amicably
arranging with the tenants of their prop-

erty on Eighth and J streets to vacate,

in order that building on the site may
be started in the next few months. It

is planned to erect a class A structure

seven stories high, and all floors will

contain modern office rooms, to be abso-

lutely fireproof. Not a stick of wood
will be used in the building, and all

door and window casings will be metal

sheathed.
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THH ARCHITBCTURAL

LEAUUE OP THE

PACIFIC COAST

The Architec-

tural League of

the Pacific Coast

has been success-

fully launched,

and, if the plans of its organizers do

not miscarry, it promises to become

an important factor in the future

movements of the profession in Cal-

ifornia, Oregon and Washington.

The League is, indeed, fortunate in

having for its first president Mr.

Willis Polk, whose high professional

standing, enthusiasm in and loyalty

to his work should be ample guar-

antee that the organization will not

suffer for proper management and

a faithful pilot. There is no good

reason why the League should an-

tagonize other architectural bodies;

on the contrary, it should work in

harmony with them, having in mind

the main purpose of all similar or-

ganizations—to promote and main-

tain the highest possible standard of

professional etiquette.

The League should have the co-

operation and support, in so far as

practicable, of the national bodies--^

the American Institute of Archi-

tects and the Architectural League

of America. As stated, it is in no

sense an insurgent movement, being

prompted solely by a desire to sim-

plify a circuit of architectural exhi-

bitions to be held in different Coast

cities. The American Institute of

Architects should not and will not

suffer through the holding of these

exhibitions; in fact, the entire pro-

fession is certain to be benefited by

them.

The League proposes to encour-

age the formation of chapters of the

American Institute of Architects in

cities where none now exist. It

proposes to encourage study by

draughtsmen through existing archi-

tectural clubs and foster the orp-an-

ization of clubs in cities where none

now exist.

It proposes to bring about, if pos-

sible, an annual convention of Pacific

Coast architects.

Members of all chapters of the

American Institute of Architects, as

I

I
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well as members of other architec-

tural organizations, are included in

its membership, the idea being: to

simplify the holding of annual exhi-

bitions.

In this way it will be possible for

all Pacific Coast architects to have

the opportunity of showing their

work in all the Coast cities at a

minimum of expense and without

the conflict that would ensue if two

or more independent exhibitions in

different cities happened to be under-

taken at the same time.

MESSINA TO BE

PROPERLY
REBUILT

Prof. C. W. Wright of the Geo-

logical Survey has* just returned

from Italy's stricken

district and in a lec-

ture at the Cosmos
Club said that un-

doubtedly a type of

structure that will have great resist-

ance to shocks will be adopted for

the rebuilding of Messina, and it

will be for the Government to see

that this type alone is used.

Engineers and architects were

much interested in the description

-of the hollow-tile building that of

all the different kinds of construc-

tion in Messina best stood the tests

of quake and fire. This hollow-tile

construction, reinforced with steel

members, will in all likelihood be

adopted as the standard mode of

construction and insisted upon by

the authorities.

Reinforced concrete also with-

stood the quake stresses very well,

and this material will probably be

used second to hollow tile.

The treatment of exterior surfaces of

concrete buildings by the use of cement

plasters is a study just challenging atten-

tion in America. In Europe this branch

of the industry has been developed into

a fine art. In plastering technique we

in this country are very remiss. Not

every mechanic is fit to handle the fin-

ishing processes. It will take several

well equipped demonstrating schools to

secure the progress in this direction that

the industry needs. What utilitarian in-

stitution of learning will be the first to

provide for this important study?

THE EAST APPROVES PACIFIC
COAST LEAGUE.

From the American Architect.

/ \N another pagewill be found a news
I I item announcing the formation of
^""^ an Architectural League of the

Pacific Coast. With the marked prog-

ress of the Western coast in architecture

of recent years the need for art organiza-

tion of this kind has been keenly felt.

It has been impossible to arrange any
satisfactory method by which the archi-

tects of both East and West could enjoy
together the advantages of a common
exhibition circuit. Owing also to the

magnificent distances involved and the

tendency to hold the annual conventions
of the institute in the East, the men
along the Pacific Coast have not had the

opportunities for meeting together in

large representative bodies that they

have desired. Local associations have a

very great value in themselves, but they

can never completely fill the need for a

broader and more comprehensive organ-
ization. With the formation of the new
league there is filled a gap that has for

long been felt. The chain is completed
between the local societies on one side

and the institute on the other. * * *

Particularly gratifying is the attitude

of the men to whom the credit is due for

the new league's existence. It is at least

conceivable that the Western men might
have been so impressed with their geo-

graphical unity and their separation from
the center of the Eastern organizations

as to consider advisable the formation

of a body that would be in effect a rivat^

of the A. I. A. A movement of this sort

would have been unfortunate in rnany

ways. The institute has gained for itself

a standing and a widespread influence

for good that will, so far as it is possible

to foresee, grow steadily in power. Any
addition along the line of more complete
organization within and subordinate to

it is a step in the right direction. On
the other hand, any division of the

architectural profession's loyalty would
weaken its influence for good. That the

Western coast architects fully appreciate

this fact is shown by the published sum-
mary of their objects in organizing the

Architectural League of the Pacific Coast.

Their aims are: To secure affiliation

between the A. 1. A. chapters and the

Western architectural clubs; the forrna-

tion of similar organizations in citiei

where none exist; the institution of a

Western circuit of architectural exhibi-

tions; the establishment of an annual

convention of architects in the West,

and the development of educational work
among the draughtsmen, along the lines

of the atelier system. Our congratula-

tions are extended to the men on whose
shoulders the labor of this movement
has fallen. The whole profession will

watch their efforts with the satisfaction

that comes from seeing work that is

worth the doing well done.
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School Plumbing.

By A. C. Shaver,

Inspector of Plumbing, Pasadena.

SANITATION in our public schools

is receiving far more consideration

than at any time in the history of

architecture. Not only is this true m
regard to the modern systems of heating

and ventilating, but also in the wonder-

ful improvement in plumbing, both as

regards the drainage system, water sup-

ply and fixtures. While formerly plumb-

ing fixtures were placed in illy ventilated,

poorly lighted, out-of-the-way places and

used only as a necessity, they now
occupy a more prominent place and have

become a luxury as well as a necessity.

When it comes to a question of plumb-

ing the schools where the boys and girls

of to-day are learning the responsibil-

ities of the men and women of to-

morrow, it ought to be a self-evident

proposition that the best can be none too

good. A city's educational institutions

should reflect the very highest state

of knowledge and practice of sanitary

-engineering— partly because they are

educational examples of public buildings

as well as places where education is im-

parted; also because children have no

power of choice in the design or co""

.struction of the plumbing in the schools

they attend. The municipality is morally

responsible for the health and comfort

of the children who attend its places of

public instruction.
, , •

It is not enough that the plumbing

fixtures be sanitary; they must be such

that the children take pride m them and

feel a sense of responsibility in keeping

them clean. The public drinking cup has

always been a source of trouble on
account of the possibility of the spread

of disease, but this has been overcome by
the introduction of the bubbling pedestal

drinking fountain in which no cup is

used; the child, leaning over, drinks out

of a bubbling stream of water, no part

of the lips coming in contact with the

fountain. The improvements in plumbing

fixtures have driven out the old latrine

closets and the more antiquated systems

with their large fouling surface, and have

created a demand for the more sanitary

and up-to-date work; the individual, seat-

action, syphon jet closet, with its tank

and bowl of vitreous ware, is probably

giving the best satisfaction, and when
installed in a well lighted, well ventilated

room is a model of sanitation. If the

privilege of using modern fixtures in a

clean, ventilated room shall teach our

children anything toward cleanliness and

care of property and do anything toward

raising the standard of sanitary knowl-

edge, any extra amount paid is well

invested. The policy of putting high-

grade material in rooms to be used for

toilet purposes has often been assailed by

unthinkine: persons, and probably often

will be; but it is certainly a step in the

right direction, as it is a saving in

repairs, length of service and the ease

with which it is kept in a cleanly condi-

Owing to the nature of the waste that

enters the urinal, it is the most difficult

of all toilet-room fixtures to keep in, a

clean and sanitary condition, and the toul
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air noticed in many public toilet roorns

is due largely to this fixture; but this

can be overcome by the proper selection.

A urinal should be of a non-absorbent

material such as slate or solid porcelain,

and the water so delivered as to have a

scouring effect on all parts; the local

vent so arranged as to draw the air

downward across the bowl or trough, as

the case may be, and exhaust back of

the urinal slab in a foul-air flue installed

for that purpose. With this installation

we do not get the foul odors, as they are

drawn downward and never reach the

level of the face.

Dr. Arthur Newshalme. a distinguished

English sanitarian, once said: "The chil-

—drea represent the raw material out of

which the next generation is to be manu-
factured." It is important that not only

should this material be as good as pos-

sible, but it should be prevented from
deterioration while under the control of

school authorities. Realizing that the

most priceless possession of our boys

and girls is not learning, but health, we
must so guard and strengthen them dur-

ing the most plastic period of their lives

that when the school days are over they

may enter the world well and strong,

physically equinoed to maintain the ad-

vantages already gained.

Architecture and Illumination.

In an address upon "Architecture and

Illumination" at a recent convention of

Illuminatinc: Engineers, Mr. Emile G.

Perrot said that illumination might be

divided into two parts, necessary light-

ing and decorative lighting.

While these two divisions necessarily

merge into each other, their relative

importance depended upon the general

character of the architectural treatment

of the building. If the building was con-

sidered as a structure intended to serve

the practical uses of man, the illumina-

tion would be of the former type. If,

however, architecture was considered in

nuAR
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its real significance as being ornamental

construction, one of the fine arts, and

possessing, in addition to its technicaF

value, esthetic and phonetic values—that

is, beauty and power to tell a story

—

then illumination became only the hand-

maid of architecture, as were painting

and sculpture.

Mr. Perrot believed that the architect

should design the fixtures for a building

just as he designed the carving for a

column capital or the bas relief enrich-

ment of a frieze, for the use of stock

patterns for any feature of a building

was reprehensible. On the other hand,

nothing was more striking in a building

than a lighting fixture when in use at

night time. ^^ ^^ ,

The Singer building in New York was

referred to as a successful combination

of architecture and illumination, while

the illumination of the Pan-American

Exposition of 1901 was given as an ex-

ample of the utmost degree of harmony

between illumination and exterior archi-

tectural effects.

In conclusion Mr. Perrot referred to

the necessity for the collection of data

bearing on both the theoretical and

practical sides of illumination for the

use of those taking up the profession.
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Plumbing for Water Service in the Home

The distribution of water service in

the home is discussed in a recent article

in Shonoell's, which says in part:

All water pipes laid outside of a build-

ing (where there is frost) should be so

far below the surface of the ground that

the frost will not reach them—usually
from three to four feet, according to the

porosity of the soil and the condition of

the climate. (In CaHfornia the excava-

tion need not be quite so deep.) It is

prudent to have a stop-cock box outside

the building, so that the householder will

be able to control the whole line from the

street line to the cellar, where another

stop cock or wheel valve, with waste

tube or opening, should be provided to

allow of the emptying of all water pipes

when the valve is closed. This waste

opening is necessary to prevent any

water remaining in the pipe from freez-

ing in cold weather, and to allow the

pipe to drain when repairs beromp neces-
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sary. The stop cock outside the build-

ing makes the householder independent

in the control of his own water supply.

The service pipe should be laid with

an even grade to the stop cocks, to

enable the water to be properly drained

when required. If any sags or depres-

sions occur the water will lodge and

cause trouble. The proper way to sup-

port a water pipe of lead in a building

is to fasten a board with a "ground"

under the pipe, and this will furnish a

good support the entire length of the

pipe. Pipe hooks, bands or tacks should

never be used for supporting horizontal

pipes of any kind, as the lead pipe will

of its own weight sag between these

supports, especially hot water pipes. The
heating of the pipe will cause it to

elongate, and it will never return to its

original position.

The size of the pipe from the main to

the building should be considered, taking

into account frictional loss, distance run,

and the needs of the building, to estab-

lish a perfect service. It should be

ascertained just how high the water will

rise, before plumbing work begins, be-

cause the system of piping, or the method

of supplying and distributing the water

best" adapted for the building, will de-

pend chiefly upon the height to which

the water can be depended upon to rise.

This height can be ascertained by apply-

ing a pressure gauge to the service pipe

and computing the vertical height of a

column of water required to counter^

balance the pressure indicated. It often

happens that the water will rise and

supply the top floors of a building dur-

ing the night, but not during the day.
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This is due to larger quantities of water
being drawn from the street mains dur-

ing the day than during the night. When
such a condition as this is encountered,

a common house tank should be located

above the highest fixture, large enough
to hold a three days' supply.

Indirect Illumination.

By Augustus D. Curtis.

Indirect illumination is acknowledged

by all who make a study of artificial in-

terior illumination as the most aesthetic

and modern method. This form of illu-

mination having the light source con-

cealed and usually depending upon re-

flection from ceiling, walls or other reflect-

ing sources for an even illumination of

the room has been limited in its practical

application, owing to the great loss or ab-

sorption of light after leaving its original

source before it reaches the working

plane.

Various attempts have been made to

solve the problem and there are a consider-

able number of installations in which in-

direct illumination is applied in different

ways, the most successful heretofore being

that in which the light is hidden behind

brackets, or cornices around the edge of,

and the light reflected toward the ceiling

of the room.
' Another method which produces very

pleasing effects is that in which the light is

reflected through art glass in the ceilings

of the room.
These methods produce very good re-

sults and wherever expense is not to be

considered, they will undoubtedly grow

more and more in favor.

Recent developments have been made
that probably mark an epoch in interior

illumination. Indirect illumination is now
made commercially available; it is brought

within the reach of the person of ordinary

means.
In this system valuable suggestions by

members of the Illuminating Engineering

Society were followed out. as also those

by members of the Ophthalmological
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Society, who are so emphatic in the as-

sertion that most eye troubles are caused

by the present method of artificial illu-

mination in which the delicate mechanisms

and nerves of the eye are subject to the
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direct rays of the intensely brilliant

modern lighting units.

The successful solving of this problem

and its practical working out depended upon

two things

:

^
First, a light of high candle power at

low cost.

Second, a reflecting surface that would

give the first reflection of light upward

without material loss.

Where gas is used the necessary candle

power and economy is found in using the

higher grade incandescent mantel burners.

Where electricity is used, the high ef-

ficiency of the Tungsten lamp proves an

ideal source of light for this indirect light-

ing system. The intense brilHancy of this

lamp makes inadvisable its use in small

rooms on ordinary chandeliers because of

the blinding effect.

The reflectors used consist of a single

piece of blown glass, coated on the outside

with pure silver, giving a reflection of re-

markably high efficiency. The silvering is

protected on the outside by coats of elastic

enamel. It is important that the reflector

be capable of being molded so as to be uni-

form and correct in design and compact in

form, and to permit of easy and thorough

cleaning.

The design or shape of the reflector also

has an important bearing on the efficiency

and on the effect produced in the room.

The correct shape of this inverted reflec-

tor for throwing the rays of light to the

ceiling without shadows, as adopted, has

been the result of considerable calculation

"and experiment. —"—
The perfected design is of a bell shape

and contains peculiar circular and vertical

corrugations. Being fire glazed, the ex-

posed glass surface is easily cleaned with a

soft cloth.

The indirect lighting units worked out

consists of this scientifically correct bell

shaped mirror corrugated reflector, fitting

in a spun brass casing. On gas fixtures

this spun brass spinning rests on the base

of the mantel like a globe. On electric

fixtures this spun brass casing can either

be suspended by chains or supported from

below, as is the case of gas fixtures.

It is evident that an infinite variety of

ornamental designs can be worked out em-

bodying these units and from the great in-

terest shown, fixture manufacturers in the

near future will be designing fixtures for

use with this method of illumination.

These lighting units can easily be

installed on gas or electric chandeliers al-

ready in use.

The lighting units should be at or near

the center of the room, though side lights

can and have been used with satisfactory

results. Light colored walls are not essen-

tial as most of the light is directed to the

ceiling.

The rays of light striking first the diffuse

reflecting surface of the ceiHng lose their

injurious effect on the eye.
Vj

Up-to-Date Plumbing Systems.

The subject of sanitation is receiving

more attention today than at any pre-

vious time in the history of architecture.

The increased size of living rooms, the

provisions made for ample light and air,

and the introduction of ventilation in

connection with the heating system have

done much; but more particularly there

has been a wonderful improvement in

plumbing, both in regard to the drainage

system and to the water supply.

Improvement in workmanship, ma-

terials and installation have so changed

the character of plumbing that new
standards of comparison are required to

determine the quality of work.

Estimating Air Space for Heating.

The problem of furnace heating and

ventilating is a fascinating study, and the

more we indulge in this study the more
interesting it becomes.
The basic or underlying principle that

governs tite experienced furnace man is

a strict adherence to the rules entering

into the problem, and if his conclusions

are reached by those rules on a logical

bnsis. instead of the use of "thumb rules,"
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failure and condemnation will be replaced

by success and commendation, and the

agreeable outcome of success and com-

mendation is increased business and

larger profits.

One of the first rules a furnace man
should learn is that of determining the

arnount of cubic feet of air space to be

heated, and in this calculation it is neces-

sary to take into consideration the rela-

tion of exposed walls and exposed glass

surface to the room or building to be

heated. Some consideration, too, .must

be given to the relation of an adjoining

unoccupied property; the loss of heat by

transmission in this party wall must be

overcome by a proportionate allowance

in the total equivalent cubic feet or in

the capacity of the furnace, for extra

firing when that feature becomes neces-

sary.

A simple rule for determining the

equivalent cubic feet is: To the cubic

feet in each room add for wall and glass

exposure as follows (one-tenth of each

square foot of wall exposure being equal

in cooling effect to 75 cubic feet, and one

square foot of glass exposure being equal

in cooling effect to 75 cubic feet):

First, obtain the cubic feet by multi-

plying the length by the width of the

room and by multiplying this result by

the clear height of the ceiling.

Then multiply 10 per cent of the net

wall exposure by 75 and add this amount

to the total.

Then multiply the glass exposure by

75 and add this amount to the total cubic

feet, and the cubic feet, the multiplied 10

per cent of the net wall exposure, and

the multiplied glass exposure will consti-

tute what may be called equivalent cubic

feet; that is to say, the total will be equal

to the cubic feet to be considered in

determining the size of the furnace, the

size of the warm air pipes and the size of

the registers that will be required to heat

the house.

Not a Plumber Born.

Pipes & Fassit ran a busy shop. They
had men out, working the eight-hour

day, in the Washington Heights district.

They had helpers out, too, at the regular

rates.

Monday morning had opened up with

a rush. Joints were bursting and bath-

tubs were flowing over.
,

Fassit generally followed up the jobs,

seeing that they were covered. Pipes

held the desk down and made out the

bills.
, ^ ,

Presently the door oushed open in<l a

hardy looking young fellow came in. tic

handed a note to Mr. Pipes. Pipes read

"Please sir—" said the young fellow.
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"Don't 'please' anybody here," said

Pipes. "Riley says you're a good man
and willing to work. Siddown!"
The hardy looking young fellow sat

for five minutes. Then the telephone bell

rang.
"Get that off the wire," said Pipes. The

young man got it.

"It's Mr. Silverberg that owns the big

apartment house on St. Nicholas avenue.

His star tenant complains of a leak in

the ceiling from the floor overhead."
"You take that wrench and go over,"

said Pipes. "Locate the floor. Get around
to Condon's, where we've got a contract,

and lift a helper. Go back and find the

leak. Report to me. Don't-faurry too
much.
The young man departed, returning in

a couple of hours.
"Nothing doing, Mr. Pipes," he said.

"The tenant overhead spilled some water
in a corner of the kitchen. It ran under
the sink and followed the pipe line to the

floor below. That was all."

Pipes kept on making out bills. A
ninet-'^-cent clock got along to 12 just as

the noon whistle blew outside.

Then Pipes rose up sadly.

"Here's sitting time," he said. "Take
the money— you'll need it. A tenant

imagines a leak. The owner wants to

pav for repairing the leak. You were
sent to find it. You failed. Some day
you may be an angel, but you will never

be a plumber. Good-by!"—National Con-
tractor and Builder.

Prismatic Lighting.

By George E. Androvette, Lucical

Engineer.

Prismatic lighting has become an im-

portant factor in modern buildings. The
more intelligent public appreciate the

value of natural light. The congested
conditions involved in cities exclude the

natural light, which in most cases can be

restored by the use of various forms of

prismatic glass, which changes the direc-

tion of light from vertical to horizontal

lines and illuminates interiors previously

dark unless lighted by artificial lights,

which, aside from expense, are not equal

to natural light.

There are several forms of prismatic

lighting—window prisms, extension sky-

lights, prism canopies, and sidewalk

lights. Each method involves the use

of glass having prism forms calculated

to operate under a given condition, fnr

the reason that the limitations of natural

laws of light must be considered and
either refraction or reflection must be
used.
The writer has had twenty years' ex-

perience exploiting the possibilities of

this work, and any person can command
his services, free of charge, to explain

and suggest the most effective methods.
Exterior conditions govern the meth-

ods to be employed, and success depends
on intelligent installation.

Big Building for Burnham.

D. H. Burnham & Co. have been se-

lected to build the National Bank at Spo-
kane, on which is to be expended the sum
of $1,000,000. When President J. W.
Toohev of the old National Bank decided

to build he issued invitations to every
architect in the United States to enter

into a competition offering $1000 to

each architect who would compete.
As the Burnham company never en-

gaf^es in any comnetition, it declined to

present anv plans.

President Toohey was not pleased with

the plans sent for his approval, and
thought the best thing for him to do was
to make a tour of the country and inspect

the bank buildings.

He visited all large banks in New York.

Chicago. St. Louis, Philadelphia and Bal-

timore, and finally came to San Fran-

cisco.

When he saw the First National Bank
-huilding he exclaimed: "Who built that

bank building?"
"D. H. Burnham & Co.," was the an-

swer.
"Ha! That is the firm which would

not compete."
He went to his hotel and wired D. H.

Burnham to g© ahead with the plans for

his new bank at Sookane.
"Certainly, we will build it." said Wil-

lis Polk, "and I think we shall be able

to Dlease him. As we never build two
buildinp's alike, Mr. Toohev will have a

structure which will be unlike anything

now standing."

Dickey & Reed, Architects.

Mr. Charles W. Dickey and Mr. Wal-
ter D. Reed wish to announce that here-

after the firm name will be Dickey &
Reed, architects. Their offices are in the

Balboa buildine, San Francisco, and Oak-
T,nr1 Bank of Savings building, Oakland.
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Some Industrial l.itonuation Worth the While
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The Kruttschnitt Building Material

Company has been granted a change of

name, and the concern will hereafter be

known as the California Building Mate-

rial Company. Manager Wood writes:

"We desire to make this change (which

does not affect our former management

or policies in the least) incidental with
'•

the taking up and handling of new lines

of high-grade building materials. Wc
also take this occasion to thank our many
customers for their patronage in the

past, and trust that we may be favored

with a continuance of the same m the

future."
., ,. _ •

1 /-

The California Building Material Com-
pany has the exclusive handling of the

famous Niles sand and gravel, which

have been pronounced by exoerts supe-

rior to manv other deposits for reinforced

concrete.

ell & Erwin Move to New Quarters.

The Russell & Erwin Manufacturing

Company has moved its Pacific Coast

headouarters from the Monadnock build-

ing to the new Commercial building, ban

Francisco. The new quarters have been

very handsomely fitted up, and in addi-

RoeMing
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tion to a suite of fine offices for Manager
Voorhees and his assistants there are

a sample room and commodious store-

room. No house on the Coast carries

a more complete line of building hard-

ware, and samples of all the latest de-

signs are kept in convenient form for

architects and prospective builders. Rus-

sell & Erwin hardware is the hardware

most used on the Pacific Coast.

Library Bureau's New Home.

The Library Bureau of San Francisco

''is now located in its new quarters at 509-

513 Market street. The bureau has leased

the entire ground floor and has the ben-

efit of an attractive store front which

permits of a tasty display of stock. The
bureau was formerly located on Mission

street. The new store is more central

and better adapted to the needs of a

constantly increasing business. The bu-

reau carries one of the most complete

stocks of library equipment and office

paraphernalia, filing devices, etc., in San

Francisco, and architects, engineers and

builders should not fail to inspect the

same before giving their orders.
•

Attractive Interiors.

Pfister & Co., artist decorators, an-

nounce that they are prepared to assist

architects and owners in attractive home
decoration. Mr. Pfister is an artist of

recognized ability and he has associated

with him a staff of competent assistants.

Bare walls and ceilings are transformed

into rooms of attractive beauty, at mod-

erate cost. Landscape, marine, flower

and figural paintings are executed in ef-

fective style and finish. The studio is at

169 Grove street, San Francisco.

San Jose Normal School Contract.

The F. A. Engstrum Company will

build the new normal school at San

Jose. The building will be Mission style

and of reinforced concrete. Construc-

tion work already has been started, and

the contractor hopes to complete the

building in 150 working days. The other

companies bidding on the work were the

Ransome Concrete Company, Thompson-

Macl\t^r

Starrett Company and Rickon-Ehrhardt
Company. The latter has received the

contract for building the power house in

connection with the new normal school

building.

Modern Church Architecture.

Plunging into the controversy that ever

centers about the question of the modern
church building, J. Stewart Barney, who
designed the celebrated Broadway Tab-
ernacle, New York city, contributes an

important paper on "The Modern Church
Building—What Should It Be?" to the

May issue of Munsey's Magazine.
Mr. Barney takes keen pleasure in dis-

secting the comment of various critics

of church architecture, and quoting sev-

eral particularly severe tirades against

the present-day church building, he says:

"Hysteria in art is more dangerous

than ignorance, though less criminal than

chicanery. In the amateur, if well de-

veloped, it is incurable. In the profes-

sional it takes the form of business policy,

which he changes to suit the fashion.

"It is generally seen in its most acute

stage in the writers of hysterical articles

on the subject of art and architecture."

Replying to the plea of other critics,

that architects embody in a church edi-

fice a suggestion of the nature of the

congregation within, Mr. Barney con-

tinues:
"Would it be proper to build in New

York, on a limited piece of land, a New
England meeting house, which would be

rendered ridiculous by the surrounding

skyscrapers, in order to express to the

'puzzled wayfarer' that this was the

home of a New England Congregational

church?
"The most beautiful buildings of the

past are those which most nearly suit

their requirements. Should we, in de-

signing an automobile, follow the lines

of the Roman chariot, the sedan-chair,

or the stage coach?"
Mr. Barney's article is profusely illus-

trated, and will undoubtedly awaken no

little discussion in architectural circles

by reason of its frank and fearless

handling of a subject of wide difference

of opinion.
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/fttenor View of Fred W. Waener's Store. Portland, the.

Wall and Floor Tiling

Architects, builders and owners who

are interested in the use of sanitary wall

and floor tiling will do wejl to visit the

fine store of Fred W. Wagner, 363

Stark street, Portland, Oregon, where

will be found one of the largest and most

complete show rooms in the Northwest.

Mr. Wagner is a veteran in the tile busi-

"^e^ having learned the trade in New-
York city. The following contracts are

a few out of hundreds Mr. Wagner has

filled the past five years in Portland:

Corbett building. Board of Trade, Dan-

moore hotel, Nortonia. hotel, Wallace ho-

tel Wallace, Idaho, 8,000 feet; Worces-

ter block; Couch building, completmg

seven floors in five days; United States

National bank; mosaic floors for Dr. Cof-

fey's office, pronounced the handsomest

west of Chicago; T. B. Wilcox residence;

also residences of Harry Corbett, Allen

Lewis and Messrs. Van Nesse, Mont-

gomery, Honeyman, Ainsworth, Creigh-

ton, Wells and Lawrence.

Honcymooncrs to Be Given Great Show.

"Every one loves a lover." That is

probably' why Niagara Falls, the Mecca

of all honevmooners and no small num-

ber of "prospects" in this line, is to be

lighted up bv the bip^gest searchlight

ever made, the proposed illummation

is thus described by the Buffalo News:

"It is planned to illuminate the falls

along the lines originally laid down by

W d'Arev Rvan, illuminating expert oL
the General Electric Company. This

means the expenditure of between $1Z5,-

000 and $150,000 and the installation of

the most powerful aggregation of electric

projectors ever assembled. The illum-

ination of the falls in 1907 created world-

wide interest, but the spectacle this year

will far eclipse the first attempt. Rays

of light of more than 2,000,000,000 candle-

power strength will be shot upon the

face of the falls, and the aurora of the

combined batteries will be visible as far

away as Toronto. Sixty-inch projectors

will be used, and the spectacle will be a

oermanent summer feature."

Ui^ai 'k or
gTf If you're building and want the

^ the best of anything in the heating line, we're here to supply

your needs with Qood Ideas and Satisfaction.

The W. G. Mcpherson Co.
SEE OUR NEW WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES

328 GLISON STREET . - - - PORTLAND
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The Federal Patented Locking device,

adjustable feet and unit system con-

struction are noteworthy features.

Ask for complete catalogue of steel

lockers.

Steel Lockers.

With the erection of so many club and

church buildings in San Francisco and

vicinity has come a demand for high-

^rad« sanitary lockers, which are an m-
dispensable adjunct to the modern gym-

nasium equipment. Of course, no first-

class club building would be without its

"gym," while many of the churches have

found that a boy's gymnasium construct-

ed in the basement of the edifice keeps

the lads oiT the street, and makes an at-

tractive playground for them. A number

of Y. M C. A. buildings under construc-

tion or about to be commenced have also

increased the demand for lockers and

gymnasium paraphernalia.

There is probably no company in the

United States which manufactures a

higher grade steel fixture than the Fed-

eral Steel Fixture Company of Chicago

and which has been fortunate in secur-

ing Mr J A. O'Reillv as its California

representative. Mr. O'Reilly is l^est

known in San Francisco as- the lime

man" He has offices in the Wilhams

building at Third and Mission streets,

and is -probably one of the best posted

men in the building line in San Fran-

cisco to-day.

The illustration above shows one ot

the new design clothing lockers made by

the Federal Company. It is built on the

very finest steel furniture lines.

This company has specialized on lock-

ers and manufactures a wide range of

sizes and styles, including both the sheet

steel and expanded metal types.

A New Surfacer for Concrete and Brick
Walls.

Architects and contractors who have

sought in vain a preparation that would
serve the double purpose of a darnp-

proofing compound and exterior finishing

material for rough brick and concrete,

will be gratified to learn that a mixture

has at last been prepared that answers

the above requirements. "Tectine" is

the name of the paste, and the Reliance

Damp Proofing Comoan^^ 250 Monad-
nock building. San Francisco, are the

manufacturers and sales agents. Practi-

cal men, thorouerhlv familiar with

cement, concrete work and brick, are

interested in the company, and they have

carried on a series of severe tests which

have demonstrated to their complete sat-

isfaction th superior merits of the ma-
terial.

In applying the paste the walls are

thoroughly prepared in advance. In re-

inforced concrete walls, for instance, all

protruding wires and steel are hammered
in and well coated to insure absolute

protection from rust and also to insure

a non-conductor of water or dampness.
Any defects on the surface are filled in

so there will be no pores or cracks to

prevent a smooth surface when the first

coat is applied. The preparation, which
is in the form of a paste, contains no oil

or fatty substances that would clash with

the alkali, being made of mineral sub-

stances that harden quickly and become
firmly fixed to the wall. "Tectine" has

been used on a number of buildings in

California, which the company would be

pleased to point out to architects and
others interested.

Bids on Electrical Work.

The San Francisco branch of the

National Electrical Contractors' Associ-

ation has sent out the following notice

to architects, contractors arrd builders:

"From and after May 1. 1909, bids or

estimates from members of the under-

signed association, on electrical work or

installation, will not include cost of any

"i^ervice outside of exterior walls of build-

ing or structure on or within which work

is to be done or installation made, or

cost of fees to any public service cor-

poration, or cost of mechanical door

openers, or cost of Avooden doors or

'trim' on electrical cabinets.'"

FOR SALE—Duplex steam pump,

1000 gallons per minute dapacity under

140 pounds pressure. In perfect order

and excellent condition at very low

price. Address 623 Monadnock building,

Snn Francisco.

,
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An Important Commission,

Architect Octavius Morgan of Los
Angeles has received the following com-
munication from Mr. Glenn Brown, sec-

retary of the American Institute of Arch-
itects, Washington, D. C:
"Mr. Octavius Morgan, 232 North Main

street, Los Angeles, Gal.—Dear Sir: Mr.

Gass Gilbert, president of the American
Institute of Architects, has appointed you
a member of the committee on govern-

ment architecture, to serve one year. Be
kind enough to notify me of your accept-

ance of the position. Very trulv yours,

"GLENN BROWN, Sec'y.''

The committee, as a rule, is selected

from the ranks of the most prominent
architects of the United States, and the

present one is no exception. It is formed
for the purpose of acting on matters per-

taining to government architecture, and

is considered quite a compliment by those

fortunate enough to receive recognition.

The full committee consists of J. Rush
Marshall, William Rutherford Mead,
Charles S. Frost, Thomas C. Young,
Robert S. Peabody. T-^hn M. Donaldson,

S. B. P. Trowbridge, Albert Pissis,

George Gary, William Holabird, Harry
Leslie Walker and Octavius Morgan.

Successful San Mateo Plumbing House

One of the most successful plumbing
houses in San Mateo county is that

maintained bv J. P. Ahlert of Menlo

Park. Many of the finest residences

in San Mateo county have been

equipped with heating and plumbing fix-

tures by Mr. Ahlert. He has been a

master plumber in San Mateo county for

twenty-four years, and all that time, bar-

ring about a year and a half when he

lived in San Mateo, he has resided at

Menlo.
Mr. Ahlert enjoyed the distinction of

plumbing the old Haywards residence at

San Mateo, now the Peninsula Hotel,

when that famous home was first built.

Mr. Ahlert has done all the plumbing in

the St. Patrick's seminary at Menlo Park
since the earthquake. He has just com-
pleted a fine plumbing and heating job

in the new Infirmary building of St. Pat-

rick's seminary, designed by Architects

Shea and Lofquist, and illustrated else-

where in this numiber of the Architect

and Engineer. The fixtures installed in

this building were from the J. L. Mott
Iron Works, and the hot water heating

apparatus was supplied through the

American Radiator Company. Mr. Ah-
lert also built the gas plant at the

seminary. It has a capacity of 600

lights and has given excellent satisfaction

since its installation. Some years ago
he built a gas plant for the chemical

laboratory at Stanford University. One
of the best jobs of residence work done
by Mr. Ahlert was the plumbing of Mr.

J. A. Donohoe's home at Menlo Park,

FOR
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Wbat One Urfe House Thisks of the Spiral Ckate

San Francisco. Nov. 17. 1908.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..
310 California Street.

San Francisco. Cal.

Gentlemen :— Referring to the Spiral Chute which

you recently installed for us in our factory:—
We can safely report that the same is a SuL CESS.
With this Chute, which occupies but a limited floor

space, we can drop boxes, baws and crates to the first

'^lor. quickly and without expense for motive power.

)ur factory certainly would not be complete without it.

You may refer to us at any lime.
Yours truly,

HILLS BROS.
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Tlie Haslett Warehouse Ml
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Lamson Mechanical Messengers.

The Lamson Consolidated Store Serv-

ice Company, which has its Pacific Coast

headquarters in the Call building, San
^>ancisco, has installed various features

of its service in many of the leading San
Francisco stores. The Lamson Com-
pany makes all kinds of mechanical mes-
sengers for cash and other purposes,

some being operated by means of elec-

tric power and others by the pneumatic
system. The big department stores are

enthusiastic in praising the Lamson par-

cel system, which allows the merchant
to check out his goods and increases

business by giving the salespeople all

their time for their legitimate work of

selling.

Change in State Architect's Office.

George C. Sellon, a member of the

firm of Sellon & Hemmings, has resigned

his position as California State Archi-

tect. The office pays $4800 a year, but

by a recent act of the Legislature the

incumbent is not allowed to carry on
any private practice. Mr. Sellon will

continue his association with Mr. Hem-
mings for the general practice of archi-

tecture, with offices in San Francisco and
Sacramento.
On May 5th Engineer Ellery appointed

William Coates to succeed Mr. Sellon.

Mr. Coates was formerly in the office

1
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of Architect Frederick Meyer and later

he was engaged in State work for Mr
Sellon. He received a certificate to prac-

tice architecture about a vear ago.

Prosperity Ahead!

R H Pease, president of the Good-

year Rubber Company's San Francisco

and Portland stores, is back from a six-

week's Eastern trin. and is enthusiastic

over the business outlook: He declared

that trade conditions are improving right

along the banks are loaning liberally

and money is easier than it has been for

some time. Any one with good credit

has no difficulty getting all the cash he

wants There is considerable building

going on in the large Eastern cities, and

business in general is oicking up. Mr.

Pease says people are still marveling at

San Francisco's pluck and enterprise^

Many feel that a settlement of the tariff

question is all that is now needed to re-

store complete confidence and good

times The Goodyear factories are run-

ning on full time, in fact, business is

better with the Goodyear Company now
than it has been for two years past. Mr.

Pease believes California and the Pacific

Coast will enjoy its full share of the

prosperity wave now close at hand.

Watson Roof Company Busy.

The Watson Roof Company is cov-

ering the attic and filing-room floors

of the new United States Custom H<>us€

in San Francisco with their "Watsonite

Floor, about 26,200 feet in all.

Twelve floors, attic and basement of

the new David Hewes building, Sixth

and Market streets, are also being floored

by this company with their "Watsonite,

calling for approximately 47,000 square

feet of work.
r ^ c u

"Watsonite" is being specified for the

manual training and domestic science

rooms in the new school houses at Reno,

Nevada, George A. Ferris & Co., archi-

tects, and is being specified also for many
of the new San Francisco schools being

planned and erected.

A Correction.

The fine new Young Men's Christian

Association building in Portland was
heated and ventilated by the W. G. Mc-
Pherson Company, and not by Cox &
Vengelen, as stated in the April Archi-

tect and Engineer. The plant was not

only installed, but was designed by the

McPherson Company. Other creditable

work done by the W. G. McPherson
Company includes the Corbett building,

the Board of Trade building and the

Couch building. Contracts are being

carried out for heating the Lewis build-

ing, the Kiernan building and several

other large buildings in Portland.

"COME Tl i

^-^ occasion lu a nu k

with machinery, and w

load was put over the

public scales, it showed
a gross weight of 18,430

pounds. The fact that

the team started this load

and the tires left no mark
Oil the pavement, is proof

of the quality of your
Flooring."

That's what Baker & Hamil-

ton have to say of ''Watsonite."

The first part of their letter to

us reads like this: '^Answering

your request for our opinion of

the 'Watsonite' Flooring laid

on the drive-way and wash-

rooms of our new building, will

say that this flooring has bten

subjected to hard usage and the

severest test during the past six

months, proving itself satisfac-

tory, and up to the present time

it has shown no visible signs

of wear."
It is signed by Mr. Burke,

their engineer.

Solid conservative liouses like Baker

& Hamilton are mighty particular

about important equipment. Every

penny invested must yield its return

in reduced maintenance expense, fa-

cilitated business and saving of labor

nnd time.

*^r" We have letters equally as strong
~~^

froniTheJohn A-Roebling'sSonsLo..

Western Meat Co.. Dairy Delivery Co Henry

Levy, Lachman Estate and others. We would

like you to have copies of them and see wha

each one says. Drop us a postal for them and

full specifications all bound ready to tile.

The Watson Roof Company
110 Sutter St.
PBONE DOUGUS 411

San Francisco, California
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m. OKIiiNTAL BAZAAR

DIRECT IMPORTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL IN

ORIENTAL ART GOODS

S. W. Cor. California St. and Grant Ave,

San Francisco

Branch at Los Angeles 548-350 South Broadway

\i £3 1 t ,ri

m^ I

GEARY STREET above Union Square

San Francisco

European Plan, $1 .50 a day up

American Plai * ^ay up

An ackliboo of one-third is now being

built to accommodate the fast

increasing patronage

Charles A. Stewart and
Maroaret Stewart

Proprietors

v^oioicd vjriass.

The Improved Colored Glass and Sign

Company, E. Marzolf, proprietor, of 107-

111 Tenth street, near Mission, San Fran-

cisco, is turning out some attractive and

artistic colored glass work, which may be

seen in a number of San Francisco build-

ings where there are restaurants, cafes

or saloons. The firm specializes in orna-

mental glass doors and windows, which

not only add to the appearance of the

building from an artistic standpoint, but

serves as an advertisement for the owner,

customers being attracted to the place

bv the picturesqueness of the exterior.

Ordinary windows, transoms, doors,

halls, bathrooms, bedrooms, etc., may
be decorated at a reasonable price. The
comnany claims its colored glass is an

excellent substitute of genuine stained

glass, in fact, is equal in design and

beautv to the finest art glass made. It

recommends itself both for sanitary

reasons and convenience. It saves all

window, and curtain washing and ex-

cludes flies and other insects. The color

preparation is easy to apply and when
treated according to directions, will

last any length of time.

The Rapid Floor Surfaccr.

The Inlaid Floor Company of San

Francisco is meeting with excellent suc-

cess in handling the Schlueter rapid

floor surfacer, and a number of the ma-

ARDS
EX. 30
14.85 1

LUMBRR COMPANY
• WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Large Timbers aod Special Bills to Order Kiln Dried Orefon Pine Finish

Main Yard on SOUTHERN PACIFIC. WESTERN PACIFIC. SANTA FE

17th and De Haro Street^; :: :: SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Maganne.
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BRASS & BRONZEWORK.

chines have been i)laced in operation

in San Francisco and neighboring towns.

The surfacers are especially intended for

smoothing both hard and soft wood
floors in schools, public and office build-

ings, factories, skating rinks, dance halls,

etc. The machines will even up all

rough joints and warped edges, will re-

move old varnish, shellac, oil, wax. lime

stains, etc. The machines have been
used with great success in the Golden
Gate Grammar School, Levinson's de-

partment store, the White House and
the American Hotel, in San Francisco.

Test of Chemical Engine.

The Oakland Tribune published the

following report of a test of the new
Kanawha chemical engine recently pur-

chased by the town of Fruitvale:

j*lThe new Kanawha chemical combi-
nation hose wagon was tested at a fire

recently before Fire Commissioners
E. L. Blackman, J. W. Bibby, Phil Blake

Jr., Fire Chief A. K. Jacobson and a

large crowd of spectators. A light frame
building was constructed for the purpose

on the Derby property on Fruitvale ave-

nue, saturated with coal oil and set afire.

The alarm was rung and in just two
minutes the engine was on the scene of

the conflagration.
"Flames from the wooden building

were shooting skyward twenty-five feet

high when the engine arrived on the

sc^ne. Engineer Ballestren turned on

the "juice" and Chief Jacobson rushed

into the heart of the burning structure

with the hose. Within thirty seconds of

the first application the fire was com-
pletely extinguished, demonstrating to

the satisfaction of all present that Fruit-

vale has one of the most up-to-date of

fire engines. The engine cost the com-
missioners $1550. It carries 1000 feet of

hose and has a capacity of fifty gallons

of chemical. It is operated by com-
pressed air."

The L. E. Boyle Company is the

Western representative of the Kanawha
Chemical Engine Manufacturing Com-
pany of Charleston, W. Va.. builders of

chemical engines for fire department use.

Al
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System Standards," a
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rcte design,
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Bond Election in June.

The San Francisco Board of Super-

visors has passed to print an ordinance

providing for submitting to the people

at the special election in June the ques-

tion of issuing $8,500,000 of bonds to

cover the cost oi acquiring lands and

erecting a new City Hall at the sug-

gested civic center at Van Ness avenue

and Market street. With this project, it

was agreed also to submit to the people

the question of erecting a new polytech-

nic school and Juvenile Court buildmg,

and of acquiring park and playground

property, the total of all the proposed

expenditures being $10,864,000, as fol-

lows: Civic center and City Hall,

$8,500,000; polytechnic high school,

$600,000 ;
juvenile detention home, $l^i),UUU

;

Potrero park, $750,000; Telegraph Hill

park, $250,000; aquatic park, foot of Van
Ness avenue, $350,000; Bay View park.

$50,000; Glen park. $50,000; playground.

block bounded by Noe, Sanchez, Eliza-

beth and Twenty-fourth streets, $165,000;

block bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania,

Nineteenth and Twentieth streets, $15,-

000.

Mission Architecture for Federal

Buildings.

Supervising Architect James Knox
Taylor announces that the Spanish or

Mission style of architecture, with its

belfry towers, red tiles, patios and ar-

cades, shall be adopted for the buildings

to be erected for the Government at ban

Diego, Santa Barbara, Riverside and, ifr

fact wherever Southern California pub-

lic buildings shall be erected. The first

building to be designed under this rule

will be one for Riverside. As soon as

the title to the property on which it is to

be built has been passed upon by the

Government, work will commence on the

plans.
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eminary

All the interior and exterior painting

of the St. Patrick's Seminary buildings,

illustrated in this number of the Architect

and Engineer, was done by E. J. Crane,

of Menlo Park. The same contractor
painted the James L. Elood mansion at

Menlo, Senator Felton's house, .ind the

residence of C. W. Smith, all of which
are in San Mateo county. Mr. Cratic

has also done considerable paintin>4 at

Stanford University.

Meurcr Tin Plates.

Meurer Bros, call attention to their

Meurer Genuine Tinned Iron Sheets, of

which they carry a large stock, both IC
and IX. in San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Portland and Seattle.

"There is nothing that will equal a

roof of good tin," writes their Pacific

Coast manager, A. H. McDonald. "Our
tinned iron sheets carry a coating of

forty pounds of tin and lead to a box
of 20x28 tin on a base of rehammered
charcoal iron. It is coated by hand in

old style open pots through palm oil; it

is known as the old style method. It

is the finest plate to be had and will last

fifty years. We have sold this plate for

twenty years and never had a complaint
'We append a copy of analysis ofIf

Meurer Genuine Tinned Iron Sheets,

made by Mr. John C. Sparks, F. S. C,
a chemist of international reputation, a

member of the American Chemical Soci-

ety and of the Society of Chemical In-

dustry, which analysis we have verified

fr-om time to time, to make sure that the

plate we are selling to-day is the same
as when we first introduced it:

Iron 90.841 per cent
Carbon 0.031 per cent

Silicon 0.162 per cent

Sulphur 0.005 per cent

Phosphorus 0.078 per cent

Manganese 0.041 per cent

Tin .^. 2.120 per cent

Lead ' 6.722 per cent

"The foundation of this sheet of roof-

' ing tin is pure iron.

"If you want a roof to last a cen-

tury, use Meurer Genuine Tinned Iron

Sheets."

Cement continues to be the most in-

teresting commodity in the siipplv line.

Barely a scratch has been made in the

records of the past, compared with the

volume of consumption that is to come.
The main and only trouble is that still

the builder does not know how to use
and apnly cement to his needs so as to

take up the ever growing production.

S.iU i lan^iH... , , ,.„ ,. i \aiiii)le oi Hotel Anhi-
tcrfure — Fully Worthy Its -uix-rb Situation.

1 r I
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(1(15 iiiit^ Partition Block

THE BEST AND ONLY INTERLOCKING PARTITION PLASTER BLOCK

ON THE MARKET TO-DAY. ESTIMATES SUBMITTED ON SHORT NOTICE

OTHER SPECIALTIES

iaterlocking Partitions Fibrous Celling Slabs

-Plastic Decorations _ 'miration Caen Stoae
U'atents Peadlag)

Dodds' Interlocking Block Co.

24 ULIfWWIA SAN I

, . ^ ,^ /-w ^^ 4 I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Samples of Finished Blocks Ready for Erection

THE Dodds Interlocking Plaster Par-
tition Block is manufactured in San
Francisco. The advantages of this

block partition over metal lath and tile

are very marked. The astonishing de-
velopment in metal lath and tile in the
past few years has been excelled by the
introduction of Dodds' Interlocking
Block Partition.

The blocks are manufactured in per-

fectly finished iron molds thoroughly
true and square to insure a first-class

uniform cast, which cannot be obtained
w'ith wooden molds.

Special interlocking door bucks are
installed with all partitions, forming an
extra strong-hold for door frames. Key
blocks are inserted over door heads,
forming a strong arch in case of wood-
work being burned out.

The Dodds Company manufactures spe-

cial cast blocks for furring around pipes,

which are stronger and in every way su-

perior to the present form of furring in

metal lath and tile work. The metal lath

in a period of three months or so cor-

rodes and loses its key, as will be admit-
ted by many who have recently paid for

the experience. The tile cannot be cut so
easily, requires double time in setting

and also two coats to complete, com-
pared with only one coat necessary to

finish Dodds' block partitions.

The. Dodds form of partition dispenses

with reinforcing rods and forms a strong
and perfectly straight, sanitary, sound-
proof and fireproof partition. It does not

crack, stands hard usage and requires no
wood grounds or blocks for fixing trim.

A large stock of standard size blocks,

two and one-half and four inch, are car-

ried in stock and will compete with wood
stud and metal lath partitions.

The blocks are absolutely dry, thereby
making a dry. hard finish at once.

The partition is especially suitable for

subdivision of stores, offices and lofts

and can be fixed and finished the same
day.
The Dodds' Interlocking Block Parti-

tion has been erected in San Francisco
buildings as follows: Drexler building,

Dr. Merritt building. Emporium, White
Garage, Hewes building. Marquis Hotel,

Lurline Baths, etc. The company has

erected a partition in the Schroth build-

inc' Union Square, twetitv feet high, of

four-inch blocks, without any form of

reinforcement, which is absolutely irre-

sistible.

A sample block will be furnished upon
recjuest.

State University Improvements.

The following is a list of the buildings

and improvements decided upon by the

Regents of the California State Univer-

Agnculture Hall $200 000

Addition to Chemistry Hall 200.000

Library equipment 200.000

Gateway and bridge 50.00

Purchase of Strawberry Canyon.. 200.000

Sinking fund for future buildings

and improvements 10,000

Vault at Lick Observatory 10.000

New tunnels 15,000

Improving president's heuse 25,000

New heating apparatus 6.000

New lighting system 2,700

Total $918,700

II
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T h.« »t Cashier's Desk '^tore of Hnstinirs Clothing Co.. San Francisco
showing iubi'S at i^asnier s i^csk

r>.,wir-i rityi A^%r XI TRP Offi-rs th- spet-diost and saf.'st method of handlinir

.... PNELJiVlAlIC I Ut>t: cash sales in the modern ntail store.

«cA^ fONSOLIDATFn STORF SFRVICF COMPANY, BOSTON. MASS.
*« '"^' ^VllJVi-IW...— >* ,. ap- Ca<h Systems.

Manufacturers of Air LmeCarrH-rsF^^wer^^^^
; ^rPn^umatiV Tube Systems. Gravity Wire

^;;;2?;^S;jKmf ^?^:kr?i^V?tr:;^rAi;?^.at.c F.^ up systems. Co.n Cashi.rs and < ^^ 1 r^s

San Francisco OMice: FOl RTKF.NTH 1 LOOR. CLAUS S-

three more months. All pavments .1 f. r
' 15^'''^' i -*

' p. _„,. ,.vaniin»> rar.fu v accompanying cut

agenf. GEO. W, SLATFH Rooms f.0 and f^l ^- ' - —-- -
^^^—

I
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Tiles

NTtKPRISl:
nmiff

MANTF' ( ^r m

Marbie iviosaic

Tcrrazzo

ood and Tile

Mantels

n. p. MSCHER

Man a g e r

„ A _« «

DESIGNS AND

ES FURNISHEDI

Eire Place

^05 216 EAST LAFAYETTE STREET

PHONE 286 f- 0- WX 782

STOCKTON, CAL RENO, NEVADA

ii,xpfcit ijiiji^c^tion Oi -v-atcrials.

_ Among the class A structures o f the

modern San Francisco none are more
frequently referred to as models of thor-

oughly excellent work in every respect

than the new United States custom

house, the Alaska Commercial building,

the First National Bank building and the

Palace Hotel.
Of its kind, each of these magnificent

structures is a markedly high-class ex-

ample. Each is a specimen of the good

design and careful construction one

would naturally expect to find in the

work of the eminent architects respons-

ible for them.
The structural steel in all of these

buildings was inspected and tested, both

chemically and physically, during manu-

facture and before being sent to the fab-

ricating shops for cutting and punchiiig.

This latter work was also carefully m-
spected and checked at the shops before

shipment to San Francisco, so that pos-

sibility of defect of every sort was

reduced to a minimum.
This testing and inspection work was

performed by experts in the employ of

the well-known firm of Robert W. Hunt

& Co.. upon whose services, for protec-

tion in the purchase of construction

materials, so many of the most careful

of the engineers and architects of this

country now rely.

Among thoroughly cautious engineers

there is no question of the necessity for

this class of care and protection, for to

know that the materials of construction

are of the quality, form and quantity

specified is fully as essential as to know
that the designs and specifications them-

selves have been properly prepared.

Engineer Barker's Report

Assistant State Engineer. Ralph Barker,

has made public his report in regard to the

faultiness of the seawall of San Francisco.

In part he says that the seawall has sunk

from three to five feet in places and that

big holes appear in streets where the sur-

face is giving way to the action, and.

foundations are settling under heavy ware-

houses. The sinking portion of the wall

cost $1,520,000 to build and probably a

half miUion dollars will be required for

repair work. The seawall in question ex-

tends from Mission to Jones street, and

is known as section A, B. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8. Mr. Barker recommends that any

new wall be built on a foundation of piles

sunk into the mud instead of on a trench

filled with rock. The Ferry building

foundation rests upon piles driven as above

mentioned, and Engineer Barker asserts

that section 8a and 8b form a non-settling

wall.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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D'xteci Attention to Their Elxceptional

Facilities to Elxecute Orders For

!n1 ^ I l€ecorai i n^
\

Special Dengns in

f^URINITURE A^Ii DRARBRIES
OK C <i V E R I N G SWlNDU\^ bHAliiih
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Sttn Pranclfico

INEW YORK WASHIISQTOrN, D. C
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addition

Low
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mxer.

izes:—5 to 2G cu. ti. pe:

i-ui luii particulars, call upon or \

uped witli
vator.

Be Comp
^enta for "Washli
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Engineers and Contractors :

Conduit System. pecialty

^ear l^hird SAN FRANCISCO

Phones: Kearoy 1^50-1051
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Veneering a Light Court With White
Bright Glazed Wall Tiles.

By W. W. FuNGE, Jh

Tt was recently found necessary to

refinish the immense light court of the

Pacific building in San Francisco on ac-

count of the original cement finish peel-

ing ofiF in places and also to do away
with the sombreness of the dull gray

surfaces. The original cement finish was
removed and it is now being covered

with Patent Grip Anchor Back wall tiles

of bright white glaze 6" x 3", made by

the American Encaustic Tiling Company,
Ltd., of Zanesville, Ohio. These tiles

are specially well suited for a job of this

sort on account of their security against

coming loose after once having been set,

the anchors formed in the tiles in mak-r

ing, producing a perfect rivet head of

cement at each corner of the tile.

It was at first proposed to patch

the spaces where the cement finish had

loosened or peeled off, but in estimating

the cost and the prospects of future

retouching, as well as the difference in

the appearance of the job when com-
pleted, it was found that it would be

cheaper to veneer the walls with tile.

The work alreadv completed shows that

this was a wise decision, as the court is

greatly enhanced in appearance and the

added light to the offices with a north

exposure is very great. The tile veneer

will also overcome the difficulty experi-

enced in heavy storms beating against

the swtth exposure causing moisture to

penetrate the lighter walls, as has been

experienced in several instances ip San

Francisco. So-called water ^ proofing

wears off in time and must be renewed.

There were nearly 20.000 square feet

of tile used in this light court, and it was
supplied by Mangrum & Otter, Inc., from
stock. It would seem that San Fran-

cisco dealers carry immense quantities

of tile in stock to be able to supply such

a quantity at a moment's notice.

Tiles are coming into great demand for

building exteriors, and their use is not

confined to this market alone, as a re-

cent visitor to the City of Mexico ob-

served several buildings veneered with

glazed tile there, and a large structiire

was under construction during the win-

ter, which was also being veneered with

glazed tiles of about 3"x3" size.

Tiles are used to considerable extent

in veneering exteriors in Australia and

in the older countries like India, Asia

and many parts of Europe, their use go-

ini? back as far as building history.

Tiles really seem to be the material in

which modern architecture will deal in

very extensively, particularly for mural

decorations for the reason of the economi-

cal and artistic results to which they lend

themselves to an almost unlimited extent.

THE architects of the build-

ings enumerated below
specified our well known Flash

Light signals in the elevator

equipment of these buildings

and they were up-to-date in so

doing.

These signaia are how stand'

ard throughout the United
States, and when they are not

used in any first

there is sometf
Qct In fife. Get y

save Liie-! ,

BUILDINGS IN SAN FRANCISCO
Donahue Humboldt Bank
Mills Pacific

St. Francis Hotel Bank of Italy

Merchants Exchange Starr King
-sahlein Emma G. Butler

Union Trust Alaska Commercial

IJ. S. Post Office Metropolis Bank

O.AKLAND
First National Bank Oakland Bank of S'v'gs

LOS .ANGELES
Union Trust Ale,\andria Hotel

Pacific Elec. Railway Hellman
Merchants Trust Co. Security

International Bank

PORTLAND
Corbett
Board of Trade

SEATTLE
•American Bank
New Washington Hotel

White

Oregonian
Wells Fargo

Empire
Alaska
Colman

Y&

(!osta Mark Sheldon

Farrott W'ells Fargo

Monadnock Postal Telegraph

Rialto Moore
MutualSavings Bank First National Bank
Head Emporium
Crocker Clunie

Chronicle Royal Insurance

Fairmont Hotel Elkan-Gunst

Flood Phelan

Shrt;ve Commercial

Call Marvin Estate

Grant Ellen A. Fife

Crocker Spreckels Annex
Luning Balboa

Boyd Foxcroft

McDonouwIi Deiger

Hamilton Hotel Whittell

REPAIR ^jwirANY

593 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK CHICAGO

.- ^1
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MARKET 3176
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Work
Guaranteed

Kstimates
Furnished

Orders
Promptly

Attended to

W. E

Improvec

m «. j^

mirrFSSOR TO

DKALERS IN

Fancy Colored Ofass

Decorations and Glass Signs
The Most Durable la the World

107-111 TMtti Street 393 EIIZlNth Street

Near Mission Cor. Sanchez

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

CROCKER

TRANSFf%T\iM SA^^

We have specialized on Motor Drive. We
have the Motors and the engineers to apply

them. We are in a position to save you
money on your Power Installation.

EN6INEERIN6 & MAINTENANCE GO,
195 FREMONT STREET

PHONE KEARNY 1743 SAN FRANCISCO

PROOFING THAT IS NO SHiWI

Damp pi uuiiii^

Tectine is a remedy for defects and a protection against defects,

dampness, cracking and discoloring for brick, concrete and plas-

tered walls. A damp proofing. Plaster and paint all in one.

CONSULT US. J I IS A PLEASURE TO EXPLAIN HOW

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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II. Miles'

Latest

Automatic

Block

Machiiie

and a full

No. 9 Cnltrin Mixer wit 234 H. P. Gasoline Engine.

4 I, ATIVBS:

»l.
V. W. Ma»on

St. Johns, Ore.

NONPAR
w/arenouse

i'lants, Refrigerators,

Nonpareil Corkboard is composed

of granulated cork made up in sheets of

convenient size. Cork consists chiefly

of air sealed up in microscopic cells so

that it can't circulate. Nonpareil Cork-

l)oard, therefore, is a splendid non-

conductor, for every one of these little

cells help to prevent the passage of heat

These cells are waterproof, too. Hence No*i

pareil Cork board won't absorb moisture, won

rot. won't mold, won't give off otfensive odor^

won't taint goods in storage. It is easy to pui

up. strong and sanitary, too. You can nail it

rr:.'nf u7i. u^nl:; c:n'ie^:ro'srp;a"s.'er i.. surface. Nonpareil Corkboard is .h. on.,- cold

„or«e insula'inr ma.erial approved by the National Board of F,re Underwriters.

#

ADVICE AND ESTIMATES COST YOU NOTHING

STRONG CORK COMF MV
m. k

Ins^ation Department. 693 MISSION STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

SEATTLE REPRESENTATIVES : D E FRYER & COMPANY
n
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aiSfflnst: dust and mud
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BITULITMIC INS

li
0?/r literature explains: yours for the asking

Dm
TELEPHONES S MAIN 340

I "A" 4613 PORTLAND, ORE.

1 m
Steelton, Pa.

Manufacturers of

Steel Buildings ^^ ^"'^"^^^^ ^^^ ^^'^

framework

Structural Material
?--:„d'-"'"p"cii!'shapt/'

ave built the largestBridS[6S ^^ build and h
,

*^ and heaviest

VifldUCtS ^^^^ Steam Railroads and
__________^^ Elevated Railways

Steel Ships and Floating Dry Docks

1505 Chronicle Building

For further information, address

H. B. GREEN
Pacific Coast Sales Agent

San Fnndioo, Cat

tition this Magazine.
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Q, H. WIT^I CO
BURNER

UOOU tj^-UillM

Floor.

rood

When willing

The Original Carrelin Asbestos Floor-
ing (Holland process) is claimed to be
a perfect flooring for public buildings,

schools, hospitals, factories, warehouses,
stores and residences, according to the

manufacturers. Its durability and wear-
ing quality are not surpassed by any
other floor; it will not crack, chip or

peel off. This much is guaranteed. Being
waterproof, water will not seep through
It; it will not burn; it possesses con-
tinuous cove-baseboards if desired. There
is 'no chance for Water or dirt to get into

cracks, no grit to* wear off or dust. Self-

waxing and always smooth, it is easy to

clean. These qualities make it the most
sanitary flooring on the market.

Carrelin floors are good, looking, for
they are made in any color desired and
can be waxed and polished like a hard-
wood floor, or can be finished rough
for .warehouse and factory use. Their
cost compares favorably with other floor-

ing, and it'lasts much longer. Carrelin
\ ' OS Flooring was awarded the gold

for composition floorings at Am-
II in 1907. It has been used for

vears in Continental Europe and in Eng-
land, and acres of it are now being .laid

there in public buildings, schools, ware-
houses etc., wherever hard wearing floors

are needed.

The City Architect of Amsterdam says
of it: "Having used Carrelin Asbestos
Flooring for three vears, it has given
perfect satisfaction, and up to date there
i'^ no sign of wear."

M. C. Van der Kamp is manager of

the Carrelin Asbestos Flooring Coni-
pany, which has established a splendid
factory at Sunnyvale, Cal.

mention this Magazine.
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FIRE PLACE
FIXTURES

MOSAIC AND CERA-
MIC TILE FLOORS

SALESROOM:

646 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

II

ooiinfif
offers you peace of mind and freedom froii^

/

troubled A leaky roof is worse than a sore th^^.m
.^

Malthoid Roofing always satisfies for 't make^

good. Made right in every way to stand every test

""MaJe^'y Original makers of ready roofings.

W
^ ^ 1^ ^

« * § ramt ^o^
EXCHANGi: BUILDING

San Francisco
California
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Heating and Ventilating Plant, using Blast System

Designed and Installed by

THE MACH
Meatiiii;

ELECTRICAL COWP^NV

Ventilating

1 his plant consists of Sturtevant Special Type c

Sturtevant Corrugated Base Blast Colls,

Company*s Thermostats and Dai

Slower,

Machinery & i

RlNl

ical C

I ilS IPORNIA
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W fiOODYEA
F()K <»I I U I H'

i tury or

IRE PROTHCnOM
. AND KESlDENCtb

H vHififif Hose Reels.

b^^iiigiiig Hose Rack.

litan ! ire Extinguishers.

Always Ready for Use

RUBBt R MATTING MATS,
DijBQFR TILING, ETC.

Fiir#-ka'fi Rubber iined Cotton Hose

and unlmed Lmen i lose.

Srjprifv "Eureka's Best," ' 20th Cen-

' W ihv for an I Inr^erwnter's Approved Unen Fire Hose.

t
m'

I
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RIDGF OR SKYLIGHT VENTILATOR

The only efficient r dgc ventilator made. Ventilators for other purposes equally as srood

COTTIER Vf-NTIl ATINC; caM^ MT, Incorporated

8B9 W ^ OG. PHONE KEARNY 3727 SAN FRANCISCO

Our show roorns in which

we have installed a com-

plete line of High Grade

I '1 limbing Fixtures are

open and at the service

of ARCHITECTS and

their Clients.

Six Handsomely Tiled Ba 1h

Rooms Complete

fH:
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COHHuuATtU
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I

II iNhORCED CONCRE^

ate used i ^r luiWinp

These bars we carry in stock in Portland and Seattle

and can be furnished in any length up to 30 feet at once,

up to 60 feet on special order.

All Official lasts and Juries haie giien Uuu^i p'rstPlaci

Why take chances with inferior forms of Reinforcement

when the use of CORRUGATED BARS insures perfect bond-

ing and permanency of structure?

F. T yc I % ^ CO., Agents.

1 Front St.. Portland, Ore. 411 Olobe Building, Seattle

164 So. Madison St., Spokane 1105 A Street, Tacoma

F. F SINUS Engineer
I

Send For Catalog\ie

le Bviilaing Materials

XSELLING^
ii;/" AGENTS ^

=4H BUnDIN6Mia£RIAl

. \ C0NTRACT0RS7

nr,spo%

Send h or Catalo^vies
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J mL HO iiiU cn

teaPlain Md Reiillort

NCRETE WORK
General Contractort fer

All Classes of Construction

PHONE DOUGLAS 1909

Offices : Mutual Savings Bank Building

SAIN AHF?ORINIA

^i

I

N. S & CO
BUH r

-\ n:^

REFERENCES
First National Bank Oakland
Oakland Bank of Savings Oakland
Merchants National Bank San Francisco

L =

Phone, OAKLAND 8744

Office: 1 Telegraph Avenue
OAKLAND. CAL.
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Orders and Enquiries to

I MES LIME uumrAn . , Inc.

„ »^ 1 1 |4 ^ ff fi fi ^ fi

' II Rood 138 INVESTORS' BUILDING

787 Market Street

Associated Oil compan"^
P -- - - -

.., AND SELLERS O F-

^ I J i « I

GENERAL OFFICE: SEVENTH FLOOR. WELLS, FARGO BLDG.

SECOND AND MISSION STS. SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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PEERLESS LAUNDIIY TRAY

The Tray of QUAIJTV

GuaranUed Perfect in every respect

Phone Market 2373

CHAKLKb \J. bl l^ii-»i--K. ^eticiary
JAMES W. KERR. President and Manager

& Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.
buceessors to STEicitK & Kkrr

bleiger

Manufacturers nf

AM all Uids If H

Also Manufacturers of

Ail '^^"^^ liarl|tnprt|
%Jk %M*a

Special atlc.iu^^l paid to Street Department work, suci lanholes, Cesspools, etc.

Cor-T T^olsom and EiR'l-itt tVi '^ts.

Telephone Market 250
-ALIFORMIA

and STABLE NXTURE8

Samples on exhibition. We would be pleased to have you call and

examine these goods and give us an opportunity to quote prices.
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rorced to Make SixCvlinder Cars

For several years Mr. Winton has known six-cylinder cars to be

superior to fours. But originally he did not ^anticipate marketing a

six until about 1910.

His belief was that the public would not be ready for sixes until

then; and you know how unwise it is to try to hurry public opinion.

Well, after marketing the four-cylinder Winton Model M in

1907—a car that to this day has no superior among fours—and finding

buyers clamoring for a new merit that fours could not satisfy, Mr.

Winton had no alternative. He was forced to make and market the

1

two years ahead of his schedule.

Then the four makers smiled know-
ingly. In their opinion it was a foolish

thing: to put all one's eggs in the six

basket.

That was more than a year ago.

Today nearly every maker who isn't

marketing a six is either wishing he were,

or is experimenting with one in the hope
that he may produce a six to equal the

self-starting, sweet-running Winton Six.

Men who own Winton Sixes enjoy a

contentment that m) other car ever gave

them.

That's why the Winton plant is work-

ing full force, full time, and is still be-

hind orders.

If you want a new satisfaction in mo-
toring, we suggest that you place your

order early.

Our booklet, 'Twelve Rules to Help
Buyers." tells how to compare cars of all

malces, styles and sizes. Another book-

THB WINTON MOTOR CARRIA66 CO.

M«Bb«r Associatioa Llcen»ed Auto Mfrs.

B6RBA ROAD. CLEVELAND, OHIO

let, "The Difference Between Price and
Value," tells what you pay for when you
buy a car. Both books sent upon request.

The Winton Six carries no starting

crank in front. Starts from the seat

without cranking.

So flexible that gear-changing is sel

dom required.

Quieter than nine-tenths of the dec
tries you pass on the street.

Gi>es the route like coasting down hill.

Beautiful in its lines, superb in the

character of its design and the quality of

its material and workmanship.

Precisely the car for the man wht
seeks the best there is.

Made in two sizes, with various body
designs. Five-passenger, 48 h. p. Win-
ton Six touring car $3(XX). Seven-pas-
senger, 60 h. p. Winton Six touring car

$4500.

Write for literature today.

„ IMM ia Hm YMfc. BiilN, Wit-
Mphla, BtlilMort, PIHitairf. BilraH, Cklcar*, Mtaae
psilt. Seattle Mi Su Fraadm. 8w •« cxhiMt at

the ColiMna. Chlcafv, Feb. i'lJ.

\J

NNA
MERAL
A f ^T1^

Comp
Brick

4 walag mad
Walt

i! \> IV • m h.

^LEM, Oregon. March 10. 1908.

Gentlemen:—
This is to certify that the county of Marion

has us^d Oreuon Sienna Mineral Paint the
past year for bridge work, and we are pleased
to say that it has griven entire satisfaction in

every respect. The steel bridge across the
Willamette River at Salem was given one coat
of your paint last year, and although the bridge
had not been painted since it was built 16 years
ago, the one coat filled the voids caused by
rust, and it looks as if two coats of ordinary
paint has been applied. The job looks remark-
ably well, and we take pleasure in recommend-
ing it to all who want a first class paint.

Very respectfully,
John H. Scott. County Judge.
I. C. Needham. County Commissioner.
W. H. GouLET. County Commissioner.
For prfces, terms or color sampici lujdrcss

UIVIOIV PAirVT OOIVIRAfNY
East 114 UalM Ave., betweea Alicraai WaskiaftM
Teiepbeae East 1 4 1

9

PORTLAND. OREQON
OKBQON SIENNA MINERAL PAINT COMPANY

Salem. Oregon

THE WELLINaiON HlfTEL
Cor. WabMMb Ave. ^ Jmi

(Ine of till

the countrv
Noted f(

McCLINTOCK

en Suite
ni^ Upwards

'iiing Rooms in
' fe.

^j^^^,t»t.%.4W»

\M:vi»<<f

^

1 I

J r »• 4F1,Y

TapmstroLea BurLaps CanvasmM
and oth^r Decorative TextUms

Samples sent upon request. Departments

20 R. TwmntyFlrMt Strmmt, timw Tork

43 E. Randolph Strmmt, Chicago

liitei

t n >'

ither scratch nor de-

shellac or varnish. Is not soft

icky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

iit. preserving the natural color and

itv of the wood. Without doubt the

Satisfadory Pallifc

fl For sale by

;warc and house
' ?ur free book-

idvantages of

The Butcher Polish Co.
336 AtUntk Avenue, BOSTON. MASS.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
ia a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors

il

utCher's

Wkcn writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. Advertisers ment..
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F. O. ENC.
p p KN(,

Supt.

m Compart

O N i A.<^ 1 KJ Pk^
\\..,..^^ie Dealers in—

LUMBER. BR.CK, L.ME. CEMBNT, GUSS. SASH DOORS, PAINTS ..d ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Main Offices, Mill. Warehouse & Yards
^^^^^ ^JJ^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

East Fifth & Seaton Sts., Los Angeles

Telephone'?- ^^l!'l "VWA A 1%9 Telephone Main 59

"CAP V ^M^( ORII1

FOR SAMPT F^ AND PRICFS ADDRESS
.il.

^1^1 ria BUI 1. 1

»

"^ I CISCO

L \\U RATto OR
DURING MARCH AND APRIL

i'KUM ALL FARTS UF THE EAST

UNION PACIFIC OREGON SHORT LINE THE OREQON

RAll ROAD & NAVIGATION CO. SOUTHERN PACIFIC

froiTi Omaiia
ft ity

$33 from Chica||o $25
$30 50 from St. Louis $2/

Correspondingly low from all otht r
^

ts.

TO THE PUBLIC
Write letters to everybody you jell them about these low

colonist rates. Send them literature at>out UrcKon. or send their addresses to us and

we will do it. In this way you can be a great help in the growth and progress of

your State.

YOU CAN PREPAY FARES
fbr anyone from any place if yuu want to. Deposit the necessary amount with our

local agent and he will telegraph ticket promptly.

Inquire of Agents or write to

WM. McMURRAY, General Passenf^er Agent

The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. Southern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND, OREGON ^ |

When writing to Advertisers mention tli.i Magazine.
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W.J

McWHP'
MASOh.

.

aUNlKAGTORS

Estimates Given Promptly

MCMBCRS
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

188 JESSIE ST SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Main 2943

JOHN ALi
1^

CONTRACTOR
and BUILDER

613 FIRST ST. PORTLAND, ORE.

———

YA6ER SHEET METAL WORKS

COR' ' K s I Kin IS, ETC
Sheet :

' ^' -V <r<.: -ft^nn

Terr iti;i anu •'''""' *-*-"' ^*>

Manufacturers of Conductor Pipe,

Large Slock Always on Hand.

1006 SEYENTH ST. CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE 233^

Wtt

Elect

oation I'lxiyi

All KIT
t

Call maa »»«

No. 61 SIXTH

'Phonp

CombJ-

Motors

ition

The RIfht ^. f (iravel for your Work

Guadalupe
River Oravel

Screened, Oracled, Shipped by

CiL4S. P. NOTT
It win pay yoa to fot ^y Hcora for yow coatractt in

the Bay Retfoe ud Pniosali

Ask for Samples and Ififurmation

TheCb''^ F.BeebeCo.

PORTLAND, OREGON

SMITH CONCRETE MIXER:

CONTRACTORS' B

SHOVELS AND t

I I I J
4

T-red W. Wa|>fner

Phone

Pf)RIl AND OREQON

SELLING AGENT

n

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies

Building Matenal and Appliances

307 WJLUAMS BLDG.,

S. E. Cor. Third & Mission Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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-y, Maple, Ash, iiickury,

nvitae, Rosewood, etc.

H AND THICKER
X)DS ON THE COAST

SAN FRANCISCO

Ml
^•^

DOORS, WINDOWS, FRAMES, MILL WORK, lANKS, LUMBER, ETC.

Front iJoors sasii JJuois, Jr'aiiei IJoiJis. icreeii iJuuis. oia/eu \r> luduvvb, Window Ulass, rlate L»ia88,

Leaded Art Glass. Fancy Door Lights, Mouldings. Window and Door Frames. Head and Base

Blocks. Porch Columns, Balusters. Hand Rails. Brackets. Sash Weights. Sash Cord

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:

BRYANT STRE
TELEPHONE

rRANCISCO

E.K.WOOD UMBt

i

Cable Addrkss >dk 5th edition
Pacific Coast Lumberman's Directory Code

GENERAL OFFICE :

Santa Marina Bldg. 112 Market St.
Yard : 5th and Channel Streets SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Office andl Yardw
F'liTBt and Brann^an 8t».

Ji

I

SI. si* B. B. Kins HSecy, and 1
||

Harbor Lrim ber Co. 1

SAN F^RANCISCO 1

Lumber at 'W^Holesale
Special JBills Sawred

and Retail 1

to Order 1

I

Kil WORh
MAIN AND FOLSOM STREETS

SAkN FfRA!NClSCO

PACmC COAST AUBNTS POK THE

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
SELF CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

« ¥ «

RELIANCE HANGEK uitii DOUBLF < r •

opposite directions and enaliimg the operator ti [X II 11 ij'

lOving: two doors in

r- same time.

You can't go into many office buildings in New York City without

seetng^ttT^** Reliance" name plate on the elevator door hangers.

They are the easiest running and the most reliable hangers made.

pacific coast agents
San Francisco SARTORiusCo.Inc. Fifteenth & Utah St*, ^e^ttle. D E. Fryer & Co^

wohks
Los Angeles: Louis R. Bedell. 720 Broadway Portland: Portland W ire & Iron Works

Reli ance Bearing Door Hanger Co, I Madison Ave., New York

Mflf* RHEA
WHY l«t tkeMUi»'>iiii»

you can pot In y<Hir h

famish hot wat*

laandry, and all « 11?

It can be oonnwted with ttu

on rainy days, and when ho ron

It Insnres a con! hoiis*

hot-water problem.

IS

SOLAR

iiioDPV t4Hi. when at trifllBS MpWItft

UMAX - KATf;il that will

; fi'f ynnr bath.

lire lint wmtiM

71 iMiili»r.

^<\r

1 *«

t

iting to
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Expert in tho manufaclure of Caen . ..,.> ....^ ..^. i.-- 1 ire and Waterproof Composition for

the exterior of all kinds of frame buildinjfs. etc. (Patent applied for.) Also the Menzer Interlocknifr

Fire-proof Partition Wall Block.

c. Jviei^y;i^R «s? sois
>17-45 SRVFMti I ^%% rRANCISCCDesi8:ners and

JOHN

HEATING-WM. p. SCOTT

OM

PLUMriiN'j— GEO. GUTHWE

ELEC

Vf

1 J

II h

-W. 0. MUTHER

VENTILATION-H 4 ? ( * i 4^ §

/tNCE E.MU
PRESlDtNT

JOSLPH B.KEtNAN,
vice POESiOEMT

GUIDU J. MUblU,
SECY. & TREAS.

a

mm » *

ws IMPORTERS ^No DEALERS IN «# f

p

5 ^^=j xJ Qil^

GENERAL CONTPACTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK.

OFFICE AND MILLS:

53b-565 NORTH POINT ST

TELEPHONE KEARNY 1279

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I

I
I

I

I
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iiuelGo
nrl€fii

508

Malthoid Roofing

Gwvei
II

Phone Homf

m^
iiproi

i

Reald

1%

Art Glass Worlis
V DOWN! R

hf»s and.
ound.

'

THE BROWN-KING
Oak M

Pacific Coast Agfnt^

SIrable Mnf^. Co
'II,

Firil Street . Be?

h Piooring

Mich.

.m Francisco

CONSTRl

ter-Mace
%^OT%B

cor

iWlM Mcrchaiits Exctianile MM.

TELEPHONE nEAONr 511

WIN PtlOlE MARKET 4992 wtN

c

ittinf^s

36>l&SixteentH St.. Satn Francisco

Phone Dougfaui 1763

GR
G

ANT

279 Monadnock Bldf. SAN FRANCISCO

J§ll K^nda of Concrete Br
Ornatn«ntal IVttrk
M Jpmclaity

IfIVLN PKilMf I

uttim: IUz <Hdnd '%ve« rorlwiw, i>

Yard^. IHi Gfdnd Ave,, Portland. Or.
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DAN Ci

i::ili.iv
'^ITTTFCTURAI

CONSTRUCTION

SAN FRANCISCO

H^ni: Hi ding
We Guardntc r

ofing

Work

i% II

Cement
Crushed

111 %% TKUS,

UUNL-
•f Durtsffs Pitiit

7 9 CITY HALL AWE,

BUILDEBS' FXCHJ

on 1008. Etc

e. 1103 Pier,

Shop Phone E. 4759

Residence, 92 1 Franklin St

Phone Sellwood 193

f^ ft f f^4n #»c

ESTIMATES FURN: PORTI AND ORFG<>N

BURKHART & WHaVERSON
Moating and VenfHating Enginmmrs

305 Pourlh Street South * PORTLAND, OREGON

I

I

Deposited with Insurance Dep in ihe Uniif

Protection of Policy Holders. I )0 Massaclu
000.00, New York $250,000.00 and Ohio $150,000.00.

THE CDAHIfCnDT Marine AccMent & Plate Qlass
.. rnllll^rUllI : : INSURANCE COMPANY : :

OF FRANKFORT ON-THE-MAIN. GERMANY

Unitkd States Department.
100 William Street. New York

C. H. Franlclin, Mgr.. Jno. M. Smith. Sec.

trustees
Richard DblAFIBLD, Pres. of National Park Bank.
Ernst Thalmann, of Ladenburgr. Thalmann & Co.
Stuyvbsant Fish. Dir. of Illinois Central Railroad.

DUNCAN & REHFtSCH. General Ag'ts.. Pac Coast Dep1.

M r of Builders' Exchange
and Builders' Association

_j

Oma
In.

IN WHiVt

OFFICE:

CUTS
MALL KINDS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

HIGH CLASS ENDRAVINQ
Ac PROMPT DELIVERY

^f^NlA PHOTO ENOB

MANUFACTURlNCi

Pini^ and Boiler

~m€r ana n

F U R 1 L i I 1^

i

MAP/'
LUSTP

I \rf-f

216 aad 217 San

Los Anfi

I 1 1-^ iVi t I I I I r^ll—^ J ^ A 1 A %..• t.^ 1 A 1 1

A RRE-PROOF SANITARY
FLOORING AND WAINSCOTING

THE DEMOUTH FIRE-PROOF FLOORINO CO

OFFICE FACTORY:

417 MentgMHry Street 310 denentina street

SAN FRANCISCO

WM.A

Building C""'*'

660 M
ROOM 217

g_ t

CONTRACTOR
In All Lines of BRICH,
THRRA COTTA and
^ TILE >VORIl ^

omcE

884 McAllit
San francisco OaI

ertisers mention this Magazine.
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Phone. KEARNY 1154

C. I 'ncENERNEY

Civil Enirliieer and

Licensed Surveyor

BALBOA BUILDING

Market and Second Streets, San Fraodgco

«

WE HAVE

Rock
PIaonng

Wc Carry a Stock for Local

Shipments.

Ward [kutlici

858 Union a

M. B. McGOWAN

I r»ilTfPI'llli"S

s and Builders

Room 332, BuUders' Excbanse

San Francisco. C«l.

PHONE, KEARNY 2246

CHAS. H It '. Ic

BUILD
RESBENCC

9IO»Devlsadero8t.

Phone West 6606

fKchanp

SAN FRANCISCO, GAL

Pacific

ouuyb

r

ety ^0,

m.oo
iai«7 St.

OFFli

Wallace EVERSON. Pr .t

John Brrmingham. Vice-President
A P. Redding. Secretarr

&

i% ;irin /1 1

1

fhe % ^i
-

'

129 i-

Bet. ^

Agents lor

Auto-

Metal

1 It'll-

l>,t!-— »• llf^

^^TA¥LUR R. STANTON
892 E. Sixth St. North 8S5 E. Eighth St. Nortl

VLOK STANK
Sanitary Plumbing

Qas and Steam Fitting

Elevator Repairinji^ a Specialty

308 Pine Street : : Portldnd. Ij

PHONES^ HOME A 3578

B.J.
_ _ ¥

11

General Contractor

and Builder

Cor. Jefferson Court and Peninsula Avenue

San Mateo, Cal.

3673 SEVENTEENTH STREET
San Francisco, CaL

When writing to Advertisers menti s Magazine.
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F. 8CHWENKLCR F. W. 8EIFER

F.W.Scicr yy.

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS

Offices and Stores Fitted Up on Shori Notice

Estirnitis Gifen

PHONC PmrirtC 1302 342 riFTH AVCNUE

|)FISTER ^ COMPANY,
1 specialists in modern home

decoration, wish to call

attention to the possibility of
converting bare walls and ceil-

ings into rooms of attractive
beauty at moderate cost.

Landscape. Marine. Flower and Figural
Painting executed in effectual style and finish.

169-171 GROVE ST.. Near Van Ness Ave.

URRY

Odlfdi id Iron and

Copper Cornices

—

Metal SKyllghts, Ventilators

\\ «• handle the Lennox
I rrid Zone Furnace.

llft-l 18 Grand Ave.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Telephone East 5252

CHAS HfNG {: J. FRA8CR
SCCnCTARV

CHARLES KING &C0,
CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

607 PACIFIC BUI LDINQ
SAN FRANCISCO

.f iBIII _(

Hin 1112

UKC.

NA
1^1 %%I)

ENAMETILE
* Superior Tile for Wai^^

ens, Pa-
aa, Kitch-

Portland Sanitary Floor Co.
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS

209 Stark Street Portland, Oregoa

Albert in

BUILDERS' MA \LS

SUITE 17
AINSWORTH BLDG.

PORTLAND,
OREGON

PHONC, P

H. V d UU

is4cinmiNiNi SIX FRIRCISCO
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"W,. fi w
ASFHAL i M AND C^^i-n %3SlTION ROOFERS

All Orders Promptly Attended to. Uld Koots Repaired and Warranted. I

^2.^4.N-to™. St.. D-t. 1st a.d 2d SAN FRANCISC^O
|

'nr^-

REINFORCED CONCREIE WORR

PHONE. BERKCLCY 27

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDi.

BERKELEY

CI

PHONE, DouaLAS 1073
CLUNIE BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

i.: S. V. M coney. Mg^r

. wiwK LATH. ^ - -
We make the Highehi orHu< ui v*,., ixyv-t .- *,;,,;" ,;^__

We are prepared to take care of all orders
ade in the World

I
FOLSOM artd HAWTHORN AVE. Bet. SECOND and THIF

r- /"" \ TJ
I C:;^-

nr%m^

700-702 CENTRAL Bi

LOS ANC
il

BUILDING

TELEPHONE KEARNY 4-749

ESTABLISHED 1889

BUILDING

I i"'

II

GENERAL CONTRAaORS
622 Chroflicle Bldg

San Francisco

«. w OF-IRON ^ijf^^^ NEW YORK

H. (ilJIJwK, Selling Ageiii

SAN FRANCISCO

C. E.

in this Magazine.

SAN FRANCISCO
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California Hydrai

Enfinceriiif and

Supply Company

523 mmfket St

San rri«4,ISL«' /
Cal. "^ 1% /I

rvice

J

518 Clunie liuiiciing
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Expert Accountants and Auditors

CI Multigraph - Duplicate a special
feature of our Stenoeraphtc Department

Phone Kearny 1820

Ail Kinds of
612 Washlnrton st

\

'

/ ='11

3

#
f''

Cb 1 %,

^ Corr**-*!!!!. .* cited
Residence loieplione b«^. U. ti. Voung)

Office Telephone 413

JS u »: €_ ^ WEILL
"»i:RS

Mateo, Cal

Flione WUODL.-WViN 7bV

C^ A %/^ % 13 • ^

Plain and Ornamental Plastering of Every Description

R^sidenc^^ + 2 • :21st Street I »i »i t iiii iii

MO
[CK & COMPANY I

Telephone Franklin 1788

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC
126 BUSH STREET

ii< in all kinds of

r building pur-

^% e have the largest

I k of polished plate

lass in the Pacific North-

Manufacturers of

r' it. Mirrors

uenirai uoor and LumDer

Company

13th and eiltiii Striils, Portland, Orsion

jury's Pure Paints

••'1 .Il s; Archer Daniels

e«le pure LiaseeH Oil;

Northwestern distributor* of GEN-
AS< finsr and Waterproof

injf, , Vjcnti for Morgan's cele-

hr«te<l Hardwood Doors; dealers

in llirdwood Flooring.
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J, WELLINP""

6ENERAL ENGINEERING

Consultinf mi Gonslructini

DEPARTMENTS

FIRE PROTECTIVE ELECTRICAL

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER

HEATING INSURANCE

STEAM POWER

VENTILATIN6

ABSOLUllLY CLEAN AND

Seittii San Francisco Los Angeles i

is reel 11 ire cl

AT A RIGHT PRICE
I . R. CHATTOCKPhone

Market 465

1

Office and Bunkers
5 i087 NatomaSt

" "
} San Francisco

The J iggins Co.

SCIENTIFIC PLUMBING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

METAL ROOflNG. SKYUGHTS AND

GORNtOES

VANCOUVER
WASHINGTON

I

^'

PORTLAND
ORBQON

FRED D WlLdON
PRESIDENT

A. W. PARKS
SECRETARY AND MANAGER

COMET ELECTRiC CO.

EXPER - ODERN WIRING
AND CONDUIT WORK

ESTIMATES AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED

PHONES: MAIN 5086
AUTOMATIC A1544

408-410 MORRISON ST. PORTLAND. ORE.

SUCCESSORS TO

WIRING DEPT OF THE
"^RRETT MFR<=; AGENCY J

A
SEND \

TlUTO
ON

GalvanUed Iron Cornices
and Skylights

y Royal Furnr

11
105 N. Fifth Street

H Telephone

^ Main 7811
Phones:

^ ^ 33^5

C. K. ClAGfiETI

ELECTRIC!

74 Sixth Street Pwtind. OfejM

ACiENCY

f ' fl (Ti i It c* 1

When in need ot reiiabu^ techniral m.Mi call

on us We furnish experience d men tor

all classes of work on short notice.

Phase DoaflM 4454

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I

i

JOS. HORNUNG FISCHER 1

1

Striirtural and Sheet Iron

Works
BLACKSMITHS BOILERMAKERS

Fire Escapes, bidewaik Doors, Hose Casing

a Specialty

303 FRONT STREET, CORNER COLUMBIA
PORTLAND, ORE.

PHONE MAIN T165

Shop. E. 5003 - PHONES- Res.. E 2583

C L. JOHNSON
HI. A ! IN

CORNICE. SKYUGHT and SHEET METAL
WORK. General Jobbing. Agent for "Thatcher"

Cast Iron Hot Air Furnace.

285 GRAND AVE.

PORTLAND, OREGON

THE
MANUFACTI^ IPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

SELLING AGENTS FOR

Raecolith Sanitary Flooring and

Wainscoting

Room bIL Board of Trade BW? . PORTUND, ORE.

L

Are invited to use our _ .

and show their clients by the fixtures

themselves (instead of by catalogues)

the installations recommended.

WHOLES

". POR

SUPPLIES

DREGON

r

TI

Ttt. Market 3378

bARlHfORNICE WORKS
Weti h Skylights and

DS and Ventilators

Etc

Jobbing of All KlnK I v Attended to

ROOFS REPAIRED AND PAINTED

i^i iiiiiiy lyr Bet. Mission, Valencia,
lil JULIAN Aft. 15th and 16th Streets

SAN FRANCISCO CAL

J J. RYAN O. M RYAN T. J. RYAN
WOODLAWN 13B7 WOODLAWN 1348 WOOOI.AWN 1384

RYAN BROS.
PLUMBING HARDWARE

GAS FITTING AND
GENERAL JOBBING

PHONE EAST 4008 540 Williams Avb.

PORTLAND. ORE.

rket 1881

Mcabcn Baildere' Eichaofe aod B rf •

Dresser, McDonnell k lu.

Patent Chim.ney
Builders

Terra Cotta and Galvanized Tops Erected

Experts in Curing Smoky and Defective Flues

Chimney Sweeping Promptly Attended To

No8. 39-49 ISIS STREET

Bet. 12111 ••< 13th M* SAN FRANCISCO
Pclsoa aad Harrlsaa

H ASTERS
are the

T E R
U N F IB E R ED PLASTER

I

Factory

Foot FiheenA Street

Phooe Main 2109

PORTLAIMD. OREOOES

Office

Room 433 Worcealer Bkk.
PlK)iieiMiin7l8-A 1218
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Washington, D. C, U. S. A^
May o, lyW

The Chinese Government, through

its representatives, invites sealed pro-

posals for the erection and completion

of a group of buildings to be used as

a Bureau of Engraving and Prmtmg
in Peking, China, in accordance with plans

and specifications prepared by Architects

Milburn, Heister & Co., Home Life Bldg.,

Washington, D. C. Said plans and speci-

fications will be on file on and after May

15th at the following places:

Architects' Office, Washington, D. C.

Chinese Consulate, New York City.

Chinese Consulate, San Francisco, Cal.

Chinese Legation, London, England.

Chinese Legation, Berlin. Germany.

The Ta Ching Government Bank, Peking,

Tientsin, Shanghai, Canton, China.

Bids from America and Europe must

be filed with the Chinese Legation at

Washington, D. C. on or before July lb,

1909. Contractors figuring on this work

are requested to submit separate pro-

posals for each or a part of the follow-

ing main headings:

1 All buildings complete, including

all excavation, concrete work, mill work,

etc., required in connection with the

mechanical plants

2 All work as shown by the plans and

specified under the head of Mechanical Plant.

3 All steel lockers, as shown and

specified, press room busses shown on

sheets Nos. 30 and 31, benches and

tables specified for the fourth floor din-

ing room, and tank in wetting room on

second floor.

Contractors wanting to figure on the

separate parts of the work are requested

to file their bids at the same time and

place as the bids for the work as a

whole. Each proposal shall be i" .sealed

envelope and marked plainly "Bid tor

work for Chinese Bureau of Engraving

and Printing, Peking, China."

The successful contractors are given

notice that they will be paid 80 per

cent on the work as the same progresses,

retaining 20 per cent until final com-

pletion and acceptance. Each contrac-

tor is given notice that he will be re-

quired to give a guarantee company s

bond, payable to the Chinese Govern-

ment, in sum of 50 per cent of the

contract price, for the faithful perform-

ance of his part of the work, should

his bid be accepted.

The Chinese Government reserves the

right to reject any or all bids. All

inquiries in reference to the work should

be addressed to the Architects.
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TODAY Otis Elevator Company Equipment is in

operation in practically all the principal office

buildings, hotels, public edifices, etc., throughout

the country. And in residences, as well. This is

because, no matter what the peculiar requirements

in each individual case, we have always been able

'to meet them. We have always kept in advance

of the demands made by the constant development

of mqdern building, thus furthering that develop-

ment. We offer you complete co-operation, backed

by our fifty-five years' of successful experience.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
STOCKTON, NORTH POINT AND BEACH STREETS

:^^
"i .,.-.; .'t*f* ''J*

- t* '3;- S«

rt^A^fey

SAN FRANCISCO, •
• CAL.

Do not fail to see our exhibits in the

Manufacturers* Building of the Alaska-

Yukon-Pacific Exhibition, Seattle.

^{wirig.
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f*\
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because, no matter what the i)eculiar requirements

in each individual case, we have always been able

to meet them. We ha\e always kii\A in advance

of the demands made b\ the constant development

of modern building', thus furthering: that develop-

ment. We offer you complete co-operation, l)acked

l)V our hftv-five years' of successful experience.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Do not fail to see our exhibits in the
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Yulion-Pacific Exhibition, Seattle.
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Vol. XVII. JUNE, 1909. No. 2.

Some Novel Features of a Strictly Fire-Proof

Theater Building

By G. ALBERT LANSBURGH, Architect.

[/;/ desigJiiug the splendid new Orpheum Theater in San Francisco, the arch-

itects Messrs. Lansburgh and Joseph, tiuere confronted by tzuo somezvhat dimcuU

problems. First, with limited iloor space, they zvere required to provide seat-

in^ accommodations for 2,500 persons and to introduce a great number of loges,

the demand of the Orpheum patrons for box seats being more than ordinary.

Second the architects were instructed to produce a building that should be at

once handsome, comfortable and absolutely ilre-proof. The zvishcs of the thea-

ter management have been carried out to the letter and as a result San Fran-

cisco has^oday a play house second to none of its kind in the country. In its

construction the most rii^id requirements of the Fire Underzuriters were com-

plied zvith. A conilagration zcithin the structure zvould seem zifell nigh impos-

sible.—Editor's Note.]

LET US start by dealing with the first problem: The location, an inside lot

107 feet 6 inches front by 137 feet-6^ indies depth, upon which the_

Orpheum Theater stands, was just about as small as it was possible to

utilize for the solution found, and our great problem was to seat twenty-five

hundred people comfortably. This we succeeded in doing by using the three

cralleries and by somewhat encroaching upon the vestibule, as well as by bmlding

?he staircases outside of the auditorium proper. The result of this difficulty

has probablv been productive of a novel arrangement which, from a 1 appear-

ances would seem to be of great benefit for future theaters This is the double

staircase built on either side of the entrance vestibule. These two staircases,

one leading to the balcony from the vestibule and the other to the gallery from

the street are built in the same well, inclosed by fire-proof partitions dividing

not only one from the other, but also the two flights from the main house, thus

providing a double safeguard against fire or panic. Each run of stairs is com-

paratively short and has a big landing at each corner of the well, in this way

renderinu- it impossible for anyone to fall any considerable distance or for any

o-reat crowd to fall at the same time, and so block the passage of those follow-

Tng as was the case in the Iroquois Theater fire at Chicago. This double stair-

case the writer first saw executed in the shape of a double spiral inclined plane

fading down the great well of Orvieto in Italy. This solution was also arrived

at through a case of neces.itv, as the problem at Orvieto was to draw vast quan-

tities of water from a great depth to the surface and then carry this water a

considerable distance to the town. Mules were consequently laden with ham-

pers and driven down one incline to fill the paniers and up the other with their

burden. There was, therefore, no interference whatsoever during the day s

labor.
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Some Novel Features of a Strictly Fire-Proof

Theater Building

By G. ALBERT LANSBURGH. Architect.

[In designing the splendid new Orpheum Theater in San Francisco, the arch-

itects, Messrs, Lansburgh and Joseph, were confronted by two somewhat difficult

problems. First, zvith limited floor space, they were required to provide seat-

ing accommodations for 2,300 persons and to introduce a great number of loges,

the demand of the Orpheum patrons for box seats being more than ordinary.

Second, the architects were instructed to produce a building that should be at

once handsome, comfortable and absolutely fire-proof. The wishes of the thea-

ter management have been carried out to the letter and as a result San Fran-

cisco has today a play house second to none of its kind in the country. In its

construction the mos't rigid requirements of the Fire Underwriters were com-

plied with. A conflagration zanthin the structure would seem well nigh impos-

sible.—Em-vo^'s Note.]

tET US start by dealing with the first problem : The location, an inside lot

— IW feet 6 inches front by 137 feet 6 inehes^ depth, upon which the _

Orpheum Theater stands, was just about as small as it was possible to

utilize for the solution found, and our great problem was to seat twenty-five

hundred people comfortably. This we succeeded in domg by using the three

galleries and by somewhat encroaching upon the vestibule, as well as by bmlding

the staircases outside of the auditorium proper. The result of this difficulty

has probably been productive of a novel arrangement which, from a 1 appear-

ances would seem to be of great benefit for future theaters. This is the double

stairc'ase built on either side of the entrance vestibule. These two staircases,

one leadine to the balcony from the vestibule and the other to the gallery from

the street are built in the same well, inclosed by fire-proof partitions dividing

not only one from the other, but also the two flights from the main house, thus

providing a double safeguard against fire or panic. Each run of stairs is com-

paratively short and has a big landing at each corner of the well, in this way

rendering it impossible for anyone to fall any considerable distance or for any

great crowd to fall at the same time, and so block the passage of those follow-

ing, as was the case in the Iroquois Theater fire at Chicago. This double s air-

case the writer first saw executed in the shape of a double spiral inclined plane

leading down the great well of Orvieto in Italy. This solution was also arrived

at through a case of necessity, as the problem at Orvieto was to draw vast quan-

tities of water from a great depth. to the surface and then carry this water a

considerable distance to the town. Mules were consequently laden with ham-

pers and driven down one incline to fill the paniers and up the other with their

burden. There was, therefore, no interference whatsoever during the day s

labor.
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Detail of Marquise. Orpheum Theater, San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.

Lobby, Orpheum Theater, San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.

i.\l
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Proscenium Arch, Orpheum Theater. San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.
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Cexltng, Orpheum i heater, Sun htantisa-.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.
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Detail of Marquise. Orpheum Theater, San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.

Lobby, Orpheum Theater, San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.

Proscenium Arch, Orpheum Theater. San Fr'ancisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.

Ceiling, Orpheum Theater. San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph, Architects.
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Our second problem was rather an interesting than a disturbing require-

ment, and that was to build an absolutely safe house and render it as attractive

^^
^It^has always been the principle of the Orpheum Theater and Realty Com-

pany to elevate the vaudeville stage so as to draw to it patrons from the higher

walks of life and to give them the enjoyment of high-class variete The vaude-

ville stage is daily, in America, becoming more popular owmg to the remarkably

poor "mise en scene" of most dramatic productions that the American public

has not only been forced to accept, but seems absolutely ready to patronize. The

vaudeville stage is gradually taking to itself interesting farces of a dramatic

character and gives employment to the gre:.test operatic stars in the country.

Unfortunately, not enough of them have ventured as far west as San b rancisco

but in the East such engagements are rapidly becoming extremely popular and

frequent. Hence, the Orpheum's desire to suit its house to a dressy and classy

audience. Solve Problem of Acoustics

From a decorative standpoint we have endeavored to create something new

and have thus broken away from traditional lines. In this we have proven,

we think, that many of the principles of acoustics which heretofore have taken

up the architects' attention as a mechanical requirement, are false. If you will

note there is no old-fashioned proscenium arch, or sounding board, as it was

called to render the acoustics perfect. We have even gone so far as to make

the domed ceiling rather deep, and, although we have no very sharp angles,

there are any number of nooks, corners, niches and projections, which would,

up to the present time, have been considered absolute suicide, so far as acoustics

are concerned. , « . . ^ t^u

The question of sight lines is one purely of descriptive geometry. They

have naturally, been most carefully worked out, but acoustics is not a matter

of an exact science. It is merely a question of chance and when one realizes

that in all the many times that he has gone to the theater it is hard to recall a

single instance where he has not been able to hear, at least ^^irly^ well

he will agree that the chances of failure are rare. Hence, why should not

the decorator risk something, in order to produce a composition differmg

from its neighbors?
• .u . .. 4. u^ o,.f:c

Not only does the Orpheum management require that its patrons be artis-

tically satisfied, but it absolutely insists that its audiences be comfortably and

sanitarily cared for and that it be given every protection against panic.

To this end, the sum of $20,000 was speqt for an elaborate and modern

ventilating system. This system has never been used in the ^^^^ "P to this

time but the most modern houses in New York have made use of the same.

This system originated in France, but even after installation was not used,

owing to the excessive cost of the fuel necessary for its maintenance. To

explain this system technically would interest none but the ventilating engineer,

but to give the public, and those of my confreres who do not care to go more

deeply into it, a general idea, I will describe it as follows '

The air is taken in through the exit courts and filtered by being drawn

throueh coke washers over which a cataract of water is constantly running

After being thoroughly cleansed, it is passed over heated steam coils situated

under the rear portion of the auditorium and brought into what is known as

the plenum chamber. This plenum .chamber is situated immediately under the

orchestra floor There is a smaller plenum chamber which likewise admits fresh

air between the ceiling of the orchestra and floor of the balcony.

The air passes through the appertures under the seats into the auditorium

at the rate of one foot a second, thus causing no disagreeable draught on the

spectators. In rising it takes with it the vitiated air and snx)ke, thus constantly

changing and purifying the air. Huge electric fans draw it forth through the

dome ventilators and from the pockets under the balconies and galleries.
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Our second problem was rather an interesting than a disturbing require-

ment, and that was to build an absolutely safe house and render it as attractive

as possible. ^, , -r* i. r-

It has always been the principle of the Orpheum Theater and Realty Com-

pany to elevate the vaudeville stage so as to draw to it patrons from the higher

walks of life and to give them the enjoyment of high-class variete. The vaude- •

ville stage is daily, in America, becoming more popular owing to the remarkably

poor "misc en scene" of most dramatic productions that the American public

has not only been forced to accept, but seems absolutely ready to patronize. The

vaudeville stage is gradually taking to itself interesting farces of a dramatic

character and' gives employment to the greatest operatic stars in the country,

rnfortunatcly, not enough of them have ventured as far west as San Francisco

but in the East such engagements are rapidly becoming extremely popu ar and

frequent. Hence, the Orpheunr s desire to suit its house to a dressy and classy

audience. Solve Problem of Acoustics

From a decorative standpoint we have endeavored to create something new

and have thus broken away from traditional lines. In this we have proven,

we think, that many of the principles of acoustics which heretofore have taken

up the architects' attention as a mechanical requirement, are false. It you will

note there is no old-fashioned proscenium arch, or sounding board, as it was

called to render the acoustics perfect. We have even gone so far as to make

the domed ceiling rather deep, and, although we have no very sharp angles,

there are any nmnber of nooks, corners, niches and projections which would,

up to the present time, have been considered absolute suicide, so far as acoustics

are concerned.
, , . . ^ r^i

The question of sight lines is one purely of descriptive geometry. 1 hey

have naturally, been most carefully worked out, but acoustics is not a matter

of an exact science. It is merely a question of chance and when one realizes

that in all the many times that he has gone to the theater it is hard to recall a

single instance where he has not been able to hear, at least tairly wetl

he will agree that the chances of failure are rare. Hence, why should not

the decorator risk something, in order to produce a composition differing

from its neighbors?
, •

' ^ t ^f.v
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Not only does the Orpheum management require that its patrons be artis-

tically satisfied, but it absolutely insists that its audiences be comfortably and

sanitarily cared for and that it be given every protection against panic.

To ^this end, the sum of $20,000 was spent for an elaborate and modern

ventilating system. This system has never been used in the West up to this

time but the most modern houses in New York have made use of the same.

This' <;ystem originated in hVance, but even after installation was not used,

owino'to the excessive cost of the fuel necessary for its maintenance. lo

explahi this system technically would interest none but the ventilating engineer,

l,nt to give the pulilic, and those of my confreres who do not care to go more

deeply "into it, a general idea, I will describe it as follows:

The air is taken in through the exit courts and hltered by being drawn

throuLrh coke washers over which a cataract of water is constantly running

\fter being thoroughly cleansed, it is passed over heated steam coils situated

under the rear iK^rtion" of the auditorium and brought into what is known as
,

the plenum chamber. This plenum chamber is situated immediately under the

orchestra floor. There is a smaller plenum chamber which likewise admits fresh

air between the ceiling of tlie orchestra and floor of the balcony.

The air passes through the appertures under the seats into the auditorium

at the rate of one foot a second, thus causing no disagreeable draught on the

.nectators In rising it takes with it the vitiated air and smoke, thus constantly

changing and purifying the air. Huge electric fans draw it forth through the

dome ventilators and from the pockets under the balconies and galleries.
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First Floor Plan, Orpheum Theater, San Francisco.

Lansburgh & Joseph^ Architects.

Precautions Taken Against Panics.

As.to the security of the theater, I know of no more positive means of

impressing it upon the public, than by publishing the following extract of a

letter from Marsden Mansen, the city engineer, to the architects:

"It has afforded me great pleasure to note the plan and execution of work

on the new Orpheum Theater on OTarrell Street below Powell. This theater

so closely follows the law which it was my duty to draft for the protection of

theater-goers, that it has an added interest. Since drawing that law I have

inspected theaters in many of the Eastern and some European cities^ You will,

therefore, pardon me in offering two suggestions which may have been tt iiy

considered by you in the past but which I desire to renew with a view to making

the theater whTch you have designed the most perfect within my observation.

These^suggestions are:
^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ concrete evenly

with c™t mortar a^ let^down to this with water-proof glue battleship hno-

'^^'^:!'£tltt^^^'^S^^^<^ fibre, a material which burns like

' P'' TllsTpardon any seeming presumption on my part by reason of the deep

interest I

^^^^^^:^;^:;^r
''''

'^"'""^mXrSDEN MANSON."

Ut me add that, notwithstanding the fact that a building "^jy^^ f^PP^^^

to be undemolishable by fire there is always a great source of danger from

Khe drSg rooms anV working parts o'f the stage and basement are amply

P'^The house is literally irrigated with fire hose 1-- and sprinWer pipes

J^^^^

the five entrances is of wrought ^nd cast iron^
.^^ ^^^^

r.r'.« tu':';i« 'U"^.SSn T,h. S.. F,andsco public, which w.

thank very heartily for its approval .
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Lifelike Lions Prowling on the Lawn of Mrs. W. C. Talbot.

Lions of San Francisco
'

By HORATIO F. STOLL.

IF
HE desired to study the lion at close range before penetrating the wilds

of the African jungle in search of large game, Theodore Roosevelt
might have employed a day to advantage in San Francisco.

In the old days, before the fire, the entrances to the homes of our

city's rnillionaires fairly bristled with noble lions of every variety. Their

favorite attitude was rampant, but they also affected a passant, saliant,

statant, sejant, couchant and dormant air. The destructive fire killed off

a large number, but we can still boast of some fine specimens and the

^ajT^s probably far distant when our marble lions will become extinctr

Most of those that remain were chiseled from the finest Italian marble
and, as our climate is not particularly severe on such substantial material,

they are likely to be with us for many generations to come.
Away back in the 60's, when General D. D. Colton built his preten-

tious home on Nob Hill, he flanked his entrance with two impressive marble

lions. Early San Franciscans, unused to the novel sight, stood awe-stricken

before these handsome beasts and scrutinized them closely. They had to

admit they added "tone" to the general's residence, for they suggested the

coats of arms and crests of foreign kings and noblemen and conveyed the

idea of family strength and superiority.

The custom of placing lions, griffins (winged lions), and other sym-
bolical beasts at the approaches of palaces, temples and mausoleums is

very ancient, so General Colton had plenty of precedent to justify his

innovation. Resides, naturalists, poets, moralists and fable writers have

unanimously crowned the lion king of beasts and he has been duly accred-

ited with every royal virtue, such as fearlessness, courage and magnanimity.

In art he has taken the same exalted position, crowning the gates of

Mycenae; flanking the entrances of palaces of Nineveh; enhancing the

dignity of the Pharoahs
;
guarding the steps of the throne of Solomon;

beautifying the famous Court of Lions in the Alhambra ; typifying in the

lion of Lucerne undaunted brav^rv; around the column of Nelson in Tra-

falgar Square, London, symbolizing all that Britons associate with the

grandeur and might of their country ; adding impressiveness to the heraldic

arms of Spain, Holland, Denmark, Bohemia, Saxony and many lesser

countries.

Mr. George A. Newhall's Beautiful Marble Lions.

ed Uons That Guard the Will Irwin Home, San Francisco.
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Lifelike Lions Prozvling on the Lazvn of Mrs. li'. C. Talbot.

Lions of San Francisco

By HORATIO F. STOLL.

IF
HE desired to study the lion at close rang^e ])efore penetrating the wilds

of the African jungle in search of large game, Theodore Roosevelt
might have employed a day to advantage in San Francisco.

In the old days, before the fire, the entrances to the homes of our

city's millionaires fairly bristled with noble lions of every variety. Their

favorite attitude was rampant, but they also afYected a passant, saliant,

statant, sejant, couchant and dormant air. The destructive fire killed off

a large number, but we can still boast of some fine specimens and the

day is probablv far distant when^oiir marble lions will become extinctT"

Most of those that remain were chiseled from the finest Italian marble

and, as our climate is not particularly severe on such substantial material,

they arc likely to be with us for many generations to come.
Away back in the 60's, when General D. D. Colton built his preten-

tious home on Xob Hill, he flanked his entrance with two impressive marble

lions. Early San Franciscans, unused to the novel sight, stood awe-stricken

before these handsome beasts and scrutinized them closely. They had to

admit they added "tone'' to the general's residence, for they suggested the

coats of arms and crests of foreign kings and noblemen and conveyed the

idea of family strength and superiority.

The custom of placing lions, grifiins (winged lions), and other sym-
bolical beasts at the approaches of palaces, temples and mausoleums is

very ancient, so General Colton had plenty of precedent to justify his

innovation, liesides, naturalists, poets, moralists and fable writers have

unanimously crowned the lion king of beasts and he has been duly accred-

ited with e\ery royal virtue, such as fearlessness, courage and magnanimity.

In art he has taken the same exalted position, crowning the gates of

Mycenae; flanking the entrances of palaces of Nineveh; enhancing the

dignity of the Pharoahs ; guarding the steps of the throne of Solomon;
beautifying the famous Court of Lions in the Alhambra; typifying in the

lion of Lucerne undaunted bravery; around the column of Nelson in Tra-

falgar Square, London, symbolizing all that Britons associate with the

grandeur and might of their country; adding im]^ressivencss to the heraldic

arms of Spain, Holland, Denmark, P)ohemia, Saxony and many lesser

countries.

^ ^^^
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Mr. George .A. .Wi.'lialfs Beautiful Marble Lions.
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But i am digressing. I was speaking of General Colton's novel lions.

Wealthy San Franciscans liked the idea, and although the lions were costly

and difficult to secure—most of them were imported, not from the jungles
of Africa, but from the studios of sunny Italy—they felt their new resi-

dences were not complete without a pair of guardian lions. The fad for

lions passed in a few years, but those that were installed were never
molested— that is, until the time of the great conflagration, when many
noble beasts were disfigured beyond all recognition.

But in spite of the ravages of the fire, we still have some interesting

lions on view that are worthy of comment. Take, for example, the life-

size lions that embellish the stairway of George A. Newhall's home on
Pacific avenue, between Webster and Fillmore streets. They have an
interesting history. They were modeled by O. Andreoni, of Rome, and
are copies of lions by the celebrated Canova that are to be seen today at

St. Peter's, Rome. One, wonderfully life-like, sleeps while the other, with
blinking eyes and stupid aspect, keeps watch. When the Newhall house
stood on the corner of Van Ness avenue and Sutter street, there was ^
similar pair guarding the entrance, but Mr. Newhall moved them into Laurel
Hill cemetery after the death of his mother, Mrs, H. M. Newhall.

Two smaller animals, resembling the famous lion o! Lucerne, ornament
the long flight of stairs of the Cyrus Walker home on the southwest
corner of Jackson and Gough streets. They are seen from the sidewalk
at a great disadvantage. The huge granite balls that top the granite fence
in the foreground detract from the lions, which are too high above the
pedestrian to enable him to take notice of the beautiful work of the sculptor.

A block below, on Jackson street, at the northeast corner of Franklin,
one observes two mighty man-eaters prowling on the lawn of Mrs. W. C.
Talbot. They are facing one another, about 15 feet apart, and look as if

they were ready any moment to engage in mortal combat. It is a good
thing for the owner of these realistic beasts that the intrepid Tartarin of
Tarascon is not likely to visit San Francisco in further pursuit of the
elusive lion, the game of his dreams, for it is safe to say he would take a
rare delight in shooting at these heroic and ferocious looking animals.
They would prove infinitely better targets than the tiny jackass in the
artichoke patch or the sacred lion of the desert and decidedly safer—since
he would have only Mrs. Talbot to appease in case an ear or a bit of tail

were sacrificed in the bloodless encounter.

The Washington street entrance of the massive stone home of the
William G. Irwins, at the northeast corner of Laguna street, is also orna-
mented with two beautiful lions (sejant). They are seated royally on their
hindquarters, very erect, their tails curled neatly about their feet and look
too self-conscious and well-groomed to be very dangerous. These lions
were designed and executed by Professor Petrelli in Florence. He, by the
way, is one of the greatest sculptors of the present century and is famous
for this style of work. His lions, griffins, and sphinxes are to be seen all

over Europe, but especially, in Italian gardens and villas. The Irwin lions

were made of carefully selected, flawless blocks of white Carrara marble
and were installed only five years ago. They were made especially for the
places they now occupy.

Nowadays, the practice of using lions to embellish entrance steps of
private residences in San Francisco is no longer in vogue. Nor is it custo-
mary in any part of the United States. They are used, however, in the
entrances to buildings of a public character. In Washington, D. C, for

example, lions adorn several buildings erected for the government. Two

% 1 '

The Cyrus Walker Uons.

of remarkable lions modeled by Saint-Gaudens.

office and bank buildings. 1 have encoumereu ."

beaded cast-iron

the down-town district and hey
^^,^^.^J^, \^^,fSrnfa Safe Deposit

monsters that still crouch m front o '^e de unct Cal.^orn a ^^v^^^^

and Trust Company's headquarters at Cal.orn.a and i g y ^^^^

These full-grown beasts
--/-J'

"^
del of felrlessness united with an

the ancients used them—to <^°"''^y '"^
^^^ confided to their care.
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But I am digressing. I was speaking of General Colton's novel lions.

Wealthy San P'ranciscans liked the idea, and althotigh the lions were costly

and difficult to secure—most of them were imported, not from the jungles
of Africa, but from the studios of sunny Italy—they felt their new resi-

dences were not complete without a pair of guardian lions. The fad for

lions passed in a few years, but those that were installed were never
molested — that is, until the time of the great conflagration, when many
noble beasts were disfigured beyond all recognition.

But in spite of the ravages of the fire, we still have some interesting

lions on view that are worthy of comment. Take, for example, the life-

size lions that embellish the stairway of George A. Newhall's home on
Pacific avenue, between Webster and Fillmore streets. They have an
interesting history. They were modeled by O. Andreoni, of Rome, and
are copies of lions by the celebrated Canova that are to be seen today at

St. Peter's, Rome. One, wonderfully life-like, sleeps while the other, with
blinking eyes and stupid aspect, keeps watch. When the Newhall house
stood on the corner of Van Ness avenue and Sutter street, there was a
similar pair guarding the entrance, but Mr. Newhall moved them into Laurel
Hill cemetery after the death of his mother, Mrs. H. M. Newhall.

Two smaller animals, resembling the famous lion of Lucerne, ornament
the long flight of stairs of the Cyrus Walker home on the southwest
corner of Jackson and Gough streets. They are seen from the sidewalk
at a great disadvantage. The huge granite balls that top the granite fence
in the foreground detract from the lions, which ar(^ too high above the
pedestrian to enable him to take notice of the beautiful work of the sculptor.

A block below, on Jackson street, at the northeast corner of Franklin,
one observes two mighty man-eaters prowling on the lawn of Mrs. W. C.
Talbot. They are facing one another, about 15 feet apart, and look as if

they were ready any moment to engage in mortal combat. It is a good
thing for the owner of these realistic beasts that the intrepid Tartarin of
Tarascon is not likely to visit . San Francisco in further pursuit of the
elusive lion, the game of his dreams, for it is safe to say he would take a
rare delight in shooting at these heroic and ferocious looking animals.
They would prove infinitely better targets than the tiny jackass in the
artichoke patch or the sacred lion of the desert and decidedly safer—since
he would have only Mrs. Talbot to appease in case an ear or a bit of tail

were sacrificed in the bloodless encounter.

The Washington street entrance of the massive stone home of the
William G. Irwins, at the northeast corner of Laguna street, is also orna-
mented with two beautiful lions (sejant). They are seated royally on their

hindquarters, very erect, their tails curled neatly about their feet and look
too self-conscious and well-groomed to be very dangerous. These lions

were designed and executed by Professor Petrelli in Florence. He, by the
way, is one of the greatest sculptors of the present century and is famous
for this style of work. His lions, griffins, and sphinxes are to be seen all

over Europe, but especially in Italian gardens and villas. The Irwin lions

were made of carefully selected, flawless blocks of white Carrara marble
and were installed only five years ago. They were made especially for the

places they now occupy.

Nowadays, the practice of using lions to embellish entrance steps of
private residences in San Francisco is no longer in vogue. Nor is it custo-
mary in any part of the United States. They are used, however, in the
entrances to buildings of a public character. In Washington, D. C, for

example, lions adorn several buildings erected for the government. Two

\

I

The Cyrus Walker Lions.

'"
T',?;Se'tl.« liaT'ontS i?«o,S°.™".,. »<! ,.„, co„a a,, being

and Trust Co.npany's headquarters at Lai. orma ^nd i\lo^ g Y
^^^^

These full-grown beasts -re doubtl s - ^11 ^Ho^'^,^^^
„„i,ed with an

the ancients used them—to co"jey tne i

confided to their care.

SiAjfej

^u•'^U^ KVluffF^^'^^**Kdifew*«^inTlTgj^P'^fc»'

**t JS-^b -tliit -ti klrkMM^^^
i^i^J^
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t broken off. No one seemed to interpret this mishap as an ill-omen or feel

that new lions were needed. This showed bad judgment, for these hitherto

conscientious guardians must have relaxed their vigilance, since they failed

to protect the trusting creditors of the bank from the wily machinations of

those in charge. Perhaps they were hypnotized or chloroformed.

Their troubled, worried expression these days gives one the impression

that they realize they are in serious danger of losing their jobs and being

consigned to the junk pile. That their fears are well founded is evidenced

by the real estate sign recently displayed announcing that the site of the

old bank building is for sale.

T wonder if the Smithsonian museum would not be glad to secure

these unique lions. Perhaps the curator might like to install them next to

the trophies which Colonel Roosevelt is sending home from the African

wilderness.

Mark Twain's Country Honne

How Mark Twain built an Italian villa without seeing it is told in

''Country Life in America." The article describes "Stormfield," the

humorist's new country home among the Connecticut hills. Here

is an extract

:

'The joy of country life has entered deep into the soul of the man.

He loves the seclusion that his fame will not permit in the city, but he

loves people, too, and draws about him from the outside world friends

of his own choosing. He loves the house itself.

*Tt was designed by John Howells, son of the Howells," Mr. Clemens

tells you, "and he and my daughter Clara and Miss Lyon planned out

its particulars and built it, and they did it without any advice or instruc-

tions from me. I had every confidence in their taste and judgment and

My meddling would only have made confusion. 1 wasnone m my own. . _^ „

not willing to discuss the plans nor look at the drawings. I merely said

I wanted three things—a room of my own that would be quiet, a billiard-

room big enough to play in without jabbing the cues into the wall, and

a living-room forty by twenty feet. For the rest they could do as they

liked, and I had nothing more to do with the house until I drove up from

the station last June to occupy it. I didn't want any of the bother of

building I had enough of that in Hartford when we built a $20,000

house on a $10,000 lot at a cost of $155,000. The only other stipulation

was that the house should cost a certain sum."

''Did it?" I asked.

"Well, half of it," the philosopher admitted, smdmg.

The Groom's Vote

A suffragette lecturer recently brought dow-n the house with the

following argument:
"I have no vote, but my groom has. I have a great respect for that

man in the stables, but I am sure that if I were to go to him and say,

'John, will you exercise the franchise ?'\ he would reply, Tlease, mum,

which orse be that??' "—Pick-Me-Up.

^

"Pa!" "Well, what is it now?"

from marrying the wrong woman?"
"Pa, when I grow up, how will I keep

"You won't."—Life.

Recent Federal Tests Showing Fire-Resistive Prop-

erties of Various Building Materials*

By RICHARD L. HUMPHREY, C. E. -

\A bulletin describing the Hre-resistive qualities of building materials will

be issued within a short iime by the United States Geological Survey, through

its Technologic Branch. Various materials used m building were subjected

to the direct application of heat for two hours, m the laboratories of the

National Board of Fire Underzvriters, in Chicago, the temperature reaching

that of a coniiagLion. After being exposed to the iire, the
^^^^^^^^J^^,^^^

withdrawn from the furnace and quenched zvith water, in order to get the

conditions that would obtain after the firemen had begun their work on a burn-

'""^

^nfinvestigations, which were conducted under the direction of Richard

L Humphrey engineer in charge of the structural materials laboratory of the

Surz^yV^^h 1st of a comprehensive series undertaken zvtth the object of

d terming the iire-resistive properties and rates of heat conductivity of various

buZg^^^^^^^^ and the comparative efciency ofthe-^f^ousmeth^^^^^^^^

proofing The investigations have the urther object of greatly lessening the

habiUvof OSS by iire in government buildings which are not insured and mate-

Wa/i7.£n'f' their cost through more eiHcient methods of construction. While

tttestTare^^^^^^ primarily for the purpose of obtaining information of

essenZ value to the Governmelt, it is believed that the results will prove of

much importance to the public.]—Editor's Note.

I NASMUCH as the tests herein recorded P^^^"^"^?;"/,;^^^^^^^^^^

I erable importance, it has been deemed ^^g^ly desirable to pubhsh a detaU^^

account of them, although the results are prelimmary and mconclusive, ana

-are ^reSed so^^^^ for the|urpose of making public the n.formation required^

T^^ef should not therefore; be used as a basis for makmg conclusions but

merely r^reli^^^^^ data 'regarding the relative fire-resistive qualities of the

'"''Th^eTotdiitr^^^^^^^ which these tests were made were unusually severe

and lone of the materials passed perfectly. The temperatures used would

was occasioned by internal stresses, the gas flame of the
*"'^"^".^f/^*'"|.^^^^^^

Hre of the test pieces much more rapidly than the other. All the materia s

tested includS fhe hydraulic pressed brick cracked more or less The concrete

cracked least but the 'tests indicate the necessity for usmg metal remforcement

- -TrLTLlTgrrrs^farS bV'eseTeris the 'ow rate of h.t

transm ssion of Portland cement concretes and mortars. This is one of the

Sp^llities in buildin^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ttSby" wfreTa^to i:\^
Sllfrt fhnrme' °ft;i I'^g. 'WosTJnlliC rLained in place during the

Tesl and whSn the walls were demolished the tags in every case were found

"'A'n "averaTe^o? all the tests shows that about 90 per cent of the maximum

panels in one hour was only about 20 per cent of the total increase in the two

—Ti;;^,hed by permission of ,h. direCor of .he United S.a.e, Geological Survey.
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hours. Of the soHd concrete panels, the cinder concrete showed the smallest

increase in the temperatures of the backs of the walls, and the granite concrete

the largest. The total increase in the temperatures of the mortar panels was

about the same as the total increase in the temperatures of the backs of the con-

crete, but the increase in one hour was somewhat greater in the case of

concrete.

The damage done to the faces of the motar and concrete panels would

probably be caused at a temperature about half that of the maximum tempera-

tures reached, owing to the water of crystallization being driven from the

mortar. This thin layer of dehydrated mortar may have formed a protective

coating and prevented dehydration.

The backs of the brick panels also showed a small increase in temperature,

but the natural building stones and tiles proved poorer non-conductors of heat.

It is apparent that the strength of the webs of ordinary hollow blocks is

insufficient to resist the stresses set up in these tests, as in many tests the rapid

rise in temperature and the subsequent quenching of one of the faces of the

blocks caused the webs to split. It was noticeable that the richer the mortars

used in these blocks the better they withstood the tests. The amount of water

used in mixing the mortars had a similar effect on the fire-resistive qualities

;

the mortars mixed with the greatest percentage of water gave the best results.

When the blocks were cracked or spalled before the application of water

the damage appeared to be greater in the dry mixtures containing the greatest

percentage of sand, and it was further observed during the fire test that the

richer mixtures warmed up more slowly than the others. It is apparent that

one of the causes^of weakness in the cement hollow building blocks under these

fire tests was the weakness of the concrete, a too dry and lean mixture, which,

coupled with the thinness of the webs, provided insufficient strength to resist

the stress due to the rapid expansion of the face. It is quite possible, as was

shown in some of the block tests, to make blocks which will pass the conditions

perfectly ; the web must be thick enough to give the necessary strength.
-^ The brick panels probably withstood the tests better than the other mate-

rials. The common brick tested comprised unused new Chicago brick, and used

St. Louis brick. Fifty per cent of the new bricks were split, while sixty to

seventy per cent of the' old bricks were not damaged. Lime knots seemed to be

responsible for most of the damage to the new bricks, as they were found at the

bottom of nearly all the cracks. The bricks at the back of the panels were

entirely unaffected. While the strength tests are not conclusive there is appar-

ently little difference in the strength of the bricks before and after firing.

The hydraulic-pressed brick withstood the test very well. No damage was

apparent after.the firing and before the water was applied, and although a num-

ber of the bricks cracked, seventy per cent of th^ were found to be sound

after quenching.

The sand-Hme brick did not withstand the test as well as expected, but the

sample tested, which was purchased at random, appeared to be somewhat below

average quality.

The concrete behaved remarkably well and it was difficult to determine

whether the limestone, granite, gravel, or cinder concrete sustained the least

damage. The faces of all the panels were more or less pitted by the fire and

washed away by the stream of water. The test was unfair to the cinder con-

crete as the cinder was very poor, containing a large percentage of unburned

coal ; however, the sample selected was the best of six or eight investigated in

St. Louis. During the fire test the coal ignited and left the surface of the con-

crete very rough and badly pitted. The limestone aggregate in the face calcined,

and the granite aggregate split and broke away from the surface mortar. The
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granite concrete probably behaved better than any of the above mentioned con-

cretes Damage in no case extended deeply, probably not more than 1/2 inches.

The evidence shows that even at this depth the temperature was comparatively

low The high stresses produced in the panels by the rapid rise of the tempera-

tures of the faces, while the backs remained cool, caused cracks. On taking

down the panels the blocks of concrete were found to be cracked vertically for

some distance from the face. The serious damage done the various natural

building stones precludes any comparison among them.

The tile tested was bought in the open market and in one panel was taken

from a lot of material about to be erected in a building. A large percentage of

the faces of the tiles were washed awa/by the water, and the material compos-

ing the faces became soft and could easily be crumbled in the fingers. 1 here

was a comparatively rapid rise in the temperature of the backs of the panels.

The plaster on the partition panel tile fell off a few minutes after the test was

started.

To Try Growing of Eastern Hardwoods in California

THE Pacific Coast will soon be the scene of an interesting tree-growing

experiment. The United States Forest Service is planning to intro-

duce a number of the more important Eastern hardwoods into Cali-

fornia, and will this year experiment with ^^estnut hickory basswood

red oak and yellow poplar or tulip trees. Small patches of these trees

wHl be planted near^he forest rangers' cabins on the national orests •

and if these do well larger plantations on a commercial scale will soon

be established on wider areas.
r- vt ,,;o , r,nmhpr

There are over 125 different species of trees in California a number

^f which produce some of the most valuable, varieties of lumber in the

Country Although considerably over one-halT of the species are hard-

wood or bVoad-lelved trees, yet. with the exception of the exotic euca-

Tp^us, there is not a single species of hardwood here ranking in corn-

mercial imoortance with the leading Eastern hardwoods. Climatic con

ditions in r^any parts of California are undoubtedly favorable for tne

g owth of a numb'^r of the valuable hardwoods, and the absence of these

free^ is due mostlv to unfavorable factors of seed distribution.

If the experinients are successful, a valuable asset will have been

added to the forest resources of this State, which should prove of special

benefit to the local furniture and vehicle industries. Chestnut and red

oak are highly esteemed for furniture, while with hickory, basswood and

euca'yptus^ at its command. California should lead all other States m

the vehicle industry.

He Knew

The teacher was giving a geography lesson and the class having

traveled from London to Labrador, and from Thessaly to Timbuctoo

was horoughly worn out. "And now," said the teacher, "we come to

G^rmanTthat 'important country governed by the l^-f-Tommy Jones,

what is a kaiser?" "Please, m." yawned Tommy Jones, a stream o

hot water springin' up and disturbin' the earth!

U-j- t^'-r^

- jt* j' - *t ,-
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Design for First National Bank Building. San Jose.

L. B. Button, Architect.
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Made of Koa or Hawaiian Mahogany.

The Possibility of Hardwood Panete for Interior
—

^

Decoration

WHEN Mark Hopkins, away back in the latter 70\ decided to

outdo his wealthy neighbors who had erected palat.al nians.ons

on San Francisco's Nob Hill, he consulted the best architects

in the United States, considered many widely different plans for the

Ldornment of his commanding lot, and finally agreed that a modern

English Gothic building was the most fitting for his lofty site _i he

architects, it is said, wefe given carte blanche to make the home as beau^

tiful and artistic as possible. They were told to spare no expense, to

use only the best materials, to ransack the four corners of the gl^obe •

necessary, to hire the most competent contractors, builders, decorators

•
'"*'

Th^^tterdrd." The home was a long time in building because the

costly materfals, especially the woodwork, had t« ^e brought^ro- th

East and Europe, and there were necessarily many delays. When tne

Jreat structure wks finally turned over to the owners i'^Joc'^'P^^cy^J^.

whole investment-lot. retaining walls, reservoir. f«""/^t'°"
q ^''^'^'^h

'

f„rni^hinp-s and stabk— represented an outlay of about $^,/i)U,UUU. i ne

mlchar^Tcfl excellence of every part of the house, to the minutest detail,

was such as to excite the admiration not only of the professional arch -

tet s an5 bui ders, but the unprofessional visitor as well. However he

feature which most attracted the attention of the visitor was not the

—
iiriilo«r..,o„. .ccompanying^thi, ar,,c> arc from .c.u,. photograph, o. paneled in.er.or,

made by E. A. Howard & Co. o< San Francisco.

:iifea

y-,--^- '
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Design for First National Bank Building, San Jose.

L. B. Dutton, Architect.
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A/arff' of /voa or Hawaiian Mahogany.

The Possibility ot Hardwood Panels for Interior

Decoration

WHEN Mark Hopkins, away back in the latter 70's, decided to

outdo his weahhv neighbors who had erected palatial mansions

on San Francisco's Nob Hill, he consulted the best architects

in the United States, considered many widely different plans for the

"lornment of his commanding, lot, and tonally agreed that a JBOclcri

Enfflish Gothic building was the most f^ttinfj for his lo ty site. Ihe

architects it is said, were given carte blanche to make the home as beau-

iTul and 'artistic a; possible. Thev were tol.l to spare - -P--> «

use only the best materials, to ransack the lour cortiers of the R'obe it

Necessary, to hire the most competent contractors, builders, decorators

'"'
Thi^TerS" The home was a long time in building because the

costly ma erials, especially the woodwork, had to be '-ought from

Eastland Europe, and there were necessarily many ''^^'ay--^-

^^
J^"

^^l
great structure was finally turne<l over to the owners f"'" °<^^"P;"^y;,.,';;'^

whole investment-lot, retaining walls, reservoir.
«"';;''l*rAba» The

furnishings and stable - represent^ an outlay of about $2./ 30,0UU. 1
1

c

n e"l anicfl excellence of every part of the house, to the minutest detail.

wTs "ch as to excite the admiration not only of the P-'---^;-"^-
tects and builders, but the unprofessional visitor as wel .

Hovvever, e

feature which most attracted the attention of the visitor was not the

The ilU,..ra,ions acco„,panying . .hi. .arlkU- arc (,-,.,„ acu.al „h„.ogra,.hs of paneled in,eri,.rs

made by E. A. Howard & Co. of San Irancisc.

A^^^^a
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Living Room Paneled in Elm 'u-ilh I'nic I run.
L) mtng Rno in ['anclcii in Quartered Oak.

Dining and Lizing Room Paneled in lilm xvith Pine Trim.
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Lit'iMi' Hoovi i'aneled \n Elm xvtih Pine Trim.
Dining Room Paneled in Quartered Oak.

Living Room Paneled in Quartered Oak
Dining and Living Room Paneled in Elm with Pine Trim.
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stairway Paneled in Quartered Oak.

{Old Residence Remodeled.)

stcoplv pitched roofs, the pointed archc.l windows, the spires ami turrets

„or vet the beautiful frescoes, metal work and tapestry. It was the

vcnaVkahle display of natural hardwoods, Vo\^'Y^T\ZTi^rl^^^-
luslrous finish and exquisiteiy inlaid. lu no othc,- buddmR m <-a •forn.a

cither .public or private-could such a wonderful variety be found.

The walls of the main hall, or recept.on-room, which came to be

known as the house gallery, when the property ^^'^^ /"J^^i ^ssocTat on
Ke-ents .,1 the University of California for the use of the Art .\ssociation

inlclruarv. 1893, were ornamented with oak carved and inlaid with

ebo,;. vaniana and other woods. 'Hie ceramic -«-• f-"\"'>:.
"^.^^rt

"

the .iininp-rooni, was in the English Gothic style, known as the Jalbert

and containc.l most artistically carved buffets, mantel pieces, wainscoting,

''''''^!^:':^.:1:J:^\^o^:!^^^^<. m eboni.ed oak. with lamps

of onenUd make and walls covered with ^^f^^^^l^f,:X
those of the AUiambra. Another room was fitted in bird s-eye naple

whl' tapestrie> of curious fioral design. The music room was finished m

ocean and transcontinental transportation was slow
,
skilled artisans

few, and our native woods were lett untouched.

How dififerent conditions are to-day! . , „.„

scarce, right here in San Francisco, '^eautitui
recognized,

a^J^IheT^ct Ullr^el Z b^^'iirwo^/^a^Uge by our mills has

^-\Ir:^e^r^S^sir thTmtroduction on^^^^^^^

that the public is beginning to realize
-.^P-^^^^'^'^sitave reduced the

product for interior decoration. The '"='" */'= "''=^^,^ ^,,^t they call a

-cost to a very reasonable fig"'-.^-

.-"J

are .™^? ° ^^ ^^^ f,„J 2' x 5'

three-oly (one-quarter inch thick) panel, ranging m s

o 2>4'x7', whi'ch can be usedin a .->ltiphc>ty of way.
^^^

The old method of veneering was
^^ff ;

"/P^^'l^'^yr mill bill was
tbe old days a few panels -- - e "P^ ^^^'^ ^ICtured at once,

Tdl^^^^.' Sctic^aV' ^ '^te In Je. to ^«iuce th c to a mm.

mum, of course, a standard sized panel had *« b« Uirn^d o
^^^

that would otherwise go to ^aste is used for^ore^ and p
^^^^ ^^^^

-tln^^fockTor^martufacttmng P^^^

be utilized. Even in woods that are t^nrnvn
^,^^

the occasional log that has unusual ^
am °; ^f

re.

^ ^^^^^ .J^ ^ ^^^^^

Tn/rer' T^'pirer^:tLL'"is, oT^olse, utilized for less conspicuous

^"^''o:: of the principal advantages of these n^^^^^^^^^^^

of building up large surfaces, whchbrmg out t^^l^
^^^^^ .^^ ^^^^^

of the dififerent woods. Solid wood even it it con
^^^

uniform pieces, wou d "ot stay in P ace J™ f/^^^^P^nd up a surface

by crossing the grain of the panels it is poss'me
^^ j^ takes

aLost any size and when '- -f -^, LTot o'- -^o'^ P'<=« ^^ "°°'-

a mighty keen eye to detect that the pane is
^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^.^

Worked up in this fashion, the wood win n i

designs and
. The units, being P'astic and not rigid. Pe^'i '^ °t *= ^^^^^S^

.^ .^

combinations. And. bes of aU, you
^^^f^^\l^ ^.^en it is in place.

installed and know exac ly
l^°7^'^''^.fd"^ier°s stock, much as you pick

The panel surfaces are ^^osen from hejea ess
.^,^^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^ .^

out tapestry or wall paper. You can se e«
character.

similar, or you can have each panel '"d';^\'"^^^„ty. Quartered oak is

Each kind of wood has its own natural /^eauty_

undoubtedly the n^o^^ Popular finishing wood n 'se ^o day.^^^
^^^ ^.^.)^

-rt:ri^ii:^^o^:^::::^- came^d m a .rger variety

P^^
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Stairway, Fancied tn Quartered Oak.

(Old Residence Remodeled.)

steeply pitched roofs, the pointed arched windows, the ^Pi^^s ^"d^^^^jf"

nor vet the beautiful frescoes, metal work and tapestry. It was tne

remarkab e display of natural hardwoods, polished and wrought to a

ustouffinish Tnd'exquisiteiy inlaid^ In no other build.ng m CaWorn.a-

either .public or private-could such a wonderful variety be found

The walls of the main hall, or reception-room, which came to be

known as the house gallery when the property was turned ove-" to Je

Regents of the University of California for the use of the Art Association

^^February, 1893, were ornamented with oak carved and inlaid with

ebony yani^na and other woods. The ceram c room, fo^^rly used as

the dining-room, was in the English Gothic style, known as the Talbert

and contained ^ost artistically carved bufTets. mantel pieces, wamscotmg,

ceilinff beams and panels of English elm.
. , , .u i ^o

Then there was the Moorish room done in ebon.zed oak, with lamps

of oTiental make and walls covered with silk tapestries patterned after

those of he Alhambra. Another room was fitted in bird s-eye mapk

wUh tape.stries of curious floral design. The music room was finished in

?.inis Stm another spacious apartment, a reproduction of the state

v,^Lr in the castle of the Duke of Milan, contained carvings m the

ocean and transcontinental transportation was slow
,
skiiiea aru

few and our native woods were left untouched.

Kow different conditions are td-day!
. i j^

cost to a very reasonable fig""- -^"^^^^? ranS ^" ^'^^ ^'""^ ^' ^ ^'

iSlP^'x^'^ThX^a^ bri^e?:^ 1 TuufplicT^^^^^^^
^ ,

,„"
'^he^ oldtrthoT of veneering wa^^--^ tlmr^^STour^'ilfbm wl"s

the old days a few panels w- -^^p^.L^r ^atCtured at once,

-t^Si'$^.Z^fy^^^^ In
-J^

;o Reduce the to^a mm.

mum, of course, a standard sized Panel had to be t^^n^a
^^^tcMxr.^

that would otherwise go to waste is used /o'-^ores and oacKs s

—thl stock for manufacturing panels, only the most beautiiui wo

be utHzed. Even in woods that are known for heir beauty it is on 7

?he"occasional log that has uni^sual g-n o^
^f
^ ^e Info a'^reat

mTn/ref' T^^e'p^irer^ltLlf'is. of cC^se, utilized for less conspicuous

^"^^OnTof the principal f^::^^^^^^^^^S^
of building up la'-&^/"^J^"/'J^J^ e.J'e; ff °t could be secured in large,

of the different woods. Sol'd wood even if >^^co
^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^

uniform pieces, would not stay 'n place.
^^^J"^ ^ jj^j ^ surface

by crossing the g^^- of the pane it .s poss.bk ^o
^

V^^^

almost any size and when the units are
\ v ^ »-^ j jgce of wood,

a mighty keen eye to detect that ^^e^P^^^
/^^^ ,,Trp, shrink or split.

Worked up m this fashiot^, the wooa wiu v
endless designs and

The units, being plastic and not rigid, P"^'*
^^^^^^^^d before it is

combinations. And. best of aU, you
'^^^^f^l^\^^^'^^^^ jt is in place,

installed and know exactly h^w U >« g^^ng »o
^^

The panel surfaces are chosen from the dealer ss ,^^.^^ ^^^ ^^.^ .^

out tapestry or wall paper. You can seie« i

character,

similar, or you can have each panel '"d^^^dua^ in
^^^^^^^ ^^^ j^

Each kind of wood has its own natural ^^^^^^ ^ ^ j^ always

undoubtedly the most POP-I-'"
fiS'?ar"lx«llen e "or paneU for the dini^

ioorrnrh^alVne'LusI^^rti^uTel^^
in a lar.er variety

>£0 .
' ''?i*J^'^L^r>^-;^C:ac

•i' >ti-^^.? #:l*^/tf^
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Den I'anelcd in .isli u'itli fine Trim.

Dining Room Paneled in Croicli Mahogany.

BtHiard Room I'anelcd ui Crotch Mahogany.

H all and pirlor Paneled in Hazvaiian Mahogany or Koa.

I
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Den Paneled in Ash Jtith Pine Trim.
Billiard Room Paneled in Crotch Mahogany.
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Billiard Room Paneled ni Pine.

Staircase Landing in Ash Panels and Pine Trim.

nf <;i7es than any other hardwood. Plain oak is also popular. It takes

aw stain with good effect and looks particularly well „,e.ther the early
any ^tani wui k . , ,,,e ^nd easily obtauiable.

''"^Crotch ahogan^l the king of^ll cabinet woods, The warm, red

color darkens with aje. always stays in place and never warpsj^r w.t

The crotches or junctions between trunk and branch, from wn'c'i tti s

wood L obtained.' often have wonderful grain effects, wh.ch when bu.lt

'''
"^tr^igh" ^Kl^curiy bir'ch'';"anels are also very attractive. The wood

^£Shte:ss^hi;-^
-

^^S-!r ?^^ SrZo? r;^r;^' ^^L-W;-e;;b[^er and curly

maole are not from different species, but are the results of fibrous d.s-

'^'"
Elm is a beautiful and inexpensive wood that lends itself readily

to afnIost'U c:L or ^e.ree of finis.. The ta^^

•"^hfw^t^'X
°
im'Ts^: y att'acTv^ Elm works i„^.aturally with

Sre'^n pine.Tak and ash: an'd is within the reach of the modest home

'"'tshSs^'crbVu-d'^rconnection with pine finish also, taking

stairs and furniture^
least comes Oregon pine, which offers great possi-

Zt arT many
"

t '^o, ir^eq^'eJ^: ,inle"thought and taste. They ma,, be

i:":d^;:Lo^;ate the door entr^^^^^

room, '••""^-
7J %;S Jit" hev can be introduced to advantage nj

""k •

1 M?iis cafe? "o^e ounging-rooms and in display wmdows. I

Tav^ev^f se'^lfcin•ins;anod as\he crowning glory of a particularly

"'"The'^wHter has in mind two dark brown oak panels that stand over the

manS^f^r nine -:ft^^^i^^-^::^:z:i:^' tZ^
-r;:^^mo t^; a p^*'^^
SrachTirpec^ar'^ufrrotd'etcro^^^ by the action of the

waves being realistically '"eproduced^
, ^_^ ^_^^

These hardwood Pf"^- '^^
Jj^^eY' The s" les and rails, or molding.

::iUl,rlCm"r;r':nrrJr^1he finishing part of the trint. may
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Billiard Room Paneled in Pine.

of «i7P<; than anv other hardwood. Plain oak is also popular. It takes

anv stain with good effect and looks particularly well i" either the early
any s^ain wun go

durable and easily obtainable.

^^Crotch mahoJLl Is the king of all cabinet woods. The warm, red

color'^dS'enTtrtra^e'always sfays in place and "ev- wan.s or tw.s^.

The crotches or junctions between trunk and branch, from which tms

woodls obtained,' often have wonderful grain eflEects, which when built

"'
'^traiX Tn'd t'r'y bir'ch'panels are also very attractive. The wood

maole are not from different species, but are the results of fibrous d.s-

Uee offer pieces o wood ocons.^^^^^^^^^^ ^ e
.

J^J^^^^^^J^ ^,,y,

Sr:X;t.rkS a^hllTdt^wihin the reach of the modest home

•"Tsh^tnlls^'crn" be tedr'connection with pine finish also, taking
Ash panels can uc u.c ^ ^^^ ^ important of

rSJj:r'cX:r':or.^rr.«l« ri bee„ us.., „.e„.iv.>, i„

one need not make a mistake. ^^"^ /he u'^^,;^..'^"^^
taste They may be

put are many.
^[rlotVnir^nVtl hallway or staircase. The living-

used to^.decoratet^^ie door entrance the ha
J^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^j^.

room, dining-room, library aen »"" "
, j j^oduced to advantage in

tive, are there and one "^a^^^ls at the excellent wor
^^^^

panel look^almost like a painUng. E^^^^^
^ ^„ , j

ShThtpecSar^f:rritd?ff^ of the' sand by the action of the

--^The^rLdS";iK^^^^^
rf^

Sfairfuj*- T.andmg in Ash Panels e Trim.

4tt rf
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be secured already run. The stock carried by the mills is of such a varied

character that you could pick out your panels and framework, so to speak

one day and begin to put them in place the next. There is no need of

delay. And any clever carpenter or contractor can install them, or, if

you desire, alter the design at the last moment.

The arguments in favor of these artistic hardwood panels are many,

the principal inducements being beauty, permanency and comparative

cheapness. Tapestry and wall paper must be renewed from time to time

as they fade, are easily soiled and mutilated, and soon go out of fashion.

Hardwood paneled walls, on the contrary, are always in good taste and

will endure as long as the building. These qualities are sure to recommend

them to intelligent home builders who are anxious to avail themselves of

features that are aesthetic as well as practical.

* -^

A Word About Advertising

THE majprity of men admit that advertising in the -abstract is a great

thing, and a great many believe, too, that advertising their own

product is not only one of the ways, but practically the only way to

build up a big business. There are, however, many peculiar things about

the way people take advertising ideas home to themselves and dish them

up. With the average business man, whether he is manufacturing mantels,

tiles or brass tacks, when business is good and he has more trade than

he knows what to do with, he turns a cold but cheerful shoulder to the

advertising solicitor, and says, "Nay, nay." Sometimes he can be per-

suaded that advertising pays, even then, for though there may be more

business than he can do, by increasing the quantity of demand right along

.he is enabled to take the cream or select the more desirable business,

and let the other go for somebody else, and thus make his advertising

^payTfim good relurns, ev^n thou^^ able to take care^e^^ large

part of his business.

Generally the cry of the busy man is that he doesn't need any more,

consequently is not prepared to take advertising until some such time as

business may go slack and he needs to push his product to increase his

trade. He says this in good faith, too, and all that, but just the same,

when the panic hit last fall more people discontinued their advertising-

than during the busy time preceding that. Their first excuse was to cur-

'

tail expenses until the storm was over, and the next was that no amount

of advertising would get business under existing conditions. The people

who didn't want anything wouldn't take it any way, and the only thing

to do was to wait until the industrial situation improved somewhat and

then go after the business. Of course, there are lots of inconsistencies in

all this; in fact, the world is full of inconsistencies, and humanity prob-

ably has the lion's share of it all. We can't get over that, and probably

needn't hope to, but we can pull up once in a while and take a new grip

on things, and it looks like right now is the time for the industrial world,

that part of it having products for sale and needing the markets seriously,

to fall in and go to spending more money in printer's ink. There is

probably no more need for this injunction in the mantel, tile and grate

business than in any other industrial line; it is needed everywhere, and

the wise man is the one that will go in, not recklessly, but judiciously, and

advertise for trade, no matter what his line. That's the way to help get

business. The man who keeps his product most persistently and properly

before the people has the best show at the trade that is going, and will

be on the ground floor when what is termed the revival does come.

—

Mantel, Tile and Grate Monthly.
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Concrete and Stone Bridi M treet, Lus Gatos, Caiifomta.

J. G. McMtilan, Engineer.

Reinforced Concrete Bridges for County Roads

By J. G. McMillan, c. e.*

ONCRETE bridges are rapidly replacing the old style wooden and steel

bridges which formerly were a conspicuous but not altogether an

attractive part of our county roads. The wooden bridge is no longer

seriously considered by a wide-awake board of supervisors which realizes

the many advantages of a reinforced concrete or cement structure.

There is no field of construction in which the use of concrete appeals more

strongly to the practical business sense of the farmer than in the budding o

highway bridges. The flimsy an.l unsightly bridge .structures of wood and steel

are really more expensive in the end than bridges and culverts of concrete,

which are at once beautiful, permanent and fireproof and require no painting or

renairs The somewhat higher initial cost of concrete bridges in some localities

has retarded their adoption, but the vastly superior advantages of concrete

cannot fail to ultimately impress the intelligent judgment of American farmers

^^""
oncrete bridges were initiated into Santa Clara County in 1891, the first

beine a four-ring brick arch laid in Portland cement mortar
;
the side walls and

foundation being of gravel concrete and boulders. There was one span, 36

feet long ^^^th f twenty-four foot roadway. At the time the contract was let

for th°s^brkige, bids were also received on other plans, viz.: Two bids for a

wooden bridle, $490 and $681; also one bid for a combination br'dge $690

and one bid for a wooden bridge with concrete P'"^^"'^. ^^z .
Phe bi w th

concrete structure was for $1,025. The contract was let for $1 000 the deduc-

tinn beTng made in consideration that the contractor leave oflf the plaster finish

un the concrete structure.

«»iifflitafjBr|iiM.amaiiiiiiW»i
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Concrete ond Brick Bridge over Penitenaa Creek on Aium Rock hark KoaJ.

First Concrete Bridge built in Santa Clara County.

BuUt October, 1891. Cost $1,000. Span 36 feet. Roadway 26 feet.

J, C. McMillan, Engineer,

Concrete Bridge ox'er Coyote Creek on Berryessa Road.

Cost ^13^32 spans 'wo-one 6S feet one 40 /,./. Roadway 26 feet.

J. G. McMillan, Engtneer.

Concrete Bridge over Stevens Creek on Mountain View Depot Road.

Cost $1,473. Span 36 feet. Roadway 20 feet.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

Stone and Concrete Bridge over Llagas Creek on Leavesly Road.
^'

Cost $3,703. Span 48 feet.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

-, si*

^1tV.il
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Concrete and Uriel: Bridge over Penitencia Creek on Aluvi Rock Fark Road.

First Concrete Bridge built in Santa Clara County.

Built Octnhcr, 1891. Cost $1,000. .S7>fln 36 feet. Roadway 26 feet.

J. 6. McMillan, Hn^meci.

'Aift .

•«^
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^^^iPA ^

Concrete Bridge over Stevens Creek on Mountain View Depot Road.
Cost $1,473. Span .^6 feet. Road^vay 20 feet,

J. G. McMillan. Engineer.

Concrete Bridge over Cnvote Creek on Berrye.^sa Road.

Co.t %U^ir spans tL-o^ 68 feet one 40 feet. Roadway 26 feet.
L/>5r »iJ,JJ y

j^ ^^ McMillan. Engineer.

:,tone and Concrete Bridge over Llagas Creek on Leavcsly Road.

Cost $3,703. Span 48 feet.

J, G. McMillan. Engineer.

i"f:: 1:*;-.'l. 4 '>l'^Tr-'J*Vl"' "i^J-i
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Concrete Bridge over Guadalupe C reelc

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

Concrete Bridge over Los Gatos Creek on Campbell ATcnue.
Cost $4,077. Span 50 feet. Roadway .^0 feet.

J, G. McMillan, Engineer.

vturelt' Bridge over .Stni I-raiuisqutto L reck on Pope Mrcct, l\ilo. Alt<>.

Co-:t $.?.825. Span 30 feet. Koadieay -'S ject.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

Concrete Bridge over Los Gatos Creek at Ahna.
Co.1t $2,843. Span 40 feet. Koaduay JO fex't.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.
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Concrete Bridge over Guadalupe Creek.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

» "L y.

Concrete Bridge over San Francisquito Creek on Pope Street, Palo Alto.

Cost $3,825. Span 50 feet. Roadway 28 feet.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

Concrete Bridge over Los Gatos Creek on Campbell Avenue.
Cost $4,077. Span 50 feet. Roadway 30 feet.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

Concrete Bridge over Los Gatos Creek at Alma.
Cost $2,843. Span 40 feet. Roadway 20 feet.

J. G. McMillan, Engineer.

ji f^ -. * ^
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Co.u-r... Br../,, orer the Carnadero ^-^^ ^ .'Voo"^""'"'
''"' "" '^""'' ''""'"'"'"

7. G. McMillan' En^irccr.

*'^

I

t • •**.—

long Bridge on Saratoga Turnptke.

Cost $8,347. T7V0 SOfoot Arches.

J. G. McMillan.' Engineer.

I
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it

Bridge over Llagas at Old Gilrov.

Sf^nn 32 feet. Roadivay 20 feet. Cost $2,950. Built 1902.

/. G. McMillan, Engineer.
•

There are in Santa Clara County between thirty-five and forty concrete

and stone bridges of more than twenty feet span.

The designs are macle^ in liaYrnony with the^Tdcality.

In the foot hills and mountains, where boulders and field stones are avail-

able, they are worked into the structure not only for harmony, but also, as a

matter of economy. With the proper use of boulders and field .'^tones a saving

can be made in labor and cement of 25 to 30 per cent.

Up to l^^Oi most of the arches were constructed of brick, laid in cement
mortar, nevertheless, plans were submitted and bids received, both on brick

arches and reinforced concrete arches. Until 1904 the cost w^as in favor of the

brick arch, since which time the cost has been in favor of reinforced concrete.

From 1891 to 1904 the cost of concrete, where sand and gravel were close

by, was $5,50 to $6.50 per cubic yard ; in 1907 and 1908 the cost ran up to $10

per cubic yard.

All the stone and concrete bridges withstood the earthquake of 1906,

whereas many of the steel and combination spans were moved from their

foundations.

So far all expense for maintenance has been eliminated.

- In the East and Middle West many of the county boards are going on

record as champions of concrete bridges in ])reference to all other materials.

In Kansas recently the senate pas.sed a bill which provides that the County

Boards throughout the State must build concrete or stone bridges in all cases

where the cost of a concrete or stone bridge is not more than thirty per cent

in excess of the cost of a steel bridge. This notable piece of legislation is a

most striking recognition of the merits of concrete and evidence of the growing

conviction that this kind of material is the most satisfactory for bridge con-

struction.

W.

X i >i,
S?iiMsS£^

^fci
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Concrete Br^dge over the Carnadero ^-^j^ -,^3^00'"'"'"'' """' "" ""'"""' ''""^""'"

/. G. McMillan,' Engineer.

I ong Bridge on Saratoga Turnt^ke.

Cost $8,347. Two 60foot Arches.

J. G. McMillan,' Engineer.

{

?? ^%.

Bridge over Llagas at Old Gilrov.
Span 32 feet. Roadway 20 feet. Cost $2,950. Built 1902.

/. G. McMillan, Engineer.

There are in Santa Clara County between thirty-five and forty concrete

and stone bridges of more than twenty feet span.

The designs^lTre^adeTn harmony with the locality. '

In the foot hills and mountains, where boulders and field stones are avail-

able, they are worked into the structure not only for harmony, but also, as a

matter of economy. With the proper use of boulders and field stones a saving

can be made in labor and cement of 25 to 30 per cent.

Up to 1902 most of the arches were constructed of brick, laid in cement
mortar, nevertheless, plans were submitted and bids received, both on brick

arches and reinforced concrete arches. Until 1904 the cost was in favor of the

brick arch, since which time the cost has been in favor of reinforced concrete.

From 1891 to 1904 the cost of concrete, where sand and gravel were close

by, was $5.50 to $6.50 per cubic yard ; in 1907 and 1908 the cost ran up to $10
per cubic yard.

All the stone and concrete bridges withstood the earthquake of 1906,

whereas many of the steel and combination spans were moved from their

foundations.

So far all expense for maintenance has been eliminated.

In the East and Middle West many of the county boards are going on
record as champions of concrete bridges in preference to all other materials.

In Kansas recently the senate passed a bill which provides that the County

Boards throughout the State must build concrete or stone bridges in all cases

where the cost of a concrete or stone bridge is not more than thirty per cent

in excess of the cost of a steel bridge. This notable piece of legislation is a

most striking recognition of the merits of concrete and evidence of the growing

conviction that this kind of material is the most satisfactory for bridge con-

stniction.
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The Integral Method of Waterproofing

From Cementology, March, 1909.

THE waterproofing of substructures is so obviously a necessity that

it is no longer called into dispute; all who are engaged in con-

struction work concede this as an indispensable provision toward

safeguarding the foundations of the building. How to obtain the maxi-

mum of expenditure is still an open question, and one that .nvites

reflection by those interested. ,„

.

The two well-recognized schemes of structural waterproofing are

.

First The bituminous method, which requires the installation ot

an asphait tar and felt mat over footings ; on or in enclosing foundation

walls and over concrete floors.
r . • -..u fi,„

Second. The integral method, which is that of admixing wth the

cement a densifying and water-resisting compound. Ihis scheme ol

wXproofing is'^appropriately tiamed on account of the waterproofing

beine a part of the masonry, becoming integrated throughout.

Neither the bituminous nor the integral methods can be said to lack

efficiencv, as both have been widely employed with s"«f^;^
Jet it must

not be 'overlooked that there are many considerations which become

Trnportant factors toward determining which of these methods should be

used in waterproofing substructures. These considerations are
:

Installa-

tion, strength, maintenance and cost.

Installation.

The Bituminous Method-Excavation of earth so that outside walls

may be covered, or the construction of retaining or dwarf walls to receive

"he waterproofi;g; otherwise, if built in a bearing wall, the steppmg of

the wall, to permit of waterproofing. . ,— The Integral Method, on the contrary, needs no retaining or dwarf

wall nor stepping of bearing wall. It permits of the erection of the

Tnt re substructure independently of the waterproofing contractor, who

is thus at itberty to install his system without interfering with or retarding

the progress of the general construction.

Strength.

Whenever the bituminous method is used, walls built over footings

covered with either an asphalt or tar and felt mat must be keyed in order

to prevent sliding; and on floors where the bituminous mat is laid over

rough concrete the top finish must of necessity be weighted down, since

[he bonding of under and top beds of concrete ,s in this case an impos-

^' '

The Integral Method, which, as already noted, becomes an essential

and inseparable part of the structure therefore, cannot possibly injure;

neither can it be considered a negligible quantity, neutral in eflfec
.

Its

presence in the masonry must add to the strength of the general con-^

struction. ,, .

Maintenance.

Waterproofing, after all, is a form of insurance ;
the protection in this

case being against injury and damage from water and dampness. The

contractor who executes the work of waterproofing, issues as it were

a Hmited policy for which he exacts one premium, the protection being

only or a'^Thor'^ period, after which the risk is transferred to the insured

himself' who assumes the responsihilitv in the event of a leak, to provide

the remedy at his own cost.

1

I
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Interior of a Room Having Mosaic Tile Walls and Ceiling

by American Encaustic Tiling Company.

The Bituminous Method, while supposedly as elastic as the human

skin, possesses the qualities of expansion and contraction, but it sometimes

expands to the breaking point. This is especially to be apprehended

when settlement takes place, or in the presence of sewage or contaminated

waters when it becomes deteriorated, rots and is destroyed, in such a

contingency the work of effecting repairs necessitates the getting at the

hidden mat, and this cannot be done without the removal of the protectmg

"'^^T^he" Integral Method, being rigid, has some tendency to crack when-

ever settlement takes place; but it cannot deteriorate nor rot. bhould

a leak manifest itself, there need be no removing of masonry to make

repairs, since the waterproofing stratum is always in view, and the cost

for such repairs is so small as to be almost negligible.

Cost.

The bituminous method requires

:

. •
i r

First Additional excavation, or instead of this on the outside ot

the bearing walls, either a dwarf or retaining wall
;
or, if on the, mside, a

resistance wall must be placed.

Second. A "keying" for the footing course.

Third An armor coat against puncturing.
, j •

These requirements, indispensable to the bituminous method, increase

the cost of waterproofing from seven to ten times.

The integral method, on the contrary, requires:

No resistance, retaining or dwarf walls.

No "keying" of footing course.

No weighted top finish.

-I. I*-'
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The Bond Issue and the burnham Plan-A Study

in "Panhandling"

By B. J. S. CAHILL, Architect.

"Beware of the man with one idea."—Thomas Carlyle.

IT
IS safe to say that few more senseless propositions have ever been put

before the voting pubhc than the one embodied in the Pendmg bonj ekct.on^

It asks Shall the people of San Francisco sell the present City Hall site and

buy Lother one farth'er ^ip the street; or shall they -*? Of course he public

will decide in the negative. But this does not mean that San Francisco is

adverse to sane improvements nor opposed to a rational civic center. Nor w.

the opportunity for these very desirable things have gone when the City Ha

site is once more dedicated to its original purpose. On the contrary, the test

o public opinion and the discussion provoked in defi-tely expressing 1 in

favor of the old site will bring out the advantages which the o'^s'te enjoys

and the splendid opportunities that inhere to it when the time comes for their

realization^

benefit of those who have been led to believe that all the esthetic

advantages are tied up with the new site and that adherence to the old one

iTks th^rsnurian, the'petty economist and the old fogy .and ^or those devou

citizens who "believe in, but do not understand, the B^rnham plan^ as
,
tis

called. I oflfer the following considerations «g^^'l'"|
/Jl^ .^'.^^^^^ Tn

from the viewpoints of sentiment, law. economy, and the Burnham plan^

Surelv there is something uncivilized, even brutal, m the notion that nothing

is estab i hed or permanent, that institutions of government, seats of leammg
IS estabusnea p^^^

^^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ ^^ changed, removed, abolished a

SENTIMENT a moment's notice. Are we nomads. Indians f ravages, that
SENTIMENT

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ foundation? of our establishing as a

Tartar tears up his tent? Our whole civilization is founded primarily on the

idea of fixity and permanence. K„iiHintr

Who ha's not read of the excavations under way of some great budding

tempk chtirT or p:raceV"''Und\7 th; foundations the workmen come u^n

hTr mains of 'a previous building." There are cases on --ecord where a chae-

oloeists have unearthed remains of buildings eight or nine deep. One sue

cS ng another through long historic ages. And there is something about ths

permanence of purpose that is highly satisfactory and as 1
should be^ It

one of the instincts of our civilization. We all rejoice that San t-rancisco is

rrbuil on the old site, greater and better than before. A propo-l to m^ve ove

to Oakland or down to MiUbrae would have been 'a^ghed to scorn^ We get a

sLYlar sense of pleasure in seeing old landmarks "Stored'f possible Even

secular and business buildings have this character and sentiment a^^^^^

calling for permanence or perpetuation. Here in San F^anc sco ^oj" mstance

who would not have experienced a sort of disappointment if Mr Phelan had

been forced or worse still, persuaded to sell out the fine gore hi father left

Sin exchange for some smaller parcels farther out Twin Peaks way?

The fine new building on the same old site is a source of pleasure for

reasons of sentiment, apart from any other consideration.

There has been much agitation all over the country of late regarding he

.anctitv of the law. If our great Republic is to stand, the law must be respected

and upheld in places high and low, etc.
.

THE LEflAL Roosevelt against Rockefeller is but a larger version of

I^^ our own "Rudolph" against Ruef . In vie_w of this wholesome

agitation against law-breaking in which the principle involved

is always more important than the actual malefactions, is it not a curious anomaly

\
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PJan o/ 1899.

Plan of 1899.

'o see the same group of men spending time and money to prosecute law-

breakers with onf hand while deliberately advocating law breaking with the

"'''"The City Hall property was originally pueblo land F^l
f

'°"g t'[^^

used as a cemetery, it was later acquired as a park and fin*"y.
,^f''^^^f^

by both state and municipality for the purposes of a c,^
^^,^,^^,1

HpHiration to that end was opposed at the time by certain interestea

oersons from Se north end of town and the work of construe ing the

S^w C ty h"i1 was stopped by injunction. The 7"-q-"t.;'''gf
^^^.^J^^t

defay covered a period of two years^ ,At the end of th-spenod the dispute

was ended by a decree of the Supreme Court which held that the

dedicatu;n of ^he land for a City Hall building ^yas '''Revocable -there

was no reservation even of the right to revoke the dedication. (Those

Turious lu look into this decision may consult Vol. 42. page 541, Lai.

Reports, 1871-72.)
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P/an of 1904. No. 1.

Now what are human laws but the crystallization of customs and

instincts of the nation that makes them. In this case law and sentiment

both agree as they always should. As the law at best is nine-tenths^

racial instinct and 'precedent and but one-tenth legislation, it follows that

we cannot unmake the law with the same ease that we make it.

It is the difference of heading down or up stream. As matters stand it is

plainly illegal to change the site of the City Hall. To attempt to do so

without very grave and cogent reasons is to court continuous opposition

and all the evils that prolonged litigation involves. It is not, moreover,

the mere matter of acquiring a new site against the opposition that the

project may engender. That is comparatively easy, once the money is

forthcoming. The real question concerns the discarded land that we

are told so glibly could be sold to help pay for the land to be acquired.

How could an irresponsible municipality sell any land which is by a

Supreme Court decision irrevocably dedicated for a city hall building?

Real estate with an insecure title will of course always fetch a price—

a

strictly buyer's price. Nothing is more certain than that the City Hall

property would, on account of its defective title sell for a mere tithe of

its real value. It would most likely be bought in for a song, by a ring

of speculators, and all solid and permanent improvements that follow on

legitimate conveyancing and sound title would be witheld for a generation.

One does not need a long memory to recall that the sale of the City Hall

lots between Market street and City Hall avenue was followed by the

same uncertainty. The cloud on the title of these lots was not so much the

point as the vague feeling that the city might repurchase them for a

park. For years and years hardly a building of a permanent character

went up on these two blocks. Above it and below it Market street

Plan of 1904. No. 1.

-4i6 not pav. It was owing largely to this fact that^made the pian^i^

,hi. ™t.l is -.orth while ! al» that th. expenditure »' l»'e< ?^™ ™

"r""? "o? tri'c^rciJrc' :^:,r,TCi:^^>^^> aSu°:»t\rget£!

vear; Those who doubt^he reasonableness of this estimate are referred

o the widening of Mission and Dupont streets and the creation of

Mnnt^omerv avenue The architects and draughtsmen who want to get

Californians cannot be appealed to on this score however.
^^

success as some people. Most ot us nave no
.

t6 buy what you desTre and c^ite anoth'er to throw three or four m.lhons of
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new land. Another half niillion will go to waste in the discarded

foundations of the old building and still another million will be squandered

by committing the city to the expensive overhill panhandle prolongation

between Fell and Oak streets instead of adopting the far more economical

one diagonally to Alamo Square, thence down Fulton street in a grand
sweep straight to the new City Hall. (See Plan of 1904, 1 and 2.)

In any city improvement scheme a lot of money will inevitably be

wasted. Wisdom lies in minimizing the chances. The City Hall property

comes to us as an inheritance. To sell this compact site to buy another

scattered one in several small and awkwardly shaped gores further still

from the city's center would, in a private individual, be regarded as the

act of a lunatic. Then why does Mr. Phelan advocate a measure for

the city that he wouldn't dream of adopting for himself? ,

The answer is that by so doing he is making the first move toward

carrying out what is called the Burnham Plan.

Before going any further I would like to clear the ground somewhat by

stating in plain language that Mr. Phelan is not merely a ''prominent advocate

of the Civic Center" at Van Ness and Market, but the father and
^^^ mother, nurse and guardian of the whole scheme. But behind

the Civic Center at Van Ness and Market, which is only a

means. to an end suggested by the destruction of the City Hall,

lies the real goal of his desires for which he has been constantly working

for at least ten years to my knowledge, and that is the overhill panhandle

extension in a straight line to Van Ness avenue. The inauguration of

the Adornment Society, the invitation to Mr. Burnham, the selection of

the library site, and finally the scheme to sell out the City Hall and

acquire a new one at Van Ness and Market—all these were engineered,

manipulated or used by Mr. Phelan as stepping stones to this final consum-

mation.

Before Mr. Bennett and Mr. Burnham were interfered with by M4V

BURNHAM
PLAN

Phelan the progress of the Burnham plan at the Twin Peaks studio did

not include, and I am morally convinced never would have included those

very features which now are so strenuously advocated as the convictions

of a great and independent outside expert.

I know of my own proper knowledge that Mr. Phelan induced Mr.

Bennett to abandon the Fulton street route to the park in favor of the

Oak street route because Mr. Bennett told me so. The extraordinary

overnight change of the library site was just as emphatically though

indirectly the work of Mr. Phelan. The site for this building during the

whole course of the Burnham plan making, was at the west of the great

quadrangle facing the City Hall (see Plan of 1904, No. 1). Suddenly

and mysteriously the site on the other side of Van Ness avenue between Fell

and Hayes streets was put before the library trustees and passed upon and

later handed up to the Board of Supervisors for final approval. At this

juncture, seeing that the really first step toward realizing a part of the

Burnham plan was in danger of missing fire by the action of the library

trustees and supervisors, who, by the way, seem never to have heard of

the Burnham plan, I, personally, as a lieutenant and co-worker of Mr.

Burnham's, went down to the supervisors and with much eflFort succeeded

in causing them to suspend judgment for a few months until Mr. Burnham
should arrive from Manila. Three days before the supervisors met to

hear Mr. Burnham's judgment, and to give their vote accordingly on

the library site, I called at the bungalow where Mr. Burnham, in the most

cordial way in the world and without the least hesitation, assured me that

I

he still held to the first selection for the library site. When the supervisors

met in full session, Mjfyor Schmitz in the chair, Mr. Burnham arose

with a tracing made overnight in his hand, and to my utter amazement

not only recommended, but emphatically recommended the selection of the

Fell street block opposite St. Ignatius' Church, and of course, next to Mr

Phelan's proposed panhandle. The amusing part of all this is that in the

Burnham Report this very library block is shown on all the drawings

pierced through the middle and almost annihilated by an enoromus boule-

vard running on an extension of Eleventh street, from an unlikely Umon

Depot to a still more improbable Opera House.
, ^^ ^, . ^ ..

One has only to hear a Civic Center speech by Mr. Phelan to realize

that with him ''the panhandle is the thing." It is the climax of all his

oratorv Indeed I have his own word for it. "Down in my boots, as

he put "it "I have a feeling that the panhandle extension is the only

thine that will really come out of this Burnham plan " And ten years

a^o when I showed him my first plan (1899), although it was a scheme

involving some twenty-four millions of dollars, in the purchase and sale

of seven large blocks of land, Mr. Phelan characterized it as—and i

remember his exact words perfectly- "an agreeable vitroductton to

he panhandle extension." I am convinced that he regards the Civic

Center at Van Ness, the library, City Hall with the depot opposite, and

all the rest, as an agreeable "introduction to the panhandle ^"

No one can object to Mr. Phelan booming his panhandle, a though

I think he goes much too far when he tries to make us move the City

Hall unwisely and illegally, and spoil the business future of upper Market

street ji^st to make sure that we shall extend this everlasting panhandle

and nail it to the map.
, __ ^, ,

In spite of this apparent monomania, I remember Mr. Phelan once

writing me in a letter that "he was not wedded to the panhandle. It may

be there is ho marriage certificate in the case-none the less he does not

seem ^le to espouse any other route such as the one herewith, for^

Txample (Plan of 1904, Nos. 1 and 2). Mr. Burnham was enthusiastic

ZZi f I a>i, to bdieve the secretary of the Adornment Society; he

even went so far as to acknowledge openly that it was the best ,dea tha

had blen submitted to him. He adopted it immediately and Mr Bennet

worked on t among the first things he did in the famous bunga ow. Bu

Mr Phebn was critical. He made the same erroneous use of the words

cul-de-sac and imfasse that I heard him use recently at the Conjmonwea th

Cub He wrote me from New York that the Fulton street boulevard (see

Plan No 1T 9(M) ended in a cul-de-sac at the City HalL In th,s sense of

CO ,rse the Avenue de FOpera is a cul-de-sac, the Champs EWsees an ,m;a«.

at the Place de I'Etoile, and Fleet street where it meets St. Paul s is a bimd

,11pv and of course Market street is an impasse at the ferry.

^Having reXd that the much-invoked Burnham plan is rea y

the Phelan plan- as regards the civic center-we can now discuss its

meritV without any preconceived notions that because it is Burnham s ,t is

'^^°Whrt'Santages has the Civic Center at Market and Van Ne^s over

the original Civic Center in the west facade of the City Hall, and what is

a Civic Center anyway?
, . , , . • ..,+ •

This morning I received a letter which I quote in part

.

May 27, 19C9.Warner, Wells & Korb,

Counsellors-at-Law, 60 Wall street. New \ork.

'''"l am wS Reform Club office to send you a couple of copies of the March

'""^TTo "your ''qi:?y:'''i''am''"he "originator- of the phrase "Civic Center," in the

I
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upon by sundry critics who credited (or debited) .t to me,

Sincerely,
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ WARNER.

The magazine alluded to contained an article by Mr Warner entitled

'•Civic Ce^tfrs" It was a description of those parts of all great cities

where the lie and culture of the community find its grandest "lonurnenta

r'p"essro: usually in an aggregation of build.ngs grouped ^^ or less

re^Lr^ic^rtL^^t^^t^h^^^^^^^^

the Acropolis of Athens and the R°'"-"
J^^^^j^iJ^^^Jil.f" Fina^

the Place-de-la-Concorde and vicinity, and 1 ratalgar square_ y

he reviewed various schemes afoot^^or
^^^^f^J^^J^^l L^^J^-

S: ir\m' h": theTsp-okt Tf^ schtL^esSt'cie^drnl Chicago and finally

)^'t"fhrplan of 1904, made at the suggestion of Mr. Thos. McCaleb

secretary of the "Adornment Society," I used the phrase C^vic Center for

tu fiLTtimP The scheme and the phrase were both adopted by Mr.

BtnhJm .Td Jknowt4"5 by h™ in hi, -ej^,., ba. ,h. .ch.m. wa.

eradaally worked out and only the phrase elt

'
Thus it will be seen that my proposed plan ol !«» ""

'J?'
»'" »°

record to be described as a Cvic Center b, the antho of the phrase,

and the plan of 1904. the firs,
''y'l^ ' f'^,* ,,^.','''.'„^reo«sly as a point

Srspir'ithrrn S'.t-lens'rmSrentll building in visible

IBjs ^sx. Scca^hStv.sfryist^rfp."

of reTose » a" Irt.ry of action-all these things made for comphc.t.on and

'"""Lded to this wa. the fact that the panhandle overhill extension did

„« *™m=nd tself. It lacked intelligence. U '"SSested too much the

cVar Nicholas and his rnler railway from
f°'"" '?„? „f,f '„ .^j

riind'Sey-& w\n\'~n'd ^tttHf^-^f^^, Zt
£ch y.rabk;t,LSd™S,^«t'X n^wtrl^££^
:s^tv.-L;rofsh\rif;^'ch«^ c^L^^^^^^^

?5i;L'"fca"arrw"a.'i.'V°Z liJ^IZ ^S^'s-iutifn^nd
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monumental buildings can be so superbly grouped, two of which, the

City Hall and the Auditorium are already guaranteed. Had Mr. Burnham

been let alone we should have had a third side of the superb quadrangle

dedicated to a monumental structure—the library.

In conclusion I submit, seeing that city land deals are on the tapis,

that the library site recently acquired be sold or exchanged for any of the

three blocks around the proposed plaza—a far more sensible real estate deal

than the outlandish one now thrust before the voter, and much more worthy

to succeed.

Design for Grand Hotel, Son Francisco.

Wright, Kitshfortli Gr Caliill, Architects.

O
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Hearing of the Charges Against the San Francisco

Board of Public Works
By MILTON T. U'REN.

WING to the technical nature of the recent inquiry before :\Iayor Taylor

concerning the construction of the Infirmary building in San i^ran-

cisco, those who did not attend the hearings in person were not able

to o-et a clear idea of the issue involved. In order to clear up what miscon-

ceptions there may be, I have been asked by the editor of this magazine to

write a short article explaining the issue involved.

The Good Government League of San Francisco was informed early in

1907 that the reinforced concrete buildings which were being erected for the

city were not being constructed strictly in accordance with the plans and

specifications, and also violated certain building ordinances of the city and

county The league at that time was so situated that it was impossible to

o-o into the matter thoroughly, and therefore did no niore than to direct a

communication to the IMayor and to the then Board of Public Works, calling

their attention to the matter. In February, 1909, the league was informed

that the plans and specifications regarding the reinforcing of the floor slabs

in the county infirmary building, located on the almshouse tract, were bemg

violated in that, whereas the plans and specifications called for reinforcing

material of 65,000 pounds' elastic limit and sectional area of .186 the material

actually being put into the building had an elastic limit of about 3o,000 pounds

and a sectional area of .087.
^ . . ., ,. i

The league appointed a special committee to investigate the matter anc

the committee laid the facts before his Honor, the Mayor and also directed

a communication to the Board of Public Works. The board held a conference

with the committee of the league and the matter was gone into thoroughly

and the position of the league made plain. At that meeting Mr. Jubb an

engineer who had been consulted by Mr. Tharp in the drawings ot the plans

^f^^eonstruction ^^The infirinary^ontended that the clause in the spmfica-

tions reading as follows, "Electric welded or other drawn wire fabric may be

used, provided equal strength is obtained." gave the contractors the privilege

of usine the Clinton wire mesh, which was being placed in the floors. John b.

Leonard, the consulting engineer, appeared at that meeting on behalf of the

league and contended that equal strength was not obtained owing to the fact

tha^ the reinforcing material l)eing put into the floors had only about 60

ner cent of the elastic limit and only about 48 per cent of the sectional area

'.f that called for in the rod design set forth in the plans and specifications.

The Good Government League committee left the meeting with the

understanding that a comparative test of the two floor slab designs would

be made bv the Hoard of I'ublic Works, in or<ler to determine vvhether or

not the contractors were following the plans and specifications^ Subsequently

the lea<nie received a letter from President Day of the Hoard of Public Works,

stating'that he w.uild see that the plans and specifications were strictly fol-

k.wed \bout one month after this meeting the I'.oard of Works had a test

nia.le bv Loren I-:. Hunt, the engineer, but who at the request of I resident

Oav made a test only of the strength of the floor slabs, as constructed wi h he

Llinton mesh, and <lid not make a comparative test. This test showed that

the floor slabs as being constructed were of suft^cient strength to come up to

all requirements of the city ordinances.

Comparative Test Not Made.

The Good Government League. ui)on hearing the result of this test,

determined that as the strength of the floor was not the issue raised by them

^ill^lk^A^^^^Sd^^M>l3^liSS^g^i^^l^i.%
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monumental buildings can be so superbly grouped, two of which, the

City Hall and the Auditorium are already guaranteed. Had Mr. Burnham

been let alone we should have had a third side of the superb quadrangle

dedicated to a monumental structure—the library.

In conclusion I submit, seeing that city land deals are on the tapis,

that* the library site recently acquired be sold or exchanged for any of the

three blocks around the proposed plaza—a far more sensible real estate deal

than the outlandish one now thrust before the voter, and much more worthy

to succeed.
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Hearing of the Charges Agalrtst the San Francisco

Board of Public Works
By MILTON T. U'REN.

OWING to the technical nature of the recent inquiry before Mayor Taylor

concerning the construction of the Infirmary building in San Fran-

cisco those who did not attend the hearings in person were not able

to eet a clear idea of the issue involved. In order to clear up what miscon-

ceptions there may be, I have been asked by the editor of this magazine to

write a short article explaining the issue involved.
. ^ , i

•

The Good Government League of San Francisco was informed early in

1907 that the reinforced concrete buildings which were being erected for the

city were not being constructed strictly in accordance with the plans and

specifications, and also violated certain building ordinances of the city and

county The league at that time was so situated that it was impossible to

go into the matter thoroughly, and therefore did no more than to direct a

communication to the Mayor and to the then Board of Public Works, calhng

their attention to the matter. In February, 1909, the league was informed

that the plans and specifications regarding the reinforcing of the floor slabs

in the county infirmary building, located on the almshouse tract, were being

violated in that, whereas the plans and specifications called for reinforcing

material of 65,000 pounds' elastic limit and sectional area of .186, the material

actually being put into the building had an elastic limit of about 35,000 pounds

and a sectional area of .087. .... .u *4. «^
The lea^e appointed a special committee to investigate the matter and

the committee laid the facts before his Honor, the Mayor and also directed

a communication to the Board of Public Works. The board held a conference

with the committee of the league and the matter was gone into thoroughly

and the position of the league made plain. At that meeting Mr Jubb an

engineer who had been consulted by Mr. Tharp in the drawings of the plans

-and construction of the infirmary, contended that the clause in the specifica-

tions reading as follows, "Electric welded or other drawn wire fabric may be

used, provided equal strength is obtained," gave the contractors the privilege

of using the Clinton wire mesh, which was being placed in the floors. John a.

Leonard, the consulting engineer, appeared at that meeting on behalf of the

league and contended that equal strength was not obtained owing to the fact

that the reinforcing material being put into the floors had only about 60

per cent of the elastic limit and only about 48 per cent of the sectional area

of that called for in the rod design set forth in the plans and specifications.

The Good Government League committee left the meeting with the

understanding that a comparative test of the two floor slab designs would

be made by the Board of Public Works, in order to determine whether or

not the contractors were following the plans and specifications_ Subsequently

the league received a letter from President Day of the Board of Public Works,

stating that he would see that the plans and specifications were strictly fol-

lowed About one month after this meeting the Board of Works h&d a test

made by Loren E. Hunt, Uie engineer, but who at^ the request of President

Day made a test only of the strength of the floor slabs, as constructed wi h the

Clinton mesh, and did not make a comparative test. This te.st showed that

the floor slabs as being constructed were of sufficient strength to come up tp^

all requirements of the city ordinances.

Comparative Test Not Made.

The Good Government League, upon hearing the result of this lest,

determined that as the strength of the floor was not the issue raised by them
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before the Board of Public Works, and as their request for a comparative

test had been ignored by the board, the league would bring the matter to the

attention of the Mayor in such a manner as to compel- a determmation of

whether or not the slabs, as being constructed, were as strong as if constructed

with the rod design, strictly according to the plans and specifications

A committee was thereupon appointed, consisting of Mr. Isidor Jacobs,

Rev C N Lathrop and the writer. Charges were formulated against the

board and filed with the Mayor. The Mayor thereupon notified the Board

of Public Works that they would have to explain their conduct before him

in an official investigation.

The trial of the Board of Public Works consumed several days. At the

outset the league made its position plain, to-wit, that it charged that the

floor slabs as being constructed were not as strong as if constructed according

to the rod design as set forth in the plans and specifications. Commissioner

Dav admitted immediately that the Clinton fabric, which was being used in

reinforcing the floor slabs, had an elastic limit of less than 40,000 pounds

and a sectional area of only .087. He at first contended that the Board of

Public Works had the right, under the clause of the specifications allowing

it to alter or modify the contract, to permit the use of this material. Under

cross-examination he admitted that the contract had never been altered in

any way. The contract was then put in evidence and rt was shown that the

plans and specifications as bid upon had never been altered either by the City

Architect or by the Board of Public Works. This defense was thereupon

abandoned and the defense offered by the contractors, Condon & McGlynn,

to-wit, that they had the right to use Clinton mesh, ''provided equal strength

was obtained," was adopted by the board.

Rod Design the Strongest.

The complainants put on several expert witnesses and each of them

eave it as his opinion that the floor slabs as being constructed were not as

"4trons as the floor slabs constructed of rod design, according^ to the plans

and specifications. Professor Charles Derleth, Jr., head of the College of

Civil Engineering of the University of California, was the first expert witness

called on behalf of the complainants, and was asked the following question:

''Consider two slabs, \\' and ^B,' *A' of rod design as described in the

specifications and shown by the plans of the City Architect, elastic limit

65,000 pounds, area of steel section .186;
i .• ,• •.

"TV same slab, replacing the rod design by a wire fabric, elastic limit

less than 40,000 pounds, area of metal section .087. Which slab, m your

judgment, is the stronger and safer design for construction? The answer

was, "The slab 'A' would be much stronger—just how much it is hard to say.

This question was then asked:

'Tn the slabs 'A' and 'B' the fabric presents practically one-half as much

steel as the rod design. In 'A' if the bars which run straight through are

removed, to-wit, every other bar, you would still have in the bar design

practically the same amount of steel as in the fabric plan 'B, and essentially

in the same position. Would not this rod slab, with only one-half as much steel

as that specified, be of the same strength as the fabric design B? (Expla-

nation- It should be stated that the plans called for three-eighth inch rods

at nine-inch centers, every other rod going up over the beam and every other

rod running straight through, every alternative rod being secure y fastened

to a cross rod with wire at intervals of about three feet ;
slab, three inches

thick ) The answer to this question was that if the rods running straight

through were removed, the rods would be at eighteen-mch centers which

would be too far apart, and that therefore the design was impracticable, and

4
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that the witness did not consider it a safe design. He was then asked the

*°"°"S«!.po"srthrt^he rods were one-half the si^e of those specified placed

nine-inch centers and every rod running up over the beam: would this rod

Tstgn be as strong as the fabric design 'B/ noting that y- have only one-

half as much steel in this design as that specified m design A ? The answer

was that this design would be as strong as the design B.

The same series of questions were put to Professor Wing o Stanford

University and John Little of the engineering firm of Barker, Hall & Little,

and the same answers were given.
. ,, r„L,-

t will be seen that if only the strength secured by using the wire fabric

wa<; demanded by the City Architect, it could be secured by using one-half

tTieanXt of rods specified in the plans and specifications, if the requirements

were properly drawn.

About the Fabric Design.

Testimony was given by Mr. S. A. Jubb and by Loren E. Hunt to the

effect that the floor slabs as being constructed with Clinton fabric were as

S.^ as if constnicted according to the rod design specified in the plans

and Specifications. Mr. Jubb under direct examination of attorney for the

contractors at first hesitated to give this opinion, and stated that the floor

sSs as being constructed responded to his idea when he drew the plans

and sicifications. Under cross-examination and when pressed directly for

a an^er he stated that the fabric design was approximately as s rong as

^he rod des gn. When questioned concerning the requirements of formulae

set forth in the text-book, Mr. Jubb stated that these formulae would not

apply fo wire einforcement. He further stated in the course of his examina-

S that he had not figured out the sectional area nor had a test made to

determine the elastic limit of the Clinton fabric, before he recommended ,t

'°^
Mr'HunfstSony did not vary very much from that of Mr Jubb

~ although he stated that in his opinion the
^f

-""l^?
^l'l'J'^'^.,t.^^"-"^Vw»rwl-

as to rods but that he did not believe that they applied to either, ^t was his

opinion that the formulae laid down in the text^books were wrong, as to slabs.

This was practically all the expert testimony offered on either side.

There is another matter which came up during the course of the trial

'

pn.l vMiich I must refer to here for the purpose of doing justice o two

te tlen enwdio have always stood for what is right: That is the attack upon

renera Backus and John D. Leonard by the attorney for the contractors

?twaf stated IvtWs attorney in his final argument that Mr. Leonard had

adnii^ted that iTe had placed bars for which he is the agent, in buildings

whTrh he had constructed, unknown to the owners thereof This is not so.

Although the atto ney made many efforts to get Mr. Leonard to make

dis statement Mr Leonard under redirect examination declared positively

that he hTd never placed these bars in buildings which he had constructed,

without the fulT knowledge and consent and at the request of the owners.

The test monvfur"her shows that the provisions for reinforcing the floors

wSi carCb'lr was placed in the plans and specifications, not at the reques

of Genera Backus as alleged by the attorney for the contractors, but at

u!e deques; of at least half a%lozen carbon bar agents, the witness mentioning

in particular the Judson Iron Works.

Personal Attack Uncalled For.

The Good Government League has felt keenly this attack oh General

Backus and Mr. Leonard and has adopted resolutions denouncing the attack

1

J
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and expressing its utmost confidence and faith in both of these gentlemen.

There was considerable other evidence showing bad faith on the part of the

Board of Public Works toward the Good Government League. As ny space

is limited, I cannot go into all of this evidence, but sufficient to say that a

comparative test was promised at all times, but was never made, and no

sufficient excuse given.

The most important piece of evidence is that of N. J. Tharp, the late

City Architect. Mr. Tharp, commencing on March 10, 1909, and after he

began to investigate the matter of reinforcement, sent several letters to the

contractors, declaring that they were not using the proper reinforcing material,

and directing them to do so. The requests in these letters were not heeded

by the contractors, and they continued to use the same reinforcing material.

On April 9, 1909, Mr. Tharp presented his written report to the Board of

Public Works, in which he stated very emphatically that the contractors were

using a reinforcing material of only half the value of that specified, and called

upon the board to rescind the contract. This report has already been published

in this magazine. It would be well for each reader to get the last issue and

read it. The specifications provide that in case any dispute arose concerning

the construction of any of the terms of the specifications, *or of the plans,

the City Architect should act as sole arbitrator and that his decision should

be final and conclusive. This provisioil became a part of the contract.

It seems to me that the determination of the City Architect as to what

was proper reinforcing material should have been final and the Board of

Public Works should not have overruled Mr. Tharp unless they did so under

the power given them to alter the contract, which was never done, according

to the testimony of President Day.
,

It therefore seems conclusive to us that the reinforcing of the floors of

the county infirmary building was not done according to the plans and speci-

fications, and that the board has been guilty of willful neglect in permitting

the use of the Clinton fabric of the size and mesh used by the contractors,

to-wit. No. 6 wire, 4x12 mesh; that the question of motives raised by the

attorney for the contractors was one raised for the deliberate purpose of

making a false issue, and not to aid the Mayor in determining what was the

proper reinforcing material. It is needless to point out the danger that is

attendant upon these practices, nor how easy it would be to perpetrate frauds

upon the city, and how wide open the door would be flung to fraud, if it

is determined that these contractors were within their rights in using this

material.
*

Out of Pocket

A young man, who had been arrested for speeding his auto through a

small town near San Francisco, was up before the judge, who was well

known for his strict enforcement of the "unwritten law."

He pleaded guilty and the judge said: "Young man, I shall have

to make an example of you and fine you fifty dollars. And"

—

Young Man (hastily)—Oh, I've got that in my pocket!

Judge—And thirty days. Have you got that in your pocket?—Judge.

The Architect and Engineer 73
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It's usually the loud talker who is gretting the short end of the argu-

ment.

**^

Residence of Mr. W. T. White. Oakland, California.

Bakewell & Brown, Architects.

Paneled Entrance of California Marble in the Kittle Building, San Francisco,

Furnished by the Baxter Marble Company.
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and expressing its utmost confidence and faith in both of these gentlemen.

There was considerable other evidence showing bad faith on the part of the

Board of Tublic Works toward the Good Government League. As ny space

is limited, 1 cannot go into all of this evidence, but sufficient to say that a

comparative test was promised at all times, but was never made, and no

sufficient excuse given.

The most important piece of evidence is that of N. J. Tharp, the late

City Architect. Mr. Tharp, commencing on March 10, 1909, and after he

began to investigate the matter of reinforcement, sent several letters to the

contractors, declaring that they were not using the proper reinforcing material,

and directing them to do so. The requests in these letters were not heeded

by the contractors, and they continued to use the same reinforcing material.

On April ^K 1909, Mr. Tharp presented his written report to the Board of

Public Works, in which he stated very emphatically that the contractors were

using a reinforcing material of only half the value of that specified, and called

upon the board to rescind the contract. This report has already been published

in this magazine. It would be well for each reader to get the last issue and

read it. The specifications provide that in case any dispute arose concerning

the construction of any of the terms of the specifications, or of the plans,

the City Architect should act as sole arbitrator and that his decision should

he final and conclusive. This provision became a part of tiie contract.

It seems to me that the determination of the City Architect as to what

was proper reinforcing material should have been final and the Board of

Tublic Works should not have overruled Mr. Tharp unless they did so under

the power given them to alter the contract, which was never done, according

to the testimony of President Day.
^

it therefore seems conclusive to us that the reinforcing of the floors of

the county infirmary building was not done according to the plans and speci-

fications, and that the board has been guilty of willful neglect in permitting

the use of the Clinton fabric of the size and mesh used by the contractors,

iQ-wit, No. 6 wire,^ 4x12 mesh; that the question of motives raised by the

attorney for the contractors was one raised for the deliberate purpose of

making a false issue, and not to aid the Mayor in determining what was the

proper reinforcing material. It is needless to point out the danger that is

attendant upon these practices, nor how easy it would be to perpetrate frauds

upon the city, and how wide open the door would be flung to fraud, if it

is determined that these contractors were within their rights in using this

material.

*

Out of Pocket

A young man, who had been arrested for speeding his auto through a

small town near San Francisco, was up before the judge, who was well

known for his strict enforcement of the ''unwritten law."

lie pleaded guilty and the judge said: "Young man. I shall have

li. make an example of you and fine you fifty dollars. And"

—

Young Man (hastily)—Oh, I've got that in my pocket!

ludge—And thirty days. Have you got tliat in your pocket?—Judge.

It's usually the loud talker who i.s .L:eLiing the short end of the argu-

ment.
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Residence of Mr. W. T. li'lute, Oakland, Caitformu.

Bakewell & Brown, Architects.

Paneled Entrance of California Marble m the Kittle biuldxng, San l^rancisco,

Furnished hy the Baxter Marble Comtony.
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Uriettfal Telephone Exchange Buiiding in San Francisco's Chinatown.
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Title and ( laneral Conditions of Building

Specifications*

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer.

THE title, general conditions and text of a building specification constitute

one instrument.
, i-

•

The title and general conditions are as important as the directive text or

main body of the specifications. Consequently, they should be drawn with the

same care.
^ . , .- .1 ^u-

The function of the title is to clearly and concisely mention the thing or

things to be done and to be furnished, to state where the structure is to be

erected and for whom.
, , ,

• 1 r 11
The most elaborate specifications can and should consist only of an orderly

enumeration and description of materials and of workmanship to be employed

in combining such materials, so that in the end a building as shown on the

accompanying drawings may result. Therefore the title should in its first

clause read: Specifications of labor, materials and workmanship to be used

and employed in the erection and completion of a (here briefly describe

the kind of building, for example, ''six-story reinforced concrete metal roofed

store and office building"). ... t , . j u n u
The second clause stating where the building is to be located, shall by

metes and bounds describe the land and then specify what part of said land

the building shall occupy.
. 1 u -i r u.

In cities, and particularly in the business districts, where the building walls

abut public easements, for example, sidewalk lines, and the boundary hues of

adjacent property, the prescription should be a copy of the survey by an able

'"'"

iTfny boundary line is in doubt or is contested, the architect shalllook to

the owner for a description, such description by owner to be in writing f

_then encroachment should be subsequently shown, the architect can not be held

resoonsible When the area of the land to be buiTt upon exceeds th« ground

floor end of the proposed building and no wall or other part abuts a boundary

line, then the location may be described by lot f"d block number of which the

following is an example, "To be situated on lot No. 10 of block No. 20 of

Smkh's fddition, being on the east side of Twenty-ninth Street between S v^

enth and Eighth Avenues, City of Oakland. Alameda County, Cal. The third

clause of title shall name the owner. a ..
•

It is not enough to say "For Mr. So and So," as is often done. Ascertain

and specify the full name and place of residence of such owner, for immediately

the building is started, the owner and his place of residence is of ""POrtance

The most meager and still admissible description shall state name, city.

county anTstate. U)-wit: "For Mr. Wm. F. Jones, of Oakland, Alameda

County, California."

General Conditioas.

The essence of the general conditions preceding the directive part of a

building specification consists in an effort to fix the respective positions, duty

rights fnd liabilities of the parties at interest, viz. :
The owner, the architect and

the contractor, and these may be condensed to the following:
. < „

The own;r shall pay for the work done and accepted, shall have dealing

with the architect only and not with the contractor ;
can personally examine and

observe the operations, but shall not give orders or direct the contractor, and

becomes liable should he do this.

n
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Tou7^o( a series of articles on "The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture.'
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The architect shall furnish all the information required to direct the con-

tractor, such information to be by means of writings, drawings, and personal

superintendency, but he shall not direct the contractor hozv to do the work.

He shall observe all the operations and their progress, and acquaint himself

with the accumulative cost of the operations.

He shall construe the drawings and specifications, issue certificates for

payments to contractor.

Shall finally advise owner of completion of contract.

The contractor shall erect the building of the materials and agreeable to

the plan and specifications, and he shall not be expected to do anything not

shown or not described, except things too minute for detailing and yet necessa-

rily a part and parcel of the construction, or without which the utility of some

part described would be destroyed or become inadequate. He shall be entitled

to prompt payment for work done.

To lawfully cover and define these various propositions, and thereafter to

discuss some things ex parte, I submitted the following condensed form

:

"General Conditions:

"All portions of the hereinafter described work to be done in strict accord-

ance with the drawings prepared for the same by ;

duly certificated architect under the laws of the State of .
.-

,

and under his sole direction, supervision and control.

"All the materials required to be furnished by the contractor, of the

specified quality and kind.

"The directive specifications hereafter following and the drawmg mentioned

above are assumed to be illustrative one of the other, and the part or parts

shown in one is mentioned directly or cohstructively in the other ;
it is, however,

understood that if by reason of inadvertance or mistake lesser but necessary

parts pertaining to the utility or safety of the building or its fixed equipment

are not shown or described, they shall be furnished, notwithstanding.

-The detailed drawings furnished the contractor are illustratiye only of

oarts shown fully or in rudimentary outline on the general plans, and all work

shall be carried out by the contractor in accordance with such details.

"The contractor or capable assistant shall measure and lay out all work and

give it constant and careful supervision to completion.

"The work shall at all times be under competent supervision on part of the

contractor.
i

•
i u

"Sub-contracting of any part of the work shall be done only with the

approval and consent of the architect.

"The work shall only be done by men skilled in the particular craft to which

such work may belong, and any artisan observed to be unskilled or incompetent

by the architect, shall upon his orders be removed from the work by the con-

tractor.
. U- 4,

"Any damaged work shall be restored to the satisfaction of the architect

or entirely removed and replaced by new work acceptable to the architect.

"The architect and the owner shall have access to the work at all times and

the contractor shall do nothing which will prevent inspection of such v|/ork.

"All drawings used by the contractor shall be returned to the architect, and

if he fails to so return them he shall pay the cost of duplicating the same, such

cost to be deducted from the final payment due him.

"The architect shall interpret the meaning of any part of the specifications

about which a misunderstanding may arise.

"Payments made to the contractor are not to be construed as acceptance of

work done, every part of the work to come under a final examination and

only accepted as satisfactory when the entire work is completed.
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"The architect mav cause to be removed at any time before the final accept-

ance of work any part or parts not complying with the specifications and draw-

ings, or either of them.

"Or in event that the removal would cause excessive damage to other

parts and the difference or defect is not destructive of the utiHty and safety of

the part or of the whole, or not an architectural blemish readily observable,

then the'architect may deduct from the contract price any sum that, in his judg-

ment, shall be just, as an offset to the injury and loss sustained by the owner

because of such objectionable feature or features.

"The case of any additions to, omissions from or alterations of the plans

during the progress of the work, such shall be conceded to by the contractor

and carried into effect without in any way impairing any contract which may

have been made for furnishing materials and doing the work hereinafter speci-

fied but in all such cases a memorandum contract shall be entered into between

the owner and the contractor, setting forth the changes, omission or alterations

and fixing the value or cost thereof and what compensation, if any, shall be

paid the contractor in addition to the contract amount for the entire work.

The architect shall cause such additional contract to be recorded and a copy

thereof delivered to the bondsman or bondsmen of the contractor.

"The architect shall have full power to cause the work to be hastened when

unreasonably delayed or stopped, and in default of compliance by the contractor

with the terms of a notice to that effect within forty-eight hours of the service

of same, the architect shall notify the contractor's bondsmen of such default and

also have full power to enter the premises, stop all work being done by said

contractor and exclude him from the premises, furnish all materials necessary,

or to use the materials then on the premises, to employ any other contractor,

•

craftsman, builder or workman, to finish such work as may then remain unper-

formed or unfinished, and charge the costs therefor to the original contractor

toeether with all other costs arising because of such change, and to have full

_power to collect and retain the amoun^of such cost and expenses out of any

money then due or that may become dueTo ttie said^rst contractor.

"The contractor shall be responsible for all damages that may result to any

person and from any cause whatsoever, during the process of carrying on the

work and to the final completion thereof.
, u i^

"The contractor shall apply for all permits, except the first general build-

ing permits, notify examiners and inspectors and otherwise comply with all

ordinances, laws and regulations made and provided.

"Under owner is understood - resioing i

County of State of

'
' "Under architect is understood whose place of busi-

ness is at City of. County

"Under contractor is understood any individual members of a co-partner-

ship or any corporation entering into a contract with said owner for the fur-

riishing of any or all of the labor and materials entering into the construction

of the building herein co;isidered."
. ,. • n .u«*. io

Referring to the foregoing it will be seen that superintending is all that is

required of the architect, and consequently that is his only lienable claim if he

has not been paid for his plan and specifications, studies etc., he should not

fall into the error of believing that such changes are lienable. Lienable, how-

ever are all materials and all labor which can be followed into the building, by

^'^
^^fcoZ?^^ specified, therefore it is useless to con-

tract a. is sometimes done, thtt "the following specifications and drawings

Si

n-:
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above mentioned are intended to correspond and be illustrative of each other

and any part of the work that may be only mentioned in the one or represented

in the other, is to be done as if it had been both described and represented, and

should anything afterwards appear to have been omitted in both, which is

usual or necessary for the construction or completion of this class of building,

it shall be furnished or executed by the contractor the same as if shown in the

drawings or described in the specifications."

This sort of clause is an admission on part of the architect that his work

is or may be defective and justly places him under suspicion of attempting to

punish the contractor by inflicting a loss upon him.
^

Another equally objectionable clause sometimes found under ''General Con-

ditions" recites that if the specifications are contrary to the rules and regulations

of any municipality, the contractor shall then follow such rules and disregard

the specifications.

It may be said hereto, that this shows incompetence and a disregard of

the owner's interests by the architect so working. Also, it is needless to put

such a humiliating admission into writing, for if any errors of this kind are

found the inspectors will order the contractor to follow the rules. Conse-

quently, it is often ordered that ''all work to be done in accordance with the

rules and regulations of the board of public works," etc.*

Detailed drawings should accompany the general plans, except in case of

large and complex structures, and in specifications for these, the work to be

detailed later should be enumerated, thus at least indicating specific perform-

ance. ... ^ ^

Personal attention can be demanded of a contractor if the contract was

given him on personal grounds, for example is he claimed special fitness for the

execution of the work; also in such instances he cannot assign his contract

to another.

If, on the other hand, the contract was awarded to the lowest bidder, it is

-assignable, and such bidder need not personally supervise or exemte the work.

It is well to remember that it is none of the architect's or owner's business

who does the work nor the way it is executed, provided the work is completed

to meet every requirement of the specifications and drawings, but if the opera-

tions undertaken indicate eventual loss to the owner, the architect's interference

is justifiable. -re
Payments to contractor shall be made after satisfactory specihc perform-

ance, or, in other words, when the contractor has reached specified stages m
his work. A consideration of this, however, comes under the head of "Building

Contracts."
. . ,

Circumstances, conditions and surroundings will necessitate changes, and

enlargement of the quoted form, but howsoever these may be, let the things to

be done stand forth specifically. The same applies to the theory of the general

specification the directive features of which will come under our observation.

* * *

He Called the Bluff.

Mother—Just run upstairs. Tommy, and fetch baby's nightgown.

Tommy—Don't want to.

Mother—Oh, well, if y^-a're going to be unkind to your new little

. sister, she'll put on her wings and fly back again to heaven.

Tommy—Tiien let her put on her wings and fetch her nightgown.—Ex.

Portable churches are now being made as well as portable schools, the

idea being to u.-e them until it is developed whether there is a sufficient field

to justifv building a permanent structure in new communities.

urniture

IF
FURNITURE could talk there would be a sorry outlook for some

home makers The carpet would shriek, "How dare you make me keep

companv wUh that waU? It ruins my looks!" while the wal m turn

would find cause for complaint at the atrocious pictures hung on it

The graceful Chippendale chair has just cause to feel outraged that

it must aft as companion for a gaudy rococo desk, and the ra^e ^1°'^°;^^

vase is almost driven to falling on destruction to escape its perch of shame

on a mottled marble mantel with hand-painted tiles.

w"y are there so many houses which make us gnt our teeth and seek

nuick escape' The conglomerate mixture of furniture is actual pain to the

artSic eye^ and we wonder how any one dare perpetrate such hideousness.

Ask the furnisher why she did it, and either she is supremely satisfied

and marvels at your lack of taste or throws the blame on a slim purse.

"?t is easy enough," she says, "to have an artistic house if one has the

"°"
to 'r c^erLin 'extent this is true, but a full purse never has or never

will ake the place of good taste. If you have a home, or even a corner

of one to make habitable, neither groan because you have "« /"on^y- "° •

havi^ff it buy everything that takes your fancy, with no thought of fitness.

Go;7taste% noth'ing ilore than having, a -^"-^1^'°Pf,^St° n'th^
aHilitv A chair or table may be charming in itself and a trignt m tne

^nly environment you can give it. Hangings, wall P^P^.fJJ^f^ ^^^^
^^ch be beautiful yet shriek when made to )oin forces. The woman who

wou'ld lave an ar'ti'stic home does not say, ^'I like th's, and this and th s,
^

and, like them, possess them; she asks. Will ^her l>ke one ano her^

The secret of good furnishing is to ask yourself, WiU my things

feel comfortable to|ether?" It is a simple question, but if faithfully

answered will prevent many tragic errors in taste.
f„„iuh as

To buy .'piece of (-">."'[»«'>-»",
''"'i '^'iL" No.U

n"aTe its incongruity felt.-The Decorative Furnisher.

The Reflecting Power of Walls

,^nMQ. «hoiild always be decorated with a large consideration as to

'
?he Reflecting power of the walls. Many times the oil man, the elec-

-
ric H^ht companfor the gas man is accused when the fault really

wood trimmings eat up light, white wood reflects it.
j

!
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E. G. Bowles, Buiider; C. B. Rushmer, Engineer.

Equipped with Otis Elevators.

The New Whitney Building
•

OF THE many Qass A buildings erected in San Francisco since the fire

there is probably none better built or more conveniently arranged for its

tenants than the Whitney building on Geary street, between Stockton

street and Grant avenue. The structure is eight stories with steel frame, con-

crete curtain walls and brick and tile front. It is practically fireproof. The

ground floor is taken up with stores, while the upper floors contain offices

en suite and single.
x^ t^ , e T^ \ a

The building was designed and constructed by J. R. Bowles of i^ortland.

Ore., and the work was carried forward under the direct supervision of Mr.

George A. Burch, Mr. Bowles' San Francisco representative, and his assist-

ant, Mr. C. B. Rushmer.

»m%

o^*

Floor Plan of Whitney Building. San Francisco.

Something New

PLANS have recently been made for a country dwelline near New York

which will have disappearing partit.ons on the ground floor The

partitions will be operated by electricity, lowering them into the

basements thus giving an unobstructed floor space of the entire area If

this proves practical and architects and builders find the idea at all feasible,

it mav be quite an innovation to home builders.
. ..-^^^j

The modern house with the ground floor practically unpartitioned.

exceot with hangings, has its disadvantages. The dining room opening into

the Kr is not always desirable at meal time. It is almost impossible to

rnake a business engagement or have a private interview with an outsider

at home Even if the family consents to repair to the upper story an un-

dme°rcaller puts an end to further discussion. The old-fashioned plan of

ch^ODing the ground floor into innumerable little halls and rooms was un-

sightly and unlivable. If a moderately priced home can be constructed

which will he suited to the needs of entertaining, afford a comfortable dwel-

ling place, and give f-.e desired privacy at required times, it wi 1 be a boon

to the community at large. It is therefore with a great deal of mterest that

this new experiment is being watched.

I
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I he Flat, as Seen by a Humorist
FLATS are now cultivated extensively throughout the country. Some

varieties are short and scrubby; others grow to an immense height.

Almost every flat has a spinal column running up and down its center.

This is the elevator shaft, and consists of hot air.

When a flat is more costly than people can aflford to live in, it is called

an apartment. A flat in its primitive state consists of a small bathroom,
almost completely surrounded by total darkness.

A flat is a substitute for home, at one time a popular winter and sum-
mer resort, where traditions were allowed to grow up carelessly. Now in

every well-conducted flat the traditions are drawn out every morning
through a tube by the pneumatic-cleaning process.

Babies happen occasionally, even in the best-regulated flats. Thus we
see that Nature, even under modern surveillance, sometimes nods.

Flats are constantly growing in size and importance. It is estimated
that very soon they will hold all the people in the world, who will then
come to depend entirely upon our fertile roof gardens for their means of

sustenance.

Flats have an awful mean temperature of two degrees below, zero in

winter and ninety-two degrees above zero in summer.
When all the trees have been made into flats it is thought the mil-

lenium will have arrived. Every flat has the word "Welcome" over the
kitchen door. Also many of them this motto:

"All ye who enter here leave soap behind."—T. L. Mason, in Success
Magazine.

Artistic Brick Buildings

A FRENCH architect of some standing lately visited this country and
/A expressed his disfavor with much that we had done or are doing.

Among other things the gentleman seems to object to brick buildings,

sta-..i- with a contemptuous wave of the hand that "bricks are good enough
for Brooklyn."

The American Architect takes this traveler to task for many things and
adds in reference to brick : "He might have said for Brooklyn, Venice, Vienna,
Blois and Versailles, without historical inexactitude. Far from being not good
enough for New York, New York is not good enough to appreciate red brick.

As long as we love red brick faced with white, we may take that as a symptom
that we are a sturdy race. Brick may be inelegant to modern French eyes,

but so is the natural sun-burned complexion. No amount of adverse criticism

against brick building will convince us that we are too good for it until we
have an altogether superficial and feeble view of life."

That journal might also have added that brick is one of the oldest

materials with which man has built and is the best preserved of all the ma-
terials of antiquity. Moreover, it has ceased to be, not only ki this country
but in Europe as well, the substitute material it was some y^ars ago, being
used only there where granite, marble and the other expensiv^--^tones were
too costly. It is a material now chosen for its artistic eflfect and in preference

to these other more costly building mediae. Wonderfully beautiful effects and
colors are secured in brickwork and architects are today vying with one
another with designs, particularly for domestic buildings that will best bring
out the subtle and artistic effects that can only be obtained in that material.
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Palatial Winter Residence.

Architect Alfred F. Rosenheim, of Los

Angeles, is preparing plans for a hand-

some mountain home to be erected on

the 160-acre estate of G^ W. Galbreath.

a wealthy resident of St. Louis, who

intends to occupy it during the winter

months. The property is located near

the Arrowhead Hot Springs and is one

of the most picturesque in that locality.

The building will be of the Mission

type, and constructed of reinforced con-

crete and will have a tile roof. It will

have a wide porch on three sides and

an interior court or P^tio. 40x40 feet^

The extreme dimensions of the bmlding

will be 90x100 feet, and it will contain

sixteen rooms, twelve of which will

be located on the main floor and four

upstairs.
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There was an exceedingly large gather-

ing of members of the San Francisco
Architectural Club at their clubrooms
Friday evening, May 28th, for the pur-

pose of considering amalgamation with
the Architectural League of the Pacific

Coast. President August G. Headman
presided.

Speeches were made by a number of

those present, the tenor of which was the

necessity of the architects of the city

coming together and working along lines

of mutual interest with fellow craftsmen
of the Coast and National leagues.

Willis Polk outlined the vast amount
of work that was to be done in San Fran-
cisco in the near future, both for the city

and national government, and urged a

get-together spirit.

Clarence R. Ward, an honorary mem-
ber of the club, spoke of the past history

of the Architectural Club and urged the

older men to fall in line with the younger
generation.

Speeches. were also made by Louis C.

Mullgardt, John B. Leonard, S. Schnait-
tacher, E. H. Hildebrand, William Crim
and others.

Interesting letters were read from
Henry A. Schulze, Fred H. Meyer, Albert
Suttom, Reid Bros., X. B. Trutton and
Professor Charles Derleth.

The proposition to amalgamate was
passed unanimously and committees were
appointed for the purpose of carrying
out the details of the plan.

Los Angeles Architectural Club.

The regular meeting of the Los
Angeles Architectural Club was held
the latter part of May, at which time
officers for the ensuing year were elected

as follows:
A. F. Rosehheim, president; S. R.

Burns, vice-president; E. Bean, secre-

tary; and Otto Jensen, treasurer. The
membership was strengthened by the
addition of twenty architects and fifteen

draughtsmen to the roll.

M. A. Vinson, business manager of

the Pacific Coast League of Architects,
was present and explained the objects
and plans of this new organization.

The league stands for the promotion of
educational advantages for the younger
draughtsmen, through the architectural
clubs. It is the intention of the league
to hold a large architectural exhibition
in Los Angeles during next November.

The club voted unanimously to join the
league, thus becoming a unit of

the organization. A committee was
appointed to secure suitable quarters in

which to hold the exhibition, and for

future meetings.
The following is a list of the present

membership of the club, a majority
being new members: G. N. Alcon, F. C.
Ayars, H. E. Bean, J. F. Blee, F. H.
Brooks, S. R. Burns, R. J. Clark, W. D.
Cork, Jr., R. M. Cassidy, H. C. Cham-
bers, F. P. Davis, F. H. Eley, R. D.
Farquhar, J. A. Griffon, Elmer Grey, Ed-
gar Harvey, J. C. Hillman, Myron Hunt,
E. R. Jeffrey, Otto Janssen, A. R. Kelly,

J. P. Krempel, F. T. Kogley, Jr., E. C.

Kent, Duane Lyon, L, S. Moore,
Octavius Morgan, A. C. Martin, W. A. O.
Munsell, E. S. Mayberry, Alfonso Mit-
terhausen, Irving Osgood, Fernand Par-
mentier, John Parkinson, Scott Quintin,
A. F. Rosenheim, C. C. Rittenhouse,
Jr., M. D. L. Scott, W. A. Sharp, F. S.

Stiff, W. F. Thompson, R. F. Train,
P. J. Van Trees, M. A. Vinson, W. H.
Werner, J. M. Watlineton, H. F.

Withey, A. R. Walker, W. H. Wilson,
R. E. Williams, Otto Weber, F. O.
Wells, Montrose Warn, Los Angeles;
R. Wilson, Pasadena; Jacques Sindorf,
Hollywood; W. P. Middleton, Alham-
bra.

* *

Chapter Joins League.

The Southern California Chapter of

the American Institute of Architects at

the regular monthly meeting held at

Los Angeles in May, unanimously voted
to become a part of and support the
Architectural League of the Pacific
Coast, and is the first A. I. A. Chapter
to take this step. The purposes and
organization of the league were
explained by M. A. Vinson, business
manager of the Portland Exhibition,
and by the president of the Chapter,
Myron Hunt, who is treasurer of the
league.

Aside from this action, routine matters
pertaining to the work of the Chapter
consumed the remainder of the evening
following the usual dinner. L. W. Bar-
nett and H. F. Withey were declared
elected to junior membership in the
Chapter upon the opening of th^ letter
ballot. The members present were:
T C. Austin, J. Lee Burton, P. W.
Killers, J. C. Hillman, Myron Hunt.
Frank Hudson, E. C. Kent, J. W. Krem-

pel, Octavius Morgan, Fernand Parmen-

tier A F. Rosenheim, A. Wackerbarth,

G F. Costerisan, A. R. Walker, W. C.

Pennell, S. B. Marston. As guests there

were M. A. Vinson, J. J. Backus and

A. A. Hubbard.

Seattle Architectural Club.

H. A. Moldenhour, secretary of the

Architectural Club of Seattle, Wash.,

sends the following account of the club's

first year of activity:

Following the example of several

prominent cities of the East, a few local

architects and draftsmen a year ago

organized the Seattle Architectural Club.

During its experimental period the

public was not made especially aware

of its existence, but its growth has

been made so persistent, and its purpose is

so commendable that its continuance seems

now to be of natural interest to the city.

Organized with thirty-five charter

members, within the year it has grown

to a membership of over sixty, com-
posed of such architects and draftsmen

(and material men as associate mem-
bers) as take a lively interest in

the educational, social, and essentially

aesthetic phases of architecture.

In the our^oses of such an organization

the public should feel a considerable

interest, since it is from the ranks of

such bodies that cities must recruit the

architects of its future buildings, and

obtain trained assistants for the solution

of its aesthetic problems. The life of

such an organization is dependent upon

secured, and a comfortable and cheerful

place for its purely social life provided.

A committee is now considering the

subject of suitable clubrooms and may
act upon the suggestion that some old

residence near the business district

might, with characteristic furnishings

and decoration, serve the needs of the

club.

The first annual meeting was held

March 27, 1909, at which for the ensuing

year D. J.. Myers was elected president;

J. C. Stanley, vice-president: H. O.

Moldenhour, secretary; E. E. Z»egler,

treasurer, and E. Sonnichson and W. K.

Macomber members of the executive

committee. The subject of an annual

architectural exhibition was broached

and at a recent special meeting

attended by about thirty of the leading

architects of the city, the matter was

discussed at length, with the result that

the club voted to undertake an exhibition

to be held early next year. By affiliation

with similar organizations in Los

Angeles. San Francisco and Portland

an opportunity will be given the public

to see a quantity of work from these

other cities, and for Seattle architects

and draftsmen to measure their work

by other than local standards.

a vitaf enthusiasm for civic arid pro-

fessional betterment, entirely removed

from ulterior motives, and underlying

its activities is a strong desire to serve

the commonwealth, both in suggestions

for some concrete improvement of the

city, as well as in the better equipment

of those to whom such tasks are likely

to fall in the years to come.

The past winter the club has had the

benefit of lectures by local architects,

as well as by men from other cities;

the topic of civic improvement has been

interestingly discussed; the younger

members, under the direction and

criticism of the older ones of the club,

have devoted much time to the study

of various . architectural problems, and

drawings have been sent to the East, in

connection with similar work from other

centers to be judged by prominent archi-

tects, with gratifying resuUs.

So far tbe club has been able to

provide itself with only small and unin-

viting quarters, but with a strengthening

membership and interest it is planned

to obtain at an early date rooms where

a proper housing can be given its loan

exhibition, better drafting facilities

Special Meeting of San Francisco Chap-

ter, A. I. A.

A special meeting of the San Francisco

Chapter, American Institute of Archi-

tects, was held in the green room of the

Flotel St, Francis on Th_ursday_ev€ninj:^
May 20th.

. ^ . .

A committee was appointed to dratt

suitable resolutions upon the loss the

Chapter and the architectural profession

had suffered by the death of the late Mr.

Newton J. Tharp, City Architect.

A committee was appointed to draw up

rules of competition and submit the same

to the Chapter. Also further considera-

tion was given to the programme for the

proposed City Hall competition, and it

was decided that consideration of it be

made the special order of business for

the next meeting.
Messrs. Aleck E. Curlett. William ii.

Crim Jr.. William L. Woollett and Ralph

Warner Hart were elected Chapter mem-
bers.

Messrs. David Farquharson, Charles

Kenitzer, Henry Kenitzer and John

Wright were elected honorary members

of the Chapter.

The adjournment of the Chapter was

taken out of respect to the memory of

the late Newton J. Tharp.

SYLVAIN SCHNAITTACHER,
Secretary.
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Los Angeles will spend nearly three-

quarters of a million dollars for new
school houses. Unfortu-

FlREPRooi nately, there was no stip-

SCHOOL ulation in the provisions

HOUSES of the bond issue that the

buildings should be of fire-

proof construction. The Southwest
Contractor suggests that a popular

injunction suit against the sale of

the bonds recently voted by the city

might prevent the use of a vast sum
of money for anything but fireproof

buildings. Such a proceeding would
undoubtedly receive the full support

and approbation of the public.

The memory of the Collinwood
(Ohio) disaster, which sent a thrill of

horror into every home in the country,

is still fresh, and it ought to serve as

a constant remirrder of the need of a

greater degree of safety in schoolhouse

construction. Los Angeles and the

Southwest in general has too many
firetraps in the old buildings now used

for school purposes. And, no matter

how many features may be added in

adequate fire escapes and proper exits,

the danger of disaster can never be

entirely eliminated, as it should be, if

the school houses are constructed of

inflammable material.

Practically all of San Francisco's,

new school houses are of class A con-

struction, which means steel frames,

concrete and brick walls and metal

window and door trim—all recognized

fire-resisting materials.

The San Francisco Board of Public

Works has made a wise selection in

appointing Loring

SAN FRANCISCO'S

NEW CITY

ARCHITECT

P. Rixford as City

Architect, to suc-

ceed the late New-
ton J. Tharp. As

chairman of the Supervisors' Building

Committee, Rixford was in touch with

all the plans of the City Architect,

which probably makes him better able

to carry on the work begun by Mr.
Tharp than any one else the Board
could have named. Rixford spent

much of his time in the City Archi-

tect's office and frequently oflFered sug-

gestions to Mr, Tharp's draughtsmen
which were carried out. Prior to his

I
I

« •>

appointment on the Board of Super-

visors not much was heard of Mr.

Rixford in a public way, and his

architectural work was confined prin-

cipally to residences. He was edu-

cated at the Ecole des Beaux Arts,

Paris, where he was a student with

Mr. Tharp.
Recently Mr. Rixford's plan of the

Bohemian Club building was selected

in competition with a dozen or more

prominent architects. The exterior

design of this building is said to have

been worked out by a young artist

named Demari who was at the time in

the office of the City Architect. Young

Demari has since gone back to State

Engineer Ellery, from whom he was

engaged by Tharp at a large salary.

The municipal buildings to be erected

under the bond issue of 1908 were

planned by Tharp and will be com-

pleted by Rixford. The Hall of Just-

ice, San Francisco Hospital, the m-

firmary on the Relief Home tract, the

Commercial High School, the Mission

Grammar School and the other msti-

tutions will stand as monuments to

•the dead architect's memory. In addi

tion to the gigantic work of planning

these new buildings, Tharp supervised

—the construction of the schools erected

under the 1904 bond issue. Wherever

he found it necessary to amend the

original plans so as to add to the

safety of these buildings and improve

their sanitary arrangements he was

not slow to act, for it was his aim and

purpose to give to San Francisco the

safest and most modern public struc-

tures known to architecture. Know-

ing Mr. Tharp so well and possessing

such full knowledge of his plans, Mr.

Rixford cannot be else but most valu-

able to the city of San Francisco.

Until comparatively recently, nearly

all kinds of buildings were tolerated

in our cities, so that to-

day we have a hodge-

podge medley of highly

combustible and danger-

ous buildings, interspersed

among which are a few, very few, fire-

resisting and first-class structures—

not over 8,000 in our total of over

12,000,000 buildings in the country.

SAFBK
BUILDINGS

REQUIRED

Of late years building ordinances

have been enacted in most of our

cities, but they have been rather lax

and still more laxly enforced. Wood
has been too freely permitted, infe-

rior construction has been allowed m
too high buildings, so-called "slow-

burning" construction has been per-

mitted, and far too great latitude has

been given the exploiters of the vari-

ous reinforced concrete systems to ex-

periment with their untrie4 and often

most questionable expedients, in the

name of economy. Endless troubles

and sometimes disasters have resulted.

For instance, the too liberal permis-

sion to use wood was the very direct

cause of the appalling losses by fire in

Baltimore and San Francisco and like-

wise in the devastating though lesser

fires of more recent date.

The authorities are awakening to

the necessity there is for more strin-

gent legislation. New York has taken

the lead in revamping its building

ordinances, and the other cities will

undoubtedly soon follow suit. New
York's Building Code Commission has

completed its labors and evolved a

splendid schedule of requirements. It

limits the height of combustible build-

ings to three stories in congested dis-

tricts; it limits likewise all construc-

tions of other than absolutely fireproof

materials to safe heights so that they

can be easily handled by the fire de-

partments in case of fire, and it recog-

nizes as standard fireproof construc-

tion buildings erected of steel frame

protected with hollow fireproofing tile,

a system that has been in vogue for

thirty years and has stood satisfac-

torily every fire to which its properly

assembled parts have ever been ex-

posed. With few exceptions, the lead-

ing architects and engineers of the

country thoroughly approve of the

new code proposed for New York and

contend that in building laws, as in

the divorce laws, for instance, there

should be uniformity in all the states.

It would be a very great advantage to

the entire country if the State author-

ities, rather than the city, would adopt

New York's building code and make it

uniform and obligatory in all the cities

of each state.
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The Basic Principles of Heating and
Ventilating.

By S. W. Martin, Engineer, Los Angeles.

MUCH has been written and many
theories advanced on the all

important subject of heating and
ventilation, yet this question seems little

understood. Many ways are now em-
ployed to utilize the heat units contained
in the different fuels to make our homes
comfortable at a minimum cost, and
the results are varied. However, the

fundamental principles are simple and
they can readily be understood if we
proceed along logical lines in our reason-
ing.

In this article we will confine our
thoughts mostly to indirect or furnace
heating. A few practical suggestions
along the line may be interesting. We
will start with an explanation of the
principle of circulation, which must be
thoroughly understood before we can
solve any heating and ventilating prob-
lem. ' Warm air and cold air will not
mix, but a body or strata of one will

replace or drive out the other. Hot air

will rise while cold slW will seek the
lowest level.

First, let us take one room, which
will illustrate the house to be heated.
Remember that when the fire is lighted

in the furnace, the room to be heated
is filled with cold air. To heat this

room, we must replace the cold air with
warm air. To illustrate how this may
be done to best advantage, let us com-

pare the room filled with cold air

to a vessel filled with cold water, for

water can be seen and the heating of

water is more generally understood.

There are a number of ways of heating

the water in the vessel, as many as in

heating the air in the room. We can

place the vessel on the i stove and as

the water is heated at
,

ihe bottom, it

rises to the top; at the same time the

cold water replaces at the bottom the

heated water as the latter ascends, until

finally all the water becomes heated.

Owing to the principle of circulation,

then, the body of water in the vessel

becomes heated from the top down. To
prove this, note how in the heating of

water in a tank, into which the hot

water flows through a pipe in the bot-

tom, the outside of the tank becomes
warm at the top first, the heat being
gradually felt lower down until the

water in the tank becomes hot by the

replacing of the cold by warm.
To heat our room, we must employ

exactly the same principle. If we
employ direct radiation, say a stove, the

air resting on the stove's surface be-

comes warm and ascends, allowing the

cold air to replace it, become heated
in turn until the whole body of air

in the room is heated. Bear in mind
that the air in the room and the water
in the vessel are both heated from the

top down by working of the principle

of circulation. Now if we should attach

a pipe to the bottom of the vessel and
allow the cold water to run off, at the

s
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same time allowing heated water to

enter from above the body of cold water

would be replaced by the hot not by

circulation but by mere gravity. But

if we did not remove the cold water

and provided no means of circulation,

what hot water did enter the vessel

would ascend or remain at the top and

the cold water at the bottom would

remain cold.
.

The same conditions would prevail in

admitting warm air to the room. It

would bank at the ceiling, and unless

the cold air was removed, the temper-

ature at the ceiling would probably be

150 degrees while the lower part of the

room would remain cold. To success-

fully heat the room we must not only

provide a means to remove the cold air,

but the more quickly it is removed the

more quickly do we obtain a warm
-room. The principle is the same as

in heating the vessel of water. Hence

the importance of putting cold air regis-

ters in the floor to allow the cold air

to flow into the cellar as the heated air

enters.

Another illustration: In this climate

particularly, the temperature is usually

lower in the house than outside, even

in the shade. Hence we frequently open

the doors to allow the warm air to

enter. In this case the warm air flows in

at the top of the open door while the

cold air goes out at the bottom. To
demonstrate this hold a lighted rnatch

at the top of the opening and the flame

will be carried inward; hold it at the

bottom and the flame will be carried

outward.
Now some of our most valuable discov-

eries have been taken from Nature and

a study of its action. We can only

adapt Nature's principles, we can not

invent the principles themselves. In this

connection we will not except the pro-

gress of electricity or the accomplish-

ments of the Wright brothers with their

flying machine. So it is with heating

and ventilation, we must adapt what

we learn from Nature to succeed.
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As to heating a house comfortably and
economimally, we will take another

homely illustration, what is generally

known as the fireless cooker. Tn the

use of the fireless cooker we are

instructed to bring the article to be

cooked up to the boiling point, which
is 212 degrees, and know that it is heated

to that temperature all the way through.

We are then directed to place it in a

receptacle that is so arranged that the

heat cannot escape or the cold enter.

Hence it retains the heat long enough
to thoroughly cook the food. If we
should allow the temperature to rise

to only 150 degrees before placing it

in the fireless cooker, the food would
remain there for weeks without obtain-

ing the desired results. So in heating

a room, first have sufficient heat, in

temperature and volume, to displace the

cold aic as quickly as possible, say in

fifteen or twenty minutes, securing a

floor temperature of say seventy degrees,

then we will require but little heat to

maintain that temperature and keep the

room comfortable.
If we do not displace the cold air,

if our heating apparatus does not furnish

a sufficient volume of heated air to fill

the room and drive out the cold air,

we will never have a comfortable and
uniformly heated room.
The question is often asked, which is

the most economical fuel to use for

heating? Our answer might be the one
given by the lad to the man who asked

him which was the better of the two hotels

in the village; the answer was. "Mister,

if you stop at one you'll wish you'd

stopped at the other." People having

the advantage of natural gas in the East

find it at 25 cents per thousand cubic

feet not only cheaper than coal but a

luxury. Let us figure a little. The
writer of this article had the privilege of

using natural gas for more than twenty
years at 25 cents a thousand feet; good
Hocking coal could be bought for $3.00

per ton; one ton of coal at three dollars

equal in price to twelve thousand cubic

feet of gas at 25 cents per thousand.
In California coal is about $12 per ton,

which is equal to fifteen thousand cubic

feet of gas at 80 cents per thousand.

It will be found that at these prices

a greater per cent of saving can be

realized with gas at 80 cents than in

the East with gas at only 25 cents

per thousand, for coal is much higher

here, relatively speaking.
Bear in mind this article is not written

in the interest of any gas company,
nor do I advocate the use of gas in

a furnace constructed to burn coal or

wood. Gas should be used in a furnace

constructed for that purpose, and should

be made of thiir sheet metal with

sufficient radiating surface to utilize at

least ninety per cent of the heat units

of the gas. There are scores of furnaces

in use in this State that will do this,

and that are giving entire satisfaction.

Concrete Dry Dock.

C. M. Leach of Boston was the low-

est bidder for the construction of a

reinforced concrete dry dock for the

Pearl Harbor naval station. His bid was
$1,295,321. The San Francisco Bridge
Company, Monadnock building, San
Francisco, was the next lowest bidder, its

figure being $1,760,000.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN ORNAMENTAL AND BOULEVARD
By Charles L. Eshleman, in the Illuminating Engineer

91
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PUBLIC improvement societies, mu-

nicipal art leagues and civic asso-

ciations throughout the country

have in the last few years been particu-

larly active in devising schemes whereby

the appearance of their respective cities

might be improved. In most cases it

is impossible to move or make any radi-

cal improvement in buildings already

erected, consequently the attention of

these societies has been focused on street

and park improvements. The initial step

has usually been the design of a new
lighting system, but in many cases the

product furnished by the manufacturer,

although mechanically perfect, has not

entirely met the approval of the ever

critical members of the civic federations,

for the reason that the source of illum-

ination was insignificant as compared

with the size and height of the posts,

and the effect produced inharmonious

and inartistic.

The wave of civic reform now passing

over our country has had its effect upon

central station lighting companies, both

large and small. Electric light compa-

nies, especially those in cities of 50,000

population and over, are spending much
time and money in underground cable

work, and few cities of any prominence

are now without electric light systems

operated through underground circuits.

The feasibility of this method, from an

electrical arid commercial standpoint,

has been fully demonstrated by the

prominent companies of New York, Bos-

ton, Philadelphia. Washington, Pittsburg,

Cleveland, Chicago, Baltimore, Minneap-

olis, Kansas City, San Francisco and

hundreds of other cities during the last

ten to fifteen years. That the interests

and safety of the public would be sub-

served by placing all electric light wires

underground in the more congested parts

of large cities where wires are numerous,

no one will doubt, and the electric light

companies themselves now realize that

even from a financial standpoint it is an

advantage to them in such localities be-

cause of the great saving in repairs and

renewals, freedom from interruption of

service, prevention of damage suits for

injury to persons and property, and the

improved appearance of city streets.

The above conditions have been re-

sponsible for the development of a bou-

levard lighting system. The idea was

first conceived by Mr. W. E. Daniels,

operating engineer of the South Park

Commission, Chicago, 111., whose posi-

tion gave him an excellent oooortunity

to study all phases of outdoor lighting.

Each unit of the boulevard lighting sys-
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tern consists of a reinforced concrete

base, shaft and capital of classic design,

the whole surmounted by a complete arc

lamp mechanism inclosed within a 20-

inch opal glass globe.

The post is ordinarily made of rem-

forced concrete, and by proper mixture

of ingredients can be made to correspond

to sandstone, marble or granite. Pressed

steel posts of all designs can be fur-

nished with the system for practically

the same price as concrete. It is -stated

that the outfit sells for one-half the

price of cast iron, that the concrete is

indestructible, requires no painting, and

is more ornamental than cast iron goose-

neck and crook posts now so commonly
used for suspending arc lamps. The
lamp mechanism is somewhat shorter

than the regular type of arc lamp, but

allows the use of nine-inch upper and

four-inch lower electrodes, thus insuring

a life of 125 hours on multiple direct cur-

rent and alternating current types, and

100 hours on series direct current and

series alternating current types. The use

of the large globe insures perfect diffu-

sion, entirely does away with uneven dis-

tribution of light due to the travel of the

arc, and produces a quality of light here-

tofore unequaled^

A Word to Plumbers.

The journeyman plumber sometimes

prides himself in dodging the regulations

because in doing so he fools the mspec-

tor. In doing this he makes several mis-

takes. The regulations in regard to the

- weight of pipe, methods of making joints.

repairing leaky and cracked pipes, and

many other things relating to practical

details of work', were all made by prac-

tical men, by experienced plumbers who
were first-class. The rules were formed

so as to insure first-class work, and as

they were making the rules for them-

selves thev did not make them in such a

way as to increase the cost of workman-
ship.

In olden times when plumbmg rules

were new, the journeyman said to him-

self that there was no reason for putting

three-quarters of a pound of lead per

inch diameter into the hub of an extra

heavv pipe, so with some old newspapers

in the bottom and oakum on top of that

he filled up the hub until a thin ring of

lead filled the hub approximately flush.

This took rather more time than puttmg

in the ordinary quantity of oakum. The

thin ring of lead required very careful

calking and sometimes had to be taken

out and poured a second time. But in

the end he effected a saving of one, two
or three pounds of lead, according to the

size of the joint This gave him great

satisfaction.

On one occasion where work of this

kind had'been done it was brought to the
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attention of the boss plumber, who hap-

pened to be of the type known as a

"skin." He had no love for inspectors or

rules, but he remarked in regard to the

work: "Didn't the fool know that while

he was saving 12 cents' worth of lead he

wasted 25 cents' worth of time?" There

are a great many such economies in

plumbing. Savings can be made in the

expenditure of material, but they cost

more than they are worth. With a thin

ring of lead, unless unusual care has been

taken with the oakum, the lead will sink

in places, being driven down before it

expands so as to fill the joints. Where a

line is subject to a water test, a few such

joints will cost perhaps twice as much
in time as if they had been made in the

regulation way.
Cracked lengths, cracked hubs, blow-

holes that cannot be plugged and other

similar defects are often put in place

with the hope of getting them passed by
the inspector. If they are found, the

usual song is, "We didn't see them," or

"We hadn't noticed them." Such an

answer would pass muster if the blow-

holes were not always carefully turned

so as to bring them out of sight. It is

far better for the master plumber frankly

to condemn such a pipe and refuse to put

it into the job than it is to run the risk

of having to take the defective pieces out.

—Carpenter and Builder.
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The late P T. Barnum enunciated the

great truth that "the people liked to be

humbugged"; and every manufacturer of

inferior goods, every merchant who re-

sorts to subterfuges and misrepresenta-

tion'^ every salesman w^ho bases his et-

forts'on "talking points," and every pro-

fessional charlatan, when finally run to

cover, will take refuge in this assunied

truism: they are "giving the people what

they want."

Now, the curious thing about it all is

that Barnum's dictum is not true; and the

fact that he knew this himself is amply

shown by the features of genuine merit

which always made up by far the larger

part of his "greatest show on earth-

the humbugs were merely for the sake ot

arousing curiosity and attracting atten-

tion No one likes to be deceived; every

one is glad to learn, and to improve his

condition, when the knowledge is prop-

erly presented.

It may be easier to make a single sale

by trading upon a customer's ignorance

and flattering his vanity, but when such a

customer once learns the truth he is lost

to that salesman; while the man who has

been persuaded, even at the cost of con-

siderable effort, to accept an iniproved

article, or to employ better methods, is

not only a permanent customer there-

after but an advertising agent as well.

The man who has made a good bargain,

or has secured something better than his

neighbor, is bound to let his superior acu-

men become known. To educate people

to accept only the best may be a slow

and disheartening process, but it is a per-

manent investment, and once having been

judiciously made, will continue to bear

interest for a long time afterward. It is

the unsolicited business that pays, and

this kind of business comes only trom

that intangible thing known as reputa-

tion; and reputation comes, not from

catering to ignorance and prejudice, but

to producing the best and' demonstrating

its superiority.

These general observations apply to

the manufacture and sale of lighting fix-

tures and to constructive illuminating en-

gineering with full force. When a plea

is made for more artistic designs and

better results in illumination, the old

answer is often made: "They are not

commercial; we have to give the people

what they want." And this will doubt-

less continue until the millenium arrives.

It will always be possible to divide hu-

manity pretty definitely into those v/ho

lead and those who are led—whether

considered socially, politically or com-

mercially; and the majority will be found

on the side of those w<ho are led.

The fixture manufacturers who keep

abreast of progress in the production of

light, and even push ahead of the proces-

sion 'in adapting their manufactures to

new conditions as they arise, are bound

to be in the lead. The truth of this has

already been demonstrated. Progress in

these days, moreover, has struck such a

rapid gait that those who hesitate are

more than ever in danger of being lost.

—Ex.

Will Test Apartment House Act.

Architects who specialize in building

apartment houses have discovered that the-

new state law governing tenement houses

aoolies to apartment houses and practi-

cally prohibits erection of an apartment

house on lots that have two frontages

on parallel streets. The section dealing

with such buildings was not noticed

until after the act became a law and

was signed by the Governor. Now it

is said by some architects that important

work is held up by the state law. which

supersedes the ordinance regulating con-

struction of apartment houses, and a

test case may be made soon in the

courts on the constitutionality of the

new law.

Prize Fieht Promoter to Build.

It is reported that James CoflForth, the

fight oromoter, will erect a $30,000 man-

sion in Hayward Park, San Mateo.
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The cement laundry tray industry in

San Francisco threatens to receive tem-
porary set-back by some of the terazzo

manufacturers whose regular business

has fallen off to such an extent that they

have been forced to take up new lines

to save themselves from complete ani-

hilation. They have undertaken to make
terazzo trays. Those who have experi-
mented with them predict a short life

for the industry. They have found them
a poor substitute for the cement tray.

The trays are made of a combination of

cement and chopped marble, but the
marble prevents proper penetration of

the cement which, of course, means that

the tub cannot be properly tamped. It

is the thoroughness of the tamping that
insures an absolutely reliable tray. It is

charged also that cheap cement is used
by the terazzo people which is another
serious drawback in the manufacture
of a first-class laundry tray.

Will Buil

Two contracts have been signed for

the erection of residences at Taylor
street and Broadway, San Francisco.
The architect is Albert Farr, and the
owners are Homer Parker and Henry
Roedings. The ht)uses will cost about
$7,000 each and will ocqupy a 50-vara lot.
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Paraffine Paint Company Moves.

The Paraflfine Paint Company, famous

the Coast over for its superior Malthoid

roofing and its Pabco Damp proofing

compound, has moved from the Mer-

chants Exchange where it has been

located since the fire, to its own build-

ing at 38-40 First Street, San Francisco,

Edgar M. Swasey, head of the Com-
pany's splendid advertising department,

is in the same building as are all the

offices of the executive officers and

sales department.

Personal.

Architect William A. Newman has

moved his offices from the Lick build-

ing to 418 Mechanics Bank building, San

Francisco. Mr. Newman has no partner.

Architect Charles Peter Weeks of Sut-

ton and Weeks, Mutual Bank building,

San Francisco, expects to be abroad

six months or more. Mr Weeks

started on his trip early in May.

Who M-.X.CS What.

That is the suggestive title of a book

of reference for buyers and makers

which has just been published by Daniel

T Mallett of 253 Broadway, New York

City The book is a valuable acquisition

for those in need of a reliable directory

of manufacturers, products, jobbers,

wholesalers, foreign merchants and

export commission houses and buyers.

It contains a geographically—alpha-

betically arranged list of the names and

addresses of more than 12,000 manufac-

turers in all parts of the United States.

The book may be had upon receipt of

the price, one dollar, postpaid.

San Francisco Ranks Fourth.

The relative rank of the cities in

cost of building operations is interest-

ing New York is first, the cost of its

buildings exceeding the cost of those

of its closest competitor, Chicago, by

$50,584,582, or more than 75 per cent.

If the cost of operations in Brooklyn,

the third city in rank, is added to that

for New York, the total will be ^IM,

684,622, or 30 per cent of the cost of

the building operations of the forty-

nine cities included in the table. San

Francisco is fourth in rank, Philadelphia

is fifth, and St. Louis is sixth. Seventh

in rank is the small, rapidly-growing

city of Seattle, which spent more for

buildings in 1909 than Pittsburg, which

was eighth; Boston, which was ninth,

and other cities much larger. This

great activity in Seattle is ascribed to

the extremely low prices of building

materials and labor. .

Of the permits issued or buildings

erected 38.64 per cent were for build-

ings of fire-resisting materials, and 61.36

per cent for wooden buildings, corres-

ponding closely to the percentages in

1907. The average cost of brick or

fire-resisting buildings in 1908 was $9,089

and of wooden buildings $2,101.

Chicago reported the largest number
of brick buildings—8,208, with an aver-

age value of $6,818; Philadelphia the

next largest numl^er—6,778, with an aver-

age value of $3,308. Brooklyn reported

the third largest number of brick build-

ings and New York the seventh, though

in cost of buildings of this class it is

first. New York reported 1,884 brick

buildings costing $103,064,486, or nearly

twice as much as Chicago's 8,208. The
average cost of fire-resisting buildings in

New York was $54,705. No wooden
buildings were erected in the borough of

Manhattan, those reported for New York
being in the Bronx. The largest number
of permits for wooden buildings was
issued in Seattle—7,777, the average cost_

of the buildings being about $1,000. The
next largest number of wooden build-

ings was reported by Los Angeles

—

4,679, costing on an average $1,383. The
greatest cost for wooden buildings was
reported by San Francisco, the average

cost being $3,641. Chicago, which

reported the largest number of brick

buildings, was eighth in number of

wooden buildings. Except for Read-

ing, where none were erected, Philadel-

phia reported the smallest number of

wooden buildings—45, with an average

cost of $1,482.
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Sing Fat Building. Chinato-wn, San Francisco

T. Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren. Engineer

Equipped with Otis Elevators. Equipped with Dean Reversible Windows.

The Dean

$€N

Revei%ible
It Is.

Window—What

OW if somebody would make a

window sash that could be appHed
to the regular cord and weight

window so that the latter could be re-

versed as well as raised and lowered, the

architect would be relieved of a trying

problem," remarked a member of the

profession to one of his clients recently.

"There are plenty of so-called pivoted

windows on the market, continued the

architect, "but the trouble with them is

they won't push up and down as well

as in and out."

Yes, he had heard of the Dean
reversible window, but he understood

it lacked the same important features

that so many other patent windows
lacked—an attachment for raising and
lowering the sash and "pivoting" it at

the same time.

This man was like too many others

of his profession, sorry to say. He was
misinformed. As a matter of fact the

Dean window meets every requirement
wished for by the architect quoted above.

It is truly a distinct innovation in win-

dow sash. It insures perfect ventilation

and makes window cleaning safe and
easy by eliminating the dangerous prac-

tice of climbing outside of windows. It

is especially effective in big office build-

ings where a large, single plate of glass

-«Hv

is used, doing away with weights and

cords. ^ J u * 1^

For fine residences, flats and hotels

there is nothing so convenient as the

Dean reversible sash. A half screen can

be furnished with this style of wmdow if

desired. . . . . u^^„
The Dean reversible window has been

manufactured in San Francisco for a

period of nine years during which time

it has been used, and is being used

on many of the prominent office build-

ings hotels, apartment houses, flats and

residences in the city. The company

operates one of the most complete

planim? mills on the Coast, its machin-

ery being of sufficient capacity to turn

out any number of windows on short

notice. ,

\t the present time the company Has

under construction windows /or D. N.

and E. Walter at Stockton and O Farrell

streets; Spreckels building, on Market

street, between Mason and Powell;_the

building adjoining the O/P^eum The-

ater; Harry J. Moore building, O Farrell

street, near Grant avenue, A. Krelmg,

architect; Newman & Levison bui ding,

Stockton street; Charles K Doe bui ding,

Kearny street; Whitney Estate buildmg.

Gearv street, E. G. Bowles, architect, and

a number of others. Installations since

the fire have included the Pac^fi^ and

Westbank buildings, Charles F Whittle-

sey, architect; Argonaut Hotel, Righetti

and Kuhl, architects; Sing Fat building

_T Paterson Ross, architect; Hanford

building. Market and Davis streets, C. M.'

Rousseau, architect; Fisher building on

Market street between First and Second;

Hastings building, on Grant avenue op-

posite Shreve's; Roos Bros, building.

Market street; Fisher residence on Pre-

sidio Terrace, and numerous other com-

mercial buildings and private residences.

Mission Style Waning.

Is the popularity of the Mission style of

architecture on the wane? Santa Barbara

architects think it is—at least, those who
cater to the wealthier class of Eastern

tourists who annually visit that city

and who in course of time grow to love

California sunshine and climate suffi-

ciently to build winter homes. The
tendency today among this class, say

the architects, is to revert to the Colonial

style, the impression seeming to have

spread that the Mission type is neither

a permanent nor a true California style.

It would seem that the test of the

Mission type as a "fad" or not a "fad,"

could be accurately gauged in Santa

Barbara, where is located one of the

oldest and most picturesque Spanish

Missions, and where the prevailing

tendency has been towards this design

in all the better classes of residences

at least. Perhaps it is the abortions

that have been called "Mission," per-

petrated in the name of architecture and

exhibited in too many cheap construc-

tions, that have turned a great many
prospective builders against this style,

which in the East is so closely identified

in the public mind with the thought of

Sunny California.—Southwest Contrac-

tor.

JnoJ.Cone Rob't W. Hunt Jas. C. Hallsted

A. W. Fiero D. W. McNaugher

Vigorite for Waterproofing.

The Holmes Lime Company's Vigorite

brand of hydrated lime is now being

extensively used as an admixture with

Portland cement, and the regular pro-

portions of sand and crushed rock for

making concrete waterproof. The com-

panv is working on an extensive cam-

oaign of education along this line by

mailing data from prominent Eastern

and European authorities, as well as

Pacific Coast tests, to architects, con-

sulting engineers and concrete contrac-

tors proving the advantages of an

admixture of hydrated lime to Portland

cement for making concrete work water-

nroof This work has been favorably

iaken' up by architects and engineers

and is opening up a large field for

hydrated lime.

robertw.hu ^Ijyi
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W. W Montague on Market Street

Again.

The many friends and patrons of W.
W. Montague & Company, the well

known San Francisco firm, will be

pleased to learn that it is again doing

business in the down town section, hav-

ing just moved into the new three story,

terra cotta front building, at 557 to 563

Market street which is practically the

same location occupied by the company
before the fire. There is probably no

one house on the Pacific Coast that

does a more extensive business in man-
tels, grates and tile, for no job is to

small and none is too large for them
to handle. Fire place fixtures of almost

any design can be turned out at short

notice and full satisfaction guaranteed.

The always popular mosaic and

ceramic tile floors are also handled by

the Montague Company and a nurnber

of large contracts have been filled since

the fire, among the more prominent

buildings tiled being the Phelan build-

ing and the new Emporium.

building and warehouse in Los Angeles,

to supply the increased demand for their

waterproof and odorless Art in Shingle

Stains, Adamant cement, brick and plas-

ter coating. Adamant cement floor coat-

ing, and other specialties made by thern.

The Pacific Coast management is in

charge of Messrs. C. C. and E. H. Olney,

reliable, energetic, wide-awake and push-

ing men, direct from a practical and

successful business experience in New
York, and who will be found €ver ready

to serve the buyers and consumers of

their company's products.

With the increased facilities and every

attention given to the handling of the

Pacific Coast trade by the Parker, Pres-

ton & Co.'s Los Angeles branch, no

doubt there will be a large increase in

demand for the company's products.

Reinforced Concrete Pipe.

The large number of contracts for

reinforced concrete pipe for water lines,

irrigation systems and sewers attests

the growing popularity of this compara-

tively new transmission pipe. The Rein-

forced Concrete Pipe Company, Central

building, Los Angeles, now has under

construction numerous such systems

throughout the Pacific Coast states and

Mexico. The company is in a position

to execute any contract and is prepared

to furnish estimates for any undertakmg

of large or small size.

Establish Coast Branch.

The high character of the products

made by Parker, Preston & Co., Inc.,

has been so much appreciated by the

good people of the Pacific Coast that

the manufacturers have been forced to

establish a branch office in the Central

Tozer Moves Down Town.

The down town section of San

Francisco is rapidly filling with the old

established houses that used to form

a conspicuous part of the business life

before the big fire three years ago. One
of the latest to move is the Tozer Com-
pany, which is fortunate in securing a

location even more desirable than that

enjoyed prior to the disaster of 1906.

The new home of the Tozer Company is

at 228 Grant avenue, next to the White

House and up one flight of stairs. Here

can be found almost everything in the

interior decorative line, including a

great varity of exquisite patterns in

wall papers and fabrics for which this

firm is noted. Architects are given

special consideration by the Tozer Com-
pany and members of the profession

will find it greatly to their advantage

to consult the firm when carrying out

an interior decorative scheme, whether

it be simple or elaborate.

New Depot.

The Key Route Company will erect

a frame depot at Twelfth and Poplar

streets, Oakland, Cal.

^

.f
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%V iLE c) bber Sanded" Kooti

^ meets all ordinary requirements—on

all kinds of buildings—there are, naturally,

specific instances where a roofing made

Whh a particular object in view may better

fill the bill.

Kco. ninne ^ -rtance of this, there are times wlien v^e recommend some

tl^olu^iR.^i manufacture, in preference to Rubber Sanded

Architects. Builders and Contractors -write for our Roofing Booklet M -and

nir.lesof "Pioneer" Ready Roofings.
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Artistic Sheet Metal Work.

Architects having need for sheet metal

ornaments for lodge and club buildings

should not overlook the San Francisco

Metal Stamping and Corrugating Com-
pany, 296 Eleventh street, San Fran-

cisco. Several very clever sheet metal

figures have been turned out by this

concern, including a typical California

bear for the Native Sons and an eagle

which adorns the top of the new sub-

post office building on Stevenson street.

An elk's head will probably be made for

the new Elks* building at Bakersfield and

the same design may adorn other Elks

buildings in the state. The company

is having a large sale of metal tile for

Mission and Spanish houses, much of

this material being shipped to various

trans-bay points, including Oakland,

Alameda and San Jose.

More Bank Buildings.

The Commercial Bank of Ukiah will

erect a $10,000 building at the corner of

School and Perkins streets in that town.

Chester & Darrow of Roseville have

been awarded the contract for building

the new First National Bank building at

Auburn, the plans for which were drawn

by Architect Fellows. The building will

be two stories and will stand at the junc-

tion of three streets.

Terminal Hotel.

Architects William Curlett & Son are

rushing work on the plans for the new
Terminal Hotel tp be erected on the

north side of Market street, near East,

San Francisco by the Pringle Investment

Company, W. B. Pringle, president. This

building will contain 250 rooms and will

be of steel, brick and concrete.

nmimMm
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The "Anchor Brand"
Cement Laundry
Tray is constructed

upon the same princi

pie as the modern
reinforced concrete

building. The process

of its construction
makes it practically

ionolith with the

,aa.d strength that

einforcement gives

t.

Beware of the imi-

tation cheap cement
• s. None genuine
n.ss the "ANCHOR"

IS stamped upon the

trav as shown in cut.

Ml travs guaranteed
not to Crack or Scale.

Will the Architects please

rsotice this and be sure and

mention the "ANCHOR
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• ins and sec that it is

led out, thereby elimi-

natinsr the trouble that is

sure to come' later if the

cheap Imitation Is used.
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Must Call for Bids.

A decision of general interest to con

tractors is that handed down by Judge

Lewis in the Superior Court at San Diego

in a friendly suit to determine whether a

city or its official commissions have the

right to execute public work by force

account without first calling for com-

petitive bids. The ruling was in favor of

the contractors, who combined to test

the right of the Boulevard Commission

of San Diego to have certain work done

by day labor or by awarding contracts

to whomsoever the members of the

board saw fit, without soliciting bids in

the regular manner. Judge Lewis in his

decision held in substance:

"That the case of San Diego City vs.

Potter, decided by the Supreme Court of

March 28, 1908, held that the authority

for voting bonds under the act of Febru-

ary 25, 1901, was based on Section 26 of

the Vrooman act. The court held that

the Vrooman act is law paramount to the

city charter, because the act was in force

when the original charter was adopted,

and that at that time the amendment to

the Constitution in 1896, relieving the

charter in respect to municipal affairs

from general laws inconsistent with

charters, had not been adopted. Under
the Vrooman act all street work, even

when it is done entirely out of city funds,

must be in accordance with the decision

of the Supreme Court and must be done

by contract let after public bidding fol-

lowing advertising. Section 9 of the

Bond act of February 25, 1901, under

which the San Diego boulevard bonds

were voted, provides for practically the

same method for spending the money
raised on bonds, and provides that the

money shall be expended in the manner
only prescribed in the act.

A Handsome Roofing Folder.

One of the most dramatic successes in

the line of building materials is pictured

in a handsome folder put out recently by

the Keasbey & Mattison Company, of

Ambler, Pa.

The folder illustrates twenty-six build-

ings roofed with Asbestos "Century"

Shingles—from Rhode Island to Ne-
braska, from Wisconsin to Texas, beside

a residence in Porto Rico.

These shingles, as most architects and

builders are aware, are composed of a

concrete of cement and asbestos fiber,

compacted and formed- into slate-like

Sheets under tremendous hydraulic pres-

sure! They are applied like any ordinary

shingles or slates, being nailed either to

a rough sheathing, or (cheaper but less

desirable) directly to the lath.

Members of the trade who are not

in touch with what is destined to be

tlie greatest development in building

materials are advised to write the Selling

[Agents for their folder.

SPIRAL CHUTES
FOR:

Itelivery of Frelgirt and i ac k iq

in Wholesale Storei,Warehiii!cs It

ADVANTAGES: '^a^:>^..::r':i::
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oFi- K F -IF

HAAS BKOIHEKS
Importers and \\ hulesale Grocers

San Francisco. Nov. 5. 1908.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..

San Francisco. Cal.
,

Gentlemen -.—The Spiral Chute which you

have just installed in our new buildinj?. is an

unqualified success. We marvel at the excel

lent work which this great labor and time sav

inu device performs. Had we fully realized

what this Chute can do. we would have had

another one installed in some other part ot

our buildinfif. This we shall probably have t<>

do in the near future. To Wholesale Grocers

or those who handle similar packages as w.

do. we cannot too stronsriy recommend your

Chute, feelinsr convinced that those who adopt

it will be as well pleased with it as we are.

We remain. Gentlemen. Very truly yours.
HAAS BROS.

INSTALLED BV
THE

1 1 -o,o Q+ t

y lU

^1

Warehouse Co.
CALIFORNIA ST.

N FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THE FAMOUS ORIENTAL

DIRECT IMPORTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL IN

ORIENTAL ART GOODS

S. W. Cor. Calif<

San

( ;fanr Ave

-iail.

Ir
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Mrf
» Union Squar«

This uuiiic lb probably better known
to architects, builders and house owners

throughout the country than any similar

polish used by the polishers of floors,

interior woodwork, etc.

It has the reputation of being about

the best floor finish made, and has no

objectionable features. It is not brittle

and will not erase like shellac or varnish,

nor is it soft and sticky like beeswax;

while perfectly transparent and preserv-

ative of the natural color of the wood.

It is easily applied and anyone can use

it Without doubt this is the most

economical and satisfactory polish for

hardwood floors.

The firm has just issued a little

booklet, which gives full information,

regarding the various kinds of polish

they manufacture. It gives some very-^

interesting data on polishing new floors.

Any of our readers can obtain a copy

by addressing Butcher Polish Co., 356

Atlantic avenue. Boston, Mass.

Approve Hotel Plans.

The stockholders of the Oakland

Hotel Company at a meeting in the

Oakland Clearing House approved the

plans for a Bankers' hotel at 13th and

Alice Street, covering a ground space

of 150x200 feet. The project is to be.

capitalized at $3,000,000, of which

$1,000,000 is to be preferred stock and

H. W. BRVSON. M»r.
WM. McK.W. Supt.

my
CON i R A c r o

—Wholesale Dealers in—

LUMBBR. BRICK. LIME. CEMENT. GLASS. SASH DOORS. PAINTS a.d ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Ma«n Offices. Mill. Warehouse & Yards

East Fifth k Seaton Sts.. Los Angeles

Telephones: Main 3046-Al%9

Bratuli Ofrii f

State Hospital Bldg.. Agnew

e phone Main 3">

I

M ,

$2,000,000 common sto.

ized bond issue of $/j,vuu, ui v>i..v,i.

' $40,000 will be underwritten at the

present time. Oakland bankers will

handle the bond issue. The building is

to be a class-A structure. It will contain

300 rooms, a lounging room, office, ball

room, dining rooms, kitchen, reception

hall, barber shop and a banquet hall

to seat 800 guests. The building will

occupy 150x200 feet of ground space,

the other 150x200 feet of property owned
by the company to be converted into

a sunken garden. Bliss & Faville, of

San Francisco, are the architects and

they soon will be ready to let contracts.

Immense Public Market.

Architects Dennis U Farwell, of Los

Angeles, have prepared preliminary

sketches for an immense public market

_ house to occupy a central location in
"^

that city. It will contain both whole-

sale and retail departments, and will be

thoroughly sanitary in every depart-

ment; also cold storage facilities and

conveniences for handling dairy pro-

ducts. The perspective shows a building

of fireproof steel frame construction.

two stories high, of imposing dimen

sions, and with a central tower which

will contain offices.

Waterhousc & Price Take Agency.

The Hausmann Sash Larncr Compapv
has decided to move to New York Cit

where the business will be conclucte.f

under the present management. The
Waterhouse & Price Company. 59 Third

Street, San Francisco, and Los Angeles

and Portland, will represent the com-

pany as sales agents on the Pacific

Coast. Messrs Waterhouse and Price,

have recently refitted their San Fran-

cisco salesrooms in a most attractive

manner.

San Lcandro School.

The town of San Leandro is to have .i

new school building to cost $60,000,

from plans to be selected by competition.

C. H. Miller is clerk of the School Trus-

tees. '
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Prof. Dcrlcth Rcmcmbcried.

The new clubroonis of the San Fran-

cisco Architectural Club in the Commer-
cial building were the scene of a very

enjoyable jinks given by the class in

structural engineering of the club to

their instructor, Professor Charles Der-

leth Jr. of the University of California.

The occasiVjn was the completion of

the course of weekly lectures which has

extended over the period of a year and

a half.

The appreciation of the class for the

good work done by Professor Derleth

was shown by the presentation to him
-of a handsome set of hook racks carved

in rosewood and mounted with a silver

plate bearing an appropriate inscription.

An interesting musical programme
was rendered during the evening by the

following members: Messrs. Corking.

Magee, Lowe, Brandlein and King.

The following members very ably re-

sponded to the call of Toastmastpr La-

pachet: Professor Derleth, Messrs. Head-
man, Magee, Sawyer, Johnson, Wagner,
Farnkopf and Corwin.
Messrs. Greenwood, Sawyer and Ma-

gee, the committee of arrangement^, de-

serve credit for the unqualified success

of the affair.

Praise for Samson Spot Cord.

The following letter, addressed to the

Samson Cordage Works, Boston, Mass.,

is self-explanatory:
"Gentlemen: We have been using your

Samson Spot Cord in the Weightman
properties for a period of eight (8) years,

during which time we have not had to

replace or renew one broken cord of the

Samson variety. This to us is a remark-

able record, considering the experience

we have had in the past with other sash

cords we have used. Yours very truly,

-JAMES S. TALLEY.
1934 Commerce St., Philadelphia.

/ / /
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Absolutely SAFE!
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Its merits have received the highest professional and practical recom-

mendations. Our booklet Hot Water In the House" free on request.
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2136 CENTER
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)FISTER ^ COMPANY,
specialists in modern home
decoration, wish to call

attention to the possibility of

convt rting bare walls and ceil-

ings into rooms of attractive

beauty at moderate cost.

Landscape, Marine. Flower and FiKu^al

PaintinK executed in ettectual style and finish.

169-171 GROVE ST.. Near Van Ness Ave.

Gymnasium at Mill Valley.

The committee in charge of the Mill

Valley Boys' Club has leased the old

town hall and will convert the same into

• a gymnasium and clubrooms for the

Boys' Club. Apparatus, lockers, baths,

etc , will be put in. Members of the

committee are O. C. Cappleman, H. C.

Symonds and C. J. Du Four, all of Mill

Valley. 7 ^
Peerless Laundry Trays.

The Peerless Manufacturing Company
reports a good demand for the Peerless

tray, which is unquestionably one of the

best-built cement trays on the market

to-day. Quality counts, and to this end

the company uses the very best cement

obtainable and employs the highest priced

mechanics. The Peerless people have

a well-equipped plant at 364 Eleventh

street, San Francisco, with facilities for

turning out from sixty to seventy trays

a week. -—

7

Hardwood Floors.

The Hardwood Interior Company of

873 O'Farrell street. San Francisco has

laid maple and oak floors in many of the

most prominent buildings in San i^ran-

cisco since the hre three years ago.

Among these buildings are the Fairmont

hotel, Butler building, Whitney build-

ing Crocker building. Emporium, White

House. Sloane, Magnin, Lilienfeld and

Sachs buildings, besides a number of pala-

tial residences in Oakland. Berkeley, ban

Mateo Burlingame and San Jose.

Good Roads Wanted in California.

Governor Gillett is tryingi^o have a

measure passed that will provide a fund

to establish State roads connecting all

important points in California. The meas-

ure proposed is a good one, and it should

pass as originally drafted and wUhout

amendment. It provides that $i«nfinnO0 be

laid aside for road constm ln»=

road construction will in no u.^> uitertere

with the mud hillocks now being PUt up

as roads by the various counties, but it

may act as an example of what good road

building should be, for the intention
1^

to import the services of a United States

expert in roads and have him coach the

builders as to the best use to be made of

the local materials.
, w ^^

In a recently published pamphlet issued

on the subject of good roads it is re-

ported that in one of the central counties

of California the sum ot ^5ib,UUU wa^

expended by the road, or county, com-

missioners in one year, and the further

statement is made that this particular

county has no roads worth the name. It

must be remembered also that immense

sums of money had preceded the amount

mentioned. This is true of one county,

and it may be said that it is practically

true of all the counties m the State.—

Municipal Engineering.
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iVrite for Catalogue.
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nrative Textiles

Samples sent upon request. Department 5

20 E. TwntyFirmt Strmmt, Nmw York

HE THING!

A MACHINE that is CUAK.XNM
Produce an Even. Smooth Surlatj
Kind of Wood Floor. Old or New. Hard or

Soft, in Residences, Stores. Factories. Bowl-
ing Alleys. Dance Halls. Etc.

Architects and Contractors endorse the

SCHIUHTER RAPID FLOOR SURFAGER
rt(* mIv ft?rf^'» wiv li arfiff I W§^ f l«ir

COMPANY

a special attraction.

Kriiirrb wauL
every-

1 i, Ml K else is

good elevator
Your client,
will appreciate
that makes this

ARMSTRONG FLASHLIGHT

LEVATOR m^ SIGNAL

similar systeav)

IS a big help toward perfect eievator
service. Cars make quicker trips

with no delays, no confusion, and
a great deal of satisfaction to ten-

ants. Simple, practical and a

splendid investment for your client.

Best buildings on the coast .are

(Miuipped with it. Send for in-

teresting, de-

ELEKATOR SUPPLY

"'^

k REPAIR DO.

Balboa Building ^^w^ c^ una
San Francisco Im^^ 'down"Push but

tons signal cars.

iied infor-
ation.

California Oil Burner Go.
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"In reply to your inquiry as to how your 'Watsonite' floor-

ing, which you laid in our new warehouse building, is sUnding the

heavy traffic, we wish to say that we are very much pleased with it,

and that it is satisfactory beyond our expectations. In the course

of our business experience we have experimented with nearly every

kind of flooring — cement, asphalt, planks, etc., but had never

found anything that could stand the unusually severe usage which

the nature of our business entails on a flooring. The heavy reels

and spools of wire cope and other wear-producing bodies would in-

variably break these materials up and cause us constant expense and

annoyance.
, • wu i.

"It was after we had thoroughly tested a sample floor laid that

we decided to have you pave our entire new building, five stories

and basement, including offices, with your 'Watsonite' Floor —
some 100,000 square feet.

"We are gratified to find that your Flooring not only bears up

under the hard wear, but is also warm and comfortable under foot,

and does not cause the vault-like chill so common with cement.

^» (Signed) John A. iotWIiio'i Sow Co.'

t
Big firms and industries seek

modern equipment that will

save money, time and trouble.

Such equipments are good
investments for owners and
business men, and are a credit

to the Architect or Engineer
who approves their installation.

The "Watsonite ' ' T,' t or IS a

big improvement where better

equipment has been badly need-

ed—as the Roebling experience

proves. In nearly every in-

dustry it's the floor that must

bear the brunt
"Watsonite' is different from

any other flooring — made of

different materials, prepared

and laid in a different way—and

behaves in a different way.

We have some helpful and in-

teresting specifications all type-

written and bound ready to file.

They are yours for the asking.

The Watson Roof Company

\VatsF.
110 Sutter St.

PBONE DOUQUS 411

r l.,OOK
, California
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Direct Driven-Air Compressor and Oil p.nnf^ Installei in the Merrill BurUUng San Francisco.

iMP\X/F^T TMITHE

T^ HE above illustration shows a direct

I driven ^ir compressor and oil pump
fitted with automatic oiling device,

recently installed in the Merrill build-

ing at 122 Kearny street San Francisco,

by the G. E. Witt Company, manufac-

turers of high-class low presMire auto-

matic oil burning systems. T

h

building is a seven story, sto t

building designed by Architect C

Day. The oil burning apparatus m uu5

building is one of several similar up-to-

date plants installed by the Witt Com-
pany in pretentious San Francisco build-

ings the past twelve months.

The machine illustrated above has only

two bearings to lubricate, which are

automatically oiled. It has no expensive

chains or sprockets to replace, no wOYm
gears to wear out, no loss of power

for transmission, and saves from two to

twenty per cent of the power over the

other machines where the abov^e men-

tioned transmissions are used. It is

self contained, lasts much longer, costs

fifty per cent less to maintain, requires

twenty-five per cent less oil for lubrica-

tion, less floor space, is more accessible,

for packing or repairing than any other

OIL-bUK ANTS

machine on the market, is simplest to

handle, requiring no experienced opera-

tor. There is no noise or vibration.

It has a low speed motor which has

plenty of excess power and whiJe it is

more expensive, it will last longer than

I hiph speed motor.

Low pressure plants have been
installed in the following buildings:

Hamlin Hotel, Goodyear Rubber Co.,

Madison Burke Co., Taft Pennoyer Co.,

Cosmopolitan building, Gunst building

(Third st.^ Gunst building (Powell St.).

Hotel Regent, Brilliant Hotel, Carmelita

apartments, Gustave Sutro building, Sher-

man Clav building, Callaghan building,

Cornelia apartments, Home Telephone

building. Bush and Fillmore streets; Kosh-

land building, Cuneo Bros.. Mumhv Grant

building, Marv S. Merrill building. Home
Telephone building. Grant avenue; Ar-

mand-Cailleau building, all in San Fran-

cisco; Producers' Bank building. Bakers-

field: Fresno Republican Co.'s building,

Fresno; Elks building, Stockton: Stockton

Bank. Stockton; Modesto Court House,

Modesto; Haverty Co., Los Angeles;

Gearhardt Oil Burner Co., Fresno.
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Hewes Building, Sou Francisco.

Rcid Bros., Architects.

This splendid store and office building has Makowski Piastcf

Block Partitions.

I

[

Partitions as Erected in Hewes Build tng.

Reid Bros.. .Architects.

San Francisco,

A NEW FIREPKOOF PARTITION BLOCK.

ARCHITECTS in search of an ideal

partition material will do well to

visit the David Hewes building at

Sixth and Market streets, San Fran-

cisco, Reid Bros., architects, where the

interior is in course of completion. What
is known a^ the Makowski Plaster Block

is being used m the partition construction,

and those who have inspected the work

predict a big demand for the blocks m the

future building operations of the city.

Made of pure gypsum, the blocks are

equivalent to a hard wall plaster and ;it

the same time dispense with all studding

and latli work. They can be manufac-

tured any size and are easily handled and

put together. The block wall in position

weighs about one-half as much as the

wood stu<lding with lath and plaster, and

is absolutely fireproof. The weight does

not exceed eight pounds to the square

foot. The time consumed in erection is

less than for any other kind of partition,

onlv a puttv coat of plaster being necessary

to 'finish tl\e job. They are more nearly

sound proof than any other class of par-

titions.

The blocks are much cheaper than

hollow tile or concrete partitions re-

quired ill class A buildings, yet they

answer the same requirements supplied

by either of these two materials. The
blocks are made at the Plaster Block

Company's factory at Second and Town-
send streets, now being enlarged, or on

the job. They are SVi inches thick with-

out the finish coat, the latter giving them

a total thickness of 3>4 inches.

The blocks are especially desirable for

partition work in apartment houses, ho-

1 all class C buildings. They drytri aiKl

out quickly and. besides being impervious

to fire, are always clean and sanitary.

One feature about the Makowski block

is the absence of grease, insuring thereby

a <lry surface to which the finish white

coat will adhere (|uickly and permanently.

The company intends to install a plas-

ter board machine which will turn out a

plaster board that will rciinire no finish

coat. The boards will be so constructed

that tney can bt readily nailed to wooden

partitions, ceilings or wherever lath and

plaster are required.

5
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I'arttttons as Erected in Hewes Building, San I rancisco.

Reid Bros., Architects.

The municipal authorities of San Fran-

cisco have taken considerable interest in

the invention, and it is very probable that

a law will be enacted making block par^
titions a standard construction because of

their light weight and fireproof qualities.

Fine Piece of Concrete Work
One of the best pieces of reinforced

concrete work recently finished in Cali-

fornia is that done by the Rickon-Ehr-

hart Engineering and Construction Com-
pany, being the new town hall at Berke-

ley, designed by Architects Bakewell &
Brown of San Francisco. The mixing and

pouring of the concrete was carefully super-

vised by an expert superintendent, and the

result is an almost perfect piece of cement

wprk. Other notable contracts taken by

this company include the Sonoma County
Court House, the Industrial Home for the

31ind. the fire station at Twentv-fifth street

and Broadway. Oakla d, two buildings at

Agnew, the Lick Baths, the sewage pump-
ing plant at Sacramento, and the Farmers
and Merchants Bank building of Oakland.

Saviiifft Union to Build.

Architects Bliss & Faville of San Fran-
cisco have plans for a fine bank buildinqr

for the San Francisco Savings Union.
The drawings call for a classic structure

with a huge dome. The entire exterior,

including the dome, will be of white

stone, the entrance door and the window
grills will be of antique finished bronze.

M f ^OL
'r%

'LL

specify
I i

(i^OLiJs^i Pin ^iock
f9

Made ()L ,
.:r Gypsum and especially adapted for partitions in apart-

ment houses, hotels, ofTice buildinprs and residences. Inspect the walls

now being put up in the Hewes Bldg..6th and Market Sts., San Francisco

PRACTICALLY SOUND PROOF.

Lo.. inc. 426 Crocker Buitding
San Francisco

"6S
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Virw of the Plant.

THE PURE CLAY BRICK AND ill F COMPANY

THE illustrations shown on this page

and in the advertisement elsewhere

in this issue of The Architect and

Engineer give the reader a fair idea of

the size and capacity of the splendid

plant of the Pure Clay Brick and Tile

Company of San Francisco. Equipped

with the best machinery and possessed

of superior clay deposits, the company

Ts Tn position to manufacture a high-

grade brick and ship same to almost any

point in the state on short notice. The

plant is at Hilton, Sonoma county, and

has ample transportation facilities. Both

the common and pressed brick are

turned out, and machinery is now being

installed for making an especially fine

pressed brick and tile. The plant at

present gives employment to forty-five

men, which number will be increased as

new machinery is put in operation. The
present capacity of the plant is about

one and one-fourth million brick per

month 7^ t T~
Mr. U. J Crossfield is president of the

company and Mr. E. Aigeltinger is vice-

president.

Another View of the riant.

\\
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Fancy Colored Glass

Decorations and Olass Signs
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107-111 TMth Street 333 ree

Near Missi«ifi Cor. Sanchez

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

CROCKER-WHEELER MOTORS
QENERATORS

RANSFORMERS AND ACCESSORIES

We have specialized on Motor Drive. We
have the Motors and the engineers to apply
them. We are in a position to save you
money on your Power Installation. \

"EERINB & MAINTENANCE CO.
195 FREMONT STREET

-C -E KFARNY 1743 SAN FRANCISCO

l¥ NO

Tectine is a remedy for defects and a protection against defects,

dampness, cracking and discoloring for brick, concrete and plas-

tered walls. A damp proofing. Piaster and paint all in one.

CONSULT US. IT IS A PLEASURE TO EXPLAIN HOW
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p. B. Miles'

Latest

Oliver

Automatic

Block

Machine

and a full

Line of

Concrete

Machinery

No.OCnltrin Mixer with 2H H. P. Ciasoline En^jihe.

r^

STATIVES:
V. W. Ma»on

S>t, Johns. Ore,
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Specialties f< and Interior

p. p

BOY
BOVU BLOCK

2M Mafket St, Su Pnuicisco

iM I! mNfl MATERIAL

Architcclura

Doors and :

Hardware lo. -2—

Vertical

Enameled Brick

, rt . Steel Rolling

Tibor Strip and

fl Sa*h - AUo

Van Kannel Revolving Doors

and

Enuphyll Bronze Work

Elevator Car* and Enclonnw - Horizontal

PoUlnp Drwirt - Counter Balance

Elevator Doors

Parks Automatic

r - McUl

The Dodds' Interlocking Block Com-—
pany, in addition to the manufacture and

erection of their unexcelled interlockmg

plaster partition block, are also the man-

ufacturers of other specialties.

Their artificial stone is made plam or

ornamental, in any color desired.

Their Caen stone is furnished m ditter-

ent shades and is made for caps, columns,

pilasters, wainscoting, etc.

Their imitation granite can also be

made in different shades plain or orna-

mental, in slabs, mouldings or bases.

Their interlocking concrete blocks are

very desirable for outside walls. They

can be supplied with a finished face,

chamfered, rustic, rock-faced or granite-

^The company will be glad to quote
,

prices on any of the above and will guar-

antee the products to be just as repre-

sented. Samples will be furnished upon

application, or can be seen at the com-

pany's office. 24 California street, San

Francisco.

Increasing Use of Philippine Mahogany.

Although Philippine mahogany is a

comparatively recent factor in the hard-

wood industry of this country, it seems

to have jumped immediately into la-

vor Seattle has taken almost a mil-

/it Architect and Engineer 115

Direct Compressor ai

850-852 d St., San Francisco

Expe,. in „„,.a„u,ac,>,re o, C«n ^...;,»....
^p.Ven, applied' ^ri^'l^iSel:^"il:^ll:^i^

the exterior of all kinds of frame
Fireproof Partition Wall Block.

C.
Desiffnerc and krchU f

lion feet within the last year and a

half. San Francisco has not used more
than half that amount, being more con-

servative in taking up new woods, but

now that the worth of this product of

the Philippine forests has been conclu-

sively proven, its use is becoming very

general. The street railway company of

Cleveland, Ohio, has ordered a large

quantity of Philippine mahogany for

the interior trim of their street cars,

its long lengths making it especially

valuable for this purpose. One San

Francisco firm imported 100,000 feet in

February and Tias another 100,000 feet to

arrive on the Manchuria shortly. The

wood seems to fill a long felt want in the

wood-working business, namely, a good

mahogany at a cheap price.

ilNf

iNTH ST., SAN I

White House Renovated.

Whlen William Howard Taft stepped

into The White House at noon on the

4th ofl March as the new President of the

United States of America he found a

model home, equipped with every mod-
ern convenience; this is what other

presidents have never enjoyed. Before

the election of President Roosevelt few

changes had been made in the White
House since the days of John Quincy

Adams, when it was rebuilt after being

fired by the marauding British troops,

only the walls being left standing.

The executive mansion, as it was called

before the advent of Mr. Roosevelt (he

dubbed it officially "the White House"),

was the first public building erected at

the seat of government. The architect

was James Hoban, who drew his plans

closely after those of the seat of the

Duke of Leinster, near Dublin, Ireland.

George Washington himself selected the

site laid the corner stone on October

13, 1792, and lived to see the building

completed. John Adams, however, was

the -first President to occupy it, which

he did in 1800.—Technical World Maga-

zine.

M
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FIRE PLACE
FIXTURES

MOSAIC AND CERA-
MIC THE .FLOORS

SALESROOM

557 Market Street
SAN FRANCISCO
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Buildiiig Papers

Reliable and dependable—for years and years

these goods have always satisfied. Made by

THe Paraffine i ii -

34 FIRST STREET

The Archie

I
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Acid Pre

Alkali PJ

Concrete Flq

Waterproof Col

French Caen

Waterproof Wall v_oair

Sand Finished Walls

PRODUCTS OF THE GLIDDEN VARNISH

COMPANY EXCLUSIVELY

THE GLIDDEN .rn^NISH "m
mi

For Sale by Builcfers Supply Houses
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II Styles Swinging Hose Reels

(•Eclipse" Swinging Hos

ietropoiitafi Fire lixiingo'^-^^^

Always Ready for Use

RUBBER MATTING. MATS
RUBBER TILING, ETC.

ftllM

fv "E en-

for an Underwriter s /
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OODYi

ei-e>3-€>5-67 FotJirtK Street.

Portland. Oregoti

HOME TRI EPHONE B»

^rsA I

Hr |J

In this Handsome Building

Manufactured by

Fred Nichols
Office and Factory:

1137-41 E 16th St

Phone Memtt 2571

OAKLAND. - CAL.
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It is applied to

the surface, filli

pnxf It dries ^'

IS nut affected by
remains permanent^
Bay St«t« Coatlin
States and has made
''How to Decorate a

WADSWORTH. M
84 WASHING

I>1 TRIBUTING \..tNi-^

HII4I w_ WiKWOilll. TliMS. 1

KLATl - HI^CH & CO., r. 1. CROWI 1 CO.,

Our show rooms in which

we have installed a com-

plete line of High Grade

Plumbing Fixtures are

open and at the service

of ARCHITECTS and

their Clients.

Six Hmndsomely Tiled Bmtb

Rooms Complete
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Plain and Reinforced

CONCRETE WORK
PHONE DOUGI

Offices: Mutual Saving
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Phone, OAK
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FiftsT National Bank S^H^°j
Oakland Bank OF Savings - - Oakland

Merchants National Bank San Francisco
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School Desks. Churc
Bank Furniture. Lodge
Office Cabinets. .
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Furniture and Epuipment, Post
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Si inder Cars
..v>\vii bix-cylinder cars to b(

(iid not anticipate marketing a

bli< would not be ready for sixes until

It is to try to hurry public opinion.

L tour-cylinder Winton Model M in

h i> no superior among fours—and finding

merit that fours could not satisfy, Mr.

He was forced to make and market the

rT

two years ahead of his schedule.

Then the four makers smiled know-
ingly. In their opinion it was a foolish

thing to put all one's eggs in the six

basket.

That was more than a year ago.

Today nearly every maker who isn't

marketmg a six is either wishing he were,
or is experimenting with one in the hope
that he may produce a six to equal the
self-starting, sweet-running Winton Six.

Men who own Winton Sixes enjoy a
contentment that n<> otlier car ever gave
them.

That's why the Winton plant is work-
ing full force, full time, and is still be-
hind orders.

If you want a new satisfaction in mo-
toring, we suggest that you place your
order early.

Our booklet, "Twelve Rules to Help
Buyers." tells how to compare cars of all

makes, styles and sizes. Another book-

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAOE CO.
Member Association Licensed Auto Mfrs.

BEREA ROAD, CLEVELAND, OHIO

let, "The Difference Between Price and
Value," tells what you pay for when you
buy a car. Both books sent upon request.

The Winton Six carries no starting

crank in front. Starts from the seat

without cranking.

So flexible that gear-changing is sel-

dom required.

Quieter than nine-tenjhs of the elec-

trics you pass on the street.

G(.)es the route like coasting down hill.

Beautiful in its lines, superb in the
character of its design and the quality of

its material and workmanship.

Preciselv the car for the man who
seeks the best there is.

Made in two sizes, with various body
designs. Five-passenger, 48 h. p. Win-
ton Six touring car $3000. Seven-pas-
senger, 60 h. p. Winton Six touring car
.f4.S00.

Write for literature today.

Wlatoa Braach Bmms la New York. BeatM. Phils-

(teipkia, Baltiaon, Pittsbarf, Detroit. Ckkaco. Miaae-
ayelis, Seittte aad Saa Fraaclsco. See oar exhibit at

the ColltCMi. Chlcafo. Feb. 6-11.
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NOTICE TO oWTifAC

Washington, D. C.,'U. S. A.,

May 8, 1909.

The Chinese Government, through

its representatives, invites sealed pro-

posals for the erection and completion

of a group of buildings to be used as

a Bureau of Engraving and Prmtmg
in Peking, China, in accordance with plans

and specifications prepared by Architects

Milburn, Heister & Co., Home Life Bldg.,

Washington, D. C. Said plans and speci-

fications will be on file on and after May
15th at the following places:

Architects' OflFice, Washington, D. C.

Chinese Consulate, New York City.

Chinese Consulate, San Francisco, Cal.

Chinese Legation, London, England.

Chinese Legation, Berlin, Germany.

The Ta Ching Government Bank, Peking,

Tientsin, Shanghai, Canton, China.

Bids from America and Europe must

be filed with the Chinese Legation at

Washington, D. C. on or before July 15,

1909. Contractors figuring on this work

are requested to submit separate pro-

posals for each or a part of the follow-

ing main headings:
1. All buildings complete, including

all excavation, concrete work, mill work,

etc., required in connection with the

mechanical plant.

2. All work as shown by the plans and

specified under the head of Mechanical Plant.

3 All steel lockers, as shown and

specified, press room btisses shown on

sheets Nos. 30 and 31, benches and

tables specified for the fourth floor din-

ing room, and tank in wetting room on

second floor.

Contractors wanting to figure on the

separate parts of the work are requested

to file their bids at the same time and

place as the bids for the work as a

whole. Each proposal shall be i" .sealed

envelope and marked plainly 'Bid tor

work for Chinese Bureau of Engraving

and Printing, Peking, China."

The successful contractors are given

notice that they will be paid 80 per

cent on the work as the same progresses,

retaining 20 per cent until final com-

pletion and acceptance. Each contrac-

tor is given notice that he will be re-

quired to give a guarantee company s

bond, payable to the Chinese Govern-

ment, in sum of 50 per cent of the

contract price, for the faithful perform-

ance of his part of the work, should

bis bid be accepted.

The Chinese Government deserves the

right to reject any or all bids. All

inquiries in reference to the work should

be addressed to the Architects.

To Add More Stories.

The directors of the Oakland Bank of

Savings are arranging to increase the

height of their new six-story building at

the northeast corner of Broadway and

Twelfth street to eight stories. Plans for

the addition have been prepared by

Architect C. W. Dickey, who estimates

that the cost of the alterations will be

approximately $100,000.

Lime putty does not make good mor-

tar unless it is sufficiently ripened as

puttv. When there is no time to wait,

or no place to keep the putty, it is

better to use hydrated lime, which is a

ready-made putty for instant use, or

about that. It is just as well to begin

now to consider the use of the hydrated

as the modern way of handling lime

intelligently and economically.

Window in /•/'Tr •''• ''
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COSTS 2 CENTS PER SQUARE
FOOT AND IS 38 TIMES MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN BUILDING
PAPER AS A HEAT AND
SOUND INSULATOR

SIDEWALK LIGHTS
THE EVERLASTING KIND

REINFORCED CONCRETE

NO EXPOSED IRON
NO RIBS
NO RUST

, NO LEAKS

THE BEST Lie
SET COMPLETE

BY __^

WILLKOMM BUILDING SUPPLY CO.
151 TEHAMA STREET

PHONE DOUGLAS 325 SAN FRANCISCO

NOW Wl ^Al DO YOU
THINK O I-^ THAT?

GET A SAMPLE

s CARRIED IN STOCK
BY

I illll
LUV¥ KA U UKbUU

FROM ALL PARTS OF THE EAST

UNION PACIHC OREGON SHORT LINE THE OREGON
RAILROAD & NAVIGATION CO. SOUTHERN PACIFIC

$33 from Chicago $25 from Omaha
$a0.50 from St. Lo\iis $25 from flansas City

Correspondingly low from all other points.

TO THE PUBLIC
Write letters to everybody yuu know in the East and tell them about these low

colonist rates. Send them literature about Oregon, or send their addresses to us and

we will do it. In this way you can be a great help in the growth and progress of

your State.

PAY FARESYOU CAN PREPA
for anyone from any place if you want u
local agent and he will telegraph ticket promptly.

the necessary amount with our

Inquire of Agents or write to

WM. McMURRAY, General Passenger Ageni
The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. Southern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND. OREGON
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are now being used ii Hotels. Flats and Residences.

List of locations given on application. Work fully guaranteed.

HANQCRS MADE OF ALL-STCCL CONSTRUCTION

PAdF^ic tank: c*
SEND FOR CIRCULARS

FACTORY AND OFFICE: 231 BERRY STREET DOWN TOWW OFFICE 318 MARKET STREET

»»MON« KrARNY 3Bao SAN FRANC!^<"0 phonb k£abny le-ta

A>jr fci Lji xja. t Strong for Home
Industry.

(From the San Francisco Call.)

Dyer Brothers protested at a meeting

of the State Harbor Commissioners against

the exacting nature of the test to which

the steel supplied for use in the construc-

tion of Pier 38 is subjected. Steel that

had been rejected by the State inspector,

said Dyer, had been declared all right by

the Union Iron Works. He urged that the

specifications were unfair to the Eastern

manufacturer, who could not make steel

to fulfiU such requirements.

President Stafford gave the steel man
little comfort, saying that Dyer as a sub-

contractor had no standing before the

board.
"I cannot share your sympathy for the

Eastern manufacturer," said Stafford. "His

inability to make the kind of steel that will

stand our test may be a good thing and

may lead to the establishment of some good

rolling mills on this Coast. We have every

,
confidence in the fairness of the test and

'

the ability of our inspector, and you will

have to satisfy him or prove to us his unfit-

ness.
»»

Dcnny-Renton Extensions.

Plans which have been under consider-

ation for many months by the Denny-
Renton Clay and Coal Company of Se-

attle, calling for extensions and improve-

ments to cost $300,000 have been ap-

proved, and work is now proceeding at

the Kenton paving brick plant with the

excavation for the erection of five addi-

tional square, large-type, down-draught
kilns.

These kilns are similar to those erected

by the company last summer and are the

largest down-draught kilns in the United

States. Each measures 150 feet by 20

feet inside and holds 300,000 paving
brick, or a total additional holding capac-

ity of 1.500.000 brick. This is equivalent

to an additional daily output of 50,000

bricks. These five kilns will cost $100,-

000. To meet this kiln capacity the fac-

tory will be enlarged and new machinery
installed at a cost of $50,000.

The constructors must finish this work
by July 1st, thus enabling the firm to

take care of an unusually heavy demand
for vitrified brick this year.

In making: this improvement the com-
pany thought it wise to build for the

future. It has been found that the de-~

livery period, in which work can be suc-

cessfully prosecuted each year, is short,

and all work is pushed during that time.

Winters such as the last one are too

severe to operate continuously. These
difficulties have been given due consid-

eration, and it was decided to build on

such an elaborate scale as to meet any
such emergencies.
"With only 47.000,000 paving brick, now

laid in the State of Washington." said

the general manager, "we will have an

annual factory output of 45,000,000 pavers,

and thus be prepared to cope with every

possible demand upon us for years to

come. Our faith in the continued pros-

perity of Seattle and the Northwest is

good and sufficient reason to warrant this

expenditure."

Slight Mistake.

"Oh," exclaimed the fair boarder, as a

couple of calves scampered across the

meadow. "What pretty little cowlets!"

"Yew air mistaken, ma'am," said the

old farmer; "them's bullets."
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Are made to order only to fit

and match the house—Sold

direct to house owners at one

profit—Made to last as long as

the house—We pay the freight

—Sent on trial—Avoid imita-

tions that are "just as good''

as Burrowes Screens.

The E. T. Burrowes Co.

Portland, Maine.

Wc sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish, ici
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PNEUMATIC TUBES CABLE CARRIERS
WIRE CASH and PARCEL CARRIERS

SELECTIVE CARRIERS BELT CONVEYORS

lAMSOM CONSOllD»TFn STORE SERVICE COMPANY
405 PeoplCHSavingHBank BIiIk

SEATTLE
Send for Bulletin V. H.

I (MiH Call Bailding
8AN FRANCISCO

Agencies in all Principal Cities.

RVI. E
Artistic Bronze Work.

One of the busiest houses in the manu-
facture of builders' specialties in San Fran-

"cisco is the Keystone Ornamental iron and

Bronze Works, of 350 Tenth street, of

which Mr. Ira G. O'Brien is the proprietor.

The factory is busily engaged in filling

orders, for the firm's reputation ensures a

steady business at all seasons.

The firm has just completed some beau-

tiful bronze work for the new Post-street

store of Rosenthal & Co., the shoe dealers.

Mr. L. P. Hobart, the architect who de-

signed the interior decorations for the

store, selected bronze as best adapted to

the decorative scheme, and this metal is to

be used extensively.

A most striking piece of bronze work is

a show case situated just inside the store

entrance. It is of solid bronzes eleven feet

loner, live feet wide, and as many feet high,

with heavy Fre4ich plate glass mirrors,

which will reflect the beauties of the goods
displayed within. The case will contain

samples of footgear from the factories of

the leading European and American shoe-

makers.

For beauty of design and high-class

workmanship the show case is the most
artistic and costly yet produced by any con-

cern on the Pacific Giast.

The Keystone Ornamental Iron and
Bronze Company will also make five bronze

sicms for the exterior of the same store,

which for beauty will be in harmony with

the into'"
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The Work of Albert Pissis, Architect.

ML'CH of this issue of The Architect and Engineer is

devoted to the work of Mr. Albert Pissis, an architect

who has been responsible for more graceful, dignihed

and well-planned structures on the streets of San Francisco

than any single practitioner in the Bay City. That Mr. Pissis

has enjoyed the best clientage in San Francisco one need on y

to dance at his splendid work to be convinced. Instinctively

one feels that the owners or trustees back of each ei^terprise

with which he has been associated were men of parts, of dis-

cernment, of liberality and of taste.

In finance and real estate it is customary to speak ot the

most choice properties and securities as '^gilt-edged," those that

are the very best—the cream, so to speak. Not a few of the

buildings erected by Mr. Pissis belong to this class. In them

one finds no hampering, no stint of outlay, no pinching or

compromise to eke out the returns. Expenditure, while lavish

is wisely made, and the result achieved is justly a matter ot

personal pride, so that some of the buildings are almost monu-

mental in their massiveness. Few cities of the same size have

so many magnificent business blocks. In such cases the pro-

fessional zeal of an architect is less needed, but larger demands

are made on his knowledge, and the command of himself

becomes an important factor, lest, with superabundance of

possibilities, his judgment be dumfounded, as Horace put it:

"Copia judicium saepe morata meum."

These cases are exceptional in any architects experience,

and entirely foreign to most. How, then, can one account for

the fact that, by external evidence alone, all the buildings here

shown are what might be called first-class; how account for

the fact that so many of them are of stone, in a country where

stone is not cheap, and that they are of stone clear up without compromise

of copper or admixture with brick. How account for the fact that hey are

not merely of stone for the sake of saying so—a thm skm of ashlar with

the weakest of reveals and the minimum of mouldings, as some of our buildings

are—but built with full jambs and deep soffits almost Roman in their boldness,

TITm 'x>-..:. ;c o F..nntt; nf the American Institute of Architects, and president of the San Francisco

u r^ of^h« societf A number of iUustra, ons shown in connection with Mr. Pissis' work were takeii

froS.'Vhe Vnly a'Tab'le pdnTspuWished before the San Francisco fire in 1906. and consequently are not

as clear as others reproduced from photographs.
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The Work of Albert Pissis, Architect.

MUCH of this issue of The Architect and Engineer is

devoted to the work of Mr. Albert Pissis, an architect

who has been responsible for more graceful, dignified

and well-planned structures on the streets o^ San Francisco

than any single practitioner in the Bay City. That Mr Pissis

has enjoyed the best clientage in San Francisco one need on y

to elance at his splendid work to be convinced. Instinctively

one feels that the owners or trustees back of each enterprise

with which he has been associated were men of parts, of dis-

cernment, of liberality and of taste.

In finance and real estate it is customary to speak ot the

most choice properties and securities as "gilt-edged," those that

are the very best—the cream, so to speak. Not a few of tne"

buildings erected by Mr. Pissis belong to this class. In them

one finds no hampering, no stint of outlay, no pmching or

compromise to eke out the returns. Expenditure, while lavish,

» is wisely made, and the result achieved is justly a matter of

K personal pride, so that some of the buildings are almost monu-

> mental in their massiveness. Few cities of the same size have

I so many magnificent business blocks. In such cases the pro-

'
fessional zeal of an architect is less needed, but larger demands

are made on his knowledge, and the command of himself

becomes an important factor, lest, with superabundance of

possibilities, his judgment be dumfounded, as Horace put it:

"Copia judicium saepe morata meum."

These cases are exceptional in any architects experience,

and entirely foreign to most. How, then, can one account for

the fact that, by external evidence alone, all the buildings here

shown are what might be called first-class; how account for

the fact that so many of them are of stone, in a country where

stone is not cheap, and that they are of stone clear up without compromise

of copper or admixture with brick. How account for the fact that hey arc

not merely of stone for the sake of saying so-a thin skin of ashlar with

the weakest of reveals and the minimum of mouldings, as some pf our buildings

are—but built with full jambs and deep soffits almost Roman in their boldness,

Min»iMi. is a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects, «n<*.P^«»;^«^.o^.J»'«
?J" fT^^l'fS

as clear as others reproduced from photographs.
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with full treatment of order upon order and cornice over cornice, in a way

that is so dignified, so complete, so satisfying to the eye of the architect?

How is it, again, that a personal inspection reveals the fact that ail

Mr. Pissis' buildings are carried out to the last detail with that finish and

completeness that shows no flagging of interest, no

compromise, no ragged edges, so to speak; no place

inside or outside where one can point the finger of

the fault-finder and say, *There is an omission," or,

"Here is a mistake," as one can do in so many large
j

buildings? ^ • u i

Good architecture is to be judged by finished

buildings, and by no other tests. The mere ability

to design well, the mere wish to preserve a high

standard, the most strenuous efforts to enforce the

conditions of the building contract, even the limitations

in the outlay—all these things cut little or no figure

;

the building alone counts. By this test, and not by

what might, could or would have been done, the work

of Albert Pissis is admitted to be pre-eminent in San

Francisco. Mr, Pissis' remarkable success is attributed

largely to professional loyalty and that delicacy of

perception which is the basis of talent.

Mr. Pissis leans toward the classic style, sug-

gesting Italian models rather than any other, or the

columnated Palladian type which characterized the

Beaux Arts projects a generation ago, and which,

after all, are more restful, dignified and pleasing than

the later efforts toward rationalism and radicalism.

The buildings of the Chicago fair were also, in a

_^ense the fruits of the same impetus. For this reason

Mr. Russell Sturgis has called this "a retrograde

movement."
The reader will note the constant adherence to

one style in nearly all Mr. Pissis' buildings. Although

the period presented extends over twenty-three years,

there is no material change in manner to distinguish

the Hibernia Bank from the James Flood building or

the Mechanics' Institute building now under construc-

tion.
.

The calm magnificence of the Emporium and the

florid grandeur of the Flood building are both in strik-

ing contrast to the graceful decorum of the Rosen-

stock building or the indefinable elegance of the new

White House. The Wheeler residence in the univer-

sity grounds might be a villa in sunny Italy. The

cold austerity of the interior of the San Mateo cha| el

chastely beautiful as it is, is yet the very antithesis

of the warmth and the many colored walls that uphold

in azure and amber and gold the dome of the Jewish

synagogue. One of the first buildings of importance

intrusted to Mr. Pissis was the Hibernia Bank at

Market and Jones streets. This structure was built

in 1898, at which time Mr. W. P. Moore was asso-

s
ciated with Mr. Pissis. After the fire the building

^^^^aiv^^^r

V

'
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with full treatment of order upon order and cornice over cornice, in a way

that is so dignified, so complete, so satisfying to the eye of the architect?

How is it, again, that a personal inspection reveals the fact that /all

Mr. Pissis' buildings are carried out to the last detail with that finish and

completeness that shows no flagging of interest, no

compromise, no ragged edges, so to speak; no place

inside or outside where one can point the finger of

the fault-finder and say, "There is an omission," or,

"Here is a mistake," as one can do in so many large

buildings? r - * a

Good architecture is to be judged by finished

buildings, and by no other tests. The mere abiUty

to design well, the mere wish to preserve a high

standard, the most strenuous efforts to enforce the

conditions of the building contract, even the limitations

in the outlay—all these things cut little or no figure

;

the building alone counts. By this test, and not by

what might, could or would have been done, the work

of Albert Pissis is admitted to be pre-eminent in San

Francisco. Mr. Pissis' remarkable success is attributed

largely to professional loyalty and that delicacy of

perception which is the basis of talent.

Mr. Pissis leans toward the classic style, sug-

gesting Italian models rather than any other, or the

columnated Palladian type which characterized the

Beaux Arts projects a generation ago, and- which,

after all, are more restful, dignified and pleasing than

the later efforts toward rationalism and radicalism.

The buildings of the Chicago fair were also, in a

_ sense, the fruits of the same impetus. For this reason

Mr. Russell Sturgis- has called this "a retrograde

movement."
The reader will note the constant adherence to

one style in nearly all Mr. Pissis' buildings. Although

the period presented extends over twenty-three years,

there is no material change in manner to distinguish

the Hibernia Bank from the James Flood building or

the Mechanics' Institute building now under construc-

tion.
.

The calm magnificence of the Emporium and the

florid grandeur of the Flood building are both in strik-

ing contrast to the graceful decorum of the Rosen-

stock building or the indefinable elegance of the new

White House. The Wheeler residence in the univer-

sity grounds might be a villa in sunny Italy. The

cold austerity of the interior of the San Mateo chapel,

chastely beautiful as it is, is yet the very antithesis

of the warmth and the many colored walls that uphold

in azure and amber and gold the dome of the Jewish
' synagogue. One of the first buildings of importance

intrusted to Mr. Pissis was the Hibernia Bank at

Market and Jones streets. This structure was built

in 1898, at which time Mr. W. P. Moore was asso-

ciated with Mr. Pissis. After the fire the building RouUier timUiHg
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Plan of the Enlarged Hibernia Bank Building

Albert Pissis, Architect

was restored, with an additional wing. The structure became famous at once

and marked an epoch in San Francisco architecture and placed its designer

at one bound in the forefront of his profession, where he has remamed ever

since The building from first to last shows no sign whatever of immaturity.

There is no groping, no faltering, and apparently no unpardonable imperfec-

tions Moreover, the building shows in a marked degree all the qualities

so conspicuous in the work of its author—the monumental plan the use ot

the noblest material throughout, the thorough knowledge of the material.^

used whether granite, marble, bronze or mahogany; the nice maintenance

of the scale in which the design is "pitched," to borrow a simile from a sister

art and consequently a certain quite admirable virility of detail which is always

refined but never superfine. And, then, there is the "finish," that quahty

which makes a work of art perfect like a work of nature—a flower, a bird

or any living organism where every part inside and outside has both purpose
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Plan of the Enlarged Hibernia Bank Building

Albert Pissis, Architect

was restored, with an additional wing. The structure became famous at once

and marked an epoch in San Francisco architecture and placed its designer

at one bound in the forefront of his profession, where he has remained ever

since The building from first to last shows no sign whatever of immaturity.

There is no groping, no faltering, and apparently no unpardonable imperfec-

tions Moreover, the building shows in a marked degree all the qualities

so conspicuous in the work of its author—the monumental plan the use of

the noblest material throughout, the thorough knowledge of the materials

used whether granite, marble, bronze or mahogany ;
the nice maintenance

of the scale in which the design is "pitched," to borrow a simile from a sister

art, and consequently a certain quite admirable virility of detail which is always

refined but never superfine. And, then, there is the finish, that quality

which makes a work of art perfect like a work of nature—a flower, a bird

or any living organism where every part inside and outside has both purpose
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Antone Borel & Co. Bank, San Francxsco
Albert Pissis, Architect

4
i
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Mercantile Trust Company Building. San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

I
St. Rose's Academy, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
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James Flood Building, San Francisco, from Powell and Market Streets

Albert Pissis, Architect

and beauty, and all parts seem related to each, so that to remove any one,

however small, is to mar and disorganize the whole structure.

In addition to the Hibernia Bank, both the James Flood and the
Emporium buildings have been restored since the fire. All three build-
ings, though damaged, were not disfigured architectually and the original
lines are the same to-day as they were when first built. In conclusion, a
word of praise for the Emporium and Flood buildings by a distinguished
visiting architect, seems fitting:

"You San Franciscans don't half appreciate these noble structures.
They are conceived on a scale that is truly heroic and they impart to
Market street, where they front one z^nother, a touch of grandeur truly
imperial. Perhaps the best effect is produced on one leaving the colon-
naded vestibule of the Flood building, with a view of the Emporium
framed in the arched exit. Here .one gets an architectural c^nsemble of
metropolitan magnificence hardly equalled for dignity and repose in any
commercial street scene in the world." , *

-'^^.

Main Corridor of the Flood Building, looking toward the Ellis-Street

^ ' ^^^^^%|P^^j3«^'-

Grand Staircase to Tail's Caf^, Basement of James Flood Huxlding

Albert Pissis. Architect

Marble Work by Columbia Marble Company
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James Flood Building, San Francisco, from Powell and Market Streets

Albert Pissis, Architect

and beauty, and all parts seem related to each, so that to remove any one,

however small, is to mar and disorganize the whole structure.

In addition to the Hibernia Bank, both the James Flood and the
Emporium buildings have been restored since the fire. All three build-
ings, though damaged, were not disfigured architectually and the original
lines arc the same to-day as they were when first built. In conclusion, a
word of ])raise for the Emporium and Flood buildings by a distinguished
visiting architect, seems fitting:

"You San Franciscans don't half appreciate these noble structures.
They are conceived on a scale that is truly heroic and they impart to
.Market street, where they front one another, a touch of grandeur truly
imperial. Perhaps the best effect is produced on one leaving the colon-
naded vest'ibule of the Flood building, with a view of the Emporium
framed in the arched exit. Here one gets an architectural ensemble of
metropolitan magnificence hardly equalled for dignity and repose in any
commercial street scene in the world."

"

j

Main Corridor of the Flood Building, looking toward the Ellis-Street Entrance.

'Ir

Grand Staircase to TatYs Cafe, Basement of James Flood Building

Albert Pissis, Architect

Marble Pt'o^k by Columbia Marble Company
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The Flood Building at Powell and
Eddy Streets, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

a X)

^W^t^ S*** ^"

DefoiV 0/ Entrance to Flood Building

Home of the Little Sisters of the Poor, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
One of the €rst buildings designed by Mr. Pissis, North Point, San Francisco. Originally

Cotton Mills, now used as an army supply depot by the United States Government
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Illuminated Dome af the New Emporium Building

Completed Dome of tn<- Asfu/ Lrtii-vft^f^, ^iuilding

Albert Pissis. Architect
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Completed Dome of the New Emporium Building

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Roos Bros.' Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

T*

Sutro Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

Rosenstock BuilJina, San Francisco
Albert Pissis, Architect
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Albert Pissis, Architect

The White House. San Francisco

Lewis A. Hicks Company, Builders

Rochat-Cordes Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

^ Jf Heyman-tVeil Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Albert Pissis, Architect

The White House. Satt Franciseo

Lewis A. Hicks Company, Builders
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Rochat-Cordes Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

% Heynian-H'eil Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Marchand's Restaurant
Albert Fissis. Architect

Delmonico's Restaurant
Albert Pissis, Architect
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Tht Callaghan Building (before the fire)

Albert Piisis, Architect

W. P. Fuller Building, San Francisco
Albert Pitsis. Architect
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Alliance Building (before the fire)

Albert Pissis, Architect

'>—*

Loft Building

Albert Pissis, Architect
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D
Haas Bros. Building. San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Afarchand's Restaurant
Albert Pissis, Architect

Pelmonico's Restaurant
Albert Pissis, Architect
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The "Howard" Apartments

Albert Pusij, Architect

=D
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The Wilcox Building, Los Angeles
Albert Pissis, Architect

Hotel Terminus (built before the fire), Lower Market Street, San Francisco, Albert Pissis, Architect

Q: S)

Saxfoy Hotel

Albert Pissis. Architect
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The Wilcox Building, San Francisco
Albert Pissis, Architect
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The "Howard" Apartments

Albert Pissis, Architect

The Wilcox Building, Los Angeles
Albert Pissis, Architect

Hotel Tcrmmus (hinlt before the Hrc), Lower Market Street, San Francisco, Albert Pissis, Architect

CL =£)

Savoy Hotel

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Tht IViicox Building, San Francisco
Albert Pissis, Architect
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California Casket Company's Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

Equipped with Van Emon Elevators

^

The Misses Butler Building. San Francisco

Albert Pissis. Architect
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Lattfornui Casket Company's Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis. Architect

Equipped with Van Emon Elevators

p
The Misses Butler Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Ckag. H. Schmidt Building. San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

Building for the Mechanics' Institute, San Francisco

Albert Pissis. Architect Lewis A. Hicks Company, Builders
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C/iflJf. H. Schmidt Building, San Francisco

.-ilbert Pissts. Architect
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Building for the Mechanics' Institute, San Francisco

.Albert rissts. Architect Lewis A. Hicks Comtany. Builders
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The Wenban Building.

Designed originally to house the

Bohemian Club before the fire

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Detail of Jewish Synagogue, San Francisco

Albert Fissis, Architect

Jewish Synagogue, San Francisco

Albert Piss^, Architect
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Tk* Wenban Building,

Designed originally to house the

Bohemian Club before the fire

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Jevnsh Synagogue, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect
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Dr/a(/ o/ Jewish Synagogue. San Francisco

Albert Pissis. Architect
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Catholic Church. San Mateo

Albert Pissis. Architect

Interior Jewish Synanogue, San Francisco

Albert Ptssis, /U-chitect

Chatcl of St. Rose's Academy. San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect .
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Crematory in

Cypress Lawn
Cemetery, San

Francisco

Albert Pissis,

Architect

^W

The Rosenstock Mausoleum
Albert Pissis,

Architect
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The Sloss Mausoleum
Albert Pissis, Architect

Residence, San
Francisco

Albert Pissis,

Architect

The Posadas

Residence,

San Francisco

Albert Pissis,

Architect

Loaisa Residence, San Francisco

I
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Detail of Marchand's Restaurant

Albert Pissis, Architect

Buiidin^, San Francisco

Aibert Pissis, A rehilee/

Royal Insurance BuihHni^,

San Francisco

4 Splendid Example of^i

Ariislic Brickwork,

Howelis &> S/okes, Architects

^^:^=y7-

Residence of Benj. Ide Wheeler, 1

president of University of California

Albert Pissis, Architect

^W «!
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Building, San Francisco
^

Albert Pissis, Architect

Detail of Marchand's Restaurant

Albert Pissis. Architect

t

iii

Royal Insurance Building,

San Francisco

A Splendid Example of

Artistic Brickwork,

HoweUs &* Stokes, Architects

Residence of Benj. Ide H ..^--r.

President of University of California

Albert Pissis. Architect
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Banfe of Burlingame Building, Burlingame, Cal.

Wm. H. Weeks, Architect

TheCutiMWiLtion and Cost of Small Concrete Houses

By C. R. KNAPP.

TTHE use of concrete for small buildings presents a vast field for oper-

I ation. Its use for larger buildings has proven its efficiency and is

attracting the attention of men interested in the building of homes.

The question of cost is naturally of great importance to such men.

Frame construction is of such a character that its cost has a consid-

erable range depending on the manner in which it is put up, but a first-

class frame house will cost more than concrete. ^ ^ ^^
Brick construction will cost for a 13-inch wall from 36 cents to 50 cents

per square foot of wall and a nine-inch wall will cost from 25 cents to 35

cents per square foot of wall To these figures must be added, for the

finished wall, cost of furring, lathing and two brown or scratch coats of

plaster and the white coat.
t •

i u
Hollow-tile construction, which has an advantage over brick by reason

of its air space, averages about the cost of brick or a trifle under.

The cost of block construction is from 18 cents to 35 cents per square

foot of wall, having a thickness of eight to twelve inches, inclusive. For

the finished wall, add the cost of the white finish coat, which is put

directly on the concrete, thus saving the cost of furring, lathing and the

two brown or scratch coats of plaster.

A hollow reinforced concrete wall will cost from 15 cents to 25 cents

per square foot of wall, plus the finish coat.

A six-inch wall with furring, lathing or metal sheathing will cost 11

cents to 18 cents per square foot for the concrete, plus the furring, lathing

and plaster. ^^ r ^ r

I
Two-inch partitions will cost 16 cents to 20 cents per square foot of

concrete floors cost from 25 per cent to 40 per cent more than wooden joist

construction rooms, but little more than wooden shingles.

Properly constructed, artistically finished concrete homes will, in the

writer's opinion, find ready acceptance when it is realized that they are

permanent, fireproof and can be erected at moderate cost,
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The Relation of Engineering tto Arf hitecture.

By C. DERLETH, JR.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, University of California.

I

AST February the writer delivered a lecture before the Architectural

Association of the University of California on the important subject of—
the influence of engineering construction upon architectural interpreta-

tion. The remarks were made extemporaneously, illustrated by lantern-slide

views. No notes were taken ; therefore, what follows is only a short transcript

from memory of the ideas presented. I shall attempt to give here merely a

statement of the principle involved in the discussion. I shall fail to a certain

extent to make that principle clear, because there are no illustrations accom-

panying this fragmentary statement. ,

Early forms of construction cannot be said to have been influenced by

engineering ideas and ideals as those ideas and ideals are understood by the

present generation. In Egypt under Pharaohs and Ptolemys, in Greece before

the Christian era, in ancient Rome and her provinces, important structures,

whether monuments of architectural art, such as temples, or masterpieces of

constructive skill, such as bridges or aqueducts, were built of massive propor-

tions, with safety factors so large that calculations for strength were secondary

considerations. The science of mechanics was unknown to the Egyptians

and early Greeks ; its rudiments were but vaguely understood after the days

of Archimedes and Hero, and little used or forgotten in the early Middle

Ages. Labor was so cheap that building requirements did not demand

economic structures. Religious zeal produced buildings that have been the

admiration of civilized peoples for centuries.

With the opening of the fruitful period of the Renaissance, new strides

were made by an awakening Europe ; new ideas were introduced. The great

cathedrals of England, France, Germany and Italy attest to the empiric

engineering knowledge of the builders of those days. Palladio introduced

^he idea of the truss; such men as Da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Wren and

others developed forms of structure so bold in proportions that they neces-

sarily were dependent for their safety, to at least a substantial extent, upon

a keen appreciation of the requirements of equilibrium, upon a critical knowl-

edge of the strengths of the materials used. For their pointed arches, their

massive pillars, their flying buttresses and their lofty spires, it is certain that

the great architects of the early Gothic churches must have mastered at least

an experimental analysis for strength and equilibrium. That they used

weighted strings to determine the positions of lines of pressure for their bold

arches, high buttresses and deep foundation footings, is beyond doubt. It

was in those days that the science of graphic statics had its experimental

beginning. Galileo attempted the investigation of lines of stress in beams,

though we now know that his conclusions were erroneous. Philosophers like

Newton advanced by colossal steps the knowledge of mechanics and the action

of forces. Still, social conditions made labor and material cheap, while

religious devotion urged all, workmen and architects, to slave for results

irrespective of those commercial requirements paramount in our construction

problems today. r a\

With the opening of the nineteenth century, conditions were profoundly

changed. Science made gigantic strides; the laboring and middle classes

awoke to the rights belonging to them as taught by social and industrial

philosophy, a philosophy born in the times that marked the downfall of

Charles I of England, a philosophy strengthened by the success of the American

Revolution and emphasized by the terrors which rent France and prostrated

' "ifc* : " ^'"
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Europe in Napoleonic days. With the manufacture of Portland cement and

Bessemer steel new impetus was given to a movement already accelerated

in its progress by the invention of a successful steam engine and the practical

realization of steam railroads. By 1850 the science of modern engineermg

was firmly established. What its achievements have produced m the last

twenty years would be unbelieveable were we not eye-witnesses. The great

monumental structures of the present are more than architectural creations;

they are equally the result of scientific engineering study. Today we must

build with sufficient strength, but never so massively that economy shall be

neglected.
. , . i <• ^ ^•

In ancient and mediaeval times the principal materials of construction

were wood and stone ; the beam and the arch the means for spanning openings

In our generation we have added, as mighty factors, the use of Portland

cement concrete, of steel, of reinforced concrete ; while the science of mechanics

and the mechanical inventions have made real and living constructions that

eclipse the wonders of the old world. Great steel framed buildings, enormous

trusses, domes, fireproof construction, and the like, assert their importance to

the architects. Long span suspension bridges, cantilevers, viaducts, tunnels,

canals, and their appurtenances, submit difficult problems to the engineer

and force Him to realize that success is not complete until ideas of art and

architecture have given counsel to him.

Two groups of construction problems present themselves: (1) monu-

ments of architectural creation which cannot neglect the teachings and influence

of engineering science without becoming mechanical monstrosities; (2) great

works of engineering design which resut in satisfactory strength and required

economy, but which thrust upon the public their supreme ugliness of propor-

tion and ornament unless the talents of the engineer have been blended with

the advice of the architect.

I now can state the principle brought out by my lecture. Modern archi-

tectural creations, no matter how masterful the adornment, fail as examples

^of true art unless they interpret the mechanical structure,, unless they give

a rational treatment to the materials used. Present day engineering works

of magnitude may be perfect when analyzed for strength or calculated for

economy, but they wound the aesthetic feelings of the community unless their

proportions are graceful, their ornament dignified, their treatment fitted to

the environment in which they are placed, and last, but not least, unless their

general appearance is suggestive of the work done by the structural skeleton

in maintaining equilibrium.

In many respects the engineers are the greater oflfenders. In the past

two decades epoch-making bridges have been built in America, heroic in

their magnitude and grand in the boldness of their conception, at the same

time that they are supremely ugly. Similar European works are not open to

this criticism to so full an extent. Notable arches in France and Germany

may be cited as examples of the fortunate combination of engineering with

architectural skill. From the nature of things, the arch and the cable present

pleasing curves; therefore, even in the United States, one may refer to hand-

some structures like the Brooklyn suspension bridge and the Washington

arch bridge at New York City. In the main, however, the recital would claim

one long list of eminently crude and ugly monuments. In the last twenty

years numerous cantilever and simple truss bridges have been built so

disagreeable in their appearance that their ugliness makes them notable, if

not beautiful. Recently reinforced concrete has been employed for city build-

ings and for highway bridges with the samfe discouraging eflFects. Where

steel structures might have been more pleasiiig, due to a sane treatment of

masonry piers and approaches, every possibld advantage has been discarded

lo save a few dollars. Recent attempts to ortiament steel trusses have been

'~:*ii
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hideous failures; attempts which cost money and therefore cannot be ascribed

to a desire for reckless economy. For the engmeer s phase of this question

the siens of the times point to improvement. Great structures now under way

haveC consultin/architects.' Some cities, ,Uke New York have their

ait commissions which pass upon the aesthetic quahties of the desigis for

proposed notable public structures. Thus, recently in New York, designs fo

cSantic bridges over Spuyten Duyvil and Hell Gate waterways have been

dfaCroved The appointment by'the President of the United States of a

fineTts commission to pass upon designs for public structures i. another

indication of progress, both for the engineer and the architect.

In my judgment the worst offenses are being perpetrated daily_ by archi-

tects who have in charge the designs for municipal buildings, i refer in

particular to th% steel frimed skyscraper office building and the new creation

known as a reinforced concrete house. I do not wish to be considered more

s^ve^e in my criticism of the architectural side of this question. As an engmeer

I am alive to the artistic short-comings of our engineering work. But it is

pecdiarly necessary that greater emphasis should be placed on a criticism of

fhe modern methods and practice for the design and construction of averag

citv buildings. Architects are remarkably ignorant as a class, of even the

elements of !he science of mechanics. Most of them know I'ttle ^^^ "5^1;=^'

about the elastic properties and strength of such materials as steel, cast iron,

""^
They' wm'tdl you that a study of mathematics and mechanics hurts

their ardsdc taste and stunts their artistic instinct. To a certain extent this

rnay be true, but surely a slight appreciation of those facts which are all-

Srtant in a rational study of the skeleton of ^^
skyscraper design cannot be

nedected. It is not necessary for an architect to be a professor of ma hematics

or a consulting engineer in order that he may know that it does not look wel

to rest a brick pilaster, twenty stories high, upon a glass show-window of

the store front, first floor. Is it not an ugly conception which places an

mitative vouss^ir stone elliptic arch of shallow -^. ^^allo^r nng d^p h

~^nd absurdly long span across the front of a loft building? XeLsjichexamp^

^av be ound in number on Market street, San Francisco, or m any other city

'
In the history of things the architect is looked to by 'he owner as the

resnonsible builder The owner does not concern himself with the problem

of ^construction He deals directly with his architect and wants the best

building for the lowest cost. It rarely occurs to him to conft jointly with

an enmWer and an architect. Hence, in most cases, the architect either buys

the nS«sarv enghieering advice or he hires a so-called structural engineer.

Most archite^ctsa^re unable to judge of the ability of the consulting engineer

whose report they buy, and less able to weigh the value of the service rendered

by the hi^dS doAe by a structural engineer whom they directly employ

Thev are usually willing to take advice which costs little ;
conseqviently they

Jet ene?neer"ng talent which is worth less. In the past six months at east

fhree fmporunt buildings to be erected in San Francisco have had their

original ?lans discarded as a result of expert engineering f^vce^ I" o"^

notable instance four independent studies were made before the plans finally

passed Much labor, considerable time and money could have been saved by

employing a competent engineer in the beginning.

It is a mistake and it certainly is not true art, to bhndly follow the styles

.nd orders ^f Past Les Architectural treatments that by common consent

^re conSreS Te ect^for massive stone buildings, and which have stood the

critical test of time, are obviously not suited to present-day problems w th-

ou some modifications, where the materials are primarily ^t-cUi^l s ee

and reinforced concrete instead of stone masonry^ A new order of a ch^

tecture, for high buildings, must be developed, not in a day, but by caretul
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study of the lessons taught by experience. No architect can be a helpful

factor in such a development who does not appreciate the engineer's

problems, who considers engineering requirements of secondary import-

ance, and who, by the nature of his purely artistic training, lacks the

ability to interpret by his architectural exterior the nature of work done

by the engineering structure within.

Architects Condemn New State Law.

AN IMPORTANT state law was passed by the last California State

Legislature and approved by Governor Gillett, which evidently escaped

the notice of architects and owners interested in apartment buildings

until it was too late to prevent its enactment. In San Francisco the effect

of the law is being felt to considerable extent, and several suits are pending

regarding it. The act is one of unusual significance, as it practically prohibits

the erection of an apartment building on a lot having two frontages. The
section dealing with such buildings having fronts on two streets was not

noticed until after the act became a law and was signed by the Governor.

It seems that when the act was before the Legislature, after its intro-

duction by Senator Burnett, no attention was paid to it, for the reason that

its title was, "An act to regulate the building and occupation of tenement

houses," etc. In defining a tenement house, however, the act. describes it

as any house or building which is rented to be occupied as the residence

of three or more families living independently, and doing their own cooking

upon the premises, or by more than two families upon any floor so living

and cooking, but having a common right in the stairs, hallways, yards,

water closets, or some of them.

Section 23, which seems to be the most objectionable and one which

architects and attorneys say applies also to apartment houses^ is as followsi,

"Whenever a tenement house is hereafter erected upon a lot which runs

through from one street to another street, or alley of not less than sixteen

feet in width, and said lot is not less than eighty feet, nor more than one

hundred feet in depth, there shall be a yard space through the center of

the lot midway between the two streets, which space, shall extend across

the full width of the lot, and shall never be less than twelve feet in depth

from wall to wall, and shall be increased in depth as prescribed in Section 22

of this act. Such yard space shall start at the level of the second tier of

beams, but never at a point more than fourteen feet above the curb level.

Where such lot is over one hundred feet in depth such yard space shall be

left through the center of the lot midway between the two streets, and shall

extend across the entire width of the lot, and shall not be less than twenty-
four feet in depth, as prescribed in Section 22 of this act. Where such

lot is one hundred and fifty feet or more in depth, such yard shall be at every

point open trom the ground to the sky unobstructed, except by fire escapes

and uninclosed outside stairs projecting not more than four feet from the

building."

In San Francisco a case has been submitted to Judge Troutt of the

Superior Court, with the idea of testing the constitutionality of the law.

Architects Havens and Toepke of San Francisco condemn the new law

very severely. It has put this firm to no small annoyance and expense, having

prevented the erection of several buildings which they had designed for

clients. The Los Angeles chapter, American Institute of Architects, has taken

up the matter seriously and an attempt will be made to have the courts grant

a temporary relief until the next session of the Legislature, when the law

will be either thrown out bodily or amended.
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Attorney General's Opinion of the La^^.^l^eiulating

the Practice of Architecture in California

L
public

general.

-^ The Architect and Engineer: Herewith is a letter giving the

on of the Attorney General in regard to the act regulating the

'^e of archtocture in this State. We are sending this to you for

as it should be of interest to the architectural profession in

Yours sincerely,

LIONEL DEANE, Sec'y N. D.

San Francisco, June 19, 1909.

Hon. Frederick L. Roehrig, Secretary California State Board of Architecture,

Los Angeles, California. o.u •„

Dear Sir- I am in receipt of your request, under date of May 8th, in

whkk yoi,° board derives its power to eancel the «",6cate of «""*««

"•^Hicf';Sa,„ eerjificej 5#-.*S-' ^3 S.=' ^.^^
one and shall become delinquent the first day of April ^^ ^-«=h ^

^^/^-^^

tecture approved March twenty-three, nineteen hundred and one. for cancel

'''° Yol w[fnodce'specially the wording of this section to the effect that

when suclT annual license fee shall become delinquent, "Certificate of such

TrcWtect shall be subject to cancellation . . . a%P^°^"^^'^ '" ^"S V/
the act to regulate the practice of architecture ... for cancellation of cer-

'"^"¥his section by reason of the phraseology last cited. ffUs within that

eiassi*;' suS .no£n . ;-rrof^ri^Se^^^i^t^;:srrf

S^f7'un'de" tie coJ roTorth'e'provisions of Sec. 5, -d conceding the power

of'the b"oard to cancel a certificate ^orn^-V^y^^n o^^^^^.X l^censejees.

section,' is^Cnymous with "revocation," as r.ed in the other and that the

action of the board in either instance results to the same ettect.

J—.«'tl't.»-{i-,iJEia-4«s '^XtJt&Siii'.^fiAMs!''Aiiii»'M£h!^ii*.>£^jr^i^l/^^ji^^^SI!^^
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Statutes granting powers to administrative boards, which manage and

carry into effect the will of the Legislature, and especially statutes deaHng
with the imposition of taxes, fines, and penalties, must be strictly construed,

and the powers of such a board must plainly appear from the letter of the

statute itself. There are certain implied powers possessed by an adminis-

trative board, which, at times, may be read into the provisions of the statute,

but an implied power is only such a power as is necessary for the purpose of

carrying out the intendments of the law.

Judge Cooley, in his work on Constitutional Limitations, at page 194,

defines implied power thus

:

"Implied powers are such as are necessary in order to carry into effect

those expressly granted, and which must, therefore, be presumed to have been

within the intent of the legislative grant."

Considering the provisions of the law dealing with the revocation or

cancellation of an architect's license, we are lead to the conclusion that an

adequate method has been provided to accomplish the same, and a time fixed

when such action may be taken. Furthermore, we find in Sec. 5 the provision

of the law dealing with the reinstatement of such architect, whose certificate

has been cancelled. Such provision reads as follows

:

"After the expiration of six months, the person whose certificate was
revoked may have a new certificate issued to him by the Secretary of State,

upon the certificate of the District Board by which the certificate was revoked."

As Sec. 7, which provides for cancellation because of non-payment of

license fees, refers to Sec. 5 (as I have heretofore pointed out), then this

provision for reinstatement applies equally to the reinstatement of an architect

whose certificate was revoked for non-payment of the license fees, and fixes

not only the time when such action may be taken by the board but defines

the method to be pursue^, and in its terms contains a self-operating penalty,

which, no doubt, the Legislature deemed wise should be imposed upon those

who disregard the law.

No implied power can, therefore, be presumed to enlarge the purposes

of thls^Taw,^ for it Ts not apparent tliat anything need be implied Id carry the

law into effect.

A license is a personal privilege, granted to an individual upon the terms

and conditions defined by the statute under which it is granted, and becomes
a contract, upon its acceptance, between the individual and the State. It

lives until the period for which it is granted has expired, or until revoked in

accordance with the law. Upon its revocation, in accordance with the law,

it ceases to have any force or validity, and places the individual who possessed

it in position as though he had never been granted the privilege which such

license conveyed. The applicant, therefore, was obliged to take certain juris-

dictional steps before the granting powers had authority to issue such license

to him, and when it has expired, is not subject to revivification, unless this

statute specially permits, and then such action can only be consummated
in the method defined by the law.

I would, therefore, advise you that in my opinion, when your board has

once cancelled, for any reason, a license issued to an architect in this State,

that such architect can only be reinstated at the time and in the method pointed

out in that portion of Sec. 5 of the act which I have hereinabove cited to you,

and that your board has no power, by resolution or otherwise, to rescind a
prior decision revoking a license, and that no resolution rescinding a

prior decisii&n revoking a license will reinstate the architect in question or

revive the license formerly revoked. Yours truly,
,

(Signed) U. S. WEBB, Attorney General.

By Raymond Benjamin, Deputy.

^ -^'L^K-ibilr *!«?:-' s^'''ifeii'"'-« jt*J4^»r=/ai'*^£j5si'.' jJa-ai^-cflUitl L rfS^v.li3!ii^
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New York as Seen by a French Architect

Some Pointed Criticisms, with a Reply by a New York Architect.

AFRENCHMAN, by the name of M. Augustin-Adolphe Rey who recently

visited New York, has been the cause of one of the pleasantest and

breeziest diversions along the line of architectural criticism, that has

taken place foJ a long time, m' Rey sped about New ^ork in an automobi^^

with a reporter of the New York Times, and as he glanced at the buildings

Tave voke to his ideas. The reporter extended them to the l>m't of a ful

na^e and it wa not long before all New York architects were talkmg of

t^hem' Some wondered whether the French critic was really competent

OtTers den'^nced him privately, and some believed him
f-lyY^a^rXec"

conclusions. But it remained for Mr. Herman Kobbe. S^^ 1° /̂l^j^'S
to reply in print. Mr. Kobbe's views were also given a full page in the New

^°' M^Rey 'came to this country to attend the International Congress of

Tuberculosa held at Washington recently. Since the beginning of his career

L has taken'parttular interesTin buildings embodying "Itra-modern utditar.an

and hve-ienic principles. Among the buildings in Pans built by M.^Rey are

the AsvC for Young Orphans, the Home for Apprentices and Young

Workmen,^he Model Duelling House for Workingmen's Families, and others

^^
^''"B^au^ifuttautiful!- he cried as he caught sight of the Oty Hf^^^^ut

as he drew nearer to the heart of the skyscraper region his remarks became

more and n^ore uncomplimentary. The Times article goes on to say

:

"The P^rk Row building displeased him. 'One side of it,' he exclaimed,

'is an entirerbare wall. What diflference does it make how the o her sides

a?e treated' And look at that!' he cried, pointing out the St. Paul bui ding

and the National Park Bank nestling beside it. 'What a jarring efTect those

p^rpendicdar and horizontal Unes m'ake! How easy to have bu.lt the second

—buildine with some sort of reference to the style of the first

!

"The automobile had reached Trinity Church. M. Rey looked with great

disgust at 1 Wan street, the tall brick building on the corner of Broadway

and Wall street. , . ,

" 'TViP worst thine- in New York ! was his comment.
^ " 'Sa 1 7hTs s good

"
he remarked as the car sped by the new Customs

House. 'But th^ roof is bad-very bad. It should be higher. It looks as

if thpv had not money enough to make a good root! ,, „ , .„

''As the automobile sped^ further and further uptown M Rey began to

find tWngs more to his lliling-though the lofty Decker and Bank of the

Metropolis buildings in Union Square, jammed <=1°^^,;°
."^'J,

°*^"'
^if^

robbing its neighbor of all effectiveness, once again made him shake his head

'""':' Cls'hfrst ITIm b'uS'wS .n .h. weld ! h. exdai^d

e\i%^ »«* -'i.4*V*sS^*i
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"The columns,' he said, 'are good—they give the idea of a Roman

triumphal arch. But the heavy horizontal lines breaking the perpendicular

lines of the arches at the sides of the entrance ruin the effect. Instead of

those horizontal lines there should be statues, so placed as not to break the

perpendicular lines, which give the effect of bigness.'

"The Times building he called good—'a real tower.' As for the Metro-

politan Opera House, he was pretty well disgusted with it. That is not an

opera house,' he declared, viewing the offices on the ground floor and the

windows of the apartments above with immense disapproval.

"Vehement as was his outburst concerning the Metropolitan Opera House,

it sounded like bouquet throwing compared to his tirade against the new

Pennsylvania railroad station on Seventh avenue.
" 'What—a railroad station !' he exclaimed, as the automobile slowed up

in front of the great white colonnade. 'Why, then, is it built like a Roman

temple? What is the use of all those columns on a railroad station?

" Tf there is one thing to which the newest ideas in architecture should

be applied it is a great railroad station. The railroad belongs essentially to

modern times. And yet you apply to your greatest railroad terminal bric-a-

brac borrowed from bad ancient architecture. Why, if the Romans had

possessed a single railroad they would have evolved an architecture exactly

adapted to it.'
i i- i i

• ^ • j-^
" The Pennsylvania station is a great mistake—a splendid white stupidity.

As a library it would be good—for its real purpose it is a colossal mistake.

Why, the only way to make it appropriate is to have the railroad company

see that every ticket sold in it is printed in Latin and order that only Latm

be spoken by every employee in the place
!'

"*Architects should bear in mind four things—utility, health, beauty and

gayety. New York architects have thought of nothing, as a rule, but utility.

Yet if certain restrictive laws were passed regarding skyscrapers and

towers, they would soon see that utility and beauty are exactly the

"same thing.'**
''

; ; 7T,

Mr. Herman Kobbe's article in the Times is in part as follows:

Broadway called forth from him the verdict, "Too narrow, too narrow.

In saying this he expressed what all men of science, and most Europeans

who are not even men of science, see immediately to be the most glaring

inconsistency in our society—that we sacrifice the greater part of our speed

by unnecessary hurry. It is a simple sum in arithmetic, this seemingly

unsolvable problem of traffic. With twice the width of street there would

be only half the present number of people per square yard, and consequently

no blocked traffic.

The evident disadvantages of the overcrowded streets are made worse by

the disadvantage of bad light. Our French visitor suggests as a possible

solution of the narrow street problem to cut arcades through the ground floors

of office buildings, adding their area to that of the sidewalks. This sugges-

tion is good for lack of a better alternative, but it would cure only the con-

gestion of traffic, and would not better the light problem. It is the depth

of the street divided by the width between opposite building fronts that

determines the amount of light, so no matter what the actual dimensions are,

the only way to have efficient living or working light conditions is to establish

a sensible proportion between the depth and width of every street.

Our guest sees New York' a city of white towers. This is an excellent

suggestion, as is his remark on the darkness of much of our renting space.

Not so good is his criticism of the Customs House. From his point of

view he is right, but a little reflection will show that French logic is not

always applicable to foreign things. The roof in question contains an extra

floor of the same height as the attic immediately below it. This to any sensible

Anglo-Saxon is reason enough for not making the roof any higher, unless

the present height gives an unpleasing effect considered decoratively without

reference to use. The Frenchman's objection was not based on the undeco-

rativeness of the roof, however, but on its parsimonious appearance i o call

it too small when it fulfills a practical need is like calling a collar button too

small because a hat is much bigger.

The criticism of water tanks visible on buildings is mere common sense,

and such as a child might make. But far less logical is the Frenchman s

condemnation of brick. In his opinion "bricks are good enough for

Brooklyn" He might have said for Brooklyn^ Venice, Vienna, Blois, and

Versailles without historical inexactitude. Far from being not good enough

for New York, New York is not good enough to appreciate red brick. As

long as we love red brick faced with white, we mzj take that as a symptom

that we are a sturdy race. .

Brick may be inelegant to modern French eyes, but so is a natural sun-

burned complexion. No amount of adverse criticism against brick building

will convince us that we are too good for it until we have an altogether

superficial and feeble view of life.
,,^ „ j .

i a u ^u
M Rey thinks the Vanderbilt houses "fine," and is pleased by the way

a neighboring house has adapted itself to one of them. This criticism shows

clearly how a critic can never put himself into the shoes of a race foreign

to him He sees houses practically copied from certain castles which played

a prominent role in the traditions of his own land, and he naturally is drawn

to them just as he would be to a compatriot in a foreign land We would

be mightily pleased if we came suddenly upon some copy of Mount Vernon

in a French countryside ; but imagine how it would jar the Parisians.

The closing remarks by our visitor call up mingled feelings in our breasts

"Architects should bear in mind four things—utility, health, beauty and

eavety
" This is a little Hke saying, ''Men are of four kinds—Europeans,

Germans, Americans, and men over 50 years old." Again he would be hor-

rified did he realize how the innocent remark, "Utility and beauty are exactly

the same thing," will miscarry in America.
, a ^ ^a . K.,f

In France one could safely say that without being misunderstood
,
but

M Rev did not remember that the misunderstanding of that very sentence

has been the most besetting misfortune of architecture throughout America.

To the American, with his unsensitive imagination, it passes as good. It it is

true a pair of overshoes would be almost the most beautiful things in the

world, since they are very useful indeed. When one takes in the full meaning

and makes allowances for poetic license, one can call beauty and utility

synonymous, but to say so in New York of all places is almost enough to

counteract many of the salutary effects of our friend s visit.

A Bargain

No one opposed.

He proposed.

She was composed,
Also disposed.

So the deal was closed.

He (at the opera)—Just going out for a little fresh air, my dear.

A slight draught, you mean, I suppose.—Punch.

She-

J 'jj' 1 s ^A • -' '^
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Art Glass Dome in Hibernia Bank Building, San Francisco

Albert Pissis, Architect

Some Notable Work in Art and Leaded Glass

THE handsome art glass domes in the Hibernia Bank building, designed

by Architect Albert Pissis and illustrated in this number of The

Architect and Engineer, were executed by the United Glass Works

of San Francisco, of which Mr. H. R. Hopps is the president and manager.

One dome is twenty-five feet in diameter and a second one in twenty by htty

feet. The artist has worked into both domes a soft glow of warm tints which

are in perfect harmony with the general color scheme of the decorator.

The United Glass Works is also furnishing the art glass for the Falace

Hotel, the largest contract for glass decoration in the history of the business.

The color and design of this pretentious piece of work are to be in Louis

XIV style. One feature of the Palace art glass scheme will be a complete

glass canopy over the spacious central court.
^ ^ r u c u

The same firm is making five large art glass mosaic pictures for the bait

Lake City union depot and furnishing the court houses of Sonoma and San

Mateo counties with art glass domes.

The beautiful leaded glass panel shown herewith represents a ship ot

the sixteenth century—a Dutch East India man. To appreciate the amount

of labor necessary in preparing a piece of work of this kind one need only

to be told that there are over 3,000 separate pieces of glass in the panel.

President Hopps is proud of the fact that his company has one of the

largest and best equipped art glass studios in the United States. He delights

in entertaining architects and others interested in this attractive phase of the

building industry. Mr. Hopps, by the way, is himself a skillful designer,

and is the possessor of several medals and honors for his work, chief among

which are a medal and a diploma from the World's Exposition in Pans in 1900.

Leaded Glass Panel Executed by the United Glass Works

Reflecting Efficiency of Colors

IN THE April issue of Light appeared an article by Mr. William J. Clark.

i The article gives the diflferent light-reflecting abilities of various

colors. These facts, the writer points out, should be kept in mind

when one is furnishing the home, as considerable difference in the light

bills will be experienced with the different colors.

Both the color and the kind of surface chosen are important factors

-in the economy of light diffusion, and in these days of high power radiants^

brilliantly lighted shops, shop windows and theaters, when there is a con-

stant demand for more light everywhere, the problem of economical and

useful light diffusion becomes an important matter, and one that should

be universally considered, as there is no commodity bought or sold that

enters more largely into the comfort of living than artificial light, nor,

unfortunately, one of which the fundamental laws governing its advan-

tageous distribution are so little understood.

The table given below is taken from the article and shows what a

wide range of reflecting efficiency exists between the different colors.

Reflecting

TT- J r^i^- Efficiency
Kind Color

Plain Ceiling Faint gray cream. -^

Faint greenish. .

Light yellow
Faint pinkish
Medium light buflF

Salmon buff.

Pale gray,

«

«

«

«
«

Cartridge

((

((

ii

53
49
43
44
33
27
.20

Light blue..
^g

Crepe

«

Light green
Light red
Dull green..
Medium green
Coffee brown

.

Deep red. . .

« • • •
.10
.07
19
.06

.05

BdfcJh^.. !h ^J SukJ! .^t WUjkHV^ .•.cK.lvi.tU.vaLt.JrA'M^L -MiuaBs;!
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The Keuffel & Esser Exhibit at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition,

Seattle, Washington

Notable Exhibit at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific

Exposition, Seattle, Wash.

I^UCH has been said about the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition atm Seattle in regard to the beautiful buildings, landscape gardening

' ' of the grounds, and the picturesque location on which it is situ-

ated, but little has been heard about the individual exhibits, some ot

which deserve special mention, more particularly those of the l^astern

manufacturers, who have spared no expense to give the People of the

Pacific Coast an opportunity to see and examine many articles which are

not usually found in this section of the country.

While there are many such displays which are creditable, the exhibit

of the Keuffel & Esser Company of New York city, in the Manufacturers

building, is of particular interest to Architect and Engineer readers, in

that the display includes some of the latest and most intricate instruments

used by engineers, surveyors and architects, as well as a number of the

latest nautical and forestrv instruments now in use by the Naval and

Forest Department of the United States Government. A fine assortment

of measuring tapes, used in the most accurate measurements in all classes

of engineering work, are also shown.

The artistic arrangement of this display is noteworthy. Ihe larger

and more expensive instruments are contained in a handsome four-sided

case, eight feet square and fifteen feet high, surmounted with a terres-

trial globe, on which sets the sphinx, the trade mark of the company.

In front of this case there are two all-glass cases containing the

smaller instruments, such as integrators, compensating, polar and rolling

precision planimeters, anemometers, current meters, precision pantographs,

reckoning machines, etc. At either end of these cases are Venetian flag

The Architect and Engineer ^

staffs which carry a banner displaying the company's name and trade

mark^ On the wall, forming the back of the booth, are two frame panels

C^^ curves arra'nged ^o as to form a scroll design^ At one end of the booth

are hangings of exterior and interior views of the company s factory. The

railing, made of leveling rods and used as posts,
^^^^J^^^^ll^fJ^^J^^^^^^

surveyors' measuring chains, gives a very pleasmg effect. The fixtures,

whTc^are very handsomely carved and finished in
-^^f. -"^Jf^J'-^//,

*

built in San Francisco under the personal supervision of the Pacific Loast

manager.
^

* *

Cement Production In 1908

THE total production of all kinds of cement in the United States during

1908, as shown by returns received by the United States Geological

Survey from all the cement producers of the country, amounted to

52,775,925 barrels, valued at $44,376,656. This total was made up as

follows

'

'

PRODUCTION OF CEMENT IN 1908, BY CLASSES
Barrels. Value.

„ , , , 51,002,612 $43,472,679
Portland cement

1 621 862 808,509
Natural cement '151451 95,468
Puzzolan cement

;

52,775,925 $44,376,656

The corresponding figures for the calendar year 1907 are given below

for purposes of comparison:

PRODUCTION OF CEMENT IN 1907, BY CLASSES.
Barrels. Value.

^ , ^ , 48.785,390 $53,992,551
Portland cement

2 887 700 e.
1,467,302

Natural cement ^

'557*252 443,998
Puzzolan cement ___ J _____—

52,230,342 $55,903,851-

The Portland cement production showed a heavy decrease in 1908

as compared with 1907 in most of the Eastern and Southern States, the

LssbX greatest in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York and Michigan^

This decfefse in the East and South was offset, however, by remarkable

Ss reported by plants in the Middle West and on the Pacific Coast

feturns from IndLna, Illinois and California showing large mcreases over

^'^
^tTc "avera^^^ the entire Portland cement output in 1908 was

only 85 cents a barrel-36 cents below the average price in 19^. Ihe

19(^ price is the lowest on record, the previous low pomt-^ cents

a^rrel-having been reached in 1904 as the result of business depression

'"" *
A^report on the cement industry in the United States in 1908 is now

in preparation, but this notice is published in advance of that report in

order ?o place the total figures at the disposal of those connected with

the industry at the earliest possible date.

An Innovation

The young preacher officiating at his first funeral wished to give

friends an opportunity to view the remains, and not liking the use of hack-

nejed phrased announced : ^The congregation will now pass 'round the

bier!"

-i9^^t>!fii^ ^W(' '^l7',V^

.,*1C^J1
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Test of thirty-inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe under pvi )/ ninety-seven pounds per square inch

Eleven Reasons Wh> Conrrc te Pipe Is Preferable

to Salt-Glazt ,
ipe

1 Salt-glazed pipe warps in burning and slight projections form at

every ioint where pipes are laid to foi^ a sewer. Suspended matter is

caught by these. Cement pipe does not warp, and, therefore, the jomts

2 Cement pipes have truer sectional shape and so can be given

slanting butt joint, much less costly than bell or spigot jomt.

3. Cement pipe is tougher and not as easily broken as salt-glazed

c ^^'^P^P^^^^j^^
pjp^^ reinforced, has greater compressive, tensile and

bursting strength,
. • • ^ r i

5. Strong acids, it is claimed attack cement pipe, but as joints ot clay

pipe are generally cement, it would affect these as well.

6 Salt-glazed clay pipe advocates claim that cement decomposes,

due to physical and chemical changes. There is cement mortar in Rome

to-day several thousand years old.
'

,
• u

7 Cement tile grows stronger with age ; clay grows weaker with age

8 Cement tile can be easily distributed along the line of the ditch

in winter when haulage is easy, and will withstand alternate freezing and

thawing without injury. Clay tile is completely destroyed by such treat-

9. Cement tile are true to the mold, and, therefore, easy to lay. Clay

tile warp in drying and burning.
.

10. Cement tile is cheaper; clay products cannot compete in cost.

11. Salt-glazed clay pipe is not absolutely impervious, due to a lack

of thorough glazing, and is, therefore, affected by strong acid the same

as porous concrete pipe.

I

The Architect and Engineer ^5

New Depots for the Western Pacific, With ( ut of

Ploor Plan

THE Ransome Concrete Company has begtm the erection of a passenger

station for the Western Pacific Railway Company in Sacramento accord-

ing to plans by Architects D. H. Burnham & Co. This buildmg is

designed in the Spanish Mission style, being a long, low structure with

reinforced concrete walls and roof of red Mission terra cotta tile.

The Ransome Company has also signed direct with the Western Pacihc

Railway Company for the erection of a concrete passenger station at 1 hird

and Washington streets, Oakland. The plans for this station were drawn

by the Western Pacific Railway Company's architect, Mr. W. H. Mohr, and

show a very handsome group of buildings of the main waiting room, baggage

and express rooms, the treatment being on Mission lines.

3"* 3TREf7r

Floor Plan, Western Pacific Depot, Oakland

W. H. Mohr, Architect

Another contract of considerable importance taken by the Ransome Com-

nanv calls for the erection of a printing house and apartment building on

Sixth street, between I and J streets, in Sacraniento, the owners being

Messrs Trueblood & Phillips. The first floor and basement of this building

will be'occupied by the Sunday News Publishing Company and the upper

two floors will be used for high-class apartments. This structure is o

reinforced concrete, designed according to the Ransome system, and will

prove to be quite an innovation in this type of building for Sacramento.

Another contract recently closed in Sacramento covers the foundation

and concrete floor slabs for a large incineratpr that is being installed in

Sacramento bv the Decarie Incinerator Company.
, , . ,

In addition to the above work, which has all been started and is under

way the Ransome Concrete Company is pushing to completion the Hotel

Sacramento at Sacramento. Work is also going along at a rapid rate on

The Columbia Theater in San Franfcisco, the 670 tons of steel entering into

the structure having all been erected. Rapid work is now being carried on

n the fireproofing. The Portola Theater, being erected for Thomas Magee

& Sons on Market street, near Fourth, with the auditorium on the Stevenson-

street side, is being rushed to completion.

^* |r''*„'i*- £^l»fSt?lA. Ab.dl^:t4«&'L^£^&-£'l
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R. Martin, Jr., Architect

Use of Western YeWnw Pine for Poles

HE Western red cedar is largely used on the faf
c CoasUor^pole.

_ In certain interior P^^ts of Cal^>^>a however
^^^ ^^^^

• expensive, owing to the
^^'f ,^^°J^p^tatton f^r^ the Puget Sound

tains, added to the cost of water ^ransporta
^^^ ^^^.^^ ,

reeion to San Francisco In the ^^ J°fH . ^een used to a limited

pi^e, obtained from the «""-"f/„"^Xr^' qualities which make it a

Ltent for poles. Jhis ree has a numb r o
j^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ _^ ^

desirable pole timber, but '* •^"^^ ?"„ nreservative treatment,

few years, when set ^'th^^^^be'"? g'ven
^^ ^ ^^^^^^ „{ ^..t, ;„ the

The Forest Service has "'^"V'^ . „ '^^ogrimental plant was operated

preservative treatment of.this wood. An "^^^^^e p
^^ ^^^

near Fresno, California, '" which about 600 po^es we «
^^.^^ ^^^

?ound that the ^^^ern yd ow pine ranks a„ong^^
^^^^ thoroughly

most easily impregnated 7' ^-P'^'^'^
to three inches was obtamed by

seasoned, a penetration of from two to tn
^^e for a period

immersing the butts of ^^e poles n a tank g" ^^,^ ^^^^^^^^ Qwing

of one hour, followed by five r"'""/" '"1"1"
^tive Western yellow pine is

to the ease with which it ^^sorbs the preservatwe
J^ ^.^^^ ^^^

admirably adapted ^^^ t"^™V ''J 'Srat'^vely simfle and inexpensive

treatments can be ^^"ducted w th comparativ y H
^^^^^^^^ ^utt will

re«"^e'cedar;o,"t^lnrioSlir^^^ Ts soon as its advantages are

more commonly recognized.

•=&* .Je-i-'S -JJfcA J.' ^;#*i6>if.;

oia^Ur^'
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The Advantage of Roofihg Tile

The Architect and Engineer 89

THE manufacture of roofing tile in the United States has not advanced as

rapidly as the importance of the industry, or its possibilities would seem

to warrant. It is the American idea to improve upon everything

European, and yet in the matter of roofing construction we are centuries

behind our foreign rivals. We are usually not satisfied with anything except

the best ; nevertheless, we continue to cover our buildings with wood, slate, tin,

iron or other materials, any of which, at their best, only offer temporary pro-

tection and are not commensurate with the character of the buildings them-

selves.

It must make an American builder somewhat ashamed, when on a trip

through Germany, for example, to note the general use of clay tiles for roof

covering and to learn that many of these roofs have remained undisturbed for

centuries, and that they are made to withstand the attacks of time and weather

throughout the life of the buildings themselves ; and then to reflect upon the

thousands of fine structures throiighout the United States whose roof cover-

ings are little more than makeshifts, constantly subject to replacement and

repair.

A good building is worthy of a good roof, and a good roof must embody

utility, durability, beauty and harmony of architectural effect. These merits

and many others are combined in tile roofing, which is as superior to slate

as slate is superior to shingle. Clay is the oldest form of roofing material

known and ranks today as the best, most beautiful and most enduring of cover-

ings for the habitation of man.
The superiority of clay tiling over slate for roof covering is manifest.

There is no question as to its durability, as has been proven by the test of

centuries. Gay tiling is absolutely fireproof, whereas it is well konwn that

a slate roofing on a burning building becomes quickly super-heated and the

-draft of a fire causes the slates to break away and fly in every direction, being

a menace to all surrounding buildings. Furthermore, clay tiling is a non-

conductor of electricity and of heat and cold. There is no record of a build-

ing covered with roofing tile having been struck by a lightning bolt.

There are possibilities in the use of roofing tile for architectural effect,

in color, warmth and effectiveness, that cannot possibly be produced by slate.

In mechanical application roofing tile also possesses many advantages oyer

slate, and on a properly constructed roof should cost less to lay. It is im-

practical to patch a slate roof satisfactorily ; whereas it is an exceedingly easy

matter to replace a broken clay tile. Slate roofs rattle in the wind, a fault of

which tile roofing could never be accused.

Considering the fact that material suitable for the manufacture of roofing

tile can be found in almost every state in the Union, it is somewhat surprising

that the industry has not more rapidly developed. If clayworkers throughout

the country had given the possibilities of roofing tile the consideration that

it merits, today its manufacture would be so general that its market-price

would be below that of slate, which in time would cea^e to be a competitor

because of the cost of transportation, usually from distant points. The principal

reason for the retarded progress of this industry appears to be the lack of

knowledge among the American people as to the beauty, durability and merits

of tile roofing. There is a natural disinclination among builders and roofers to

undertake new methods in roofing construction. They are inclined to follow

the policy of ^'letting well enough alone," on the theory that if "the man
who pays" is satisfied with slate or other roofing, there is no reason why they

should encourage him to use something else, no matter how superior that

something else might be. Once the American people have awakened to the

advantages of tile roofing there will be such a demand for this material that

the builders and the clayworkers will soon get into line and satisfy that

demand.
The clayworkers are themselves largely to blame for the slowness of the

introduction of tile roofing in this country. They fear to undertake the pre-

liminary experimenting and acquisition of knowledge that will enable them to

produce a satisfactory product. They are incline4 to wait and let some-

one else do the experimenting, with the result that the pioneers of the m-

dustry are few and scattered. Once they have become convinced of the large

profits to be made in this field, roofing tile manufacture will be given an

impetus characteristic of American push and progressiveness.

The architects are also somewhat to blame for the slow development of

the industry. While one and all acknowledge the superior merits of tile roofing,

they have a tendency to recommend it only for more elaborate and costly

construction and allow ^heir esthetic ideas to dominate practicality, with the

result that their demanas for expensive designs in shape and color are such as

to require most costly execution of their orders by tilemakers and much

special machinery and hand labor. Tilemakihg should be more thoroughly

standardized, so that roofing tile can have a regular market value, for specific

grades and sizes, the same as brick or slate.
, t • i i

In Europe, for centuries, tile has been made by hand. It is largely a

local industry and the making of roofing tile is as common an occupation

as the making of building brick in this country. There is no reason why, with

modern machinery and American ideas, the industry should not become second

in importance in this country to the making of brick. Many brick plants,

now operating at small profit because of competition, might easily be show-

ing large profits in supplying the increasing demand for roofing tile.
^

Material suitable for the manufacture of tile roofing is so plentiful in this

country and covers such a wide range, that almost any section of the country

-"canrproduce one or another grade of roofing tile. While clay is the most

common material, some of the highest grades in this country are now

manufactured from shale with great success. Upon the character of the

material depends the process of manufacture. The revolving power press is

most often used with success. Speaking in a general way, a clay suitable for

roofing tile must be one that will thoroughly vitrify, retain its shape without

warping, and show a clear, unfading color. A tile sufficiently non-porous

to answer all practical purposes and fully equal to the European tile, can be

produced in an ordinary brick kiln if proper skill is applied in the burning.

While there will doubtless continue to be more or less demand upon the

part of the architects for tile of special designs, yet the profitable roofing tile

plant of the future will be one which will adopt standard sizes and shapes and

conduct its operations along the lines which make other business enterprises

successful ; i. e., the largest possible production of standard sizes at the smallest

nossible cost

The profits of a properly conducted roofing tile plant are unquestioned.

An authority on the subject states that a cubic yard of clay should produce

1 000 shinde tile of standard size, and on this basis a 2>^-acre clay bank JU

feet in depth would produce 100,000,000 of such tile. If these figures are

correct and a price of $8.00 per square could be obtained if would be possible

to produce $3,000,000 of revenue from such a clay bank. While this possibility

is probably overestimated, yet it is evident that at $8.00 or $10.00 per square

for roofing tile any clay mine of proper material can be made to produce much

^^^^^^^?9Sm
.Vis, •-.-'•^.i'lbJ'Pb.ii^bi.
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Lansburgh ^Joseph, Architects.

larger profits when turned into roofing tile than if used for the manufacture

°^
''In'^the future of the roofing tile industry the architect and builder must

work hand in hand with the coworker. It must be understood th^t^Je con-

struction of the roof bears an important relation to the use of t le. Ro«finpJ'

«

fc c fitTle for the covering of either brick or frame buildmgs, it bemg a simp e

a serviceable and lasting protection against the weather.-Bnck.

There's a Difference

Barney Moloy and Mike Carey were mixing mortar
Hifference

"Barney," Mike asked, leaning on his shovel, "what is the difference

""^^^tS^i^ Surrth-'e's none," answered Barney
,,

"If you're

satisfied you're -"tent.and if youVe con^en^ou re satisfi^
.^ ^^^^^^

.e ;7dd:nreTJl°rrrdS tTSkd^ufThkr^I am satisfied all right

Tat MoU; Carey is my wife, but I am jolly well sure I'm not content.

\. The Architect and Engineer ^^

Reason for Waterproofing Concrete

•N THE many forms of construction work to which concrete is so admir-

1 abhr ad^Dted its use brings with it one inherent fault-a fault for which

« remeSave ong been fought, but which until recently have not been

found in a practical form suited to all the many "eeds of construction

work This striking fault of concrete work is its great thirst for water, a

Taut which varies in its gravity according to the nature o^the structure

freauentlv being the cause of extremely serious difficulty. Of a 1 the oppos

ng forces whifh constructors have had to combat from time immemoria,

none has exceeded in its power for evil the unwelcome mtrusion of water,

and rnaterials which in their nature favor such intrusion must suffer in

value to the extent of such permeability or absorptive power.

The fact that ordinary concrete is very porous and permeable has been

one of the leading checks in its rapid development. Volumes have been

written on how the ingredients might be mixed to produce a watert.gh

Concrete but we might as well seek to solve the problem of perpetual

motion as to try to mix cement, sand and stone so as not to absorb water,

Tavs Myron H.'^Lewis, C. E., in a recent issue of Waterproofing. AH he

experiments that have been made and all the papers that have been written

have o™ly served to emphasize the fact that ordinary ^^on"«'^;%Pf^7"f'

and when dry will drink in water with avidity. And why should it not do

so> Can ever-changing ingredients be so proportioned that every minute

void in the hardened mass is filled?-so that the •^"""^'^
l>.«^°'",^„%t,^°!'f

'

[mpervious body? No; in the act of mixing, enough air clings to the ma-

Ss to render the mass full of innumerable minute blow holes; minute

o us bit not so to the still finer, freely moving molecules of water, which

look for an opportunity to move and do so, if the movement is in the

shehtest degree possible. If we could examine a section of concrete under

a fowerfufmisc'^oscope, it would appear to us like an immense sieve

- through which fine particles of water flow without hmdrance. W«
h^se

seen water rise up through concrete walls for many feet, and it will rise

untn The weight of the water absorbed is equal to the attractmg force
""'

We have^ften heard the statement made that concrete is water-tight

and trequently it comes from those who should know better. It is often

s ated that if concrete is mixed rich, and mixed wet, impermeability can be

secured Both of these statements are against the very logic of thmgs.

Mixing rich may impose some greater barriers to the passage of water
;
mix-

h^g we^t may minimize the formation of blowholes by displacmg much °f th«

exi^ned air, but neither mixing rich nor mixing wet destroys the capil-

larv positive" property of the concrete mass. Its absorptive capacity may

have been decreafed, but its attraction for moisture has not been elimin-

afed • thus the water^tightness secured by rich and wet mixtures, however

tieo^etically correct the proportions might be, is one of degree only a

degree sometimes approaching ideal but never reaching it. We cannot ex-

nect that a mixture made of cement and stone, each of which is in itself

"caoiiary poSe" or water attracting, can become absolutely proof against

thepSe of water by the mere act of mixing, unless, indeed, the operation

i'ad produ'ced some phLomenal change in the very
"Xen' iV closT-Sed

materials A mixture may be produced which is suffic^ntly close grainea

^ prevent thelee transmission of water, prevent insufficiently, in fact, to

be all that is required in many forms of construction work. But where

water absorption besides penetration, is to be prevented, no degree of mix-

Tni no richness ^f mixture, will altogether answer the purpose; and yet m

iv'jV., 'ji.ifd-^i^'jii •jaXxii' *6i«!^
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many of the forms in which concrete enters our modern buildmgs it is

resistance to water absorption that is required. Not merely water-tightness

in the ordinary sense of the word, but resistance to the ceaseless endeavors

of atmospheric moisture to find its way by capillarity through porous bodies.

Some counteracting influence to this tendency of ordinary concrete to take

up water by capillarity, is, therefore, what is required particularly in super-

structural work.
; r .. u «.

It is true that concrete exposed to the free passage of water becomes

after a time so clogged up by the fine silt present in the. water that the per-

meability is greatly reduced ; and Hagloch states that concrete block build-

ings exposed to the weather become water-tight in from three to twelve

years a fact which we must likewise ascribe to the clogging of the surface

of the blocks by atmosphere dust deposited by rain, and which remains after

evaporation.
. , , , . •

i ,.

Modern engineering or architectural practice should certainly not sanc-

tion a practice of waiting for the erratic and uncertain hand of time to

secure water-tightness in concrete structures, and in the meantime to incur

the annoying consequences that always accompany damp and leaky struc-

tures; and yet this is what is being done by those who refus#to realize the

importance of water-tightness in concrete work, or, while realizing it, are

willing, through motives of false economy, to gamble with the future—

nearly always at their loss.
. . -^u

The subject of waterproofing concrete could not be justly treated with-

out some mention of the difficulties to be apprehended by the failure to

obtain water-tightness; difficulties which would seem to be obvious, but

which, as we have already said, are so often lost sight of.

Concrete blocks are usually made very porous, and have an mtense

affinity for water. Buildings therefore built of untreated blocks are damp,

cheerless and cold, and bring with them the discomforts and dangers to

health that usually accompany damp buildings. Perhaps th^only exception

is the independent two-wall system with unbroken air spaces throughout.

Plaster can never be safely applied upon their inner surface without furring

and lathing. Furthermore, the face of the blocks are soon disfigured by the

deposit of soluble salts of efflorescence washed out of the cement. Some

method of protecting the interior plaster from destruction by dampness

becomes a necessity, otherwise the structure, instead of being a pleasure to

the owner, becomes an eyesore. In addition to the unsanitary condition and

the accompanying disfigurement, there is also the question of durability to

consider. Any material that absorbs large quantities of water is subject to

enormous strains when freezing occurs, and is liable to be destroyed in the

course of years.

In reinforced concrete work, particularly in the superstructure of build-

ings, all the above objectionable conditions resulting from lack of water-

tightness apply equally, and in addition we have the danger of corrosion of

the embedded metal. Ample experience seems to indicate that metal thor-

oughly encased in concrete is protected from corrosion by the latter, provided

that water in sufficient quantity cannot work its way to the metal and bring

corrosion. Concrete work, however, is subject to checking and cracking

from a multitude of uncontrollable causes, and should through any such

means rusting be made possible, its progress cannot very well be checked.

Rusting, which is the conversion of metal into its oxide, is accompanied by

expansion, which produces enormous strains in the encasing material,

strains akin to that produced by water in freezing.
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The Effect of Air and Moisture

(Reinforcement
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Upon Steel

HE increased use of reinforced concrete in every description of con-

structural work lends interest to a series of tests which have just

been carried out in Germany with a view to ascertaining whether

air and moisture entering through/the ordinary tension cracks that canno

be avoided will cause rusting of the steel
^^^"f^j;^^"^^^,^- . JJ^J^^^^^^^^^

tend to show that when the steel reinforcement has not been stressed

to beyond ks elastic limit the cracks formed in the concrete are insufficient

to ca^ rusting. For carrying out the tests, beams 6 feet 3 -dies by 8

feet 6 inches in cross-section and about 59 inches long, ,^^th the various

kinds of reinforcement in general use, were prepared. In each case theS wls's^tuate'd VA inches above the bottom of the beams and orme^

from 103 to 1.31 per cent of the area above , the center line of the steel

¥hrconcrete was mixed in 1 : 2 : 4 ratio, and 10.1 per cent of water wa

added It was found that this amount was sufficient to give a quite plastic

mass Thr forms were not removed until 24 hours had elapsed^ For

?l^ree months the beams were then stored, some in the open air and some

n wet sand and water was sprinkled over them every day. During the

nexT thr?e LnthsToad tests we're made on the beams with a vie to Ending

the various physical properties of reinforced
^^^I'll'^ ^^^^^^^

point of cracking, stress in concrete, stress in steel and ""t^f^te fjengtn

Of the total of 58 beams made, 26 were broken durmg the tests. The

remaining beams underwent a rapid rusting test under load, which was

usS alout The same as that to which the beam had been previously

^^bSed Thl load varied from considerably below
-P
Jo th^^/^^^^^^^

limit The gear consisted of levers for applying a fixed load to the beam

at wo po'nts, and a mixture of carbon dioxide, oxygen and water vapor

warpassed through a sheet iron casing fixed round the middle third of

^^e beam In the greater number of cases the beams were kept m th^

ru:ting^mosphere ^om 7 a. m. to 4 p m. ^or three cons^^^^^^^^^^

concrete below the steel was then chipped oflf, and the steel examinea.

n 27 cases no rusting at all was observed. All these beams had been sub-

ierted to loads causing stresses in the steel varying from 18,000 pounds to

35 0C» oounds per square inch. Where the steel had been stressed from

fs'oOO pounds ?oV000 pounds, rusting was found to have taken place.

ThVcement makers state that the composition of the cement used m the

tests w^s as follows: Silica, 21.86 per cent; alumnia and iron oxide, 03

oer cent lime, 62.5 per cent; magnesia, 1.67 per cent; sulphuric acid, 1.69

per cent.' On ignition it was found to lose 1.32 per cent, and the specific

gravity was 311.45.

Surfacing Concrete

The most common defects in the finished surface of concrete masonry

are JiscoKion, scaling and hair cracks. Discoloration may be due t^

the use of diflferent brands of cement in the same wall, to a lack ot unitorm

color of the sand to the concrete being non-homogeneous in m'xture, or

to ?he use of neat cement or cement mortar paints. Sea ing is due to the

nVsterhie ol painting of the wall with a rich or neat mixture. The fret-
plastering o^

cracks is due to the common practice of using a cement

ronar°fadnyaga'nst"thfface° forms. The ap'pearance of these cracks is

dv>2le:kSi» ^-idii^6a^l^>f hfl«ajfet*JfeT3«i*-jfa>«hcft>dMAjaAirf

ja?«B
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it»

SU Lake's t '1, San Francisco

" '7. McUougall, Architect

readily explained by the fact that the amount of shrinkage of concrete in

setting is less thin that of cement mortar.
,j ,. . n r

The following method of surfacing concrete should ehmmate all ot

these defects and give a smooth and durable finish. Prepare a smooth

and tight form, oiled, and in accordance with the usual instructions.

While laying the concrete pry back the body mass with a flat-bladed tool.

This is not for the purpose of forcing the mortar to the front as is some-

times supposed, but to prevent the arching of the stones against the forms

and the production of voids in the surface. A convenient tool for this

purpose is made by welding a piece of steel plate to a rod. After the

concrete has attained a consistency which will allow of the removal ot

the face form, but when it is still green and tender, go over it with a

kalsomine brush and plain water until the marks of the forms have been

entirely removed. When the masonry has hardened the surface may be

rubbed smooth with a carborundum brick or a briquette of cement mortar.

It is important that the concrete be kept damp during the process of

setting- otherwise the surface may dry out and leave insufficient water

for crystallization. This may be done by covering the masonry with a

wet tarpaulin and keeping it damp.

i
* *

1 There is no more danger of not making an advertising campaign pay

than there is of not winning out in any detail of your business.
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Los Angeles Architects Honored.

Architects Parkinson and Bergstrom

of Los Angeles have been commissioned

by The directors of the Utah Hotel Com-

pany of Salt Lake City to prepare plans

and supervise the construction of a mag-

nificent hotel building It will be ten

stories and basement and cover a ground

area of 165x195 feet. ,
It will contain 405

guest rooms, exclusive of the lobbies,

halls, parlors, offices, kitchen, din ng-

room. etc. On the ground floor wi 1 be

a splendid lobby with entrances from

South Temple and Main streets. From

the lobby will run a grand corridor a

distance of 135 feet to the dming-room,

which will be 54x90 feet m size. Three

hundred rooms will have private baths.

The structure will be of steel and the

outside is to be finished in terra cotta

• *J. . ' ^'i.
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and brick on the upper floors and stone

on the lower stories.

As the building is to be completed in

fourteen months, it will be necessary

that work commence at once. The con-

tract for the excavating has been let,

and is now being prosecuted. The con-

tract for the skeleton steel frame has

been awarded to the American Bridge

Company of New York. The architects

have established a branch office in the

Herald Building, Salt Lake City with

Mr. J. H. Hill, their engineer in charge.

Mr. Norris, their Oakland representa-

tive, will also be on the work. The
estimated cost of the building is $1,-

200,000.

Wedding Bells.

Architect Fowler Mallett and Miss

Maud D. Sanderson, daughter of Judge

A. A. Sanderson of San Francisco, were

married by Rev. Edward Morgan at St.

Luke's Church, June 16th. They will re-

side at Hayward.
Architect Willaim Binder of San Jose

and Miss Florence Latta, were married

in the Garden City on June 12th. They
are residing in Mr. Binder's attractive

English house in the fashionable Neg-
lee Park, San Jose.

Seattle Exposition a Wonder.

—When Mr. Charles S. Fee, passenger

traffic manager of the Southern Pacific

Company, arrived in Seattle soon after

the opening of the Exposition, he tele-

graphed General Passenger Agent James
Horsburgh Jr. as follows:

"Twenty Southern Pacific passenger

agents from all parts of the Pacific

system to-day visited the Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition, and they were unani-

mous in their praises of all that they

saw. Its a wonder, unique among all

similar expositions. It tells a big story

to the people of all this nation, a true

story of what there is to be found to-

day in Alaska and the great North-

west. Every building was ready on op-

ening day, June 1st, and flags were flying

and bands playing just as they will con-

tinue until the closing of the Exposi-

tion on October 15th. The Exposition

as it stands represents an investment of

about ten million dollars. The Forestry

building, made of monster timber from
the forests of Washington, is the most
remarkable of all the buildings while

the Alaska exhibit tells in detail of the

country that has yielded two hundred
and ninety-six million dollars' worth of

product in the past thirty years. The
buildings and grounds are remarkably
well arranged so that one can get about

easily without weariness and all details

are most artistic in their conception."

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

A special meeting of the San Fran-

cisco Chapter of the American Institute

of Architects was held in the green room
of the Hotel St. Francis June 17th. After

the usual dinner the meeting was called

to order by President Pissis. The attend-

ance was twenty-two.
Messrs. John Davis Hatch and Walter

D. Reed were elected to membership in

the chapter.
The chapter ratified the action of its

committee which had suggested to the

Board of Supervisors certain changes in

the program for the proposed City Hall

competition.
A committee was appointed by the

chair to draft a suitable code of ethics for

the professional conduct of the members
of the chapter.
The acquisition of' the proposed Civic

Center by the city was indorsed by the

chapter.
Mr. David Farquharson, who had re-

cently been elected to honorary member-
ship in the chapter, was present at the

meeting, and in responding to the re-

marks of Mr. Schulze, who stated the

pleasure of the chapter at the honor of

his presence, spoke interestingly of his

early experience in the profession and
mentioned the fact that he was the sole

survivor of the first architectural society

in San Francisco, which was organized
forty-seven years ago and consisted of

seven members. He congratulated the

present generation of architects on the

facilities with which all class of building

materials could be utilized, as compared
with the meager supply in earlier days.

Mr. Farquharson also thought the archi-

tecture of the rebuilt San Francisco was
far superior to that which was destroyed

by the fire.

San Francisco, Premier City of the Coast

The regular monthly meeting of the

Engineers and Architects' Association of

Southern California was held June 18th

at Hollenbeck Cafe, President A. A. Fries

presiding. The attendance was larger than

usual, side tables being required to care

for the overflow of guests at dinner who
were unable to find seats at the long

table.

Mr. Henry Dockweiler of San Fran-
cisco, an early member of the associa-

tion, was present. Mr. Dockweiler was
called upon by President Fries to tell of

the San Francisco of to-day. Mr. Dock-
weiler said that "San Francisco is experi-

encing a dull period. The men who have

money won't let go of it. Big enterprises

projected immediately after the fire have

been set aside. But from its position

geographically San Francisco appears to

me to be bound to become the premier

city of the coast. It is always assured

of cheap water transportation.

"When the Panama canal is built,

either Los Angeles or San Francisco, or

both—one for some kinds of freight and

the other for another—will be the stop-

oing place for all the ships that pass

through the canal. There is no reason

why this should not be the richest state

in the Union." . ^ .

Mr Dockweiler called attention to the

fact that "every commercial enterprise ot

to-day has an engineer at its head; the

future of engineering is very hopeful.

At the close of his ten minutes in-

structive and entertaining remarks Presi-

dent Fries presented him with a t^ree

Harbor" button from his own, lapel,

saving- "Mr. Dockweiler, speaking ot

harbors, we are working for a harbor

ourselves."

Hongkong Architects

Hongkong is one of the architectural

centers of the Orient, and professional

practice there under British rule is gen-

erallv carefully guarded, It is the archi-

tectural apex of the triangle formed by

it, Canton and Macao; the first two cities

are always busy with construction work

and offer splendid fields for building ma-

terials. , , . ^ . _„u
The following list of architects is pub-

lished for the benefit of dealers and man-

ufacturers looking to that territory for

business; the starred names are ot the

men in colonial service, and in no in-

stance is a street address required:

Austin, Anthony Roy
Bird, Henry William

Bird, Lennox Godfrey.

Boulton, James Fettes

Bryer, Alfred ^ ,, ^
Chatham, William, C. M. O.

Denison, Albert

Fisher, Henry George Corral

Gale, Charles Henry
Gibbs, Lawrence
Griffin, Albert Edwin
Harker, Bernard Brotherton

Hazeland, Ernest Manning
Hewitt, Alfred Herbert

Hollingsworth, Arnold Hackney

Hooper, Augustus Shelton

Jones, Patrick Nicholas Hill

Lemm, John
McCubbin, John
Ough, Arthur Henry
Perkins, Thomas Luff

Ram, Edward Albert.

Raven, Arthur Robert Fenton

Rose, Louis Augustus
Samy, Arthur Poonoo
Sayer, George John Budds

Thomas, Christopher Boswood
Tooker, Hugh Pollock

Turner, Arthur
Warren, Charles

, „, . j
Weaser. William Lionel Wreford

Wong, A. Cheong.

Los Angeles Architectural Club Meets.

A small attendance, but a group of

members determined to make a success-

ful, active working organization of the

reorganized Los Angeles Architectural

Club, gathered at the old club rooms 718

South Spring street, with President A. J^.

Rosenheim in the chair. The secretary

reported the membership now totals i)»,

with nine applicants, all of whom were

voted to full or associate membership.

Minor changes in the constitution and

by-laws were read and approved and the

club voted to have 500 copies printed.

The agreement of the directors with

M A. Vinson to affiliate with the Archi-

tectural League of the Pacific Coast, and

to appoint Mr. Vinson business manager

for the architectural exhibition to be held

in Los Angeles for two weeks in Novem-

ber, was read. This exhibition wil be

of work by Eastern architects as well as

local drawings and sketches.

The house committee reported prog-

ress in the search for new quarters. A
large portion of the fourteenth floor ot

the Union Trust building is under con-

sideration and this location, if satisfac-

tory arrangements can be made, met with

the approval of the members present.

Bungal—Ode.

There's a jingle in the jungle.

Midst the gum trees and the pme;

He is mangling the tangle

Of the undergrowth and vine,

^nd his blood is all a tingle

At the sound of blow on blow.

As he counts each single shingle

On his bosky bungalow.

There's a jingle in the jungle;

He is counting every nail;

For he says. " 'Twill be a haven

Where the world will not assail,

And I dream of every ingle

Where I'll linger at my ease.

Nought to set my nerves a jingle,

I may 'bungle' as I please.

Oh, a true word oft is spoken.

When a man is half in jest;

At the mention of a bungle,

Even though he does his best

There'll be trouble in that jungle

Where he builds to seek his health.

With his bungalow he'll bungle,

FOR HE'S BUILDING IT HIMSELF!
—Exchange.

New San Jose Bank BidldliiK-

The Lewis A. Hicks Company has

been given the contract for the erection

of a nine-story class A building for the

First National Bank of San Jose, from

plans by Architect L.B. button of San

Francisco. The building will cost about

$250,000.
'

1. fr.f-^h?
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Tests of reinforced concrete water

pipe for high-pressure service, which
the United States

Reclamation Ser-

vice has been con-

ducting at Hermis-
ton, Oregon, have proved so satis-

factorv that the Government will in-

stall a two-mile pipe line of rein-

forced concrete in one of its irriga-

tion projects.

The tests were made under the

direction of Supervising Engineer

Ernest G. Hopson of the Portland

office of the Reclamation Service,

and the experiments tend to prove

that reinforced concrete is the cheap-

est- as well as the most satisfactory

kind of pipe for high-pressure water

use. An exchange, says :

The Government Reclamation Service is

about to build two miles of high-pressure

main for the Umatilla irrigation project,

and it was desired to utilize reinforced con-

crete for this work if tests showed it to be

satisfactory. Several sections of pipe were

constructed with a four-foot channel and a

shell three inches thick. This pipe was sub-

jected to a pressure varying from sixty to

seventy pounds per square inch.

The result of the tests showed conclu-

sively, according to Mr. Hopson, that rein-

forced concrete is suitable for the purpose

of the Government, and it has been de-

cided to build the entire main of that mate-

rial. The advantages of the concrete pipe,

according to the engineers, are that it is

about one-half as expensive as steel or iron

pipe, just as permanent, and that, in fact,

its cost is only a little more than that of

wooden pipe.

On another page in this number of

The Architect and Engineer we pub-

lish extracts of a report of the Den-
ver Improvement Association,

which, after a thorough investiga-

tion, has reported favorably for re-

inforced concrete sewer pipe in pref-

erence to clay. The committee

finds that to make clay pipe that

is perfectly true in form, or at the

joints is practically impossible ; that

clay pipe is extremely brittle, and

will not stand even very light jars;

that if it becomes soaked with water

and freezes, it disintegrates. The re-

ports of the various city engineers

showed that no ill effects had ever

been shown in well-formed cement

pipe from the effect of acid or

alkali in ordinary soil or sewerage;

they found that concrete pipe that

had been exposed to the alternate

wetting and drying at salt water was

not affected by the strong alkalies m
same.

Several miles of sewer pipe are

about to be laid in San Francisco,

and the municipal authorities will do

well to follow the example set by

the city of Denver, and investigate

thoroughly the various kinds of pipe

before awarding any contracts.

Late copies of the French journals

comment in glowing terms upon the

ceremonies attending the

FRANCE IS recent transfer of L'En-

ORATEFUL. fant's remains to the

National Cemetery at

Arlington, at which President Taft,

Ambassador Jusserand and other dig-

nitaiies were present. They look

upon that graceful act of the American

nation as a great mark of friendship

for France and an added tie between

the two countries.

La Construction Moderne, the

leading architectural journal of that

,
country, says editorially

:

*^
. . L'Enfant played a most im-

portant role in the establishment of

Washington as the young nation's

capital. To him is due its beautiful

plan and the sightly locations of its

early buildings. But later on, there

as elsewhere, the artistic and har-

monious scheme was abandoned and

the state buildings were located

at haphazard, as best suited the

needs of the moment or private

interests or greed. Then in 1896

Architect Fitzpatrick of that city in-

augurated a vigorous campaign to

persuade the nation that it was time

to revive the artistic spirit and to

revert to the original plan of L'En-

fant. The idea was well received

and, as we noted at the time, the

President appointing an art commis-

sion to care for the systematic

grouping of buildings and the con-

trol of parks and improvements.

There has been a decided renais-

sance not only in that city but in

the entire country in the direction

of the City Beautiful.

"In France few of us remember

that L'Enfant rendered such signal

artistic services to the young re-

public after having fought its battles

beside our Lafayette under the

orders of Washington, the great gen-

eral and President who has been the

model of all succeeding Presidents

in every republic. The Americans,

it would appear, know better than

we how to preserve and honor the

souvenirs of the past. They possess

in a high degree those practical

qualities so absolutely indispensable

for national progress, but, we note,

they possess equally the higher

idealism and sentiment that make

them grateful to all who have helped

them in their adolescence, a beauti-

ful quality. Since it is France and

a Frenchman that were honored in

this recent touching ceremony it is

but meet and just that we do not let

the occasion pass without showing

our appreciation and extending to

them the hand of fellowship and

good will. ..."

What the Pacific Coast region can

do has never been better told than

^by Jhe Alaska-
SHOULO VISIT Yukon-Pacific Ex-

THE EXPOSITION. position, now in

progress at Seattle.

One hundred Californians, under the

auspices of The California Promo-

tion Committee, and other commer-

cial organizations in California,

went to the Exposition in a magnifi-

cent special train, and they have

returned filled with the vast import-

ance of this exposition as an aduca-

tional factor in the development and

upbuilding of the Coast.

What these hundred Californians

have seen should be seen by every

Californian. The exhibits equal

those of any exposition ever held,

and in addition to having most of

the things that have been seen in

other expositions there are many

that have never been featured be-

fore Every one who visits this ex-^

position cannot fail to return to his

home with a higher sentiment of

loyalty to his country and a feeling

of pride in his own State.
|
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Modern Ideas in Plumbing, and Their

Advantages.

APPARENTLY the eflforts of plumb-

ers are at last about to be recog-

nized as factors in bringing about

the necessary improvements in plumbing

systems. At recent meetings of medical

men these efforts have been commended,

as well as what had been done aloner the

lines of improved sanitation. One result

noted by the medical profession is a

marked general improvement in public

health. If the public would recognize

this fact, and in place of abusing the

plumbers at every opportunity, assist

them by exhibiting good feeling toward

them, it would go some distance toward

effecting an improvement.
At the present time the laymen, who m

many cases have been posted by the

plumber regarding the requirements of a

perfect plumbing system, will be listened

to in preference to the man who has

given the subject a life study. This

_ should not be the case, for there are

men in the business to-day who are not

only intelligent, but have given the sub-

ject, i. e., the principles of sanitation, a

good deal of thought and study.

It may not be out of place to give a

short description of the many improve-

ments that have been made in the prin-

ciples of sanitation, mainly through the

efforts of the manufacturer and the

plumber. In the first place, it is inter-

esting to inquire the meaning of the

word "plumber." Historically we find he

is one who works in lead. The Chinese

used lead long before the Christian era,

so that we must recognize the Oriental

as the pioneer of the plumbing trade.

This may not be pleasant news to the

plumber of to-day, but nevertheless it is

true. The Chinese were not the only

ones, however, to use lead in early days,

for we find that Archimedes, a Greek

philosopher who lived 200 years before

the Christian era, made use of lead pipe.

It is stated also in the Bible that "lead

is a lasting metal for- letters," and that

David used leaden pipes. These refer-

ences were to lead workers, whom we
now call plumbers; so that we can con-

sider Archimedes as the first plumber

and give the birth date of the trade as

200 years B. C, or, bringing it up to the

present time, 2109 years ago. Plumbing,

therefore, has time; it fades into insig-

nificance when compared with the age of

lead using by the Chinese, which com-
menced about 5000 years ago.

History is silent with regard to plumb-

ing system, and especially so as to fix-

tures, until the year 1775, when a patent

was taken out in England by Cummings
for a water closet. This closet was
worked by a slide valve. Two years

later Prosser patented a closet very sim-

ilar to our old Demerset with float valves

to regulate the water. Then in 1778

Bramah patented a closet having two

valves, one to regulate the water, the

other to take it away. This closet had

a ground-in brass outlet four inches in

diameter, a wood* n frame and lead-lined
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trunk Next came Undeshay, who made

the bottom valve close on a rubber seat.

This invention must have been about the

year 1840, as that was the year m which

India rubber wa. first vulcanized and

made suitable for the work. Very litt e

improvement was made in this fix ure

until the old pan closet, with its lead

Uap cast-iron trunk and porcelain bowl,

c^'xSe'in; but this, like all the o-
closets, was not sanitary. There were

large unventilated spaces, the air from

which could freely escape into the apart-

ment through the openmg in the trunk^

Then came the all-porcelain bowl and

trap combined, in all shapes and sizes^

This line of invention has had a lasting

effect The closet of to-day, with a

three-inch outlet, separate flush valve

assuring every part being thorough y

washed out when operated, if properly

h^istalled under modern methods and

kept clean, is a fixture which, when we

adopt the 'all-porcelain seat m place o

the wooden, is not only sanitary, but of

^^^h^wash^rasin has been steadily im-

proving. The old days of boxed-in

bashes have passed and gone, the shape

has also been changed and we "-w have

the clean white enamel and the all white

porcelain in a multitude of ^tyks, many

of which are very beautiful in design

'"Urinlf construction has made rapid

strides in the last few years though not

before it was needed. The fixture is one

of the most difficult to arrange in such

a manner that it will be self-cleamng.

Th^is one of the most essential feat-

"
We'have"come from the. old lead-lined

kitchen sink to the sanitary cast-iron

enam"-H and to the all-porcelain sink.
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The greatest step in the right direction

was taken when the boxed-in arrange-

ment around the old sink was disposed

of, and with it went the store-hole for

everything from the kitchen. What a

contrast between this arrangement and

the present sink and drainer, supported

on brackets of the same
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The materials used for soil, waste and

drain pipes have changed greatly. Al-

though they are not perfect yet, the

improvement has been very great. We
have come from the sheet, galvanized

and lead soil pipes to the cast-iron hub

and spigot pipe, which is generally used

to-day. This style of pipe should not,

however, be used in any building over

ninety feet high. Buildings over this

height should have wrought-iron drain-

age systems. The best features of this

system of piping are the greater and

more uniform strength and permanence

of the joints and the greater flexibility

of the pipe and system as a whole.

From the wooden box drain we have

come to the tile and cast-iron. In some

of our larger buildings, where the extra

cost of installation need not be consid-

ered, wrought-iron screw-jointed pipe is

used I hope the time will come when

this material will be the only one

allowed inside any building. I consider

the screw joint the only safe joint,

where the changes in the temperature

. are frequent.
,

A great deal might be said about mod-

ern ideas of installing plumbing pipe

and fixtures, and about our back vent-

ing and local ventilation systems for

bathrooms and lavatories. In olden

times one trap for water-closet basin

and bath, and one waste connection to

soil pipe for all three fixtures, was all

that was considered necessary. Now
we have a separate trap for each fixture.

Sanitation in modern buildings is

given far more consideration to-day than

formerly. Particularly is this seen m
the wonderful improvement in plumbing

with regard to draining systems, the

water supplv nnd the fixtures. Formerly

UTCHEM ENGINEERING
POWER PLANT INSTALLATION

ESTIMATES FURNISHED

214 ELLIS STREET

plumbing fixtures were hidden away in

poorly ventilated, poorly liglited, out-of-

the-way places, and used only as neces-

sities. They now occupy a prominent

place in the house and have become a

luxury as well as a necessity.

Ask an experienced plumber of to-day

what are the essentials of a perfect sys-

tem of plumbing, and invariably he will

give the following answer:

First— An adequate supply of water

to flush the various fixtures.

Second—Fixtures that are of enameled

iron or porcelain, set open, in well-

lighted and ventilated rooms.

Third—Waste pipes large enough to

carry of? all waste material, yet not too

larcre to be self-cleaning.

Fourth—A system of ventilation so

arranged that it will ventilate every por-

tion of the drainage system properly.

Fifth—A quality of piping for soil pipe

and drains that will not corrode nor be

affected by sudden changes in tempera-

ture.

Sixth—A thorough system of testing

and inspection by practical men, not only

when the work is finished, but during the

installment of all piping.

The plumber is the man who can save

the "doctor's bills" and keep away many
diseases from the home, through his

skill and knowledge of what good plumb-

ing means. He should be encouraged to

do the best of work and to become con-

versant with the best ideas in the trade

as to what is required to improve our

present plumbing system, which, greatly

improved as it is, can yet be made much

more perfect.
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Overshooting of Tungsten Lamps.

When tungsten lamps are thrown on

to a circuit they take several times their

normal current for a short space of time^

This excess of current causes the candle

power of the lamp to go beyond its rated

value until the lamp has attained its

normal condition.
,

-

It is evident that on an installation ot

several hundred lamps this excess cur-

rent would be considerable, especially if

the lamps are turned on and ott tre-

quently. It is often the case that fuses

wm be blown on circuits of tungsten

lamps when first turned on even though

the fuses are heavy enough to carry the

load when the lamps are operating under

normal conditions. The excess curren

can often be detected when a lamp Is

screwed into a live socket, as a snap can

be heard the instant the lamp makes con-

tact, giving evidence of heavy current^

The overshooting is not so noticeable

in the case of lamps that are continu-

ously being flashed as in the case o an

electric sign, since the current is turned

on before the lamps are cold, and betore

the resistance of the filaments has de-

creased to the point where heavy cur<

rents will be allowed to pass.
.

Intrinsic brilliancy, when referring to

a light source, is understood to mean

the candle power per square inch of sur-

face of the light source. In other words

it is the average candle power divided by

the surface expressed m square inches.

In the case of a clear tungsten lamp it

is the average candle POVi^'''\^\ll
spherical candle power divided by the

r^rfa of the surface of the filament, bince

^hfarea of the filament of the tungsten

lamp is only, a fraction of an inch the

intrinsic brilliancy is very high If the

lamo be frosted, the area is no longer

hT^surface of the filament, but o the en

tire bulb, and hence the brilhancy is

decreased.

New Uses for Outdoor Lighting.

Modern light sources have turned night

into day for almost every purpose ot

abor or^ recreation. Construction work

of all kinds is now carried on where

desirable, quite as. rapidly by night as b

dav The electric light and acetylene

^as' have made this possible and prac-

dcal The electric street railway, and

electric street lighting have given rise to

a new amusement institution which can

now be found in almost all cities and

towns of any size-the recreation park

.The institution, of course, is the direct

result of the street car company s fond-

n^sVr gathering -ins ever^^ traction

company is a confirmed numismatist.
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But as the street car is a thoroughly

useful and convenient thing, as is shown

by the impatience of the people when it

is blocked for even a half-hour so the

summer recreation park is a decided ad-

dition to the attractions of a cit^^ In

the nature of things it is located in the

suburbs and in some spot as much
fa-

vored by natural beauty as .can be found^

Reaching it necessitates a ride of greater .

or less distance through country or out-

lying districts, and the park itself, with

Js brilliant and fantastic lighting and

various mechanical pleasures which are

so dear to the heart of the American city

dweller, combine to afford that relaxa^

tion and exhilaration of "imd and body

which highly contribute to health and

'^usUce'- Brewer of the United States

Supreme Court has declared that go

is not a game, but a disease. If golt is

a diseasf, baseball is contagious and

well nigh universally distemper. 1 he

present season will see at least two or

three ball grounds equipped for night

games by means of artificial illumination

with electric arc lamps. Ch^^fg^'.^^^""

cinnati and Pittsburg are all to try it out.

There can be little doubt of its success,

^ for there is no practical reason why a

ground should not be so^riliantly illum^

inated as not only to make the game

possible in the highest state of the art

but to make it thoroughly visible to and

enjoyable by the spectators as welL

When this practice becomes pnera as

\t undoubtedly will, the office boy will be

spared the grief of so frequently attend^

ine his grandmother's funeral during the

summer and the business man who is

farToo'busy to receive an advertising

solicitor will not find it necessary to

r^ke so many trips to the neighboring

city, nor have so many directors meet-

ings to attend.

But, after all, baseball .s as tame as a

eame of croquet, compared with the

ftrTnuous sport of selling ^"b^'ban real

estate in a Western town. The mduce-

ments offered to make a "home run" are

Wm S.B.

GONSULIiNB E
'1
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so many and varied that if one does not

an hTr^self out in the wild attempt o

hit the right lot, he is fully entitled to

score. At least one Western city intends

to compete with night baseball by the

real estate game. The lots are to be

lighted up at night, not only so that

prospective purchasers
J^^y , ^"^/f,^''

way thither, but to such a degree tha

the lots may be fully inspected, and will

present a spectacle worth twice the price

of admission whether they buy or not^

And so the uses of artificia iHum na-

tion continue to expand. -Illuminating

Engineer.
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Noiseless Plumbing in Residences.

A very disagreeable feature 9f plumb-

ing work in the home is the noise due to

the operation of plumbing fixtures. In

many residences the operation of the

water closet in the bathroom can be

heard all over the building. Such noise,

however, is ^unnecessary, and can be

avoided by intelligent design of the sys-

tem and judicious selection of fixtures.

Among the many closet combinations

carried by the various manufacturers

each manufacturer has some one fixture

which is less noisy than the rest, and for

that reason is more suitable than the

other fixtures for residence work. It is

well to be acquainted with the various

closets of the manufacturers, so that

when a noiseless one is wanted it can be

specified by catalogue plate and number.
But even when the closet is noiseless in

operation, noiseless plumbing is not as-

sured unless the supply and waste pipes

are likewise proportioned to their sev-

eral uses. If the supply pipes are too

small there will be a disagreeable hissing

sound when water is being drawn, not

only at closet fixtures but at other points

in the building. Further, if the pressure

is high, and properly designed faucets or

suitable air chambers are not provided,

there will be a pounding noise when a

faucet is closed, due tn water hammer.

- ^4C!,
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These sources of trouble can be elimi-

nated by using slow-closing faucets and

Targe size supply pipes to the various

^The^ noise of water from closet fixtures

flowing through the soil pipe can be de-

creased in volume by using 3-inch soil

plpe^ in the partitions, and the remain-

ing noise can be almost entirely done

away with by filling the space around

the pipe and between the^ laths and plas-

ter of the partition with some non-

sound-conducting substance. F^^ally^^^

partitions around a bathroom should be

Lund-proofed, and, so far as Possible

doors for bathrooms should be used

through which but little sound will pass.

—Modern Sanitation.

Night Illumination of Real Estate.

The Los Angeles Examiner is respon-

sible for the following:

The King Realty Company, Facitic

Electric building, has inaugurated an in-

novation by arranging to show lots at

night, beginning tomght in Southwest

Heights, the property which it has placed

uoon the market and which is attracting

much attention. ...

More than 1,000 flambeau torches will

—T)e used to illuminate the property, and

besides serving a very practical purpose,

will be spectacular.

Two-thirds of the people of Los An-

geles it is estimated, are busy in the day

and cannot go out to see this property,

and it is for th^ir benefit that the illunii-

nation has been arranged, and will be

continued nightly.

FRANCISCO, CAL.

Mr. Pike Back From tlie East.

Edwin B. Pike of the Butte Engineer-

ing and Electric Company, and an asso-

ciate editor of The Architect and En-

gineer, is back from the East, having

combined a two months' business trip

with pleasure. While in the East Mr^

Pike visited several of the factories of

the National Electric Lamp Association,

and, according to him, it is qmte ap-

parent that the tungsten lamp within

a year will be the only commercial lamp

on the market. Great strides are being

made toward their perfection and already

they are producing a very high candle-

power lamp in practically the old sixteen

candle-power size.

Praise for Mr. Leland.

The elaborate heating and ventilating

system in the new Orpheum Theater,

which was described by Architect Lans-

burgh in the June number of The Archi-

tect and Engineer, was designed by Wil-

liam B. Leland, S. B. Some $20,000 was

expended in providing a thoroughly up-

to-date system, and it can be safely said

that the equipment is without a duplicate

west of Chicago. The engineering work

is a splendid tribute to the professional

ability of Mr. Leland.

Big Demand for Pittsburg Boilers.

The Pittsburg Water Heater has had

a phenomenal sale in California the past

year, due very largelv to its aggressive

handling by Messrs. Joseph Thieben and

J G Scott From a comparatively small

patronage the Pittsburg boiler has en-

joyed a steady increase of sales until

now it is used more than any otherL_

high-priced domestic water heater, and

architects are specifying it in prefer-

ence to others. The heater, ^yhereyer

installed, has given thorough satisfaction

doing all that its manufacturers clami tor

it Messrs. Thieben and Scott have

found it necessary to take larger quar-

ters, and to this end a PO/tion of the

three-story building at 667 Mission

street, San Francisco, has been leased

for a term. Several rooms have been

fitted up as a flat and heaters have been

installed, with the idea of giving archi-

tects and prospective purchasers practi-

cal demonstrations. Any person inter-

ested in domestic heating is cordially

invited to visit the showrooms: or de-

scriptive matter will be mailed free upon

request.

^\ Plumbing
STEAM

\\(f^) Jeffersor

AND HOT WAlt
Near 14th Street

NFATING

Ctit, Phone Oakland 1499
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Gets Contract for Big Steel BiiUi,-.

The United Engineering and Construc-

tion Company of Portland, Ore., has

just been awarded the contract for the

erection of a six-span steel lift bridge

over the Willamette river, for the city ot

Portland.
, , , ,

„.,
,

This company, which has only recently

been organized, has strong connections

and heavy backing. The officers are

Drake C. O'Reilly. C H Lewis and F. A.

Rosenkrans, of Portland, Ore., and A. b.

Eldridge of New York. Mr. Eldridge

had direct charge for eight years of the

construction of the Buffalo and Cleve-

land breakwater, on Lake Erie, tor

Hughes Bros. & Bangs, and for several

years has been associated with and has

had charge of very important work for

J. G. White & Co.

Associated with the company as con-

sulting engineers are Mr^ S,^,^.P^/"
^,

Hopkins and Mr. James S. Wmters or

New York. Mr. Hopkins was for several

years with the Pennsylvania Railroad,

and for the last eight years has been in

charge of construction of some oi the

most important sections of the New
York-Subway. Mr. Winters was tor

some time connected with Eastern bridge

companies, and for the last five years

has been in charge of important building

work for Charles A. Cowen & Co. ot

New York city.
, ^ a

The new company is organized and

equipped to do general contracting, build-

ing and engineering work.

An Engineer's Estimation of Milo

Ketchum's Work.

"Architect and Engineer," San Fran-

cisco—Gentlemen: Return to you here-

with "Design of Highway Bridges, by

THE
Roebling Construction Co.

OP NEW YORK

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATH

THE SYSTEM THAT IS ITMEPROOf

ltl7-lllS Crocker Bnlldlog, Saa Francisco

Phone, Temporary 4312

J
Milo Ketchum. You cannot speak of

this volume in too high terms, as it is the

best publication I have seen to date.

It meets the wants of the practicing

engineer in a thorough and practical

manner and is a practical book all the

way through. Sincerely yours,

JNO. B. LEONARD, C. E.

p. S.—If this book becomes a burden

to you at any time, will be glad to house

it for you.

lighl weJU iwood with

JandMtonm" brick, horn

0»t« BricK Co.. C. F. Prft

and^ooe <» tand lime l»ick take V

brick for Hghtwelb — cort^ and »'

than any other preaied brick on the r

Flxme Golden G«t« B
Market ^^eet. San Francisco, for

^60
I

More Than a Mountain of Malthoid.

As soon as the. building committee of

the Seattle Exposition reached the point

of having to decide upon the various ma-

Uriall to be used in the construction of

he buildings, there arose a very hotly

contested f^ght over the kind and quality

of roofing to be used. Nothing but re

Hable and well-tried roofing could be

considered, owing to the -ce^.^^^^^
,^^^^

securing a water-tight roof that ^^^uld re

main so as long as there was any expo

sition for a leaky roof would result m
spomng many valuable exhibUs and mrke

the management liable for heavy dam-

^Tome forty-eight samples of roofing

were submitted, each ^1^^^^"^
^^^^Vere

best although many of them were

manufactured%y the same company and

out on the market under different brands

With such a line of samples and pres-

entation of qualities It was up to the

exposition to test them out.
,

The tests

resulted in the rejection of all but five

and one of them, Malthoid, was adopted

as the standard of the specifications.

Malthoid then became, m reality, the

roof for all buildings erected under the

supervision of the exposition committee^

About 10,000 squares were u^ed on tne

various buildings.

A Beautiful Art Glass Panel.

One of the most elaborate and artistic

art glass panels that have gone into store

?ronts in Los Angeles is
'^rl •^''nher'^s

across the entire front of C. Christopher s

confectionery at 350 Broadway. It is

eighteen feet long by five feet deep and

worked out in a harmonious and rich

color scheme that cannot fail to attract

and hold attention from every passer-by.

The name Christopher occupies the

center of the panel, done in a so t

green tint. This pierces the motif

Sf the panel, a cluster of rich cnmson

roses which forms the nucleus of the en-

tire color scheme. The superb blending

of colors and the wide range of tints, in

which there is nothing to break the com-

plete harmony, has won for the panel the

admiration of all connoisseurs in art

glass.

MocHenzie Roof Co.

This panel is one of a number of dis-

tinctively artistic art glass Pieces de

signed and made by the W. H. Judson

An Glass Company^f_Los Angeles.

Macadam Treatment in Palo Alto.

Experiments carried o^ ^^n Fa\o Mto,

under the direction of J. F- ^^^^^^
Tr city engiheer, have resulted in the

Liection of an asphaltic flux as a mac^

adam coating. This niaterial s the flux

that is used there as a softener tor

asDhalt in the manufacture of asphalt

plrements. Following are the specifica-

^'"^^The refined liquid asphalt must be a

stiff residuum of petroleum oil with an

asphalt base. It must ^e free from wate^

j^nd from light oils volatile at less than

250 degTeesSahrenheit. When twenty

tr^ms are heated to a temperature of

f50 degrees Fahrenheit for five cons^^^^^^^^

tive hours in an uncovered ci^lmdnca

dish 3/2 centimeters high by 6/2 centi

^^tersln diameter, it must "Ot lose more

l^uMf in cMoroform' and must contam

"Vhe"m"t'e'ria"l is sprinkled on the sur-

fac?:t Tbout 200 degrees Fahrenheit and

brushed out evenly at once as t cannot

be swept after cooling, about three

tenth^of a gallon per square yard being

u'sed Enough clean screenings to ab^

sorb the surp us is applied, and a tougn

t^tun^inous mat from one-quarter to one-

half an inch in thickness is formed^ This

covering has been found to Protect tne

macaTam from wear, shed water reduce

the dust nuisance, and wear better than

anything yet tried.

The bitumen costs f^out 10 cents per

orpllon About one cubic yard ot screen

fn^s is required for each seventy square

y^rds o?'coating. The total cost per

square yard for the materials and labor

is about as follows: „
^^^

Bitumen • • • •':;'„

Heating, spreading and dressing

with screenings (cost of screen- ^^^^
ings included) •• ^yjc

Sweeping before applying ^«^ting._|5_

Total •

nn^'"
(Continued on page ilu.;

^
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The Right Klod of Oravel for your Work
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J'he Architect and Ens^ineer

'iew shozvxng contrast of higher court in

Pacific Building, San Francisco,

veneered with 6 by 3 inch

bright white glazed wall tiles

and section as tt appeared before

such treatment.

• I \/ t
)HM\%( )INGY LIGHT COURT INTO BRILLIANCY.

1^
HE above cut shows the light court in

~lhe Pacific building, San Francisco,

before and after veneering the walls

with white bright glazed tiles. The dark
section shows the original cement finish,

while the light section shows the appear-
ance of the walls after the tiles were laid.

The tiles are known as Patent Grip

(Continued from page 109.)

The sweeping is done with a horse-

drawn sweeper and then by hand. To
insure success the surface must be thor-

oughly clean and dry, well compacted
and strong.
The surfacing is practically free from

objectionable odors.

Anchor Back Wall Tiles, and they are

of bright white glaze, 6x3 inches, and
made by the American Encaustic Tiling

Company, Ltd., of Zanesville, Ohio. The
tiles are specially well suited for a job

of this sort on account of their security

against coming loose after once having
been set, the anchors formed in the tiles,

in making, producing a perfect rivet head
of cement at each corner of the tile.

There were nearly 20,000 'square feet

of tile used in this light court, and it was
supplied by Mangrum & Otter, Inc., from
stock. It would seem that San Fran-
cisco dealers *carry immense quantities

of tile in stock to be able to fill such

an order at a moment's notice.

anna
n^ mstr UL liic

style

^S-^O S©con

m. ESSER CO.
NEW YORK.

San T^raxicisco, Oal.
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ECTRICAL WORK C

LIEBE5 BUILDING
(Albert Pissis. Architect)

by

L

iFPfiMF ^^ B^C

127 MONTGOMERY ST.

1-1 ^4" A 'W

le Douglas 952

A Straight Talk to Contractors.

A
CONTRACTOR should be able to

know, within reasonable limits

how much a certain amount of

work will consume in actual time and

Ubor, writes Warfield Webb m the

National Builder. He must understand

just how much material will be required

for the contract, and be able to purchase

the same to the best advantage.

Experience is a practical teacher, bu

as it is costly, it is better to learn all

possible without.it. .What a builder

learns from experience is dearly paid for

If he blunders, it may be the means o

making him lose the contract and others

besides, and it may be so costly that he

will be many days in recovering from

The effects of the same. Fore bought

then, is the primary lesson to learn m
^ taking contracts for yourself.

When a contractor has fully "lastered

the plans of a structure he must be in a

posidon to order the stock as required

being careful to keep the proper amounts

and the proper commodities in mind at

aU times."^ He should figure on the cost

of the excavations, on the cost of the

foundations and. the. P'-^J^^^y ^^^^A ^l
every moment's time is of value when ne

has men employed by the hour or day,

and he must%ee that ^^ --"
^^^.^Tf

handicapped n this way from a lack: oi

sufficient material to keep them busy.

Hrriust see that they get to the build-

{nl on time and that they remain there

ITn'tiUheTour for Quitting 1 ha- noted

instances where the men did not appear

any too anxious to come early or to

wo'^-k late, and that they did not ex^.t

themselves then to any marked degree.

aT error in figuring the amount of

time or material is always costly, and

more than that, it creates delays and

disorders that cost money, /h^ con

tractor must be the "boss" of the job

and allow no one else to give instruc-

Uons aCout the work. 9^^^- may be

older in years and experience, put they

should be made to understand that you

Ire ully capable of carrying out your

awn p ans intelligently. If you are not,

?hey will soon find it out and there will

When writing to Advert

be lurther disagreeable conditions to

contend with.
. , , u u ^^^^

The quality of material should be care-

fully noted. Inferior stock and careless

workmanship are things not calculated

to improve the general tone of the work

In ordering material see that you get

what is called for, at the proper price

and see also that the same is delivered

to you on time. Your own supervision

of the work is the best evidence that you

are vitally interested, and one that wi

do much to get you other work. If you

are not there much of your time, there

will be occasions when your presence

will be badly needed and when the lack

of it will be costly. ,

It is the details that go so far toward

success in this day of earnest competi-

JnoJ.Cone Rob't W. Hunt Jas. C. Hallsted

A. W. Fiero D. W. McNaugher
listed 11

11

I
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Engineers

BUREAU or INSPECTION
TESTS AND CONSULTATION

SAN FRANCISCO.
NEW YORK. -

LONDON.
CHICAGO. - -

PITTSBURG.
ST. LOUIS. - -

MONTREAL.

425 Washington Street

West Street Building

31 Norfolk House

1121 The Rookery

Monongahela Bank Bldg.

Syndicate Trust Building

Canadian Express Bldg.

Inspccuoa of Rail* and Fartcnings, Cms.

Locomotives. Pipe*, etc. Bridges.

Buildings and other Structures

Cement Testing and Inspection

CHEMICAL m PHYSICAL UMMTOWES IH

SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON

ST LOUIS and MONTREAL
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MAKE THE HOME

BEAUTIFUL
by the use of

Hardwood

Dtnmg Hocwi m CroK

A.

iaklarici, Cal.

An Attractive and Artis-

tic HardwooJ Interior

Need Cost No More tkan

Soft\voo<l Trim by tke use

of our Mctkod.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET EXPLAINING

E. A. W/
20 Howfai

f.
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WATERPROOF AND ROOFING PAINTS
CONTRACTORS

ASWtAtT. FELT AND GRAVEL ROOFING
DAMP-PROOFING AND WATERPROOFING
WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST GRADE MATERIALS IN OUR WORK
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tion. Noting these is naturally irksome

at times, but they are essential, and the

man who does not see the necessity of

looking after the smaller things will be

sure to overlook some of the larger

ones, and that means sure and certain

failure. First have the knowledge your-

self, and then you can impart the same

to those under you.

As the work progresses you should be

able to see what will be required next,

and thus, keeping in advance of your

men, you will not permit anything to

drag that will cause delay. At the end

of each day you should see just what

headway has been made, and thus be in

a position to begin the following days

labor with a correct idea of what is to

be done. In this way you are not likely

to make serious errors, and where there

are no serious accidents the work wi

go forward in a satisfactory manner all

around.

Many people are a trifle cranky about

the erection of a building, and some of

them are inclined to believe that they

know more than either architect or

builder, and these things make the work

at times harder. Stick to your contract

to the letter, and if there are any altera-

tions that require more than ordinary

time and labor, see that they are paid

for; ' otherwise you will lose money.

Some people are unreasonable in that

they will expect too much from a builder

and that they will not give the time that

much of the labor entails. Most of us

want things in a hurry these days, and

the builder is one man who must work

hurriedly and at the same time slowly.

He must do his work well, but he must

not waste time. Every hour means

much for him, and more for the men
who are working under him.

To the builder who is just starting out

for himself > there are lessons to be

learned that will try his patience, but the

man who cannot gain by each new problem

is not the man who will conquer m the

end A full understanding of the things

that are for him to know should be borne

in mind, and his eyes and ears should

be ever ready to get an idea that wilJ

be helpful in bettering the labor that he

has set about to do, and thus increase

his possibilities and make sure his lite

work.

Concrete and Artificial Stone Work.

A Lynch & Co. have been doing con-

siderable work of late in reinforced con-

crete construction, being in splendid

shape to handle this class of work with

all possible speed. Artificial stone pave-

ment is also a specialty of this company.

V offices are in the Builders Exchange

bi 'ing, San Francisco.
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New Home of the Munich Art Glass Company, San Francisco

Crim & Scott, Architects

STAINED GLASS AND ONE OF ITS MAKEKS

WHENEVER a painter's art is

called into discussion, one phast

of it in particular is made basis

of his rights to fame. In fact, in that

phase lies all that there is to art; name-

ly, light and shade. Whether a picture

portrays the emotions of humanity or

the spaces of Nature, all it.s character

and fancy, realism and romance, anat-

omy, atmosphere and com:)Osition. are

but arrangements of light and shade.

In an oil painting this is accomplished

by an illusion; or, to be more accur-

ate, the color produces an illusion. The
color itself stands for the effect of light

shining upon color. So that, with can-

vas and oils, both opaque mediums, is

achieved the effect of depth and shade,

light and translucency.
Stained glass exemplifies the reverse

process. With translucent and serni-

translucent materials, is produced the

same picture, but with what greater de-

gree of realism and spectacular bril-

lianccl While the major portion of the

canvas is devoted to shadow, the field of

the stained glass is a profuse illumina-

tion. Instead of painting sunlight with

chromes and clays, use is made of the.

sunlight itself. It enters the picture and

becomes a part of it. Instead of being

a sunlit scene of artificial color upon
canvas, the very sunlight becomes a can-

vas, veiled and let free in the gorgeous

web of the glass-cutter's art.

Of all the arts, that of stained glass

is least contaminated by the cheapness

of overproduction and reproduction.

Bringing with it the richness and at-

mosphere of mediaeval cathedrals, it at

once dominates its environment and at-

tracts attention. It gives a glow of

imagery to the commonplace and adds

splendor to the noblest architecture.

San Francisco, in accordance with its

many lines of advance during the last

three years, can now take equal place

with Eastern and European studios pro-

ducing stained glass. It is not long

since, that San Francisco sent to the

factories of New York and Europe for

its art windows. Today there are sever-

al establishments that are turning out

creditable work, and one whose output

vies with the best designs and work-
manship of the Old World is the Munich
Art Glass Company, located at 667 Mis-

sion street.

•' V •

Art Glass Window. St. Agnes Church, San Francisco

Designed and executed by Munich Art Glass Company

This firm came into being with the

impetus that gave to the new San

Francisco a development that has been

the wonder of the rest of the world,

which in an artistic way. can be com-

pared only to the Renaissance that il-

luminated Europe in the XY Century.

Exemplifying their workmanship are

the windows in the Church of St. Agnes,

portraying the young saint's martyr-

dom, depicting her with rare charm and

utmost religious feeling. The rose-wm-

dow, centered with the head of the Sav-

iour, radiates a wealth of deep golden

tones that will make it peer with the

fjimous examples of devotional glass.

Architects and owners of San Fran-

cisco's finest edifices have been quick to

recognize the worth of this young firm,

which, in a short time, will have con-

tributed at large to the beauty of the

Western metropolis.

A steady increase of business has

necessitated the leasing of larger and

more centrally located quarters m a new
building at Mission street, near Third,

where one of the largest art glass stu-

dios on the Pacific Coast has been fit-

ted up.

Steel for Concrete Reinforcement

The Tayler & Spotswood Company is

prepared to bid on reinforcing material

of any size, and will ship to almost any

point within a radius of 200 miles of San

Francisco. This firm is in a position to

quote prices on cold twisted steel bars as

low as any concern in the business, with

a guarantee of prompt deliveries. Con-

tractors will do well to get in touch with

these people before buying their re-

inforcing material. The general offices

are in the Monadnock building. San

Francisco.
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.Vt'71' Home of the Munich Art Glass Company, San Fravcisco

Crim cr Scott, Architects

STAINED GLASS AND ONE OF ITS MAKEKS

WHENEVER a painter's art is

called into discussion, one phase-

of it in particular is made basi^

of his rights to fame. In fact, in that

phase lies all that there is to art; name-

ly, light and shade. Whether a piciure

portrays the emotions of humanity or

the spaces of Nature, all its character

and fancy, realism and roniancc, anat-

omy, atmosphere and com:)Osition. arc

hut arrangements of light and shade.

In an oil painting this is accomplished

by an illusion; or, to be more accur-

ate, the color produces an illusion. The
color itself stands for the effoct of light

shining upon color. So that, with can-

vas and oils, both opaque mediums, is

achieved the effect of depth and shade,

light and translucency.
Stained glass exemplifies the reverse

process. With translucent and semi-

translucent materials, is produced Mie

same picture, but with what greater de-

gree of realism and spectacular bril-

liance! While the major portion of the

canvas is devoted to shadow, the field of

the stained glass is a profuse illumina-

tion. Instead of painting sunlight with

clirnmcs and clays, use is made of the

sunlight itself. It enters the picture and

becomes a part of it. Instead of being

a sunlit scene of artificial color upon

canvas, the very sunlight becomes a can-

vas, veiled and let free in the gorgeous

web of the glass-cutter's art.

Of all the arts, that of stained glass

is least contaminated by the cheapness

of overproduction and reproduction.

Bringing with it the richness and at-

mosphere of mediaeval cathedrals, it at

once dominates its environment and at-

tracts attention. It gives a glow ot

imagery to the commonplace and adds

splendor to the noblest architecture.

San b>ancisco. in accordance with its

many lines of advance during the last

three years, can now take equal place

with Eastern and European studios pro-

ducing stained glass. It is not long

since, that San Francisco sent to the

factories of New York and Europe for

its art windows. Today there are sever-

al establishments that arc turning out

creditable work, and one whose output

vies with the best designs and work-

manship of the Old World is the Munich
Art Glass Company, located at 667 Mis-

sion street. ,

.

Art Glass ^t^uio'i^', St. .i^

Pesi,^ne(l aivi executeil hy

This firm came into being with the

impetus that gave to the new San

Francisco a development that has been

the wonder of the rest of the world,

which in an artistic way, can be coni-

pared only to the Renaissance that il-

luminated luirope-iT^^the XV Century.

Exemplifying their workmanship are

the windows in the Church of St. Agnes,

portraying the young saint's martyr-

dom, depicting her with rare charm and

utmost religious feeling. The rose-win-

dow, centered with the head of the Sav-

iour, radiates a wealth of deep golden

tones that will make it peer with the

fumous examples of devotional glass.

.Architects and owners of San Fran-

cisco's finest edifices have been quick to

recognize the worth of this young tirm,

which in a short time, will have con-

tributed at large to the beautv of the

Western metropolis.

lies Chilli h. San Francisco
Munich Art (rlass Cnnif^any

\ Steady nicrease of business has

necessitated the leasing of larger and

111.. re centrally located quarters in a ne\v

building at Mission street, near 1 bird,

where one of the largest art glass stu-

dios on the Pacific Coast has been tit-

led up.

Steel for Concrete Reinforcement.

The Tayler & Spotswood Company is

l)repared to bid on reinforcing material

of any size, and will ship to almost any

point within a radius of 200 miles of San

l-rancisco. This firm is in a position to

(|UOte prices on cold twisted steel bars as

low as any concern in the business, \yith

a guarantee of prompt deliveries. Con-

tractors will do well to get in touch with

these people before buying their re-

inforcing material. The general oftices

are in the Monadnock building. San

l-"raiicisco.

t^-v J^Sf^^'-O

<iif^'..fi.\=Ji<r. i Jii-wXisiiic!*m
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Concrete Sewers Still in Service After

Centuries.

A recent issue of the Denver News

has the following:

The report made Monday evening by

W. W. Booth, Charles P. Allen and J.

H. Evans, to the Improvement Associa-

tion on concrete pipe sewer is of es-

pecial interest. These gentlemen were

appointed a committee to investigate

fully and report upon the relative merits

of concrete and vitrified-pipe sewers.

This committee is composed of men

thoroughly competent, by past experi-

ence, to handle this matter and their

conclusions carry more than ordinary

weight with the people of Denver. They

went to a great deal of trouble to con-

sult experts, and obtain reliable facts,

concerning both kinds of pipe.

"They reported that cement sewers

were still in existence after a service of

hundreds of years, and in some cases

thousands of years: That the old con-

crete sewers of Rome and Paris were in

alkali soil, and under as severe condi-

tions as could possibly occur in Denver.

They learned that some 84 American

cities are giving concrete pipe the prefer-

ence, for both sanitary and storm sew-

ers, claiming that cement pipe is more

efficient, because always perfectly true,

therefore rendering the joints absolutely

true: That it is more durable, because

it will stand moisture and freezing;

That it is less brittle, becoming tougher

and harder the older it grows. It is also

more economical and would save the city

an immense sum of money. They re-

ported, that it is found to be impossible

to make clay pipe that is perfectly true

in form, or at the joints; that clay pipe

is extremely brittle, and will not stand

even very light jars; that if it becomes

soaked with water and freezes, it disin-

tegrates. The reports of the various city

engineers showed that no ill effects had

ever been shown in well formed cement

pipe, from the effect of acid or alkali in

ordinary soil or sewerage; they found

that concrete pipe that has been exposed

to the alternate wetting and drying at

salt water, was not effected by the

strong alkalies in same.

For these reasons, which were fully

stated in a very long and exhaustive re-

port, they recommended concrete pipe.

The Improvement Association was so

thoroughly convinced they were right,

that the opposition to concrete pipe,

which had been worked up during the

last several weeks by the clay interests,

was entirely overcome, and concrete pipe

was unanimously adopted.

mw
ynn-

Delivery of Freight and Packaaes

in Wholesale Storei, Warehouses, Etc.

ADVANTAOES:
Uw First CMt. Practically

o cost for naiotcauce. Larfe

delivery capacity. No powtr acf^sary.

What One I arte Hmw t>,i„Vs of the Spiral CImIe

HA.\S BROTHtRb
Importers and Wholesale Grocers

San Francisco. Nov. 5. 1908.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..

San Francisco. Cal.
.

Gentlemen:—The Spiral Chute which you

have just installed in our new buildingr. is an

unqualified success. We marvel at the excel-

lent work which this great labor and time sav-

ing device performs. Had we fully realized

what this Chute can do. we would have had

another one installed in some other part of

our building. This we shall probably have to

do in the near future. To Wholesale Grocers

or those who handle similar packages as we
do. we cannot too strongly recommend your

Chute, feeling convinced that those who adopt

it will be as well pleased with it as we are.
• We remain. Gentlemen. Very truly yours.

HAAS BROS.

INSTALLED BY
======. THE =====:
Haslett W'"'^house Co.

31; * ' ST,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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European Plan, $1.50 a day up

American Plan, $3.00 a day up

An addition oi one-lhird u now being

buiU to accommodate the fait

increanng patronage

Charles A. Stewart and
Margaret Stewart

Proprietors
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DIRECT IMPC
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S. W. Cor. California St. and Grant Ave.

San Francisco

Branch at Los Angeles 548-550 Soulh Broadway

Book Reviews.

Building construction and Superin-

tendence. By F. E. Kidder, C. E., Ph.

D. Architect Fellow of the American In-

stitute of Architects. Price, $6. New
York: William T. Comstock.
The first edition, of this work was

brought out in 1896 and had 421 pages

and 260 illustrations, and since then as

the different editions have been issued

slight revisions have been made and oc-

casional pages interpolated, but mean-

while the art of masonrjf has advanced

until just before his death Mr. Kidder

determined that it was necessary to re-

construct the whole work.

The work when first issued was the

most complete representation of ma-
sonry that had up to then appeared, and

the present edition in like manner re-

presents the latest and best modern
practice and all the new ideas and their

application as developed up to this time.

The work bears evidence of the time,

labor, thought and persistent effort that

has been put forth to collate, arrange

and properly classify all the data tliat

belong to the latest and modern accepted

practices.
The chapter on "Concrete and Rem-

forced Concrete Construction" is entire-

ly new and contains much more detailed

information than many books on the

subject. The chapter on Fireproofing

is substantially new and has over 200 il-

H. W. BRYSON. M»fr.

WM. McKAY. Supt.

F. En '^^frum Ci
trporat9d

CONTRACTORS
—Wholesale Dealers in—
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lustrations. Even in the old stand-by

brick great changes have taken place,

sand-lime brick being a riew building

material since Mr. Kidder s day. The

chapter on specifications shows many

and important changes, such as those on

cement and concrete construction, where

new specifications are given.

The Utilization of Wood Waste by
Distillation.

\ general consideration of the new in-

dustry, including a full description of the

distilling apparatus used and the princi-

ple involved, also methods of chemica

control and disposal of the products, first

edition illustrated by seventy-four en-

gravings, 156 pages. This book is cloth

Lundfit will be sent t<3 /"y add-

postpaid on receipt of $3.2a Address

Wood Waste Distilleries Co., Cleve-

land, O.

All About Cork.

The Armstrong Cork Company has

recently published a handsome book,

appropriately named "Cork.' being the

story of the origin of cork, the pro-

cesses employed in its "lanufac ure, and

its various uses in the world to-day. The

illustrations are exceptionally fine and

the nresswork is of a high grade. The

company will be pleased to mail a copy

of the book to all readers of this maga-

zine without charge. The home office is

at Pittsburg, Pa.

A Live Firm.

One of the most important features

of the interior furnishing of a building

be it a business house, an office or a

private residence, is the lighting fixtures,

for upon this branch of the interior fit-

tings depends, in great measure, the bar

mony of the decorations.

The advance made in the manufacture

; of gas and electric lighting fixtures, in

the past few years, has kept pace with

the development of the aesthetic taste

of the American people, and the exacting

requirements of the architects, in plan-

ning novel effects in lighting.

In no place has the standard of re-

quirement been higher than in Berke-

I IV i'l - >- I"- *•*- ^
\. Wells

.
- - ^ - r H

(Formerly with Cahill & Hall Elevator Co.)

Elevators, Repairs and Inspections

and Dumb Waiters
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ley, in the homes of the residents of

th.e University town, and the demand
has made it necessary to establish a

business house where needs of the most
fastidious person caTi be supplied. This

has been done by George R. Greenleaf,

who is located at 2107-2111 Addison
street, Berkeley. Some of the most
elaborate designs of the leading Eastern
manufacturers are carried in stock, in-

deed, there are few retail dealers in San'
Francisco whose stock offers a greater

variety to the purchaser.

Mr. Greenleaf is fortunate in having
secured the services of Mr. Kellogg, who
has been for many years in this line of

business and is an expert in the manu-
facture of lighting fixtures. In the work-
shop only experienced men are em-
ployed, which accounts for the high rep-

utation which has been built up by this

firm.

Mr. Greenleaf is displaying a very
beautiful new design, the California

Trillium, in a conventional pattern, the

pattern for which was drawn by Prof.

Myers, formerly of the University of

California, and which lamp is manufac-
tured especially for Mr. Greenleaf, by
a New York firm.

The store supplies everything that en-

ters into a lighting scheme, either for

interior or for exterior decoration.

On the completion of the building at

the corner of University and Shattuck
avenues, now being erected by the Ma-
son-McDuffie Company, Mr. Greenleaf

will occupy one of the stores, where he
will have much larger'and better arranged
quarters.
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HENRY HOLZENBERG WALTER K N

V Li Ln YORSTON CO

General is and Builders

24-5 MONTGOMERY ST. AN FRANCISCO
J

W W BREITEC.E.
struct I Engineer

Deslcos and DcUlls of

All Classes of Metallic Structures

702-704-706 CLUNIE BUILDING

CaUforoia aod Moatgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

Telephooe Oakland 8Z26 T«ilephone Home A 1 226

Laoghland & Schnebly Co.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Cases
Interior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and MUl

:

1443-49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

tnnecessary trot
- Htalrs and use

Risittiuutrs
-^^-^^^

DOOR OPENER ANl
The ImprovedDoor Open I

Check Preveats the Slan

842 37th STREET. OAKLa
phone: piedmont 2633 A 3685

SAN FRANCISCO:
BUILDERS' EXCHANOE, 180 Jessie St.

BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION, 96 Fulton St.

C. M C. P,

C. P.

BUIL

I I

703 MILLS BLDd. San Francisco

Phone Douglas 1626 CAL. |
25 Shotwell Street,

piH.ne M«rket 33Z

uilvanized Iron

lorn ices, Sky-
lights

Metal Roofing

Fire Proof Metal
Windows, Aatoma-
^ic Elevator Trap
Daors.

AMSLER
A-ORgS

i'Anrteeetb

KRANCISCO

6. J. ANi>FR«
RlGGl

Setter of Structural Steel

Smokestacks and Tanks

TELEPHONE PARK 1467

Residence, 503 Grove St., San t rdncisco

Est.."
J

Constni ! Co.

CEMENT AND CONCR
CONTRACTORS

2iae CKNTKR STRKCT
BERKCLCY. CAL.

.

When writing to Advertisers mention this MaRarinc.

FREDERICK J. AMWE6, C. E.

M AM. aoc. c. c.

ADVISORY ENGINEER and MANAGER

or UILDING OPERATIONS

700-705 MARSTON BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Civil and Consulting Engineer

CONTRACTORS ESTIMATES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

2 1 1 Williams Building

Phone Douglas 1847 San Francisco, Cal.

Home DkcokxVTion

PFISTER & COMPANY,
specialists in modern home
decoration, wish to call

attention to the possibility of

converting bare ^allsanc| ceil-

ings into rooms of attractive

beauty at moderate cost.

Landscape. Mari/ie. Flower and /*!?"'•»»

I'amfinK executed in ettectual style and finish.

U.'M71 GROVE ST.. Near Van Ness Ave.

\

Dominion Trust Building, Vancouver, B. C. .

Van Emon Elevators in a Thirteen Story

Sky Scraper.

After very careful consideration of the

engineering problems involved m t^^e

seTction of an electric elevator ins alia

tion for the thirteen story Dominion

Trust building at Vancouver, ti. U„

Architect Helyer decided to equip the

building with four Van Emon high duty

tandem^ electric passenger elevators

guaranteed to lift 2000 pounds of dead

weight at a speed of 350 feet Per minute^

Each of the four passenger elevators

will also have a complete flash light

electric signal system of the most ar-

tistic finish and modern design On

each landing, lighted globes will indi-

cate to the passenger the approach ot

bis car and an electric signal lamp in

the cars will advise the elevator operator

that at one or more floors, above or be-

low his car, passengers are waiting.

The manufacturing plant of the Van

Emon Elevator Company is located on

tidewater in West Berkeley .and has its

own spur track connecting with the man
line tracks of the Southern Pacific Rail-

road This elevator plant, with its large

machine shop, electric manufactiiring de-

partment, foundry and woodworking and

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magaxine.
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SWENSON
MANUFACTURERS
& CONTRACTORS

fyELOILBURNINGMACHINER\

AND

of the Highest Or for

PREJ^RE PL

IVri/e /or Calaloj^ue.

All Correspondence Solicited.

SO Te hamc 1 _ \ < • %= i ;

SAN FRANCISCO

1
Telephone, - Douglas 44£^i> j

fornia Oil Burner Go.

AND

on
For

MACHINHRY

STEAM \

TAURANT

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2392

968 BR0ADW4iV Oakland

%/i I"* j'

RICHTER
TENAPUY, N. J.

yu.

Tapestrolea Burlaps Canvases
and other Decorative Textiles

Samples sent upon request. Departments

20 R. TwmntvPirMt Strmmt, Nmw York

43 E. Randolph Stroot, Chicago

HlllJIli i l-i

r ND

ALSO ASK FOR OUR

Superior Roofing Gravel
(Uted exduaydy oo the PhtUn Bidu-, S«n Francuco)

Than is None Better on the Market

Write for Sample and Information

r 4 ! I F A P M I A

Boildind Material Co.

926-917 Pacific BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

When writing to Advcrtiscri mention this Magazine.
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pattern shop, employs more than a hun-

dred men when manufacturmg its tull

output.

Its machinery and equipment is of the

latest design and its engmeers are men

of national reputation.

The reputation of the Van Emon
Electric Magnetic Control Elevator has

secured the company important contracts

in all the leading Pacific Coast cities and

the competition it has sustained against

the "Elevator Trust" has saved owriers

hundreds of thousands of dollars, dur-

ing the past few years.

I

\ MACHINE that is GUAKAIN it^tiJ lo

Produce an Even. Smooth Surface on Any

Kind of Wood Floor. Old or New. Hard or

Soft, in Residences. Stores. Factories. Bowl-

ing Alleys. Dance Halls. Etc.

Architects and Contractors endorse the

SCHLUETER RAPID FLOOR SURFACER

(Siii Piper is *€ Mly perfect way ti arface a Wod flitr)

Write for Descriptive Circubr - ' V'-

INLAID FLOOR -'

398 tDDY ST

nuiD
E AlP

Soft as a Coal Fire
Cheai

a Gas Fire

Contracts for Machinery and

Electrical Company.

The Machinery and Electrical .
Com-

pany of Los Angeles continues to do a

good part of the heating and ventilating

work in Southern California, having the

support of the leading architects in Los

Angeles and vicinity. Recent contracts

taken by the company for heating sys-

tems include the University of Redlands

n which will be installed a steam blast

system, Scotch boiler. Sturtevan blow-

ers and the National thermostat, Nor-

man F. Marsh, architect; the Troop

Polytechnic Institute at Pasadena

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey, architects,

the palatial Henrv E. Huntington residence.

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey, archi-

tects; Chino high school, Brawley school,

high school at Tempe, Ariz. Lowell

school at Redlands, Lagonia high school,

technical school at San ?e^"ardino Co-

vina high school, Ontario high school,

Loean Heights school of San Diego,

Ind Glendale high school. Work on

a dozen other schools is being finished

besides various church and residence

contracts, including the fine new Chris-

tian church at Pomona.

writing t<

Birch in Natural Finish.

Almost invariably birch trim on the

Pacific Coast has been mahoganized--

that is, stained to imitate another wood.

It remained for Architect A^ H. Jacobs

to introduce the use of birch in natural

finish. This he has done m a mof
delightful manner in the fixtures in Alt-

man's store, on Geary street, San Fran-

cisco The stiles and rails of the fixtures

are plain birch, while the panels are of

curly birch, all finished in natural color.

The panels were made by VVhite Bros.,

hardwood lumber dealers of San l^ran-

cisco, who have also executed some very

beautiful birdseye maple panels for the

Davis-Schonwasser store. White bros.

have a large stock of panels on hand,

and an examination of their showrooms

is a revelation in panel making.

ers mention this Magazine.
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pnv Dollars
II

To W HUM 11 MAY CONCERN !

Some two years ago The Watson Roof Company
laid a layer of their "Watsonite" Flooring; over a ce-

ment floor that we had already put down but could

not stand the wear.
Every day since this floor has been down there

has been steam and water on a portion of it continually

and another portion we use as a runway for our trucks,

but the floor is as good to-day from all appearances

as when it was put down.
At the time this flooring was put down we had to

use hot sand to dry the cement floor, and the weather

was very unsettled, so they had to work under most
unfavorable conditions.

As a final wc wish to say that we are very much
pleased with the floor that was put down at that time

and we are now covering the floors of our entire plant

with "VVatsonite'' Flooring. Very truly yours,

DAIRY DELIVERY CO.

By {signed) H. J. Snkath, Sect.

The space referred to above is

approximately 4000 square feet.

To repair the cement, which had
been disintegrated by hot water

and cream, would have required

an entire new floor at a cost

exceeding $800, with the same
thing to do over in another half-

year — the original flooi being
but six months old.

"Watsonite '

' has not only
saved all this up-keep expense,

but has proven a far superior

flooring in every way.

Equipment that proves so sat-

isfactory under everyday practi-

cal usage is a big help to Archi-

tects. In planning buildings and
plants they are sure of a flooring

that will save their clients many
dollars of maintenance expense.

"Watsonite" is not a cement
or asphalt composition flooring
— it is not bitumen or the so-

called *'mastic" preparation.

We would like to send you a

sample and full specifications.

They are yours for the asking.

TH« #%mj|yp

IK

The Watson Ro«^ Company

no Sutter St.

PHONE DOUGLAS 411

San Francisco, California

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Roofed Many Pissis Buildings.

The following buildings, designed by

Mr Albert Pissis, architect, have been

covered by the Watson Roof Company:
Emporium, with felt and gravel roof.

White House, with felt and gravel

roof. . , o • 4.

German Savings and Loan Society,

with the "Watsonite" roof.

Mercantile Trust, with the ' Watson-

ite" roof.

Hibernia Bank, with the "Watsonite"

^^Nutall building, with felt and gravel

roof.

High-Class Plumbing.

Alex. Coleman, registered plumber, at

1705 Ellis street, San Francisco, did the

plumbing in the Cordes-Rochat building,

Albert Pissis, architect, illustrated else-

where in this number of The Architect

and Engineer. Mr. Coleman also in-

stalled the plumbing in the Misses Butler

building on the northwest corner ot

Powell and Ellis streets, Albert Pissis,

architect. Mr. Coleman makes a spe-

cialty of plumbing large hotels and otnce

buildings or structures of class A type,

giving his personal supervision o all

Vuch work. Among the other buildings

of which he was the plumbing contractor

should be mentioned the Verba Buena

school, Madison grammar school, Kuss

"AUGUSTA" Viireo Lavatory

HANDSOMEDURABLE „^^„„r^T
moderate: PRlCt

See Samples in our Show Rooms

846-848 BRYANT ST SAN FRANCISCO

Haines, Jones & >bury Co
MAKERS Of '"•

1130-1144 RiDGC Avenue. pMILAwDEUPMlA.

J

LUNi^Ki^.rE WORK onthi-: Handsome Bank Bmlding by

^—^^ . ..P^* 171 If c OfNSTRUCTION
1. ^ALKS. FLOORSxOVIE

rs 11 1

•

When writingriting to Aavcrubci!^ iiicuiiuii »!iib Magazine.
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building—Montgomery street, from Pme
to Bush; Belmont Hotel, Eddy street,

near Van Ness avenue; Miles' Hotel, a

seven-story building on the northeast

corner of O'Farrell and Jones streets;

Eddy Hotel, Eddy and Taylor streets;

Central Trust building, northeast corner

of Golden Gate and Van Ness avenues;

Getz apartments, Twentieth and Bryant

streets, and many others.

Believes in Advertising.

The Architect and Engineer is one .of

several leading publications selected by

the Star Expansion Bolt Company for

advertising purposes. Followmg is an

extract from a letter recently addressed

to various business concerns by the ex-

pansion bolt company:
,

"Do you believe in advertismgr

''\Ye (Jo—strong! And we do a lot

of it."
. ^

"You probably don't know it, but we
have been gradually increasing our ad-

vertising during the last few years until

to-day we are using 42 representative

trade journals and several popular maga-
zines to educate the building public up

to the use of Star Expansion Bolts and

Star Screw Anchors.
.

"As a result of extensive advertising

we receive hundreds of inquiries each

week, from all sections of the country.

The proportion of men who take the

trouble to write to us. however, is very

small compared to the number who see

our advertisement, say, 'That's what

I've been looking for—for a coon's

age,* then go straightway to their dealer

to buy what they want for trial purposes.

"Long ago we realized that our own
best interests were identical with those of

the dealer. Long ago we realized that by
creating business for the dealer we were

creating business for ourselves. For is

not the dealer ready and willing to carry

and push the line for which the manu-
facturers are creating a demand and

sale?
"We carry a full line of Star Expan-

sion Shields, Star Screw Anchors, Star

Toggle Bolts, Star Drill Holders and
Star Enameled Bridle Rings, at either

of the following branches: 147 Cedar
street. New York City; 142 Lake street,

Chicago, III.; 1023 Maison Blanche Bldg..
' New Orleans, La.; 1010 Howard street,

San Francisco, Cal."

Ideas on Plumbing Fixtures.

Haines, Jones & Cadbury Company,
makers of high-class plumbing supplies,

invite architects and builders to visit

their showrooms at 846 Bryant street.

San Francisco. It is no trouble to show
visitors the latest things in plumbing fix-

tures. If too busy to call, send for a

catalogue, which will be mailed free by
mentioning this magazine.

Flashlights above (

doors indicate ap-
proach of cars.

(

service .

therefore,
equipment
feature a special attraction

v\ iiat office

^ente^s want
above every-
thing else is

ood elevator
I our client,
will appreciate
tliat makes this

1

ARMSTRONG

ELEVATOR

FLASHLIGHT

SIGNAL

similar system!)

is a big help toward perfect eievator

service. Cars make quicker trips

with no delays, no copfusion, and
a great deal of satisfaction to ten-

ants. Simple, practical and a

splendid investment for your client.

Best buildings on the coast are

equipped with it.

ELEVATOR SUPPLY

t REPAIR CO.

Balboa Building
San Francisco

Send for in-

teresting, de-
tailed infor-

mation.

"doTvn''push but-
tons signal cars.

San Francisco's Finest Example of Hotel Archi-

tecture — Fully Worthv it"! '^'ip^.rb Situation.

Palace H I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^Q-flCl TO CONTifA' "oRS

Washington, D. C, U. S. A^,

May 8, .
IvW.

The Chinese Government, through

its representatives, invites sealed pro-

posals for the erection and completion

of a group of buildings to be used ^s

a Bufeau of Engraving and Printing

in Peking, China, in accordance w^th plans

and specifications prepared by
/^J^^^^^^'

Milburn, Heister & Co., Home Life Bldg.,

Washin^on, D. C. Said plans and spea-

fications will be on file on and after May

l5th at the following places:

Architects' Office, Washington D. C.

Chinese Consulate, New York City.

Chinese Consulate, San Francisco Cal.

Chinese Legation, London England.

Chinese Legation, Berhn, Germany

The Ta Ching Government Bank, Peking.

Tientsin, Shanghai, Canton, Chma.

Bids from America and Europe must

be filed with the Chinese Legation at

Washington, D. C. on or before July 15

1909 Contractors figuring on this worn

are 'requested to submit separate pro-

. posals for each or a part of the follow-

ine main headings: . <•„
1 All buildings comple e, including

all excavation, concrete work ™' ' J^" ^

'

etc, required in connectiort with the

"r' AJrlrk "as shown by the plans and

specified under the head of Mechanical Plant

- 3 All steel lockers, as shown and

specified, press room busses shown on

sheets Nos. 30 and 31, benches and

tables specified for the fourth floor din-

ing rooT, and tank in wetting room on

second floor. ,

Contractors wanting to figure on the

seoarate parts of the work are requested

o fie their bids at the same time and

;iace as the bids for the work as a

whole. Each proposal shall be
]Jl^^^\f

envelope and marked plamly Bid for

work for Chinese Bureau of Engraving

and Printing, Peking, China.

The successful contractors are given

noTice that they will be paid 80 per

cent on the work as the same
PJ^f^'^^'^

-etaining 20 per cent until ^nal com-

pletion and acceptance. Each contrac-

tor is given notice that he will be re-

imired to give a guarantee company s

bond payable to the Chinese Govern-

n,ent, in sum of 50 per cent o the

contract price, for th. faithful perform-

ance of his part of the work, should

his bid be accepted.

The Chinese Government reserves the

right to reject any or all bids. All

inquiries in reference to the work should

be addressed to the Architects.

The Week End at Pacific Grove.

Those in search of a pleasant week-

end outing place will find no mor;e

convenient or attractive spot m Uai-

fornia than Monterey and Pacific Grove

where there is good bathing, fine driv-

ing, well-kept golf links, tennis courts

and other outdoor amusements for the

entertainment of the most fastidious.

The Pacific Grove hotel, formerly the

Hotel El Carmelo, is in the civic center

of Pacific Grove with a tropical park on

one side and the ocean on the other

side The hotel has 114 guest rooms,

many of which have running water and

private baths. The hotel, is operated

on the American plan with ^excellent

cuisine and good service. The guests

of this hotel share the same privileges

as are accorded the guests of the famoiis

Del Monte hotel, including the splendid

eolf grounds, tennis courts, bathing pa-

vilion and beach at Del Monte.

&att Jfraiirirtro ^i
1 r GLASS - * i ^

IM BOSSED GLASS 1 I i s » H
GLASS SIGNS

Tdcphonc

944-946 MISSION :r
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.MUTAL SET
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SIDEWALK LIGHTS

STEEL REINFORCED

CONCRETE
TWO INCHES THICK

SMOOTH ABOVE
AND BELOW

NO EXPOSED IRON TO RUST

IS EVERLASTING

WINDOW PRISMS

THE ORIGINAL

4x4 Inch Scientifically Made

SET IN HARD METAL
COPPER PLATED
DONT USE SUBSTITUTES

SPECIFY THE BEST

MADE IN OUR SAN FRANCISCO FACTORY

AMERICAN LUXFER PRISM CO
151 TEHAMA STREET

PHONE DOUGLAS 325 SAN FRANaSCO

LOW RATES TO OREGON
fROM ALL PARTS OF THE EAST

VIA

UNION PACIFIC OREGON SHORT LINE THE OREGON
RAILROAD & NAVIGATION CO. SOUTHERN PACIFIC

$33 from Chicago $25 from Omaha
$30.50 from St. Louis $25 from Kansas City

Correspondingly low from all other points.

TO THE PUBLIC
Write letters to everybody you know in the East and tell them about these low

colonist rates. Send them literature about Oregon, or send their addresses to us and

we will do it. In this way you can be a great help in the growth and progress of

your State.

YOU CAN PREPAY FARES
for anyone from any place if you want to. Deposit the necessary amount with our

local agent and he will telegraph ticket promptlv

' I Inquire of Agents or write to

WM. McMURKAY, General Passen/rer Agent
\

The Oregon Kail-road & Navigation Co. Southern Pacific Co. (Lines irt Oregon)
PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Have The Most Attractive Line of
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4ed Brick, Cortimon Brick, Partition Tile, Scwar Pipe, C
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Van Emon Elevator Co.
Capitculij'cttion %1,0<M>,0<)0

GENERAL OFFICES. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Dominion Trust BuildinK. Vancouvrr. B. C. C. B. Hclycr, ArchilccI

riii*j •-|.|fii.|i.| lliirteen SUirv Bank and Offic- HoiMink' F.|uipped wiJii FOUR VAN CMON
HIGH DUTY TANDEM ELECTRIC PASSENGER E.LEVATORS.

JOOO Founds Ltli al Sj>eed o( 350 Feet per Minute.

Van Emon Elevator Co.
Capitalization S1.000.000

GENERAL OFFICES. SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

BRANCH Oi S:

PORTLAND SEATTLF \SH. ' JVER. B. C.
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New Custom House Building:, San Francisco

Eames & Youns, Architects Tiios. Butler, Contractor

Furnished throughout with

RUSSWIN HARDWARE
AND

Door Checks

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

407=409=411 Commercial Building

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO LONDON, ENG.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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MAKE THE HOME

'-LTIFUL
OF
r^. r

by the use of

Hardwood
PANELS

Dining Room in Crotch Mahogany, Residence in Oakland, Cal.

A. W. Smith. Architect

An Attractive and Artis-

tic Hardwood Interior

Need Cost No More tLan

bort-wood Trim by tKe use

of our MetLod.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET EXPLAINING

E. A. HO^ p>^\ U ik CO.
20 ^ " - Street, San F *ncisco

.% rT^t *m *

I otwcn _
WITH STEEL TUBING OR WOOD

FEL
I

Indispensable in Tn^nch Work
Will Not Drop into the Ditch

O 8EWEP
COUPLINGS

^

f'J!l?nJr^^^l}:A^1l'l^(^''^'^^^'^
and Contractors Undoubtedly the BEST Device for the purpose ofconnecting Rods for Cleaning and Removing Obstructions from Sewers and Drains and fo> RoddinJ

SA"^6l'bt%°N''l^*'c"S';..<6"pe^?,£?eT.''iol?^^^
'" ' twinkling. Ma„„,ac.„r^rKJ

L. E. BOY I

601-525 SHELDON B ~

Inc.COMPVNV,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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That can be installed In TThe Country Residen

Hotels, Schools, Factories, Country Clubs and Pri

OPERATED BV COMPRESSED
Can be turned on and shut off as desired.

Pr^ss the Button: INSTANTLY a steady,

powerful stream of FIRE - ANNIHILA
TING Chemical Solution is at command.
The Solution contains NO ACID; is not

injurious to flesh or fabric ; is much mort

effective than that of the ordinary sulphuric

acid machines.

Protect Yovjir

Home fromriRE
Write NOW for further particulars to

L. E. BOYLE COMf
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES

Rooms 501-525 SHELX>ON BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO
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The
- day W(

sure guide as

ai

wB^p, ^^pr ^«^ w mmm^m^S fc^# W ^'

I

clients.

You haven' t questioned our sin-

cerity when we've made strong
claims for "Watsonite" Flooring
—told you it's better than any
other for industrial purposes.
But your own responsibility

to other people demands good,

conclusive evidence of fulfill-

ment. You can't afford to take
chances with your client's
money and good will until an
equipment has proven up in

places where you would like to

use it yourself.

This letter tells how ''Watsonlte'' behaves

"Replyino: to yours of the 15th inst. , in which you ask me for an opinion on
the Watsonite Flooring, I beg to say that durinj? the eight months subsequent to
the installation of the Watsonite Flooring in the Baker & Hamilton Warehouse,
Nos. 451-481 Brannan St., owned by the Estate of Samuel Lachman, Deceased,
I have watched with particular interest the service rendered by same and have
no hesitancy in pronouncing it superior to any flooring ever installed by me.

"I have done quite a lot of construction while engaged in the wine business,
using asphalt and cement floors, and have never found any of them to equal
yours in wear and facilities for operating on the surface. 1 have frequently
noticed, at the Baker & Hamilton Warehouse, teams loaded to the extent of 60{X)
and 8000 pounds, while at a standstill, start off with two horses without any effort

at all, a condition which would be utiusual (^n a cement and many so-called
asphalt pavements.

*As to the wfjaring surface of your floorin g, an inspection of same would
««

prove to anyone that it is in as good condition as when installed, and I have no
hesitancy in stating that I think it will not require any replacement during the
present term of the tenant, viz. 15 years' lease. Your floor is unquestionably the
best thing of its kind in use to-day and I can conscientiously recommend it to

anyone requiring durability and service.

Very truly yours,

S. Lachman Co.

S. & H. Lachman Estate.

{Signed) ALBERT LACHMAN, Pres.

We have several other letters

equally as conclusive from some
of the best-known, conservative
houses in the city, all in differ-

ent lines of industry, proving
that

*

'Watsonite" is adapted to

every kind of business building
and conditions.

Let us show you the originals

of these letters, also a sample.
Let us send you full specifica-

tions all bound ready to file.

m^^

The Watson Roof Company

no Sutter St.

PHONE DOUGLAS 411

San Francisco, California

WATSONITE
OOK

writing to Advertiser; aztne. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Makes All Concrete

^,.a.*ua ot Liieal Uuncrete Reservoir at Oil City, Fa., being water-

proofed with MEDUSA WATERPROOF COMPOUND

WIUU
ement

A ' J

MATERI * Jifii 1 1 , Inc.

ilding, San Francisco

\

'
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ARCHITECTS* SFECiriCATION INDEX
(For Index to ^ "

-s, see page 117)

ACETYLENE PLANTS oawv.r. AND TERRA COTTA
..rJ?;J^- B^^^rd 268 Market St., S. F. Los Angeles Pressed Brick cc,ANCHOR SCREW EXPANSION Frost Bldg!. Los Angeles

Star Exoansion Bolt Co., N. Clark & Son 17 Spear St., S F
1010 Howard St., S. F. Pacific Face Brick Co.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL ^01 Commercial Club Bldg., Portland
STEEL AND IRON WORK Pure Clay Brick & Tile Company,
Western Iron Works.... 125 Beale St.. S. F. Pvrmnnt Rr;,.t rr.

^°^ Main St S. F.

Pacific Rolling Mills, fyf.'PO"*. %'^\ Co. ......... Lincoln Cal.

17th aAd Mississippi Sts.. S. F.
California Brick Co and Stockton Brick

Northwest Bridge Works .Portland; Or! ?°" ^^?k^'^rm ^\ ^^'^""^ Materials

Rudgear-Merle Ornamental Iron & Bro^^e e„^°^' ^ uT ?• ^' r F,r n a e
Co Bay and Stockton Sts^S. F. ^Ztrt aJ.J.^"'^ S%"/ M°t ?%^ % T7ART GLASS Moore, Agents 356 Market St., S. F.

Munich Art Glass Co.. 667 Mission St., S. F BUCKETS
ARTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA, ETC. ^"f^ ^J^' r^°'

'^Presented by Williams

California Scagliola Co.. 68-70 Clara St.. S. F ^ ^^'*^'" ^° ^^^ ^^^^'^ ^*- ^- ^•
C. Menzer 217 Seventh St., S. f! BRICK MASONS

Co-operative Artificial Stone Co., McGowan & Butler, 332 Builders' Exch., S. F.

Fillmore and Bay Sts.. S. F. Chas. H. Hock 910B Devisadero St., S. F.
Lithic Mfg. Co., Moore & Hardin,

623 Board of Trade Bldg.. Portland ^^^ Washington St., Vancouver, Wash.
ASBESTOS GOODS '

x-oruana
McWhirter & Drake, Builders' Exch., S. F.

Gillen-Chambers Co.,
' BRICK, PORCELAIN & ENAMEL

66 N. Front St., Portland Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.
Pacific Coast Asbestos Co., BRICK STAINS

ASBESTOS SHINGLES^
^^^""^'^ ^'" ^"'"'""^ Waterproof Flat Brick Stains. Made by Par-

Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler. Pa, ^^""^ ^'*''*°"
r .^T'p M- ^f^^'^^

^oast

Manufacturers the Asbestos "Century"
^'^"*^'' *^*^"*''^^ Building, Los Angeles

Shingles.
v^cniury

BRICK TILES
AUDITING COMPANY American Encaustic Tiling Company,

Crook Audit Company Clunie Bldg.. S F Monadnock Building, S. F.
AUTOMATIC FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS BUILDERS' HARDWARE

Boyd & Moore 356 Market St.. S. F .
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.,

BELTING, PACKING, ETC. Commercial Bldg., S. F.

H. N. Cook Belting Co., United Builders' Supply Co.,

Fremont and Howard Sts., S. F. 687 Mission St., S. F.

Goodyear Rubber Co 587 Market St., S. F. BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
BLINDS—VENETIAN M. J. McCraken Co.... 231 Pine St., Portland

Swedish Venetian Blind Co., Williams & Albert J. Capron,
Carter, Pac. Coast Agents, Ainsworth Bldjf., Portland, Ore.

_ 197 Jessie St., S. F. Willkomm Building Supply Co.,
BOILERS * ^151 Tehama St., S. F.

Keystone Boiler Works, Waterhouse & Price 59 Third St., S. F.

BOLTS, EXPANSI0n'To'g"glE°'1?C^"-
^'^ ^^ ^""'V^'^^^Zt^^ Co— -

Ftar Expansion Bolt Co „ '

^, , ^
"• '^^ '""^"' *

?f.l.graoh Ave,, Oakland

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING^" ^'- ^^ ^^ ^^""i-^lfl Si'' Co^"^^'
^'^^•

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc (S<e
«"^'"" ^"«-

Spranklin Av... Tcnafly. N. J.

BRICK AND STONE FfLLM"^
*^°"' "''"''"

CAPITALS. MOLDINGS, ETC.
Waterproof Brick and Stone Filler. Made Western Builders' Supply Co.,

. _ _ _
for Parker, Preston & Co.. Inc. Pacific ^^O Mission St., S. F.

Coast Branch... Central Bldg., Los Angeles CARBONIZING COATING
BRICK AND TERRA COTTA McCormick & Henderson,

Carnegie Brick and Pottery Co.. Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.
Qunie Bldg., Montg'y and Calif. Sts., S. F. CASTINGS

Golden Gate Brick Co , . 660 Market St., S. F. Steiger & Kerr Co., Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F.

Urnaniental Iron

Store Fronts
Wire Guards
Folding Gates

Kievator Enclosures
and Cars

Bank and Office

Railings

mm ART Ml:
"1cm

ARTISANS
IN ALL KINDS OF

M ET
4.0S^1 1 SIXTH ST., SAN rRANCISCO

J TELEPHONE ^ # # DOUGLAS 32S4
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The Keasbev & Mattison Co.

Amble 1 i^;ii

r/i^ Architect and Engineer

Telephone IHirk 2^ ^ V' Iron and Wire Work

^J«

Brass and Bronze Hardware for Banks and Churches. Office Railings. Folding Gates. Marble Fit-
tingrs. Cremone Bolts. Stair Railinsrs. Handrail and Footrail Brackets. Flange and Screw Brackets

Nickel. Copper. Brass. Oxidizing and Electroplating in all its Branches
1047 F0L80M STREET Near SEVENTH SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

CEMENT
Standard Supply Co.,

First St. and Broadway, Oakland
Pacific Portland Cement Co.,

Pacific Bldgr., S. F.
Western Building Material Co.,

430 California St., S. F.
The Building Material Co., "White Portland."

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Balfour, Guthrie & Co.,

San Francisco and Portland
Kerr, GiflFord & Co.,

Concord Bldg., Portland, Ore.
Standard Portland Cement Corporation,

Crocker Bldg., S. F,

CEMENT, CONCRETE, BRICK AND PLASTER
BLOCKS

C. Menzer & Son 217 Seventh St., S. F.
Dodds' Interlocking Block Company,

24 California St., S. F.
Ideal Concrete Construction Co.,

102 Grand Ave., Portland, Ore.
Makowski Plaster Block,

426 Crocker Building, S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Callaghan & Manetta. . .344 Tenth St., S. F.
D. Ross Clarke 708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.
C. Menzer & Son.... 217 Seventh St., S. F.
V. W. Mason St. Johns, Ore.
W. N. Whitmore,

3203 E. 17th St., Fruitvale. Cal.
CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COAT-
ING

Weatherproof Coating, Made by Parker,
Preston &'Co., Inc. Pacific Coast Branch,

Central Building, Los Angelef
XEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH

Medusa White Portland Cement, Cali-
fornia Agents, The Building Material
Co., Inc 587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

"VitroHte" Cold Water Paint, sold by
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

CEMENT FLOOR COATING
Adamant Cement Floor Coating. Made by

Parker, Preston & Co., Inc. Pacific
Coast Branch. .. .Central Bldg., Los Angeles

CEMENT TESTS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

425 Washington St., S. F.

Pacific Laboratories, Inc.,
558 Market St., S. F.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

425 Washington St., S. F.

Pacific Laboratories, Inc.,

558 Market St., S. F.
CHEMICAL ENGINES

L. E. Boyle Co 100 Front St., S. F.

CHIMNEY BUILDERS
Dunlevy & Gettle 79 City Hall Ave., S. F.
Dresser, McDonnell & Co., 39-49 Isis St., S. F.

CHURCH FURNITURE
Spencer Desk Co. .. .Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co 365 Market St.. S. F.

CONCRETE MIXERS
Beall & Co., Portland, Or.,

Agents Chicago Concrete Mixer
Coltrin Concrete Mixers, N. J. Morehouse,

Western Agent, Waterloo, Iowa; J. L.
Mery Eng. Co., Monadnock Bldg., S. F.;l

V. W. Mason, St. Johns, Oregon. '

F. T. Crowe & Co.,
Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane and Portland

Chas. F. Beebe Co., Agents Smith Concrete
Mixers Portland, Ore.

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer,
Pacific Coast Offices, 789 Folsom St.,

S. F., and F. T. Crowe & Co., Portland
and Seattle.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
Bluxome & Co 5 Front St., S. F.

Northwest Bridge Works,
Fifteenth and Front Sts., Portland, Ore.

A. Lynch & Co.,
314 Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

CONCRETE PIPE
Reinforced Concrete Pipe Company,

716 Central Bldg., L. A.
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Clinton Fireproofing System, L. A. Norris,

Monadnock Bldg., S, F.
Corrugated Bars sold by
John B. Leonard, C. E. Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

Lilley & Thurston Co.... 82 Second St., S. F.
International Fabric & Cable, represented

by Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. P.

Arthur Priddle 133 Geary St^ S. F.
Kahn System S. F., L. A. and Portland
Twisted Bars sold by
Woods & Huddart 356 Market St., S. F.

CONCRETE SURFACING
"Concreta" sold by W. P. Fuller & Co.. S. F.

CONTRACTORS, GENERAL
Standard Construction Co.,

Hooker & Lent Bldg., S. F.
Reardon-Crist Co.. 1166 Webster St., Oakland
W. H. Bagge & Son, Inc., Balboa Bldg., S. F.

Estcrley Construction Co Berkeley, Cal.

C. A. Brady
Builders' Exchange, S. F. and Menlo Park

Desfun Co.,
Chamber of Commerce BTdg., Portland, Or.

Laughland & Schnebly Co.,
1443 Broadway, Oakland

Lange & Bergstrom,
138 Investors' Bldg., S.F.

F. O. Engstrum Co.,
Los Angeles and Agnew, Cal.

N. H. McKay
274 Ninth Ave., Richmond, S. F.

Hoyt Bros.,
Builders' Exchange, S. F., and Santa Rosa

Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co.,
106-11 Hansford Block, S. F.

Litherland & Abrey, 229 Beck Bldg., Portland
Ransome Concrete Co. ... Crocker Bldg., S. F.

W. McKentie 734 Washington St., S. F.

Northwest Bridge Works,
"Fifteenth and Front Sts., Portland

Redmond, De Luca & Barzellotti,
628 Montgomery St., S. F.

C P. Moore Building Co.,
703 Mills Bldg.. S. F.

Gutleben Bros.. 944 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Stewart & Ratliff,

2407 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda, Cal.

Keystone Construction Co.,
Gunie Bldg., S. F.

Webster-Mace Construction Co.,
Merchants* Exchange Bldg., S. F.

E. D. Crowley Co.,
\27 Montgomery St., S. F.

Chas. Kingr & Co Lick Bldg., S. F.

J. & H. E. Sullivan,
2070 University Ave., Berkeley

Rickon-Ehrhart Eng. & Const. Co.,
1859 Geary St., S. F.

Wm. A. Butler ft Co 660 Market St., S. F.

CORKBOARD INSULATION
Armstrong Cork Co. ...693 Mission St., S.F.

CORNER BEAD
Boyd ft Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

Parker Corner Metal Bead sold by J. W.
Richards Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

s'ji£
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ARCHITECTS* SFi:Ciri6ATION INDEX-Contlnutfd
CORNICES

Chas. S. Amsler 2.5 Shotwell St., S. F.
W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.
"Pabco" Damp Proofing Compound sold by
ParaflFine Paint Co 38 First St., S. F.
H. D. Samuel Company, 23 Valencia St., S. F.
R. I. W. sold by Willkomm Supply Co.,

151 Tehama St., S. F.
Reliance Damp-Proofing Co.,

^^^^ 250 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
^*^iley. the Lime Man Williams Bldg., S. F.

"Protectorine," sold by
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

DOOR OPENER
G. Rischmuller Builders* Ex., S. F.

^^^« and 842 37th St., S. F.DOOR HANGERS
Reliance Hangers (see page 147)DOORS—.METAL
Fred Nichols 1137 Sixteenth St., Oakland
Waterhouse & Price 59 Third St., S. F.
Portland Sheet Metal Works,

' E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland
Cross Fireproof Horizontal Folding Doors,

^^^°X^ ^ Moore 356 Market St., S. F.DOORS—REVOLVING
"Van Kannel" Revolving Doors,
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

DOORS—VENEER
Northwest Door Co., Albina Ave., Portland

DRILLS, BRICK AND STONE
Star Expansion Bolt Co.,

DUMB WAITERS """ """"'' ^'- ^^ ^-

Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,

ELECTRICAL CONTRAcfoi?^ ^"^ ^'- ^- ''

Camino Electric Co.

?"^^*L^^*<=*"c Co.. 185 Stevenson St., S. F.
C. K. Claggett....66 Park St., Portland, Or.
Hanbndge-Loyst Electric Co.,

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St., S. F
w S- ^^°5f • • •

:

860 Walle*" St., S. F.
Western Electric Works.
^ ^ . .

61 6th St., l»brnand, 0?7~
Uregon Lngineermg Co.

J , , ^ .
Beck Building, Portland, Or.

Latchem Engineering & Electric Co.,

ELEVATORS '" ^"" ^'- S- P-

Van Emon Elevator Co.,

w-11 fi. c i>, . .
^'^ Natoma St., S. F.

Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,

TT , p, ^1^9 Beale St., S. F.Hammond Elevator Co..
Seventh and King Sts., S. F.

ELEVATOR CARS
Cleveland Art Metal Co.,
Boyd & Moore, Agents, 356 Market St., S. F

^'i^Al7?ISi^^?S^t^'
"I-ASHLIGHTS AND

Elevator Supply Sc Repair Co.,
593 Market St., S. F,

r^

ENGINEERS
W. E. Leland.. Merchants' Exch. Bldg., S. F.
Thos. Morrin Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Thos. B. Leonard Sheldon Bldg., S. F.
W. W. Breite Clunie Bldg., S. F.
Cox & Vengelen 229 Pine St., Portland
Charles List 211 Williams Bldg., S. F.
F. J. Amweg, C. E., 700 Marston Bldg., S. F.

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM
tlevator Supply & Repair Co.,

593 Market St., S. F.
FIRE ESCAPES

Standard Iron Works Portland, Or€.
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Goodyear Rubber Company,
587- 591 Market St.,S. F.

FIREPROOF PARTITIONS
Dodds' Interlocking Block Co.,

24 California St., S. F.
FIREPROOFING

Roebling Consfn Co.. Crocker Bldg., S. F.
San Francisco Fireproofing Company, Col-

lins* system. .Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.
Healy-Tibbitts Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.
National Fireproofing Co.,

Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Dodd's Interlocking Block Co.

24 Californik St., S. F.
California Fire Proof Construction Co.

614 F. P. Fay Bl^g., Los Angeles, Cal.

FIREPROOF FLOORING
Carrelin Asbestos Co Sunnyvale, Cal.
Demolith Fireproof Flooring Company,

417 Montgomery St.. S. F.
FIREPROOF SHUTTERS AND DOORS

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,
3 W. 29th St., New York, and

McCormick-Henderson Co.,
Postal Telegraph Bide., S. F.

FIRE PROTECTION
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S. F.
FLOOR POLISH

Butcher's Boston Polish Co.,
356 Atlantic Ave.. Boston, Mass.

FLOORING—ENGLISH BLOCK FLOOR
Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,^3 W. 29th St.. New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.
FLOORING COMPOSITION

California Magnesite Co.
1352 Palmetto St., Los Angeles

Carrelin Asbestos Flooring Co..
Sunnyvale, Cal.

GLASS—PRISM. ART. ETC.
California Art Glass Works,

938 Howard St., S. F.
United Glass Co 115 Turk St., S. F.
Povey Bros. Glass Co.,

Fifth and Flanders Sts., Portland
Willkomm Building Supply Co.,

151 Tehama St., S. F.
W. H. Judson Art Glass Co.

720 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
Munich Art Glass Company, Inc.,

667 Mission St., S. F.
San Francisco Art Glass,

944 Mission St., S. F.

lAYL
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GRAVEL AND CRUSHED ROCK
John Cassaretto 345 Berry St., S. F.

Chas. P. Nott..379 Alma St., Palo Alto, Cal.

California Bldg. Material Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.

HARDWOOD AND INLAID FLOORS
Inlaid Floor Co 398 Eddy St., S. F.

Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
E. A. Howard Co 20 Howard St., S. F.

Brown-King Co.,
First St., bet. Washington & Clay, Oakland

White Brothers,
Cor. Spear and Howard Sts., S. F.

Dieckman Hardwood Co., Welch Bldg., S. F.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Standard Supply Company,

First St. and Broadway, Oakland
Reno Hard Wall Plaster, sold by West-
ern Building Material Co.,

340 bteuart St., S. F.

Adamant Co Worcester Bldg., Portland
Nevada Gypsum Hard Wall Plaster Co.,

Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Mound House Plaster Co., "Regan" Brand,
1417 Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

HEATING AND VENTILATING
Thos. Morrin Balboa Bldg.. S. F.

Silva Heating & Plumbing Co.,
Lick Bldg., -S. F.

A. W. Curry 116 Grand Ave., Portland
Robert Dalziel Jr. Co.. 418 13th St., Oakland
W. G. McPherson Portland. Or.
California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co..

523 Market St., S. F.
Burness & Martin, 129 Sixteenth St., Portland
^T. C. Thronson, 415 Hawthorne Ave., Portland
Thos. E. Hulme & Co., 275 Fifth St., Portland
C. L. Johnson & Co., 285 Grand Ave., Portland
Gardner & Kendall Heating Co.,

40-42 Second St., Portland. Ore.
Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351-353 N. Main St.. Los Angeles
Solar Heater Co.,

333 New High St., Los Angeles
Mangrum & Otter, Inc., 507 Mission St., S. F.

Pacific Blower & Heater Co.,
3261 Seventeenth St., S. F.

Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.,

Thirteenth and Mission Sts., S. F.
United Builders' Supply Co.,

687 Mission St., S. F.
HEATING ENGINEERS

Cox & Vengelen. 229 Pine St.. Portland, Ore.
W. E. Leland.. Merchants' Exch. Bldg., S. F.

HINGES
Stanley's Ball-Bearing Hinges. Stanley Co.,

New Britain, Conn.
HOTELS

Hotel Stewart, Geary, near Powell St., S. F.
Argonaut Hotel
Fourth St.. bet. Market and Mission, S. F.

Fairmont Hotel,
California and Powell Sts., S. F.

IMITATION STONE
C. Menzer & Son.... 21 7 Seventh St., S. F.
O. Barbi 612 Washington St., S. F.
Ideal Concrete Construction Co..

102 Grand Ave.. Portland. Ore.
INSURANCE

Pacific Surety Co.. 326 Montgomery St.. S. F.
Voss, Conrad & Co . . Modnacviock Bldg.. S. F.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS 1

Robert W. Hunt & Co.,
425 Wasl^ington St., S. F.

Pacific Laboratories, Inc.,
|

558 Market St., S. F.
Western Inspection Bureau,

Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

ATION EX-C
INTERIOR DECORATING

L. Tozer & Son Co., 228 Grant Ave., S. F.
C. E. Gordon 1235 Pierce St., S. F.
Schastey & Vollmer..li930 Van Ness Ave., S. F,
W. W. Tucker,

Fourteenth and Webster Sts., Oakland
Pfilfter & Co ,..169 Grove St., S. F.

JOIST HANGERS
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

680 Mission St., S. F.
LAUNDRY TRAYS

Eastern Reinforced Tray Co.,
Eighteenth and Clementina Sts., S. F.

T. F. Reilly & Co Spencer Place, S. F.
Peerless Nlfg Co 364 Eleventh St., S. F.
"Anchor Brand" Cement Tray, manufac-

tured by Portland Cement Laundry Tray
Co 289 Union ave., Portland

LIME
Standard Supply Co., Oakland

First St. and Broadway, Oakland
LIGHTING FIXTURES

Geo. R. Greenleaf, 2107 Addison St., Berkeley
The Enos Company. . 1748 California St., S. F.
Adams & Hollopeter. . . .745 Mission St., S. F.
Morrison Electric Co.,

291 Morrison. St., Portland
LOCKERS—METAL

Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

LUMBER
Redwood Mfrs. Co 453 Bryant St., S. F.
Santa Fe Lumber Co.

Seventeenth and De Haro Sts., S. F.
MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,
523 Market St., S. F.

Machinery and Electrical Co.,
351 N. Main St., Los Angeles

Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.
Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.,

Folsora and l^th Sts., S. F.
MAGNESITE

California Magnesite Co.,
1352 Palmetto St , Los Angeles

MAILING CASES
Mailing Case Mfg. Co., 264 Natoma St., S. F.

MANTELS
W. W. Montague & Co., 557 Market St., S. F.

MARBLE
Joseph Musto Sons—Keenan Co.,

535-565 North Point St., S. F.
Italian & American Marble Works,

Sixteenth and Carolina Sts., S. F.

Western Magnesite Development Co..
Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

Baxter Marble Co Call Bldg.. S. F.

Columbia Marble Co., 268 Market St.. S. F.

MATTING RUBBER AND TILING RUBBER
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S. F.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Thomas Morrin Balboa Bld^., S. F.

METAL CEILINGS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

Western Art Metal and Iron Co.,
405 Sixth St., S. F.

METAL AND STEEL LATH
"All United Steel Studding,"

Lilley & Thurston Co.. 82 Second St., S. F.

METAL SHINGLES
Meurer Bros., represented by J. A. Mc-
Donald Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamoing & Corru-
gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works,
E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland, Ore.

:.^J
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ARCHITECTS* SFECiriCATlON
INDEX—Continued

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS
Waterhouse & Price o9 Third St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works, Portland, Ore.

MILL WORK
Enterprise Mfg. Co . .

.

Stockton, Cal.

MOTORS. GENERATORS. ETC.
Western Electric Works,

61 Sixth St., Portland, Ore.

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES
McCormick & Henderson,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

OIL BURNERS ^ ^
Dietert Swenson Co 80 Tehama St., S. F.

G. E. Witt Co 850 Howard St., S. F.

California Oil Burner Co Oakland
S. T. Johnson Co., 1334 Mission St., S. F.

OPERA CHAIRS
Spencer Desk Co. . . .Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co.,
365 Market St., S. F.

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK, CAPITALS
AND BRACKETS

D. Ross Clarke Builders* Exchange, S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

ORIENTAL GOODS
Sing Fat Co.,

Dupont and California Sts., S. F.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE
G. Lissem 1047 Folsora St., S. F.

Chr. Deterding 67 Qementina St., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co., Represent-
ing The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati

J. G. Braun Chicago and New York
Sartorius Co., Inc.. 16th and Utah Sts., S. F.

Rudgear-Merle Ornamental Iron &
Bronze Co Bay and Stockton Sts., S. F.

PAINT FOR CEMENT
BAY STATE BRICK AND CEMENT
COATING—Made by Wadsworth. How-
land & Co. (Inc.). See adv. in this

issue for Pacific Coast agents.

Adamant Cement, Brick and Piaster Coating.
Made by Parker, Preston & Co., Inc.

Pacific Coast Branch,
Central Building, Los Angeles

PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES. ETC.
Paraffine Paint Co 38-40 First St.. S. F.

Glidden Varnish Co Cleveland. Ohio
Standard Varnish Works, represented by
W. P. Fuller & Co..S. F. and Los Angeles

PAVING
Warren Construction Co..

217 Beck Bldg., Portland, Ore.

PHOTOGRAPHY
F. M. Metzgar 58 Market St., S. F.

P. C. Armitage 82 Third St., S. F.

R. J. Waters Co 717 Market St.. S. F.

PLASTERERS
C. A. Marks 42 21st St., Portland, Or.
D. Ross Clarke 708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

A. J. Houch & Son,
431 E. Harrison St., Portland, Ore.

PLUMBING
J. E. O'Mara 447 Minna St., S. F.
Valente & Leveroni. . 1609 Powell St., S. F.
Silva Heating & Plumbing Co.,

Lick Bldg.. S. F.
Henry T. Maddern.

1169 Jefferson St., Oakland
Ahlbach & Mayer 7'5 Dorland St., S. F.

Alex. Coleman 1705 Ellis St.. S. F.

Robert Dalziel Jr. Co. 418 13th St., Oakland
Fox & Co 209 Second St., Portland
M. L. Kline 84 Front St., Portland
Taylor & Stanton 308 Pine St., Portland
Thos. E. Hulme 275 Fifth St., Portland
':he Gauld Co 9 North Front St., Portland

. F. Shea, Second and Ankeny Sts., Portland
lyan Bros.,

540 Williams Ave., Portland. Ore.

PLUMBING FIXTURES
Geo. H. Tay Co 617 Mission St., S. F.

Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co.,
846 Bryant St., S. F.

United Cuss Works
H. R. HOPPS. Propnetor

Omairiefltil Glass of All Kinds

ART MOSAICS

115 Turk Street = = San Francisco

PHONE FRANKLIN 1763

PUMPS, MACHINERY, ETC.
Woodin & Little Spear St., S. F.

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,

523 Market St., S. F.

RAILROADS
Southern Pacific Co Flood Bldg., S. F.

Corvallis & Eastern Ry Portland, Ore.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Pioneer Roll Paper Co Los Angeles
Mackenzie Roof Co.,

425 Fifteenth St., Oakland
The Watson Roof Co.,

French Bank Bldg., 110 Sutter St., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

H. D. Samuel Company, 23 Valencia St., S. F.

Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

W. H. Wilson & Co.. 42 Natoma St., S. F.

Olympic Roofing Co., Red Diamond Brand.
420 Sweetland Bldg., Portland

Eagle Roofing Co..
Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

Ford & Malott,
Mariposa and Iowa Sts., S. F.

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS.
ETC
C* F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., S. F.

Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

Lilley & Thurston Co 82 Second St., S. F.

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co 3 W. 29th St., N. Y.
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,
3 W. 29th St., New York, and

McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

RUBBER TILING ^ ^
Goodyear Rubber Co., 587 Market St., S. F.

61 Fourth St., Portland

SAFES
Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Co.,

36 Second St*,

SAND FOR CONCRETE
California Bldg. Material Co.

Pacific Bldg.

S. F.

L. E. Chattock 1087 Natoma St., S.

F.

F.

^^^^^g^^^^^^^^jSJ^jM;
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SANITARY FLOORING ^
"Magnolith," Portland Sanitary Floor Co ,

165 Jefferson St., Portland

SANITARY SPECIALTIES
.

D. H. Gulick Lick Bldg., S. F.

SASH CORD
Samson Cordage Works, Manufacturers

of Solid Braided Cords and Cotton

Twines 88 Broad St., Boston, Mass.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES

Spencer Desk Co. .. .Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co 365 Market St., S. F.

210 N. Main St., Los Angeles

SCREENS . c u r«
Hipolito Screen and Sash Co.,

634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles

SHEET METAL WORK
W Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

Yager Sheet Metal Work, ^ , i j^
1006 Seventh St.. Oakland

Chas. S. Amsler.. 25 Shotwell St., S. F.

SHINGLE STAINS _^ , ^ ^ . o,. „,^
Waterproof and Odorless Art m Shingle

Stains.—Made by Parker, Preston & Co.,

Inc. Pacific Coast Branch,
Central Building, Los Angeles

SLATERS' CEMENT
Western Builders' Supply Co.. Representing

Clinton Metallic Paint Co.. Clinton, N. Y.

SPANISH TILE ^ .,^ . r- u « « f
Meurer Bros Builders' Exdiange, S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamping Co.,

296 Eleventh St., S. F.

SPIRAL CHUTES
Haslett Warehouse Co.,

• c» c P
310 California St., S. F.

STABLE STALLS AND FIXTURES
Howe Scale Co U3 Main St., S. F.

STAMPED SHEET METAL ORNAMENTS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co., 2^6 Eleventh St., b. r.

STANDARD SCALES
George A. Riggs, rep-

T^^
"°^.^

I^^^t; p
Q,"^ 143-149 Main St., b. r.

STEAM POWER PLANTS
The Tracy Engineering Company,

823 Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

700 Central Bank Bldg., Lot Angeles

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT
Jno. B. Leonard ;-?^tl^°" M^' I' I'
Woods & Huddart....356 Market St., b. F.

Tayler & Spotswood Co.,

Minnesota and 19th Sts., b. r.

STEEL ERECTING
C A Blume 185 Stevenson St., S. F.

Wm.B. Abbitt Construction Co.,

370 Monadnock Bldg., b. r.

G. J. Anderson 503 Grove St., S. F.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J. G. Braun, 537 W. 35th St N. Y., and
'

322 S. Paulina St., Chicago

STEEL STUDDING AND LATH .

^^ ^ p
Lilley & Thurston 82 Second St., b. V.

STREET PAVING
,

Denny-Renton Clay and Coal Co, ,,„..,-
> Lowman Buildipg, Seattle

Lo« Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,
LX>8 /^^gclc

^^^^^ Building, I/)S Angele*

Warren Construction Co., ^ , , r\
217 Beck Bldg., Portland. Ore.

STEEL AND IRON—STRUCTURAL
Pennsvlvania Steel Co., Chronicle Bldg., S. F.

Brode & Clark Iron Works
. c. c p

621 Howard bt., b. r

City Iron Works. .. .303 Front St , Portland

Woods & Huddart. ...356 Market St S F.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland. Ore.

Pacific Rolling Mills, ,,. . . . -», c w
17th and Mississippi Sts^ b. r.

Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. ¥.

Tayler & Spotswood Co.,

MinnMOta and 19th Sts., S. F

Lawson Consolidated Store Service Co.,

1403 Call Bldg., S. F.

STRUCTURAL STEEL CONTRACTORS
Mortensen Construction Co.,

c* c »
19th and Indiana Sta., b. r.

TANKS
Pacific Tank Company.. 318 Market St., S. F

THEATER CURTAINS
Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,

593 Market St., S. F.

TILE, MOSAIC, MANTELS, ETC.

Mangmm & Otter 561 Mission St., S. F.

Oregon Art Tile Co.. 311 Stark St., Portland

W. W. Montague, 557-563 Market St., b. t.

VACUUM CLEANERS
Vacuum Engineering Company,

772 Monadnock, Bldg., S. F.

VALVE PACKING
"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook

Belting Co 317 Howard St.. 3. r.

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.

C F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., S. F.

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co., ^, ., ,
.

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co., . „, , « w

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

VENEERS
Dieckmann Hardwood Co., ^ »

Welch Bldg., 244 California St., S. r.

WATER HEATERS
Humphrey Co., „ „ , >#• u

565 N. Rose St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Pittsburg Water Heater sold by _ - „
Thos. Thieben & Co 585 Mission St., S. F.

John Wood Mfg. Co.,
/^ ui j

741 Cyprcsa St., Oakland

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.

The Building Material Co., Inc.,

587 Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

•Hydrex Felt," stdd by L. E Boyle Co..

liic 100 Front St.. S. F.
*f\

"Invisible" Waterproofing, T. A. O'Reilly,

Pacific Coast Distributing Agent, ^ ^ _
693 Mission St., b. r.

Aquabar Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Winslow's Hydraulic Coating, sold by

Willkomm Building Supply Co.,

151 Tehama St., S. F.

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH
"Satinette." W. P. Fuller & Co.

S. F. and all principal Coast cities

WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE. ETC.

Dean Reversible Window Co.,

551 Brannan St., 5. r.

Hausmann's Sash Carrier sold by Water-

house & Price 59 Third St., S. F.

Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.,

634 Maple Ave.. Lot Angeles

WM. H. FORD W. H. MALOTT

Telephone Market 1596

FORD & MALOTT
Felt, Aftphalt and Gravel

Roofing Contractors
Roofing Supplies. Fibrestone" Flooring.

Asphalt Floors and Sidewalks

OFFICE AND YARD

Mariposa St., at Iowa St, San Francisco

Members Builders' Exchange-Builders'
Association
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V IX RESS KK CO
THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors, Impervious Roofing Tile. Mission,

Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest

Grades made. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

Second and Broadway
Los Angeles, CaL

ROOMS

406-414 FROST BUIl IlINC

i S. F.—Temporary 2830
TELEPHONES

\ Factory-Alameda 509

WORKS:
WEST ALAMEDA

Incorporated January 11. 1889

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arckitcctural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick, Vitrified and Terra

Cotta Pipe, Hollow Tile Fire Proofing, Fire Brict

Tile and Kindred Clay Products

OFFICE, 17 i£f 19 SPEAR STREET SAN FRANCISCO

Fit

Our clays have been tested by practical and continued use in foundries,

smelters and potteries, and show by test as well as analysis that

Ihey Ar« Hlg^h in Aloi-nina
And F*ractically 1^ WKE from IWOj^i and LIME

Samples will be furwarded to Potters or Brickmakers, and to users of Fireclay,

upon request. We invite comparison in quality and price with other California clays.

BRICK COMPANY I incoln, California

OR !

ARCH

CJLAY IMP

RR4roTTA,FI :ODUCTS

MAIN ^TORIE

MC SJ

Aianuiaciurcrs ci

LIME. Ci..vii.Nl, PLASTER
INSULATION AND ROOFING

Office: 610 WASHINGTON ST.

VANf^OUVFR, WASH.

W AHvertisci

I
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5ii

. ROSA
1 t ^ * »

/. W. Dol/iver. Archtttcl

THH ENTIRR EMfikloR (it THIS BUILDING IS FACED WITH

Cream C k r Ter
MADE BY

CARNEGIE BRICK & TERRA COTl A (

M. A. MURPHY, General Mutfer

Main Office: Cor. Montgomery aod California Streets, San Francisco

Yards : San Franci«5co, Oakland. Berkeley and San Jose

11

ENTON iv

Manufacturers of

OMPAN

Nitrified Paving BnIrLr

rH i n

ti I

f It

Our Vitrified Paving Brick Plant now has an annual capacity of 25

million pavers, a clear gain, in four years of 18 million yearly, which

shows conclusively the real worth of the modern well laid brick street.

IV/M Of Am- Mr latormaikm.

General Offices: LOWMAN BUILDING,

SEATTLE, • •
WASHINGTON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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BY THE SYSTEM
Dirt to Sewer.

No Tanks.

No Sliding Blades

or rubbing parts in

Pump.

No Suction Valves.

Less Power.

Less Floor Space,

Scrubbing and
Mopping.

^ Longest Life.

Best Implements.

Tel. Douglas 2775

VACUL^ EN( I CO., P^onadnock RIdg.

^.jCOtgC M. .3cria»tey

Robt.M.

SCHAS
Tr\ ifAi f iicr^

RACTORS

FOR

INTERIORS

DECORATIONS

FURNISHINGS

\lir IPMENT

1930 Van Ness Avenue,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Telephone Franklin 2729

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I. Kastuii Fuiiit. Conn. H

ROBERT W GIBSON, AKLHii tan.
\ 103 Park Avenue.

Messrs. Parker, Preston & Company, New York, May I, 1908.
Norwich. Conn.

Gentlemen:— It jjives me much pleasure to express my entire satisfaction with the Shing^le Stains supplied by you for the
(7riswold Hotel, and for other buildings.

They are exceedingly good color and effect, and have been well matched to the samples aad directions; and as preservatives
ind waterproofing? they prove to be all that can be expected. I shall continue to use them whenever such materials are required.

Yours very truly.

Manufactured Solely by '^":"'<" '«>»'••' *• Cinsot., Archluct.

PACKER CO., IN
Los Angclcs, Cal.

UILDING LOS AN

^

eea recogmzed lor years by all leading architects and pai

n be obtained.

If vou will UK theae goodt the &ni^ wiU last pennanoitly and iMM ank or pit and i-

u0««htqr, as is the case where inferior products are substituted.

// is easy to be "well tnformed.
Wrtte for "Modern Wood Fin
ishtng" "which contains accurate

reproductions of a number of
popular finishes, or simply tear

out thts ad. put your name on
the margin and send it to us.

WHITTIER-COBURN CO
Ml Bawari Slnet. Saa Praadaca. aa^ Lr

SOLE MANUFACTUPF

W

INI3f
- M ^PORD. CONN

^sr^
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1 n%T

3 West 29th Street,

• ^\fm
iPK

STEEL

jtiutie

^fT'TwrrfSEr

Rolling Partitions for Dividing Rboms, Hygienic Wardrobes,

Venetian Awnings, Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors, Slid-

ing Swing Doors

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York office or the following Contracting Agents:

McCORMICK-HENDERSON
510 Postal Telegraph Bldg.,

San Francisco. Cal.

A. J.CAPRON.
Ainsworth Building, Portland, Ore

S. W. R. DALLY.
, ^^, ,

Colman Building. Seattle, Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELU
720 Broadway,

Los Angeles, Cal.

conomy in rireproofini

w w
E

Send us your plans where uicp.uui construction is specified and et u^

show you how favorably our figures compare with the cost of using

other material which does not give as efficient fire protection.

NATIONAl FIRE PROOF '^- CO

ti:rra H MT

CONTRACTORS FOR

CONSTRUCTION OF FIREPROOF BUILDINGS
The Uroett Firm In the World Devoted Exclusively to the Bu.lr.ett of Fireproof Conttructlon

"
Capital Twelve-tnd-one-half Million Dollart

CHICAGO. Commercial National Bank Buildinjj

WASHINGTON. D. C. Colorado Building

PHILADELPHIA. Land Title Building

PITTSBURG. Fulton Building

BOSTON. Old South Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.. 925 Security Building

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Lumber Exchange
LONDON. ENG.. 26 Chancery Lane

NEW YORK. Flatiron Building

ST. LOUIS. MO.

Twenty-six Factories Throughout the Unitkd States

San Francisco Office : 972-4
CHARLES BROOKS, R.siti

MOCK BLDG.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Church.

HUMPIIRfY AllO-THEh

liiiieous Wate. ieai-r

Have every known desirable feature

helping to efficiency, economy, dur-

ability and absolute safety. FULLY
GUARANTEED. PRICES LOW.
QUALITY and SERVICE HIGH

MADE BY

HUMPHREY COMPANY
KALAMAZOO. MICH.. U.S. A.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
The Ga. & Eleclric Appliwice Co.. fi09A-8I I Turk St.. S«n Fr«nci«:o.

The Pacific Mantel & Tile Company. 125 Telegraph Avenue. Oakland.

The Ind^-pendent Ga. Appliance Co., 604 South Hill St.. Lo« Angele..

-

Art
WILLIAM SCHROCDCR.

MEMORIAL WINDOWS A SPCCIALTY

Staining Crystallizing Binding and

Embossing Beveling Cutting

938 HOWARD ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

1 iiV i ".' n

I liStUD

1.1: JiM !,

FADER

h>"-
-

i Ai -^ x^^^^

J0MN"S riANGER U

* FlOOK LINE

JOHN'S PATENT PARLOR
DOOR HA.

For Single and Double Sliding Doors. Double
Ball Bearing. Exceedingly Sinaple. Perfectly

Noiseless. A Two-Piece Track-Hardwood
Face. Made of Rolled Steel. Extra Wide

Ram... ,A Aiiiu^tment

.

SAN ''^WARE CO.

When writing to Advertisers mention thi 'i!ie.

^>
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San

aiiu

U)rru(jdting

i

ORNAMtNIi).

STATUE WORK,

MISSIOHTUE

Stit^of

296 Eleventh Street

NEAR rOLSOM

Phone Market
1097

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA

W. HEIDT

Manufacturers of

Architectural Sheet Metdl Work

Slate and Metal Kootiny

Patented Metal Mission Tile

Ventilating SkyRdhts

Metal Windows

152-160 FIRST ST.. San Francisco

Branch:

916 WtBSTER STREET, OAWAND

HARD WALL
MANUFACTURED BY

¥11

Motiiid louse r

MOUND HOUSE, NEV.

141? Netiii|Nilfs Baiik Building

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phoae Dooglas 3839

Tfmporary Salesroom

BASLEH WAREHOUSE COMPANY

2d sfld Towiueod Sts.

rROOF ilVINUU

Made in Ten
Standard

Types

architectural

and

OrnamentaJ
Sheet Metal

Work

Metal

SkyUshta

Contractors

for

Tin

Slate

TBa

and

Composition
Rooflns

PORTLAND SHEET METAi
Factory: 1^. "^tli anti |-asl nadiwon

Wu,.. i.ertisers mention this Magazine.
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I

I

JA^'-'^

LjODt Design
StKoaI : French Rer.

mo
I

\UT
IV

Used on Central Building

Home Telephone Company

San Francisco

Illustrated in this number

FURNISHED BY

f\ 1 HbSX - uuvfuivLO
AGEINTS

5&1 marhet street
SAN FRANCISCO

T

537-541 W. 35th Street, NEW YORK
322 S. PauUna Street, CHICAGO

carries a complete stock of

Steel Mouldinas for Store Fronts

V Etc.

I eaves, Ro-
Hquare

10" upwards.

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos-

ures and Office Railiiik's

Catalogue to Architects. Architectural Iron Works and Builders only on Application.

Patent Sheet iVIetal Shear^

-

Punching IVfachln©»

All parts, includinsr the main body, are made

of forged steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from steel j«

plates. All movable parts are steel forcings.
. ^ • j j ,

All parts which can be arc tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independenl

rings. Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle. Tee or Flat Iron.

L
WRITE FOR CATALOaUE AND PRICES

OVER c»€ic> M iirSE^ 44C>i,D

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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P^OOF C0N8TP"''TI0 k\

STEEL '^ n ft
clIIU REINFORCED CONCRETE

N 4
6 ridiro Works

!!:'«.'), £?<p|<<,^.#J.qf<t m ^Jt

PORTLAND, ORE.

Largest Steel Shops

on Pacific Coast

5000 TONS
RUCTURAL S"l

IN STOCK

I
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Wwi Builders' Suoplv Co

«c

680 Mission Street San Francisco, Cal

Telephone. Kearny 1Q91

L^ane Uoist
Post Gekfya and

.t«i ior Wood Finish 3|3eGialtto«
(Art Mouidlogs, Carviag8, Etc.)

mpoHto Even Tension Screens
(For Good Houses)

Convenient, Durable, Non- Rusting

"Enan-ietile*' (foetal Enamet Wainscoting)

STANDARD Metal Corner Bead

••^ Golden West VULCANITE Roofing

I

REPRESENTIISa

DECORATOKr SUPPLY CO., (Chicago, 111.)

ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENTATION
in Wood and Composition

Exterior and Interior Accurate Modeling Correct Styles

CAPITAL
To match Oai

WOOD GRILLES — l^r

MOULDINGS, CO

GENUINE PORTLAND CEMENT WORK
For Information apply 680 Mission Street

V

a
^\

w f ». T "% I ^TT»r»

k^^ m)F' PA I

MILWAUKEE "Pitcaifii Agcd Varnish" '^^'*'*"^

ODES FARTHEST WEARS LONOBST

VV lien writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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unaW
When You Have Installed

ce
C

ri

JTlThis shows the reinforcement and the method of

^ mechanically locking the joints of our reinforced

concrete pressure pipe which is a tough, enduring pipe

of very even cross-section and consequent great carry-

ing capacity. Write us for estimates upon pressure lines.

i€ &Lt% tf}f^ij0(2 L- f}tiC^r&t& 1^ iiJ

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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TCLEPHONC DOUGLAS 4177

\.ui

LDING

This splendid modern
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The Telephone Exchange
By ALMERIC COXHEAD, Architect.

FI\'E years ago, or less, even, the present extent of telephone service

was^iot dreamed of, and but slight opportunity for growth' was provided

in the exchange. To-day, while we see a marvelous transformation, it

must be admitted that but a fraction of the ultimate is developed. The planning

of a modern telephone exchange falls to the lot of only a few practitioners,

but the problem is, nevertheless, most interesting to the profession as a

whole. Writing along these lines in a recent article on the telephone ex-

change, Architect Irving K. Pond says :

"But few architects are called upon to consider the problem, and while

a great public is served from within these structures this public does not

make that direct personal use of the telephone exchange that it does of

the office building, the penitentiary or the theater. In fact, the telephone

exchange bears about the same relationship to the generality of public build-

ings as does the stage of the theater to the auditorium, or, more correctly,

^is^'the my.sterious portion back of the footJights^ withJtsjraps, its galleries,,

its bridges, its gridiron, its rigging, its dressing rooms, property and scene

rooms, bears to the front, with its gay proscenium, its sttmptuous loges,

broad foyers and stairways and its resplendent decorations."

Russell Sturgis places the telephone exchange in the factory and ware-

house class, and severely criticises architectural embellishment of the ex-

change building, believing such embellishment out of place in a utilitarian

structure.

It is easy to set up a dummy of straw and then knock it down. Many
distinguished architects take exception to Mr. Sturgis' contention, among
them Mr. Pond, whose position seems well taken in the following para-

graph :

"It is not so easy to tell just how far to carry ornamentation in any

kind of a structure, utilitarian or otherwise. But the telephone exchange

partakes of the nature of an office (in no sense a shop or factory) building

and of a club of girls, and such being the case I do not believe ornament or

the elements of beauty and domesticity are likely to be carried to a fatal ex-

treme. It is not the function of the play of color or of the bits of carving

about the entrances or of the bright flowers on the window ledges to com-

mand 'abandon hope all who enter here,' but rather the function is to invite

to labor, 'Come, work, rest, recreate and work again amid pleasant sur-

roundings, and enjoy at least a bit of the beauty to which your work en-

titles you.'
"

In San E>ancisco, since the great fire of 1906, the tendency has been to

build well, and the telephone con)panies have been doing their part in pro-

-*. ~^,*- •» ^
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The Telephone Exchange
By ALMERIC COXHEAD, Architect.

FIVE years ago, or less, even, the present extent of telephone service

was not dreamed of, and but slight opportunity for growth was provided

in the exchange. To-day, while we see a marvelous transformation, it

must be admitted that but a fraction of the ultimate is developed. The planning

of a modern telephone exchange falls to the lot of only a few practitioners,

but the problem is, nevertheless, most interesting to the profession as a

whole. Writing along these lines in a recent article on the telephone ex-

change, Architect Irving K. Pond says:

"But few architects are called upon to consider the ()roblem, and while

a great public is served from within these structures this public does not

make that direct personal use of the telephone exchange that it does of

the office building, the penitentiary or the theater. In fact, the telephone

exchange bears about the same relationship to the generality of public build-

ings as does the stage of the theater to the auditorium, or, more correctly,

-as the mysterious portion back of the footlights, with its traps, its galleries^

its bridges, its gridiron, its rigging, its dressing rooms, property and scene

rooms, bears to the front, with its gay proscenium, its sumptuous lodges,

broad foyers and stairways and its resplendent decorations."

Russell Sturgis places the telephone exchange in the factory and ware-

house class, and severely criticises architectural embellishment of the ex-

change building, believing such embellishment out of place in a utilitarian

structure.

It is easy to set up a dummy of straw and then knock it down. Many
distinguished architects take exception to Mr. Sturgis' contention, among
them Mr. Pond, whose position seems well taken in the following para-

graph :

"It is not so easy to tell just how far to carry ornamentation in any

kind of a structure, utilitarian or otherwise. But the telephone exchange

partakes of the nature of an office (in no sense a shop or factory) building

and of a club of girls, and such being the case I do not believe ornament or

the elements of beauty and domesticity are likely to be carried to a fatal ex-

treme. It is not the function of the play of color or of the bits of carving

about the entrances or of the bright flowers on the window ledges to com-

mand 'abandon hope all who enter. here,' but rather the function is to invite

to labor, *Come, work, rest, recreate and work again amid pleasant sur-

roundings, and enjoy at least a bit of the beauty to which your work en-

titles you.'
"

In San Francisco, since the great fire of 1906, the tendency has been to

build well, and the telephone companies have been doing their part in pro-
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I Detail of Entrance. Main Office, Home Telephone Company, San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

viding structures that are not only substantial but ornate. In its build-

ings the Home Telephone Company has sought to give the public the

best that money and skill affords. There has been no stint of funds or

skimping of materials. One style of architecture—the classic—has been

followed, to a degree, in all the buildings, and the result is a group of

buildings, each in perfect harmony with the other, and conspicuous for the

unmistakable atmosphere of strength and massiveness which surrounds

In three years the company has erected buildings in all parts of San

Francisco as well as in Oakland and Berkeley, and plans are under way for

other buildings to be erected during the present year. The main exchange

building is on Grant avenue, just north of Sutter street, and is built of

Colusa sandstone upon a steel frame. This structure has attracted unusual
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Main Office Building, Home Telephone Company, San Francisco
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Main OfKce Building, Home Telephone Company. San Francisco

Detail of Elevator Enclosure, Main Office Building. Home Telephone Company.

San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

attention, and it is worthy of note that the design expresses a unity of pur-

pose for which the building is to be used. Buildings of one or two stories,

for a single purpose, are not uncommon, but where seven or eight stories are

embodied they are almost unique.

The entrance is in the center of the facade on Grant avenue and opens

into the lobby or public space, which has the appearance of a large banking

room. This will be used by the public and the contract and accounting

departments of the company ; telephone booths and writing tables will also

be provided for the use of the company's subscribers.
j • u • u •

The public lobby measures 66 by 66.9 feet in floor area, and in height is

two full stories with coffuired ceiling, which is an exceptionally nice piece
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Detaii of Columns and Cornice, Main Office, Home Telephone Company,

San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead. Architects

of work, and in perfect harmony with the architectural scheme of the

building, in the Italian Renaissance style. The marble counters and screen

work to the public lobby are now being executed. As the entire building

is to be used by the Home Telephone Company no separate entrance is

necessary to reach the administration office on the second and third floors.

A spacious staircase and two elevators are provided at the farther end of

the public office. A separate staircase at the extreme rear, and cut off

from other portions of the building, with exit on Harlam Place, is provided

for the use of electricians and other mecnanics who may have work on the

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh floors.

All the floors above the administration offices are devoted to the

operating department, these stories being spanned with heavy thirty-six

inch plate girders to give clear space for the automatic equipment now being

installed. On the seventh floor the instruments are already in place and
service is being given to subscribers in the city.

Detail of Ceiling, Main Office. Home Telephone Company. San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead. Architects
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Telephone Building, Bush Street, near Fillmore, San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead. Architects
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Detail of Columns and Cornice, Main Othce, Home 1 elephone Company,

San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

of work, and in perfect harmony with the architectural scheme of the

buikling, in the ItaHan Renaissance style. The marble counters and screen

work to the public lobby are now being executed. As the entire building

is to be used by the Home Telephone Company no separate entrance is

necessary to reach the administration office on the second and third floors.

A spacious staircase and two elevators are provided at the farther end of

the public office. A separate staircase at the extreme rear, and cut off

from other portions of the building, with exit on Harlam Place, is provided

for the use of electricians and other mechanics who may have work on the

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh floors.

All the floors above the administration offices are devoted to the

operating department, these stories being spanned with heavy thirty-six

inch plate girders to give dear space for the automatic equipment now being

installed. On the seventjh floor the instruments are already in place and

service is being given to subscribers in the city. f
\

Detail of Ceiling, Main Office. Home Telephone Company. San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

Telephone Building. Bush Street, near Fillmore. San Francisco

,

. Coxftead & Coxhead. Architects



Detail of Entrance. Telephone Building, Bush Street, near Fillmore. San Franctsco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

All the interior wall partitions are of porous terra cotta, this bein^

considered the most fire-proof material that could be used and the finish

of these walls in the public hallways are of marble. The building^ is ven-

tilates! by a mechanical system of ventilation.

A Corinthian order the entire height of the building is used on the

facade and the massiveness with which this order has been rendered can

be fully realized only when it is understood that the building is eight

stories in height. The grouped free columns which the architects have

employed give strength both to the design and work.

The building on Howard street is a three-story and basement, re-
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IJcliul I'f Entrance, Telephone Builduig, Bush Street, near Ftlhnorc. Sau Francisto

CuxUead cr Coxhcad, Architects

\11 the interior wall partitions are of porous terra cotta, this beino:

C'.n-idereil the most fire-proof material that ccnild he tised and the finish

..I ilu'-e walls in the public hallways are of marble. The building is ven-

tilaifd by a mechanical system of ventilation.

A (Orinthian order the entire heit::ht of the buildinfi^ is used on the

facade and the massiveness with which this order has been rendered can

l)c fully realized only when it is understood that the buildin.Q: is eight

-tMi-ic- in hci.^ht. The .-[grouped free columns which the architects have

enipl'»ve(l .iiive >trenj:^th both to the design and work.

The Imildiui; on Howard street is a three-story and basement, re-
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Berkeley Building. Home^ Telephone Company
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Telephone Building, Seventeenth an.i\ Albion S'treefi

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects
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DetaU of Entrance, Telephone Bu.Uirn,, Serenteentk an.i Allnon Streets.

San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead. Architects

Detail of Entrance and Cornice. Telephone Building, Berkeley

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

inforced concrete structure with a frontage on Howard street of 55 feet

and extending through to Tehama street in the rear.

The Howard street front is of Colusa sandstone. The first story of

this building is used by the company as a warehouse and the two u])i)er

floors are used for the switch, power and battery rooms for the automatic

service in that district. i

On the south side of Bush street, near Fillmore street, and on the

northeast corner of Albion and Seventeenth streets, near Valencia street, the

company has erected two two-story, fire-proof buildings for the equipment
and maintenance of telephone service in these districts. Each of these

buildings are now complete and cover an area of 60 by ITO feet The e„^

is' a three-story structure
".<;f.^^ "^lock ofTe Cky ha 11. In its appoint-

Milvia and Allston Way wUh.n one block o^^^
Francisco, having

dark red brick.

1
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Telephone Buildtng. Seventeenth and Albion Streets,

i

Detail of Entrance, Telephc

San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

Detail of Entrance and Cornice, Telephone Building, Berkeley

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

inforced concrete structure with a frontage on Howard street of 55 feet

and extending through to Tehama street in the rear.

The Howard street front is of Colusa sandstone. The first story of

this building is used by the company as a warehouse and the two upper

floors are used for the switch, power and battery rooms for the automatic

service in that district.

On the south side of Bush street, near Fillmore street, and on the

northeast corner of Albion and Seventeenth streets, near Valencia street, the

company has erected two two-story, fire-proof buildings for the equipment

and maintenance of telephone service in these districts. Each of these

buildings .r, ,,o» co„pI.« »\":"in.™rTJu!« inrt. dSig'n";

•XituS'll StSnLnpeS?Vrfre o, .... red b,ic. „d

- 's:tr.s,vJe^srT.iEg^^^^^^^
is a three-story structure erected "P°". ^ '^^

.^h/cHy ha11 In its appoint-

Milvia and AUston Way ^' ^.n one b ock^f he Uty ha
^^^

V^^^.^^

ments it is planned similar to t^e 'na^"
5"^^'"^^ 'the first floor with large

general offices and power and battery ^ooms^^^
^^^^.^^ ^^^

ITn^e^'^o \hifbuiTdSg
ronerta°::tta and the face work of the walls of a

dark red brick.

v^*- Jt^-?^4U
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Howard Street Building, Home Telephone Company, San Francisco

Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects

The Cook's Prayer

An old tale of Cardinal Manning. The great ecclesiastic's appearance
was so ascetic that he seemed to have been almost starved. Once in Liver-
pool he visited a convent, and the cook knelt to him for a blessing, which
she got.

"May the Lord preserve your Eminence," said she ; and then, looking
at his thin face, she added, "And, oh, may God forgive your cook!"

The taxicab is far too square
To overtax the taxi-fare

;

But who is^brave enough to skip,

The taxi-cabby's taxi-tip?

The Architect and Engineer

About Competitions

By FRANCIS XAVIER LOURDOU, Architect*

MTTMirTPAI ITIES and private institutions are frequently calling- for

""SSprtttk^e^Sgns a'nd the rules governing these contests ha^^

often been to the writer an object of surprise, owing to the care

lessness or the bad faith displayed in their preparation.
^

Oftentimes municipalities ignore competition altogether, and %xhen

are of course the prime mover in the transaction. We also nflt uncom

monlv see a Board of Supervisors advertise for compe itive designs u ith

";"r Lribed dday f- delivery, barely fQual to one^fi th or one.tenth the

time actually required to prepare complete plans and estimates.

Rlraule there is underhand an already designated architect who has

prev?ousirprep-ed the entire work, and to whom it is desired, for some

reason to award its execution.
• „, <t;n «4n "RW

Another time, a municipality oflfers "d>^"'°"^;,
P^^lVrtiU fTenfold

for instance, -^ile the importance of he work would wa^^^^^^^ tenf.

^^

l^Tthe tSsrpoS[:^num"b:^ i Upe^ors and of L^ing a free hand

to the already selected party, be his plans good or bad.

In still another instance the clauses are such as t° f" "°
f"^"^^f//^

to the competitors, who give up the attempt in disgust, the very object
,

-V:i^:Z^:^:^^::^y of a great and free democratic

'^''""S writer is inclined to believe^that ihis magazine cchiM a c,,,,^

least two-thirds of the proposed works.
J" ^^'l^^J^^'i^,Twest or to the

l?r S^^or'^hl bS&nTh^^:^nrri''ar?n';:: S tcessful execution.

""Tmay be^bjected that -"-c/PaHu- -ho are con^^^

portant constructions require special g«a'-a"tees ot pract ^
,

'"^St'tfesentsS'sl^P^e^r^n to^^^^

experience is more extensive, r^- \ .\
j , „ stand ng are fre-

abUity, everybody knows that even arch.te^cts of ^ong stand
g^^^^^^^

quently resorting to the assistance o engineers or o^ spec k^^^.

their business. Those who do not. will not try.

^910~Wright & Calltndar Building. Lo« Angeles.

lill

I

.jhu.a( ^ *.4 Mur'Ma' t «<« ' t-J. miM
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The following basis for a proper competition is here suggested

:

1. All certificated architects, either local or in the county, or in the state,

according to the importance of the work, should be called upon to compete.

2. The time allowed for delivery of the competition designs should

always be governed by the importance of the works and reasonably

adequate.
3. Prices should be clearly defined, and in proportion to the impor-

tance of the work (that is to say from one per cent to one and one-half per

cent of the amount specified for the second, third, etc. classed desig:ns

—

the first prize awarded with the execution.)

4. Competition should be secret, and one architect appointed by the

local chapter should attend the award of prizes, and particularly the opening

of sealed proposals bearing the names of the competitors.

5. The clauses of the competitions should be approved by the board

of architecture of the city, county or state, according to the importance of

the work
6. In case the successful competitor should be a young architect,

lacking extensive practice, he would have to be assisted by an experienced

superintendent of works, whose compensation he would have to proyide

under specified conditions.

These rules are accepted and followed in democratic countries of

Europe, and also in some South American countries, where they lead to

excellent results. In Paris, for instance, not only are the competitions

between architects correctly conducted, but they are extended to the prop-

erty owners. The city distributes annually $100,000 to the ten of those

who have erected the handsomest street apartments, hotels or residences.

The prizes are awarded by an appointed committee of architects, of engi-

neers and of artists.

And since, the architect has a common interest with the property

owner, the city of Paris is yearly embellished by artistic and original

^structures. The outcome is, besides, keen emulation between the archi-^

tects, the construction companies, etc., that tlie public wealth has the

benefit of it.
r a •

When shall we witness such results in this great and free America,

where all is more possible than elsewhere, because not handicapped by

ancient laws, old conditions and customs, or by excessive partitioning of the

property?
The boards of architecture, the artistic architectural clubs and other

societies could do a great deal toward that result. They might, for instance,

have printed circulars distributed yearly among municipalities, laying

down the rules to be followed in case of competitive contests. Justice,

which applies to individuals, should likewise reach the groups of individuals

who are bidding for public wealth and confidence.

In this country where men are very broad minded—when they have

to create or build things, they must be very broad, too, on the democratical

principle of everything. Then the result of these competitions would,

besides arouse the interest of the community, which in all large cities

is admitted to inspect the prized plans. A refinement of artistic taste

would ensue and practical usefulness would gradually make a little more

room for esthetics to its decided advantage.

As a rule, we are of a practical turn of mind. It is far easier for an

architect, be he- "a Prix de Rome" to merely design a business block in

the shape of a wooden box, without ornaments or mouldings, than to be

racking his brains in the solution of a more or less hopeless riddle pro-

pounded by a client, in the shape of inadequate credits entirely out of

i-daVjis-^iid*
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proportion with the necessary outlay, and in spite of that, what architect

Hoes not strive to do good and decent work?

The ultknate object is to educate the public to sacrifice mere useful-

ness to art and it will never learn it, unless it is shown what to do and how

to do °t Art clashes with practice; a plain square pillar is easier to make

than a round carved column, and yet we like to surround ourselves with

atleast some little art. And so the architects must lead the .pubhc move-

ment in construction, just as municipalities must lead architects m deco-

'*''"so''keenly ' had Colonel Roosevelt appreciated the necessity of guid-

ine the puWc mind in that direction, that he had appointed a comm.ss on

to act an over the United States. In such a large country, artistic feeling

left to itseT is bound to run astray and a few great American architects

hid atter^pted to lead a campaign against that recklessness of public

**'' The writer is aware that a serious obstacle exists to that program

namelv the cosmopolite origin or nature of the population. The Anglo

Saxon always w^n demand gothic, the French, Renaissance, the Italian

face carS and so on. All of these are good if Properly, f^^'^t^'l.?"^

anDlied TWslrbut one more reason why public opinion should be purified

^nnfined and d rected otherwise confusion must surely ensue, and America

wUireterLd any national style which she strives to create or to have.

* * *

And now to revert to our starting point :
"Competitions-many of

.., LTTJ^^ce too " Of all states in the Union, California is best

StTd to defined 'a chitecture It offers the greatest facilities to the art

^fS^ction, ^^^tJ^zr^}'s "^lsl:-^ TaS

E'itllTa'bJXtheTdfalsThe Lplktions. the vigor of the young

n^n.t keeo oace with the experience and the taste of their elders. The

^d scS and th^ young one must always complete each other. In no

other way wifl that ^combination be reached, of Beaaty^ T.uth and Use-

fulness.

* * *

Reinforced Concrete Cisterns Do Not Leal<

Harris H D Connick, chief assistant to the City Engineer, San Francisco

statefth^t^e r^eport that seve.l of the "-^^e- ^^
J
^^^^^^^^^^

of the cisterns nearing completion.

41
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Everything All Right, But—

THE late depression we have had in the fina^ncial world caused a friend

of mine to be much worried. He went to his physician, who advised

him to take a rest.

"Now, Charlie," he said, "you must stop smoking and excitement of

all kinds; in fact, you must keep yourself entirely by yourself; receive no
mail, read no letters and get no news from the outside world. Go away,

sir, for a month."
My friend did this and was much improved. Returning home he met

his butler at the station and said :

"James, how is everything? All right?

"Yes, sir; everything is all right, sir. Purty good"

—

"Anything happen while I was away?"
"No, sir; everything is all right—except your dog, $ir."

- '^My dog?"
"Your dog, sir."

"What's happened to him?"
. "He's dead"—

"Dead?"
"Yes, sir."

"Whkt did he die of?"

"I don't know, sir. I think- is was from eating burnt horse flesh, sir."

"Burnt horse flesh? Why,- how did that happen?"
"Well, I don't know, sir. I think it was from the barn, sir."

"The barn?"
"Yes, sir. The barn burned down, sir."

"Why, how did that happen?"
"Well, you see, sir, I think it was from the sparks from the house"

—

"What house?"
"Why your house. It burned down, str.'^ —

. "What! My house burned down? Why, how did that catch fire?"

"I don't know exactly. I think it was from the curtains in the

windows"

—

"Why, how did they catch fire?"

"Well, I don't know. I think they must have caught fire from the

candles."

"What candles? We haven't any candles in our house. We use

nothing but electricity and gas."

"I know, sir. But the candles were all around the coffin"

—

"The coffin? Why, who's dead?"
"Oh, nobody but your mother-in-law, sir."

"My mother-in-law?"
"Yes, sir."

"How did she die?"

"I don't know, sir, but I think is was from the shock."

"The shock?"
"Yes, sir."

\ "What shock?"
"Well, you see—your wife ran away with the coachman."—Marshall

P. Wilder in "The Circle,"

She who loves and runs away may be sorry later on.
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Tunneling Into San Francisco

By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Architect.

THE article on this subject by Mr. F. T. Newberry in a recei?^ issue of

The Architect and Engineer was most interesting, and particularly to

me because it is a revival of a project that was set afoot some

years ago and with which I had much to do. Some water company there

in California was back of the affair, but it couldn't raise the capital or

something or other happened. Anyway, the matter was dropped and 1

had not thought of it again until I saw Mr. Newberry's paper.

It seem;s to me, however, that that gentleman is a ^^^ }»^^
i^fi;!" i}J5

estimates. H he can build five miles of an excavated tunnel for $2,dU0,UUU

he will accomplish something that has never yet been done. In tunnel work

there are always contingencies arising that never confront one in ordinary

construction and you Californians will be lucky indeed, if you ever get

a. tunnel, as badly as you need one, for twice what Mr. Newberry cal-

culates.
, ^ •

4. 4-

The scheme we contemplated was based upon American patents

that I control and for a system of tunneling that is being considered

now in St. Louis and several other American points, but that has not yet

been actually installed here, though it is in successful operation under

the Seine at Paris. Leading engineers, however, concede that while novel,

almost revolutionary, it is absolutely practicable and is the least cost y

of sub-aqueous construction, much less costly than excavated or shield

work tunneling.

Briefly described, the tunnel is really a subaqueous bridge. It was

fully illustrated in the Engineering News and the Scientific American

a couple of years ago and attracted much attention in engineering circles.

I plan to build square tubes of reinforced concrete, tubes 26 feet wide

and 20 feet high and 100 feet long. It is unnecessary to go into the

reinforcing system, but the sides are virtually great trusses 100 feet long,_

of about 24-inch thick concrete thoroughly embedding the reinforcement

and completely covered with water-proofing and properly lined with

damp repellant furring. These tubes to be made at any convenient

point on land, the ends temporarily bulkheaded and the tube towed out

in calm weather to about its proper position. There the bulkheads are

removed the tube filled with water and sinks. The bottom of the stream

or bay or river is previously prepared, either simply smoothed off or

trenched by means of the ordinary dredge. Guide piles are driven and

after the section of the tube is properly placed on the bottom, a jointing

caisson is towed to its end, covers the end and its juncture is made

with the land portion of the tunnel or with a previously laid section of

tube A new section is towed out and jointed to this last in the same

Zo#r iMb^r

^/al *n Sa^0/rt a/ day . #r

^t/, /«/ m// 0/ o& tA/t// Ae^»»^ any flt^JfSA
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manner and so on until the whole is completed. The joints are bolted

^nd fastened together and then concreted with a great mass of concrete

tust about In the same fashion as street car rails used to be. welded

ogether in place a few years ago. All the excavation or dredgmg tha

k necessary is in shallow places so as to insure that the top of the tunnel

rweUl^low navigation. %part from that one consideration of leaving

free war for "essfTs, the tubes are virtually laid upon the bed o the

stream or bay When the entire length of tube is laid and joins the

land's ends or open cuts the water is pumped out and there's the whole

Sg co4le°e and ready for laying of rails, installation of syphon drains,

--rrsim'^liSyS :n1 th^e°o,e in Paris was buiU and^ completed

L^ildiTofTe^o^?^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
vears o^r so Igo another scheme in which I took a deep interest and that

Tas caned by fh; over-conservatives a wild-eyed dream, though it has proven

''''"xhisteciS of'sSmarine bridge is a complete .entity in each double^

track nin If traffic increases, all there is to do >s to lay another tube

alonesideof he old one and so on ad infinitum. Unlike other bridges,

therf is no stopping of traffic to make the necessary additions, changes,

''^^'

The details of reinforcement, stresses and all that sort of thing

were worked out by Mr. F. W. Lepper. C. E., a well-known U. S. Govern-

ment Engineer now in charge of the Government work m Cleveland and

who was^with me and did all the figuring and engineering work on the

steel framine of the huge Government Building at Chicago.

Indrntllly this scheme was suggested by me to the Pennsylvania

Railway people for their tunnels at New York. They had already gotten

foQ far^ along wUh their plans for the bored, shield system hoxvever,

and deemed fhil too revolutionary to try there. They have encountered

ereat dXculty in their boring and the work has cost enormously and

! have heard upon very good authority that the powers that be are kicking

themselves now that they didn't adopt the scheme that was presented

to ttm thenTTn this casJ I think I am far enough in the van that you

San Francisco people need not have to say later on that they wished they

had known about it before.

:^fiSa|i*iA-*^'"

Ceramic Tile Decorations for concrete Surfaces

The Decoration of Concrete Buildings and

Their Surroundings

By WALTER MUELLER, in Cement Age.

hnt bv which It undoubtedly, to a considerable extent. Judges the

scop. ITc^Jpt "pp/cfSi- -it t^SS"" i-Sy "^
are naturally designed to fulfill a

""^^f
'" n^" Vg^^ed necessary by their

SrerrtVSv^tmTe =rS;fa^ e^ncfthat so manyVactical

things possess^fttimes quite unnecessarily

Take the average factoj. or co^^mercia^st uctue
^ ^^^ ^^^^

or of any other material, for that matter /"^'. •„ ^ut how weak
function for which it was designed here is no g^insaym^ d

say-quite
it usually is from an esthetic P°f

of

J^^^^ J^^\^^
unnecessarily. True, the average idciuij

there is no eood reason
dreary, monotonous lines of a packing box ^tit- there ^s "O goo

°of tt^ru^-e'to'JhU'^^^e bu'ildin'g's befng put, or an artistic monogram.

"" °Whafil'true of the concrete factory building is likewise true of many

.on:;^::^Sl£S:L^r rt^rr'^Hera-Jd rre'ak^u7surr;sTeri;
ing, porches, balconies etc do ^uch to rehev| and '>.^e^^.^ Pj^^

^^ ^^^^^
The use of colored cement and

f^^'^^^°^Wl%.„ ,. „ore might be done
the monotony of lo^^'^f^r'the'subfe Object'ions on the score of

rx^;:nsn: nWd ^:X\V::Vrt:t. S Lamentation of the kind

'"^S'hLVev'eTdetCaWe^'in the esthetic sense, lack of decoration may

i'

!:
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Terrace and Sunken Gardens, H'attles Estate. Hollywood, Cal.

-" i-«

AAAAA*A***§

Concrete Balustrade in the. Yard of a Boston Residence

rjal^

Garden Scat of Concrete

or other nietak that .Icface so many structures, residential as well as com-
or other '"^J^i

excrescences, so to speak, applied to he

•n ior an^l ex" Ir "urfaces of buiUliuRS hut they are H^ew.se called
interior aiiu c

^,,u.ncino- the beautv of gardens and lawns. W ho has

"n- ha been ai e The w'ritef has in ntin.l a certain town in wh.ch a

pcUn sodal a 1 financial stan.liug is .lelicately hinted at 'X /he sue

!,nd Tumber of iron lions that dot the garden and glower balefuUy at the

^'^' In cmirec-tiot wi'h the onluK-ntation of gar.lens. with vases, statuary.

etc ofX tv^Ve shown in the illustrations herewith of work executed by

tl e' Gar en Stiulio of I'.oston. a well-known lan<lscape archttect Lorutg

LndenS. in "The Garden and hs Accessories,"* tnakes the following

Statement

:

• , •
i \...

"The appreciation of well-designed garden accessories, which may bt

ha.l It a reasonable cost, has le.l architects to try various inatenals. and of

these concrete seems to have proven itself the best We are beginning to

realise that cement has, in addition to its value for structural purpose*,

noss bil e itherto uiulreamt of for development a ong artistic lines.

There a e inlnv good reasons for using this material m gar.lens in pref-

erence u n arbie or stone. In the first place, it has the lasting c,ualities of

In I fact it grows liar<ler vear by year. Then. too. ,t does not need any

oecio, against the severest' winter weather, freezing and thawing having

n effcriipon its rigiditv. The color of this material in its natural gray

cement slUde is mort pleasing, and seems to blend with out-of-door sur-

•Copyright. 1906, by Little, Brown & Co.. nostoii, i

I I
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Terrace and Sunken Gardens, Wattles Estate, Hollyzvood, Cal.

Concrete Balustrade in the Yard of a Boston Residence

Garden Seat of Concrete

or other metals that deface so many structures, residential as well as com-
or otlier mew's i

excrescences, so to speak, applied to the

TrZ'Zr and ex^e Lr'surfaces of buildings but they are Hkew.se caUed

mon?o assist (') in enhancing the beauty of gardens and lawns^ Who has

norseen eardeis fiUed with a wealth of flowers, trees and shrubs carpeted

wilh velvety lawns, pleasing and soothing to the eye, absolutely rumed

^ou^h the introduction of hideous statues, largely of zoological spec.mens.__

IS mmiyi on fountains and the like? The garden seems to have been

and number of iron lions that dot the garden and glower balefully at the

^'"1n c^nSon wi'th the ornamentation of gardens, with vases, statuary,

etc of the type shown in the illustrations herewith of work execu ed by

Te" Garden Studio of Boston, a well-known landscape architect Loring

Underwood, in "The Garden and Its Accessories." * makes the following

statement

:

. t.- u u^

"The appreciation of well-designed garden accessories, which may be

had at a reasonable cost, has led architects to try various materials, and ol

these concree seems to have proven itself the best We are beginning to

realize that cement has, in addition to its value for structural purposes.

DossH^il ties hitherto undreamt of for,.d«adopment a ong artistic lines.

Ce are many good reasons for usik this maTerlal in gardens in pre f-

Irence tom3 or stone. In the f^r^ place it has the lasting qualities o/

flint In fact it grows harder year by year. Then. too. it does not need any

n otec ion againft°he severest winter weather, freezing and thawing having

no efferupon^ts rigiditv. The color of this material in its, natural gray

cement shade is moft pleasing, and seems to blend with out-of-door sur-

•Copyright. 1906. by Little. Brown & Co., Boston.
^
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Garden Vase of Concrete

|:i

Garden Bench of Concrete

Renaissance Sun-Diai Pedestal of LoncreTe

roundlngs in a way which -arb.e or nevvly cut st^ne does not U take^s^on

rapidly the soft "-'*-'
^^'^^^^desiynrr seems to look out of place as

into some accessory of pleasmg '^^sign, nc
material is

'^

°^""/r; '^^;;rrl\V«n^rfashio;'e:rreaciry";ntfa„^^^
i«st as plaster

rndbron'^e ta'kTonlh: for n of the -'^^ •"-
^tror'crLfn^ c^ra^ks, on the

"Some concrete, is liable to form hair-cracks, or cr^ g .^

surface soon after it is exposed totj/.^f*';";^;
hardly the size of a hair,

the strength of the "material. They are fine

"l^^^-^^ ^^ ,den-piece, but

both in depth and breadth, Jhey arc "?t a d^^^^^^^,^^
g^ attempting to

rather seem to give it a ook of -g-
:^J^^; ^ ;°f::,'3 that he cannot insist

make concrete appear what ''

'^"°\j^^,Jt,''have been made to fashion con-

too strongly on this point. Some attempts na
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

Crete so as to - ^^^e "2;^' ^^tic A lo^'riWrexample of the abuse of

been, for the most part, onl> P^'tneuc^ /
attempt to imitate rock-faced

cement is the block molded in a wretched attem^^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^

artistic manipulation. i

interior of these same blocks

have been covered upon the exposed surface-color and texture.

'n -«

i*
»jf!^imi

h^'i'h-
iS.',Si»itiSt??isC;
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Garden Vase of Concrete
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Garden Bench of Concrete

Renaissance SunDiol Pedestal of Concrete

t,vt, m^rhlp or newlv cut stone does not. It takes on

foundings in a way which marble 9^ "^^^^^ ^^i^ stone and, when made
rapidly the soft "^"t?l color of tl^e common he^^

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^

into some accessory of pleasmg ^fS"' "\ •„ the cost of this material is

'^

^*"\t To;rre\VcTb?flshion;d^rea^dr;into any form. Just as plaster

rnrbr^'nl^e ta^uTrnTh: for. of tf-old mto wHic^^^^^^^^^^ ru.
^^ ^^^

"Some concrete. IS liable to form hair cracKS, "^'^
j^ ^^ t imperil

surface soon after it is exposed to the weather b"^^^^^^^^^

the strength of the material. They are fine cracks h^
^^y _^. ^ut

both in depth and breadth _They are n^t a
^^^ attempting to

rather seem to give it a look of age
j
Jere^

.

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ .^^^^^

make concrete appear what it is "Ot-
i^"; T ^een made to fashion con-

too strongly on this point So«"e attempts have been
^^^^^^^ ^^^^

Crete so as to imitate natural ^"^ rock faced ston^^^^
^^^^^ ^^

been, for the most part, only P^t^eUc A horrible exami^
rock-faced

cement is the block molded in
^J^^^^ ^ t^e "^^l^^ ^«^ *'='''"" °^ *^""^

stone. Frequently these blocks appear of ^"e ^°'°;^„ .^bbed with a wet
mud, the surface having t^e^K^^f,°^/"rkl To s«ch work as this

rdt^t'b!r1oytt7iri^^^^^^ lacks all possibilities for

artistic manipulation.
r;„:eU^rl <,\c\e or interior of these same blocks

have been covered upon the exposed surface-color and texture.
,
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Ceramic Tile Panel for Decorating Concrete

Vibrations of Brickwork

THE vibrations undergone bv masonry buildings from powerful winds

are of a quite different nature from the horizontal stresses to which,

as a rule, seismic disturbances submit anything that is acted on by

gravity The latter work at the basements under the form of instantaneous

shearing stresses, the former exert successive pulls on the highest part of

the building, and the bending moment which the walls have to support

is the greatest when the rigidity of the masonry counteracts the more, the

tension exerted on the bent surface.

The unexpected resistance which in San Francisco, as well as in

Messina, reinforced concrete buildings opposed to the repeated shocks

that turned the most solid construction into an utt^r rum have put mto^^

sufficient light the superiority of that mode of constructon for such coun-

tries as are periodically damaged by earthquakes. Unless builders resort

exclusively to wooden frames, as the Japanese have had centuries of experi-

ence to learn it, no monument can expect to stand long in such countries

if it be not interiorly tied up by iron bars or wooden ties of any description

But in the Empire of the Rising Sun old rules have become obsolete and

progressive builders there are looking for a proper substitute for the

wocden walls and paper partitions. The Government Earthquake Com-

mission had five rectangular columns of uniform size built with bricks and

either cement mortar or lime cortar. Under pulls exerted at the highest

extremity, which pulls were at once recorded, as were the successive

vibrations, by a suitable contrivance, the column 16 feet high and J teet

4 inches by 1 foot 9 inches in section went on vibrating as a tuning fork.

The diagrams on being analyzed lead to the conclusion that the cement

masonry behaves in the same manner, as far as those vibrations are con-

cerned whether the mortar be made of pure cement or have a composition

of one part of cement to one, two, or three parts of sand. Where the

column built with the ordinary lime mortar recorded vibrations whose

amplitude was three times greater than that of the other columns, no

appreciable difference could be detected in the vibrations of that last set.

One thing only may account for this fact: tl|e cement mortar, even to the

proportion 1 :3, is much stronger than the ibricks themselves, the result

being that only the vibratons due to the brinks were registered, not those

due to the joints.—Indian Engineering (Caldutta).

I
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House of Mr. C. Stater, near Belmont. Cat.

Unique Residence at Belmont, California

. T RFT Mf^NT CAL a unique country house has been erected by

A rsVater a San Francisco business man, who. apparently, beheves

r\ & caterTng to all tastes so that his house, if he ever wants to sell .t,

^"'
T^rtht ^ingtoi th: G:r:nan"o:der of architecture, and the interior

fitting^ wouldTeHght the eyes of the most patr.ot.c member of the

'^^^'"i^^r pl.ces a buffer between the German style of architecture and

'''tJi.l airsttifihe yodel of Swiss motmtaineers and se .Hantois

•-rhetft\TgroftfF;^ncn;fe^oTr.t;?,ratr^- a compli-

""'"V!? nrnve"?haTstater is a good American citizen he has erected an

enorm°oursUtue'of'Geo;ge Washington in front of the buddmg, wh.ch

is the admiration of the country round.

* * *

Steam Defends Bank Vaults

at $500,000m Blasts o -^ ^1^^^:^ mtnutet'.s the n.ain sch^eme

in": dLdly system o7 ddense in ^hat buildmg. now said to be the most

inipregnable fi-^i^JJ^^J^^V" afe' aTtons of armored steel, reinforced

''r"i?on rails and Ss of sensitive alarm wires, in addition to a

:;S^of'^ rpeT'lhar'should all other -a- ^aj - f;--- -b";-

frnrfhe-slfror'r:olltam, ^"^^^^ "^undredLf men.

t
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Galveston Sea Wall of Concrete which saved the City

Success of the Galveston Concrete Sea Wall

A HURRICANE of quite as great violence as that which killed thousands

of persons and wrecked every building in the city of Galveston in

1900 attacked that city July 21st, without the loss of one single life

in the city proper, and without greater loss of property than would have

attended the storm had it struck any other city of equal size.

Galveston is now assured of its practical immunity from another

disaster like that of nine years ago. A general feeling of confidence has

resulted from the splendid action of the seventeen feet high concrete sea

wall which surrounds the city on the gulf side of the island and which

resisted the terrific onslaught of the sea. The sea wall stood the rough

beating of the sea backed bv a hurricane producing a seventy-eight-mile

wind like Gibraltar, hurling back the immense waves which shot the spray

sixty feet in the air.

This sea wall, seventeen feet high and which surrounds the city on

the gulf side is built of concrete. On the top of the wall is a wide boule-

vard, wide enough for driving six carriages abreast. When the engineer

designed and built this sea wall grave doubts were expressed by scientihc

authority as to the practicability of the plan, and as to the strength of

the material. It was feared that the work would be wiped out before

the terrific onslaught of a sea like that which formerly destroyed the city.

Such a storm has transpired and it fully vindicates the design, the dimen-

sions and the material. It is one more great victory for concrete as a

material and for concrete engineering in such important structures.

Blessing Free

"And will you give us your blessing?" asked the eloping bride, return-

ing to the parental roof.
, * , • u *

"Freely " replied the old man. "No trouble about the blessing, but

board and lodging will be at regular rates."—The United Presbyterian.

It is a wise man who knows his own business; and it is a wiser

man who thoroughly attends to it.—Elbert Hubbard.
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New Concrc.^ ,dee .ver the Illinois River, Peoria, before i< Collapsed

Failure of a Concrete Hridg

r- XPERT'S who have inquired into ^^e -use of the coUapse o^ a

I- $200,000 reinforced concrete br'dge at
P^f'^'iJi'-'of "concrete as a

L- that the disaster in no way d'scred.ts the value ot cone

structural material. According to he en^meers ^^ ^^^^'^^^^^
^^^^ ^he

result of bad foundat.ons-the l^"erjD^'^g
J°°f the r^ver after it had

re^raSd^fheraraSve^nrnVVy IXwe^ h^aw of gravitation

ia^enfdotn^'iragging with it other parts of the b"dge.

published

:

ir

Showint BruUe af,er ils Collafse. May .. •90-,
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It was 5.50 o'clock this morning (May 1 1909) that James Finley,

superintendent of the bridge, and James Costello, the night watchman,

stood in the bridge-house at the end of the draw, and heard a wagon
approaching. Looking out, they saw that it was a one-horse vehicle in

which were seated a huxter named Seiler and his wife, and that he

was hauling a small load of wagon truck.

The wagon had not passed more than five minutes when the two men
heard a queer noise, as if something had struck the bridge and they thought

it might have been a small boat that had collided with the pier, or a heavily

loaded wagon coming on the draw. They emerged from the bridge-house,

and were surprised to see the first arch east of the draw rise up in the air,

break in two and drop into the river.

It had no sooner struck the water when the second span rocked and

swayed, and fell, and it was immediately followed by the falling of the

third span, and in less than a minute it was all over. The three spans of

the bridge had gone down, and the long structure which had been opened

for traffic only three weeks, and on which more than $200,000 had been

expended, was a melancholy ruin. The three piers stood, the first and

second badly rent on the lower sides, while the third pier, which was

regarded as defective, stood almost intact.

The cause of the collapse was at once perceptible. The lower side

of the first pier from the draw had sunk two feet and swayed toward

the draw. This had caused the first span to buckle up, and the steel ribs,

unable to stand the strain, broke in the middle and went down.

As the first pier swayed it pulled the ribs out of the second pier, letting

the span fall, and in turn the ribs were torn from the third pier and the

third span followed the others. All the breaks were clean, and not a

vestige of the ribs .was left hanging to the piers, and the entire mass that

fell away went down in compact heaps, leaving nothing above the water.

-The destruction was as complete as if the structure had beerL blo wiL,

up with dynamite.
William Mullen, superintendent of construction, was early on the

scene, and he stated that, while he had entertained some fears as to the

condition of the first pier east of the draw, which caused the collapse, he

had no idea that it would give way. It had been slowly settling since

the bridge had been opened for traffic three weeks ago, but it appeared

to have reached a safe foundation at the beginning of the present week,

and he believed that the danger had been removed.

Some of the piles may not have reached solid rock, but may have

rested upon boulders or a thin shell of slate or shale overlaying a soft

stratum. The scouring, said to have been caused by previous floods,

was doubtless increased by the high water immediately preceding the

failure. The force of the flood would naturally increase the pressure

on the downstream piles, and some of these, deprived by the scour of

the bracing eflPect, as well as the fractional resistance of the soil which

originally surrounded them, may have buckled or slipped, thus throwing

more load on the nearest remaining piles. The failure of these, in their turn,

may have thrown more load on to the next, until finally the whole pier

toppled ever.

You needn't stick too close to the truth with those vacation fish stories,

for you will naturally be expected to stretch the blanket a little, so if you

merely tell the truth you will hardly get justice in the minds of your

hearers. i
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Vitrified Brick Pavement, Los Angeles

Vitrified Paving California

RRICK pavement, practically an unknown quantity in California

prbr tftwo years ago, is now beginmnrtoTeceive recognition and tt^
L^ nr^c^d Uiat in the future this sanitary and lasting surface material will

^row i^ftTr constantly Vitrified brick has long been held high in esteem

fs a pav£ mau^^^^ it/the Easterfi cities, both for the business and manu-

LctuHnTdisTricts and the residence sections. The long life of a vitrified

Sock palemen^ to fifty years as contrasted with about one-four 1

that leneth of time for an asphalt surface-should make a brick pavement

hiehlv desirable to the property owner. While the first cos of the vitri-

SefbLk "Sa^^^^ is higher' the low cost of maintenance and its enduring

riii:iHties outweicfh this within a short time.
qualities outwe^g

pavement to be laid this year in Los Angeles

will be about dm°ble that^f last year. Long stretches of certain Los

Angles thoroughfares have already been surfaced with the vitrified blocks

5nce the nu n cfpal year began and others are about to be improved in like

Tanner For gutter work, vitrified brick has already pushed itself to the

fo?eeroun<l ancfm ich of this class of work is scheduled for the near future

Yn o her c tTes of Southern California and the Pacific Coast, vitrified

block pavements are gaining foothold. The l-%Angeles Pressed Brick

Compa% is shipping large quantities of its product to San Francisco,

Sacramento, Santa Cruz, Santa Barbara and San Diego.

When brick pavement was first used in Southern Calitornia, it cosi

.ho„;{2 cents oer square foot. The price is now 28 cents per square foot

^nrhe'expectrtlonls that it will go'lower in the near future^ As a tes

nf the durabilitv of a brick pavement, it need only be noted that the spec

fi it'i'ons'of;L7National Paving Brick M-"f-*"[-!^;^--'r'"^,tos
have been adopted locally, require the 20 per cent rattler test, io tnose

•-r^aiPniPliiiBi

I
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Vitrified Brick Favement, Los Angeles

\ii

Vitrified Brick Roadway, Los Angeles

SSWi^^

I
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unfamiliar with this test, it .nay be stated that tb.s consists n
,
ut n^

rick to the extent of 8 per cent of the cubic contents, or about ten bricks,

to" ether with 300 pounds of iron in square-cut cubes, nUo a cyhnder such

as'is used o pouihing castings. This cylinder is then subjected to tmrty

revolutions per minute for an hour. After being ^aken out the bloc,k.

must not have lost more than 20 per cent of their weight. 1 he -ever,t>

of the rattler test is apparent. Other tests are also specified, such as the

°pe cent absorption test. These tests, adopted by all municipa engineers

Uiroughout the country, are met by the locally manufactured vitnfiod pay

ng S which attests the high quality of paving material produced.

*
*

*

Experience is Necessary in Reinforced Concrete

Construction

THFRE is scarcely a field of building operations in which at first glance

it stems simpler for the relatively inexperienced to do satisfactory

work than in the use of concrete. Here are simple ma enals-sand,

..ravel and cement-mixed by crude labor, usually handled in a crude

fva'l Inrfrequently used only to obtain a relatively crude result m the form

of foundations, walls, footings, and the like.
. , ,

• •„,., „f ti,p

lUit even here experience counts for much, particularly in view of the

fict tl at work improperly done, is often excessively expensive to remove

am ep ace With the rapid increase in the use of reinforced concrete

Sabsohite necessity of practical experience and thorough technical super-

V sionTs lailv becoming more apparent. With few exceptions the fa. ure.

of concrete are traceable to ignoVance on the part of the designers and the

contractor—all -too frequently to the latter.
, ^ r- ^f

Leonard C. Wason, presi-lent of the Aberthaw ConstrucUon Co o

Boston Mass. points out with special emphasis some of the principal

"
a^ons wh? rdn forced-^oner^^^ .hould notlxe handled by unskilled labor.

'^'''•l.''"'Because the plans may be incorrectly read. Hence knowledge an<l

experience are absolutely necessary.
-> r.ecause the wrong reintorcement may be used. It is an cas>

mitter to make an error of one-eighth inch in the selection of bars,
1
his

mav mean a decrease of 2.^ to .^0 per cent in strength. WWn made-up

frames are used error is equally liable in their selection
,,,,.U\\M

3 Because the rehiforcement may be wrongly placed. To the unsk.lk.

-I matter of an inch or two difference in the level of a bar in floor or beam

seems but a mall matter. But in the case of a four- nch floor the placing

of ars to inches instead of three-quarter inch from the bottom may reduce

the sm4gth one-half. Bars in columns are easily m.sset w.th d.sastrou.

""'"'i'' Because materials for concrete may not be suitable, both in

cmlhv and relative size of the aggregates. The difference betvyeen con-

"et made with clean, sharp sand, and that with l-or -naterial ,uay be

oanivalent to a loss of 50 per cent m strength with the latter. 1
roper

j.mlgn 'ent-based on experience-is necessary in the use of different knuK

"'
""'""Because the concrete is improperly mixed and used. Errors are

.Iwtvs lable o occur in the proportions used. The mixing may not be

tioroi^gh the batch may be too dry, it may not be properly tamped, the

form<s mav be removed too soon. • i^

TMidentlv the handling of reinforced concrete is not inch a simple

mttte; after all It is a work in which the experience of the contractor

is , lie be t evidlnce of the quality of the work.-Concrete hngineering.
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'trified Brick Pavement, Los Angeles

Vitrified Brick Roadway. Los Angeles

unfamiliar with this test, it may be stated that this consists m puttmg

brick to the extent of 8 per cent of the cubic contents, or about ten hr.cks,

?ogether with 300 pounds of iron in square-cut cubes, mto a cylmder such

as fs used for polishing castings. This cylinder is then subjected to tmrty

revoluUons pe? minut^e for an hour. After being
t^Xht^" The seventy

must not have lost more than 20 per cent of their weight. The severity

of the rattler test is apparent. Other tests are also specified, such as the

2Der cent absorption test. These tests, adopted by all municipal engineers

throughout the country, are met by the locally manufactured vitrified pav-

Ijg bfocks. which attests the high quality of pavmg material produced.

* * *

Experience is Necessary in Reinforced Concrete

Construction

THERE is scarcely a field of building operations in which at first glance

it seems simpler for the relatively inexperienced to do satisfactory

work than in^he use of concrete Here are simple n^atenals-sand

p-ravel and cement—mixed by crude labor, usually handled n a crude

^ay ind frequently used only to obtain a relatively crude result in the form

of foundations, walls, footings, and the like.
,• „,„,v in view of the

But even here experience counts for much, particularly n view ol the

fact that work improperly done, is often excessively expensive to remove

and reo ace With the Vapid increase in the use of reinforced concrete

U?eabsSute necessity of practical experience and thorough technical super-

V sionTs daily becoming more apparent. With few exceptions the failures

olconcreJe aVtraceabfe to ignorance on the part of the designers and the

rnntrartor all too frequently to the latter.
- r- c

Leonard CWason, president of the Aberthaw Construction Co., o

R^^tr:^ Ma<,s ooints out with special emphasis some of the principal

-resins why rdnZcId concrete,^tfould not be handled by unskilled labor.

They are^brief^y
:

^^ plans may be incorrectly read. Hence knowledge and

experience are absolutely necessary.

2 Because the wrong reinforcement may be used It is an easy

...nt to make an error of one-eighth inch in the selection of bars. This

Tay mean a decrease of 25 to 50%er cent, in strength. When made-up

frames are used error is equally liable in their selec ion
_ „„,killed

^ Because the reinforcement may be wrongly placed. To the unskilled

a matter of an inch or two difference in the level of a bar in floor or beam

se^usburasmTll matter. But in the case of a four-inch floor the placing

of bars two indies instead of three-quarter inch from the bottom may reduce

the strength one-half. Bars in columns are easily misset with disastrous

''^*"4^'
Because materials for 'concrete may not be suitable, both in

quality and relative size of the aggregates^ '^^^^''^"'•="" M^''" v^S^
?rete made with clean, sharp sa.id. and that with Poor materml may be

• i««f *r^ o incc of SO oer cent in streneth with the latter, rroper

;i'?dgmen;-iba:eJ"n elpe'^iercUis necessary^n the use of differ.nt kinds.

of «ment^
concrete is improperly mixed and used. Errors are

always ifabTe o occur
"

the proportions used. The mixing may not be

thorough the batch may be too dry, it may not be properly tamped, the

t'lvTdTntW ?hrhandHn°gTreinforced concrete is not such a simple

Jatter after all It i" a work in which the experience of the contractor

Ttle best evidence of the quality of the work.-Concrete Engineering.
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General Plan and Bird's-Eye View showing proposed Campus Stadium, etc.. 'at San Diego

Wilbur David Cook, Landscape Architect

Civjc Scheme for San Diego's Municipal Buildings

O AN DIEGO is the first city on the Pacific Least to adopt a compre-

% hensive scheme for the grouping of public buildings. Sixty acres of

the magnificent City Park have been reserved for the erection of school

and other public buildings and a plan for the development and improvement

of this tract has been made by Landscape Architect Wilbur David Cook,

Jr., of Los Angeles.
, , i i

A high school building has already been erected and the scheme pro-

vides for a group of five additional buildings, which include woodworking

shop, foundry, machine shop, drawing school and power house, and an

immense stadium with a seating capacity of 20,000.

It will probably be a number of years before the complete scheme can

be fully carried out, but work has already begun in accordance with the

plans adopted. It is the intention to build immediately only the stadium.

The accompanying sketch gives a splendid idea of the natural advan-

tages for attractive landscape work.

The school reservation lies at the A street entrance to the park between

Twelfth and Eighteenth streets. The stadium will be located at the head

of Fifteenth street.
'

All of the school buildings are to be grouped around a campus IM
feet wide by 500 feet long according to Mr. Cook's plan. Low colonades

or pereolas running completely around the campus will connect the various

structureis The present high school building is 230x130 feet, two stories

hi^h ancThas an inner court. It was designed by F. S. Allen, architect of

Los Angteles It is built of blue limestone with trimmings and facing-^
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of artificial stone. When it was erected many persons thought a mistake

had been made in making it so large, but it is already filled and it will be

only a short time until more room is needed. All the new buildings will

be designed to harmonize with the structure, which will be the dominant

feature of- the group.

The proposed campus will occupy the space now given to an athletic

field north of the high school building. It is proposed to surface the

campus with some material which will give it a buflf tone similar to that

of the walks already constructed, and to treat the surface with a light

distillate oil, which would go a long ways toward abolishing the dust nuisance.

Trees are to be planted around the edge of the campus, and curbs six inches

high are to be run around all the buildings twenty feet from them. This will

give a seating of greensward or shrubbery and will admit the area of main-

tained ground.

A natural amphitheatre has been selected as the site for the proposed

stadium. This site" was first recommended by the late George Cook, land-

scape architect to the city of San Diego. The natural contour of the side

slopes suggests a stadium treatment for this amphitheatre as the slopes

can be faced with reinforced concrete seats. Owing to natural conditions

a stadium can be constructed at about one-half the cost of the stadiums

at Syracuse or at Soldier's Field, Boston. The Boston stadium was

built up from a flat field, calling for a concrete backing around the

entire structure, whereas the San Diego stadium calls for a back con-

struction only at the southerly end where the main entrance with towers

and a broad archway will be located.

Plans for the stadium provide for an enclosure 300x800 feet, with a

seating capacity of 20,000. The field trends north and south with grand-

stand on the west side approximately 180 feet long. On the field will be

a four-lap cinder running track, with straight-aways for a 100-yard dash.

Inside this track is ample room for a baseball diamond and football field.

There will also be space for tennis courts at the north end of the field. Ar^

pergola treatment for the top of the stadium is proposed, adding lightness

and color to the massive structure, and aflfording a fine promenade around

the entire enclosure.

While the entrance is through an archway at the head of Fifteenth

street passing up broad flights of steps to a general landing, this may be

closed and the crowds can reach the seats by ramped walks leading to the

top of the stadium on either side. This will make it comparatively easy

to keep spectators off the field when large crowds gather.

There will be room for shower and plunge baths, dressing rooms and

for the storage of athletic equipment adjoining the towered entrance.

An open air theatre is planned to occupy the southerly end of the

stadium, which may be surfaced with concrete. Sockets will be placed

across the field, in which upright columns with clusters of electric lights

can be set. Scenery may be suspended from these columns.

**Be loyal to your employer. It costs you nothing. You pledge yotir

support every time you take a dollar of his money. Help steer the ship

that is carrying you. Guard the tent that is sheltering you. Boost the

man that is working for you just as much as you are working for him.

Think with him. Act with him. Let your heart beat with his. It means

team play and success."
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The Law Regulating the Practice ot Architecture*

V—Building Specifications

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer.

FRO^I title to final clause a building specification should consist of a

rationally developed narrative, illustrative of and amplifymg the

drawings and directing the builder step by step—what materials to

use, what labor to employ, and what to do with the materials. Agam, every

clause of the specifications proper should be in the form of a plam, concise

order given by the architect direct to the contractor, in the same style or

manner that oral orders are given by one person to another.

In these directions reference will be made to the questions of co-operation

of drawings and specifications, figures of reference, commencement, progress,

delays, and completions, examinations of work and materials, measurements,

tests, authority of architect, etc. ; these references attach to the progressive-

minute descriptive orders aforesaid.

A careful tabulation of such orders discloses their number, for all and

every style of building, to approximate nine thousand, and that these may

be grouped under sixty headings.
,. , r

It is then evident that one can remember only a slight fractional part

of this mass of information, and yet any lack of such may result in a senoiis

defect in the written work. Fortunately, however, specification writing is

a deliberative operation which permits of search for data at all times and

to any extent; also in every well regulated office such data are stored up

in abundance.
i i

•

To enable one to review and examine into the work at any stage, checking

lists have been devised. The latest and most complete may be found in

^'Sweet's." General building specifications can and should be only unilateral—

that is have only to do with what the contractor shall perform—and the

introduction of other matter should be studiously avoided. A contrary and

^pernicious practice, leading to misunderstanding and trouble, consists in making

the specifications bilateral in certain parts, by bringing in the owner and stipu-

lating that he shall furnish certain parts, materials or labor. For example,

"The owner will furnish the mantels, which shall be set by the contractor.

The specification writer should not only have a complete set of the drawings

before him have a complete grasp of the subject matter in its generalized

form, detail data in mind and readily at hand, but he should also feel that

he is' dealing with a contractor, or one person, who shall in the future carry

out and perform all of his directions.

The architect should also remember that parol evidence of what was

said or done by the owner or himself at the time, or before completing the

specifications, is not admissible as between them, and particularly is it not

admissible to alter, vary or contradict the express terms of a contract later

entered into between the owner and a contractor; hence, what is to be

agreed upon shall be plainly set forth in words of known legal value. Let

the practitioner firmly impress on his mind that it is a general rule of law

that when parties have deliberately put their engagements in writing in such

terms as impart a legal obligation, without any uncertainty as to the object

or the extent of such engagement, it is conclusively presumed that the whole

eneaeement of the parties, and the extent and manner of their undertaking,

was reduced to writing. In short, a specification, to be of value, must be

complete, and, in order to be operative without friction, should be unilateral

in effect.

•Fifth of a series of articles on "The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture." /
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No clause of a specification should depart from the directive style. If

the form, "This contractor shall do" so and so, is used, the directive force

becomes blurred and may lead to a misunderstanding, or open the door

for a contest on technical grounds.

References to laws, rules and regulations shall consist only in an order

to obey them.
References to exhibits should, if possible, be avoided; or the exhibits

must be labeled with number and page of specifications containing reference

to them.
Reference to quality shall be specific; it is not enough to specify that a

certain material shall be of "good" quality. "A good quality of lumber"

may mean one thing in the mind of the writer, and another thing in the

mind of a contractor. "No. 1 select," "No. 1 clear stuff," "No. 1," "mer-

chantable," "No. 2," "culls," and "mills' scoots," all are definite references

to lumber, and there are others. Strike "good" from your vocabulary, and

find out what you do mean ; then write it.

Reference to "standard" quality or "standard" sizes, etc., is another

method of hastening your labor and inviting controversy later on. What is

standard—viz., of accepted, recognized value—has, under the law, only refer-

ence to weight, measure, time and coinage. If these are to be referred to,

well and good; if not, the term leads to ambiguity.

"The heaviest and best," referring to piping, means nothing in the eyes

of the law. State weight per foot, or thickness of metal— ih fact, if the

specification holds closely to the two questions of what to use, thoroughly

described, and what to do, thoroughly explained, it most fully serves its

purpose.

Considering the extent and variety of building specifications, it is not

feasible to here formulate a design ; but I will state two first items of a

simple case, thus

:

*

.

"General Dimensions.—For general dimensions, examine the plans and

the figures thereon. The figures are to determine aH dimensions; if not

understood, apply for information to the architect."

"Excavation.—Excavate the earth to conform with the foundation plans

and to the various levels shown thereon. If any excavation at the level shown

is not firm, solid, new soil, advise the architect."

Bilateral and Trilateral Specifications.

In a bilateral specification the owner is generally called upon to perform

certain things, such as furnishing materials, fixtures, etc. In a trilateral

specification the contractor, owner and architect assume specific obligations

the latter generally to determine the design of metallic fittings and trim-

mings and other things slighted in the descriptions. Almost without

-exception the tri-lateral evil is in vogue. The easing of the first burden,

the postponemeht of decisions, the flattery extended to the client, by giving

him voice in the undertaking are all paid for, pound and pence, by the

practitioner in loss of time, useless conferences, misunderstandings, dis-

pute and lowering of prestige and, finally, in a test at law, the entire

contract may be voided ; at least its complex nature invites to such end.

Index.

In specifications of any length it is usual to append an index. If

this is done it should be preceded by the following notice

:

"This index is prepared for the assistance and convenience of con-

tractors, and is not a part of the following specifications."

Schedules on Drawings.—These form part of the plans and speci-
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fications, and must be complete and perfect. A defective schedule is

sufficient ground for an action at law.

Notice of Owner*s Intention in Relation to Bids.

It is necessary to acquaint prospective bidders with the owner's inten-

tion as to the acceptance or rejection of bids in one of
^^^.jf ";^^-. ^1'

intention will be to reserve the right to reject any or all bids or to let

the work to the lowest responsible bidder. One or the other of these

intentions should appear on the title page of the specifications.

Drawings Form Part of the Specifications.

Drawings are integral parts of the specifications and shall be num-

bered consecutively, stfrting with No. 1 for the first sheet of the^o^^^^^^^^

tion plans. All reference to the drawmgs shall be by number of sheet,

followed by particular reference upon such sheet

Drawings are of two kinds, viz. : general and detailed.
•

, ^r ^

Of the first it is required that they "must be ample and consist o a

foundation plan, plan for each floor, roof plan and elevation of every side

of the proposed building." . ,. ^i^^t-Ur

Of the second it is required "that all parts of any buiMmg not clearly

and plainly shown to the satisfaction of the contractor shall be shown in

enlarged detail drawings." The California statute further Provides that a

such details must be on a scale of at least three inches to the foot and if

not so drawn and signed accepted by both the owner and the contractor

the contract between them shall be void. There are no cases on record

showing the voiding of a general building contract on these grounds, and

it need hardly be said that no contract can be so voided

1 contractor may. however, demand the details as d«">bed, and ,f

these are refused him he would have a cause for action under the statute

Otherwise a contract can be only voided if it is shown to have been

obtained by fraud, or is against public morals etc.
r,i,f„^„:, ppnai

^he statute is on a par with that provision of the California Penal
^^tt o*^«v r . . /^/^nfro^fnr ^Q navment lOr
ijie statute is on a, udi wini tuai. p. v^.*-—. — — f^^

Code making the use of money received by a contractor as payment for

work d^ne fnd not applied by him to the payment of labor and materia

rxpended on such work a penal oflfense. The intention here is to protect

ma'terfal men, laborers ;nd owner from the possible d-honesty of a con^

tractor but when it is remembered that money paid a contractor for work

donTbecomes his property absolutely the futility of such statute is at

"""itl'^nol' the business of a contractor to present supplementary details

yet ome architects get down to the level of ^f'^S/^^f.^^^f^fat the°r
furnish such details, and at the same time openly admitting that the-r

specifications and drawings are incomplete and defective.

The following clause illustrates such a come down.

"This contractor to submit promptly to architect, for hf ^^ova or

correction (?), diagrams showing all pomts involving special construction

'which may not be clearly shown on architect's drawings ;
as, for instance,

p"?n fnJ bonds, bed, anchoring, engagements with structural iron con-

struction of cornices, railings and transoms, arrangements for gutters,

down spouts etc.-^.^^
everything previously or subsequently ordered

regarding the parts referred to. and at the best stands out as a blemish

°"
'The''direc?ions"should read, "join, bond, bed, anchor and engage to

structural iron, all brick or stone work, terra cotta or other material
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strictly in accordance with the detail. Construct cornices, railings, tran-

soms," gutters and down spouts as shown, and in case of any uncer-

tainty as to the meaning, size, shape or relative position of part or parts,

apply to the architect for explanations."

Use of Specific Materials.

Every material of construction shall be specified, and if necessary its

particular physical properties shall be set forth, thus in steel construction

the carbon percentage, tensile strength, stiflfness or modulus of elasticity.

Method of perforation and joining must be fully described and ordered.

This applies also to reinforcing metals used in concrete or elsewhere.

There shall be no substitution of one material for another, nor shall the

contractor be allowed to select particular brands or makes. In fact, a

prohibitive clause to this effect should be found in every well framed

specification.

Remembering that the specifications are directed to an individual, i. e.,

the "contractor," continue your orders to him. Do not say what the

carpenter, the plumber, the bricklayer, plasterer, sewerman, etc., etc., shall

do, or what these are to furnish. Your contractor, having agreed to erect

the building **as shown and described in your plans and specifications,"

is under no obligations to follow any orders on how to do- the work or

who is to furnish certain materials.

There is, however, a material difference if the work is to be done by
craftsmen contractors, instead of by a general contractor. Then the orders

must be explicit and how, what and when work is to be performed or

materials furnished must be specified.

_ For example, the plumber must be told where his work is to meet

that of the sewerman, and which one of them shall connect plumbing to

sewer, etc., etc. Also, it behooves the writer of such a specification to

be well informed in all the procedure, rules and regulations of the trade

unions to avoid conflict with them. For example, do not specify that the

plasterer shall plaster the outside of any house with cement and sand
mortar. That work is done by the cement workers.

It should, however, be well understood that such union demands have

no legal status, and orders in a specification in conflict with them have

no effect upon the instrument one way or the other, but being trouble

breeders they should be carefully avoided. If a patented article is specified

the owner, as well as the contractor, will be liable in case of infringement,

as infringement consists in the unauthorized manufacture, sale or use of

a patented object. Specifying that a contractor shall be liable holds good
as between him and the owner only.

Detailed Drawings Shall Be Signed by the Owner and the Contractor.

To stay within the law and shut the gates on future litigation, all of

the details required for the ordinary run of work should be prepared and
attached to the contract before any work is performed by the contractor.

Knowing the lax and slip-shod methods of supplying details indulged in

by some architects, I can imagine their resentment at the above proposi-

tion, but, notwithstanding, I earnestly urge the young practitioner to

start in by handing the contractor a full set of drawings, with all the

details shown, to make no reference under ''general conditions" of details

"to be furnished from time to time."
\

In reinforced concrete and steel contruction the building inspection

departments of our larger cities demand details of all those parts carrying
loads, viz.: girders, columns, beams, spandrels, floors, etc., before issuing

1
1

I

building permits; consequently, the architect m these cases is forced to

detail his general arrangement. Then why not do this mall cases? Not

that we depend upon the "amen" of any inspector, board of works, etc.,

but because we should depend upon our own thoroughness and have

enough amibition to show it.
, , , . i ..u • ^o ^f

If there is any or^ thing that should be impressed upon the minds of

architects, owners, contractors and builders alike, as well as upon the

minds of officers and managers, it is the fact that both drawmgs and writ-

ten specifications shall be complete. There should be shown and con-

tained every feature, term, instruction and order, as prior and contempo-

raneous agreements, upon which shall be based the actual, segregated,

contract between owner and contractor.
i . ^ -4. ir

This painstaking micro-cosmus applies not only to the structure itselt,

but to all of its utilities, equipments, aesthetic features and every factor

in any wav bearing upon the subject. The load upon the architect is

materially lightened bv the willingness, yes, the eagerness of parties fur-

nishing equipment to furnish their own details, so that m re ation to these,

• viz • gas, electricity, heating, ventilation, light, both natural and artificial,

water? fire protection, sewerage, plumbing, mail chutes, speaking tubes

elevators, telephones, pneumatic piping:, dust collection, regulation of

acoustics, exterior and interior sculptural and mural decoration, etc only

accepted and well-known brief descriptive drawmgs and symbols are

required in the general arrangement, and to these shall be attached the

details of the above specialties.
i r •

i u i i

The architect's main efforts in relation to equipment and finish should

then be to protect the owner against useless expenditure, and make the

collaborations fit into and be part of a complete scheme; of data and

detail so incorporated the architect should have the profferers contract

to furnish on demand and at the figures mentioned when the details were

offered Thus, for example, if the details of a freight elevator for a six-

storv building are shown, the architect should have the manufacturers

-^ffer to supply such equipment for about $2,500, in his possession, to the end

that he may check off any bid for such work from the same parties

later on. i • .i r 4.u«

One of the aims of the California statute regulating the use of the

title of architect is to safeguard the owner against useless expenditure by

confining the use of such title to those who can show, upon examination

that thev know what properly belongs in a certain class of building and

what the approximate cost thereof will be. If an architect assures an

owner that a certain proposed building for which preliminary sketches

have been prepared will not exceed in cost a certain specified sum, and,

upon submitting completed plans substantially like the sketch plans for

bids and the bids received greatly exceed the cost figures first mentioned

the owner is not under obligation to pay the architect for the plans, and

if he has paid for them wholly or in part he can recover such payment

At all events, what has been specified shall come within the first cost

estimate, and should, following the practice in engineering operations, be

less than the initial estimate.

Specifications for a Percentage Basis Contract.

Under this form of contract the general conditions are modified, the

drawings and specifications remain the same. Under such conditions the

working contract is trilateral in effect. The owner becomes his own

builder, the contractor is the uncontrolled foreman on the job, as tar as

the owner-builder is concerned. The architect is supposed to direct the

foreman bv and with the consent of the owner, and audit all accounts.

/
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Of this more will be said under the head of ''Contracts" later on.

Suffice to say here that any architect deliberately making himself a party

to such an arrangement deserves all the trouble surely to follow.

Specifications with Owner as Builder.

Occasionally an owner (generally without experience in such matters)

desires to be his own builder, buying his materials, hiring his craftsmen

and laborers, and directing the construction without architectural superin-

tendency.
In such case there are no title, general conditions, contracts, bids, etc.

The drawings and specifications will, however, be the same, but if possible

written with greater care and elaboration. The work to be done by each

craft or trade to be particularly noted and segregated where possible.

If, after commencing operations, the owner calls upon the architect for

advice, information, directions or examinations, all such services are extra,

and chargeable to the owner. Such charges are also lienable.

Specification with Craftsmen as Distinct Contractors, and Under the

Direction of the Architect.

This is the oldest and in many respects the most potent form of archi-

tectural endeavor. The general conditions are modified so that the owner

and architect are the only parties thereto. The architect must carry out

his own plans, direct the work or constantly have a representative present.

Each craft is asked for distinct bids, and a distinct contract is entered into

by and between each accepted bidder and the owner. The operations

under this arrangement will also be referred to more in detail under the

head of "Contracts.'*

Duplication of Specifications.

In addition to the office copy there shall be at least three typewritten

copies of the specifications, the pages of which shall be numbered ; where

the undertaking is extensive a greater number will be required. For each

set of specifications provide a complete set oT blue prints, and carefully

check up both drawings and writings, and make any necessary corrections

with pen and ink and in each and every set.

The next chapter will treat on bids, contracts and bonds.

The World Moves
Twenty-five years ago you cotild not telephone a friend. Ride on

the trolley cars. Cool the rooms in hot weather with an electric fan. Turn
on the common electric light. Send a wireless message to your relatives

on shipboard. Set your watch by an electric clock. Purchase an electric

automobile. Walk in safety in the city streets in the glare of arc lamps.

Cook by electricity. Ride behind an electric locomotive. Do the family

ironing out of doors without fire. Drive all machinery with motors. Live

in a house without a chimney. Keep warm by electric heat. Develop out-

of-the-way water power and transmit that power to the cities. Ride on an

electric elevator. Listen to the telharmonium. Take an electric message
or listen to an electric phonograph.—The Office Digest.

A North Dakota improvement company has been advertising its new
apartments and arousing interest and knowledge of them by offering a

small cash prize for the best name for the new buildings.

I
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Color Harmony in Home Decoration

75

.OLOR Harmony in Home Decoration," is the title of an inter-

est^ discussion by Mary and Lewis The.ss, wlio mterv.ewed^ Frank Alva Parson^s of the New York Art School on the sub-

•

.. The result la very comprehensive treatise on the subject of color

S hJmVny a they should b'e applied to ho;ne decoration. The most

fmooS points emphasized by Mr. Parsons are given here.

Lack of color harmony in home decoration is as insidiously harmful

as la^k of fresh air A demand for better art in the home has become

"""EHminatinr'thfelement of discord in decorations has brought about

a new hlrSony in the home. Rooms are fitted out harmoniously by

salesmen oT the largest furnishing houses where four years ago not a

salesman in America^ad any scientific knowledge of what he was trying

^°
'^Color harmony is based on color relationship. Color is formed first

bv the prir^aCy colors, red, blue and yellow, then by combinatms of

iLsecofjr Colors are either blood relations or complimentary. The

r-.?ors next each other are blood relations as yellow and green. They

1 ..rts of one another The complimentary colors lie opposite each

^ LrTn a circle as ydlow and violet So we have two ways to form a

cl'sch^mTby a'sso'ciiting related colors or^ycon^^^n^r^^^^^^^

H? B^iVaii? ci^ Kcreasrd bf^ing\he c^o^S

-'-n^p^^pTrlts^mrk^^raraTS

gefn approaching gray as we increase the ^7""^. °f
-/•

1,",,^,: ^ed har"
A red that is one-quarter green and a green that 's one quarter re^ "^

monize better than pure green and a pure ^^^ Be ter s 11 is ^^e harmony

"'"*a1S mixture of the component colors of each pair of compli-

Xes^of coi:: Jhtge "ccordin'g to the proportion of their component

^"*The value of color changes as it grows lighter or darker. The nearer

SLVSy I'^n^llght'^b^n V =^tet^^^Vsame T^.^^e
difference lies in the amount of light ^

Yellow is the most penetratmg color, violet the least. ^ "'
. /^ .

/

4. -wftfo*

- -^ r ^ tN.-

^
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into consideration, and hue, value, intensity, resemblance to light or
darkness. If any one color stands out more than another in a room the
harmony is spoiled. The question of light must be considered; whether
natural or artificial light will be used in the room. Colors appear dif-
ferent under two lights. They are different. A blue wall paper looks
green at night. The yellow rays of the lamp or gas are absorbed by
the paper and the combination yellow and blue makes green. Red by day
becomes orange at night. In buying, articles should be examined under
daylight and artificial light. The colors of nature should be remembered
and in a room the lightest parts should be overhead, the darkest under-
foot and the side walls between the two, soft colors are best. Gray har-
monizes with all types of complexion.

The decoration of our home expresses something. A room must
not only be a mere color harmony, it must be in accordance with the
purpose of the room. In a library the colors should be neutral—nothing
to disturb the occupant. A ballroom should be just the opposite. The
drawing room comes between the two. In a bedroom cool, soothing
colors with few ornaments should be the rule. No elaborate pattern in
wall paper or hangings to catch the eye of the convalescent.

Loud colors excite one, soft colors are restful. The colors chosen
for rooms of southern exposure should be quiet, a dark hall needs a bright
paper. Yellow and light red rose are best for this. North rooms need
bright colors, yellow, neutral oranges and red. Between northern and
southern rooms neutral colors of each of these extremes should be used.
"A miscolored house may be positively injurious."

* *

Import Japanese White Oak for l^ailroad Cross-Ties
HE growing scarcity of American timber suitable for railroad ties
has induced one of the largest Japanese importing companies to in-
troduce Japanese white oak as a desirable foreign species to take the^

T
place of the American oak, for railroad purposes. Several of the western
roads have already purchased a large quantity of the Japanese white oak
to be used in replacing worn-out ties along their rigtits of way.

The increasing cost of all railroad ties has naturally led the railroad
companies to desire to prolong the life of the species of wood used, by
preservative methods, and only recently an application was made to' the
United States Forest Service to conduct experiments at their Berkeley
timber testing station to determine the value and life of the Japanese oak
timber when properly treated.

This application brought up the interesting point as to whether or
not the Forest Service would .be allowed to undertake experiments with
foreign species of timber, inasmuch as the act under which these experi-
ments are carried on specifically requires that only American grown timbers
shall be treated. The Forest Service has found it necessary, owing to
pressure of other work, to decline to undertake this experiment, and there-
fore this point was not considered. It is estimated that there is a large
supply of this white oak in Japan and should its use for railroad purposes
prove satisfactory, it is probable that a large market will be created for
it in this country.

A Boy's Essay on Woman
"Woman is what men likes to marry. Man is logical ; woman is zoological.

Both man and woman sprang from monkeys, but men sprang the farthest.''

I
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The local Arc hitecture of San Francisco

By B. J. S. CAHILL, Architect.

F THE many points of view from which one might
t inr. iiiciu^ p ornVnitPrt of emiuencc,o Mscu^s the work of a local architect of emmence,

— perhaps those that most commend themselves m this

year of^eracePl909 can be summarized in the foUowmg que -

tZs F?rst Have we a local architecture worthy of our

c^v and fit o grapple with the problem of a new C.ty Hall,

or "^must we cfll in outside talent from the East or from

Fnrone? Second Is the improvement and adornment of San

Frindsco more likely to be realized by home pract.ee, or by

. outside advice?

r '
Some tinie ago the writer made a plea in the public press

^
for lo/ri architects and an indigenous architecture^ This

.

;

w s Uk n to mea?that "Mission- architecture -s the type

THvorated There was really no such intention Local arclii

i tecture is not necessarily isolated nor parochial nowadays
-"

wha ever it may have been in earlier periods of the world s

history Thiols a difficult matter to discuss clearly, because

SctuTe like music, being a language of its own d

not lend itself so readily to verbal analysis. Moreover he

h-no-Hsh laneuaee is weak in this particular. A OreeK couia

d fribe':Sling so clearly in words Xo^IXTrTJ.
competition a drawing was unnecessary^ Probably a Rom^a^^^

Uneua^'grr th^ nt e'r^est Y„ T'subject that these people

f,/ Nevertheless there is an unmistakable growth of^ inter-

est no^ only nthl design of individual buildings, but in

S generaTcharacter of our cities-their facades, grouping

skylfnfand public buildings. Hence it is, for example ha ^

San Francisco has pitched upon a certam general sty e that

Krld sense It is a local architecture, on stately and

'^ •^''^
rt^fn Unes because our p opTe are of a cosmopolitan culture. Our

cosmopolitan lines, because
V* ,

. *;^. /^ ^^„_ .u^t Chicago s provincial and

city has never been provincial in the^ense^that^Ch^^ ^^P .^ .

always will be 1 he men wno
somewhere about the Bay

tecturally are local in the sense that th^^^^^^

inspiration, like their nativity,

of San F^^n"*<^°;J"^;JhTabsencrof intense individualism, of freakish-

i^esTTfTc'h tectuS\be;r:titrthat characterized San Francisco before

thTfi| :nd still '^^^^:^££ri:^r::S:S:::^^^ architecture
The term local in architecture ^\ metrooolitan in character,

produced o"/he spot; and as U, s d t^ncUy^m^
^^^ p duct and

the argument in fa^°J
°*/^^"°J

'"^
vVhy import architectural ideas from

encouraging '' »?
^'^^^^J ."'"X far more parochial than our own? There

other cities which are
'jj^ y^^^,'', /^/.irinurding in buff, pistache and mul-

ls a large ^''^'"P'.^ °"
jt^^^^^^^^^ in detail and bold in construction,

't"nTvmheless hi: ti7 word '•pro'vincial" written all over it. It entirely

"'''
T^' i'w "Pdace Hotel is another example. No doubt of admirable
The new Falace "ote

sellable in complexity and complete-

t7s STcjgment,"' i^noTe^^heTss r^ather a disappointment, looked at as

/

vaiMB'iwiwMiWiMiSlbijr iWiWiM
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The New Chronicle Building, San Francisco

D. H. Burnham & Co., Architects

a very important portion of Market street. It impresses the average man
as a flat and rather tame looking building. Its extreme brickiness and con-
stricted fenestration may be in the interest of its guests, especially those
who may have recollections of a certain day in April three years gone. Foi^
all that, it is hard to see why a building devoted to sumptuous entertain-
ment within should so poorly entertain the eye without. However, time|
will deal better with this than with the Pacific building. If the latter is too
gay and reckless, this seems too severe and Puritanical.

""
b™o* *e"M"ch.„.s' E«h,ng, is .he H.y«.rd o, Koh, bun<l.n|.

StntTHsfde of out it is yet entirely metropolitan and w.thout a trace of

building »hich .i.«„Hjyw.,d b„,ld,„g
''^^^i^fX^g' bVnJ was

"LSs tha't the burnt-oCt l^erchants' Exchange building was be.ng

""'^Nelr^the'palace Hotel is a building by local architects the Clau^

Soreckels building. Soon after it was finished I took pains to search New

York for its superio There was nothing there nearly so good. I th nk

U safe to say that San Francisco had for some years the handsomest tal

SS"' whh .h.t% moV of prai.e that i. meant to denote a .w,de

ilaSi'nVrtiu:tr,a?.?n^Mii.i:tHri;;d"\^^^^^^^
f\^d"".eir'ttFr neTg'hbor,^ Seeing that »e -ff

J» "£A"/;;S
^l^iims for our climate and the products of our soil, for our literary activity

anTmuskal output It seems unnatural to be so modest about our archi-

**'^'

tL Call buildine however, was sensational and unique when built.

BuilSgs ofless obvl'us distinction but of equal merit are even less likel)^

X
' M^ ^*ty'\. ^^*%M3
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to win conspicuous praise. The Pacific building, on account of its novelty,

probably receives more attention than either the Emporium or the Flood
building". I do not remember ever to have heard any one admit that he
was impressed by either of these buildings. Now, both these buildings

are of extraordinary merit. They are conceived on a scale that is truly

heroic, and they impart to Market street where they front one another a
touch of grandeur truly imperial. Perhaps the best effect is produced on
one leaving the colonnaded vestibule of the Flood building, with a view
of the Emporium framed in the arched exit. Here one gets an architectural

ensemble of metropolitan magnificence hardly equaled for dignity and re-

pose in any commercial street scene in the world.
A thousand people pass out of this doorway every day. Yet, of all

of them, how many are impressed by what they see? Most of them don't
see and don't care; yet our newspapers, which represent these thousands,
never tell of the good architecture already in San Francicso, but are eager
to advocate universal competition whenever an unusually large or impor-
tant building is to be designed. In this particular our lack of belief in

ourselves and our faith in outsiders is remarkable.

n.

Fine architecture is a twofold product: we must have the men to build
and the men to design the buildings. The desire for fine buildings must
first be manifest. This is largely a matter of the personal temperament of
the land-owning class. Added to this must be a professional body of
architects much more desirous of producing fine architecture. In this con-
nection let us compare Chicago with Buenos Ayres. Both cities have
grown rich on the meat and wheat of a fat hinterland. They are prosperous,
rich and progressive in about the same degree. Yet, in the main, the
architecture of one is as beautiful as the architcture of the other is brutal.

Racially, historically, and by sentiment and affiliation, San Francisco is

in matters of architecture much nearer to Buenos Ayres than to Chicago.
We have in common a greater desire for beauty in our buildings and a
willingness to spend more money to that end. We desire, moreover, to
have a beautiful city. In this Buenos Ayres is still very much ahead of
us—not so much by any cunning layout of streets, for the plotting of Buenos
Ayres is rectangular, with wide, straight streets, like San Francisco, and not
narrow, crooked ones, like Paris. The people of Buenos Ayres have no need
of cutting new streets or laying out ''peripheries of distribution." But, having
a real desire for civic beauty, they have seen best to create it by making
their facades as attractive and harmonious as possible. They have a regulated
skyline, a tendency toward a uniformity of treatment in material and detail,
an abundance of trees, an absence of unsightly signs, and a certain urbanity
of finish making itself felt in their treatment of trolley poles and their
suppression of those disfiguring features of overhead service wires.

And nine-tenths of all city beautification lies in these things and not in
cutting extravagant thorofares in arbitrary imitation of other cities whose
layout is entirely alien to our own. Moreover, it is extremely questionable
whether it is within the power of the most gifted intellect to anticipate the
development of a commercial city as far ahead as a single generation. A
purely administrative and bureaucratic city like Washington, D. C, or Dalgety
in Australia may be laid out in advance because there are few elements
strong enough to mar the plan. Or an official city founded by an autocracy
and ready made by government and run by ini|)erial decree, like Dalny,
may come into being and retain its prescribed f6rm. But even these are

1
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^

rare. The history of Washington itself is a proof of th.s. Its ongm^l ^y"

o«t was quite ignored after a few generations and .t ^as only after great

effort, much agitation and vast expense that the °"g'"^l P/^" ^f///^ffi^
improved upon and ratified by Congressional action ^fter the great hre

of London. Wren made a plan for a new <^7- ,
^^ w^^'.

• J Pnd he un
L'Enfants plan for Washington. In spite of Wren s ability and the un

doubted exc'ellence of his plfn it was not carried out for the v-y obvious

reason that London could not afford .t. It is as futile to regret the lost

nnnortunitv as to regret the fire that seemed to create it. Wholesale street

rpro;S:.trm°ade ly condemnation follow the line oj^he greatest and not

the least resistance. Wren's genius, however, was abundantly employee! in

ndividiial effort And it is on these lines that the City Beautiful comes into

Ldng Any great commercial city that is also a seat of government and a

Scented lill of itself develop a few great
^^[-^-J'^:!^^^,:,^'^^

attract other structures. The next step is to develop open spaces ana

aooroaches and finally will come new thorofares to relieve congestion. These

come after and not b^e fore they are needed. This procedure may not appear

rsonable and not please the'fancy of some poetic souls just as econom

facts are distasteful to immature students and doctrinaires, but they are

the facts o city growth and they obey mightier impulses than any so-called

exoert can control Any attempt at a comprehensive plan is presumptuous

as well as impossible The most that can be done in a city as young and

fmmature as San Francisco is to aim at general excellence of design m allS gs and particular effort and zeal -„ thieving monumen^adig^^y

and beautv in our public buildings, especially our City Hall.
1
h s mucn

assured Twin be time to consider a suitable setting for such a building or

bu IdTngs An educated public opinion, guided by expert advice should

control^r advise in the purchase of sites for public bmld.ngs No more

pernicious influence to mar a city's growth ,n beauty «"
*^'^^^f^.^^^^f

sordid and grasping real estate operator who uses his influence to suit himself

at the exoense of the city's funds as well as the city s future.
. . „,'1^ th^liM. i^diLted in theabove paragraph San Franc.a> is de^

Alone" tne lines inuicaicu m mt au^jy^ j^^.^^.^i--- — a^^^a

opinTwl a boldness, a splendor ^and a thoroughness, a^^

nowhere surnassed in the United States. And this is due, as we have seen,

ta our local architects and their work. The importations have been the

weakest and the worst. I shall conclude by specific allusion to two more

buUdngs'n close proximity, one by a San Francisco man and ^he other by

a Chicae-o firm It is a perfect illustration of my thesis. If you walk out

Market^°reet"o Lotta's Fountain you will see a tall, conspicuous b«.ldmg on

the righ hand side, of most agreeable proportions and irregular fasc.nat ng

skvlinf It has a high pitched red tile roof and piles up with gable and

dormer into a group^f forms delightful to look upon. 1*'',, K^lSn^To
BanTbuilding In its way it is a fitting complement of the Call bu.lding.toS it forn^s a striking contrast. But the facade that greets the eye. on

Txa nation turns out il be the flank property line -nning from Market

to Gearv street, and not a street front at all. Another lower building really

en, fnates the gore Now, as a matter of fact, the owner of this gore exer-

cised hi righ tojrohibit a^d, I believe, did prohibit the Mutual Bank building

from overhaneine his property with any cornice, or moldings, or architec-

tur^ fiTshfn spite of^hfs the directors of the bank and the architect del.b-

IrSlv co-operated to treat with architectural embellishment this important

walT What'^mfght have been an extremely unsightly block, viewed from the

iTorheast has thus, at considerable expense and trouble, been rendered mos

picture.sque and attractive. If the owners: of the corner chose to bn.ld h j^i

tWs dead wall, so handsomely treated, would, of course, be useless and the

!f
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money thrown away. This risk must be credited to owner and archi-

tect as well.

Now, let us walk past this building and turn back toward the ferry.

The deadwall on the other side of this building is handled with the same

deliberate aim to mask as much as is reasonable the ugliness of a precipice

of brick, and to give a sense of architectural composition to the skyline. The

result is admirable.

Let us look, however, a block beyond, at the Chronicle building. It is

not necessary to say much about the original building. It has the merit of

being the first tall steel-frame building (class B, as we now say), and it

was built in the style which was once the vogue, more especially in the

provincial towns, but which is now out of date. But the annex on Kearny

street, which shoots up half a dozen floors above the added stories of the old

building, is a subject for comment. The conditions here were very different

from those which beset the Mutual Bank building.

Of equal importance with the other three corners of this, the real hub

and center of the city of San Francisco, it had the advantage of being under

one ownership. Added to this was the fact that the new building on Kearny

street was not carried up above a building whose roofline was permanent.

One architect had both buildings, and the top of the older and lower one

was to be entirely remodeled. Here was an opportunity to blend one building

with another in a harmonious composition of wall and skyline, seldom offered

to an architect. It is difficult to think of any local man intrusted with this

work who would dare to ignore this obvious duty.

Finally, in answer to the second question propounded in the begin-

ning of this article : The actual improvement and adornment of San
Francisco is being carried bravely forward by such men as Mr. Pissis

and our own architects in a real and effective manner.

Oovernment Now Requires Specifications for Fuef

Supply
HE plan inaugurated two years ago by the Government for the pur-

chase of coal on its heating value has resulted in the delivery of a

better grade of fuel without a corresponding increase in cost and with

therefore, a saving to the Government. At the present time forty de-

partmental buildings in Washington, the Panama Railroad, more than

300 public buildings throughout the United States, navy yards and arsenals

are buying their fuel supplies on specifications, the prime element in which
fixes the amount of ash and moisture.

Premiums are paid for any decrease of ash below 2 per cent from the

standard at a rate of $.01 per ton for each per cent. Deductions are made
at an increasing rate for each per cent of ash when it exceeds the standard

established by 2 per cent.

It has been demonstrated by the United States Geological Survey,

Technologic Branch, which has charge of the analyses of the coal, that

under these specifications the Government has been getting more nearly

what it pays for, and paying for what it gets.

The purchase of coal on specifications is but one of the activities of

the Government looking toward a more efficient use of the fuel resources

of the country. Engineers of the Geological Survey are studying the

problem in all its phases at the experiment plant in Pittsburg, Pa. The
investigations, by suggesting changes in furnace equipment and in methods
of firing the coal, are indicating the practicability of the Government pur-

chasing cheaper fuels, such as bituminous coal and the smaller sizes of

i

i

pea, buckwheat, etc., insfead of the more expensive sizes of nathracite

with a corresponding saving in price. The fuel bill of the Government

now aggregates about $10,000,000 yearly, the saving on which, through

securing coal containing less ash, alone amounts to $200,000.

Since the Government has been purchasing coal on the basis ot its

heating value a growing interest has been manifest on the part of manu-

facturers and the general public in this important subject, and a demand

has been created for authentic information concerning the results accom-

plished In response to this demand the results of the Governments

purchases of coal under the heat value specifications for the fiscal year

1907-8 have been assembled in a bulletin just issued by the Survey in the

hope of promoting a better understanding of this method of buying fuel.

John Shober Burrows, the engineer in charge of this part of the fuel

problem, has included in the bulletin a list of the contracts, with abstracts

of the specifications for the current fiscal year.

In explaining the nature of the specifications, Mr. Burrows says

:

"Government specifications are drawn with a view to the consideration

of price and quality. For manufactured articles and materials of constant
.

and uniform quality they generally can be reduced to a clear statement

of what is desired. For coal, however, the variation in character makes

this impracticable.

"This lack of uniformity is the feature recognized, and provided for

in the coal specifications prepared by the Geological Survey. Under these

specifications bidders are requested to quote prices on the various sizes

of anthracite, a definite standard of quality being specified for each size

and to furnish the standard of quality with price for bituminous coal

offered Awards are then made to the lowest responsible bidder for anthra-

cite and to the bidder offering the best bituminous coal for the lowest

price The specifications become part of the contract, and the standards

of quality form the basis of payment for coal delivered during the life

of the contract. For coal delivered whicb is of better quality than the

standard the contractor is paid a bonus proportional to the increased value

of the coal For deliveries of coal of poorer quality than the standard

deductions are made from the contract price proportional to the decreased

value of the coal. The actual quality and value of coal delivered is deter-

mined by analysis and test of representative samples taken in a specified

manner by agents of the Government and analyzed in the Governmen

fuel-testing laboratory at Washington. The necessity of paying for coal

on a sliding scale was fully discussed by D. T. Randall in a recent paper

The advantages of buying coal on specifications are explained by Mr.

Burrows as follows:
. . i • a ^.,oi;f,r

"Bidders are placed on a strictly competitive basis as regards quality

as well as price. This simplifies the selection of the most desirable bid

and minimizes controversy and criticism in making awards^

"The field for both the Government and dealers is broadened, as trade

names are ignored and comparatively unknown coals offered by responsible

bidders may be accepted without detriment to the Government.

"The Government is insured against the delivery of poor and dirty

coal, and is saved from disputes arising from condemnation based on the

usual visual inspection.
. ^ t, 4.u<,*-

"Experience with the old form of Government contract shovvs that

it is not always expedient to reject poor coal, because of the difficulty,

delay and cost of removal. Under the present system rejectable coal may

be accepted at a greatly reduced price.
• ^ a

"A definite basis for the cancellation of contract is provided.
/

"The constant inspectioh and analysis of the coal delivered turnishes

a check on the practical res^ults obtained in burning the coal. ^

i
- '.^ -.t,«'yi;
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Concrete at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition

R

California Building

El N FORCED concrete and cement stncco are nsed extensively ni

the l)nildinos and snrroundincrs at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Ex-

position and several of the bnildin^s are shown herewith by

conrtesy of Concrete. The Court of Honor afforded an opportunity for ar-

tistic treatment in cement,

and various ornamental

pieces throuii^hout the

grounds will prove inter-

esting!: to the creneral pul)-

lic as well as to the con-

crete man who visits the

exposition.

The danj:i;er of a contla-

i^ration is reduced t<^ the

minimum where concrete

huildinii^s form a .2:ood j^art

of the works, and this feat-

ure is one not to be over-

looked in an institution

where thousands of people

will be in attendance daily.

The matter of permanency

is also of considerable im-

portance.

At the Chicai^:^ world's

fair, the only v)ermanent •

buihlint^- ^rectexl w^s lh£L_

Museum of Art, which was

built of stone. The i^reser-

vati(m of the valuable paint-

in|L;s and other works of

art demanded a tire-i)roof

structure. At the St. Louis

Exposition, many i)erma-

n e n t b u i 1 d ini^i's were

erected, and at the C(»nclu-

sion of the show, bv previ-

ous arran.c:ement. they were

turned over to the I'nivcr-

sitv. and are still bein--

The officials having- m
char):^e the construction of

the builditiLis and other

structures at the Alaska-

Yukon- l^acific Exposition,

have made a similar ar-

, ,,. . ranj/ement with the I ni-
{n tiamcntal M ork '^

J I, i7,-, I a, III liinliliiii^

^1
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California Building

Concrete at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition

REINFORCED concrete and cement stucco are used extensively in

the buildings and surroundings at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Ex-

position and several of the buildings ,are shown herewith by

courtesy of Concrete. The Court of Honor aiTorded an opportunity for ar-

tistic treatment in cement,

and various ornamental

pieces throughout the

grounds will prove inter-

esting to the general pub-

lic as well as to the con-

crete man who visits the

exposition.

The danger of a confla-

gration is reduced to the

minimum where concrete

buildings form a good part

of the works, and this feat-

ure is one not to be over-

looked in an institution

where thousands of people

will be in attendance daily.

The matter of permanency

is also of considerable im-

portance.

At the Chicago world's

fair, the only permanent

building erected was the

Museum of Art, which was

built of stone. The preser-

vation of the valuable paint-

ings and other works of

art demanded a fire-proof

structure. At the St. Louis

Exposition, many perma-

n e n t build ings were

erected, and at the conclu-

sion of the show, by previ-

ous arrangement, they were

turned over to the Univer-

sity, and are still being

used.

The oflFicials having in

charge the construction of

the buildings and other

structures at the Alaska-

Yukon- Pacific Exposition,

have made a similar ar-

, ... , rangement with the Uni^
Ornamental Ir ork "

Hawaiian Butiumg

-^
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Yukon Avenue

versity of Washington.

The California state build-

ing is a di^ified edifice,

built of concrete, following

the simple lines of Mission

architecture. The Wash-
ing^ton state building, the

American Woman's League

headquarters, the Hawai-

ian building and many oth-

ers are of concrete con-

struction.

The Archltecfs Approval m a Condition to the Con-
tractor's Right to Compensation
By JOHN EDSON BRADY, of the New York Bar

WHERE a building contract merely requires the contractor to per-

form the work according to the plans and specifications it is not
necessary, of course, in case the work is so performed, that it

should also be performed to the satisfaction of, or obtain the unqualified
approval of, the owner, the architect, or anybody else. The contractor is

entitled to his pay if the plans have been complied with substantially. In
many building contracts it is provided that the work shall be done to the
owner's satisfaction, and these provisions have in general been construed,
not as making the owner's declaration of dissatisfaction conclusive, but as^

calling for such work as ought reasonably to satisfy the owner. The law
regards the owner as having undertaken to act fairly and reasonably, and
for the purpose of preventing injustice it is held that, under such a provi-
sion, the contractor is entitled to recover from the owner, for whorri he has
worked, if the owner ought, as a reasonable man, to be satisfied with the
work. More frequently the building contract provides that the work shall

meet the approval of the architect or engineer. These provisions are
generally, in the absence of fraud, held binding and the right to compensa-
tion is made subject to such approval.

Provisions of this kind have been upheld in numerous cases. In Corey
vs. Lehman, the contract involved being one for mason work upon certain
buildings, there was a provision in the contract that the work should be
paid for as it progressed. But fifteen per cent of the. contract price was to

be held back until the work was finished and accepted by the superintend-
ing architect. The work was completed and the buildings turned over to
the owner, but the architect refused to give his certificate on the ground that
the work was unsatisfactorily done. Eighty-five per cent of the contract
price had been paid and in a suit for the unpaid fifteen per cent, brought
without having obtained the architect's certificate, it was held that the con-
tractor could not recover. Courts are powerless to disregard the terms of a
written contract plainly expressed.' In a contract with the United States for
the construction of a wall it was provided that payment for the work
would not be made until an agent designated by the United States should
certify that the work was completed in all respects as contracted for. When
the wall was finished the architect refused to issue his certificate, claiming

I
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that the building contract had been disregarded both as to material and as

to construction The wall was taken down and rebuilt by other part.es at

a cost of ab^ut eight thousand dollars and ^he contractor received nothmg

for his labor and material. Sweeney vs. United States, 109 U. b. t)i».

^°
When a contractor, having agreed to compete «^^-" T°/^^Xcon-

satisfaction of the architect, lets out a portion of the work to a sub-con

tractorfand ^he architect refuses to accept the «"b-contractor s work upon

i„tt o-ronnds an interesting question arises as to the right of the sub-con-

iractor to be paid for his labor. The contractor for the Albany Savings

Bank at Albany N Y., employed a sub-contractor to manufacture and put

in the bronze finings and partitions. The contractor gave the sub-con-

ra?o^s;Tcmc instructions L to what was --'^^ ^d th^sub-contracto

began the work. When it was partly finished a representative ot the

owners called upon the sub-contractor and told him tnft he haa oetter

stXall "drawn work" and go ahead with the "cast work" only. He told

the sub-contractoTthat, althfugh it was a first-class job of 'ts kind, it was

not what the architect wanted and that it would not be accepted. The sub-

rontTactorLt knowing what was wanted by the architect, was compelled

o stop the work Thel two actions were started between the contractor

and thVsub-contractor., each being plaintiff in °"«, ^^
f^V^trarchLct and

trai-tor complained that the work was not acceptable by the architect ana

that thereTore the sub-contractor had made a breach of his contract. The

ground of the'sub-contractor's action was that ^e had followed the d^re-

Hons of the contractor and had been stopped m the midst of the work, it

was undsputed that the bronze work did not meet the requirements of the
was unaispuiea in^L

. ^or was not in a position to compel pay-

f« tv,» amniitit ap-reed upon as compensation for the worK. ii w-is <-"'.''H"=

It fo?The contractor to make a construction of the plans and spec.fica-

fons according to ht own ideas, without reference to the architect and th^

-^as exactly what he did. The sub-contractor, havmg followed this con-

SSt:; .rSJ'ir'wJly4^h.3-co„.r.c,o, had „o.hi„g to do.

"~S."a,?:u;'„».''„Te^r„.'?o'',ht';u,= .h.. wh.,. a buiXH;?,-;

tractor s right to recover. F
condition making it a necessity

may be excused on the ground that the
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

"respecHve oMhe architect's sanction or approval. Rawson vs. Clark, 78

"'
%he nroduction of the architect's certificate may also be excused

throJiirthTflutoftheowner^ortheag^^^^^^^^^

a city contractor
^g^-fJf\^,^i

y of Brookly^^^^^

^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^ ^

: ^o^k SoC^ltSh he;ha^d n/t obtained the certificate as required by

the contract. Kingsley vs. City of Brooklyn, 78 N. Y. 200.
^

V
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Mission Apartment House for Mr. Slueter, Oakland
J. B. Ogborn, Designer

Now the Clay Railroad Tie
John Murphy of the Murphy Grout Company, Columbus, O., has

devised a patent tie made of clay for railroads. A sample car load of the ties
was made at the plant of the Wassail Brick Company and shipped to
Columbus. Within the next few weeks these ties will be given a thorough
test by the Hocking Valley Railroad in Columbus.

The ties are made from the same quality of material as the W^assall
paving block and are burned in the kilns. An iron rod passes through
each tie from end to end. When the ties are laid in the road bed they are
placed on a patent cushion that takes up the jar caused by the trains
passing over them. The first idea of the invqntor was to use cement in
the manufacture of the tie, but this was given up because of the cost.
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Reside Mr, L. Scaiena, Sausalito, Cat.

L. Mastropasqua, Architect
/
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Design for Siviss Chalet, L. Mustropasqua, Architect

Building of G. laccheri & Co., San Francisco

L. Mastropasqua, Architect

Pining Roont in House of Architect L. Mastropasqua. San Fnim isco

(T ^

CeD

/ )oi)ie.<tic

Laundry
Hutldiu^

San Irancisco

I.. .Ma.<tro/^aS(iu*t

Architect

C^D
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Design for Swiss Chalet, L. Mastropasqua, Architect

\

Dining Room in House of Architect L. Mastropasqua, San Francisco
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Building of G. laccheri & Co.. San Francisco

L. Mastropasqua, Architect

^ r =^

CoD

Domestic
Laundry

Butldtng

San Francisco

L. Mastropasqua I

Architect ^

CoD
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r/ie First Reinforced Concrete Building Erected in San Francisco after the Fire of 1906

n,

d 2J>

Masonic

Temple.

Burlingame
Cal.

Thofnas Smith
Architect

Cc 5D

Bungalow of Mr. Henry Lion, San Jose

Wolfe & McKenzie, Architects
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First Vice-President. .. K,.. .» Adams Cram,

Boston, Mass.
Second Vice-President Irving E. Pond,

Chicago, III.

Secretary and Treasurer. ... .Glenn Brown
Washington, D. C.

Executive Committee for 1909

Cass Gilbert (ex-officio) New York,
Glenn Brown (ex-officio) Washington, D. C.
Walter Cook New York
S. B. R. Trowbridge New York
J. L. Mauran St. Louis, Mo.

Board of Directors for 1909

For One Year—Walter Cook, 3 West Twenty-
ninth street. New York; John Laurence Mauran,
Chemical Building, St. Louis; Edgar V. Seeler,
Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia.
For Two Year»—Frank Miles Day, 925 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia; George Cary, 184 Delaware
avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.; R. Clipston Sturgis, 120
Boylston street, Boston.
For Three Years—^Frank C. Baldwin, Union

Trust Building, Detroit; S. B, R. Trowbridge, 527
Fifth avenue, New York; John M. Carrere, 225
Fifth avenue, New York.

San Francisco Chapter of American Institute
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. President William Mooser
Vice-President Louis C. Mullgardt
Secretary-Treasurer Sylvain Schnaittacher

Trustees.
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) Henry A. Schulze

Southern California Chapter
President Myron Hunt
Vice-President J. Lee Burton
Treasurer August Wackerbarth
Secretary Ferdinand Parmentier
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A. F. Rosenheim Octavius Morgan
Akthur B. Benton C. H. Brown

R. B. Young
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. President William Curlett
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k Wm. Curlett
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f Clarence R. Ward
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President John P. Krempel
SecrxtaryTreasuree Fred H. Roehrig
-, ( OcTAVus Morgan
Members J Sumner P. Huni

{ Wm. S. Hebbard
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OFFICERS FOR 1909

President...^ Willis Pc«-k
San Francisco, Cal.

Vice-President E. F. Lawrence
Portland, Or.

Secretary >...D. J. Myer
Seattle, Wash.

Treasurer MVron Hunt
Los Angeles, Cal.
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OFFICERS FOR 1909

President August G. Headman
Vice-President Charles Sawyer
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OFFICERS FOR 1909

President Jos. Jacobberger
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President C. H. Bebb
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Competition for Architectural Students.

THE Architect and Engineer will give
five prizes to the five best designs
offered for a boat house to be built

at Lake Merritt. Oakland. • under the
direction of the Mayor and Park tom-
missioners of that city. The building is

to cost not over $25,000. The competi-
tion is to be open only to architectural
students, whether in architect's offices
or in colleges in California, Oregon,
Washington, Nevada and Utah. i

No architect may compete. ^

The boat house is to be on the .Twelfth
street boulevard, Oakland, on the noiith
side of the street, which is filled or "made
land," and incloses an arm of the bak^,

which is called Lake Merritt; the boEt
house is to face Peralta Park on the

south, which park is now being graded.

The building, of fireproof construction

(reinforced concrete nreferred), to rest

upon concrete piles. The exterior design

and arrangement is to be left to the com-
petitors, the committee only requiring

that the buildin'^ be of two stories, with

gallery or balcony on upper story, and

that provision be made for an office,

men's and women's dressin<y rooms, re-

pair shop, lockers, lunch room, spacious

lounging room, large float, with stairs

leading from float to first story of boat

house; provision should also be made for

flag poles, or other arrangements for dis-

play of flags and for living, rooms, on the

upper story, for the familv of the boat

house keeper.
The drawings should be made on a

scale of one-eighth inch to one foot, on

white Whatman paper and to consist of:

Foundation plan.

First floor plan,

Second floor plan.

Section through buildinc^.

Four elevations, all in black ink, and

no colorinjr.

Perspectives, while not reouired, will

be used for reproduction, if they possess

merit.
Five prizes will be awarded as follows:

For the best design, a Bostrom level,

value $25.

For the second best design, a set of

K. & E. drawing instruments, value $15.

For the third best design, a set of

scale rules, in case; value $10.

For the fourth best design, a set of

triangles, value $7.50.

For the fifth best design, a Ferguson

fountain draughting pen. value $5.

The design must be delivered person-

ally or forwarded by mail, prepaid, ad-

dressed to "Competition Editor, The
Architect and Engineer, 621 Monadnock
buildine, San Francisco, Cal.," and must

be received not later than October 15,

1909.

To Test Validity of Burnett Act.

San Francisco Chapter, A. L A., has

appointed a committee to investigate the

Burnett Tenement House act and secure,

if possible, a ruling on the constitution-

ality of the act. City Attorney Percy V.

Long writes that so far, no action has

been commenced in San Francisco. He
speaks of the Aden case which arose

prior to the Burnett act coming mto
effect, and was brought to test the con-

stitutionality of a provision of our ordi-

nance regulating the construction of

tenement houses.

It was contended in that case that un-

der the facts of that particular case the

requirements of that ordinance that a

twelve-foot yard space should be left in

constructing a tenement house on a lot

120 feet in depth running from street to

street, the rear street bciuK 23 feet in

depth, was unreasonable.

There were peculiar facts surroundmg
that case and Judge Troutt, after hear-

ing the case, was of the opinion that

the particular provision of the ordinance

in question worked an unnecessary and

unreasonable hardship upon the plain-

tiffs and owners of the lot.

This was the last permit to be issued

under the old ordinance, which was re-

pealed by the Burnett act.

A great many builders have com-

plained of the operation of the act, and

it is hoped no time will be lost in testing

its constitutionality. The City Attorney

states that he has rendered an opinion

to the Board of Public Works that ordi-

nary flats, including the Romeo flats, do

not come within the operation of the

statute.

Planned Lay-Out of Alaska-Yukon-

Pacific Exposition.

Seattle visitors, in showering praise

over the exquisite harmony and artistic

beauty of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Ex-

position buildings and grounds, are pay-

ing a nice compliment to the designer of

the grounds, buildings, monuments, etc

—

E. Frere Champney, formerly with How-
ard & Galloway of San Francisco. The
latter must have the credit of the exposi-

tion lay-out and the chief designs, of

course, as all work passed through their

offices—for they were the official archi-

tects, and due regard must also be given

to the work of the several states, for-

eign, national and local firms, who
labored in such harmony, that the expo-

sition suffers from very little incon-

gruity of design, within the grounds.

Champney is quite well known in San

Francisco and Berkeley.

E. Frere Champney was born in

France in 1874, and is a son of the art-

ist, J. Wells Champney, whose land-

scapes in oil grace many of the noted

art galleries of Europe and America.

After graduation at Harvard in 1896, he

studied architecture at the Ecole des

Beaux Arts, Paris—giving especial study

during his last year to the French Expo-

sition of 1900. On his return to America

he entered the office of Carrere & Hast-

ings, as designer of their work for the

Pan-American Exposition.

In 1907 he entered the office of Messrs.

Howard & Galloway, and has since been

in charge of their Seattle office, as chief

designer for the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific

Exposition. Champney is an authority

on modern exposition design and tech-

nique; through the advantages of long

study and world-wide travel. As the

Seattle fair and his work in previous ex-

positions prove, he exhibits a wonderful

genius for combining art with nature, of

/
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creating the most artistic types of build-

ings for specified purpose and place, and
of reproducing touches of form, color,

mass and design wi^h charming eflfect,

that suggests a combination of European
and American motives—all adapted to

the most modern methods of construc-

tion and specifications. California and
the Pacific Coast will follow the future

of this artist architect with much in-

terest.

Coming Architectural Exhibition.

President Willis Polk has sent out the

following:
"This is the initial announcement of

the first annual exhibitions of The Archi-

tectural League of the Pacific Coast.

These will be held in four coast cities

this fall and winter.

"The first exhibition will be in San
Francisco, under the auspices of the San
Francisco Architectural Club early in

October. The first annual convention of

the A. L. P. C. will be held at that time.

"We hope you will have some inter-

esting drawings to exhibit. These must
be readv by September 10th. Kindly
notify August G. Headman, president of

the San Francisco Architectural Club,

.1626 Phelan Bldg., if you are willing to

exhibit your work,
"Information regarding the require-

ments necessary and dates that jury of

the exhibition committee will meet, also

exact dates and location of the exhibi-

tion, W'ill be forwarded to you by the

exhibition committee of the San Fran-
cisco Architectural Club upon request."

The following additional information
is supplied by the publicity committee:
"The exhibition will open to the pub-

lic October 19th and run until October
31st. This will be the fourth annual ex-

hibition of the San Francisco Archi-
tectural Club. In addition to the work
of the local architects ther«* will be draw-
ings sent bv the leading architects in the

cities west of Denver, and about forty of

the leading men in Boston, New York.
Philadelphia, Washington and Chicago.

"The object of the exhibition is to al-

low the public to see the progress that

is being made in architectural design in

various parts of the country.**

in the hands of the building committee.
It is proposed to spend $200,000 in the

construction of a handsome edifice.

Christian Science Church.

The members of the First Church of

Christ. Scientists. San Francisco, are

negotiating for the purchase of a lot on
the north-east corner of California and
Franklin streets, as a site for a church.

Plans for a handsome edifice were pre-

pared by Architect Jno. Galen Howard
before the fire in 1906, since which time
nothing has been done towards building.

It is understood that plans have lately

been prepared by Architect Edgar Mat-
thews and that these drawings are now

San Francisco Chapter, A. 1. A.

The regular quarterly meeting of the

San Francisco Chapter, American Insti-

tute of Architects, was held in the green
room of the Hotel St. Francis, on the

evening of July 15th.

In the absence of Mr. Albert Pissis the

meeting was called to order by William
Mooser. The attendance was twenty-
two.

Messrs. John O. Lofquist, Norman W.
Sexton, Arthur D. Nicholson and Will-

iam A. Newman were elected to chapter
membership.
The following names were placed in

nomination as officers of the chapter for

the ensuing year:
President, William Mooser; vice-presi-

dent, Louis C. MuUgardt; secretary-

treasurer, Sylvain Schnaittacher; trus-

tees, William Curlett .and Henry A.
Schulze.
A committee was appointed to take

steps toward having the American Insti-

tute of Architects meet in San Francisco
during the Portola Festival. Also a com-
mittee was appointed to investigate the

state tenement house law and to report

to the chapter.

Fairfield Court House Plans.

Fairfield, Solano County, Cal., is to

have a $250,000 court house. Competi-
tijre plans were submitted to the Super-

visors recently bv the following archi-

tects: Sellon & Hemmings of Sacra-

mento, J. W. Dolliver, W. J. Cuthbert-

son and A. C. Lutgens of San Francisco

and J. W. Jones of Vallejo. The above
were invited to submit plans. Architects

William Mooser of San Francisco and

R. A. Herold of Sacramento submitted
sketches without invitation.

$100,Q00 Concrete Residence.

Architect William Curlett and Son of

San Francisco, are preparing plans for

one of the largest reinforced concrete

residences ever built on the Pacific

Coast. It is planned to make the house

proof against both fire and earthquake.

Mrs. Theodore F. Pavne is the orospect-

ive owner and the location is near Menlo
Park, San Mateo County. The house

will cost over $100,000.

Native Sons* Building.
^

.\rchitect Headman, Regetti ^ and
Hildehrand are completing the working
drawings for the Native Sons' Building.

San Francisco, and ground will be broken
on Admission Day, September 9th. The
structure will be Class A and will rep-

resent an outlay of more than $100,000.

I

What Is an Architect?

WHAT is an architect?" is a con-

undrum that has long "stumped"

those to whom it has been put.

The practitioners of the law—who ordi-

narily set themselves, sooner or later, to

decide upon a definition for all words of

the English language!—have not yet ven-

tured to establish the limits of this pro-

fession. Possibly one test that might be

used would be the drawing we reproduce

upon this page. It might, with equal

discrimination, be termed an architectural

"picture puzzle;" which the professional

magazines have so far neglected to dis-

cover and to print. A careful study will

prove that it contains within itself a

plan, exterior and interior elevations in

four or five different planes, several sec-

tions, isometric and stereotomical; while

still other wonders may be discovered

by the careful and diligent observer. Only
a regard for the sanity of our subscrib-

ers prevents our instituting a prize for

whoever would trace down and capture

the greatest number of live vanishing-

points expressed upon this picturel

San Francisco Arcliiteetiiral Onb.

By E. H. HiLDEBRAND.

The work of the committee composed
of Clarence R. Ward (chairman), W. H.
Crim, A. O. Johnson, George Wagner,
T. Bearwald and E. H. Hildebrand, ap-

pointed by President Headman of the
San Francisco Architectural Club for the
purpose of broadening the scope of the

work of the San Francisco Architectural
Club and organizing the Architectural
League of the Pacific Coast, is so com-
mendable that it is of interest to the
entire coast.

The San Francisco Architectural Club
has always stood for educational work
among its. members and for the better-

ment of the profession. By the strength-
ening of the club with the large increase
in its membership through the addition

of many of the leading architects of the

city, and the wide spreading influence of

the Architectural League of the Pacific

Coast, which is composed of the archi-

tectural clubs of the entire coast, the San
Francisco Architectural Club will be
able to extend its work and usefulness.

The formationof the league is bound
to benefit the educational, social and
essentially esthetic phases of architec-

ture, as it is the aim of the league to

organize various classes in the different

architectural clubs of the Pacific Coast,

whose work will be sent to San Fran-
cisco for judgment by local architects,

just as the work of the architectural

clubs in the East is sent to New York
for judgment. This plan will be espe-

- cially beneficial to the San Francisco
men, as they can then compare their

work with that of the men of the entire

coast.

If this were the only purpose of the

club and the league, the profession as

well as the public should take a lively

interest in it, as it is from the ranks of

such bodies that the cities must recruit

the architects of the future and obtain
trained men for the solutions of its

esthetic problems.

8PSC1AL MOTICB.

We wish to state that the so-called

Architectural League of San Francisco has
no connection whatever with the San Fran-
cisco Architectural Club, or the Architec-
tural League of the Pacific Coast, and has
no interest in or authority to solicit busi-

ness for the coming exhibitions to be held
under the auspices of these organizations.

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL
CLUB.

By August G. Headman, Prcs.

ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE OF THE
PACIFIC COAST.

By Willis Pqlk, Pres.

4.^ *t y ta- K.Slk ^^ai«di0
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PANEL WORK
HERE TO

STAY.

Much of our modern day taste is

turning to mission and gothic styles

in construction, and

more particularly to

the decoration of the

interior of our
homes, and the panelling effect

somehow harmonizes to a great ex-

tent with this newer idea. It adds

a certain dignity to the appearance

of the abode, and at the same time

gives it a homelike effect that is

restful and comforting. It takes one

back to the days when the "Knights

were bold," and history was being

made of the kind that we like to

revel in. It makes the home more

inviting, and there is likelihood of

this idea becoming more prevalent

in the future.

The use of panels seems to be one

of the features that will not be a

fad, but one that will rather add to

the comfort of our structures and

give them more the appearance of

what a home should in reality be

for each of us.

Probably no one city in the world is

destined to see as much apartment
house construc-

ADVANCEMENT IN

APARTMENT HOUSE

CONSTRUCTION.

E M. C. Whitney
Frederick W. Jones

Manager
Managing Editor

tion as San
Francisco in the

next year or
two. The city

has been building sky scrapers

—

office buildings, principally— for

three years. Various clubs are now

putting up new homes and the mu-

nicipality is restoring or replacing

its burned schools, libraries, Hall of

Justice, etc. The churches, too,

have been active in construction

work. To make the rebuilding of

the city complete a large number of

apartment houses must be built.

Some already have been erected,

while others are on the way. That

these buildings may be up-to-date

San Francisco architects are cast-

ing about for new features which

are welcomed by both the ownef

and the tenant. One of the most

popular of recent innovations m
apartment house construction on

the Pacific coast is the use of a long

public hall on each floor. These

hallways tend to give the building

the air of a hotel, without any de-

gree of privacy. To overcame this

the apartments in the buildings that

are high enough to necessitate ele-

vators are being so arranged that

the elevator door opens right in a

private vestibule of each separate

apartment.

The two most notable examples

of this new arrangement are the

Van Dyke and Severn apartments,

recently erected in New York. In

the Severn no public hall above the

first floor is used by more than two
families, while in the Van Dyke
there are no public halls, as in each

apartment the entrance is direct

fiom the elevator into a private vesti-

bule.

In California the mission type of

construction adapted to modern
ideas of fitness and convenience has

been chosen for a number of apart-

ment buildings. The ground ter-

race is laid out with lawns and

planted palms and the one above is

laid out as a garden, the walks are

paved in large tile of a warm,
brownish red, and each apartment

is supplied with an abundance of

flower boxes and balconies. The
exterior walls of the flat are finished

.in klinker brick and cement, with

solid redwood beams and cornices

left natural. Bright red tiles coyer

the roof, making a very striking

color combination.

Each apartment has its individual

entrance from the exterior opening

into a spacious reception hall and

living-room with large inglenook

fireplace, with heavy seats built in.

The interior is carried out en-

tirely in mission treatment with

heavy beam ceilings and penciling

on severely simple lines. An inter-

communicating telephone system

is installed, as well as hot water

heating.

San Francisco's latest apartment

building is the St. Charles, in per-

petuation of the well-known hotel

of similar name which stood upon
the site before its destruction in the

great fire. It is four storijjs and

basement in height, and constructed

of brick for the first story and frame
for the upper ones. There are 140

rooms in all, divided into apart-

ments of three, four and five rooms
and bath each.

Every apartment opens into a pri-

vate hall. A large interior court

affords the maximum of sunlight

and ventilation. The entrance is es-

pecially attractive, and opens into a

large and beautifully decorated hall

for receptions. A feature is a palm
room for general entertainment.

The interior is equipped with

every modern device for economiz-

ing labor, provided with electric ele-

vators, heating plant, telephones

and laundry.

The Lyndon apartment, St. Louis,

contains some new features in

apartment house economy. One of

these is the absence of a parlor with

each apartment and in its place is

substituted a large living room fine-

ly equipped and finished in Flemish

or old Dutch effect, and supplied

with sideboaj-ds with mirrors.

Another feature is a new variety

of brick used in the construction,

which is a sand-mold red brick,

made in northern Indiana. The
brick is laid in heavy black mortar,

with tool joints, giving the walls an
artistic rough finish. The basement
wall is of rough-faced stone and all

entrances and window trimmings
will be of similar material. Orna-
ments above the roof are of terra,

cotta. There are twenty-four apart-

ments of four, five and six rooms,

and equipped with all the modern
improvements, including wall safes,

telephones, clothes driers, sanitary

plumbing, steam heat, etc.

A Story With a Moral.

There was a man in our town,

And he was wondrous wise.

When business got a little dull

He'd always advertise.

And when his godds were all sold out,

With all his might and main
He'd hustle 'round and get some more,

And advertise again.

And now that man is very rich,

And he has just retired;

While the firms that didn't advertise

Have most of them expired.

—Somerville JournJ
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Thomas J. Little, Jr.. in the Illuminating

Engineer.

nURING the past year there has been

a marked increase m the use of the

inverted system—not because the

1 flux from an inverted mantle is

than that from the upright, but

.....use the greater part of the hght is

in the lower hemisphere, and the ordi-

nary user thereby gets greater satisfac-

tion, even though no attention be paid

to reflecting shades of any kind. Ihe

commoner types of glassware which are

used on the cheaper burners cannot be

considered to aid in directing the light,

but, rather, serve only to protect the

mantles from air currents Even with

this type of globe a better lightmg effect

is obtained than would be with a straight

glass chimney in an upright burner. 1 he

reflectors have been found, however, to

be extremely useful when properly ap-

plied to inverted burners. This is par-

ticularly marked in the lighting of store

windows where high concentrating re-

flectors are very desirable. The inverted

mantle being of rather small diniension,

it is particularly susceptible to reflection,

inasmuch as the light is now concen-

trated and consequently more nearly ap-

proaches the focus of the reflector which

cannot be said of other types of lUum-

inants with rather an extended source.

It has been very generally demon-

strated that .the inverted mantles are

very much stronger than the upright, and

this allows of their being used in places

Pi LIUl %n
Roesch, Edwin

where the vibration proves to be too great

for the older type of upright mantles;

its added strength is probably due to its

smaller mass, and takes up the vibration

from the fixture proper more readily than

the longer hanging upright mantle; fur-

thermore, the mantle is in itself attached

rigidly to the carrying magnesia ring,

and there is no swaying or bumping mo-

tion, as is the case with the upright

which so often causes it to crack and

sometimes break off at the gauze line at

top of burner.

Thousands of the passenger coaches in

America are now lighted with the in-

verted gas system, apd the standing

orders on most of the larger roads are

to the effect that all of the new coaches

shall be so equipped, as well as coaches

that are being renovated.

Gas illumination has paralleled the

electric Hghting in respect to hxture

design. For instance, we see the metal-

lic filament lamps being used on specially

designed fixtures and the lamps equipped

with prismatic glass reflectors. We see

almost identical equipment used in in-

verted gas burners, the only difference

being that the reflectors here used have

been provided with non-breakable metal-

lic necks, which will be found necessary

on account of the high breakage where

the glass necks were used. These in-

verted fixtures are self-lighting, with

pilot system of ignition, by using a single

chain suspended from the fixture con-

trolling all burners.
.

In invertpH rln^tpr lamps a single piece
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of glassware has not yet been su

used to demonstrate its success, but indi-

cations are that this type of lamp will be
very largely used, as was the upright

type of cluster lamp known as the gas arc.

Illuminating engineering seems to play

an important part in gas illumination,

and some of the comparisons made be-

tween the cost of gas lighting and elec-

tric lighting are most interesting, but as

both the electric and the gas systems
are now using reflecting shades almost
exclusively, these comparisons are very
difficult to make directly, and while we
may approximate illumination from a

polar curve given out by a photometric
laboratory if the distance from the plane

to be illuminated to the light source be
the same as was used in the laboratory

in making the test, it by no means fol-

lows that for other distances simple
calculations from these figures should
always be correct; in other words, it

would seem from the data at hand on
lamps equipped with reflectors that we
are limited to the calculation of illumina-

tion in spherical rooms only, and so it

would seem that we must reform our

testing methods by eliminating a great

deal of our calculating and do more
direct testing, in order that illuminating

engineers may really know and deter-

mine accurately the comparative cost of

illumination by means of the various

types of gas and electric units now on
the American market.

Fine School for San Leandro.

Architect William H. Weeks of San
Francisco and Watsonville has prepared
olans for a handsome brick school house
for the town of San Leandro. It will

cost $60,000.
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Honor for Oakla— i hitccts.

Architects Dickey & Reed of Oakland
have been invited to submit competitive

plans for the new government building

in Honolulu. The sum of $800,000 has

been appropriated for the building. Fif-

teen other architectural firms in the

United States and Hawaiian Islands have
been invited to compete.
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The Smith Sanitary Toilet Ventilating

System

A Novel Toilet Ventilating System.

ARCHITECT A. C SMITH of Los
Angeles has invented a new sanitary

toilet system, which is destined to

remove all objections heretofore made

to placing toilets in basements or other

parts of buildings. The plant is easily

installed at comparatively small outlay,

the expense of installation being the

first and only cost. The plant will last

for many years and does not cost any-

thing for operation except for an occa-

sional drop of oil.

The plant is easily understood by a

glance at the architect's drawing. It con-

sists of a row of toilets having local

vents at the back, an automatic tank, a

water motor with a fan, and pipmg con-

necting with the toilet vents and enclos-

ing the fan, and extending out through

the roof or side of the building.

The water motor and fan is placed

above the flushing tank. The motor is

connected with the main water supp y

pipe, and is allowed to run constantly

during the time the toilet rooms may be

occupied. The waste water is spilled

directly into the automatic flushing tank,

thus using the same water for operating

the motor and fan and then for assisting

in filling the flushing tank.

The principles employed in this system

are the reverse of that used by other

systems which have attempted to per-

fectly ventilate toilet rooms. The in-

ventor has so arranged the piping con-

nections and fan, that there is a constant

vacuum in the rooms, cr-eated by the tan,

exhausting the foul air through the

toilets and thus drawing fresh air in

through the doors and windows, leaving

no possible chance for odors to appear

even in the toilet rooms, because of the

constant supply of fresh air being drawn

into the rooms, and taken out through

the toilets, under the seats.

Mr Smith has installed this system in

several school buildings with excellent

results, and without any cost tor

operation.

Dissolve Partnership.

The firm of Sexton and Nickerson,

with offices in the Chronicle Building,

San Francisco, has dissolved partner-

eV,;^ \U. Sexton retains the old ofhces.

r
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Baseball by Electric Light.

The New York Sun published the fol-

lowing in a special telegram from its

Cincinnati correspondent:

"Baseball by electric light had a thor-

ough' trial at National League Park here

to-night and it seems to be a success.

The infield and outfield were brilliantly

illuminated by a battery of five mammoth
lights installed by the inventor of the

system, George A. Cahill of Holyoke,

Mass., and flooded the field, making it

almost as light as day. The game was
played between teams representing the

Elks lodges of Cincinnati and Newport,

Ky., and was fast in all departments.

The players handled hard infield hits

with apparentlv as much certainty and

ease as if they had been plaving in the

glare of noonday. What little difficulty

there was experienced in judging balls

fell to the outfielders, and those players

missed but two out of a possible four-

teen hits to the outfield during the seven

innings played.
"President Garry Herrmann of the

Cincinnati Reds said, after witnessing the

game:
" 'Night baseball has come to stay, it

needs some little further development,

but with proper lighting conditions

—

conditions better than this experiment

provided—will see the night sports im-

mensely popular.'

"Manager Clark Griffith of the Reds

said:
, ,, •

" *I don't believe that night baseball is

destined to rival the daylight article, but

I will say I am much surprised at the

ease with which the game was played

to-night. Under improved lighting it

will grow more popular.'

"A crowd of more than 4,500 persons

saw the game."

Electrical Contractors as Illuminating

Engineers.

AT the annual convention of the Na-

tional Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation held recently, the necessity

of the electrical contractor taking up

illuminating engineering and the exceed-

ingly profitable field that is open to those

who become competent and proficient in

this line, were discussed.

The commercial introduction ot the

new electric lamps, particularly the tung-

sten lamp, has to a large degree rendered

every present electric lighting installa-

tion antiquated. To sav nothing of the

faults of the installations in themselves,

therefore, it follows that almost without

exception the electric installations at the

present time could be remodeled to great

advantage in point of efficiency and effec-

tiveness of illuminating result. Further-

more, the majority of the present light-

ing installations are surely going to be
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remodeled.and this remodciinpr is firoing

to be done on an illuminating engineer-

ing basis. The day of "stringing wires

for electric light is rapidly passing. Peo-

ple have learned a lot about illumination

in the past three years, and they are

not going to submit to bungling and

guesswork to any great extent hereafter.

In a nutshell it comes to this: Both

new and old installations are to be put

upon an engineering basis. Is the elec-

trical contractor going to be a mere day

laborer, working to the specifications of

a professional illuminating engineer, or

is he goine to make himself competent

to furnish the engineering skill as well

as the craftsmanship?

At least for all ordinary installations

of electric lieht the electrical contractor

is the natural one to look to for illum-

inating engineering skill. This holds

especially true in all the smaller cities

and towns. The electrical contractor

should be able to handle the illuminating

problems incident to his work just as

the local architect must be able to handle

the structural and all other engineering

problems connected with a building. But

the knowledge of illuminating engineer-

-ing must be real and thorough, and not

merely assumed; while complicated and

difficult problems are not so frequently

met with in the smaller city or town,

they will nevertheless sometimes occur.

A public library, or school house, or

church, or other public buildinf' may be

erected, and public spirit and local pride

will see that as much of the work as pos-

sible is done at home. The requisite

theoretical or "book knowledge" is no

more difficult to obtain than the neces-

sary knowledge of electrical science; and

the contractor who excuses himself on

account of lack of time or opportunity

to studv the subject of illuminating en-

gineering is deserving of no better con-

siderati6n than would be given the physi-

cian who declined to treat certain dis-

eases on the crround that he had no time

to study their pathology.
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On a guess The Illuminatinj? Engineer
declares that at least 75 per cent of the

work of an electrical contractor is in the
installation of lighting systems. He is,

therefore, by force of circumstances, in

the position of a constructing illuminat-

ing engineer, and in a majority of cases

can scarcely escape responsibility for

illuminating results obtained. Let every
electrical contractor so consider himself
and oroceed to make himself competent
and to justify the title with all possible
<liligence.

Proper Plans Needed for Plumbing
Alterations.

in making extensive plumbing altera-

tions it is wise to have a comprehensive
plan prepared before letting the con-
tract. The advantage of having well-

prepared plumbing plans and specifica-

tions are sevenfold, sa'"^s a competent
engineer on this subject. There are many
men of financial responsibility engaged
in the plumbing business who do not
possess sufficient skill and knowledge
to properly lay out a system, and, unless

the plans are full and complete and the
specifications explicit, these men cannot
intelligently estimate on the work; con-
sequently they will either refuse to figure

the cost or will estimate so high as to be
out of the contest. If. on the other
hand, the plans and specifications are so

I

I

PHon- ^,,^% 7000

E

1705 ELLIS ST.. D«»i

well prepared that nothing is left to con-

jecture which can be shown, described

or explained, the architect and owner

will have the benefit of responsible com-

petition and will secure a better installa-

tion.

A Field for Specialists.

A singular and unfortunate situation

is to be observed in connection with

the growing popularity of concrete resi-

dences. For some years past certain

interests have exploited the advantages

of concrete in this field of construction,

with so much success that a rapidly

increasing number of home builders

are being impressed—and impressed so

favorably that they are asking their

architects for concrete houses. Some
prospective builders have seen the very

attractive concrete homes of their neigh-

bors. The practical advantages of this

kind of a home seem persuasive, and the

architect produces some most charming

designs. The site is selected, estimates

are prepared, and—no one can be found

to take the contract for the work.

The necessity for more attention on

the part of the contractor to the apphca-

tion of concrete in residence construc-

tion is emphasized daily. Inquiries from

home builders requesting information

and assistance are received constantly.

Cement exterior veneers are commonly
resorted to when the difficulty of secur-

ing a contractor for a solid concrete

structure is encountered. The situation

pleases the plaster contractor and he

welcomes the opportunity.

There is room for much progress and

development in the direction suggested,

and the field certainly presents a splen-

did business opportunity for specialists

rather than the few general contracting

firms now operating in it as occasion de-

mands and conditions seem favorable.

Cement houses may yet become a pre-

dominating architectural type, but the

practical problems involved in building

them will require a great deal of serious

and intelligent study by the engineer and

contractor.—Realty Record and Buildor.
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Reinforced Brickwork.

Joseph A. HofTmari of Mill Valley

has patented a new form or shape of

brick, to be reinforced after the manner

of reinforced concrete, with iron straps,

rods or bands of wire. These bricks or

blocks have grooves or perforations or

both. The perforations go through the

narrow way of the brick and extend

half through the width. The grooves go

lengthwise or crosswise, so that the

reinforcement may rest therein. They
permit reinforcement vertical and hori-

zontal. The intention is to attach the

various sections of reinforcement to one

another by means of welding eyes or

perforations, and the top is to be an-

chored or riveted through a plate of steel

or iron. Mr. Hoflfman claims that all of

the advantages of reinforced concrete

construction are gained by this method,

without the labor and expense of wooden
forms, and fhat the greater strength of

the reinforced brick construction will

permit of brick walls being at least one

brick thinner than under the present

method of building, thereby saving ex-

pense.

High Pressure System for Oakland.

On July 12th was commenced the lay-

ing of the mains for the salt water high

pressure fire system in Oakland. The

pumps are now bein- installed by the

Doak Gas Engine Co., of Oakland. This

new system of fire protection will attect

a material reduction in the insurance

rate in the business district, and will be

quite a factor in attracting new manu-

facturing industries to the city.

Gilroy Bank Building.

Work has been started on a fine new

bank building for the Gilroy Bank, from

plans by Architect Marquis of Cooper

street, Santa Cruz. The building is one

and one-half stories and the walls are

now being put up. The structure wi

be faced with Colusa sandstone, and will

cost $30,000.

HBNR^ I. MADDl N Plumbing
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

1169 Jefferson Street. p,„,
OAKLAND, CAL.
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Architects in search of a reliable paint

for concrete surfaces—a paint that will

not only act as a protection against

dampness, but will serve to beautify the

exterior of a concrete buildin;?, should

investigate Concreta. The W. P. Fuller

Company say that Concreta is a paint

prepared expressly for coating cement,
plaster and brick walls. Its wearing
properties are unexcelled. Here is what
Its distributors say of it: \

"It is much superior to ordinary oil

paints for this special class of work.
"Concreta works freely and covers

more surface than any other cement
coating. Its economy, durability and
sanitary properties make it an unequaled
coating for use in mills and factories of
concrete or brick construction. If an
absolutely pure white coating, or an ex-
tra solid coating of the light shades is

desired, two coats of Concreta should
be applied. Allow at least forty-eight

hours between coats. For interior work,
two coats are required.

"Concreta has no equal as an under-
coating for either enamel or oil paints
that are to be used on exterior or interior

surfaces of cement, concrete, brick or
plaster. When properly applied to
cement floors in hospitals and public
buildings Concreta effectually stoos the
powdering of the cement. It is an in-

valuable sanitary coating for such sur-

faces. Concreta is not affected by sul-

phurous fumes, gases, etc."

A postal card addressed to the San
Francisco office will bring further in-

formation and price list. When writing
mention this magazine.
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ourt House Competition.

The County Commissioners of Reno,
Nev., have authorized a comoetition for

a $120,000 court house. A premium of

$3,600 is offered for the best plans

accepted. Second and third prizes of

$400 and $200 are also offered. The
designs must be submitted not later

than September 1.
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Promotion for Mr. Cutting.

There is considerable local interest in

the announcement of the promotion of

Mr. Frederick C. Cutting, manager of

the Rdchester office of the Lamson Con-

solidated Store Service Company, to head

of the New York city department, \yith

headquarters in the Brunswick buildmg.

Mr Cutting is well known in San Fran-

cisco and is a brother of C T. Cuttmg,

the Pacific Coast manager of the Lamson
Company. In announcing the promotion

the company pays Mr. Cutting this splen-

did tribute: >

"Mr. Cutting stands second to none in

his knowledge of store service, and we

are confident you will be more than

pleased with the manner in which the

gentleman will treat with you on all sub-

jects pertaining to cash, t^^ckage, pneu-

matic and special types of store service

apparatus."

Superior Venetian Blinds.

By reason of an increased and con-

stantly increasing demand for an im-

proved Venetian blind, P. Ericsson &
Co., of Gothenborg, Sweden, with sixty

years' experience in this line of manufac-

turing, are now placing their product on

the market in this countrv through the

Swedish Venetian Blind Companv, 1123

Broadway, New York; Williams & Car-

ter, San. Francisco, Coast distributors.

These blinds are of exceotionally fine

quality, possessed of many features—new
to this country, and great general utility.

These blinds are in marked contrast to

the ordinary Venetian blinds on the mar-

ket. They have only one combined pul-

ley-head and turning lath, resting in iron

hooks, not exposed to the slightest wear.

The pulling up and regulating of the

laths can more conveniently be con-

ducted, as the pulling-cords may be

drawn in any direction. The blinds stay

automatically at any height when the

pulling ceases. The thin laths are of the

same length as the pulley-head and con-

sequently cover the window entirely.

Cords run in glass hoops and the wear-

ing of the cord is thereby reduced to a

minimum.

Palatial Apartment Hotel.

Architect Charles C. Frye, Metropolis

Bank building, San Francisco, is prepar-

ing plans for one of the finest apartment

hotels in the world, and which is to be

erected in San Francisco as soon as the

drawings are completed. The building

will be an eight-story. Class A structure,

with a frontage of I27y2 feet in Van Ness

avenue and of 204 feet in Sacramento

street

The site was purchased by the Avenue

Hotel Company at a cost of $155,000.

There will be 350 rooms in the hotel. It

is proposed to make the appointments

the most elaborate to be found any-

where. The immense space of the first

floor will be given over to ballrooms,

billiard parlors, lounging rooms and vari-

ous departments for the convenience of

the guests. The company will retain the

management of the hotel, which is ex-

pected to be completed in one year at a

cost of $750:000.

Keep the Flies Out.

The Hipolito Door and Window
Screen Company of Los Angeles is ship-

ping screens to all parts of the United

States, and its factory is being run over-

time to keep up with the orders. The
Hipolito even tension screen, being

made to order, is adapted to its general

environment in appearance, and to its

own particular opening in the matter of

a neat fit. By its peculiar characteristics,

it is distinctly adapted for use in all

sorts of buildings, public and private;

hotels, hospitals, office buildings, club

rooms, apartment houses, homes—in

short, wherever annoying insects are to

be kept out bv a neat and durable barrier.

These screens harmonize with their

surroundings in construction, fitness, fin-

• ish and wear. They are free from the

defects of rust, sagging frames, illfitting

corners; baggy, patched and ragged net-

ting. The screens they make are a

pleasure to the eye.

The cost to the customer is small, com-

pared to value received. The reasons are

obvious. Prices and catalogue may be

obtained on apolication.
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Stnictanl ilMttlito in OreRon and
Washington.

The rapid growth of cities in Oregon
and Washington has caused a great de-

mand in these states for structural mate-

rials of all kinds, and although some of

these materials are locally abundant and
satisfactory, others have to be brought

from great distances. Common bricks,

which form the principal components of

most buildings, are made in the vicinity

of all the cities, even within the city

limits, and the supply of loam suitable

for making these is very great. Gravel

and sand for concrete and sand for mor-
tar are obtained in large quantities in the

immediate vicinity of the cities. Cement,
however, which is so extensively used in

concrete, is produced at only one place

in the two states, and most of that used

is brought from distant points, much of

it being imoorted from England, Ger-

many, Belgium and Japan. Building

stones are hauled manv miles, especially

the kinds used for interior decorations,

most of which are shipped across the

continent. High-class brick, terra cotta,

lime, plaster, and many other building

materials used in this region are pro-

duced at distant places.

Yet the cost of most supplies that

are now brought from distant places can

be reduced by utilizing the local re-

sources of Washington and Oregon.
Limestone is available in ample supply

for cement manufacture; building stones,

even to the finest marbles, exist in some
-of the mountains; and extensive deposits

of clay, sands, and other building mate-

rials occur at many localities near the

coast.
An investigation intended mainly to

ascertain the local resources of the

gravel, sand and crushed rock used in

concrete in Portland, Seattle and Tacoma
has recently been made by N. H. Dar-

ton of the United States Geological Sur-

vey and a report on the work published

by the Survey as Bulletin 387, is available

for free distribution. Representative

samples of the structural materials were
obtained to be tested in the St. Louis
laboratories of the Survey, and consid-

erable attention was criven to the occur-

rence of limestone suitable for the manu-
facture of cement, many localities being

visited in that connection.

The demand for building materials in

the Northwest is well indicated by the

fact that in 1906 building operations in

Seattle involved an expenditure of

$11,920,438 for labor and materials, and
in 1907 an expenditure of $13,577,700. In

Portland the amount in 1906 was $6,927,-

971, and in 1907 it increased to $9,446,982.

Mr. Darton's report gives also refer-

ences to other sources of information in

regard to building materials available in

the region treated. Applications for the

report should be addressed to the Direc-

tor of the Survey at Washington, D. C.

Arthur Priddlc's Success.

Arthur Priddle, patentee of the inner

bond steel bar system for reinforcing

concrete, has moved to larger and more
centrally located quarters in the Whit-
ney building, 133 Geary street. Mr.
Priddle is having a good demand for his

bar, which has been pronounced one of

the best and safest reinforcing methods
on the market. The Complete Construc-
tion Company, of which Mr. Priddle is

manager and Clifford B. Rushmer is en-

gineer, has recently taken the contract

for the erection of a three-story build-

ing for Jas. D. Phelan at San Jose. This
building will replace the one burned
three years ago and will occupy one of

the most prominent corners in the busi-

ness part of the Garden City.
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Thirty-Fiv ^ Selling Hardwood.

On June ouui w aite Bros., the well-

known San Francisco hardwood lumber

dealers rounded out their thirty-fifth year

in the business. In celebration of the

event the firm published a new stock

list, dated July 20th, and which shows a

remarkable record, including, as it does,

between two and three million feet of

dry hardwoods.
The assortment of woods shows a

greater diversity than any stock of hard-

wood in the United States. We, on the

Pacific Coast, are so far from the places

where hardwood is grown that all kinds

of lumber must be carried here, whereas

at Eastern and Mississippi river pomts,

near to the source of supply, dealers

specialize their stocks, one concern, for

instance, will carry only ash and oak,

another cherry and another mahogany.

The various kinds of woods shown on

White Brothers' stock list come from

all portions of the earth—Europe, Asia,

Africa and Australia, as well as the

United States furnishing their quota.

White Brothers are manufacturers as

well as importers and exporters of hard-

wood lumber, as they control the Peta-

luma sawmill. They have now on hand

at that point over 100,000 feet of dry

Genezero, West Coast mahogany and

African mahogany, all perfectly manu-

factured and ready for use.
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in your judgiiient is a valuable asset. Satisfactory rcow..s from goods you

specify increase confidence in you. When materials turn out better than
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is one of those commoditii at more than meets expectations. You can

be sure of the finished result. It makes the job a credit to you and to the

owner. It gives added coafidence in your judgment.
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• A Flourishiiig Bnterpriie.

The California Mantel and Tile Com-
pany (Inc.) of Oakland, but two years

old, has recently started out to broaden

the sphere of its operations .and bid for

work of a more pretentious character.

Mr. Walter B. Fawcett, the president of

the company, is one of Alameda county's

best-known youtip: business men, being?

prominent in both the political and social

life of the bav city.

Starting with a modest beginning, the

firm, by adhering to the rule, that the

satisfied customer is its best advertise-

ment, has built up a business on a thor-

oughly sound foundation. Since the com-
pany's removal to its present location,

110 Telegraph avenue and 1359 Broad-

way, Oakland, its business has increased

to such an extent that it has become one

of the leading concerns in the mantel

and tile business in Alameda county, and

has secured a number of large contracts,

not only in Alameda county, but in other

sections of the state.

Rich Marble Work in Home Telephone
Buildings.

The Joseph Musto Sons-Keenan Com-
pany have executed most of the beautiful

marble work in the Home Telephone
Company buildings, illustrated in this

number of the Architect and Engineer.

This firm is one of the pioneer marble

houses in San Francisco, and since the

fire has been an important factor in the

rebuilding of the city. Its marble is to

be found in many of the largest and
4iandsomest buildings. The Musto Sons-

Keenan Company carry a large stock

of specially imported material, including

fancy marbles, such as Pavonazzo,Numi-
dian. Sienna. etc. The marble in

the Central Telephone Exchange of the

Home Company is plain white, and is

used as a wainscot in the building,

and also for the counter screens in the

main office.' The marble is notable for

its richness and simplicitv. The carv-

ing was all executed by the company's

own skilled workmen.

A Fountain Pen for Draftsmen.

R. C. Ferguson of 424 South Broad-
way, Los Angeles, has gotten out a

solendid fountain drafting pen, which
is unquestionably one of the most satis-

factory fountain pens on the market.
It is made of aluminum with finely

tempered steel blades, handsomely pol-

ished. By slipping back the sleeve or

ring, the points spring apart so that they

can be readilv cleaned. The pen is guar-

anteed not to clog. It is filled directly

out of the bottle and when put in opera-
tion will feed automaticallv. until emoty.
The draftsman with this pen can double his

work, and for beginners it is invaluable.

JiaKe Denaturad Alcohol

for Eight Cents a Gallon

^JfHE navies of tbc world a^lopted

>mincrcial alconol

motive power
^cr room, coal

d is a little

tkir

II

saw^ dust od syrup ana ii

any carbo-hydrates. '

witK 94 per cent oxygen tmos-

pLcric air wLcn used tivc

power, Kcat or other 1

TKe real denatured ale

absolutely new marke inc

oi saw mill w^aste, pi

ckemical Kber mill waste proauci,

and lor millions of tons or farm

products, tkat even tbe world's great-

est monopoly cannot touch Our
denaturizing distilling apparatus

is constructed of steel plate galvan-

ized and tkc kigkcst grade seamless

copper tubing, tested to 300 pounds

pressure. Its conductivity makes

possible tke instantaneous kot steam

alcokol distilling. A very simple

but serviceable still and doubler,tkat

will produce 100 gallons tax-free de-

natured alcokol daily for 8c a gal-

lon. Tkat wkat is tke most difficult

to secure is tkat wkick we prize tke

most. No speculative futures, tke

market demaads tke product. Tke
motor boats, tke automobiles and

tke navies of tke world will use it.

Unquestionaklc references. ^Ve arc

ready to negotiate witk responsible

individuals on very liberal terms.

Do you want to be a progressive

good fellow ? Tken establisk tkis

new infant industry at kome. It

will yield a most profitaklc income.

Address to-day:

Wood Waste Distilleries Co.

213 to 217 St. Clair Ave. H. W.

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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Dotloj !nleri(tfking Partition Block

The Best and (lnl> InhTlotking I'drtitmn liioik on im Market to-day

WK *LSO MANUFACTURE PLASTIC DECORATIONS. FIBROUS CEIUNG SLABS.

?MrTATION CAEN STONE AND ARTIFICIAL GRANITE BLOCKS.

FOR ESTIMATES ADDRESS;

^ Dodds" Interlocking

24 CALIFORNIA SlKltl

k ^0., Inc.

SAN fRANCISCO, CAL.

I'HONE DOUGIAS 2455

MaMfactvtw flart. POTRERO. (adioinina Union Iron Works)

i
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Blocks Ready for Shxpment

PLANT OF DODDS' INTERLOCKING BLOCK COMPANY

ON THE opposite page and above

are shown the manufacturing and

drying plant, also the process of

manufacture and erection of Dodds' In-

terlocking Blocks, made in San Fran-

cisco. .

The partition blocks are made m per-

fectly finished iron molds, true and

square, and therefore produce a true and

uniform cast. The blocks are absolutely

kiln dried, making a hard dry finish, as

well as being lighter in weight than any

other form of partition on the market

today. They are especially suitable for

the subdivision of offices, as they can be

erected and finished the same day, mak-

ing immediate occupancy allowable. This

is an advantage not obtained in any

li
4
I

View of Interior of the Plant
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HOW THE BLOCKS ARE MADE

Dodds' Interlocking Partition Blocl<

The Best and Only Interlocking Partition Block on the Market to-day

UR ALSO MANLKACTIKK PLASTIC DECORATIONS FIBROUS CEILING SLABS.

IMITATION CAEN STONE AND ARTIFICIAL GRANITE BLOCKS.

FOR ESTIMATES ADDRESS.

Dodds' Interlocking Block Co.. Inc.

SAN fRANCISCO. CAL.

PHONE DOIOIAS 2455

Manufacturing Plant. POTRERO. (adjoining Union Iron Works)

24 CALIFORNIA STREET

HOW THE BLOCKS ARE INSTALLED

Blocks Ready for Shipment

PLANT OF DODDS' INTERLOCKING BLOCK COMPANY

ON THE opposite page and above

are shown the manufacturing: ^.and

drying plant, also the process of

manufacture and erection of Dodds' In-

jur 1ocJang__mocks^_jTiad^^
CISCO.

The partition blocks are made in per-

fectly finished iron molds, true and

square, and therefore produce a true and

uniform cast. The blocks are absolutely

kiln dried, making a hard dry finish, as

well as being lighter in weight than any

other form of partition on the market

today They are especially suitable for

-riie subdivision of offices, as they can be

erected and finished the same day, mak-

ing immediate occupancy allowable. This

is an advantage not obtained in any

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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.
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The HaHipti Warehouse Co.
San FruK i>co. Cal.

(,. nthmcn The Spiral Chute which you
navt' lust mstcillscl in f)ur tiew building, is an

nnriualitied success. We marvel at the excel-

r-iif w(>rk wiiicli this yrcat labor and time sav-

inK device perforins Had we fully realized

isiiat this Chntf ran do, we would have had
atiother one installed in some other part of

iiiir hiiildin^. This we shall probably have to

d,, m the near fiiture To Wholesale (irocers

ir those who handle similar packages as we
do we cannot ton stronifly recommend vour
('hiiti' feeling convinced that those who adopt

I will he as well pleased with it as we are.

We remain. Gentlemen Very truly vours.
H A.\S BROS.

I 'tr ^'i

THE

Haslett W
310 CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO.
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Other form of partition. It is especially

recommended for use in hospital and

school construction, on account of the

above advantages as well as its sound-

proof qualities and sanitary finish.

With all partitions the company fur-

nishes special interlocking door bucks

and key blocks, which form an extra

strong hold for door frames. Special

furring blocks are also made.
The company carries a large stock of

standard-size blocks (2^ in. and 4 in.), and

are ready to install same on short notice.

Dodds' Interlocking Block Company
also manufactui»e and install plastic deco-

rations, fibrous ceiling slabs, imitation

caen stone and artificial granite blocks.

The company would be pleased to bid

un any of the above classes of work, and
will compete with any form of partition V
on the market. A sample block will be

furnished upon request.

In Larger Quarters.

A growing business has compelled the

Silva Heating and Plumbing Company
of San Francisco and Oakland to seek

larger quarters in the former city. Man-
ager Frank J. Silva has been fortunate

in being able to close a satisfactory lease

of the two-story building at 140 First

street, and on the first of the month the

firm moved from the Lick building to

its new location.

The company has made good use of

the basement, converting it into a re-

pair shop, while the upper floor has been
fitted up for the business offices and
show rooms. The latter have beerr

equipped with hot water heaters, boil-

ers, basins, tubs, closets, etc. The com-
pany's specialty is plumbing and steam
heat, and some idea of the magnitude
of its contracts may be had from the

statement that a force of twenty-five

men is kept at work on the outside a

greater part of the time, while the office

help, including draftsmen, engineers and
experts in heating and ventilating, nurn-

bers some eight or ten more. No job is

figured under $2,000. One of the latest

contracts taken by the company is for the

plumbing and heating of the new Hunting-

ton apartment house at Thirteenth and

Jackson streets, Oakland, Oliver & Foulkes,

architects. There will be 245 fixtures in

the building, and seventy baths."

Balfour, Guthrie & Co. Move.

Balfour, Guthrie & Co., importers of

cement, structural steel, etc., have moved
into their handsome new building on
California street, adjoining the Alaska
l)uil(ling. The structure is of reinforced

concrete with an ornate front <sf classi-

cal design by Architect L. B. Dutton.

This firm is one of the best known and
most reliable building material house*
on the Pacific Coast.
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Big Profit in Waste Products.

The first organized undertaking to

promote the general distillation of de-

natured alcohol, outside of what is called

the "whisky trust," has been inaugurated

in Cleveland.
.

"Denatured alcohol is, now selling at

50 cents a gallon in barrel lots, said

Carl Von Hartzfelt, metallurgical chem-

ist of Wheeling, W. Va., who is the in-

ventor of the first small still produced in

this country for use by farmers and those

who would make denatured alcohol in

small quantities.

"Manufacturers of stills thus far have

shown no ambition to make the small-

size, being discouraged by the large dis-

tillers of denatured alcohol, and the tax

of $20 on each still, no matter what its

capacity, in an amendment tacked on to

the origi-nal bill for free denatured alco-

hol, which was passed by Congress some

two years ago.

"It was at first thought that the farm-

ers would begin the distillation of de-

natured alcohol from their waste prod-

ucts," stated Hartzfelt, "but this tax of

$20 a year on all stills, including the

smallest, such as they would use, dis-

rouraged them, and to-day I know of no

farmer who has attempted it.

"But even with the $20 tax there is

money to be made with a small still

out of the waste on a farm, out of saw-

RVSON. Mtrr.

KAY. Supt.

fcl t-

"71

CO
Com
ORS
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dust and shavings, refuse from canning

factories, and any vegetable matter that

otherwise would be thrown away.

"A man could run a 100-gallon still on

his home premises, even in the city, with

sawdust or shavings (which make no

odor) and make money. Every sawmill

could increase its profits by having a

denatured alcohol still attached. It is a

sure source of profit to farmers, or even

owners of truck farms about the city.

"Out of a twenty-acre truck farm the

waste should support a 100-gallon still

at a cost of 8 cents a gallon, with an out-

put of 500 barrels a year.

"To-day the best fuel for automobiles

is composed of half alcohol, half gaso-

line. Automobile works will Rladly con-

tract for an output of denatured alcohol.

When it is cheap enough, it will be used

in the motor boats. It can be made

_ cheaper than artificial jras or gasoline,

electricity, or coal, for cooking, besides

being clean and odorless and requiring

little labor in its use."

It Pays.

When the dimpled baby's hungry, what does the

baby do?
It doesn't lie serenely and merely sweetly coo;

The hungry baby bellows with all its little might

Till some one gives it something to curb its

The^irifant with the bottle which stills its fretful

cries
. ,

A lesson plainly teaches—it pays to advertise.

The lamb lost on the hillside when darkness closes

round ... , .. .^

Stands not in silence trembling and waiting to

be found;
. ,

,

Its plaintive bleating echoes across the vales and

meads
, , i

• Ji

Until the shepherd hears it, and. hearing, kindly

And when its fears are ended, as on his. breast

it lies, -^ .„

The lamb has made this patent: It pays to

advertise.

The fair and gentle maiden who loves the bashful

boy . ^ .

Assumes in his presence a manner that is coy;

She blushes and she trembles till he perceives

And clasps' her closely to him and gladly holds

her last,
. . , • u

And as he bends to kiss her and she serenely si^fhs

This fact is demonstrated: It pays to advertise.

—S. E. Kiser.
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Steiger & Kerr 143
Sturgeon & White 153

Sullivan, J. & H. E 149

Tay, George 11 1 39

Tayler & Spotswood Co 10

Taylor & Stanton 152

Thode. A. C 101

Thronson. T. C 153

Tilton Bros ..156

Tozer Company 24

Tracy Engineering Co 154

Trussed Concrete Co 119

Tucker. W. W 18

United Glass Works 12

United Materials Co., 2d cover
United Builders' Supply Co. 32

V'alente & Leveroni 145

Vacuum Eng. Co 18

Van Emon Elevator Co 1

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.. 139
Wagner, Fred W 145

Walsh, H. v., & Co 153

Walsh. M. -J., Co 150

Ward Bros 152

Warren Construction Co.... 134

Waterhouse & Price 110

Waters & Co 142

Watson Roof Co., The 5

Weber, C. F., & Co 146

Wellington, Geo. J 156

Wells & Spencer Machine Co . 119

Western Art Nietal 7

Western Building Material

Co 4th cover

Western Builders' Sup. Co. 25

Western Iron Works 29

Western Magnesite Dev. Co. 161

White Bros 146
Whitmore, W. N 156
Whittier-Coburn Co 19

Williams & Carter Co 30
Willkomm Bldg. Supply Co.. 144
Wilson, James G 20
Wilson, W. H., & Co 154

Witt, G. E., Co 135

Woods & Huddart 32

Wood, John, Mfg. Co 121

Wood Waste Distilleries Co. 113

Woodin & Little 156

Yager Sheet Metal Works.. 145

York, A. H., & Co ISO

Gravel PU '\ilcs, CaL

SCREENED GRAVEL FOR CONCRETE MIXTURE AND SURFACE WORK
The above cut shows the splendid

j?ravel plant of the California Building
Material Company, located at Niles, Cal.

It is without doubt the best equipped
plant of the kind on the Pacific Coast,

beinjf equipped with the very latest

machinery the market afifords. The plant

has a capacity of 15 cars a day. Con-
tractors in search of first class gravel for

concrete mixture will do well to com-
municate with these people. Satisfactory
prices and quick transportation are guar-
anteed. Besides gravel for concrete mix-
ture the firm makes a specialty of a high
grade roofing gravel and a handsome,
as well as serviceable top gravel for side-

walks and roadways. Tne new Stock-
ton road from Gault to Sacramento is

being surfaced with Niles gravel. Other

buildings where it is being used are the

Western Pacific depots, the German
Home at Fruitvale and the new Shattuck
Hotel at Berkeley. The entire roof of

the Phelan office building, San Fran-
cisco, is covered with Niles gravel. The
office of the California Building Material

Company is in the Pacific Building, San
Francisco.

Boat Landing and Band Stand.

The Oakland Park Commission de-
sires competitive plans for a boat landing
and band stand for Lakeside Park, form-
erly Adams Point, which are to be
erected at a cost of from $15,000 to

$20,000. The band stand is to be of
concretr
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Efficient in Service
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Its merits have received the highest professional and practical recom-

mendations. Our booklet "Hot Water in the House" free on request.
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TOHN WOOD MFG. CO.
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W. W. BREl! C, C. E.

structural Engineer
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All Classes of Metallic Stractufes

702 704-706 CLUNIE BUlLDtNQ
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SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

FRfttfRICK J. AMWE8, C. E.

M AM. SOC. C. C

ADVISORY ENGINEER and MANAGER
OF BUILDING OPERATIONS

700-705 MARSTON BUILDtN6

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

CHARLES LIST
M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Civil and Consulting Engineer

CONTRACTORS ESTIMATES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

2 I I Williams Building

Phone Douglas 1847 San Francisco, Gal.
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SPECIALTIES
The Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.

Steam Power Plants, Healing. V'enti-

latinjf. VV'irin>r Waterworl*;

IMBOA W.D6. PlHMieKMniy3646 ^M fRINOSCO

Calls San Francisco a "Repair Town."
By H. W. Kerrigan, Commissioner. .

THE structural steel plants in San
Francisco are still striving to hold
at least 50 per cent of the steel

business at home. But, after sacrificing

every bit of profit above bread money
for the last five months to hold the busi-

ness, the business is again leaving the
city in spite of their efforts.

The only reason why the local plants
have survived the loss of profit is be-
cause of the small jobs that are let on
very short notice and must be finished

in just as short a time. Those same con-
tracts, in a majority of cases, would go
East as well, if it were not that a few of

the architects and contractors favor
home industry.
And again it is because to send them

East would take too long a time before
the steel is erected and, therefore, the
owners are forced to deal with the local

steel shops. And as those are the only
jobs let here, the steel men are cutting
their own throats in the struggle of com-
petition even to get what little they are
doing. Again, in the larger jobs, a great
many of the contractors and architects

are still under the foolish impression that

the local plants can't handle the big jobs,

and when there is any difference what-
ever in the price in favor of the Eastern
fabricator no preference is given to local

industry. It is really a wonder that they
survive. If they are going to make a

^k_j* t. a. «w.-

I

Tkc Best Heating System for

Xkeatrcs, ilails, Churcnes,

Apartments and Residences.

National Furnace Co.

MANUFACTURERS
AND PATENTEES

410 Polsom Street
San Francisco, Cal.

lelephonr Kearny 587 4

We have the Largest and Best Gas Furnace

Instaliation in the West.

FAN SYSTEMS \ SPECIALTY
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PRESSURE PLANTS

Write for Caialoi^e.

All Correspondence Solicited.

80 Tehama Street

SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone, - Duuglas 4420

California Oil Burner Go.

MANUFACTl== A^

OIL B11RNIN6 MACHINERY
For Both Distiilate and Crude Oti

FOR POWER PLANTS, LOW PRESSURE
STEAM HEATERS, HOTI I AND RES-

TAURANT RANGES ANI OVENS

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2392

968 BROADWAY Oakland
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CO.
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A MACHINE that is GUARANTEED to

Produce an Even. Smooth Surface on Any
Kind of Wood Floor. Old or New. Hard or
Soft, in Residences, Stores, Factories. Bowl-
ing Alleys. Dance Halls. Etc.

Architects and Contractors endorse the

SGHLUETER RAPID FLOOR SURFACER
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INLAID FLOOR (v
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*• 1^
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oiir
MANUF

Clean as a Gas Fire
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profit on the work they contract for, this

profit must come from the railroads in

their shipments on structural steel beams
from points east of the Mississippi to Pa-
cific Coast terminals. For, as it stands
now, sending the finished or fabricated

beams for the same price that they send
the plain beams, there is not going to

be any return for the local steel fabri-

cator who has sacrificed his profits for

six months or more, waiting patiently

for the railroad to make a differential on
the olain material in his favor.

For the last six months the Coast fab-

ricators of steel have been buying for-

eign steel, forced to do so by the rail-

roads. At the time of the last reduction

on steel all of the local plants were
ordering their steel from abroad, but on
the reduction some of them resumed
their buying in the East; but, again,

foreign steel is $8 cheaper than the

domestic, and if the railroads cannot see

their way clear to give a differential,

the local fa^)ricators will continue to buy
abroad, though preferring to buy at home.

But it is true in all other cases of the

iron and steel industry in this city; there

is no use for the local manufacturer—of

machinery, boilers, castings, etc.—all he

gets is a rush job and all the repairing

work. In fact, all you can call this city

is—not a manufacturing center, which it

should be, on this Coast—but just a big

repair shop. And why should it not be

a manufacturing city? It was years ago,

from 1880 up to 1898, and then less until

the fire of 1906. We have the raw mate-
rial and abundant water power, the

plants, the equipment, the workmanship,
with better mechanics; in fact, all the

necessities of a manufacturing city.

One of the principal reasons for the

loss of our business is that the city,

geographically situated as it is on the

Pacific Coast, is a natural magnet for

every manufacturer's agent from the

East who has secured a strong foothold

here and intends to stay.

Modem Wood Finishing.

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing Com-
pany has just published a very handsome
booklet, "Modern Wood Finishing."

which every architect should have on file

in his office for reference. The book is

profusely and handsomely illustrated in

vari-colored inks that bring out the swell

grain effects just as the Wheeler filler

and Bridgeport standard stains transform

a piece of unsightly wood into a thing

of beauty.
The following extract addressed par-

ticularly to architects, is worth quoting:

"Throughout the world Wheeler's

wood filler has for many years been rec-

ognized as the standard, simply because

it is known to produce the best, the most
permanent and the most economical fin-

ish on wood.

tkb Macsafai*.
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Home Telephone l^.nlding (Ceniml Station) S,n • nmrixm. Coxhead & Coxhead, Architects.

This Classic Structure faced with COLUSA ^AP^i -»* -i^ (Juarries at RAYMOND, CAL.

Office and Works. Cnu lf)TM and HIVISION STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.
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**In view of these facts it will pay all

architects not only to specifv Wheeler's

filler and Bridgeport standard (Brei-

nig's) stains, as the" have in the past,

but to see that their specifications are

carried out. If a little care in this re-

spect is taken bv architects, the results

obtained will be satisfactory to all parties

concerned."
The Whittier-Coburn Company are the

Pacific Coast distributors for the Bridge-

port goods.

Book Review
Gustav Stickley's new book, "Crafts-

man Homes," is one of the best things

we have seen in that line in a long time

and the volume is bound to be popular.

"The Art of Building a Home," "A
Craftsman's City Home," "A Countrv

Club House," "Native Woods and Their

Treatment," "Home Training in Cabinet

Work," are some of the tooics treated.

The craftsman idea is, of course, fullv

exploited throughout the various chap-

ters by the author. In this volume is

set forth the principles that rule the

planning of the craftsman house, with

hints at the kind of life that would

naturallv result from such an environ-

ment. The 226 pages carry over two

hundred illustrations. The Craftsman

Publishing Company, 41 W. 34th Street,

New York.

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2073

Mailing Case Manufacturing Co

TELE

f incorpobatcd)

80LC MANUFACTURERS OF

AN P

LIQUID ^ Al

The only mailing case on the
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BEARING HINGE!

In Wrought Bronze or Steel

Nothing else so good
for Hanging Doors.

No wearing do'^n, no

creaking, no need of oiling

— For sale by —
Hardware Dealers

Attractive Literature Free
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NEW BHiiAIN. ^ -
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This Classic Structure faced with COLUSA SANDSTONE. (Juarries at RAYMOND. CAL.

Office and Works, Cor. 10th and HIVISION STS.. SAN FKANCISCO.
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"Tn view of these facts it will pay all

architects not only to specify Wheeler's

filler and Bridgeport standard (Brei-

nig's) stains, as the^^ have in the past,

but to see that their specifications are

carried out. tf a little care in this re-

spect is taken bv architects, the results

obtained will be satisfactory to all parties

concerned."
The Whittier-Coburn Company are the

Pacific Coast distributors for the Bridge-

port goods.

Book Review
Gustav Stickley's new book. "Crafts-

man Hotnes." is one of the best things

we have seen in that line in a long time

and the volume is bound to be popular.

"The Art of Building a ITome." "A
Craftsman's City Home." "A Countrv

Club House." "Native Woods and Their

Treatment." "Home Training in Cabmet
Work." are some of the tonics treated.

The craftsman idea is, of course, fullv

exploited throughout the various chap-

ters bv the author. Tn this volume is

set forth the principles that rule the

planning of the craftsman house, with

hints at the kind of life that would

naturallv result from such an environ-

ment. The 226 pages carry over two

hundred illustrati(^ns. The Craftsman

Pul)lishing Company, 41 W. 34th Street,

New York.

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2073

Mailing Case Manufacturing Co.
(incorporated)

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

TELESCOPE MAILING GASES
AND

LIQUID MAILERS

The only mailing case on the

market that guarantees

absolute protection to

blue prints and

tracings.

264-272 NATOMA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

^.^'^:

WUCiUSTA" Vitreo Lavatory

HANDSOMEDURABLE ^^^NON-ABSORBENT _MODERATE PRICE
"^fc Samples in our Miow Rooms

846-848 BRYANT ST. SAN FRANCISCO

Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co.
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In Wrought Bronze or Steel

Nothing else so good
for Hanging Doors.

No wearing down, no

creaking, no need of oiling

— For sale by —
Hardware Dealers

Attractive Literature F'ree
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NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
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The WMiteni Mmgneaite Development

Company.

The California Peerless Stone, Tile

and Plaster Company has incorporated

, as the Western Magnesite Development
Company and has moved from the

Foxcroft building, San Francisco, to

spacious offices on the ninth floor of

the Metropolis Bank Building in the

same city. This company owns rare

denosits of magnesite in Santa Clara and
Stanislaus counties and on Red Moun-
tains and with additional stock, which
is now being subscribed, it is proposed

to develop the holdings on an extensive

scale. The officers of the company are

Frank T. Shea, the architect, who is

president; James J. Cummings, vice-

president; Russell W. Cantrell, Secre-

tary and Thos. H Wolf, treasurer.

In an elaborate prospectus recently

issued bv the company, some remark-

able statements appear of which the

following are extracts:

"The structures of .he future (except-

ing the frame) will be constructed en-

tirely of a single material, which will

apply itself in varied forms to all char-

acter of construction, ornamentation and
color, and at the same time possess to

the utmost de<?ree the valued qualities

of resistance to heat and cold, be non-

absorbent and hold the inherent qualities

of lasting endurance.
Magnesite and its products fulfill all

the above requirements. From Mag-
nesite is produced the highest type of

Damp proofing Cement, Concrete, Stone,

Marble, Brick, Hollow tile, Drain pipes,

Fireproof materials, Partitions, Plaster,

Slate, Roofing tile, Composition Roofing,

Staircases, Floors, Wainscot, Finishes,

Fixtures, Furniture, Statuary, Electric

Switchboards, Pipe covering and Boiler

covering. Furnace linings, Tanks, trays,

tubs, etc., Paints, Pottery.

"Improbable, as the above may ap-

pear to the ordinary mind. The Western
Magnesite Development Comnanv is pre-

pared at once to demonstrate the abso-

lute truth of every statement.

"With the acquisition of the business

and properties of the Peerless Company,
together with its own resources, the

Western Magnesite Develonment Com-
pany offers to the public one of the best

and most solid investing propositions

of the century. With the company con-

trolling practically the entire output of

pure magnesite in America, the title to

its various mining claims, fully protected

by the United States Government, with

$350,000 already invested on the prop-

erties in development work, the building

of good roads and the installation of

almost complete mining machinery; but

60 miles from San Francisco and only
27 miles from the railroad, together

with a fairly well equipped factory at

r
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if you u^ani

specify "^^*

Made of pure Gypsum and especially adapted for partitions in apart-

ment houses, hotels, office buildings and residences Inspect the walls

now being put up in the Hewes Bldg., 6th and Market Sts.
,
San Francisco

PRACTICALLY SOUND PROOF.

Plaste
^ 1r%r>^ ^2^ Crocker Building
C , MflOm San Francisco

my 5765

BANK FIX! w»

^hairs, QiurGh Pews
' siastical Furnilure.

Lodge Furniture,

ible and Assembly Chairs.

SPBICER DBK COMPANY
232-244 MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

San Leandro, for the manufacture of

various products; free and clear of debt;

the opportunity for realizinK large re-

turns on the investment is one which

occurs in the lifetime of only the most

fortunate. • i- j

"This company has been capitalized

at $1,500,000, divided into 1,500,000 shares

at $1 par value. It is the present inten-

tion of this company to P^ace on the

market for immediate sale 300,000 shares

of its caoital stock."

Building Construction and Superinten-

dence

This work, by F. E. Kidder. C. E.,

bears evidence of the time, labor, thought

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

and persistent effort that has been put

forth to collate, arrange and properly

classify all the data that belongs to the

latest and modern accepted practices.

To quote from Prof. Nolan's preface,

"The new edition includes in general a

careful examination of every article in

the book and a revision of every one in

which changes, ommissions or additions

of data or methods of procedure are

deemed necessary or advisable; the

ommission of some articles and the addi-

tions of ni.my new ones, the recruiting

of some chapters and the addition of

one entirely new chapter. Published by

Wm. T. Comstock. New York.
I

I
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Boat House,

The competition to be o^en only to

architectural students, whether in archi-

tects' offices or in colleges, in California,

Oregon, Washington, Nevada and Utah.

No architect may compete.

The Architect and Engineer shall have

the exclusive privilege of publishing any
or all designs submitted.

Situation

:

Boat house to be on the Twelfth

street boulevard, Oakland, on the north

side of the street, which is filled or

"made land," and incloses an arm of the

bay which is called Lake Merritt; the

boat house is to face Peralta Park on the

south, which park is now being graded.

The building, of fireproof construction

(reinforced concrete), to rest upon con-

crete piles. The exterior design and
arrangement is to be left to the com-
petitors, the committee only requiring

that the building be of two stories, with

gallery or balcony on upper story, and
that provision be made for an office,

men's and women's dressing rooms, re-

pair shop, lockers, lunch room, spacious

lounging room, large float with stairs

leading from float to first story of boat

house; provision should also be made for

flag poles, or other arrangements for dis-

playing flags; also for living rooms, on

the upper story, for the family of the

boat house keeper. The length of the

building, east to west, must not exceed

450 feet. The cost of the building should

not exceed $25,000.

Drawings:

To be made on a scale of one-eighth

inch to one foot, on white Whatman
paper, and to consist of:

Foundation plan.

First floor plan.

Second floor plan.

Section through building.

Four elevations, all in black ink, and

no coloring.
Perspectives, while not required, will

be used for reproduction if they possess

merit.
The designs will be considered by a

Board of Judges, to consist of Mayor
Frank Mott of Oakland. California.

Messrs. Walter G. Manuel, W. S. Gould

and Jas. P. EdoflF. who constitute the

Board of Park Commissioners of Oak-
land, and some authorized representative

of The Architect and Engineer.

Prizes:

Five prizes will be awarded as follows:

For the best design, a Bostrom level.

value $25.

For the second best design, a set of

K. & E. drawing instruments, value $15.

Thi

Elp

inventors and engineers and the nerd ot whic i

is recojfnized by all who have a speaking

acquaintance with an Elevator. : : : '•

THE ONLY NON FRICTION BE.AKINt.

ELEV.ATOR GUIDE LUBKICATOK
KEEPS ELEVATOR SH.AFT ri.E.AN

Saves Time. Lubricant. Motive Power and
Damage to Clothing of Passengers. H saves

th»' Ownrr the Cost of Painting the Shaft any
oftener than any other part of the Building

THEREFORE A MONEY SAVER
Automaticallv Lubricates Elevator (Juides.

Marino Cross-Heads Counterweight (iuides

md Mine Shafts.

NON-rRICTION II
GUIDE LUBtcM

It can be quickly bolted to any ^at. .\djusts

tself to any oscillation, delivers lubricant in

accordance with speed of car and when car

-toi)s lubrication stops, thert-by preventing

waste. drii)ping. soiling walls, clothes of pas-

sengers, etc.

S.XTISFACTION — Trial Always Convinces.

The Special Equipment

Manufacturing Company
45 WEST 34th ST.

NEW YORK CITY

BOYD & MOORE
SOLE AGENTS CALIFORNIA

BOYD BLOCK
MARKET & FRONT STS.,SAN FRANClsc <

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
/
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PH tj N t

MARHCT 3

QlMMlag

Work
Guaranteed

Estimates
Furnished

Orders
Promptly
Attended to

',::::: :.^,:i:olore!lGlaK: "Sign Co.

DEALERS IN

Pma^ CoSond Qimss

Decorations and Glass Signs
The Moat Durable la the World

107-111 Twrtl StTMt 393 Ellzifceth S

Near Mission Cor. Sanchez

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

CONCRE
^ Bamp'Proof Coating for

Surfaces of Concrete
or Brick

1i

I

WRITE AND MENTION THJS MAGAZINE TO

^ 1^ Fl i

!

3

8AN FRA

I

A DAMFTROOFING TtWT IS NO SHAM

Tectine is a remedy for defects and a protection against defects,

dampness, cracking and discoloring for brick, concrete and plas-

tered walls. A damp proofing. Plaster and paint all in one.

CONSULT US. IT IS A PLEASURE TO EXPLAIN HOW

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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For the third best design, a set of scale

rules, in case, value $10.

For the fourth best design, a set of

triangles, value $7.50.

For the fifth best design, a Ferguson
fountain drawing pen, value $5.

Requirements :

The design must be delivered person-

ally or forwarded bv mail, prepaid, ad-

dressed to "Competition Editor," The
Architect and Engineer. 621 Monadnock
Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., and must be

received at this office not later than

October 15, 1909.

Roofing Economy vs. Roofing
Extravagance.

Nowhere does the old saying that "the

best is the cheapest" hold more true

than in the choice of roofing materials.

Every builder and architect feels and
preaches that a cheap roofing is a "trad-

ing down" proposition—always worth
less than it costs, despite its low price-
that the use of such roofings, with their

frequent paintings and repairs, and the

possible damage to buildings and con-

tents, is a positive extravagance.

In the Asbestos Century shingles is

found a roofing whose use is the truest

economy.
The economy begins with the first

cost. Being one-half lighter than slates,

a lighter roof frame is used—a consid-

erable and actual saving in these days of

high lumber prices. The shingles are

—all exactly sized, and some styles are

already punched with nail holes, so that

the alignment is not only more certain,

but more quickly done—a saving in labor.

No painting is ever needed, at any
time.

No repairs have to be done. Asbestos

Century shingles are improved by darnp-

ness, and by freezing and thawing, which

hasten the maturity of the shingles. Hail

cannot break them. They expand and
contract so uniformly, and the asbestos

fibers reinforce the concrete in every

direction so thoroughly that the shingles

do not crack. Tramping over them by
linemen does no damage.

They protect the buildings absolutely

from sparks on the roof (the cause of

one-fifth of all the fires in the country),

and confine a fire, accidentally started,

within the building.

"They outlive the building without

painting or repairs."

Architects and builders who are not

in touch with the live issues in roofing

should write to the Keasbey & Mattison

Company, Ambler, Pa., for a handsome
folder, showing asbestos Century shin-

gles as applied to all classes of buildings

in all parts of the country.

#1

ncLLU JHELDON
"While on a railroad t i Kentucky

recently. I was studying my Sheldon les

son; a jjrentleman came past and said.

Hello Sheldon!' He also was a Sheldon
student. We discovered that there were
two others in the car. making a total ot

four out of seven traveling men on the

train." M. E. L. CRAMER. American
Sales Book Company. H08 National Bank
Building. Nashville. Tenn.

This letter shows two things very clearly :
first

that Sheldon students Bre becoming thick in thi

country; second, that Sheldon lessons help yo>

improve your spare time in a way that mean

greater efficiency in your business and hent<

more money out of your business.

You had better spend some of the time on the

train equipping yourself to do more business ot'

the train.

The Sheldon School helps men in every line of

work—clerks. stenographe'S. industrial workers,

professional men— as well as salesmen. Read

what a former office employee has to say:

"By studying your course I have been

enabled to avail myself of an opportunity

to accept a position as salesman. The
increase of my income amounts to 30 per

cent. ' - M. C. ARVIDSON, Former
Stenog^rapher ; now Salesnuin for the
Burroushs Addlns Machine Company,
P. O. Box 522, Oe» Moines. Iowa.

Salesmanship is the best paid of all profes-

sions. The salesman's work is pleasant. He

travels and becomes rounded out by his associa-

tion with many kinds of men; a salesman is

practically his own boss: so long as the results

are right he is free to do his work as he pleases.

A good salesman is never out of a job. There

is always a demand for the man who can pro-

duce the business.

We have helped hundreds of young men into

the lucrative profession of salesmanship.

Employers as well as employees, managers as

ell as their men. study and endorse the Sheldon

cience of salesmanship. Here is evidence:

I am a firm believer in Mr.'Sheldon's

work. I hafe found it very helpful in my
own work, and I think no man who con-

scientiously studies the Course can fail to

benefit by it."-WM. H. INOERSOLL.
of Robert M. Ingersoll & Bros., New
York city.

Ihe primipies that helped the men quoted

tiere to greater success will help you. We have

thousands of letters like these given here. More

than .^S 000 men have subscribed to our Courses

111 five years.

tells the story of the

Science of Salesmanship.

,nw It came to be founded, how it increased the

, arning capacity of tens of thousands of Sales-

men Business men and others, how it will

ben. -fit you. Every paire of ihe book contains

profitable suggestions for you. A postcard re

quest will bring it to you. .\ddrcss

m m.m book

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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lithi
treet

vemer .^

1^^ #-W°1B«€m

iteKration

t filth

. -Hip

c;«r lit^ratur^ extlains: yours for the asking

RRlN uu.
»J I I ^

TELEPHONES ] -A''r*4^ ORTLAND, OJRE.

P. p. Mom O.D.Boytf
j

BOYD t. Rt'
BOYD BLOCK

356 Market St., San Francisco

Telcpbooe Kearny 23M

BUILDING
Ti

I\ I r^ 1

Porcelain Brick Enameled Brick

Architectural Tena Colta

Tabor Strip and Hardware
for Sliding Reversible SasH
>VUo Vertical Pivoted SasH

Van Kannel Revolving Doort

and Enuphyll Bronze Work

Elevator Car* and Enclosure* - Horizontal

Folding Doors - Counter BaUnce

Freight Elevator Doort

Acme Pipe Sleeves - Parks Automatic

Elevator Guide Lubricator - Metal

Corner Beads

Oak and Maple Flooring

We tell you to put on a "Pioneer

Roof," and forget it. Needs no

paint or repairs. Sun proof and

rain proof. Not affected by ex-

tremes of heat or cold. Suitable

for all kinds of buildings-

pitched or flat roofs. Comes in

handy rolls. Easy to lay— any-

body can do it—no special tools

needed.

Now then— Let us send you samples, a

copy of our32-p«ge Roofing Booklet "M."

and name of our nearest agent.

jiAiiaiwr
Roll Paper Co.

Department l^

LOS ANOLLLS - CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Dire* 'en cuim f *»ij«ni

IT oil' St., San Fraacisco
.^ Booklet Just Out

Fire-proof Partition Wall Block.

Designers and Architectural St

Exoertin the manufacture of Caen Stone and Graphito. also Fire and Waterproof Corn position for

theextSofallTrndsofframebuiidinjjs.etc. (Patent applied for.) Also the Menzer Interlocking.

•^ V I *U •^

RANCISCO

rALlFORNIA.SCAGLIOLAfe

YiMlD

I w/%L».

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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it.'

r

W. W. M
667 MARHFi

090

Mantels

Grates and

lib

osaic and

o<io

-RANCISCO

^spKalt f elis

I f 011114 A Ca

otiilclirift K Ca

Reliable and dependable—for years and years

these goods have always satisfied. Made by

The Paraffine Faint Co,
34 FIRST STREiyr SAN FRANCISCO

I
I

I
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G N

SIZE

I 1 ^ 1, I

ITT

ON
VV L %. M. ,Lj M..'^^.

FINISHES

TINGS FOR
SAND

ProJucts of tke Glidden Vamist Company Exclusively

!• 1 1
l\4^ %^ J I 1CJ. 1^ fiFlllSF

._» M^J M. X ^ J 111 Iw^

For Sale by Bxiilders Supply llo\i»es

NoTF —Contractof- luiMiik' their .am. ,
.-•

'- w<.uhl save th. ii.-.e.^.

.1 noyanceandf - ' tl.- m-tall .^

-years 'MtlKfM * sh ^ "=

1;

I
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fiOODYFAR'S FIRE PROTKTIOI
low ni I 11 I M 11 I l^G^. FACTORIES AND KlLblUli^CES

i /It' -
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t-i

tury** or ** Worthy

All styles Hwmgmg nose i<eeis.

**Fclipse*' Swinfiiif Hose KaLk.

Metropolitan Fire txtioginshers.

Always Ready for Use

lu B MATTING MATS.
RUBBi„;-. JILING, ETC.

Eureka iiublH r lined Cotton Hose

and unliiied Linen Hose.

Specify "Eureka s Best," "20th Cen-

er*s Approved Linen Fire Hose.

Estimates Furnished

f • - CO.
rresident

L
567-569-591 MarKet St..

San Francisco
e>l_e>3-65-fe7 FovirtH Stre«

Portlancit

Metal^verpd

Fire-Proof

indow rrames

In this Handsome Bui|ding •

Manufactured by

Fred Nichols
Office and Factory:

. 37-41 E 16th St.

Phone Mcnitt 2371

OAKLAND, ^ CAL.
HOME

I
I

Attractive and Permanent
Coating

there is uiie and, we believe, only

one perfect rnatinp of this sort —

Bay State Brick & Cement Coating

it embodies the features of attractive-

ness, permanency and impermeability.

It is applied to the surfaces in liquid form, penetrates

the surface, filling the pores and making it water-

proof. It dries with a dull finish (white or colors) and

is not affected by water, acid, alkali, or steam. It

permanently perfect. Avoid experiments—
Bav Sffltw CoaflnBf is in use all over the United

;>iau. ....V. ua^ .iiade good. FuU details in our book

"//ow to Decorate and Protect Cement and Concrete

Surfaces.''

SinKer lUi hi (,», N. u N .i k I'ity

Ernest Fi.AGG, Architect i)n Hxterior

1 ii/ht Tourts ,111(1 Interior CeinfiiT Walls

HMUd* 06 UU U,

84 W^ ^' MASS.

Distributing Agents:

HIRAM W. WADSWORTH, THUS, CRKS & CO.

Chaaker if (jmera lUf.. PASAOBIA. CAl. PMIUND. ORf

KWnmRSCH & CO., f. T. CROWf & CO.

in frtil street, SAN fU/mOSCO, CAl. SPOMNt. StATTU. lACMIA. WASH

I ^'1 ^ t^ I

Our show rooms in which

we have installed a com-

plete line of High Grade

Plumbing Fixtures are

<)p( n and at the service

of ARCHITECTS and

their Clients.

Six Handsomely Tiled Bath

Rooms Complete I

I I

f II

1
1

.ft

1
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Write
for

Prices

A XSELLING^^
•/' AGEfSTS \0

al BUILDINeMATERIAL

i VCONTRACTORl/ flt

r^

Setid

for

Catalog'

>/ESpO

tiildif Material
The keen, discriminating Builder and Contractor

will find in our line their full REQUIREMENTS.
Catalog of everything we sell mailed on request.

jKKUGA uu FOR

i Ht-iiiiFORCFD CONCRt

take Chances with inferior forms of Reinforcement when the use

of CORRUBITED BARS insures perfect bonding and permanency of structure?

IID

II I

Fireproof, damp-proof, cold

-

proof, heat-proof. Nails on

like a board.

Write for booklet.

C SINITE
I he new and different parti

tion system. It protects.

Write for booklet.

J L

r. T. CROWE ^ CO., A
OFPICES:

II

1 Front St.. Portland, Ore.
164 So. Madison St., Spokane

411 Qlobe Building, Seattle
1105 A Street, Tacoma

SINUS, Engineer Send For Catalogvie

< to Advertisers mention this Magarine.
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The InJey Nbeteen-nn - ter Dummy Fonn Bucket

TIE INSL
CcMtcr D

always ORdef

of tile opera

minish or tc

any stage of

is accomplish

tlie sliape of

in wliicii tit

design of tlii

tliem.

Aa Insley Btickets are Fully

Protected by Patents

MANUFACTURFD BY

INSIEY MfG. 00.
:^ . IND.INDI-AN XFC

For Sale by Wtiitams &* Carter Co.

filJessie Street San Fra-nchco

a1

i

lb V J
(inc.)

designers and makers of

#tafnp^ d^lasH Ptnbnuta
FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS. CHURCHES AND RESIDENCES

(SlaBfi aaBatrfi, tamp &tjaiip0 atib i|arb «rtal Work

PHONE DOUGLAS 3330

667 MISSION STREET
NEAR THIRD

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
II
1

1

L I c

pONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Artmetel Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

:
. Foundations, Tanks. Reservoirs, Etc. : :

Rooms 322-24, 62 POST Si San FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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si

\k Canadian Bank ot Commerce

FICE TORONTO
Paid up capiial, $lU,iA>0,000; Reserve

fund, 16,000,000; Aggregate resources,

over 1120,000,000

B. E. Walker. President Alex. Laird. Gen. Mgr

—LONDON OFFICE—
2 Lombard Street, E. C.

—NEW YORK OFFICE—
16 Exchange Place.

-BRANCHES OF THE BANh CANADA

BRITISH COLUMBIA ^u, YUKON
TE R R ITOR Y--Dawson and White

Horse; ALBERTA-27; SASKATCH-
EWAN -26; MANITOBA- 20;

ONTARIO and QUEBEC— 66;

MARITIME PROVINCES-19 i

— IN UNITED STATES—
Portland. Ore., Seattle, Wash.,

Skagway, Alaska.

SAIN i RAINCISCO
Branch, California and Sansome Sts.

BRUCE HEATHCOTE. MANAGER.

WE,

PHOTOiikAPH

ANYTHINO
ANYWHERE.
ANYTIME

RJ.WATtRl8iC0.

C O M M ERCI AL
PHOTOGRAPH ^^S

717 MarKet St.

San Francisco

SmoKcless riasHligHts of
Danqxiets a Specialty-^

CROCKER-WHttLEK MOTORS
GENERATORS

TRANSFORMERS AND ACCESSORIES

We have specialized on Motor Drive. We
have tho Motors and the engineers to apply

them. We are in a position to save you

money on your Power Installation.

ENGINEERING & MAINTENANCE CO.
196 FREMONT STREET

PHONE KEARNY 1 T43 SAN FRANCISCO

K MBERLAND
*. New York

%U St. LIcvated

(^ly New York

Hotel Wh^ow
ScreenMl

Throngliovt

Near Depots,
Shop* and

» Central Paik

NEW AND
FIRE -PROOF

Strictly

Firrt-Qa-

Rates
Reaaonable

H n M fcf Y HlWSON

Hardwood
Floori

Orienul
Ru8>

$2.50
with bath
and up

10 Minutes'
Walk to 20
Thentiei

R. J. BmeNAM
Formerly with

Hotel Woodward
OR BOOKLET

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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AkRH IN ASBESTOS FLOORING
1 f

r-* 1% M ROOF

^ t J I -^ ^

CAR

Made by Carrelin Asbesi. en
,
huanyvale, Cal.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES ADDRESS

RELIN ASBESTOS FLOORING CO.. - SUNNYVALE

JAMES W. KERR. President and Manager

err
bULctssors to Steiger & Kkrr

i i i S i ^
IGER. Secretary

Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.

4-41

An

Manufacturers of .

Stom inii Stfti Rangis

Also Manufacturers of

All ^'f^ iiarlitnfry
MMig. Rtllrttd, Archltectttfil and Briqi Catlngt

Special attention paid to Street Department work, such as Manholes. Cesspools, etc.

Corner Folsom and EigKteentH Sts.

^ , , .. . ,^^ q^Nj t^-T^ANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Telephone Market 250

i IKUil
STABLE FIXTURES

Samples on exhibition. We would be pleased to have you caJl ami

examine these goods and give us an opportunity to quote prices.

HO
143-14® MAIN STKEI-i

RHOWC KtAWNY 31

PANM %/

.v^G, W

NCI8CO, CAL.
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THE EVERLA ns< KIST)

REINFORCED m

NO EXPOSED IRON
NO RIBS
NO RUST
NO LEAKS

THE BEST LIGHT
SET COMPLETE

BY

G^^".LKOMM BLii

151 11

1

COSTS 2 CENTS PER SQUARE
FOOT AND IS 38 TIMES MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN BUILDING

PAPER AS A HEAT AND
SOUND INSULATOR ^- ^

M

PHONE DOUGLAS 325

nw WHAT DO YOU
INK OF THAT?

GET A SAMPLE

-^ARRIED IN STOCK

BY

JlNG SUPPLY CO.
STREET

SAN FFIANCISCO

Lu RA it. UHtUUN
11

FROM ALL PARTS OF THE EAST
VIA

UNION PACIFIC OREGON SHORT LINE THE OREGON
RAILROAD & NAVIGATION CO. SOUTHERN PACIFIC

$33 from Chicago $25 from Omaha
$30.50 from St. Loviis $25 from Kansas City

Correspondingly low from all other points.

TO THE PUBLIC
Write letters to everybody yuu know in the East and tell them about these low

colonist rates. Send them literature about Oregon, or send their addresses to us and

we will do it. In this way you can be a great help in the growth and progress ot

your State.

YOU CAN PREPAY FARES
for anyone from any place if you want to. Deposit the necessary amount with our

local agent and he will telegraph ticket promptly.

Inquire of Agents or write to

WM. McMURRAY, General Passenger Agent

The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. Souihern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND, OREGON

I
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H E. DRAKE
3#l - 12TM AVtHUt
PHONC Pawr 4707

McWHIRTtK hi URA^L

MASONRY CONTRACTORS

Estimates Given Promptly

MCMBKR*
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

188 JESSIE ST FRANCISCO

JOHN ALMETER
CONTRACTOR
and BUILDER

113 FIKST ST. PORTLAND, ORE.

YA6ER mU METAL WUKKS

COR
Shee

Terr

SKYLinHTS, ETC.

f every description

Patent Chimneys

Manufacturers of Conductor Pipe,

Large Stock Always on Hand.

1006 SEVENTH ST.. OAKLAND,

TELEPHONE, OAKLAND

f^ ^t*f^f^ jf*

tKUNI
S

1103 Powell Strei

Irt. (jfMi iti Utm

San Fraiicisco. Clli

t -4

JL^

redW.W ^ner

363 Stark Street

Phone Mill 8339

PORILAND OREaON

w
JJ \J 1 i.-

MANUFACTURER Or

Hollow Concrete Building Block

St. Johns, Oregon
Cmdar Park
Station

Phonm
Richmond 641

G. B Pasqualetti

(goiilrggtor

li

384 VALLEJO ST.

Cor. Mootfoioery

SAN FRANCISCO
CAUF.

Wken writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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KALOn
IN

.1 rti iiR= >TMBRS
HARDWOOD LUMBER, MAHOGANY and VENEERS

Central Amencan, Viul.ppu.c and A"«ra"an Woods Heavy Oak Ship

Plank and Timber, Walnut, Quartered Oak, Cherry, Maple, A«li, Hickory,

Bi?ch, Poplar, Bassw.K>d, Dowels, Ebony, Lignumvuae, Rosewood, etc.

KILN DRIED HARDWOOD FLOORING 3-8. 7-8 AND THICKER

LARciliT AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF DRY HARDWOODS ON THE COAST

COR. SPEAR AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO

DOORS, wnfflows, frame;
r iHn.'

BlMks Porch Columns. Balusters. Hand Rails. Brackets. Sash Weights. Sash Cord

WORK, I ANKS, LUMBER, ETC.
Glass,

OFFICE AND WARCHOUSC:

453 BRYANT STREET FRANCISCO
TCLEPMnNr

urers
J? SEA UHLiU UUILUI^

School Desks. Church Pews. Opera Chairs. Hail Seatingr.

Bank Furniture, Lodge Furniture and Equipment, Post

^*
AlSf Venedan Blinds. Rolling Wood Partitions. School

and Church Bells. Maps. Map Cases. Globes.

BLACKBOARD
Black or GreenWe also roanufacturt

and sell the celebratei

omecs

S8i^ Mtmit St., S«i Frmctest 210-21 2 M. Mala St. Ui AiplM

BRANCH YARDS ' ^^|ELD. CAL.

SANTA FE LI MBBR C
DEALERS IN WHOLESALE ANI

, LI Mt
Main Yard on SOU!

17th and De Haro Stn

When writing to Advertiser* mention this Magazine.
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a

KEYSTO Rr Okh
MAIN AND FOLSOM STREETS

SA.IV F^RAISCISCO

PACIPtC COAST AOBNTS FOR TUB

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
SELF CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE FOR CATALOQVE

SomIC t 111-*
m 1 I ^^ Buildi lllc

H 1^

SEATTLE,
WHITE BUILDING
HENRY BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
PILLSBUKV BUILDING
FRENCH SAVINGS BANK

Y. M.C. A. BUILDING
IMPERIAL HOTEL ANNEX

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
PACIFIC MUTUAL BUILDING
SECURITY BUILDING

These Hangers are giving as good satisfaction on the coast as they are in New York, where they

are in use in more than H59fc of the largest buildings erected in the past five years.

Reliance Ball Bearing Door Hanger Co.—
One Madison Ave., New York

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
San Francisco: Sartorius Company. Inc., Fifteenth and Utah Sts. Seattle: D. E. Fryer & Co.

_ _
_ _ . P«,»1«n,4 • Portland Wtrf> and iron Works

San Francisco : Sartorius Company. Inc., r itteer

Los Angeles^ LouU R. Bedell 720 Broadway

Iinr

WHY let the sunshine ico to

you can put In your home an iMiiiuV tli iijUIa

furnish hot water from gnnshine alone — wlnt»'

laundry, and all domestic pnrp08€». without c*.

It can he o<iniieeted with the range, furnace

on rainy days, and when so connected saves

It insures a cool house during the hot seas*

hot-water problem.

SOLAR HEATER ^
a^a iv©%v Hitfh St. - - . -

' R HEATER
hen at trifling expense
^ R HEATER that will

niT — for your bath.

i«»lfty?

lire hot water
Ti boiler,

lu on your

Ml

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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MHTAl PARTITIONS

Si HPr NDKD CEILINQS

alls and Columns

USING

Collins Slotted Metal Studding
A SOLID WEB OF STEEL

Eailmmtes Qlvea oa All Work

i'Uri'iii;

Factory : 1058 Brannan Street

Office: 1102 Metropolis Bldg.

Phone: Kearny 1869

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

^ ^'^ ' ^" '^' " ^^ above reproduction u taken from a

uimple petition erected in our oftce. I 102 McHopolu Bldg.. showing the d«J^« of thU .yrtem. We

^1^ inspection of this partition «i all time., to Architects. Engineers and Builders.

PUNCTL
The Puncture Prool Auto \^hiel «. <>

Kr value $2 00 per share, stork liillv i

MKiO shares were taken for tli.- I'ateiits mi

niav he hied later oik Fhe stork will he so

%UTO-WHEEL CO.. Incorporated
.; uKurporated under the laws of Arizona, for 1.000.000 sharet

aid Hiui nonassessable. 500.000 shares are m the Treasury and

that the Company owns all patents and ''"P/ovements that

.1 on the installment plan. 25*^ down and 25<Jfc a month tor

„H \M navment« a<'er 'he first pavment must be ma(h» to the fiscal agent. Geo. W.
p more montlis Ail

»
-^^ '"^"**

,'',,'',
'

' fJu' I (al Please examine carefully accompanying cuts

raie.d tint g.t in now. Address all communu ations u, . ...

,VM)and ^.1 Baron Building. Oakland, r ai.f^m.a _
•ni

he third year to the (i<

s :ill gone ijf the price

GEO, W. SLATER. K

I

I

I

and yellai

We will be !

cations ant

w-^_THE H.I
23 VALENCIA
S08.TELECJ

4i'|.

4UELCCI
RANCISCO

H OAKLAND

Phone 3241

J. SULLiV
Designer & Builder

H. E. SULLIVAN
Contracts, Estimates

ALDONE APTS.
2070 University Ave.

Phone Berk. 255
BERKELEY |

W. S. klNOO. H. BROWN

THE BROWN-KING CO.

Oak, Maple and Birch Flooring

and Hardwood Lumber
Pacific Coast Agents

Strable Mnf^. Co., Saginaw^ Mich.

\ND WARRHOISK

First Street, Between Washington and Clay,

Oakland, Cal.

1206 Mrrrhants Exchange Bldg.. San Francisco

Phone Kearny 532

Roofing, G<

Hi\l IMKJKb
cts. Coil ; 1 .1 and Builders

. vitedto send to us for prices.

^orthm^. t Door Co.
The Largest FlaDing Mill in Orefoii

ALBINA AVH, and RIVHR

ntmimtd 1894 |->ortlancl, Oregon

IR
c;,. O N TRACTORS
* N D B i I L. P E- R S

Office anc* " ^ ' i-.

361SSixt«entH St.. S^n FrancUco

FEP

I

SANPKANCISCO

ik vhghl*.

Kelley
202 East 34th Street.

'abocn72;B-l571.R

, Cor^

ITCH Vice-

1

ST
LiiHu I'iH ter. Cemci

Oftictar

Saatf

I) SUPPLY C»
id Gravel Crushed Rock Fnni

I NEPMI" HARDWALI

OAKLAND. CAl

d Gravel. Etc.. Etc.

OMmi if4
A 447?

lis erfi<;pr!? mention this Magayine.

When writing Advertisers mention

^4^
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f%

c"Rr>^' Rp
jRAL AND
\G CONSTRUCTION

Fll DC SAr* ANCISC

la^l I3RO

omcc:
34.5 BERRY STREET
PHONC KCARNY 3849

8AN FRANCISCO
Builders Exchangre. 180 Jessie

Street. Builders Assoriition.

Pine and Kearny Streets

RCS. FMONK. MARKCT 1«8«

C
c

Sand,
r t H In rr

345 berry street
714 Sixth St.

bunkers:

3RD ^ CHANNEL 8TS
SAN FRANCISCO

UIOHTIINCi I

Cnin

I MA^rSTEUS.

CO.
r%% I M %IV A

c. c. LtVY

leys, Flue Lining, Galvanized Iron Tops, Etc

TtL. MARKCT 216S

GUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

PAPER HANGING

Mou«e
Estimates Cheer

Residence. I 103 Pierce St.

TINTING

... ., ^ iu^i est 8068

iSX^tL STREET, near Ellis San Francisco

Residence, 921 Franklin St.

Phone Scllwood 193

Builders

ESTIMATES FURNISHED Shop, 312 Washington St., PORTLAND, OREGON

Phones MA
HOME

Agents for "SUPERIOR" Cast
Iron and * FRONT RANK"
SfccI Warm Air Furnaces.

"Superior" Horizontal Sani-
tary Air Warmer.

C J

305 F

G. E.WEAVtK

VEAVERSON
Lining Enginmers

PORTLAND. OREGON

1 ! ting to Advertisers mention this .Magazine.

ft

X
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ESTABLISHB*! I x_. i 1/.^

™.^ FRANKF0RTrN""s"5^s;
or FRANKFORT-ON-THE-^^ Y

INSURANCES TRANSACTED
United States Department, 100 William Street, New York •

LIABILITY: —Employers, Public, Teams, General, Land-

lords. Elevator, Vessel Owners, Contingent, Druggists and

Physicians. Burglary. Workmen's Collective. Individual

Accident and Health. Industrial Accident and Health.

TRUSTEES
RICHARD DklaFIBLD, Pres. of National Park Bank.

Ernst THALMANN, of Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co.

StuYVBSANT Fish, 214 Broadway, New York.

DUNCAN & REHFISCH, General Ag'ts.. Pac. Caast Dep't.

340 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Agents wanted for unoccupied territirs

llmar t B
DESiamNQ imAfniNu

SVPEWNTENDlNii
MAPPINO TRACINU

ILLUSTRA T/iVO PERSPECTIVE
SPECIFICATIONS

216 and 217 San Fernaado Buildiag

1 tlONh MAIN 2748 L08 AOfdeS

! I

; m

Member of Builders' Exchange
and Builders' Association

Onuunentiii
ins or M

EXTE
IN WHI

n^f^

ler-

office:

708 PACIFIC BUILDING

I i-< '% I I
1-^

A FIRE-PROOF SANITARY

FLOORING AND WAINSCOTING

THE DEMOUTH FIRE-PROOF FL00RIN6 CO

OFFICE FACTORY:

417 MailtpBWnf Striet 310 CttMltlia SHiet

SIN FRIMCISCO

OTALLJUNDS
FOR ALL

HICH CLASS ENGRAVING
r R,. PROMPT DELIVE.PV -,

^ '^°'<NIA PHOTO EMOB^^
- S;,, 141 VALENCIA ST f

-^" ^

'^'^•lANClSCO -

)ioRl

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 1848

WM I on
I r m' Tt* *e*.

Building Constrection

ET

CO

PACIFIC

d

UN BONDS

Pacific Surety Co.

401 Sansoni

Te

Wallace E%
JOHH

O N

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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1'

Pi
i'

1 LJif

Civil Gniriiieer and

Licensed Surveyor

BALBOA Bl IliliNu

Market and Second Streets, San Francl»c«

W 1- iAVE the Bi

Rock Matile Flooring

LOwai

Ward Br
858 Union Ave. No. P< urc.

M. B. McOt

WorK:
^1 ^«^ ^^ 1

^ Iron

BLACKSMIlriii to

Fire Escapes, Sidewalk Doors. Hose Casing

a Specialty

303 FRONT STREET, CORNER COLUMBIA
PORTLAND. ORE.

PMONE MAIN TiSB

L. UTHt
<e». 372 32n
Rkmc Mail

O

AND
I r»

fcY

Bfick and Reinforced Ct Buildings

._ riECK BL
7TH and OAK STREETS
TELEPHONE MAIN 6164

PORTLAND, OREGON

T. TAYLOR R. STANTON
892 E. Sixth St. North 855 E, Eighth St. North

TAYLOR & STANTON
Sanitary Plumbiag

Qas and Steam Fitting

Elevator Repairing a Specialty

308 Pine Street : : Portland. Ore.

T>MnMT?QjMAlN 3%7PHONES
-j HOME A 3578

Onrral Agent CIcvclanu „ ct Co.

TELEPHONE MAIN 639

J. F. SHEA
PLUMBING, STEAM

AND GAS FITTING

Hot Water Heating a Specialty

PIUMBWG AND HEAT»« SUPPUES

Cor. Second mi kikm St». PORTLAND. ORE.

When writing to Advertise s ihention thii Magazine.

I

I

F ER F W SLir LM ;

f , f , SEIFERT &C0.

C/ A^: 3J ILDERS

Offices and Stores Fitted Up on Short Notice

Estimates Given

PHONC PACIFIC 1302 342 nrTH AVENUE

SB

T Thronson
TINNFP AND ROOFER

Gatvaniz«( fork,

415 HAWTHORNE AVE.

PORTLAND, OREGON

L W. OURKY

\\ < handle the Lennox
id Zone Furnace.

116-118 Grand Ave.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Telephone East 5252

CHA8. KING
MANAQCn

E. J. FRA
sccnCTAnv

CHARLES KING & GO.

AN L O F H SS

607 PACIFIC BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

GEO. b. WHITE W. A.STUKGK

turicon & White

Building Loans

NOTARY PUBLIC

OFFICE Oiil.lq-1-
904 San Pablo Ave. Kfdtktdm

-tri Mh

Uiti.

Povey Bros. Glass Co.
Atanufacturmrt of

Leaded Glass
of all dmtc

for
Private and Public Buitdinga

OUR SPECiJtLTT:
Church and Memorial WindotVM

Cor. Sth and PlandBrm Strmmt*
PORTLMNH^ OREGON

II

I

Albert J
MANUFACTURERS

BUILDERS' MAii

SUITE IT
AINSWORTH BLDG.

PORTLAND,
OREGON

H. V *ALSH k GO.

PLASTERERS

154 CLINTON PARK SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ASFHALTUM nD t

All Orders Promptly Att.uded to,

^2.4.4. Natoma St., Bet. l»t and 2d

CO,

I

FY?

PHONC. BERKCLCY 27

FIRST NATIONAL BA
BERKELEY

Old Roofs Repaired and Warranted.

SAN rRANCISCO

ION

Chas. G. F
\% A. Koebliny

J- >v ',1 .-1 1 , u 'J ^-' « i *• 10T3
CLUNIE BUILDING ..

Stifi FRANCISCO |l

V. Mooney. Mgr ||

- CO.
'

CLOTH
'

make ai^Higl^st Gi^d. i \S ire Rope for Elevators made in the World

We are prepared to take care of all orders

FOLSOM arid HAWTHORN AVE. Bet. SECOND and THIRD STS., S F
. CALJ

THE
CON

623-824 SHf

SAN F

AM pOw
700-702 CENTRAL BUILDIN*

' '^S ANGELES

TELEPHONE KEAi
ESTABLISHti

OINQ

fT^ Rl
^ 1. i %r~ - Repc=

11 4 ijrdil Aw

)N I

SAN PRANaSC

)E

SAN FRANCISCO

A.i.. , u:.vii, ...^...lun this Magazine.
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HE P.AC.
MINING i

f

33& MARt\i.
-KlCl!, AND LAiioKA

C A

'^ DOl (.;

V, I 1 I'l ..7 . I Ji < I i\ . 7 t

PE

Phone Douglas 1113

ARTIFICIAL STONE WO
Office , #07 P :

•

J. > • VVUblKKLUNU, 5ccy,

^0., Inc.
i .wN y'

KINDS r-/<

^n ^ CI

1 he Crook Audit ^^ o

316 Clunie Building
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

F¥fiprt Accountants and Auditor

jl
Multigraph - Dupitcate Letters a special

ll
feature of our Stenographic Department

Phone Kearny 1820

%'V ARE BUILDING CONTRACTORS. We make a specialty of
--3—residences that are both conveniently arranged and artistic

337'39 Chambet of
Commerce Buifciirssr DES m T

f^i)TfF,ir>if Oregon

Residence Telephone 82. 0- H. Young)
I . ! phone 413

Phone WOODLAWN 789

C. A. /%4 A ' *KS
Plain and Ornamental Plastering of Every Description

M

r- ^»»nlt??f! 1788

\TRICK & COMPANY
RUBBER STAMPS. ETC

!26 BUSH STREET

^1 kinds of

glass for building pur-

poses. We have the largest

stock of polished plate

glass in the Pacific North
wfst. Manufacturers of

French Plate Mirrors.

I Door and Lumber

Company

StTMtt, Portlind, Oragon

When writing to Advertisers n-i^......,. ihis Magazine.

Archer i^'aniei-.

inse«d Oil.

tors of GEN
Waterproof

tti's cele-
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NGTUN

GENERAL ENeiNEERIN6

Cnn^iMig III CoistracUng

PWTECTIVE

AITOMATIC SreiNILER

HEATINe IISWUICE

ELECTRICAL

sTEAi mm
VEiTIUTHe

AB

SiiMi Sai Fraieisco Los Aiple; J

The J. P. Ki||ins Co.

SCIENTIFIC PLUMBING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

METAL iWfING. SKYUGHTS AND

CORNIttS

^ WHilinuKt
,-"T- QQ^TRACTOR

VANCOUVER
WASHINGTON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. I
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NO
(

) N i RACTC 1 intending builders should write
to mir draug-hting- department for information re-

garding our latest plans and specifications of

Classy Bungalows and other types of buildincrs which we
are constantly draughting, the same being the most ad-
vanced and economical and complete ideas before the
prospective builder today. We have over Three Hundred
complete sets which you can get by writing to us your
wants. We have an up-to-date planing mill and manu-
facture everything in interior and exterior wood finish in-

cluding designing and fixtures of all descriptions.

Phone Main 286 P. O. Box 782

EnfemriseSf^^^' rf
R,P M,

f ./I

CJiL.

F ME

58 MARKET ST
Laboratory: MORSC hi

PHONE BER

McKben BnlMera' Eic

Dresser, McI

Patent
Bui

Terra Cotta and Qt

Experts in Curinc
''

Chimney Sweepi

Nos. 39 I

Bet. ilib tai IJtk iBd
PtIsoH aatf HarrisAo

ana iJeiective riues

rnptly Attended To

STREET

-RANCISCO

D. H RYAN
„„„ WOOOLAWN 1S4B W

RVAN Bros.
- - - -- - - HARDWARE

G AND
9ING

,. - 4008 540 Williams Ave
PORTLAND. ORE.

y

I
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egon

-413 Af

ICo«Huof PytKi-

We make > Speaaky of ARTISTIC RRE
PLACES wkJ mantels.

_ ^, _ ^

E«na«let FuniiAed lor Tile Floor*, Oth

RoonM. EUc
18-20 Clementina St., bet. First and Second Sts

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THIC

mmm ,^ COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

SELLING AGENTS FOR

Raecolith Sanitary Flooring and

Wainscoting

lU. 623. Bwri (f Tfafc BMg., PORnAND. ORL

\^hen writing to Advertisers mention tins Magazine.
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L
TO

1 E

u
.y

i l)N-P IPIC

FOR ROUND TRIP TICKETS
PROM

San Francisco

Sacramento

Lathrop = »

Stockton

Tracy -

$32.50

32.50

32.50

32.50

32.50

Sttlsofi '

Davis =

Napa
Santa Rosa

Calistoga

$37.50

32.50

32.75

33.00

33.95

Greatly reduced rates from otlu r points
^iT C^alifornia. Tickets sold: daxh ^Ia\ 2f>th

to September 30th, and cover twc. mnutlis'

trip goitiir and coniiny^ vin tli» timous

OF THE

auUT RN ACIFIC

STOPOVERS OOINQ AND COMING
^l:iii% other roiitt's at sliylitiv
hiiihr! iiitt's toi \()u to seh'ct from

Write w call mi mv MifMt ifMrt for fall itUiilt ef Mnrlca, «tc., ar aMrats

FLOOO BLJII OINCj for informalloo

iting to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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160 ihc in

Comine Bridge Work.
The Southern Pacific t n

j
i

planning to build <i reinloi i

bridge across the American Kivci

Elvas Station G. B. Hermgton,

' ^-'iimd^^^

»^i

^ fr^:<

'wMt

U in ht'ivorth Sf -

/'

EXECUTE n lY

^mi Jpfftttrtiii

EMB<)SStl> t.i Ass^Urt
Cl-ASS SIGNS '••'

Tdephon«

944-946 M!SS!0*

(I nil

MHTAL SET

of Sacramento, has thedent eii|^iit«»*- i

plans in hand.
.

The city t
icisco will soon

J ' ready to take bids tor the construc-

tion of a steel viaduct over Mission

-treet, between Bosworth and Marshall

streets. Citv Engineer Marsden Man-

son will prepare the plans. The bridge

sviii' < est $210,000.

E T Wheeler, C. E., Pacific building,

T.os" Angeles, has plans for a steel

bridge to be built over the Los Angeles

river on Long Beach boulevard.

\ reinforced concrete bridge, to cost

about $10,000 is to be built oyer the

Santa Cruz river at St. Mary s Avenue,

Tucson, Ariz. The plans are by City

FnfT?Tif^Ar Dif^trirh.

Home Decoration
I )FISTER & COMPANY,
1 specialists in modern home

decoration, wish to call

attention to the possibility of

converting bare walls and ceil-

ings into rooms of attractive

beauty at moderate cost.

Landscape. Marine. Flower and Figural

PaS executed in effectual style and finish.

169-171 GROVE ST.. Near Van Ness Ave.

ne MAIN 588

MBger ^'""^rical Works

1) Anythinf and Rverythlng Electrical

n trie Fixtures

Fresno, Cal.

ROS.

Tr'

Our Specialty

WEGUAR.\NTEETHEM FOR FIVE

YEARS AGAINST ALL DEFECTS.

RK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES II

PHC
ESTIMATES GIVEN

I

^CTOIf Al

ftCfiAlil WORK
3TNUT STREET
AND, CAL.

Wten wridBg to

I

I

Phone: IIc»iikI«»

BAAi ARBLE CO
Producers of

CALIF

Quarries:

Columbia. Cal.

•4KbLL
Office

1006 Call Bldg.

S. F.. Cal.

M ; f *
II

yili

Foi'sigri

""€T

ARY
Carr« HA OFFICr B J ' '

:: i'4 M « '' • ; Ni is r,

.

Pacific Facp lirkK DOfnpany
SucceMor to Newberg Preised tinck Company.

Mamifactirers of

HIGH GRADE FACE AND ORNAMENTAL

6%J

Oftice. 401-402-403 Commercidl Club BaMtag

Northwest Conwr Flftk and Oak Streets

PORTUND

Correspondence Solicited

Hoy
' KDf

1

OF NUKil xLlruKiHiA

%4k t

r"""

K ^nltf of

HOTELS
c=- -H '^ -

ji
illii

•

T'
"W HoIosaI r 9 a nci Oontraotors for Our

col;
Estimates C rtind*

Samples on 7\ppU

RIA MAi>i^LE

COLUMBIA. CALIFORNIA 17tK and M

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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400
Rooms

Uui Argonaut
EUROPEAN:

Rooms, with detached bath. $1.00 per day.

Rooms, with private bath. $1.50 and up per day.

,,,
Breakfast. 50 cents. Lunch 50 cents

/// Dinner. $1.00. and a la carte

''
4tb s«r«et ijAN FRANCISCU e«t?,

Near Market

EDWARD ROLKIN,

McC" VIICK H
SAt

1^1

Building

bUN CO.
GENERAL SALES AND FINANCIAL AGENTS

Distributing Agents for

aOHEEN MANUFACTURINQ CO.

Canton, O., and London, Eng.

Manufacturers of

CARBONIZING COATINQ AND iAl VANUM

CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES

CASH ADVANCED ON CONTRACTS

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CONTRACTS

BONDS AND BANK STOCK BOUGHT
AND SOLD

rrt*'"'•• DOUUkAtt 982

E. D. CROV -EY CO. \

INCORPORATED

Constructing Engineers

WILDH O CONSTRUCTION
Oifico: 402-3-4 Wm. WiUon u-u-ng

127 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN 1 RANCISCO J

*,K J. Antony, secty & treas.

SMITH & WA 1
^< )N CO.

^ERERSCONTRACTING \

713 CRILLY
PHONE RANDOLrrl -t->44

^BORN STREET CHICAGO, ILL

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Chicago Improved Cube

Concrete Mixer
MANUFACTURED BY

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
& CONTRACTING CO.

Main Office, Railway Exchange,
CHICAGO, ILL

San Francisco Agents, Lansing Wheel-
barrow Co., 789 Folsom St.

For the Manufacture of

Composition

Work,

M
PI

USE
M F S f T F

'eprt If If

allfornla by the

CALIFORN MA6NESITE CO.

I A3 ,

Los Angeles California

A iJ

THe Orily A.bsol\ite
Cement W^aterproofer

Tlie only durable cement waterproofer.
The only cement waterproofer that

crystalizes and seals the voids between
the sand and cement.
The most economical waterproofer.
The most simple to mix, requiring no

skilled labor.

The only waterproofer that is alread
measured for you.

All you have to do is to dump the con
tents of a can in a barrel of water and
stir thoroughly each time before y<>

mix.
The only cement waterproofer that i^

absolutely soluble with water, and that

becomes tlioroughly united with all part

of the cement.
Tlie only cement waterproofer tlKn

will furnish a written guarantee and
bond if necessary.

For further information apply to D. >
Fryer & Co., Seattle, Wash., our North
western Agents. THE AQUABAR CO
Philadelphia, Pa.

11 I'll .» 11 U SlfC i

buildinjrs. bridges, power houses, water
and sras tanks, etc. Absolutely imper vi
ous—prevents rust and decay. Better
than paint. Endorsed by American and
foHMfrn architects and engineers.

€-,,1

The only paint that will adhere perma
nently to galvanized iron—specified by
U. S. Government. No preparation of
metal reauired. Used on many build
\ngs and factories for all galvanized iron
work, in San Francisco and other cities
of the coast.

Concrewaltum
A damp resisting paint for tunnels,
basements, concrete and masonry walls,
ceilinjrs. plastered exteriors, etc. Sani
tary—hard and smooth. Not injured by
washing.

MADE BY

60HEEN MANUFACTURING CO., Canton, Ohio

FOR SALE BY
McCoRMicK - Henderson Co.. 510 Postal
Telegraph Building. San Francisco — 417
Byrne Building. Los Angeles

S. W. R. Dally. Seattle. Wash.
A. J. Capron. Portland. Ore.

\s len writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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R t I fWIXbKS
II

lip^

1inriivil

ibpct

*

-^

and a full

Line of

Coocrete

Machinery

No VColtrn \i vet sMxh 2H H P Gasoline Engin*-.

IS. J. MOREHOUSE
Western Agent

Iowa
vest

V.W.M«»on. I

St. JohaB, Ore. \

RQESS & ^^^

REFERENCES
First National Bank P^)'!*"^
Oakland Bank of Savings - Oakland
MERCHANTS National Bank ban Francisco

!, OAKLAND 8744

Offftee: 1 Telegraph Avenue
OAKLAND, CAL.

r

^T

uu ui wi»i.*?

alaicmgo Coii«Mt» Mlater Bauippod wltli
AutOEoatlc OhMTging Blevator.

H Portland, Ore.
ind IdaJlO.

When writing to Advertisers mention tin lazine.
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l*||||Ul li

For Reinf

U%^

Rid nrfttfi

II

^Reinforcing Steei caaaot ^« strvs^
'^ ^ to concrete unless tne Dond is adequate.

I our design is based on tke aMRimption tkat

tne bond is suiiicient. In tact, tne bond is a most

important factor.

Corrugated Bars Have a

Positive Bond
aaa our quotations ^wul interest you.

Lump Suna Estisaates submitted on fwnn
>Ar c are incorporating in our warehouse No.

Ill lownsend Street, San Francisco, special ma-

cbmery for bending and assembling Unit Frames.

Cost of Field Labor reduced to a minimum

by tbc >vork we do for you m tbe sbop.
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Entrance Idora Park, Oakland
IV. L. Woollett. Architect

Making an Amusement Park Beautiful

CONSIDERABLE space is given in this issue to illustrating the vari-

ous amusement buildings at Idora Park, Oakland, the architectural

treatment of which is so unusual that it presents an interesting
stud)r. The buildings are for the most part temporary structures, built

for a season or so, intended to mask fearful and wonderful things behind,
to present a brave front and not to offend the aesthetic patrons of the park.

A scholarly treatment of such a problem as an amusement park
affords is, from the nature of the case, well nigh impossible ; however, such
were the natural advantages of the site, particularly in reference to the
groups of trees and shrubbery already in place, that the. idea was formu-
lated to make a really beautiful park, as well as a place of amusement.
Accordingly, a general architectural scheme for development was adopted,
and the buildings are constructed in harmony with this plan.

Having adopted the mission style, as on the whole best suited to these
purposes, it remained to electrify this ecclesiastical motif with a sufficiency

of the "festival spirit." In architecture, as in other forms of art, an oc-
casional deviation into* the realm of fancy is pardonable. Therefore, in

the pure spirit of play, and without regard to convention, Chinese dragons
in all their oriental magnificence appear in the pediment of the band stand;
black swans perch in the pergolas, forming the cap motif; and color, the
thing which California cries for in architecture, is used, "susiter sed forti-

ter," and in the manner, if you please, that the Mission fathers would have
used it had they been under the necessity of building an amusement park
(for this generation). '^
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Entrance Idora Park, Oakland
W. L. WnolUtt, Architect

Making an Amusement Park Beautiful

CONSIDERABLE space is given in this issue to illust^rating the vari-

ous amusement buildings at Idora Park, Oakland, the architectural

treatment of which is so unusual that it presents an interesting

study^. The buildings are for the most part temporary structures, built

for a season or so, intended to mask fearful and wonderful things behind,
to present a brave front and not to offend the aesthetic patrons of the park.

A scholarly treatment of such a problem as an amusement park
affords is, from the nature of the case, well nigh impossible ; however, such
were the natural advantages of the site, particularly in reference to the
groups oi trees and shrubbery already in place, that the. idea was formu-
lated to make a really beautiful park, as well as a place 6i amusement.
Accordingly, a general architectural scheme for development was adopted,
and -the buildings are constructed in harmony with this plan.

Having adopted the mission style, as on the whole best suited to these
purposes, it remained to electrify this ecclesiastical motif with a sufficiency

of the "festival spirit." In architecture, as in other forms of art, an oc-

casional deviation into* the realm of fancy is pardonable. Therefore, in

the pure spirit of play, and without regard to convention, Chinese dragons
in all their oriental magnificence appear in the pediment of the band stand;
black sWans perch in the pergolas, forming the cap motif; and color, the

thing wfiich California cries for in architecture, is used, "susiter sed forti-

ter,*' and in the manner, if you please, that the Mission fathers would have
used it had they been under the necessity of building an amusement park
(for this generation).
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Bear Cage, Jdora I 'ark

W. L. WooHett, Architect

I

Exterior View of Wall Surrounding Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

•iH>

Swan Fergola Connecting Concessions and Restaurant

W. L. WooUett. Architect

Interior View of Wall Surrounding Jdora Park

W. L. WooUett, Architect
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Bear Cage, Idora Park

IV. L. IVoollett, Architect

Exterior View of Wall Surrounding Idora Park

W^ L. Woollett^ Architect

1^

\y
Swan Pergola Connecting Concessions and Hestaurant

H'. L. IVoollett, Architect

Interior View of Wall Surrounding Idora Park

W. L. WooUett, Architect
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Cafe Building, Idora Park

W. L. Woollen, Architect
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Interior Cafe Building. Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect
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Cafe Building, Idora Park

W. L. Woollen, Architect

Shell for Bandstand, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

* ^*

Concession, Idora Park

W, L. Woollett, Architect

interior Cafe Building, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect
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Shooting the Rapids Concession, Idora Park, Oakland

W. L. Woollen, Architect
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I

Shooting Gallery, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

Detail of Swan Pergola, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

Another Street View of Wall, Idora Park

W. L, Woollett, Architect
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Scenic Railway, hiora Park

W. L. Woollett. Architect
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Concessions, hiora Park

W, L. Woollett, Architect

Tower at Corner of Boundary Fence, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

The use of color to spot up the otherwise severe simplicity of the

buildings is amusing; for instance, the ends of dark rafters are painted

bright cobalt green and a bit of gilt line is introduced as border for same

on occasion. Panels in the domes and between wood beams are in soft

pastel shades. The dragons in the band stand are one black, one gold, on

green background, touched with red, white and gilt. The shell of the band

stand is in gold with color ornaments. Flags and pennants specially de-

signed for the place add brilliancy to the color scheme.

On the dome of the restaurant a great lemon-yellow flag with green

stein thereon desecrates the blue of the sky. All of the plaster wall sur-

faces are left in the natural plaster color.

The idea has been just to paint a picture with wood and plaster and

tile. The last splash of color is added through nature, as it should be,

particularly in California. Masses of red geranium fairly boom their vol-

leys of color; tropical plants and palms rend the blue of the sky mto a

frieze, and low-hanging, graceful pepper trees lure to shaded walks and

the lemon stand.
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I Scenic Railway, Idora Park

W. L. Woollen, Architect

Concessions, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

Tower at Corner of Boundary Fence, Idora Park

W. L. Woollett, Architect

The use of color to spot up the otherwise severe simplicity of the

buildings is amusing; for instance, the ends of dark rafters are painted

bright cobalt green and a bit of gilt line is introduced as border for same

on occasion. Panels in the domes and between wood beams are in soft

pastel shades. The dragons in the band stand are one black, one gold, on

green background, touched with red, white and gilt. The shell of the band

stand is in gold with color ornaments. Flags and pennants specially de-

signed for the place add brilliancy to the color scheme.

On the dome of the restaurant a great lemon-yellow flag with green

stein thereon desecrates the blue of the sky. All of the plaster wall sur-

faces are left in the natural plaster color.

The idea has been just to paint a picture with wood and plaster and

tile. The last splash of color is added through nature, as it should be,

particularly in California. Masses of red geranium fairly boom their vol-

leys of color; tropical plants and palms rend the blue of the sky into a

frieze, and low-hanging, graceful pepper trees lure to shaded walks and

the lemon stand.
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Entrance Pavilion, Idorn Park

IV. L. Woollen, Architect

V -^ • - . ^

Rose Garden, Designed by

W. L. Woollett. Architect
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Fig. 1. Exit from the Music Court

Oscar Albert Prager, Landscape Architect

Landscape Architecture in Oakland, Cal.

By OSCAR A. PRAGER.

\Oakland is fast making for the City Beautiful. While it has no Burnham

or civic-center plan, it has parks and lakes and boulevards, and for some tme

a landscape architect has been engaged in transforming unsightly districts

into beautiful parks, with glorious foliage, winding^ walks picturesque nooks

and restful arbors. In converting Lakeside Park into a beautiful recreation

mrden Architect Praeer has achieved almost marvelous results, and when

the scheme has been fuUy developed Oakland will have good cause for con-

gratulation.—Ed.]

tAKESIDE PARK is a peninsula of about forty-five acres, situated in

—file center of Oakland^-^n the east, south and west sides it is sur-

rounded bv Lake Merritt, a salt water lake connected with Oakland

harbor bv a small channel, and on the north side it is enclosed by Gran

^

avenue and Perkins street. The peninsula has the character o a bluffy

The highest point rises about twenty-eight feet above water level and the

western slope falls abruptly ten to fifteen feet to the water s edge. The

ZZeoi the east shore is very gentle. The western half of the peninsula

is covered with a growth of so-called scrub oaks but amongst them are

Lbout thirty to fortv large and very old trees of picturesque appearance.

They a e grouped armind a small cove on the western half of the peninsula^

When the Mayor of Oakland. Mr. Frank K. Mott asked the writer to

nlan I akeside Park it was thought necessary to provide for a band stand

am an atretic fie d. On further deliberation it was decided to use Peralta

Pa k south of Twelfth street, being level and more convenient to car lines

as a playground and athletic field, which would make another at Lakeside

''"'so'u'fiTsT^hing to consider was the best place for the band stand.

There were two posfible locations, one about in the center of the semi-

circle formed by the driveway, a very large level space where wi h a for-

n«l arrangement of the drive, the band stand as center doubtlessly a sat-

Tsfacto rSon would have been arrived at. But the absence of trees

and theUsequent exposure of the audience to the sun -J^he prev-ailing

west winds rendered this situation unfavorable. The other, and /'na"y

seSted situation, was the cove. The cove formed a natural amphitheater.

I

.-i .<:.*, v
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Entrance Pavilion, Idorn Park

IV. L. Woollett, Architect

Rose Garden, Designed by

IV. L. Woollett, Architect
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Fig. 1. Exxt from the Music Court

Oscar Albert Prager, Landscape Architect

Landscape Architecture in Oakland, Cal.

By OSCAR A. PRAGER.

[Oakland is fast making for the City Beautiful. While it has no Burnham

or civic-center plan, it has parks and lakes and boulevards, and for some Hme

a landscape architect has been engaged in transforming unsightly districts

into beautiful parks, tvith glorious foliage, winding walks picturesque nooks

and restful arbors. In converting Lakeside Park into a beautiful recreation

garden Architect Prager has achieved almost marvelous results, and when

the scheme has been fully developed Oakland will have good cause for con-

gratulation.—Ed.]

LAKESIDE PARK is a peninsula of about forty-five acres, situated in

the center of Oakland. On the east, south and west sides it is sur-

rounded by Lake Merritt, a salt water lake connected with Oakland

harbor by a small channel, and on the north side it '\«n^lf^^^^^ ^^y^^i

avenue and Perkins street. The peninsula has the character o a bluff.

The highest point rises about twenty-eight feet above water level and the

western slope falls abruptly ten to fifteen feet to t^e water s edge. The

Se of the^ast shore is very gentle. The western half of the Penmsula

is covered with a growth of so-called scrub oaks, but amongst them are

about thirty to forty large and very old trees of picturesque appearance.

They are grouped around a small cove on the western half of the peninsula.

When^the'^Mayor of Oakland. Mr. Frank K. Mott asked the writer to

Dlan Lakeside Park it was thought necessary to provide for a band stand

and an athletic field. On further deliberation it was decided to use Peralta

Park south of Twelfth street, being level and more convenient to car lines

as a playground and athletic field, which would make another at Lakeside

^^''"soThe'fi'sTthing to consider was the best place for the band stand.

There were two posfible locations, one about in the center of the semi-

circle formed by the driveway, a very large level space where wih a for-

mal arrangement of the drive, the band stand as center doubtlessly a sat-

rsfac^orv folut'on would have been arrived at. But the absence of trees

andlKnsequent exposure of the audience to the sun
-J

the prevailing

west winds rendered this situation unfavorable. The other, and tinaiiy

TeleSte^ sUuation, was the cove. The cove formed a natural amphitheater

I
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Plan of Lake Merritt Park, Oakland
Oscar Albert Prager, Landscape Architect

The contour or elevation lines show a distinct semi-circle with a straight
base. The logical place for the band stand is in the center of the base line.
This has its distinct advantages. The eyes of the audience, usually directed
toward the band stand, look due west and not into the sun, which, between
2 and 4 o'clock in the afternoon, stands south to southwest. The restful
green of live oaks forms a background to the music stand. The prevailing
wind is from the west and carries the sound of the music a great distance
mto the park.

The band stand and auditorium are designed as a music court some-
what resembling an amphitheater, which impression is accentuated by
the surrounding slopes. A balustrade defines the division between the
court and the park. The balustrade cuts partly into the side of the slope,
so that its top is level with the top of the ground, in which case a stone
bench is added to the balustrade. Where it leaves the slope it is treated
in the manner indicated by sketch No. 1, showing the exit from the music
court to the boat landing. The balustrade is followed by a walk about
ten feet wide, four steps lead from it to the auditorium, a large level,
graveled space on which 500 benches seating 2,000 people are placed!
About 500 more can sit on the stone seats added to the balustrade. To
accommodate larger crowds I depend upon the slopes, where they may
sit on the lawn amongst the live oaks, as this necessity will only arise
on warm and sunny Sundays when neither dampness nor moisture will
make sitting on the lawn impracticable.

Fig. 3. Drinking Fountain

Oscar Albert Prager, Landscape Architect
ft

A simple design in wood, painted in white or cream color, will prob-

ably be used for the benches to avoid the hackneyed wood and iron affairs.

Three entrances lead into the music court and a walk forty feet wide

from there to the boat landing. Sketch No. 2 illustrates the boat land-

ing. A path, running parallel to the boat landing, has at its one end a

drinking fountain partially built into the slope (Sketch No. 3), at its

other end an arbor overlooking the lake.

The paths to and from the music court are designed with the idea

of leading large masses of people toward Grand avenue with its car

lines, without forcing them to cross the driveway.

The driveway itself passes near enough to the band stand to give

the people using it the enjoyment of the music. The area of the park

was thought too small to provide room for a corso or a circle, giving

drivers opportunity to pass the band stand again and again. This can, of

\f
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Bowling Green and Fountain, Lakeside Park, Oakland

Oscar A. Prater, Landscape Architect

course, be done !)y following: the Perkins street and Grand avenue drives

back to the entrance of the park.

A large reservoir for storage purposes is needed and is designed in

combination with the fountain surrounded by semi-circular seats. It is

situated on the highest point of the park, formerly reserved for the

athletic field. This change necessitated also a change in the design of
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The Music Court, Lake Park

Oscar Albert Prager, Landscape Architect

4he paths crossing this part of the park. The fountain overlooks a bow-

ling green enclosed by hedges.

The planting of the park will be executed with the idea of accen-

tuating and augmenting the present character of the park. The exist-

ing groups of live oaks will be enlarged and multiplied by the planting

of deciduous oaks, quercus cerris, rubra and coccinea. The latter

two have been selected on account of their brilliant fall color. The uni-

formity of the dense grove of small live oaks on the western part of the

park will be broken by the perpendicular lines of Italian cypress. Large

groups of pines (Pinus Austriaca) and birches (Betula Alba Europ.).

Madrones and flowering cherries will be planted. No other varieties of

trees will be used, which will preserve a unity of effect.

The selection of the shrubs will also be in keeping with the charac-

ter given to the park by the existing grove of live oaks. The foliage of

myrtle, raphiolcpis, evergreen azalea, arbutus, toyon berries and others

preserves this character. In combination with the pines and birches large

masses of Scotch heather will be planted.

Color effects will be obtained by the use of azalea, heather, as many

single roses (Rosa rugosa, Cherokee and others) as possible, flowering

apple, plum and quince in combination with the cherry trees; plants like

creeping Phlox (Phlox Subulata) and tens of thousands of narcissus and

crocus.

Many opportunities are given in the park for the placing of statues,

for instance, suitable points being at the entrances of the music court, on

4-
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Boufting Green and Fountain, Lakeside Park, Oakiand

Oscar A. Prager, Landscape Architect

course, be done by following the Perkins street and Grand avenue drives

back to the entrance of the park.
,

A large reservoir for storage purposes is needed and is designed in

combination with the fountain surrounded by semi-circular seats. It is

situated on the highest point of the park, formerly reserved for the

athletic field. This change necessitated also a change in the design of
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Tlu Music Court, Lake Park

Oscar Albert Prager, Landscape Architect

the paths crossing this part of the park. The fountain overlooks a bow-

ling green enclosed by hedges.

^he planting of the park will be executed with the idea of accen-

tuating and augmenting the present character of the park. The exist-

ing groups of live oaks will be enlarged and multiplied by the planting

of deciduous oaks, quercus cerris, rubra and coccinea. The latter

two have been selected on account of their brilliant fall color. The uni-

formity of the dense grove of small live oaks on the western part of the

park will be broken by the perpendicular lines of Italian cypress. Large

groups of pines (Pinus Austriaca) and birches (Betula Alba Europ.).

Madrones and flowering cherries will be planted. No other varieties of

trees will be used, which will preserve a unity of effect.

The selection of the shrubs will also be in keeping with the charac-

ter given to the park by the existing grove of live oaks. The foliage of

myrtle, raphiolepis, evergreen azalea, arbutus, toyon berries and others

preserves this character. In combination with the pines and birches large

masses of Scotch heather will' be planted.

Color effects will be obtained by the use of azalea, heather, as many

single roses (Rosa rugosa, Cherokee and others) as possible, flowering

apple, plum and quince in combination with the cherry trees; plants like

creeping Phlox (Phlox Subulata) and tens of thousands of narcissus and

crocus.
Many opportunities are given in the park for the placing of statues,

for instance, suitable points being at the entrances of the music court, on
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Fig. 2. Boa* Landing

Oscar Albert Frager, Landscape Architect

both sides of the band stand, on the balustrade of the boat landing and

around the fountain. Hermae or other works of sculpture are suggested,

and by these provisions for future dedications by public-spirited citizens

or societies it is hoped to make impossible the promiscuous placing of

mediocre casts of frock-coated gentlemen.

Just Like a Woman
Plumber—Reckless and extravagant—I ? When did I ever make a

useless purchase?
Wife—Why. there's that fire extinguisher you bought a year ago;

we've never used it once.

Art Glass Window, "Hay of Napies: \n Hendence of

A. A. Dalke, Oakland

A. W. Smith, Architect

Street Viexv of the H. H. Hart Residence, Berkeley

Dickey & Reed, Architects

Residence for Mr. H. H. Hart at Claremont, Cal.

By C. W. DICKEY, Architect.

THE house is located a few hundred yards to the south of the Clare-

mont Hotel in the Berkeley hills. It stands on high ground over-

looking the bay, Berkeley, Oakland and the Claremont Hotel. The
lot is oblong, occupying the point of land formed by a winding street and

surrounded on all sides but the south side by this road. The lot is rather

small for so elaborate a building scheme, but the fact that the lower side

of the road is occupied by the grounds of the hotel relieves the situation,

as these grounds will later be beautified.

As seen on the plot plan there are two buildings, the new residence

and a garage, the latter with living apartments on the second floor. The
garage was built several years ago, and is now used as a temporary home
^y the owner. These buildings are connected by a pergola, and the gar-

den between is treated in terraces with a high garden wall and fountain

near the rear of the lot.

The residence is designed in harmony with the existing garage and

is a compromise between the Italian and Spanish renaissance styles. The
exterior is of cement stucco and the roof is of red tiles. The basement

walls, pergola columns, etc., are of concrete and the remainder is of wood
frame construction, with a considerable number of castiron columns and

steel girders.

The main feature of the house is its openness. The main hall reaches

entirely through the house, and the diagonally projecting wings afford

windows on three sides of all the principal rooms. These windows are

unusually large, affording the maximum amount of view of the surround-

ing country. The wall spaces in the rooms are correspondingly small,

bui; the owner considers that the views of nature obtained through the

windows will be more beautiful than any pictures that might adorn the

walls.

The house faces toward Mt, Tamalpais, so that every room obtains

sunshine, and most of the rooms get a beautiful view of the bay. As one

enters the main hall from the front entrance he looks directly through

the house into the patio in the rear, while directly in front of him is a

broad stairway leading up to an ample conservatory on the stair landing.

To right and left the music room, living room, dining room and breakfast

room open diagonally from the four corners of the crreat hall.
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Plot Flan of KesuUnce for Mr. It. 11. Hart. Berkeley, Cat.

Dickey & Reed, Architecls
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Plaster Model of the JL H. Hart Residence,

Executed by Callaghan & Manetta

Dickey &, Reed, Architects

•y

The porte cochere entrance is in the basement, with a broad stair-

way, leading to the main hall. On the basement floor are dressing rooms
and a billiard room, besides the service basement containing storerooms,

vaults, boiler room (fireproof), laundry, wine room, etc.

The upper floors are devoted to sleeping apartments, baths, etc, a
' study for Mr. Hart in the northwest corner on the second floor and a look-

out room in the same corner in the tower. A large loggia on the second
"" floor affords a comfortable lounging space, and there are three sleeping^

porches on the rear.

The porches, walks, etc., are to be paved with rough red tiles.

The interior will be finished for the most part in hard woods, and the

designs for the principal rooms are in harmony with the exterior. The
general color scheme for the first floor will be bronze green, bown and
dull gold.

The patio with its dectric fountain, the sweeping pergola, with a

pavilion at its center, and the terraces, garden walls, wall fountain, etc.,

with balustrades, garden pots, garden seats, flower boxes, sun dials, etc.,

will make a very effective garden, quite Italian in its feeling.

The building and landscape features will cost about $25,000.

English Coffee
The American opmion of coffee as understood in the English home

is not high, and how the coffee of the English lodgings is esteemed ma>
be understood from the following traveler's tale. It was his first morning
in London "apartments," and his landlady came up with the breakfast,

and as he began the meal opened a slight conversation.

"It looks like rain," she said.

"It does," replied the American ; "but it smells rather like coffee."

—

London Chronicle.

;
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Second .4:cn„c. Seattle. Paved 'vith J'itnflcd BPick n. 1895. I'lwlo tahcn in 1908
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f/MJOM Street. Seattle, Paved zvtth Vitrified Brick.

Pike Street, Seattle, Paved liillt I'itrified Brick in 1893. Ph^to taken in 1908

Street Paving in the Pacific Northwest*

By WALTER C. HOWE,
Supcrinteiulcnt of Streets, Oakland.

DURING the past year the writer has visited every city of importance

upon the Pacific Coast, from San Diego to the Canadian boundary,

and has no hesitancy in saying that in point of high-grade street

Tmprdvements, Seattle easily ranks firsts

Seattle cannot be too highly commended for the splendid area of

paved streets that extend in all directions from her civic center. Accom-
panying this report is a series of photographs showing different streets

and street pavements throughout that city. These photographs are very

instructive and show to what extent the standard paved area in Seattle

has been carried. Residence streets miles away from the; business dis-

trict are splendidly paved with asphalt. This condition is not an exception,

but the general rule.

The people of Seattle have been educated to the value of perma-

nently paved streets, and, where heretofore it required much effort on

the part of the city officials to pave a certain area or district, owing to

many protests, today there is hardly a dissenting voice when such

improvements are proposed. Property that heretofore lay idle a portion

of the year for want of tenants has been leased for long periods, rented

regularly or sold at an increased valuation in hundreds of instances, the

permanent paved area having improved traffic facilities and general con-

ditions. This city carries on its work upon a large scale. Large dis-

tricts are selected for improvement at one time and contracts are let

involving hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The business section of Seattle, and the warehouse district contigu-

ous, have been paved almost exclusively with vitrified brick and sand-

stone block. The value of a good vitrified brick is here demonstrated to

the fullest extent. The writer inspected streets laid with this class of

*Extracts ()f a rein)rt made by Mr. Howe to the Oakland City Council.
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Stcood Avenue, Seattle. Paved with Vitrified Bfiek in 1895 Photo token in 1908

Unwn Street. Seattle, Paved tiifd fifiAed Brick.
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Pike Street, Seattle, Paved uiih VitriHed Brick in 1893. Phyto taken in 1908

Street Paving in the Pacific Northwest*

By WALTER C HOWE,
Superintendent of Streets, Oakland.

DURING the past year the writer has visited every city of importance

upon the Pacific Coast, from San Diego to the Canadian boundary,

and has no hesitancy in saying that in point of high-grade street

improvernents, Seattle easily ranks first:~
~~~~

Seattle cannot be too highly commended for the splendid area of

paved streets that extend in all directions from her civic center. Accom-
panying this report is a series of photographs showing different streets

and street pavements throughout that city. These photographs are very

instructive and show to what extent the standard paved area in Seattle

has been carried. Residence streets miles away from th^ business dis-

trict are splendidly paved with asphalt. This condition is not an exception,

but the general rule.

The people of Seattle have been educated to the value of perma-

nently paved streets, and, where heretofore it required much effort on

the part of the city officials to pave a certain area or district, owing to

many protests, today there is hardly a dissenting voice when such

improvements are proposed. Property that heretofore lay idle a portion

of the year for want of tenants has been leased for long periods, rented

regularly or sold at an increased valuation in hundreds of instances, the

permanent paved area having improved traffic facilities and general con-

ditions. This city carries on its work upon a large scale. Large dis-

tricts are selected for improvement at one time and contracts are let

involving hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The business section of Seattle, and the warehouse district contigu-

ous, have been paved almost exclusively with vitrified brick and sand-

stone block. The value of a good vitrified brick is here demonstrated to

the fullest extent. The writer inspected streets laid with this class of

•Fxtrac^s of a report made by Mr. Howe to the Oakland City Council.
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paving material and now ranging in age from one to seventeen years^

Their present condition would convince the most skeptical of the great

wearing qualities of a high-grade vitrified product. On First and Second

avenues, streets similar to Broadway and Washmgton streets, the earli-

est product of the Denny-Renton Clay and Coal Company, was laid, and

although the traffic upon these streets is enormous, the Engineering

Department claims that not one cent has ever been spent upon these

streets for repairs. Many engineers maintain that vitrified brick are

not suitable for streets subjected to heavy traffic. Seattle s experience

is a refutation of this theory and practical experience is the convmcmg

test The first vitrified brick street laid in Seattle. First avenue, between

Yessler and Washington, is nearly eighteen years old, and, although in a

district subjected tu the heaviest kind of traffic, is still in good condition.

Classes of Pavements.—At the present writing there are four classes

of permanent pavements laid by the municipality, viz:
.. a i>

-
\.

Sandstone Block, Standard Asphalt, Wooden Block, Vitrified Brick-

All of these pavements are laid upon hydraulic concrete foundations

varyine from four to six inches in thickness according to the district in

which laid and consequent traffic conditions. Sand cushions are, of course,

used with the block and brick pavements.

Prices for Street Paving.—Prices for the above work run about as

follows: ^^ rr^ £4.
Sandstone block 35c to 50c per square foot.

Wooden block 30c to 40c per square foot.

Standard asphalt 20c to 24c per square foot.

Vitrified brick 28c to 35c per square foot.

Mileage of Pavements.—The mileage of permanent pavements in

Seattle up to May 31, 1909, was

:

^ .^ ^^

Sandstone ^-^^ ^^^^^

- - Vitrified brick ^-_. • • • • .11.^ miles^^

Wooden block -^4 mi es.

Standard asphalt -^9.24 miles.

^Ql2i\ 88.42 miles.

Seattle's experience with different classes of permanent pavements is

summed up in the following:

Sandstone* Block.—This class of pavement is giving excellent satisfac-

tion It is laid upon grades that have been considered prohibitive m some

cities It i'^ not unusual to see sandstone blocks laid on 18 per cent, grades

both in Seattle and Tacoma. Horses, however, are shod with heavy calk-

ing irons in order to avoid slipping during wet or frosty weather. Ihere

is but little difference between the Seattle granite and sandstone blocks

and the California basalt block pavement. Prices are very similar and if

anything the basalt is preferable, owing to extreme toughness and

hardness.

Wooden Block.—This class of pavement has only recently been laid,

and the experience of Seattle is therefore too recent to be of benefit to

outside cities.

Standard Asphalt.—There is but little difference between the asphalt

pavements as laid in Seattle and those laid in Oakland. Seattle uses a

one-inch binder course with two inches of surface material, while our own

specifications call for a two-inch binder with one and one-half inch of sur-

face asphalt. In the Seattle semi-business districts the foundation is six

I

I

I

inches in depth, while in residence sections the maximum thickness is faur

inches. The pavements are very hard and firm and show but little effect

from calking under traffic in hot weather. Vitrified brick gutters are

laid in most instances.

A ten-year guarantee has heretofore been required from all contract-

ing firms. This guarantee period has recently been reduced to five years,

owing to the action of bonding companies in refusing to insure standard

asphalt pavements for a longer period.

The five and ten-year guarantees require the contractor to keep the

pavements in first-class condition and to make good any failure or defici-

encies appearing during the life of the guarantee. The municipality enters

into a separate contract in order to secure the above guarantee and pays

the contractor a certain rate per square yard per annum. The purpose of

the guarantee as expressed by City Engineer Thomson is to promote legiti-

mate contracting and avoid the possibility of an inexperienced firm laying

asphalt pavements for several years and then abandoning the field when
exposed by inferior work.

Vitrified Brick.—The vitrified brick used throughout the State of

Washington is supplied by one concern, the Denny-Renton Clay and Coal

Company. The writer visited their brick plant at Renton and also inspected

the beds of shale from which said brick is made. Repeated chemical

analysis of the shale give the following average results

:

Silica (SiO^) 57 per cent.

Alumina (AUO^) 23 per cent.

Loss (combined water) 8.7 per cent.

Clay, base and sand 88.7 per cent.

Iron Oxide (FcoOO 5.6 per cent.

Lime (CaO) • 2.38 per cent.

. Magnesia (MgO) f... 1-50 per cent^

Undetermined (alkalies) 1.82 percent.

Fluxes 11.30 per cent.

Total 100 per cent.

The above results compare very favorably with- standard Eastern

shales.

The most important tests prescribed by the Engineering Department

to determine good brick are the rattler test, showing loss by impact and

abrasion, and the absorption test to determine specific gravity. There are

also a number of practical tests used by the City's Inspectors, among

which may be mentioned the fracture test, sound test, shrinkage test and

water test.

Practical experience, however, is Seattle's greatest test, and where

the brick are brought in free from laminations and distortions, present a

cherry red surface color, fracture fairly even and uniformly and show a

homogeneous cross section after such fracture, they usually stand all

requisite tests The process of annealing is very important. Twenty-

three days are required to turn a kiln. During this period the tempera-

ture slowly raises to about one thousand degrees Centigrade and just as

slowly decreases.

The Denny-Renton Company make three separate tests of every kiln

of brick burned. These tests are filed daily in their city office and are

m
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First Axenue, Seattle. Paved with Vitrified Brick in 1893. Photo taken in 1908

open for inspection. Three different grades of brick are found in each

kiln as determined by these tests, viz:

1. Upper tier; brick receiving the greatest heat. They are usually

hard but not tough enough for paving.

2. Center tier; usually well burned to point of fusion and properly

annealed. All these brick' are known as No. 1 product and are strictly

first-class pavers.
~

3. Lower tier ; usually undefburned and badly distorted, ^old as-

common brick 'for building purposes.

The percentage of culled brick varies from 5 per cent, to 30 per cent.

The standard size of brick is 2j^x4x8 inches. The present price, F. O. B.

Seattle, is $20.00 per 1,000. Owing to excessive freight rate the cost of

same brick laid down in Oakland w^ould be $30.50 per 1,000.

Mention has already been made herein of the success of vitrified

brick as a paving material in Seattle and it is useless to dwell further

upon the subject. I desire, however, to quote the following words of

City Engineer Thomson, i. e.

:

"Vitrified brick is the best and most economical paving material laid

today. The first cost is a trifle high but the difference is soon made up

in maintenance."

The above applies, of course, only to brick streets well and properly

laid and with only the best material and workmanship. Vitrified brick

streets are laid in Seattle upon all grades up to and including 6 per cent.

Tacoma.

The City uf Tacoma carries <3n a policy of street improvement similar

in many respects to Seattle.

The classes of pavements used are the same. Vitrified brick and

sandstone block are used in semi-business, business and warehouse dis-

tricts. There are many steep grades in Tacoma and in most instances

sandstone block is used thereon. Standard asphalt is also a popular pave-

I
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ment. The lower districts of the city contiguous to freight yards and

railroads are well paved and present a very pleasing appearance to the eye.

Portland.

Portland, Oregon, is well up the line in civic improvements and has

approximately twenty miles of permanent pavements under way this year.

When we consider that our own city has been averaging about two miles

of permanent paving per year one can realize the magnitude of Port-

land's present street work. Up to July 31, 1909, this city has laid and

maintains the following mileage of permanent pavements:

Standard asphalt 14.97 miles.

Bithiilithic (asphalt macadam) 20.58 miles.

Bituminous macadam . .15 miles.

Hassam (concrete pavement) 56 miles.

Vitrified brick LOO miles.

Wood block 1-95 miles.

Stone block 5.-51 miles.

Total 44.72 miles.

As will be noted, bithulithic is the most popular pavement. This

pavement is similar to the aphalt macadam pavements laid in Oakland.

It is usually laid upon a well compacted sub-grade and in depths varying

from six to seven inches. The base course is composed of a three-inch

basalt rock, well watered and rolled. This course is covered with a heavy

asphaltic binder and the entire mass rolled with 10 to 15-ton steam roll-

ers until thoroughly set. The surface course is composed of six sizes of

finely graded rock, varying from two inches to dust. This is so propor-

tioned as to reduce all voids to about 10 per cent. The whole is thor-

oughly mixed by machinery with a special bituminous compound and

heated to about 250 degrees' F. This mixture is spread while hot to such

^ a depth that after compression with a 10 to 15-ton roller it will have a^

thickness of two inches. A flushing coat is then applied to seal up all

pores in the surface and fine screenings spread over entire width of road-

way. This pavement is laid without a concrete foundation, but the base

course of rock is so thoroughly compacted and bound together that the

general effect of a standard concrete foundation is obtained, with great

elasticity. The finished surface is rough and not as pleasing to the eye

as standard asphalt, but the effect of continuous traffic soon obviates this

condition. The writer inspected many streets paved with bithulithic

ranging in age from one to seven years and found them in excellent con-

dition in every instance. This pavement is laid in the business, semi-

business and residence districts and is subjected to varying kinds of traffic.

The results thus far obtained have been very satisfactory.

Standard asphalt is the next pavement in point of popularity in I'ort-

land. There is little difference between this pavement as laid in Portland

and as laid in Oakland. The excellence of this class of construction is too

well known to require any discussion here.

Hassam concrete pavement, similar to the roadway laid across the

Alameda marsh, is being installed in Portland at this writing. The finished

pavement presents a nice appearance. Portland's experience with the

pavement will be of value to outside cities at some future date.

Wooden block pavement in Portland has given only indifferent suc-

cess and the present condition of the city's wooden block streets is ample

evidence.
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Vitrified brick has not been a success in Portland. The few blocks

laid are now in bad condition. Some of these streets were laid with

brick obtained from local companies. Many of the brick appear to be

improperly annealed, very porous and lack the homogeneous appearance

of the high-grade product.

A Progressive Street Improvement Policy.—The City of Portland is

carrying on a strong policy of street improvements. Permanent pave-

ments extend for miles into the residence section ; even the heights back

of the city are paved with high-grade pavements. East Portland is

extending standard asphalt and bithulithic to the very limits of the city.

The district plan of improvement is carried on here upon a large scale.

The policy of the city is to avoid improving single blocks here and there,

but to reach out and carry the permanent pavement area into large dis-

tricts adjoining pavements now laid.

One of the most interesting and noticeable features of Portland's

street work can be seen in the outlying districts. Immense tracts have

been cut up into residence sites by local concerns and the entire district

paved with standard asphalt or bithulithic. In many instances hardly a

house has been built in the tract to date, yet the permanent pavement is

there and there to stay.

The writer, for the information of your Honorable Board, quotes the

present mileage of permanent pavements in various cities on the Coast,

and begs to call particular attention to the comparison with Oakland's

present status.

Los Angeles, 65 miles of permanent pavements.

Seattle. Portland. Oakland.
Miles. Miles. Miles.

Standard asphalt 69.24 14.97 *15.43

Vitrified brick 11.42 1.

— Stone block .......... ^ . , = . . 7.62 5.51 . . . *

Woodblock 14 1.95 .7"

Bithulithic 20.58

Hassam 56 ....

Bituminous macadam .15 ....

Asphalt macadam . • • . 12

Totals 88.42 44.72 . 16.25

* Including bitumen pavements.

In conclusion the writer feels that the subject of street improvements

in Oakland would be very incomplete without mention of the crying need

of permanent pavements in that district lying between Seventh street and

the water front. This section is badly in need of immediate attention.

Here are located warehouses, factories, lumber yards and mercantile con-

cerns, representing large industrial interests, all of which operate heavy
traffic.

Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego,

and every other city of importance on the Coast, have paid particular

attention to the heavy traffic sections and, in consequence, only high-

grade pavements are to be found in their warehouse and mercantile dis-

tricts. No such condition as now exists in Oakland can be found in any

of the cities mentioned. As a remedy the writer suggests an immediate
policy of street improvement by large area districts. The other important

points mentioned in this report, and by the adoption of which our city

I

can profit, should also be pushed forward in a diligent and determmed

manner, and the writer feels that your Honorable Board m its broad

policy of civic advancement will so recommend to the Honorable City

Council for adoption many of the features covered herein.

* *
*

A House of Many Materials

A dwelling house which is in some respects unlike any other ever con-

structed in thi^ country, it not in the world, is located in the city of

Memphrs, Tenn. It is a two-story structure with heavy projecting cornice

and dormer windows, and has the lower story built of stone m blocks

and chips collected by the owner in every State in the Union and iiyiiany

foreign countries. In its walls are pieces of rare marble from Greece

and Italy, sandstone from Norway, onyx from Mexico and odd specimens

from Australia, Ceylon, Egypt and other distant lands.

These materials, which are set in cement reinforced with steel rods,

include many examples of gold-bearing quartz, ores of silver, copper and

iron together with curious bits of jasper; sardonyx and basalt.

'it is stated that the walls contain more than 50,000 separate pieces,

and the eflfect produced by the play of the rays of the sun upon them is
*

both novel and brilliant.

* * *

He Was an Expert

The householder smothered his wrath and descended to the base-

ment. "Are you the plumber?" he asked of the grimy-looking individual

who was tinkering with the pipes in the cellar.

"Yes, guv'nor," answered the man.

**Been long in the trade?"
" 'Bout a year, guv'nor."

"Ever make mistakes?"

"Bless yer, no, guv'nor."

"Oh then, I suppose its all right. I imagined you had connected up

the wrong pipes, for the chandelier in the drawing-room is spraying like

a fountain, and the bathroom tap's on fire!"—Weekly Telegraph.

* * *

Learned it by Far

The dear little girl then arose, bowed and ririted it in this manner:

"Lettuce Denby up N. Dewing,

Widow Hartford N. E. Fate;

Still H. E. Ving, still per Sue Wing,

Learn to label Aunty Waite."

Then, with the tumultous applause of the audience ringing in her

ears, she 'sat down in happy confusion.—Chicago Tribune.

* * *

Pulfilling Instructions

The managing editor wheeled his chair around and pushed a button

in the wall The person wanted entered. "Here," said the editor, are a

number of directions from outsiders as to the best way to run a news-

paper. See that they are all carried out."
t , , i m

And the office boy, gathering them all mto a large waste basket, did

so.—The Green Bug.
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House for Mr. E. C. Eccleston, Piedmont, Col.

W. L. Woollett, Architect

Structural Steel, Standing 12 Years, Shows no
Deterioration

ENGINEERS and architects the country over, says the Pittsburgh

Gazette-Times, took a lively interest in the dismantling of the Murt-
land Building at Smithfield street and Sixth avenue, which was torn

down recently to make room for Pittsburgh's largest office building.

The building was only twelve years old, yet it was one of the first

steel frame structures in the country to be dismantled, and furnished the

experts in that kind of construction a chance to prove that their theories

regarding the durability of steel have been correct. For the steel in the

Murtland Building showed no signs of deterioration; the material was in

just as good condition when uncovered to the elements as it was when it

was erected twelve years ago. The rivets were tight and even the grillage

upon which the beam columns rested, and which was under the ground,

was in perfect order.

The Murtland Building structural steel has been sold to a corporation

in a West Virginia town, which will re-construct it, and about it will be
another office building that will probably be standing when this generation

is dead. The dismantled structure was eight stories high, with a base-

ment, the ground area being 20x60 feet. The amount of structural steel

in the building was about 150 tons.

Pat—An' what is a chafin'-dish?

Mike^Whisht! It's a fryin'-pan that's got into society.

Transcript,

Boston
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Playtng a Game of Hasebail by Artihctal lilumination at Cincinnati

Baseball at Night

THE possibilities of modern illumination are shown in the above il-

lustration. The^otograph was taken without the usual flashlight

during the progress of a game of ball on an illuminated diamond

in Cincinnati. The method of illumination is by the use of Huge projec-

tors, fourteen of which were used for the purpose, although it is stated

that three of them were nearly sufficient to light the grounds. The lamps

are of mammoth size, the carbons being one and three-eighths inches m
diameter. Alternating current of 235 vo4ts is used. Two of the pro-

jectors are mounted behind each fielcler on steel towers 100 feet high,

whije others are mounted on the roof of the grandstand and the covered

bleache;rs The lamps and installation were designed by Mr. George F.

Cahill.

This marks another epoch m the enormous advancement of recrea-

tion made pOssibHi^at night by the use of modern illumination. What the

end will be in this direction is hard to predict. Horse racing by night

would -be a simple problem, and, in fact, has already been tried. Per-

haps some of those afflicted with the disease called "golf" may find a way

of turning illumination to account so that they will not be obliged to

lose the half of the twenty-four hours in which they are not favored with

sunlight. It is not impossible that artificial lighting might add some unique

and fascinating elements to the game.
^^ ^^

A boat race, in which the crews were loiiowed by the "spot of a

powerful searchlight, thus making their relative positions visible to spec-

tators miles away; is another dream that may yet come to pass.
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St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland St^ Columbkill, Apostle of Scotland

Memorial Windows in St. Mary's Church
% Y ;ITH the restoration of St. MaryV Church in San Francisco has^

^^\ come donations of memorial windows from members of the par-

ish, and several of these windows have recently been installed by

the California Art Glass Works. They are splendid examples of ecclesi-

astical stained glass work and reflect credit upon designer and maker.

One of the most beautiful windows is "The Conversion of St. Paul," do-

nated by Mr. Francis J. Sullivan in memory of his father, John Sullivan.

It occupies the west side of the sanctuary, while directly opposite is ''St.

Paul Preaching to the Athenians," the gift of Hon. James D. Phelan.

Other notable windows in St. Mary's is "St. Francis Xavier, the Apostle

of the Indies," A. D. 1552, donated by Mrs. Mary A. Tobin
;
"St. Augus-

tine, Doctor of the Church Bishop of Hippo, A. D. 430," donated by John

and Joseph Kelly in memory of Tobias J. Kelly ; "St. Patrick, Apostle of

Ireland," the gift of James and Katherine Shea, and "St. Columbkill,

Apostle of Scotland," donated by Mrs. J. Cogan in memory of her daugh-

ters, Josie and Mary Driscoll.

It is unfortunate that the fathers found it advisable to place wire

netting or screen on the outside of the windows, as the shadows thrown

upon the glass by the sun's rays destroy much of the beauty of the

exquisitely designed figures.

All the windows in St. Mary's were executed by the California Art

Glass Company, the oldest institution of the kind in San Francisco, its

President, William Schroeder, being a veteran in the business. The

•company was established in 1879 and. although it lost everything in the

The Conversion of St. Paul, Art Gldss Window in St. Mary's Church,

San Francisco
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St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland St. Columbkill. Apostle of Scotland

Memorial Windows in St. Mary's Church

WITH the restoration of St. Mary's Church in San Francisco has

come donations of memorial windows from members of the par-

ish, and several of these windows have recently been installed by

the California Art Glass Works. They are splendid examples of ecclesi-

astical stained glass work and reflect credit upon designer and maker.

One of the most beautiful windows is "The Conversion of St. Paul,'| do-

nated by Mr. Francis J. Sullivan in memory of his father, John Sullivan.

It occupies the west side of the sanctuary, while directly opposite is "St.

Paul Preaching to the Athenians," the gift of Hon. James D. Phelan.

Other notable windows in St. Mary's is "St. Francis Xavier, the Apostle

of the Indies," A. D. 1552, donated by Mrs. Mary A. Tobin ; "St. Augus-

tine, Doctor of the Church Bishop of Hippo, A. D. 430," donated by John
^nd Joseph Kelly in memory of Tobias J: Kelly ; "St. Patrick, Apostle of

Ireland," the gift of James and Katherine Shea, and "St. Columbkill,

Apostle of Scotland," donated by Mrs. J. Cogan in memory of her daugh-

ters, Josie and Mary Driscoll.

It is unfortunate that the fathers found it advisable to place wire

tietting or screen on the outside of the windows, as the shadows thrown

upon the glass by the sun's rays destroy much of the beauty of the

exquisitely designed figures.

All the windows in St. Mary's were executed by the California Art

•Glass Company, the oldest institution of the kind in San Francisco, its

President, William Schroeder, being a veteran in the business. The
•company was established in 1879 and, although it lost everything in the

fhe L.omersi€n Paul J Art (jlctxx Hindaw
San Frunrif.o
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Art Glass Panel nf Colonel Andrews, Diamond Palace, San i rancxsco

ereat fire it was the first art glass concern to resume business following

the disaster. The fire occurred in April; in June the company moved

into a temporary building at 938 Howard street, which structure has

since served as studio and workshop. Although of generous dimensions

the steady increase in business brought an urgent demand for more room,

and the leasing of the present commodious quarters at 768 Mission street,

between Third and Fourth, was found necessary. The company is now

in a better position to turn out high-grade glass work than at any time

since the fire.
. ^ i i-^- j n i ^^

__ The art glass window of Colonel Andrews of the Diamond Falace,

shown on this page, was executed by Mr. Schroeder^s company, and i5^

an exquisite rendering in colored glass. The portrait is taken from life,

and the ornamentation work is done in the Renaissance style.

The Latest from Edison and His House

A
REPORT from Orange, N. J., says that Mr. Edison has about

completed the molds for his new model reinforced concrete house.

The Edison first idea was a twQ-family house, but the new model

is designed for but one family. The floor plan is 25 by 30 feet, and Mr.

Edison thinks it can be built for $1,200 if a large number are built at the

same time.
. a^-^c r^nn u-i 4.1,

A complete set of molds will cost approximately $25,UUU, while tne

necessary plant will cost approximately $15,000 more. It will be neces-

sary for successful operation to work with at least six sets of molds, to

keep the men and the machinery going.

Mr. Edison thinks it will be possible to erect the molds for a house

in four days, fill the molds with the liquid concrete in six hours and dis-

mantle in about four days more. Allowing six days between for harden-

ing of the concrete will give fourteen days for a house, and in this way

he figures that 144 houses can be built in one year with the six sets of

molds.

I
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Will Terra Cotta Replace Wood?
\

THE approaching world's timber famiine is beginning to worry con-
structors, and will mean that if afforestation is not taken in hand
immediately other materials must be found to take the place of

wood. The United States Government has established laboratories at

various centers for the purpose of testing all sorts of structural materials.
The results of these tests are published from time to time, and in this way
architects, engineers and contractors are informed as to the capabilities

of the materials.

Only within the last year or two has general interest in the diminish-
ing timber supply been aroused, and to that condition may- be traced also

the invention of novel building materials.

Thus there is a constant attempt to employ for building the only
substance of which the supply is unlimited, the soil of the earth itself.

Especially is this so in and near the big cities, where the scarcity of timber
and the consequent high prices are felt most seriously. For here the

difference in price between a frame house and a house of more solid

material is so small as to be unimportant.
Illustrative of the general tendency to find substitutes for wood is

the suggestion of Herbert M. Wilson, of the United States Geological
Survey, that scientific investigations into the properties of clay be under-
taken. The American Ceramic Society made a start in this direction by
appointing a special committee to report upon a plan "for systematizing
the study of clay products."

Individual builders meanwhile have gone ahead and demonstrated the

practicability of their ideas. Last year the building departments of Nev¥
York City, for the first time in its history, received plans for a terra cotta

house. The plans were passed upon favorably, and the house, which
belongs to a professor in New York University, has just been completed.

In the suburbs around New York, there have been put up recently
several terra cotta dwellings. The principal element in them is the hollow
tile block.

In the walls and partitions the blocks are set on side, so that the

hollow spaces form continuous horizontal pipes. These hollow spaces

make the walls non-conductors of heat, and thus tend to keep the house
warm in winter and cool in summer. In the floors the blocks are laid

between beams of steel or reinforced concrete. With both walls and
floors made of terra cotta each room is enclosed with fireproof matcTial,

and fire could not easily spread from one room to another.

The exterior surface of a house of this type is covered with a stucco

of whatever color the owner chooses. The original cost of a terra cotta

house is perhaps 10 per cent greater than that of a timber building of

similar size. The ultimate saving is eflPected through smaller mainten-

ance charges and insurance premiums.
Perhaps the most significant, single eflFort toward the substitution of

other materials for wood is the proposal to extend the fire limits of New
York to include the whole greater city. If the Aldermen pass such an ordi-

nance it will mean that no more timber houses of any kind may be built in

the metropolis. Ten years ago this plan would have had no chance of suc-

cess ; now it has a good chance, simply because the high price of timber

has made the cost of a fireproof house relatively small, and has, therefore,

removed or weakened the desire of builders to use wood.
In Australia, says Building, the use of terra cotta is manifested by

li
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the Government and a number of leading architects specifying the ma-

erial for floors and such buildings as in the New Central Railway Sta-

tion, the Fisher Library, the National Library, etc., ^^
J^rinh build'

ternal walls of such skyscrapers as the Commercial Travelers Ckib build-

ing! the Blashki building. Beulah Residental Flats, the Union Bank and

other important structures. . ,

After more than thirty years' continual use, terra cotta is still one of

the standards by which fireproof excellence in construction is reckoned

;

in fact beine composed of clay which has been burnt in a kiln at a tem-

peratu;e of iom 2,000 to 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit ;
it is actual y a fire

product, hence cannot be destroyed by the element that created it.

The world's timber devastation is making our constructors seek a

substitute, and the question now engaging the general attention is: Will

it be replaced by terra cotta?

* * *

Concrete and the Insurance Expert

From Cement Age.

HE opinion of the insurance expert concerning the fire-proof properties

. of concrete is a matter of great interest to the manufacturer and user

*
of cement Whether the opinion be for or against concrete, it is

important to note the views of those who have made a special study oi

the subject. In the April number of the Architect and Engineer, the

leading architectural journal on the Pacific slope, the conclusions of an

insurance expert. Mr. T. J. A. Tiedemann. are quoted. In a recent address

before the Pacific Coast underwriters, in which he discussed Building

Construction and Rates," Mr. Tiedemann expressed the conviction that

brick is superior to all other materials in its resistance to fire. His con-

clusions were based upon observations made after the San Francisco^

fire Among the materials described by him as wholly unsatisfactory

are' granite, limestone, sandstone, marble, and hollow tile when not rein-

forced. On the subject of brick he says that "pressed brick and common

brick walls in which cement mortar was used, i. e., honest brickwork,

proved conclusively that as a fire-resisting material it is superior to the

various kinds of stone, and the only reliable barrier to check the spread

of flames " The writer accords concrete fair treatment, however, in the

statement that "of reinforced concrete buildings we did not have any m
the fire zone," and that "therefore an opinion based upon experience m
this conflagration cannot be formed as to the fire-resisting qualities of

this class of structure." But, in making the very sensible suggestion

that it is high time to revise the rating schedule for various mercantile

buildings, Mr. Tiedemann grades materials in the order of their merit as

follows: Brick, reinforced concrete, sandstone, marble. No. 1 granite,

limestone, No. 2 Granite. Thus- concrete ranks second in his estimation.

Brick, however, is his first choice, and even in the matter of foundations

he believes brick to be on a par with concrete.
_

A foundation wall is described as having laid forty years in ground

constantly wet, remaining so solid as to resist ordinary tools and earth-

quake. The bricks were laid in cement mortar. Therefore, in the light

of his experience and observation, it is difficult to see how Mr. Tiedemann

can ascribe superior fire-resisting properties or more enduring qualities

to brick, when in the practical examples of severe tests under fire, earth-

quake an'' -ime described by him. the integrity of the various structures

I

depended chiefly upon the cement mortar. It seems to us entirely fair

to present the proposition in this fashion:

Cement mortar and bricks properly combined in a wall may offer

equal resistance to fire, earthquake and time.

Brick walls will fall under all of these tests without good cement
mortar.

Cement in the form of concrete may be used without bricks.

In brief, the brick in modern construction may be dispensed with al-

together.

Cement is absolutely essential in fireproof construction, whether used

as a binder for brick or stone or in the form of concrete.

Bricks we may use.

Cement we must use.

It so happens that Mr. Tiedemann is quoted on another page in the

same magazine, from which we extract the following paragraph

:

"A potent factor in increasing the extent of, and damage done by,

fires in the United Staes, is the existence of such a large per cent of de-

fectively constructed and non-fire-resisting roofs. That the rapid spread

of the fire in San Francisco in April, 1906, was due in a great measure to

this cause I do not hesitate to say. On that occasion I crossed each day
from Alameda to San Francisco, and being inside the fire zone I

had every opportunity of watching the progress of the flames, and mak-
ing such mental and written notes as I desired. In the cases of the

brick buildings with inferior roofs and unprotected skylights the struc-

tures seemed to suddenly collapse and melt out of existence, .as it

were, apparently before the onrushing flames had attacked them. Explana-

tion of this is that the roofs had taken fire from falling burning brands,

or the terrific heat, and in this manner became furnaces within their walls,

and were thus practically destroyed before the fire itself actually reached

them,^^ recall a similar experience in Seattle, when, from different points

of vantage on Third avenue, I watched the destruction of the business

portion of that city in 1889. In this conflagration it seemed as if the

brick buildings were demolished in less time than were the frame struc-

tures. With this, and the later experience in the San Francisco fire, as

examples of the hazards of buildings with inferior roofs, unprotected sky-

lights, etc., it should behoove us to use our utmost endeavors to prohibit

for all time the construction of such roofs, particularly in San Francisco,

where such a golden opportunity exists for restoring the city with build-

ings of modern type and fire-resisting qualities."

The paragraph quoted may at first glance appear to be a flat con-

tradiction of the conclusions previously presented, but Mr. Tiedemann
would probably tell us, and with good reason, that the quick collapse of

these brick buildings was only a further illustration of how essential it is

to use only first-class mortar. That would be about the only position he

could take to make his entire theory consistent, and thus further em-
phasis is given to the importance of cement in fire-proof construction. Mr.

Tiedemann's views are not discussed in a spirit of antagonism or even

criticism, but with the conviction that they really present a strong argu-

ment in favor of cement. In conclusion it should be said that he has called

attention to an exceedingly important matter in urging a readjustment of

rates, and it is to be hoped that his good advice on that point will be

heeded in every section of the country. His suggestions as to fire-proof

roofs and protected openinefs are equally sound and timely.
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The Yokohama Specie Bonk, Ltd., San Francisco

IV. L. Woollett, Architect

R. Ringrose, Builder.
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Banking Room. Yokohama Specie Bank, Ltd.

H\ L. H'ooUctt, Architect

Lyon's Small Apparatus for Ascertaining the Position of Acoustic Reflecting Points

Method of Correcting Faulty Acoustic Properties of

Public Halls*

MGUSTAVE LYON, who is at the head of the well-known Pleyel

piano manufacturing firm of Paris, has devised a method for rem-
• edying the faulty acoustic properties of public halls. One of the

largest and at the same time the worst public hall in the French capital

is that of the Trocadero, which seats 5,000 persons. By Lyon's method he

succeeded in correcting the surfaces to such an extent that about 90 per

cent of the disturbances are suppressed. He divides the stage into a

number of ruled squares, each about five feet square. Standing on one

of them he makes a loud sound by clapping two pieces of wood together.

Auditors are placed in various seats, and when one of them hears the

first sound and then a second one or echo reflected by the walls he raises

ITTar^e^numbered cardboard from whrctr his number is noted. From eaclv

point of the stage in turn we thus make a note of the seat numbers.

Taking a given case where stage square No. 8 causes the echo in seat

No. 25, we must find what points on the wall surfaces reflect the echo.

This is' done by drawing a line on the plan from the stage to the seat, and

then from the middle point of the line a perpendicular to any wall sur-

face P of known curvature. From this point as a base we can geometri-

cally locate the spot on the wall which throws the echo to seat 2o.

Referring to the diagram, we draw a line from point 8 on the stage

to the seat No. 25, on the longitudinal cross-section of the buildmg, which

gives the line A B. We bisect this line and obtain pomt M. Prom M
we draw a perpendicular to any of the large wall surfaces such as the

surface P, and thus obtain the 'point O. We draw the Imes A O, O B

which form the angle A O B, and then bisect this angle by the Ime O xM.

This line intersects the line A B at the point N. From N we draw an-

other perpendicular to the reflecting surface at the pomt R and draw the

lines A R, R B, when it is found for practical purposes that the pomt R

is the one which throws the echo, inasmuch as the angle A R N nearly

equals N R B. A closer approximation can be made by repeatmg the

same operation, bisecting the angle A R B and finding thus a third pomt

N^ on the line A B, etc. Many of the points fall where they could pro-

duce no echo for a given surface, while others are too near to give an

'Reprinted from the Scientific American by permiHsion of Messrs. Munn & Co.. publishers.
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The Yokohama Specie Bank, Ltd. San Francisco

IV. L. Woollen, Architect

R. Ringrose, Builder.
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Banking Room, Yokohama Specie Bank, Ltd.

W. L. Woollett, Architect

Lyon's Small Apparatus for Ascertaining the Position of Acoustic Reflecting Points

Method of Correcting Faulty Acoustic Properties of

Public Halls*

MGUSTAVE LYON, who is at the head of the well-known Pleyel

piano manufacturing firm of Paris, has devised a method for rem-
• edying the faulty acoustic properties of public halls. One of the

largest and at the same time the worst public hall in the French capital

is that of the Trocadero, which seats 5,000 persons. By Lyon's method he

succeeded in correcting the surfaces to such an extent that about 90 per

cent of the disturbances are suppressed. He divides the stage into a

number of ruled squares, each about five feet square. Standing on one

of them he makes a loud sound by clapping two pieces of wood together.

Auditors are placed in various seats, and when one of them hears the

first sound and then a second one or echo reflected by the walls he raises

a large numbered cardboard from which his number is noted. From each^

point of the stage in turn we thus make a note of the seat numbers.

Taking a given case where stage square No. 8 causes the echo in seat

No. 25, we must find what points on the wall surfaces reflect the echo.

This is done by drawing a line on the plan from the stage to the seat, and

then from the middle point of the line a perpendicular to any wall sur-

face P of known curvature. From this point as a base we can geometri-

cally locate the spot on the wall which throws the echo to seat 25.

Referring to the diagram, we draw a line from point 8 on the stage

to the seat No. 25, on the longitudinal cross-section of the building, which

gives the line A B. We bisect this line and obtain point M. From M
we draw a perpendicular to any of the large wall surfaces such as the

surface P, and thus obtain the point O. We, draw the lines AG, O B,

which form the angle A O B, and then bisect this angle by the line O N.

This line intersects the line A B at the point N. From N we draw an-

other perpendicular to the reflecting surface at the point R and draw the

lines A R, R B, when it is found for practical purposes that the point K
is the one which throws the echo, inasmuch as the angle A R N nearly

equals N R B. A closer approximation can be made by repeating the

same operation, bisecting the angle A R B and finding thus a third point

N^ on the line A B, etc. Many of the points fall where they could pro-

duce no echo for a given surface, while others are too near to give an

•Reprinted from the Scientific American by permission of Messrs. Munn & Co.. publishers.
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A Cloth Screen with a Sound-Reflecting Mirror Behind It

echo. An interval of one-tenth second is needed for the ear to perceive

the echo after the direct sound; and as sound travels at about 1,000 feet

per second, the sound must travel at least 100 feet in order to be heard

one-tenth second afterward. Otherwise the direct and reflected sounds

will be confounded with eachi other. Thus the wall point must be one-

half of 100, or 50 feet off in order to give an echo, and all points under

this value can be discarded.

After plotting on the elevation and plan views of the hall the pomts

which give the reflections as we have just seen and finding the faulty

surfaces, it is desired to check up these results by an experimental method,

and for this purpose M. Lyon devised a novel acoustic apparatus. It con-

sists of a long metal tube, which serves the purpose of a speaking trum-

pet, and the tube is connected by a rubber hose with a box about two

feet cube in which an audible signal can be produced. Such a sound is

sent from the tube and is projected along one general direction. For giv-

ing the adjustment and measuring the angles of the tube there is used a

graduated dial around which a pointer travels mounted on the tube shaft.

The whole device is mounted on a circular base. This can be turned

around on a pivot after the manner of a surveying instrument.

As we know the position of any of the noted points on the wall on

the vertical and horizontal plans of the building, it is an easy manner

to calculate the position for setting the angles of the "acoustic theodolite
'

so as to direct the tube to this particular point. Finding thus from the

drawings the angles needed, for the point number 32, for instance, we

direct the tube to this point by the two graduated scales, and then find

whether this is actually the point which gave the echo at say seat num-

ber 25, from the square number 8 of the stage. We have only to make

the acoustic signal in the box which is mounted on the stage at the

I

I

How the Reflecting Spot on the Wall Is Found

proper square, and the hearer finds whether the echo is noted at this seat.

By carrying out a series of observations in this way we are able to find

the exact points, and in consequence the wall surfaces which need to be

corrected.

M. Lyon devised another instrument of a larger size, which is in-

tended to demonstrate his method in a more striking manner. A small

cabin is used which is sound-proof, and made so as just to cover one of

the squares of the stage. On the sides are openings through which can

be inserted two acoustic tubes of large size, as will be noticed. The
operator is stationed inside the box. The sound is produced between

the two ends of the tubes so that it is given out from each tube. Above
the cabin is a support which carries a graduated beam. This holds the

tubes at a given angle by wires with which the tubes are hung from the_

ends of the beam. Previous to this we have already located the points

by the "acoustic theodolite" and noted the place of each one by referring

to certain details of the ornamentation of the walls. Accordingly we are

able to direct one of the present tubes, the rear one, to the same point by

means of crosswires placed at each end of the tube by sighting from the

inside of the cabin. In the same way the front tube is directed to the

seat in question. Were the front tube to be used alone, the hearer in the

seat could perceive only the principal sound given by the operator, but

when the rear tube is used he hears first the principal sound and then

the reflected sound. Should the front tube be stopped off he will hear

only the reflected sound. Placing an auditor in the President's box, for

instance, we find that the concave part of the wall lying over the organ

is the principal cause of the echoes in the hall, and we can explore this

region and the other walls so as to make this evident. According to the

data which he thus obtained, M. Lyon was able to demonstrate very

clearly that 90 per cent of the echoes of the Trocadero hall were produced

by this concave surface, and that if it were properly corrected the hall

would have its acoustic properties radically changed. This was, in fact,

the case.

It was thought advisable to cover the wall with cloth or similar cov-

ering so as to deaden the echo. In order to find out how to do this, M.

Lyon made experiments with a large circular reflecting mirror. The re-

flector is made of stucco, which gives a very smooth surface. It has

4
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Lyon's Large Apparatus ting the Acoustics of the ' Irocadero'

about 200 feet radius.- In the middle is mounted a sightmg tube for di-

recting the reflector. At the proper distance in front of the mirror is a

closed cabin having a small front window of two feet square, and by

making a sound by striking on a suspended steel bar with an electric

tapper with the bar placed well back of the window, we send out the

sound on a general straight line. It falls on the mirror, being reflected

from it to a point lying close to the cabin. There are three hearers placed

at this point. When the operator makes the signal in the cabin it is per-

ceived by the hearers directly, and afterward there comes a second sound

-reflected from the mirror, this being also a strong sound. What is de-

sired is to suspend some kind of screen before the reflector (representmg

the wall), so as to shut off the sound. Various screens were tried and

one which is seen here is made of crossed strips of cloth. This cut down

50 per cent of the echo, but strange to say a full cloth coyermg scarcely

cut down the echo at all. On the other hand, it was found that a double

cloth with a few inches space between the two would almost completely

suppress the reflected sound. We no doubt have interference phenomena •

which are not as yet very clear, but the practical effect is certain

Accordingly, such a double cloth covering was placed over the con-

cave surface of the Trocadero wall above the organ, this bemg simply

hung between two flat pieces of wood strip, leaving a space of a few

inches between the two cloths. A fabric of the nature of Canton flannel

-is found to be best. A very small expense is needed for this work, and

in the present case it did not exceed $5,000. At the same time the result

is striking, and the acoustic properties of the Trocadero are vastly im-

proved, as 90 per cent of the echoes have disappeared.

M Lyon who had carried out all work at his own expense, was

congratulated for his results by the Secretary of Beaux Arts and other

officials who were present at the tests.

"A man learns to do by doing," remarked the moralizer. "Yes," rejoined

the demoralizer, ''and also by being done."—Chicago Daily News.

Rough face Bricks for Architectural Beauty

(By a Brickmaker.)

AT ONE time the wave of dry pressed products swept over the coun-

try, and with the variety of color there was given the architect a

mechanically perfect block of burned clay, and we regret to say

that many architects made use of it, to the architectural elimination of

the mortar joint, which is an important feature of any brick wall. Bricks

are bricks and must be laid in mortar; therefore, if a truthful brick wall

is to be built, the mortar joint should be a part of it. We fear that there

is a present tendency to go to the other extreme and consider mortar as

the building material, in which bricks are to be laid.

There are extremists in everything and perhaps they add something

to the betterment and beauty of the world. We do not know. But some-

how we cannot help saying ''amen" to the wish that some of the archi-

tectural freaks had died in infancy.

We not only gave the architect a great variety of colors, but we gave

him variation in size. To the Standards we added "Romans" and "Nor-

mans." The colors, the several sizes, together with the possibility of

different bonds, gave the architect opportunities he had never known

before.

Our cities, architecturally, took on a new light and life and color of

which we had never dreamed.

We did our part toward a more beautiful city and the architect his,

but the brickmaker and the architect alike failed to consider the most

essential element in building architecture, the effect of time, the problem

of "growing old beautifully."

Is this a lost art in architecture? Did the ancients understand how

to build for all time? They lived longer than we do and had better oppor-

tunity to study the effect of time. Or was it because their materials were

4iearer nature than ours—everything hand-made? We can not say, bu^^

we know that our beautiful buildings became streaked with dirt and hid-

eous in a decade. It was no longer a question of "undertones of pink" but

of the original surface color.

The manufacturers of light colors began to mottle the bricks— "mot-

tled," "speckled," "iron-spot," etc., to break up the color and in an effort

to make the bricks dirtproof. It was about this time that the influence

of stiff-mud bricks began to be felt in the market. Also enameled bricks

were under serious consideration by many manufacturers, but architects

would not have enameled bricks as a general facing material.

The demand for a material which would not show dirt became insist-

ent. There was a notable adoption of darker colors and rougher shades,

and paving-brick became a feature in the market. The latter certainly

does not show dirt, and aside from that, surely deserves a place in our

building scheme, but it could not fill the place of the brighter colors.

There was an attempt by the dry press brick manufacturers to intro-

duce rock-faced bricks, but it failed because the architects would Have

nothing of it. It was a noble building material debased into a;i imitation

of another noble building material. Possibly a more extended use of

rock-faced bricks would have led us sooner to recognize the merits of

rough-faced products.
.

Texture is wherein we have failed to meet the requirements of the

architects, and texture is a very important element. Why put burlap

on our walls? As well use a smooth paper printed to imitate burlap.

1
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A printed or painted cloth on the floor would soon hide its color and
design in dirt, while a rough-coated tapestry will hold the design and
color to the last rag, and if it be a Persian' rag will still command a

high price in America. It is the tapestry idea that we need in brick—not
the color effect, but the texture.

We have heard the cry of "fad" against the rough effects that are

now coming out, but they are not fads. They have come to stay and

multiply.

What we are after are effects of light and shadow, and not visible

roughness—at least not visible at the distance from which the wall is

viewed. We wish to break up the smooth, brilliant colored surface and

give softness, and in doing this we bring out the depth of the color and

its true life by the contrast of light on the high points and shadows in

the depressions. Quoting from a German article: ''Smoothness in brick

surfaces eliminates the play of the light and shadows which is essential

to the enlivenment of the surface, and prevents softening of the too strong

colors on the one hand and the animation of the gloomy on the other

hand." If manufacturers will keep this in mind there will be produced

fewer of those freak products, whose only excuse for existence is that

of roughness. Such rough effects, whose only merit is roughness, may
please us for today, and we bear with them tomorrow, but on the third

day we would relegate them to the ash heap if we could.

The wire-cut face brick—we mean a stiff-mud brick with a wire-cut

face—has developed wonderfully in this country, and a number of fac-

tories are making it almost exclusively. The same brick is being experi-

mented upon in Germany, but with no marked success up to the present

time.

The wire-cut face is especially pleasing. There is nothing mechanical

about it. The wire dragging through the clay roughens up the surface

in a series of ragged corrugations, and no two bricks have the same light

and shadow effect. At first a great deal was said about the dirt that such

a surface would accumulate. The product has been on the market about

six years, and the first buildings constructed show no evidence of getting

dirty, and it is believed the bricks will hold their color-effect longer than

a smooth face brick. The softening and blending effect of time which

should enhance the beauty of the wall, will deal kindly with this product.

We have given the architect color and form, and now give him tex-

ture in any degree, subject to his orders—a combination of qualifications

which no other building material can give.

The writer recently has seen a fine display of these rough-face prod-

ucts at the offices of the Diamond Brick Company, 1050 Monadnock Build-

ing,* San Francisco. Experts say they are among the finest and most artis-

tic in the country.

All That Was Left

Church—Did you see the hotel fire?

Gotham—Yes.

"Totally destroyed, I suppose?"
"Everything but a few sheets of writing paper on which was printed

in large letters : 'This hotel is absolutely fireproof.' "—Yonkers Statesman.

'T hardly know my wife by sight. You see, I made her acquaintance at

nasked ball, and now we're traveling in our auto all the time !"—Jugend.
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The Ldw Regulating the Practice of Architecture*

VI Permits and Bids

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer.

FOR buildings erected by and for the State, by State or General Govern-

ment, no building permit from the municipality in which the build-

ing is to be located is required.

The granting of a building permit is a police regulation proceeding

from the presumption that the owner must be restrained from a possible

infraction of the building laws made and provided by the city, and can

therefor only be lawfully issued after a showing has been made that the

proposed building is not contrary to such laws.

All of these "building laws" have two points, in view, viz : first—thai

buildings shall be so built as not to fall down, empty or when occupied,

and second—not to be a menace and become a nuisance when occupied or

vacant.
Building permits are issued by ''inspectors," persons supposed com-

petent to construe plans and specifications and also construe building laws.

These inspectors are not exam,ined as to their qualifications, but must, by

the fact of their rendition in office possess some knowledge of the subject,

furthermore a 'contrary ruling by an inspector is in no case final, and ready

remedy is provided by an appeal to the ''Board of Public Works" or "Com-

missioners," and from them to a special commission of experts.

However, as loss of time and money is inevitable in every case of

appeal, it is advisable to submit to all reasonable demands of inspectors.

In fact, when we get to examine the methods and proceedure of

enforcement of the building ordinances of the larger California cities,

as relates to issuing of building permits, we find that the construction

placed on such ordinances is lax, particularly in the showing required

of plans and specifications.
" These showings, when made by parties not architects are, as a^

rule, defective and fragmentary.

The laxity in permitting such partial showing to pass is in part excusa-

ble because the ordinances themselves are not stringent enough in this

particular.

There is no provision in these ordinances that plans and specifications

submitted shall be prepared by, or at least attested to as proper and com-

plete by some lawfully certificated architect.

I have dwelt upon this omission when referring to the California Stat-

utes, "An Act to Regulate the Practice of Architecture," approved March

23. 1901, and an amendment to same, approved March 26, 1903, and here

repeat that the cities are remiss in this particular duty, preferring to

throw all the responsibility upon their so-called inspectors.

It is not enough to say that if there are objections these will be dis-

covered by the inspector or remedied by him after the building is in

progress. The plans themselves should show prima facie by the seal of

an architect that they ^ver a safe, proper structure, also conforming in

all respects with the mty ordinances covering such structure. If the

architects attest to this effect should prove grossly erroneous, he is amen-

able even to the extent of having his certificate canceled by the state board.

That a permit shall only issue upon complete approved plans and

specifications is evidenced by the wording of the different city buildmg

laws Typical of these is the San Francisco law which under Part III.,

Sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 335 and 336 generally provides that "no person,

•Sixth of a series of articles on "The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture,"
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company or corporation shall erect a building or structure of any kind,

or add to, enlarge or extend any building or structure already erected

within this city and county, without first obtaining a permit from the

board of public works," and that plans and specifications fully showing

and describing the proposed improvement shall be submitted to such

boards, ''all of which, assuming the city officials to be competent, will un-

doubtedly tend to secure safe buildings. But are the oflficials all, and at

all tinges, competent and strictly honest? In fact, can they grasp all that

is understood by a thorough architect under the term "safe"? I think not.

Conceding, for argument's sake, that an inspector was competent

to construe plans, specifications and its ordinances, he then only has the

latter to follow as his guide, mentor and law. Now, what are the best

set of city building laws as compared with the details of architectural and

engineering operations carried on in a large city? At their best, they

are limited to a rudimentary outline, with here and there a detail thrown

in. Because of the ease of intercommunication, of advances in all the

applied sciences, the perfection and widespread use of photography and

the graphic arts, all that has been done architecturally from Pharaoh to

our day, is spread out before us and used more or less in new construc-

tions. What "building laws" can be devised to harness this cosmic phalanx

of the arts and sciences?

Learned jurists may set down and codify the cornmon law, and

when this is completed you may then possibly pick out of it a set of rules

fit to govern the constructive arts.

These same cities will not permit a quack to practice medicine, or

appoint him to a position in its hospitals, etc., but they actually invite

every species of architectural quackery whereby the welfare of the com-

munity is jeopardized. Waiving every consideration of the aestetic feature,

important as it is, every building proposition harbors within itself the

elements for future good or evil. If structurally correct in design, it may

be expected to stand, an enduring monument for generations to come^

If improperly designed, it may fall to the ground before the roof is

over it, burying and crushing the life out of its victims, or, it may stand

apparently safe and sound, and suddenly upon the yielding of one weak

member the entire sham may collapse.

Considered from a hygienic standpoint, a building may be designed

and equipped so that ultimately it will be a hotbed of pestilence, insidious

and hardly noticeable, yet doing its deadly work year in and year out,

a home for rats and other vermin, it sends its pestilence abroad.

Plague, pest and death are engendered, nursed and developed in every

improperly constructed habitation of man or beast and are carried into

those of better construction by a thousand and one means of transnVis-

sion. All ill-arranged sewerage systems poison the inhabitants of the

building which it contaminates.

A theatre or public assembly hall may have all the exits and other

general features provided by ordinance, and yet have some structural de-

fect, or defect in arrangement which may be the cause of a heart-rending

catastrophy in time to come. The natural and arrtificial lighting of a

building may be so contrived that it contributes to the welfare of its occu-

pants by not robbing them of the light. Ventilation insuring an abun-

dance of fresh air can be arranged, or drafts may chill its various rooms

and foul air lay heavy in the unventilated nooks and corners. Dampness,

mildew and festering age follow in the footsteps of improper foundation

designs. No building ordinance can correct such abuses, no inspectors look

far enough into the future to construe his ordinances so as to meet them. I
i

There is required a keen, scienced mind, occupied only with the one sub-

ject of building construction to any measure successfully grapple with

the problems that, when solved, lead toward safe construction and ideal

aestetic and hygienic conditions.

For this, let municipalities attract and encourage thorough architects.

There are no valid objections to the encouragement of a higher order

of building construction. True, many have been or are still urged; for

example, there was considerable opposition to any law regulating the

practice of architecture on the ground that it was class legislation and

that the architects in the field could keep out others by refusing them certifi-

cates. The record shows a different result. Nine of the ten members

of the present examining board are old-time architects who never passed

the state examination. Many of them have held office since the law went

into eflFect. There are now (1909) in the State of California 451 certificated

architects; of these 237 hold certificates issued because of the fact that

the holders were practicing in the state at the time the law was enacted;

214 others hold certificates granted after examination, so that practically

one-half of all the architects at present holding certificates were admitted

by boards made up almost exclusively of non-examined old practitioners.

It then appears that the act has encouraged the growth of the profession,

not hindered it, for certainly a growth of 50 per cent in seven years is

a sound growth.
The admission of this great number of new members is an eloquent

testimonial to the unselfishness, fidelity, unquestioned honor and integrity

of those who have, without material reward or compensation, devoted

their valuable time to the examintions and meetings conducted by their

board.
Another objection to the law was that it would tend to curtail the

free exercise of artistic constructiveness, unless connected with a "college

training."

The facts show that the vast majority of buildings are designed by

the regular lawful architects in the state, and the minority number are .

put up by speculating contractors and grasping owners who care nothing

for the welfare of the community at large.

Objection No. 3 dwells strongly upon the costs piled up on owners

for architects' services, if all plans must be prepared by them. The fact

that at present over 90 per cent of all buildings are from architects' plans

shows that this "cost" is not sought to be avoided by the majority of

owners, and for this they are entitled to protection from the vicious prac-

tice of a small minority, for the one reason that their good buildings are

menaced and injured by the unsafe or unsanitary ones of the minority.

Finally, as an objection, a great deal of sympathy has been expressed

for the "small contractor" who builds without architect's plans—yes, and

in his small way disfigures whole streets by putting up here and there his

repulsive creations. The one to sympathize with in such case is the owner

of a really fine building suddenly beset, perhaps right and left, by such

speculators' "shacks" or death-traps.

Again, and finally, even though it is said to ears as deaf as a stone, it

is the duty of every city of any size in the state of California to enact

"that all plans and specifications upon which building permits shall be

issued must bear the seal and endorsement of a certificated architect prac-

ticing in the state."
. .

In addition to the general permit above referred to, all large cities

require the owner to take out permits for parts of proposed new buildings,

to be first constructed, for enlargements and repairs, for special construc-
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tions and new devices, for excavating, sewerage work, plumbing, tem-

porary use of street, electric wiring, erection of scaffolding on or overhang-

ing public ways or walks; also a cash deposit is required as a guarantee

that walks and streets will be restored to original condition immediately

building operations are closed. For all these permits forms are provided

by the respective boards and fees collected by them.

Fees for Permits.

The law allows the imposition of permit fees. These are graduated

and depend upon the stated cost of proposed structure. It is the archi-

tect's duty to state the true estimated cost.

A gross underestimate is considered, trickery and deception, and the archi-

tect is subject to fine and punishment if convicted thereof. Ordinary build-

ing permits expire by limitation, generally after six months, but may be

renewed by again filing application and again paying the fees.

Bids and Bidders.

In principle there is no difference between a man's bid to do one day's

work for a certain pay, and the bid of a contractor to erect extensive

buildings. In each case the object is to have the work done right and

at the lowest cost consistent therewith. Asking for bids vyith any other

hidden purpose is a fraud practiced upon the bona fide bidder.

As a contract is to follow the submission of bids, a bid must state

the bidder's terms and nothing else, also the terms must be unqualified.

Before the owner and builder can enter into a contract they must

meet on these terms ; they must understand each other. No building con-

tract can be made without such understanding. Immediately, however,

the terms of a bid are accepted a contract exists, and for this reason and

to guard against confusion a form of regular procedure, defining regular

steps leading up to and resolving into a contract have been devised and

most generally adopted, the first of which steps consists in asking for bids.

Bids are naturally supposed to be competitive; if collusive, they are^

ipso facto void. When the work to be let is considerable or of a public

character notice of bids wanted are published in the newspapers and by

posting in prominent places.

The essentials of such a notice for bids on public work reads as fol-

lows, viz:

—

Board of Public Works,
City of , State of^

, 1909.

Sealed proposals for the construction of a building to be

located on the west side of street between ave-

nue and avenue, in the city of ,
county of

are invited and will be received at the office of the

located at , city of state of

, until o'clock... m., of the day of (month), 1909, at

which place and hour the bids wfll be publicly opened and read.

Information to Bidders.

All bids will be compared on the basis of the architect's estimates.

The work to commence days after the execution of the contract

and must be completed before the day of , 1909. A cer-

tified check equal to per cent of the amount of the bid must

accompany such bid.

The amount of the bond required for the fulfilment of the contract

will be equal to per cent of the price bid.

The amount of the bond for the protection of material men will be

equal to per cent of the contract price.

The contract will be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.

For general instructions, blank formp, plans and specifications, apply to

Per , Sec.

Innumerable forms are required for public undertakings, as each

differs somewhat from the others, and as it is the practice of public officials

to have these drawn up by an attorney, the complete knowledge thereof

on the part of the architect is not so urgent. Should he, however, aspire

to the position of city architect he should be well able to frame such docu-

ments should the emergency arise.

In extensive private undertakings the notice should read

:

Notice for Bids.

The undersigned requests and will receive sealed bids for the construc-

tion of (here state style, size and kind of building), to be located (here state

site), such bids to be received until m. o'clock on the day of

, 1909, at which hour the bids will be publicly opened at my
office located at No street, city of ,

state

of
, Architect.

The work will be let to the lowest responsible bidder (or the owner

reserves the right to reject any and all bids.).

For information as to certified check, bonds, general instructions, plans

and specifications, apply to office as above.

A notice for bid to one contractor may read:
(Date here.)

, Contractor.

I am asking for bids on a wood frame, shingle roof, eight-room dwell-

ing house to be built on street, city, all bids to be in by

^l3*clock next. day, , 1909.

Plans and specifications now ready at my office.

, Architect.

If bids are asked for part of the work, the notice will so state.

When it is stated that the work will be let to the lowest responsible

bidder, it is proper to demand a certified check in a sum generally 10

per cent of the amount of bid as a guarantee that the bidder will enter into

contract if the work is awarded him, and if he declines to so contract he

forfeits the amount of his check. A bank may, however, be enjoined from

paying such check and the matter must then be brought into court. Where
the owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids, thus serving notice

that his intention is to compel the bidder to disclose his cost figture, and

thereupon, if he so elects, reject it, without giving any reason or explana-

tion, he cannot ask for a certified check or any other form of security from

the bidders. If so, and a bidder would furnish security he would be exceed-

ingly foolish, indeed.

Under ''lowest responsible bidder" is understood the one whose bid,

properly written, and submitted at the time specified, when opened in the

manner and at the time specified is found to be the lowest in amount of

dollars and cents, and further who can show, when called upon, that he

can furnish the bonds required to guarantee the fulfilment of his contract;

also, if he has engaged in other similar undertakings, his record therein

must show that he has paid all his bills for labor and materials in full,

and that his work has substantially embodied the work shown or conveyed-by

I
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plans and specifications. Private owners and pubhc officials as wel have

the right to exercise discretion, provided this is done ui good faith, in

awarding a contract, if, in their judgment, for ^ny/^l'd reason whatsoev^^^

they decide not to award the contract to any certain bidder, the law will

uphold them herein, excepting where the statutes P"t>cularly declare that

the contract shall be deemed confirmed m and to the l^^es b dder at

the time of opening of the bids, ni which case it has been held that the

officials cannot exercise discretion in awarding the contract, i he suc-

cessful bidder need not prove his ability to personally do the work or any

Dart of it or to finance or superintend the undertaking. In fact, he may

Lsgnth; contract to another, but in all cases he or h- .assignees must

do the work and conduct the operations in a manner satisfactory to the

owner, and provision is always made in the contract proper, to that efTect.

The single proposition of every bid shall consist of a propos.tm div.da-

ble into three parts, viz : first, what the bidder will do ;
second, for whom,

and th°rd what he asks in dollars and cents for doing as he proposes.

"^"r'wiil b'ld!'er" "fnd complete (here state kind of structure etc >

for (here state name of owner and place of his residence or office address ,

as shown and described in the plans and specifications prepared by (name),

architect, of city of , state of ,
for the sum

°^^
(Signed) .Contractor.

Bona fide competition is the most important factor m letting work

to bidders. Any act, tending to impair or destroy the bona fide quality

of any bid is punishable under the law, when such bid is for public work.

Notice to Bidders.

After the opening and tabulation of bids, the amount of each bid

shall be plainly posted, or communicated to the bidders upon application^

Certified checks or other security of unsuccessful bidders are to be

returned without delay. . ^ , ,„„„,

Bids for private work may be withdrawn at any time ;
not so, however,

with bids for public work. The bidder in the latter case can, however

file notice that he wishes his bid canceled or not considered at an opening

up of the other bids.
. l r i, „ ca^ km=

Of the reprehensible practice of securing a number of bona fide bids

for the sole purpose of arriving at the lowest possible contract price with

some favorite of an owner, nothing need be said except to condemn it

in unmeasured terms.
. , , i 4.*. ^ :*.

Having taken up the allotment of space with the above matters it

•

will be necessary to postpone the subject of Contracts and Bonds unt4l the

next number.
* a.

He Belonged to the Union

"What happened to Rollingnan?"

"He drowned."
"And couldn't he swim?"
"He did, for eight hours; but he was a union man,

>» Pick-Me-Up.

Why is a one dollar bill of more value than a silver dollar? Because

when you put a one dollar bill in your pocket you double it, and when

you take it out you find it in-creases.

I

Why
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a Drick Building Costs More
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D
Frame

\ y /HEN a frame store or residence is built, the owner thinks that any
\^ man handy with a hatchet can erect it. He is usually an inexpe-

rienced man with no financial standing and the owner considers it

safer to buy the material himself. The lumber bill is made out by the so-

called contractor, and is bought by the owner; the extra lumber bill often
amounts to more than the original figures, writes A. C. Ochs, of Spring-
field, Minn., in Brick.

This contractor sticks a few stones under the sides and ends of the build-
ing for a foundation ; a small hole in the middle, stoned up with a few "nig-
gerheads" serves the purpose of a cellar. Instead of using 2x14x12 inch on
centers, 2x8x16 inches on centers are used for joists with a sill through the
center. The front is a cheap aflFair ; no plate glass, the cheapest kind of roof
is used, and the floor is of single thickness, and of soft boards. When the
owner decides to erect a brick building he thinks that such a building will cost
him a great deal of money and he does not feel like saving on little things
such as joists, floors, glass and basement ; he wants a cement floor in his cellar

and it must be drained. It is these seemingly little things that make his

building so much more expensive rather than the brick construction.

The brick walls of a two-story brick building, 25x70 feet (say on an
average 26 feet high), with walls 14 inches thick, figuring brick at a cost

of $7.50 per M, sand costing 75 cents per yard, and lime 85 cents per barrel, all

laid up with good mortar, will cost not more than $1450. This includes all

labor and material, and also a pressed-brick front. Now ho,w can you save
much at the present price of lumber if you want to build these walls of lum-
ber in a first-class manner, lath them inside and paint them with three coats
of paint on the outside?

The writer has rebuilt a western town in Yellow Medicine County, Minn.,
which was almost totally destroyed by fire in the year 1893. The following
year, 1894, he built 24 solid brick stores and a year later fmir or five more stores

and a large school building, all of solid brick. When the writer arrived in

the town the business men had practically made up their minds to rebuild of
lumber and cover with galvanized iron. But the writer proved to them that

brick was cheaper, although lumber cost 50 per cent less than now and brick
cost $9.10 per M at the building. The insurance before the fire was from
5 to 7 per cent and after the fire it was a fraction of a cent on buildings and
stock. Supposing a merchant had a building worth $4,000 and stock costing

$10,000 and had it insured ; he would save at least from $600 to $700 a year
on insurance ; besides this he could carry part of the risk, when he has a fire-

proof building, and at the same time be relieved of the worry incident to doing
business in a fire trap.

There have been some just complaints about brick buildings as to their

not being dry or warm. Now if a brick mason knows his business there is

no reason why a brick building should not be as dry and warmer than a frame
one. If a brick wall is laid up with a 2 or 3 inch air-space so that this air-

space runs from top to bottom without any obstruction ; if this wall is tied

together with wire instead of brick, and is plastered air-tight from top to

bottom so that it forms a dead-air space, so the air cannot leak out or circulate

;

and if the brickwork is well laid, the building will be as dry and warmer in

winter and cooler in summer than any frame building.

Of recent years the brick manufacturers have made rapid strides toward
making perfect ware for the construction of dry and warm buildings. A great
improvement over the solid brick is the using of hollow brick and block in

walls of residences and smaller buildings. Where hollow block are used the

n
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4-inch outside facing should be of solid brick which should .b« back-plastered

Se the block backing is laid up against the
°f

'/le

^^^'"hgyJ.^^ ^ac^^^^^^
air-soace can be left between the outside facing and the 8-inch '''ocK DacKing

both sTdes of this air-space should be back-plastered but ordmanly a 12-.nch

w»ll without air-space will do when block are used for lining, but the air-

TnaL^s a Seat ir^provrment even when hollow block are used. In order to

grth"be\t^Sr^ith hollow brick or block, they shouM ^e v po -^ w^^

io to 25 per cent voids. A
^--^^^^ti^b^ra go^co^^^^^^^^^^ heat

rnd"^oTd%m":^k a'i^^^^^^ A deni block will also crack

Uke crocicrry in contact with fire and water, whereas a Porous block will not.

If vou want a warm, dry and fireproof wall, use hard brick for the out-

side terand^rous blocks for the inside lining^ If
^YV^'TJ^tH^ti^

he walls with wire ties and not with brick. Be sure o have all the joints

well filled If this is followed a warm and dry wall is certain.

The writer has served his apprenticeship as a bricklayer and has built

hiiildinp-s exclusively from his fourteenth year until he was 45 years ot age,

ani^ufLg an hat dme not a single building built by him has failed to keep

dry Thrfe or four years ago he visited Canada and found that in Toronto

Montreal and Quebec three-fourths of the residences for all classes of people

«re of brick and in some of the districts all of the farmhouses are of brick.

IVo years ago he visited in Cuba, and failed to see any frame buildings in

"^^The price of lumber has so steadily increased, that thoughtful people

have looked around for a substitute, and the consequence is that various kinds

orbuiwTng material have been put upon the market. There are b ocks maje

of different kinds of material with two to two and one-half inch walls, and the

ven is air-space If you wish that kind of a wall, why not buy the cheapest

• Ihd of brkk' Lay up two 4-inch walls with a 4-inch air-space and back-

_ p aster them, and tie them together with wire walls-ties^ JThis gives you a very _
warm wall 12 inches thick and stronger and cheaper than a «ment-block walL

If you want cement finish, then you can plaster the outs.de of the wall with a

thin coat of cement, and quarter it off so it looks like sandstone. This cemen

"ortar can be made rich\nd applied in a plastic state, which wjH make your

wall perfectly water-tight; whereas the material for cement blocks must be

Tmrn^d into'^the forms^in a semi-dry state whereby it becomes like a sponge

It will not crystallize and harden like the top coat of a cement sidewalk, which

tor the above reason is applied in a very soft state

There is no doubt that it was a blessing to the bricklayers that other fire-

proof material was invented. This effort has had the effect of waking up the

manufacturers of brick to the signs of the times. How could they expect to

burn g^d brick in an open kiln with a 4-inch wall p aced around the green

bricks and plastered with mud? Naturally With such primitive methods of

burning some of the bricks were overburned, some not burned enough, some

just rilht. and some not at all. But all of them found the way to the market

and as many of the bricklayers have only "picked up" the trade, and know not

an unburned brick from a burnt one, the result was that many of the ha f-

b-rned brick were used for outside facing, and have disintegrated in the walls.

Br.t the brickmakers have opened their eyes, and the P'-og^*:^*'Vntnrnln
built up-to-date kilns, so that all their ware .s well burned. Well-burned

brick will last almost indefinitely in any climate and will harden with age.

History shows that clay brick is the most durable of all building material.

Tablets which were made of burned clay thousands of years ago, are excavated

daily in all climates, and are found to be in a good state of preservation. Can

this be said of any other building material?
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4.i„ch outside facing should be of solid brick which should be back-plastered

be ore °he block backing is laid up against.the
°f f'';^ .^^""^^Wok backing

^ir cjnare nn be left between the outside facing and the 8-inch blocK oacKing^

both'sTd'es";" this lir-space should be back-plastered b"t ordinarily a 2 inch

wnll without air-space will do when block are used for lining, but tne air

r.Ie^ a ?rea iniprovement even when hollow block are used. In order o
•

^ide tier and porous blocks for the inside lining. If an a'y-spa« 's t,ui t tie

he walls with wire ties and not with brick. Be sure to have all the joints

well filled. If this is followed a warm and dry wall is certain.

The writer has served his apprenticeship as a bricklayer and has built

buildings exclusively from his fourteenth year until he was 45 years of age

and during all that time not a single building built by him has failed to keep

drv Thrfe or four years ago he visited Canada and found that in Toronto,

Montrlal and Q„ bee three-fourths of the residences for all classes of people

.re o b ick, and in some of the districts all of the farmhouses are of brick

Tw< years ago he visited in Cuba, and failed to see any frame buildings ,n

'^''''The price of lumber has so steadily increased, that thoughtful people

have looked around for a substitute, and the conse<|uonce is that various kinds

f buUding material have been put upon the market. There are b ocks made

o d fferent kinds of material with two to two and one-half inch walls, and the

?en is air-space. If you wi.sh that kind of a wall, why not buy the cheapest

•

Wrvl of brick? Lay up two 4-inch walls with a 4-inch air-space and back-

plaster them, and tie them together with wire walls-ties This gives you a very

warm wall 12 inches thick and stronger and cheaper than a ceilient-block wall,

if you want cement finish, then you can plaster the outside of the wall with a

bin coat of cement, and quarter it off so it looks like sandstone. This cement

„.ortar can be ma.le rich and applied in a pla.stic state, which w.l make your

wail perfectly water-tight; whereas the material for cement blocks must be

n.mm'^d into'the forms in a semi-dry .state whereby it becomes like a sponge^

It will not crystallize and har.lcn like the top coat of a cement sidewalk, which

tor the above reason is applied in a very soft state.
,, ^ ,u c .

There is no doubt that it was a blessing to the bricklayers tha other fire-

proof material was invented. This effort has ha<l the effect o waking up the

manufacturers of brick to the signs of the times. How could they expect to

burn good 1>rick in an open kiln with a 4-inch wall p ace.l aromul the green

bricks and plastered with mud? Naturally with such primitive methods of

burning, some of the bricks were overburne.l, some not burned enough, some

just right. an<l some not at all. I'.ut all of them f(,und the way to the market

and as many of the bricklayers have only "picked up' the trade, and know not

ail unburned brick from a burnt one, the result was that many of the ha f-

1,.-:ned brick were used for outside facing, and have disintegrated in the walls,

lir.t the brickmakers have opened their eyes, and the progressive ones have

built up-to-date kilns, so that all their ware is well burne. .
Wdl-lnirned

brick will last almost indefinitely in any climate and will harden with age.

' '

History shows that clay brick is the most durable of all building material

Tablets which were made of linrned clay thousands of years ago. are excavated

daily in all climates, and are found to be in a good state of preservation. Can

this' be said of any other building material?
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Plastic Panel by Hugo Herb, Studw^ of C. A.

& Son, San Francisco

The Department Of Architecture in the University

of California

By EDWIN J. SYMMES, in the California Journal of Technology

% / EARS ago, when the architectural institutions of this country founded

Y their courses in architecture, they were established as adjuncts to

already existing courses in engineering. This action was taken,

not merely as a matter of expediency, but was mainly due to a general

misconception of what the real requirements of a successful architect are.

They failed to appreciate the fact that architecture is not a phase of engi-

neering, but one of the fine arts—one of the learned professions. The
result of this sort of teaching was to give to the American student a totally

inadequate training, if not a false conception, of the profession of the
'

architect. Hence it was that most of the men trained in architecture in

America rarely arose above a position as a salaried draughtsman. The
real architects were trained abroad.

Gradually the schools began to realize the inadequacy of their methods

of instruction, and they arose as rapidly as possible to meet the real

requirements of an architectural education. A new type of training has

arisen, which will in time outrival the old-world methods, or at least be

more adaptable to this country's needs. It was with these realizations

that the department of architecture of the University of California was

organized under the present regime in the spring of 1903. At that time

there were but few who sought instruction in its necessarily limited courses,

but that number has steadily increased, as has also its facilities and equip-

ment. Within a short time this department will be on the same level

as larger Eastern colleges as a school of architecture.

I have said that architecture is not a phase of engineering. True it is

that the technical training of an architect should be as broad as possible.

He must be thoroughly familiar with the principles of construction, both

graphically and analytically. He must have a correct insight into the his-

tory of architecture and of the other arts of classic, middle-age and Rennais-

sance periods ; he should have a good general knowledge of the development

of civilization in order that he may appreciate the relation of architecture

and the other arts to the political and social life of those periods, and, above

all he should have developed in him to the very last degree an artistic tem-

perament, for the problems which he must grapple with are primarily

esthetic problems.
In the former great periods of art, the architect was guided almost

entirely by tradition. He deviated but little from certain prescribed

forms—and he was not expected to. Striking examples of the influence

present themselves to us in classic and Rennaissance architecture. Tra-

dition, however, enters but little into the architecture of today, so we must

seek elsewhere for a guide and corrective. There is but one thing which

can fill this vacancy, and that one thing is scholarship. By scholarship I

mean a clear understanding of the history of the different forms which the

architect must base his design on, and of the ideal conceptions arising from

these, a familiarity with the material wants and constructive conditions of

his problem, a realization of the influence of climate and site, and the social,

religious and moral condition of the community, and last, but not least,

an appreciation of those principles on which the great artistic creation of

previous ages depended. It is this that the American architect of today

needs most. The European architect is placed on the same footing with

the family physician and the family attorney, enjoying the absolute con-
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fidence of his client, while the architect of America is too often treated

as a common artisan, whose duty it is to execute a design which our inde-

pendent American citizen has concocted without knowing the first prm-

ciples of the theory of architecture. This is why it is that the American

architect of the present day must be a scholar. His work must command

the respect of and educate the public.

The requirements for admission to the department ot architecture of the

Univensity of California are the same as those for the culture colleges. The

firTtwo years of the prescribed course are devoted mainly to history, English

llnglZgZ, mathematics and freehand drawing which incudes charcoal

dralini from the cast, pen-and-ink drawing, and water coloring. In he

thfrd year the classic orders are studied, not merely to familiarize the

student with the names of the different elements and mouldmgs, but also

to train his eye to proportion. In the latter part of this year the applica-

tion of the orders is made to a series of fundamental problems. Along with

this course is given courses in the history and theory of architecture.

During this year the subjects of analytical mechanics, strength of materials,

graphostatics, steriotomy and clay modeling are treated. In the senior

year the student is given a Series of fundamental problems in planmng

Courses in sanitation, steel construction and fireproofing, architectural

mechanics, materials of construction, a continuation of the history and

theory of architecture are prescribed in the fourth year. Many supple-

mentary courses in the departments of civil engineermg, mechanical engi-

neering and geology are found desirable to the architectural student, and

some of these are being taken as elective courses.
. ,• u

A graduate course of two years is offered, for the completion of which

the student is granted a degree in architecture. No one has as yet been a

candidate for this degree, but it is expected that there will be many

enrolled in its courses within the next few years. In Eastern institutions

the entrance requirements to courses in architecture have been gradual y

advanced, until, at the present time, the architectural colleges of Cornell,

Columbia, the Massachusetts School of Technology and others are practi-

cally graduate schools. It has been the policy of this department, however

not to place its matriculation requirements out of reach of many who wish

to study architecture, but to offer more advanced courses to those who

wished to go ahead. ,

Two short courses in architecture are being arranged at present, and

will be offered at the beginning of the fall term. One of these is a special

two-year course, intended primarily for draughtsmen who have had no

other opportunity of obtaining the fundamental principles of engineering

and architecture. The other is a condensed form of the six-year course,

in which much of the culture and engineering work is omitted.

The department is equipped with one of the best architectural hbraries

on the coast. At the time of its establishment in 1903, it contained 498

volumes, but many more have been added from time to time since then

Funds have also been supplied for subscription to nearly fifty architectural

periodicals, which greatly facilitate the working of the department. The

enrollment has increased to such an extent during the last two years that

it has been found necessary to enlarge the department building to about

twice its present size. This addition will be made during the summer

vacation The free-hand drawing and history classes which have here-

tofore been held at other points on the campus will be accommodated in the

new building in a large studio room. It is expected that a much-needed

course in pictorial composition and one in draped figures will soon be given.
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However, in order that this be accomplished, assistance must be had in the

line of instruction.

The majof part of instruction in architectural design is achieved by
means of individual instruction. The analysis of a design is of necessity

negative rather than positive, for a design may comply with the very law

of composition and be but mediocre, yet it is surely faulty if it contradicts

them. The instructor points out errors and explains why they are errors,

but his relation with the student is such as to allow every opportunity for

the exercise of personality.

Good-fellowship in the draughting room is one of the benefits reaped

by the architectural student which is not mentioned in the curriculum of

courses. There is practically no restraint upon his conduct. He may talk,

josh or sing over his drawing board, or he may criticise the other fellow's

design to his heart's content—and the work goes merrily on.

More Anent the County Infirmary Investigation

Position of the Clinton Fabric Company
By P. A. PALMER, B. S.

TTTE accusation of the Good Government League that the San Francisco

Board of Public Works permitted a cheap and inferior reinforcing

material to be used in the Infirmary Building is, we rriaintain, unfair,

and the result of jealousy on the part of our competitors.

At the recent hearing of the above charges before the Mayor it was
proven that the sizes of fabric used on the Infirmary were the same as

selected by Mr. S. A, Jubb, Consulting Engineer to the City Architect at

that time. That Mr. Jubb was justified in selecting the 4x12 mesh, 6/10
gauge wire fabric, giving an area of .087 square inches per foot width of

slab as against .186 square inches as called for in the rod design, is proven

both by the test made on the first floor of the Infirmary and by specifications

for United States Government Work, which are based on actual tests.
~

Clinton fabric has been installed in a very large percentage of Govern-

ment buildings built during the last ten years, the specifications for which
call for approximately the same relative area of rods and fabric per foot

width of slab as used in the Infirmary building. Further, these specifications

call for the floors to be tested with a load of 8,000 pounds on a space of

ten square feet.

There has never yet been a failure of a floor slab reinforced with

Clinton fabric, which is sufficient proof of the quality of this material.

That the recognized beam formulae do not apply to slabs reinforced

with this fabric was shown by the test on the Infirmary building. Under
that loading there would have been a theoretical stress of about 90,000

pounds per square inch on the fabric, which, of course, was not the actual

condition as to the floors showed no permanent deflection after the load

was removed; thus indicating that the elastic limit had not been reached.

The slight deflection that occurred under the test load of 250 pounds per

square foot, tends to show that the slabs would carry a load of approxi-

mately 500 pounds per square foot before failing.

The reason that the beam formulae do not apply to slabs reinforced

with this fabric is due to the fact that the transverse wires are securely

welded to the longitudinal wires so that there is in eflFect an arching of

concrete from wire to wire. Furthermore, there is a catenary effect due
to the position of the fabric in the slab as shown by the accompanying

i
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Co/a i?ojro Apartments. Oakland

A. W. Smith, Architect

Equipped with Holme's Disappearing Beds. Pitcher Sliding Doors Used Throughout.

figure. These conditions produce an effect which is entirely different from

that encountered in the simple beam and account for the great carrymg

capacity of Clinton fabric. This is the opinion of many promment engi-

_neers throughout the country, among whom are Mr . Loren E. Hunt and

Mr. Sherman A. Jubb of San Francisco. We can show the results of a-

great many tests that will bear out the above assertions.

This fabric is made of either soft or medium steel. The regular stock

being medium steel with an elastic limit of 55,000 pounds per square inch.

The latter was used on the Infirmary, and tests made for the City Architect

will prove this.
. . i_

I believe that a series of tests made upon slabs reinforced with the

different materials upon the market and made under exactly similar con-

ditions would be of great value to the Engineering profession and the

Clinton Wire Cloth Company would more than welcome such an experi-

ment.

Overheard in a Pullman

"Oh, George, wouldn't it be lovely to make people think we arc

already married!"
. n .»

All right: when we get out you carry the bag and umbrella.

*

The Place for Speed
Master (severely)—John, these cigars seem to have gone very rapidly.

Valet (somewhat confused)—Yes, sir—yes—you know youVe been

,
smoking them in your automobile.

Nf HOUSES. OAKLAND, CAL
i red Sodcrberg. Architect

I
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Casa Rosa Apartments, Oakland

A. W. Smith, Architect

Equipped zuith Holme's Disappearing Beds. Pitcher Sliding Doors Used rhroughout.

figure. These conditions produce an effect which is entirely different from

that encountered in the simple beam and account for the great carrying

capacity of Clinton fabric. This is the opinion of many prominent engi-

neers throughout the country, among whom are Mr. Loren E. Hunt and

Mr. Sherman A. Jubb of San Francisco. We can show the results of a

great many tests that will bear out the above assertions.

This fabric is made of either soft or medium steel. The regular stock

being medium steel with an elastic limit of 55,000 pounds per square mch.

The latter was used on the Infirmary, and tests made for the City Architect

will prove this.
, •

i u
I believe that a series of tests made upon slabs reinforced with the

different materials upon the market and made under exactly similar con-

ditions would be of great value to the Engineering profession and the

Clinton Wire Cloth Company would more than welcome such an experi-

ment.

Overheard in a Pullman

"Oh, George, wouldn't it be lovely to make people think we are

already married!"
All right ; when we get out you carry the bag and umbrella.

*

The Place for Speed
Master (severely)—John, these cigars seem to have gone very rapidly.

Valet (somewhat confused)—Yes, sir—yes—you know you've been

smoking them in your automobile.
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Passenger Elevators*

By REGINALD PELHAM BOLTON.

TO SAY that the number of elevators installed in most buildings has

been arrived at by guesswork, is to make no reflection upon the de-

signers of the building or of the appliances, who in the absence of

any definition of the work, or of the traffic provided by an elevator, have

had no other means to guide them than a more or less confusmg com-

parison with the plants provided in other buildings.

Passenger travel in elevators is governed by clearly defined limitations,

and there is an ascertainable amount of traffic resulting from any elevator

or combination of elevators.

In regular or schedule operation, this amount will be found to be a

result of the number of floors which the elevator serves, and the average

number of persons requiring the use of the elevator per trip.

If this combination be so proportioned, that too large an average num-

ber has to be carried on each trip, the distance between stops becomes so

shortened that the speed of the elevator cannot be developed, and the time

of the trip becomes unduly extended. .

A point is, therefore, indicated at which best results in traffic and in

time can be attained, and a rating or basis of carrying power per hour can

be established so that the work of one elevator can be compared with

others. .

This is the first step necessary to an understanding of the service to be

provided by any elevator plant, and such a basis goes further than estab-

lishing a definition of work, for it affords the means of comparing the work

of machines of different speeds with others, and it also clears the way for

proportioning the car to the traffic, a matter on which no information has

hitherto been obtainable. Yet it is clear that if it be ascertained that with

a given number of passengers per trip, the maximum result in traffic is

attained, then the size of the car should be proportioned to that number

and any greater or less size will affect, and probably will detract from the

work accomplished.

By predetermining the size of the car for a given number of floors,

without knowledge of the traffic conditions, many an architect has unknow-

ingly predefined the limits of the work of the combined appliance, and at

the same time, has brought about a combination of load and speed which

does not fit the actual circumstances of traffic, and so the apparatus be-

comes ill-proportioned and uneconomical.

Of great importance, therefore, are those features which the designer

of a building may lay down for the elevator, by a decision as to car size

and number of floors, together with the weights which may be imposed

upon the appliance, by the design of the car, and especially from the de-

cision to employ in a building of a certain character, a certain number of

these appliances.

It is a rather common error to assume that the visitors to a building

constitute the heaviest class of traffic in elevators. It will, on the con-

trary, be found that the tenants and their employees are the most difficult

to handle with celerity and convenience. But as both must be handled

with equal satisfaction, the defined duty of an elevator must cover the two

forms of traffic, one consisting of passengers going all in one direction, and

the other both ways, up and down, at the same period ; and this the elevator

• The general considerations indicated in this article with much contributory information, facts, and

figures, are%resented in the book. "Elevator Service." recently published by Mr. Bolton.
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can and will do, provided it be allotted that share of the trafific which does

not exceed its maximum capacity.

If it has too large a traffic assigned to it, then the same results are

brought about as in the subway, where the delay of one car by overcrowd-

ing brings about delay in others, lengthening the time of travel and actu-

aUy carrying less persons per hour, than would be the case were a rapid

"'^Tll: TrltecTs- problem of providing a sufficiency of these conveni-

ences willbe greatly simplified with a defined average passenger travel for

^ elevator (a^ any given number of floors) ready to his hand, with which

^ has only to decide upon the extent of the tenancy of the bu.ldmg, on

which subject he is, of all persons, in the best Po^'t'O" t° Pj^^^^
. ^^^^^-^

Consciously or unconsciously, he is designmg his bu.ldmg for a certain

number of occupants, somewhere between entire emptiness and an over-

crowding that would result in asphyxiation. „ , c j -.f<.= ^(
A, 1 matter of fact inquiry will establish very well-defined rates of

occupancy^fthe tenanted or^en'^able area, which follow naturally the posi-

tion 'of business buildings, and the nature of the business of the tenants,

and reach a most natural limitation at the minimum cubical space which,

without special ventilation, will afford reasonably hygienic conditions.

Wi?h these facts laid down, and the best traffic from each elevator defined,

the number of elevators which will cover every contingency is ascertain-

"^'"'The definition of duty, carrying with it the establishment of the best

running time and speeds, goes further, for it enables the archi ect to decide

unhesitatingly what is thi proper division to make between local and ex-

''"' It' should' evidently be such as to afford the upper or express section

iust aseood a service, in time and in the number of cars, as the lower part.

t is^ta^^d'by fome persons who have had to do with building^ that are so

~ divided as to aflford the upper part an inferior service, that th^ '"^^equac^

does not prevent their obtaining high rentals, on ^"°""'^
^j.^'^^.^X 'e

licht and view of upper floors. But for how long will such advantages

S And Tn case oF fire, what would compensate or the detriment to

such a building in case of inability to remove the helpless tenants of the

"''^
Manv'instances could be cited where the tenants of an "PP" fection

could noi be removed by the elevators in less than an hour, if the stairs

"'^'Vs"ln illustration, assume a building of twenty-three stories, having

five Vocaland five express elevators. These are divided at the eleventh

floor with the result that the lower part has a schedule service of 200tnps

J^r hour, and the upper section, a service of on y 120 trips per hour^ Th re

is no difference between the average tenancy of any of the floors, but a ten

ant of the upper part has only about half the convenience in number of

cars pa sing his floor, and occupies nearly double the average time to reacn

his destination, and yet is more dependent upon the service than the tenant

of a lower floor. . , , j ui -t v .u^t ,>.o

These and other considerations go to show how desirable it is that we

should all understand what an elevator stands for in the movement of

oassengers and should also realize that the features which result m the

work"t will accomplish, are in part contributed by the architect or designer,

in part by the passengers and operators, and in part, only, by the designer

of the machinery.
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May Increase Dues of A. I. A.

The American Institute of Architects
has sent out a circular stating that, after
due consideration, the board desires to
raise and expend $10,000 in restoring and
furnishing the Octagon and improving
the grounds, to make it a dignified club
for non-resident members; also, money
is needed for the library, editorial work,
publication, etc. To meet these impera-
tive necessities it is proposed to increase
the dues: Associates $15, fellows $25 and
initiation $25. The board of directors
has issued a statement to members re-

questing an opinion in regard to the
proposition. It is stated that the dues
and fees of other similar societies are
about double those of the American In-

stitute of Architects.

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

A meeting of the San Francisco Chap-
ter, American Institute of Architects,

was held in the green room of the Hotel
St. Francis on the evening of August
19th, nreceded by the usual dinner.

Twenty-three members were present.

In addition to the transaction of rou-

tine business, the chapter extended an

invitation to the officers and members
of the American Institute of Architects

to visit San Francisco during the Por-

tola festival; voted to affiliate with the

Architectural League of the Pacific

Coast and also voted a subscription to

the Portola festival fund.

At the conclusion of the business

meeting, Mr. Clay Paul Gooding deliv-

ered an able and interesting address on
"Waterproofing."

Sutton & Weeks Sue City of Oakland.

Architects Sutton and Weeks seek

vindication in the courts of false charges
against the firm for allowing the use of

alleged inferior material in two Oakland
schools of which they were the archi-

tects. Suit for the recovery of $3,534.86,

alleged to be due as balances for con-

structing the Washington and Lincoln

schools, has been instituted against the

Board of Education of the Oakland
school district and the members of the

city Board of Education. The suit had
been threatened for many months and
came as a result of the refusal on the

part of the Board of Education to pay
the architects' claims.
- In this the Board of Education was
following the instructions of last year's

Grand Jury, which made an investiga-

tion into the materials used in the con-
struction of the school buildings.

San Diego Normal School.

Plans for the San Diego State Normal
Training School have been completed
by State Engineer Ellery, who will soon
advertise for proposals for construc-

tion of the building. The structure will

be a Class A building of reinforced con-

crete. It will be two stories high and
will contain sixteen classrooms. The
State Legislature appropriated $55,000,

which is now available; $50,000 being set

aside for construction and $5,000 for

equipment.

A Friend in Need.

Chicago ought to have a very warm
feeling toward the Commonwealth Edi-

son Company. When the city was
"strapped" last January and could not

meet its payrolls the Edison Company
"advanced" $100,000 on account of its

tax. It recently handed over the balance

of its tax, amounting to about $400,000.

"A friend in need is a friend indeed."

Architect Smith and the Undesirable
Contractor.

Architect A. W. Smith of Oakland
will not be bothered by incompetent
and irresponsible contractors. Like

most architects, Mr. Smith has his regu-

lar list of contractors who figure most
of his work; but if an outsider—that is,

a contractor who has never performed
any work for him—wishes to figure in

his office, Mr. Smith is not averse, pro-

vided he meets the following conditions,

which are posted conspicuously upon
the door of his office:

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS DESIRING TO
FIGURE IN THIS OFFICE.

(This notice is for those contractors who have
not previously figured on our work.)

Instead of Bonds we will require of new con-

tractors that they deposit cash in bank in escrow
as security.

Contractors must furnish us with satisfactory

evidence that they are in a position to do this

before they will be allowed to figure work.
A letter signed by the cashier of a commercial

bank in which the cashier over his signature sets

forth the average cash balance of the contrac-

tor for a year past will be accepted as satisfac-

tory evidence oi responsibility up to the amount
of such average balance. A. W. SMITH.

When asked how it worked, the reply

was "very well." Strangers would read

this notice, and in a majority of cases

quietly walk out, while others would
make good.

It is to be deplored that any one can
enter the contracting field, and to a

crook particularly attractive because he

has nothing to lose. This is one of the

many reasons jobs are figured so close.

The responsible contractor has noth»

Ing^To complain of from such a notice

as Architect Smith has posted.

New Plans for Viaduct.

The Board of Supervisors of Mari-
copa county, Arizona, have rejected the

plans submitted by Knipe & Davis for

the proposed cement traffic viaduct to

be built at Phoenix, on the advice of J.

B. Girand, consulting engineer of the

board, who stated that in his opinion

the mushroom pier type of bridge, rep-

resented in the plans, could not be con-
structed for the amount estimated and
would considerably exceed the $100,000
appropriation. New plans are being pre-

pared.

More Outfall Sewers.

The City Council and Board of Public

Works of Long Beach have instructed

their Citv Engineer to make plans for

the laying of several miles of new out-

fall sewer, the old sewer having been
found to be defective and insufficient.

Larger pipes will be used, and several

new districts will also be added to the

city sewer system. The work will cost

about $25,000.
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Aviators for Portland Sky Scraper.

Aviators will be constructed on the
roof of Portland's newest office build-
ing, now being erected at the corner of
Third and Washington streets by Z. C.
Spalding. The plans include a landing
platform for .flying machines, the first

to be provided on any Pacific Coast sky-
scraper.

Captain R. S. Greenleaf, who is in

charge of the building, regards this

feature as a utility that is demanded,
because of the progress being made in
aviation. He describes the proposed
landing as a platform that will cover
almost the whole roof, so constructed
as to ease the drop of the bird-like
machines that are expected to be soar-
ing over the city before very long.
The aeroplane pilot may pause there to
regain his balance or the captain of
a dirigible may alight to take on or set
down passengers or load in supplies.

"Flying machine landings must be pro-
vided here as well as in the East," said
Captain Greenleaf. "They will be con-
structed on the roofs of New York and
Chicago skyscrapers, and modern office
buildings of Portland must be equipped
in the same manner."
"These landings will soon be a public

convenience, for remarkable changes
are being brought about by the perfec-
tion of flying machines, and we will be
ready for them when our new building
is finished."

Eastern Architect Marvels at San Fran-
,

Cisco's Rise.

Sidney R. Badgley, a member of the
Chamber of Commerce, vice-president
of two commercial banks of Cleveland,
senior member of the firm of Badgley
& Nicklas, architects, paid a visit to San
Francisco recently to study the prog-
ress of rebuilding.

After a day among the new buildings
in the downtown district, Badgley ex-
pressed himself in enthusiastic terms
over the wonders wrought in the last
three years.
"Only by coming here can one ap-

preciate your calamity of 1906, and only
by seeing can one realize the stupen-
dous strides you have made in rehabili-
tation. As an architect I am filled with
wonder at what you have accomplished,
while as a banker I am filled with ad-
miration at your city's ability to finance
the great undertaking."

Kelly, A. R. Walker, E. R. JeflFery.

Educational—Elmer Grey (chairman),
R. D. Farquhar, Charles S. Green.
Nomination—A. R. Walker (chairman),

J. C. Hillman, E. C. Kent.
Library—L. S. Moore (chairman), W.

A. O. Munsell, P. J. Van Trees.
Entertainment— J. B. Holtzclaw

(chairman), R. Train, F. L. StiflF, C. B.
Gallup, B. Blozer, F. C. Ayars, L. R.
Bedell, C. Robinson, T. Marlowe, J. Sin-
dorf, F. Parmentier, C. Gruenfeld, W. H.
Willson, W. Werner, J. Griffin, A. Mit-
terhausen.
These committees have been in-

structed to meet at as early a date as
possible for organization and active
work. The new quarters of the club are
on the top floor of the Union Trust
Building.

Los Angeles Architectural Club.
The following committees have been

appointed by President A. F. Rosenheim
of the Los Angeles Architectural Club:

Exhibition—Myron Hunt (chairman),
Octavius Morgan, John Parkinson, A. R.

The Chalet to Be the Latest Rai^e in

Building.

The chalet is the newest type of
American home. The bungalow rage is

about to be supplanted by an absolute
innovation in architecture. While the
chalet is distinctly a novelty in the
United States it would be wholly incor-
rect, the architects say, to represent this
unique type of dwelling as an innovation
in architecture. The usual point in con-
nection with the chalet is that it origi-
nated in Switzerland and has remained
in the prescribed limits of that little

republic ever since—or until the recent
date when Yankee architectural explor-
ers discovered its possibilities.

Even to-day the United States is the
only country to which this attractive
type of structure has been transplanted.
Perhaps the neglect so long manifested
by other nations has been due to the
circumstance that the chalet has ever
been hailed as the ideal type of moun-
tain home, and, accordingly, the vast
majority of home builders who operated
in no mountainous environment instinc-
tively passed it by as something adapted
only to the most rugged country.
The chalet, like the bungalow, may be

constructed inexpensively, and it is

quite possible to build an attractive ex-
ample of this style of home for less than
$2,000. At the same time it must be
admitted that the chalet usually appeals

to the householders who desire rather
more room than can be found in the
average bungalow.—Improvement Bul-
letin.

Salt Lake City's New Hotel.

The Newhouse Hotel, which is to be
erected at Fourth and Main streets. Salt

Lake City, from the plans of Architect
Henry Ives Cobb, 42 Broadway, New
York, will be eleven stories high and
cost $1,000,000

I 1.

Public Comfort Stations.

The Board of Park Commissioners of

Los Angeles has approved the plans of

Architects Hunt, Eager & Burns, for the

erection of six public comfort stations

in the various parks of the Angel City.

Two will be built in HoUenbeck Park,

one 18x33 feet, and one 18x24 feet; two
will be built in Echo Park, one 18x33

feet, and one 18x28 feet; one in Syca-

more Grove Park 18.6x33.6 feet, and one
in Eastlake Park, 18x24 feet. With an

exception of the one in Sycamore Grove
Park, which will be faced with cobble

stones, all will be of brick construction

with cement plaster exteriors, and have

mission tile roofing, steel lintels and
cement floors. Each building will be

wired for electricity, and they will be

built on concrete foundations and have

a very substantial ap4)earance.

Exhibitioii and Convention in October.

The following committee has been

Appointed to take charge of the fifth

exhibition of the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club to be held in San Fran-

cisco, October 18th to the 31st: Fred-

erick H. Meyer, chairman, William

Mooser, William B. Faville, A. O. John-

son, Kenneth MacDonald Jr., Loring P.

Rixford. G. Albert Landburgh, William

H. Crim Jr.

M. A. Vinson has the management of

the exhibition and is attending to most

of the details. Mr. Vinson has sent in-

vitations to all the Eastern chapters of

the American Institute of Architects,

and President Cass Gilbert has written

that he will endeavor to be present.

Mr. I. K. Pond of Chicago may also

grace the gathering with his presence.

While the exhibition is on, the first

annual convention of the Architectural

League of the Pacific Coast will he held,

the program including several business

meetings, a banquet and other amuse-

ments. It is expected that at least fifty

delegates from the Northwest will be

present.

The complete program follows:

Press View, Monday, October 18th,

2 to 5 p. m.
Club Reception to visiting Architects,

Mondav. October 18th, 8 p. m.
Exhibit open to Public, October l9th

to October 31st, inclusive.

Hours:—10 a. m. to 10 p. m. Daily.

2 p. m. to 6 p. m. Sundays.

As this is the first Architectural Ex-

hibition held in San Francisco since the

fire of 19(^ the San Francisco Architec-

tural Club will endeavor to present for

inspection the most complete collection

of architectural renderings and decora-

tive work ever seen in the west.

The exhibition will be illtistrative of

architecture and the allied fine arts. It

will consist of drawings and models of

proposed or executed work in structural,

decorative and landscape architecture;

sketches and finished examples of decor-

ative painting; sketches, models and fin-

ished examples of decorative and monu-

mental sculpture; drawings and models

of works in the decorative arts; and pho-

tographs of executed work in any of the

above branches.
Entry cards and labels will be supphed

by the Exhibition Committee. Each ex-

hibit must be marked on the back with

entry label and duplicate on an entry

card, mailed to the Exhibition Commit-

It is the desire of the club that the

exhibition be made up entirely of high

class design. In San Francisco all ex-

hibits will be selected by the jury ap-

pointed by the Exhibiton Committee,

with this in view.

All accepted exhibits must remain

until the close of the exhibition.

Exhibits will be refused which do not

bear the name of the designer.

The committee reserves the right to

change any title unduly conspicuous

Drawings must >e properly framed or

mounted, and it is especially requested

that borders and mats on stretchers and

frames be reduced to a minimum.

T^e omission of glass is requested on

all exhibits if possible.

The San Francisco Architectural Club

will arrange for collectors and shippers

Tn Seattle Tacoma. Spokane, Portland.

Denver. Salt Lake City and Los Angeles

and exhibitors notifying the committee

of their intention to exhibit will be

advised as to what date and by whom

their exhibits will be collected.

'a committee for. selecting drawings

will be appointed in each city named

"^mT" shipments of exhibits from our

oackers will be insured in transit, ihe

entire exhibition will be insured while

in the club's possession.

Unless otherwise specially agreed, the

San Francisco Architectural Club will

not be responsible for the oss of. or

any damage to. any of the exhibits ans^

ing from any cause whatsoever, during

carriage or while in custody.

All accepted drawings and photo-

graphs will be returned at the expense

of the San Francisco Architectural C ub.

The sending of an exhibit to the tifth

Exhibition of the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club shall constitute an assent

on the part of the sender with the con-

ditions above set forth.

Address all correspondence regarding

this exhibition to the Exhibition Com-

mittee. San Francisco Architectural Club,

833 Market street.

»*7«H|«^
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IHt COMING
ARCHITECTURAL
KXHIBITION

Every architect in San' Francisco-

should contribute his wcrk to the

fifth exhibition of

the San Francisco
Architectural Club,
which is to be held

in the Bay City,

October 18th to 31st. Simultane-
ously the first annual meeting of

the Architectural League of the

Pacific Coast will take place, and
members of the League from many
of the Coast cities will be present.

There will also be several dis-

tinguished Eastern architects on
hand. These circumstances, to-

gether with the iact that the ex-
hibition is to be open to the public,

should add material interest in the
event. It will be the first time since

the fire that members of the pro-

fession and the public have been
permitted to inspect the drawings
of San Francisco architects. The
exhibition held in the Merchants'
Exchange building over a year ago
was limited to a few exhibitors and
could hardly be called a representa-

tive display.

It is hoped the committee in

charge will be liberal in alloting am-
ple space to contributors—lack of
such accommodations having been
the cause of much complaint at pre-

vious exhibitions held in San Fran-
cisco. Undoubtedly many of the

drawings that will be shown will be
of completed work, and this should
add interest in the exhibit from those
who have seen the finished build-

ings but not the original sketches.

Then, too, it will acquaint the pub-
lic with what each architect has
been doing—the equivalent to an
advertisement for him.

After the San Francisco exhibi-

tion there will be one in Los An-
geles, a third in Seattle and a fourth

in Portland. These will fall several

months apart, and naturally there

will be considerable good-natured
rivalry as to which city will outdo
the other. Much of the work that

will be shown at these exhibitions

will be published in The Architect

and Engineer with appropriate

criticism.

I
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FIRE PROOF
BUILDINGS

IN THE
MINORITY

fireproof.

It is estimated that of the four-

teen or fifteen million buildings in

the United States, less

than 10,000 are even
moderately fireproof,

and less than 1,000 can
be called practically

The wealth destroyed by
fires in ordinary years is in excess
of the entire value of the fireproof

building material produced, but
with the awakening of public sen-

timent against the construction of

firetrap buildings it is to be ex-

pected that the demand for fire-

proof building material will in-

crease by leaps and bounds, and that

in a few years the greater portion of

this waste will be obviated and its

value utilized toward the construc-

tion of more fireproof buildings.

The reduction of insurance pre-

miums and saving in cost of main-
tenance will in about ten years equal

the excess of cost of a practically

fireproof building over one not fire-

proof. Improved methods of con-

struction will do more than legisla-

tion to bring insurance rates down,
because they will reduce losses, and
the reduction of fire losses is the

surest way to reduce rates.

A REAL
ARCHITECTURAL
NOVELTY

New York is rapidly gaining a

reputation for architectural novel-

ties of interest to

the architect, the

builder and the en-

gineer, and the list

of attractions for

members of these professions is con-

stantly growing. One of the latest

novelties in the architectural line is

the new building which will soon
rise on the present site of Hotel
Metropole, now in process ol de-

molition, at the junction of Broad-
way, Seventh avenue and Forty-

, second street, borough of Manhat-
tan, New York. The unique fea-

ture of the structure that is to oc-

cupy this site is not so much in its

size as in its peculiar construction,

the design calling for a building only

six stories in height, but from the

center of it will ri-^e a tower 30 feet

square and extending 200 feet above
the level of the street, covered by
advertisements of various kinds and
illuminated at night with such bril-

liancy as to make the "Great White
Way" even more dazzling than at

present.

The building is designed in Eng-
lish perpendicular Gothic, with long
lines to emphasize the height, and
with an ornamental cornice with
corner pavilions and high battle-

ment. The top of the tower is to be
treated in a similar manner, and
from the extreme peaks will flutter

numerous banners and streamers.

The plans have been prepared by
Henry Ives Cobb, a well-known
architect, and every efTort will be
made to have the structure com-
pleted by the end of the current

year. All of the skill of the electri-

cian will be utilized to make this

tower an attraction as well as a

striking feature of the Eastern met-
ropolis. Some might urge that the

multiplicity of advertising signs on
the tower would prove a serious ob-

jection, but in refutation of this

charge it is declared that the ar-

rangement will be such as to render
the display attractive and 'pleasing

to the eye, and will constitute a

beautiful architectural effect by day
and a tower of light by night.

First Annual Meeting of the Architec-
tural League.

The first meeting of the Architectural
League of the Pacific Coast will be a

success, if the activity and enthusiasm
shown by the various committees ap-
pointed by Mr. Willis Polk, president of

the league, is any indication.

Mr. Louis Christian Mullgardt is in

charge of the "Committee to Formulate
the Business Program" for the three days'

meeting. He is corresponding with the
members of the Executive Board of the
league in the various cities that are
represented in regard to having the
architects in each city take an active

part in the meeting.
Mr. G. A. Applegarth is chairman of

the committee to plan an entertainment
program that will make the visiting

architects remember the first meeting of

the A. L. P. C. in San Francisco. This
committee will work with the committee
appointed by Mr. Albert Pissis, president

of the San Francisco Chapter, A, L .A ,

for the same purpose.
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THE great advantaRe of a warm air

furnace heating system is that it

supplies fresh warm air, and this

single feature, from a hygienic stand-

point, places the warm air furnace in a

position far superior to that of any other

form or system for warming dwellings.

Moreover, the expense for installation,

operation and subsequent care of the

warm air furnace system is less than that

of any other.

The warm air furnace, to be efiectiye,

however, must be large enough. It is,

in fact, a matter of economy to use a

furnace one size larger than is actually

required, and it must be borne in mind,

too, that the relation of the air supply,

the size of the piping and the size of the

registers to the furnace and to the rooms
to be warmed are very important factor*

in the success of a warm air i irnacc-

heating system
The success of the systern depends

also upon the careful installation of the

furnace, the piping and the registers.

Every warm air furnace heating sys

tem is a problem in itself. The rules en-

tering into the science of heating can-

not be ignored, nor can success h^ at-

tained unless these rules be considered

and applied to the problem with judg-

ment. Even after the exercise of care

and thoughtful attention, it sometimes
occurs that a Certain run of warm ait

pipe, or, perhaps, the entire system, fails

to realize the expectation of the owner
and the heating contractor, and when

this occurs it should be borne in mind
that "every effect must have a cause."

Search for the cause, remove it and the

system will be successful. Minimize the

chance of failure when planning a warm
air furnace heating system by observing
these facts: (a) That warm air, follow-

ing the law of nature, flows upward, and
as the natural movement of the warm air

is upward, it follows that the greater the

elevation of the warm air pipes the more
rapid will be the flow of air.

(b) That warm air flows toward the

point of least resistance, and the velocity

of the air movement in a warm air pipe

depends upon the excess of temperature
of air in the pipe; depends upon the

height of the outlet above the furnace;

depends upon the absence of frictional

resistance in the pipe and depends also

upon the absence of pressure resistance

in the rooms to be warmed.

Warm air furnace heating, to be suc-

cessful, should be considered in connec-
tion with the ventilation. Circulation of

the air is, in the absence of scientific

ventilation, an acceptable substitute. Its

adoption, in the absence of ventilation,

provides a means for displacing the air

of lower temperature from the rooms.
Success or failure of a warm air fur-

nace heating system finally depends upon
the smoke pipe and the chimney. If the

smoke pipe is not the proper size and the

chimney does not have sufficient ca-

pacity and is not properly constructed,

it is useless to expect the successful and
satisfactory operation of the furnace.
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The first important factor in iurnace

installation is the determination by ac-

curate rules of the space to be warmed.
Then to determine by positive rules the

size of the furnace required. These lo

be followed by a proper consideration of

the piping, the risers, the registers, the

smoke pipe and the chimney.
Manufacturers, with but one exception,

have referred to furnace capacity as

equal to 20,000 to 30,000 cubic feet, and
although this is a custom of long stand-

ing it is incorrect and frequently leads

to the installation of a warm air furnace

entirely too small for the work required

of it. It is much the better plan to base

the capacity of a furnace on some sys-

tem that will consider both the wall and
gliss exposure, as well as the actual cubic

feet in the rooms or dwelling. These
three elements, the actual cubic feet, the

next wall exposure and the glass ex-

posure, might be termed gross cubic feet.

The capacity of a warm air furnace on
the gross cubic feet plan can be deter-

mined by taking into consideration the

average diameter of the firepot by a for-

mula that considers too the consumption
of a certain amount of fuel per square
foot of grate surface per hour.
The size of piping and registers re-

quired to warm a certain gross cubic feet

may also be determined by fixed and
positive rules.
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The limit of warm air piping that a

furnace will carry with success and with-
out the danger of overloading the ^fur-

nace can be determined, also the amount
of air to be introduced to the base of the
furnace, may be ascertained by a rule

that will give sufficient air to fill all the
pipes. If this is not done—namely, the
admission of sufficient air to fill all the
pipes—the success of the system is en-
dangered.—Exchange.

Heating a Ten-Room House Econo-
mically.

A heating, ventilating and humidifying
system was installed in a house in Glen
Ridge, N. J., which was operated at a

very low cost, according to a writer in*

the Heating and Ventilating Magazine,
and one-third of the heating was indirect.

This is contrary to ordinary experience.
The owner attended personally to the

stoking of the boiler and thus not only
had the opportunity of observing the
coal consumption, but no doubt effected

a considerable saving over the ordinary
attention given by servants.
He has a thermostat attached to the

boiler and also to the cold air inlet

damper, which helps very materially in

the saving of coal, and believes that

every furnace or other heater should be
equipped with such a device.
Another important point is that the

house is never heated to a point above 65
degrees. The family has become used
to this temperature, and the owner con-
_siders 65 degrees far more healthful than
the 70-degree standard that is so gener-
ally insisted upon. He believes the 70

. degree point is maintained largely be-
cause people have become used to it and
not because it is really necessary.

The feature of this ventilating system
in this house, which makes it an excep-
tion is the application of the principle of
suction in an automatic system of ven-
tilation. Through the use of the chim-
ney as a ventilating stack, a suction is

established in all the rooms, hallways,
and even in the cellar. The air passes
out of the ventilating flues in the chim-
ney through an opening equivalent to 29
by 23 inches.
The incoming air is heated to one-third

of the desired point as it leaves the regis-

ter underneath the radiators, the radi-

ators themselves supplying the other
two-thirds. This movement of the air

goes on day and night. It operates
entirely without machinery.

The Evils of Cheap Plumbing.
In the building of a home one of the

chief demands on the owner is to see to
it that the plumbing arrangements are
properly made and the plumbing work
properly done. Every feature of the in-

stallation, such as the location of closets

and lavatories, should be carefully
planned with the one single idea of mak-
ing sure that the premises are sanitary.

If the builder is wise he will see to it

that the specifications call for high-grade
material. Cheap piping and plumber's
supplies invariably prove the most costly
in the end. They necessitate an almost
endless series of repairs and inconveni-
ence to the housewife, which disables her
for the efficient exercise of her duties to

the home. Much complaint is made of

the plumbing exercises, and the comic

artists have made them the subject of
their jibes for a long time, but the
amount of the bills is not to be consid-
ered if the owner of a home honestly de-
sires to equip his house with the best
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in the market in the matter of plumbing
supplies. The best is the cheapest by
all odds.

The features to be considered on the

outside of the house are the roof work
and the conductors leading from the roof

and the waste pipes from closets, bath-

rooms and sink. The ridges, hip-rafters,

valley gutters and platform roofs are

often laid with zinc or galvanized iron,

1)ut a more durable job can be made with
lead. Care should be taken in making
proper junctions at the overlaps of either

zinc, iron or lead. On this depends the

prevention of water finding its way into

the roof and causing unlimited decay.

The eve gutters and down pipes, made of

cast iron, should have the required clips

at the joints and be properly secured and
supported. It is preferable, for sanitary
reasons, that all soil and waste pipe

should be erected outside the walls of

the building. Water closets may be so
arranged that they will be next the back
wall or either side walls of the house,
and the branch soil pipes should be car-

ried through the thickness of the wall

and inserted into a "branch horn," cast

on the upright soil pipe, and jointed
thoroughly with red lead and rope yarn.

Many homes are rendered practically

untenantable by the bathroom being too
close to bedrooms. The fittings of the

bathroom, when exposed, should be of

gunmetal or nickel-plated. If common
iron piping is employed it should be
painted. Piping above the flooring should
not be covered but left exposed, so that
any leakage may be readily detected, and
in its arrangements the law of gravitation
should be carefully taken into considera-
tion. This latter is not only important
but absolutely necessary. The location
of hot water tanks and their various pip-

ing connections calls for the most scien-

tific handling, and unless they are in-

stalled in a practical manner satisfactory
results cannot be obtained—Shoppell's.

A Novel Illumination of a Church.

AT a prominent society wedding
^ which recently took place in Mont-
* gomery, Ala., a lighting effect was

produced which probably is the first of

its kind ever attempted. The novelty
of th^ scheme consisted in placing four
flaming arc lamps on the outside of the
church, near the stained glass windows,
and covering the installation with white
canvas. The decoration of the interior

of the church was carried out on an
elaborate scale, and involved the use of

many incandescent lamps; but the crown-
ing feature of the whole affair from the

decorative standpoint was the turning on
of the arc lamps, which gave the effect

of the sun rising and shining in through
the windows. It is thus described in a

local paper:
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"Lights were arranged on the outside
of the church at each stained glass win-
dow, and the light was reflected inside.

At the beginning of the ceremony all

of the other lights in the church were
turned out, and only these were used.
The scene was as one at sunrise, the
lights changing from a soft mellow glow
and gradually growing brighter and
brighter, until when the ceremony was
over and the young couple were pro-
nounced husband and wife, the lights

burst forth in great splendor, as the ris-

ing sun on the dawn of a new life."

as met , of building construction pro-
gress the importance of this work is
bemg brought out and the necessity of
careful planning is becoming more evi-
dent. In the large modern structures in
the bigger cities, with a well planned
equipment, even illuminating engineers

Electrical Wiring and Equipment,

THE following interesting sugges-
tions on the important subject of

electrical wiring and equipment of

buildings were furnished the Improve-
jnent Bulletin by E. M. Raetz of the
Kennedy Electric Company of Roches-
ter, Minn., and are along the same
lines expressed by A. W. Pike, formerly
with the Butte Engineering Company,
in this department several months ago:
"The electrical wiring and equipment

of buildings is a subject which does not
seem to receive its proper share of at-

tention by the architect and builder.

The owner, as a rule, being ignorant of

the subject, leaves it to the architect

and builder—the architect is sometimes
no better posted than the owner and
leaves it in turn to the builder, who is

trying to make all he can on the job and
cuts the wiring, etc., down to a mini-
mum. At a recent general contractors-
meeting the electrical contract was re-

ferred to as one of the 'insignificant

trades.' This seems to be the attitude

of architects and builders in general, but
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are employed to secure the best results

from artificial illumination.

"Poorly drawn specifications (or

sometimes the subject is not even men-
tioned), are responsible for many inef-

ficient and defective installations. A
rigid specification will not only secure

for the owner a better job, but will put

all bidders on the same basis so far as

requirements are concerned, and the gen-

eral tendency would be toward a higher

standard of construction instead of

'cheap' work, as the present tendency is

to let the job to the lowest bidder, where
there is a loosely drawn specification

wl?ich allows of deviation in figuring.

"There are even cases where contrgic-

tors submit their own specifications and

base their bid on same, claiming to re-

duce the cost to the owner. Such pro-

ceedings are always open to question

and should not be considered by the ar-

chitect and owner.
"In specifying a certain make or brand

of article *or equal/ it would be better

to name several makes of such articles

to allow of fullest competition and leave

out the words 'or equal,' as the question

always arises who shall decide whether

or not the article to be substituted is the

equal of the one named, as the architect

is often incompetent to judge (and could

hardly be reasonably expected to know),

as to the merits of all modern devices,
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Sketch shows British practice in carlngr for floor drainage

from a garage.

of which there are so many being put
on the market.
"The real necessity seems to be to

have a competent engineer draw up a
specification, the cost of which would
be moderate and thus secure for the
owner a satisfactory and proper instal-

lation of electrical equipment.
"The above is the writer's conclusion

at the end of ten years' experience in

the electrical contracting business, and
to this I might add that the best results

are obtained by the fullest co-operation
of the architect, builder and electrical

contractor." •

sand and mud, a turn-down elbow of 4-

inch pipe with a seat of 2 feet 6 inches,
which leads into the second compart-
ment, where a 6-inch turn down elbow
with a seat of 2 feet 6 inches leads to
the main drain. It is quite improbable
that the gasoline would reach the sewer
if such a settling tank and cesspool as
this were constructed.

Floor Drainage in a Garage.

This is an illustration of the method
in which floor drainage in a garage is

cared for in British practice. The floor

drain enters from the left into a double
compartment, settling tank and cesspool,
which has a tight cover and is furnished
with a 3-inch ventilating pipe to the roof.

The first compartment has a depressed
floor, making it more easy to remove the

Their Bungalow.

Just as a pair of robins build
Their love-wrooght nest without the aid

Of some conceited bird who dares
To tell them how it shall be made.

So Tohn and Marv proudly planned
Their home, and aeemed 'twould be a sin.

Amid their rosy dreams, to let

An architect come butting in.

Alas! it was not wisely planned.
For doors and windows, so they find.

Are out of place; some rooms too lar^e
And some too small; but, never mind!

With pride they show their house to friends.
Who, as they view it, come to know

Why John and Mary will persist
In calling it their "bungle, oh!"

—Nixon Waterman in the Saturday Evening Post.
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Some Industrial Inforrri ition Worth the While

Automatic Sprinklers for Fire
Protection.

The use of automatic sprinklers for

fire protection is becoming more gen-

eral as the advantages of the system are

understood by the owner. The follow-

ing letter from a large California indus-

try, sent unsolicited, is self-explanatory:

Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Gentlemen:—Although you have not

asked for any statement from us, in ref-

erence to the equipment which you in-

stalled at our plant in Crockett last year,

we are so well pleased with same that

we take the liberty of writing you, to

express our satisfaction with the man-
ner in which the equipment was in-

stalled, and the perfect working of same
since.

At the time we decided to mstall a

sprinkler equipment, we obtained quota-

tions from the diflferent manufacturers^

and also from engineers who wanted to

put the equipment in on the basis of

cost and a certain percentage. At that

time we were somewhat afraid that the

installation of the equipment would in-

terfere considerably with the handling of

sugar in our warehouse in which the

plant was to be installed, and after very

careful consideration of all the different

makes of heads and the different propo-

sitions submitted, we decided to accept

yours, and can only say that we made
no mistake in having the installation

made by your good selves.

The severe test that we subjected the

pipe and hose to, viz.: 125 pounds pres-

sure for two weeks, proved that every-

thing was more than guaranteed by you.

We sincerely trust that this letter will

be the means of bringing you further

business, as we feel sure that any con-

cern that will install a sprinkler system,

similar to the one installed for us by
your good selves, will be perfectly satis-

fied. Yours very truly,

California & Hawaiian Sugar Re-

fining Company,
Geo. M. Dolph,
General Manager.

contract price being $86,348. Time to

complete, June 15, 1910.

Contractor Gets Job.

Ambrose B. Stannard of New York

city has been awarded the contract for

partitions, screens and interior finish,

etc., in the San Francisco Postoflfice, che

Handsome Hardwood Interior.

One of the handsomest offices in San
Francisco is that just finished and lately

occupied by Messrs. Balfour, Guthrie &
Company on California street, east of

Sansome, and adjoining the Alaska Com-
mercial Company's building. Balfour,

Guthrie & Co. occupy the entire build-

ing, which was built for them from
plans by Architect L. B. Button. A
feature of the offices is. the handsome
hardwood interior trim in Jenisero and

West Coast mahogany. The former is

treated in a dull wax finish, which makes
this already beautiful wood still more
attractive.

The interior trim was furnished by

the S. H. Harmon Company's mill from
lumber and veneers supplied by the

Dieckmann Hardwood Company.

Tabor Sash Fixtures.

The Tabor Patent Strip and Fixtures

for revolving, reversible and removable

windows are much in demand, and the

San Francisco agents, Boyd &: Moore,

report recent installations as follows:

Owens & Unger building, Levi Strauss

building, Bliss & Faville, architects;

Piedmont School, Albert Farr. architect;

Wood building on California street,

Ralph W. Hart, architect, and other

structures. The Tabor goods only re-

cently have been placed on the Cali-

fornia market, and if the contracts al-

ready taken are a criterion the local

field promises to be a lucrative one for

the Eastern manufacturers:

n
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Leary a uiidtng, Seattle^ Wash.
Beeser Bros., Architects

The Leary Building.

The Leary Building, Seattle, Wash.,
nearing completion, shows nine stories,

but it is the intention of the owners to
make it eighteen stories in the near
future. Corrugated bars. Hydraulic
Pressed Brick Company's non-absorbent
face brick and R. I. W. No. 232 paint
were all supplied by F. T. Crowe &
Co.
The National Bank of Commerce is

to occupy the street corner fronting on
Second Avenue and Madison Street.

The offices in the building are un-
doubtedly the most resplendently equip-
ped in the Northwest and are supplied
by the F. T. Crowe Company with
Winslow's solid bronze doors and bank
fixtures.

The architects are Beezer Bros, of
Seattle and Spokane and the Contrac-
tors the James Black Masonry & Con-
struction Company of St. Louis.

Blue Print Papers.

Blue Print Papers is the title of a four-

page leaflet just issued by the Keuffel &
Esser Company. The following, taken
from the leaflet, should interest archi-

tects and engineers: "The results ob-
tained in making blueprints depend upon
the careful selection and application of

the chemicals and essentially upon the

quality of the paper employed. It has,

therefore, always been our endeavor to

maintain the high quality of our papers
and improve our formulas for coating
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Qual «'upe 1
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these papers, and to produce papers best

adapted for their purpose. The reputa-

tion which our several brands of blue-

print paper enjoy, proves that our ef-

forts have been successful, and that our

papers may be depended upon for the

work for which we recommend them.

"We have a well equipped plant at

our New York house, and at our branch

houses at Chicago, St. Louis, San Fran-

cisco and Montreal, for blue printing

and black printing of any kind by sun

or electric light. Our work is prompt
and of the highest quality, and tracings

are carefully guarded."

Automatic Elevator Guide Lubricator.

The most ingenious inventors and in-

telligent engineers have striven since

the advent of the elevator to discover

some means whereby the difficult, dis-

agreeable and dangerous task of keep-

ing elevator guides in condition might
be eliminated.
This has at last been accomplished by

the Parks non-friction automatic lubri-

cator, the inventor of which has attained

this result after long study and numer-
ous experiments.
The device consists mainly of an air

compression cup with attachments that

conduct the lubricant to all three sides

of the guide at the same time.

It takes but a few minutes to fill the

cup with grease, after which the ele-

vator, as far as lubrication is concerned,
will require no further attention from
four to six weeks.

The lubricator only feeds while the

car is in motion^
Lubrication stops when the car stops,

thereby preventing waste of grease,

dripping, soiling of walls and grill work,

or damage to clothing of passengers.

A small amount of grease applied at

the right time in the right place is all

that is necessary to properly lubricate

the guide of the most active elevator.

The device is easily atached to ele-

vator cars of any make, and has been

examined by many of the most noted

engineers and mechanicians in the coun-

try, who after the severest possible tests

have pronounced it the only invention

for the purpose ever known that satis-

factorily does the work.
Boyd & Moore, 356 Market Street, San

Francisco, are the Coast distributors and

they have installed the device in such

prominent structures as the Whittell. the

Whitney and the Alaska Commercial
buildings.

Denatured Alcohol—Its Production and
Its Use.

Alcohol is the coming fuel of the

world. It can never be exhausted. So

long as the sun shines on our fields

they will produce it for all time to come,

and mankind need no longer fear the

exhaustion of our coal deposits, for the

use of alcohol as a means for cooking,

lighting and heating has come to stay.

The use of denatured alcohol every-

where for lighting, heating, cooking

and other domestic purposes is sure to
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become general throughout the country.
Hitherto the main objection has been
the cost, but this has been removed.
^o-day, in fact, untaxed alcohol is being
manufactured so cheap as to success-
fully displace kerosene, gas and elec-
tricity for lamps, stoves and heaters, and
so confer a positive blessing on the con-
sumer, for it has many advantages over
them. At present there are only few
large distillers making denatured alcohol,
but many concerns are preparing to en-
gage in this business, and a multitude of
farmers will soon set up small co-opera-
tive plants.

In compliance with numerous requests
for more detailed information relating to
the utilization of wood waste by distil-
lation and a general consideration of the
new infant industry of wood waste dis-
tilling, including a full description of
the apparatus and appliances used and
the principle involved and also methods
of chemical control and disposal of the
products, illustrated bv seventy-four en-
gravings, a book of 156 pages, bound in
cloth, will be sent to any address in the
United States, postpaid, on receipt of
$3.20. This book also explains and
treats of the manufacture of grain alco-
hol from wood waste. It opens a new
field for investigation. Address Wood
Waste Distilleries Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio.
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Walter B. taivcett

A Hustling Oakland House.

One of the most enterprising among
the Oakland business houses is the Cali-

fornia Mantel and Tile Company, of 110
Telegraph avenue, Oakland.

Prior to removing to its present
quarters, on May 1st, the only larcre job
Jhe company had done was the tile work
on the Taft & Pennoyer building, all of
which was installed by this firm. Since
that time the company has added to its

equipment, and increased its capacity,
until there is no contract, in the tile line,

too large for it to handle.
The largest tile contract awarded in

Alameda County for 1909, the H. H.
Hart residence, in Claremont, was
secured by this company, in competition
with the oldest tile houses on the Coast.
The Company also has the contract to
furnish the tile for the Western Pacific
passenger deoot in Oakland, and has
just coraoleted the tile roof on the West-
ern Pacific depot at Sacramento.
The show rooms of the California

Mantel and Tile Company are a credit
to the City of Oakland, and compare
favorably with those of any firm on the
Coast, as to the variety and the attrac-
tiveness of the goods displayed, their
lines including wood, tile, brick and
stone mantels.
The president of the company, Mr.

Walter B Fawcett, is one of the most
wide-awake young business men in Ala-
meda County, and he has associated with
him, as secretary, Frank Hus, and as
treasurer, Charles H. PfeiflFer, while Mr.

B. A. Wallman is store manager. Satis-
factory work at fair prices; courteous
treatment—these are the pillars that sup-
port their business enterprise.

H^afsti^rnE^asic Architect'!

P. C. _.

Attend

Mr. Lewis P. Hobart is in charge of
the Invitation and Reception Committee,
Me is planning on inviting a great many
of the Eastern architects to take a West-
ern trip at this time. Hotel accommoda-
tions have been reserved for 100 dele-
gates. The rooms will be held up to
October 10th. As San Francisco will be
crowded at the time of the convention,
because of the Portola Festival, it will
be well for those contemplating attend-
ing the convention to make reservations
in advance. Address Mr. Lewis P. Ho-
l»art. Crocker hiiildiim, San Fraiicisco.
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I ^YER LOCKING

L
Manufacturing Plant

*r«e DOUGLAS 2455
Pntrem Afiiojnine Union Iron Works

aced Slabs and Blocks
•^lastic Decorations

1 re Best.

(From the San Francisco Call).

It is no longer necessary tq go outside

of San Francisco to obtain the mechani-
cal equipment for the most complex or

elaborate establishment. The new South-
ern Pacific hospital has been provided
with Parker water tube boilers built by
the Keystone Boiler Works of San
Francisco. The contract amounted to

$130,000. The money remained in San
Francisco, went to pay home labor, and
in the natural channels of trade is dis-

tinctly a local asset. It is not so long
ago that it was thought necessary to

"go East" for such machinery.
The boiler in question is essentially

a San Francisco product. It is the in-

vention of a former resident of this city.

In its mechanism it departs from the
old methods of steam generation The
water is fed into the upper part of the
boiler and circulates downward, the

steam being discharged from the lower
tubes.

The installation at the Southern Pa-
cific hospital is said to be the most
elaborate in its appointments on the
Coast. The machinery- is set in white
enameled brick in the power station.

All the structural material is white.

The boilers take on the appearance of

two large clocks, so perfect and uni-

form are the faces, the doors, the tubes
and the pendulum gauge chains.

DENATURED ALCOHOL
DISTILLING APPARATUS

wei8rht985 lbs., daily capacity 100 g^allons. cost

,?700.()0. that will produce from wood, syrup,

sawdust or vegetable waste matter. 100 gal-

lons tax free denatured alcohol per day at 8

cents per gallon, for cheaper light, heat and
power purposes. This wood waste alcohol dis-

tilling apparatus is of untold benefit to lum-

bermen, soap makers, paint manufacturers,

varnish makers, farmers paper pulp and
chemical fibre mills, alcohol distillers, saw
mills, etc., for the utilization of waste wood by

distillation for the cheaper production of

denatured alcohol, thereby placing it beyond
competition with gasoline or kerosene. We
are ready to negotiate with bona fide individ

uals on very liberal terms. No speculative

features. The market demands the product.

Unquestionable references. Write today.

Do U Want to B A Good Fellow?
Establish a new manufacturinK industry at

home that will yield you $iUU.UU in gold every
week.

WOOD WASTE DISTILLERIES CO.
213 to 217 St. Clair Ave. N. W.

cLEVEUND - onro

When writing to Advertisers mention this xMagazine.
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A Young Firm.

One of the youngest of the contracting
building firms in San Francisco is Tay-
lor & Johnson, whose offices are in the
Postal Telegraph building.

Mr. Charles L. Taylor is a native

product, having been born in California

and educated in the public schools of

Oakland and the University of Cali-

fornia, from which he graduated in 1893.

He started in business as an architec-

tural draughtsman, and followed that

profession until 1897, when the Spanish-
American war broke out. Mr. Taylor
entered the employ of the Union Iron
Works, where he continued f«.r eight

years, in charge of the armor and arma-
ment work on all the ships that the

Union Iron Works built for the govern-
ment.

Immediately after the great fire Mr.
Taylor assumed charge, as chief

draughtsman, of the architectural de-

partment of the Ferrolite Company of

ban Francisco, which was doing a large

volume of heavy construction work. On
the abandonment, by that company, of

the architectural branch of their work,
Mr. Taylor was given charge of the pur-

chasing and estimating department of

the Jas. Stewart Company, of New York,
when that firm entered the local field.

Mr. Taylor continued with the firm until

they withdrew from San Francisco, in

January, 1909.

The Emporium, the Orpheum, the

Temple Emanu-El—these are a few of

the buildings erected under his super-
vision.

On February 1, 1909, Mr. Taylor
formed a co-partnership with Mr. Henry
T. Johnson, to carry on general building

construction.

Mr. Johnson was educated at the

Western University of Pennsylvania,
'graduating in the engineering class of

1900. After two years with the Colum-
bia Bridge Company, of Pittsburg, on
structural work, he was with the Pitts-

burg Coal Company, as superintendent
of construction of shafts and power
houses, for two years; one year at Pt.

Richmond, as assistant master mechanic
for the Standard Oil Company; one year
at Albuquerque, on construction work
for the Santa Fe; then with Maxwell &
Bugbee of San Francisco, as superin-

tendent of construction.

Taylor & Johnson have just com-
pleted the Haslett warehouse, at Third
and Townsend streets, which is note-
worthy by reason of the size of the

timbers usei, being the largest used in

San Francisco since the fire, some single

beams running over one thousand feet,

board measure.
The Starr-King Church, at Geary and

Franklin streets, the first stone building
erected in San Francisco after the fire,

was built by this firm, as was the Secur-

ity Investment Company's office build-
ing on Sacramento street.

The firm is now engaged on the Nel-
son-Morris Packing Company's smoke
house on Pacific street, near Drumm, the
pile foundations for which are com-
pleted, and the basement water-proofed.

Makes Store Fixtures.

One of the best known and most re-

liable houses in the building line is that
of Frank S. Ostrowski & Son, of 214-216
Eighth street, San Francisco.
Mr. Ostrowski began the manufacture

of store, office and bar fixtures in 1899,

on Eighth street, and has followed the
same business at the same stand ever
since.

Later on the firm added the manufac-
ture of drug store fixtures, and has be-
come the recognized leaders in this spe-
cialtv, for the reason that a large stock
is keot on hand.

It is now possible for a druggist to

order his store fixtures, specify his

alterations, and have the whole installed
in from three "lo six days.

In former days business was done
mostly on a cash basis, but, since the
fire, conditions have changed and busi-
ness is done, largely, on the basis of

time payments.
The earthquake of 1906 left the

Ostrowski establishment practically

without damage, but the fire, two davs
later, completely destroyed the plant.

After the fire several of the old firms
engaged in the office and store fixture

business dropped out, but Ostrowski &
Son rebuilt on the same lot and con-
tinued doinjf business.
On the 16th of April, 1909, the firm

was doing a prosperous business, when
the St. George Hotel, around the corner,
took fire and the flames burned up half

a city block. The Ostrowski building
was again destroyed, and the firm lost

$15,000, with an insurance of $8,000.

The weak man is overcome by mis-
fortune—the strong man laughs at it,

and starts anew.
Ostrowski & Son are re-established, at

the old stand, equipped with modern
machinery and prepared to fill, at the
shortest possible notice, any orders that
may be entrusted to them.

Why He Got His.

The vender of images, who had just

been thrown out of a large office build-

ing, weot bitterly as he looked at his
torn clothes and broken wares.
"Who did this?" inquired the friendly

cop. "I'll pinch 'em if you say the word."
"No; it was my fault," said the vic-

tim, gathering up the remains of a plas-
ter image. "I insisted on trying to sell

a bust of Noah Webster to a meeting of
simplified spellers."—Denver Republi-
can.
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Molmes Patent Disappearing

Beds in ornamental brass,

bronzed or wkite enamel iron

frame— w^itn galvanized iron

recess, Leggett Spiral Springs,

guides, bumpers and furniture

in any style or wood to har-

monize -Witt the other furniture

m tke room.

VC^nte or call for descriptive

circulars ana other data about

these beds.
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Two Brick Companies Consolidate.

The Stockton Fire and Enamel Brick

Company, located at Stockton, Cal., has

been consolidated with the Golden Gate
Brick Company, with Mr. C. F. Pratt

as manager. The Stockton Brick Com-
pany was organized soon after the earth-

quake in 1906, with Mr. James W. His-

lop, for many years with Gladding-

McBean and later with Carnegie Brick

& Terra Cotta Company, as superin-

tendent. Mr. Hislop will continue to act

as superintendent of the Stockton plant.

Recent contracts filled by the Stockton

company include the handsome mottled

glazed brick in the Lincoln Realty

building at Fifth and Market streets,

San Francisco, the light wells in the

Magnin building and the handsome buff

and cream brick in the New Y. M. C. A.

building at Stockton, Walter King, ar-

chitect. The consolidated offices will

be at 660 Market street, San Francisco.

An Index to the Advertisements

Los Angeles Shipping Many Brick.

The Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com-
pany is shipping 1,500,000 paving brick

to be used in the city of Portland, Or.

They have to be crated and the buyers

furnish the crates and do the crating.

They are shipped from the plant to the

long wharf at Santa Monica and there

transferred to ship. This is the reason

for crating them. They have to be

swung by a crane from the wharf and let

down into the hold of the ship, which

would not wait long enough to have an

immense lot of the brick lifted by hand.

The same company is shipping street-

paving brick to San Francisco because

they are needed there in a hurry, and the

local plants cannot furnish them. Fur-

ther orders are expected from San Fran-

cisco, which will probably run the

amount up into hundreds of thousands.

Pumping Station Completed.

The pumping station at Willows, on

the shore of Lake Merritt, Oakland, has

been completed and accepted by the city

officials. The Healy-Tibbetts Construc-

tion Co. were the builders.

The buidling is of steel and concrete,

with tile roof, and its completion marks
the welding of another link in the chain

of public buildings in Oakland, which

embody the ideas of a Board of City

Officials that is thoroughly alive to the

necessity of a general plan which shall

make for a harmonious building of a city.
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A New Heater.

It will interest the building fraternity
to learn that a new firm has been formed
to carry on the business of manufactur-
ing water heaters and combination gas-
heating boilers in Oakland.
The company, organized with A. W..

Kennedy, a local capitalist, as business
manager, and Mr. Charles Hart, the in-

ventor, as superintendent, has secured
quarters for their manufacturing plant at

525 Seventh street, Oakland, the brick
building that was formerly used as a
candy factor. The Hart Heater Com-
pany will make The Queen water Jieater
and The Hart combination hot-water
boiler, which are the result of many
years of experiment on the part of the
inventor. Mr. Hart.
The system of heating is through cop-

per cpilSj^ four in number, and thirty-

four feet in length, each coil having a
separate connection at top and bottom
with brass tees, and doing away with the
trouble and expense incident to clogging
and corroding, so common in other
heaters. A new feature of construction
is that the coils are the same at both
ends, and may be inverted, if desired,

thus making a practically new heater.

The jackets are lined with asbestos,
and can easily be raised from the coils,

for cleaning purposes.
Mr. Hart claims for his water boiler

F. O, Ens[strum C

H. W. BRYSON. Mgr.
WM. McKAY. Supt.

nw
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that it is the quickest and most economi-
cal one that has ever been put on the

market. The boiler is made in three

sizes 18, 24 and 30 gallons, and the

builder who is interested in heatincr

would do well to call at the factory and
investigate the claims of the inventor.

Los Angeles Firm Busy.

The Machinery and Electrical Com-
pany, 351-353 North Main street, Los
Angeles, report among their latest con-

tracts one to supply and erect five 600-

horse-power duplex pumping engines for

the Union Oil Company. The engines

will be installed at various pomts be-

tween Los Angeles and Bakersfield.

They will also install forty Scotch ma-
rine boilers, of 150 horse-power each,

for the same company. These two con-

tracts amount tf- $250,000, and the work
will be completed in six months.
The same company will install the

heating system in the American National

Bank building of San Diego; F. P. Burn-
ham of Los Angeles, architect.

They also have the contract for the

installation of the blast heating system
in the Grand Hotel, San Diego; the heat-

ing plant of Throop Polytechnic Insti-

tute, Pasadena, and the heating plant

for the home of Henry E. Huntington
at Oneonta Park, Hunt & Grey, archi-

tects.

The company has also secured the

contract for the heating plant to be

installed in the Territorial Prison at

Florence, Ariz.; Thornton Fitzhugh, ar-

chitect.

f"Modem Wood Finishing.'

One of the most complete, practical

and interesting hand books on wood fin-

ishing is "Modern Wood Finishing,"

issued by the Bridgeport Wood Finishing

Company, New Milford, Conn.
This booklet illustrates in colors and

describes various popular finishes ob-

tained by tht; use of Bridgeport Standard
Wood FitiishinR Products, which line

enjoys the reputation of being the stand-

ttduk M. bpcncei H. A. Wells 11

WF' ' < & SPIBNCER

CO.
(Formerly wi th Cahili & Han Elevator Co.)

Elevators, lepairs and Inspectwns
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FIRBPROOF
CONSTRUCTION

!M " Wf!SM>k((!' .US. H) !•

l,ct our ri ,

you how l; , ,s

can be used to advantagrc
in your work.
Separate Cdtalojjues tic-

scribing Kahn System
Products, structures of

every type, and "Kahn
System Standards," a

'ml'' V iruif'.fi.i' 1

,., , L*eUv.'it. Mii^h.

KAMM Sf5TEM
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ard on the market, represeoting: the most
advanced ideas in the art of wood finish-

ing?, together with the latest and most
artistic effects.

That this booklet is a popular work
of reference with architects, builders,
painters and property owners is attested
to by the fact that two editions have
already been issued. The company will

gladly mail a copy to all making appli-
cation as long as the present edition
lasts.

As many of our readers know, the
Whittier-Coburn Company of Los An-
geles and San Francisco are Pacific
Coast distributors of the above products
and have dome beautifully finished sam-
ples on hand.

improvements: For a reinforced con-
crete building for municipal water plant,

$8,000; steel water tanks for fire protec-
tion, $7,000; street lighting. $3,500; fire-

alarm telegraph system, $3,500. The im-
provements are to be made as soon as
the bonds are sold.

Palo Alto Municipal Improvements.

At a special election held by the citi-

zens of Palo Alto it was voted to bond
the city for the following municipal

May Meet in California

The next annual convention of the
American Institute of Architects may be
held in Los Angeles. It has been prac-
tically decided that the session next year
will be held in the Southwest, unless it is

decided definitely to hold all conventions
hereafter in the National capital.

Under the present policy, each alter-

nate convention meeis in Washington, the
intervening conventions being held where-
soever the committee in charge wills. '
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Simple in

Construction

Economical

in Gas Use

Efficient in Service

A bsolutely SAFE

I

COMBINATION BOIIEF . ;: GAS WATEB HEATER
THE MOST UP-TO-DATE APPLIANCE FOR DOMESTIC HOT W

Its merits have received the highest professional and practical recom-

mendations. Our booklet "Hot Water in the House" free on request.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN WOOD MFG. CO.
86 and 88 TURK STREET 741-747 CYPRESS STREET

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND

CONSHOHOCKEN. PA.

SOLD BY THE PLUMBING TRADE

180 ^9

Residence
2618 SACRAMENTO STREET

TEL. WESt T313

R. ^

IVIASOIV AND BUILrDHR

OFFICE, 320 MARKET STREET
ROOM 70

Phone Douglas 1373 SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Phone Temp*

1 ANQE & BERQSTROM
BUILDING CONTRACTORS

. . . ESTABLISHED 1900 ... .

Room I3S INVESTORS' BUILDING

787 Market Street
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San Francisco
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Structural Engineer
Deslfni and Detills of

All Classes of Metallic StrHctyres

7e2-704-706 CLUNIE BUILDINU
Caiifornla and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

FREDERICK J. AMWE6, C. E.

M AM. SOO. C. E.

ADVISORY £NaiNEER AND MANAGER
OF BUILDING OPERATIONS

T0»-70B MAiSTON MILBIN8
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Civil and Consulting Engineer

CONTRACTORS ESTIMATES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

2 1 1 Williams Building

Phone Douglas 1847 San Francisco, Cal.

TH0MA8 MOKKIN
CONSU

Mem. A.S. M.E. \.S. H&V.E.

The Mechanical Equipment of Buildintfs
Steam Power Plants. Heatinsr. Venti-

latink'. VVirine, Waterworks

WIBOA Bl DG Phone Kwrnv 3646 M fRANaSCO

The Everlasting Valve.
A recent invention, which is attract-

ing the attention of the plumbing fra-
ternity IS a valve made by the Califor-
nia Valve and Air Brake Company of
oan Francisco.
The inventor has succeeded in elimin-

ating the perishable element in valve
construction. There is no wear—no giv-
ing out of parts—hence, the trouble and
expense incidental to repairs are elim-
inated. There are no gaskets, no pack-
ing, for the pressure packs the valve, no
sprmgs, no regrinding. Absolute even-
ness of contact between plug and seat,
*" short, a near approach to perfection.
The dealer, or the owner, who has ex-

perienced the variety of troubles that
have always, heretofore, attended the
use of valves, can appreciate the valuft
of this invention which cannot leak or
wear out.

The line of goods now being placed
on the market includes valves for water,
steam, air, gas, ammonia, and oil,—
valves for elevators, pressure regulators,
pilot valves, automatic boiler feed valves,'
etc. Simplicity of construction and sim-'
plicity of operation are combined.
For example, in the hot and cold

blending valve, the first movement of
the handle yields a flow of cold water.
Continuing the movement yields any de-
sired degree of heat until hot water is
secured. Under the old system, two

VICTOR
GAS F!

The BcHt Heatmg System for

Theatres, Halls, CLurcLes,
Apartments and Residences.

ation ^1 l^i,

^ yi

MANUFACTURERS
AND PATENTEES

410 Folsom street
San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Kearny 5874

We have the Largest and Best Gas Furnace
Installation in the West.

FAN SYSTEMS A SPECIALTY
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faucets were necessary. The company
has even designed a special valve for

salt water use.

But the advantages afforded are so

great that it needs but to be seen in

operation to convince the beholder that

the new valve is the ne plus ultra of

its kind.
The company's main office is at 703

Monadnock building, San Francisco.

Branches will be established in all prin-

cipal cities.

The valve is being manipulated by
W. T. Garratt & Co. of San Francisco.

Contractor King Completes Two Good

Jobs.

Charles King & Co., contractors and

builders, with an office in the Pacific

building, San Francisco, have recently

finished two contracts for Architects

Reid Brothers, which are a credit to

both designers and builders. One of

these buildings is a two-story frame,

having four flats, each with its private

entrance. The building: is at the corner

of Larkin and Washington streets, and

the owner is Mary A. Gannon. Each

apartment has five and six rooms, with

all modern conveniences, and the in-

terior finish is in imitation Flemish oak.

The other building is on Fourth

Street, between Mission and Howard
streets, and is a two-story brick, 34 by

116 feet, with an L 22 by 34 feet. The

building was put up in eighty working

days It contains offices and ware-

rooms for the Western Butchers' Sup-

ply Company. The building is equipped

with cold storage and Van Emon eleva-

tors. It cost $20,000.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Butto COiBpaiiy Reorganizes.

The partnership interests of Messrs.

Arthur B. Lebenbaum and Edwin B.

Pike of the Butte Engineering and Elec-

tric Company, have been purchased by

Messrs. P. C. Butte and C. F. Butte and

the business of the new co-partnership

will be continued under the original

name of the Butte Engineering and

Electric Company.
Mr. C. F. Butte, who will take active

part in the future business of the Butte

Engineering and Electric Company, is

well known in the electrical field and has

had an experience extending over twelve

years of active practical and technical

work. _ ^ «
The reputation of Mr. P. C. Butte in

the Electrical field needs no comment

and with the combination of the experi-

ence of the two partners and their thor-

ough working organization.^ the Butte

I^nginee^ing and Inject ric Company is

r,w in a splendid position to handle

ertrical work of any mapnittide.

,, „-^tlo« tWi Magixlne.
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Showing Holmes Beds in Place, Closed. Casa Rosa Apartments, Oakland

Shozcing Holmes Beds Open and Ready for Use. Casa Rosa Apnrtments, Oakland.

The Holmes Disappearing Bed.

The above cuts ilkistrate one of the
apartments in the Casa Rosa Apartment
House, showingr the Holmes Patent Dis-
appcarinpf Beds used in conjunction with
a writing desk in the living room and a
buffet in the dining room.

The Holmes Disappearing Bed is con-
tained in a thoroughly ventilated galvan-
ized iron recess. The process of venti-
lation is simple, but very effective.

The bed can be drawn from the re-

cess and placed wherever desired, and
(luite as easily as moving a chair.

These beds were first placed on the

market within the past three years, yet
owing to their rapid growing popularity,

manv of the most important hotels and
apartment houses on the coast have been
equipped with them. The beds have
always proven a drawing card wherever
installed.

The ?Tolmes Disappearing Bed is not a
wall bed, not a folding bed, and occupies
no valuable space.
The beds can be seen m practical oper-

ation at the show rooms of the Holmes
Disappearing Bed Co., No. 687 Monad-
nock building, San Francisco, California.

i
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Asbestos Protected Metal.

There has long been a demand for a

light building material which will re-

sist rust and render permanent service in

the construction of railroad and factory

buildings, warehouses, grain elevators,

automobile garages, etc. Iron and sheet

steel have .for generations past been
most used for this purpose, but their lia-

bility to rust and corrosion, and the con-

stant repainting necessary to render

them serviceable, make them unsatis

factory. Slate, tiles and tar and gravel

are largely employed in roofing build-

ings of various classes, but their extreme
weight necessitates a very stout con-

struction of roof framing, with conse

quent expense. In the case of tar and
gravel roofing, which is largely com-
posed of highly inflammable material,

the fire menace is an important item to

be considered. There are many kinds of

portable ready roofings, but they are

not of a permanent character and for

high class buildings are not popular.

Asbestos protected metal possesses all

the good points of every kind of roofing

and siding heretofore used, at the same
time it has none of the defects so appar-

ent in these other materials which have

caused tremendous damage to property

and enormous expenditure for repairs.

Asbestos protected metal is composed
of a core of sheet steel hermetically

"NorthtTii" with Xitrro"* Tank
No lining to rxast out
No corners to open xjp
Cover cannot split

handsome durable
moderate: price:
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Nothing else so good
for Hanging Doors.

No wearing down, no
creaking, no need of oiling
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Attractive Literature Free
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Slinwtnf Holmes Briis in P!,iii\ i Insei. Casa Rosa Apartments. Oakland

Sho'utng Holmes Beds Open and Ready for Use. Casa Rosa Apartments, Oakland.

The Holmes Disappearing Bed.

The above cuts illustrate one of the
apartments in the Casa Rosa Apartment
House, showing- the Holmes Patent Dis-
appearing Beds used in conjunction with
a writing desk in the living room and a
buffet in the dining room.

The Holmes Disappearing Bed is con-
tained in a thoroughly ventilated galvan-
ized iron recess. The process of venti-

lation is simple, l)tit very effective.

The bed can be drawn from the re-

cess and placed wherever desired, and
quite as easily as moving a chair.

' These beds were first placed on the

market within the past three years, yet

owing to their rapid growing popularity,

manv of the most important hotels and
apartment houses on the coast have been
equipped with them. The beds have
always proven a drawing card wherever
installed.

The Holmes Disappearing Bed is not a
wall bed, not a folding bed, and occupies
no valuable space.
The beds can be seen in practical oper-

ation at the show rooms of the Holmes
Disappearing Bed Co., No. 687 Monad-
nock building, San Francisco, California.
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Asbestos Protected Metal.

There has long been a demand for a

light building material which will re

sist rust and render permanent service in

the construction of railroad and factory

buildings, warehouses, grain elevators

automobile garages, etc. Iron and sheei

steel have for generations past been
most used for this purpose, but their lia-

bility to rust and corrosion, and the con-

stant repainting necessary to rendei

them serviceable, make them unsatis

factory. Slate, tiles and tar and grave'

are largely ' employed in roofing build

ings of various classes, but their extreme
weight necessitates a very stout con-

struction of roof framing, with conse

quent expense. In the case of tar and
gravel roofing, which is largely com-
posed of highly inflammable rnaterial,

the fire menace is an important item to

be considered. There are many kinds of

portable ready roofings, but they are

not of a permanent character and fof

high class buildings are not popular.

Asbestos protected metal possesses all

the good points of every kind of roofing

and siding heretofore used, at the same
time it has none of the defects so appar-

ent in these other materials which have

caused tremendous damage to property

and enormous expenditure for repairs.

Asbestos protected metal is composed
of a core of sheet steel hermetically
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sealed within a heavy coatinfSf of cement
compound, in which is embedded on both
sides of the sheet pure asbestos felt.

The steel core, which is the strongest
feature of Asbestos Protected Metal, is

absolutely protected and is immune to

attack of any natural agent, whether it

be used on the exterior or interior of a

structure. The most severe climatic con-
ditions will have no effect upon it, as

the coating is perfect. The cement coat-

ing is itself protected by the pure asbes-
tos felt, with which it is covered on both
sides of the sheet. The result is a

material which will resist fire, water,
gases, sulphur fumes and the ravages
of the elements for an indefinite period.

It possesses the strength, rigidity and
lightness of sheet iron combined with the
portability and ease of application of the

most satisfactory of the ready-prepared
roofings.

Asbestos-protected metal possesses
lasting qualities which have hitherto
been unknown in a covering or light

building material of any nature. As
a roofing or siding it is unrivalled.

The condensation on the inner sur-

face, which is the most vulnerable point
of an ordinary metal roof, is practically

eliminated.

For interior service this material can
be finished in a very attractive manner.
Solid colors as well as imitation wood
eflFects are obtainable. The sheets may
be easily shaped or cut in panel form
and used for ceilings, side walls, etc. It

is damp-proof, vermin-proof and perma-
nent.

Asbestos-protected metal will stand a
very great heat without drawing or buck-
ling, and buildings constructed of it or
covered with it are protected from de-
struction by fire in adjoining property.
A fire in a building, the roof or sides of
which are asbestos-protected metal, will

be confined thereto, owing to i>erfect in-

sulation, as the sheets, if tightly and
properly fastened, allow no vent for the
flames.

Asbestos-protected metal is stronger
than any other roofing or siding mate-
rial of equal weight. In the covering of
structures for manufacturing or other
commercial purposes this is a most im-
portant item.

Asbestos-protected metal is easy and
economical to apply and attractive in ap-
pearance, a thoroughly tested article

which has been tried out under all

conditions of service and approved
by the best architects, engineers and
insurance men in various oarts of the
country.
The metal is manufactured by the

Asbestos Protected Metal Company, of
Canton, Mass. P. J. Knudsen Company,
310 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.,

sole agents for Pacific Coast.
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We have Facts and

Figures to prove that:

The Armstrong Auto-
matic System will save
your client 25fo on
power bills.

Will make his eleva-

tor service 509^ more
efficient.

Where you planned,
say four cars to handle
a certain traffic -three
cars will handle it if

equipped with this

System. And several

other vital points.

Send for detailed informa-
tion and list of Buildings
on Coast having System.
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•PURE riLT, a fire-

proof, fume-proot, rust-proof, weather-

proof, acid-proof, durable and per-

manent material. Needs no painting.

Is Used Fori

II
Raihoad and Manufacturing Buildings, Coal Tipples. Car

liarns and Chemical Plants, Tobacco Warehouses and Farm Build-

ings, Garnee'j Hnnealows and Boiler Houses.

Ceilings. Is and Panels, Fire-proof Partitions and Doors,
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Insulation.

STEAMBOATS
Fire-proof and Permanent Ceilings and Wall Finish.
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Write us for a Catalog, which gives full particulars.

I €^
STOSPRi^

MP
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p. J. KNUDSEN CO.. Pacific Coast Agents :: 310 OJiiomui St.,SMlFlWlC^pO. Cftl.
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Made of pure Gypsum and esj y adapted for partitions in apart

ment houses, hotels, office buildings and residences. Inspect the walls

now being put up in the Hewes Bldg., 6th and Market Sts., San Francisco

PRACTICALLY SOUND PROOF.

Plaster Block Co., Inc. ^^'^
S;"/*rnct"e':/'""*

Phone iCearny ^76^

.BAN^
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BUILDER'S EXCHANGE
180 Jessie Street SAN FRANCISCO
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tJO for DeslEn for

Boat House.

I

The competition to be o^en only to

architectural students, whether in archi-

tects' offices or in colleges, in California,

Oregon, Washington, Nevada and Utah.

No architect may compete.

The Architect and Engineer shall have

the exclusive privilege of publishing any
or all designs submitted.

Situation:

Boat house to be on the Twelfth

street boulevard, Oakland, on the north

side of the street, which is filled or

"made land," and incloses an arm of the

bay which is called Lake Merritt; the

boat house is to face Peralta Park on the

south, which park is now being graded

The building, of fireproof construction

(reinforced concrete), to rest upon con-

crete piles. The exterior design and

arrangement is to be left to the com-
petitors, the committee only requiring

that the building be of two stories, with

gallery or balcony on upper story, and

that provision be made for an office,

men's and women's dressing rooms, re-

pair shop, lockers, lunch room, spacious

lounging room, large float with stairs

leading from float to first story of boat

house; provision should also be made for

flag poles, or other arrangements for dis-

playing flags; also for living rooms, on

the upper story, for the family of the

boat house keeper. The length of the

^l)uifding, east to west, must not exceed

450 feet The cost of the building should

be inside of $100,000.

Drawines:
To be made on a scale of one-eighth

inch to one foot, on white Whatman
paper, and to consist of:

Foundation plan, ^
First floor plan,

Second floor olan,

Section through building.

Four elevations, all in black ink, and

no coloring.
.

Perspectives, while not required, will

be used for reproduction if they possess

merit.
The designs will be considered by a

Board of Judges, to consist of Mayor
Frank Mott of Oakland, California,

Messrs. Walter G. Manuel, W. 3. Gould
and Jas. P. Edoff, who constitute the

Board of Park Commissioners of Oak-
land, and some authorized representative

of The Architect and Engineer.

Prizes:

Five prizes will be awarded as follows:

For the best design, a Bostrom level,

value $25.

For the second best design, a set of

K. & E. drawing instruments, value $15.

a dcvu.e iunti miukiU aitcr and vvorkrU lur uy

inventors and engineers and the nef>d of which
is recognized by all who have a speaking
acquaintance with an Elevator.

THE ONLY NGN FRICTION BE.^RING
ELEV.ATOR GUIDE LUBRICATOR

KBKPS BLBVATOR SHAFT CLEAN

^aves Time. Lubricant. Motive Power anff^

Damage to Clothine of Passeneers. U saves

the Owner the Cost of Painting the Shaft any
offener than any other part of the Building

THEREFORE A MONEY SAVER
Automatically Lubricates El.-vator (iuides.

Marine Cross-Heads Counterweight Guides

it can be quickly bolted to any car. Adjusts
itself to any oscillation, delivers lubricant m
accordance with speed of car and when car

stops lubrication stops, ther.by preventing
waste, dripping, soiling walls, clothes of pas-

sengers, etc.

SATISFACTION — Trial Always Convinces.

The Special Equipment

Manufacturing Company
45 WEST 34th ST.

NEW YORK CITY

BOYD & MOORE
SOLE AGENTS CALIFORNIA

BOYD BLOCK
MARKET & FRONT STS..SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention thi« ne.
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SUCCESSOR TO

DEALERS IN

CONCRETA

Fancy Colored Olass

Decorations and Glass Sign.

The Most Durmble tit the World

916 FILLMORE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

aces of

or Hn

CONCRETA Is a Rdtebie Paint
Specialty prepared expressly for

coating Cement, Rasterand Brick
WaUs. Its wearing properties
are unexcelled.

it is much superior to ordinary
oil iMlnts for this special class of
work.
CONCRETA works freely and

covers more surface than any
other Cement Coating.

Its economy, durability and
sanitary properties make It an
unequaled coating for use in Mills
and Factories of concrete or brick
construction.

WRITE AND MENTION THIS MAGAZINE TO

W f^

SAN FRAi

DAMP PROOFING THAT IS NO SB.

(
jjdmp pF0OllA| §.

w

Tectine is a remedy for defects and a protection against defects,

L
dampness, cracking and discoloring for brick, concrete and plas-

tered walls. A damp proofing. Plaster and paint all in one.

CONSULT US. IT IS A PLEASURE TO EXPLAIN HOW

II
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For the third best design, a set of scale

rules, in case, value $10.

For the fourth best design, a set ot

triangles, value $7.50.

For the fifth best design, a Ferguson
fountain drawing pen, value $5.

Requirements :

The design must be delivered person-

ally or forwarded bv mail, prepaid, ad-

dressed to "Competition Editor," The
Architect and Engineer, 621 Monadnock
Bldg., San Francisco, Cal., and must be

received at this office not later than

October IS, 1909. They should be

signed by a nom de plume. Details

are not necessary.
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Newman's College.

San Francisco has always been famous
for the magnificence of its cafes, but

there was recently opened; at the junc-

tion of Powell and Eddy streets, "New-
man's College," which, in point of elabo-

rate fittings and decoration, eclipses all

previous undertakings, and is second to

none in the United States.

The cafe is in the Techau Tavern
building, and occupies a small space, yet

in the architectural design, as carried out

bv the various contractors, every inch

of space has been utilized to the best

advantage, so that the observer wonders
how so much can be contained in so

little.

The main entrance to the cafe, at

Powell and Eddy streets, is not so wide

as it should be, but land values in San
Francisco are now so high that the busi-

ness man must content himself with a

narrow frontage. In times jrone by, it

was the custom to sav that the Easterner

came West to broaden out, but that was
before the San Francisco real estate

agent went daft, following the earth-

auake and fire; now, the Westerner
finds it necessary to conform to the

Eastern custom, and narrow down.
The visitor to Newman's College

finds so much to admire, in the harmony
of color, the brilliancy of the lights, the

mural decorations, the beautiful statuary,

that he is moved to ask:

"By whom was this designed?"
From the basement floor to the ceiling

of the mezzanine floor, everything within

the walls is the design of the owner, Mr.
Charles Newman, who has attained to

fame, not as an architectural designer,

but as a caterer, and, during his absence
on an Eastern trip, his design was faith-

fully executed, under the supervision of

Mr. Charles L. Taylor, of the firm of

Taylor & Johnson.
The floor of the cafe is of tile, laid

in squares, pale green in color, with a

pattern of large size California poppies,

in their natural color. i

The walls and the ceilmg form the

most attractive feature of the architec-

tural design, and have been treated in a

manner that does credit to the decora-

tors. The ceiling is decorated in ham-
mered metal effect, with gold leaf. When
it is considered that fourteen hundred
dollars worth of gold leaf was used on
the ceiling, and that five weeks* labor of

three men was given to the work, the

reader may be able to form an estimate

of the elaborateness of this part of the

decorative scheme.
The walls are covered with mural

paintings, depicting scenes in college

athletics, and include the sprinter, the

hurdler, the boxer, the football player,

and others. Over the front end of the

bar is a painting of the Stadium, at the

University of California, while over the

Eddy street entrance is a picture of Mr.
Newman's famous dog, Lester C. Dewey,
champion St. Bernard of the world.
The mural decorations are the work

of The Geo. F. Neece Company of Oak-
land, and are eliciting many encomiums
from visitors.

The art glass decorations were in-

stalled by the Munich Art Glass Com-
pany of San Francisco, and are beautiful

soecimens of art work in glass.

The bar fixtures are elaborate, and Mr.
Newman has incorporated several origi-

nal conveniences in the construction,

which are appreciated by the patrons
of the cafe.

Some beautiful specimens of statuary

add to the pleasing efifect, and on every
side are evidences of food taste.

Over the bar are displayed the colors

of every important college in the United
States, so that the visitor, be he from
the north, the south, the east, the west,
will see the colors of his Alma Mater.

The basement is fitted uo with a

kitchen, store-rooms, a Presidential
room, dressing rooms, etc., which are
finished in white tile, floors, walls and
ceiling. The most interesting feature of

the lower floor is the "Bust Room,"
which is situated under the Powell street

sidewalk. This room is intended for the

use of college fraternities, and is fur-

nished for their especial use. The tables

and the chairs are of massive construc-
tion, and are chained to the floor. The
knives and forks are cf heavy pewter,
and they are chained to the tables. The
room is furnished in rustic redwood,
with the bark on, and is well lighted,

bv day and by night.

Considered as a whole, "Newman's
College" is the mqnst original, in its gen-
eral design, of any cafe in San Francisco,
and will be one of the points of interest

to be visited by the tourist, whether he
be a college man or a man of ordinary
attainments.

I
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San Rafael Golf and Country Club

The Work of Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

With a Brief Introductory on Office BuiMtngXonstructiont>yTTr. Meyer

\l/ /HILE San Francisco was struggling architectually with the six-

^/ story limit and the fear of earthquakes, with but few exceptions,
the plans for the city's first tall buildings came from the offices

of Eastern architects, where the demand for high building construction
had already developed. Many of the old practitioners will remember when
the Chronicle and Mills buildings were planned and erected, the tremend-
ous feeling of respect and admiration they felt for the engineering brain
that had conceived these frames. The investor, real estate agent, and
public in general, doubted if a large building like the Mills would pay suf-
ficient interest on the money invested to warrant erecting more of its kind

It was not long, however, before the investor realized that tall office
buildings, economically constructed and carefully planned for light and
the requirements of the various tenants, would pay a satisfactory rate of
interest with the added advantage over the old type of being practically
fireproof and with a minimum of deterioration.

Mr. H. E. Law boldly departed from the beaten path by selecting New
Montgomery and Mission streets as a suitable location for an office build-
ing, realizing, however, that it was necessary to offer unusual inducements
in order to fill it with desirable tenants. When Frederick H. Meyer, the
architect, was commissioned by Mr. Law to design the Rialto building

*Some of the principal buildings illustrated in connection with Mr. Meyer's work were designed
by the firm of Mever & O'Brien, prior to the dis.solution of partnership in 1907. The Rudolph
Spreckels house and the Marin County Hank were designee! in conjunctioti AJth the late Samuei
Newsome.
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San Rafael Golf and Country Club

The Work of Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

With a Brief Introductory on Office Building Construction by Mr. Meyer

WHILE San Francisco was struggling architectually with the six-
story limit and the fear of earthquakes, with but few exceptions,
the plans for the city's first tall buildings came from the offices

of Eastern architects, where the demand for high building construction
had already developed. Many of the old practitioners will remember when
the Chronicle and Mills buildings were planned and erected, the tremend-
ous feeling of respect and admiration they felt for the engineering brain
that had conceived these frames. The investor, real estate agent, and
public in general, doubted if a large building like the Mills would pay suf-
ficient interest on the money invested to warrant erecting more of its kind

It was not long, however, before the investor realized that tall office
buildings, economically constructed and carefully planned for light and
the requirements of the various tenants, would pay a satisfactory rate of
interest with the added advantage over the old type of being practically
fireproof and with a minimum of deterioration.

Mr. H. E. Law boldly departed from the beaten path by selecting New
Montgomery and Mission streets as a suitable location for an office build-
ing, realizing, however, that it was necessary to offer unusual inducements
in order to fill it with desirable tenants. When Frederick H. Meyer, the
architect, was commissioned by Mr. Law to design the Rialto building

•Some of the principal buildings illustrated in connection with Mr. Meyer's work were designed
by the firm of Mever & O'Brien, prior to the dissolution of partnership in 1907. The Rudolph
Spreckels house and the Marin County liank were designed in conjunction with the late Samuei
NewBome.
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Entrance to IltintholJt Bank Building

he had just returned from an extensive trip throughout the East and hatl

chanced upon a novel idea in tlie planning of rooms which had been used
successfully in a small office building in Chicago. The corridors were
placed at least twenty-five feet from the outer walls, so that wherever a

room faced a street frontage it was twenty-five feet in depth. The coluiun

center in the opposite direction was made as great as permissible with
economical construction. The window openings on the exterior were
numerous and in all cases went provided with a wood or brick mullion
wide enough to receive a dividmg partition. A room twenty by twenty-
five feet could be divided into three compartments—a reception room,
eleven by twenty feet, and two offices facing the street, ten by fourteen

feet. A prospective tenant would readily pay seventy-five dollars for an
arrangement of this kind, whereas he would object seriously to paying
fifty dollars for a single room. It is astonishing, the variety of division

that can be made to comply with almost any requirement.

Humboldt Bank Building, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer and Smith O'Brien. Architects Louis A, Hicks Company, Builders
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Entrance to Humboldt Bank Building

he had just returned from an extensive trip throughout the East and had
chanced upon a novel idea in the planning of rooms which had been used
successfully in a small office building in Chicago. The corridors were
placed at least twenty-five feet from the outer walls, so that wherever a

room faced a street frontage it was twenty-five feet in depth. The column
center in the opposite direction was made as great as permissible with
economical construction. The window openings on the exterior were
numerous and in all cases wenr provided with a wood or brick mullion
wide enough to receive a dividing partition. A room twenty by twenty-
five feet could be divided into three compartments—a reception room,
eleven by twenty feet, and two offices facing the street, ten by fourteen
feet. A prospective tenant would readily pay seventy-five dollars for an
arrangement of this kind, whereas he would object seriously to paying
fifty dollars for a single room. It is astonishing, the variety of division

that can be made to comply with almost any requirement.

m

k Building, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer and Smith O'Brien, Architects Louis A. Hicks Company. Builders
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Entrance Vestibule. Humboldt Bank Building. San Francisco

Dciail ot J oner. Humboldt Bank Building, San Francisco
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Dehiil of Tower, Humboldt Bonk Building. -Sum hrattcisco

iMiiramc I'cstihule, Humboldt Hunk Building. San Fraiu,.y,u
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Banking Room, Humboldt Bank Butidtng

Bank of Bakersfield

Columbus Savings Bank, San Francisco

Interior Bank of Bakersfield
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Banking Room, Humboltn

Columbus Savings Bank, San I-'ranctsco

Bank of Bakersfield

Interior Bank of Bakersfield
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Competitive Design. Interior Union Trust Butiiimg

Frederick H. Meyer. Architect
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Comf'Ctiiive Design, Interior Union Trust Builiting

Frederick H. Meyer, Architctl
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Marin County Bank

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Rial to Building, taken before the fire in 1906
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Crossley Building, San Fraiicisco. taken before the fire. /gw«i

This same arrangement was successfully carried out in the alteration

of the original Wells Fargo building, afterwards known as the Crossley._

This building had the distinction of being occupied to ninety-five per cent

of its capacity within six months after completion.

A disadvantage of this method is that the building may be said to be

in an incompleted state until fully occupied. However, the large and

immediate return on the investment proved that it was most satisfactory

to the average tenant and attracted him to this new section—making Mr.

Law's venture a great financial success.

Investors often, in desiring to create a monument to themselves, make

the extravagant mistake of filling the basement of a large building with

expensive machinery, dynamos, steam boilers, etc., requiring the services

of a corps of high-salaried engineers to operate and maintain the equip-

ment. Whereas, an office building plant should be as nearly automatic

as possible and operated by a low-salaried man. All the water pumps can

be operated by electric motors and controlled by automatic switches, need-

ing but very little care. Steam heat can be furnished by either a high or

low-pressure boiler, burning oil—the burner practically automatic—hot

water by a gas or oil-burning water heater, and a vacuum sweeper plant,

electrically driven. Electric elevators are also preferable. The current

for power' and lighting can be purchased. This makes a simple and econom-

ical plant, representing a small investment and little deterioration.

San Francisco is now so far advanced commercially that some of her

office buildings have specialized in their tenantry, many being wholly

occupied by doctors and dentists, with special conveniences, such as com-

*f4j«* t -*-»'« Mm
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Marin County Bank

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Crossley Building, San Francisco, taken before the fire, 1906

This same arrangement was successfully carried out in the alteration

of the original Wells Fargo building, afterwards known as the Crossley.

This building had the distinction of being occupied to ninety-five per cent

of its capacity within six months after completion.

A disadvantage of this method is that the building may be said to be

in an incompleted state until fully occupied. However, the large and

immediate return on the investment proved that it was most satisfactory

to the average tenant and attracted him to this new section—making Mr.

Law's venture a great financial success.

Investors often, in desiring to create a monument to themselves, make

the extravagant mistake of filling the basement of a large building vyith

expensive machinery, dynamos, steam boilers, etc., requiring the services

of a corps of high-salaried engineers to operate and maintain the equip-

ment. Whereas, an office building plant should be as nearly automatic

as possible and operated by a low-salaried man. All the water pumps can

be operated bv electric motors and controlled by automatic switches, need-

ing but very little care. Steam heat can be furnished by either a high or

low-pressure boiler, burning oil—the burner practically automatic—hot

water by a gas or oil-burning water heater, and a vacuum sweeper plant,

electrically driven. Electric elevators are also preferable. The current

for power and lighting can be purchased. This makes a simple and econom-

ical plant, representing a small investment and little deterioration.

San Francisco is now so far advanced commercially that some of her

office buildings have specialized in their tenantry, many being wholly

occupied by doctors and dentists, with special conveniences, such as com-

Rialto Building, taken before the fire in 1906
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Entrance Hall. Foxcroft Building

MonaiUiock Building, San Francisco

PM*

Entrance Hall, Monadnock Building

'd/iTfr Realty Companx. S

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Lntrance Hail. Foxcroft Building

Entrance Hall, Monadnock Building

The Architect and Engineer 49

Monadnock Building, Son Francisco
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Kohler & Chase Building, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Atchitect

Kohler & Chase Building, San Francisco, showing progress work from June 12th {upper
September 1st {lower right), and Architect's Drawing of Finished Structure

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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KohUr & Chase Building, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Atclttlect

KoMer & Chase Building, San Francisco, showing progress work from June nth {upper right) to
September ist (lower right), and Architect's Drawing of finished Structure

Frederick 11. Meyer, Architect
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Detail of Terra Cotta, Over Second Story li indoivs, Kolilcr & Chase

Building, San Froftrisro

Frederiik H. Meyer. Architect

The Architect and Engineer
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Hooker & Lent Building, San Francisco
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Detail of i crra totta, Oxer Second Story IVindows, Koblcr & Chase

Building, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Hoefler Building, San Francisio

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Building for the Pope Estate, Son Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

Interior San Francisco Gas & Electric Building
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Building for the Pope Estate, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer. Architect

I

Hoefler Building. San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Buitdtng for .:>n« tranctsco itas & Electric Company, San I'rancisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Galen Building, San Francisco

pressed air, sterilized water, gas, and alternating and direct electric cur-

rents conveyed to each room.
* *

Of Architect Meyer's work since the disastrous fire in 1906, the

Humboldt Savings Bank building, planned jointly by Mr. Meyer and Mr.

Smith O'Brien, his former partner, stands out prominently as one of his

most successful attempts at office building construction. It was virtually

the first tall office building to be erected in San Francisco after the fire.

The structure at once attracted attention, both on account of its extreme

height and its massive reinforced concrete walls, the success of which

undoubtedlv influenced to some extent the owners of the Phelan. Mac-
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Building for San Francisco Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Arcttitect
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Galen Building, San Francisco

pressed air, sterilized water, gas, and alternating and direct electric cur-

rents conveyed to each room.
* * *

Of Architect Meyer's work since the disastrous fire in 1906, the

Humboldt Savings Bank building, planned jointly by Mr. Meyer and Mr.

Smith O'Brien, his former partner, stands out prominently as one of his

most successful attempts at office building construction. It was virtually

the first tall office building to be erected in San Francisco after the fire.

The structure at once attracted attention, both on account of its extreme

height and its massive reinforced concrete walls, the success of which

undoubtedly influenced to some extent the owners of the Phelan, Mac-
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Howard Hotel,

San Francisco
^ V
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Design for a

Hotel

Frederu
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Meyer,
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Chismore Apartments, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

donough, Sheldon, Metropolis Bank and other tall buildings where concrete

was used for the superstructure.

The Monadnock is another popular office building that was designed

bv the firm of Mever and O'Brien, as was the Hooker and Lent building,

at Market and.I^^irst streets.

All the requirements that go to make the ideal office building, such as

light, ventilation, ample floor space and service, have been successfully

embodied in the l^oxcroft building, an imposing eight-story structure that

occupies the center of the block facing Post street, between Montgomery and

Kcarnv streets, San I'rancisco.

Besides office buildings, Mr. Meyer has given special attention to

apartment houses, some of the more prominent of which are the Norris

apartment flats at Green and Leavenworth streets, the Bauer, the Fennell,

the Hueter and the Kngelcke apartments, the two last-named buildings

being under construction at the present time. They are the very, latest

types of apartment house construction, embodying all the new features

which go to provide comfort and convenience for the tenants.
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Chismore Apartments, San Francisco

Frederick 11. Meyer, Architect

donough, Sheldon, Metropolis Bank and other tall buildings where concrete

was used for the superstructure.

The Monadnock is another popular office building that was designed

by the firm of Meyer and O'Brien, as was the Hooker and Lent building,

at Market and.F'irst streets.

All the requirements that go to make the ideal office building, such as

light, ventilation, ample floor space and service, have been successfully

embodied in the Foxcroft building, an imposing eight-story structure that

occupies the center of the block facing Post street, between Montgomery and

Kearny streets, San Francisco.

Besides office buildings, Mr. Meyer has given special attention to

apartment houses, some of the more prominent of which are the Norris

apartment flats at Green and Leavenworth streets, the Bauer, the Fennel!,

the Hueter and the Engelcke apartments, the two last-named buildings

being under construction at the present time. They are the very latest

types of apartment house construction, embodying all the new features

which go to provide comfort and convenience for the tenants.
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Hueier and Tillman Apartments, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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^^ F/ofj for Mr. Edward Convey, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

Apartments tor the Uloomxngdale Estate, San Francisco
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Huetcr and Tillman Apartments, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

\ Flats for Mr. Edward Convey. San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

Apartments for the Bloomingdalc Estate, San Francisco
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1 he L. A. Norris tlats, .Sou Francisco

Frederick- J:^^. Meyer. Architect
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Flats for Mrs. Minnie Bauer, San Francisco

• *

The L. A. Norris Flats—Interior Court I tew

Flats for Mr. Martin Fennell,

San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Tli0 L. A. Morris Flats, San Francisco
Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

• tin I e Bauer, San Francisco

« M*

Tlie L. A. Norris Flats—Interior Court I \exv

Flats for Mr. Martin Fennell,

San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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^tore tront of if Orange Blossom, ^iin Itun.isco

A

Building for

Mrs. Sarah Coffin

Building for the

Rincon Publishing

Company, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer,

Architect

Interior of Ye Orange Blossom
Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

M. Fisher Building, San Francisco
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Store Front of Y'e Orange Blossom, San Fiancisto

Buihling for

Mrs. Sarah Coffin

Building for the

Rincon Publishing

Company, San Francisco

Frederick H. Meyer,

Architect

Interior of Ye Orange Blossom
Frederick H. Meyer, Architect

M. Fisher Building, San Francisco
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Metropolian Laundry^ San Francisco

> .. •

Building for the Weinstock-Lubin Company, Sacramento

Building

for

California

Wine
Association
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rower Ilaiise, Metropoliian Ltiundty Lontpoiiy
Frederick H. Meyer, ArchUcct
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Building for the WeinstO( k-Ltibin Company, Sacramento

r
Metropolitan Laundry, San Francisco

Columbia Stur/ns

San Francisco

Building

for

California

Wine
Association

1 «

lower uouse. Metropolitan Laundry Company
Frederick H. Meyer, Architect
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Residence for Mr. Rudolph Spreckcls. San Francisco

Residence of Frederick //. Meyer, San Rafael

ft

San Rafael Golf and Country Club

Frederick H. Meyer. Architect

Residence of Frederirl- H Mev^r ^nn Rafofl
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Residence for Mr. Ruclolph Sprcikels, San Francisco

Resilience of Frederick II. Meyer. San Rafael

I

Residence of Frederick //. Meyer, San Rafael

San Rafael Coif and Country Club
Frederick H. Meyer. Architect
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The Mountain Residence of Edward H. Harriman

Both before and after the death of Edward H. Harriman, there appeared
in the daily press frequent allusions to his palatial country estate at Arden,
N. y. Only passing reference was made, however, to the architectural features

of the Harriman house, designed by Messrs. Carrere and Hastings of New
York, In view of the prominence of the man and the extensive scheme which
he had evolved for the improvement of Arden Place, a brief description of
the estate would iit rfiis time of special interest to the architectural and
engineering pri^. In the following article ivill be found extracts of a
splendid pamper > Harriman's mountain residence, by Lucy Cleveland,
and zifritten priu; .; ... magnate's death for Domestic Engineering:

THE mountain residence of ^Ir E. H. Harriman stands thirteen hun-
dred feet above tide water. >,1 r Harriman has harnessed a mountain.
"One" mountain? It is a plural plentitude of beauty. Mr Harriman

collects peaks as other men pottery. Stand, at Arden, and sweep your gaze
around the billows piling up in a grand array of green. It is all the moun-
tain estate. The estate is 40,000 acres. The view is one of those great
vistas that one hoards and heaps and keeps forever. You are nearer the
moon in your hunger for it on the crust of this earth. There is not a
hint of human habitation in sight around all the ampitheatre of moun-
tains ; there is not a breath save from the breast of forests ; there is not a

sound from the twilight of green crags. But you hear the heart of Soli-
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is the range of the Shawangunk Mountains, and the
derburg Mountain. To the northwest, the

^^atskill range. Far, far below glisten the
dimpling of the deep" of the Greek poet
vshat when the purple light fills the enor^

a the constellations are the ceiling of
for its beauty. Yes, but chosen, pri-

which the gods (after some intricate

by the voice of Juno too intent upon her
M; the roaring trade of human endeavor

—

winds of heaven on these Arden heights. What sun-

by one of the great thinkers of the world that exter-
at the most external point. The driveway—which
idamized road with footpath on either side, and

1 trees, and at whose entrance is a stone-lodge,
s at once the noble note of approach to a notable

^ at sweep of driveway we have the appetite whetted
( rpnsing scale for the pageant of beauty. The coup

the Arrival Court with its observation terrace of
of stone ; the House ; and beyond the house the

beyond which is seen the enormous terraces and
le great Pool. The view of these terraces as one turns

^* is overpowering. What a residence! It is designed
uitects, Messers. Carrere & Hastings, of New York,
lonumental work. The harmony in this wonderful
- steals upon you like a fragrance. "Harmony,"
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said Beethoven, "is the secret in all great Art." And it would seem that

he knew! In all this stone amplitude not one false note has been struck.

The courts and terraces show what advantage has been taken of a moun-

tain-top opportunity. The house is Modern Renaissance, based on the

Eighteenth Century. But really a new note in architecture has been heard,

an intellectual feat which will be historic. As in the old castles of the

Tyrol, the building was the outgrowth not only of the need but of the

location. The house arose from the rock, expresses the rock, is the rock.

The terraces are the slopes that arise upon our dreams.

The residence is built entirely out of the stone of the mountain—a

unique idea. In the diamond-shaped adornments of igneous rock set in

the walls of the house, is seen the result of old volcanic action in the

Paleozoic Age when the Jura arose to being, when all this family of moun-

tains around us at Arden were born into the azure by some throe in the

bosom of Nature. The house and its Courts and Terraces is probably the

noblest residential domain in the world owned by a man who has not

prince-long titles to his name, but who counts as his best inheritance

the blue blood that helped to make his country's flag. Over the entrance

door of the house is the family escutcheon. It is carved out of one block

of this mountain stone ; and it weighs nine tons. Of the splendor of the

interior plan? The great entrance hall of Utah stone has a trussed ceil-

ing and oak wainscot. At its huge fireplace. Jack could have sat with a

cup of content after he had finished his work on that hard Giant job.

Architecturally, this Entrance Hall recalls the Hall at Hatfield House

(seat of the Cecils). The "hall" is a feature handed on from times be-

yond the dim Gothic, for in the "hall" at Ithaca, Odysseus slew the cuit-

ors; and in the "hall" at Tiryns, kings dispensed judgment that laid the

foundation of Greece's immortality. In a gallery directly over the en-

trance of the Arden Hall (the "gallery" of the king's minstrels from Erin

to Arden), there is a grand organ. The echo organ is placed in the

adjoining loggia of the interior Court. The interior Court has a fountain

^and loggia. Technically, the "loggia" is a roofed corridor or gallery,

forming a protected sitting-place out-of-doors. It is a feature of the Italian

palazzi. This interior Court will be walled in with glass in winter. Beyond

the reception room of the bow-window is the dining-room with its loggia*,

and other stately loggia that form a sun-room enclosed with glass, so that

one will seem to sit out of doors, in December. These rooms, and the

living room, whose tapestries are by Mr. Albert Herter, open on the lily

Fountain Court above described. The vista through the great entrance

hall across the enormous loggia to the terraces and pergola of the rose-

vines, is startling in its brilliance.

On the second floor are the library, and Mr. and Mrs. Harriman's

suites with their boudoir and bathrooms (the bathrooms as large as the

drawing-room of a town residence) ; and the family bedroom suites with

their bathrooms; and the many guest chamber suites with their bathrooms;

and the breakfast room; and in a compact corner of this second story,

Mr. Harriman's office, and the Secretary's office, bedroom and bathroom.

There are 69 rooms in the residence, 13 halls, and 30 bathrooms. Every

room has hard wood floor of the rounded corners. Everywhere, in every

room, large open fireplaces. The windows are as generous as Lord

"Dick" Whittington's in his Guild-hall ; and we doubt not that at these big

fireplaces a place will be made for the dear Magic Cat.

The servants' quarters and the working quarters of the house we find

distributed between the first and second stories. Back of the dinmg-

"^
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room are the many pantries that open into the kitchen and the servants'

hall and the kitchen pantry. The grouping of the cold storage rooms near
the kitchen is admirable, and a better plan than in the Senator Clark
house where these were distributed through the basement. The laundry,
with its large drying-room, adjoins the kitchen. In a wing beyond the

servants' hall, are some of the men servants' rooms.

*

The writer concludes with a detailed description of the heating, ventilating

and electrical plant, designed by Messrs. Hollis French and Allen Hubbard,
of Boston.

The floors in all the working quarters of the house are of terrazo.

The ironing and drying will be done by electricity. The engineer's quarters
in the basement have bathroom with overhead shower. A fan under the

Dutch hood of the kitchen range draws up all the odors of cooking through
the chimney.

The supplies ( and coal) come up the mountain by the inclined rail-

way, and to the house by a little track (that runs into the Arrival Court).
This track has chutes to the coal room in the basement.

The attic is brick lined—terra cotta bricks. It has a slate roof, with
copper leaders. There are unique snow guards on this slate roof—hooks—
that hold the snow until it melts. The snow cannot drive downwards
in dangerous plunges.

* * *

What a pity Mr. Harriman's life could not have been spared! Heard
through all the vistas of the gardens, and along all the halls and heights, there

spoke the greatest thing in the world—the voice of family affection. To
sustain these close, strong, matchless links, this house, after all, was built.

Beauty is good, and science is the call, but the most sacred thing on God*s
earth is the family bond. As we look again towards the crown of hills, we see

what the Creator thinks where peaks are families ; altars, the Azure [

55,000 Ton Brick building Moved.
A notable and extraordinary feat in the line of building moving was

accomplished recently at Springfield, Mass., when the public library build-

ing, a three-story brick structure, was moved 200 feet to make room for

the new Carnegie library which is to occupy its former site. The old
building is to be demolished as soon as the other is completed.

The weight of the building is estimated at 55,000 tons, and therefore
its moving was rather unusual, although it was accomplished without
accident and within the promised time. It was moved the required 200
feet in 20 days by 12 men turning screws.

After the building was jacked up on some hundreds of jack-screws,
the foundations were removed, and the weight let down onto twelve 100-

foot I-beams which rested on 1,000 steel rollers, 2 inches in diameter,
placed as near together as possible.

The rollers rested on 12-inch timbers faced with long strips of iron

% inch by 6 inches.

Horizontal screws pushing against the upper timbers, and held by
blocks chained to an anchorage furnished by the substituted under-pinning,
moved it back at the rate of 10 feet a day, or about one-quarter of an
inch a minute.

Waterproofing*

By CLAY PAUL GOODING.

% V /ATERPROOFING, as the term shall be used, is the protection,

\a/ against water, of tunnels, subways, railroad bridges, pipe tunnels,

^ ^ ornamental bridges, and excavations such as basements, elevator

pits, railroad track scale pits, and others.
. ; -

To narrow the subject a distinction is made between waterproofing

and damp-proofing. The former may include those cases, usually below

ground, where a water pressure is met, and the latter, those cases, both

above and below ground, where only dampness is found. Though we

cannot locate a line between the two, it will be seldom difficult to classify

a given case.
, ^ ^ . , ^^^

It is unfortunate that many excellent dampproofing materials are

advertised for waterproofing, since they are wholly inadequate to meet a

hvdrostatic pressure. Too often we find over zealous salesmen urging

their use far beyond the purposes intended by their inventors or manu-

facturers

All the various methods now offered for meeting water pressure may

be put in one of two schools—the rigid and the plastic.

The rigid school includes all those various chemicals, clays, soap,

alum etc., which are mixed with the whole mass of the concrete- a care-

fully 'troweled neat cement; patented cements which are put on the inner

or outer side; various washes and liquid compounds which are applied

to the surface ; all damp resisting paints, many of which use the word

"waterproofing"; and mastics; in short, all those methods by which the

waterproofing material becomes a part of the concrete, or is so used that

it must crack when the concrete cracks.
, ,

•
i i ,

Although various materials are used, the plastic school includes only

one method This is the old pitch and felt method. One company which

-tias recently come into the field has aptly called it the "membrane method.

Let us look first at some of the principles underlying, and some of the

methods used in the rigid school.

Much interest is being evidenced at this time in attempts to obtain

an impervious concrete by mixing foreign materials with it. One cannot

read the reports of some eminent engineers without realizing that a partia ,

but only partial, impermeability can be had, and this ^t a co"s.'de'-fble "sk

especially when controlled by men not thoroughly fani.l.ar with the labo-

ratory side of the problem. Even a partial impermeability is often to be

desired When using chemicals it is important to consider not only their

immediate effect, but also what their effect may be after a ""^b" «

vears upon both imbedded steel and the concrete itse We quote from

Mr 'Sanniel A. Brown, of Philadelphia: "It is well known to some

engineers that the presence of sulphates and alumina in cement is not

desirable above certain limitations, owing to their accelerating action on

the set, loss in ultimate strength, possible expansion of the sulphates when

used in water, and their disintegrating effect in sea-water And, further:

"The wisdom of using any substance to be incorporated in the concrete,

especially if chemically active, should be very carefully considered, for

the reason that present-day cement is of such high chemical activity that

any unbalancing of the chemical equilibrium may result in ultimate disin-

tegration." Mr. Sanford E. Thompson, M. Am. Soc. C. E., clearly points

.Paper reail before San Iiiu.cUco Clinpter. A. I. A.. September 10. HHW.
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out that even if a h3^drated lime should produce impermeability, the struc-
ture will not be water-tight unless the material has been perfectly mixed,
perfectly placed, and construction joints, and shrinkage, and other cracks
are guaranteed against. After a series of experiments, he used on a certain
reservoir 5 per cent of hydrated lime with a 1-2-4 concrete. The 5 per
cent is, in quantity, that per cent of the cement. It is added to, and does
not replace other materials. In this case seepage occurred through joints
formed between diflPerent days' work. Mr. Richard H. Gaines, chemist,
Board of Water Supply, City of New York, has made many valuable
experiments with colloidal clay and other materials. He concludes that
additional tensile and compressive strength can be secured, and perme-
ability greatly lessened by replacing 5 to 10 per cent of the sand with a
properly selected and properly prepared clay. He directs attention to the
importance of properly selecting and properly preparing the clay, as they
differ widely. The clay should be mixed with the cement first. He states
that "Continued experiments with alum and other salt solutions have given
results that were variable and inconclusive." Mr. Myron H. Lewis, C. E.,
a consulting waterproofing engineer of New York, recognizes the merit
of colloidal clay as a void-filler, but strongly favors compounds of a waxy
nature because they possess the additional merit of being "Capillary nega-
tive.'*

A concrete may be perfectly sound and yet far from waterproof. In
all concrete, however sound, there necessarily exist zones lacking in
density and of at least slightly inferior quality.

. Attempts to stop water
pressure are often made by increasing the thickness of a concrete wall,
and then troweling it with a neat cement on either the inside or the out-
side, or both. This sometimes succeeds, but only where the pressure is

not great. Perhaps it would be safer to say it appears to succeed, for the
water is only retarded and usually makes its appearance after a year or
more. The smallest possible hole in the exterior troweled surface wilL
admit water, and it wiIT continue to enter until all the large interior voids
are filled and the pressure banks up against the inner troweled surface.
Somewhere in this surface a weak spot will be found and the water forced
through. Under such circumstances it will be practically impossible to
free the wall from its soaked condition. The slightest crack in the con-
crete will only hasten this condition.

There are numerous cases on record where water in concrete has done
no apparent harm to imbedded steel, and there are others where it had
materially injured it. One case is reported where but a streak of rust
was found where the steel had been. Considering the short history of this
construction it is only safe to say that we have not sufficient data to deter-
mine the conditions under which it would be safe to trust the imbedded
steel under the action of water, if at all. The formation of a small amount
of rust would entirely destroy the bond, and the danger from such weak-
ening needs no amplification.

The report of a committee to the Structural Association of San
Francisco, upon the corrosion of metal in cinder concrete floors, made
September 11, 1906, contains: "Rust spots occur in concrete and when
such spots are in contact with the steel the corrosion is severe." This
refers to floors which had not been exposed to rain since April 18, 1906,
and they found a more severe corrosion in floors that had been exposed.
In some cases the expanded metal had been entirely destroyed. They
say, in conclusion: The extent of the corrosion is great enough to
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seriously endanger the safety of the floors, and it is not probable that

the floors would have supported their loads from more than one to three

years longer." In this connection it is interesting to note that insurance

companies are granting reduced rates on factory and warehouse buildings

where the floors are properly waterproofed ; and this applies to concrete

floors.
, , • . • 1 .

Within very recent years the phenomenon, electrolysis, lias seriously

engaged the attention of engineers and architects. Its destructive effect

upon the imbedded steel of our skyscrapers is no longer doubted. Insula-

tion would therefore be a valuable addition to a waterproofing, but none

of the methods in the rigid school afford any protection whatever against

electrolysis.
, ,.r , . 4,u a

Perhaps a half-dozen years will encompass the life of most niethods

of the rigid school. It has been reported that at least one of these is

found to have lost its efficiency after about four years. Being ignorant

of the constituents of the various washes, paints, patent cements, etc
,
that

are offered, would not their use entail the additional risk of their degen-

erating as well as their chemical effect upon the steel or concrete itself?

With regard to the patent cements that are troweled on to the

interior surface of a wall, it is claimed by many men of experience that

they have had equally good results from the use of soap and alum. Others

say that the same amount of "elbow grease" put into troweling of a plain,

neat cement will do every bit as much good.

It is noteworthy all of these methods have at least two weaknesses

in common: the slightest crack in the concrete destroys every one, and

not one affords the slightest protection against electrolysis.
. , . ,

And now let us take a look at the plastic school. Its one method, pitch

and felt has been used in the United States for more than forty years,

and so well has it stood the test that where severe water pressure is met,

it is in use today in every one of the really big jobs now in course of

construction, or recently constructed. These include the tunnels under tne

rivers at New York, the Detroit River tunnel, the New ^ork Central and

Pennsylvania Railway terminals in New York City, the new Boston

subway the new subways in New York and the Macadoo terminal, lo

these might be added the old subways of New York and Boston the

South Terminal Station of Boston, tunnels at West Point, and nearly all

recent United States fortifications, and with but few exceptions all the

deep sub-basements in lower New York. The old Park Avenue Railway

tunnel in New York was waterproofed with pitch and felt about thirty-

seven years ago. The excavation for the New York Central Station

required destruction of a part of this tunnel about four years ago. The

pitch and felt that had been put on the walls thirty-three years previous

and had given perfect results all that time, was taken off in the presence

of two eminent engineers under whose supervision it had been placed

They found it in perfect condition, and so did Dr. Pease, then cheniist of

the Pennsylvania terminal, when he examined it for tensile strength. In

the face of this and other similar tests of time it is not surprising that those

Loards of engineers which are now constructing our largest projects should

all select the pitch and felt method.
i . i

In general this method involves the construction of a complete and

unbroken sack,'sleeve, or blanket of plastic and elastic waterprc^fing mate-

rial together with its protection from the air and from anything which

might tear or cut it. When looking for a waterproofing material it was

found that certain asphalts and coal tar pitch are impervious to water,
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are unaffected by water, and remain in perfect condition if kept away from

the air. It was found also that they are affected by heat and cold, and

possess the weaknesses of running and cracking. A high-class saturated

felt cures both of these weaknesses, and was therefore used to enable

engineers to take advantage of the impermeability of asphalt pitch and
coal tar pitch. The relatively high percentage of oil in the saturated felt

keeps the mass plastic, as well as enabling us to build up a large and
very strong mass which will bridge the natural cracks in concrete. The
felt, therefore, is a purely incidental though a highly important feature

of the construction. It enables us to put the asphalt in quantity where
desired and to keep it there. The felt should be made to carry as much
asphalt as possible and the bonding of the felt and pitch should be so

perfect that the identity of the individual sheets is practically lost. A
properly constructed mass, when analyzed should show about 80% to

90% asphalt and 10% to 20% naked felt, or carrying material.

For convenience it is customary to describe the thickness of a water-
proofing course by the number of plies of felt ; but this should not be
allowed to mislead one into thinking of the felt as the waterproofing.

It is the asphalt which really does the work. To meet a pressure of water
it is customary to use from 3 to 14 plies of felt with the asphalt. Ten plies

have very commonly been used under severe conditions ; although it is

probable that 4 or 5 will meet most present requirements in San Francisco.

Experience alone can determine the amount to be used.

Regarding materials, we find various well known asphalts, coal tar

pitch, and secret process asphalts. For the purposes of San Francisco
architects and engineers we need consider only California asphalts.

It is unfortunate that the brevity of this article will not permit a more
extended consideration of the subject. Until the last two or three years

all California asphalt was made only as an incidental or bi-product,

and was necessarily far inferior to carefully prepared natural or roclt^

asphalts. At present there are four or five places where it is manufactured
as a primary product and with care. Among these there is a noticeable
choice, depending upon such things as the quality of the oil used, tem-
perature at distillation, intelligence of men in charge, consistency of

final product, etc. While in the East the writer took occasion to learn

the opinions on California Asphalt, of a number of prominent engineers
experienced in waterproofing. Reports of their chemists showed that

a first quality of California Asphalt ranks in no wise inferior to the best
imported asphalts, such as Burmudas which has long ranked as a standard
for waterproofing. The first quality asphalt must not be confused with
those bi-products, from about forty oil refineries, which are on the market.

Under the head of felt may be included burlap, Irish flax felt,

cotton and wool felt saturated with either a known asphalt, coal tar,

or a secret process asphalt. A first quality cotton and wool felt, saturated
with either known first quality asphalt, or coal tar, and usually described
as "weighing after saturation not less than 14 pounds per 100 square feet,"

is the old line article which has been used on all of the big jobs of the
past and stood the test for forty years.

By engineers of experience burlap is used only at exceptional places
where a special strain is expected, and then always carefully protected
by several sheets of asphalt and felt. Burlap is made of a vegetable
fibre and will rot quickly if water gets to it. Because of its construction
it will not accept a saturation ; but when its interstices are filled and its

I
I

surface is coated it is often said to be saturated. It is difficult to handle

and should be thoroughly mopped with asphalt before being placed.

There is on the market at least one patented well dipped burlap.

Irish flax felt differs materially in its construction and is thoroughly

saturated with preservative oils. When mopped with a heavy coat of

asphalt it possesses great strength. In many places it could be used to

better advantage than burlap and for the same purpose. To get the best

results this also should be covered with asphalt and several plies of wool

felt.

As most local problems will be in the nature of basements we will

mention these only. The waterproofing course may be built on the

outside, the inside, or through a wall ; but one place has certain advantages

over another. The outside has the marked advantage of being much less

expensive, and also of protecting the imbedded steel in the wall from

both water and electrolysis. It has a possible disadvantage in case of an

unusual settlement which causes the wall to drop far below the floor.

At their parting the waterproofing would be cut off, and it would be more

difficult to mend perfectly, than an inside course. The inner retaining

wall for the inside course need be only strong enough to withstand the

pressure of water, and in many cases a 4 inch brick wall is sufficient. The
details connected with this work are too numerous to enter into here,

but in all cases certain fundamental principles must be followed. A
complete and unbroken sack must be obtained. The work must be done

with asphalt ; the felt being regarded only as an incidental feature.

Notwithstanding all that has been said it has been the universal

experience where waterproofing is being done for the first time that

failures are common with the pitch and felt method. This is always

due to the inadequacy of the specification together with the inexperience

of the labor. It is extremely difficult to procure or create experienced

waterproofers. They are invariably roofers whose years of experience

^must be materially modified. Nevertheless experienced waterproofers are^

necessary, as nothing short of perfection is sufficient. Water is no

respector of errors.

By men of experience guarantees are seldom called for, as they have

learned the inadequacy of this method of obtaining results. A careful

inspection of guarantees given will satisfy one that they are practically

useless. The Courts (114 Fed. Rep. 942) have exonerated the contractor

guarantor where he applied materials according to specifications. The

only safe method is to have a comprehensive and detailed specification

carried out by competent men under careful inspection.

Reinforced Concrete Railroad Ties

Reinforced concrete ties are being laid by the Los Angeles railway

company for the purpose of testing them. About 320 ties will be laid,

the period necessary for testing being estimated at from two to ten years.

The company has timber growing for future use as ties, but will use the

reinforced concrete if it proves efficient.

Concrete ties have also been laid by the Southern Pacific company

in the freight yards at San Jose. They have been in use more than two

months and according to officials of the mad are giving splendid results.
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R. C. Ostergren, Architect

Prize Plan oncrete Block House

To PROMOTE the use of concrete in house construction, the Universal

Portland Cement Company, of Chicago, recently offered prizes rang-

ing from $200 to $25 for desigrib, which were submitted in a compe-
tition of the Chicago Architectural Club. The designs were for suburban
houses to be constructed of concrete and to cost $8,000, and the competition

was open to all architects and architectural draftsmen residing within a

radius of fifty miles of Chicago. The competition attracted a great deal

of attention among architects. The terms of the competition provided

that each building was to be planned for a suburban lot with a north

frontage of 100 feet and a depth of 250 feet, practically level and without
trees, assuming that the owner would spend enough money on the grounds
to plant a number of fine, large trees where they would be most effective

in relation to the building, as well as an abundance of fine shrubbery
and flowers.

Other provisions were as follows

:

"The first floor must provide a hall, a good sized living-room, dining-

room, and convenient kitchen and service arrangements. The second
floor must have at least three bedrooms, with at least one good closet

for each bedroom, one bath-room, and a recessed linen case in the hall.

The attic must have servant's room and bath. A cellar is necessary under
the entire house.

"The foundations and exterior must be of either plain or reinforced
concrete or concrete blocks; if of concrete blocks the so-called rock face

must not be used. The exterior surface of the walls may be finished in

any manner, except by plastering, which, in the opinion of the designer,
will produce in the executed building a pleasing effect, and which can be
readily obtained in actual practice. The sparing use of color in the form
of pigments or inlaid colored tiles is admissible, as well as decorative
detail in relief which can be cast in molds. Eaves and gutters, as well as
the walls, may be of reinforced concrete at the option of the designer.
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Attic-Floor Plan

The floor construction shall be of reinforced concrete. Interior columns

shall be of concrete, either plain or reinforced. Interior partitions shall

be plain or reinforced concrete, concrete blocks or cement plaster on metal

lath or wire mesh. The stairs shall be of reinforced concrete. The roof

construction shall "be either reinforced concrete or structural steel covered

with tile, slate or other fireproof material. No wood is to be used in the

building, except for door and window frames and other interior finish."

Design No. 1, which received first prize, is by R. C. Ostergren and

the following brief description and estimate of cost is given by courtesy

of the Universal Portland Cement Company and Cement Age

:

Walls and chimneys to be plain or bush-hammered concrete blocks,

laid up in alternating wide and narrow courses. Inside of all exterior

walls to be covered with R. I. W. and plastered. Concrete blocks are

also to be used for basement walls, piers and partitions. Basement walls

to be waterproofed, partitions to be plastered directly on the concrete

blocks.

Footings to be concrete. Basement floor and floor in dining room
porch to be concrete with cement finish. All flues to have tile lining

except kitchen vent.

All floors to be reinforced concrete with wood floors on top, nailed

to sleepers imbedded in the concrete. Building paper is to be used between
floors. Balcony and porch floors to have cement finish stained.

All sills and steps to be of concrete as well as hoods over entrances.

Same to be stained little lighter than general tone of the house.

All lintels to be of concrete block reinforced with iron rods in lower
chambers of blocks. Roof of reinforced cinder concrete with asbestos

shingles nailed directly to concrete.

Oak trim in main rooms
;
yellow pine in remaining rooms. All rooms

to have continuous head casing with corner casings in main rooms. Case-
ment windows to be used throughout. Same to swing out except in base-
ment, where windows are to swing in and up. Cubic contents, 40,075 cubic

feet. Estimated cost, $7,967.

I

I
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Painting Cennent

Lessons from Experience for the Contractor, Painter

and Decorator

By E. J. LININGTON.*

IN
MOST of the articles that have been written on this question, a great

deal of time and space have been given to the chemical side of it, and,

while admitting that it is purely a chemical question, yet I have tried

to put it in such a way that it will appear as simple as possible to anyone,

even though he may not be conversant with chemistry. Now, to simplify

this matter, I have put this question under three heads, viz:

1. Painting new cement work.

2. Painting cement structures of six months' standing.

3. Painting cement structures, or floors, that have a loose or sandy

surface.

Now, taking up No. 1 question first—and I think it is the most vital

one—I find that the chief trouble lies in the fact that it is impossible to

paint a new cement structure with oil colors, so as to retain these colors,

without first neutralizing the alkali that is formed in the setting of the

Portland cement, for it is well known that in the setting, or hardening

process, a certain amount of lime is set free in a hydrated condition. This

is practically an alkali.

Now to take our cement building (and I ha\ e taken it for granted

that it is in a dry state, for otherwise I am of the opinion that no treatment

of any kind will be of use), the question that comes to me is: How best

to neutralize this alkali, and so render the surface fit to take on an oil

coating? I will try to give you several solutions for this trouble, and

will state which, in my opinion, is the best

First. A solution of dilute muriatic acid has been used very extensively

for several years, but it has been proved that this solution is not only

harmful to the cement, but also, unless great care is taken with it, harmful

to the succeeding oil coatings.

Then we have a solution of dilute sulphuric acid, and, while this acid

is somewhat similar in nature to muriatic acid, yet the results to the

cement, and also to the oil coatings, are not as harmful. In either of the

above cases it is better to give two coats of the wash, and then allow it

to stand for several days, and then go over with a liberal wash of water,

which will take away the salt (calcium chloride) which will have formed

on the surface as the result of the former applications.

Then, again, we have a solution of carbonate of ammonia, which is

procurable in lump form and is soluble in water, and I find that two coat-

ings of this will neutralize the caustim lime and leave the surface ready

to paint without the water necessary in the two former solutions.

Now we come to what I consider the best solution of all, and I must

give Mr. Chas. Macnichol, of Washington, D. C, credit for same. Mr.

Macnichol gives this solution as the result of practical experience on quite

a large scale. We have tried it, and can certify as to the good results

to be gained from its use.

The method consists of coating the cement surface with a solution

of zinc sulphate and water, mixed equal parts by weight, and then allowing

three days to elapse before coating with the oil paint. The use of this

•Contract- Record.
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solution on the cement causes a chemical reaction on the hydrated lime

that results in the formation of hydrated oxide of zinc and gypsum, which

is harmless to linseed oil paints, and does no damage to the cement surface.

Now, I have tried to put before you these several solutions in their

different character. There are also several other remedies used—some

good and some of not much use—among which may be mentioned ordinary

vinegar and carbonic acid water.

I think that the first question may be safely passed over. Now comes

llie second question, and with it the third one also comes before us. As

you know, we have had trouble, and a lot of it, with the paint peeling

off the surface of the building or floors, and that after the alkali has

been neutralized.

This is caused to a great extent by the fact that sufficient cement
was not used in the mixture. This leaves the surface in a loose or sandy
condition, and to my mind this has caused more trouble than the first

question. I have given a lot of time, and I have experimented with several

of the washes that are put up by manufacturers and others, but up to

last year could find nothing on the market that would stand a hard test.

At that time I was called on to treat some floors in a large manufacturing
building in Toronto which were in a very poor condition. I tried several

of the prepared washes and used their own paints, and at the same time

I gave a portion of the floor two coats of hot neutral oil having ten per

cent, of Japan dryers added. The neutral oil penetrated quite a quarter

of an inch into the cement, and dried perfectly flat. I let it stand for

twenty-four hours, and then coated in the usual way, and I found that

while the other samples wore entirely away, mine, although exposed to

more wear than the others, stood the test in a splendid manner.

I have since used the oil on a number of different jobs, and found it

a splendid thing. Just one year ago I was asked to paint some large

cement columns in the front of a Toronto residence which had been
painted by several firms, but each time the paint had crumbled away and
fallen off. We cleaned off with sandpaper all of the remaining paint and
treated with the oil, as above mentioned, and let stand for two days. I

found that in some places where the former paint had partially remained
the oil did not go dead or flat, and in these places we wiped clean with
benzine and burlap and then we coated in the usual way, and to-day there

is not a crack or blister on them.
Another of our Toronto conferrees, Mr. Knott, had a contract to

paint a lot of cement floors in one of our colleges, and they also were in

a loose, or sandy, condition. He did them in the manner I have stated,

and recently we both examined them, and, although they only received
one coat of the lead paint on top of the neutral oil, and were subjected
to the hardest kind of treatment, yet to-day they are in a perfect condition.

In my opinion, any cement surface, after two months' exposure to

the weather, treated to two coats of neutral oil, will do all that

is necessary both to stop the discoloration and prevent the peeling
of the paint. I would advise using the oil hot, and that 10 per
cent, of Japan be added. My reason for this is, that the hot oil penetrates
deeper than the cold oil would, and gives us a better foundation : then
the Japan hardens any of the oil which may remain on the surface, other-
wise it would sweat through the succeeding coats. I have also found that

one or two coats of this oil applied in the ordinary way to cement floors,

not only stops the dust from rising but helps for all time the life of the
cement at very little cost.

* ^m *

* ^ «

Why Engineers D< No! Take More Part in

Government Affairs*

By J. P. SNOW. ^

THERE are cogent reasons why some engineers should not enter the

so-called political field. Many are salaried employees of the govern-

ment, either municipal, state or national; and many are railroad or

other corporation employees. To run for elective office is taboo among
officials of the national government and it should be in a greater or less

degree among salaried officers of all sorts.

A railroad man may be a church treasurer, a trustee of an orphan

asylum, a member of a board of health or even of a city council or board

of aldermen. This is so because the duties of such positions are generally

performed between two days or between two weeks. The paid-for duties

of the class mentioned require their time during working hours, with per-

haps an occasional jump-oflf of a few hour$ or a day or two. The Biblical

mandate that a man cannot properly serve two masters still holds true,

especially if he engages for full time with one. The ethics of the case

prevent him from accepting service with outside interests that requires

his thought and time to an extent deserving pay.

Engineers not in the salaried class are certainly free, so far as ethics

are concerned, to accept or seek office; but, as hinted by the said far-

seeing past-president, they cannot eat a stand-up lunch all by their lone-

some and win.

Engineering is said to be an exact science. Winning a nomination

to an elective office in the United States of America is not. Our wretched

lack of system for making nominations due to our daft ultra-democracy,

precludes any one with a natural love of geometry, which is crystallized

truth, from entering the lists. An engineer who finds geometry repugnantT

as does the average law student, has missed his calling. Hence, to my
mind, the scarcity of engineers, of the independent and consulting class,

in the political field.

Every true citizen of this country believes that our system of govern-

ment is the best on earth, but if he is fair-minded he will admit that there

are rot-spots and sink-holes in our body politic that he greatly regrets.

These blots I believe are wholly due to our non-system of nominations.

A nomination bv the dominant party is the election. Who makes the nom-

ination and hence elects the candidate? We have a strictly regulated and

totally useless caucus, but the real nomination is not there. The actual

nomination is made by a little clique of self-appointed men who will admit

no dissenter to their conclave. They wield a mighty power, but they act

without authority and are responsible to no one. U the nomination is

bad no one can be held accountable, for there is no way to get hold of

the parties who did the trick. To be sure, any dissatisfied voter can muster

a few brother malcontents and make a counter nomination, but the result

is simply another irresponsible clique with no more authority and per-

haps no better morals than the first. The whole scheme is loose and bad

;

it breeds bosses by its very nature and there should be no wonder that

engineers, who are true to the essence of their calling, decline to frater-

^Discussion of papers read before the Bostort Society of Civil Engineers.
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nizc with it. When properly constituted public bodies, who can be held

responsible for their mistakes, shall select the nominees for all parties, I

think engineers will no longer shirk or shrink from accepting nominations,

provided they are free to engage in public service.

As executives, engineers naturally excel ; as law-makers, I have grave

doubts of their capacity. For instance: The Boston Society of Civil

Engineers has a system of nominating and electing officers; this is far

better than the lack of system prevailing in our states and municipalities,

for it always gives us good officers; but I think it the worst "system"

that I have ever observed. The fact that, under it, the Society is well

governed speaks volumes for the self-governing instincts of our members.

The vagaries of our system, retained for so long a time, considered with

the constitution-tinkering habit of the American Society, show what
blockheads engineers are at law-making. The smooth working of both

societies shows their superb executive and law-abiding possibilities.

Glass Bricks

LASS bricks are not gold bricks. Germany uses them for building

i)urposes with measurable success. In Berlin is constructed a small

villa, the walls of which are built of glass bricks of several shades

of dark green or blue. The glass bricks are especially adapted to construc-

tion where light, cleanliness, and neatness are particularly in demand. In

Hamburg they are utilized in place of windows. They admit light in walls

which police regulations require to be fireproof and windowless.

In addition to admitting light to dark hallways, rooms, etc., they are

said to possess the same strength as ordinary clay bricks. They are also uti-

lized in walls in yards and in partitions in the interior of houses, sales^

rooms, offices, workshops, etc., as well as for construction of verandas,

hothouses, kiosks, bathrooms, hospitals, ice factories, butcher shops, rail-

road stations, breweries, stables, and in other places where cleanliness,

light and uniform temperatures are especially desired.

The bricks are also made with a wire coating for fireproof walls.

In some of the recently erected buildings in Milan, Italy, bricks made of

glass have been adopted for ground and upper floors on account of the

light obtained. They are also coming into use for |)artition work in some
of the hospitals on account of hygenic principles.

In one of the leading banking institutions of the city of Turin the lobby

office floor, which is about 36 by 58 feet, is entirely paved with glass

bricks laid in iron frames for the purpose of admitting light into the base-

ment where are located numerous private boxes or vaults. In the Neth-
erlands hollow green transparent glass bricks are used principally for light

giving purposes in machine shops and conservatories.—Exchange.

Life in a Plat

**Hello, Tom, old man, got your new flat fitted up yet?"

'*Not quite," answered the friend. "Say, do you know where I can
buy a folding toothbrush?"

Importance of Washed Sand and Oravd for

Concrete Construction

By COLBY M. AVERY, C. E *

'E are making such rapid strides in building and bridge construction,

and general engineering work that it has brought out many new

methods of preparing and testing the ingredients entering into its

construction. ,

Now the leading architects, engineers and contractors are demand-

ing pure clean, washed materials, free from dust, loam clay and dirt, m
their specifications. The reason for this cleaning is that where stones or

gravel coated with dirt of any kind are used, the cement cannot reach the

stone, but is allowed to set up against this film of foreign matter, which

serves only as a form for the cement, and when set up it will have only the

strength of the cement without its being thoroughly fastened or united

with the sand and stone or gravel. Where washed sand and gravel is used

the cement coats the clean surface of the material used in the concrete

during the dry mixing, and then, when wet, the cement fills every void

or cavity, both in the gravel used and the spaces between the sand

and the gravel. A good illustration of this is cited in the history of a

large contract for a concrete building erected in New Brunswick, m an ex-

tract from a paper read before the National Association of Cement Users

at its convention, held in Milwaukee, in January, 1906, by E. b. Larned,

C. E., of Boston, Mass.:
. . ^ ,, . ^ ,

'Tt is gratifying to note the growing appreciation of the important

part sand plays in all cement work ; in very many instances poor results

are directly chargeable to the sand used. No cement will improve prop-

erly if mixed with very fine sand and results will vary with the char-

acteristics of the fine material. It must also be kept in mind that an in-

timate mixture of cement and fine sand is very difficult to attain, and a

thorough distribution of cement throughout the sand voids is absolutely

essential to good results. Sand that looks good is not always above sus^

picion The following instance will serve to show the importance of test-

ing the sand before use: An important hydraulic work was begun last

spring in New Brunswick, and the contractors and engineers had con-

jrratulated themselves upon having what appeared to be an idea deposit

•of sand and gravel for concrete work. The cement was thoroughly tested

with standard sand, with good results. When everything was ready an

active start was made and considerable concrete was placed before any

doubts arose ; it would not set up, however, in a week's time (or longer, as

it proved), and the cement was immediately tested agam, with favorable

results and then some of the sand was examined. On the washmg test it

was noticed that a slight opalescence was imparted to the water, remain-

ing in suspension several days, but leaving practically no deposit or sedi-

mentation The cement was then tested with this sand before and after

washing, and the trouble was at once located. The sand and gravel were

both washed thereafter, and good results followed."

Also from a paper by Sanford E. Thompson, M. Am. boc. L. IL.,

Newton Highlands, Mass.

:

. • j

''Comparative tests indicate that different stones for concrete in order

of their value are as follows: (1) trap, (2) granite, (3) gravel (4) marble.

(5) limestone, (6) slag, (7) sandstone, (8) slate, (9) shale, (10) cmders.

•Rock Products.
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The hardness of the stone grows in importance with the age of concrete.

Thus gravel concrete, because of the rounded surface, at the age of one
month may be weaker than a concrete which is made with comparatively
soft broken stone, but at the age of one year it may surpass in strength

the broken stone concrete, because, as the cement becomes hard there is

greater tendency for the stones themselves to shear through and the hard-

ness and smoothness of the gravel stones thus comes into play."

There are instances where concrete structures have failed by the using
of dust-covered sand and gravel. In one instance a pier was built where
a loamy sand was used, it being the only available sand, and after a week's
test the concrete was like putty and would not set harder. This work
had to be replaced with clean washed sand and washed gravel. Sand
and gravel, when pumped or dredged from the bottoms of rivers and
lakes, is not fit for use without first being washed by a process that will

roll and tumble it in fresh, circulating water, as the particles are often
coated with slime and dirt that will stay with it unless passed through a
washer.

The best principal for a washing plant is one that will roll and tumble
the sand and gravel in the presence of a rapid running stream of water,

which will also size the gravel and allow the oversize pebbles to fall into

a crusher which will redeliver its product to the first washing screen,

thereby saving and washing all the product of the bank. The successive
steps of screens will make any number of sizes, and the fine sand can be
taken out of the coarse by the process, and also will be settled into receiv-

ing tanks, from which the clay and dirt has passed off in a solution with
the water, leaving the sand to settle as noted above. This method allows the
contractor to purchase material that is of exact sizes that have been speci-

fied by the architect or designing engineer, and he is enabled to get both
xoarse and fine sand to fill any specifications that may be demanded.

The White House Dining-Room
PROBABLY the most harmonious furniture in the White House is

that in the dining-rooms, notably the antique mahogany table, side-

board, and serving tables in the private dining-room and the immense
mahogany sideboard supported by eagles with outspread wings, in the
state dining-room, which was designed by Mrs. Roosevelt and constructed
expressly to her order. Although Mrs. Roosevelt's design was original,
there has lately been found on an old Maryland estate an antique sideboard
which is almost an exact counterpart of the White House piece, spread
eagles and all, and which conclusively proves how closely Mrs. Roosevelt's
design adheres to colonial tenets.

The old Flemish tapestries in the state dining-room, bearing inscrip-
tions from Virgil, have, of course, prominent place among the art furnish-
ings of the White House, and doubtless the category of the ornamental
trophies in this apartment would be considered incomplete without refer-
ence to the mounted game heads which adorn the cornice. Over the big
open fireplace is a moose head, flanked on either side by the head of a
mountain sheep. In the center of the wall opposite is the immense moose
head presented to Theodore Roosevelt.

• *

The Interior Decorations of Mr Rockefefter's

New Honne

THE interior of the residence of John D. Rockefeller at Pocantico Hijls,

N. Y., is simple, refined and elegant. It is essentially a home, and-Xhe

beautiful decorations and furnishings were selected with the home

idea foremost.
, ,

. . .u ,1

On the main floor, which opens onto the gardens of the south side,

are the drawing-room, Mr. Rockefeller's office, the hall and music room

combined, library and dining-room. All of these rooms have direct open-

ings to the broad terraces that surround the house. Above are 10 masters

sleeping-rooms and 11 servants' rooms.

The interior has been furnished in eighteenth century English, ihe

theme is carried throughout the house, but a pleasing variation in the

several rooms has been obtained by the utilization of the products of the

different styles. Chippendale has been used in one room, Hepplewhite

in another, Sheraton in a third and the Adam in others.

All of the rooms are finished in white panel wood-work that has been

fashioned in keeping with the furnishings.

The dining-room and living-room have been finished in Chippendale

style. A rare feature of the furnishings of these rooms is found in the

rugs, which are of solid colors, except for the borders. In the dining-

room, the main pieces were fashioned after English designs, but the table

especially shows the effect of the Chinese lattice ornament scheme that

was adopted by Chippendale.
. t.

• u
The homelike air for which the furnishers have striven at the wish

of Mr. Rockefeller has been enhanced in the living-room by the introduction

of many luxuriously upholstered pieces.

The white panelling that has been uesd in the other rooms of the

house is not found in the office, which is finished in dark oak. As much

attention has been paid to effecting a comfortable aspect here as in any

"^tHeFroom in the house and there are few indications that it is a room

devoted to business. The sombre furniture is upholstered in a bright red

that neutralizes the sober appearance of the dark woods. A large rug of

the same shade of red is laid and when the hearth fire is lighted the room

is one of the cheeriest in the house.

Fine engravings of famous financiers form the chief decorations and are

the indication that might lead any one to believe that here is where Mr.

Rockefeller transacts his business when he is at the place.

The attention to detail and accuracy of reproductions are evidenced

also in the bedrooms, which likewise embody the idea of repose. The

Adam style is carried out in Mrs. Rockefeller's room. Mr, Rockefeller

has chosen Chippendale for his room and the two styles are carried out

in the guest rooms, some of which are also finished in Hepplewhite.

* *

Stopped Him in Time
"It is time/' said the speaker, "that we had a moral awakening in this

town. Let us gird up our loins. Let us take off our coats. Let us bare our

arms. Let us
"

. ^u
"Hold on now," screamed an angular lady, who was seated near the

platform ; "if this is to be a moral awakening dont' you dare to propose

to take oflf another thing."

'Jt.Si,M^'iA^-L^t yU£SJt*btj!Seir«*Sji*-s>&sfc'&at5EaisiZA%iaf^SEl ^2:^:^S?si££^ffis^l3^^^!2f3&'ffif^^^^ ^SSSStsSrSrliSLj W^^SSF^jStSsESmSSP^^S^SSS^Sl&SBESSA »WuhJ3«.
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Residence and s for Lillian A. and Catherine S. Marsh, San Francisco

Henry C. Smith, Successor to Stone & Smith, Architect

Municipal Engineering in Portland

ORTLAND is the oldest of the principal cities of the Pacific North-

west, writes W. P. Hardesty, C. E., in "Municipal Engineering."

Its growth, until the past three or four years, has been compari-

tively slow for a western city. In its avoidance of everything but the sub-

stantial in its development, the city has generally been regarded as ultra

conservative. Beginning in 1905, Portland took on new life, since vyhich

time so rapid has been its growth that the extension of the ordinary

municipal utilities has hardly kept pace with the expansion and rapid

building up in every direction.

Of the principal utilities required in every municipality, the lighting

has always been supplied by a private corporation The municipality has

been more forward than most cities in providing an abundant supply of

pure water. The water-works department is managed by a commission,

called the Water Board, that employs its own engineer. The city has never

had a board of public works. The execution of the ordinary public works

is entrusted to the city engineer, appointed by the Mayor. The principal

construction works carried out by the City Engineering department are

the sewerage systems and street improvements. Prior to the adoption of

its present charter on January 23, 1903. all street improvements and sewer

works were in charge of a Superintendent of Streets. There was no City

Engineer, but here was a City Surveyor whose work was practically limited

to giving lines and grades.

In carrying on his work, the City Enginec ' has several assistant

engineers, designated by ordinance as "Civil Engineers " For improvement
work the city is divided into several districts, each in charge of a district

* •

engineer. Until recently, these district engineers had charge of only the

survey work within their respective districts. Within the city engineering

department was an inspection service, with several chief inspectors and a

number of subordinates. To the inspectors was given the inspection ot

all contract work the superintendence of what work was done directly

by day labor, and maintenance and repair work. The chief inspectors

reported directly to the city engineer, and they were not directed by the

district engineers, contrary to the nearly universal custom. Under the

practice very recently inaugurated, the head inspectors within the ditferent

districts are directed by the district engineers.

In contract work in Portland, as has always been required by the char-

ter no partial estimates can be made the contractor, but he must wait

until his contract is entirely completed and accepted before receiving any

pay. In a large contract taking a long time to complete, especially in

high-class construction where final tests and disputes as to quality ot

work may delay acceptance, this puts a heavy burden on the contractor,

and it results in prices for city work averaging 10 to 25 per cent, higher

than for work where the usual method is followed.
. ^ ^ . ^ ,

The Mayor is assisted in his work by an Executive Board, appointed

by himself. This Board awards contracts and accepts work, the appropria-

tions for payment being made by the City Council. Working withm the

board are a number of committees, each dealing with a separate subdi-

vision of the city's aflFairs. The City Engineer confers With this board

regarding his work, having but little direct dealing with the City Council.

The present city charter has been found faulty in some respects.

Some small matters that are more properly subjects for ordinance have

been included within it. Proposed amendments to it can be voted on at

the general municipal election, held every two years. At the election in

June, 1909, a proposed new charter on the commission plan failed ot

^
^^Under the present charter there is a Mayor, a single body of fifteen

—cduncilmen, an auditor, treasurer, attorney, and a municipal }udge all

elective. The Mayor has power of appointment of other officers, without

consent of the council.
.

The auditor's office is one of the most important in the city govern-

ment In it are included the duities of city clerk and recorder, offices

commonly found in other city governments, and all assessments against

property for public improvements are figured here instead of in the city

engineer's department.
, ,. •

The direct assessment method of paying for public improvements in

Portland is carried further than is usual. Grading, sidewalk and pavement

improvement of street, sewer laterals, and for the past two years all water

mains in size less than 10 inches, are assessed directly agamst the abutting

property. Each lot is assessed its share for the half street width directly

in front of it. This rule proved very inequitable in cases where, in grading,

heavy cuts or fills fell in front of certain lots, as the yardage of material

was segregated for each lot. To remedy this to some extent, it is now the

practice to divide the cost of the grading in each block length proportion-

ately to frontage. Street intersections are divided into four quarters, and

each quarter is assessed against the adjoining quarter block, though it

was formerly the custom to assess for only 100 feet down each side from

the corner. On streets traversed by street railway lines the cost of grading

and paving is greatly lessened to the property owner, as the street rail-

way company pays for the portion included by its tracks and for one foot

on each side.
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The assessments become liens on the property. Where it is not
desired to pay them at once they are ''bonded," that is, the time for pay-
ment is made ten years, and payment can be made in ten equal annual
installrnents bearing 6 per cent, interest.

Bridges are always paid for by general taxation. Districting is only
done in the case of sewers, where the main sewer and principal branches
are paid for by an equal assessment over the entire district. The district
method is the logical one in the case of sewers, the outlines being fixed
in general position by natural drainage boundaries.

The Clay-Working Industries

THE United States Geographical Survey has just published a large
, chart showing the statistics of the clay-working industries in 1908

by states and products, with comparative totals for 1907. This
chart shows that the clay products of the United States in 1908 were valued
at $133,197,762, compared with $158,942,369 in 1907, a decrease of about
one-sixth. Every state and territory except Alaska is represented in
this total, a fact which shows the widespread character of the clay-work-
ing industries. Ohio is the leading clay-working state, reporting products
worth $26,622,490, or 19.99 per cent of the total. Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Illinois, New York, Indiana, Missouri, California, Iowa and West
Virginia are the next largest producing states, in the order named. These
ten states produced wares valued at $98,494,107, or nearly three-fourths
of the value for the whole country. The first five states produced con-
siderably over one-half of the total output. Wyoming has the smallest
production, with products valued at $52,282, or only 0.04 per cent of
the total.

Every state reported common brick, the total quantity being 7,811,-
046,000, valued at $44,765,614; this represents over one-third of the value
of all clay products. Illinois is the leading producer of common brick,
reportmg 1,119,224,000, valued at $4,834,652, or $4.32 per thousand. New
York IS the second in quantity but first in value, the figures being 1,055,-
006,000, valued at $5,066,084, or $4.80 per thousand. The average value per
thousand ranged from $3.07 ,n Kansas to $10.33 in Wyoming, with a gen-
eral average of $5.73. Tennessee comes the nearest to the general average
—$5.72. The average value in 1907 was $6 for the whole country.

There was a decrease in the value of the common brick from 1907 of
$14,079,847, or 23.85 per cent, and the quantity decreased 1,984,652,000,
or 20.26 per cent. The only states showing increases in output of common
brick were Arizona, Idaho, Nevada, Montana, Oregon, South Dakota,
and Washington, and of these states Washington showed a decrease in
value.

Vitrified paving brick is one of the only two products that showed
an increase in 1908. This product increased from 876,245,000 in 1907 to

^^^'H^'^^ *" ^^^' ^ ^^*" °^ ^^-^^ P^^ ^^"^' ^"^ »" value from $9,654,282m 1907 to $10,657,475 in 1908, a gain of 10.39 per cent. Ohio is the leading
state for vitrified paving brick, reporting about one-third of the entire
quantity and value.

Drain tile is the other product that reported a gain in 1908, the increase
being from $6,864,162 in 1907 to $8,661,476 in 1908, or 26.18 per cent. This
product finds its largest use in the Middle West—Iowa, Indiana, Ohio Illinois
and Michigan reporting 89.84 per cent of the total.

I
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Executed by Pti Co.,

Fire brick was reported in 1908 to the value of $10,696,216, compared

with <;;14 946 045 in 1907 a decrease of 28.43 per cent. The quantity de-

7rl!l^mm^^ 1907 to 552,366,000 in 1908, a loss of 29.46 per

""^"^'Pottery products decreased in value from $30,143,474 in 1907 to

$25,135,555, a loss of 16.61 per cent. The value of the pottery products

was nearly one-fifth of the value of all clay products. tt-..^
Copies of this chart may be had by addressing the director. United

States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

Peasant (who as just insured his farmhouse)—What would 1 get if

my house should burn down next week? Agent-Tn all probability, three

or four years in prison.—FliegetKle Blndder,
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Dissolve Partnership.

One of the best known architectural
firms in San Francisco has dissolved
partnership and in the future the two
members will practice independently.
The firm of Meyers and Ward, Kohl
building, terminated the first of the
month, Mr. Henry Meyers retaining the
old offices in the Kohl building and Mr.
Clarence R. Ward forming a partnership
with J. H. Blohme with offices in

the Alaska Commercial building. Mr.
Blohme was for a number of years as-
sociated with Meyers and Ward as
draughtsman. Since the fire the firm
has been prominent in the rebuilding of
San Francisco, some of the more im-
portant buildings designed by them be-
ing the Alaska Commercial, the Wells-
Fargo, Samuel's Lace House, Goldberg,
Bowen and the Hobart estate.

Competitions and a B;

The city of Alameda recently called

for competitive plans for a $60,000 school

house. Some eight or ten reputable

California architects participated in the

competition. A number who were
invited declined because of certain condi-

tions which the Board of Education of

Alameda specified should be followed. It

seems the district attorney of Alameda
county unearthed an old law, passed in

1872, which stipulates that each com-
peting architect shall give a "good and
sufficient bond with two sufficient sure-

ties thereto, or a surety company, in the

penal sum of $5,000, same to be given

prior to the awarding of any premium
for plans and specifications."

In other words, the architect is put in

the same class as the contractor. When
the latter figures on a job he is expected

to file a surety bond amounting to a cer-

tain per cent of the contract price. That
is all right for a contractor, but it's

ridiculous to demand such a bond of an

architect. It is obvious that the law was
intended to protect the builder in days

when the architect not only made the

drawings but put up the building. In

these days of enlightenment and profes-

sional etiquette the registered architect

draws the line when it comes to con-

tracting. He may superintend a job but

he never contracts to build. If he does

he violates the principles of the Ameri-

can Institute and lays himself liable to

prosecution.
It has not been given out how many of

^hc competing architects for the Ala-

meda school filed a $5,000 bond. If any

of them did they deserve to be censured.

On the other hand, if they did not, the

district attorney could legally throw out

their plans and call for new ones.

Reports from Alameda are to the effect

that the school board was unable to

agree upon the best set of plans submit-

ted and as a result all the drawings were

rejected and new designs are to be called

for. It remains to be seen how many
architects will care to compete if the

surety clause is again to be injected.

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

A special meeting of the San Francisco

Chapter, American Institute of Archi-

tects was held in the green room of the

Hotel St. Francis on the evening of Sep-

tember 16th.

The princioal business transacted was
the adoption of the report of the com-
mittee on the code of ethics for the pro-

fessional conduct of members; the ap-

pointment of a committee to entertain

the visitine officers and members of the

American Institute during the Portola

festival; the report of the committee on

tenement house ordinance and the elec-

tion of Mr. Walter H. Parker to chapter

membership.

PersonaL

George C. Sellon and E. C. Hcmmings,
formerly associated under the firm name
of Sellon & Hemmings, have dissolved

partnership. They will both continue in

business in Sacramento. Mr. Sellon's

address will be—fifth floor, 1005 "K"
street. Mr. Hemmings'—Suite 37, 1005

"K" street. The San Francisco office

has been discontinued.
Architect William Curlett recently

enjoyed a trip East, visiting many of the

leading cities. During his absence his

son was in charge of the office. The
work of Mr. Curlett and son will be

shown in detail in one of the future

numbers of the Architect and Engineer.

Architect E. Russell Ray, formerly

with Hunt & Grey of Los Angeles, but

lately of the firm of Higginson & Ray
of Santa Barbara, has purchased the

interest of Mr. A. B. Higginson in the

firm and will maintain architectural

offices in his own name in the H. Can-

field building, Santa Barbara.

Architect F. L. Roehrig of Los

Angeles spent his vacation in San Fran-

cisco, Portland and Seattle.

Architect B. Cooper Corbett of Los
Angeles went to Lake Tahoe for his

summer outing.

Charles W. Hoffman is the new man-

ager of the Pacific Portland Cement
Company in Los Angeles, succeeding J.

<J. Treanor, resigned. Mr. Treanor has

been appointed general sales agent of the

Southern California Cement Company,
whose plant is at Riverside.

George T. Plowman, recently of

Berkeley, has removed to Los Angeles,

where he has opened offices at 312

Wright and Callender building, with Mr.

Paul A. Needham.

Parkinson & Bergstrom Busy.

Architects Parkinson and Bergstrom,

Security building, Los Angeles, have

recently closed a number of important

contracts in connection with the building

of the new Utah hotel at Salt Lake City

and also the Kearns building in the same
city. James Black & Company of St.

Louis are the general contractors for the

hotel, their contract being for $855,000.

Thomas Haverty & Company, a Los

Angeles firm, will do the plumbing and

steam heating for $100,000. and the same
house will do the plumbing in the Kearns
building on its bid of $42,000. B. V.

Collins, another Los Angeles concern,

will do the marble and tiling for $41,000.

The contracts on the Utah hotel so far

closed amount to $1,186,000 and those on

the Kearns building, $620,000.

,. '4
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Ardiitect Sdm^ttadMr If«•.
Architect Sylvain Schnaittacher, who

is secretary of San Francisco Chapter,

American Institute of Architects, an-

nounces his removal from the Investors

building at Fourth and Market streets

to 902-904 First National bank building,

Montgomery and Post streets, San Fran-

cisco. Mr. Schnaittacher's telephone

number is Kearny 744.

San Francisco's New CaAedral.

The plans of Bodley & Hare, archi-

tects of London, Eng., for the Episcopal

cathedral to be erected on Nob Hill, San
Francisco, are to be modified by Archi-

tect Louis P. Hobart, of San Francisco,

to meet local conditions in some respects,

but they will be used in most regards as

they have been prepared.

The length of the cathedral will be

275 feet. The height will be 152 feet.

Standing on the splendid height

donated for the site, the cathedral struc-

ture will be one of the most conspicuous

of the buildings of San Francisco.

The greatest width of the cathedral

will be 200 feet. The framework will be

of steel Inside and out the finish will

be stone.

The general effect of the structure will

be that of an old English cathedral with

a main central octagonal tower. When
it is completed the cathedral will give

seating accommodations to 2,000.

Architectural Club Meets.

The Los Angeles Architectural Club
held its first meeting in the new club

rooms on the Fourteenth floor of the

Union Trust building, early in Septem-
ber. The club now has well-lighted and
airy quarters, where it is expected the

members will pass many instructive and
socially enjoyable hours. The rooms arc

to be open at all times for the benefit

of the members.
A competition is to be lield for the

cover design for the year book. Mr. A.

F. Rosenheim, president of the club, has

personally offered a prize of $25 for the

best design.
Various features of the club work for

the coming year received discussion at

the meeting, among them the architec-

tural exhibition, which is to be held about
the first of the year. This exhibition

promises to be not only the best ever

held in Los Angeles, but a particularly

meritorious one from the fact that draw-
ings of the best recent work of Eastern
architects will be included in the exhibits.

These drawings will be brought from the

exhibition in San Francisco under the

auspices of the Architectural League of

the Pacific Coast, to which a number of

local architects have sent examples of

their work.
The club now numbers seventy-six

members and promises to develop into a

prosperous and enthusiastic organization.

Chance for American Architects.

Americans are expected to enter a

competition open to the architects of the

world by the Argentine republic to ob-

tain plans for the proposed polyclinic

"Jose de San Martin," which will com-
prise twenty splendid buildings in

Buenos Aires. The author of the best

project will be instructed to execute the

definite plans and will take charge of

the technical direction of all the work.

Architects winning second and third

places will receive prizes of $10,000 and

$5,000 respectively. The government of

Argentina is said to be especially de-

sirous that American architects partici-

pate in the competition because of the

excellent relations that -exist between the

two countries.

The oreliminary announcement of the

advisory committee of the above import-

ant competition has been issued. Its

various provisions, briefly summarized,
are as follows:
The comoetition will open on June 10,

1910, and continue until 12 o'clock noon
on December 10, 1910.

The committee's decision is to be an-

nounced within thirty days after the clos-

ing of the competition.
Competitors shall in every case submit

the following:
General plan—scale of 0.005 per meter.

Partial plans of each floor of each
building.

Longitudinal and cross-sections of

each building, scale 0.01 meters.

Elevations (front) of main buildings

and pavilions, scale 0.01 per meter.

Bird's-eye view to be one meter long

at greatest length.

Detached description and general esti-

mate.
A financial bid. This bid not to be

compulsory and may be limited to mere
presentation of other documents.
The author of premeated design to be

entrusted with preparation of final

plans and to have tectural supervision of

work. Second best plan to receive an

award of $10,000 and next best $5,000.

The executive committee to have the

power to declare void the competitive

contest if in the opinion of its advisors

the plans submitted are not worthy of

the award.
Prize winning plans to remain the

property of the Government and may be

disposed of as deemed advisable. The
author of plan selected to receive as full

fee 5 per cent of price of building proper.
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excluding every annex or structure in

which the author has no participation.
Further particulars may be obtained by

apolication to Consul General, Argentine
Republic, 80 Wall Street, New York.

Architects for Honolulu Federal Building

Announcement is made by Supervising
Architect John Knox Taylor that the
plans of Architects York and Sawyer, of

156 Fifth avenue, New York City, have
been selected by the Commission of

Award in the competition for a Federal
building, recently conducted by the
United States government, under the
direction of Supervising Architect Tay-
lor. The scheme is to include a custom
house, court house, postoffice, etc., and
the appropriation available is $800,000.
Dickey & Reed and John Galen Howard
are the Pacific Coast architects who were
honored by invitations to compete. The
other architects who offered schemes
were Palmer & Hornbostel, F. B. Hunt-
ington and Hopoin & Koehn, associates,

and Butler & Rodman, all of New York;
Mauran & Russell of St. Louis, Horn-
blower, Marshall & Wood, Donn &
Deniing of Washington, D. C. ; D. H.
Burnham & Co., Holabird & Roche.
Richard E. Schmidt, Garden & Martin,
associates, of Chicago; Parker, Thomas
& Rice of Baltimore, Md.; Potter & Mer-
rill of Tacoma, Wash., and C. C. Zant-
zinger of Philadelphia, Pa.
The Commission of Award was corn-

nosed of James G. Rogers of New York,
Glenn Brown and Nathan C. Wyeth of

AVasliington, W. G. Nolting of Balti-

more and Mr. Taylor, the supervising
architect.

The Tenement House Laws of San
Francisco.

New building laws, compiled by a com-
mittee of builders, insurance men and
architects and others to take the place of

the building laws now in existence, have
been filed with the clerk of the San Fran-
cisco Board of Supervisors.

The old tenement house laws were
adopted after an energetic campaign on
the part of interested men and women
who wanted to safeguard the health of

the poor who are compelled to take such
apartments as their limited earnings pro-

vide, regardless of sanitary conditions.

The elimination of city tenement house
laws, according to the opinion of City
Attorney Percy V. Long, would make the

enforcement of similar State laws an
uncertainty. The city charter makes the

Board of Public Works responsible for

the enforcement of city building laws,

but whether the board would be required

to guard against the violation of the

State tenement house law is something

that the courts would be compelled to
determine. Long says:

''The building committee of the Board
of Supervisors has been verbally advised,"
said Lone- vesterday, "that the State law
should be re-enacted by the city to in-

sure prooer enforcement, and I will sug-
gest to the Board of Supervisors that the-
State tenement house law be made a part
of the new building ordinance. The ad-
visory committee, which prepared the
new ordinance filed it without first get-
ting the approval of my office.*'

Since the first enactment of the city
tenement house law, there has been
strong opposition to the measure on the
part of many property owners. The re-
auirement of a yard twelve feet wide in
the rear of a tenement house was con-
sidered as a hardship. This provision
was placed in the law to afford light and
air for tenements.
For almost a year the special com-

mittee has been at work on the new
building laws. The purpose of the new
ordinance is to simplify and to make
more 'comprehensive the legislation on
this complex subject.
Among the more important features

of the new ordinance is new limitations
for class C and frame buildings. The
present laws allow class C buildings to

be constructed eighty-four feet in height,
and it is proposed to change this to

seventy-five feet. Frame buildings,
which have no classification, are to be
limited to forty feet in height, instead
of forty-five feet, as at present.
Some changes in classification have

also T)een suggested. One Is to transfer
fireproof buildings with brick bearing
walls from class B to class A, to which
it is said they have a closer relation.

If the proposed ordinance is adopted,
provisions for the construction of rein-
forced concrete buildings will be modi-
fied to the extent of requiring a less
proportion of steel than at present.

Special stress is placed on the quality
of materials by the proposed new law.
It will differ from the present ordinance
by making the quality govern the quan-
tity required.
The special or advisory committee,

selected bv the building committee of
the Board of Supervisors to prepare the
new building laws, consists of the fol-

lowing:
William F. Wilson, member of the

Board of Health, chairman; P. H.
Shaughnessv, Chief of the Fire Depart-
ment; F. H. Porter, chief inspector of
the Underwriters' Inspection Bureau; J.

P. Horgan, chief inspector of the Board
oi Public Works; J. D. Galloway, civil

engineer; R. H. Mathewson, builder;
Nathaniel Blaisdell, architect. Morris
Bruce, architect, served as secretary.
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Cement

Reinforced Concrete

) Inspection
' '

I and Tests

AS
Morris Kind, C. E.
Wm. B. Gestkr.
Jno. B. Leonard, C. E.

LoREN E. Hunt. C. E.

M. A. Murphy, ) o^rk Tile and Terra
B. J. Gallagher V ' Cotta
Howard Frost, ) , c^ t i

^ r- 17 3 structural Steel and
W. W. Breite. C. E.^, Iron

Frank Soule - ^ Masonry
^'*f'^J^'f^f

H. T. James - Patnts. Otis and Vat^tsh

G B. ASHCROFT. C. E. - Artificial Stone

W. J. Watson -

J. R. D. Mackenzie -

F. H." Bryant

Carl E. Roesch.
\ .

William Adams. )

C. Walter TozER -
^ , , ,

Wilbur David Cook. LandscapeArchitecture

T. C. KiERUUFF - - - Legal Points

F W FiTZPATRlCK. Fireproof Construction

Edwin B. Pike Electrical Construction

F Emerson Hoar. lUumtnattng Engineer

C. W. Whitney Building Construction

ARCHITECTURAL

r Roofs and Roofing

j Heating and
I Ventilating

Decorative Lighting

Interior Decoration

Fred H.
Willis Polk
Henry A. Schulze
Alfred F. Rosenheim
G. Albert Lansburgh
D. Franklin Oliver

J as. W. Reid
Clinton Day
Kenneth MacDonald
Houghton Sawyer
John G. Howard
Arthur Brown. Jr.

M. V. Politeo

T.J. Welsh
Chas. P. Weeks
Fred J . Berg
Chas. F. Whittlesey
Octavius Morgan
W^ A. Newman

Meyer
H. Alban Reeves
J. C. Austin
F. D. Hudson
Sumner P. Hunt
C. Sumner Greene
Ralph W. Hart
James Seadler
Maxwell G. Bugbce
Clayton D. Wilson
Al meric Coxh e ad
Harrison Albright
John Parkinson
W.J. Cuthbertson
A. W.Smith
T. Patterson Ross
William H. Weeks
Chas. W. Dickey
Henry C. Smith

CONTRIBUTORS
Merrit Reid
William Curlett
Albert Pissis

Edgar A. Mathews
Julius E. Kraft
Geo. A. Dodkfi'

John C. Polton
Albert Sutton
Arthur O. Johnson
Herbert E. Law

Hon. Jas. D. Phelan
J. T Walsh. C. E.
Chas. Havens
Smith O'Brien
H. F. Starhurk
Nathaniel Blaisdell
W.T. Bliss
William Mooser
Geo. H Wyman
Robert Morgeneier

A LAW THAT
SHOULD BB
REPEALED

Our attention has been called to

an old California law which has

been on the statutes

since 1872 and which

has recently been un-

covered by an enter-

prising- District Attor-

ney who declares it shall be inforc-

ed. The Act in question has to do

with competitions and requires the

competing architect to give a bond

with the filing of his plans and prior

to the awarding of any premium for

said plans. In other words, the ar-

chitect is placed in the same cate-

gory as the contractor. To say the

faw is ridiculous is putting it mild-

ly. It's nothing short of a joke, yet

it's a law nevertheless and if some

ambitious District Attorney wants

to inforce it there is nothing to stop

him. Back in 1872 when the Act

was passed architects were not only

designers but they frequently built

the buildings which they designed.

With the appointment of a State

Board of Architecture some years

later the scope of the profession be-

came more definitely defined and to-

day the architect who enters the

contracting business not only vio-

lates the ethics of his profession but

he makes himself liable to prosecu-

ion. The very foundations of the

American Institute of Architects

are based upon this important ques-

tion and it would seem to be the

duty of those in authority to see that

the Act is stricken from the Statutes

at the earliest possible moment.

Brick always has and always will

be an important factor in the build-

ing material bus-

BRICK AND THE
U. S. QEOLOOICAL
SURVEY

E M. C. Whitney
Frkdf.rick W. Jonrs

Manager
Managing Editor

iness. The re-

cent statistics

published by the

United States

Geological Survey contain one

promising feature. Face brick and

the commons of good grades have

increased both in volume and in val-

tie. while the low grade commons
have decreased both in number

and in value by even a greater

ratio. These low grade common
brick have gone from bad to

worse in the last few years
until now they really contain no
structural values either for com-
pression, tensile strength, fire re-

sistance or density. They are un-
sightly, and when the tremendous
cost of putting them into a wall in

most of the markets of this country
is taken into consideration, they are
at the same time about the most ex-

pensive material that could be se-

lected. We congratulate the dis-

criminating building public on the
facts exhibited in the Survey's very
complete report.

THE
DOLLAR SIGN
IN

ARCHITECTURE

And now the daily and weekly
press have taken to publishing floor

plans and discriptive

articles on "How to

Build a $5,000 House
for $2,500." For a

time the monthlies

seemed to have a monopoly of this

field. Most of these "Economy in

Home Building" contributions come
from novices who have had little or

no practical experience either in

architecture or actual construction

work. What they write and the

drawings they show seem attractive

enough on paper but when worked
out in reality the results are as heart
rending as they are purse-breaking.

The Architectural Review is much
disturbed that so reputable a publi-

cation as Collier's Weekly should
print such stuff and echoes the sen-

timents of the architectural profes-

sion in the following caustic com-
ments :

We regretfully note that the standard
of the dollar-sign in architecture has
again been adopted, and this time by so
important a publication as Colliers'

Weekly. For years, throughout the
country, the architectural profession, the
building-trades and the intending home-
builder have suffered from widely pub-
lished misrepresentations as to the costs
of house-building, for which the popular
magazines—and especially The Ladies'
Home Journal—have been solely respon-
sible. Year after year this journal per-
sists In publishing house designs that
cost two and three times the sums they
claim No person with knowledge of the
situation but would instantly agree that
The Ladies' Home Journal has done
more to permanently injure the develop-
ment of domestic architecture in Amer-

ica than any other single influence that
has been exerted upon its progress.

It was with considerable trepidation
that we read the announcement of Col-
lier's intention to take up, in the section
of their magazine entitled "Outdoor
America," the subject of "Home Build-
ing and Furnishing;" especially when it

appeared that this department was not
under the control of a person of any
knowledge whatsoever in this important
and specialized field, but merely of a
"Sporting Editor!" It hardly seems dig-
nified or just for a magazine of this
reputed standard to treat a profession
of the importance of architecture so
slightingly; but we confess to much
greater disappointment at finding, as the
first sample of their intentions, an arti-

cle—entitled "The Economical Cottage;
What We Can Do with $2,500" (sic!)—
purporting to deal with homes for people
who cannot afford servants and do their
household work themselves, containing
poetic references to silver candlesticks
and tea-services, as well as such
strength-producing viands as "Finnan-
Haddie a la Newburg!" This is out-
Boking Mister Bok with a vengeance!

Certified Architects.

The following have been granted certi-
ficates by the Southern California state
board of architecture and have received
their license to practice:

H. L. Ferguson, 1807 Church street,
Los Angeles.
Luke Houghton, 704 Wright & Callcn-

der building, Los Angeles.
Montrose Warn, 3128 Winter street,

Los Angeles.
Julian T. Zeller, 123 W. 31st street,

Los Angeles.
D. W. Harris, 541 17th street, San

Diego.
C. Ben Sholes, Long Beach.

Code of Ethics.

A new code of ethics was passed by
San Francisco Chapter, American Insti-

tute of Architects, at its last meeting.
One of the most important articles in

the new code is that making it unpro-
fessional and punishable by expulsion
from the chapter for an architect in good
standing to seek or accept clientage
where plans have already been prepared
by a fellow member.

Court House Competition.

One of the most important architec-
tural competitions held on the Pacific

Coast for some time will be that con-
ducted by the Supervisors of Kern
County for a $400,0(X) court house to be
built at Bakersfield. The money is al-

ready available, through a special bond
election. Particulars of the competition
will be made public shortly.

v^'ixi&l^ ilkrJ»i''f-''Lt'<Sl'^A:^,,e^f&.'^J-a^i^^
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The Quality of Plumbing.

ECONOMY, as applied to the work

of the plumber, cannot be regarded

as synonymous with cheapness ot

cost Cheap plumbing is always expen-

sive in the end, making necessary con-

tinual and expensive repairs, which

would have been avoided had the work

been done nroperly and with proper ma-

terials at first. Practical go-ahead

plumbers, who are holding their own in

the business, are not liable to adopt new

systems unless their merits have been

established by actual tests The same

articles that have been used for years are

still being employed, in many cases, al-

though they are looked upon as old-

fashioned," because they are designed in

proper proportions in every respect, ana

not only operate in a satisfactory man-

ner, but have their oarts so arranged that

they are capable of giving first-class ser-

vice, even after they have been used, and

"abused." for several years. Some ot

these old supplies really cost more

money than newer ones which have been

invented to supplant them, but, in the end,

they are the more economical of the two.
~ One of the methods employed by-

manufacturers of the new designs of

phimbing supplies, to cheapen their

products, has been to make brass goods

of excellent design, but which are so

scant in real brass that they cannot be

regarded as constructions of real merit.

The saving of the brass cheapens the

product, and makes it attractive to the

owner or builder who rates economy

only by shillings and pence, but the use

of such makeshift supplies always results

in eventual loss in shillings and pence.

The designs are not strong enough to

sustain the strain to which they are sub-

jected, and the result is that they are

constantly getting out of order and

necessitating a call on the plumber tor

repairs, which involves the payment ot

more money.
Heavier brass goods than some which

are used efficiently are often properly re-

jected by the conscientious plumber

because they are faulty in design and

proportion. There are water-closet com-

binations on the marka which are so

faulty in their action that the poor

plumber who is so unfortunate as to be

attracted by their cheap price, will have

lots of trouble before he can induce his

customers to cease their complaints, it

he does not have to substitute some

really fine goods when he has a customer

who understands how a water-closet

should operate. Owners who have not

learned the diflference between good

enamelware and seconds and thirds, are

very much at a disadvantage when they

have to figure against a plumber who in-

tends using one of the competition tubs,

especially when the competition tub does

not bear the stamp of the quality upon it.

Owners and builders should always

choose the very best in their purchases of

plumbing supplies. The plumbing is in

reality the most important part in the

construction of a home. If this is faulty,

it makes no difference how elegant the
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design of the building, or how elabo-
rately it is decorated to attract the eye,

the structure is a failure, and constant
worry and annoyance is waiting for the
occupant.—Building.

Easy Rule for Furnace Men.
A simple rule for determining the

equivalent cubic feet is: To the cubic
feet in each room add for wall and glass
exposure as follows (one-tenth of each
square foot of wall exposure being equal
in cooling eflfect to 75 cubic feet, and one
square foot of glass exposure being equal
in cooling effect to 7S cubic feet)

:

First, obtain the cubic feet by multi-
plying the length by the width of the
room and bv multiplying this result by
the clear height of the ceiling.

Then multiply 10 per cent of the net
wall" exposure by 75 and add this amount
to the total.

Then multiply the glass exposure by 75
and add this amount to the total cubic
feet, and the cubic feet, the multiplied 10

per cent of the net wall exposure, and
the multiplied glass exposure will consti-

tute what may be called equivalent cubic
feet; that is to say, the. total will be
equal to the cubic feet to be considered
in determining the size of the furnace,
the size of the warm air pipes and the
size of the registers that will be required
to heat the house.
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Are Conditions in the PlumbmR Trad*

Not Better Than Twenty-Five
Years Ago?

A master plumber writes the follow-

ing letter to Domestic Engineering,

which should prove food for serious

thought:

"The National Association of Master

Plumbers recently held its twenty-sev-

enth annual convention. It has been m
existence for over a quarter of a century.

At these conventions were, gathered the

brightest minds in the plumbing busi-

ness. Many excellent resolutions were

passed at different times. I have watched

the work of these conventions for many
years, but have we been successful in

securing the position in the business

world that our business justifies? I do

not believe that a single member of the

National Association of Master Plum-

bers will take the position that we have

improved the conditions in the plumbing

business. The improvement has been in

the methods of construction, the materi-

als and fixtures used. Laws have been

enacted in many places to compel the

plumber to install the work in a sani-

tary manner. Trade rules have been ob-

served in many places restricting the

sale of plumbing material to the legiti-

mate trade. Examination of both lour-

neymen and master plumbers are re-

quired in many locations.

"I know of no trade or profession that

has had a greater amount of 'protec-

tion.' I also know of no business that

—ha^^nffered so much horn destructive

main in the hands of the journeymen?

I find no fault with the journeymen for

any errors that they have made on the

question; they were doing the best that

their judgment and conditions would

permit. They were not expected to see

further than their own interests. The
unrestricted use of apprentices did much
to increase the number of workmen.

Being unable to secure steady employ-

ment at fair wages they engaged in the

business as master plumbers.

"Many men who were so incompetent

at the trade (as workmen) that they

could not secure sufficient employrnent

to make a good living, were received

with open arms into membership of

Master Plumbers local associations. In

this way they were foisted on the public

as competent to serve it, and as an equal

to compete with the best trained and ex-

perienced. This is only one phase of

the question of why we have not im-

proved our business conditions during

the past quarter century.'

"Is it too late to correct some of our

errors of the past?"

lids awii-vi*-vA ^v^ »•• —
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competition. Now if my statement is

true, and I have yet to meet the man
that will contradict it, what is the cause?

Have we not made a mistake in permit-

ting the apprenticeship question to re-

Electrical Engineer Banqueted.

Ralph W. Pope, national secretary of

the American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers, was the guest of honor at a

dinner given recently by the San l^ran-

Cisco branch of that organization

C. F. Scott, past national president ot

the same organization, was also a guest

at the dinner. He is from Pittsburg.

Among the other guests were: A. .M.

Babcock of San Francisco, consulting

engineer for the Harnman lines, and

W. W. Briggs of Pittsburg. G. R. Mur-

phy was chairman of the dinner.

araa
Lonverters, Lumpieic ^\b:

LATOHEM ENGINEERING & ELECIRIC CO., Inc

Have for sale, at inviting prices, Uie entire

eciuipment of a large Smelter, consisting of

Boilers, Engines, Dynamo Motors, Scales,

T?:,;i Fir,. RHrlc .^{)-Ton Traveling Crane, Etc.
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CI

nbnuge=l Inc.

Formerly 5^; - - - ^

Electric Contracting and Supplies

REMOVED TO 77 SUTTER ST.

Estimates Furnished as 1
to do Good Work.

Control and Regulation of Heat.

(i "~r HE first thing to be done in our

I
homes, to bring about a better

condition, no matter how they are

heated," says Building Management, "is

to stop overheating our living rooms and
our bedrooms." A thermometer is al-

most as essential as the heating appara-
tus itself. With furnace, hot water, or

steam heat, a thermostat should be used,

and under ordinary conditions the tem-
perature in the living rooms should
never be above 72 degrees Fahrenheit.

U proper precautions regarding humidity
are taken, a temperature from 65 to 68

degrees will be found perfectly comfort-
able, and effect a considerable saving in

the coal bill.

The regulation of the humidity is es-

pecially important. It is humidity and
not real heat which is responsible for

so much of the discomfort produced in

the warm months of the year. A hot

air furnace should always be equipped
with an automatic humidifier of the right

size. If it has this equipment the proper
degree of humidity can be assured- in

the home. If no humidfier is applied to

the furnace the water pan should be
kept full of water, and a small can, or

bucket of water should be hung under
each register. If the home is heated by
either steam or hot water, the indirects

should be equipped with a perforated

pan humid-giver, which is not expensive,

and is so made that, while it will fur-

nish a large volume of moisture in the

air, it will not interfere with the heat.

^The most important of nil the require^

ments for controlling and regulating Ihe

heat is the ventilation. All ventilation

must begin with the removing of toul

air. Homes with fireplaces have a first

class exhaust vent, if properly used. If

the fireplace is built solely for ornament
the top of the flue should be capped with
non-down draft, vent head. In homes
heated by stoves or hot air, a light fire

of shavings or paper, built in the fire-

place will start the draft upward, and
the exhaust vent will be completed.

,, t- . „ „ . , 1
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where the fireplace can be used, as a

light coal fire, or the heat from a gas log

creates a strong updraft. In homes
heated by steam or hot water a positive

updraft can be maintained in the fire-

place by running an aspirating pipe up
the flue.

One bedroom, at least, should have an

exhaust vent for cases of sickness. The
living rooms in. homes built without

vent flues and heated by stoves, will have
to depend upon window ventilation and
the fireplace for fresh air and ventila-

tion. When possible the window vents

should be placed so as to get cross cir-

culation, by putting a small vent in two
windows, placed opposite each other, or

at an angle to each other in each room.

If this is not possible, there should be

two vents of a larger size placed in two
windows as far apart as possible. This
method of ventilation ts more expensive

in fuel than that by aspirating vent flues,

but it is worth the price in the health

and comfort which it provides in the

long run.

Sewage Disposal and Treatment by
Electricity.

By Harry E. Mayhew, of Pasadena, Gal.

Considerable activity has been noted

recently in relation to sewage disposal

throughout the West. California, it

would seem, is trying to set the pace

along the line of installations, treatment,

disposal and pufification of its sewerage

systems. Many of the smaller cities

among which may be mentioned Bakers-

fieid, Monrovia, Redondo, Coalinga,

Santa Monica, Covina and numerous
others are either installing a system or

are contemplating such improvement.

At Modesto, California, the firm of Sears

and Baker have under construction a

"Sanitary Self-Cleaning Cesspool," which

is being built after the plan of one in-

stalled at Grinnell, Iowa, over five years

ago, and which is handling the entire

sewage of the city with eminent satisfac-

tion. Mr. H. P. Simmon, an architect of

Grinnell. is the designer of this new
cesspool
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- IF —
"Environment molds the character" does it not follow

that the things with which you surround yourself reflect

your personality ?

Keep this fact in mind when selecting your

LIGHTING FIXTURES
THE ENOS COMPANY

C. E. ROESCH. Manager

1 748 California Street San Francisco, Cal

Perhaps the most interesting develop-

ment aloncr the line of "Sewage Purifica-

tion" is noted at Santa Monica, Cali-

fornia. Here the "California Water
Purification and Sanitation Company," of

Los Angeles, have erected a plant for the

purification of the city sewage by the

"Magneto Electrolytic Process." The

plant cost $10,000 and has a capacity of

treating 1,000 gallons per minute. After

Wm. B. Leiand, S- B.

G0NSULTIN6 EN6INEER

Plans. Specifications and Superintendence

Steam Power, Heating and Ventilation

939 Merchants Exchange BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Kearny 3857

a test of this plant, covering a period of

sixty days, which was made recently, it

was found to give excellent results.

The question of sewage treatment is

one that has for a long time occupied

the attention of scientists throughout the

world, and is at present a long way from

being solved. No two places would seem

to have the same condition, therefore

every city must work out its own salva-

tion.

The conditions in Santa Monica may
for many reasons be considered as favor-

able, the absence of trade wastes making
the conditions less complex than in most

cities.

When Wright Is Wrong.

A man who had to leave on a journey

before the end of a case begun against

him by a neighbor, gave orders to his

lawyer to let him know the result by

telegr.aph. After several days he got

the following telegram:
"Right has triumphed."
He at once telegraphed back:

"Appeal immediately."
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The Portola Illuminations.

ONE of the crowning features of the
Portola celebration to be held in

San Francisco this month, will be
the electrical illumination of the city.

All previous attempts are destined to be
eclipsed if the present plans of the com-
mittee do not miscarry. A contract has
been given to the Central Electric Com-
pany of 185 Stevenson street and the
high standing of this concern should
insure the successful execution of the
plans of the committee which are of a
most pretentious order. For several
weeks General Manager L. R. Boynton
has been subletting contracts and direct-
ing the work of half a hundred exper-
ienced electricians who are going to
literally turn night into day with the
thousands of incandescent bulb^s that
will sparkle and flicker from the Mission
to the Ferry and from North Point to
the Third and Townsend street depot.
Approximately 100,000 horsepower and

3,(X)0,000 candle power will be consumed
in lighting the streets. The undoubted
genius of San Franciscans for brilliancy
of illumination will be seen througlvDut
the city—nothing so magnificent ever
has been attempted by a Pacific Coast
city, if, indeed, by any city in the United
States. At the intersection of Market,
Third and Kearny streets there will be
suspended an immense bell which will
be lit up at night and will throw out a
gleam of light that can be seen for forty
miles. This will be the largest bit of
single electric display ever attempted. In
addition to the bell at Third and Market
streets, there will be a court in colors
calling for 1280 sixteen candle-power

lamps. The Ferry colonnade will have 860
sixteen candle-power lamps comprising
twenty loops of 43 lamps each. Along
Market street from the ferry to Van
Ness avenue will be suspended a veri-
table canopy of lights, there being 380
strings carrying a total of 15,580 globes.,

RKCT 6906

CITY PLUMBING GO.

PLUMBING AND
HEATING
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On Market street from Van Ness t6

Valencia street there will be 38 strings,

placed 40 feet apart and carrying a total

of 1,558 lights. Similar canopies of hght

will prevail along Third street from

Market to Townsend and on Valencia

street as far as Sixteenth street. All this

work will be done under the direction of

the Central Electric Company at a total

contract price of something like $30,000.

Besides the Portola work the Central

Electric is busy wiring the following

prominent buildings: Addison Head

building at Post and Kearny streets, San

Francisco, designed by Architect Will-

iam Curlett; Mission Savings bank, Val-

encia and Sixteenth streets, Krim and

Scott, architects; Knights of the Red

Branch building, Shea and Lofquist,

architects, and the Sacramento city hall.

The following important work has

been completed: Balfour-Guthrie build-

ing on California street, Abrams build-

ing Market, between Sixth and Seventh

streets; Callahan building. Market and

McAllister; I. Magnin, Security. Davis

and Shonwasser buildings.

Manager Boynton's company also had

charge of the New Year's Eve decora-

tions in San Francisco in 1908-09 and the

fleet decorations in 1908.
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Street Shower Bath in Operation

A Portable Street Shower Bath.

A unique shower bath originated by
E, T. Bricham, superintendent at the
Helping Hand Institute at Kansas City,

Mo. is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. To make use of this shower bath
in the street take one urchin sufficiently

in need of an application of water, and a

two-inch pipe from five to six feet long
with an attachment at the end somewhat
resembling an old-fashioned water
sprinkler. Connect the apparatus to the
street hydrant, place the urchin under
the sprinkler and open wide the valve.

By strict application to business an ener-
getic man can sufficiently wet down
about two blocks of urchins per day at

a minimum cost to the taxpayers. In-

stead of having one sprinkler only, sev-

eral can be "hooked up" to the two-inch

HENk fi ii %

STEA ¥̂1 #^ I ^ L^

llCiy ^lefferson htreel

pipe connected to the hydrant and the

business conducted upon a wholesale
plan. The riser can h€ made a trifle long,

bringing the snrinkler high enough so

that horses can be easily cared for with
this apparatus. This idea appears to have
merit. The entire apparatus is said to

cost but six dollars and in congested dis-

tricts where it is impossible for hundreds
of people to obtain a bath, the idea would
seem to be of practical value.

Mr. Pike's New Work.

Mr. Edwin B. Pike and Mr. Arthur B.

Lebenbaum beg to announce that they

have sold out their interests in the Butte
Engineering & Electric Company and
have established themselves in the Wiley
B. Allen building as electrical manufac-
turers' representatives.

Messrs. Pike and Lebenbaum are well

acquainted in the electrical field and in

the future will conduct a manufacturers'
agency business, that will not only be a

credit to the houses they represent, but

also to themselves.
Fixtures, lamps, heating, appliances,

electrical novelties, and fixture glass-

ware, from the leading shops of America
will be carried by Pike & Lebenbaum.

TH08. E. HULME

. .-UMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER

PHONES,
MAIN 4634
A- 150T
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Some In Information worth the While

The Success of One Hardwood Concern.

Way back in 1863 Mr. J. H. Dieck-

mann bepan shipping hardwood logs

from the West Coast of Mexico to all

principal markets of the world. In 1884

he came to California and established

headquarters in San Francisco, from

which point he could better inform him-

self about market conditions and at the

same time ship all kinds of merchandise

in payment of his trooical products, iie-

sides the following hardwoods, prima-

vera, mahogany, Spanish cedar, rose-

wood, lignum vitae, tampinziran, etc., ne^

brought into this market coffee, hides,

etc.

In 1904, with his four sons, he incor-

porated the Dieckmann Hardwood Com-
pany, for the purpose of manufacturing

and 'marketintr at wholesale and retail

lumber and veneers. From the first turn

of the wheels of their sawmill, the new

firm has gone steadily ahead until to-

day the company ranks among the lead-

inj? Pacific Coast hardwood lumber

dealers, and in a class by itself as hard-
- wood lumber and veneer producers.

When one of the firm was asked about

the secret of its success, he modestly at-

tributed it to the fact that its lurnber

was manufactured in San Francisco,

and people naturally preferred to patron-

ize home industries, instead of using ma-

terial produced elsewhere. Mention was

also made of the fact that we are living

This half tone shows the Lincoln Building

(D. H. Burnham & Co.. architorts) facrd

with Mat aiazcd Brick {semheaamtD,

made at Stocktoa, now heing sold by the

Ooldea Gate Brick Co., C. F. Pratt, managtr.

660 Market Street. These Mat Glazed

Br/cA are water proof and will not take stain

of any kind. 1 Try tbem as follows ;
Put

quantity of ink on one of them, then apply

water and see how nicely they clean.

The «. 1 ^
Golden Gate BHcK Co.

Can supply you witli Enamel, Mat

aiazed, Pressed Brick, Terra Cotta

and Pire Brick, all made of clay at

Stockton, or Sandstone made of sand

and lime at Antioch.

in an age of "specializing"; that is, a

firm can no longer effectively and suc-

cessfully deal in many kinds of woods

but must make a specialty of a few it

it expects to supply its trade with the

best at minimum prices.

Of Interest to Contractors.

A friendly suit to determine whether

contractors holding contracts for public

works can legally compel their employes

to work more than eight hours a day is

contemplated by City Attorney Swing of

San Bernardino. In some recent con-

tracts awarded under the Vrooman act,

to which the city was a part, stipulations

were made that only American citizens

be employed, that eight hours constitute

a day's work, and that $2 be the mini-

mum daily wage. Under these provi-

sions contractors were compelled to dis-

miss Mexican laborers.

The Johnson-Shea Companv will

probably take the initiative in the suit

to test the eight-hour provision. This

company has the contract for pavin^^

Fifth street, and the manager will pre-

sent to the Street Superintendent a con-

tract with the eight-hour stipulation

stricken out. This the S.treet Superin-

tendent will refuse to sign under instruc-

tions from the City Attorney, and the

Johnson-Shea Companv will take the

matter into court on a mandamus pro-

ceeding.

Lincoln Building. Fifth and Market Sts.

v»

OIL BURNING CABINET BROILfR AND RANGE

The S. T. Johnson Company of 1334

Mission street, San Francisco, recently

installed an oil burning cabinet broiler

and range in the restaurant of the

Golden Pheasant at 32-36 Geary street

and range in the restaurant of the

their purchase that a month after the

installation they wrote Mr. Johnson's

company as follows:

J' 1 1 E

Roebling Construction Go.
OF NEW YORK

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATH

THE SYSTEM IHAT IS FlEPJWf

I017-10IS Crocker Bnildlog, San Fraodsco

Phone, Temporary 4312

nzie :oof Co.

4-25 15t
PHoi»

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to
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Cabinet Broiler & Range Co.,

1334 Mission street,

San Francisco.

Gentlemen: After giving your cabinet

broiler a thorough practical test in our

kitchen, we are glad to inform you that

we are more than satisfied with it. Upon
installing your cabinet broiler we re-

moved our charcoal broiler entirely, such

was the confidence we had in the "Cabi-

net" from witnessing the experimental

tests. We have never had occasion to

regret the removal of the old broiler as

the new one has worked without a hitch.

Since we have been using the "Cabi-

net" many of our patrons have compli-

mented our broiled meats; and we our-

selves know that the steaks and chops

which we are now serving are of better

flavor and contain more juice than those

served from an old fashioned broiler.

In the matter of time we find that orders

are turned out twice as fast now as for-

merly.
.

While we have not had time to test

the fuel consumption we believe your

figures are true; but even if the fuel cost

is twice the amount you claim, the opera-

tion of the "Cabinet" costs only about

one-third as much as a charcoal broiler.

Congratulating you on your broiler

and burner and wishing you great

success,
Very truly yours,

The Golden Pheasant

This is, indeed, highly complimentary

and is only one of many such letters the

company has received since taking up the

manufacture of this splendid oil burnmg
outfit. There are many things to be said

in favor of the cabinet broiler and range:

First. The saving on the cost o^ c>il

over charcoal will amount to over $600

per year. That item alone will pay for

the broiler in less than six months.

Second. Its ability to turn out work

in one-half the time required by any

other method; that increases the seating

capacity of the place.

Third. The broiler takes up less floor

room, gives out very little heat, the

entire absence of flame and smoke during

the cooking process insures the absence

of that burned and smoky taste so often

noticed on a broiled or fried steak or

chop. All the fat that comes from the

meat while cooking is saved, and will

amount to a good deal more than one

would imagine in the course of a week.

Fourth. First, last and all the tirnc:

there is no comparison between anything

cooked in the cabinet broiler and a char-

coal broiler.

In addition to the cabinet broiler, Mr.

Johnson manufactures oil burners for

kitchen ranges, the Johnson fire-box

burner and a natural draft burner—no

steam, compressed air or forced draft is

necessary with this simple, well designed

burner. . ,

Johnson's fire-box burner is now used

in the cooking ranges of the leading

hotels and restaurants in California, and

is giving better results, has displaced

SCI'^ IfY & VOLLMFR
1930 Van Ness Avenue

Telephone Franklin 2729 SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Designers
and=

Decorators

or DOORS and
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PHONE KEARNY

f% ^1 "f NCISCO
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aa tne arawing instniments to araugnt the

plans. Our assortment embraces every style

and kma made.

KEUFFEL CEL ESSER CO.
or NE-'W YORK

4'S-.50 Second i>i. San Francisco, Oal.

more burners by economy tests, and will

properly handle lower grade oil than any
other gravity burner on the market.—

It is claimed to be the only burner that

will properly handle 28° oil, and postively

preserves the life of your range. It can
be regulated as easily as a gas burner.

Full descriptive matter and price list

will be mailed upon application.

Fire Burns Asphalt Pavement.

The damage to asphalt pavement
caused by bon fires is an important
factor in making repairs to the pavement
in New York City. During 1908 15,260
square yards of asphalt pavement under
guarantee was damaged by bon fires in

the Boroufi^h of Manhattan. The cost of
reoairing was $28,157. In addition to
this there was considerable damage done
to pavements out of guarantee. E^xact

measurements were made of the damage
done to the pavement by fires on election
night and it was found that 8,547 square
vards had been damaged in the streets

under guarantee and 5,262 square yards
in the pavements out of guarantee. To
repair this damap^e cost $24,028. The
yardage of pavement under guarantee
dama'^ed in 1907 by bon fires was about
27,578 square yards.

Jno.J.Cone Rob't W. Hunt Jas. C. Hallsted

A. W. Fiero D. W. McNaugher

R:::"TW.HUN:iGO,
Engineers

BURE.AU or INSPECTION
TESTS AND CONSULTATION
SAN FRANCISCO.
NEW YORK. -

LONDON.
CHICAGO.
PITTSBURG.
ST. LOUIS, -

MONTREAL. -

425 Washington Street

West Street Building

31 Norfolk House
1121 The Rookery
Monongahela Bank Bldg.

Syndicate Trust Building

Canadian Express Bldg.

Inspection of Rails and Fastenings, Cars,

Locomotives, Pipes, etc.. Bridges,

Buildings and other Structures

Cement Testing and Inspection

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL LABORATORIES IN

SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON

ST. LOUIS and MONTREAL

Reports and Estlnates n PratMrttit art Preeatsts
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Our clean, fresh-water Gravel and Sand has been tested

and is specified by the leading engineers of the State and

has been used by contractors on some of the largest build-

ings, bridges, and on oil macadam, asphalt macadam and

reinforced concrete macadam roads in this State. Samples

were sent to Washington and approved and used in the con-

struction of the Post Office at Santa Rosa. The material

was also approved by the State Engineer and used in the con-

struction of the Home for the Feeble Minded at Eldridge.

Our ROOFING GRAVEL is the only material in this market perfectly

adapted to this work and is specified by the leading archi-

tects and used exclusively by the best roofing contractors.

We furnished the Roofing Gravel for the Phelan Building. Emporium,

Mills Building, Merchants Exchange, Union Trust. Metropolis Bank,

Hale Building, Humholdt Bank, Magnin Building and hundreds more

of the large and small buildings of the State. 1 QET OUR PRICES.

Plants at

Healdaburw
and PleasuL

87 7

Phone
DOUGLAS

3078

Afreet Sftti
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p ; T ROO
WATERPROOF AND

CONTRACTORS

ASPHALT, FELT AND GRAVEL ROOFING
DAMP-PROOFING AND WATERPROOFING
WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST GRADE MATERIALS IN OUR WORK

S

PORTLAND:
820 Chamber o\ G)mtnercc Bldg.

SEATTLE

:

3 1 4 Occidental A
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Reinforced Cement Trays.

One of the necessities of modern resi-

dences is the cement tray, which is now
being installed in nearly 70 per cent of
the new houses and flats in San Fran-
cisco,

There is quite a variety of makes, and
^f various combinations of materials,
but the tray that is being manufactured
by the Eastern Reinforced Cement Trav
Company, of 18-20 Clementina street, San
Francisco, embodies the latest improve-
ments, and is being quite generally speci-

fied.

It is claimed for this tray that its con-
struction is such as to add to the life,

or wear, fully 50 per cent over the old
style trays, while the extra cost, to the
purchaser, is only about one dollar more
than the ordinary cement tray. The fin-

ish, too, is smoother, which adds much
to the appearance of the tray when in-

stalled.

The manager of the company is Mr.
P. J. M'Caulev, who has been engaged in

the manufacture of trays for fifteen years,
the last eight years in San Francisco.
The company's business is largely local,

though the Oakland business is growing
raoidly, and the demand from Sacra-
mento, San Jose, Stockton, and San
Rafael is steadily increasing.

Sixth streets, San Francisco. His tele-

phone number is Market 301. In the
same office Mr. Samuel Arnold has
taken up the practice of architecture.
Mr. Arnold has had considerable exper-
ience, having been at one time or another
employed in the offices of William H.
Weeks, OHyej* & Foulkes and F. D.
Voorhees of Oakland.

New Manager.

George A. Mesick succeeds Mr. N. T.
Taylor as Pacific Coast representative
of the Elevator Supply & Repair Com-
pany, with offices in the Balboa building,
San Francisco. Mr. Mesick has been
connected with this company for many
years, in various capacities, and conse-
quently is thoroughly familiar with the
work.

Take Offices in Hewcs Building.

Architect William A. Newman has
taken permanent offices on the eighth
floor of the Hewes building, Market and

BB

BUSINESS CHANCE
—FOR SALE, the controlling'

interest in a well established
paying manufacturing concern.
Best proposition on the market
Other business interests con
flicting necessitate this sale.

Address M. A. Lynch, 2901
Central Avenue, Los Angeles,
California.
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Security Savings Bank Building. Los Angeles John Parktnson and Edivtn Bergstrom. Architects

This splendid Office Building equipped xvith Htpolito Reversible Windows

Granted Certificates.

At the last meeting of the California

State Board of Architecture, Northern
district, the following applicants were
examined and granted certificates to

practice the profession:
A. Lacy Worswick, San Francisco.

J. Harry Blohme, San Francisco.
Vincente Legarda, San Francisco.
Willis C. Lowe, San Francisco.
Curtis Tobey, San Francisco.
Charles Clausen, San Francisco.
Edwin H. Oliver, Sacramento.

Coxheard & Coxheard Move.

Architects Coxhead & Coxhead an-

nounce their removal from the Investors'

building. San Francisco, to new offices

at 2i2iZ Grant avenue (Home Telephone
building), where they will continue the

general practice of architecture.

Date Extended.

The date for the submission of com-
petitive plans for a boat house for the

city of Oakland has been extended until

January 1st. The competition is for

draughtsmen only.

Gave Wrong Credit.

The Casa Rosa apartment house,

shown in the September number of The
Architect and Engineer was designed by
Architect J. Cather Newsom and not by
A. W. Smith, as stated in the caption.

Auxiliary State Fair Honors.

The Auxiliary State Fair, which was
held at Idora Park, Oakland, and which
closed Saturday, October 2d, was a suc-

cess in every particular.

The building trades were represented,

mainly, by the manufacturers of heating

apparatus, who made a splendid showing.

The Pittsburg automatic water heater

was awarded the gold medal, and a

diploma was given the Pittsburg Lion

Storage Heater System. The same firm

was awarded a diploma on the Sterling

gas furnace.
The Humphrey automatic instantane-

ous gas water heater was awarded a

diploma.
The Ruud house heater was awarded

a diploma, and the Ruud storage heater

I

I

I

I

won a gold medal. The Excelsior gas
furnace, represented by Mr. Basford,
won first prize.

The Hart Heater Company, the young-
est in the heating field, was awarded the

gold medal for boilers, and the silver

medal for their heater The Hart Heater
Company has recently been established

in Oakland, with offices on Thirteenth
street, and manufacturing plant in the

old brick candy factory on Seventh street.

The exhibit' of the National Furnace
Company of San Francisco was entered

too late to receive an award, but the

Victor Ideal gas stove attracted consid-

erable attention from the visitors, espe-

cially the women, who were interested

in its several novel features, such as

convenience and economy in operation,

reducing the cost of fuel some 50 per

cent.
One of the exhibits that attracted

much favorable comment was that of

the California Mantel &: Tile Company.
A Flemish oak Mission cabinet mantel,

with 6 inch by 6 inch green tile facing

won many admiring glances. Another
very attractive mantel was of California

tile, brown in color, with bright iron

hood and trimmings, with andirons and
set to match.

The Ruud Automatic Water Heater.

It is interesting to note that among
the domestic inventions which have

come forward in the last few years, the

Ruud automatic water heater has taken

a front rank and has set a new standard

of excellence for devices that are in-

tended to provide comfort in the modern
home. According to the makers, the

popularity of the Ruud is best proved
by the fact that very few residences are

now built where these wonderful heaters

are not installed. The possibility of

being able to do away with the slow-

heating range boiler and at the same
time have an inexhaustible and instan-

taneous supply of hot water at command
at any hour of the day or night, by
simply turning on any hot water faucet

in the house, and this without burning

any fuel unless water is actually being

<irawn, and also not having the bother

of lighting or putting out the heater, has

made it many friends. The Ruud Manu-
facturing Company, who are putting out

this product, also make automatic heat-

ers for heating by hot water radiation.

These heaters do away with the bother

and dirt caused by coal-burning heaters

and keep the house at an even tempera-

ture at all times. A further product is

the Ruud multi-coil storage systems for

large buildings, and constructed to handle

buildings up to four hundred rooms. The
factory announces that these heaters will

T)urn oil for fuel, as well as gas. With
its high heating efficiency, which com-
mercially reaches 70 per cent of the heat

units in the fuel, the saving over cast-

iron boilers is so great, the Ifuel bill can

be cut in half. In an interview, a repre-

sentative of the company said:

"There are many constructive features

in these heaters which excel anything
that has been produced in this line.

Among these features are the internal

thermostat, the regulating water valve
and the burners, which are constructed
with a special flame check that prevents
the burner from flashing or 'back-firing.'

These burners are so constructed that

it is impossible for one flame to impinge
on the other, thus securing perfect com-
bustion. They are very easily cleaned
and, as dust is bound in time to collect

in all available spaces, this is a most im-
portant point. All these points are pro-

tected by patents and found in no other
device of this character.
"But the most convincing proof of the

merit of the Ruud heaters, and of the
reputation they have earned on the

Coast, is the fact that more than twenty-
five hundred Ruud heaters are 'doing
business' in the Bay cities, supplying
warmth and comfort to the users."

Charles 1 -n McKim.
Charles Follen McKim, founder of the

firm of McKim, Mead & White, archi-

tects, died September 14th. at his coun-
try residence in St. James, L. I.

Mr. McKim was born in Chester
county. Pa., in 1847. After a course of

study at the Lawrence Scientific School.
Harvard University, Mr. McKim, as a

pupil of Daumet, entered the Ecole des
Beaux Arts at Paris. In 1870 he re-

turned to New York and began the prac-

tice of ftrs profession

.

^

In 1877 Mr. William R. Mead became
a partner of Mr. McKim, and, in 1879,

the late Stanford White joined the firm.

Probably no single member of the

architectural profession in America has

done more to uphold its dignity and
secure the respect that exists throughout
the civilized world for architecture in

this country than has Mr. McKim.
His remarkable facility in design soon

placed him in the front rank. The build-

ings with which his name is connected

are among the best erected in this

country.

Robert H. White.

The death of Robert H. White, archi-

tect, of the firm of White & Schumacher,
45 Kearny street, San Francisco, oc-

cured in St. Louis October 5th, of

typhoid fever.

Mr. White had enjoyed the best of

health up to a short time preceding his

death. He had practiced his profession

in San Francisco for the past twenty

years and had made innumerable friends,

both among his many clients and also

among the contractors. He was a mem-
ber of San Francisco Chapter, American

Institute of Architects, Pacific Lodge of

Masons :< ,' rn!if rni- r.>mn^nndery.

^
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Jiiagiiesite Company's New Plant.

A steady increase of business has com-
pelled the California Magnesite Company
to seek larger quarters and a fine plant

has just been completed and occupied by
the company at Slauson avenue and
Regent street, Los Angeles. The old

plant on Palmetto street has been aban-
doned. The new plant consists of a

frame building, 50 by 75 feet, ihree
stories and basement in which has been
installed a complete manufacturing
equipment, including an engine, motor,
two crushers, pulverizers, etc.

Magnesite is a white, fireproof, water-
proof, plastic, non-conducting, non-ab-
SiMbing cement and especially suitable

for scagliola and art marble, pressed
brick, artificial granite, cement blocks,

sanitary floors, sink boards, laundry
trays, staff work, etc. The company
manufactures and sells to the trade, its

principal customers being the patent
flooring people throughout the Pacific

Coast. Shipments are made as far north
as Seattle and as far east as Salt Lake
City. Magnesite is especially desirable

for artificial marble and staflf and stucco
work. It is extremely plastic and abso-
lutel}' fireproof.

The same company also manufactures
fireproof paint which has a gloss ar '

affords the best and cheapest insurance
against fire. A hardwall plaster is also

manufactured. C. B. Hoadley is presi-

dent of the company and F. Yale Adams
is the general manager.

Philippine Mahogany Trim.

The new Funkenstein building, corner

of O'Farrell and Grant Ave., San Fran-

cisco will very soon be occupied by New-
man & Levinson. Lansburgh & Joseph
are the architects and they have certain-

ly designed a splendid structure. One of

the most notable features of this build-

ing is the interior trim, which is entirely

of Philippine mahogany. The door and
window casings, stair casings, base, etc.,

are all in this beautiful wood and the

long lengths and wide widths and abso-

lute clearness of the boards obtainable

make it an ideal wood for interior fijiish

One of the most noteworthy portions of

the building, from an artistic point

of view is the staircase. The Philippine

mahogany balusters and rails show up

to very great advantage. The S. H.

Harmon Lumber Company did the mill

work, while White Brothers, the pioneer

hardwood lumber dealers, furnished the

material.

tables and information on the design of

reinforced concrete. Complete theoreti-

cal discussions of the principles of de-

sign, as well as practical tables are given
in convenient form. Other tables useful

in designing more generally, such as bins,

bridges, sewers, etc., are also given.

The third edition of Kahn Svstem
Standards contains all the matter of the

previous ones and in addition many new
tables. All data has been strictly re-

vised to date.

This handbook is something very much
more than an ordinary trade catalogue
and is generally recognized as the stand-

ard handbook on desie^ning.

Kahn System Standards will be fur-

nished free to engineers, architects and
builders of standing, and to others at a

nominal charge.

Third Edition of Kahn System Standards

The third edition of the Kahn System
Standards contains 128 pages of valuable

1/ E. Church. S. F.

EXECUTED BY

0att Jfrattriflrn Art CSlajBB

fflorkfi
PRISM GLASS IN*

SHEFTS AND
METAL SET

Tdephone TemporBry 3318

944-946 MISSION ST.. San Francisco, Cal.
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cents per irallon. for cheaper liRht. heat and

power purposes. This wood waste alcohol dis-

tilling apparatus is of untold benefit to lum

bermen. soap makers, paint manufacturers,

variHsli makers, farmers paper pulp and

chemical fibre mills, alcohol distillers, saw

mills, etc.. for the utilization of waste wood by

distillation for the cheaper production of

denatured alcohol, thereby placing it beyond

.unpctitiou vMili gasoline or kerosene. We
are ready to neiifotiate with bona fide individ-

uals on very liberal terms. No speculative

features. The market demands the product
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Plant of the F. O. Engstrum Company, Los Angeles
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A Well Organized Contracting Firm.

The above cut shows the splendid

plant of the F. O. Engstrum Company
at Los Angeles. The plant covers a total

of more than a city block and is the

la-gest and most complete maintained by
any single contracting company on the

Pacific Coast. Branch plants are also

maintained at Agnew, San Bernardino,

San Jose and Phoenix, Ariz., where ex-

tensive building is being done by the

company for the State.

The F. O. Engstrum Company was
organized twenty years ago. Some idea

of the magnitude of its work may be

had from the statement that in twelve

months the company has handled as

much as $4,000,000 worth of contracts.

Its organization is that complete that

the company handles a building from the

excavation to completion, buying its ma-
terials in larere quantities when the mar-

ket and conditions are right, manufac-
turing practically everything from the

raw materials so purchased, and keeping

employed an average of 2,000 men.

At the present time, the organization

of the management is divided as follows:

F. O. Engstrum, the president, is in

charge and takes personal supervision of

the Northern branch, with offices and
complete working organization at San
Jose; the vice-president, F. E. Eng-
strum, is in charge of the Los Angeles
general offices, with supervision ov^r the

focal work and the various branch of-

fices throughout Southern California and
the Southwest; H. W. Bryson, manager,
has under his supervision the clerical

forces, the working forces, business and
financial organization and the organiza-

tion of the manufacturing departments.

The buying is divided among the heads

of the firm, and each officer has his

specified field of executive work defined.

The companv engages solely and ex-

clusively in contracting work, devoting

its entire attention to the erection of

buildings. The various manufacturing
departments are made to stand on their

own feet as a distinct business, and while

under the same general management,
must show a profit for its particular de-

partment as a reason for its continued

existence. These departments include

brick manufacture rock crushing, all in-

terior mill finish for office, store and

bank, etc.. galvanized iron department

for making cornices, gutters, downspouts,

etc., staflF and stucco work, planing mill,

ornamental iron, complete machine shop,

lumber yard, electric work. The com-
pany purchases its lumber by cargo lots,

its nails by the carload when the market

appears ripe, and does its own plunibirig,

bricklaying, plastering and electric in-

stallation.

Thoroughly organized estimating de-

partment and engineering department are

maintained, with complete corps of well

trained and high-priced men in charge.

The Proper Method of Driving Nails.

It is probable that very few mechanics
appreciate the fact that it makes a dif-

ference whether a nail is driven home by

a single blow of the hammer or whether
several taps are used for the purpose.

According to a writer in the Scientific

American it makes a vast difference as

to the way in which a nail is driven, as

may be judged ^rom the following com-
ment:

"A fledgling mechanic, who spoke
sneeringly of a man whom he heard

using several blows of the hammer to

drive a single nail, was somewhat crest-

fallen when told that the nail would hold

better when driven 'home' by several

light taps, than when driven by one
heavv one, * because when you
drive a nail home with a heavy blow it is

apt to reWu"d a trifle, loosening the

grip of the wood fibers on it."

C-,-:7:fja-|i
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DRAWIN<^ \N1) lUTS
WHICH SHOW MANUFACTURERS'
GOODS TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE

THIS IS OUR SPECIALTY
LOWEST RATES ON THE COAST

Holmes Disappearing
^A r^ 687 Monadnock BIdg.

U vU* San Francisco =

^ \Ve furnisk and install tlie

Holmes Patent Disappearing

Beds in ornamental brass,

tronzed or wkite enamel iron

frame— w^itk galvanized iron

recess, Leggett Spiral Springs,

guides, bumpers and furniture

I

in any style or wood to har-

monize with the other furniture

m the room.

V^rke or call for descriptive

circulars and other data about

thfse beds.

[

Disappearing Doors.

One of the most valuable inventions

of the past decade, from the builders'

point of view, is the system of dis-

appearing doors, which is really the

bringing to perfection of the sliding

door.
The advantages afforded by the use of

the disappearing door are so great that

few architects are drawing plans for city

houses, where economy of space must
be considered, without including the dis-

appearing door in the specifications.

The disappearing door requires no
extra thickness of wall, and is perfect

in operation.
The doors are installed in the Casa

Rosa apartments, Oakland, the finest

apartment house in the City of Oaks;
they are also in the apartment house at

Sixteenth and Clay streets, recently built

for the Alameda Building & Loan Asso-
ciation; also, in the Alexander residence,

Piedmont Heights, and in many other

fine residences in Oakland, Berkeley and
Alameda.

In San Francisco, the Pitcher disap-

pearing door is so generally in use in the

new apartment houses and private resi-

dences, that to enumerate would require

several pages of space. Prominent among
the buildings, however, are the new Elks
building, the Buena Vista apartments,
Techau Tavern, Clinton apartments, the

Richelieu hotel, and the Lundy apart-

ments.
The Pacific Tank Company, the manu-

facturers of the Pitcher door, is busily^

engaged in filling orders for future

delivery.

Well Irrigation System.

The Oregon Railroad & Navigation
Company has just published a booklet

entitled "Well Irrigation of Small Farms
in the Willamette Valley." by Mr. R. M.
Brereton of Portland, Ore. The booklet

is devoted to an explanation of the well

irrigation system and the advantages
which may be derived therefrom.

Cooies may be obtained free of charge,

on aoplication to the Portland office of

the O. R. & N. Co.

When writing

Blue Print Papers.

Keuffel & Esser Company, whose
head office is 127 Fulton street. New
York, with branch offices in Chicago,

St. Louis, San Francisco and Montreal,

have been long and favorably known to

architects by reason of their line of

supplies for the draughting room.
They have recently issued a pamphlet,

describing their perfected Helios Blue

process paper, with instructions as to its

manipulation, which contains informa-
tion of interest and value to makers of

blue prints. The pamphlet may be had
on application.

mention this Magazine.
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Success of the Open-Shop Movement.

[From "American Industries."]

A most encouraging and satisfactory

evidence of success in the national move-
ment for the 't)pen shop is given in a

weekly letter recently issued by the

United Metal Trades Association of the

Pacific Coast. The association prefaces

a long list showing the passing of union
labor in the United States Steel Corpora-
tion plants by saying:

"We wish emphatically to bring to

your attention the fact that the record

here given refers to skilled workmen
who require years of experience or spe-

cial training to attain the workmanship
required, and not ordinary labor. It

vividly shows just what can be done by
a pronerlv managed organization having
a definite purpose in view. The record

shows, furthermore, how little cause

there is for the alarm of the individual

firm or even community which hesitates

to join the great army of open-shop
plants because of a fear of conse-

quences."
The list quoted covers the oeriod (in-

clusive) between 1901 and 1909. In the

first year the steel corporation employed
60,000 union and 40,000 non-union men.
After the great strike of 1901 these fig-

ures were changed to 46,000 union and
55,000- non-union employes. A year later

the Youngstown strike and the deserting
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of all the American steel hoop mills

again altered the balance to 36,000 union

and 70,000 non-union men. In 1905, after

the National Bridge Company had ban-

ished the Amalgamated, the structural

iron workers and union machinists, there

remained in the corporation's employ

only 24,000 union men, while the non-

union forces had increased to 84,000.

Three years later, labor troubles caused

the corporation to shut down six union

plants, dismantle them and ship the ma-

<:hinery to non-union factories, with a

telling reduction in the union forces of

15,000 men, and an increase in the non-

union pay-roll to 94,000. Today, with the

-practical lock-out of the Amalgamation
Association men, and every union mill

shut down, the company is putting on

•extra forces at its non-union plants, with

the probable result of 120,000 men at

work entirely under open-shop rules.

The significance of this condition is

beyond question. As an obiect lesson to

-employers everywhere it is invaluable.

Paradox Roofing.

W P Fuller are the exclusive sales

agents in California of the J. A. & W
Bird roofing materials. A roofing that is

growing more and more popular with

architects and builders is "Paradux,

especially designed for galleries, roof

gardens, norch and veranda roofs, piazza

floors or any roof that is to be walked on

Paradux roofing can be painted any

fancy color without injurious effect. In

painting in any but very dark shades on

ordinary prepared roofing, tarred paper,

etc., the oil in the paint softens the coat-

ing and the hot sun draws the dark com-

-pound through the paint, thereby discol-

oring it.
,

Paradux roofing comes m three

grades; a selection of these can be made

according to the requirements of the

work to be done.

The upoer side of Paradux roohng is

<overed with a heavy sheet of closely

woven duck. This is affixed securely to

a solid waterproof sheet of felt. When
the roofing is laid and painted, it makes
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an impervious covering, which, we be-
lieve will outlast any prepared roofing
yet manufactured, providing it is given
a coat of paint from time to time.

Gold Medal for Pittsburg Boiler.

Editor The Architect and Engineer

—

It may be of interest to you and the
readers of your widely read publication
to know that the "Pittsburg" automatic
water heater was awarded a gold medal
as first prize over all other automatic
heaters at the California State Fair, held
at Idora Park. Oakland, September 18th
to October 2d, which is all the more im-
pressive from the fact that a vigoroiis
protest was made against the original
decision of the judges, and after a second
inspection and demonstration they were
more emphatic than ever in having their
original award stand, as the superiority
of the "Pittsburg" left no question in

their minds.

The "Pittsburg" water heater is manu-
factured by the most practical and ex-
pert hot water mechanics in the coun-
try, and that they have produced a ma-
chine that for efficiency and economy of

operation is unequaled, is evidenced by
the giving of this gold medal by a jury
of practical and impartial judges.
The "Pittsburg" water heater was

first introduced in San Francisco and
the surrounding cities about eighteen
months ago, and our record, of which
we feel proud, is that over 1,000 heaters
are in daily operation, testifying to the
continued satisfaction our heaters are
giving, and we assure the architects and
Itie pu^ttc in generaT that our aim~is"fc
make everv heater a perfect heater and
to give the high-grade excellent service
for which it is built.

Yours very truly,

JOS. THIEBEN & CO..
Agents Pittsburg Water Heater Co.
Bv JOS. THIEBEN.
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FREDERICK J. AMWE6, C. E.

M AM. SOC. e. K.

ADVISORY ENGINEER AND MANAGER

or BUILDING OPERATION*

700-105 MARSTON BUILDING

SIN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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TtUPHONE DODGIAS 3609

Modern Automatic Dust Removing Appliances

for Hotels.Office Buildings. Apartment
Houses. Stores. Schools. Etc.

RESBMENCE EQUIPMENT A SPECIALTY

Putting Up Substantial Buildings.

The lower end of Broadway, in Oak-
land, has always been more or less un-

sightly, with its numerous shacks and
cheap wooden buildings, giving the

visitor a not altogether favorable impres-

sion of the town. Recently owners of

property in that section of the City of

Oaks have become imbued with the spirit

of improvement, and are building modern
buildings. At the corner of Broadway
and First street, a Class A structure, to

be used for hotel purposes, has recently

been started, and on the adjoining lot,

on Broadway, Mrs. Agnes Borland is

having a Class A three-story buildini?

built, the plans of which were drawn by
Morgan & Hoover of San Francisco.

The foundation is of reinforced con-

crete and the front of the building is

to be of pressed brick, supplied by the

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Companv.

The lower floor will have two stores

and a cigar stand; the upper floors will

be used for a rooming house.

This building, when finished, will im-

prove the appearance of that section very

much, and being directly opposite the

Broadway Station, should be an excellent

business location. Mr. Louis J. Larson,

the general contractor, expects to have

the building completed in December.

0!N

CONSlJlTiNd ^tCHANICAl

Mem. A. .^
A.S.H&V.E.
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National Furnace Co.

MANUFACTURERS
AND PATENTEES

410 Folsom Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Kearny 5874

We have the Largest and Best Gas Furnace

Installation in the West.

FAN SYSTEMS A SPECIALTY
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A MACHINE that is (.1 ARANTEED to

Produce an Even. Smooth Surface on Any
Kind of Wood Floor. Old or New. Hard or

Soft, in Residences. Stores. Factories. Bowl-

ing Alleys. Dance Halls. Etc.

Architects and Contractors endorse the

SCHLUETER RAPID FLOOR SURFACER
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INLAID FLOOR COMPANY
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MISSION ST,

SAN FRANCISCO

Malthoid at the Seattfo F«r.

The Paraffine Paint Company has just

published an attractive booklet contain-

ing some splendid half-tones of the

Seattle Fair buildings, which are covered

with Malthoid roofing. The following

introductory makes interesting reading:

"Mind is everything.
'Thought creates a world of things.

"From the minds of Seattle's best men
the great and successful Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition was created.

'Tt was a wonderfully fine fair, be-

cause master minds made it so.

"It was the creative thought of these

men which gave so much pleasure and

amusement to millions of visitors and

made much profit for a progressive city.

"Concentrated, accumulated thought

of many minds for twenty-six years has

developed Malthoid roofing.

"The patience and thought which looks

to higher things than temporary success,

perfected Malthoid and made it complete

for every necessity and requirement

known to roofing.

"And when the creative, master mmds
of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition

wanted certainty of roofing protection

against the frequent summer rains, fol-

lowed by usual summer heat (most

vicious enemies of roofs) they naturally

selected Malthoid.
"Over 1,000,000 sq. ft. of it were used.

"Piqued and disheartened competitors,

who bite at the heels of progress, never

seem to realize that there are higher

considerations in business than merely

making money, and if the right thought

will develop a perfect roofing, successful

business naturally follows.

"Great is thought, for it rules the

world and created Malthoid roofing."

Stone & Smith Dissolve Partnership.

The architectural firm of Stone &
Smith. Mechanics' Bank building, San

Francisco, has dissolved partnership.

Stone & Smith are well known through-

out California as the architects of some
of the handsomest school houses in the

Golden State. They have also designed

a number of very creditable library

buildings, besides many fine apartment

flats and residences. Mr. Henry C.

Smith will retain the offices in the

Mechanics' Bank building.

New Offices for Dickey & Reed.

.Architects Dickey & Reed have moved
their San Francisco office from the Bal-

boa building to suite 337-9 Russ build-

ing, corner Pine and Montgomery
streets. The Oakland office will be con-

tinued and a branch office will also be

maintained at Sacramento, the firm hav-

ing plans out for a handsome four-story

hotel to cost $100,000.

this Magazine.
WheTl writitig AdvertiMrt mention thi» Maffaxtnc.
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Interior Light Court of Whitney Building, San Francisco

Veneered with American Encaustic Tiling Company's Bright White Glazed Brick-Tile.

The Use o f Brick-Tile for Veneering a

Light Court.

The Droblem of finishinj? a light court
seems to have been solved by the use of
bright white glazed brick-tiles for a
veneer. The Whitney building in San
Francisco is one of a number of light
courts that have been veneered with this
excellent material and the result is ex-
tremely fine. The owners of the building
say the light in the lowest inside rooms
is so great that they do not find it any
darker in the rooms on this floor than
those on the top floor of the court, and,
furthermore, they are practically as light

as the outside exposures. The visual
aspect of the court is most attractive
also.

The brick-tiles are of such a beautiful
glistening whiteness that there is a most
striking contrast with a court veneered
with the ordinary glazed brick or terra

cotta. It would well be worth the while
of any interested person to inspect this

light court. If some of the many dingy
concrete finished light courts were
veneered with this material, the increased
light and beauty of such finish would de-
mand better rents and more tenants and
prove a splendid investment to the

owner.

r^ii /r iT"'^NC

I
.San Francisco's Finest Example of Hotel Archl-
t'rture — Fiillv Wnrthv Hs Superb Situation.
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Nothing else so good
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No wearing down, no

creaking, no need of oiling
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Hardware Dealers
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:inou!mg part o; the Lynwood Exhibit nt the State Fair, Oakland

A New Interior Finish.

OF THE many interesting exhibits at

the State Fair held at Idora Park,

Oakland, none attracted more at-

tention or received so many favorable

comments, as the display of the National

Lynwood Company of 310 California

street, San Francisco. The public is

always interested in something new, and
when it has to do with building material,

the interest is keener still. Lynwood is

a mechanical reproduction of hardwood
finish, and a mighty clever one, too.

The judges at the fair thought so, at

any rate, for they unhesitatingly awarded
the exhibit a gold medal and several

coveted diplomas. The cut shown here-

with is made from a photograph of part

of the exhibit at the fair, and gives one

a fair idea of the possibilities of Lyn-
wood for interior finish.

Lynwood is identical in effect and
appearance to hardwood, is reproduced on

a chemically treated wood fibre pulp sub-

stance, subjected to a great hydraulic pres-

sure. It is manufactured in different thick-

nesses necessary to fill the various uses and
requirements in the interior finishing of

buildings.

Here are some of the practical reasons

offered by the manufacturers why Lyn-
wood should be used:

"Lynwood products are pulp fibre

products, and these are recognized as

superior for a building material and vari-

ous other uses requiring strength and^
durability.

"The non-conductive qualities of heat,

cold and sound are commendable and
important for a wall covering. In this

respect the qualities of Lynwood are

unrivaled by any other material now
used for this purpose.
"The chemical process of manufacture

makes these products proof against

vermin and other unsanitary features.

"They have strength, firmness and
elasticity; cracks so commonly seen in

plaster walls are obviated; the falling

of ceilings and walls from earthquakes
would be impossible.

"The time required for completing
buildings is greatly reduced, as work can

proceed immediately after frame is

erected; boards can be omitted for

plumbing and wiring.

"You can occupy rooms at night com-
pleted during the day, as there is no
waiting for drying walls, as is necessary

when plastered.
"Your building remains clean, as there

is no litter and dirt and staining of

floors.

"You are enabled to obtain the most
artistic results for interior finishing, be

The Architect and Engineer 12in

It a home, club-room, store, or any othier

biiilcling.

**You are only limited by your taste

and ahility to design and execute the

erectK.ii and finishing. You will find these

produci- not only the most practical and

artistic, hut the cheapest in dollars and

cents of any material used for this pur-

pose."

Lynwood is made very light and pliable

and adapted to veneer (paste on) any

smooth surface, either plain, concave or

irregular shapes, such as mouldings, etc.,

necessary to carry out hardwood designs

and effects.

Lynwood boards are used to line the

walls and ceilings of interiors by nailing

same directly to the studding, then covering

the joints with Lynwood battens. The
result is an artistic finish in hardwood
panel effect. These boards are about one-

fourth inch thick, weighing six pounds per

square yard, making a strong and firm wall

covering, and can be applied by any one
with a saw or knife and hammer.
Lynwood and Lynwood boards are always

used where hardwood effects are desired,

and when erected are finished the same as

hardwood, in either shellac, wax or varnish,

and can be rubbed with pumice stone to

the finest polish, if desired.

A special thickness of Lynwood is made
for oaneling (pasted on) over hard finish

1 laster walls. Also a special thickness for

hardwood border effects on floors.

Blank boards are the same as Lynw^ood
boards in thickness and quality and are

nailed directly to the studding as a wall

covering, but the surface has no Lynwood
finish, and are used where no wood effect

and finish is v/anted.

After being erected, if natural color is

not satisfactory, they can be either papered,

tinted, painted or decorated the same as

plaster walls, at considerable less expense.

Lynwood products are made in two
widths, 24 and 32 inches. The length of

boards ^re 8 to 15 feet, which gives any
length without waste.

Home Decoration

PFISTER & COMPANY,
specialists in modern home
decoration, wish to call

attention to the possibility of

converting bare walls and ceil-

ings into rooms of attractive

beauty at moderate cost.

Landscape. Marine. Flower and Figural
Painting executed in effectual style and finish.

169 171 GROVE ST.. Near Van Ness Ave.
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NEW WASHINGTON HOTEL. SEATTLE.
Eaines & Young, Architects.

EQUIPPED WITH

JiXISSWIN PUSH BUITM
INDICATING HOTEL

LOCKS -

FURNISHED BY

ERNST HARDWARE & PLIMBING CO.

SEATTLE
MANUFACTURED BY

1Ru00?U $c Srutin

iUanufarturtng (En-

New Britain, Conn.

NEW YORK
I

PHII^ADELPHIA

PACIFIC COAST OFFICE
AND SAMPLE ROOM

407-409-41 1 Commercial Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phone Kearny 1370

CHICAGO LONDON. ENG.

The Architect^ and Engineer

i

MAKE THE HOME

BEAUTIFUL
by the use of

Hardwood
PANELS

Dining Room in Crotch Mahogany, R«»idence of Contractor A.H. Dahlke,

Oakland. A. W. Smith, Architect

An Attractive and Artis-

tic Harciv/ood Interior

Need Cost No More tkan

Soft^vood Trim by tke use

of our MetKod.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET EXPLAINING

IT

20
WARD & CO.
Street, San Francisco

^ IVhat is there that

adds greater cheer and

more comfort to the

home than a cosy

Fire-place?

SEE us BEFORE YOU SELECT
YOUR MJtNTELS, GRJiTES

JtMD THE

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO.

557 MARKET STREET

San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this .Magazine.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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V
SATI

piffi^U

TOR

I

H A ^ D L

PLAJ«, SPECIFICATIONS, ESTIMATES

Furnished for Structural Work, Bridges,

Dams, Viaducts, Aqueducts,

Etc., Etc.

'EN
P'

'I Water
fif IFeit and

ompound.
Piafiufacturad by

BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., MAURER, N. J.

D ff3 © f 1

SALES AGENTS

%^n ma St.
ional B

aan 'aiicisco, Csl.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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r#5r IJnusually
tiurd LlsaMc

which is the first requisite for any floorr

ing to be used in Industrial Buildings.

In Warehouses, Factories, Stables and

the like, the flooring that resists hard

wear and chemical action and needs no

repairing during the life of the building,

is the one.tliat really pays the Owners
or Operators.

It pays because it cuts down mainte-

nance expense and reduces depreciation

of plant.

It is the cheapest no matter what its

cost of installation.

Baker & Hamilton are responsible and
conservative people — their experience
with "Watsonite" makes it at least

worth an investigation.

D TMEIR I r ER
Answering your request for our opinion of the Watsonite Floor-

ing laid on the drive-way and wash-rooms of our new building, will

say that this flooring has been subjected to hard usage and the

severest test during the past six months, proving itself satisfactory,

and up to the present time it has shown no visible signs of wear.

Some time ago we had occasion to load a truck with machin-

ery, and when the load was put over the public scales, it showed a

gross weight of 18,430 lbs.—The fact that the team started this load^

and the tires left no mark on the pavement, is proof of the quality

of your flooring.

Yours truly.

Baker & Hamilton.

lA n
Is quite different from all other floorings

— both in kinds of materials used and
in its preparation and application. It is

prepared (»n the job and spread while

very hot, by hand. It has neither seam
or joint. It lays directly over otlier

floors of all kinds and is about one inch
thick.

Send for explanatory booklet, and
specifications letter -size and neatly
bound all ready to file. Also small
sample.

^o^

Watson Floor t Roof Co.

no Sutter St.

PHONE DOUGLAS 411

San Francisco, California

Seattle - - 207 Globe Block

TTie

WAf"
)NITE

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Medusa Watt
# I

ompuu

I

Makes All Concrete Watertight

Illustration of Great Concrete Reservoir at Oil City, Pa., being water

proofed with MEDUSA WATERPROOF COMPOUND

Medusa White Porilaiid Umcnt
A High-testir "

Pure White and Stainless

THE BUIL

L
MonadnocK ng Sari Francisco

The Architect and Engineer 7

ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX
(For Index to Advertisements, see pa^e 117)

Diamond Brick Co Balboa Bldg., S. F.

ACETYLENE PLANTS ^ „ ^ Carnegie Brick and Pottery Co., ^ ^
E. D. BuUard 268 Market St., S. F. Clunie Bldg., Montg'y and Calif. Sts., S. F.

ANCHOR SCREW EXPANSION Los Angeles P--ed Brick c^
^

Star Expansion Bolt Co.,^
^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^

|. ^^J ^

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL Sc ^Fac'e^'LfckTo""
^"'""' ^

STEEL AND IRON WORK *^^*^*^^
^^4^01 Commercial Club Bldg.. Portland

Golden Gate Structural & Ornamental
p^^^.^ q ^^^^^ ^ ^ile Company.

Iron Works 1435 Mission St., b. K '
io3 Main St.. S. F.

Vulcan Iron Works. . .604 Mission St., S. F. Pyrmont Brick Co Lincoln, Cal.
Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., b. t.

g^^^j^ Amboy Terra Cotta Co., Boyd &
Pacific Rolling Mills, ^,. . . . ^^ - _ Moore, Agents 356 Market St., S. F.

17th and Mississippi bts., b. Jf. BRICK MASONS
Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Or. McGowan & Butler, 332 Builders' Exch., S. F.

ARTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA, ETC. Chas. H. Hock 910B Devisadero St., S. F.

California Scagliola Co.. 68-70 Clara St., S. F. Moore & Hardin, „, ,

C. Menzer & Son 862 Howard St., S. F. 610 Washington St., Vancouver, Wash.
Co-operative Artificial Stone Co.. McWhirter & Drake. Builders' Exch.. b. t.

Fillmore and Bay Sts., S. F. BRICK. PORCELAIN & ENAMEL
Lithic Mfg. Co.. goyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

623 Board of Trade Bldg., Portland BRICK STAINS
ASBESTOS GOODS Waterproof Flat Brick Stains. Made by Par-

Gillen-Chambers Co., 66 N. Front St., Portland ker, Preston & Co., Inc. Pacific Coast

Pacific Coast Asbestos Co., Branch Central Building, Los Angeles

210 Columbia St.. Portland BRICK TILES
Western Magnesia Asbestos Co.. American Encaustic Tiling Company.

Balboa Building, S. F. Monadnock Building. S. F.

ASBESTOS-PROTECTED METAL BUCKETS
P. T. Knudsen Company, Pacific Coast Agents, Insley Mfg. Co., represented by Williams

310 California St., S. F. & Carter Co 197 Jessie St., S. F.

AUTOMATIC FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F. Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.,

.
, „, . ^ t?

BELTING, PACKING, ETC.
.
^ Commercial Bldg., b. F.

H. N. Cook Belting Co., United Builders Supply Co , _ c* c t?
Fremont and Howard Sts., S. F. 687 Mission St., S. F.

Goodyear Rubber Co.... 587 Market St., S. F. BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
c. i> *i ^

BLINDS-VENETIAN fdn''l'''ctV'on''"
' '" '

SNvedish Venetian Blind Co., Williams & ^^^"' "'•

^^^Ainsworth Bide., Portland, Ore.
Carter. Pac. Coast Agents g^ S F WiUkomm Building Supply d). ^, . ^ly/ jessie si., o. r.

jjj Tehama St., S. F.

BOILERS Waterhouse & Price 59 Third St., S. F.

Keystone Boiler Works, BUILDING LOANS
Main and Folsom Sts, ^^;^ R. N. Burgess & Co., ;^^^

Simonds Machinery Co., 12 Natoma St., S. F. First Nat'l Bank Bldg, S. F.

BOLTS, EXPANSION, TOGGLE, ETC. BURLAPS, CANVASES, ETC.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.. ^ ^ Richter Mfg. Co..

T.«ofl« N T
1010 Howard St S F. 2 Franklin Ave.. Tenafly, N. J.

noTr-ir AMn rirMP-Mx roATTNr CAPITALS, MOLDINGS, ETC
^^^fx?/^Ht,^^T5^^?^^^2 r. T,,. (^^ Western Builders' Supply Co.,. , ^ t.Wadsworth, Rowland & Co., Inc. (bee ggg Mission St., S. F.

Adv. for Pacific Coast Agents.) CARBONIZING COATING
BRICK AND STONE FILLER McCormick & Henderson.

Waterproof Brick and Stone Filler. Made Postal Telegraph Bldg., b. I*.

for Parker, Preston & Co., Inc. Pacific CASTINGS
Coast Branch... Central Bldg., Los Angeles Pacific Rolling Mill Company.

nTJirv Avn TFRR \ rOTTX 17th and Mississippi Sts., S. r.

Golden GatjTUi?kro^.6?0 Market St.. S. F. Steiger & Kerr Co.. Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F.

Ornamental Iron

Store Fronts
Wire Guards
Folding Gates

Elevator Enclosures
and Cars

Bank and Office

Railings

WESTERN ART METAL AND WIRE GO.

ARTISANS
IN AI_L KINDS OF

METALS
405-41 1 SIXT
Telephone ^

\ SAN FRANCISCO
^ DOUGLAS 3254.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Another Fine Hotel tor Sacramento

This $130,000 hostelry,

now under construction.

Directly opposite the

New Hotel Sacramento.

Dickey & Reed, Archi-

tects.

j^i\>^
m ONCRETE CO.

General Contractors

r

BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

1IHHI^HI^^^^HHii^^^^^^^^^HHHH

_ _^_
i ^ _ ___ H^^^^^^^

IB ijriHHHIHHb
SAMPLES <>I I ismii M) BI.OCRS READY I ( K 1 RHCTION

1

i

DODDS'
ALIFORNIA ST . Room 600

" ^- R L H CO., Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

Phone Douglas 2466
Manufacturing Plant :

OUR
Pot'. r,, A.i;,

1 '%, » II

Union Iron Works
5S

Interlocking: Plaster and Cement Blockv

Imitation Caen Stone (If nil

ranlte Faced Slabs and Blocks

hrous Plastic Decorations

Telephone Park 2339 Estimates Qlven Ornamental Qrill, iron and Wire Work

O. I.LSSRIVl
Manutacturer ot

Brass and Bronze Hardware for Banks and Churches. Office Railings. Foldinvf Gates. Marble Fit-

tings. Cremone Bolts Stair Railinjfs. Handrail and Footrail Brackets. Flange and Screw Brackets
Nickel. Copper. Brass. Oxidizing and Electroplating in all its Branches

SAN FRANCISCO1047 FOLSOM STREET Near SEVENTH

ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION I ed

S. F.

S. F.

S. F.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

CEMENT
Standard Supply Co.,

First St. and Broadway, Oakland
Pacific Portland Cement Co.,

Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Western Building Material Co.,
430 California St., S. F.

The Building Material Co., "White Portland."
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Balfour, Guthrie & Co.,
San Francisco and Portland

Kerr, GiflFord & Co.,
Concord Bldg., Portland, Ore.

Standard Portland Cement Corporation,
Crocker Bldg., S. F.

CEMENT, CONCRETE, BRICK AND PLASTER
BLOCKS
Makowski Plaster Block Co.,

Macdonough Bldg.
C Menzer & Son 862 Howard St.

Dodds' Interlocking Block Company,
24 California St.,

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Callaghan & Manetta. . .344 Tenth St., S. F.

D. Ross Clarke 708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

C. Menzer & Son 862 Howard St., S. F.

V. W. Mason St. Johns, Ore.
W. N. Whitmore,

3203 E. 17th St., Fruitvale. Cal.

CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COAT-
ING

Protectorine, Black, White and Colorless.

Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F
Weatherproof Coating. Made by Parker,
Preston & Co., Inc. Pacific Coast Branch,

Central Building, Los Angelet

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Medusa White Portland Cement. Cali-

fornia Agents, The Building Material
Co.. Inc 587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

"La Fuge" sold by Waterhouse & Price.

59 Third St., S. F.

"Vitrolite" Cold Water Paint, sold by
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

CEMENT FLOOR COATING
Adamant Cement Floor Coating. Made by

Parker, Preston & Co.. Inc. Pacific

Coast Branch Central Bldg.. Los Angeles

CEMENT TESTS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

423 Washington St., S. F.

Pacific Laboratories, Inc..

558 Market St.. S. F.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

425 Washington St., S. F.

Pacific Laboratories, Inc.,

558 Market St... S. F.

CHEMICAL ENGINES
Kanawha Chemical Engine Co.,

Charleston, W. V.

chjmn*:y builders
iDunlevy & Gettle 79 City Hall Ave., S. F.
1 Dresser, McDonnell & Co.. 39-49 Isis St., S. F.

CHURCH FURNITURE
Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co 365 Market St., S. F.

CLOCKS—SELF-WINDING
Ferdinand Fish, 250 Montgomery St., S. F.

CONCRETE MIXERS
Beall & Co., Portland, Or.,

Agents Chicago Concrete Mixer
Coltrin Concrete Mixers, N. J. Morehouse,

Western Agent, Waterloo. Iowa; J. L.

Mery Eng. Co., Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

;

V. W. Mason, St. Johns, Oregon.

F. T. Crowe & Co..
Seattle. Tacoma. Spokane and Portland

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer,
Pacific Coast Offices, 789 Folsom St.,

S. F., and F. T. Crowe & Co., Portland
and Seattle.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
Bluxome & Co 5 Front St., S. F.
Foster & \'ogt, Builders Exchange,

180 Jessie St., S. F.

A. Lynch & Co.,
314 Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

CONCRETE PIPE
Reinforced Concrete Pipe Company,

716 Central Bldg., L. A.
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Clinton Fireproofing System, L. A. Norris,

Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Corrugated Bars sold by
John B. Leonard, C. E. Sheldon Bldg,, S. F.

Lilley & Thurston Co 82 Second St., S. F.
International Fabric & Cable, represented

by Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

Arthur Priddle 133 Geary St., S. F.

Kahn System S. F., L. A. and Portland
Twisted Bars sold by
Woods & Huddart 356 Market St., S. F.

CONCRETE SURFACING
"Concreta" sold by W. P. Fuller & Co.. S. F.
"Glidden Liquid Cement," sold by

Glidden Varnish Company, Cleveland, O.

CONTRACTORS. GENERAL
Taylor & Johnson,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

Standard Construction Co.,
Hooker & Lent Bldg., S. F.

Reardon-Crist Co.. 1166 Webster St., Oakland
W. H. Bagge & Son, Inc., Balboa Bldg., S. F.

Elsterley Construction Co Berkeley, Cal.

C. A. Brady
Builders' Exchange, S. F. and Menlo Park

Laughland & Schnebly Co..
1443 Broadway, Oakland

Lange & Bergstrom,
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Metropolis Construction Co.,
34 California St., S. F.

F. O. Engstrum Co.,
Los Angeles and San Jose, Cal.

N. H. McKay
274 Ninth Ave., Richmond, S. F.

Hoyt Bros.,
Builders' Exchange, S. P., and Santa Rota

P. Peterson Fruitvale, Cal.

Louis J. Larson. . .'.1231 Chestnut St., Oakland

H. T. Johnson Chas. L. Taylor

Phone Kearny 4039

TAYLOR & lOtlNSON

BUILDIN
CONSTRUCTION

POSTAL TELEGRAPH BLDG.
Sar\ Francisco, Cal,
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OFFICE
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**J''HES BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
CLEVELAND

CHICAGO
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,
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BLE CO.
San ncisco, Cal.

TS* SmCinCATlON INDEX Continued

CONTRACTORS, GENERAL.
Ransome Concrete Co Crocker Bldg., S. F.

Northwest Bridge Works,
Fifteenth and Front Sts., Portland

Redmond, De Luca & Barzellortti,

268 Montgomery St., S. F.

Gutleben Bros.. 944 Monadnock Bldg., S. F
Webster-Mace Construction Co.,

Merchants' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

E. D. Crowley Co.,
127 Montgomery St., S. F.

Rickon-Ehrhart Eng. & Const. Co.,

1859 Geary St., S. F.

Wm. A. Butler & Co.... 660 Market St.. S. F.

CORKBOARD INSULATION
Armstrong Cork Co 693 Mission St., S. F.

CORNER BEAD ^ ^
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

Parker Corner Metal Bead sold by J. W.
Richards Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

"Prescott" sold by Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.

CORNICES „ ^ ^
Chas. S. Amsler 25 Shotwcll St., S. F.

DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

"Pabco" Damp Proofing Compound sold by
ParaflFine Paint Co 38 First St., S. F.

H. D. Samuel Company, 23 Valencia St., S. F.

"Protectorine," Compound, sold by Boyd
& Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

R. I. W. sold by Willkomm Supply Co.,

151 Tehama St., S. F.

"Protectorine," sold by -, ^r^nT
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

DISAPPEARING BEDS
Holmes Disappearing Bed Company,

687 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

DOOR OPENER
G. Rischmuller Builders' Ex., S. F.

and 842 37th St., S. F.

DOOR HANGERS
Pitcher Door Hanger sold by Pacific

Tank Co 318 Market St., S. F.

Reliance Hangers (see page 147)

DOORS—METAL
Waterhouse & Price 59 Third St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works,
E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland

"Cross" Fireproof Horizontal Folding Doors,
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

DOORS—REVOLVING
"Van Kannel" Revolving Doors,
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

DOORS—VENEER
Northwest Door Co., Albina Ave., Portland

DRILLS, BRICK AND STONE
Star Expansion Bolt Co.,

1010 Howard St., S. F.

DUMB WAITERS
Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,

139-141 Beale St., S. F.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Camino Electric Co. 1715 Greenwich St., S. F.

Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St., S. F.

Hanbridgc-Loyst Electric Co.,
77 Sutter St., S. F.

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St., S. F.

A. C. Thode 251 Stevenson St., S. F.

Western Electric Works,
61 6th St., Portland, Or.

Oregon Engineering Co.
Beck Building, Portland, Or.

Latchem Engineering & Electric Co.,
214 Ellis St., S. F.

ELEVATORS
Van Emon Elevator Co.,

54 Natoma St., S. F.

Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,
139 Beale St., S. F.

ELEVATOR CARS
Cleveland Art Metal Co.,
Boyd & Moore, Agents, 356 Market St., S. F.

ELEVATORS. SIGNALS, FLASHLIGHTS AND
DIAL INDICATORS

Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,
593 Market St., S. F.

ENGINEERS
W. E. Leland.. Merchants' Exch. Bldg., S. F.

Thos. Morrin. . ..wv^^.. .Balboa Bldg., S. F.

Thos. B. Leonard Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

W. W. Breite Clunie BWg.. S. F
Cox & Vengelen 229 Pine St., Portland
F. J. Amweg. C. E., 700 Marston Bldg., S. F.

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM
Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,

593 Market St., S. F.

FIRE ESCAPES
Standard Iron Works Portland, Ore.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587- 591 Market St.,S. F.

FIREPROOF PARTITIONS
Dodds' Interlocking Block Co.,

24 California St., S. F.

FIREPROOFING ^ „
Roebling Const'n Co.. Crocker Bldg., S. F.

San Francisco Fireproofing Company, Col-

lins' system. .Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

California Fire Proof Construction Co.

614 F. P. Fay Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

TAYLER & SPOTSWOOD '^O

Dealers in Structural Steel
Twisted Steel Reinforcing Bars

I

1 BEAMS, ANGLES, CHANNELS, TEES
OFFICE

343 Monadnock Building:

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WAREHOUSE AND YARD

Minnesota and 19th Sts,

I

Cl ARENCJ- .,ir/rnt JosKPH B. Keenan. Vice-President GuiDO J. MuSTO. Sec'y and Treas

josnPH Mus ro sons=keenan co.
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

GENERAL CONTRACTC

OFFICE AND MILLS, 535-

^^JLI^ TELEPHONE KEARNY 1279

. . .^ERS OF ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK

H POINT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-c

Cal.

F.

FIREPROOF FLOORING
Carrelin Asbestos Co Sunnyvale,

FIREPROOF SHUTTERS AND DOORS
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bide., S

FIRE PROTECTION
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S

FLOOR FINISH
Standard Varnish Works,

Chicago, New York and San Francisco

FLOOR POLISH
Butcher's Boston Polish Co.,

356 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

FLOORING—ENGLISH BLOCK FLOOR
Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
California Magnesite Co.,

Slauson ave. and Los Angeles
Carrelin Asbestos Flooring Co.,

Sunnyvale, Cal.

GLASS—PRISM, ART, ETC.
California Art Glass Works

768 Mission St., S
United Glass Co 115 Turk St., S
Willkomm Building Supply Co.,

151 Tehama St., S
W. H. Judson Art Glass Co.

720 S. Broadway, Los Angeles . Cal.

F.
F.

F.

Munich Art Glass Company, Inc.,
667 Mission St., S. F.

San Francisco Art Glass,
944 Mission St., S. F.

GRAVEL. SAND AND CRUSHED ROCK.
L. E. Chattock 1087 Natoma St., S. F.

Chas. P. Nott..379 Alma St., Palo Alto, Cal.

California Bldg. Material Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Leona Chemical Co.. 1256 Broadway, Oakland
Grant Gravel Co 87 Third St., S. F.

HARDWOOD AND INLAID FLOORS
Inlaid Floor Co 398 Eddy St., S. F.

Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
, ^ ^ ^

E. A. Howard Co 20 Howard St., S. F.

Brown Lumber Co.
First St., bet. Washington & Clay, Oakland

White Brothers,
Cor. Spear and Howard bts., a. r.

Dieckmann Hardwood Co., Welch Bldg., S. F.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Regan hard wall plaster.

Mound House, Nev.

Standard Supply Company, ^ , , ,

First St. and Broadway, Oakland
Reno Hard Wall Plaster, sold by West-

ern Building Material Co.,
340 bteuart St., S. F.

Adamant Co Worcester Bldg., Portland

Nevada Gypsum Hard Wall Plaster Co^
Pacific Bldg., S. F.

HE.\TERS—AUTOMATIC c c r< aci
Ruud Manf'g Co., 428 Sutter St.. S F.; 651

S. Hill St., L. A.; 294 Yamhill St., Port-

land. Ore.
Hart Heater Co., State Savmgs Bank

Bldg., 13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland

Humphrey Co.,
565 N. Rose St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Pittsburg Water Heater sold by _ £, „
Thos. Thieben & Co 585 Mission St., S. t.

John Wood Mfg. Co., ^ ^^ , , j
741 Cypress bt., Oakland

HEATING AND VENTILATING
Hart Heater Co.,

State Savings Bank Bldg., Oakland
A. W. Curry 116 Grand Ave., Portland
Robert Dalziel Jr. Co.. 418 13th St., Oakland
California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,

523 Market St., S. F.

Burness & Martin, 129 Sixteenth St., Portland

T. C. Thronson, 415 Hawthorne Ave., Portland

Thos. E. Hulme & Co., 275 Fifth St., Portland

C. L. Johnson & Co., 285 Grand Ave., Portland
Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351-353 N, Main St., Los Angeles
Silva Heating & Plumbing Co.,

140 First St., S. F.

Solar Heater Co.,
333 New High St., Los Angeles

Mangrum & Otter, Inc., 507 Mission St., S. F.

John G. Sutton Co., 229 Minna St., S. F.

Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.,
Thirteenth and Mission Sts., S. F.

HEATING ENGINEERS
Cox & Vengelen, 229 Pine St., Portland, Ore.
W. E. Leland.. Merchants' Exch. Bldg., S. F.

HINGES
Stanley's Ball-Bearing Hinges,Stanley Co.,

New Britain, Conn.
HOTELS

Hotel Stewart, Geary, near Powell St., S. F.

Fairmont Hotel,
California and Powell Sts., S. F.

IMITATION HARDWOOD
National Lynwood Company,

310 California St., S. F.

IMITATION STONE
C. Menzer & Son 862 Howard St., S. F.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

425 Washington St., S. F.

Pacific Laboratories, Inc.,
558 Market St.. S. F.

INSURANCE
Pacific Surety Co.. 326 Montgomery St., S. F.

Voss, Conrad & Co. . Modnadnock Bldg., S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATING
L. Tozer & Son Co., 228 Grant Ave., S. F.

C. E. Gordon 1235 Pierce St., S. F.

Schastey & Vollmer..l930 Van Ness Ave., S. F.

W. W. Tucker,
Fourteenth and Webster Sts., Oakland

Pfister & Co 169 Grove St., S. F.

JOIST HANGERS
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

680 Mission St.,

LAUNDRY TRAYS
Eastern Reinforced Tray Co..

Eighteenth and Clementina Sts., S.

Peerless Mfg Co 364 Eleventh St., S.

LIME
Standard Supply Co., Oakland

First St. and Broadway. Oakland

LIGHTING FIXTURES ^ ^ , ,

Geo. R. Greenleaf, 2107 Addison St., Berkeley

The Enos Company .. 1748 California St., S. F.

Adams & Hollopeter 745 Mission St., S. F.

Morrison Electric Co., „ « , .

291 Morrisoa St., Portland

LOCKERS—METAL
. „ , c» c u

Boyd & Moore 356 Market bt., b. v.

LUMBER
Santa Fe Lumber Co.

Seventeenth and De Haro bts.. b. v.

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,

523 Market St.. S. F.

Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351 N. Main St., Los Angelei

Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.,

Folsom and l*th Sts., S. F.

S. F.

F.
F.

-';£^£3
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ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION
INDEX—Continued

MAGNESITE
California Magnesite Co.,

Slausoii Ave., Los Angeles
MAILING CASES

Mailing Case Mfg. Co., 264 Natoma St., S. F.

MANTELS
Mangrum & Otter 561 Mission St., S. F.

W. W. Montague & Co., 557 Market St., S. F.

MARBLE
Joseph Musto Sons—Keenan Co.,

535-565 North Point St., S. F.

Italian & American Marble Works,
Sixteenth and Carolina Sts., S. F.

Western Magnesite Development Co.,
Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

Columbia Marble Co., 268 Market St., S. F.

Vermont Marble Works, Brannan St., S. F.

587-591 Market St., S. F.

MASONS.
T. F. O'Rourk 180 Jessie St., S. F.

Ferdinand Wagner 607 Waller St., S. F.

MATTING RUBBER AN"D TILING RUBBEk
Goodyear Rubber Comiany,

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Thomas Morrin Balboa Bldg., S. F

METAL CEILINGS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

Western Art Metal and Iron Co.,
405 Sixth St., S. F.

METAL AND STEEL LATH
"All United Steel Studding,"

Lilley & Thurston Co.. 82 Second St., S. F.

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS
Waterhouse & Price 39 Third St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works, Portland, Ore.

METAL SHINGLES
Meurer Bros., represented by J. A. Mc-

Donald. .. .Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-
gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works,
E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland, Ore.

IflLL WORK
Enterprise Mfg. Co. Stockton, Cal.

MOTORS, GENERATORS, ETC.
Western Electric Works,

61 Sixth St., Portland, Ore.

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES
McCormick & Henderson,

Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

OIL BURNERS
Dietert Swenson Co 80 Tehama St., S. F.

G. E. Witt Co 850 Howard St., S. F.

S. T. Johnson Co., 1334 Mission St., S. F.

OPERA CHAIRS
Spencer Desk Co . . . . Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co.,
365 Market St.. S. F.

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK, CAPITALS
AND BRACKETS

D. Ross Clarke Builders' Exchange, S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

ORIENTAL GOODS
Sing Fat Co.,

Dupont and California Sts., S. F.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE
Golden Gate Structural fij Ornamental Iron
Works 1435 Mission St., S. F.

Vulcan Iron Works.... 604 Mission St., S. F.
Chr. Deterding 67 Qementina St.. S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co., Represent-
ing The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati

J. G. Braun Chicago and New York
Sartorius Co., Inc.. 16th. and Utah Sts., S. F.

PAINT FOR CEMENT
Velvoleti Cold Water Paint, sold by Boyd
& Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

BAY STATE BRICK AND CEMENT
COATING—Made by Wadsworth. How-
land & Co. (Inc.). See adv. in this
issue for Pacific Coast agents.

Adamant Cement, Brick and Plaster Coating.
Made by Parker, Preston & Co., Inc.
Pacific Coast Branch,

Central Building, Los Angeles

H. R. HOPPS. Proprietor

yrimmental Glass of All Kinds

ART MOSAICS

= Tflfk Street = = San Francisco

PHONE FRANKLIN 1763

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES. ETC.
Paraffine Paint Co 38-40 First St., S. F.
Glidden Varnish Co ...... . Cleveland, Ohio
Standard Varnish Works, represented by
W. P. Fuller & Co..S. F, and Los Angeles

PAVING
Warren Construction Co.,

217 Beck Bldg., Portland, Ore.
PHOTOGRAPHY

F. M. Metzgar 58 Market St., S. F.
P. C. Armitage 82 Third St., S. F.

R. J. Waters Co 717 Market St., S. F.
Pacific Photo & Art Co.,

Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

PLASTERERS
C. A. Marks 42 21st St., Portland, Or.
D. Ross Clarke 708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.
A. J. Houch & Son,

431 E. Harrison St., Portland, Ore.
PLUMBING

T. E. O'Mara 447 Minna St., S. F.
Valente & Leveroni. . 1609 Powell St., S. F.
Silva Heating & Plumbing Co.,

140 First St., S. F.
Henry T. Maddern.

1169 JeflFerson St., Oakland
Ahlbach & Mayer 75 Dorland St., S. F.
Alex. Coleman 1705 Ellis St., S. F.
Robert Dalziel Jr. Co. 418 13th St., Oakland
Fox & Co 209 Second St., Portland
M. L. Kline 84 Front St., Portland
Taylor & Stanton 308 Pine St., Portland
Thos. E. Hulme 275 Fifth St., Portland
The Gauld Co.....9 North Front St., Portland
'Ryan Bros.,

540 Williams Ave,, Portland, Ore.
PLUMBING FIXTURES

Crane Company. First and Howard Sts., S. F.
Geo. H. Tay Co 617 Mission St., S. F.
Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co.,

846 Bryant St., S. F.
PUMPS, MACHINERY. ETC.

Simonds Machinery Co., 12 Natoma St., S. F.

California Hydraulic Eng. & Supply Co.,
523 Market St., S. F.

RAILROADS
Southern Pacific Co Fldod Bldg., S. F.
Corvallis & Eastern Ry Portland, Ore.

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS,
ETC

C." F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., S. F.

Lilley & Thurston Co 82 Second St., S. F.

McCormick-Henderson Co.,
Postal Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Paradux Roofing manufactured by

J. A. & W. Bird & Co.
W. P. Fuller & Co., Pacific Coast Agents

Pioneer Roll Paper Co Los Angeles
Mackenzie Roof Co.,

425 Fifteenth St., Oakland
The Watson Roof Co.,

French Bank Bldg., 110 Sutter St., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

H. D. Samuel Company, 23 Valencia St., S. F.

Metropolis Bank Bldg., S. F.

W. H. Wilson & Co., 42 Natoma St., S. F.

Olympic Roofing Co., Red Diamond Brand,
420 Sweetland Bldg., Portland

Ford & Malott,
Mariposa and Iowa Sts., S. F,

RUBBER TILING
Goodyear Rubber Co., 587 Market St., S. F.

61 Fourth St., Portland
SANITARY SPECIALTIES

D. H. Gulick Lick Bldg., S. F.

SASH CORD
Samson Cordage Works, Manufacturers

of Solid Braided Cords and Cotton
Twines 88 Broad St.. Boston, Mass.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
Spencer Desk Co. .. .Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co 365 Market St., S. F.

210 N. Main St., Los Angeles
SHEET METAL WORK

W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

Yager Sheet Metal Work,
1006 Seventh St., Oakland

Chas. S. Amsler.. 25 Shotwell St., S. F.

SHINGLE STAINS
Waterproof and Odorless Art in Shingle

Stains.—Made by Parker, Preston & Co.,
Inc. Pacific Corst Branch,

Central Building, Los Angeles
SLATERS' CEMENT

Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing
Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y

SPANISH TILE
Meurer Bros Builders' Exchange, S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamping Co.,
296 Eleventh St., S. P.

STABLE STALLS AND FIXTURE?
Howe Scale Co... 143 Malh St.. S. F.

STAMPED SHEET METAL ORNAMENTS
San Francisco Metal Staniping & Corru-

gating Co., 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

STANDARD SCALES
George A. Riggs, rep. The Howe Scale
Co 143-149 Main St., S. F.

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT
Jno. B. Leonard Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

Woods & Huddart 356 Market St., S. F.

Tayler & Spotswood Co.,
Minnesota and 19th Sts., S. F.

STEEL ERECTING
C. A. Blume 185 Stevenson St.; S. F.

G. J. Anderson 503 Grove St., S. F.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J. G. Braun, 537 W. 35th St., N. Y., and

322 S. Paulina St., Chicago
STEEL STUDDING AND LATH

Lilley & Thurston 82 Second St., S. F.

STREET PAVING
Denny-Renton Clay and Coal Co,

Lowman Building, Seattle

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,

A Frost Building, Los Angeles
Warren Construction Co..

217 Beck Bldg., Portland, Ore,

STEEL AND IRON—STRITCTURAL
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F.

Pennsvlvania Steel Co., Chronicle Bldg., S. F.

Brode & Clark Iron Works.
621 Howard St., S. F.

City Iron Works 303 Front St., Portland
Woods & Huddart. .... .356 Market St., S. F.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland. Ore.

STEEL AND IRON—STRUCTURAL
Pacific Rolling Mills,

17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.
Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.
Tayler & Spotswood Co.,

Minnesota and 19th Sts., S. F.
Boyd & Moore 356 Market St., S. F
Brode Iron Works 621 Howard St., S. F.
Vulcan Iron Works,... 604 Mission St., S. F.
Golden Gate Structural & Ornamental Iron
Works 1435 Mission St., S. F.

STORE SERVICE EQUIPMENT
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,

1403 Call Bldg., S. F.
STRUCTURAL STEEL CONTRACTORS

Mortensen Construction Co.,
19th and Indiana Sts., S. F.

Pacific Rolling Mill Company,
17th and Mississippi Sts., S, F,TANKS .

o. r.

Pacific Tank Company.. 318 Market St.. S. F
THEATER CURTAINS

Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,
593 Market St., S. F.

TILE, MOSAIC. MANTELS, ETC.
Hartford Faience Company, represented by

C. F. Pratt 660 Market St., S. F.
Mangrum & Otter 561 Mission St., S. F
«y^?r" 6/* '^"^ Co.. 311 Stark St.. Portland
W. W. Montague, 557-563 Market St., S. F.

VACUUM CLEANERS
S. F. Compressed Air Cleaning Co.,

^, , . , _ 24 Montgomery St., S. F.
Mechanical Dust Suction Company,

301 Merchants' Exchange, S. F.
Vacuum Engineering Company,

„ 772 Monadnock, Bldg., S. FVALVE PACKING n *
-=»- 'r

"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook
Belting Co 317 Howard St., S. F

VENETIAN BLINDS. AWNINGS. ETC.
C. F, Weber & Co,, 365 Market St., S. F.
XfcCormick-Henderson Co.,

wn- p r^
^°***^ Telegraph Bldg., S. F.

VEN^Effs"'
*^'' ^^^ •^"'**' ^^•' ^- ^•

Dieckmann Hardwood Co.,
Welch Bldg., 244 California St., S.^T

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.
The Building Material Co., Inc.,

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Aquabar Co Philadelphia, Pa.
Wmslow's Hydraulic Coating, sold by
Willkomm Building Supply Co.,

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH
'"*'""'" '"• ^^

"
•'Satinette." W. P. Fuller & Co.

S. F. and all principal Coast cities
WINDOWS. REVERSIBLE, ETC.

Dean Reversible Window Co..
551 Brannan St., S. F

Hausmann's Sash Carrier sold by Water-
house & Price 59 Third St., S, F.

Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.,
634 Maple Ave., Lo<* Angeles

Tabor Sash Fixture Co., Bovd & Moore
Agents 356 Market St.. S. F.

WM. H. FORD W. H, MALOTT
Telephone Market 1596

FORD & MALOTT
Felt, Asphalt aad Qravel

Roofing Contractors
Roofing Supplies. Fibrestone" Flooring.

Asphalt Floors and Sidewalks

OFFICE AND YARD

Mariposa St., at Iowa St, San Fraoclsco

L
Members Builders' Exchange— Builders'

Assof iation

jj^j:s1S Eji^^lSt. &.4te.AAASfc.tL.l6
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b PRESSED BRICK CO.

THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors, Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,

Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest

Grades made. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

Second and Broadway
Los Angeles J Cat.

ROOMS

406-414 FROST RUILDINQ

^ 5 S. F—Temporary 2S30
TELEPHONES

j Factory-Alameda 509

N. CI

WORKS:
WEST ALAMEDA

n &t SONS
Incorporated January 11. 1889

MANUFACTURERS OF

ArcKitectural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick, Vitrified and Terra

Cotta Pipe, Hollow Tile Fire Proofing, Fire Brick

Tile and Kindred Clay Products

OFFICE, 17 ^ 19 SPEAR STREET SAN FRANCISCO

FIRE CLAY = = = POTTERS^ CLAY

Our clays have been tested by practical and continued use in foundries,

smelters and potteries, and show by test as well as analysis that

THey Are High in Alumina
And Practically KREE from IRON and I^lME

Samples will be forwarded lo Potters or Brickmakers, and to users of Fireclay,

upon request. We invite comparison in quality and price with other California clays.

PYRMONT BRICK COMPANY Liiiculn, California

INORTMFR «^OIVIPANY
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COHA, FIRE BRICK AND CLAY PRODUCTS^

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES, AUBURN. WASHINGTON

MOORE <Sc H
GENERAL CONTRA 1

Manufacturers of gZ> rj l

•Agents for

LIME. CEMENT, PLASTER
INSULATION AND ROOFING

Office: 610 WASHINGTON ST.

VANCOUVER. WASH.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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1 his

Builaing

Faced witn

Carnegie

Pressed Brick

and Terra

Methodist Book Concerns Building, San Francisco

Meyers &> Ward. Architects.

W^ ^"^ FRRA
M. A. MUKHHY
Gen. Manager

lunie Building.
r1 California Sts.

llA.

We Manufacture
High-Class

Architectural
Terra Cotta,

Pressed Brick,
Vitrified and
Terra Cotta
Pipe, Etc.

YARDS. . .

San Francisco
Oakland
Berkeley

San Jose

Sa.. . rancisco

1

DENNY -REI 1 I 4Y k COAI COMPANY
Manufacturers of

>rf r M<
Pipe, Drain Tile, Pressed Brick,

lira I Terra Cotta, Fire Proofing

>ther Clay Specialties.

Our Vitrified Paving Brick Plant now has an annual capacity of 25

million pavers, a clear gain in four years of 18 million yearly, which

shows conclusively the real worth of the modern well laid brick street.

y^^rite us for full Information.

General Offices: LOWMAN BUILDING,

.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

fM
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Tliis roofing is permanently watertight, it can be walked on and is very sightly, being

suitable for porch roofs and floors, decks, roof gardens, and flat roofs.

It is made of a heavy duck, backed by a thick, waterproof lelt which is coated on the

under side.

JP'

.5*5

ill

H il •

^;^'-'^wmmmmmm

CAN BE PAINTED

ANY COLOR
F.XKADUX is the only sheet roof-

ing that can be painted without

danger of discolorization.

Samples and

Specifications

Furnished

J. A. A W.

BIRD & CO.
BOSTON

Sour AOCNTB ON
PACIFIC COAST

I
W. P. FULLER & CO.

I Sai fxuasxM

Ik Aifdes PtitlMi

Seattle SyakiM
Wraa*ttl

™*is.

R

)

AUIUMrtllU bAb

WATER HEATER

Has stood on its merits for

fifteen years and is the heater

specified by leading archi-

tects and invariably bought
by discriminating plumbers.
F'ive times as many in use as

of all others combined.
The KUUD supplies hot

water at any faucet and in any
quantity : you simply turn the

faucet. It is entirely auto-

matic and requires no atten-

tion whatever.

S^f it in

for catalog.

operation, or "write
\

i Ruud Man'fg Co.

428 Sutter St.. San Francisco

651 So. Hill St., Los Angeles

294 Yamhill St., Portland, Or.

\\ IH'll Wlllltiy 111 . \l i V fl I l>i»'t ^ IlltMllUJll llll> .iiiigiiii ne.
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GATE CEMENT
ANNUAL PRODUCTION 1,700,000 BARRELS

A HIGH GRADE ft R I r^
'Mf^ I L»MI^ U lMl

Strength /

and I

Uniformity I

I Passes Every

% Rf-^nlrement of

I
the Most

I Exacting

Specifications
/

iTTii ^
GOLDEN GATE CEMENT

Is Guaranteed to Pass Every Requirement

of the Specifications of the American

Society of Civil Engineers

MAN.UFACTURCD BY

THE PACIFIC PORT'.'::::' C["^"!T CO., Con.

PACIFIC BUILDING,
612 UNION TRUST BLDG., -

4.11 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG.,

works: cement, SOLANO COUNTY

""ORNIA
3 ANGEl LIFORNIA

PORTLAND, OREGON
'^LIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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AMERICAN ENCAUSTIC TILING CO., Lid.
Works and General Offices: ZANESVILLE. OHIO. U. S, A.

Executive Offices and Salesroom:
1123 Broadway. NEW YORK

\ R

WESTERN OFFICE: 681 MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

W. W. FUNGE. JR.. Western Sales Manager

OUR f^£^ PROCESS—NON -CRAZING

T C O '

" WALL TILES " a E T C O » »

WITH PATENT DOVETAIL ANCHOR BACK

Sums up as follows

:

="AKTCO" Patent Dovetail Anchor Grip

..j^..="RIVKT" actually formed in setting-.

..solute security against tiles coming- off.

Why take chances with any other make when you can get

wall tiles at the same price?
A t 1 ^vl

•A" B"

Our manufactures embrace the following departments

:

Dep. "A" Ceramic Mosaic Tiles

Vitreous and Encaustic Tiles

^AETCO*" WallTiles, Base, Cap, Cove, etc.

Embossed and Art Decorated Tiles

Art Ceramic Mosaic Tiles

Faenza, Terra-Vitrea and Enamels
Brick-Tiles and Special Work

"B"
44Q,^

Dep.

Dep.
Dep.
Dep.

Dep. "FV
Dep. "G"

"D"
"E"

XM^CT'
I SPEC1F^ AETCO" tiles '

Our Products are used throughout the World and are koown as the Highest Standard of Excellence

BRICK -TILES are L)etter and cheaper

than any other material for Veneering Reinforced

Concrete or Brick Walls to secure a glazed sur-

face and are made in over 200 colors of Bright

and Matt Glazes.

CROSS SECTION OF 9»x 3"x I ' BRICK-TILE
SHOWING OUR DOVETAIL MORTISE
GRIP-BACK

RESULTING ANCHOR FORMED IN

SETTING

FACSIMILE OF BACK OF 9»x3*xl« ILE CROSS SECTION

We also make a large line of Moulded Trim, Sills, etc., to work with Brick Tiles. Samples, Details and

full information supplied 1^^ our San Franciiiro office or any Dealer handling "A. E. T. CO.** Tlles,

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

t
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SOLD BY

STANDARD PORTLAND CEMENT Corporation

SANTA CRUZ PORTLAND CEMENT Company
CROCKER BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

SPRF^CKFLS BROS. COMMERCIAL CO.
•.OS ANGELES, CAL.

GALBRAITH, BACON & CO.
SEATTLE, WASH.

F. T. CROWE & CO.
PORTLAND ORE".

AND BY THE LEADIING DEALERS IN EVERY CITY ON
THE PACIFIC SLOPE

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magarine.
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EMPIRE
MANUFACTURED FROM

Pure White Crystalline Rock Gypsum
(CAPACITY 200 TONS DAILY)

FIBERED HARDWALL PLASTER

FINISHING PLASTER

HARDWALL PLASTER

CASTING PLASTER

DENTAL PLASTER

LAND PLASTER

The NEVADA GYPSUM CO
PAi-:ii ^1^

JOSKPH ThIKBCN J. G. Scott

PITTSBURG
AUTOMAT IC

WATER
HEATER

Awarded Gold Medal at California State

Fair; Oakland, Cal., Sept. 18 -Oct. 2. '09

ALSO AWARDS ON

y^, - Storage Heaters

Kltt^httrCT House Heaters
1 ILLOI/Ul ^ Li^ri Storage Heaters

Jos. TniEBEN & Co.
SOLE AGENTS

667 Mission Street

Phone Kearny 3762 San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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SPFCIKIKD h\ 111 LKAniNG ARCHITECTS
\ I if€», Mone> .•inf m .iiii

HIPOLITO REViRSIlLE WINC

DtAN

5AN FRANC
PKone, l\earny 151€>

Style "A" I'ixtures Style "()" I'ixt tires Window Style 'I-" Fixtures

BOYD CEL MOORF.
bULl u.hMb ia)k rsuKiHKKN CALli'UKM.\

356 MarKet Street - - S ^

TELEPHONf: l\EARNY 2366

il

Manufacturers of

TABOR Patent

d Fixtures

lor All Types of

Revolving,

Reversible.

Removable,
If tal

al

ncnt

n ana
ransoms

Self-LockinK Ele
vatinif Hinges for

Casement Win-
lows and Verti-

cal Pivoted Sash.
Rabbeted Sash
Centers with Rat-
chet Holder for

All Styles of
Wood or Meta!

. Windows.
ISCO Tabor Metal

Wealh. r ^tr-:

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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QUID tfcMENT
Uniforms the color of Concrete-Cement

and Plaster Surfaces, producing a

Water-Proof Result.

Made in Sand-Stone Finish and several

shades along the lines of Colonial

and Pompeian Buffs.

Inexpensive and Easily Applied.

Samples and full Information, gratis,

upon request. A product of The Qlid-

den Varnish Company, exclusively.

llUltl, ILLI.ER nl DETROIT. MICHIGAN.
Cement exterior, redressed with
GMDDFN-s i.K.iiin rrMi'vr

Ttie filidden Varnish Company

Cleveland, Ohio.

PAiKiR, PiESTOi 1 CO S

WEATHERPROOF

COATING
A waterproof t for exterior and inte-

rior Cement, Brick and Plaster surfaces.

BENJ. WISTER MORRIS, ARCHITHCT,
345 Fifth Avenue.

New York, November 7, 1907.

Messrs. Parker. Preston & Co..
Norwich, Conn

Dear Sirs : I have the pleasure to inform you
that the last liatch of Stain which you sent out to

Portland, has been applied to the building,

covers the surface well and gives a very satis-

factory appearance. Its waterproof qualities I

am assured of.

I wish to express my gratification at the way
you handled this matter, and remain.

Yours very truly,

[Siened] BENJAMIN WiSTBR MORRIS.

Manufactured Solely by

PARKER, PRESTON & CO., Inc.

NORWICH. CONN.

New York Lot Angeles, Cal.

Pacific Coa»t Department, 327 Cenlral BIdg.

Lo« Angeles. C«I.

&^ T I I N
537-541 W. 35th Street. NEW YORK

322 S. Paulina Street. CHICAGO

CARRIES A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Steel Mouldinqs for Store Fronts

Elevator tnclosures. Itr.

Plain and Ornamental Sash Bars, Leaves, Ro-

settew. Pickets and Ornamental Rivets, Square

Root Angle Iron from h*xh*xi'l6* Upwards.

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos-

ures and Office Railinj^s

Catalogue to Architects, Architectural Iron Works and Builders o7ih on Application.

Patent Sheet iVIetal Sheet -

F>ijnchlnK Machines
All parts. Including: the main body, are made

of forged steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel. ^tf*

The Punch Machines are made from steel _
plates. All movable parts are steel forginsrs.

All parts which can be are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independent steel

rings. Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle. Tec or Flat Iron,

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

OVER aoo MACmi^

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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BY THE

VACUl

CI \

— '^
SYSTEM

Dirt to Sewer.

No Tanks.

No Sliding Blades

or rubbing parts in

Pump.

No Suction Valves.

Less Power.

Less Floor Space,

Scru bbin g and
Mopping.

Longest Life.

Best Implements.

TeL Douglas 2775

ciL. in lonadnock BIdg.

San Francisco
Fi reproofini^ Co.

CONTRACTORS FOR

METAL PARTITIONS

SUSPENDED CLILINQS

Purrins: for Walls and Columns

USING

Collins Slotted Metal Studding
A SOLID WEB OF STEEL

Estimates Oiven oa All Work

Factory: 1058 Brannan Street

I
Office: 1102 Metropolis Bids:.

1
Phone : Kearny 1869

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Adapted TO All Kinds OF Lath
i i r

The abovr reproduclion is taken irom a

sample partition erected in our office. I 102 Metropolis BIdg., showing the details of this system. W e

invite the inspection of this partition at all times, to Architects, Engineers and Builders.

When writing to Advertisers iiieniion this Magazine.
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HOT WATRR FOR BATHS
The most economical and dependable hot

water service obtainable is furnished by

HUMPHREY INSTANl AiNEOUS GAS

BA I d WATER HEATERS
Always ready, no repairs, make bathing a pleasure. Hot

water as easy to secure as cold—almost as cheap:

a big hot bath. TWO CENTS.

HVHRY HEATER GUARANTEED
Sold by all Plvunbers

Handsome Catalog No. 9, Free on request to

HUMPHREY CO.
fValama^oo, MicH.5 N. Rose St.

St. Colufnl kill. Apostle of Scotland
iDStallcd in >t Mary's Church. San Francisco

(Ealtfnntta

Art .iiir

MEMORIAL A

Staininjf C rystaiizint,' Binding aiul

Embossing R.velinvr Cuttin^r

TCL. HOMC J 2eS2

768 MISSION ST . SAN FRANCISCO

PLASTIC MODEL BY HUGO HERB

from the Studio of

: MENZER & SON
DESIQNKkS AND
ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTORS

<k! Howard Street, San Francisco

i

I

,. . -VJ..---..;JeiS»ii
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NATIVE SON BEAR IN SHEET METAL BY

im Francisco Metal Stamp-

ing and Corrugating Company

Stamped and Spun

Sheet Metal Ornaments

Statue Work, MissionTile, Art Metal Ceilings

296 ELEVENTH STREET
NEAR FOLSOM

phone:
MARKET 1097

SAN FRANCISCO.
CALIFORNIA

S. f. Ptione Kearny

3587

H

1089

W. HEIDT CORNICE

Manufacturers of

Architectural Sheet Metal Work

Slate and Metal Roofing

Patented Metal Mission Tile

Ventilating Skylights

Metal Windows

152-160 FIRST ST., San Francisco

Branch:

916 WEBSTER STREET. OAKIAND

R %MAN
HARD WALL PLASTER

MANUFACTURED BY

nnd House Plaster Co.

MOUND HOUSE, NEV.

1417 Metropolis Bank Building

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phoae Douglas 3839

Temporary Salesroom

HASLEn WAREHOUSE COMPANY

2d and Townsend Sts.

FIRE-PROOF
SH

PORTLANH

mNDOWS

Made in Ten
Standard

Types

Architectural

and
Ornamental
Sheet Metal

Work

Metal

Skyliffhts

Contractors

for

Tin

Slate

Tile

and

Composition
Roofing

METAL WORKS
Facto rv

l'( il< 1 I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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IHhUAKKV IRON & 51

TMB QARRY IRON & STEEL COMPANY
the "Cleveland" Expanded Metal Lath wit

Inc. A fuU line of the different srades of !

Ohio

THE "CLEVELAND"
Made froni Uoi k d Shee

have placed their agency for

04 Metropolis Bank BuUd-
Pranclsco.

METAL LATH
4ati-RttBt Solution

Rigid

Reversible

Reasonable

Self- furring

Surpassing -

ly Fine for

Stucco ex -

terior work

PARKER CORNER METAL BEAD

is H nized Steel and

will N(M kUST.

J. w. \HO^
PACIFIC

ROOM tl04

%% I- LIS BA HNQ, SAN FRANCISCO

1 » 1 1 i 1 * 1 our

You desire to have it as attract-

ive as possible in all Vespects, but

sometimes many details are over-

looked or left to some one else.

It will pay you to personally look into

the question of the finish of the woodwork

and insist on the use of

ll
Br .; Standard" Wood Finishing Products,

which have been recognized for years by all leading architects and painters as the

very best that can be obtained.

If you will u«c the«e goods the finish will lad permaoMidy and not .ink or pil and become

unsightly, as is the case where inferior products are subatituted.

// is fosy to be wellm/ormed. WHITTIER-COBURN COMPANY .

301 Howtr4 Street, San Fraodsctj. and Los Anteles, Cal.

SOLE MAN

THE

Writg for "Modern Wood Fin

tshing'' which contains accurate

reproductions of a ntimber of

popular finishes, or simply tear

out thts ad. put your name on

the margin and send it to us.

i»
>VOOD

BOX 123 NEV/ MIL
NtW YORK. CMIC

#'
«%llil

I

b

jfaj;
iiSI. ^^3-u^i... i-SaS J»<iBdlL£^!^^i
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FIRE-PROOF ION
STEEL and REINFORCED CONCRETE

\mi
nrfh

w ridr Work

PORTLAND, ORE

Largest Steel Shops

on Pacific Coast

5000 TONS
STRUCTURAL STEEL

IN STOCK
IL
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680 Mission Street - San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone. Kearny IQQI

Rost Caps and Bases

Interior Wood Finish Specialties
(Art Mouldings, Carvings, Etc.)

Mipolito Bven Tension Screens
(For Qood Houses)

Convenient, Durable, Non- Rusting

"Entimetile*' (Metal Eoamel Wainscoting)

STANDARD Metal Corner Bead

Qotden West VULCANITE Roofing

I

REPRESerVTIIVO

DECORATOKS' SUPPLY CO., (Chicago, 111.)

ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENTATION
In Wood and Composition

Exterior and Interior Accurate Modeling Correct Styles

CAPITALS AND BRACKETS
To match Oak, Mahogany, Redwood, etc.

WOOD GRILLES — Up-to-date Patterns

MOULDINGS, CORNICES, COVES, ETC.

GENUINE PORTLAND CEMENT WORK a Specialty

For Information apply 680 Mission Street

mk.

"SUN-PROOF" PAINTS
MILWAUKEE "Pitcalfii Aged Varnish"

'^^^^'^'^

GOES FARTHEST WEARS LONGEST
U\) ^ I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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iiiiaIrrigati"'^
p'^^

are ree''^*"^ the manj dvantaae

or-

re*e Pip
as Reinforced for derate Pressure Purposes

#T[ The amount of our reinforcement varies as the

^ use demands. At the present time we are instal-

ling a number of pipe lines and syphons for irriga-

tion and power companies, the requirements of which

are from 15 to KKJ foot static head, and are pleased

at all times to submit estimates.

'RjsinforcedConcrete Pij
J e it;Los Angeles San Francisco

716 Central Building 559 Monadnock Building Central Building

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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SAN TRANClbCO
AIR CLEAN 1

VACUUM CLE

ESSED

l-\ 1 -« i

—

Compressed Air System
Combined Vacuum and Compressed Air Systems

Stationary Plants
Portable Apparatus

SOLE AGKNTS
The Vacuum Cleaner Company

New York, N. Y.

DuNTLEY Manufacturing Co.
Chicago. Ili^.

Office

24 MONTGOMERY ST.
San Francisco

Telephone Kearny 5852

Boilers Engines Tanks

STANDARD ENQIN'^ NQ CO.
503 Market Street, z>mi * » ancisco

TEL. DOUGLAS 5356

Mechanical Engineers and Constructors

Power

Complete Plants
J^^l^'gn"!

Pumpi^^

Representatives

Alberger Condenser Co.
Minneapolis Steel and Machinery Co.

Robb-Mumford Boiler Co.

IV^wRTFNSON CONSTRUCTION C_^
CONihmCTORS for STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IR

H. MORTENSON. Pres. CHAS. G. MORTENSON. Vice-Pres. and Mgr.

o M 1«°«T"
*'' '"°'" """""^ '^^"^ ^""^ """"^"^ ^^SaV FRANCISCO. CAL

Phonc Markit 1898

C. S. HOFFMAN

EN UV ^TRllOTURAL aho ORNAMENTAL IRQ

on uc

Ornamental Iron, Wire

L W FT FTf;NFK

RKS
ouuciuiai vsuik:,, 107-lOU Eleventh Street

Works and Office, 1435 MiHsion Street, San Francisco

Telephone Market 5445

ne Co.TKe Co _^. atH- ificial
CJS \RETTO CEl COMPANY

Contractors for All Kinds of Concrete and Cement WorK
CoiitrMtors for and nanoftctarertfof all kinds of artificial stoae for laterlor and exterior work

Factory, Office and Sample Room, S. E. cor. BAY and FILLMORE STREETS, San Francisco. Cal.

Telephone Wkst 2818

Acetylene Plants for Country Homes
GENERATORS and TOWN LIGHTING PUNTS

E. D. BULLARD, 268 MARKET STREET
San Francisco ROOMS 221-223 HANSFORD BLOCK Phonm Douglas ttl8

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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p. NOBLE Presidcnt h. c. banks. Vice-President THOMAS ROLPH. Secretary

fariftr SxtUtng iMtU
Telephone Market 215

ain.

SUPPLIERS OF

STRUCTURAL STEEL
FORGINGS, BOLTS, RiVr FROGS. SWITCHES

CAST 3N
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS

17TH A- MISSISSIPPI STS SAN FRANCISCO 908
SALES OFFICE

CROCKER BUILDING

1

^

IF Vnil ^^^^ ^ Mechanical Drawing Set
" ' "" Here is an Opportualty to Obtain One at

1 HAUR price:
^B We have a numt>er of odd sets, which are not listed

^^m in our 47^ patr^ catalo^fue. In order to move them we
^^^H have cut the price in two. Sent prepaid to your ad

^^^^ dress, with the privileife of leturn if not satisfactory.

^Kk Kef. Price To Close

^^^l Seven-piece Set, in Pocket^b Buck Case (a* shown in cut) $13..S0 $6.75
^^^H Seven-piece Set, in Rod
J^p Case 12..S() 6.25

Vm mm—..^ftaii
iii»---

--^ftrn-mm- •....1,-,-.^^""*^*-—
1.* /-

^^p^ ( Same instrumeDt at above, only difference in case)
^y" Seven-piece Set. in Rod Case n.,S<i 5.75
^^ (Same instrumenl as above, except with plain
^ dividers, instead of hair-spring dividers)

EU6ENE DIETZ6EN CO., 18 First St., San Francisco
Manufacturers

Drawfnp ^«n rials Matbematical InstmnieDts

te

Ml'", ^W JW -^a^'^^gJJi^ _ llll»"> «<- "^-i.

ROOFiNC
We tell you to put on a "Pioneer

Roof," and forget it. Needs no

paint or repairs. Sun proof and

rain proof. Not affected by ex-

tremes of heat or cold. Suitable

for all kinds of buildings

—

pitched or flat roofs. Comes in

handy rolls. Easy to lay—any-

body can do it—no special tools

needed.

Now then— Let us send you samples, a

copy of our 32-paKe Roofing Booklet "M,"
and name of our nearest asent.

Pioneer Roll Paper Co.

Department 23

LOS ANQELES - CALIFORNIA

li

II (if Kecoras, oan r =»'. "i

.»d 1876.

MADE BY

Iron 1
» 1,ST.-\B1.ISHK1> 1-''.51)

Office: 604 Mission Street
Works: Prancisco and Kearny Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers inenlioti this Magazine.
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flTr~l

THE PENNSYLVANIA SltEL uu
TON

Manufacturers of

Structural Material l^l.^'n^trcrafshSSe"

WnAttriti i'or Steam Railroads and
TlaUllWl^ Elevated Railways

Steel Buildings T,:^^^
""' "'

D^iJ^pc We build and have built the
UnU^CS lark'cst and heaviest

Steel Ships and Floating Dry Docks

H R HDPPN Pacific Coast Sales Ageot
For further information, address II. U. \J1VL«l«J^<»

1505 Chronicle Building San Francisco, Cal.

ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES & C
STAIRS * RAILINGS - BANK
•BRONZE^ TABLETS Sl NAM
TELE -MARKET 1329 SAN FRANCISCO

ME lAL STORE FRO
OSURES & RAILIN
TES' ANDIRONS

»RKS 15 TH d^VTAH STS

WESTERN 'o^N W

Structural iron and

Steel Contractors

tias Holders, \aim in

Jails, Beams, Channels, Anglc?^

and Steel Wheelbarrows carried

in stock . • • • • :

ONE OF THE FIRST TO RE LOCATE IN THE BURNED DISTRICT

125-127 BEALE STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
AND RIGGER

ERECTING AND
WRECKING

C. A. B
ERECTING OF

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Builders' Exchange, 180 Jessie St.

SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE

Room 315, 185 Stevenson Street

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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VHATISMORU TROUBLESOME TtlAN

TO PACK RADIATOR VALVES

You never seem to have the rijjht size packinsr. Because
there is no active rod travel through the stutttngr box the
packing sets and gets hard, and the valves leak more or

less when opened or closed.

PALMETTO TWIST
can be unstranded and any size valve packed from one spool.

It cannot burn — its all asbestos. Does not uet hard — be-
cause a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.

Use PALMETTO TWIST on all the valves, and you
will not have to repack so often.

We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove this.

H. N. COOK BLiLTINQ CO.
317-3 iv rioward Street

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

FRED. J. H. RICKON, C. E.

Member A. M. Soc. C. E.

R. EHRHART. C. E.

RICKON-EHRHART
ENGINEERING and CONSTRUCTION CO.

Civil Engineers and Contractors

1859 GEARY STREET

Phone West I 300 SAN FRANCISCO

'HE I ^ M. IN OO.

Swedish ian blind
SOLE DlbiKliJUiUKb

RERICSSON A Co.,
GotKenfeurg Sweden

i ERICSSON VENETIAN BLINDS
FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA

The Swedish Venetian Blind takes the
place of both awning and shadt-.

Automatically operated, driving four
shades of light, they are the most satis-

, factory blinds in use^
'

Head Office:

1123 BROADWAY. NtW YORK, N. Y.

San Francisco Branch:

WILLIAMS &. CARTER CO
197 JESSIE STREET

San Francisco. - California

,»

H^

.Vjfcs-i

1 ^%.^ J-
^^

Figures Executed in Ornamental Rasl*T^ in Bank of Italv Building, San Francisco. Shea <St Lofquist, Architects

CALLAGHAN & MANETTA
At i\ Modelers

ARTISTIC PLASTER AND
CEMENT DECORATIONS

344 TENTH STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO

''STANDARD" AND'SANTA CRUZ" PORTLAND CEMENT
KINNEAR STEEL ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS

PLAIN AND TWISTED REINFORCING BARS
PIN-CONNECTETD GIRDER FRAMES - TRUSSIT METAL

AMERICAN TRIANGULAR FABRIC
KAWNEER SYSTEM OF STORE FRONTS - POST CAPS

JOIST HANGERS - BUILDING PAPERS AND FELT

8:2 « 5iXREEX St SAIV HRAISCISCO

Iho GRINNtl' ^MiUMAlll riKt SPKINH
Reduction of 25 to 60 per cent in insurance rates guarauit-cu

Saves Lives, Saves Business, Saves Property. To secure f^e B^
Fire Protection and ^^reatly reduce Insurance Kates adopt Tllfc

flRlNNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER and FIRE ALARM.
Consult our Electrical Departm.nt if Yon Wnnt Hisrh Grnde Wiring

Pacific Fire EMtf^^fryislier to.
GEO. J. 15t.UKl::.K. .Mauayrr

507 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cat.

217-218 Colman Bld^ , SEATTLE 504-505 McKay BIdg.. PORTLAND

First and Howard Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

HigK Grade .

PLUMBING
SUPPLl

Steam and Hot Water Heating

PIPE. VALVES, FITTINGS

Power Plant and Water Works Materials

STEAM SPECIALTIES

When writing to Advertif.crs mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magaziix
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DIECKMANN
Office. 244 CALIFORNIA STREET
Mill and Yard, hoot of Taylor Street

^ RD^ Co.
San Francisco, Cai

PIONEER HARDWOOD LUMBER PRODUCERS ON THE
===================== PACIFIC COAST======

Our Long Elxperi«nce ia the Logging and Milling BuaineM, Enables Ut
to Seie<3 Our Log* and to Cut 1 hem to the BeA Advantage. Thf Use
o( Our Lumber and Veneers is a Guaranty Against Inferior Material

Mahogany, Jcnisero, Primavera, Rosewood, Spanish Cedar, Siberian Oak, Etc., Etc.

A. 8. MANGRUM,
President and Manager

TiLir n
FURNA

MA> ELS r
AND ""'^IV!

CHAS. C. HANLEY,
Secrltary

^ TES
iNG

HOTEL AND i-..wHEN OUTFITS
Stoves. Ransri-s?. Refrigerators, Tin and Enameled Ware

I

I iKl J & O I

(Incorporated)

S#l-563 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO leiephone Temporary 3155

iMechanic?'

PI !

11id Contractors' Supplies

L iiiLcu DUiiue

HEAli\<

ply CO
INCORPORATED

Phone
Douffias 3488 687 Mission St., San Francisco

CONCRETE REINFORCF^ NT
FLATS, ROUNDS, SQUAI WIS I tLJ

BANDS, HOOPS AND WIRE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

WOODS 8c HUDDART
356 Market Street San Francisco. Cal.

I
I

STAR ^XP
THE STAR
EXPANSION

BOLT

"A PERFECT
SECURING"

1010

SEATTLE: 520 Centi

ST*^R XXPAt^\S»ON

R .14 ni

Expansion Bolts

Stone Drills

Drills

Toggle Bolts

Extension Drills

LOS A 41 Pacific Electric BIdg.

I he Arcnitect and Engineer
Terms of Subscription.

$1.50 per Year

Single Copies,
25 Cents
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{'resident 1909-10 the Architectural League of the Pacific Coast
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Coast League Should Adopt Policy of the

American Institute

By ALFRED F. ROSENHEIM, President A. L. P. C.

:3£r.issn,i^rvi^|;JESS'S 1L£SI
and will, I am sure, very soon honor the Facinc i^oasi wim

I„s^u^e'^L.b^r. either F^now^^

SbleTa^- ^^e tt^,^"a"Jger share
'V:^™"i,f^^rCoa%fLeague should

-cons^'l^t'^hfs dut; Z s=t'an":;p=n'"ra^d™ll-.ot%o^?h: Insft^ute. ran.s

at once.

First Annual Convention of the Architectural

League of the Pacific Coast

Tin- fir^t annual convention of the .Architectural LcaK"c "I the I'acitic

Coast was heUl in San I'rancisco October 18th to October '0th.

Delegates were present fro.n Seattle, Portland. I-os Ange es an.l other

Coast d es an 1 much enthnsiasm was ntanifcsted. Mr. Cass „lbert pres.-

icm o tl"e ."nerican Institute of .Architects, and Mr. l'-"8: I- o-'- -c "

nresi.lent of the same organization, were among the guests of honor. 1
he

onen n^sess o," was held in tlie Monadnock buil.ling. In the absence of

X ^la^r';! San l.-ranci.sco,lion. James D. I'helan dehvered the address

of welcome. He said in part: % ^ ..;f,^

•bid the visiting architects welcome to an e"t>rely new c> -^^ ^^

erected on the same ground that the old one occupied .-\fter the disaster

we were pral'ticallv onlv a townsite, ln,t a very excellent towns.te
:

only

Ttownsite 1 ecause'the disaster in its completeness left noth.ng to be desired

fnZewav of destruction. .\11 the principal architectural piles in the city

werr.i:;?roy ed.. and we have witnessed dtinng the past three ye- a inost

siiccessfii

OVeC . aiU WC nave wilh^.-.--^.'.* v'^ r> i .- , ..

Vlevelopment. We who have l>een very close to it cannot fail

/

I
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iV/iV. ALi-RED t. ROSENHEIM
t'residcnt 1909-10 the Architectural League of the Pacific Coast

Frontispiece.
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Pacific Coast States

Vol. XIX. NOVEMBER, 1909. No. 1.

Coast League Should Adopt Policy of the

American Institute

By ALFRED F. ROSENHEIM, President A. L. P. C.

IN
THF conduct of the Architectural League of the Pacific Coast, of which 1

u i,-^„ 1.^erted Dresident our policy should be identical with the poUcy of

Ae America^lnstifute orArchTteL, ^d we must act in unison and harmony

witll tt ?iiat tts scope and usefulness may become truly national mstead of

nominally so.
.„,^. ., • .. 1,.^ comine to a realization of the necessity of

possible, so as to give them a larger snare *^"*^, *""*7 ^ Poast League should

cons^-^r iX%?ty fo s^b^ran^1pSnTra1m^si*^o^^e^nstitltes
ran.,

at once.

First Annual Convention of the Architectural

League of the Pacific Coast ^

THF first annual convention of the Architectural League of the Pacific

Coast was held in San Francisco October 18th to October 2(Xh.

DeTeUswer present from Seattle, Portland Los Angeles and other

Coast dt efand much enth-.siasm was manifested. Mr. Cass Gilbert presi-

Se.U of t"e American Institute of Architects, and Mr, Irvmg K. Pond, v^ce-

nresideht of the same organization, were among the guests of honor. The

ooenine sess on was held in the Monadnock building In the absence of

°he Ma%r of San Francisco,. Hon. James D. Phelan delivered the address

°^
".^l^r/the'^^isTin^ffitects welcome to an entirely new cit^y-a city

erected on the same ground that the old one occupied After the disaster

we were practically fnly a townsite. but a very excellent townsite
;

only

TtownsiteTecause^the disaster in its completeness left nothing to be desired

fn °r way of destruction. All the principal architectural piles m the city

were drstroyed. and we have witnessed during the past three years a mos

succe sful d^eve opment. We who have been very close to it cannot fail

c?;

I
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to appreciate what has been accomplished by the architects and builders

in San Francisco during the past three years, and hence it is fitting that

the Architectural League should meet in San Francisco at this time.

"The old San Francisco represented a growth of about sixty years,

and in its composition represented all types of architecture and all classes

of construction, good and bad; but since the fire we have only good
construction for the most part.

**Of course, the exigencies of financial conditions sometimes limit well-

meaning citizens in their expenditure to a class of building which is not
according to the plans of the best architectural form, and we can only
have commiseration for those people. We cannot blame them, but even
a cheap building can be made comely, and I am glad to see that our
architects have been making a durable city that is not built upon a rock.

"Regarding San Francisco as a townsite, it may be interesting to you
strangers to know that in the early days it was not regarded as a favorable
location, and men who were wise in their own departments—such men as

General Sherman—believing that the city on the Ray of San Francisco
would be constructed at the confluence of our great rivers, the San Joaquin
and the Sacramento, which meet the bay near the city of Benicia, and they made
investments there in town lots ; and General Sherman in h-is memoir says
that it was a most surprising and unexpected thing that the town should
grow upon the townsite of Yerba Buena, as the only means of communi-
cation with the interior States was by means of rivers at that time, ana
he could not see why San Francisco should exist at all—that the city was
a mistake. Benicia at that time was a townsite and designated by the
name of Francesca, which was the baptismal name of the woman whose
husband presented the townsite to the founder, and the people of San
Francisco changed the name from Yerba Buena to San Francisco, giving
the town the same name as the bay. The people of Francesca protested that
San Francisco was too near the name of Francesca, and they were obliged to
change their name to Benicia,

"In 1906 when the Spring Valley Water Works broke down, largely
because the board of directors failed to act upon the advice of their
engineer, Mr. Schussler, who advised the directors to strengthen the
system, especially where the main feeding pipes were over marshy lands,

the city was destroyed by fire ; and now we are installing an auxiliary
water system where in times of great stress we can draw upon the waters
of the bay, so that now we are powerful to meet fire. Our buildings were
not destroyed by earthquake, except those which were of flimsy construc-
tion upon very poor foundations."

In conclusion Mr. Phelan spoke of the work that had been done toward
establishing a civic center and encouraging the "city beautiful idea."
He said

:

"The future of the beauty of San Francisco is yours. You are the
high priests of architecture, and it devolves upon you to direct the public
in the work which would result in their mutual benefit. You are the
priests at the altar of beauty. If you can elevate the minds of the people
to mutual benefit in that sentiment which is true, then everything will

be easy. The city as a community will progress in lines of business and
beauty ; the citizens in erecting their houses or their places of business
might pause for the sake of beauty, if we could elevate all men in that line.

If the city is more prosperous and the business house is more prosperous,
the business man will be more ready to receive the beautiful. Teach him
the art of beauty, and he will get it."
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President Willis Polk occupied the chair and made a few explanatory

remarks in regard to the mission of the League. He said:

"The purpose of this meeting, as pointed out by Mr. August Ik

Headman ^primarily to take the draughtsmen who are compelled to wo k

forth" hard-hearted architects and to go to them as much as possible, an

o pofnt ou to them the principles of success-not only in design, but m

hk inteed y- not only in construction, but in decoration, and m all the

nanv Ss'tha comprise the successful practice of the profession of

SecSft and not oLly are we doing them a ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ourselves and bestowing a gift of prosperity. Now, it is ^he dennue

mirpose of this organization to try and accomplish that end. It will not

be easy ^o do so St will be very hard indeed to reach the young mam

because first most of the young men themselves will be indififerent. They

c^uiri^ot'^os^ibly have a'ny comprehension of the value to thein in he

future of the study of these things at the present. s not
^^^

the nature

of voune- men to have comprehensive minds. Their mincls are ""^eNei

opeT On the other hand, it will be very hard to ^^ -.ythmg for hem

Tour account, because we will be too ^--y,-^ ^^^f^\\\^ ^cuU
devote to it The problem is exceedingly diflhcult. It is the ciimcuii

J^omlms that ought to be interesting and are interesting to men. There-

fnrp crreater energy will be applied to solve the problem.
,,

'""'"Tl "ex" an'd one of the most important P-Poses of th. mee mg^

ccifl the sneaker "is to try and reach the outside public. 1 he public a

a ge only'pos esses and c'^^uld only possess a superficial knowledge and

nterest in architecture. The business man who is going to build a building

does no ook for an architect so much as he does for a successful business

?an no matter how large the building may be ;
the men in contro are

nc;n"rolof their destinies. If, incidentally, they can get an architectura

ouch on their buildings, they are satisfied. They are always ready to

go aJong the street ancl say, 'That is a fine building, but w'len it comes

_fo building their own building they are satisfied to say tha^^t is wel^

'°"'BrTefaddresses were made by President Cass Gilbert. Louis CMull^

gardt and others. The remainder of the morning session was taken up

with the appointment of committees, etc.

Second Day's Session.

The second day's session of the Convention o^ the Architectural League

of the Pacific Coast opened at the Greek Theater, Berkeley, on Wednesday,

October 20th, at 11 A. M. , ^

Mr. Willis Polk acted as chairman and made the following introductory

remarks: ^ ,
• r i.u a^^v.;

"We have you here this morning for the final session of the Arch,-

tecturri league of the Pacific Coast. It is perhaps appropriate tl a a

mee ne olfrThitects should be held in this, the Greek 1
heater of the

ISc , nS, f,,"abk t„ the occasion, b, the head of the Uni.e,«t,
;
he .,

„7wTh""lo'Sa,. b„t «e have. i„ the absence of the pres,.le„t. Professor

»
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Benjamin Ide Wheeler, his representative, Mr. Lange, whom I now present

to you."

Mr. Lange: **Gentle.men of the Architectural League of the Pacific

Coast : We of the University of California are supposed to practice the fine

and useful art of education, and you of the Architectural League practice

the fine and useful art of architecture. You and we have the same bedrock
purpose in view—that is, to embody beautiful ideas in endurable forms.

There is one bond of union now in carrying out our common purpose : we
of the University are trying to build up the love of education on this Coast

and throughout the country, so we must needs be not only teachers, but
education architects ; but in constructing the large part of the environment,

you must not only be architects, but also educators, whose work is linked

with ours and encourages a common service and acts as a warning to others.

I often think how architecture and education should be made to flourish

together. If so, every school on the Pacific Coast could be made a thing

of beauty and a joy forever. Our children could be taught these beautiful

ideals imparted by art and inculcate them into our private dwellings and
public buildings ^nd thus live on a higher plane because of the architectural

glory which surrounds us—although the teachers sometimes find that the

noise on the campus is deafening and the voice of Mr. Howard is supreme.
In this new land, this new civilization, it is our endeavor to find in archi-

tecture and education the forms that will best express the character and
spirit of our American Pacific Coast. Now, gentlemen, I am sorry not to

be able to tell you more at this time. I bid you all a cordial welcome,
and you should not find it difficult to feel at home."

Professor Bernard Moses.

Professor Bernard Moses, a member of the Faculty of the University
of California, was next introduced. He said

:

"It is a great pleasure, Mr. President, for me to be counted in, even
temporarily, with you gentlemen who do things, whose business it is to

erect landmarks of ^irr country, whose business it i^ to biiild the natronaL
monuments, the monuments which will stand when a good many other
things of the national life have passed away. It is your business to build

so that the things which you construct will be, like this place, the goal of

pilgrimages, for this theater, constructed by one .of your number, has
become a kind of object lesson for children; they come here from all parts

of the world, and they come by the tens of thousands. We, who utter

words, have our day; like the wind, we blow about the campus here; but
our deeds are like the silence that comes after the wind. You have the
better end of the undertaking; your work lasts very much longer. We
sometimes in our serious moments write books, but these are but temporary
records. The oldest records are the works of architects.

"It was my good fortune some time ago to visit Narcius and to observe
some of the results of the excavations that had been made at that once
celebrated center. There was a good deal to learn there in that ancient
city that existed two thousand years before the Christian era. We found
there plenty of writings ; they were in clay ; they were bounteous ; there
were bushels of them—but no one could read them. Books were there,

but the language was unknown : but we could read from the architectural

remains, from the foundations of the buildings, from the stairways that

still remained ; through these we could read very much of the life of the

men and women who occupied that place. Architectural undertakings are
the best examples we have of definite ideas ; they ar^ the most persistent

eflForts, those efforts that are seeking to realize some definite architectural
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Detail of California Building, Alaska-Yukon-PaciHc Exposition

Valere de Mori, Designer
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Henjamin Ide Wheeler, his representative, Mr. Lange, whom I now present
to you."

Mr. Lange: "(ientle.men of the Architectural League of the Pacific
Coast

: We of the University of California are supposed to practice the fine
and useful art of education, and you of the Architectural League practice
the fine and useful art of architecture. You and we have the same bedrock
purpose in view—that is, to embody beautiful ideas in endurable forms.
There is one bond of union now in carrying out our common purpose: we
of the University are trying to build up the love of education on this Coast
and throughout the country, so we must needs be not only teachers, but
education architects ; but in constructing the large part of the environment,
you must not only be architects, but also educators, whose work is linked
with ours and encourages a common service and acts as a warning to others.
1 often think how architecture and education should be made to flourish
together. If so, every school on the Pacific Coast could be made a thing
of beauty and a joy forever. Our children could be taught these beautiful
ideals imparted by art and inculcate them into our private dwellings and
public buildings ^nd thus live on a higher plane because of the architectural
glory which surrounds us—although the teachers sometimes find that the
noise on the campus is deafening and the voice of Mr. Howard is supreme.
In this new land, this new civilization, it is our endeavor to find in archi-
tecture and education the forms that will best express the character and
s])irit of our American Pacific Coast. Now, gentlemen, 1 am sorry not to
be able to tell you more at this time. I bid you all a cordial welcome,
and you should not find it difficult to feel at home."

Professor Bernard Moses.
]Vofcss(^r Pernard Moses, a member of the Faculty of the I'niversity

of California, was ne.xt introduced. He said:
"It is a great pleasure, Mr. President, for me to be counted in, even

tem])orarily, with you gentlemen who do things, whose business it is to
erect landmarks of our country, whose business it is to build the national
monuments, the monuments which will stand when a good many other
things of the national life have passed away. It is your business to build
so that the things which you construct will' be, like'this place, the goal of
pilgrimages, for this theater, constructed by one .of your number, has
become a kind of object lesson for children; they come here from all parts
of the world, and they come by the tens of thousands. We, who utter
words, have our day; like the wind, we blow about the campus here; but
our dQ(^(.\<. are like the silence that comes after the wind. You have the
better end of the undertaking; your work lasts very much longer. We
sometimes in our serious moments write books, but these are but temporar\-
records. The oldest records are the works of architects.

"It vvas my good fortune some time ago to visit Xarcius and to observe
'^f the results of the excavations that had been made at that once

•.LiLurated center. There was a good deal to learn there in that ancient
city that existed two thousand years before the Christian era. We found
there plenty of writings; they were in clay; they were bounteous; there
were bushels of them—but no one could read them. Hooks were there,
'

" ' language was unknown; but we could read from the architectural
K iiiauis. from the foundations of the buildings, from the stairways that
still remained; through these we could read very much of the life of the
men and women who (Kcupied that place. Architectural undertakings are
the best examples we have of definite ideas; they are the most persistent
efforts, those efforts that are seeking to realize some definite architectural
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Detail of California Building. Aloska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition

Valere de Mari, Designer
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Native Sons Building, San Francisco

lighetti & Heacfman. Architects E. H Hil.irbra,,,!. Associate

1

lihite Investment Company Building, San Fmmisco

Louis P. Hohart, Architect
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end. Some of you have probably gone by the great cathedrals in Spain
and remember the work of the stone cutters. Men have worked there for

four hundred years in attempting to carry out the vast ideas and plans.

It is a peculiar task of the architects in this country to cultivate the taste

of the American people. It is your peculiar task because your works are
seen by more persons than the works of any other artist. Your work
is out of doors largely, and we are out of doors.

"On the architects rests a peculiar responsibility in attempting to

cultivate and bring back taste in the American people. I say everything
back has been lost very largely for this reason : when we left the older
part of the world we left practically everything connected with it. We left

behind us the political system and the social system of the old world; we
cut ourselves off from everything connected with it. The people who
came to New England brought none of the old traditions. They developed
special ideas that seemed to them all-important. That was the ethical

idea, and so much stress did they lay on this ethical idea that they forgot
most of the other ideas. They forgot the ideas of beauty, and in this

respect they stand in contrast with our neighbors, the Latin-American
people, who came from Spain with all the traditions of Spain respecting
culture and beauty. They brought that portion of artistic form which our
ancestors left on the way. This feature, you will observe, is especially
prominent. That is the portion of the beautiful things in architecture that
our ancestors built under the impression of their ideas.

"Take, for example, the little church in New England. It was adapted
to the economical conditions of the people of New England. It was not
a beautiful thing, if beauty was regarded as desirous. It appealed to the
senses. Under that idea, we sacrificed a great deal, losing all the instincts.

Our friends in the South came with very different ideas; their ideas were
full of beauty. Moreover, our houses were not things of beauty—very
comfortable, but not things of beauty, whereas there are very few structures
that have some beautiful features of the old Spanish-American houses^
Those houses appealed to them—the sentiments they brought with them.
In this respect we have very much to do in order to catch up with the
procession. We have fallen behind because our ideas of beauty were
starved through our ethical pro-religious ideas of New England.

Inherit Spanish Tradition.

Now, there is certain pride in this part of the country. Californians
brag a good deal, but not as much as some people say we do. We some-
times cay there is hope for the redemption of the race in California. A
certain kind of art lives out of doors and must live out of doors. Music
lives indoors, but music here can live out of doors. We have here, then,
the climate under which art has flourished. We have the climate of
southern Greece, of Italy and Spain, that is bound to have its effect in

future. We may be able, through some of the influences, to redeem our-
selves and to gather up, perhaps, what we have lost.

"Then we have here some of the Spanish tradition, having a little

display of it over in the city just at the present time. We are trying to
adapt ourselves to these conditions. At any rate, we have perhaps inherited
here more of the Spanish tradition than in any other part of the country.
We have kept it pretty well, not only here but throughout the country.
The minds of men are being turned to the South and to the Latin-American
traditions. The Latin-American people have greater respect for the forms
of social life than we have. There is an opportunity for us of the United

^
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c.of. tn he encouraged What we have lost may be in some sense

of"rbuiS of ^RonT nd earned through tUe
1;^^^^;::^^:^^^

™:cra^So^-rhorstr„d%rd a.^^^

surpri^e t'a°J^ofeslUa,\rThitec.s to^fi^d one o, anotheXofess.^

sympathies and ob--aUons so keenly reac^^^
^

responds to an architect s Pul^at^'^S h^an. ^^e
middle-aged men

many earnest young men. VVe ^ave nere a t

perhaps be
and perhaps one. or perhaps more, earnest old

"l^^' "^i7^^,,/^ere once
...possible to -ntrad.ct a s atement th s"ch earnes^ oW^

^^^^ ^^

Jhlilo^m: LrheCul.re%t Zt:a^^^'^LLn, or perhaps be

honored by th"^ highest office in the gift of the profess.on.

President Cass Gilbertr

With this picturesque but not entirely accurate '"t™^"'^'*^"' \^';,J^f.

was decorated '"
7^; '''"''^f ^j,o,e performance had been gone through

miles around, and when tne wnoie pc
forward and were p aced

the inventors of the flymg machme were ^ught orward a^^
^^ ^^

P^^^^^

on the platform and asked to make a spcc'^n- y

of the platform and said

:

"S'red/wL^'tiTe: but I do not think that I could. hav-e been

persuaTled t^^: that much/ But in -Hing on - for^a speech g.v . me t

Opportunity of declining the ^l-tmct,on wj^ch M- P°^k has p ac^

you, the distincuon o bemg -^ojd man^
^„^rhrprofesfion years before I

^^^^'r^:^.r^i^^^ Mr. Polk, I am not oU.
^
What^v.

fo i::J^^j'^^i£^^^ aVo^ung^man. Cato read Greek at

I

I
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eighty; Socrates when at fourscore years was at his best. The time may
come—some sixty years hence—when I should Hke to join that band, not here.

"I am seriously amazed; I am filled with amazement; it gives me the
greatest pleasure to be in this place ; I have often heard of it ; it has
never before been my fortune to be in a Greek Theater, excepting once, and
that was in the Lyceum Theater, out of Florence. The impression that

one gets here is marvelous ; the very rudeness and picturesque design of

this splendid amphitheater, with its spots of light on the other side, gives

one an impression of the great extent of its architecture.

*T would come any distance to see such a splendid piece of work.
Nothing has been teft undone to make it complete. Perhaps people dressed
in the costumes of early days would add something to the color. It is a
beautiful monument and will be enjoyed by those who come after us, with
which thought all heartily agree, but we have never put the ethical
effect, or influence, upon architecture as combined with the ethnical effect

—

that is, the effect of races
; Japan and Spain bringing their influence

together with that of New England and creating a new Athens, a new
Greece in its entiretv, and all the beautiful country of Sicily and Southern
Italy.

"I cannot imagine a place where there are greater opportunities for
architectural development. The people are behind you ; they want it

:

forget the Georgian architecture of New England ; forget the Elizabethian
.style of England ; forget it and adopt the precedent of the Southern latin

countries like Spain and Italy. You have brought the Morosque, the
Roman, but also include the glorious colors in which the Romans them-
selves were lacking, the influence of the Spaniards, who came here after
that influence had been indelibly impressed, I know of no place where
such architectural beauty can be created as here. I do not know how to
thank you. I arose in a spirit of levity, but I now feel profound. This
^octety oh the Pacific CoastTs a great forward movement and IFe work"
that you are doing must produce good results."

Mr. Polk: '*It might be said that the Architectural League of the
Pacific Coast, which was conceived by Mr. E. F. Lawrence, of Portland.
Oregon, has not yet the distinction of being born ; it is in process of
formation

; so far the Portland Architectural Club, the Washington State
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, the Seattle Architectural
Club, the Southern California Chapter, the San Francisco Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects, are its component parts. Each
of these organizations has representatives here to-day and each is repre-
sented on committee appointed on Monday to formulate some line of
work for the future. The successful continuance of this organization
will be in the hands of the coming executive officers, who will be elected
to-day. Its health, growth and full development will be in the hands of
those that come after. In addition to the representatives of the societies
on the Pacific Coast, besides Mr. Gilbert, of New York, we have an
earnest gentleman with us to-day, possessed with an ambition which he
has never been able to gratify; an earnest purpose, which has always
lead him onward and upward; who perhaps holds dearest among his
many ambitions those natural ones of worldly distinction, but unlike
many ambitions that he may be able to gratify, there is one, and that is,

he holds the highest office in the gift of his profession. I take pleasure
in introducing a master of those useful ambitions, Mr. Irving K. Pond,
of Chicago." u

I

I
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Irving K. Pond.

Mr Pond: "Gentlemen, the program says an address by so and so

or bv Mr Burnham. I wish he was here ; but the fact still remains that

I am^among Wends and among brothers," but like one of the great Romaii

I ™ no? here to talk; I came to bring hearty greetmgs from our

riends in the East to the friends across the plains. I came .n on a

delayed tra n I came into Seattle f^ve hours late and mto San Francisco

almost as^Se but when I arrived and saw the gorgeous sight tha wa

beforl me I felt that the impulse of the occasion would cause the rains

S'bounT'and reach those points ahead oV""^'Trh^ s° uke'of Chkago
\s I brushed ofT the dust of the plains and washed the smoke ot Chicago

'from my eyes! I felt that here we were in an atmosphere that would

tend to make us do something original.

"Now Mr. Gilbert said what I wanted to say. There are many

wavs oMelling a story, but I am in the position of the "lan tha wa.

rescued fom drowning when the supposed corpse lay on the beach, his

resc er bent ove7 him and while meditating what to do, he tore his

hafr and remembered that there were twenty-three ru es for reviving

a drowning nTn, and while he was thinking which rule to apply the

supped for,"V woke up and said: -Did anyone say anything about

hrZlW' and then added : 'I do not care for the other twenty-two.

"We ought to display ourselves on a high ethical plane and vye are

trvin^; t"o We have come across these plains, over the Divide, and have

ffl°the superfic'ial precedent of New England fron^ns and are now

in tnnrh with Spain, the Spanish provinces and the Orient. 1 ao not

know how otdd without serious 'thought, phrase my expression of he

ehiral relations but there is something here that strong y appeals to the

heart Once m^re bringing the best wishes of the friends in the East to

^°"iiS^r^;have ;u.t_X^i,ed a teje^am fr.. Pc^Jan^^^
;;;irTifan.7poru^^^^
hartLnt; niembers and is a candidate for membership in the Architec ural

ea^ue of the Pacific Coast. I have also a telegram from E. F. Lawrence

Vkf-President of the League, and really its founder, sending his hearty

^ongr^tu a ions and sincere regrets for not being able to attend having

iZ returned from the East, saying nothing of the apology due to you

the i"n-appearance of the President of this league who I expec ed

to be presenJ Now the success of this session wdl depend on the

work of the diflferent committees."

Future Conventions.

It was decided that the conventions of the Architectural League of

tbe PacTfic Coas shall be held in rotation by the four cities now repre-

senting the League ad the series to be completed in the following order:

Los Anceles Seattle, Portland. San Francisco, this sequence to be perm-

anent a^idi" the ev:ent of any other cities joining the League, they are

to have the convention in the order of their joining^

The Nominating Committee, consisting of David J Myers. Uavu

1 ewis Fred H. Meyer. Myron Hunt, Sylvain Schnaittacher and Angus

Headman recommended'the following names for e ection as officers of

he I eague: I'or President Alfred R R—heim ;
Vice-President. E. 1 .

T awrence- Secretary, John Kremple; 1 reasurer, W .
R. B. Wilcox.

The r;port of the Committee on Constitution and By-Laws follows:

11
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ARTICLE I.
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Name and Object.

Section 1. The name of this association shall be the Architectural League of
the Pacific Coast.

Section 2. Its object shall be the advancement of the interests of the archi-
tectural profession.

Section 3. Tlie means of attaining this object shall be, principally

—

1st. By afifiliating the architectural associations now existing and by the forma-
tion of similar organizations in cities where none now exist;

2nd. By a circuit of annual architectural exhibitions;
3rd. By an annual convention of architects;
4th. By the promotion of professional education.

ARTICLE II.

Membership.
Section I. This League shall be composed of active, corresponding, associate,

and honorary members.-
Section 2. Any organization of architects within the region covered by the

League shall be eligible for active membership.
Section 3. Any architectural organization outside the region covered by the

League is eligible for the corresponding membership.
Section 4. Any architect of good standing in a community of this district,

which supports no architectural organization, is eligible for associate membership.
Section 5. Any person notably aiding the cause for which this League is

organized shall be eligible for honorary membership.

ARTICLE IIL
Government and Officers.

Section 1. The government of this League shall be vested in an executive
council comprised of three delegates from each of the associations which are active
members.

Section 2. At each annual convention the executive council shall elect from
among its own number the following officers, viz: President, Vice-President, Secre-
tary and Treasurer, each with the customary duties of such office.

Section 3. All officers shall be ex-officio delegates and members of the execu-
tive council.

Section ^. All officers and delegates shall serve until their successors are
elected.

Section 5. For the purpose of the convention of 1909, all present who are
members of associations belonging to the League shall act as members of the execu-
tive council in the election of officers for the ensuing year.

ARTICLE IV.

By-Laws.
Section 1. The executive council shall draw up By-laws for the transaction of

business, and shall have power to change such By-laws from time to time by two-
thirds votes.

A motion was thereupon made to adopt the report of the committee as a whole,
which was duly seconded and carried.

Report of Medal Committee.

The Medal Committee reported as follows

:

"Mr. President and Gentlemen : The committee to investigate the advisabil-
ity of offering a medal for the most successful building erected on this Coast
during the past five years has duly considered and argued the matter both among
themselves and with outsiders. It has been generally considered both impractical
and inadvisable to make such an award ; firstly, the difficulty of selecting
a jury for this purpose is manifest, and,, secondly, the bickering, jealousy
and selfishness of the aspirants would tend rather to keep them apart
than draw them together, and, therefore, abort the prime motive of the
League. In selecting the jury, we would undoubtedly choose from among
the most noted and successful architects at hand, and these themselves
would, in all probability, be aspirants for the award. In general, the big

man, the capable man, the generous man would be without doubt that

man who should receive the award, but he, owing to his character and

strength, would be the first to vote for a less meritorious aspirant. We
hear that the Los Angeles Chapter of the A. I. A. has voted down the

same proposition, but our very worthy conferere from Los Angeles, now

serving on this committee, has made a very wise suggestion, which we

think it advisable to consider at large at this convention, and that is—in

place of awarding the prize for the best building, it might be wise to

award the prize to the man who has made the most successful efforts

in general, not only on one building, but on many. In other words, the

attainment of the man should be rewarded, for opportunity builds the

building, influence and politics have a great deal to do with the selection

of the architect and frequently the biggest buildings are not those that

mark the greatest attainments. For this reason, we deem it advisable

to accept Mr. Rosenheim's suggestion and with your kind permission,

under the head of new business, we shall make a motion to the effect that

the architect on the Pacific Coast, being a member of the League, whose

performance has been crowned with the greatest artistic success should

be awarded the medal of the League, and that a jury of five architects

be selected to make the award.
Respectfully submitted,

A. F. ROSENHEIM,
G. B. McDOUGALL,
G. ALBERT LANSBURGH."

Motion was thereupon made to refer the report of the committee

to the Executive Council, and upon being duly seconded, was carried.

Work for Students.

The report of Committee "on Work for Students was presented by

Mr. Bakewell, as follows

:

~——''Mr. President and Gentlemen

;

''The Committee on Education and Scholarships reports that at a

joint meeting of the two committees held on Monday afternoon, the fol-

lowing recommendations to be presented to your body were adopted: In

the first place, the committee discussed the best method of organization of

student work. Mr. Gould and Mr. Myers reported that the work in

Seattle was in the hands of Architectural Clubs and Mr. Myron Hunt

reported the same thing from Los Angeles. Your committee decided

that the best method of proceeding would be in conjunction with the

Architectural Clubs of each locality, and it was suggested that the San

Francisco members of this committee try to organize a class in connection

with the Architectural Club of San Francisco.

"Second, it was decided that a central jury of San Francisco men

be appointed by this committee, and that they shall pass upon the merit

of all work done in connection with the Coast League. The monthly

exhibits and judgments to be held in San Francisco by a jury, no voting

members of which shall be teachers of the various classes. The second

class problems and order problems issued by the Society of Beaux Arts

Architect shall be the programs used for the present, the current one being

that for the first problem. The date of judgments shall be established

later and shall be arranged to fit in with the annual exhibit of the A. L.

P. C. \

"For the encouragement of the students, the sum of $1000.00 shall be

raised by this committee to be used for a first prize or traveling scholarship

and other minor prizes or medals as may be determined later."

'li^v^eMWra-^y^j^a^dsaa/falAiirf^^* '.us^hLSakJis;--
-^•'-"''"^ "-"
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Motion was thereupon made to refer the report of the committee to

the executive council, and upon being duly seconded, was carried.

Sylvain Schnaittacher, for the committee on Plans for the annual

exhibition, reported in favor of joining the American Federation of Art

and recommended that the individual societies and members comprising

the League, be requested to join and to assist in encouraging the objects

of the Federation.

Motion was made to refer the report of the committee to the executive

council, and upon being duly seconded, was carried.

In Memory of Chas. F. McKim.

John Galen Howard reported for the Committee on Resolutions as

follows

:

Whereas, in the death of Charles Follen McKim, architecture has

suffered a grievous and irreparable loss; therefore be it

Resolved, that the Architectural League of the Pacific Coast now in

convention assembled, herewith record its deep sorrow and express its

heartfelt sympathy with the bereaved family, professional associates and

close personal friends.

"Mr. McKim had for a long time stood acclaimed the dean and pattern

•of architects, not by reason of his works alone, though these be of the

greatest, but for the unswerving fortitude with which he bore aloft the

standard of the purest, the highest, the most vital of the ideals of art.

He was a great architect, a creative mind, a persistent will, a warm heart.

He gave himself to the upbuilding of a noble tradition. His hand, his

voice, his purse, were always ready in the great cause. Where he

worked, architecture budded and blossomed because of him, whether in

stone and mortar, or in the hearts of men quickened to their task by his

largess of sympathy and help. His place among the Immortals is assured

beyond peradventure. His works and his example are our priceless
77-

heritage.

A motion was offered to properly engross the foregoing resolution

on the minutes of the meeting and forward a copy of the same to the

family of the deceased, also to members of his firm, to the diflferent

architectural journals, to the American Institute of Architects and to other

architectural clubs or institutes. The resolutions were adopted by a rising

vote.
Closing Session.

After recess Mr. Polk, upon calling the convention to order, announced

that following the meeting there would be an exhibition of drawings

and an address by Mr. John G. Howard, after which the visiting members
would be given an automobile ride around Berkeley.

The report of the Committee on Nominations was next in order.

The Secretary was directed to cast a ballot for the respective candidates,

which action also carried with it the holding of the next convention in

Los Angeles.
President-Elect Rosenheim, upon taking the chair, addressed the

convention as follows:

"Gentlemen of the Convention : I am so moved by this manifestation

of confidence that I am utterly at a loss for words with which adequately

to express my appreciation of the honor you have bestowed by electing

me your President. P>ut I will serve you with notice that, in my judg-

ment, you have made a serious mistake, when I observe her^ how much
excellent timber you have to choose from. I am sorely conscious

I

of my shortcomings, but if you really have faith in my ability to steer

the ship of state in the right channel, to enable me to do so, it will

devolve upon you to lend your earnest co-operation in order to render this

organization as effective and as influential as we could wish to have it.

You have my assurance at all times that I will do my share of the work,

of wdiich there will doubtless be plenty."

Mr. Rosenheim then announced his selection of a standing committee

on student work. He said : "You heard the report of that committee

this morning, in which it stated that $1000 should be raised, to be used

for a first prize, or traveling scholarship, and for other minor prizes

or medals. In addition to that, it ought to arrange for an endowment

fund. I understand that a subscription has already been started by our

retiring President and he suggests that we should not raise less than

$1000 annually."

The committee named consists of Messrs. Mullgardt, Rixford, Hunt,

Howard, Lawrence, Myers, Gould, Farquahar and Bakewell.

A motion was made, which was duly seconded and carried, that the

Architectural League of the Pacific Coast make application for member-

ship in the National body.

Under the head of new business, the committee on award of medal

recommended that the matter of giving a medal to the architect makhig

the best exhibit and similarly rewarding the private citizen, corporation

or company which does the most for improvement or in a public spirited

way, be taken up with the San Francisco League, and a motion was

made that this matter be incorporated with the other proposition regarding

award of medal.

Motion was made, which was duly seconded and carried, that the

Secretary be instructed to communicate with Mr. Brown, Secretary of

the American Institute of Architects, notifying him of the existence of

the League and requesting that it be placed on the mailing list and

exctiange list of the Institute: said motion also to include the Beaux Art

Society and the Architectural League of America.

Mr. Mullgardt: "Mr. President, before closing this convention, I

make a motion that a hearty vote of thanks be tendered to the out-going

officers, to the Executive Council and to the various committees who
had the exhibition work in charge."

The motion was duly seconded and carried.

There being no further business, on motion the convention adjourned.

*
* *

Was Awake, Too
A Chinaman who just came over to the new land started a little

laundry.

On one side of him was a hotel with the sign outside: "We Never

Close." On the other side was a restaurant with this sign: "Open All

Night."
The Chinaman, thinking he must have a sign, too, tacked up a little

board with these words on :

"Me Wakee Too."
*

"I've got a good storv to tell you. I don't think I ever told it to you

before." " Is it really funny?" "Yes, indeed it is." "Then yoii haven't

told it to me before."—Lippincott's Magazine.
j
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Details San Francisco City and County Hospital

Newton J. Tharp, Deceased, City Architect
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/iuw^v oj Mr. u. ^i . kVattles, Hollywood, Cal.

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey. Architects

A Review of the San Francisco Architectural Club's

Fxhibition*

By AUGUST G. HEADMAN, President of the Club

A
GENTLEMAN from London who visited our last exhibition, held m
San Francisco October 18-31, was so inspired with the architectural

display that he said he considered it his personal duty to write me

these words: "Being architecturally inclined and a lover of art in general,

I have taken great interest in your exhibition. It has been my pleasure

to visit similar exhibitions in New York, Chicago, London and Pans
;
but

while the display of architectural talent has been on a much larger scale

in the above mentioned cities, I am pleased to concede that in assembly,

completeness of detail, artistic and harmonious arrangement of material,

your exhibition is equal if not superior to any I have seen.

How gratifying it is to receive such a letter and to know that we have

not worked in vain. Our attendance for the two weeks reached the 12,UUU

mark by actual count, and when we consider the apparent lack of mterest

which is generally displayed by the public for affairs of this nature, the

f^^ures just quoted seem wonderful and, indeed, most encouraging to us,

who find it difficult and practically impossible to educate the public

to things artistic. However, we could see spirit, enthusiasm and appre-

ciation in every visitor, especially so when a few would gather about a

favored design.
r i t- i u ^

For example, Mr. Louis P. Mullgardt's rendering of the Taylor home

was a gem in architectural composition, color and atmosphere, worthy

enough to hang in any art gallery.. The house at Greenwich, by Kirby,

Petit & Green attracted much attention, which such a worthy design righttully

deserved. It is regretted that this delightful creation did not appear in

the Year Book, as the architectural composition is charming and the

I
i

Franc
•Many of the illustrations accompany.ng this article are taken from the Year IJook °f the San

isco Architectural Club, which was published in connection with the annual exhibition.
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rendering even more so. Charles A. Piatt, William Knowles Lawrence

Buck, l^mer Gray and Myron Hunt are to be comphmen ed on then

charming homes, all so expressive of their authors as .s V\ ilson Rye

forever known for his original rendering and splendid composi ions. What

a great consolation it must be to one to know that his work can be so

distinctive from his fellow men and still be successful! Cass Gilbert s

West street office building, a structure of true expression and noble propor-

tion charmed many. D. H. P.urnham and Co., Willis Polk, designer, exhibited

manv interesting suggestions. For exami.le the People s Gas Co>npaii>s

building, from the Chicago office, is a masterly rendering, exceptionally well

handled. We can learn much from this building. I-retlerick H Meyers

structures always attract attention. His competitive design of the L mon

Trust building was greatly admired, likewise the Kohler & Chase structure,

a practical building of pleasing lires.
,

,•
i »f r

•

t

An office building by Mr. A. Warren Gould was delightful in its

simplicitv and showed much thought and study. Dickey & Reed s design

of the Oakland City Hall was entirely different from the stereotyped city

hall designs, being goo<l in its proportions and possessing many excellent

motives. Howells & Stokes exhibited among other thmgs a design tor

a municipal office building for New York city, an inspiring composition

some thirty-six stories high. Bake well & Browns P.erke ey Courthouse

transports a French hotel de ville into our midst. It is a charming design,

ind the Dcncil rendering shows the masterly hand of its author

The Phelan and Head office buildings, by William Curlett & Son hold

their own in anv company. The renderings, which make beautiful ami

clear repro.hiction, are bv P.erdett Long. Two designs by Sutton .V W eeks

and one l)y Lquis P. Hobart, to wit. the White Investment Company s

building, shows us another step toward the improvement of office buil.hng

architecture in San Francisco. MacDonald & Applegarth s Heineman office

building is a wonderful conception on a small lot, and entirelv successful.

^^Columbia^^Fheater. byJtliss h FaviUe. a w:dl^AtmliecLaiul_jm

expressive faca.le. is splendidly executed in color. Phe <lesign is worthyW^
inspiring and a big step in the right direction. City Architect I^ormg

;

Rixford-s designs show what improvements have been made in the cit>

municipal work, and Mr. Cahill exhibited a very logical and well studie.l

scheme to improve the present City Hall site and its ^'"'"""^''"p-,^
,, „.

In the line of clubhouses Bakcwell & P.rown. P.. R. .Maybeck. Waltoi

H Parker, George W. Kelhani. Loring I'. Rixford. Cr.m & Scott. Valare

De Mari and others exhiliited some very interesting and expressive design>

of social life. George P.. Post & S.m of New York city are to be cn-

gralulated for sending us an original .Irawing of the interior ot the \\ iscm-

sin State C-apitol. and n-t photographs, as most of our I-f^^tern colleagues

favored us witli .\. D. Nicholson's measured drawing of the Santa Croc

in Rome, exhibits much time and thought and was appreciated l-.y tlio-e

who have attempted such work.
, ^ ., ^ t, r t i „

The design for the new Grace Cathedral, by Cecil fj. Hare nt Lond,.n

and I P Hobart. associated architects, created considerable attention

ft bein- designe<l in F.nglan.l. the home of Gothic, and presents a goo.t

ccasion to c.mipare it with examples of other fiolhic work done in Amenca

such as the ecclesiastical .lesigns by Cram. ( ,00. hue and i-ergux.n
.

an

Lpiscopal Cathedral, bv i:. 11. Hildebrand an.l .\. 1^. Nichulsnii.

Tlie ever increasing influence at work for g.iod architecture was clearly

demonstrated bv our architectural schools in the work l"-cscnted by ,e

Cniversity of California, Massachusetts Institute of I echnolog> and the

I'niversit'y of Pennsylvania.
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rendering even more so. Charles A. Piatt. W.ll.am Knowles Lawrence

Buck Elmer Gray and Myron Hunt are to be comphmen ed on their

changing homes. Ill so expressive of their authors as ,s VV.lson Eyre

forever known for his original rendering and splendid composi ions. What

a great consolation it must be to one to know that his work can be so

distinctive from his fellow men and still be successful! Cass Gilbert s

West street office building, a structure of true expression and noble propor-

tion charmed many. D. H. Burnham and Co.. Willis Polk, designer, exhibited

manv interesting suggestions. For example, the Peoples Gas Company s

Sng, from tL Chfcago office, is a ^^^'X ^-''"^"g'.-.-P^I?"^"^ :,^,'

handled We can learn much from this building. Frederick H Meyer s

struc iires always attract attention. His competitive design of the Union

frust builcHng w greatly admired, likewise the Kohler & Chase structure,

a practical building of pleasing Iires. ^ ,
,• u.c i

• ;f=^
An office building by Mr. A. Warren Gould was del.ghtf il in its

simplicity and showed much thought and study. Dickey & Reed s design

of the Oakland City Hall was entirely different from the stereotyped city

hall desiens being good in its proportions and possessing many excellent

motives!^ Howelfs I Stokes exhibited among other things a design for

a municipal office building for New York city, an inspiring composition

some th rty-six stories hilh. Bakewell & Brown s Berkeley Courthouse

transports a French hotel de ville into our midst. It i,s a charming design,

and the nencil rendering shows the masterly hand of its author
and Jhe^P^;;^;/^;;^"^^

j.jfad office buildings, by William Curlett & Son hold

their own in any company. The renderings, which make beautiful and

clear reproduction, are by Berdett Long. Two designs by Sutton & Weeks

and one by Lquis P. Hobart. to wit. the White Investment Company s

building, shows us another step toward the improvement of office buikhng

architec ure in San Francisco. MacDonald & Applegarth s Heineman office

building is a wonderful conception on a small lot, and entirely successful.

-ThI-Cokmibia Theater, by Blis_s_&__FaWUe a well sUulied atid an

expressive facade, is splendidly executed in color. The
^.^'f '^^7;,^y/"''

inspiring and a big step in the right direction. City Architect Lonng P.

Rixford's designs show what improvements have been made in the city

municipal work, and Mr. Cahill exhibited a very logical and well studied

scheme to improve the present City Hall site and its surroundings.

Tn the line of clubhouses Bakewell & Brown. B. R. Maybeck. Walter

H Parker. George W. Kelham, Loring P. Rixford, Crim & Scott, Valare

De Mari and others exhibited some very interesting and expressive designs

of social life. George B. Post & Son of New York city are to be con-

graSed for sending us an original drawing of the interior of the Wiscon-

fin State Capitol, and not photographs, as most of our Eastern colleagues

favored us with A. D. Nicholson's measured drawing of the Santa Croce

in Rome,' exhibits much time and thought and was appreciated liy those

who have attempted such work.

The design for the new Grace Cathedral, by Cecil G. Hare of London

andL P Hobart. associated architects, created considerable attention

ft being designed in England, the home of Gothic, and presents a good

occasion to compare it with examples of other C.othic work .one in W
such as the ecclesiastical designs by Cram, Goo.Uiue ami Ferguson

,

an

Episcopal Cathedral, by E. H. Hildebran.l and A. D. Nicholson.

The ever increasing influence at work for good architecture was clearly

demonstrated bv our architectural schools in the work presented by the

University of California. Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the

University of Pennsylvania.
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Portola Primary School, San Francisco

Newton J. Tharp. Deceased. City Architect

- .

lioUy i'ark Primary School, San Franasco
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Fortola I'riniarv School. Sun Framisco

Xezvton J. Thiirp. Deceased. City Architect
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rcrsrcctivc of O/u'ii .lir T licit cr for Mr. Tnixton Bcalc. Bakcrsiield. Cil.

Louis /'. Uohart. Architect

\

P. tall nf CnloiiiKulc. O/'tMJ .'Hr TltCiitcr for Mr. Tru.xtoti Hdilc

Detail of Entrance. Ol^cu .\ir 1 heater for Mr. Tnixton Beale

Mr Disi's interior designs were all splendid in their technique, color,

de^i^^n and presentation. We should compliment ourselves on havmg with

u^ in this city of San Francisco a man of Mr. Disi's ability. Haig Patigan s

^^ncient HiMory^ certatnty deserved a place of honor, and rt is to be-

rcirretted that other sculptors did not join with us in this exhibition Mr.

Calder of Los Angeles exhibited some interesting sculpture. Mr Isador

Conti's sculpture of a festival frieze was an improvement on Donodatolo s

.lancimr and singing girls, from which it is quite evident he was mspired.

In the 'line of the allied arts The Knos Company, T.auer iMxture Company,

ll'irrv Hopps I E. Mackav and manv others exhibited splendid examples

Ml their art
' '

\s to furniture, Sloane. the City of Paris, liaumgarten

and others added their artistic effects to relieve the monotonous^ number

of pictures Sarsi's garden seats were delightful, and Manetta s model

nf the ^t l-rancis showed excei)ti()nal skill for which this clever modeler

is noted. It wouldn't be doing the exhibition justice unless we con-

•'ratulated Paul Klder for his beautiful di>play of book i)lates and likewise

we must mention Mr. A. R. W iddowson, who represents the Bromsgroove

(iild n) P:ngland, who displaved among other things the statuette of Jeanne

(lArc, an es])ecia11v interesting, clean-cut and well modeled conception.

The attendance at the exhibition and the interest taken in the same

bv everv one tends to show that the local public is reaching a more

appreciative stage toward art and architecture. The comi)arison of the

local \v(^rk with the eastern m )re than demonstrates that we have as

«^<:K)d talent along cnir shores as on the eastern coast; so with a keener

api^reciation of ^^ood art and architecture by the general public, with its

willin'mess to sacrifice some commercialism to its noble cause, San Fran-

cisco bids ifair to become the center of a pure, original architecture iexpre<^sive

of her i)eoi)le as well as the great metropolis of our country.

\
i.j^v^M •'<4t£^3t9ii*ifA4i;)i^lLl'Ji *-5?' '«S(j:'*ii t^^'S*' - |*j'^ !_> -' ' ib,, ^itg i*'S*'' Lvt^tt^M^ii jC^a^A^^i.^^^iU'&^^^i.i^^i,'^^iA^^^A'T^Ms^^^'T^siLiM^ij^s^
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rersfyccthe of Open Air Theater for Mr. J ruxton Bcaic, Bakersiield, Col.

Louis P. Hobart, Architect

» *

I I

i

Detail of Entrance, Open Air Theater for Mr. Truxton Beale

Detail of Colonnade, Open Atr 1 heater for Mr. Truxton Scale.

Mr Disi's interior designs were all splendid in their technique, color,

desimi and presentation. We should compliment ourselves on having with

ys in this city of San Francisco a man of Mr. Disi's ability. Haig Patigan s

^Ancient History"' certainly deserved a place of honor, and it is. to be_

reeretted that other sculptors did not join with us in this exhibition Mr.

Calder of Los Angeles exhibited some interesting sculpture. Mr Isador

Conti's sculpture of a festival frieze was an improvement on Donodatolo s

dancing and singing girls, from which it is quite evident he was inspired.

In the line of the allied arts The Enos Company, Bauer Fixture Company,

llarrv Ilopps, J. E. Mackay and many others exhibited splendid examples

of their art As to furniture, Sloane, the City of Paris, Baumgarten

and .others added their artistic effects to relieve the monotonous^ number

of pictures. Sarsi's garden seats were delightful, and Manetta s model

of the St l-rancis showed exceptional skill for which this clever modeler

is noted. It wouldn't be doing the exhibition justice unless we con-

eratulated Paul Elder for his beautiful display of book plates and likewise

we must mention Mr. A. R. Widdowson, who represents the Bromsgroove

Gild of England, who displayed among other things the statuette of Jeanne

d'^rc an especially interesting, clean-cut and well modeled conception.

The attendance at the exhibition and the interest taken in the same

bv every one tends to show that the local public is reaching a more

appreciative stage toward art and architecture. The comparison of the

local work with the eastern m )re than demonstrates that we have as

good talent along our shores as on the eastern coast; so with a keener

appreciation of good art and architecture by the general public with its

willingness to sacrifice some commercialism to its noble cause, San Fran-

cisco bids fair to become the center of a pure, original architecture expressive

of her people as well as the great metropolis of our country.
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the Origin and Development of Architectural

Faience and Tiles

By FRANCIS G. PLANT*

AMONG the materials being used today for the

decoration of architecture of all kinds there is

nothing that offers so many possibilities for

variety and permanently beautiful effects as the

use of glazed faience and tiles. To most people

glazed tiles are somewhat familiar objects, but to

them the word "faience" is a conundrum. Perhaps

a little explanation of both words will help my
readers to more clearly follow this article. In simple

language, a glazed tile is a slice of terra cotta

(or burnt clay) with its face coated with glaze

(or liquid glass).—faience is the same material

put into more elaborate form, and the growth from the one to the other dates

back to the early ages. At first men fashioned objects of coarse, raw clay

and crude in form. These were hardened by drying in the sun. They then

took to decorating them with scratched lines. The next development was to

harden these objects by baking, and from then the next stage was to make
the work more permanent by coating it with a thin glaze which they made
from such materials as they were acquainted with at the time. From then

on throughout the long ages the work developed, and although there have

been various accounts of the making of tiles at very early periods, some of

them dating as far back as 5000 B. C, it is generally accepted that the

Egyptians first used them to any great extent about 1400 B. C. They then

employed them in decoration, but the next step was to make them thicker in

the form of glazed bricks, and with these they built and decorated many of their

palaces and tombs. The Persians acquired the industry from the Egyptians

'" «" .1" '
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and produced some marvelous examples of colored glazes that have never since

been excelled.

From the Persians the work was taken up by the Arabs, and this wild

race of people proved by their masterly handling of the material that art

was a part of their nature. The invasion of the Spanish Peninsula by the

Arabs in 1711 A. D. marked the entry of the industry into Spain and it was

extensively practiced there. The famous Alhambra was commenced in the

year 1272 A. D. and the tiles that decorate it are among the most beautiful

that have ever been produced in any age.

During all these periods there were various attempts to develop burnt and

glazed clay in the direction of differently shaped pieces for architectural con-

struction and decoration, but it was not until the fifteenth century that any

great note was struck in this direction. About
that time it was extensively produced by

Italian workers and factories were estab-

lished at Faenza and in the surrounding

neighborhood. The most brilliant of these

workers were the Delia Robbias, and this

family manufactured various objects in burnt

and glazed clay for the decoration of build-

ings. It was at this time that the word
"faience" came into general use, presumably

from the fact that the material used in the

Delia Robbia productions were similar to

what had been used before at Faenza.

To fully describe the work of the Delia

Robbias would take considerable time and

space, but their genius was so great and

gained such fame that any writing on tile and faience would be incomplete

jwithout a brief description of what they did . The senior and most famous

Delia Robbia was Luca, who was born at Firenze about the year 1400 A. U7
Before he adopted faience as a means of carrying out his ideas he executed

marvelous work in carved marble and moulded bronze. He first employed

faience about the year 1440 A. D. and his first finished work was a tabernacle

for the Chapel of St. Luke in the Hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, Florence.

Some of his most important works are to be found in the little village ot

Impruneta, six miles from Florence. There is kept the wonderful image of

the Vfrgin which in times of pestilence or calamity it was customary to carry

in procession to Florence. Luca's works in glazed faience have technical

qualities which have never been surpassed. In the first place, he used a clay

that was well selected, washed and freed from all impurities; secondly, he

employed glazes which were pure and beautiful in color, and predominant

among these was a magnificent pale blue and a creamy white; thirdly, his

works had the glaze evenly distributed over the whole surface and so preserved

the beauty of his modeling; fourthly, he was extremely careful in the jointing

of different pieces and he .always fitted them together and eliminated all

ragged edges

and c o a r s t

joints. The

next Delia
Robbia of notr

was Andrea
Luca's nephew
who was bori>

intheyear
14.^5. During his early years he was assistant to his uncle, Luca, and although

J he Duck Panel
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he was strondy intluenced by his uncle he was no imitator, but a conscientious

artist who in the expression of art followed lines of his own. His best works

are those where he employed the figure of the Virgin, kneeling figures children

and cherubs' heads. In Andrea's later years the decline of the Delia Robbia

faience began. He employed many assistants who repeated his designs and

often e.xecute.l slovenly work of the poorest quality. In place of the fine,

flawless glaze of Luca these assistants drifted to glazes of poor quality which

coiitahicd coar.se specks of grit, bubbles an<l flaws. The degradation ..f the

, „,, „,. ,

in U'orslitt'crs"
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Delia Robbia art was complete wben one of Andrea's sons, Giovanni coni-

menced to snpply a popnlar commercial demand for reproductions of his lather s

work Further than this, he commenced a series of mntation loud in color,

and by the time he had ceased these imitations he had drifted to crude work,

and his lack of sincerity led him at a later period to substitute oil paint tor

irlaze His one object seems to have been to obtain striking effects with as

little genuine labor as possible. In spite of all these failings he at times

The Architect and Engineer 7\

produced works which proved that, if he had used it rightly, he had some

of the fine ability possessed by Andrea and Luca. Giovanni died in the year

1529 A. D. and, except for a younger brother, Girolano, who spent most of

his time working in France, the actual connection of the Delia Robbias with

faience ends. F>om that time onward the word faience seems to have always

been employed when describing architectural objects of clay, burnt and glazed.

The various periods of the use of faience and tiles from the time of the Delia

Robbias until the present has been marked with many changes, but all the

time the industry has been actively practiced in nearly all European countries,

particularly England, France, Holland and Germany.

In various parts of these countries there are magnificent buildings which

are standing illustrations of the possibilities of the material, and after its

varied journey throughout the many ages it seems at the present time that

the manufacture of high-class faience and tiles is about to enjoy the success

it so richly deserves. Such great firms as the Doultons of England have

already achieved world-wide renown in its production, and it is probably due

to them and other famous European firms that the manufacture of the material

was introduced to this country. Many of the leading men in the industry

here to-day received their earlier training abroad.

Tiles were first manufactured here about thirty-three years ago, but faience

was not commenced till about 1890. At first it was hardly appreciated, or if

appreciated was little encouraged. As time went on, however, owing to the

enthusiasm and tenacity of the one or two firms engaged on the work, it began

to take hold, and so it has grown until at the present time it is a thriving

business. Foremost among these pioneers should be mentioned the name of

the Hartford Faience Company. From the commencement of the industry

here they have fought the various problems and endeavored to produce some-

thincr which was w^orthy to rank with older exponents abroad. That they

have been successful in no small measure is proved by their being awarded

at the St Louis Exposition the gold medal for a faience mantel abou|,

1 feet 6^ Indies by 10 feet^^ inches, eiititledlThe Sun Worshipers '^nd^

executed in the Delia Robbian style. This work was pronounced by expert

critics to be the most ambitious piece of faience ever executed in this country.

In addition to the decorative value of faience and tile it has been con-

clusively proved that it possesses better fireproof and sanitary qualities than

any other building material except the hard stones such as marble and granite

which are considerably more expensive, and even these are not perfect. Brick

and unglazed terra cotta get filthv in time, marble requires repolishing, granite

endures but unless it be polished soon becomes grimy; but faience

owing to its glazed surface and color, loses little brilliancy, however severe

the chmate may be. Then it has another virtue : besides being easily cleaned

and brightened by .rain it also, owing to its coating of glaze, protects the

walls of a building from dampness.

After a very heavy rainstorm a brick or concrete wall has an immense

amount of water to be vaporized before it can become dry and warm, and

the weight of this water is considerable. Good faience and tile work is

absolutely permanent, and there is no better testimony of this than the

magnificent examples of Egvptian and Italian work that to-day are almost as

perfect as when thev were' produced. In America perhaps more than any

other countrv in the world, ^'More beauty in our buildings!" seems to be

the cry, and,'fortunatelv, the architects are realizing that with the possibilities

of faience and tile they can combine strength of construction with beauty of

form and color. There is no reason why, given proper study in design and

manufacture, results cannot be obtained to equal those of the old masters.

With the exception of more scientific machinery in the preparation and mixing

^ ih.
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he was strongly influenced by his uncle he was no imitator, but a conscientious

artist who in the expression of art followed lines of his own. His best works

are those where he employed the figure of the Virgin, kneeling figures children

and cherubs' heads. In Andrea's later years the decline of the Delia Robbia

faience began He employed many assistants who repeated his designs and

often executed slovenly work of the poorest quality. In place of the fine

flawless glaze of Luca these assistants drifted to glazes of poor quality which

contained coarse specks of grit, bubbles and flaws. The degradation of the

I
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Faience Mantel, "The Sun Worshipers'

Delia Robbia art was complete when one of Andrea's sons, Giovanni, com-

menced to supply a popular commercial demand for reproductions of his father s

work Further than this, he commenced a series of imitation loud in color,

and by the time he had ceased these imitations he had drifted to crude work,

and his lack of sincerity led him at a later period to substitute oil paint for

glaze His one object seems to have been to obtain striking effects with as

little genuine labor as possible. In spite of all these failings he at times

produced works which proved that, if he had used it rightly, he had some

of the fine ability possessed by Andrea and Luca. Giovanni died in the year

1529 A. D. and, except for a younger brother, Girolano, who spent most of

his time working in France, the actual connection of the Delia Robbias with

faience ends. From that time onward the word faience seems to have always

been employed when describing architectural objects of clay, burnt and glazed.

The various periods of the use of faience and tiles from the time of the Delia

Robbias until the present has been marked with many changes, but all the

time the industry has been actively practiced in nearly all European countries,

particularly England, France, Holland and Germany.

In various parts of these countries there are magnificent buildings which

are standing illustrations of the possibilities of the material, and after its

varied journey throughout the many ages it seems at the present time that

the manufacture of high-class faience and tiles is about to enjoy the success

it so richly deserves. Such great firms as the Doultons of England have

already achieved world-wide renown in its production, and it is probably due

to them and other famous European firms that the manufacture of the material

was introduced to this country. Many of the leading men in the industry

here to-day received their earlier training abroad.

Tiles were first manufactured here about thirty-three years ago, but faience

was not commenced till about 1890. At first it was hardly appreciated, or if

appreciated was Httle encouraged. As time went on, however, owing to the

enthusiasm and tenacity of the one or two firms engaged on the work, it began

to take hold, and so it has grown until at the present time it is a thriving

business. Foremost among these pioneers should be mentioned the name of

the Hartford Faience Company. From the commencement of the industry

here they have fought the various problems and endeavored to produce some-

thing which was worthy to rank with older exponents abroad. That they

have been successful in no small measure is proved by their being awarded

at the St Louis Exposition the . gold medal for a faience mantel about

- lO^ieet 6 inches by 10 feet 6 inches, entitled "The Sun. Worshipers" and

executed in the Delia Robbian style. This work was pronounced by expert

critics to be the most ambitious piece of faience ever executed in this country.

In addition to the decorative value of faience and tile it has been con-

clusively proved that it possesses better fireproof and sanitary qualities than

any other building material except the hard stones such as marble and granite

which are considerably more expensive, and even these are not perfect. Brick

and unglazed terra cotta get filthy in time, marble requires repolishing, granite

endures, but unless it be polished soon becomes grimy; but faience

owing to its glazed surface and color, loses little brilliancy, however severe

the climate may be. Then it has another virtue : besides being easily cleaned

and brightened by .rain it also, owing to its coating of glaze, protects the

walls of a building from dampness.

After a very heavy rainstorm a brick or concrete wall has an immense

amount of water to be vaporized before it can become dry and warm, and

the weight of this water is considerable. Good faience and tile work is

absolutely permanent, and there is no better testimony of this than the

magnificent examples of Egyptian and Italian work that to-day are almost as

perfect as when they were produced. In America perhaps more than any

other country in the world, "More beauty in our buildings !" seems to be

the cry, and, fortunately, the architects are realizing that with the possibilities

of faience and tile they can combine strength of construction with beauty of

form and color. Thek-e is rio reason why, given proper study in design and

manufacture, results iannotlbe obtained to equal those of the old masters.

With the exception of more scientific machinery in the preparation and mixing
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of the clay and glazes, the work is made and fired to-day just as it was

done by the ancients, and the following is a brief description of the manufacture

of a piece of faience or tile from the raw clay to the finished state

:

DiflFerent clays are dug from the earth and dried, ground and mixed

together with sand, flint or feldspar. The mixture is then sieved and stirred

with water to form a plastic clay which is called the "body." This clay is

then pressed into moulds or worked with the hands to form the desired

shape, which is then dried slowly until it becomes what is known as ''white

hard/' It is then put into a kiln or oven and baked at white heat for about

fifty hours. The kiln is allowed to cool, and the material taken from it is

known as "bisque." This bisque is then coated with glaze or liquid glass which

at this stage is in a form similar to thick cream. If the work has an elaborate

design on it or is otherwise of a high class the glaze is applied by an artist.

As soon as the glaze paste is dry the work is put into another kiln and

baked again about another fifty hours. This second baking causes the properties

in the glaze to melt or

"flux" together and so

forms a thin coating of

glass wherever it is applied.

The work when taken from
this kiln is like colored

stone with about one-six-

teenth of an inch of glaze

on the face of it, and this

glaze may be either bright

surface or "matt" like the

grain of an eggshell. This

is the finished stage, and

the material is then ready

-to be set on the building.

It may be either in large

blocks for constructional

purposes or flat, as tiles or

panels, for decoration of

stone, brick or concrete

buildings. One of the most

important points in connec-

tion with the work is the

magnificent range of color

which can be had. Hitherto

the cry against color on our

buildings has been because

it was claimed that there

was too much smoke and
dirt and the color would
soon be lost. We are get-

ting over the fallacy, how-
ever, and the more emi-

nent 6f our architects are

fearlessly using color and

yet exercising the proper '

amount of restraint to avoid vulgarity. This courage is giving to us such

beautiful buildings as the Brooklyn Academy of Music and Dr Parkhurst's

church, and there are more to come. ,
\

Tree and Mountain Panel
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Unique Reinforced Concrete Bridge*

By EDWARD L. MAYBERRY, C. E.t

Spanning the Arroyo Seco, at the west end of Colorado street in Pasadena, Cat.,

is a new reinforced concrete bridge that is both novel and interesting, and one that

marks a change in the conception and use of this material for bridge work. The

prevailing idea of the use of concrete for bridge building has been that of low, short

girder spans or some form of arch construction. Although there is no better con-

struction than the latter type, it is expensive, especially for long and high spans, and

on account of its high initial cost, cheaper materials are frequently employed.

THE site of the Linda Vista bridge was an ideal one for the arch form of

construction, but cost was the main factor in deciding what type would

be used. The engineers had the problem of designing a bridge

in accordance with certain specifications and a limited amount of money.

Knowing that the viaduct type, long girders carried by towers, would be the

cheapest form to use in steel construction, it was decided to investigate

this type for a reinforced concrete structure, even though it had never been

used before for a highway bridge. There are two instances where viaducts

of a somewhat similar design have been built. One is a railway viaduct

erected in 1907 for the Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway Company,
in Virginia, and the other a highway bridge across Sligo Branch in

Takoma Park, Indiana, built this year. Whereas, the first is a reinforced

concrete viaduct, the second cannot strictly be classed as such, for

structural steel girders and column struts were used in its design.

The general specifications for this bridge called for a structure 400

feet long with a twenty foot roadway designed to carry a twenty-ton

roller, and at an elevation four feet higher than the former bridge, or

some 65 feet above the bed of the river. After a careful study of the

bridge site and trying several schemes, the viaduct type of construction

was adopted, using five tower and six girder spans. This arrangement
spanned the active bed of the stream best and gave a uniform panel spacing

of 17'-3" throughout the length of the bridge, using one panel to each

tower bent and three panels for each girder span. They then had girders

51'-9" long supported by towers 17'-3''x20'-0" at the top, the tower

columns having a batter of one in ten, in the transverse direction of the

bridge.

There had existed and been in use for some twenty years an old

wooden structure consisting of two truss spans of about 130 feet each

with trestle approaches at each end. On account of the great height of

this bridge and the necessary high cost of scaffolding to support the

reinforced concrete structure during its construction, the engineers planned

to use this old wooden bridge, temporarily strengthening the same where

necessary, for a working platform and staging to erect and help carry

the new structure. In order to utilize the old bridge, the engineers made
their design so that the new structure would straddle the old trusses and

the final plans gave a twenty-foot clear roadway between curbs, with

four foot sidewalks on each side.

Although the Arroyo Seco, as its name implies, is a dry stream nine

months in the year, during the rainy season, there are periods when a

large volume of water, at times six feet deep with considerable velocity,

\ .

•Illustrations by courtesy of the Southwest Contractor and Manufacturer.

tMembcr of the firm of Mayberry & Parker, Architectural Engineers. Pacific Electric Building.

Los Angeles.
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has to be taken care of. A reinforced concrete bridge is one that is

built for all time, and so it was necessary to carry the foundations of this

bridge deep enough to preclude the possibility of a remote chance of

their being undermined. In view of the fact that this stream carries

but little drift, it was feasible to use isolated pier footings under these

towers. These footings extended from a level of some eight feet above

the lowest point in the river bed to from ten to sixteen feet below this

point. They are six feet square at the bottom and three feet square on

top, there being four to each tower or one for each column.

On excavating for these footings considerable water was encountered,

beino- the underflow of the stream, and on two of the central towers the

contractors were obliged to pump day and night to keep down the water

level Even then it was not possible to entirely pump the crib dry with

the available plant, and it became necessary to deposit concrete under

water. This was done with a tremie, or long tube with a hopper at the

upper end, that permits of placing the concrete in mass on the bottom o!

the excavation without the aggregate being separated and the cement

washed out bv passing through the water. The work ot putting in

these pier footings was pushed rapidly and concrete deposited continu-

ouslv in order to get above the water level, and was perfectly successful.

All of the footings for the three central towers were completed before

any of the superstructure was commenced, as the winter season was at

hand and the contractors were anxious to get above high water with

the work as soon as possible. As intimated, the towers consisted of

four columns each. These columns are eighteen inches square and rein-

forced with 8-1^4" round steel bars extending into the pier footings to

within one foot of their base. Nearly all of the columns are over hfty

feet long and have longitudinal and transverse struts framing ^"to^their

third points to stil^'cn them. The struts vary in size from 10 xKS

to 12"x24" and are reinforced with 4->^" or 4-1'' twisted steel bars laced

as a column. Large corbels on two sides of th e struts rem {ovc^^mXh-

2-^" twisted steel bars form knee braces and materially aid in producing

a rigid connection.
. ,. ,

The deck consists of a reinforced concrete slab, longitudinal stringers

transverse deck beams and girders. The stringers are 17'-3'' long and

6'-0" on centers with a cross section of 7"xl9/2" and reinforced vyith

four 1" twisted steel bars. The deck beams between the large girders

have a cross section of 10"x25>^" and are reinforced with 6-lJ^ twisted

steel bars. Tn the tower spans these transverse beams were increased

to 12"x30" to add lateral stifTness. The large
S^'^f^f^^^^-^^^,}''''^:

extending from tower to tower have a cross section of H) x.-^«>2 anc

are reinforced with 9-l.Ks" twisted steel bars in tension and 3-1^ ^^'^^^^'^

steel bars in compression. In the tower bend the longitudina girders are

the same size as the fifty foot girders and are rein orced witli 4-1

twisted steel l)ars. Corbels were used on the longitudinal girders and

shear l)ars and stirrups were provided to care for all stresses. The sidewalk

is carried by small cantilever beams or brackets at every panel point

on the outside of the large girders. The rail is a 4" reinforced concrete slab

desiirncd as a cantilever. The truss form of reinforcement, that is, bending

up^ a part of the tension steel Qver the supports to care for the reverse

stresses obtained at those point's was used throughout.
,

. , . . ,

Owing to the length of t^iisi bridge it was necessary to provide joints

to take care of the expansion and contraction that takes place in the

concrete due to changes in teifiperaturc, and the structure, therefore, is cut

Smsa^&
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has to be taken care of. A reinforced concrete bridge is one that is

built for all time, and so it was necessary to carry the foundations of this

bridge deep enough to preclude the possibility of a remote chance of

their being undermined. In view of the fact that this stream carries

but little drift, it was feasible to use isolated pier footings under these

towers. These footings extended from a level of some eight feet above

the lowest point in the river bed to from ten to sixteen feet below this

point. They are six feet square at the bottom and three feet square on

top, there being four to each tower or one for each column.

On excavating for these footings considerable water was encountered,

being the underflow of the stream, and on two of the central towers the

contractors were obliged to pump day and night to keep down the water

level Even then it was not possible to entirely pump the crib dry with

the available plant, and it became necessary to deposit concrete under

water This was done with a tremie, or long tube with a hopper at the

upper end, that permits of placing the concrete in mass on the bottom of

the excavation without the aggregate being separated and the cement

washed out by passing through the water. The work of putting in

these pier footings was pushed rapidly and concrete deposited continu-

ously in order to get above the water level, and was perfectly successful.

All of the footings for the three central towers were completed before

any of the superstructure was commenced, as the winter season was at

hand and the contractors were anxious to get above high water with

the work as soon as possible. As intimated, the towers consisted of

four columns each. These columns are eighteen inches square and rein-

forced with 8-1^" round steel bars extending into the pier footings to

within one foot of their base. Nearly all of the columns are over fifty

feet long and have longitudinal and transverse struts framing i"to^thei^r

third points to stififen them. The struts vary in size from 10 xl»

to 12"x24'' and are reinforced with 4-7yi'' or 4-1" twisted steel bars laced

as a column. Large corbels on two sides of the struts reinforced with

2-J4" twisted steel bars form knee braces and materially aid in producing

a rigid connection.
. t- ,

The deck consists of a reinforced concrete slab, longitudinal stringers

transverse deck beams and girders. The stringers are 17'-3- long and

6'-0" on centers with a cross section of 7"xl9^" and reinforced with

four 1" twisted steel bars. The deck beams between the large girders

have a cross section of 10"x25j^" and are reinforced with 6-1/8 twisted

steel bars. In the tower spans these transverse beams were increased

to 12-x30'' to add lateral stiflfness. The large
g^^^f^^ ,,^^,^^/,/^"^,'

extending from tower to tower have a cross section of 16 x58/2 and

are reinforced with 9-1^" twisted steel bars in tension and 3-lH round

steel bars in compression. In the tower bend the longitudinal girders are

the same size as the fifty foot girders and are reinforced with 4-1

twisted steel bars. Corbels were used on the longitudinal girders and

shear bars and stirrups were provided to care for all stresses. The sidewalk

is carried by small cantilever beams or brackets at every panel point,

on the outside of the large girders. The rail is a 4" reinforced concrete slab

designed as a cantilever. The truss form of reinforcement, that is, bendmg

up^ a part of the tension steel over the supports to care for the reverse

stresses obtained at ^hose points was used throughout.

Owing to the lerigth of this bridge it was necessary to provide joints

to take care of the (expansion and contraction that takes place in the

concrete due to chang^es in temperature, and the structure, therefore, is cut
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entirely into at two points. The expansion joints are on the outer ends of*

the portion consisting of the three central towers with their two con-

necting girder spans, and can be seen by a close inspection of the accomp-

anying photograph. This facilitated construction, also, as it enabled the

contractor to erect and complete this central portion of the bridge, remove

a portion of the forms from the same and use them in turn on the west and

east sections, which consist of a single tower and two girder spans.

The whole structure was given a pebble dash finish of cement on the

outside and the sidewalks were trowelled smooth and blocked off. An

eight inch cement curb, with angle guard, separates the roadway from

the sidewalks and galvanized iron conduits are set in this curb at stated

intervals, so as to effectively drain both. The roadway was given a two

inch asphalt wearing surface.

It will readily be seen from the above and from a study of the photo-

graphs reproduced here that no attempt at ornament has been made in the

design of this structure and that art was sacrificed to utility in order to

eliminate extra cost. Nevertheless the bridge as completed presents a

very pleasing aspect and is beautiful in its very simplicity reflecting con-

siderable credit upon the designing engineers for the good proportions

maintained in the design and upon the contractors for the excellence of

their work.

Although this bridge was designed for a twenty-ton roller, there was

none available when it came time to make the required test. The heaviest

roller obtainable weighed fourteen tons. This roller was run across the

bridge several times in order to thoroughly test all parts of the structure.

Observations were made as to the amount of deflection on each of the big

girders on both sides of the bridge, the roller being brought to a stop

at the center of each girder and readings taken. The maximum

deflection in any girder was only V1200 of the span, which was more than

"^atisfaetery to aU parties interested and demonstrated that the structure_

is perfectly able to carry a much heavier load than the twenty-ton roller,

for which it was designed, with absolute safety.

This test was a very severe one upon the deck slab in view of the fact that

with the twenty-ton roller, under specified loading, there would have been an uni-

formly distributed load over seven feet of 3800 pounds per transverse foot

on this slab, whereas the fourteen-ton roller had rear wheels only 20 lurches

wide giving a load of 9,500 pounds concentrated on twenty inches or 5,700

pounds per transverse foot of roller. This will be further emphasized when

it is stated that a concentrated load produces double the effect of an uni-

formly distributed load and comparing the loads given above, it will be

seen that this test was nearly three times the load for which this slab was

designed. There was no evidence or indication of possible overstress at

any time during the test, which was witnessed by and made under the

supervision of the County of Los Angeles, represented by its County Sur-

veyor, Mr. Noble ; the City of Pasadena, represented by the acting Mayor

Mr Hotaling and its City Engineer, Mr. Van Ornum ; the designing and

supervising engineers, Mayberry & Parker, of Los Angeles, the contractors,

the J. F. Hall-Martin Construction Company of Los Angeles and others.

In conclusion it might be well to say that a competing design for this

bridge was submitted and consisted of a steel viaduct some twenty feet

shorter, with wooden floor, joist, deck and rail. Bids were called for on

both plans and the lowest bid for the reinforced concrete structure was

only $3,700 more than the lowest bid for the wood and steel bridge. The

reinforced concrete bridge is, of course, a permanent structure with prac-

.T'^
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tically no cost of maintenance and was designed to carry a load 50 per

cent greater than the wood and steel bridge. The total cost of this bridge,

including engineering and inspection fee, was $22,054.67 and, when its

length and height are kept in mind, is a fine showing for a reinforced

concrete bridge, being only $1.95 per surface foot of road-way and side-

walk.

Is Concrete Good for Everything?

ABOUT everything except wearing apparel and table utensils is now
made of reinforced concrete. The use of this material has taken

on the qualities and dimensions of a fad—one of those accesses of

temporary mania to which the great American public is subject. Some-
times it is roller skating, sometimes bicycling; just now it appears to be

concrete. Without prejudice to the undoubted advantages of this com-
pound as a building material it may be foretold that some few objects

made of other substances will remain to us. In the last few years the

enthusiasts have begun to build highway bridges of reinforced concrete

floor slabs on account of their permanence, rigidity and ^steadiness.

Apparently some of the designers forgot that with these advantages goes

increased weight, and the road builders, coming after them, have made
the matter worse .by loading these structures with macadam. Result

—

collapse. Within three months two new bridges have given way from

this cause, one of which was not quite completed. In one case the con-

tractor, wishing to give good measure, made his floor eight inches thick

instead of six, so that when the bridge was turned over to the authorities

it was already overloaded by 25 pounds to the square foot. Then the

road gang, who appear to have been equally lavish and generous, built up

the macadam 12 inches thick at the crown, whereas the plan called for

a uniform three inch layer. This added 40 pounds overweight a square

-foot, a total of 65. As^ the total provision for ''live load" was only 100

pounds to the square foot it is not to be wondered at that the first heavy

load brought the bridge down. English engineers charge that the Ameri-

cans do not know how to build large bridges safely.—Chronicle.

San Francisco Temporary Buildings Must Come Down
INSPECTORS from the San Francisco Board of Public Works are having

a busy and somewhat exciting time visiting the owners of properties in

a very large district in San Francisco upon which temporary buildings

were erected immediately after the fire of 1906, on permits issued by the

then mayor of San Francisco. It seems that no one knows how many
buildings are aflFected by the order of the supervisors that they shall all

be demolished or removed on or before May 1, 1910. No record was kept

of them. The permit to put up temjj^ary buildings was a measure of

expediency to meet an emergency.
Buildings that must be removed were erected in the following streets:

East, Steuart, Spear, Main, Beale, Fremont, Drumm, Davis, Front, Battery,

Sansome, Montgomery, Kearny, Grant avenue and Dupont, Stockton,

Powell, Mason, Jones, Leavenworth, Hyde, Larkin, Polk, Van Ness

avenue, Market, Mission, Grove, Fulton, McAllister, Golden Gate avenue,

Turk, Eddy, Ellis, O'Farrell, Geary, Post, Sutter, Bush, Pine. California,

Sacramento, Clay, Washington, Jackson, Pacific avenue, Commercial,

Vallejo, Green, Union, Mlbert and Green wi^el). Also a number on Frank-

lin and Gough streets.
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How to Lay Wood Floors on Concrete Bases

THERE are today in connection with building construction many condi-

tions which call for a concrete floor with a wood finish, as it might

be termed; that is, a wood floor laid upon a concrete bed. There

are several ways of constructing such a floor, and a London writer gives

some valuable information that will come handy to most builders. Floors

constructed as here shown are capable of carrying heavy loads with great

economy of timber as regards the size of joist to be used.

In the methods described any of the usual jomts may be adopted

instead of rebated and filleted flooring, while if hardwood is the material

the spacing of the joists must be altered to agree with the hc5les bored for

the nails, for hardwood flooring is generally supplied already bored for

secret nailing, the holes being at regular intervals.
. , o

The following is a description of the floor illustrated in Figs. 1 and Z,

the latter being a longitudinal section of the floor shown in the first illus-

tration : Excavate over the area of the building as may be required; then

level and prepare the surface and provide and lay hard broken brick

rubbish 6 inches thick, free from djrt, chips, shavings and organic matter,

to be thoroughly rammed and left even and level on the surface. If a good

hard bottom is found upon excavation the broken brick may be dispensed

with. Upon this filling provide and lay Portland cement concrete, 4 inches

thick, composed of 1 part of cement to 5 parts of clean gravel, shingle or

broken stone, ^4 inch gauge, containing just sufficient sand to fill up the

interstices, level and tamp until water is brought to the surface, which

should be then floated.

The sleeper plates should be of fir, free from defects of every kind,

2 inches by 3 inches, bedded evenly on the layer of concrete referred to

above at intervals of 3 feet 6 inches center to center. The joists should
be of fir 2y2 inches by 3 inches, spaced 1 foot 3 inches, center to center

and securely fixed to plates by two 2j^ inch wrought iron nails at each
support.

The flooring should be in 43^2 inch widths, 1>4 inches thick, laid with
rebated and filleted joints with splayed headings. Fillets should be

«i^^^5^>. ^C^^^O^ Jii^s^^. ^;JCS^^^i^i^ ^^<X^
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Fig. 2

^ inch by 1 inch, and should be painted one coat before being laid. The
flooring boards should be secured with cut flooring brads, two to each
joist, weighing 20 pounds per 1000. The edges and rebates of the

boar/ls should have a thick coat of white lead paint applied when being
laid and before being cramped up.

Provide and buiJd in, in concrete, at intervals of about 6 feet, strong
cast iron galvanized gratings 9 inches by 3 inches, with a galvanized cast iron

sleeve 9 inches by 3 inches, built in behind the air grating through the wall

cavity.
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Fig. 4

The floor shown in Fig. 3, of which Fig. 4 is a longitudnial section,

is, as regards preparation of ground, provision of hard, dry, brick fiUing,

proportions, etc., of concrete, the same as the floor in Fig. 1, but the

concrete is 6 inches thick instead of 4 inches, and the sleeper joists are

bedded in the concrete, being first creosoted to protect them from decay.

The sleeper joists should be of fir, free from all defects, and creosoted,

8 pounds to the foot cube, 2^4 inches by 3 inches, extreme scantling,

splayed one edge, and securely and evenly bedded in the concrete 1 foot

6 inches center to center.
<• r u

The ''fat" portion of the mix is, to be brought to the surface of the

concrete, and all floated off level with the faces of the sleeper joists, and

upon this floated surface the flooring is laid in a bituminous composition,

composed of tar and pitch, in the proportions of 100 pounds of pitch to

7y2 gallons tar, boiled together for an hour or more, which will result

in an elastic and tough composition when set. The dimensions of the

sleeper joists are such as witt admit of four being cut out of a 3 inch bjr

9 inch plank. The flooring is to be in 4>^ inch widths, laid with straight

joints and splayed heading joints, secured to the sleeper joists with two

brads to each joist, weighing 20 pounds per 1000, as in the other floor.

If preferred, instead of creosoted sleeper joists, concrete block 3 inches

by 3 inches, and, say, in lengths of 3 feet, may be bedded in the concrete

in continuous lines at the same distance apart, the flooring brads being

driven into the concrete block.

* *

San Francisco's Remarkable Building Record

ACCORDING to figures that the San Francisco Architectural club has

prepared the value of new buildings erected and alterations made

in San Francisco from May, 1906, to July 31, 1909, is $139,584,538,

divided as follows: Eighty-six class A, value $20,063,260; 113 class B,

$8,435,871 ; 1,477 class C, $45,510,641 ; 13,444 frame, $55,487,512; 7,198 alter-

ations, $10,087,254.

This, of course, does not include the value of the buildings in course

of construction when the figures were prepared. These, with the buildings

begun since, would bring the amount very much higher.

The amount of steel used between the dates mentioned is 284,715 tons,

valued at $20,784,195, or an average of $73 per ton.

-mm
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Illumination of Market Street, Looking Towards Ferry, During The Portola Celebration,

San Francisco, October 18-23

Central Electric Company, Contractors.

Marvelous Lighting Effects a Feature of the

Portola Celebration

ONE of the many attractions of the Portola Festival held in San Fran-

cisco October 18-23 was the electrical illumination. Probably no

single feature of the celebration will linger so long in the minds of

the spectators as the marvelous lighting effects. On Market street

night was as bright as day, the illumination covering six miles of

thoroughfare. Not only were the streets canopied with myriads of glit-

tering bulbs but the business buildings and hotels were outlined with

incandescent lights that pierced the dark background with a sharpness

that could be seen for miles. The most spectacular of all the bewildering

electrical effects was the great bell built of a thousand lights and which

hung majestically over the city at Third and Market streets. The long

strings, gracefully looped, flashed white and green, red and yellow, the

whole piece spreading out a luster that reached to the farthest hills.

An occasional slight breeze would swing the lights in .easy motion, pre-

senting a rare spectacle to those below. The effect was even more brilliant

than its makers had expected. According to the electrical contractors

the bell alone carried over 1200 sixteen-candle lamps, while the total candle

power for each night's illumination aggregated something like 30,000,000.

*
* *

Farmer Foddershucks—Haow do them summer boarders of yourn

keep busy? Reuben Robbins—They play golf. Farmer Foddershucks

—

Khat'n Sam Hill's that? Reuben Robbins
—

'S near's I kin figger it's

litaire shinny.—Cleveland Leader.
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F/oor P/an of a Seven Room Bungalow. Los Angeles

A Woman Architect Designed This

Ideal Floor Plan

A WOMAN is expected to know just how a house ought to be arranged

to secure the greatest convenience and comfort. But there are few

women who have any practical ideas about building, and a lesser

number who have any practical knowledge of making plans, according

to a writer in The Southwest Contractor; When a woman architect,

therefore, designs her own home there is naturally keen interest in knowing

just how she has worked out the problems that confront every one with

limited means in building.

Miss Clara C. Alden, with Edelman & Barnett, architects, Los Angeles,

has recently designed for herself a seven-room bungalow to be erected

at Santa Barbara street and Halldale avenue.

• *

•«
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There are no special features in the exterior construction. It will be

the typical bungalow style—resawn redwood siding, shingle roof, blue

brick porch and chimney and upper third sash with wood muntins. But

the interior arrangement is clever and original. Naturally it is designed

to conform to the needs and in a measure the ideas of the family, which

consists of Miss Alden, her mother and brother.

The lot upon which the house will be built is 52 by 134 feet and it

has a west street frontage. Much is gained by the ample ground space,

as the accompanying floor plan will show. The dimensions of the house

are 34 feet by 44^ feet. The living room will be 13 by 20>^ feet, and

the dining room 12 by 14 feet. Both these rooms will have a five-foot

paneled wainscot and oak floors.

In the living room there will be a beam ceiling, while the dining room will

have a cove ceiling. The fireplace in the former will be faced with old gold

pressed brick, and there will be built-in seats on either side. Between the

living and dining rooms there will be a cased arch without the customary

supporting columns. The bookcases will be built up to the height of the

wainscot. The rear of the dining room will be a bay, with a built-in buflfet

five feet high. Over the buffet will be an art glass window, and on either

side French windows.
The rays of the morning sun streaming through the art glass window

will give a very pretty effect. The arrangement of the living and dining

rooms will also give a very striking and pleasing vista from the front

entrance. The trim of these rooms and the den will be slash grained

Oregon pine with Flemish oak finish. The den is arranged so that it may
also be used for a spare bed room if desired.

No room is wasted in the kitchen, which is built for convenience and

with a view to lightening the cares of housework. There will be a wood-

stone drain board and ample cupboards and bins. It will be noted that

the cooling closet is removed from the kitchen flue and boiler and is on

the outside of the house where free circulation of fresh air can be obtained.

While ample closet room is provided in the chambers, it will be noted

that none of the closets are designed as receptacles for trunks. A trunk

room is provided on the screen porch. The woodwork in the chambers,

which are each 12 by 12 feet, and the bath room will be finished in white

enamel. The rear chamber has a door opening upon an open sleeping

porch.

The estimated cost of the house is $2500.

*

Naming the Twins
The naining of the twins was the subject of an amusing story told

by Lady Balfour, of Burleigh.

*'A friend of mine,' she said, "had the good fortune—or misfortune

—

to have three sets of twins, and as each pair came the parents puzzled

their brains to discover suitable names for them.

"The first pair, being girls, were called Kate and Duplicate ; the

second, a brace of boys, were named Peter and Repeater, and the third,

also boys, Max and Climax.

"But the question then arose: What if there should be a fourth, and

even a fifth pair? A young lady solved the difficulty respecting the fourth

by suggesting Ann and Another, while in the case of the fifth a well

known authoress came to the rescue by suggesting Hugh and Cry."

f sft*-***^'*;;
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Section of CuZebra Cut

All About the Panama Canal

THE following from the Sphere, London, is, with its accompanying

cut, a marvel of conciseness and clearness

:

Since May 4, 1904, the Americans, having bought for a sum of about

£8,000,000 all the rights and property in the derelict French company,

have been in possession of the works and have continued operations on a

truly gigantic scale in face of the innumerable difficulties which beset

all works in a tropical climate. The chief difficulties which the new pro-

prietors have had to encounter may be divided broadly into three sections:

(1) The problem of health and hygiene; (2) the obtaining and mainte-

-«ance of a sufficient force of laborers; (3^) th€ €ngineering problems-con--

nected with the undertaking. The control of the river Chagres, with its

sudden and enormous floods, has been one of the main difficulties to be

contended with, and large controlling works and diversions will have to

be made to enable the dam to be built. Double sets of three locks in flight

capable of accommodating vessels of 1,000 feet in length and 100 feet in

width will carry the vessels from sea-level up to the great Gatun Lake,

which will have an area exceeding 170 square miles. The navigation

channel through this lake will have a minimum depth of 45 feet and a

width at bottom of from 1,000 feet at Gatun down to 200 feet through the

Qilebra cutting, the narrowest part of the canal. At Pedro Miguel, a

distance of about 10 miles from the Pacific entrance, the summit level

will end, and a descent of 30 feet will be made by means of a lock to a

channel of some 500 feet in width, extending as far as Miraflores. Here

two more locks will lower vessels to the Pacific sea-level. From Miraflores

a width of 500 feet is maintained until the Pacific entrance is reached.

*

Have to Show Them
Polar explorers, bear in iwind

The people are the jury,

5

And when you "poll" them you may find

1 Too many from Missouri.

—The Chicago Tribune.
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Design of a Wholesale House for Judge Dorn, San Frar.cisco

(Note the Portola Spirit in the Spanish Decorations)

Wright, Rushforth & Cahill. Architects

Passive Philosophy

Now when a man to silence clings

Steadfastly day by day,

There are a lot of foolish things

A fellow doesn't say.

When he pursues his daily round

And to the line doth hew,

A lot of foolish things, I've found,

A fellow doesn't do.

And when a chap has reached a pitch

To mind his biz, you bet.

There's lots of trouble into which

A fellow doesn't get.

—Louisvilk Courier-Journal.

.UJ »
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Head Building, 5"an, Francisco,

li'illiam Curlett & Son. Architects.
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A
The Training of a Young Architect

A WRITER in a recent number of the "Architectural Association

Journal," gives the following advice to the young architect

:

I need not urge you to study old buildings; the young
architect takes to that as naturally as a duck to water. But in your study

do not waste too much time in making sketches and views. Rather

measure and plot in the field what you measure; by that means you can

learn scale, one of the chief, as it is one of the most subtle factors in our

success. You will learn the relation between the scale drawing, by which

we must express ourselves, and the actual building. Do not be afraid of

submerging your own individuality ; modern architecture can never slav-

ishly copy. A house suitable for the altered ways of our times cannot have

the simplicity of plan and arrangement of an Elizabethan house. It is

not worse because more complex. Evolution in thought, as in the life

and physical structure, always tends to greater complexity, and the loss in

simplicity is the necessary accompaniment* of the higher life. Your build-

ings then are inherently different; but in the things which have to please

the eye only, you will find that man's affection goes out to all that his

fathers have loved ; that the ways of using materials which commended
themselves to your forefathers were arrived at by long trial and effort, and

based on sound reason, and can only be improved on by patient and slow

advance—never per saltem.

Remember that the soldier passes but little of his life in the actual

clash of opposing squadrons the love of which perhaps made him a solider.

So a large part of your life must be passed in the patient drudgery of your

profession, in working out schemes for petty alterations, entailing great

labor, but giving little scope for what you rightly call real architecture.

But in it all, there is a right and a wrong way to do it, and when you tackle

an uninteresting problem in the right spirit, you strengthen your intellec-

tual muscles for some contest more worthy of your powers, and keep your-^

self in training for the time when you have to battle with some difficulty

calling forth them all. For, remember, everything seems arrayed against

the architect. The inertia of men and things which is so appalling, must

be overcome ;
you have to go out to do battle with your brick and stone.

* *

Artistic Bathrooms
A well-to-do man, whose new residence was recently completed, hit upon

a novel plan for decorating the bath rooms. In one of them the floors

and walls represent the bottom of the ocean. Marine plants and fishes

are painted on a dark green back ground. In the other bath room the beach

at Atlantic City is represented, and among the crowd of bathers are the

man and his family. The work was executed by a well-known artist, and

the likenesses are good.

It Sometimes INappens
"You say Opportunity once knocked on his door?'

"That's what she did."
\

"Where was he at the time?"

"He was out telling another fellow how to succeed."—Birmingham

Age-Herald.
i
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Salesroom of the Inlaid Floor Company, San Franctsco, ^hou-tng specimens oj Some
of the Firm's Beautiful Work

Cleanine of Brick Fronts
An expert in the sand-biastnig trade who has operated on many build-

ings, on being asked .as to the efficiency of the sand-blast upon soiled brick-

work, said that he could not advise it except when the brick were extremely

hard. When used against stone the blast does not remove the original

face of the brick, he said, "only the grime." That is the aim of the skillful

operator. But in the case of brick not extremely hard the result might be

different.

You can imagine that the force with which sharp sand can be driven

through a fine nozzle is very great. If permitted it would actually cut a

^tone ifr two in no time. In the case of granite, marble and cut stone the„

skillful operator preserves the original face of the block, but he cannot

guarantee to do so with respect to all sorts of front brick. I would advise

cleaning front brick with acid instead of sand-blasting. The same opinion

seems to be held abroad. The cleaning of brick fronts was the interesting

subject of a paper recently read before the German Association of Brick

and Terra Cotta IManufacturers. The author protested against the use

of sand-blast or other method by which the original face of the brick would

be taken away, saying:

**When the blast is used, and the face of the brick taken off, cleaned

front will show a good appearance only for a short time, as the brick with

the original face removed will be very much more porous than before, and

absorb dirt more readily. The use of steel brushes is also very bad, and

will not give a first-class job.

**The best method is cleaning the brick fronts with a solution of muri-

atic acid. The strength of the solution can be made to 1 in 12. When this

solution is too strong for the brick, acetic acid should be used. A good
soap solution will, as a rule, take off all thick dirt, and the cleaning with

acid solution can then be done easily."—National Contractor and Builder.

*

"Maria, do you remember that fine dinner you got up all by yourself

on the day I asked you to be mine?" *'Yes, indeed, George!" "Everything

was splendid." *T am sure it was." "Ah, I wish your mother was living

with us now, Maria!"—Pluck.

I

I

• *

Will Terra Cotta Replace Wood /

THE approaching world's timber famine is beginning to worry con-

structors, and will mean that if afforestation is not taken in hand

immediately other materials must be found to take the place of

wood. The United States Government has established laboratories at

various centers for the purpose of testing all sorts of structural materials.

The results of these tests are published from time to time, and in this

way architects, engineers and contractors are informed as to the capabdi-

ties of the materials.

Only within the last year or two has general mterest m the dim-

inishing timber supply been aroused, and to that condition may be traced

also the invention of novel building materials.

Thus there is a constant attempt to employ for budding the only

substance of which the supply is unlimited, the soil of the earth itself.

Especially is this so in and near the big cities, where the scarcity of

timber and the consequent high prices are felt most seriously. For here

the difference in price between a frame house and a house of more solid

material is so small as to be unimportant.

Illustrative of the general tendency to find substitutes for wood is

the suggestion of Herbert M. Wilson of the United States Geological

Survey, that scientific investigations into the properties of clay be under-

taken.
' The American Ceramic Society made a start in this direction

by appointing a special committee to report upon a plan "for systema-

tizing the study of clay products."

Individual builders meanwhile have gone ahead and demonstrated

the practicabilitv of their ideas. Last year the building departments of

New York city, 'for the first time in its history, received plans for a terra

cotta house. The plans were passed upon favorably, and the house, which

belongs to a professor in a New York university, has just been completed.

In the suburbs around New Yotk there have been put up recentlyL

several terra cotta dwellings. The principal element in them is the hollow-

tile block.

Ugly Interiors Disappearing

THE increase in the demand for artistic interior decorations by the home-

owners of America is making its influence felt, and the keener minds

in the field are not slow to take advantage of the new conditions.

While there are those who will maintain that there is no material change

in the order of things, their wiser competitors, alive to every opportunity,

make the most in dollars and cents of the new call for really decorative

furnishings The great middle class has awakened to an appreciation of

the absurdity of their satisfaction with ugly furniture, wall paper and other

featurcs ^hat make up the rooms in which they spend the greater part of

their lives It is good that they should begin to realize the uselessness of

giving their homes an unpleasant aspect when it entails scarcely any more

expense to have everything agreeable and artistic.

The interior of the average American home has undergone a radical

change The dav of the painful wall paper, offensive rugs and hideous

chromo is fleeting. Even in remote places, those who have money enough

to erect a fine house seek to have the interior in keeping with the outside

view. Not so many years ago it was a common thing to come upon a

1 t
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handsome exterior that housed a collection of impossible monstrosities

in the way of decorations that the poorest designer could imagine only in

a horrible nightmare.
The origin of the change was in the larger cities. It was natural for

those who traveled abroad and came in touch with beautiful European
furnishings to desire something artistic in their own homes. And out of

the desire grew the demand. As the visits to foreign countries became
easier and less expensive to undertake, the influence on American home-
owners grew. This influence was felt in the big cities first, but the

dwellers in the larger centers of population soon communicated the feeling

to their country cousins.

In these days when intercourse between the people of every section

is so great, the interchange of ideas keeps even the rural folks quite up
to date. Farmers use automobiles to go to market, and at any big con-

vention of agricultural interests hundreds of automobiles are in evidence.

There are few people who understand to what an extent automobiles have
replaced horses in the farming sections. So, too, in the homes of the

wealthy farmers, the mounted canary in a glass case has lost his prestige,

and the china dog no longer keeps watch lest the visitors disturb the family

crayons. The stuffed crocodile and the iron turtle have been relegated to

the lower regions to keeo company with the cook. When Denman Thomp-
son first produced ''The Old Homestead." all the horseplay in it was amus-
ing. Wlcen the old man visited the citv his lack of acquaintance with
modern furniture made him uncomfortable indeed, but if you saw the

famous play recently you know that his uneasiness furnishes little amuse-
ment, for he must be out of the vv^orld entirely to be so ignorant of the

decorations that are supposed to cause him so much wonderment. Even
in the rural districts, Denman Thompson's antics, when he first comes in

contact with the "city furnishings" would arouse no laughter, for the rural-

jtes are advanced in the knowledge of what's what.
Old ideas in decoration, as in other things, are gone. A new day has

come. Easy and cheap transportation made new and better conditions

in the smaller cities. Now whatever influences the metropolis in a lasting

way soon makes itself felt in every nook and corner of the country. A
change in one line makes a change in many, and certain conditions make
themselves felt in every line of business. There's a cause for every radical

change, and it is seldom difficult to trace the reason of any marked de-

velopment of taste.

In this instance the commercial enterprise of Americans has been in-

strumental in bringing about a greater demand for decorative home
interiors. Business and art may be separate, but generally there are com-
mercial reasons back of the growth of an artistic idea. The spread of the

desire for artistically decorated homes has been rapid and grows each day.

In the decorative furnishing business, the leaders know that a new day has
dawned.—-Interior Decorator.

*
* *

Carpenter's Long Fall

While Joseph Beauleu, a carpenter, employed in the erection of a"

tower for one of the attractions for the exhibition at Sherbrooke, Man.,
was on the topmost part of the tower, the board upon which he was
standing broke and he fell a distance of 91 feet into a tank containing

only two feet of water. , He was practically uninjured.—Winnipeg Tribune.

\

' *

House of Dr. A. M. Barker, San Jose

Wolfe & McKev.zie, Architects

Southern Pacific May Adopt the Concrete

Railroad Tie

A SAN JOSE man has mvented a reinforced concrete railroad tie

which comes nearer the goal of success than any similar mvention

yet placed on the market. The Gates tie—Gates is the inventor s

name—has been given a most severe test in the freight yards of the

Southern Pacific railroad at San Jose, and despite the heavy traffic to

which it has been subjected not a single instance has developed vvhere

the concrete has shown signs of breaking or other evidence of weakness

under the rails. The value of this device to the railroad world is fully

appreciated bv those who are in the transportation; business for they,

better than the layman, realize the cost of maintaining a roadbed where

the loss by decay, breakage and the ravages of insects aggregates millions

annuallv. . . , ., i .• ^u ^ •

There is one feature about the Gates reinforced railroad tie that is

deserving of more than passing notice and that is the fact that it is so

constructed that it possesses- a certain amount of elasticity which, accord-

incr to the best informed railroad men in this country, is absolutely essen-

tial where the traffic is heavv. Apart from the fact that the tie itself is

practically indestructible it has still another advantage which the wood

tie cannot claim and that is the clutch which holds the rail to the tie,

preventing derailments and thus reducing to a minimum the primary cause

of nearlv all railroad accidents.

That the concrete tie will ultimately replace the rail support now in use

seems a foregone conclusion, as its commercial value has been fully estab-

lished by the severe test given it during the past two months in the yards

of the Southern Pacific.

1 t
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Opens Office in Oakland.

Architect Lewis Stone, formerly of

Stone & Smith, Mechanics' Bank build-

ing, San Francisco, has established of-

fices in the Bacon building, Oakland,
where he will continue the practice of

architecture and will be pleased to see
the many clients of the old partnership.

Considerable work that was taken dur-
ing the partnership of Stone & Smith
will be carried on by the old firm until

its completion, including the reconstruc-
tion of the High school at Fresno.

License to Practice.

At the last meeting of the State Board,
Southern Division, the following were
granted State certificates: J. J. Backus,
chief inspector of buildings, Los Angeles;
F. P. Davis, A. L. Acker, H. F. Whitney,
E. C. Andrus.

I

I •
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Annual Meeting of San Francisco Chap-

ter, A. I. A.

THE annual meeting of t^he San Fran-

cisco Chapter, American Institute

of Architects, was held in the white

and gold room of the Hotel St. Francis

on Thursday evening, October 21, 1909,

with the largest attendance in the history

of the chapter. The guests of the even-

ing were: Mr. Cass Gilbert, president of

the American Institute of Architects; Mr.

Irving K. Pond, second vice-president,

and Messrs. D. J. Myers, W. R. B. Wil-

cox, Carl Gould, A. F. Rosenheim, August

G. Headman and M. A. Vinson.

The principal business transacted was

the appointment of committees to draft

suitable resolutions upon the deaths of

Mr. Charles F. McKim and Mr. Robert

H. White, a former member of the chap-

ter; the election of Mr. George Taylor

Plowman to membership in the chapter,

and the election of officers for the ensu-

ing year, which resulted as follows:

Mr. William Mooser, president.

Mr. Louis C. Mullgardt, vice-president.

Mr. Sylvain Schnaittacher, secretary

and treasurer.

Messrs. Henry A. Schulze and William

Curlett, trustees.
.

Mr. Cass Gilbert, the distinguished

guest of the Chapter, then addressed the

meeting, stating his appreciation of the

manner in which he had. been received

and entertained during: his visit to San

Francisco, and of his admiration for the

performance architecturally which he had
'

noted, and for the spirit behind it. He
spoke learnedly of the profession of arch-

itecture, the duties of the architect and

the relation between architect and client,

and the underlying principles of the

American Institute; of the necessity of

architectural organizations with a com-

mon purpose of acting in harmony; also

the necessity of the architectural organ-

ization, and of the individual taking an

active interest in all affairs in which

architecture is concerned. He spoke of

the power of the architect and of archi-

tectural societies in civic and political

affairs and urged that that power be used

in uplifting the profession.

Mr. Gilbert said it' was his opinion that

it would be but a matter of time when a

Council of Fine Arts would be organized

at Washington to supervise the design of

public monuments, and also only a matter

of time when Institute conventions would

be held on the Pacific Coast. He spoke

on the general contractor and his relation

to the architectural profession, and ad-

vised the Chapter to guard against this

danger. He further advised the Chapter

to take an active interest in the conserva-

tion of the natural resources of this coun-

try, and closed his remarks with a tribute

to Mr. John Galen Howard for the work
and architecture of the State University.

Mr. Irving K. Pond was next intro-

duced, and spoke of the business side of

the architectural profession and told what
had been accomplished in Illinois by the

Illinois Chapter, the Chicagt) Architec-

tural Club and the Chicago Architects'

Business Association. He spoke of the

necessity of providing education to ob-

tain able draughtsmen, and expressed his

appreciation for the attention he had re-

ceived during his stay in San Francisco.

Mr. A. F. Rosenheim, the new presi-

dent of the Pacific Coast Architectural

League, made a few brief remarks and

was followed by Messrs. Mvers, Willcox,

Gould, Headman, William Curlett and J.

W. Reid.
The retiring president of the Chapter,

Mr. Pissis, was tendered the thanks of

the Chapter for the able manner and fidel-

ity with which he presided for the past

three terms.

Irvine^ K. Pond Banqueted by Los An-

geles Chapter.

Mr. Irving K. Pond, vice-president of

the American Institute of Architects, was

guest of honor at a banquet given in the

Dutch room of Levy's cafe, Los Angeles,

by the Southern California Chapter, A. I.

A. About twenty-five members of the

Chapter were present, President Frank D
Hudson acting as toastmaster. Mr. Pond
addressed the gathering in a happy vein,

assuring his hearers that the Southern^

California Chapter was next in^his heart

to his own Chapter, for to the warm sup-

port of the delegates from Southern Cali-

fornia he felt he owed his present posi-

tion of honor in the Institute. He spoke m
terms of praise of the types of architec-

ture he had seen on the Pacific Coast.

Other speakers who dwelt upon various

topics of interest to the profession were:

Mr. Myron Hunt, who spoke of the

work and convention of the Architectural

League of the Pacific Coast, which was

the prime motive of Mr. Pond's visit

here: Messrs. Octavius Morgan, John P.

Kremoel, Fernand Parmentier, A. B. Beri-

ton, Theo. A. Eisen, J. Lee Burton, J. J.

Backus, who was present as a guest, and

others.

Still in Berkeley

Architect George T. Plowman of Berke-

ley states that he has no intention of re-

moving his office from the college town

to Los Angeles. Berkeley is good enough

for him. He has, however, opened a

branch office in the southern city tempo-

rarily while certain work for which he is

the architect is under way there.

-^JSi
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Engineers and Architects Association.

The first monthly dinner of the winter
season was held by the Engineers and
Architects' Association of Southern Cali-

fornia at the Hollenbeck Cafe, Los An-
geles, in October. Sixty-six members
and guests were in attendance. In the

absence of other officers Mr. George P.

Robinson presided. Mr. H. Hawgood,
who had been invited by the program
committee to give an illustrated talk on
San Pedro harbor, was unexpectedly
called to San Francisco on business and
his duty as chief entertainer was ably filled

by Mr. A. H. Koebig, who had hurriedly

prepared a paper on the Los Angeles
harbor proiect. A discussion by the

members followed, during which Mr.
Koebig suggested that reinforced con-
crete, if it had been thoroughly tested

as a durable construction in this class of

work, would orove a desirable material

for harbor improvements. Mr. E. L.

Mayberry asserted in reply that rein-

forced concrete had been put to severe
tests and had thoroughly demonstrated
both its practicability and durability.

Pomona City Hall.

Architect H. Alban Reeves, of Los
Angeles, has been commissioned by the

city trustees of Pomona to prepare plans
for the new citv hall to be erected on
the block of land bounded by Fourth,
Fifth, Main and Thomas streets. The
building will be two stories in_height^
70x90 feet, and built of brick with arti-

ficial stone trim. It will contain the

council ch'amber and offices for the vari-

ous municipal officers. Thirty thousand
dollars is available for the construction
work.

$200,000 French Chateau.

Architects Francis X. Lourdon and
Maurice Herbert of Los Angeles have
prepared plans for a chateau of the
French Rennaisance type for A. Cher-
bourgh, to be erected near Chicago. It

will be four stories and basement and
will contain about 50 rooms. Terra cotta

and stone will be used in construction.

The estimated cost is about $200,000.

Lansburgh & Joseph Dissolve.

Architects Lartsburgh & Joseph, which
firm has designed many prominent build-

ings in San Francisco since the fire, in-

cluding the Orpheum theater and the

Gunst buildings, has dissolved partner-
ship, the dissolution becomJncr effective

on the first of this month. Mr. Lansburgh
retains the offices of the old firm on the
top floor of the Gunst building at Third
and Mission streets, while Mr. Joseph
has moved to a suite of offices in the
First National Bank building.

Rixford Has His Troubles.
*

It seems that the San Francisco Board
of Public Works is not entirely satisfied

with the services of Loring P. Rixford,
who succeeded Newton J. Tharp as City
Architect. According to the San Fran-
cisco Bulletin the hostility towards the
city architect has been growing as the
result of his apparent neglect of the work
of his office. To quote from the Bulletin:

"Four times in the last two weeks he has
allowed the Board of Public Works to

advertise for bids from specifications is-

sued from the office of the city architect
and after the bids were in, made minute
changes in the specifications which com-
pelled the board to turn down all of the
bids received and advertise again.

" 'The changes were so small,' said

Mr. Casey, 'that if proper care had been
given to the draughting of the specifica-

tions in the first place they would not
have been needed.'

''Rixford is blamed for putting the

board in a wrong light with the public

and with the contractors, and was called

upon by President Dav at the meeting
of the Works Board, to make an explana-
tion of the need of changes in the speci-

fications. His replv was:
" 'We have expert men in our office to

do what we believe is best. That's all

there is to it.'

"But that is not all there is to it, as

the Board of Works is tired of shoulder-
ing blame for laxity in Rixford's office.

Rixford has not stood in favor because
oTTiTs apparent forgetfulnesstliat Tie waT
an employee of the board. He was se-

lected to the office by Commissioners
Day and McGilvray, Casey declining to

vote for him. He was chosen to succeed
Newton J. Tharp, as he was a relative

and a close friend of the former architect

and supposed to be familiar with the

work."

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Buildings.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railroad has appropriated $150,000 for the
purpose of erecting a scries of Y. M. C.

A. clubhouses at various points along the

route for the use of emploves. Buildings
will be constructed at Dodge City, La
Junta, Raton, Las Vegas, Albuquerque,
Williams and Los Angeles. The work
will be under the supervision of compe-
tent architects, and the buildings will

range in cost from $10,000 to $25,000.

Phoenix Bridge.

The Board of Supervisors of Maricopa
county, Ariz., have accepted the plans

of Mayberry & Parker, engineers, of Los
Angeles, for a mammoth reinforced con-

crete bridge over Salt river at Phoenix,
Ariz. The plans provide for a structur^

2,500 feet long, with approaches of over
600 feet. I

San Francisco Polytechnic School.

Plans have been prepared by City

Architect Rixford of San Francisco for

the new Polytechnic high school which
will include a group of buildings situated

between Frederick, Willard and Carl

streets. There will be three buildings in

all. The central structure will be 200

feet long, with a depth of 140 feet and
will be four stories high with a basement.
This central structure will be flanked

by a two story building on either side

which will be 60x60 in dimensions. The
shops for technical instruction will be
housed in the two story structures.

A gymnasium is included in the build-

ing scheme. It will be 56x90 feet in

ground dimensions.
The sum of $600,000 was voted by the

city for the construction and equipment
of the school. The cost of the building

is estimated at $500,000, leaving $100,000

for equipment.

Manual Training School for Los Angeles.

Ten acres of land lying between 40th

street and North avenue, and fronting 660

feet on the west side of Vermont avenue,

Los Angeles, has been purchased by the

city board of education as a site for a

manual training school, for which Archi-

tects Parkinson and Bergstrorn are pre-

paring the plans. The new building will

accommodate 1,500 pupils and will be

two stories high and constructed of rein

forced concrete or brick with a cement
plaster finish. It will be equipped with

a heating and power plant, inclined floor

to auditorium, domestic science rooms,
gymnasium, chemical and physical lab-

oratories, library, cloak and locker rooms,
lavatories, etc. The estimated cost is

$245,000.

$600,000 Office Building for Portland.

Architects Reid Bros, of San Francisco

have prepared plans for a handsome fif-

teen-story office building to be erected

at Fifth and Alder streets. Portland, for

J. B. Yeon, capitalist, and the firm will

probablv maintain a branch office in the

northern city while the building is under

construction. Contracts are now being

let. The building will be class A and will

have an attractive front of terra cotta.

There will be stores on the ground floor,

a cafe in the basement and offices single

and en suite above the second story.

There will be four fast running passen-

ger elevators. The estimated cost of the

building is $600,000.

New Plan for City Hall.

.\ probable solution of the San Fran-

cisco City Hall problem, with which the

supervisors have been struggling for

months, has been found in the suggestion

of Louis Cowles, an architect, who has
submitted plans for a structure which can
be placed either on the present site or

on a new one as the board may deter-

mine, at a cost not to exceed $3,600,000,

and possibly less. Moreover, under the

Cowles' plan the hall can be built from
the current revenues without the neces-

sity of another bond issue. Supervisors
Pollok and Payot, who hav^ made a cur-

sory examination of the plan, are so well

pleased with it that they intend to have
it submitted to the building committee,
with a view of making a fuller examina-
tion. Cowles' scheme provides for a

main structure near the center of the

present site, running into a dome, with
five buildings radiating from it, and
with an arcade connecting the Hall of

Records. The main structure will be

a rotunda surmounted by a dome. The
five wings will be four stories in height,

and there will be entrances on Citv

Hall avenue, McAllister and Larkin
streets, with other entrances to each
of the wings. The building will be of

heavy steel construction, with orna-
mental iron work and glass. There
will be no stone used.

Architects Score Burnett Act.

The regular monthly meeting, follow-

ing the summer vacation period, of the

Southern California Chapter of the-

American Institute of Architects was
held Tuesday evening, September 14th.

The chief topic of discussion was con-
cerning the new Burnett Tenement
House Act, which has proved a source of

annoyance to the architect and owner
alike. Among the provisions which
found general disfavor were those relat-

intr to the construction of light courts,

although few of the more radical new
provisions escaped their measure of dis-

approval. It was the sreneral opinion

that the act has tended to discourage the

construction of apartment houses in Los
Ancreles. Many inquiries for interpreta-

tion of special provisions were made of

Chief Inspector of Buildings J. J.

Backus, whose views from his official

position as head of the Department of

Buildings, were particularly sought as

bearing upon projects claiming the im-

mediate attention of the architects. It

was the opinion of the members that the

law is unconstitutional.

The chanter instructed its judiciary

committee to bring pressure to bear

unon the city officials in favor of imme-

diate action upon the publication of the

revised building ordinances.

'
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CALIFORNIA HAS A DISTINCT TYPE OF

ARCHITECTURE.

* By Cass Gilbert, President A. I. A.

In California there is devel-

oping a distinct type of domes-
tic architecture. The hope has

often been expressed that a dis-

tinctive American type of ar-

chitecture would be produced,

and I think that there is devel-

oping such a type here.

The California bungalow is

distinct from the bungalow of

India, from which it takes its

name, and entirely different

from the seaside homes of the

East. It is a type of architec-

ture of beauty in its broad lines

and depth of shadow.

F M. C. Whitney
t HKDERICK W. JONKS

Manager
Managing Editor

GOLD MEDAL FOR

MOST BEAUTIFUL

PUBLIC BUILDING

The Architectural League of the

Pacific Coast has started out well. Al-

though still in its

infancy its life of

usefulness is al-

ready being felt.

No more popular

move could have been made by tlie

League than that taken at the first

annual convention in San Francisco

the past month, when it was de-

cided to offer a gold medal annually

to the coast city which shall have

attained the highest merit in the

architectural beauty of its public

buildings. The gift will unquestion-

ably accomplish the end sought

—

the encouragement and promotion

of the things which make for the

"City Beautiful." Every town of

any size on the Pacific Coast will

be permitted to compete for the

medal. The result will be that

each municipality will strive to out-

do her sister city in building civic

structures that will best harmonize
with the region in which they are

located. A committee will be ap-

pointed to determine upon the

medal winner and the name of the

fortunate city will be announced at

the annual convention of the league.

We cannot have too much of this

spirit of civic patriotism and the

league is to be congratulated for

^' i^iv •ri^sî ''f*^ Iwf fl
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taking up the matter at a time when
so many municipalities are planning
new city and county structures.

son was elected president; J. Lee Burton,
vice-president; Fernand Parmentier, sec-

retary; August Wackerbarth, treasurer.

ONCE AGAIN:

BUILD FIRE-PROOF

BUILDINGS

Fireproof construction, for which
Mr. F. W. Fitzpatrick of Washington

has been an untir-

ing worker, is more
a reality to - day
than ever before

in the historv of

American building. The architect and
the owner are at last beginning to

realize the enormous waste that fol-

lows in the wake of semi-fireproof

construction. The American Archi-

tect calls attention to the decreasing

use of inflammable materials for

office buildings and accepts the fact

as a hopeful indication of an un-

doubted movement for better build-

ings. But, while signs of reform are

evident, there are nevertheless some
deplorable abuses of the "absolutely

fireproof building" movement. For
illustration, we have a number of

buildings in San Francisco ' whose
steel frames and concrete walls would
make the spread of fire well nigh

impossible but for the wood floors and

door and window sash in the same
buildings. Of what earthly use are

fireproof walls and partitions having

openings finished with wood jambs

and trim and doors of especially well

seasoned wood?
The floors, more often than not,

contain an inexcusable amount of

lumber. They consist of wood
.sleepers, a rough floor and a finished

floor aggregating with the sleepers

more than two inches thickness of

wood over the entire floor area.

Altogether, does it seem remarkable

that fires appear to be capable of

doing considerable injury to so-called

fireproof structures?

Architects' Election.

At thei third annual meeting of the

Southern California Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects, held in

Los Angeles in October, Frank D. Hud-

Important Competition for Courthouse.

/^ S STATED in the October Architect

/ \ and Engineer, Bakersfield, is planning
a magnificent courthouse and the

board of supervisors has determined upon
the rough outline of the sort of building

which it believes will be most suitable to the

needs and ornamentation of Kern county.
The supervisors want competitive plans
for a building to cost not more than
$350,000. The clerk of the board is Mr.
I. L. Miller. The following tentative out-
line for the design and arranc^ement of

the buildintr has been issued bv the su-

pervisors for the guidance of architects

who may desire to prepare sketches:

The building is to be three stories in

height, with a basement. The basement
walls are to be of granite up to the first

floor level. Chairman Tastro's prefer-

ence is for the exterior of the super-
structure to be of white sandstone brick.

The floor beams are to be of steel and
the floors and ceilings tiled, making a

fireproof structure.

The building is to have thirty-eight

rooms, besides vestibules, halls, vaults,

closets, etc., according to the tentative
outline in the minds of the supervisors.

Mr. Jastro said the members of the board
had not sketched the sky hne, b«t he^er--
sonally was not in favor of many towers
and turrets. "Of course there will be
a rotunda." he said. There will be an
elevator for the benefit of the public and
the officials who may have grown too
decrepit in the service of the countv to

climb stairs nimbly.

The arrangement of the rooms by
stories will be as follows, unless the pres-

ent plans are changed:

Top floor—Three court rooms; three

judges' chambers; three jury rooms; one
grand jury room; bailiff's office, law li-

brary.

Second floor— District attorney's office

(three rooms), supervisors' room with

seating capacity for 200 citizens, three

offices for the county clerk, offices of the

superintendent of schools, board of edu-

cation, coroner, public administrator and
surveyor^

First floor—Offices of the assessor,

auditor, tax collector, treasurer, boiler

inspector, health officer, bee inspector,

livestock inspector, oil well insoector,

horticultural commissioners.
Basement—Janitor, justice of the peace,

boiler plant.

Plans must be submitted before De-
cember 13.
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The Illumination of a Home Dining Room

By Norman Macbeth in the Illuminating

Engineer.

RESIDENCE dining rooms can prob-

ably be more easily and effectively

illuminated than any other room
in the home; but, notwithstanding the

simplicity of the problem, the effective-

ness of the installation can be, and in

very many instances is, very seriously

impaired by using fixtures which are

entirely unfitted for the purpose. The
opinion has been expressed that careful

attention to the lighting of the dining

room will result in more pleasure to the

occupants than mav be derived from the

illumination of any other room in the

house.
The illumination of the dining room

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 has been the sub-

ject of much favorable comment, and

has rarely failed to arouse the enthu-

siasm of guests, the climax apparently

coming with the announcement that the

source is an inverted incandescent gas

lamp.
Fig. 1, a night photograph, does not

convey a proper impression of the illumi-

nation of this room. The dome, which

is the only light source used, is made of

amber, green, rose and ruby colored art

glass, and practically all of the light

transmitted by these colors to the side

walls and ceiling is non-actinic, so that,

while these parts of the room are satis-

factorily lighted when judged by the

Fiff. 1.—Night vieiv of the dining room.

eye, these colored rays are of no value

on a photographic plate. This may be

noted by observing the detail shovyn in

the lower left hand corner of Fig. 1,
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where the dark rug is lighted directly

from the under part of the dome, and
the light wall paper, shown in the rect-

angular space in the center of this pho-
tograph, between the china cabinet and
the door, receives transmitted light only;

the rug appears to be of a lighter color

than the paper. By reference to these

same sections in the daylight photo-
graph. Fig. 2, where the tones are given
more nearly their correct weight, the

above point may be appreciated.
Illumination measurements were taken

on a horizontal plane at the table height,

for the purpose of determining the inten-

sity effective on the table when it is

used as shown in the photographs, or

when extended to a greater length.

Measurements were also taken on the

waTT and^^eiling to sTiowtTie increases

in illumination at these points, due to

light reflected from the table when it

was more or less covered with linen.

The proper height at which to place

the dorrjie was made the subject of a

thorough investigation, as was also the

proper reflector to be used within such

a dome. In Fig. 3 the position of the

eye of a person seated at the table is

shown, at the right hand, when sitting

upright, and at the left when leaning

somewhat forward. It will be seen that

a pei;son at one side of the table can
plainly see over the top of the heads of

those seated opposite and at the same

F. EMt hu/il
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Fig, 2— Daylight Vieiv

time neither the mantle nor the reflector

can be seen, unless one leans far for-

ward and purposely looks up. Placmg
the dome higher would bring the full

glare of the mantle into the eyes, while

lowering it would cut off the view of

those on opposite sides of the table.

The relative positions of the lamp and

reflector within the dome is such that

the vertical angle, from the center of

the mar\tle to the lower edge of the

dome, was as small as could be secured,

tlius permitting the location of the dome
at the highest point above the table

without violating that more important

consideration—keeping the lamp out of

the direct line of vision; that is to say,

having the lamp and all sources of high

intrinsic brilliancv entirely above the

lower edge of the dome when viewed

from any position around the table.

Summary of Installation.

Dimensions of room, 12' 10" x 13' 10".

Height of ceiling, 9' 0".

Height of table, 2' 5"..
^^

Height of lower edge of dome, 4 6/2 .

Height of dome above table, 2' 1^/^"-

Height of mantle above table, 2' V/i"

.

Number of mantles used, 1.

Nominal consumption cubic feet of

gas per hour, 3.3.

Pressure during test, in inches water,

3.8.
,

Illumination measurements were made

on a horizontal plane 29 inches high

HEATING ELECTRICAL WORK PLUMBING

Z4UTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

VENTILA TION

JOHN O.
<^

SHEET METAL WORK

2 J<#

Hani

Rbiv

^ Blectric Co,, Iiic,

:ting and Supplies

10 77 SUTTER ST

Est Possible to do Good Work.

(table height) at 1 foot distances, from
the side wall to directly .beneath the

lamp, and at intermediate stations 5 and

13, beyond the latter being where the

illumination falls off abruptly, due to

the edge of the dome cutting off all

direct rays.

The values given below for stations

1 to 9 are the averages of the two sets

of readings taken at right angles, indi-

cated in Fig. 4.

The mantle was the original one fitted

to this lamp, and had been in use regu-

larly for over six months; no adjust-

ments were made of the lamp, nor were
changes in pressude during any of the

tests. These were as follows:

No. 1, alabaster cylinder only.

No. 2. half-frosted cyHnder only.

5J0. 3, prismatic distributing reflector

with half-frosted cylinder.

No. 4, opal distributing reflector with

I
., v//////////////////////m

V

Fig. 3. — Position of the eye of a person seated at

the table

Dining Room

Fig. 4.

—

Plan of Stations.

half-frosted cvlinder, the results of

which are given in table No. 1.

The distribution with the prismatic

reflector is shown to be somewhat more
uniform than that with the opal reflec-

tor.

The appearance of the dome was
somewhat better with the opal reflector

than with the prismatic; the main objec-

tion, however, was due to greater depth

of the latter when used with this dome,
which would bring the lower edge of

the prism glass in the line of vision.

Using the dome without a reflector

xesulted Jn an unequal and excessive

illumination of the art glass, detracting

very considerably from its appearance.

In table No. 2 are given the stations,

angles, intensity in foot-candles and the

apparent candle power, the latter calcu-

lated from the horizontal illumination.
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- IF —
"Environment molds the character" does it not follow

that the things with which you surround yourself reflect

your personality?

Keep this fact in mind when selecting your

LIGHTING FIXTURES
THE ENOS COMPANY

C. E. ROESCH. Manager

334 Sutter Street San Francisco, Gal.

J

14

Fig. 5 is the polar distribution curve

of the inverted incandescent gas lamp
with half-frosted cylinder, opal reflector

and art glass dorne, and is somewhat
interesting, as the distance from the cen-

ter of the mantle to the photometer
screen was but 2.91 feet.

The illumination, as measured on Mie

walls and ceiling, with mahogany table,

without covering; shows an average in-

tensity of approximately .2 foot-candles.

With the table partially covered with

doilies the illumination was increased 210^

per cent, and with a table cloth the in-

crease was 520 per cent, resulting in

approximately 1.25 foot-candles effective

on the walls and ceiling, both of which,

from a decorator's standpoint, would be

classed as light, the walls being a very

light gray and the ceiling a light tint,

nearly white.

Fia.S.—Potar Di'ttribution Curve.

Tell Them Where You Saw It.

Don't forget to say you saw it in *'T]ie

Architect and Engineer" when you write

our advertisers. They like to know that

you read this magazine and it makes us

feel good, too.
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Table No. 1.

Test No.-l 2 3 4

Distribut'g Distribut-
prismatic in>? opal

Half- reflector reflector

Alabaster frosted with half- with half-

cylinder cylinder frosted frosted

only. only. cylinder. cylinder.

Station Foot- Foot- Foot- Foot-
No. candles. candles. candles. candles.

!••••••• • \ry ••• ••• ••«

2 13 ... .14 .la

3 16 .16 .22 .21

4 39 .35 1.16 .-61

5 1.03 1'.53 2.93 2.33
6 2.33 2.« 4.53 4.30
7 4.13 5.5 9.2 8.50
8.. 5.95 9.05 15.78 15.80
9 7. CO 13.5 17.95 24.28

Table No. 2.

Angle. Foot-candles .\pparent

Station. Deg. Min. in candle-power
9 O 24.28 207
^- 10 1<> —i^* 159

—

7-11 34 20 «.-&3 133
6-12 45 40 4.3 107

S-13 50 2.33 74.6
4-14 53 40 .61 24.8
3 59 30 .21 . 13.4
2 64 .'3 li3.4

Hanging Lamps.

In many a hall-way is hanging an old-

time lantern that performed the same
service in a hall two hundred years ago,

though, to be sure, they do not now con-

tain the oil lamp, the tallow dip, or a

wax candle. On the contrary, they rnay

be fitted out with electricity, and shine

forth all the more bravely with a bor-

rowed light, though they certainly do
not look out of place in the midst of the

old-fashioned furniture that plavs its

part in so many homes at the present

day. Yet the taste for this old type of

metal work is apt to be overdone. I

have seen a lamp hanging in a house,

clumsily made of wrought iron, which

looked as though it had been made by
a orehistoric blacksmith. To my friend's

artistic soul this crudity, this simplicity
of design, this clumsiness of manufac-
ture, no doubt appealed. But the lamp,
though placed in the hall of a most mag-
nificent building, was more fitted to be
hung behind a barn door.
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Quaintness in hall lamps is worth while

if they combine utility with beauty, and

there are many beautiful specimens to be

had, with this desirable combination.

Upliness is always ugly, and the fact

of it being two hundred years old should

not be any better recommendation for its

preservation.—Ex.

no 111.**
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Electrolier at San Diego

Street Lighting in San Diego, California

By C. E. Groesbeck.

THE move for better street lighting,

which has spread over the entire

country during the past two years,

came in from the West, like the weather.

The Pacific Coast was the leader in the

movement, one city after another taking

it up in quick succession and with

remarkable enthusiasm.
San Diego must be counted among

these enterprising cities. The character

of the installation may be fairly judged
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from the liiusiraiion shown. 1 he lamp

standard is particularly handsome and
elaborate. Six of these standards are

placed in each block 200 feet in length,

and eight on the 300 foot block. Ninety-

six are now in service, and 200 more are

being installed. The lamps are lighted

from dusk until midnight each night, the

prtjperty owners along the thoroughfare
paying the cost of lighting. Each stand-

ard carries six 16-candle power carbon
filament lamps and one 32-candle power
lamp in the large central globe. Twelve
watt series tungsten lamps run in multi-

ple from a transformer attached to the

base of the post are being tested. The
illumination, as well as the installation,

is very satisfactory—so much so that the

property owners and merchants along all

of the busy streets are taking means to

have similar installations made at the

earliest possible date.

While the design of the lamp standards

is open to criticism from the purely utili-

tarian standpoint, owing to the obstruc-

tion offered to the upright lamps by the

rather massive arms supporting them, the

distinctly decorative effect of the installa-

tion fully compensates for this slight loss

in illumination, at least in the opinion of

the merchants from whose private purses

it is installed and maintained. The mer-
chant realizes that the looks of his store

are not to be neglected, and if this is true

of his store it is equally true of the street

on which his store is located.

The fact that this installation is being
put in from private funds calls to rnind

the numerous other cases in which simi-

lar action has been or is being taken.

This fact is of wider importance than

may first appear. The lighting of busi-

ness streets in an adequate manner is

justly chargeable to those owning prop-

erty or doing business on such streets,

why may not other matters of an equally

public nature such as pavements, be

just as properly charged to the same
sources? Unquestionably a modern
street lighting equipment adds to the

business of the merchants on the strert,

but as surely as it adds to trade, it adds

STEAM AND H

1160 ^Jeftersofi Htreet,

QILLE
N. W. Cor

HEATING AND VCPt'

AND CO>

tu tile value of the piuiJciLj, ana Uicre-

fore to the revenues of the city received

through taxation.

Furthermore, to increase the value and
attractiveness of the business section of

a city is to add tt> the valu" of the city

as a whole. Thus everv citizen becomes
a participant in the advantages accruing
from private enterprise.

Public spirit and private enterprise are

by no means antagonistic, and in this

particular instance have worked together

for good, and the ultimate good that is

bound to result from better street light-

ing is far beyond the mere temporary
advantage of the few merchants and
others whose foresight has outrun public

enterprise.—The Illuminating Enp'n<>'-r

PliifTibing
^TIIMG

CAL.
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A Postal Card Will Bring You This

Book.

"Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation" is

the name of a handsome new catalogue

just published by the Armstrong Cork

Company of Pittsburg, Pa. The book

contains 120 pages, illustrated with more

than 70 reproductions of photographs

and drawings. From one standpoint it

is unique, being the first book of this

size ever published in which the illustra-

tions from photographs are reproduced

on antique stock by means of the so-

called offset process.

It is unquestionably the most exhaust-

ive treatise on the subject of cork insula-

tion yet published, and as such it will

prove of interest to engineers, architects,

and all who are concerned with refrig-

eration in any form. The book contains

much information never published here-

tofore, accumulated through years of

practical experience. The results of an

extensive series of tests to determine the

heat transmission of corkboard of vari-

ous forms, mineral wool block, wood
pulp boards, brick, concrete^ etc., the

results of fire tests, tests of structural

strength, tests to determine the effi-

ciency of the bond between corkboard

and concrete are given in detail for the

first time. Specifications for erecting

Nonpareil Corkboard, with drawings cov-

ering every standard type of construc-

tion, are an important feature and one

which should appeal to every architect

and engineer who is called uoon to han-

dle this kind of work. Service details—

This half tone shows the Lincoln Buildin^r

(D. H. Burnham & Co.. architects), faced

with Mai Qlaxed Brick iseml-enawt),

made at Stocktoa, now being sold by the

aoldea Gate Brick Co., C. F. Pratt. manaKi r

6&0 Market Street. These Mat Glaxed

Brick are water proof and will not take stain

of any kind. 1 Try them as follows : Put

quantity of ink on one of them, then apply

water and see how nicely they clean.

The

Golden Gate BricK Co.

Can supply you with Enamel, Mni

QIazed, Pressed Brick, Terra Cotta

and Fire Brick, all made of clay at

Stockton, or Sandstone made of sand

and lime at Antioch.

the proper thickness of insulation to in-

stall, methods of manufacture, factory

facilities, shippinqr weights, freight rates,

etc., combine to make the catalogue a

reference book of material value. It

will be sent to interested nersons free of

charge.

New Books.
The Cement Record Publishin<y Com-

pany has recentlv published an interest-

ing book entitled "Brief Historv of Ce-

ments," by I. C. Johnson of Bravesend.

England. This is the first time that the

true facts regarding the invention of

Portland cement have apneared in print.

The price of this book is fifty cents

per copy postpaid.

Well Known Contractors.

Of the prominent contracting firms in

San Francisco, none is better known than

Taylor & Johnson, both partners having

been identified at one time or another

with much important work in San Fran-

cisco and the bay cities. Mr. Johnson

was formerly superintendent of construc-

tion for Maxwell G. Bugbee^ well-known

San Francisco architect. The Starr-^

King church at Geary and Franklin

streets, the first religious edifice built

in San Francisco after the big fire, was

erected bv Mr. Johnson, while some of

the more important work undertaken by

the firm of Taylor & Johnson may be

mentioned the Security Investment Com-
pany's building and the Nelson-Morns
Packing house. The firm occupies offices

in the P -tal Telegraph building.

Lincoln Building'. Fifth and Market Sts. I
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THE
Rot^.ng Construction Co.

OF NEW YORK

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATH

THE SYSTEM THAT IS FIREPROOF

1017-1018 Crocker Building, Saa Francisco

Phone Teninorarv 4.^12

Butte wares Traveling

The Butte Engineering Company has
recently taken a contract to build and
erect a mammoth electric traveling hoist

for the municioal pipeyard of San Fran-
cisco. The hoist will handle 32 carloads

of pipe daily, having an operating ca-

pacity of 350 feet per minute. The big

hoist was designed by engineers of, the

Butte comoany, and is being turned out

at the Butte factory on Howard street.

The contract calls for the completion of

the hoist in 45 working days at a cost

to the city of $2,300.

A New Picture Fastener.

The Star Expansion Bolt Company
of 147-149 Cedar street, New York City,

makers of the famous Star Expansion
bolts, are coming into the limelight

again, -with a new labor and safety de-

vice for hanging pictures and so forth,

securely, neatly and in an improved
manner.

This product is known as the Sebco
Ready Fastener, and consists of a wedge
sharpened at one end, having a hole

sunk, and threaded at the other. This
wedge is driven in flush with the wall,

the fixture placed, and a blunt end screw
is inserted into the threaded end of the

wedge and fastened tight. Whenever it

becomes desirable to remove the fasten-

ing, the screw is simply taken out, and
the wedge being flush with the wall, is

not noticed. This product is being sold

largely by the better class of picture-

frame stores, and by all discriminating
hardware dealers.

Raoid Dredging.

The easiest money I ever earned was
when I agreed to dredge the ferry slip

of the Transportation Company.
They were in a bad plight, telegraphing
everywhere for a dredger that could be
towed uv in a hurry; for the river had
silted up their landing slip in their busi-

est season and it meant a thousand dol-

lars a day to them. In the midst of

their excitement, I happened into their

office and offered to dredge the slip for

$500. ''Done," said they, and we signed

papers on the spot. Then I went out

and hired a big tug for five dollars an
hour, backed her into the slip, tied her

close and fast, and started the engine.

In about a minute that big propeller set

up such a current that the siit began
floatinor out of the slip in tons. In two
hours I called at their office agam, leit

a good cigar, and got my $500.—Benja-

min Baker in Scribner's Magazine.
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A Wonderful Clock.

The great clock in the tower of the

Metropolitan Life Building in New York
City was built and installed with all its

accessories, by the Self Winding Clock
Company, of which Ferdinand Fish of

250 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

is the Pacific Coast representative. The
big clock with its four great dials, 346

feet above the sidewalk, is visible far

and wide over the city. All the space on

the dials not occupied by the bronze

work and figures is covered with two-

inch squares of a material which resists

the weather and gives a minimum of

expansion and contraction. The field is

white; the center design is of smaller

cut pieces, and this, with the larger

squares of the border, are a rich tur-

quoise blue. The material is new in this

country, but Mart & Lawton, contractors

for the dials, say it has been used in a

similar way for the Duke of Westmin-
ster in England.

The dials are 26 feet 6 inches in diame-

ter, the figures 4 feet hieh, while the

hands built on iron frames and sheathed

with copper, will weigh 1,000 pounds for

the large hand and 700 oounds for the

small. The large hand will measure 17

feet from end to end and 12 feet from
center to point, the smaller 13 feet 4

inches over all and 8 feet 4 inches from
center to point. They will revolve on

"roller bearings and, Hke the numerals on

the faces, are illuminated by rows of

single filament incandescent lamps be-

hind heavy plate glass.

The clock, with its equipment of bells

and light signals, an intricate mechanism,
is electricallv operated and automatically
controlled.

The master clock, which is located in

the directors' room on the first floor of

the old building, is the heart and soul

of the entire tower clock outfit; besides

this, it controls about 100 other clocks

throughout the entire structure, and also

controls several program instruments for

sounding various schedules of bells in

the different departments. This clock

is a high-grade regulator, and is adjusted

to run within five seconds per month.
All the controlling devices for the

tower clock are set to automaticallv oper-

ate from the master clock. At a pre-

determined hour in the evening the dials

are illuminated; also -the lantern and its

flashing mechanism is set in operation.

How to Keep Floors From Squeaking.

The noise in floors that squeak in vari-

ous places when stepped upon is caused

by the boards rubbing together. A good
remedy, says Popular Mechanics, is to

turn in screws through the cracks, as

shown in the sketch. This can be done
at housecleaning time. The screws will

either spread the boards or hold them
together^o^^hey will not squeak,

SCHASTPY 6( VOLLMER
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Furnace Heat for the Home.

Furnace heat is used in thousands of

homes and its efficiency depends very

materially upon the location of the fur-

nace and the proper arrangement of its

connections. The heating qualities of a

furnace can be determined by the pur-

chaser by the radiating surface above the

{\re pot. A small fire box with a large

radiating surface will give more heat

than a large fire box with a sma 1 radi-

ating surface and, in addition, will allow

of economy in the use of fuel.

Having secured the furnace the most

important problem is the selection of its

location. It should be placed as near

the center of the building as possible so

that its distribution of heat will be equi-

table in all directions. Care should be

taken that every piece fits smoothly and

that all the joints are packed with asbes-

tos cement. The smoke pipe should be

of steel or galvanized iron, and should

be the full size of the furnace cellar.

The opening in the chimney should have

a heavy iron thimble into which the

smoke pipe should fit firmly.

The first and second pipe joints, after

leaving the furnace, are the joints

on which the check damper should be

olaced. This should have a chain

attached, running to the floor above, so

that the furnace may be regulated with-

out the necessity of descending to the

basement. A similar chain attachment

should be made with the front draft of

the furnace. Round, three-piece elbows

should be used on the hot air pipes.

Registers should have frames which will

leave an air space between the register

box and the woodwork, and if pipmjg

touches the woodwork at anv point it

should have at least three thicknesses of

asbestos paper wound around it, and over

this should be a strip of tightly fitted tin.

The registers, of course, should be as

close to the furnace as possible. H these

precautions are taken the furnace will do

its best service in the heating of the

home.

George R. Grcenleaf Moves.

George R. Greenleaf, the Berkeley gas

and electric fixture man, has moved to

larger and more centrally located quar-

ters at 2134 University avenue. In his

announcement to customers, Mr. Green-

leaf says: "With this change I will be

in a much better position to attend to

your oatronap^e in a more practical and

able manner."

Gravel and Sand
Our clean, tresli water uravei and Sand

has been tested and is «pecifted by the

leading eifKineers of the State, and has

been used by contractors on some of the

largest buildings, bridges, and on oil

macadam asphalt macadam and reiri-

forced concrete macadam roads in this

Stat.

OurRoofins Gravel is the only

material in this mark.-t perfectly adapted

to this work and is specified by the

leading architects and used e.\clusivelv by

the best roofing contractors.

We furnished the Roofinp Gravel for the

Phelan Building. Emporium. Mills Build-

ing. Merchants Exchange. Union Trust.

Metropolis Bank. Hale Building. Humboldt

Bank. Magnin Building, and hundreds

more of the large and small buildings of

the State fl QET OUR PRICES.

S7 THIRD STREET
San Francisco

Phone Dougflas 3078

PUNTS A1 IttALDSBURG AND PIUSANTON

Chicago Improved Cube

Concrete Mixer
MANUFACTURED BY

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
& CONTRACTING CO.

Main Office, Railway Exchange,

CHICAGO, ILL.

San Francisco Agents, Lansing Wheel-

barrow Co., 780 Folsom St.

p. B. ENGH, 704 Central BIdg.. Los Angeles

Special Sales Representative for Southern California
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The Mc7v Mission Grammar School, San Francisco

L. P. Rixford, City Architect Kittle Construction Company. Contractors

The New Mission Grammar School, San
Francisco

THE new Mission Grammar School,

on Mission street, below Sixteenth,

San Francisco, has been coni-

pleted, and is a credit to the City Archi-

tect's office, as well as to the contrac-

tors, embodying, as it does, every desir-

able feature in design, construction and

materials. It is a two-story and base-

ment class A building, with granite base,

the upper part being of buff-colored

pressed brick, trimmed with terra cotta.

The bricks are laid in what is known as

the Flemish Bond, and it is no. exaggera-

tion to say, that no better looking job of

brick work has ever been done in San
Francisco.
The building has reinforced concrete

floors and roof with a copper covered

mansard. There is no unprotected wood
in the building, all the window frames,

doors and trim being of metal or kala-

mein work.
Every modern improvement for large

school buildings has been provided.

Strict attention has been paid to .proper

ventilation and good light and the school

house will undoubtedly rank among the

best in the country.

The Kittle Construction Company
were the general contractors. The brick

work was sub-let to T. F. O'Rourk,
mason and builder, who completed his

contract in forty working days.

A Snap Buy for Draughtsmen.

Draughtsmen who are looking for a

bargain in drawing materials will do well

to call on or write the firm of Eugene

Dietzgen Co.,- 18 First street, San Fran-

cisco, and order a mechanical drawing
set from a limited stock which they have

on hand and which were not listed in

the new catalog. The regular price for

a seven-piece set in pocket book case

is $13.50. To close out the stock they

are being sold for $6.75. Other sets, in

less expensive cases, are sold as low as

$5.75. The instruments are high class

in every particular and would make a

splendid Christmas gift. There are only

a few of these sets left.

Busy Year for Engineer Breite.

Engineer W. W. Breite, with offices in

the Clunie building, San Francisco, has

been called into consultation in design-

ing the steel work for no less than fifty-

five buildings since the first of last

March. It has been a record breaking

year for Mr. Breite which speaks well

for his high standing with the members
of the architectural profession. The
steel plans for some of the largest and

best constructed buildings in San Fran-

cisco were designed by Mr. Breite. .\t

present he is engaged in converting the

Jefferson Square building into a club

house for the Western Auto club. A
feature of the reconstructed building will

be an immense reinforced concrete swim-
ming tank, 35 by 95 feet.

The Star Expansion Bolt Company,
makers of the famous Star Expansion

Bolts, have moved their New Orleans

(La.) sales oce to No. 504 Audubon
building, where strangers and friends

alike will be welcomed by D. S. Miller.
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Enos Company Moves Downtown.

In the building of a new home so many
problems confront one that it is a relief

to be able to determine one's lighting

fixture requirements under such favorable

circumstances as is possible at the new
downtown studios of The Enos Co.

Instead of being led through a rnaze of

glitter and glass by a more or less incom-

petent salesman, you are taken into a

small room where nothing is on display

except the fixtures being suggested for

your home. This selection is only made
after careful consideration of the require-

ments of vour residence, not only from

the architectural and decorative treat-

ment of the surroundings, but with a

view of reflecting as far as is possible the

personality of the occupant.

The result thus obtained means a de-

gree of marmony between the lighting

fixtures and the rest of the decorations,

which produces that feeling of rest and
peacefulness which is the ideal condition

in the trulv artistic interior.

Peter Auerust Westberg.
Peter August Westberg, for seven years

practicing architect in Los Angeles, died

at his Alhambra home October 23d. Mr.

Westberg designed and supervised the

construction of a number of buildings in

Los Angeles and vicinity, including ho-

tels, aoartment houses, business blocks

and residences. He was fifty-two years

of aq-e at the time of his death. He leaves

a widow and a son.

A New Invention.
Mr. Charles Hart, the manager of the

Hart Heating Company of Oakland, has

invented a gas burner v^hich prornises to

revolutionize the gas heater business.

The ew burner, patents for which
have been issued in five countries, is

arranged with two crossed wires in the

bottom of the burner, which divide the

flow of gas into four distinct currents,

and thoroughly mixes the gas with air

when it has reached the outlet of the

burner, which is in four prongs, the

whole burner being but twelve inches in

length.
The inventor has demonstrated by

actual tests, that fully eighty per cent of

gas is saved to the consumer.

A wooden splinter, held over the out-

let, in the blaze, WILL NOT CATCH
ON FIRE; raised six inches above the

outlet, it will light at once.

The Hart Patent Burner is smokeless

and sootless; is simple in construction

and in operation. It will be sold only

with the Hart Combination Hot Water
Boiler, and the Queen Gas Water Heater.

The Fire Warden of Oakland says of

the new burner:
"It is perfectly safe—the best thing m

the line that I have ever seen."
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Water-Proofing
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A California Made Reversible Window.

Architects are specifying the reversible

window more and more as its numerous
advantages become apparent. The Dean
and the Hipolito windows are manu-
factured under one and the same patent,

the former being turned out in San Fran-

cisco and the hitter in Los Angeles. The
makers have this to say: "This is the

modern window. It meets every modern
demand for convenience, economy, and
the safe-guarding of health and life." As
the word "reversible" suggests, the win-

dow revolves.on a pivot. Both sash may
be swung to a horizontal position, or to

any angle, or the outside of the sash may
be turned inside. The window also

slides up and down like the ordinary

kind.

"The Hipolito and Dean Reversible

Window is a life-saver. It completely

eliminates the necessity of the window-
cleaner hazarding his life on the outside

window ledge. With this window, the

cleaner simply revolves the sash, and

cleans both sides of the glass from
within the building.

"This naturally saves a great deal of

time, and consequently increases the

window-cleaner's capacity, and decreases

the cost of cleaning. It is the experience

of building-owners who have installed

the reversible windows that a cleaner

can handle double the number as of the

-okl slicing vari^^y. This is^ no inconsid-

erable matter, for the windows will

actually pay for themselves in a few

years.

"The reversible window is a health-

saver. As the sash can be poised at any
angle, the ventilation can be regulated

and the draught, usually experienced in

opening the ordinary window, can be

avoided. Both sash can also be placed

at right angles to the frame, and the

entire opening used for the free circu-

lation of air. These features are of no

small importance when health and com-
fort are considered."

Burgess Has Money to Loan.

R. N. Burgess & Company has estab-

lished a San Francisco office in the First

National Bank building, at the same time

retaining the Oakland office. This firm

has considerable money available for

building loans and architects who have

prospective clients who need money to

build with will find it to their advantage

to consult with Mr. Burgess. Mention
the Architect and Engineer when you
talk business with him. R. N. Burgess

& Co. will take charge of the construc-

i'um of the big apartment hotel which is

to be erected on Knob llill from plans

by Architects MacDonald and Apple-
garth.
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4i ASPHAl
WATERPROOF

1 1^

^ PAINTS
CONTRACTORS

ASPHALT, FELT AND GRAVEL ROOFING
DAMP-PROOFING AND WATERPROOFING
WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST GRADE MATERIALS IN OUR WORK

PORTLAND

:

820 Chamber of Commerce BIdg.

SEATTLE

:

3 1 4 Occidental Avenue
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Interior of Brodc Iron Works, San Francisco

Y%
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You can't afford to take chances on a leaking vooi

—besides the actual damage it causes, ther(,^ is no

poact3 for the laudlord or the tenant.

insist on Malthoid and you will have a roof that is

absolutely water and weather proof for years to conie.

Malthoid is the roof that makes good because it is

made by the original nuike^rs of ready roofings

—

Pioncer~San Francisco Iron Worlw.

The many patrons and friends of R. J.

Erode of the Erode & Clark Iron Works,
621-625 Howard street. San Francisco,
will be interested in the announcement
that he is now sole nroprietor of the
iron works, having purchased all other
interests in the corporation. The con-
cern will hereafter be known as the

Erode Iron Works, the corporation hav-
ing been dissolved.

•Mr. Erode is one of San Francisco's
pioneer manufjicturers of structural steel

and ornamental iron work, having spent
twenty-three years in the business. His

E, PROPRIETOR

fi rst venture was ^t Eighth and—G4ay
streets, Oakland, Gal., where he operated
a plant for a period of eight years. Upon
moving to San Francisco a plant was es-

tablished at Howard and Eeale streets,

and a good business was carried rui there

until about ten years ago, when the

present location on Howard street was
leased. At the time of the fire the works
was practically destroyed but rebuilt and
three months later operation was resumed.

The main shop has a floor space of 45x164
feet. Employment is given to as many as

sixty men. Contracts running as high as

500 tons are filled and care is taken that the

work is turned out satisfactory to the

Tel. Kearny 2464

1

1 cilai
T>- ?_

I

:.iRODE IRON WORKS
successor to

BRODE & CLARK IRON WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

STRUCTURAL WORK
AND

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
OrriCE AID WORKS

621-625 HOWARD STREET
BET. SECOND AND THIRD STS. SAN rnANCMICO. CAL.
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DRAWINGS ANiJ CUTS
WHICH SHOW MANUFACTURERS-
GOODS TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE

THIS IS OUR SPECIALTY
LOWEST RATKS ovthE COAST

Holmes Disappearing

RoH Ta ^^^ Monadnock Blci«.

IH^U vU* San Francisco

^ We furnish and install the

Holmes Patent Disappearing

BeJs in ornamental hrass,

hronzed or \?^hite enamel iron

frame— with galvanized iron

recess, Leggett Spiral Springs,

guides, bumpers and furniture

m any style or wood to har-

monize w^ith the other furniture

m the room.

VC^rite or call for descriptive

circulars ana other data about

these beds.

and in

lived in

way up
ship of

architect and his cHent, hoth in respect to

sDeed and equalitv of workmanship. In

addition to the large floor space, Mr. Rrodc

is fortunate in having a lease on prop-

ertv adjoining the works, which gives him
vard space 45x112 feet, and an excellent

outlet for transportation pCirposes on both

Tehama and Hawthorne streets.

The Erode & Clark Iron Works were
incorporated about fifteen years ago, but

very soon after the incorporation the

half-interest of W. A. Clark was taken

over by Mr. Erode and George G. Eauer.

The corporation continued until a few

weeks ago, when Mr. Bauer sold his in-

terest. Mr. Erode is a native of Germany,
the twenty-eight years he has

this country he has worked his

from a mechanic to the owner-

a splendid and most successful

enterprise.

The following is a list of some of the

more important contracts filled by the

Erode & Clark Iron Works in the past

few years:
Grand Hotel, corner Turk and Taylor

streets, C. A. Meussdorffer architect;

Monroe Greenwood Estate Company
building, corner Mission street and Shaw
alley, Henry A. Schulze architect; Stand-

ard Eiscuit Company building. Pacific

and Sansome- streets, S. Schnaittacher

architect; building on the south side of

Mission street between Third and Fourth,

streets, Ross & Kfurgren architects; Eng-

ender building, northeast corner Turk and^
Taylor streets. Ross & Eurgren architects;.

Andrew Downey building, northeast cor-

ner Howard and Second streets. Ross &
Eurgren architects; Russ building. Mont-
gomery, Eush and Pine streets; Donohue

building, southwest corner Battery and

Pine streets, Ross & Eurgren architects;

building Broadway and Front streets,

Wright. Rushforth & Cahill architects;

Sacred Heart Church, Fell and Fillmore

streets, Thomas J. Welsh architect; Home
Telephone Company's building. Seven-

teenth street and Albion avenue, Cox-

head & Coxhead architects; Barker,

Knickerbocker & Bostwick building,

northwest corner of Howard and Second

streets, Woodworth Wethered architect;

torpedo storehouse. United States Govern-

ment, Fort Winfield Scott, PresidiOj and

for a great many other buildings, includ-

ing the Mission High School, Havens &
Hoepke architects, which was erected

before the fire and was uninjured by the

conflagration.

Personal.

Architect William A. Newman has

established himself in comfortable offices

in the Hewes building at Market and

Seventh streets, San Francisco.
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GEARY STREET above Union Square

San Francisco •

European Plan, $1.30 a day up

American Plan, $3.00 a day up

An addition of one-third is now being

built to accommodate the (ast

increasing patronage

Charles A. Stewart and
Mabgarit Stewart

Proprietors

F. O. ENGSTRUM. Pres.

F. E. ENGSTRUM. Vice Pres.

THl: ORIENTAL ri 1 f I* a If

DIRECT IMPORTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL IN

ART
S. W. Cor. California St. and Grant Ave.

San Francisco

Branch at Los Angeles 548-550 South Broadway

Praise for Ransome Company.
The Ransome Concrete Company is

receiving: many flattering compliments
from members of the architectural and
engineering profession as well as from
the layman, for its high-class work as

general contractors 'of the new Sacra-,

mento hotel building. The structure has

been pronounced the best built rein-

forced concrete hostelry in the United

States. The last number of Cement Age,

the leading publication in the East, de-

voted to the cement interests, speaks

very highly of the concrete work on this

building. In a future number of The
Architect and Engineer the construction

of the hotel will be described and illus-

trated in detail. The Ransome Company
Jias recently taken the contract to erect

^another large hotel in Sacramento—the

reconstruction of the old State House
which is almost directly opposite the

hostelry just finished _by them.

Adds Sprinkler Department
The John G. Sutton Company of San

Francisco has added an automatic fire

sprinkler department to its business and
lias placed a competent superintendent in

charge of the same. This concern now
maintains six important departments in

the building construction line and in

charge of each is an expert. The depart-

ments are: Heating, ventilating, plumb-
ing, electrical work, sheet metal work and
automatic sprinkling.

H. W. BRYSON. MgT.
WM. McKAY. Supt.

F. Eti^stniTTi

II CONTP
—Wholesale Dealers in

—

LUMBER. BRICK. IIME. CEMENT. GLASS. SASH DOORS. PAINTS and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Main Offices. Mill. Warehouse & Yards Branch Office

East Fifth & Seaton Sts.. Los Angeles State Hospital BIdg.. Agnew

Telephones: Main 3046—A 1%9 Telephone Main 59

:
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The Pacific Rolling Mills.

Under the heading, ''Made in San

Francisco," The Call recently published

an account of some of the more impor-

tant contracts filled by the Pacific Roll-

ing Mills and the following extract

from the article will be found of interest:

"The Pacific Rolling Mill Company is

the pioneer of all the iron businesses irt

this city. The president of the concern,

P. Noble, has been associated with the

business for 40 years and his company
will be remembered as the one which for

a great many years was located at the

foot of Twentieth street, where the

Risdon iron and locomotive works is

now.
•In the days, when the street railroads

_\vere being laid in San Francisco old

residents will remember the vast quan-

tity of steel rails that were laid and prac-

tically every foot of the rails used in

the old days was made by the Pacific

Rolling Mill Company.
"When steel manufacture began its

strides toward the present high standard

for building purposes the Pacific Roll-

ing Mill Company branched into that line

and was the first to supply structural

steel for buildings and bridges in this

citv.

"D. O. Mills, who was the first man in

the United States to build a sky-scraper

and to" successfully demonstrate in New
York City the value of the same, erected

the Mills building in this citv and placed

the contract for the steel with the Pacific

Rolling Mill Company. The efficiency of

its workmanship was well demonstrated

at the time of the fire in April, 1906, as

this building withstood the earthquake

and is today one of our very best build-

ings.

"Since that time the Pacific Rolling

Mill Company has been continuing the

business of supplying structural steel for

buildings and bridges, and since the time

of the fire has furnished the steel for

such buildings as the Bank of Cali-

fornia, Chronicle building, American

Theater. Cliff House, Anglo and

ICE Railing
^'^MENTAL WmE.IBON.BflASS & BRONZEWORK,

GWlLWORKfORELLVATOR fNCLOSURtS.
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London-Paris National Bank build-

ing, Mission Savings Bank, corpora-

tion yard for the city and county of San
Francisco, situated at Bay and Stockton
streets, and the San Francisco hospitals

now being erected in Potrero avenue be-

tween Twentv-second and Twenty-third
streets. This latter work will contain

about 3,300 tons of structural steel and
this job covers more area than any other

job of structural steel in the city of San
Francisco.
"Besides the structural steel business

the Pacific Rolling Mill Company oper-

ates a large cast iron foundry in which it

specializes on architectural work, such~as
columns, bases, wheel guards, etc.,

li 1 1hough i t Is in a pOS i tion to manu fa c

-

ture all kinds of cast iron."

Recent Steel Contracts.

The steel contract for the new W. A.

Dorn building illustrated elsewhere in

this number, was secured by the Western
Iron Works of San Francisco which has

alreadv begun work on the building at

Clay and Davis streets. The steel design

is quite intricate. Wright, Rushford &
Cahill are the architects.

The Erode Iron Works of San Fran-
cisco has secured the steel contract on
the loft building that is being erected on
Mission near Third street for Archbishop
Riordan. Smith O'Brien is the architect.

HAS. M. CHARRUr
CONTRACTING
ENGINEER

HUMBOLDT BANK BIIIIDING
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CAL.
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W. FOSTER

BUILDERS EXCHANGE
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Estimates Furnished
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CONTRACTORS
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A Metallic Structures
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California and Montgomery Sts.
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FREDERICK J. AMWE6, C. E.

M AM. SOC. C. C.

ADVISORY ENGINtER AND MANAGER
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Modern Automatic Dust Rcmovinjf Appliances
for Hotels. Office BuildinRS. Apartment

Houses. Stores. Schools. Etc.
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ii An«

CONSULTING MECHANICAL

ENGINEER
Mem. AS M.E. Mem. A.S. H&V.E.

SPECIALTIES
The Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.

Steam Powt r Plants, Healin>f V'enti-

latin^f, VVirintr. Waterworks
j
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Sues to Defeat Building Ordinance.

VV-alter H. Linforth has made applica-

tion in the Superior Court for a writ of

mandate to compel the San Francisco
Board of Public Works to give him a

permit for the erection of a three-story
apartment house at the corner of Wash-
ington and Leavenworth streets.

Because of the provisions of ordi-

nance 243, the Board of Public Works
claimed that it was illegal for Linforth
to erect the apartment house so that it

would reach to a height of more than
forty-five feet above the curb. Linforth
claims that the' site of the apartment
house is above the level of the street

and that it will be impossible to erect

a three-story building within that limit.

He claims that a recent act of the Legis-
lature annuls the provisions of the ordi-

nance cited.

Amount of Water for Concrete.
The amount of water for a concrete

of about the right consistency for rein-

forced work may be gaged very closelv

bv the amount of cement used. This is

a close approximation fit for field work.
The weight of the water should equal the

weight of the cement. Considering a

bag of cement to have a weight of 92

pounds and a cubic foot of water to

weigh 62.5 pounds, then for each bag of

ement use XVi cubic feet of water.

VICTOR LDEAL
''^- • RNACES

Tkc Best Heating System for

Theatres, Halls, CliurcLcs,

Apartments ana rCcsiaenccs.

National Furnace Co.

MANUFACTURERS
AND PATENTEES

410 Folsom Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Kearny 5874

We have the Larjrest and Best Gas Furnace

Installation in the West.

FAN SYSTEMS A SPECIALTY
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African Mahogany for White Brothers.

White Brothers, the San Francisco

hardwood dealers have recently received

from their Petaluma sawmill a schooner

load of African mahogany. This was
sawed into lumber about a year ago, and

being now in perfect condition as to dry-

ness, they are about to place it on the

market. This is the first large quantity

of African mahogany to be brought into

San Francisco. Africa is one of the

largest, if not the largest, mahogany pro-

ducing continent. The trees grow to

enormous dimensions and the lumber is

magnificently figured. In addition to

this. African mahoganv is a great deal

cheaper than the Mexican variety.

Praise for Mr. Vinson.

Much credit for the success of the

recent architectural exhibit at San Fran-

cisco is due Mr. M. A. Vinson who
proved himself to be a splendid manager
with a get-there spirit that exceeded all

expectations of his co-workers. Mr. Vin-

son also managed the publication of the

Year Book in a manner that insured the

financial success of both the publication

and the exhibition. Mr. Vinson is now in

Los Angeles, where another book will be

published in January in the interests of

the southern nart of the State and its

architects.

Can*t nepend^m Momentum.

The only direction in which a train

will go without motive power is down
hill—and at the bottom it will stop.

What would you think of the brains

of an engineer who. finding that the train

was moving 60 miles an hour, shut off

the steam to save coal, and trusted to

the train to keep on moving to the end

of the line?

Yet there are hundreds of business

men, so-called, who attain a high speed,

a position of eminence, and then sit back

aaid rest, believing that competition is

so far back that it can never catch up.—
Journal of Decorative Art.

•Brick Wall Caves In.

A peculiar accident occurred recently

on the reinforced concrete building at

347 South Los Angeles street, Los

Angeles, when the pressure of the third

story concrete wall, not yet set, caused

a portion of the adjoining brick wall of

the Edison annex to give way. The con-

tractors, the Richards-Neustadt Co.,

after examining the caved-in brick wall,

pronounced its construction faulty, stat-

ing pressure from the concrete wall was

not great enough to affect it if properly

built.

When writjnfr to -\dverlisers mention tliis Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Russell & Erwin's New Catalog.

One of the largest and most complete
trade catalogs yet called to our atten-
tion has just been published by the Rus-
sell & Erwin Manufacturing Company
of New Britain, Conn. Mr. F. D. Voor-
hees. Pacific Coast manager, with offices
in the Commercial building, San Fran-
cisco, has received a few copies of the
book and he intends to distribute quite
a number to architects on the coast as
soon as a substantial shipment has been
made from the factory.

Some idea of the size of the catalog
may be had from the statement that it

contains over 1000 pages with from two
to a dozen illustrations on each page.
The book treats the different schools of
architecture including a brief history of
the hardware used in each school. Much
valuable information for architects in
the way of suggestions, detailed draw-
ings of various styles of hardware and
the application of locks and hardware
trim, is given and this material will no
doubt be appreciated by the profession
as it has been com'^iled at great expense.
A special feature has been made in

presenting data to insure a correct appli-
cation of locks and trim for French and
casement windows. Extra pages are pro-
vided for the insertion of additional
pages as new goods are added. The half
tones are beautifully done and the detail
of each fixture is brought out with strik-
ing clearness. The book is handsomely
bound and should prove an ornament as
well as a useful acquisition to every
office it goes into.

Ruins of Concrete.

At last archaeologists have advanced
a reasonable theory regarding the im-
mense ruins in Mexico and Central
America which testify to the remarkable
achievements of a vanished people, and
one likely to be better appreciated in
this age of concrete than ever before,
says the Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
The new contention is that the great

Nbuildings, supposed to have been built
of stone, were really created of concrete
that was made in molds of gigantic size.
Here is an explanation which explains,
and also lies within the realm of the
possible.

The difficulty that must have attended
the transportation of what have been
believed to be colossal stone blocks van-
ishes if they were really made of con-
crete, for which abundant material was
easily obtainable. It is possible that
the remote race concerned achieved bet-
ter concrete construction than we have
yet obtained.

Self-Winding^, s
Self Winding Clocks of every

description, or made to archi-
TECT* S DESIGN CfsVNCHRONIZED
CLOCK SYSTEMS FOR RAILROADS,
HOTELS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
<| BELL PROGRAM INSTRUMENTS
FOR SCHOOLS, INSTITUTIONS, FAC-
TORIES, AND HALLS. <|tIME
STAMPS, EMPLOYES TIME REGIS-
TERS, watchman's time DE-
TECTORS.

AU or OUR aOCKS are SEirWINOING

ALL INSTRtlMLNTS SLLf-OPERAKNG

Estimates furnished for electrical clock
equipment of every description. Literature
descriptive of all the latest recording de-
vici'S for use in modern building construc-
tion, will be sent upon application. <IThe
clocks furnished by tlie Self Winding
Clock Co.. are the only ones used in
the Western Union Ti-legraph Company's
Time Service, and may be synchronized
hourly fnim the U. S. i)bservatnry. By
our synchronized clock system any
number of clocks will keep exactly ti e
Same tinv 'H'^ . • r^r.-f time all the fme.

Pacific Coast Representative

250 Montgomery Street San frandsco

Phone noiiirlns S4SQ

*'^rwtm

m

I
San Francisco s J-inest hxample o( Hotel Archi-
trcture — I-ullv Worthv its >iuperb Situation.

ompanyl

ARMSTRONG
ELECTRIC 51UNALS

for Passenger and

* Freight Elevators

MECHANICAL FLOOR IN-

DICATORS FOR ELEVATORS

Automatic Freight Door Operat-

ing Mechanism, Expressman Call

System, Fire-proof Steel

Curtains for Theatres.

Elevator Supply

and P^'^air '^o.

GEO. A MESICK.
Pacific Coast Manager

BALBOA BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

'Northern" with "Vitreo" Tank

No lining to r\iM o\it
No corners to open up
Cover cannot split

HANDSOME DURABLE
MODERATi: price:

See Samples in our Show Rooms
846-848 bryant st. san francisco

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
MAKKMS or rLUMBINC SUPPLItS

Il90-il44 Riooe Avenue Pmiladclp
•AAMCHA* * *AVA.MNAJ^ AMD SAM PRA.NCI*CO

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2073

/

I
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Mailing Case Manti^^'^^uring Co.
(iNCOBPOBATf o)

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

TELESCnPF MAILING GASES

AND

LIQUID MAILERS

The only mailing case on the

market that guarantees

absolute protection to

blue prints and

tracings.

264.-272 NATOMA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

HN

DtiARINb

In Wrought Bronze or Steel

Nothing else so good
for Hanging Doors.

No wearing down, no

creaking, no need of oiling

— For sale by —
Hardware Dealers

Attractive Literature Free

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN
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Mr. Charles H. Frost

MODERN COLOSSUS OF RHODES
Who Has Promoted Good Brick Roads

in California.

(From The Clayworker)

XDER the caption, "Men of Affairs

in Los Angeles,'* the Daily Times
of that city pictures Mr. Charles

H. Frost, president of the Los Angeles
Pressed Brick Company, as a sort of Col-
ossus of Rhodes, as the reader may see

from the accompanying production. Mr.
Frost has long been an important factor

in the building world of the Pacific coast.

A decade or more ago he retired from the
brick manufacturing business in Chicago
and hied himself to Los Angeles in

search for health. He found it, and then
again engaged in brickmaking. establish-

ing a plant near l^os Angeles, which has
grown to be one of the largest in the
country, and the output of which has
gone into many of the largest structures
and most beautiful homes of that sec-

tion.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Los
Angeles Pressed Brick Companv manu-
factures many millions of common brick

and large quantities of high-grade front
brick and terra cotta, including a line of

fine enameled brick, Mr. Frost found
time, a year or two since, to establish a

building brick plant at San Francisco,
just to help*out the builders of that sec-

tion.

Of late years Mr. Frost has given con-
siderable attention to brick roadways,
and has succeeded in interesting the
municipal officers of Los Angeles suffi-

ciently to induce them to lay several
miles of brick streets, and these brick
roadways are proving so superior to the
asphalt, wooden block and similar pave-
ments previously put down that the de-
mand for paving brick now taxes the
capacity of that department of their

immense plant. Knowing the care and
responsibility of managing such an en-
terprise, the reader may judge that Mr.
Frost has lost none of the Chicago
spirit, and well deserves to be character-
ized as one of the leading men of affairs,

on the Pacific Coast. -

ciiiu iicauii^ LO.
^J/^ *Kjr^ 'FNTILATING ENGi.«^

Mechanical and
Gravity System
of Heating and
Ventilating De=

signed and In-

stalled. Results

Guaranteed = =

Plans Furnished Free of Cost

3211 TO 3267 SEVENTEENTH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
Phone. Special 389

ll
; T. F. O '1^» C) L R K

i

(Succossor to Seaton &OKourk)

BUIUOtiK<
1

t

180-188 JESSIE STREET Box 391
Phone KEARNY 4700 Builders Exchange
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PEOPLES ICE & COLD STORAGE CO.. OMAHA. NEB.

Insulated ivith Water proof Lith. •

W
ater- 1 L'h lAfl

IS
/ highh ent for keeping heat out of your cold rooms,

2- Everlasting.

3— Installed under stronger guarantees than any other Insulation.

4 -Reasonable in cost.

5 Used In the largest and most important brewery work in the

United States and Canada.

Let us give you a figure on your Insulation work. If our price is right we can prove to you our

Insulation is right. Do you know that Insulation is low

because we are in the field ?

I
f« t« rv r

nsRE rnM""x
MAIN OFFICE - WINONA MINN.
Eastrrn Factory - - - Yorktown. Ind.

Western Factory - - - Winona. Minn.

.

7 1 Pacific Bldg. . San Franciico

1114 Great Northern Bldg.. Chicago. 111.

CES
500 Fifth Avenue, New York. N Y

404 New England Bldg.. Kansat City. Mo.
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Detail of Hand Forjfcd Wrought Iron Scroll made by Chr. Deterdinjf

II

ART MET
ANK FIXTURES, ELEVATOR «

I* ft-lnar of AntikikK
7 CUElVffcirN » UNA ST.

WORKS
ORQINQS and HAMMERINQS

iaity

/ ivant a F OOl
if^t- «//>
f 9-' nic"

Made of pure Gypsum and especially adapted for partitions in apart

ment houses, hotels, office buildings and residences. Inspect the wall

now being put up in the Hewes Bldg., 6th and Market Sts, , San Francisc(

PRACTICALLY SOUND PROOF.

Plaster Block Co., Inc. ^"^
l^ntZcfL^""''

Phone Kearny 5765

*mm mff**"

^Km ' '^^

., *<

•' w> .jjW'"

^^rr--^

New 100 Stamp Mill of the Goldtiold Consolidated Mines Company. Goldtiold. Nevada.
Entire roofinjr and sidinuof Asbestos Protectkd Mktai. Corruk'atod Sheets. Duck back Brand

R. ^. KINUDSerN COIVUPArNV
dIO California Str

A^4I^I M I € I

C^atiton

SOLE AGENTS FOR San P'raiitfiwcci

RROTECTED IVIETAL, COiVlRAINV
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and BEAUT

IN FLOOR FINISH

§ Floors Tiniskccl witk Elastica
-ii Floor Finisn are satisfactory

after they nave been used as well

as ^vhen tke Elastica is first applied

J Floors Tinisnea witn many other

jor Tinisnes look well only
before tLey are used.

(m I he purpose ror which the room
-^ is to he used or the kind or floor-

ing makes no dirrerence—Elastica

Floor Finish nas proved itselr in tke

severest possible tests.

FLOOR FINISH

beautiTies all woods. It is a genuine
finish.

Jj It IS tke kind or a floor rinisk

^ tkat ougkt to appeal to you.

^Ir Elastica Floor Finisk combines
j| Durability and Beauty wkick

IS equivalent to complete satis-

faction.

Jj Elastica Floor Finisk is wortky
^ your consideration.

May We Send You Further Particulars ?

STANDARD VARNISH WORKS
CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON

BERLIN BRUSSELS.

Canadian Branch:

INTERNATIONAL VARNISH CO., Ltd.. TORONTO

This is

Elevau. «
a dt'vice ionj? souu r and worked for by
inventors and engineers and the need of which
is recojrnizcd hy all who havr a speaking
acquaintance with an Elevator. : : :;

THE ONLY NON FRICTION BEARING
ELEVATOR GUIDE LUBRICATOR

ke:eps elevator sh.aft c:i,EAN

Saves Time. Lubricant. Motive Power and
Damajfe to Clothinir of Passmi^ers. 't saves
tho Owner the Cost nf Paint intf the Shaft any
oftener than any other part of the Building'

THEREFORE A MONEY SAVER
Automatically Lubricates Elevator Guides.
Marine Cross-Heads Counterweight Ciuides
and Mine Shafts.

NOfN-rRICTIOIN ELEVATOR
GUir>r LUBRICATOR

It can be cjuicKiy bolted to any car. Adjusts
itself to any oscillation, delivers lubricant in

accordance with speed of car and when car
.stops lubrication stops, ther^ by preventing
waste, dripping, soiling walls, clothes of pas-

sengers, etc.

SATISFACTION — Trial Always Convinces.

The Special Equipment

Manufacturing Company
45 WEST 34th ST.

NEW YORK CITY

BOYD & MOORE
SOLE AGENTS CALIFORNIA

BOYD B^OCK
MARKFT fie FRONT STS SAN FRANCISCO
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1
|S PHONE

1 MARKET 3176

Bi
I' (7/ass ait(/

1 Olatlag

1

P1
1 Work

Guaranteed

Estimates
Furnished

mhJ 1 Orders
1 Promptly
j| Attended to

W. E. MAHUR
SUCCESSOR T(

Improved Colored Glass & Sign Go

DEALERS IN

Fancy Colored Glass

Decorations and Glass Signs

The Most Durable In the World

915 FILLMORE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

CONi'K \

Jk Damp'Proof Coating for

Surfaces of Concrete
or Brick

CONCRETA is a Reliable Paint
Specialty prepared expressly for

coating Cement, Plaster and Brick
Walls. Its wearing properties
are unexcelled.

It is much superior to ordinary
oil paints for this special class of

work
CONCRETA worlcs freely and

covers more surface than any
other Cement Coating.

Its economy, durability and
sanitary properties make it an
unequaled coating for use in Mills

and Factories ot concrete or brick
construction.

WRITK AND MENTION THIS MAGAZINE TO

FULLER&
MANUFACTURERS

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

AD/.
^ftiff\ r\^

<uuni\ij in/\i

Damp proofing 6-

1

C IfA
SHAM

e<c^

PHONE
DOUGUS 4272

^OHmm^
"^̂

^
PflOOf

Tectine is a remedy for defects and a protection against defects,

dampness, cracking and discoloring for brick, concrete 'and plas-

tered walls. A damp proofing. Plaster and paint all in one.

CONSULT .US. IT IS A PLEASURE TO EXPLAIN HOW

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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PI pfnr1

^CING Steel cannot give strength

to concrete unless the bond is adequate.

Your design is based on tke assumption that

tlie tond is sufficient. In fact, tlie bond is a most

important factor.

Corrugaf
Positi

v^ Have a

lUlIU

and our quotations ^^r'A\ interest you.

Lump Sum Estimates submitted on plans.

We are incorporating in our warehouse No.

Ill Townsend Street, San Francisco, special ma-

cbinery for bending and assembling Unit Frames.

Cost of Field Labor reduced to a minimum

by tbe work we do for you in tbc sbop.

ORRUG ED ^C»

MPAN
J NO. B. LEONARD, Agent
815 Sheldon Bldg., San Francisco St
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Biti
is Stree Insur e

It insures as
It insures as
It insures as
It insures as
It insures as
It insures as
It insures as
It insures asamsc iio.

It assures a sanitary ^k,t ^^^
It assures a durable street
It assures conscientious %vorkmanship
It <i«»*iiires the t>est materials
It ires perfect satisfaction

BITULITMIC INSURANCE IS SAPEST AND SUREST

ace
of street filth

airs

m?"
Our literature explains; yours for the asking:

m ill

317

JN (iU

TELEPHONES
[
-^.'.'^4^5 PORTLAND, ORE

mmmm

WI'^'^N K V
ror

Pneumatic Tubes

Pick Up Carriers

Cash Carriers

Parcel Carriers

.

Cable Cash Carriers

Belt Conveyors

Automatic Elevators

Light Lifts

To the Architectural and Engineering professions we are glad to furnish full

information regarding our Carrier Systems for conveying Cash, Orders, Messages,

Mail, Telegrams, Merchandise, etc.

Laitison Service Reduces Operating Costs, Saves Time and Labor

Ask for Bulletin A-E.

lAMSON CONSOIIDATED STC?.: SERVItt lUMPANY

1403 CALL BTILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

405 Peoples SavinK>« Hank Bldic.

SEATTLK
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O. E. WITT
FUEL OIL BU

Rotary Compressor and Oil Pump

850-852 Howard St., San Francisco

Write for Our New Booklet. Just Out

ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD ?

HAVE YOU INVESTIGATED

It's Identical in Effe<a and Appcaiaiice to Hardwood but is Much Less Expensive.

Just the Thing for the Bungalow, Serviceable for Theaters, Halls, Apartment Houses.

Churches, Stores and Country Buildings. - Lynwood is principally reproduced from

the following hardwoods: Quartered Sawed Oak, Slash Oak, Butternut. Straight Ash,

Slash Figure Ash, Walnut, Mahogany. Spanish Cedar, Jenisero, etc.

Oold Medal >Vlnn©r at the California State Fair

WRITE FOR SAMPLE AND PARTICULARS

INATIOI^ I YISVS/OOD CO.
3iU ^ ,rnia Street

Tclppl.on^ K^arnv 211 San Francisco, Cal.

California's Challenge
A Home Product

SOMETHING DIFFERENT!
It makes jfood

Valves and Faucets which

CANNOT LElAn
For Every Known or Possible Use.

California Valve & Air Brake Co.

703 MONADNOCK BUILDING

Phone, Douglas 5352 San Francisco, Cal
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MERYS NEW BLOCK BOOK
r S \N FRANCISCO

^ Containing plates of all blocks, dimen-

sions of lots, names of owners, official

street grades, and house numbers in the

50 Vara, 100 Vara, Western Addi-

tion, Mission. Homers Addition, Rich-

mond, Sunset, Potrero and Lands in

Sections and Acres.

^ Printed on the best ledger paper, bound

in one volume in half Russia at $30.00

or in five volumes full leather at $35.00.

IJ The best book of its kind and especially

compiled as a reference w^ork for Archi-

tects, Engineers, Contractors, Banks,

Real Estate Offices and others interested

in Building and Realty operations.

CALIFORNIA BLOCK BOOK
AND MAP COMPANY

MONADNOCK BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

i^
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Merritt 867

Contractor and litalia^r

Fruitvale, California Residence, 3057 Blossom street

Frcd. O. Farrall, Pres. and gen. Mgr. Fred R. Cooper. Vice Pres.

STAINDARD COINSTRUCTIOIN CO.
QBIVERAl^ COIVTRA.CTORS

Hooker &. lent building
FIRST AND MARKET STS.. ROOMS 303-304

Telephone Douglas 1747

san francisco, cal.

W. H. WILSON &L CO.
ASPHALTUM AND COMPOSITION ROOFEIRS

AH Orders Promptly Attended to. Old Roofs Repaired and Warranted.

4,2-'44 Natoma St., Bet. 1st and 2d SAN FRANCISCO

Sim
BOILERF
12 AND 1

Mac
PUMPS P

., Near 1st St.

o SUPPLIES
ONE Kearny 1457

RP ' ^ON Cki^ 1 CONbJ i<UCTION CO.
Artificial Stone and

Bituminous Pavement ^NTRACTORS Concrete Fourdationt

TCLCPHONCS
^ Oakland 4389
( Home A-4389

Office, 1166 Webster St., Oakland, Cat.

Telephone Kearny 4700 Residence., ^y. .^.^ avenue
Phone Pacific 929

13
CONCRETE CONS

MEMBER OF BUILDERS' EXCH?"^ "^

H AND AR

ROOM 314 CAL

SAM 1

mark the colored spnt^ S.rd for samples, tests, etc. Sflw^ ,^ * uRD*GE WORKS. BOSTON. MAbb^

Pacific Coast Atrrnt H)HN 1. ROWNlRfE. 1075 Monadnock Bklq.. San frandsCT aid 5>l fguitablc Savlncs Paifc BMfl.. Los Aayles

jAS. e:. marklily
Hoisting' MacKinery and Temporary Elevators

Inventor of Markley's Hlifh-Spced Electric Hoist. Hoisting Machinery Boueht.

Sold Rented or Repaired. Competent En>fineers Furnished. Phone Douglas H)^«.

NOTF -Contractors having their 0wn plants would save themselves considerable

annovance and expense bv havinir me attend to the installation of isame.

2QO MINNA ST.. Near FourtH SAN FRANCISCO
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tury** or

'" GOODVtAKS FlRt rut lun
FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS, FACTORIES AND RESIDENCES

All Styles Swinging Hose Reels.

"Eclipse" Swinging Hose Rack.

Metrtipoliian Fire Rxtinguishers.

Always Ready for Use

RUBBER MATTING, MATS,
RUBBER TILING, ETC.

Eureka's Rubber lined Cotton Hose
and unlined Linen Hose.

Specify "Eureka's Best," "20th Cen-

^ Miv" for an Underwriter's Approved Linen Fire Hose.

Estimates Furnished

GOODY^^^ liUBBEIl CO,
R. H. Pease, President

587-589-591 MarKet St..

San Francisco
61-63-65-67 FourtH Street,

Portland, Oregon

1

For Ai '

ctural and

Intenor Photography

PACIFIC PHOTO
AND ART CO.

OUR SPECIALTIES

Photos for Reproduction,

Bird's -Eye Views, Wash
Drawings, Retouching.

237 MONADNOCK BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Use

The Bay State

Brick and
Cement Coating

to Protect

Against the

Ravages of

Dampness

T HIS coating becomes a pusi u. the material

ilself and will ^ive concrete, stucco, brick, or

plaster any shade desired as well as protect it

against moisture.

It dogs not destroy the desirable distinctive texture of
concrete.

It can be used as a floor coating on cement floors, on

the exterior of mills, factories; on the interior of sub-

ways or cellars, where dampness would preclude

other paint; on public or private buildings of every

description.

It will not chip or flake off and thus is a perfect coat-

ing or tint for overhead factory work where delicate

machinery is used.

Its durability and fire-proof qualities make it partic-

ularly desirable not alone on stucco, concrete or

plaster, but also on wooden partitions.

It comes in twenty- four beautiful shades ranging from

pure white to dark green. It gives a dull finish and is

more economical than lead and oil or cold water paints.

Ask your dealer for it or address

WAl^f^tlffAR-rU

(^INALCMTIN^
I

««lCX-J-tM?LftSTfl

Pain s and Lead Corroders

80 81 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

Distributing Af^ents: Hiram W. Wadsworth. Chamber of

Commerce Bldjf.. Pasadena. Cal.: Timms, Cress & Co.. Portland.

Ore.; Walter F. Klatt. 113 Front St.. San Francisco. Cal.: t.

T. Crowe & Cn Snokane. Seattle. Tacoma. Wash.

MODERN
PLl' ING
FIXTUPFS
Our show rooms in which

we have installed a com-

plete line of High Grade

Plumbing Fixtures are

open and at the service

of ARCHITECTS and

their Clients.

Six Handsomely Tiled Bath

Rooms Complete

OLC
617 Mission Street

SAN FRANCISCO
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^ WRIT FOR rS
^^^^^p* ^««^ jA-^fc^^ *, We have some intorestini; literature relatinjj to a fire

W ••, proof Plaster Board that should interest you exceedinifly.

Name

and Mail \ company

^;^ _^__,^-,_-_ 4.^ X Official Position
lis covipon to \ Town •

' out tKe trutK state \

» 4. X Use this if you wish
• *•-, for convenience or

a-i__ ^p write postal or
^ ^

^^^^ letter.

T%,
t #1

Nails On LiKe a Board
And Will Not Burn

^^JRTH YAKTIVrA, WA5Hrr Aui^llSt t^r^^^t^

It gives me great pleasure in stating that 1 have this day
witnessed a test of the fireproof qualities of Sackett's Plaster Board
and "Gypsinite" studding.

A brick furnace 4' x 4' was built of common brick in which a
wall section of Plaster Board was placed, raised 9" from the ground and
around which an abundance of dry kindling had been placed, liberally
soaked with kerosene oil. A very severe fire was kept up for thirty
minutes, and in my judgment, generating a heat of at least 2()()0degrees.
After sample of Plaster Board was removed, same was found to be intact,
and newspapers that had been placed within the partition were not
burned in the least, and I hereby take great pleasure in recommending
the use of this material in all buildings. Yours very truly,

(Signed) E. G. Dawson, Chief Fire Department.

r.T.CROWE& •, Agents.
ORRICES:

1 Front St., Portland, Ore. 411 Globe Building, Seattle
164 So. Madison St., Spokane 1105 A 3treet» Tacoma

r. F. SINUS, Engineer Send For Catalogue
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This type ol Bucket is used

for handling concrete in large

messes in the construction of

Piers, Dams, Abutments and

Heavy Walls. .-. /. .-. .-.

Center Dump Pier Bucket

A II Insley Buckets are Fully

Protected by Patents

MANUFACTURED BY

SLEY
Ml-G. CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
For Sale by Williams &> Carter Co.

197 Jessie Street San Francisco

I

2^
f '* "^ t '^lass Co.

(inc.)

designers and makers of

FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS. CHURCHES AND RESIDENCES

«IaHa HoBatrB. Camp &I|abr0 anb ^nxh Ifflptal linrfe

667 MISSION STREET
NEAR THIRD

SAN FRANCISCO. CALPHONE DOUGLAS 3330

H. L. P'-TERSEN
REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

: : Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc. : :

Rooms 322-24, 62 POST ST. San Francisco

I

11

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Canadian of Commerce
HEAD OFF lONTO

Paid up Capital, $10,(X)0,000; Reserve
fund, te,000,0(X); Aj^^regate resources,

over .1120,000,000

B. E. Walker. President Alex. Laird, Gen. Mjjr.

—LONDON OFFICE—
2 Lombard Street, E. C.

-NEW YORK OFFICE-
16 Exchange Place.

—BRANCHES OF THE BANK IN CANADA—
BRITISH COLUMBIA—20; YUKON
TERRITORY-Dawson and White
Horse; ALBERTA—27; SASKATCH-

EWAN -26; MANlTOBA-20;
ONTARIO and QUEBEC-66;
MARITIME PROVINCES— 19

— IN UNITED STATES—
Portland, Ore., Seattle, Wash.,

Skagway, Alaska.

SA.IV RRANCISCO
Branch, California and Sansome Sts.

BRUCE HEATHCOTE, MANAGER.

Cr""HED ROCK
New

Crushing

Plant

SIZES UNIFORM
Dust and Dirt Removed

HARDEST .AND SHARPEST

Blue Rock in California

Prompt Delivery

Send for Prices, Samples, Analysis

or Tests

Leona Chemical Co.
1256 BROADWAY

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

WE,

Kni/iUUKA

anything
anywhere:
ANYTIME,

C OM M ERCI AL
PHOTOGRAPHERS

717 MarKet St.
San Fi^ancisco

SmoKeless FlasHli^Kta of
Banqviets a Specialty -^

DENATURED ALCOHOL
DISTILLING APPARATUS

weight *>8^ lbs., daily capacity lf)0 jfallons. cost

$70().(K). that will produce from wood, syrup,

sawdust or ve>r<'table waste matt«'r. 100 vjal

Ions tax free denatured alcohol per day at 8

cents per jjallon, for cheaper light, heat and

power purposes. This wood wasto alcohol dis-

tillintr apparatus is of untold benefit to lum-

bermen, soap makers, paint manufacturers,

varnish makers, farmers papt>r pulp and

chemical fibre mills, alcohol distillers, saw

mills, etc.. for the utilization of waste wood by

distillation for the cheaper production of

denatured alcohol, thereby placing it beyond

competition with gasoline or kerosene. We
are ready to negotiate with bona fide individ-

uals on very liberal terms. No speculative

features. The market demands the product.

Unquestionable references. Write today.

Do U Want to B A Good Fellow?
Establish a new manufacturing Industry at

home that wiU yield sow ^s^xi.oo in gold every
week.

WOOD WASTE DISTILLERIES CO.
213 to 217 St. Clair Ave. N. W.

CLEVELAND - - - OHIO

R.N. RQESS CO 'ANY

We have considerable money now
available for BUILDING LOANS.

Room 1025, First National
Bank Building San Francisco

**fADiiHillVI A^Rr^^m 'CORING"

SEAMLL
PF LOOR

FIREPROOF
CjUARAIN rBti;L>

isoT TO crack: or buckue
Made by Carrelin Asbestos Flooring Co. , Sunnyvale, Cal.

FOR S.^MPLES AND PRICES ADDRESS

CARRELIN ASBESTOS FLOORING CO., - SUNNYVALE, CAL.

JAMES W. KERR, President and Manager CHARLES D. STEIGER. Secretary

Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.
Successors to Steiger & Kerr

Manufacturers of

And ill kinds of Heating Stoves and Steel Ranges

Also Manufacturers of

All ^'f^ iHJarlitn^r^
Mining, Railroad, Architectural and Bridge Castings

Special attention paid to Street Department work, such as Manholes, Cesspools, etc.

Corner Folsom and Ei^KteentK Sts.

Telephone Market 2S0 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

PANCY IRON STABLt diALLo diiu oiABLE FIXTURES

Samples on exhibition. We would be pleased to have you call and

examine these goods and give us an opportunity to quote prices.

HOWE SCALE COMPANY
GEO. A. RIGG. MANAGER

|

I

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.143-149 WAIN STREEt
Phonc Kearny 31

II

When writins; to Advertisers mention thi? Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ij

"HYDROLITH"^ Ci NT

is a True Portland Cement manufactured by a

special process which renders it Impervious to

Moisture after setting.

^ Wherever you desire a waterproof floor or

wall use for your top coat a 2 to 1 mixture of

Hydrohthic Cement and good sand.

^ Always in stock at ^"'
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WILLKOMM i>y SUPPLY C

151 TEHAMA STREET

Phone Douglas 325 SAN ERANCISCO, CAL.

McWHIRTER H. E. DRAKE
AGE STREET 1341 - 1 2tm AVENUE

Rhone Park 1338 Phonk Park 4707

McWHIRTF nRAIfC

Estimates Given Promptly

MEMBERS
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

188 JESSIE ST. SAN FRANCISCO

t
FROM

i ' ^ ND
LE, SPOKANE, TACOMA, WALLA WALLA

Phone Maia 2943

JOBN M^PTER
CONTRACTOR
and BUILDER

613 FIRST ST. PORTLAND, ORE.

and All Points on tkc O. R. ^ N. Line

TO

Chicago and Return $72.50
On Sale September 9th

Goi„«.ra„si.ii.n,.,odavsfron,d»,e
sale, return limit October Msi.

"OREGON -WASHINGTON LIMITED
• THE NEW FAST TRAIN BETWEEN PORTLAND AND CHICAGO

s

II

O. R. y. N., Oregon SKort

Line, Union Pacific R. R. and

Through Trains
Dally to the East

Ckicago 6f NortWestern Ry. BLOCK SIGNAL PROTECTION

Modern passenger equipment.

ThrouK'h dining car service.

Enquire of any O. R. & N. Agent.

WM. McMURRAY,
General Passenjrer Apent.

PORTLAND, OREGON.

YAGER SHEET am
COR , SKYLIGHTS, ETC.

Sheet Metal Work of every description

Terra Cotta and Patent Chimneys

Manufacturers of Conductor Pipe,

Large Stock Always on Hand.

1006 SEVENTH ST.. OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE, OAKLAND 233^

r

wx r

VALENTE & LP'
Registered Plumbers

ESTIMATES GIVEN

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

1609 Powell Street

Bet. Greei wi UiiM

San Francisco, Calif.

Don't Merely Look at Big Men

—Be One Yourselt

SHE majority of "h\«" men in the busi

ness world were not born biK"men.
They are " made " bijf men. and proud to call

themselves self made men. You can in your

spare time ht yourself to be a h\\i man—a man
who is worth more— a better business man—
a man who will always be in demand— the

class of man who keeps the business world

busy—a producer.

Tlie Sheldon School
has enabled more than thirty-seven thousand

hve hundrt'd men to become bigger men. to

increase their earning capacity from ten p<'r

cent, to one hundred per cent and more, by

teaching thrm to bo better salesmen— better

business men. It matters not where you live

or what your calling may be—whether you

are a professional man or a business man—
a salesman or an employer of salesmen

—

the head of the house or the man on the

road. The Sheldon Course in Scientific Sales-

manship will benefit you It will teach you

flow to approach men. how to interest theni,

how to influence them, how to impress them

tavorably. how to win confidence and keep it—

iiow to make the desired sale regardless of

»dtis. It teaches the big. broad principles

)f business as accepted and practiced today

by the big men of the business world.

If you are just starting out the Sheldon

Course will put you on the right road to

success. If you are a good salesman now the

Sheldon course will make you a better sales

man. a higher priced sah sman a more success-

ful salesman. If vou are an employer of sales-

men the Sheldon Course will help you get

i)etter results from your men. and will help

your men to Ret better results for you.

The Sheldon Book tells how and why the

Sheldon Course in Scientific Salesmanship

will help you. It explains why men who

^tudy the course become bigyer men. It is

mteresUng reading. If you want to increase

vour income— to join the ranks of big men-
send for a free copy NOW.

The Sheldon School

1782 Republic Building, Chicago, Illinois

San Francisco Gftice, Sheldon Building

Oakland Office. 1115 Broadway

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^. .«. !^

^FOREIGN &
iDOtlESnC WALL PAPER

INTERIOR DECOR/VTION
HOUSE PAINTING

Natural ^^ood Finisliing a Specialty

We carry the Latest Things in Artistic Wall Papers and Burlaps

Visit our New Studio in the New Maple Hall Building

W. W. TUCKER
FHONE OAKLAND 716

14tli and Webster OAKLAND 320 - 14tli Street

The G. H nv^' Lumber
DEALERS IN

OAK, MAPLE AND ^..^H
HARDWOOD FLOC

LARGEST STOCK ON THE PACIFIC COAST

HARDWOOD LUMBER MAHOGANY g^rVo%?Ag*"BATs"w'lb?"'^DSw\rsr^?S:

Office AND WARrnousE, FIRST ST., Bet. WASHINGTON AND Clay. OAKLAND, GAL.

^. WEBER c^ .

Manufacturers of SEATING Iff PUBLIC BUILu.jS
School Desks. Church Pews. Opera Chairs. Hall Seating.

Bank F'urniturc, Lodtje Furniture and Equipment. Post

Office Cabinets.
Also Venetian Blinds. Kollin^ Wood Partitions. School

and Church Bolls. Maps, Map Cases. Globes.

Wo also manufacture
and sell the celebrated

BlACKBOARn
Black or (ireon

OFFICCI

365-7 Market St., San Francisco 210-212 N. Main St., Los Angeles

«,«...^._. x/.or^e * TRACY, CAL.BRANCH YARDS
, mAYFIELD. CAL.

ES \ LUMBER EX. 30
) MARKET 1485

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

L^UiWBER
I

Large Timbers and Special Bills to Orders Kiln Dried Oregon Pine Finish

Main Yard on SOUTHERN PACIFIC. WFSTERN PACIFIC, SANTA FE

17th and De Haro Streets :: :: SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

KEYSTC"'' BO'Hk works
Al/\Mi> STREETS

wi-r>_0

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
SELF CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

RELlA%w^^..^LBEAR=
INQ DOOR HANGERS
sliuuld l)e in your specificatii)n

because lliey are as nearly

perfect in construction as

anything' mechanical can be.

They are built on a scientific

principle and will stand the

most rigid tests. You can walk
into almost any large building

erected in New York City with-

in the past two years and find
— them in perfect operatkfli.

Reliance Ball Bearing Door Hanger Co., I Madison Ave., New York

RACIPIC COAST AQEPSTS
San Francisco SAKTORIUS COMP.XNV. Fifte*Mith and Utah Streets

Sf.attlf D. E. FKVKR & Co.. M)r> Lumher Kxchanjf.-

Los .Angeles LOUIS K. BEDELL. 720 Broadway
Portland PORTL.AND WIRE & IRON WORKS. Second & Everett Streets

Cut Shows Si ntfle Door Closed

OU^^i^DS IIN USE irs UO^ ^
ASK YOUR NEIQhBOR ABOUT THEM

asx

l"">POVEDr" \XSOL
ki% iiri^rTi

ABSOL-UTKLY RELIABUfcv

WHY let the sunRhine ro to waste, and your nionev too, when at trifling expense

you can put in your home an IMPROVED (UMAX SOLAR HEATER that will

famish hot water from sunshine alone — winter and summer — for your bath.

laundry, and all domestic purposes, without cost, damage or delay?

It can be connected with the range, furnace or gas heater to insure hot water

on rainy days, and when so connected saves the expense of a kitchen boiler.

It insures a cool house during the hot season. Let us figure with yon on your

hot-water problem,

SOLAR HEATER COMPANY
3^:2 INew High St. UOis AINOEL^eS

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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THE PACIFIC LABORATORIES, 1-££ieorated

MINING ENGINEEEIS. CHEMISTS AND METALLURGISTS
Inspectors of Sleel, Cement, Building Materials and Construction Work

MAIN office; and LABORATORIKS

55& MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
PHONE DOUGLAS 3678

Telephone Keai-ny 763

M
COINS F^LJCTIOrV CO

(Incorporated)

:2^ California Street.

General Contractors

San Prandsco, Cal. I

ruHCTURE-PROOr .^^TO-WHEEL CO.. J^^^^'^P^'"*;^ ^^^ . ,,,.
The Puncture Proof Auto Whoel Co. is incorporated under the laws of Arizona, for l.UUU.UUU shares

par vau..?2 00 per share, stock fully paid and non assessahle. 5O0.(XX) shares are in the Treasury and

W 0(K) shares were taken for the Patents, so that the Company owns all patents and improvements that

may e hied la^e on The s^ will he sold on the installment plan. 2.57. down and 1S% a month for

hree more months. All payments after the first payment must be made to the fiscal a>fent. Geo. W
Slater Rooms 60 and M. Bacon Building. Oakland. Cal. Please examine carefully accompanying cuts

o pa ent^s^ued bv the United States Government on January S. Vm. and send in your ord.r for some

of Uie stock beloreU is too late. There is a time in every man's life which taken at flood tide eads on

?o fortune The Dunlap tire made three million dollars in two years for its stockholders, and then sold

mi in the third year to the Goodyear Rubber people for fifteen million dollars. Don t wait until this

stock is all ^one or the price is raised, but get in now. Address all communications to the fiscal

nuent. GKO W, SLATER. Rooms ^/) and 61. Bacon Buildmtr. (Oakland, (alitornia ___

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CARSTEN HANSEN, Pres. and Mgr. E. SCHRADER, Sec. and Treas.

HAISSRIN «St JOHINSOIN, inc.

OrnCE. 3 Mission St. TelepHone. Heamy 278
BUILDERS ASSOCLVnON

RniTFiFRS FXCHANGE SAN FRANCISCO K'^l^LJt.Kb A3:?l;».ia i i^i^

I fsl/ Jes^i! sfre^^ Tele t^^^^^^^
40.^ Kearny Street Tekphone. Douglas 2..25

|

Chas. Peterson. Pres J. \ . Westerlund, Secy,
Chas. H. Nklson Vice Pres.

Builders Association Box 327

PETERSON, NELSON Ca cn . Inc.
CONCRETi: COMSTRUClioi^
ARTIFICLAL STONE WORK OF ALL KINDS

Office. 4^07 PINE STRELET S«n Francisco. Cal
f l

W. H. BAGGE &. iaON, inc.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

L
TELEPHONE KEARNY 4749

ESTABLISHED 1889

222-223 BALBOA BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Phone Dou^l-s 1921 ROCK WORK AND TUNNELING OUR SPECIALTY

REDMOND, DE LUCA & BARZELLOTTI
CONTRACTORS
L. F. BARZELLOTTI. C. E.

268 MontKomery St., Room 333
SAN FRANCISCO

A.SEGHI
875 PRE'
SAN FRAN<

TERRAZZO

oHOMr wrcT BTAA TERRAZZO LAUNDRY TRAYS
Our Specialty

WE GUARANTEE THEM FOR FIVE

YEARS AGAINST ALL DEFECTS.

- WORK IN ALL IIS BRANCHES

GEO. S.
J. C. VEITCH, VIce-Pres. and Secy

_ ^, IHH.Y COMPAINV^ Inc.

Lime" Plater Cement. Br.ck. :.and. Uravei L-ruHua H.k k. Fruitvale Red Gravel. Etc.. Etc.
L.me, Flaster ce

^.g^EBRATED NEPHI" HAROWALL PLASTER

OHice Md Warehoase. ««* ST AND BROADWAV QAKLANU, CAL.
Saad and Brick Yard. 1st AND JEFFERSON STS.

-

Pboae Oakland 694
Home Pbooe A 4477

... Warm Air FurnacM. Skylights.

Roofing. Guttering. Manutactunng.

Telephone. Tabor I 1 72; B- 1 57 1. Residence Phone B- 1 486

Kellev Brothers. Contracting Tinners.

202 East 34th Street.
Portlaiid, Ore.

PHONE OAKLAND 4235

LOUIS J. LARS<
I

CONTRACTOR and BUILDtif

ESTIMATES GIVEN

N

REPAIR WORK
1231 CHESTNUT STREET

OAKLAND, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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C. T. GUTLEBEN

GUTLEBEN BR HE
CONTRACTORS engineering construction

PHONE KEARNY 4640 927 MONADNOCK BLDG SAN FRANCISCO

THti UB ER O
Raper H

1331 BROAO%% %

t^S* F'rescolng
corating

OAKLAIND, GAL,.€ )fflce

Phone Pacific

H. McKAY
General Contractor

274 9th Ave.. Richmond San Francisco. Cal.

THE J. L,

D. H.

Phone West 6894

IVI
1 ff iR( ^1 OF

NEW YORK

jl 1 ICK, Selling Agent for Pacific Coast

ROOM 408, LICK BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

CD. F. GETTUE

DUN LEVY &. GE
C. E. •. DUNLEVY

SEWER PIPE
Manufacturers of OuBle»ys Patent Chimneys, Terra Cotta Chimneys, Flue Lining, Galvanized Iron Tops, Etc.

79 CITY HALL AVE. SAN FRANCISCO, CAl. TEL. MARKET 216B

BOX 310 BUILDERS' EXCHANGE BOX 316 BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

TINTINGPAPER HANGING Q ^ QORDON
Estimates Cheerfully Qlven All Work Strictly Guaranteed Phone West 8068

Residence, 1 103 Pierce St. 1 235 PIERCE STREET, near Ellis San Francisco

A. H. YORK &
bhup Phone E. 4759

y. Residence, 921 Franklin St.

Phone Sellwood 193

Contractors and Builders
^—

ESTIMATES FURNISHED Shop, 312 Washington St., PORTLAND, OREGON

Phones MAIN 5255 and

HOME A 4773

Agents for "SUPERIOR" Cast
Iron and 'FRONT RANK"
Steel Warm Air Furnaces.

"Superior" Horizontal Sani-
tary Air Warmer.

C.J. BURKHART u. E. WEAVERSON

BURKHART & WEAVERSON
Heating and Ventilating Engineers

305 Fourth Street South PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention tJus Magazine.
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ESTABLISH BO 1865 C. H. Franklin, Mgrr. & Atty.

THE CDAIil^CnDTMariae AccWeot and Plate Glass

.. rKANIvrUnl insurance company
OF FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN. GERMANY

INSURANCES TRANSACTED
United States Department, 100 William Street, New York

LIABILITY :— Employers. Public, Teams. General. Land-

lords. Elevator, Vessel Owners. Contingent, Druggists an<t

Physicians. Burglary. Workmen's Collective. Individii.l

Accident and Health. Industrial Accident and Health.

TRUSTEES
RICHARD Delafielu, Prcs. of National Park Bank.

ERNST Thalmann, of Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co.

STUYVHSANT Fish, 214 Broadway, New York.

DUNCAN & REHFISCH. General Ag'ts.. Pac. Coast Dep t

340 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Agents wanted for unoccupied territoryL
Member oi Duiiucis iLxchantfe

and Builders' Association

D. ROSS CLARKE
PLASTERING aod CEWRNT cnNTRACTOR

Ornamental Plastering and Cement Plaster-

ing or Reinforced Concrete a Specialty

EXTERIOR CEMENTING DONE
IN WHITE OR CREAM COLOR

office:

708 PACIFIC BUILDING

OF ALL KINDS
FOR ALL

HICH CLASS ENGRAVINC

u

^

^°»«NIAPHOTOEM6''^

m
"A PHOTO EW^
l4IVAI.tNCIA IT.

M

Pipe <

Asbest(

-
I I . I, J IT

. . . . - II . !

and Mill board

I

Office Pboae Main 6829

Office, 210 Columbia Street

Factory, 1350-52 Macadam Street

PORTLAND, OREGO

Elimar t B. Meinardus

DESiaSINQ DRAFTING
SUPERINTENDING

MAPPING TRACING
ILLUSTRA TING PERSPECTIVE

SPECIFICATIONS

216 and 217 San Fernando Building

PHONE MAIN 2748 LoS AogeleS

C. W. IRWIN PHONE MARKET 4992

IL ViN

J. J. IRWIN

s.
CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Ofi&ce and Store Fittings

Estimates Given

3616SixteentH St., San Francisco

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 1848 ql

WM.A.ouilER ' GO.

Building Consttuction

660 MARKET STREET

ROOM 217 SAN FRANCISCO

SURETY ON BONDS

Pacific Surety Co.
OP CALIFORNIA

..uads Furnished for Contractors

Cash Assets, $425,000.00

401 Sansome St.. Cor. Sacramento

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephoae Teaporary I2f

3

officers
Wallace Everson. President

John Bfrmingham. Vice President

A P. Redding. Secretary

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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,i!t<S,AJL

Phone. ki^aKNY 1154

C. L. McBNERNEV

. Civil Engineer and
Licensed Surveyor

BALBOA BUILDING

Market and Secood Streets, San Francisco

WE HAVE THE BEST

Rock Maple Flooring

We Carry a Stock for Local

Shipments.

Ward Brothers
858 Union Ave. No. Portland, Ore.

J. J. BUTLER M. B. McOOWAN

McGOW"' BUTLER

General Contractors

Masons and Builders

Room 332, Builders' Exchanse

San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE, KEARNY 2246

CHAS. H. HOCK
MASON
BUILDER

«wp Builders* Exchange

9 1 fP ffemadero St. i so jessie st.

Ptione West 6606 Phone Kearny 4700

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advcrtist

JOS. HORNUNG E. FISCHER

City Iron Works
Structural and Sheet Iron

Works
BLACKSMITHS BOILERMAKERS

Fire Escapes, Sidewalk Doors. Ilose Casing

a Specialty

303 FRONT STREET, CORNER COLUMBIA
PORTLAND, ORE.

PHONE MAIN 7155

Home Decoration

PFISTER & COMPANY,
specialists in modern home
decoration, 'wish to call

attention to the possibility of

converting bare walls and ceil-

ings into rooms of attractive

beauty at moderate cost.

Landscape. Marine. Flower and Figural
Fainting executed in effectual style and finish.

169-171 GROVE ST.. Near Van Ness Ave.

T. TAYLOR K. STANTON
892 E. Sixth St. North 855 E. Eighth St. North

TAYLOR & STANTON
Sanitary Plumbing

Gas and Steam Fitting

Elevator Repairing a Specialty

308 Pine Street Portland. Ore.

PHONES IK.^iilTsSTS

V. \V. MASON
•CEMENT-

CONTRACTOR
and BUILDER

MANUFACTURER OF

Hollow Concrete Building Blocks

St. Johns, Oregon
Cmdar Park
Station

Phmne
Richmond. 641

this Magazine.
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F. SCHWENKLER F. W. SEIFERT

p III ftpirr"

^GU.

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS

Offices and Stores Fitted Up on Short Notice

Estimates Given

PHONE PACIFIC 1302 342 FIFTH AVENUE

ttt.h:
Fred W. Wagner

363 Stark Street

Phone Main 8339

PORTLAND OREGON

RY

d Iron and

r Cornices

—

•(ylights, Ventilators

We handle the Lennox
Torrid Zone Furnace.

lIo4 IS Grand Ave.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Telephone East 5252

Phone Dougrlas 1763

GRANT FEE
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Business Buildings and Heavy
Construction a Specialty

Office :

279 Moaadnock BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO

GEO. S.WHITE W. A. STURGEON

Sturgeon & White

DESIGNERS and BUILDERS

Building Loans

NOTARY PUBLIC

OFFICE
904 San Pablo Ave. Oakland, Cal.

PO
II 1^

bniCK WO
MANUFACTURERS OF

RED BUILDING BRICK AND CLINKERS

714 Balboa BIdg.. San Francisco

Telephone Douglas 4911

PHONE MAIN 108

A ntJ.Capron
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

BUILDERS' MATERIALS

SUITE 1 7

AINSWORTH BUDG.
PORTLAND,
OREGON

Telephone Market 3989

Ferdinand Wagner
MASON
and
BUILDER

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON ALL KINDS
OF WORK

609 Waller Street - San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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SOMtTHIN'
A STATIONARY CHEMICAL FIRE ENGINE

That can be installed in Fine Country Residences, Summer
Hotels, Schools, Factories, Country Clubs and Private Yachts.

OPERATED BT COMPRESSED AIR
Can be turned on and shut off as desired.

Press the Button : INSTANTLY a steady,

powerful stream of FIRE -ANNIHILA-
TING Chemical Solution is at x:ommand.
The Solution contains NO ACID; is not

injurious to flesh or fabric ; is much more
effective than that of the ordinary sulphuri*

acid machines.

Protect Ye
Home from I

r>ir

Write NOW for further particulars to

KANAWHA CHEMICAL ENGINE CO.

CHARLESTOWN. W^. V
I

I
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p. p. MOORE G. D. BOYD

BOYD & "ilOOR 6 MA *^ . ., S. F.

BUILDING MATERIAL. PO RICK ENAMELED BRICK
*'TAB0R" strip and hardware (see page 17)

"van kannel' revolving doors
bronze work. elevator cars and enclosures

cross" horizontal folding doors for warehouses and
FREIGHT SHEDS

'CROSS" COUNTER-BALANCE FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS
"PRESCOTT" METAL CORNER BEAD

OAK AND MAPLE FLOORING. METAL LOCKERS
PROTECTORINE" DAMP PROOFING. COLD WATER PAINT

CONCRETE WATER-PROOF EXTERIOR FINISH. STRUCTURAL STEEL
SALES AGENTS FOR "GOLDEN GATE' CEMF

tt

i (

.

LOS ANGELES « 412 h AN FRANCISCO s egraph Building

McCORM!CK= HENDERSON CO.
GENERAL SALES AND FINANCIAL AGENTS

Distributins Asents for

nOHEEN MANUFACTURING CO.

Canton, O., and London, Enff.

Manufacturers of

CARBONIZING COATING AND GALVANUM

CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES

CASH ADVANCED ON CONTRACTS

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CONTRACTS

BONDS AND BANK STOCK BOUGHT
AND SOLD

PHONE DOUGLAS 982

E. D. CROWl Fv CO.
INCORPORATED

Constructing Engineers

BUILDIN ONSTRUCTIO
Offices: 402-3-4 Wm. Wilwn Building

127 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Wm. F. Watson, president Frank J. Antony, secty a treas

SMITH & WATSON CO.
CONTRACTING PLASTERERS

713 CRILLY BUILDING
PHONE RANDOLPH 2344

167 DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Mapazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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GEO. J. WEIUNOTON

GENERAL ENGINbt

Consulting and Constructing

DEPARTMENTS

FIRE PROTECTIVE ELECTRICAL

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER STEAM POWER

HEATIN6 INSURANCE VENTILATING

Seittle San Francisco Los Angeles

TheJ.P.Ki, jns Co.

SCIENTIFIC
. IN ALL ITS .

NG

METAL ROOFING. SKYUGHTS AND

CORNICES

VANCOUVER * I

WASHINGTON
PORTLAND

OREGON

Architects;
SEND FOR PRICES TO

TlUTOIV Rros.
ON

Galvanized Iron Cornices
and Skylights

Royal Furnaces
105 N. Fifth Street, Portland, Ore.

Telephone, Main 961

Telephone MAIN 588

Stepr Electrical Works

Anything and Everything Electrical

Gas and Electric Fixtures

1917 Fresno St. Fresno, Cal.

cle:an sharp t *

SAND and GR^>
For Concrete, Filters,
Roofing and any p\ir-
pose "w^Here an ....

ABSOLUTELY CLEAN SAND
is reqxjiired

AT A RIGHT PRICE
L. H. CHATTOCKPhone

Market 4651

Office and Bunkers
\

1087 Natoma St.
San Francisco

TELEPHONE Res . MERRITT 3536

W. N WHITMORE
CEMENi CONTRACTOR

ALL KINDS OF

CEMENT WORK
AND CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

OFFICE

3203 E. 17TH ST. FRUITVALE

The Right Kind of Gravel for your Worlt

Guadalupe
River Gravel

Screened, Graded, Shipped by

CHAS. I ^1 I IiTT
PALO ALTO, CAL.

It will pay you to get my fifures for your contracts ia

the Bay Region and Peninsula

Ask for Samples and Information

Residence: Menlo Park, San Mateo County

Telephone. RED 11.^2

a A. BRADY
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER
San Fr ANrisff> Office:

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180-8 JESSIE ST.

Fhonk. Temporary 4700

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I
I

Enamel and Floor

Tiles

Marble Mosaic

Terrazzo

Wood and Tile

Mantels

Grates

Fire Place Fixtures

A

RPRISE TILE

MAI
JTPl

H. P. FISCHER

Man a ge r

K^ M AND

IMATES FURNISHED

208216 EAST LAFAYETTE STREET

PHONE 286 f- »• MX 782

STOCKTON, CAL. RENO. NEVADA

'(EIL
PIPF fftVF y

FOR I
IL,l. V^ iA.TLk wOLD WATER LINES.

Its ConipoHition — pure j^ranulated cork

compressed and baked in molds of proper

shape and si/i-. tlie outer and inner surfact-

being coated with mineral rubber. It is of

necessity, therefore, light and clean.

\X% Structure — simple, compact and firnr..

not atlected by continual jarring and

vibration.

fs Soetional Form -renders its applicatiftn

easy and rapid. The sections are three

feet long, consisting of a single jacket.

,n examination underthe microscope would

reveal the cellular structure of the cork

itself — millions ot tiny sealed air spaces

impervious to air and moisture. This ac

counts for the covering's low heat con-

ductivity; renders it non-absorbent of

moisture, and insures for it a longer life

In service than any other covering on the

market.

Cross Section ot Nonpareil Cork Pipe Covering

ARMSTRONn CORK COMPANY. Iniulation Depl., 693 Mission Sf., San Francisco, Calii.

THE PH.LIP CARET COMPANY. UcMand. cKM"^' D. E. FRYER & COMPANY. Se.«... W„h,

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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A. G. WKiteman H. B. Shofncr

Oregon
Art T

-413 AUDGR STREET
Rot-tland, Onearon

Knights ck Pythias Building

Wc make a Specialty of ARTISTIC FIRE
PLACES and MANTELS.

E«timates Furnished for Tile Floors, Bath
Rooms, Etc.

Telephone Kearny 961

THE

BANK '"'JlPtetn I CO.

876 MONADNOCK
BUILDING

3>\rV HRAINdSCO

J. W. CHASTIN Tel. Park 2587 6£0. C. JOHNSON
2238 Market Street \% fah-moBt Street

SAN FRANCISCO

Jdfrnson, Chasten & Co.

COINTRACTORS
AIND BUILDERS

Wooden Structures Our Specialty

STORH
OFFICE Fl S

A SPECIALTY OF DRUG STORE FIXTURES

SHOV
OR

AND
Of R

Frank S. m\m^ & Son
214-216 Eighth Street

LZL^SIvt'^^^ San Francisco

Eastern

li

Telephone

Kearny 5814

p. J. m'cauley
MANAGER

18-20 Clementina St.. bet. First ar.d Second Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

- SELLING AGENTS FOR

Raecolith Sanitary Flooring and
Wainscoting

Room 623, Board of Trade BIdg., PORTUND, ORE

AOVEoTIStRS
PHONES: OAKLAND 6503

S. F. KEARNY 1332

P. C. Armitage

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHER

82 Third Street 1004 Telegraph Ave.

San Francisco Oakland, Cal.

The Architect and Engineer

//
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INCLUDE
THi:...

4|\

NEWYCnK-N... >'

J. %. LiiliL

in your itinerary when plan-

ning your trip to New York.

TWO SAILINGS WEEKLY BETWEEN
NEW ORLEANS AND NEW YORK.
Costs you no more than for an all rail trip.

P2leg:ant Accommodations, Suites

of Private Bedroom. Parlor and

Bath; Staterooms, Library, Smok-

ing Room, Baths, P r o m e n a d e

Decks, Excellent Cuisine.

RATES

By rail to New Orleans, Steamer thence to New

York, includinK^ Meals and lierth on Steamer.

First Cabin, $77.75. Round Trip, $144.40.

Second Cabin, $65.75.

WRITE OR SEE AGENTS

159

UL ' ML p\ciric
Tir: H FT OFFICES

Flood Building

Market Street Ferry Depot

TKird and Tovs^nscnd Sts. Depot Broadway and 13tli Sts., Oakland

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Send us your plans where fireproof construction is specified and let us

show ynu how favorably our figures compar.e with the cost of using

other material which does not give as efficient fire protection.

NATIONAL FIRE PROOFING CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

TERRA COTTA HOLLOW TILE
CONTRACTORS FOR

CONSTRUCTION OF FIREPROOF BUILDINGS
The Largest Firm In the World Devoted Exclusively to the Business of Fireproof Construction

Capital Twelve-and-one-half Million Dollars

CHICAGO. Commercial National Bank BuildinK
WASHINGTON. D. C. Colorado Building

PHILADELPHIA. Land Title Building
PITTSBURG. Fulton Building

BOSTON. Old South Building

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.. 925 Security Building
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Lumber Exchange

LONDON. ENG.. 26 Chancery Lane
NEW YORK. Flatiron Building

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Twenty-six Factoriks Throughout the United States

San Francisco Office : 972-4 MONADNOCK BLDG,
CHARLES BROOK.S, Resident Manager

Caldwell- 1 oung
w om p any , Tnc.

I Suecessors to 'WM. CA L^W E. L L
L

O o r r e 9 p o n d e n c e Solicited
Residence Tflfphone 82. (J. H. Young)

Office Telephone 4\?>

BUII
234- ^"ecoiici ^T,

\s

mine Electric

1 fi 1/
11 1 V Wiring

Telephone . . Franklin 2669 ContractOrS

REPAIRING OF MOTORS AND OTHER
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

Electric ana Hard^vari

S U PPLIES
1715 Greenwich Street

Near Gough Street

SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA

Phone WOODLAVVN 78S

1
P ain and

1
Residence ^:2

C. A. A4ARKS
Ornamental P astering of Every Description

- 21st Street Rortlarid, Ore.

Dealers in all kinds of

glass for building pur-

poses. Wehave the largi'st

stock of polished plate

glass in the Pacific North
west. Manufacturers of

French Plate Mirrors.

beiitral Door and Lumber

Company

13th and Gllsan Streets, Portland, Oregon

AgcatS Masury's Pure Paints

and Varnishes; Archer-Daniels

celebrated pure Linseed Oil

;

Northwestern distributors ot GEN-
ASCO Roofin? and Waterprool-

inifs; Agents for Morgan's cele-

brated Hardwood Doors; dealers

in Hardwood Flooring.

>
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MODEIRATE:- PRICED
Leaders in Red Face-Brick

Any Shade
Any Texture ;

FACES: Smooth. Sanded or Rough. Wire-Cut
Also the new PERSIAN TARESTRY effects

in a dozen variegated shades

DIAMOND BRICn CO
B. .1. Gallagher, Business Mgr.

101 1-12 Balbo^ BIdg.. S. F. Tel. Douglas 1909

Wm. C. Leland, S. B.

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Plans. Specifications and Superintendence

Steana Power, Heating and Ventilation

939 Merchants Exchange BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Kearny 3857

THE MAYDWELL COMPANY

268 MARKET STREET
DIRECT IMPORTERS

Foreign ES

STATUARY
Carrara Office: P. F. BUTTENBACH. Man.

v^orrespondence Solicited

HnvT " IS

CONTRAw ^..^
OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

We Make a Specialty of

SCHOOLS, BANKS, HOTELS
AND CHURCHES

^•^^ ^>^;o^' Santa Rosa, CaK

266 M \Rni:T REET. rRA>
Wholesale Dealers and Contractors for Our

COLUMBIA MAPBLE
ates Oiven on A.11 Kinds oi Marbit^ W <>rK

Samples on A.pplication

» m

Quarries
COLUMBIA. CALIFORNIA

Finishing Plant
17tH and MISSOURI STS.. S. F.

Western Magnesite Development Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

PEERLE FLOORINC
A CAl_u ^.. PRODUCT

Fire-Proof—Sanitary—N^aicr-Proof—Used in the

Merritt and Providence Hospitals* Oakland, Cal.

OFFICE AND SHOW ROOM
9th Floor, Metropolis Bank Building

San Francisco

WORKS AND FACTORY

San Leandro, California

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Chicago Concrete Mixer
—The Most Rapid Mixer Made

—

Chicago Concrete Mixer Equipped with
Automatic Charging: Elevator.

Mixes anything mixable from dryest concrete

to most adhesive mortar without change or

addition of parts.

Lower to charge than any other batch mixer.

^^i^Simplest and most perfectly controlled discharge.

Built in four sizes:—5 to 26 cu. ft. per batch.

For full particulars, call upon or write

Beall 6l Company, Portland, Ore.
General At^ents for Wasninston, Oresron and Idaho.

Opera Chairs, Church Pews

and Ecclesiastical Furniture.

School Desks, Lodge Furniture,

Portable and Assembly Chairs.

SPENCER DESK COMPANY
232-244 MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

^^^^^m

AQUA BAR
WATERPROOFING COMPOUND

The Only Absolut©
Oement ^^alerproofer

Tlie only durable cement waterproof er.

The only cement waterproofer that

crystalizes and seals the voids between
the sand and cement.
The most economical waterproofer.
The most simple to mix, requiring no

skilled labor.

The only waterproofer tliat is already
measured for you. .

All you have to do is to dump the con-
tents of a can in a barrel of water and
stir tliorou^lily each time before you
mix.
The only cement waterproofer that is

absolutely soluble with water, and that

becomes thoroughly united with all parts

of the cement.
The only cement waterproofer that

will furnish a written guarantee and a

bond if nece.«?sary.

For further information apply to O. E.
Frver & Co., Seattle, Wash., our North-
western Agents. THE| AUUABAK CO.,
Philadelpliia, P.m.

Carbonizing Coating
—

Permanent protection for iron and steel
buildines. bridges, power houses, water
and K«s tanks, etc. .Absolutely impervi-
ous—prevL-nts rust and decay. Better
titan paint. Endorsed by .American and
foroiyn architects and enyincera.

Galvanum
The only paint that will adhere perma-
nently to Kalvanized iron—speciliod by
U, S, Government. No preparation of
nietal re(|uired. Used on many build
jngs and factories for all Kalvani/ed iron
work, in San Francisco and other cities

of the coast.

Concrewaltum
.A damp rtsisimK paint for tuii*M •

•

basements, concrete and masonry walr
ceilings, plasten^d exteriors, etc. Sam
tary—hard and smooth. Not inju^red by
washinif.

MADE BY

60HEEN MANUFACTURING CO.. Canton, Ohio

FOR SALE BV
McCoRMiCK HRNDF.R.SON Co.. 510 Postal
TeleKraph Building. San Francisco — 417

I

Byrne Buitdini?. Los Antfeles

S. W. R. Dallv. Seattle. Wash.
1 A. J. C.APHON, Portland, Ore.

1

STHUCTUflAL STE:

FLASTEH, Fine BBICK.

mow. C^^^C, ^'r- ^'!SSS,*S*'*'

Soi. P.a£c C.^ A,..u ^^^*^l ^^^^^
—

tirfgpfesi®* ^4*?ay *^7

,„-,,**.*_«^*^«j,.*„'*V;: ,:j.'*-
"^"^

,,s^rt> »(«*' *«*. 4. * *

Jg, -^Wii-^ *fi^rt'W4! -*KW*»

^- 't^s:s5SiJ£*;s;g^^-*^ —

mmm

^IH
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Chica«-o Concrete Mixer Equipped with
Automatic CharKiupr Elevator.

Chicago Concrete Mixer
—The Most Rapid Mixer Made

—

Mixes anything mixable from dryest concrete

to most adhesive mortar without change or

addition of parts.

Lower to charge than any other batch mixer.

Simplest and most perfectly controlled discharge.

Built in four sizes:—5 to 26 cu. ft. per batch.

For full particulars, call upon or write

Beall fi^ Company, Portland, Ore.
General Atrents ior "Washin^rton, Oret^on and Idaho.

Opera Chairs, Church Pews

and Ecclesiastical Furniture.

School Desks, Lodge Furniture,

Portable and Assembly Chairs.

SPENCER DESK COMPANY
232-244 MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

AQUA BAR
WATERPROOFING COMPOUND

The Only Absolvite
Cement AVaterproofer

Tllc Mlil\ (lui'.ll)li' ( fllUllt WatlTpI't X iftT.

Tlir (inly (fiiunt u .itiT] ifi m del" tliiit

( r\ >t.ili/i'^ .iml '^i'.ils tlir \ nids liclwcni

llic s.iiid .md < rinriit.

riif most ('( < ii loinu .il vv;ili-r| III II ilcr.

Tin- iiH'st siiiiplf I'l iiii\, rri|uiiinu ii«>

>killc(i lahnr

TIk' Hilly w.ilerpii Idler ilial is alfi'adv

nit asm rd l< >r y*>M,

All MHi iia\(' til dii i- til dump tlir (<»n-

tents (if a ( AW in a 1 »ai rel < 'I u ater and
stir t li' ifi iiiuiily iMrli time lieliae \ i lU

mix.
The i>iil\ eiMiieiit watei iHi H iler that is

al isi »liit<l\ siiliilile uitli \saler. aiul that

I lei I lines tilt iTi ai'j lil\ 11 11 ill < I Willi all p.ifts

< il tlif ( ement.
Tlie (iliK lenient watefpl ( H ifej- tli.lt

will Imnisli a wrilleii 'j uar.mliT and a

t)Mii«l il net tssai'v.

I'Mj- fintlicf inl' iimat It in .ippKi ti > I ). I'-.

ilir Ntirtli-j-
I \fl" \ ( 1 1. . Seat! Ir, \\ a>>li. , < >

western A'jtnts. 'Id IK A( )l AH
riiiladelpliia. I'a.

AK CO..

Carbonizing Coating
PtTiuaiR'nt prott'ction for iron ami stii'l

l)iiiit.liiit.'s. Iifidi^iis. iKivvcr Imuses. water
and Kas tanks, t-tc .\bsoliitely iniper vi

tins— prr\i iits rust and dt-cav. BetttT
than paint Kndtirsed by American and
f(irfii,'n architects and tMimnt-ers.

Galvanum
The iiiilv paint tiiat will adhere pernia
nently Id ualvani/fd irmi siiecitied hv
r. S. (itiveinnu'iit. No preparation of

nu-tal rei)iiired. I'sed on nianv l)uiid

in«s and factories tor nil walvam/ed iron
work, in San [''raiiciscn and t)tlier cities
of the ci lasl

.

Concrewaltum
.\ dami' rt si>tinu paint fnr tunnels.
haMinents, cont rete and nuisonrv walls,
teilincs. plastered e\teruirs. ptc. >ani
tarv liard and sniotjth. Not miured hv
\sa'<liini;.

MADE BY

GOHEEN MANUFACTURING CO.. Canton, Ohio

FOR S.\LK in

MtCtiKMItK IIl.\nfl<St)N(t)., .sill PoslaJ
'l'eleurai>h l?tiililinv^. Sain Fraiu isco - 41/

liyrne l^nildum. I.os .\nueles

> W. K. D.xt.i.v. Seattle. \Va>h.

A. 1. Cai^ron, I'ortland. (in-.

Will II uiiliiiv; t" .\il\ erl i^ers niititiun tin- \|,:i|ia/iiie.

i

I

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO.
IMPOVTEW OP

^"m.

STRyCTyRAL STEEL
FLASTER, FIRE BRIC^. PIC

IRON, COKE, ETC.

^QlM:

'^l^-^

W Ai g^MYti And diAlIT

Sol© Paciic Coait Ai«iiti CoNDOfc. ^. a. « a
.
a««*» -

550 t'Al.IFOKNlA STRHMT
§mi Pranciscfj Offi^,

FUR^R BRC
l. SPANIS.

Tiffany Patteen. A perfect and hand^

mttm RtJol Covering. Tbc only tile that

0^m the elect of Lightl and Shadows^

•Tia absolutely water-tight used on all

thf schools in San Jose

.

. -

i&S IIBVEWSON WmMB
entatlYtt

I
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TetEf^HONE
KEARNY

ement. Lime, flaster,

Brick, Terra Gotta, Fire

BHck, Grushed Rock.

Sewer Pipe, Etc., Etc.

430:CALIFORNIA STm SAN FRANQSC©

f
tmimmim'mt

mwm

U^e want yHau.fd JtitpOf about

TftUMBULL METAL PANEL
OA.RD D^ORS ana TRIMS

m

Wh^ should yott install a fine pafcel ^aj^ ma neat tttim Box
Witf^en B^^l the «ffc0 wi^ a cKeap irood^ <floor? TMni bow
^ttchbettter it^ttM fc« to aio a Tnimbi^ ^«tal Door anA;^rim

They ffl^it-'be ftcca^to be ap^t^ciated atod^ we hava a fttli line ri^ht here.

WRITE TO US OR PHONE US
Our -ti^e ia^'ydara a| yourvofflci or at out Bforc.

& Sit
i'l'
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STAR Expansion Bolt Co.
THl: STAR
IXPANSION

BOLT

Expansion Bolts

Stone Drills

Brick Drills

Toggle Bolts

Extension Drills

1010 HOWARD ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE: 520 Central BIdg. LOS ANGELES: 641 Pacific Electric Bldg.
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Toggle Bolts

Extension Drills
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American Architecture

No. 2.

J

By CH.A.RLES PETER WEEKS, Architect*

That America enjoys a distinct type of architecture-a type demanded by

local conditions- is maintained by Mr. Charles Peter Weeks, ^ho recentiy

returned to San Francisco from a six months stay abroad. Just as the

Greeks built Greek architecture, and the Japanese, budt Japanese arclntecture

so the Americans are buildins American architecture But ^^hrle ^ve are

malins such splendid progress towards a
-«^5ff''. ^~''/:'rrf3ar« «^

IVeekfsoundsa note of warning that may well be
^''^''^''-Jf ^^aU.'-

sboil some of our best work by a too famthar knowledge of ^{dzvorld archt

tec ure and a consequent tendency to embody as much of that knowledge a

'pfs^bleZo^^rlocaUonceptions. The result is too f'^^^^'^^ tZTanTa
In his travels Mr. Weeks photographed more than 200 buildings and a

few that are reproduced here serve to illustrate the authors argument that

iaVcoLZ, including our onm, develops its own pecuMr type of architecture,

characteristic of its local conditions.—Editor.

4 GENERAL survey of old world archi-

/ \ lecture teaches a lesson. It teaches the

^ -- impossibility of copying old world mod-

els and at the same time it demonstrates the

intrinsic merit of these models in showmg the

consistent unity of design in each country and

its entire dissimilarity to each other country.

The Egyptians built Egyptian architec-

ture" the Greeks built Greek architecture;

the Japanese built Japanese architecture. Al-

though they all started from the same source

whether it be Assyria or Egypt, yet in the end

they developed their own peculiarities, which

became characteristics.
.

We today, in America are in spite ot our-

selves doing the same thing, are producing a

like result. We are learning to study the archi-

'

II tectural idea in the abstract ; to know it in such

terms as symmetry, proportion, grace color,

: harmony, etc., instead of Classic, Renais-

1 sance, Egyptian or Gothic.

We have at different times copied a Greek

temple for modern usages, and even a few at-

il tempts have been made to use the Egyptian

J temples as models, and the scarcity of these

attempts proves the impossibility of looking

-^^,or n.en.be. of the fir. of Sutton & Weelcs. architects. Mutual Sayings BanW Buil.in,,

San Francisco. '

.'4«Sl.'«.<^li^^£MeK±^^iO<fc.''<^^!^lslit^bidl2^^<^j^^Se«
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Bungalow at Penang.

y..

on old world architecture in another way than as models expressing the

highest ideas of beauty in the language of the nation that produced them.

The great dif-

ference in archi-

tecture of the

old world na-

tions is largely

due to the im-

possibility of

close communi-
cation between
them and there-

by the necessity

of each nation

working out its

own salvation

without b e in g
continually ham-
p e r e d by its

neighbors, and
only limited by

local conditions. We today have our old world knowledge too close at hand,
but even with that handicap we are, controlled by local conditions, gradually
working out our own architecture.

Who can say that we in America have not an architecture of our own?
Where in the world will you find structures at all like our best modern build-
ings? Point out to me a Columbia College Library, a University Club, a
West Street building, a Singer building and a Blair building. But the men who
designed these splendid structures looked at old world examples symbolically
instead of literally.

^ Even Messrs. McKim, Meade & White, with all their "copying" have,
in every case, translated and not built in the original tongue. Mrs. Oelrich's
cottage at Newport is a vast improvement over the Grande Trianon.

It is the architect who studies old world architecture literally, instead
of copying the spirit of his fellow pioneer that is clogging the wheels of
progress towards a consistent, harmonious architecture for America, only
differing in different localities due to changed local conditions.

We, however, are committing many crimes. Our all glass first story is one
of the greatest, especially here in San Francisco. To appreciate the beauty of
many of our buildings, it is necessary to eliminate the first story from our
mind and consider the design from the second story up. What an absurdity
to build a large classic temple on top of a thin sheet of glass.

Our next serious crime, one which is prevalent throughout the United
States, is that of the "stunt artist." His great object in life is to do some-
thing different. Not necessarily good, but always different. He is even
consistently bad by varying his design even in different rooms of the same
building^. Unfortunately some of our best hotels and residences are examples
of the stunt artist's work.

The Plaza Hotel in New York has a fine grille room, but entirely out
of key with the building in which it is lodged and quite out of harmony with
the adjoining rooms. And nearly all homes have a Dutch room, a Louis XIV
room or some other combination equally unhappy. Why make our homes

Erechtheon Temple. Athens, Greece.

Temple of Luxor, Egypt. Portico of thg Parthenon, Athens. Greece.

^M^mm
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Court in Chinese Temple, Canton, China

aiul hotels ar-

chaeological mu-
seums ? Is a

house so big that

one kind of ar-

chitecture palls

on the taste? St.

Peters at Rome
would make a

fine, dignified

picture with side

chapels in Dutch,
L'Art Nouveau,
Japanese and
French Renais-

sance.

Bungalo, Colombo, Ceylon.

It is also char-

acteristic of us to love the imported—mad.e in Germany, fabricated in Paris,

or designed in London—and we thereby nip in the bud the growing local

character that
tends to produce

a n harmonious
local work of

art.

The absurdity

of this is shown
by two recent

exaipples — the

Episcopal C a -

thedral designed

in England had
to be practically

redesigned upon
arrival of the

plans in San
Francisco. A
palatial hostelry

was designed for Oakland by one of New York's best known hotel architects.

Ultimately the design was turned over to a local firm to make fit home
conditions. All of

this means that

we have local con-

ditions which in-

fluence our de-

sign, whether we
want them to or

not, and in the

end will give us a

local architecture

in spite of our-

selves, which is

justwhat has hap-
pened toall local-

ities of the world
that have pro-

7 . T >./ * I' . *^ duced real art.
Japanese Temple at Kyoto.

Doorway, Chinese Temple, Canton, China.

To do good work a designer must be

on the spot. He must learn the language

of the native, and that language refined and

beautified by careful study of the best that

the past has furnished, in proportion, detail

and color, in countries similar to our own,

will give us locally an architecture that

future generations will come to study as

we go to Rome.
External color treatment had been al-

most entirely overlooked in this country

until just recently. It deserves a great deal

of study. The beauty of present European

and Asiatic architecture is due to a great

extent to its color harmony. And we may

be sure that the ancients were lavish in

color treatment as the museums prove.

But we have studied photographs and

line drawings so much that the idea of color

seems to have escaped us. Greece in some

of her modern buildings has followed her

ancient leaders both in design and color.

The Library, the Museum, the Academy at

Athens, are pure Greek classic and colored

as did the ancients. The color application,

however, has not been a success in this

case, as it is coming off very fast.

Color is one of the important elements in Japanese and Chuiese Archi-

tecture The old temples are brown wood with thatched roofs, but even

these have the ends of beams, etc., painted white. The more recent ones are

lavish in red lacquers, blacl^ roof and metal trimmmgs and some parts are

plaster and half timber work.

Photographs are not only inadequate to show color, but to give the

true idea of proportion and scale.
^^

My idea of Japanese architecture from photographs was that cute little

bungalow" described it. But "monumental in plan, gorgeous in color, wealthy

in detail and with all charmingly set about with formal and informal gardenmg"

approach to the Sphinx

'

sit*£.,'".f^^^j^^«.. ^^t^-f^a^id^ail;,
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Apartment Hotel for the Sheridan-Proctor Company, San Francisco

Sutton & Weeks, Architects.

are expressions that are nearer the truth. It is surprising that people

so intricate in their workmanship should be so grand in their conception.

Egypt, too, has things to tell to the eye that are kept secret from the

camera. What photograph can give the feeling of immensity and ponder-

ousness that one has from the inside of the great pyramid, and how the soul

shrivels up with the sickening sensation of one who has been tricked by his

best beloved dream, at the sight of the poor disfigured old sphynx, sunken

in a hole surrounded by sand, sunken into insignificance by this big pyramid

one has to pass to get to it!

But how stupendous is Karnack ! How could one dream a vast temple

planned like this in a hot desolate desert? On the other hand, Greece has

a surprise that its photograph does not tell in the smallness of her architec-

tural scale. Some temples, of course, are big but not so ponderous as the

photographs show, and again some of them like Nika and the Erechtheium

and Lysicrates, are charmingly small in scale. So dainty, such perfect details

and yet exceedingly dignified

!

It is with a shock one sees the ravages that war, time and the museum

maker has created in Greece; the powder magazine that blew the Pantheon

into a few scattered details and Lord Elgin's replaced clay caryatid in the

Enytheon which has turned black to mourn for the one that was stolen for the

British Museum. How one longs when on the Accropolis to have all the

museums that have robbed this mountain of beauty of its treasures, disgorge

and help the Greek archaeologist restore it to its former self. Rebuild the

Partheon, complete the reconstruction of the Propyle and repair the Erech-

theium, and make of Athens an architectural shrine where pilgrims from all

lands will go to worship as they go now to the Stadium to witr.ess the Olympic

games. I

» *

* «
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Apartment Hotel for the Sheridan-Proctor Company, San Francisco

Sntton & Weeks, Architects.

are expressions that are nearer the truth. It is surprising that people

so intricate in their workmanship should be so grand in their conception.

Egypt, too, has things to tell to the eye that are kept secret from the

camera. What photograph can give the feeling of immensity and poncler-

ousness that one has from the inside of the great pyramid, and how the soul

shrivels up with the sickening sensation of one who has been tricked by his

best beloved dream, at the sight of the poor disfigured old sphynx, sunken

in a hole surrounded by sand, sunken into insignificance by this big pyramid

une has to pass to get to it

!

But how stupendous is Karnack! How could one dream a vast temple

planned like this in a hot desolate desert? On the other hand, Greece has

a surprise that its photograph does not tell in the smallness of her architec-

tural scale. Some temples, of course, are big but not so ponderous as the

photographs show, and again some of them like Xika and the Erechtheium

and Lysicrates, are charmingly small in scale. So dainty, such perfect details

and yet exceedinglv dignified

!

It is with a shock one sees the ravages that war, time and the niuseum

maker has created in Greece; the powder magazine that blew the Pantheon

into a few scattered details and Lord Elgin's replaced clay caryatid in the

Enytheon which has turned black to mourn for the one that was stolen for the«

r.ritish Museum. How one longs when on the Accropolis to have all the

museums that have robbed this mountain of beauty of its treasures, disgorge

and help the Greek archaeologist restore it to its former self. Rebuild the

Partheon, complete the reconstruction of the Propyle and repair the Erech-

theium, and make of Athens an architectural shrine where pilgrimt from all

lands will go to worship as they go now to the Stadium to witr.ess the Olympic

games. i
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Sketch for a Hotel.

^
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Design for a Public Building.

An Appreciation of Architect F. W. Fitzpatrick

P>y W. TALMADGE MILLER,

r, J / //. . Irrhltrrt and Eu^rinccr are familiar ivith Mr. Pitzpatrick's i.n-ittcn

tH'tpfainiM ^.iuthhis work as a acsiguer, i " '/'V^^f^-^/^^Vv

in comfcic u;th
""f.X „, X/Tro/-/. rflw,m»rf. What are the odds whether a man

in known association tilth others.—Editor.

Til \T \rcliitecturc has been commcrcializea durinR the past few year>

is univcrsallv concc.lc.l. Is it a .letrinicntal change or not is another

mitter It can still he artistic, but it is an art.st.c elenien apphe.l

on 1 bus ncss basis. Medicine, religion, law. all have been snn.larly re-

vanie'l t" conforn, to our practical, business-like v.ews. And n,ayhap the

word has not suffered so verv much by the change after all.

The old in e architect was first of all an artist; the practical ut.ht.es

of his n.il .ig its construction, its cost and all else were of .mnor ..npor-

an e a hor inated to a beautiful exterior and to academ.callv correc

details Tolav our architects are learning that the use of the bu. d.ng, .t

~e isi o primal i.nportance. that its cost is also a v.ta .tem a. d

. s "es; cl^siXerations have their full weight as well as he art.st.c.

In, 1 the! get'erally accepte<l idea of true Art is that it should take care

of i all Ihosc thhigs artistically, and not be merely a dream to wh.ch the

I I

I

^4iAsi^^btsihiiA^SIidSl!lSl^Sim^,M^StSiB,t^.iifk vsr.^^Ai'is/*Jtsii^^
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Design for a Public Building.

An Appreciation of Architect F. W. Fitzpatrick

By W. TALMADGE MILLER,

o J f fU. Arrhit^rt and Engineer are familiar with Mr. Fttspatrick's written

unfavorable criticism of h,s practice .« '''«'
'f;3''Ji'X ^^« Zy This seems silh

to compete with and excel others ^"'"'..ff^TwhltT the odd whether a man

in known association Jtnth others—Editor.

TH\T Architecture has been commercialized during the past few years

is universally conceded. Is it a detrimental change or not is another

n,a ter It can still be artistic, but it is an artistic element applied

on a bus nes basis. Medicine, religion, law all have been similarly re-

vamped "conform to our practical, business-like views. And mayhap the

workl has not suffered so very much by the change after a U

The old time architect was first of all an artist ; the practical utilities

of his buiWingTts construction, its cost and all else were of minor impor-

unce and subordinated to a beautiful exterior and to academically correc

Ss Today our architects are learning that the use of the bmWing its

mrDOse is of primal importance, that its cost is also a vital item and

b sfness con idlrations have their full weight as well as he artistic^

Indeed the generally accepted idea of true Art is that it should take «re

;?al those ^things artistically, and not be merely a dream to which the

% '' M^'A
3>Q^„ •t'l-:?'? . V*i' %tk
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* An Attractive Bank Building.

realities have to be whipped into a species of conformity. Similarly,

business methods have crept into architects' offices, these are no longer

*'ateliers," studios filled with long-haired dreamers and tobacco smoke, but

systemized business institutions where skilled specialists go about their

work methodically, thoroughly, albeit it can also be done artistically.

It has been recognized that the architect himself need not necessarily

be a great artist. If he is a good executive it will be better for the building,

the client and his own welfare. The artistic element can be infused as a

)• »

* ^ •

*»

branch of the office work, as can the engineering features, a specialization.

If the artist—the designer, is an employee, well and good; if he be a mem-
ber of the firm, so much the better. But the trouble is as it has always

been that the clever designers, the real architects, are lamentably few and

far between, while the architectural offices are distressingly numerous.

Therefore, many of the latter have to get along without the former. Yet,

the general public is becoming discriminating, it is growing appreciative

of artistic buildings, demands them and insists upon having thern though,

unfortunately, its demands are far from being always complied with!

* * *

Years ago one man at least clearly foresaw all this and established

a service to meet the demand. He called the new specialization or profes-

sion "Consulting-Architect" and for all I know, is still its only practitioner.

'i(i^A''fi5-f*'^t 1'^

Commercial and Office Building.
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Design for a Bank.

Oftentimes we hear of a practicing architect of a larger city, an older man

being associated as a "Consulting Architect" with a young man entrusted

with important work in a smaller city, but so far I be leve that Mr. F. W.

Fitzpatrick of Washington, D. C. is the only exclusively Consultmg Archi-

tect in the country. He made an enviable reputation first as a practicing

architect in the West, a Federal Government architect and a designer ot

the highest caliber before giving his whole attention to this new branch

of exclusive "Consultation." so that he was no unknown quantity or experi-

mentor He went into it convinced that it gave the largest possible field

for his talents. And it did. No man in the country or probably in the

world is called upon to solve as many and as complex Architectural

problems as is he. Our biggest offices turn out a surprising lot of build-

ings but all these plans have to be worked out, detailed and worried over,

each building is actively on the boards, as it were, for a year or more; m
his case he does the preliminary studying, the actual designing, the schem-

ing-out of the plan in rough sketches and the exterior either in rough form

for the practicing architect to work out, or in a colored perspective ready

to show the clients. Most of his exterior work is done directly in perspect-

ive and those pictures have every appearance of finished and most careful

An Up-to-date-Fire House.
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Design for a Bank.

Oftcnlinics we hear of a practicing architect of a larger city, an older man

heincr associated as a "Consulting Architect" with a young man entrusted

with important work in a smaller city, but so far I believe that Mr. K \\ .

I'it/patrick of Washington, D. C. is the only exclusively Consultmg Archi-

tect in the countrv. He made an enviable reputation f^rst as a practicing

'irchitect in the \Vest, a Federal Government architect and a designer of

the hio-hc^t caliber before giving his whole attention to this new branch

(.f cxchisive "Consultation,"' so that he was no unknown cpiantity or experi-

nicntor He went into it convinced that it gave the largest possible held

for his talents. And it did. No man in the country or probably in the

w,.rld is called upon to solve as many and as complex Architectural

pr()l)lcms as is he. Our biggest ofifices turn out a surprising lot of build-

ings but all these plans have to be worked out, detailed and worried over,

oach building is activelv on the boards, as it were, for a yc^ar or more; m
Ills case he does the preliminary studying, the actual designing, the schpn-

in<r.cnit of the plan in rough sketches and the exterior either in rough forin

for the practicing architect to work out, or in a colored perspective ready

to show the clients. Most of his exterior work is done directly in perspect-

ive and those pictures have every appearance of finished and most careful
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Sketch for a CcthedrJ.
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Ci>nt fortable and Luxurious.

work accurate representations of what the completed structures will look

Uke ;urroundi„gs' that people will recognize, life and cty -^-£^-}^^;
the daintiest of architectural pictures, works of art. drawings that he ^erv

I.est judges have pronounce.l equal, if not superior, to anything that has

been done in that line. Thev list our best known architectural illustrators

m the order of excellence with Fitzpatrick f^rst, then Guerin, Hawley and

'"
Yet hi^ facility, capacity for work and ready j-rasp of possibilities

are such that be rafely bas to give more tban two or tbree days to any one

buildinj; and 1 bave known bim to reel out as many as nme, and not unmi-

portant ones eitber, in a week. Tbe big offtcc tbat does twenty as nnpor-

tant buildings in a year is busy indeed.
. , . i

Tbe amount of personal work be does is snnply pbenomenal, an

avera-e of over two bnndred projects studied and designed every year.

Yet ire never gives tbe impression of being rusbed, be works systemati-

callv and long boltrs, but witb several bonrs a day of vigorous physical

exercise crowded n, boxing, tennis, fencing and cross-country riding are

bis favorite sports and be does tbem as well as be does bis work, bis writing

• *

* m i-

An Ornament to .Iny City

nnd the nianv 'sl<le-h..l)bies" he has, such as inaugurating or participating

h tirficZveiion movement, the "City-Beautiful" plans, etc. Physi-

cillv abnormalv strong, his life is so regular and well managed that this

work ml strain that would kill the average man, agree with .'""' ^o Pej;

ectlv 1 at he never feels the need of or takes a vacation, claiming that hve

luniis sound sleep and three hour.s of violent exercise every day constitute

varAticm enous^b for anv man.
^ rr • ^i

Sou migi think fhat this enforced hasty work would suiTer in qua1-

itv ^On tl e contrarv, his verv best is spontaneous. He abhors the term

"in'sinra ion
••

bi t he' must be -"inspired," for it hardly seems possible for

ol^'man to do all he does and so well. Nothing in his compositions is

"•"'llirlrchite^i-Snts are from every city, and not only in this co«t,try,

K„t ,lrZ\cW ind in Mexico, an<l of late he has done much foreign work

e L n rclirAu raia They cqme to him in perfect confidence and

that they alwa.vs get the very best and are satisfied is evidenced by the fact

I
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Comfortable and Luxurious.

work, accurate representations of what the cornpleted structures will look

like, kirroundings that people will recognize, life and city st.r about them,

the daintiest of architectural pictures, works of art, drawings that the very

best judges have pronounced equal, if not superior, to anything that has

been done in that line. They list our best known architectural illustrators

in the order of excellence with Fitzpatrick first, then Guerin, Hawley and

"
Yet his facility, capacity for work and ready grasp of possibilities

are such that he rarely has to give more than two or three days to any one

buildine and I have known him to reel out as many as nme, and not unim-

portant ones either, in a week. The big office that does twenty as mipor-

tant buildings in a year is busy indeed.
. , , i

The amount of personal work he does is simply phenomenal, an

average of over two hundred projects studied and designed every year.

Yet he never gives the impression of being rushed, he work^s systemati-

cally and long hours, but with several hours a day of vigorous physical

exercise crowded in, boxing, tennis, fencing and cross-country riding are

his favorite sports and he does them as well as he does his work, his writing

~%r^-'.
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An Ornament to Any City

and the manv "side-hobbies" he has, such as inaugurating or participating

in the fiTe prevention movement, the "City-Beautiful" plans, etc Physi-

cally abnorLlly strong, his lif^ is so regular and well n^anaged that this

work and strain that would kill the average man, agree with him so per

f^ctly that he never feels the need of or takes a vacation, claiming that five

hours sound sleep and three hours of violent exercise every day constitute

vacation enougfh for any man.
, t rr • «i

Some might think that this enforced hasty work would suffer in qual-

ity On the Contrary, his Very best is spontaneous. He abhors the term

"inspiration" but he must be "inspired," for it hardly seems possible for

one man to do all he does and so well. Nothing in his compositions is

"'"'ntlrchite'ciSnts are from every city, and not only in this country,

but in Canada and in Mexico, and of late he has done much foreign work

even in remote Australia. They come to him in perfect confidence and

that thev always get the very best and are satisfied is evidenced by the fact

1

J
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that those who came to him years ago still turn over their important work

to him. He is a good deal like a father-confessor to the profession. He
knows their troubles and difficulties and is liberal in his help and every

man realizes that his secrets are safe in "Fitz's" keeping.

Only lately has there developed antagonism to this man who has been

so universally loved and who has done so much for the advancement of

our National Art. It has undoubtedly originated in the ranks of the "big"

architects. First Mr. Fitzpatrick was indirectly attacked in the English

journals and those veiled attacks were then repeated here and enlarged

upon, always covert, but nevertheless aimed most emphatically in his

direction. The reason is evident enough. All the big work does not go to the

few ''big" men who have established big clienteles. Yet that which escape^

them is well done. People find that there is just as much and more satis-

faction in dealing with a local architect in good standing as there is in

employing a big name from New York, for instance, and the resultant

buildings are in many cases handsomer, more artistic than the work of

those big men. The latter realize that in great measure this is owing to

Fitzpatrick's association with local men, they recognize his handiwork and

therefore look upon him as a dangerous rival, a man who is helping other

men to prominence, to doing as well as themselves, the .great ones, and

these therefore resort to various expedients to efface this, as it seems to

them ''harmful" competition. The situation is not without its humor how-

ever, in that when sore pressed or puzzled or having a specially difficult

problem to solve he is the very man they turn to for expert advice!

His practice is safely established, whatever Envy and Jealousy and the

Trust Spirit may say and do. It is on broad lines, it is helpful to the many,

it has contributed tremendously to a truer appreciation of the Art Archi-

tectural in this country and Mr. Fitzpatrick merits all the success and the

results and benefits he has achieved as well as the gratitude not only of his

architect-clients, but of the profession, yes, the nation as a whole.

A Budding Napoleon
Youthful Capitalist (aged seven)—Doing any good?

His Partner (aged eight)—Naw ; I don't seem t' be able t' place this

lemminade.

"Jimmy Jones selling any pop?"
"He's gettin' rich—took in fifty cents since noon."

"What's our assets?"

"Chair, table an' tumbler, belongin' t' your maw ; bucket an' dipper, prop-

erty of my maw ; two gallons of sweetened water an' one lemon, wid de grocery-

man makin' bad talk about de fifteen cents we owe 'im—I tells yer, we're on de

ragged edge of bustt."

"Any outstanding contracts?"

"Me brudder said he'd buy a drink, t'morrer if de Yaller Legs win."

"Good! I'll tell you what we'll do. We'll form a new company, take over

this stand, merge Jimmy's, get out a prospectus and circulate it all around de

street, issue bonds on the equipment, capitalize the indebtedness, issue $1 stock,

half-preferred, and—

"

"Den what?"
"Sell the stock to Jimmy." |

"Shucks ! Jimmy ain't such a darn fool as to bite at dat kind cr bait."

"Ain't he? You just watch me hypnotize him!"
j

And it was even so, and the next day Jimmy woke up. They all do.—Puck.

3CT-ikijt&^^S^^\^^ MJIA&
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The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture*

By ROBERT MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer.

VII. Building Contracts, Surety Bonds and Superintendency.

FOR the sake of brevity, I assume that both the owner and the con-

tractor are competent to enter into a contract. For detailed

information upon what constitutes such competency the reader can

readilv examine the authorities under the headings, "Law of Contracts

and "Contract Stipulations," and in further exploration consult the statutes

and reported cases. At present we will note the formalities to be observed

and the points to be covered in writing, after notice of acceptance of bid

has been sent to and received by the successful bidder. Such notice of

acceptance shall in all cases, both of public and of private work, be given

in writing, and substantially as follows, viz.: "Your bid, under date

of
^

1909, duly opened , 1909, and ofTenng

to (here state work offered to be done), for the sum (here state the

amount of the bid), is hereby accepted. You are further requested to

present for examination and approval surety bonds in the sum of (here

state amount of bonds), and personally appear at (here state place, day

and hour of meeting), to enter into a contract agreeable to the terms and

conditions under which your said accepted bid was submitted.

"(Signed)

Upon the meeting of the parties there shall be on hand, in addition

to the approved bonds of the contractor, three numbered sets of the

drawings: three corrected and approved sets of specifications, and, also

in triplicate, the building contract proper.
,. r ii :

This contract shall, in every instance, at least cover the following

declarations, stipulations and agreements, to wit:

1st. Heading. "Building Contract."
-^ fd^Day, month and year when made and entered into^^ .

3d. Name of owner, as first party, and his place of residence m city,

countv and State. , . ,
... „.,„f,,

4th Name of contractor and his place of residence in city, county

""'
p'^f'sdpu^Zi 'thit

•

the parties thereto shall be designated as

-owner" and as "contractor," singular numbers only to be used, and that

the word "architect" refers to the architect whose name appears upon the

drawings in writing, printing, and embossing by means of a seal and

further that the word "architect" shall include both the singular and the

plural and the masculine and the feminme
i„.» .u„ ^nrW

6th. Agreement bv the contractor that he will complete the work

in a specified number of working days, viz.: consecutive days, excepting

Sundays, and legal holidays. ,i„wino-«
7th Declaration of what plans, specifications and detail drawings

show the work to be done, the number of sheets, and by whom made for

the owner.^
^^^^ architect- shall furnish additional detailed drawings in

explanation and amplification of the adopted general arrangement plans

I

8tha. Binds the architect to fairly detail and construe anything not

clear to contractor. ^ , ^ , ^,

Otb That time lost to the contractor because of the acts or neglect

^C^cMon of a series of seven articles on "The Law Regulating the Practice of Architecture."

Mr. Mo?geneiK"s business address is 30 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland.

a
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of the owner, his agents or employees, by act of God, inchiding inclement

weather, by differences with his laborers or by strikes, shall not be

chargeable against him.

10th. General description of bnilding anrl exact proposed location

of same.
11th. Agreement by owner, in consideration of the performance of

agreement by contractor, to pay said contractor certain stipulated sums.

12th. Time of payment to follow immediately the performance of

specified extent of work (or percentages of entire work done upon which

specified percentages of payment shall become due the contractor).

13th. Obligation of architect to deliver certificates to contractor,

entitling him to payments from owner.

14th. Specific"^ relief for contractor if. architect fails or neglects to

issue certificate to contractor.

15th. Defines owner's liability if he fails to pay contractor.

16th. Declaration that title, general conditions, specifications and all

drawings are part of this contract, and stipulation that they shall be so

construed.
17th. Stipulation covering possible future changes of plans, and that

the architect can appoint representatives and assistants.

18th. Stii)ulation that all work not shown and described, but which

the very nature of any design or utility makes a necessary part, even

though not shown or described, shall be considered as so shown and

described. •
i u

18tha. That parts neither shown nor described, and which might be

dispensed with, shall, if done or furnished by the contractor on the orders of

the architect, be held to be new work not covered by this contract.

19th. Mutual agreement to submit to arbitration, any question,

except the contract price and terms of payment, upon which the owner,

contractor and architect cannot reach an agreement.
. .

20th. Provide a penaltv if contractor^ails to complete the building

within the specified time, and provides a bonus to the contractor if building

is completed before the time specified.

21st. Determines proportioning of loss between owner and con-

tractor, in case of fire, flood or earthquake, etc.

22d. Payments not to constitute evidence of acceptance of any or the

entire work.
23d. Stii)ulati()n that architect shall continue work, it abandoned by

contractor.

24th. Contractor declares that he has examined all plans and speci-

fications, understands them, certifies to their sufficiency and declares that

he will execute them in full, without extra pay, except as specifically

provided.
25th. Signatures and seals of parties.

In the California practice the above twenty-five essentials have been

assimilated, more or less, and quite generally adopted. C)f printed forms,

"Hardy's" No. 510 and ''Crocker's" Form A No. 468 contains them in work-

able shape, and the architect should have one or the other form before

him when framing any contract, being careful that such contract be

bi-lateral only, but wUh all the powers and rights of a referee reserved

to the architect.

To further join the plans and documents and additional to the cross-

references contained in the same, the owner and contractor shall each

sign his name to every sheet of drawings and all blue prints. Such signa-

, s..^ i ,Jfii.
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of the owner, his agents or employees, by act of God, including inclement

weather, by differences with his laborers or by strikes, shall not be

chargeable against him.

10th. General description of building and exact proposed location

of same.
11th. Agreement by owner, in consideration of the performance of

agreement by contractor, to pay said contractor certain stipulated sums.

12th. Time of payment to follow immediately the performance of

specified extent of work (or percentages of entire work done upon which

specified percentages of payment shall become due the contractor).

13th. Obligation of architect to deliver certificates to contractor,

entitling him to payments from owner.

14th. Specific relief for contractor if architect fails or neglects to

issue certificate to contractor.

15th. Defines owner's liability if he fails to pay contractor.

16th. Declaration that title, general conditions, specifications and all

drawings are part of this contract, and stipulation that they shall be so

construed.
17th. Stipulation covering possible future changes of plans, and that

the architect can appoint representatives and assistants.

18th. Stipulation that all work not shown and described, but which

the very nature of any design or utility makes a necessary part, even

though not shown or described, shall be considered as so shown and

described. •
t. .

18tha. That parts neither shown nor described, and which might be

dispensed with, shall, if done or furnished by the contractor on the orders of

the architect, be held to be new work not covered by this contract.

19th. Mutual agreement to submit to arbitration, any question,

except the contract price and terms of payment, upon which the owner,

_contractor and architect cannot reach an agreement,
...m,;

20th. Provide a penalty if contractor fails to complete the building

within the specified time, and provides a bonus to the contractor if building

is completed before the time specified.

21st. Determines proportioning of loss between owner and con-

tractor, in case of fire, flood or earthquake, etc.

22d. Payments not to constitute evidence of acceptance of any or the

entire work.
, , -r t j j u

23d. Stipulation that architect* shall continue work, if abandoned by

contractor.
. * „ , j

24th. Contractor declares that he has examined all plans and speci-

fications, understands them, certifies to their sufficiency and declares that

he will execute them in full, without extra pay, except as specifically

provided.
25th. Signatures and seals of parties.

In the California practice the above twenty-five essentials have been

assimilated, more or less, and quite generally adopted. Of printed forms,

"Hardy's'* No. 510 and "Crocker's" Form A No. 468 contains them in work-

able shape, and the architect should have one or the other form before

him when framing any contract, being careful that such contract be

bi-lateral only, but with all the powers and rights of a referee reserved

to the architect.
^

,^. . , ,

To further join the plans and documents and additional to the cross-

references contained in the same, the owner and contractor shall each

sign his name to every sheet of drawings and all blue prints. Such signa-

m
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tures to be written with ink upon the face of said drawings and blue

prints.

Filing of Public Record.

Immediately the signatures are attached one copy of the plans, speci-

fications, and contract shall be filed, at the County Recorder's office. City

Clerk's or Town Clerk's office, whatsoever may be the proper place of

record for the particular case. Outside of the architect's residential county

his certificate shall be placed on file with the Clerk of the county in which

the building is to be erected, and in each case a registration fee of $5

must be paid, this in addition to the filing fees.

No work shall be done by the contractor or his agents upon the build-

ing site before contract is completed as above.

Contracts for less than $1,000 need not be filed, to make them valid,

but any contract of that or a greater amount must be filed. See Willamette

S. M. Co. versus Los Angeles C. Co., Calif. 49, Pacific Reports, 629, 1892;

Schweisau versus McMahon, Calif. 42, Pacific Reports, 1065, etc.

Security Bonds.

The purpose of a bond is to guarantee the owner against loss because

of any breach of contract on part of the contractor, hence the bond must

be in a sufficient amount and issue from a financially reliable source.

It must also be correctly drawn and worded. Bonds are of two

kinds, viz.: personal and corporate surety. The latter has, for good and

sufficient reasons, practicr.lly superceded the "personal bond."

A personal bond is that given by some friend of the contractor. It

is given as a matter of accommodation. It is supposed that such bonds-

man has property sufficient to protect the owner in case of loss due to the

fault of the contractor, but the owner has no hold upon such property

until a loss actually occurs. In the meantime the bondsman may dispose

^of or secrete his property. On the other hand, a corporate security bond

is issued on^ purely business basis, the contractor paying a premiurn,

and also showing such surety company that he has property of his

own and is otherwise responsible.

A surety company makes provisions to meet its losses. Judge

MacPherson, of the United States Court, Eastern Dist., Pa., has recently

reviewed this question so thoroughly that it may be well to repeat it here.

The learned jurist, in part, says:

**The individual surety as formerly known was usually a relative or

friend who had confidence in the principal, and voluntarily assumed the

obligation of answering for the latter's faithful performance of duty. I

need not speak of the individual who became surety for pay, for the very

name 'professional bailgoer' is a reproach to every branch of the adminis-

tration of justice which he was allowed to contaminate with his presence.

"But the voluntary surety, however honest and well qualified at the

time of his approval by the court is liable to the contingencies of business,

the changes of value in property, and the inexorable chance of death,

which brings his estate into the administration of the law under wholly

changed circumstances.

"Of the happening of any of these contingencies the only person in

position to keep close watch is the principal, and his interest is averse to

making known any doubt as to the sufficiency of his friend, or to assum-

ing the burden of finding a new surety. These are some of the disad-

vantages even of an honest surety, and if we add to them the risk of a

dishonest one, who may dispose of his property on his own scent of danger

I
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or on a friendly hint from his principal, we may have a fair idea of the

dangers of which our reports present many illustrations.

"On the other hand, the surety company must have a capital, the

amount, nature of investment and management of which are known, is at

all times subject to visitorial power, and finally, it has the sharp incentive

of prevention of .loss by looking closely after the administration of his

trust by its principal for\vhom it has become responsible, not from friendly

personal confidence, but as a strict business venture.
" 'Corporation suretyship is another product of modern thought and

ingenuity, and may be said to possess many advantages over individual

bail or security. . . . Our daily experience has proved that corporate

security and the oversight and management by expert officers of the trust

and security companies are highly advantageous not only to the fiduciary,

but to all the parties interested, whether creditors, legatees or dis-

tributees.'
"

Accepting a bonding company as bailee offering the greatest security

to the owner, there then remains the question of the amount of security

which shall thoroughly protect the owner.

It should never be excessive, for in the end the owner pays the pre-

miums, viz. : in estimating the cost the contractor takes into account the

cost of his bonds and adds this amount to his bid.

In no case should the general bond be greater than 50 per cent of the

contract amount, and when payments are so stipulated that 50 per cent

of the amount to be paid is still in the hands of the owner at the time

he is to accept the finished building, and of this 25 per cent is to be paid

thirty-five days after acceptance of the building by him, then a bond

equalling 25 per cent of the contract price will be sufficient.

Where the architect is competent and superintends the work a con-

tractor cannot default to the extent of 20 per cent without early detection,

when steps can be taken to avoid a loss.

It has become a practice to ask a 25 per cent bond to secure the pay-

ment of materials entering into the construction of a building.

The cost of both bonds is more than offset by the assurance against

loss, and, furthermore, a contractor able to furnish bonds is certainly

himself more responsible than one who cannot. The architect should be

satisfied of the commercial standing of the bonding company offering their

surety and see to it that the bonds of different companies run concurrent

and are technically correct.

Fire and Casualty Insurance.

For the protection of owner and contractors these two assurances

should be acquired, the premiums of which arc quite nominal, the first

being at a low rate for the work as it goes up, the second is based upon

the monthly pay of labor employed, and the premiums are properly charge-

able to the contractor.

In regard to the obligations of an owner toward a bonding company,

it may be said that the first and most important of these is his duty to

notify such company, without delay, of any default on part of the con-

tractor. And it is the duty of the architect superintending the work to so

notify the bailees, upon his own initiative, and if he fails to do so is

properly amenable to the owner.

Superintendency.

\
Superintendency on part of an architect consists in that attention,

council, advice and orders which shall be found by him necessary to insure
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Landry C. Babin Building, ISan Francisco
Crim & Scott, Architects

the construction of a building in conformity with the plans previously

P^^^Tht a^t'nUon, etc.. he may personally P^^^'Z^^,^^:^:^
a competent st'.perinte,Klent to take h P- ^ u '-xtens^^^^^^^

may appomt mspectors oi materials, enKmcci.,

retaining only the general supervision of the work.

The owner should understand that the arch.tec .s not a sort of

forel': whose, business is

^X::""^^^^c:^^X^^:S.X

^^ircon'tra^t^pr^:, Suf i^conf^rS^ ^ith the law,regu.ating building

"^'Inm'rsuance of this obligation then he will be present or represented

by the latter -' ,^^^^
;;;^fi', ^.^b a ontractor. and, having in view

uLpavment of his mileage and per diem expense, in a.Uht.on to a fixe.l

^^"^rn:tV^::tamUng oL ti -IVS ^xi- Te^^the prospect for trouble

is o;^ n"° Tt ow'er ^?ill proba'bly demand an -;^^^on^c^^r^ o

ri-:i towrtarbr:' u::-r 1:^^--;^-.. ty t^::..^^.

'^
^Si trTp:"^^-: I'ml'" er^"::ddit^ona, to a contracted percentage

of tlScost"; the 'rchUect shall keep an Uemized account and render same

to the owner once a
^^.^^^ ^, ^„^ ^,„,,,,,. ,,,,,,, u e word "archi-

tect
'•

or ii the drawings are marked as coming from an architect, by hav ng

rtf t-Sr!!;: ra;%:ir4Sc\'-ird;^^^
!:rtirsrate'tu7rf' it shouU, prove otherwise^such person or persons are

•'^'''^.^"oTr-cenifi::;' a^c^"Lct^ ctnnot Tprocess of law collect a bill

for se vkes CO ering architectural superintendency per ormed by h.m. It

shouW be w.e"u."<lerstood by private parties, and public officials as well,

aA^ A^H.ULbL'!
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that if they engage the services as architect of one not licensed to practice
architectnre, that the word "architect" shall not appear on the drawings
nor in any part of the specifications or contract.

The unauthorized use of the term ''architect" in a building contract or
upon the drawings forming part of such contract will, under a test at law,
certainly void such contract. It is not usual to exact a guarantee of suf-
ficiency of jdans and specifictions from a contractor, for the very good
reason that many architects allow a contractor to begin operations upon
insufficient and incomplete plans. If, however, the plans, etc.; are complete
and sufficient throughout this guarantee of sufficiency should be insisted
upon, if for no other reason than the one that it effectively cuts ofif all

attempts of a contractor to substitute new and untried schemes or mate-
rials, devices, as a rule, to lower the cost.

When 'sufficiency is not guaranteed by the contractor and an insuf-
ficiency is disclosed, any extra cost arising therefrom must be met by
the owner. If work or materials enter into a building by order or with
the consent of the architect, and which was not provided for in the original
contract, then such order or consent must be in the form of a special con-
tract by and between the contractor and the architect as representative of
the owner.

If a part shown and described is dispensed with and a new part is

substituted of equal or diflferent cost such change or substitution requires
a written contract.

No substitution of one material for another, or of one design for
another, can be stipulated by and between the architect and contractor
without the consent of the owner in writing, and such a consent shall be
a special consent in each and every case.

Many valuable treatises on the duties and obligations of superintend-
ency are in print. Of these, "Richey's," for example, should always be in

easy reach.

In now dosing tfrts series of necessarily elemental sketches uf a: com-
plex and highly important subject, I would once more urge the serious
study of the law of operations preliminary to construction, as well as
general architectural and engineering jurisprudence upon every one desir-
ing to excel in the profession.

Concrete Floors Not a Success for School Houses
RECENT experiments by a number of California municipalities have dem-

onstrated the impracticability of bare concrete floors in school houses.
If covered with wood the floors are entirely satisfactory but the cement

without a covering has been found undesirable from many view points. Stu-
dents complain that the concrete floors are cold and damp and many cases of
sickness are attributed to them. Teachers say the cement floors are not only
cold but are extremely tiresome to the feet, especially if they are obliged to
stand a good deal. Some teachers have found it necessary to place rugs or
carpet under their desks while others have improvised temporary wooden plat-

forms. In the new San Erancisco schools and in the high school at San Jose
so many complaints have come from teachers and students that the officials

are determined to provide a remedy. To this end the City Architect in San
Francisco has been instructed to build wooden floors over the concrete surface
at an extra cost of $1,000 for each building. J

t'* ?Wi-:Ai\Ki'"i'itf'"i'i;^^^^^
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Some Needed Reforms in Contracting

By FRANK MILES DAY

Former President of the American Institute of Architects

IT
is told how Brunelleschi designed scaffolding used by the workmen

;
that

he invented necessary machinery ; examined clay and bricks and watched

the stone • that he made models of clay and wax—and even of turnips. He

made a scale of wood, hiring a joiner to assist him, and, as the story goes,

was allowed about ten dollars, in our money, for the model. ,,,<-<.
And about this time occurred, not the first, perhaps but one of the first

"strikes" of working men. The masons, who had been building the Duomo,

said
• "See we are the only ones who know." Their wages had been doubled,

and vet they wanted more, and Brunelleschi refused it them; whereupon they

"struck"—laid down their tools and refused to work. Next mornmg Brunel-

leschi had ten Lombardi there, and he showed them how to set stone; super-

vised the work until they became proficient. And then the strikers came back

;

saw what had been done, and offered to return to work. They came back

again and went to work at the wages first offered them. This occurred over

five hundred years ago. It shows the intimacy which existed between the

desiener and the workmen—the architect and those who executed his work.

This relationship is changed under our present system of building. Ihe

modern system sees a divorce between the architect and the master builder^

The architect of today puts down his ideas on paper, and has merely to see

that his designs are carried out, yet he is not the executive builder.

The general contracting system is with us. It has its advantages and

its defectf and they concern architects and builders My opinion is ha

hroughout the country something is wrong with the general contracting

system Let us look at the advantages of the system :
To the man who bmlds

-^t^brmgs fair compensation; the owner knows what rt will cost him to bu,ld._

The architect as his "watchdog," sees that the work is done and done right.

Now tS general contracting system is well grounded in America. We have

Uie e'v b of^the system enforced upon us. If all general contractors were men

of oroDer^v skill and probity, all would be well and good. But we have al

k iXsTf ge'ne^al contrac'tors. 'a reliable reputable -"^rac^or h^as to b^^^^^^^^^

an irrest^nsible. and perhaps unscrupulous contractor. Another defect ot uie

tv.tem is that the owner has to entrust work to a man whose interests are no

hose o the oir The owner is apt to set up a man who has his own and no

he owner's iiUerest at heart. This man may have no organization of skilled

woX: nV'SSife ability; and the work is
'^'^^^^^y ^^^^-^^X.^n-

T T.^vP ^iv nlans to ofifer in correction of the evils of the present ^ay gen
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should receive bids in advance, and then they could allow an a lotted sum for

each kind of work. This scheme, hoWever, can hardly be put mto practical

execution I know a Boston man who had an experience m erecting a bank

ed'fice He told the bidders they must put $300,000 in stone-and they

objected to being dictated to. Fifth, the master builder should be put upon a

q„as"professional basis. This is a better scheme than some I have suggested.

&s^e it enables the owner and the architect to select the "S^t kind of a man^

Under this plan the builder would do his work honest y and well, for, be ng a

professional man, and one of probity, reputation and standing, he would be

sure to earn a fair competency and would be sure to do good

work This might be termed an "on honor" basis, and it seems to me

o be the best solution of the matter. Builders employed on a ' fixed charge

or commission basis are quite sure to do good work, and there ,s nothing

antagonistic between owner and builder. Sixth, place the architect in the

pSon o mas r^ builder-virtually the reverse of the fifth plan suggested to

remedy the evils of the present general contracting system. For the architec

toTe master builder means that he will have the direct lettmg of the different

parts of the work to workmen. This enables mechanics to eel that they are

on a d rect Lis. Mechanics can bid against their own class. And yet I

would be sorry to see this system introduced if architects of indiscriminate

ability and knowledge were to be allowed to be master builders.

The planTo hfve architects master builders, to be successful, takes into

account the fact that such architects should have a good system and organi-

zation back of them as well as ability, knowledge, and executive capacity

The danger may be. too. that if the architect became too much interested in the

Jetaifs of const'ruction,'he would lose sight of designing. It would at any

rate be a bad system for general contractors, as we now have them, for, under

''"TnoXfplaitfbeen suggested-and virtually ''indicated" by Chicago

-architects viz • When the drawings and plans are ready, let us k|ve a quan-

totive surveyor to take off the plans ; he can say to the owner
:
"Your bu.ld-

newm cost you so much; shall I go ahead? If not we can make changes.

The mandtatL surveyor can say to mechanics: "Here is a contrac that will

briL vou in so much. Do you want it?" Brassey, the English railway con-

^rTctor"^ used this p an more or less-and it is a good one where honorable men

are invoWed, and'^not so good where the contrary is the case and skimping

"'^
ThisTriving to get away from "open bidding" is a result of a departure

li fW rr,PthnHs The oresent system is unfortunate to the owner be-

re he" not"n toth ^^U t'h:"ctua[ builders, and this is because he deals

wto the general contractor. There are two main courses as to the future^

Se ehmination of the broken contractor (who does no
-^;-'^^'^};^'^^^l

.^,tincr nf the architect into a master builder. The second course is one

whkh^wil put the builder on a different plane from that he now occupies,

viz A p o^essional plane-a plane on a level with that of doctors awyers

Ind otheV professional men. The builder must be
^^^P^lf

"""l' ^ "
Inder

educated He should not be left to chance in order to make a profit Under

^he svstem "fa fixed "charge" he would be sure to be remunerated. He wou d

have^te responsibflity of^he work on his shoulders-wou d aid and help

architect and owner, and see that their wishes were carried out.

'
.

* *

We would never learn the truth about certain folks if they didn't

quarrel occasionally.

I
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How Competitions Demoralize

^ LMOST every architect enters for an occasional competition. It is the

/-\ recognized method of filHng up spare time and of keeping a staff

' ' together when there is nothing else to do. It is also the recognized

way by which he who is engaged ordinarily in quite a commonplace practice

keeps himself in touch with better things. Besides these two classes of com-

petitors, and saying nothing of the young man who enters for the sake of

the experience he may gain thereby, there yet remains a body of men who
do nothing else but compete, trusting entirely to their successes—which may
average, with the exceptional man, perhaps one in every twenty efforts—for

their livelihood. Necessarily those who adopt this method of securing

work, to the exclusion of all others, are clever architects, good planners, and

excellent designers, possessing the knack of showing all the good points of

their schemes with comparatively little effort, and often gifted with the power

of adapting themselves to the known idiosyncrasies of the peculiar assessor.

It is these men who really set the standard of competition work They are

well known to one another and to the assessors, as well as to the general

rank and file of the profession, and it is not too much to say that any assessor

of experience could pick out the work of this, that or the other of these

architects, whatever precautions may be taken to prevent the disclosure of

identity. They form a clique ; but it is a clique of merit, entry into which is

to be obtained by any capable man who has it in him to produce work of

equal caliber with theirs. Almost all the open competitions in the country

are carried off by one or other member of this small circle. Amongst them

it is little more than a gamble as to who shall win— if that can properly be

called a gamble which is in its very essence a game of skill. If the problem

set is an easy one on a simple site,many men of less note are encouraged

to enter, and may stand an equal chance; but large and difficult problems

can only be dealt with properly, it seems, by those who have had experience

^in competition work on a large scale

So far the state of affairs is well understood and is perfectly legitimate

—except in this respect, that the public are led to imagine that architects

must be excessively overpaid in the ordinary way if they are willing to spend an

immense amount upon drawings, in competition with others, in order to obtain

what, after all, is only the ordinary commission if they succeed in securing the

work. At one time the conduct of competitions was a constant source of trouble,

particularly in the days before the appointment of a professional assessor was a

recognized necessity. With his advent one source of trouble has disappeared

;

but several others remain, the most prominent amongst these being a feeling,

justified by many an award, that strict compliance with the conditions is not

merely a non-essential, but is likely to be an absolute bar to success. There is on

3

well-known competing firm which invariably puts aside the question of cost

entirely and submits an ideal scheme. In several cases the result has justified

their action. They have been able to show that a much better building could be

produced if only the cost-limit, were waived, and they have put their arguments

so forcibly as to induce the assessor to recommend the adoption of their scheme.

As a matter of strict honesty, this cannot be considered to be right
;
but the

assessor's position has in every case been probably a difficult one: he has

felt it his duty to advise the promoters that they would secure much better

value for their money by spending a certain amount in excess than by adopting

the plans of some other competitor who had literally complied with the con-

ditions. The result has been good for the promoters and for architecture,

but bad for the morality of architects.

S'^^S^'i-£ «' i?:r^.a

m
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There is always a temptation, when a cost-Hmit is fixed, to take the

advice of some near relative of Ananias when compiling the approximate

estimate, and this temptation becomes almost irresistible when it is known

that time and again successful designs have in execution largely exceeded

the stipulated cost. The matter is not greatly altered when a competitor

honestly states that his building will cost more than the sum named, while

ix)inting out the additional advantages secured by the extra expenditure,

thereby securing an award in his favor, while, as a matter of fact, his design

should have been disqualified. Most commonly, however, competitors will

prepare elevations out of all proportion to the money which there is to spend,

trusting thereby to win the competition, and having somewhere at the back of

their brain a scheme for reducing the cost, in the event of success, by cutting

away this feature or that—substituting, perhaps, eaves for a stone parapet, and

brickwork for stone facing down side roads and flank walls, in order to

bring down the estimate eventually, caring little that the building erected

will then bear but a faint resemblance to that the design for which the pro-

motors of the competition were so proud to approve on the advice of their

skilled assessor.

Besides these, there are other well-known tricks—for they can be called

nothing else—which are practiced by the* less scrupulous competition archi-

tects. Perspectives are produced in which no notice is taken of intervening

buildings, or they are '' fudged," altering the proportions and improving the

design, bringing out the more beautiful features, and hiding or omitting

those which would be less satisfactory. Occasionally, careful examination will

disclose the fact that plans do not agree with sections, nor sections with ele-

vations. 'The drawings have been prepared in a hurry, without thinking out

all details." This is a very convenient excuse for one who has deliberately

set aside the practical requirements of his plan when he has been designing

his elevation; but as often as not it is untrue. The want of correspondence

between drawing and drawing has been well known to the author; but he^

has allowed his desire to secure work to overmaster his regard for rectitude.

As for conditions laying down precise scales for certain drawings, or stip-

ulating that there shall be no shading and no washes upon the elevations, these

are all made to be disregarded more or less, and it is even sometimes extremely

difficult to say whether conditions of this sort have been contravened or not.

When, for instance, a competitor outlines his prominent features with a broad

ink-line, while using a fine line for the minor features, it can hardly be

said that he has shaded his drawing, though the effect of shading is produced.

When a color wash is prohibited, it is difficult to say whether a flat wash of

light Indian ink is permissible. In a recent case it was stipulated that there

should be no color washes except on the floors, and that the elevations should

be in black ink only; a wash of diluted black ink was introduced—by one com-

petitor only—over the roofs, in the' windows, and to mark the recessing under

a portico, two diflferent shades being used. Was this honest or was it not ? The

matter must be left to the consciences of the competitor who thereby empha-

sized his design and the assessor who accepted it. On the same occasion another

competitor spent some i30 in having wash perspectives made in light ink, and he

was disquaHfied—most justly.

The net results of all of these considerations is that competitors are

bound to see that strict honesty does not; pay, while at the same time they are

always in doubt as to how far they may go in their dishonesty with impunity.

Nothing could be more demoralizing than this. By means of a strenuous

eflfort the nomination of a professional assessor has been secured in almost

every important competition; but the assessor selected is almost invariably
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an old competitor himself, tainted by many years of contact with that wdiich is

scarcely right, and, without knowing it, he has lost an appreciation of the

difference between what is strictly honest and what is not. Even when the most
flagrant injustice has been done, the assessor has probably thought that he

has acted rightly. We are not, of course, speaking of cases where the only

fault to find has been lack of judgment, or of those others in which an assessor

has apparently made a bad award in order to create trouble and eventually

secure the work himself, but of the many in which the successful competitor

has in some way or other travestied the conditions—to use the mildest word
possible to explain our meaning. We have sought a cure from the flagrant

dishonesty of the olden times, when wirepulling was the rule, and the local

committee gave the work to him who had most friends ; and the remedy is as

bad as the disease, for the professional assessor even with the best intentions

in the world is apt to be uneven-handed in his justice.

There is a general, but erroneous, idea that the best architects are neces-

sarily the best assessors, and that the President of the Institute must, from his

small acquaintance, be able to select the right man for adjudicating every

competition. As a matter of fact, he distributes his patronage, during his

term of office, as fairly as he can amongst the best-known competition-winners

and the most prominent men on the Institute's Council, regardless of their

fitness to act the part of judges in the ordinary legal and impartial sense.

What is wanted now is to do away entirely with this patronage system of ap-

pointment, and to replace it by the life appointment of retired architects of

known integrity, preferably acting on all large works as a jury of three, but

occasionally working single-handed, always adopting one uniform system^

and letting it be known that the slightest infringement of definite conditions

will result in disqualifications. Conditions are often too strict ; but here again

the assessor is as much at fault as anyone else, for it is he who draws up the

conditions, or, at any rate, approves of them. He ought to allow plenty of

laxity where laxity is possible. At the same time, once having fixed limits

in any respect, they should be most absolutely enforced. Competitors would

soon come to know what they had to expect, and there would be very few

attempts indeed to win by trickery of draughtsmanship, by misstatement of

cost, or by improper finish of drawings if once it were Understood that these

things would inevitably meet their punishment. It is the fact that, while some

assessors are strict, others are lax, and that few know whether strictness or

laxity is to be expected in any particular case, which leads to the present

deplorable state of aflfairs. The canker of dishonesty has entered into competi-

tion work, and needs to be dealt with as drastically as dry-rot in a building.

—The Building News, London.

As It Seems
There was a young woman named Wemyss
Who complained of her terrible dremyss

;

When they called in the doctor

Conceive how it shoctor.

When he said : ''You have chocolate cremyss."
—Regina Standard.

Farmer Hayrick—Why are you going to charge the summer boarders

more next year? Farmer Corntassel—I've called the place a

low.—Puck.
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Hii^h School. Sun Diego, ll'csl lozccr

F. S. Allen. Architect

Some Practical School House Designs by a

Los Angeles Architect

TIIF several illustrations of Architect l''. S Allen's work which appear

, this number, are splendid examples of the Goth.c style ol archi-

tecture as applied to school house construction. In a previous issue

schools of the Mission ty,.e hy Mr. .Mien were shovvn. The Los Angeles

architect has .levoted much time and thV"S:lit t- schc^ol house work and

he is one of a few specialist, in this hrianch of the profession w^io has

made eood He is a careful estimator and practical superintendent of

construction. He personally supervises thi erection of all of his buildings,

which are scattered over a. number of thd coast states.

:M

, S*'-!; 1 rfB.i»5Hs5lrSa«A^SffiS^Sf?5SS^JS^^
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»

High School, San Diego, West Tower

F. S. Allen, Architect

Some Practical School House Designs by a

Los Angeles Architect

THE several illustrations of Architect F. S- Allen^ work which appear

in this number, are splendid examples of the Gothic style of archi-

tecture as applied to school house construction. In a previous issue

schools of the Mission type by Mr. Allen were shown. The Los Angeles

architect has devoted much time and thought to school house work and

he is one of a few specialists in this branch of the profession who has

made good. He is a careful estimator arid practical superintendent of

construction. He personally supervises the erection of all of his buildings,

which are scattered over a number of the coast states.

I
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High School, San lUegn, South lower
F. S. Allen, Architect

1.*^A^ f^***'"a^~*?' -*

Claremont School, Clarcmonf, Cat.

F. S. Allen. Architect

-"-. *,A,
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i'hircniout School. I he Entrance

High School,

San Piego,

<r, ,)<//) Fntrancc

I
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Colonnade of School BniUlm^. Clarcniont
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High School Huildins, •*>"" /'<•</»
/•'. ^. Allen, Architect
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Colonnade of School Building. Claremont

1
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High School Building, San Pedro F. S. Allen, Architect
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American Music Hall, San Francisco

O'Brien & Werner, Architects

How Cold Storage Buildings are Made Heat Proof

THE modern theory of successfully insulating buildings for cold storage

and other purposes is based upon entrapped air—air that is actually

dead. This means that the air must be in sealed spaces and that the

spaces must be minutely small—otherwise the essential idea of ''still air" is

overthrown. The insulation must depend for its entrapped air upon the

interstices or cells of the material employed rather than upon alternate layers

of solid insulation and air spaces.

This new principle of insulation, which does away with double walls with

air spaces between, has brought into vogue solid insulation, says a writer in

the Cement Age. In this type the protection consists of layers or blocks of

various materials set in Portland pitch cement directly against brick or concrete

walls and protected on the inside surface by plaster or tile. The space

occupied by solid insulation is much less than that utilized by the older

construction. If a fireproof or slow-burning material be used in making
the insulation, the fire risk is greatly reduced.

The materials available for this so-called "solid" method of insulation

are chiefly cork and compressed mineral wood blocks.

Cork, by virtue of its natural state and apparent use for which nature

intended it, lends itself admirably to insulating purposes. In cold storage

work, cork is efficient as a nonconductor of heat, is free from capillary

attraction and has no tendency to absorb moisture freely. When used as cork

boards it is granulated, compressed in iron molds and baked while under
pressure, its own natural gum being liquified by the heat and uniting the

granules into solid blocks. These have structural strength and are quite

fireproof.
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New Type of Bridge in Which the Concrete Floor Is Suspended From the Arch

Concrete hoor Suspended Ironn Steel Arch Forms

Unique Bridge

A BRIDGE constructed on a unique plan is approaching completion over

A the Pennsylvania railroad's line in Philadelphia. The bridge, which

'^ was. designed by George S. Webster, ChieJ of the Railroads Bureau

of Surveys, diflfers from other bridges in that its concrete floor is suspended

from the arch. Another oddity is the arch, which is a steel box girder and

will be filled with concrete.
,. .

, ,

"This " said Mr. Webster by way of explanation, gives the arch greater

carrying capacity and requires less metal, thus protecting the steel from cor-

rosion. Economy also entered into the construction of the bridge^ By the

plan in vogue the cost of construction did not exceed $76,000. Otherwise

the cost would have been $110,000."
, ^ ,, \r

The only other bridge of this type is at Bellows Falls, Vermont, across

the Connecticut river. The bridge in course of construction has a span 26-

feet in length, composed of two steel arches, giving a rise of 40 feet from the

roadway. The floor is 20 feet above the tracks, making the top of the arch

60 feet above the tracks.
*

Keeping Cupid on the Job

"That widow is a good manager, isn't she?"
- u a \

''Manager? I should say so. She got that house of hers practically fixed

up like new for nothing."

"How did she manage it?"
i:

•
t i

"She Was engaged to the carpenter till all the woodwork was finished,

and then she broke it oflf and married the plumber."—Baltimore American.

I
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Concrete Water Tank on the Ranch
By HELGE PETERSON.

IT
frequently occurs that the smaller concrete contractor is called upon by

the up-to-date farmer to do work in the country, such as foundations,

floors, tanks, cisterns, milkhouses and similar structures. Ih most cases

of this kind the farmer furnishes the material. This leaves no excuse for

doing poor work in the attempt to save material—which unfortunately occurs

in some cases, thus hurting the reputation of cement work in general—so

concrete work on the ranch should always be first-class. It is the plan of

this article to give some personal notes on concrete work on the farm which

represent several years' experience in this special class of work.

Concrete water tanks are becoming very popular on the ranch, and when
properly constructed will give long service and complete satisfaction. About

two years ago, while I was doing some sidewalk work in a small town,

farmers came to me nearly every day consulting me in regard to cement

tanks and how to ''fix" them. A few so-called ''masons" had been building

a number of cement tanks around the country, and nearly every one was

cracked and leaking. Some were built almost on top of the ground, without

foundation of any kind, while others had the sides built separate from the

bottom. All were useless. The farmers said they understood that cement

got just like stone, and that no heaving, expansion or contraction would

ever crack it. I may add that I did not "fix" many of these tanks—I never

learned that trick.

To construct a stock tank which will remain solid and give satisfaction,

I have found the following method most successful : For a foundation,

excavate to a depth of about three feet, making the hole about two feet longer

and wider than the tank is to be. Put in drains—either tile or stone will do

—

to prevent the surface water from accumulating under the tank. If stones

are used, they should be broken, and not used larger than four inches, and

there should be at least one foot of gravel under theni. Next fill the :pit with

gravel or cinders within eight inches of the top, level it oflF for the tank

bottom and tamp firmly, using plenty of water to settle it.

The standard depth of a stock tank is twenty-four inches. Add eight

inches to this for the bottom concrete and make the outside form thirty-two

inches high. When this form is solidly braced in place, spread a layer of

concrete eight inches thick over the bottom, reinforcing with iron of any

kind, old wagon tires, iron rods or heavy wire.

The inside forms should be made twelve inches shorter than the outside

forms at the top and eighteen inches shorter at the bottom. This will give

a bevelled wall six inches thick at the top and nine inches thick at the bottom.

When the forms are built, put in the outlet pipe for cleaning and then place

the concrete, tamping it with a bar or spade. Reinforce the corners with

wire or rods. Where it is desired to put on a flat cover, set one-half inch

bolts, eight inches long, in the concrete to a depth of five and one-half inches,

and fasten to these a two-inch by six-inch plank, to which the cover can be

nailed.

In hot weather remove the inside forms about three hours after the

walls are made, and apply a coat of cement plaster over the sides and bottom.

Then apply a wash of cement and water with a paint brush to finish the tank

inside. It is better to leave the outside forms in place until the tank is filled

with water. A wash coat of cement and water over the outside will make
the tank damp-proof and frost-proof and will also give it a more finished

appearance. It is advisable in warm weather to fill the tank the day after

it is built.
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BiaUtng for Archbishop Riordan, Mission Street, San Francisco

Steel Work by the Erode Iron Works Smith O'Brien, Architeci^

Some Concrete Donl's

Don't use large stone or gravel for reinforced concrete work. For floors

everything should pass through a ^-in. mesh.

Don't sift the fine particles out of your sand.
. , ,, i .•„„

Don't give the selection of the aggregate less attention than the selection

of the wiTient.^^
„„fi„ished concrete work in cold weather without covering

it with sacks or felt.
, . , -• „\

Don't omit to provide for change of volume (expansion or contraction)

when dealing with large horizontal or vertical areas.

* *

Common Sense

This question was asked upon an examination paper
:

"What steps

would you take in determining the height of a building, using an aneroid

baromet^erj^'
^^^ ,,.as

:

"I would lower the barometer by a string and measure

the string."

.-.jStMHM iiJMTl-M'Ml
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Search for Most Resistant Pile Timber is Made
• in California

i^W /HAT wood is most resistant to the attacks of marine borers?"

W/ This is a question uppermost in the- minds of all owners of harbor

property. Timber experts in some parts of the country give more

attention to the solution of the question than others in many cases, and just

now it seems that the keenest search for the most resistant pile-timber is going

on in California.

The claim is made that eucalyptus piling is more resistant to the attack

of marine borers than any other pile timber found on the Pacific Coast, also

that certain eucalypti are more resistant than others. It is also clauned that

Lawson cypress is particularly resistant to attack. Furthermore, some prom-

inent engineers assert that many creosote treatments now practiced are not

effective against borers and that various pile casings are of doubtful value.

Tt is true that a great many piles, both treated and untreated and consistmg of

different species, have been driven, but in most cases records of durabdity

have not been kept and in no cases have the different species and methods been

directly compared under exactly the same conditions, thus making the results

of little value.
•

i ir

With a view to furnishing this authoritative information, the rorest

Service has planned a series of experiments to be carried out at San Fran-

cisco and San Diego. It is the intention to secure several piles each of all

of the species of timber occurring on the Pacific Coast which might be used

for pile purposes. This will include different species of eucalyptus, Douglas

fir, western yellow pine, western red cedar, redwood and Lawson cypress

(Port Orford cedar). In addition, it is the intention to secure Douglas fir

piles treated with various preservatives and protective coverings. In the

experiments only 8-foot sections having an average diameter of 10 or 12

inches will be employed, inasmuch as the cost of handling and transporting

larger piles would be prohibitive.

One-half of each kind of timber will be installed at San Francisco and

the other half at San Diego. The sections will be fastened to concrete

caissons if available. If not, the sections will be fastened to creosoted piles.

In such a case they will be so fastened that a space of a few inches will occur

between the creosoted pile and the experimental timber. This will guard

against any influence which the proximity of the creosoted pile might have

on durability. They will be so placed that the upper end will stand about

a foot or two above low water-mark.

The ends will be properly protected with asphaltum, copper, or some

other suitable substance to guard against the longitudinal attack of borers.

Each section will be properly marked with a copper tag for identification.

In addition a detailed map will be drawn showing the location of the sections

after they are placed in position. In no case will less than six sections of

one species be included. The experimental material will be inspected at

frequent intervals and reports will be prepared covering the details of the

experiments.

Some difficulty is being experienced in securing a sufficient amount of

timber for the tests, especially the different species of eucalyptus. Any owners

of eucalyptus timber who are willing to furnish a small amount for this

purpose should communicate with the Forest Service. San Francisco. Already

several manufacturers of pile casings have signified their desire to have

piles treated by their various methods. It is hoped that all such treatments

will be well represented.

I
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Timber Decay Costs Millions

%/|lLLiONS of feet of timber and finished lumber rot every year in rail-

I
road ties, bridges, trestles, piles, farm buildings, fences, poles and mine

props. The lumber-consuming public of the United States pays perhaps

thirty to forty million dollars a year to make good the losses from wood
decay.

These great drains are a source of more and more concern each year.

Chemists and engineers who have to do with the uses of wood are working

unceasingly on the problem. The U. S. Forest Service has men who devote

their whole time to it. The importance of the problem cannot be over-esti-

mated. Millions of dollars are annually saved by preservative treatment of

timbers, but much yet remains to be learned.

Wood decay is caused by fungus, a vegetable growth sometimes so small

that it can be seen only with the microscope. Its roots or branches, like

minute hairs, force their way into the wood tissues and absorb or eat away the

solid parts. The collapse which results is called decay. Timber is arti-

ficially preserved by forcing into its cells and pores certain substances which

l)revent the growth of fungi. As long as this substance is present in suffi-

cient quantity, the germs of decay—the threads and spores of fungus—can

not enter, and the wood is preserved. This often means doubling and some-

times trebling the life of the timber.

The United States government considers the investigations of the pre-

servative treatment of timber of such importance that the business of one

office of the United States Forest Service, that of Wood Preservation, with

new headquarters at Madison, Wis., is given over entirely to the work of

experiments in co-operation with railroad companies and other corporations

and individuals in prolonging the life of railroad ties, mine props, bridge

timbers, fence posts and transmission poles.

The lengthening of the life of timber means the saving of thousands of

dollars annually through doing away with the heavy expense of labor aii4

cost of material for renewals.

Concrete for Bridges

THE following item from the Spokane Spokesman urging the use of

concrete in the construction of viaducts in that city will be found of

interest

:

"Concrete is by all odds the best material for bridges. It is taking the

place of steel everywhere. The objection to its extra cost does not stand

except in instances where very large arches are required. In the viaducts

there will be no long spans, and if solid concrete construction should cost any-

thing at all above the price of a combination of steel and concrete, the addi-

tional expense would be small. It would be well worth bearing in order to get

solid concrete structures. Concrete is permanent. Its strength increases

with age. Steel requires frequent repairs, and where it is in the vicinity of

railroads it is subject to injury by the smoke from the locomotives. Concrete

means that the money that the viaducts cost will be spent at home, TTome

labor will be employed. lUit steel means sending the money east^ and paying

heavy charges to the railroads for transporting the materials. Not least im-

portant is the matter of appearance. Spokane must compete with other cities

in attractiveness. The thousands of families that are looking for homes in

the West are apt to .select the place that shows evidence of civic pride in the

beauty and substantial character of its public works. There is no dispute
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about the superior beauty of concrete in bridges. Spokane is going to have

a fine equipment of concrete bridges, with the
^^{f^^^f^^^f^^"Ji^T

Street to attract the attention of every visitor to the city. It would be too

bid to Ireak the ruk in the case of the'viaducts, which will be extremely con-

spicuous structures."
^

*

Here are a few boiled-down facts about concrete bridges, taken from an

exchange:
i i -j

Cost slightly more than steel bridges.

^^^^%::^^^sl^^^^^^^r. manufacturers and rai,-

'''"'^Money spent for concrete bridges is mostly spent at home. Labor is

'"'"irmanv instances a great part of the material used in concrete bridge

^^-ToncreVbriSgeJare' plrma^e^'t'fndniiminate annual repairs.
.

The life of a^ steel bridge depends upon the constant care gwen ,t to

''""'NVpainJng or other occasional expensive adjustment on concrete bridges.

A concrlte^ridge grows stronger with age. 0*^" types d^^^^^^^^^^^^

Loading capacity of a concrete bridge is four to ten tunes greater

the ordinary steel bridge. ,

No wooden floors to keep m repair.

Largest Scrap Heaps in the World

THE largest scrap heaps the world has ever known, relics of tlie great

,,„.,'UX 'o,"e!fen inch. |0 pi,.,,i^^^^'^'^^

the maior part of all old material shipped or melted. It has six large

!o "he Atlantic coa'^t or to European ports, to be returned to San Francisco,

in nart at least as a manufactured article. r r \ -i
'^

The h s?ory of the scrap heaps dates back to the great fire of April

1906 when the huge iron girders and beams were twisted and bent out of

shao; ^nd almost melted. While still almost too hot to be approached some

eSprLing men and boys commenced to "pick up" scrap in the burned

dSt ever^^ot of which was littered with scrap iron and pipe, boilers,

he and alf sorts of metal used in buildings. There vyas so much scrap

the m es of empt? lots fm,. which the buildings had disappeared that no

•I (-

one cared or claimed the stuff, and the ordinance against looting was not

rigidly enforced by the police. The gatherers of scrap had all sorts of excuses

for taking the stuff which, at that time, appeared worthless, except for

holding a rag roof over a temporary apology for a tent, and in some cases,

owners paid for havir^ their lots cleared.

Later men familiar with the junk business hired wagons and boys and

gathered scrap iron and steel where they found it, in some cases paying a

trifle for it ; in others, they obtained permission to take it away. Not a few

of these men found ready buyers and made fortunes within a few months.

*

Rooms in the Ideal House

IN
writing on the "Ideal House," Percy Russell, an English authority on

decorative subjects, says:

"The dining room of the Ideal House should certainly be light, cheerful

and full of color tones well designed and properly worked out. Monotony,

above all things, must be sedulously avoided, and the whole should be so

arranged that after being in the room many times there should still be

plenty of detail to engage the attention and please the eye. The decorator

should here be a veritable poet in colors and lines, and his aim should be to

produce a general effect, that once taken in, encourages the observer to look

into details and to find in each some new touch of beauty. Let the walls

be warm, with well-contrasted bright colors, rememberins^: that there is no

better digestive than cheerfulness and a general sense of reposeful pleasure.

Cornices, columns and brackets of finely carved work should relieve the walls,

and mosaics of colored precious woods might be ingeniously worked in all

around, somewhat after the style of the Flemish Renaissance, where the

walls are panelled and worked in with suggestions of fish, flesh and fowl,

or the vine introduced, with delicate references to the origin of wine and

the like. The ceiling should be deeply groined and richly ornamented, and the

actual furniture can be of fine walnut, richly and appropriately carved."

For the drawing room Mr. Russell advises a room that is a place of

light and beauty. ''But nowhere," says he, "should there be anything like

a glare, and the arrangement of walls, ceiling and floor must be such as to

thoroughly blend together in complete harmony. There should be plenty

of small and convenient tables. Satinwood is a good groundwork to be inlaid

with original designs worked out in various woods. The chairs should be

various, some of them Louis XV style, others after the Empire, and again

intermixed might be examples from the Orient, with all kinds of odd stools.

The walls may be in satins, and one style that is effective is a ceiling billowed

over in a similar material. Another variant is to stretch a rich brocade

on frames. As to the prevailing color note, gray-blue may be recommended.

"As there would be more than one drawing room in the 'ideal house,'

the dwellers therein could have the luxury of a variation. One might be

carried out in white and yellow with a green touch in the curtains and

hangings. The white wood writing-table, for example, could be relieved

by green. The carpet should in this case have geometric designs in, say,

green and yellow, the ground being a warm cream. On the walls we could

have a brocade in bright gold, strewn with a cameo-like geometric decoration.

The moulding of the ceiling should correspond with the yellow tone of the

walls, while the windows should be draped with silk of the same hue, a color

that we believe the Chinese, who know something about cheerful decoration,

have called 'the daughter of light.' The warmth of these hues undoubtedly

induces placidity, cheerfulness and general complacency, and that should

be the object aimed at by the decorator in equipping drawing-rooms, where

it may be supposed that the spirit of enjoyment reigns supreme."

:^'

' ^
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Vitrified Brick Roadways
By WILL P. BLAIR in Good Roads Magazine.

A
VITRIFIED brick highway is the one kind of pavement for country roads

that has clearly passed the experimental stage. The most important

special features that have been proven beyond all dispute are as follows

:

They are the most economical.

They are the most satisfactory in use.
., , ,

Their proper construction in all its details is easdy understood.
_

It i^ true that they may and generally do cost one-fourth to one-third

more in the first instance than any of the highways made of macadam and

broken stone, even where they are treated by one of the various methods m

the use of asphaltum, oil or tar.

The cost of a highway, however, is not to be measured by the hri,t

expenditure for it, but it must be measured by the cost of the first expen-

diture plus the co.st required to maintain it in first-class condition for the purpose

for which it was built.
, • i . t, „c

There is another element of cost that must be considered by way ot

comparison in the economy of a brick road with that of any form of gravel

or niacadam, and that is. the deteriorated condition which always obtains for a

considerable lapse of time before a repair is or can be made.

The writer witnessed a condition illustrating this element of cost but a

few days since. Six years ago, to the then corporate limits of the city ot

Linton Ind., a brick street was constructed. Three years afterwards it was

determined to construct a highway of broken stone from the terminal of thi.s

improvement some distance into the country. From the time the improvement

was finished, the highway was subject to excessive travel. For more than

a year past, a deteriorated condition of the stone portion of this road was such

~a/l6 ntake it impossiblrto haul as much tonnage per vehicle by at leasL50_

per cent, as was hauled over the road when in first-class repair.

The economy of that road must be measured by the loss incidental to

its condition and character. In this case, as in all like cases, the bnck portion

of the road sustains every element and character of a high-class road as

from the beginning. It carries the same load and will carry the same load

for vears to come. . . tt i ^..

'The broken stone road entails a 50 per cent, loss m its use. Unless

rebuilt and brought into complete and full repair, it will soon lose its value

entirelv as an improved road. The difference in the cost of the two is con-

sumed' already. The writer recalls another example of a '"^cadam road con-

structed three years ago in northern Ohio, at a cost of $76,000 It has

proven so worthless in use that the farmers along its route, tired of the excuse

for a road, have recently petitioned for a brick road, thus correcting the

mistake they made in the first instance, willing to throw away the $76,0W

in order that they may have something that they can use every day in the

^^^^Thc writer recently received information that certain brick roads in

Washington county, Ohio, have been built for $11,500 a mile. Such a

thoroughfare is to each acre of each section on its either side a cost of ess

than $10 In other words, the interest charge for such a road per acre is less

than ^0 cents annually With thirty bushels of wheat to the acre, or fifty

bushels of corn to theacre, hauled away when the market is near its best, or

at an average advantage of price invariably as against when it can be hauled

awav with the road in permissible con<lition, at least 10 cents a bushel may

I
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be gained in the disposal of crops year after year. In other words an

advantage of from $2.50 to $4.50 per acre is always the market advantage

enjoyed by reason of good roads, not to say anything of the economy in the

wear and tear of vehicles and abuse of horses.

The vitrified brick road is always satisfactory in use because always in

repair—never a mudhole or a chuckhole, and practically free from dust

;

it does not originate dust at all. The traction resistance is so little that the

maximum loads can always be hauled. The greatest satisfaction because it

is the exception, in this one peculiar respect—of all the roads that may be

built the brick road is the one road where legislation against its use is never

necessary In many states legislation of this sort against improved highways

practically stops their use for weeks at a time, strange to say, when such

forbidden or restricted use is the very season of the year when it would be

most advantageous to the farmer to put them to his greatest use. Unaffected
.

by the weather, they are equally good during the leisure season as when work

is most called for upon the farm proper.
• .. . ^u •

A mo=t important feature of vitrified brick roadways is that their

proper construction in all details is easily understood. The essential ingre-

dients that enter into all parts of the construction are not mystified

in unknown chemical terms or secret processes. The price of every

ingredient is easily obtained. The quantities necessary in the construction

are well known, and therefore the actual cost may be easily figured by the

taxpaying public. There is no possible opportunity to impose an unreasonable

TJrofit upon the taxpayers, . , , .
, j

There are a few important details in the construction of a brick roadway

anv and all of which are easily complied with, but each of which is important

in affording the perfect road of its kind. The brick mu.st be of good quality.

The concrete foundation must have a smooth surface which shall conform

to the erade of the finished roadway. The sand cushion on top of this founda-

tion and underneath the brick must be of uniform 2 inches in thickness, and

-when the bricks are laid, they must htroLled ^nd compacted thorough)^

into this cushion, and, incidentally, the cushion itself must be thoroughly

compacted
^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^,5^^ ^ „,ust ^g mixed and applied in

the proportion of at least one to one and in such a manner that this proportion

shall obtain uniformly throughout. The minute method of application, as wel

as other details in the construction of brick highways can always be obtained

.rratuitously by application to the National Paving Brjck Manufacturers Asso-

dation, Board'of Trade building, Indianapolis, Ind. The ^'^P'^^.^'^^ctions for

the proper construction are readily understood by anyone seeking to under-

stand their importance.
. ,

- ^ u- u
'

When built in accordance therewith, there is no charge against a high-

way and will be none for very many years to come They are always ready

for use and uniformly so in all conditions of weather and at al seasons o

the vear Thev will last a generation without any cost of maintenance. 1

he doubtful public and the public inquiring for good roads could but spend

a day in the inspection and use of the brick-paved country highways in nor-

thern Ohio, the^ question would easily and pro.iiptly be set le<l These

roads afford an example of the best for all purposes with the least cost of

maintenance of any like number of miles of highway in the world.

I
*

Tommv-Pop, what is meant by the "lot'lt^/?"^"^- ^'^""7^'"

Pop-Sh-h-h. my boy! Don't get her started.-Philadolphia Record.

I
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Decorating the Dining Room

Now and then one comes across a dining room in which one feels

that the architect's work in its finer touches has been subordinated

to, or at least guided by, the taste of the owner, says an authority on

decorative subjects. I know, for example, an oblong room of stately pro-

portions with a swelled bay at one end, its opening supported by two marble

columns showing seven colors, supporting a capital of more than usual delicacy

and grace. Two wooden columns, once part of some Sicilian chapel, form

the framework of the entrance door, the over door being finished in an arch

of the same material and design. A blue, now faded into charming tones,

colors the wood, while over this blue there is wrought a design in gold, showmg

leaves and vines, carved in relief, among which charming Amours disport

themselves.

The sideboard, from some other part of the chapel, follows the same

design and color. No silver is permanently displayed on it; some rare old

drinking cups and chalices are set out instead and protected by glass fitted

to the front. For among the blues and golds, it was instantly felt, silver,

however rich in itself, would have struck a jarring note.

The wall-spaces of this room are covered with tapestr/, in which again

the blue is felt, now in a patch of sky, and now in the sweep of a royal

robe. The ceiling is carved, the Amours of the columns being repeated here,

while the panels are filled with lovely designs in color.

The lights are hidden in the cornice, except for two huge gold candelabra,

resting on ornamented columns, which are placed on either side of the room.

The chairs are covered with a blue, deep enough in tone to be felt rather

than seen, the backs being capped by small gilded ornaments. The curtains

are of blue, showing the same charming subordination of tone. Thus the

room has everywhere been made to preserve a certain ensemble, being tied

together by color, as it were, a color^o j-eposeful and enveloping that at

no time is one suddenly aroused to look at some special object.

The influence of it all comes gradually, and never as a question of mere

magnificence, but as that of a lovely atmosphere in which individual elements

of beauty gradually unfold themselves. And this, it would seem, is the final

requirement of all interiors. They are first enveloping. You may get then-

atmosphere at once, be played upon by their color and feel their charm, but

the perception of even their unrivalled details must come to you later. Occa-

sions must open your eyes, moods, necessities. They are like the human

character in that, and must develop reserve powers, else all you thought

excellent at first is a mere flash in the pan, quickly past and forgotten.

No one who goes into the more important houses of the day can fail U^

be impressed by the fact that two orders of mind have been at work. There

is first the colorist, the man who wants richness, warmth, tone, magnificence,

at any cost. Then there is the man whose allegiance to the beauty of a line

is unswerving, and who will not permit so much as a tone to distract you

from the grace of an arch. Imagination has therefore run riot in some of

our dining rooms.
, • , i o i

Palaces and churches have been robbed to add to their splendors, buperb

stuflfs and hangings have been introduced, crystal lustres and silver lamps,

with those sometimes of brass—that richest and most beautiful of all reflecting

surfaces. In what are called our state dining rooms the models for which

are either copies or adaptations elf famous foreign rooms, the architect has

allowed no limitations to his flights, but -has gone on piling splendor on

splendor, adding ^rch to arch, and pillar to pillar, splashing on gold with
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reckless profusion, and hanging crystals wherever their gleam could matce

'^
'in'^c^!^; "SThSe'there are to be found duung rooms which by very

contrit s'elmaustere. nothing being permitted, even n the way of - - w^^'

'"'
?""\!S'7<"1' rooms where the ..,« a„.n,p. 1... been ,™<le "

r%: ;shv-refcor,orS. Xr'ir^rr ."Csfr.

*
* *

Ancestry of Mission Furniture

Simplicity. Masses generauy icn
necessitv of meeting peculiar

:S£W£~-gSBSJS'SB

''"'Tart as in evervthing else, however, the underlying motive must be con-

sidered."ndsi'cet^e Franciscan n.onks earnestly endeavored to beauffy the

i

' *N-*Ui
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naves of their churches as best they could with the hmitecl material at hand,

although they failed artistically, their efforts are worthy of consideration and

respect. The somewhat ornately carved timbers of the Santa Fe mission church

illustrate the spirit of reverent sentiment that actuated the workmen probably

better than any of the California ones. The devotional love for their holy places

prompted the natives to bestow an infinite amoimt of care upon the carving and

to paint elaborately each beam.
Portable furniture of those early days was simple in the extreme, indeed

hardly worth mentioning as such. A slab of a tree trunk, sawed and smoothed,

with three rough branches for feet, was the seat of the Franciscan monks

—

tables and settees were of like crudeness. It is a far cry from that to our

modern oak or mahogany easy chair, which seems entirely foreign in both form

and comfort.

As to that which we designate "mission furniture," whose simple, com-

fortable, artistic lines make it peculiarly suited to California use, the popular

acceptance of it as a descendant of the San Diego or San Fernando craftsman-

ship is entirely erroneous. Modern mission furniture, notwithstanding our

pardonable desire to claim it as our own, is an English product—a style due to

William Morris, that prophet of solidity of construction and nobility of line.

It is to the genius of that master craftsman that we owe much, indeed, of our

present beautiful simplicity of decoration, effective employment of color masses,

and harmonious unity of design which is gradually obtaining in all civilized

countries and relegating to the background the ornate gilt and pretentious

monstrosities of a generation ago.

Morris' artistic soul rebelled against the degenerate style that prevailed in

furniture "fashionable" in the 70's—those fantastic shapes—carved, tortured

and twisted—finished in ebony, gilt or enamel and upholstered in red plush,

and he set about striving to awaken the world to the beauties of genuine, honest

handicraft. The creation of furniture along simple lines suggested itself to the

-directors of various "mission schools" throughout England as ju channel

through which the dexterity they were striving to encourage in their wards

might express itself. With the first exhibition of this mission school furniture

in England its popularity was assured and it was straightway imported into the

United States, where it met with equal favor because of its novelty—perhaps,

too, because it was English. At any rate it was soon in great vogue and its

manufacture was taken up by craftsmen in this country, first at Washington,

D. C, and afterwards in various Other places. Improvements were made as the

need arose until the handmade objects now produced under the name of "mis-

sion furniture" bear little resemblance to their first English cousins. But with

the origination of the style the Franciscan monks of the eighteenth century had

nothing whatever to do.

Aside from those purely primitive articles of use fashioned by the Mission

fathers, objects quite similar to those made in every mining camp today, one

finds that the neophytes built many quaint and curious pieces of furniture which,

if they sometimes failed in being delicate or perfect in workmanship, neverthe-

less had a certain character and charm. In the baptistry of the Plaza Church

in Eos Angeles is a bench that represents probably one of the earliest efforts in

cabinet work among the natives. It is crudely joined, clumsily put together,

yet it has good lines, and was built substantially enough to last for ages. The
scalloped board across the back is an odd example of the primitive desire to

ornament an otherwise plain piece of furniture, and, while it is both unneces-

sary and undesirable, the humble artisan's mistaketi idea of beautifying his

handiwork is pathetic.

In many of the missions are to be found similar articles. The lecterns,

^m
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confessionals, altars, doors and pulpits were often the work of natives, Produc^^^^^

for the most part in imitation of those brought from Spain or Mexico, or from

prints and drawings in the possession of the Franciscans, they rarely attempted

anvthingr new or independent in style.
^ ^ ..i.

Besides this class of furniture there were the imported pieces sent to the

missions of Alta California, from Spanish ports, and which are f"Jreasured

as fine interesting mementoes of the early days. The shapes of these are dis-

tinctly'Moorish in character for the most part, although others are Oriental or

Dutch In the Mission Museum at Santa Barbara is a chair, a relic of the early

settlement, that has well-rounded arms, a gracefully shaped back and although

of somewhat plain appearance it has all the charm of an eighteenth century

piece of Netherlands craftsmanship. How it found its way to Santa Barbara

is a question. The relations between Spain and the lower countries were for a

time so close as to have a marked effect upon the art of both, an association o

two of the most uncongenial and unsympathetic nations that were ever linked

together. The chair may have come around the Horn, or it may have been left

on the shores of California by some unknown navigator circling the g'obe

In the pulpit of San Luis Rey and the confessional of San Buenaventura

we have the highest attainment of early handicraft Whether these were the

work of the friars themselves or of the converts under their direction it is im-

possible to determine. The pulpit, and especially the closet in which were kep

The sacred vessels, at San Juan Kautista. betray the influence of a trained

artificer, a man more than ordinarily skilled in the use of tools. The m sic

desk however, that held the ponderous psalter, is an example of simple line

cons ruction worthy of William Morris himself-so, too, are the wooden can-

delabra and paschal candelstick at Santa Barbara. But with few exceptions

there is little about these relics of the Missions to connect them with the designs

now common to mission furniture. c.,;,.
With the beginning of the nineteenth century intercourse between Spain

and the new colony had become more frequent and there were doubtless ad-

venturous cabinet makers, skilled in all the arts of the trade, who were attracted

to the shores of the new-wofld.- Soon the work of these men began to replace^

the crude efforts of the native artisans. The few settlers, secure m their pos-

sessions and blessed with abundance, sought to surround themselves with the

comforts and luxuries of life and imported from the mother country furniture

that was the European fashion of the day. One by one the P""i'tive products

of the Mission workshops disappeared ; they were left neglected in outbuildings

or often ruthlessly destroyed to make way for more elaborate objects.

I ike the old "carreta" of the desert, of which there are now only a few

curious examples still extant, where a hundred years ago scores or them noisily

creake.l their lumbering wav over the camino real, the first furriiture of the

Mission padres is to be found in only a few of the old ^fustomed places and

in the relic rooms of the museums scattered throughout California.—Hector

Alliott in the Northwest Furniture Review.

I

Loring P. Rixford Rfjslgns

Loring P. Rixford, who succeeded Nc.i n J. Tharp, deceased as city

architect of San Francisco, has resigned and is succeeded by Emil de Neuf,

who was Mr. Tharps assistant. Mr. Rixford has gone East to recuperate

Upon his return he will resume the practice of his profession. Mr. Tharp is

the architect of the Bohemian Club building.
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Bchlotv Building, San Francisco

John & Schmidlin, Architects
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Frieze, Showing the Old Cliff House

The New Cliff House, San Francisco

Reid Bros., Architects
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Interior Cliff House, Sqn Francisco

Flastcr Work by D. Ross Clarke
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Interior the New Cliff House, San Francisco

Piaster ann ../„<... Work by D. Ross Clarke ^«'<'/ Bros., Architects
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Interior the New Cliff House, San Francisco

Plaster and Stucco Work by D. Ross Clarke Rctd Bros., Architects
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Plaster Work by D. Ross Clarke
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Wants Cornice Removed.

Architects and builders are following

with considerable interest a suit recently

filed by one L^aac Kohn against United

States Senator George C. Perkins to com-

pel the latter to remove from his ottice

building at the corner of Kearny and

Bush streets. San Francisco, a cornice

which Kohn claims projects four teet

over the nlaintiff's adjacent property in

Kearny street. Notwithstanding that

Perkins admits the cornice overlaps his

neighbor's property, it is stated he has

reoeatedly refused to remove it.

Kohn, who is a wealthy property

owner living at San Anselmo owns the

lot between Perkins' eight story budd-

ing and the Stanford Ho^eL A four

story building stands en I^ohn^sjot, b«

he plans to run it uo to a height greater

than that of Senator Perkins' buikhnc^.

The only obstacle in the way of the con-
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templated improvement is the overlap-

ping cornice.

In praying for an order compelling

Perkins to remove the cornice Kohn
states that he does not ask for pecuni-

arv damages because such compensation

would not afford him adecuate relief.

The building of Senator Perkins was

erected more than two years ago. If

he were 'permitted undisturbed to use

it for five years his right to the rnain-

tenance of the cornice could not be chal-

lenged.

Los Angeles Chapter, A. 1. A.

The Southern California Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects at its reg-

ular monthly meeting in November elected

the. following delegates and alternates to

the Forty-third annual convention of the

Institute: Delegates, Octavius Morgan, A.

F Rosenheim, C. H. Brown, Frank U.

Hudson; alternates, Messrs. Hunt, Austin,

Eisen and Parmentier. ,11
The members present took a decided

stand against the proposed change in the

ordinance regulating the height ff
build-

ings in Los Angeles and appointed the fol-

lowing committee to act for the chapter

:

A F Rosenheim, chairman; John Farkin-

son, A. B. Benton, John P. Krempel, ter-

nand Parmentier. The chapter put itself

on record as opposed to a greater height ot

buildings in the business district than now

allowed. ,
. ^r

Action was also taken on the question of

better schoolhouse construction, the chapter

"appoTnttng a committee consisting of A.

Rosenheim, John P. Krempel and R^ B

Young to go before the school board with

plans for I model fireproof building and

estimates on the cost of its construction.

Plans in detail were prepared for such a

structure by Mr. Rosenheim.

A resolution was presented on the Pre-

servation of California Missions bv Mr.

Benton, and ordered spread on the "iinutes^

Among the guests present was Mr. Josepn

Jacobberger of Portland ^ P^^"^;"fVJ,^^^^^"
tect of that city, who dehvered a talk.

Resolutions of condolence upon the death

of the late Architect Peter August West-

herg were adopted, ordered spread on the

niYnutes and a copy sent to the bereaved

^'^

The following were announced as having

been admitted to membership in the chap-

ter: B. B. Bixby, B. Cooper Corbett, W. t.

Thompson.

Architects Sue For Fee.

\n action has been commenced in the

Superior Court at San F--{^^7^„j^f
Frank T Shea and John O. Lotquist,

architects, for fees, alleged to have been

earned two years ago in construction o

the Union Square Hotel at the northwest

corner of Stockton and Post streets, San

Francisco.

The hotel building is the property of

Mrs. Blanche Burbank. It is a seven-

story structure covering one-half of a

fifty vara lot.

According to the records the amount
of the architects' bill is $13,250. An
attachment was placed on the property

on November 5th for that amount.

According to Mr. Lofquist, there has

been no dispute about the bill for ser-

vices in construction of the hotel build-

ing. The trouble has been in enforcing

a payment of the fee. The work was
done two years ago and the firni has

expended large sums for which it has

not been reimbursed.

Architects Sued.

The American Biscuit Company, which

was sued by Ralph Warner Hart for $10,-

323 for services as architect in the erection

of a reinforced concrete factory, has filed

an answer and cross complaint claiming

$29,000 from the architect. Mr. Hart is a

reputable San Francisco architect.

A suit for $10,000 damages for libel

based on a letter written from one business

firm *to another, has been instituted by

Mayer Walk, house painter, against Mac-

donald & Applegarth, architects.

Walk was subcontractor for the decora-

tion of a building being erected by the

Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company
upon plans prepared by Macdonald &
Applegarth. The architects are accused

of having written to the Healy-Tibbitts

company a letter in which ai>pear€4tn€^

following:
•'This man is so hopelessly incompetent

and his work is so abominable that we feel

like having it all burned off and done m^er

by a good painter to protect ourselves."

These words are false and defamatory.

Walk alleges.

A Block of Fine Homes.

.Architects Nicholson & Company, Pa-

cific building, San Francisco, have made

plans for five duplex residences costing

$7,000 each, for the Pacific Realty Co.

This group of beautiful homes is to be

erected on Presidio Grove Lane, near

Union street, and will occupy nearly a com-

plete city block. The property is situated

in one of the finest of San Francisco s resi-

dence sections. The lots all lay along a

steep grade and no one residence will

obstruct the view of another. One of the

pleasing features of the property) is the

fine marine view obtainable from anyone

of the home sites. i

Two of the residences will bt two-

stories above ground, while the Jalancc

will be of the one-story and Hnished

basement type. The slope of the feround

is such that all basements will M prac-

tically ground-floor rooms.
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Oakland Public . Building Competition.

THE Oakland Board of Public Works

will soon hold an architects com-

petition for plans for the new mu-

nicipal buildings on the city hall site.

Conferences have been held by the mem-

bers of the board with delegates from the

San Francisco chapter of the American

Institute of Architects, under whose

rules the contest will be conducted.

The architects present were George

B McDougall, Manker O'Brien and

William Mooser. They explained the

method of conducting the competiton

and on their advice the board will

proceed.

First an advisory architect will be

appointed. He probably will be a Paci-

fic coast architect and he will prepare

guide drawings showing the shape oi the

city hall property, the plan on which

Washington street is to be extended to

San Pablo avenue, and the number ot

offices required in the administrative

buildings.

As complete a description as can be

prepared will be included in the call for

plans. The board figured that 60 days

would be reciuired for the architects to

make their drawings and designs. After

the winner of the contest has been

named 60 days more will be needed for

completion of the details. At least 30

days must be allowed for unavoidable

delays and 30 days for the legal adver-

tising for bids on the structures. This

will defer the time of layine the corner-

stone of the city hall until next July.

Mayor Mott suggested July 4th as the

most suitable date.

The architects suggested that six

prizes should be offered so that the com-

petition would bring out many plans.

The amount of the first prize is to be

fixed by the board. The others will be:

Second prize. $3,000; third. $2 500

;

fourth, $2,000; fifth, $1,500; sixth. $1,000^

The amount of the bonds voted will

cover this expense and provide the

$1,000,000 needed for erecting the city

hall.

Splendid Theater for San Diego.

Quayle Bros., architects, 229 Granger

Bldg., San Diego, are preparing plans

for a beautiful theater building to be

erected at the corner of Third and C

streets for Fulkerson & Palmer. The

building will be a two-story brick

structure, with pressed brick front and

composition roofing. It will be 94x150

feet in size, and will contain twelve

offices on the second floor, besides the

theater. The lobby will be in the C

street frontage, and will measure 16x^9

feet. On each side of the lobby will be

a storeroom of the same size, aiul five

similar stores will occupy the Thud
street frontage. The stage will be 80x

34 feet, and will be separated from

the auditorium by a steel curtain. The

body of the theater will be 72x80 feet,

and will contain 860 opera chairs and

four boxes. The balcony will seat 600

persons. The building will be equipped

with heating system, ventilators, eleven

fire exits, fire-escapes, etc., and will cost

about $75,000.

Coming Architectural Exhibition at Los

Angeles. .

The Architectural League of the

Pacific Coast will hold its third exhi-

bition at Los Angeles, January 3d. to

16th, under the direction of Mr. M. A.

Vinson. Mr. Vinson's chief work will be

the publication of the "Year Book," and

he is offering a prize of architectural

books to the extent of $25 for the best

design for a title page. A prize of $25

is offered by A. F. Rosenheim for the

best design for the cover, and a similar

prize will be given by Hudson & Munsell

for the best design for a "Poster." The
office of the exhibition committee is at

1411 Union Trust building

One of the principal attractions at

the coming exhibition will be an ex-

hibit of one hundred and twenty-five

frames of "mural paintings" by Edwin

Howland Blashfield of New York City,

one of the foremost artists of the ^untryr"

These paintings are now on exhibition in

Denver, and through the efforts of Mr.

Vinson and the exhibition committee, Mr.

Blashfield has consented to allow them to

be exhibited in the Southern Califor-

nia metropolis. It is expected that this

and other fine attractions which will be

provided will draw a large attendance upon

which the success of the undertaking de-

pends. The exhibition will be held on the

fourth floor of the Hamburger building.

Los Angeles Architectural Club Meeting.

The first meeting arranged by the

entertainment committee of the Los

Angeles Architectural club Was held

the latter part of November in the club

rooms in the Union Trust building. An
interesting program was provided and

several speeches were made by invited

guests. A feature of the meeting was

an exhibition of sketches and designs

in ait glass furnished by MacKay & Co.

A Dutch lunch contributed materially to

the pleasure of those orecent. It is the

intention of the committee to have one of

these entertainments, including a pro-

gram and Dutch lunch, each month, and

it is expected they will become quite

popular with the members.
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„ . . II' f*r Anffeles Marin, Mareda, Mendocino^
$45,000,000 for San Francisco s ^ater

^'^f^;^' Q^nge; Riverside, Sacramento,
Supply.

g^^ Be'rnardino, San Diego, San Fran-

City Engineer Manson of San i^ran- ^. ^^^ Joaquin, San Luis Obispo San

Cisco estimates the cost of the proposed
y^^^^^^ Santa Barbara, Santa Clara,

municipal water system with sources ot
gj^^sta, Solano, Sonoma, Tehania, Tulare,

supply in the Sierra at $45,000,000 Amador, Monterey, Placer, Stanislaus,

The City Engineer prefaces his hgures y^^^ ^^^ Ventura. ^, a
as to the water supply system with the

^j^^ ^^^ pottery came from Alameda,

statement that they constitute "estimates ^^^^dor, Calaveras, Los Angeles, Placer,

for furnishing the City and County and
Riverside, Contra Costa, Fresno, Orange,

its inhabitants with a sufficient supply ^^^^^ ^^^^ g^n Joaquin, Solano and

of water for all purposes from Lake y^^tura. All of the fuller s earth came

Eleanor Tuolumne river and its tnbu-
^^.^^ Kings county and the glass sand

taries, Tuolumne county." „ from Alameda, Los Angeles and Mon-

"The storage and delivery system,
^^ counties. The most marked devel-

continues the Engineer's report, are
^nt during the past ten months in

designed to supply, under the present
^^^ ^^ jj^^ j^ California has been the

development. 60,000,000 gallons of water
^ j^g and developing of new beds of

oer day, the service reservoirs in the city
^^^^ pottery clays and within a short time

to hold six days' suooly, the distributing .^ -^ expected that the use of this material

svstem to serve 15.400 acres with a popu-
^^^^ ^^ greatly extended. The products

lation of 735,000.
^ ^ of the clay beds located above Sacra-

Following are the items that go to ^^^^^ ^^^ declared to be equal in quality

make up the total of $45,000,000: ^^^ ^.eauty to those of any beds any-

Lake Eleanor Division $ 1^834,525 ^here in the country and it is here that

Tuolumne Division 3,285,400 ,o much work is being done preparing to

1^ hni Division 1,708,500 ^larket the product on a large scale. The

V nil D^^ilion ... 9 118,700 "'^e of tiling and terra cotta facing has

BavDivS ..:::•:.. 12.792,100 ^e^ome very noticeable in San Prancisco

Gty Divfsion.: 11.^000 ,„d is steadily growing.

Real estate and right of way.. 1,0UU,UUU

Contingencies, engineering,
...n77=;

Personal.

etc
4,mj7b ^ ^ Cooper, manager of Robert W.

«U^ 000 000 Hunt & Company's European business,

Total
$45,0OU,(KK) ;"";^^^^^^ f^ London after the com-

The City Engineer calls attention in -^^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^^^^^ business trip to the

concluding his report to the tact tnai
[j -^^ States. ., ,

,

his plans and estimates -provide for a ^Xchitect Henry C Smith has moved

power development fully equal to .alt^^^f^e Mechanics Bank bmlding to tire

pumping requirements, and do not in-
^^"l^^Zut Bank building, San Francisco

elude the development of the Hetch- ^| ^^^ ^^^ ^„ attractive suite of

Hetchy reservoir"
^ , r^jees Mr. Smith's new phone number

Consideration of the latter feature of
ff^^,^,„^ i745.

the original Sierra water supply plan ^^^

is omitted altogether from the P'-oject as
Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

'^J:JIZ^"^^'^^ 1^^'^^^ a!;:I. n,eet.n. of the San Francisco

hat h^ Lake Eleanor source of supply Chapter, A^''?
Tail's Cafe on xiurs-

shall be developed t^rst.

liry'^v^ufngr NovembeVlSth.

The Clay Products of California. J^:,^^ ^^^ -^^Tlfl
The yield and value of the mineral

'"«
J'^

^ ^ q Headman and Albert

substances of the State of Californva for Me-r^p4"f„d the election of Mr. John

the year 1908 are to be made public m ="g
;

^'
^^ associate membership; the

he form of a pamphlet that ,s now in K M ™^ ^ secretary's annual report;

the hands of the state printer and will ^^°P
j^tment of Messrs. John Galen

be issued soon in complete form In the the ^PP
-^ ^ MuUgardt, William

list of mineral productions of the state Howa
. ^ ^ g^^^,^^ ='^<'^'*;

clay products occupy fourth place. The
^ ^^„„^, Convention of the

total value of structural materials m K^tes '°
Washington, D. C. Decem-

mi was $10,132,179 and of this more In titute a^
^^^^^^^ j^th, and the ap-

than one-fourth was or brick terra co ta be^^^^^
„f ,t,„ding committees to

and other products of clay^^ ^f this brick P ^^_.^^^j year on the enter-

comprised a value of $2,506,495 while ^r^^ j reception of visitors and

pottery products were valued at $325,147^
H'^^ ^- legislative, commercial bodies

According to the list compiled by the 3^";^°
^Vs, competitions, fine arts and

State Mineralog,ist bnck clays were util- he^aq
^^^_^^ ^^.^^.^^ laws committee

ized in the following counties of the ci y
i^i„„ „{ the constitution and

state: Alameda. Contra Costa Fresno
f^^^, „f jhe Chapter.

Humboldt, Imperial, Kern, Kings, i-os y

*.' *f*^ 2*iit,i5*iA'i*Sp*-S
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UNSAFE
BUILDING

MATERIAL

Our attention has been called to

the fact that since the rush of build-

ing operations began

shortly after the fire of

April 1906, a very con-

siderable quantity of

faulty building material

has found its way into consumption

in San Francisco.

Some of this material was purchased

because it was che'ap. Some of it has

cost contractor and owner all that first-

class material could have been bought

for. The unfit nature of much of it

was fortunately discovered during con-

struction, and it was thrown out, but

it caused no inconsiderable delay and

dissatisfaction. There is no doubt

whatever that much of it has gone into

buildings where it forms an element

of serious danger.

There are many materials, the es-

sential qualities of which mere cur-

sory examination will not determine,

but which can be determined at com-

paratively small expense by submitting

them to properly conducted expert ex-

amination. Sometimes this examina-

tion is necessarily chemical or analyti-

cal. Sometimes it is physical, but of

such a nature as to require special

testing apparatus. Some large and

continuous users of such materials, the

great railway companies for instance,

maintain testing departments equipped

with both chemical and physical lab-

oratories where they test almost all

the materials and supplies they con-

sume. It pays them to purchase pro-

tection and safety in this way. Many
of the large cities of the East also

maintain testing laboratories for prov-

ing the quality of the numerous build-

ing materials which they are com-

pelled to purchase. The municipal

government of San Francisco now
has under way the installation of a

plant of this description.

Architects owe it to their clients

to see that proper inspection of ma-

terials is made before the latter are

put into a building. Of course we
don't expect that every architect will

maintain his own private in.spection

bureau—that would entail uncalled for

expense, but there are professional in-

spectors in every large city whose ser-

vices may be had at small expense.

I
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A few years ago when reinforced

concrete moved up to a place along-

side of the

REINFORCBD CWCtETE other impor-

CONSTRUCTION AND tant structural

THE STEEL INDUSTRY materials in

the building

world, the steel manufacturers were

very apprehensive as to the ef-

fect of this advance on their business.

The bulk of the steel business had

heretofore been in steel rails and

structural steel members. Would the

introduction of reinforced concrete

wipe out the latter part of the steel

business ?

Time has answered the question in

a way surprising and cheering to the

manufacturers of steel. In the past

several months the steel mills have not

been running full capacity and the

Iron Age, an organ of the steel trade,

calls attention to the fact that the

mills rolling steel reinforcing bars

have practically supported the indus-

try Steel manufacturers have come

to see that reinforced concrete re-

quires steel bars. The special rolls,

the additional attention necessary in

setting the steel to conform to a cer-

-fain chemical standard and the neces-

sity of cutting the bars in various

lengths all add to their cost The

mill gets a good price from the con-

crete people and takes ofT a fair mar-

gin of profit.
,

The growing popularity of cement

plaster construction has increased the

demand for steel fabric. Small con-

crete products require, in many cases

steel wire reinforcement. AH tnese

demands upon the steel industry oper-

ate to the profit of the mills and what

at first appeared a menace has proved

to be a blessing in disguise.

The World quotes from that ex-

pert :

'Tt is immediately necessary that

the authorities should conspicuously

label every building of public or semi-

public nature, just as to its class of

construction, 'fire-proof,' 'ordinary,

'dangerous.' As it is now, the term

fire-proof is cruelly abused. It is ap-

plied where there is not the slightest

foundation for its use and is made the

means of obtaining tenants and occu-

pants under false pretenses. A man

with 'dangerous' affixed to his build-

ing would have difficulty in renting it

and that would be a powerful incen-

tive to him to at least make the build-

ing better if he did not absolutely

eliminate it and build correctly. Then

we should have the same municipal

regulations that they have in most

European cities relating to neigh-

boring liability.' Here we have a

selfish way of taking care of ourselves

and letting the other fellow shift.

There they make you responsible for

any damage to your neighbor's prem-

ises or property that may result from

a fire in your premises caused by your

or your agents' carelessness or negli-

gence It makes people wonderously

careful in handling their ashes, waste^

paper, etc. These neighboring dam-

ages are always collectible at law in

Europe and the regulation is one of

the most effective of fire-preventive

measures."

The New York Worid declares that

one of the most effective measures yet

devised in the direction

of fire prevention is the

labelling of, buildings

that was sufeested by

Architect Fitzpatrick, of

Washington, D. C, the Executive Of-

ficer of the Society of Building Com-

missioners.

FIRE

PREVENTION

A Tribute to Cement.

Architect Octavius Morgan, lately

elected a Fellow of the American Institute

of Architects, at a recent ^f^"5^ «^. ^^^

Los Angeles Architectural Club took

occasion to pay a tribute to cement,

saving in substance: .

'

''We have not thought much of cement m
the oast but it is one of the most wonder-

u ^rmaterials. We in Los Angeles and

in Southern California, have some of the

best examples of. plastic cement work ^n

the country, yes, in the world. What has

been accomplished is merely suggestive of

what can and will be accomplished m the

hiture with cement.^^ You young men want

to ffive it thought."
, • i i

\Ir Morgan called aUention particularly

to\he artistic possibilities of cement as a

moulding material stating he was aston-

ished with the results that could be

obtain. .1 with its skillful handling.

I
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HEATING AND LIGHT

THE LIGHTING OF CHURCHES*

By Bassett Jones Jr., Consulting Electrical

Engineer.

In this article no oretense is made
of laying down any hard and fast

rules governing the lighting of churches.

Any generalization on the subject

would be an absolute waste of time.

Churches vary so widely in design, en-

vironment, and the uses to which they

are put, that each problem becomes a

distinct study in itself, and nothing more

than suggestions as to the method of

approaching each case will be attempted.

No other instance of the use of artifi-

cial light presents such inherent compli-

cations, or demands an approach from

so many sides. In the first place, church

lighting is only to a very minor extent

an engineering problem—indeed this is

true of any building possessing aesthetic

features to any marked degree, and to

make clear our attitude on this question

of illuminating engineering we shall

_quote from a recent paper read by th^
author before the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society: "The beauty and effective-

ness of good architectural construction,

both from aesthetic and utilitarian stand-

points, depend upon a strict adherence

to the principles of architecture outlined

Extracts of an article by Mr. Jones in The
American Architect and copyrighted, by The
Swetland Publishing Company.

above, and the feeling of the design, de-

pendent as it must be upon historical

precedent, is bound bv centuries of usage

to certain effects of color and light which

have become established because of their

appeal to the sentiments aroused by

pleasurable visual perception. The bus-

iness of the illuminating engineer is to

modernize old methods of illumination

without destroying them. If we are to

discard tradition altogether, then we may
as well abandon the architecture of the

past, and ignore its influence. This, as

I have tried to make evident, is impos-

sible, if not on aesthetic grounds, then

on physiological grounds, and to deny

its demands would be suicidal. * * *

The illuminating engineer who imagines

that he will be permitted to introduce

anything radically new into the illumina-

tion of buildings possessing historic feel-

ing is doomed to disappointment. Rather

is it his dutv to maintain and conserve

that feeling in spite of modern appliances

and means. * *

"The 'feeling' of the design must be

-carried out consistently even to the last

detail of the fixtures. It is the duty of

the architect to see that this is done.

His conception of the whole arrange-

ment must include the lighting, for, as

he sees it 'in his mind's eye,' so must it

be seen objectively. The light that must

be provided, its tone, its intensity, its

quality, is a feature of his mental con-

ception, and it is the ideal illumination
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that the engineer must seek to approxi-

mate. Of course, he can only hope to

do this when he, too, is able to see the

design as the architect sees it, and not

through the eyes of the illuminating spe-

cialist alone. The engineer must be able

to discern where direct or indirect illu-

mination is required, and the kind of

fixtures associated historically and

aesthetically with the general design by

means of which he must obtain the

proper results. * * *

"It seems, then, that a very important

if not essential feature of the engineers

preparation is a study of the history of

illumination and its relation to architec-

tural design. He must make himself in-

timately acquainted with the means,

methods and results of earlier work, and

good work it is where any attempts were

made to obtain adequate and suitable

^ lighting. Because we alone can^ formu-

late and employ the Taws governing the

distribution of light, we must not think

that good lighting has not been earlier

achieved by empirical methods. We are

simply in a position to do with less ex-

penditure of energy what the masters

have done in spite of their manifest limit-

ations. * *
.

"The question as to the proper location

and arrangement of fixtures then resolves

itself into the ouestion as to the way in

which the design is to be seen. The
proportions of the structure, its construe-
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tive lines and the points where they origi-

nate and end—these are to be brought

out in relative prominence, and to do this

properly the individual responsible tor

the lighting must be able to discern and

select these features and modify his illu-

mination accordingly. *
.

* *, ,• r .t ^
" * * * it is the writer s belief that

no architectural design, conceived in the

right spirit, and properly executed, can

demand any suitable artificial illumina-

tion that is injurious in the optical sense.

* * Artistic illumination is, ipso

facto, good illumination. And no illumi-

nation can be artistic that is not con-

ceived as a feature of a truly artistic

design."
It must be clear to everybody that no

design is perfect that cannot be properly

seen- for the nerfection is not a quality

that 'lies directly in the design, but is a

quality of mental activities aroused in the

judicial beholder when the design is pre-

sented as a stimulus to his mental func-

tions. It is nonsense to talk of the beauty

of an unseen or unheard work of art.

Thus, in architecture, it appears that

the most important thing after produc-

tion of a good design is to arrange it so

that it can be seen as the designer means

it to be seen, and to him this seeing is

an integral part of his conception. The

self-exploiting basis of art is emphatic in

its demands. Granted, then, the import-

ance of properly seeing a design, the next

question is concerned with the means of

providing proper illumination.

That the great architects of Greece and

Rome and of the Renaissance period con-

sidered this matter of proper lighting ot

great importance, is evidenced by the

thoroughness with which the illumination

of each interior was worked out even to

the smallest detail of the fixtures, fur-

thermore, the fixtures themselves were

never an after-thought, but formed an

integral feature of the entire design.

The preliminaries to the selection ot

a method of artificial illumination and the

design of suitable fixtures consist in de-

terniining the character of the following

factors:

1 The purpose indicated by the type

of the structure. If the building is a

church, to what denomination does it

belong— Roman Catholic, Dissenting,

Jewish, Christian Science, etc? The char-

acter of the service will be a prominent

feature in the problem, of lighting. A
Roman Catholic Church having no con-

gregation singing or reading will require

but little light in the nave, and this ot

a subdued and quiet, religious tone. On

the other hand, the chancel and altar,

with its elaborate images and decorations

is the most prominent point for the at-

tention of the communicants, and re-

quires a carefully planned and rich light-

ing effect.
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The service in most dissenting

churches, particularly the Presbyterian

Congregational, Unitarian. Baptist, and

Methodist, demand frequent use of the

eyes by the members in reading responses

and singing. Furthermore the symbolic

features of the service and equipment so

prominent in Roman Catholic and High

Church Episcopal Churches are entirely

absent. The lighting should, therefore,

be ample for use and need not be em-

ployed primarily to accent the rehgious

tone of the building.

In Jewish synagogues, on the other

hand, we find the symbolism of early

Eastern art and religions carried almost

to the extreme. Each detail has its

meaning determined by precedent even

to the fixtures, and while a good general

useful light is required by the congre-

gation, much attention must be given to

the study of special effects.
.

Buildings erected for the use of Chris-

tian Science and other similar modern

sects are quite in a class by themselves,

and require essentially modern treatment

in both design and illumination.

2 The second broad preliminary con-

sideration, after the general character of

the illumination has been decided upon,

has to do with the general form of the

structure to be lighted. Is the design

light or massive? And it must be under-

stood that the weight of the design has

no necessary relation to the size of the

building—it is not measured in avordu-

pois. Some small Norman churches are

essentially massive in design, while some

__of the largest cathedrals, such as Laon,

arc particularly light and airy m feeling.

The design will (or should) in each case

represent the fundamental characteristic

of the religious tone predominant in its

period, and it is this tone that should be

singled out and brought into prominence

by the illumination. This effect can be

produced principally by the adaptation

of the qualitv and color of light to its

surroundings, and bv the use of shadows

whereby the structural motifs can be

given prominence either by bringing

them into the high lights or by marking

them off dark against a lighter back-

ground depending upon the specific con-

ditions in each case. But it must be

remembered that the shadows them-

selves must be luminous—not mere black

patches of nothingness—and hence re-

quire careful detailed study. As we have

above pointed out the design depends for

its beauty upon the light enabling us to

see it The architect is thus largely de-

pendent for his material upon light and

shade. These are the scales upon which

he builds his symphony and any false

note may destroy its harmonies and ruin

its proportions.

3 Our third consideration takes up

the question of the relation of the decora-

tion to the structural lines. In good

design, where the structural hues form

the chief beauty of the structure and

where proper care has been taken to ac-

cent these lines, usually the decoration

will be sufficiently pronounced. It, how-

ever, decoration is used, as it often is,

to cover up a paucity of conception it is

sometimes necessary to accent the deco-

ration in lieu of the structural motif;

otherwise a feeling of unbalance may re-

sult. Or the very reverse of this treat-

ment mav be necessary.
^

4 A fourth consideration of special

importance in church lighting relates to
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_ IF —
"Environment moMs the character" does it not follow

that the things with which you surround yourselt reMect

your personality ?

Keep this fact in mind when selecting your

LIGHTING FIXTURES
THE ENOS COMPANY

C. E. ROESCH. Manager

334 Sutler Sheet San Francisco. Cal.

the matter of perspective. It is one of

the fundamental physiological factors ot

illumination that bright points of hght

brought within the field of vision pro-

duce a corresponding loss of detail in the

remainder of the field, due to the auto-

matic closing of the iris. This shuts ott

the quantity of light coming from less

bright objects and may reduce the visual

sensation they produce below the thresh-

hold of perception so that such objects

are not seen at all. Lights so olaced

become unduly accented and appear much

nearer the beholder than they are m

It is therefore evident that we should

avoid all horizontal rows of lights, par-

ticularly if placed low down and always

if their intrinsic brilliancy cannot be ma-

terially decreased by the use of large

globes, or deep reflectors. The use of

such auxiliary globes or reflectors is usu-

ally an unfortunate feature as they de-

stroy the largely decorative feature of

the bare lamp and are often too coti-

spicuous from an architectural stand-

point.

Vertical rows of lamps are not gen-

erally open to the same objection, as the

lines they accent are not normally parallel

to the axes of the eyes and so do not

tend to reduce the perspective to such

an extent as in the case of horizontal

rows. .

The above notes may serve to indicate

briefly where our problem lies— it is hard-

ly expected they will even do that ade-

quately, any detailed discussion being out

of the question within the space avail-

able.
* * *

Of course the principal difficulty in

the use of fixtures is the fact that if hung

low enough they interfere with the view,

and if hung high people sitting m the

back of the church will have the direct

light in their eyes. If hung near the

sJ'de walls or nave columns so as to be

out of the view then those in the center

pews get too little light. Again the archi-

tectural treatment of the fixtures made

necessary by the environment mav intro-

duce still further difficulties in our ef-

forts to secure good lighting. However,

as we have said before, no definite rules

for securing results can be given as each

case must be studied in the light of its

own merits. Good lighting is largely
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the result of the exercise of good taste

and good judgment and only to a small

extent is it the result of mathematical

calculations.

Regulating Noise From Plumbing.

A very disagreeable feature of plumb-

ing work in the home is the noise due

to the operation of plumbing fixtures.

In many residences the operation ot the

water closet in the bathroom can be

heard all over the building. Such noise,

however, is unnecessary and can be

avoided by intelligent design of the sys-

tem and judicious selection of nxtures,

says a writer in a recent issue of ^bop-

pell's
" It is well to be acquainted with

the various closets that are on the mar-

Jcet. so that when a noiseless one is

wanted it can be specified W catalogue

plate and number. But even when the

closet is noiseless in operation, noiseless

plumbing is not assured unless the sup-

ply and waste pines are likewise propor-

tioned to their several uses. If the sup-

nlv pipes are too small, there will be a

disagreeable hissing sound when water

is being drawn, not only at closet fixtures

but at the other points in the building.

Further, if the pressure is high and prop-

erly designed faucets or suitable air

chambers are not provided, there will be

a pounding noise when a faucet is closed,

due to water hammer. These sources

of trouble can be eliminated by using

slow-closing faucets and large-size sup-

ply pipes to the various fixtures.

The noise of water from closet fixtures

flowing through the soil can bedecreased

in volume by using three-inch soil pipes

in the partitions, and the remaining noise

can be almost entirely done away with

by filling the space around the pipe and

between the laths and plaster of the

partition with some non-sound conduct-

ing substance.
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Electrical Contractors Organize.

By F. V. Meyers, Secretary.

r\N October 19th electrical con-

tractors from various places in

California, including San Francisco, Los

Angeles, San Diego, Sati Jose, Sacra-

mento and Oakland, met at dinner in the

private dining room of the Argonaut
Hotel, San Francisco, for social inter-

course and for the further purpose of

considering the question of organizing a

State Association of Electrical Contrac-

tors. The persons, firms or corporations

(as the case may be) represented in-

cluded Woodill & Hulse Electric Com-
pany of Los Angeles, Southern Electrical

•Comoany of San Diego, E. C. Wakeland
of Oakland, R. W. Meyers of Fruitvale.

W. W. Hanscom, president of the San

Francisco Branch of the National Elec-

trical Contractors Association. Charles

K. Wiggin, Treasurer of the San Fran-

cisco Branch of the National Electrical

Contractors Associatioji, Hanbridge-

Loyst Electric Company, Latchem Engi-

neer & Electric Company, Levy Electric

Company, National Electric Company,
Century Electric Company, Standard

Electric Comoanv. Butte Engineering &
Electric Company, California Electric

Construction Company, Central Electric

Company. Independent Electric Con-

struction Company, McFell Electric

Tompany, Electrical Supply Company of

Sacramento, Jerome N. Bachman, A. E.

Brooke Ridley, F. V. Meyers, Secretarv

of the San Francisco Branch of the Na- _

tional Electrical Constractors Associa-

tion, and others.

After exhaustive discussion temporary
organization was effected and a com-

mittee on permanent organization and

by-laws was appointed. The meeting

then adjourned to meet again on the fol-

lowing day at the same place.

Permanent organization was effected

with the following officers:

President, W. S. Hanbridge.
First vice-president, W. B. Woodill.

Second vice-president, C. H. Heilbron.

Secretary-treasurer, F. V. Meyers.

Sergeant-at-arms, E. C. Wakeland.

The association has a roll of approxi-

mately sixty members throughout the

State of California. Districts are being

organized in the principal cities and

towns, pursuant to the plan named in the

by-laws, and organization is being earn-

estly carried forward. It is be'ieved that

within a verv short time the org^iniza-

tion will be in position to greatly benefit

its members in every direction. Its pol-

icy is intended to be conciliatory toward

all opposing interests, while at the same

time vigorous in protecting and advanc-

ing the interests of itself and members.

When writing to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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THE first few days a new furnace is

in operation are apt to determine

its character, if furnaces have a

character. If the furnace starts off

well the members of the household

will be convinced that it is a good one,

and it will require a number of misfor-

tunes to remove the favorable impres-

sion. On the other hand, if the furnace

behaves in an improper manner at hrst,

doubts may be entertained regarding its

future warming abilities. It is supposed

the dampers in the hot air pipes have

been turned in the proper direction to

allow the heat to pass, and that the dam-

per rods were put in the proper way, so

the handle or ring will indicate whether

the damper is closed or open. A mistake

made in putting in a damper rod may

cause much trouble, as the damper will

appear to be open when it is closed, and

much furnace talk may be required to

explain why heat does not come up the

register. If the cold air box is provided

with a slide or damper, such appliance

may have been left closed, so the furnace

does not receive a supply of t^esh air

There may be a wide crack under the hall

door so the outer air may enter and
— quietly run down the hall register, thus

preventing any warm air from coming

up. Thus the hall pipe may be acting as

a cold air box. .
i ^^c

It has been known for several years

that the human eyes and nose are not

pleased with smoke. On this account, if

for no other, the chimney should be ex-

amined before connecting the smoke

pipe The chimney flue is liable to

become stopped up by soot, mortar or

even bricks which may have been

dropped by the mason or ,^allen from

the top. By building a small bonfire in

the bottom of the chimney the draft

can be tested. It may be well to attach

a piece of iron to a rope, then proceed

to the top of the chimney and lower the

iron If it arrives safely at the bottom

of the chimney without encountering

anv obstruction, one may infer the Hue

is 'clear. If there are any openings m
the furn- -himney. other than the one

f
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used by the furnace, they bhould be clusea.

While it may be supposed that all smoke

pipe fits tight at each joint, it is well

to be certain that a tight joint has been

made where the smoke nipe joins the

surface and also where it enters the

chimney. ,

If the attendant is not accustomed to

the management of a furnace, or does

not take sufficient interest, ashes and

clinkers may be allowed to accumulate

in the firepot to such an extent that a

good fire is impossible. Some houses are

so constructed that grates are placed in

a number of rooms, and if these grates

are not in use, too much air may be

carried up the various flues, resulting in

a great los<i of heat.

OAKLANJ
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Some Industrial Information Worth the While

Remarkable Success of the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company

LIKE fiction reads the story of the

remarkable success since its organi-

zation of the Los Angeles Pressed

Brick Company. Incorporated in 1887,

its growth has been phenomenal and

today it stands out by itself as the oper-

ator of the largest brick manufacturmg

plant in the West. Good manage-

ment and a thorough knowledge of the

business on the part of the promoters

are the main factors which have con-

tributed to the success of this concern.

With plants in Los Angeles, Santa Mon-

ica and Richmond the company is in a

position to fill orders to points as far

north as Vancouver, B. C, and as far east

as Salt Lake Cit>.

The Richmond plant has contributed

not a little to the rebuilding of San

Francisco. It is here that the company
makes its highest grade of red pressed

brick, experts having pronounced them

by all odds the finest dry pressed brick

produced on the Pacific Coast.

Naturally the company is very much
pleased with the recognition its product

has received at the various expositons.

At the recent Alaska-Yukon-Pacific ex-

position in Seattle, the Los Angeles

Pressed Brick Company was given the

grand prize for its splendid display of

pressed brick. The company was given

the gold medal at the Lewis and Clark

exposition at Portland in 1905, the high-

est award; a silver medal at the Louisi-

ana Purchase exposition at St. Louis in

UNITED ST.^ThlS FUST t»FFICE BUILDING

SEVENTH AND MISSION STS.. S.\N KR.\NCISCO

1903; and first prizes at the California

State fairs at Sacramento in 1907, iyu«

and 1909, on pressed brick and fire brick,

and other exhibits of lesser importance.

The company's largest factory is at

Los Angeles, where about ten acres in

the heart of the manufacturing district

are occupied. Employment is given to

from one hundred and fifty to two hun-

dred men. At this plant is manufactured

pressed, glazed, enameled and ornanien-

tal brick, hollow tile fireproofing, fire-

brick and fireblocks, roofing tile in all

the popular patterns and in both the nat-

ural red color and green glazed, mantel

tile in a large variety of sizes and shades,

and also the high art Faience tile. One
of the latest original and exclusive crea-

tions of the company is the popular Sil-

ver Gray Glazed brick which is, indeed,

a revelation in artistic brick work.

At the Santa Monica factory about

seventy-five men are employed. Here

the company owns fifty-seven acres of

clay especially adapted for making a

high grade vitrified block. The third

plant, at Point Richmond, Contra Costa

county, directly on the San Erancisco_

Bay, has already been referred to. Com-
mon building brick and red dry pressed

brick are made here. This plant is con-

sidered a model one of its kind, being

built within the last three years and em-

bodying all the up-to-date devices in

brick manufacture. This plant is run

by electrical power entirely.

This half tone shows the U. S. Post Office.

San Francisco, restored after th»- tire and in

which a jjreat many of our white enamel cl«y

brick both S(|uart and molded were used.

We manufacturr at.Stockton all kinds

of clay pressed brick, including mat glazed

(all colors) as well as fire brick. We have

our sandstone brick factory at Antioch

and can furnish you with whit trchltects

and contractors tell o« Is the best su4itoM

{sand lime) krkk oa iU laarket.

GOLDEN GATE BRICK CO.
C. F. PRATT, Manager

M Market Street San Francisco
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Roebling Construction ' o.

OF NEW YORK

FIREPROOF ^UCi
A ts it

WIRR 1 AlH

THE SYSTEM THAT IS nREPROOr

1917-I(M8 Crocker Bttlldlog, San Francisco

Phone. Temporary 4312

i

The company obtains its clays from

five different mines situated in four coun-

ties in Southern Cahfornia. At the recent

exhibition of the San Francisco Architec-

tural Club a fine display of the company's

products was made and it proved most

interesting to the thousands of visitors.

Some of the many fine buildings in

and around San Francisco erected of Los

Angeles pressed and enameled brick and

hollow tile are the following: Hewes
building, Mechanics Bank building, Odd
Fellows building in course of construe^

tion, Taft-Pennoyer building, Oakland,

Berkeley National Bank buildmg,

Berkeley, and all the hollow tile entering

into the construction of the Phelan,

Gunst, Taft-Pennoyer, Royal Insurance

and White House buildings.

Paving brick has been shipped to San

T^rancisco, Oakland, Sacramento, Berke-

ley and Santa Cruz with orders totaling

upwards of a million for Portland deliv-

ery. The company's brick is adapted not

only for the heaviest down town traffic

in large cities, but for residential street

work and private driveways as well.

Faience tile is also being manufactured,

and this is a new departure of the past

few months. Recently experiments were

begun to see what could be accomplished

in this field at the Los Angeles plant.

After a series of experiments the com-

pany's chemist developed a decorative

faience tile of exceedingly handsome de-

sign and color tone, which is to be used

for interior decoration in the Utah Hotel

Company's building under construction

at Salt Lake City from plans by Archi-

tects Parkinson & Bergstrom of Los
Angeles.
The company reports a constantly

growing interest in the Southwest in

vitrified brick for paving purposes.

Property owners in this territory, as

elsewhere on the coast, have come to the

same conclusion as those of the east that

first cost in paving materials is not the

only criterion in determining the econ-

omy of street surfaces. The long life

and minimum cost of maintenance of a

brick surface make this paving material

really the cheapest in the course of'a few

years. In the east many rural comrnit-

tees are now using brick for surfacing

country roads, the improved surface be-

ing made in narrow widths of eight to

twelve feet.

H
st StociK
EVERYTHIN
LUMBER, P^

AND

w t E

RNon«

Concrete Telegraph Poles.

Armored concrete continues to enlarge

the field of its application. The experi-

mental concrete telegraph poles erected

by one of the great railroads running be-

tween Chicago and the Eastern coast

have proved so successful that the com-

pany has decided to extend their use

graduallv '^vrr its Western lines.

11
MacKenzie Roof

f»
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Warehouse of the Strable Manufacturing Company, Oakland

Hardwood CompMiy Fills Many Con-

tracts.

The Strable Manufacturing Company

succeeds the G. H. Btown and Brown-

King Lumber Company of O^kland^The

old offices and warehouse on Water

street, near Washmgton, are retamed,

but the storage capacity has been in-

creased from six to thirty cars. The

company carries a complete stock of all

th^popular hardwoods and is in a pos -

tion to ship on short notice to almost

any point in California. Special atten-

Zl I given to orders for high-^grade

flooring and shipments are made in car

load lots direct from the mills.

Among the buildings furnished with

_Jiardwood flooring are the White House

Newman & Levinson, David Schonwaser

building, Cliff House and Emporium al

in San Francisco, the State Hospital

buildings at Agnew. ^^ich order

amounted to fmething ojer hirty car

loads- Home for the Adult Bjind Wasn

ngton and Lincoln schools in Oakland

the Richmond High School, new hotel at

Stockton, bank and office buiMing of he

Stockton Savings and Loan Society

State Hospital at Napa and the MerceQ

High School. ^ ^„„
The Strable Manufacturing Company

will handle such well-known hardwoods

as mahogany, oak, walnut, cherry, maple,

ash hickory birch, poplar dowels, ebony

and rosewood.

Ventilating the Palace Hotel.

The Robert Dalziel Jr. Company has

finished work on the ventilating system

in the new Palace Hotel, San Fran

Cisco The system is considered the

most perfect of any that has ever been

Jean Pfister

installed in the Bay City, as well as

the largest, and in planning it provisions

have b?en made for the additions to the

hotel contemplated as soon as the pres-

ent structure is occupied. When com-

pleted the ventilating system will

have taken 105 tons of galvanized

sheet-iron, and twenty .direct-con-

nected electric fans, ranging in size trom

60 to 150 inches. One of the features of

the ventilating system is the provisions

that have been made for ventilating the

bathrooms, of which there are at present

650 An exhaust register is placed in

the ceiling of each room and five tans

on the roof are used to discharge he

air Many of the rooms—such as the

grill rooms, ladies' parlor and ball rooms

-have separate systems^ The intake

ducts lead from the roof to the base-_

ment, and the fresh supply is purified

bv passing through three cleansers with

a capacity of about 25C.OOO cubic feet

per minute.

Thirty-one Miles of Pioneer Roofing.

The Pioneer Roll Paper Company, manu-

facturers of ready roofings, roof paint and

insulating papers, and whose factories are

bcated in Los Angeles, recently received

an order from the Associated Supply Com-

pany, of San Francisco, for 400,000 square

feet (31 miles) of 32-inch roofing, to be

used in covering their large oil reservoirs

"n Kern county. The size of this order

and the source from which it came s

certainly a strong endorsement of the qual

itv of Pioneer Roofing.

The Pioneer Roll Paper Company will

be glad to send their 32-page illustrated

booklet on roofs and roofings to anyone

who will write for it, mentioning the Archi

tect and Engineer.

O. j. Frffman O. M. Kend.all

;^rti?;tic decorators
PA INT I NQ CONTRACTORS Store Decorations a Specialty

m-m GROVE ST. PFISTER & COMPANY san franc.sco
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jtcndin Jct is as necessary

-wing msi. ui..^iits to draught tke

plans. Our assortment embraces every style

and kind made.

HEUrFEL m ESSEH CO.
or Y^E.v/ YORn

4^ft-50 Second St. San Francisco, Cal
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W. ^. JuiiBun Art (6luBB €0.

MEMORIALS, LANDSCAPE

WINDOWS. GLASS MOSAICS

Z. L. PARMELEE BL.DG.

HOME PHONE F 7963 «0» Smtiti. <ttal-

I

KK
TENAFLY, N. J.

Tapmstrolea Burlaps Canuaams
and other Decorative Textiles

Samples sent upon request. Department 3

»o E. Tmenty'Mlrat Street, Nem Ymrk

43 K. Randolph Str09t, Chicago
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Purcclay Brick.

The Pureclay Brick and Tile Com^

nanv whosc officcs are at lUJ Main

streei San Francisco, is having extensive

mprovemerits made to its big plant at

Hilton Cal., and when the work is fin-

Uhed the company will have one of he

hest eauipped clay yards on the facit^c

colstB? reason of the supenor grade

of clay found in the company's mmes >t

"s in a position to turn out one of the

K%=t stock bricks on the market. Frool

^rthisls had in tl. following lener from

Hovt Bros., well known Santa Rosa con

Tractors! who have used the bnck on a

Masonic temple at Sonoma:

November 2, 1909.

Pureclay Brick & Tile Company,

103 Main Street,

San Francisco, California.

Gentlemen :-We will state for your

benefit and as -Quested in former com-

munication, that the bnck that you have

shipped us are the best brick we have

ever received from your company and

are the best we have seen in our building

pvneriences on this coast.
, . , •

Everyone who has seen the bnck, in-

cludTn/the architect of the building i

Sonom^a [Masonic Temple,] has spoken

very highly of them.

Very truly,

HOYT BROS.
By Henry A. Hoy4,

Hoyt Bros, stand veiy high with lead-

in^architects in San Francisco and their

letter should carry considerable weight

with those in need of a first-class stock

br ck The improvements that are under

way at the HiUon plant will add mater

iillv to the company's capacity. There

wf be twenty continuous burning kilns

Tn operatTon, ^supplying 30,000 bnck per

day or over, 1,000,000 a month. Some-

thing like $30,000 is being spent in rehab-

ilitating the plant^ ,.

E T Maples, formerly with the Can

fornia Brick Company at Antioch and

1 brick man of practical experience,, is

now in charge of the plant as superin-

tendent, while the. managemen of the

San Francisco office has been turnea

over to C W. Randall who was formerly

with the Bonner & Marshall Conipany

Tace brick and roofing tile "la^^f'-^^t^^.^'

of Chicago, 111. Mr. R^"^^"
'Trde s

company is in position to take^^^^^^

both large and small and till tnem

p^omptly^as they have .splendid railroad

facilities and it b the »"teiition to bave

a vard at North Poin^ and Taylor streets

where a sufficient quantity of brick wilt

be stored to take care of immediate

"^
The plant at Hilton includes some 46

. . acres with a clay bank 70 feet in depth.

Our clean, fresh water Gravel and Sand

has been tested and is specified by the

leading engineers of the State, and has

been used by contractors on some of the

largest buildings, bridges, and on oil

macaddm asphalt "^a^adam and rein^

forced concrete macadam roads m this

State.

Our Roofing Gravol is the only

material in this market perfectly adapted

to this work and is specified by the

leading architects and used exclusively by

"the best roofing contractors.

We furnished the Roofing Gravel for the

Phelan Building. Emporium Mills Build-

ing. Merchants Exchange. Union Trust

Metropolis Bank. Hale Building.Humboldt

Bank. Magnin Building, and hundreds

more of the large and small buildings of

the State q GET OUR PRICES.

Phone Douglas 3078

IT mimm m pihsawon

tincciiii* improved Cube

Concrete Mixer
MANUFACTURED B\

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING

a CONTRACTING CO.

Main Office, Railway Exchange,

CHICAGO, ILL.

San Francisco Agents, Lansing Wheel-

barrow Co., 789 Folsom St.

P B ENGH, 704 Central BWg.. L«i A»geles

Spectal^es Represenutivc for S<«ithern OUiformU

*u*
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CEMENT TFSTINQ AND INSPECTION

Reports and Estimates on Properties and Processes

I

The Northwestern Pacific railroad oper-

ates a branch line to the works which

are situated just seventeen miles north-

west of Santa Rosa. While the brick

turned out are a stock brick they are

not machine pressed, but as good
^J^"°^

better, than many of the so-called high-

class repress face brick.

Inspection of Building Material.

Architects are fast beginning to realize

the necessity for proper inspection of

building material, not only in the interest

of their cHents but as a safeguard against

possible complaint of the architect s in-

competency. . ^

For the benefit and convenience ot

engineers, architects, contractors and

fillers who cannot maintain their own

testing plants, the engineering firm of

Robert W. Hunt & Company of Chicago,

has located branch offices and testing

laboratories in a number of large manu-

facturing and consuming centers — New

York, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, San Fran-

cesco, and also in Montreal and London.

Their Pacific Coast laboratories are at

425 Washington street in San Francisco.

The volume of the inspection work en-

trusted to them is such that they are

enabled to maintain a large corps of

experts, resident at or in close proximity

with all the large foundries, rolling-mills

and fabricating shops of the United

States and Canada, with a number also in

England. Belgium and Germany. iheir

very extensive and perfect system renders

it possible to do the most accurate expert

work for such reasonable cost, that cau-

tious construction men feel that they cannot

afford not to avail themselves of the protec-

tion thus secured.
r ry u ^ \\r

The name and reputation of Robert W.

Hunt & Company are such as to require

no special commendation from the Architect

and Engineer, and this note is intended for

local users of building materials who may

not have been advised of the location of the

San Francisco branch of the firm, and who

are referred to the advertisement at the

top of this page.

ll'tfft/mt' tn Mpit'orth M. 1'-. Church.

EXECUTED BY

&a»t JfranrtBto Art (Slaaa
,_.^^ ^ PRISM GLASS IN

?;Mi.<^SSEn.GLASs3||0rk0 '"kFI^AL^SE?
ART GLASS

GLASS SIGNS

TdeptKMie TonpMary 3318

944-946 MISSION ST., Sb- Fr„nci«co, Cal.
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ASPHALT. FELT
DAMP-PROOFl
WE USE ONLY THE 1

'

.rx^L^L MATERIALS IN OUR WORK

PORTLAND:
'»er of Commerce bldg

SEATTLE

:

3 1 4 Occidental Avenue

I

AspKalt ¥ ts

D ^ ning Felts

Building Papers

Reliable and dependable— for years and years

these goods have always satisfied. Made by
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Plant of White Bros., San Francisco.

Mammoth Stock of Hardwoods.

THE above cut shows the establish-

ment at spear and Howard streets,

San Francisco, of White Brothers,

pioneer dealers in hardwood lumber.

This firm was established m 1874 by

Peter and Asa L. White. At that time

there was very little hardwood used m
San Francisco except by the wagon-

makers and the few furniture factories,

the latter making nearly all oi >ne»r

product out of walnut, now so high y

considered by connoisseurs and greatly

prized wherever it is found in the few

old mansions which escaped unscathed in

the fire of 1906. As the years went on

and conditions changed, more hardwood

was used in the interior finish of resi-

dences, stores and office buildings and

biT^tFe change in. freight rates which

allowed the cheaper Eastern made furni-

ture to come into the California market,

furniture making here became unprofit-

able and furniture factories either went

out of business or became general wood-

working plants. .

Walnut, which was the queen of cabi-

net woods, became scarcer and scarcer

and the price advanced from ten cents

per foot, at which it was sold in the

later seventies and early eighties to

twenty and twenty-five cents per foot

today Wnlnnt frrndnnllv went out Ot

fashion and quartered oak and mahogany

have taken its place. The consumption

of oak and mahogany has been enorm-

ous in the last ten years Ash, hickory

and maple for wagon work are also used

to a very great extent, but oak and ma-

hogany are the kingpins of hardwood,

although birch is not far behind.

White Brothers commenced carrying

wagon material and cabinet woods in a

small way, and by paying particular at-

tention to the needs of the trade as

thev became more diversified and the

demand increased, they have grown to

be the largest hardwood house west ot

Chicago. Their market extends from

Cape Nome to Valparaiso and as far east

as Montana and Utah. The stock carried

at their main yards in San F/ancisco

amounts to about two million feet, but

the ground space at this location is not

sufficient to contain all the lumber they

need in their business and they have at

various places in the vicinity of the main

yard, smaller yards to accommodate

their stock. Besides this they take

advantage of the excellent warehouse

facilities offered for the finer grades of

lumber which need protection from the

weather. , • c t7r^«
In addition to the yards in San Fran-

cisco, White Brothers operate a sawmill

at Petaluma where they have rail and

i>NS CO.

PHBLAN BLDQ., SAN FR 4 »
Phone Douglas 348

VTiiCi^ ^*i»»...p.
lention this Magazine.
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DRAWINGS AND CUTS
WHICH SHOW MANUFACTURERS'
GOODS TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE

THIS IS OUR SPECIALTY

LOWEST RATES ON THE COAST

Holmes

r Co.
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II

f| We furnisk and install the

iulmes Patent Disappearing

Beds in ornamental brass,

xanzed or wkite enamel iron

'^ ime— with galvanized iron

3, Leggett Spiral Springs,

g^iaes, bumpers and furniture

in any style or wood to har-

monize with the other furniture

in the room.

Write or call for descriptive

circulars and other data about

these heds.

water shipping facilities. At this point

is also maintained a large yard for sea-

soning the lumber which is sawed up

at the mill. They carry there a very

large stock of Jenisero, Primavera, and

Spanish Cedar, as well as oak imported

m logs from Japan. This yard generally

contains over half a million feet of hard-

woods. ... J

White Brothers have in their yard, in

addition to the hardwoods of the United

States, such as oak. ash, hickory, birch,

walnut, etc., etc., mahogany from Mexico,

Central America and Africa, not to men-

tion Philippine mahogany; Teak trom

Siam, Koa from the Hawaiian Islands;

Primavera and Spanish Cedar from Mex-

ico, Ironbark, spotted gum and other

species of Eucalyptus from Australia;

oak from Japan; ebony from Senegam-

bia; Circassian walnut from the Levant,

and Boxwood from Turkey.

The Pyrmont Brick Company.

A company that is 'commencing to

make a mark for itself in the Lincoln,

Cal district is that of the Pyrmont Brick

Company, a concern that has only

recently entered that field, ^.nd which is

now busy erecting suitable buildings for

the great industry that is to be carried

on The plant is not in full working

order yet and it will probably be almost

a year before the finished products will

be placed on the market but in addition to

making rapid work on the plant, devel-

opment work at the beds is being carried

on and several carloads of clay are being-

shipped out daily. A spur track from a

railroad has been built to the beds

making transportation easy. President

M J Dillman is on the ground most ot

the time, directing operations and mak-

ing a study of the different varieties of

clay found in the pits.

Southern Pacific Shops.

Work on the Visitacion yards of the

Southern Pacific Company, which was

stopped several months ago on account

of the financial stringency, has been

started again. Surveyors have been busy

for the last few weeks preparing plans

for the large roundhouse that is to be

erected and the work of comp eting the

other shops, foundations of which have

already been laid, is under way.

The tract adjoins the Pacific gas and

electric company's plant and it is esti-

mated when all the buildings are com-

pleted and the yards in running order

That more than 6,000 men will be em-

ployed in the vallev. There are now

two tracks through the hills to this point

and another tunnel ife being cut for two

more tracks. TwentV-five miles of track

are dowil now and tl^irty more are to be

laid shortly.
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GEARY STREET a»ovk Union Square

San Francisco

European Pl^n * " H a day up

American P > a day up

An addition o4 ooe-tJ being

built to •cconiin«» Ast

increasng p«

Charles A. S ^ *no
Maroarst

Proprie

r. O. ENGSTRUM. Pres.

F E. ENGSTRUM. Vice-Pres.

THE ORIENTAL

DIRECT IMPORTERS

ORIENTAL ART (

S. W. Cor. California St. and Grant Av

ranasco

Branch at Lo» Anj

lake Up Electrical Contracting Business.

Mr. Edwin B. Pike and Mr. Arthur B

Lebenbaum, formerly in the electrical

contracting business, are now perma^

nently located in the Wiley B Allen

building, 135-153 Kearny street, San

^
The fiTm of Pike & Lebenbaum are the

Coast representatives for the Alliance

Soecialty Manufacturing Company, betts

&^ BettI, Inc.; The Brilliant Electnc

Company; The A. E. Rittenhouse Com-

pan^rThe Tungstolier Company ;
etc

^ They would be more than pleased to

see their old friends at their offices and

show rooms.

TH08 E HULMt _wwAN

THOS. E. HULME & GO.

PLUMBING
STEA
J r

WM. McKAY. Supt.

pany

—Wholesale Dealers in—

^.»ee CASH nooRS PAINTS a«d ELECTRICAL SUPPIIIS

LOMBt*. WnCm. MM*. CEMENT. GLASS. SASH DOORS. PAINT
^^^^^^ ^^^^

Main Offices. Mill, Warehouse & Yards
^^^^^ BosplUl Wdg.. h%%tW

East Rhh A Seaton Sts.. Los Angeles

Telephones: Main 304(r-Al%9
Telephone Main 59
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An Electric Fountain.

Out of fifteen or more different designs

submitted, the board of park commission-

ers of San Diego selected that of Archi-

tect Irving J. Gill for the $10,000 electric

fountain which is to be erected in the

plaza with funds donated by Louis J.

Wilde.
A few changes from the original

design are suggested by Architect Gill.

Instead of Mexican onyx Verrnont or

Italian marble will be used in its con-

struction and it will be octagonal, instead

of round, in shape, but the general

appearance will be practically the same.

Another change he proposed was that

the lion heads at the sides of the base

be eliminated and that sheets of water

flow between the columns and over the

base into the large basin, instead of flow-

ing from the mouths of the lions.

On a marble base according to Mr.

Gill's design, will stand six columns of

marble supporting a frieze which will

play an important part in throwing

sheets of water over the fountain.

Above the frieze will be a large dome
of amber glass interspersed with bright

oranges and emerald greens, the glass

to be cut in small sections and secured

in copper frames. Over the dome of

glass there will be a large gilded eagle

with outspread wings. The pedestal, col

umns, dome and eagle will stand about

25 feet high over all in the center of a

circular basin about 20 feet in diameter

The capitals of the columns, the cop

per frame work of the dome and the

eagle will be overlaid with gold leaf, pro

ducing a sparkling effect when lighted

up by the sunlight in the day time and

by electric light at night. The large

basin will be of reinforced concrete,

veneered with marble. The water will

come out at the feet of the eagle and

descend over the surface of the dome,

frieze and columns. Eight streams will

be thrown toward the columns from the

edge of the large basin and eight sheets

of water will flow over the base into the

large basin.

Frank M. Spencer H. A. Wells

WELLS & SPENCER

1 (Formerly with Cahill & Hall Elevator Co.)

Eleyators, Repairs and iospectioas

an4 Danib Waiters

139-141 BEALE ST. SAM FRAMISCO

Telephone Kearny 664
J

FIREPROOF^
£QNS^EUflTIQM

has been used in over
—including iivpr ^n til, il,

I ^overuiiieii'

and nntshint; concrete
Let our engineers show

you how these materials

can be used to advantage
in your work.
Separate catalogues de-

scribing Kahn System
Products, structures of

every type, and "Kahn
System Standards," »
handbook on reinforced
concrete design

Ifissd CMcrele Siefl i»

689 Trussed Concrete
BIdg.. DeUoit. Mich.

K^H 5^TEM

•ntril

ng

dc BulldlBf

I
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Swell Yacht for L. A. Norris.

L A Norris, Western sales agent for

the Clinton fire-proofing materials with

headquarters in San Francisco, is having

built for his private use a fine schooner

yacht which is expected to eclipse anj^-

thine now on the coast. The craft s

be n| tur^ied out by Rice Bros, well-

known ship builders at East Booth, Me ,

and when finished will "lake under its

own sail and power the 13,000 mile trip

around the Horn to San F'-ancisco Bay^

The dimensions of the yacht will be

91 feet 6 inches over all, 64 feet water

line 19 feet breadth and U feet draft.

It spreads 3,457 square feet of canvas in

the lower sails and is equipped with a

30 horsepower gasoline engine for aux-

iliary power. The boat will be flush

^ deck"; with a small cockpit for steering^

The companionway leading to tne

cabin will be just aft of the main mast

and lead down into a small passageway,

where there will be a stateroom on the

starboard side and the bathroom lockers

and chart table on the Port side^ Aft

of this, taking up the full ^^ \ "tJnf
schooner, will be the owner's stateroom.

Forward of the passageway will be the

main cabin, almost amidship, equipped

with book cases, lockers and a space for

a piano. Opening out of it on the star-

board side will be a stateroom for a

maid, while the captain's room and an-

other toilet will be on the port side.

In a good sized galley aft the engine

will be placed. The forecastle, with four

berths, and two in the galley, will give

quarters for a crew .of six.

All the interior finish except the galley

and forecastle will be in white paint,

with mahogany trimmings.

Six-Story Hotel.

Architects Train & Williams 226 Ex-

change building, Los Angeles, have

made plans for a six-story and basement

European hotel to be erected on Olive

street, just south of Pico, Los Angeles

for W W. Paden. It will be brick with

pressed brick front and will, have Ore-

gon pine trim, and be equipped with

elevators, steam heat electric fixtures

baths and plumbing. It will contain 128

rooms, and will cost about $65,000.
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Adjustable Hangers
Patent Door Frame
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Guaranteed Perfect in every respect
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Bank and Office
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THE 11. D. SAMUEL CO.
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508 TELEGRAPH AVE.. OAKLAND
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lights

Metal Roofing

Fire Proof Metal

Wiadow!4, Automa-
tic Elevator Trap
D«ors.

MSLER
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Large Eastern Firms Prepare for In-

creased Business.

Mr. J. E. Dwan, known to most archi-

tects throughout the United States as

the "Luxfer Prism Man," has opened

offices and factory at Third and Tehama
streets, San Francisco, under the firm

title of J. E. Dwan & Company.
Mr. Dwan is the direct representative

of a number of large Eastern firms and
the object of the new company is to

facilitate the handling of the California

business of these firms for the benefit

of their clients and customers.

The factory on Tehama street is fully

equipped and a large stock of the prism

units of all the various angles and shapes

are carried as well as forms, tools, etc.,

for the installation of the well known
system of reinforced concrete sidewalk

lights.

The factory is also equipoed with a

stock of White Sanitarv Glass with

facilities for cutting, drilling, and grind-

ing the same.
Toch Bros., the inventors of the

famous R. I. W. damp resisting paints,

manufacture soecial paints for every con-

ceivable purpose and Mr. Dwan, who has

made a special studv of dampproofing
and waterproofing, will be of much
assistance to Toch Bros.' clients through

his familiarity with these materials. Mr.

Maximilian Toch. the chemist of the

firm of Toch Bros., is now on the coast

studying the conditions of climate and

their effect upon the building materials

in use, for his better understanding of

the special requirements on the Pacific

coast.
.

As engineer for E. J. Wmslow, Mr.

Dwan carried through the waterproof-

ing of the basement of the Royal Insur-

ance building in San Francisco. This

basement being sunk in what was once

the bay of San Francisco, is thirteen feet

six inches below the level of the bay.

The floor of some of the pits is subject

to a lifting pressure of 800 pounds per

square foot. This entire basement was

waterproofed on the inside surfaces of

walls and floors by the hydrolithic

cement system. The waterproofing is

always exposed and easily repaired in

case of damage by earthquake or fire,

and much floor space was gained.

The new company will also represent

the Mound City Roofing Tile Company,

and the Detroit Steel Products Com-

pany. _ T- • ^
Mr Dwan came to San Francisco

about two years ago and was connected

with the Willkomm Building Supply

Company, as treasurer of that corpora-

tion, until its dissolution last month and

has made many staunch friends by his

earnestness and frank good fellowship.
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A MACHINE that is UUAK-A.Nir.r,D to

Produce an Even Smooth Surface on Any

Kind of Wood Floor Old or New Hard or

Soft in Residences. Stores. Factories. tJowi

ing Alleys. Dance Halls. Etc.

Architects and Contractors endorse the

SCHLUETER RAPID FLOOR SURFACER

I

(S«iiP^isdi€iilyperfeclwiytosirfittiWii<fli«f)

I
Write for Descriptive Circular and Price List

INLAID FLOOR COMPANY
I 398 EDDY ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
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J illFor the

Com
Fl
Sink Drain
Br
Wnne Artificial Stone,

Artificial Granite,

Outside Staff Work,

Cement Mould
Backings,

Glazed Brick, etc.,

\

I

S T. JOHNSON C
1334 MISSION ST.

TEL. MARKET 2759 SAN FRANCISCO

ifornia by the

ilA MABHESITECO,

Slauson Ave. and Regent St.

CaliforniaLos Angeles

ANU I

FOR FIR
CONCREl
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SuperiorMm Gravel
sivdy oo the PWan Bklg., ^n i «)

hicib la Noni Bettir on the Market

Wnte for Sample and Information

Buildina Material Co.

926-927 Pacific Bldg.

SAN FRINCISCO.CAL,
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REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTIOK

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

: : Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc. : :

Rooms 322-24, San FRANCISCO

Phone Temporary 3526 A. H. Berg^

Eric Lange

ANQE k BERO^I kuM
BUILDING CONTRACTORS

^^T4BLISHED IWO

1017 monadnock: building SAN FRANCISCO

Tlie Best Heating System for

Tkcatrcs, Halls, Ckurchcs,

Apartments and Residences.

National Furnace Co.

MANUFACTURERS
AND PATENTEES

410 Folsom Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Kearny 5874

We have the Largest and Best Gas Furnace

Installation in the West,
c

FAN SYSTEMS A SPECIALTY

buii^e Features of the New Building

Laws of San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO has some brand

new building laws which are ex-

pected to work great benefit to the

city. The old laws in many respects were

a hindrance to architects and builders,

possessing many features that were en-

tirely imoractical. The class C buildmg

question is disposed of in the following

provisions:
Class C buildings shall be built with

brick, stone or concrete walls supporting

the adjacent floor loads and with the

interior floor loads supported by studded

partitions, or by wooden or steel or cast

iron columns and wooden or steel gir-

ders. Floor joists may be of wood.

The limit of height shall be 84 feet,

if metal lath be used on all floor and

ceiling joists, girders, studding, wood fur-

ring and soffits of stairs. The limit of

height shall be 55 feet if wooden lath be

used, or if not lathed; but in no case

shall more than four stories be included

in this height.

Class C buildings may be built to the

maximum height without lathing if the

interior is of mill construction. Class C
buildings may be built anywhere in the

city.
. .

There are special provisions concern-

ing reinforced concrete construction.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The following is of
g^"e^^},fl^^',^,fL ot

Reinforced concrete walls shall be at

least six inches thick. If the area of

waU surface included between any two

Adjacent wall columns and adjacent floor

"girders exceeds 300
^^"f

^.
^''thickne s

less than 400 square feet, the thickness

of \he wall shall not be less than ei^h

inrhes If the area exceeds 4W square

feet"he wall thickness shall not be less

than 12 inches, supported on the frame

"'l?'rdnfo7ced concrete walls the area

of stee reinforcement shall aggregate

^tlf of 1 oer cent of the area of the

°;^rc'r . and 'm"y be placed vertically or

horizontally, or part vertically and part

''°No°r"e'nforcement shall be spaced more

fhL 24 inches apart. Additional re.n-

oJcemen't" shall /e placed around oj,en^

L™= inA all re nforcement shall De wircu

at each in ersection. All reinforcement

shallbe rigidly connected at columns and

.rirri^r'; to the Steel frame

^Reinforced concrete walls may be bu.lt

ir, the forr^ of bearing walls of uniform

stc.i6n: aTd of same thickness required

^°H''wansTre\uilt of piers and connect-

• nfthrniers shall be calculated and

'"^nsTructed ar'o umns. The connecting

J^f^rhuilt of reinforced concrete with-

::^;aSws;Ly be considere as se f.

rhK-sl. Tnch^ri-n th{j>PPe;,^'-
~^^ ?oV:::rradd!ti^^naT ^"^feet

^''^here such walls are pierced by open-

ings for doors and windows the entire

i„?L .hall be concentrated oy the piers,

hf.h shall be proportioned as columns,

"'r wood "''bu'ildi'^g is classed as one

ine waiib
studding, cov-

^^r^^t l^'otTVuildings more

thfn two stories high Viereafter erected

nr enhrged to be used U factories, shal

Z constructed as follows: The weight

of all the floors shall be concentrated at

f-Winding Clocks

Sflf Winding Clocks of t-VERV

DESCRIPTION. OR MADE TO ARCHI-

?FCT'S DESIGN qSYNCHRONIZEU

CLOCK SYSTEMS FOR RAILROADS,

HOTFLS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC

S BELL PROGRAM INSTRUMENTS

FOR SCHOOLS, INSTITUTION^ FAC

TORIES. AND "^LLS ^TIM*

STAMPS, EMPLOYES TIME REGIS

TERS. WATCHMAN S TIME DE

TECTORS.

^rSf'oVrset'ld'ri^l^ldin. construe^

our .^v"chron,ze-i
J f^^'"I'^^etly the

^aT'uni^J/nrcorr:'. time'" all the .in.-

FERDINAND FISH
Pacific Coast Representative

250 WeBlgofflcrv Strtrt Sai frawsto

t>, i-,c =;4^<^

I

I
San Francisco's Finest Example of Hotel An hi-

^VT- Fully Worthy It, Superb Situation.

I
, ce Hotel Company]
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certain points, and no support shall rest

directly upon a stud wall, but all beams
girders and girders supporting floor

shall rest directly upon posts. Said

beams and girders supporting floor

shall not be more than nine feet apart

upon these shall rest the floor, whicl

shall extend from one girder or bean

to another, and shall not be less than o

three inches thick plank. Planks shal

be laid to the ends of the timbers. The
filling between posts and walls shall be

built of not less than 2x4 inch studs, 16

inches from centers.

Much interest is found in the rule con-

cerning theaters. Every theater here-

after erected to be used for theatrical

or operatic purposes must be constructed

in accordance with the requirements of

the oidinance relating to class A or steel

frame construction.
In the matter of safeguards for fire for

both public and private buildings the

new law provides that all existing build-

ings and those hereafter erected exceed-

ing 100 feet in height shall be provided

with such auxiliary fire apparatus and
appliances as wrenches, spanners, fire

extinguishers, hooks, axes and pails as^

may be required by the chief of the fire

department; all of said apparatus to con-

form in design to those in use by the fire

department.
The ordinance adopted by the super-

visors calling for the removal of all the

buildings erected in San Francisco since

April 18, 1906, in violation of the build-

'N' I " ri :;.k

846-8 48

Haines

n[)les in our Show Rooms
SI ST. SAN IWANCISCO

Jones a »o.

Il30-li

ing law ...... - lances of i j and

county is made a part of the law and the

date for removing all such structures is

May 1, 1910.

OIL BURNING
Insuring perfect combustion under ail con

in operation.

niAlillH ^1 1 IIAItltl \L
HumlHildt Itiiiik BNIk

Controlled by Ayto-
tnatic Electric Device

ditions, simplicity ot parts, and economical

Comprensor and Automatic Devices
made by

WESTINGHOl HI AIR BRAKE CO.
PltlHbiirg. Pa.

H
•

II Direct Driven Rotary Conipres*

FUEL OIL BURNf. M-.

^^\,ri'ing ' ' \uvcrliseri> nien>
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Shoifins Bolt in Position

safety. With the Russwin Panic-Exit

bolt any pressure upon the door acceler-

ates 'the unlocking action. This device

is sensitive in action yet most substan-

ti;il in construction, all parts being made

of solid bronze metal castings with the

exception of the bolt heads which are

hardened steel, each part machined and

carefully fitted. Various types of this

holt are made to meet various require-

nients For fire exits a bolt allowing

. xit at all times but permitting no en-

trance; for double entrance doors the

bolting mechanism on the dummy halt

.>f the door and a Russwin unit lock set

on the active half; both doors in case of

necessity being thrown open by pres-

sure upon the bar extending across the

face of the dummy half. For classroom

or entrance doors the bolt has a side-

latching mechanism operated from the

outside by a knob and inside by the

usual bar across the face of the door

Ml types while operating in ditterent

ways secure the instant releasing and

opening of the door.

Do High-class Decorating.

Pfister & Company have reorganized,

with Jean Pfister, president; O. J. Free-

man, vice-president, and O. M. Kendall

secretary and treasurer. This firm is fast

gaining an enviable reputation as artistic

decorators and high-class painting con-

tractors. Their specialty is store decora-

tions Recent contracts include the inte-

rior painting of the Baldwin Piano house

oh Sutter street7 Work will be taken

direct from the owner or through the

architect.

The Russwin Panic Exit Bolt.

The Russell & Irwin Mfg. Company,

New Britain, Conn., San Francisco and.

New York, is making the Russwin

Panic-Exit Bolt, which, as the name im-

plies, is intended for use on school-

house, theater, assembly hall and public

building entrances and exit doors. The
construction of this bolt is such that the

slightest touch on the bar, which ex-

tends horizontalh^ across the face of the

door, will instantly release the bolting

members and open the door. In the

various types of locking mechanism or-

dinarily in use on entrance and exit

doors the pressure against the door by

a panic-stricken audience will almost

invariably cause a binding of bolts, mak-

ing it impossible to open the way to

Large Brick Structure.

A brick structure to cover a lot 75x115

feet in the north line of Clay street near

East street, San Francisco is being

erected at a cost, including the land, ot

$100,000. It is to be a two-story build-

ing with elevator and will contain tour

stores and seventy rooms. The lot runs

through to Commercial street, so that

the building will have two frontages.

Frank S. Holland is the architect.

Vacuum Company Moves.

The San Francisco Compressed Air

Cleaning Company has moved from Mont-

gomery street to 397 Sutter street, south-

east corner, San Francisco, where a hand-

some suite of ofhces has been leased.

\ T
(Successor to Seaton & U Rom

MASOIN AISD BUI I

I
180-188 JESSIE STREET

Phone Kearny 4700

Box 391

Builders Exchange
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Apartment House, San Francisco, for L. H. Sly

ARMSTRONG
ELECTP"" ="""^1 "

f r^

MECHANICAL FLOOR IN-

DICATORS FOR ELEVATORS

Automatic Freight Door Operat-

ing Mechanism, Expressman Call

System, Fire-proof Steel

Curtains for Theatres.

Elevator Supply

and Repair Co.
GEO. A MESICX.

Pad^ Coik« Manager

BALBOA BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

Popular Two-Room Apartments.

THE illustration above shows the Turk

street elevation, San Francisco, of a

handsome Mission style apartment

house being erected by L. H. Sly and whi^
is equipped with the Marshall & Stearns

improved Patent Wall Bed^ As will be

s^en by examination of the floor plan,

every bed has direct ventilation from the

outside, making perfect sanitation w.thou

he usual "airing inconveniences, bpeciai

at ent^n is called to the dressing room

arrangement, as shown in the floor plan

and which is carried out in each and

every one of the two-room apartments^

This dressing room arrangement is an

entirely new one for San Francisco.

'The chief objection to a two room

apartment in the past has been the fact

that there was no privacy.
^k.kIv

In this case Mr. Sly who has probably

had more experience than any other one

man in the city, in this hne, has bu It in

the dressing room what is really a large

closet but has given his tenant, so far as

prWacy is concerned, all the conveniences

^"an additional room. One will notice

that this dressing room is ^onjiected di-

rect with the bath room, which connects

with the private hall.

The offices and show rooms of th? Mar-

shall & Stearns Company are on the elev-

enth floor of the Phelan building, San

F"rancisco.
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